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FORECAST OF CORPS FIXED EVENTS-1997
1.

18 larch 1997
The !{SI/British Computer octety Sponsored
Led Jrc -London

7. 6November1997
Opening of Field of Remembrance

8. 7 ovember 1997
Scottish Dinner

2. 19 April 1997
Asso.;iation Branch Reps Meeting & Asl>ociation AGM

Remembrance Sunday

3. lJ

. y 1997
London Dinner

I0. 27 November 1997
Institution London Lecture
11. 18 December 1997
Corp Carol Service

4. 21 June 1997

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
You can contribute as much time as you want
s you're well aware, serving in the Forces isn't just a
in any one year. The minimum that we ask is that
job. It's a· way of life. So, it's no surprise, that after
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
leaving,many people feel as though they're high and dry,
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and somed .
like a fish out of water
weekday even ings. As a
---1
But there's no need for you to feel this way. It's
Specialist
we
ask
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends,
only 15 days
,. ~~. ·
~make use of the unique skills you've acquired, and
training and two
~.._ • ~
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
weekends.
).) •
.
-<:>
the bargain.
;;;.
How 7 Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces. which make up a thi rd of our Army
and represent a significant part of our commitment
In return you wi ll receive payment equivalent to
to peace.
the rates paid to Regu lar Army soldiers plus an
There are two options open to you.
Firstly, you can 1oin one of the Territorial Army
annual tax-free bonus.
Independent Uni1s based in the TAVRA region in which
If you would like more information about how you
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
can stay in the swim of things, write to the address
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments
below, giving details of which option you are interested
Secondly, 1f you are leaving a Corps, you could
in, your current age and address, your intended county
retain your capbadge and become a member of either
of residence, and of the regiment you have left or
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Unit. In either,
are leaving.
you can maintain and extend the special skills that you
have learned.
The Territorial Army, Freepost, 433 5 (Ref: 9000) , Bristol BSl 3YX.
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9. 9 November 1997

C01vs Luncheon-Blandford

5. 28/29 June 1997

FRONT AND BACK CO ER
thanks go to 21 Sig Regt for the Front Cover-FIB A with a
mile, a.nd to l (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt for the Back Cover.
wtth the Colonel in Chief during her \i it to Bo nia.

Association Reunion

Ou~

6. 7 September 1997
Corps Lunchcon-Catterick
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A VISIT TO RUSSIA BY 40 OFFICERS OF THE BRITISH ARMY
7-12OCTOBER1996
By Capt Neil Makepeace

·1her~ was liulc nmc to rest. By half pa\t-scvt:n. we were off for
'1l the luganka Restaurant. We were treated hy the British Emba

cxcellc~l

c1· n
m er

meal whic~ included Russian delicacies and caviar a:s~~~ ~ ~
m?re r..,i:og111sable dishes. Wnh the (.;fates of German beer and rrench
~'~~t~:c~\~ad b~en brought fru111 thc Embassy an excellent time was had
,1 _: , i.e. oor s mw was excel lent. There were dancers. a magician and
~olk _sin~':" · all of whom were very enterli1ining. Above all, though wa .
~ cl.1ss1eal smgcr who looked as heauuful as h.:r voice and • wh~
~;ln~~qucntly ".'as t:xlr.:mcly ~opular with most of th.: assembled crowd.
Y_ a out 11 _o clock. most of the company. in gocx.l cht:t:r. boarded the
buses tor the JOU! ncy back to the hotel and its I Oth floor b·ir MoM but n0 1
all;
of officers
· · wit
· · h some
f a small
· number_
•
• · · in even better cl1cer' fled 1· n't a.ins
o . '.lu_r •,nt:rp:cters to a down ·town· night club. Claims that Mo<,eow
prices (Westerner versions) were higher than those of central Lo d
prm·ed lo b~ entin:ly true. This small group were to be found fo~ t~~
n:mamcler ol the week lamenting the cost of this fiN evening eedle~s 1
s_a)'. however, all had a good time for which they suffered th~ouohout th~
e
1o 11 0\\ 1ng day. Wednesday.

1

.>

PREPARATI01 . TRAVEL Ai D FIRST IMPRE SIONS
MONDY

0

s part of the reconciliation between Russia and the Western power , a
biannual e:>.chanee ha· been establi. hed between the British and Ru. sian
rmie and this- year. 1996. it wa the turn of Briti h officers to vi it
Rus.,ia . Four officers from tile Corps were • elected to take part in the visit:
Maj Derek Weir ( chool of Signals). apt Neil Iakepeace (3 ig Regt
(VJ). Capt Chris \ ood (30 ig Regt) and Capt Ian Blower (3 (UK) Di
ig Regt).
The process of obtaining Yi:a turned out to be more difficult for
some than for other·. Initially. the Ru.sian Embassy rejected 26 Yi a
applications on the ground of unsatisfactory photograph . apt eil
Iakepeace was one of tho~e unphotogenic . ouL 10 have been the ubject
of 'unsatisfactory photographs· and the final three day. before the
commencement of the vi. it wa. spent rushing to and fro attempting 10
have suitable photographs delivered to the Joint Service Travel Centre in
London. The proces culminated in a 4am train from Sheffield to London
on the final day before departing for Ru ·sia. eedle . to ay, he did, at the
eleventh hour. obtain the requisite visa.
o it was that, shortly before lunchtime on Monday 7 October 1996, 40
officer gathered in the north terminal of Gatwick Airport. Thi part wa
easy-Briti h officers are somehow never difficult to identify! Following
briefing and the u ual airport forn1alities. the pany embarked on a Briti h
irway 757 and had an uneventful flight to Rus ia.
Arrival in Mo cow wa · far from encouraging. We had, perhap
naturally . as urned that ·door would be opened'\ and ·path cleared' for a
vi it like thi one. Unfortunately, this was not so at Moscow·
Sheremetrevo-2 Airpon. It mok over two hours lo clear immigration and
cu. toms and it was 11 pm by the time we met the Military Attache on the
far side of the variou formalities. From thi point onward thing looked
up, beginning with the bus ride to the Ru sian Ministry of Defence·s hotel.
True. the bu e were far from luxuriou . but having · hoe-horned'
uurselve into them. the ride through Moscow was memorable. Although
one or two of the part)' had been to Ru sia before, mo t of us had not and
felt both humbled and privileged to gain thi first view of. of all cities,
l'.1osco\\ . Seeing Moscow for the first time. having in almo t all of our
case grown up in an army organised and commiued to fight the Soviet
Union and her allie , was extraordinary.
The Ru sian Mini try of Defence hotel was a pleasant urpri e and.
having been paired off. we all took lift to what turned out to be well
equipped. paciou and clean double room . Following thi it was back
down tairs for a low key reception at which the oon-to-be ubiquitou
bread. ham. and alami were served with strong coffee and mineral water
which eemed !O contain a little too much mineral for our palettes. Later
the ame evening some. though by no mean all, of the party panook of
their first vodka. More-much more-about vodka later. Having been
briefed both by the Military Attache and by our Ru sian hosts. having met
our interpreters and mourned the lack of beer in thi panicular bar. mo t
of us were in bed by about I o'clock in the morning. By thi time , the
realisation had come to ~aj D ere k Weir that. although he was not
normally nominated a an interpreter for thi visit, his language kills
would be called upon often. Although one of the interpreters. Sergei, was
very good. the re t left a lot to be desired: interpreting is a difficult
lingui tic skill to ma ter and the re t of our interpreters had not mastered
it. ·But my ftr t language i Swahili ,' one complained.

kind of We tern food which we would appreciate. We did appreciate the
sentiment. ll was also the first of se era! helpings of Borsch, which is a
soup of beetroot. cabbage and oil. The quality of the Borsch varied
throughout the week. but thb first helping was not good! Again, plenty of
bread and salami and, for the first but not the last time. there was plenty of
vodka. This· odka' drinking busine>s proved to be a bit of a problem. The
Ru. ians have a traditional way of drinking vodka at meals. ll goes
omething lil..e this: The senior hrn,1. who in this ca e was the Academy
Commander. a Major-General, \lands to make a toast. which is supposed
to be followed by a 'bottoms-up' downing of a gla s of vodka (about two
or three imperial measures). Following this the senior guest stands to make
another toast, followed by another measure of vodka. Then the next senior
host, followed by the next most senior guest, and so on. Thi continues
until either the vodka or the guests fail. There are, of course. a number of
way. to avoid the inevitable re uhs. Some of the party were often
observed pouring water imo vodka gla ses. Others found that the hard
brown bread we were given was extremely absorbent. Others simply threw
the vodka 01110 the floor. ll is pleasing to note. however. that most of the
pany and all of the Royal igna l did their be. t to observe local tradition.
Thi made for ome long and tiring afternoons throughout the week.
This particular afternoon involved a tour of the Kremlin. The Kremlin i
magnificent and our feelings of awe returned a we toured the seat of
Ru sian power. Having said this. the tour was long and the commentary
detailed. which made the tour hard work for a tired group of vodka- ·oaked
British officers. It was al. o our introduction to icons- more later. It was an
excellent "photo-opportunity' and several Russian guardsmen were
ubject to group of Briti h officers trying to pose with them. How
embarrassing! There followed a short excursion to exchange our dollars
for roubles, or ·Barney Rubble ·. ll was cenainly an exhausted group
which arrived back at the Ministry of Defence hotel by about half-past six
that Tue day evening.

W.EDl'IESDAY
V We~nc~d-~y n~orning sa"'. t~e .group travel to Solnechnogorsk 10 visit the
ystrc A \a need Ofncer 1 ra111111g Centre. Again, we toured the Academ
Ml~:um. num.:rous 1ra1m_ng facilities and local training area. We also mfr
stu i.:nts on a United Nations Monitoring Officers (U MO) C
· . h.
would he JOll1ed in a few days by a group of
tltl\h Ann). mcludmg a TA officer from 3 s·1gnal Re ·
M·1Kcp·cact»..s .R eg1111ent.
·
Th 1s
" wa<, followed by yet another
' lunch
g1ment.
1 •
Th
i;.ie~u wa~-~1m1lar but the vodka flowed in considerably greater abundance~
, hi.: gc~c1al 111 command of the Academy was the archetypal Russian
g~neraL big. l~iud , rc_d. faced and a serious vcx.lka drinker (this is no
rd~c.llo~. on _his qualtues ~s an offi er: we were simply amused to see
'uch ,1 rccogm able senror llgure of the Russian Army) More w t
voJka-soakcd bread. more wet feet!
.
a er. more
Th:.t afternoon. havmg returned to Moscow. we visited Victo
p k
~1d. contains Russia's new Second World War memorial and mirseua~
c_ \V'.!re .,hown around the museum which, despite our somewhai
bctuddled state _of mind. was extremely interesting. ll is imponant fo
~!Ult: l.l~aL Jcspnc the s_aerifices made by the other nations and r usl~~
111\ nil cd 111 the W'.lr, estimates of Russian dead range now between~~nd
30 r~1tlhon .. Nol for nothing do the Russians call it the ·Great Patriotic
W.ir · Agam. an excellent photo opportunity, which had one robl ·
when the Russiam. build lo impre. s. the} build bio. Gettino all of.t · ~m.
picture was 1mpossihle.
e
e
I 111 o a
, ~a~·ing ~turned to t~e hotel and eaten dinner (steak. chip . bread and
~alam1). we v.ere taken mto Moscow for the night off. ot everybody had
, ecn ahk lo recover from the exertion of lunch-time; less than a full
1:~ !!1plement boarded the bu that evening. However, all four Signals
0 1cer>; ended up 111 _the Sports Bar. The Sport Bar is una hamedl
A;iicnc~n m style and 1s yet more evidence of the entrenchment. in Ru si~
of West~~n cu~ure. The evenmg wa~ quiet but it was intere tincr 10 talk to
some se -c?n essed Mafioso. The Mafia in Moscow operate ;; enl and
"'!th tmpunny, and there are an awful lot of them. Later in the rri Pa c~u le
o1 the party would observe the. sale of a pistol taking place openfy in a bar
111 the c.:ntre ~f Mosco~v. Ordinary Russian . with whom we al 0 oke
~1mented the .old days ~vhen men in leather coat didn"t come topthei;
r-5.)Qrs dernandmg protection money and when you could oo anywhere in
oscow without fear 0f being beaten up or shot.
"'

~uursc

student~~~~~\~~

1

., Thu~;'()a: cve~ing w;~s spent .11 the Bol hm f heatrc watclun • an 0 ·n
lsar s Bride_. The Bobhoi Theatre IS truly magnificent anrror
e expe11cnce alone this tnp was well worth v.hilc Opera JO the 0 th
hand, dtd not appeal to some ot the group and the three R~val Si n. ~r
~apt~ms, sat together in one part of the theatre, struggled 1hroughou/\Ji
unc lime vodka and evening (drc.:adful) Russian champagne did not ·hd
Mor.c mterestmg than the opera wa' the clienlclc ·1·rue ·the •
p.
W stcrne · ·d I h
·
•
re were om
"'. , , rs ms1 ~ t 1c l ~atrc: However. there were far more Ru <.tan~ und
on.:~ again, ones attention 1s drawn to the vast gulf hetv.cen th I0 t 0
1
ordmary Russians and those who can affurd 10 or 40 • 'S d II· 1·
at the Bolshoi.
·
'-'· o ar or a 111 h1

~~llt:d r~:

f

FRIDAY
On Frida} _morning we che•ked out of the 1imstry ol Dctence hotel
and depaned for a v1s1t to the Kantemirov Guards Tank Di\I ion ·1h·
to be by far the hest day of our time 111 Russia. for a start ~e a;
,~~~~
~ble to put av:a~ the Service dress and to don in lead cn~bat kit. Second
rom st~rt to hmsh. we were made extra welcome and v.cre ,hown almo~;
everyth111g there was to see. The mormng was ,pem driving TSO and B IP
2 (non_e or~~· un~<;tunately} and firing the Russian Army's range ol r~all
arr!1s• me u m~
G 7. • ccdless to say. this was very intereMin, and \l'r
enJ~yable. :-Vhatever problems the Russians do have. the standJid ol thefr
duip~cnt 1s not_ among them. Their wi.:apons are simple and the\ v.ork
T~~ ~· o~part{ bi:-rmour~ Corps officers-a Hussar, in fact-eot into th~
, , go . tan - _1g drama ) and was extreme!} impre si:d-it i> ni \
fast a~~ easy to dnve. Qu;;:suons were asked about T90 (Hus ar '"hi ~Pe~
dram_a ) but ~one were made available for us to ee.
· ·
gg
~~d-mor~mg we w~re tr_eated to the best the Russian military cheb had
too. e~ as elevenses . Thi was b) far the best meal we had in Ru s'·.
cons1sung of all kinds ?f savoury food. It did cross our minds. howev::r·
th~thwhat we ;ere eaung_ was beyond anything that a Rus. ian soldie;
m~g t~xpect.
e grea_t lhmg was to observe the similarities \\hich e\ist
e\en _tween very different armies. When we asked how much traming
~~mur~tton, and fuel ha~ been consumed by thh one visn. they laughed
'.in to . ~s about a year s worth 1 Excessive time. effort and resources ut
11110 a v1s1l-, .. famihar? Once we had t_he opportunity to talk 10 officers Pon
the grou~d · we fou~d that theu aspirations. fears. attitudes and beliefs
were ~emarkably ~1m1lar to our own. Most intcre ting of all durino this day
wa~ t e opponumty. to speak with Rus. ian oldier>;. They were c~n
1,
fa.r: from home (which m Russia means thousand. of miles) and prl\.
paid (although they were paid in thi. Divi ion). Their ~oral~\·a'.s
extremely l~w ai:id we were aware that our gifts of badges. insignia and 0
~ were of little mterest to them. They eemed to say with their eye · 'You
e ~e~ers have ab ·olutely no idea of my problems and your trink~i., will
nol e P me to solve them.·. Al the end of the morning the usual lunch
took pla~e. although with s1g111ficantly le vodka than usual-a serrou'
organ1sauon. th1 one.
·
The afternO<?n saw similar activitie to those of the morning. We were
treated. to a _display of unarmed c?mbat by their recce troop.,-lnt. of
s~reamrng. kicking and ~r.1ck-break1ng. Definitely be t 10 keep them at
l e wrong end of a gun 1! you happen to fall out with them' Later w'
wer~_g1ven the chance to climb all over Russian military v~hicles ·and
mac 1~e_ry. Not many surpri es to any of us who ever looked al
~~cogmuon card , to th_e great amusement of our ho t . The · P-70-ski"
as. there (they made 11 worl..) as were their excellent ranee of combat
e_ngmeer vehicle . Their ignals vehicles were lar!!eh abse~nt-thev we;e
\ery· rEe\il~ctant to pe~ of communications and cla'fm~d not to he able to
spe 11 '• and other thmgs too.

la!:

cri

The Kremlin from outside and within

T ESDAY

Day one of the visit-proper involved, fir t, a visit !O the Mo cow Higher
Combined Arms Command School. This was to be the first of three
uccessive morning and lunchtimes
pent at Mo cow training
e tabli hment~. A two hour tour of the Academy revealed training
resources and methods not entirely di similar to our own. However, as i
often the case with am1ies other than our own. all of the instruction tends
to be performed by officers rather than by Senior NCOs as is the case here.
The impre sioo which. we gained throughout our visit was that soldier.
and
of the Ru sian Army are entru ted with much less than those of
our own. Decision making, training and genuine command rest entirely in
the hands of the commis ioned officers. Having aid this, their
commi ioned officers were clearly very well trained in both the technical
a~pects and the mechanics of their tasks. It was interesting, however, that
we saw very liule evidence of the instruction or indeed existence of tactics
or doctrine. Of course tactic and doctrine exist in the Russian Army, but it
was unclear at what level they were taught and understood.
We al o visited some of the R ussian officer cadets in their
accommodation. Surprisingly, although this accommodation wasn ' t
panicularly similar to that of officer cadets at Sandhurst or even that of
British oldiers, it wa n't too bad. Each platoon had it~ own gymna ium,
etas room. recreation room as well as leeping accommodation. They
were a varied group; some well educated, other not; some seemed to be
plea'>Cd to see us, some clearly not; but all sharing the ame slightly shellshocked demeanour of British soldiers or officer cadets undergoing
training.
As I mentioned above. thi\ fir t day saw the first of a number of
lunches. The first of some eight or nine helping of steak or schnitzel and
chip!> to be eaten during the week; this, it seemed, was their idea of the

co,

2

(L

to R): Ian Blowe.r, Chris Wood and Nei l Makepeace
1n the Spo rts Bar

THURSDAY
Thursday saw a visit to t.he Tank Troop Military cademy The visit
and suhscq~1cnt lunch was similar 10 those of previous days. Thi.s time we
spent t_he alternoon m th~ Tretyakov Gallery. We were treated lO a gulded
~our ~I t?~ pa1.n,1111gs and icons. Icons are R.ussian religiou figure paimed
ev~ral ccnluncs a_go onto wood. The paintings were i111eresting. The icons
~~e1c also 111teresung al first but we did see an awful lot of very similar
1 ~ons! !t see1!1s an msull to those ani:.ts of several centuries aoo but for
most ol us, 1l we never sec an icon again it will be 100soon1 Folio.win~ the
·
"'
gallery was dinner at the hotel. ny gues es?
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The ~ ritish Royal Signals officers with a Russian
equi valent (cen tre) and an antiquated Russian
Communications vehicle
The dinner ni~ht took place that evcn~ng. aturall). there\\," pknt\ of
brea~ an~. al:urn followed by plemr ot H><lka. Little need be aid .1bou1
l~e nr"ht. 11 would ha\·e been rei::ogm,abk 10 any of us a a militar. dinnt•r
~1g_ht and was. as such. extn:mch cnjo\ahk but pa111ful n<' 1 Ja\ It ·
mc1d~~tally. true: Russian office~ rc:illy do like their VoJl\,1 nd ·!;lid :~·
that n1 0 ht thm \\e werc: w1thou1 doubt. the tJc,l mates the\ "d C\Cr had.
Th.: follO\~ mg morn_ing. we were ·1rea1cd· 10 a tour 11f the Kubmk 1 1.m
MlhCUm which. on this pm1icular morning •md hy 1lus sta~< 111 th~ \ 1 ll

0

3

du.I not go do" n pmicularl) well. Following that. how~ve~, we re~urne? t~
~ r an afternoon shopping at the lsma1lova mar et. an
Iosco\~ o
d Red S uare and central foscow. The markets were
\\~:~e~~~g.\\';[~~r felt that~· did not have the time required to do them
~ ·, o r time at the market. ww. an opportunity to purchase all of th? e
~~u~ewh~ch we had been in. tructed 10 take home: painted boxes, Russian
d~~g~rnd other traditional Rus ian gift . When we lo?ked back to our less.
· o
r of the tank museum that monung, we la.mented the
t~an-1~terteedsU1A1.,n~~a ·hop we did. and we bought our souvemr at va, tly
,
•
•
•
( h
"ere probably
ume \\SS ·
inflated prices. de pite the ' help' ot our mterpreters w o \'.
on commis ion).
dd
d off
From the mark
we were driven to central Moscow an roppe .
out ide t Basil' athedral at the botwm of Red Square. For the previous
le of day a cir us had been ta ·mg place on the Red quare the
0
R ~;' ian like their circuses-and the Square was clo ed ..However,."~ were
the oue ts of the Ru ian Anny. and, therefore, after a bit of negouatton. on
our Ru . sian colonel's part. we were allo.wed to wal~ on the s.q~ai;e a~1gu:
the partly di a sembled remains of the ctrcu . Lenm . t01.nb was c o e
nonetheles we were able 10 walk pa t the front of 11. C1rcu or no circus.
walk acr~ s Red Square was one of the mo t memorable p~·t of ou~
10
vi its to Ru ia. Thi wa followed by th.e opportumty to wan er aroun
, tral Mo cow and to take a couple ot extra photograph . Sad to ayi
:~ t of u ended up either in MacDo~ald or eating ~iz.za tha~ aft~r~o~~~
everthel s it was nice to do somethmg at le than full pee an Y 1
·
bo;ded the bu e at the end of the afternoon we were conten .
ume ~~
thi was a final dinner
teak, chip ' alami. bread ~nd
~~~~~:ck at the MoD hotel , at which we aid farewell to .our Ru 1an
d vice-versa. It then remained for us to travel to ~ie aJfP?rt, where
~~~ ~aa;an ab olutely trouble-free ~assage. thro~g~.th~ ~r 1~~~c ~~~~~~~
and eventually on to our flight. Bnu h A1nva)S 1g t
on time at 9.25pm

1

MOVEMENTS
DECEMBf,R 1996
Rank cmd Nam('
LI Col T G. B. Fi'h
LI Col R. F Rutherford
LI Col I. C. Shuker
l.1 Col CSI.) n. Strong

The group in front of St Basil's Cathedral

FLi~L~ i

a nation which has problems. It i al o a. nation of c.ontrasts; the
oulf between rich and poor 'bu inc smen' and_ ordinary Ru sians. ts vasl.
ome art of Mo cow are beautiful and magnificent, but most are dre~y
and dil~ idated. Rus ia is not at the ~1oment a place to Ch?ose a ~ family
holiday ~estination but if the Army give you the opportumty-take ti.

0

NOTICE
For: ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS FUND
Read: ROYAL SIGNALS
BENEVOLENT FUND

AFCEA London are pleased to announce their meeting
rogramme for February. March, April. May and June 1997. ~xcept
~otherwise shown. event~ will be held at the D~ke of York s HQ,
King Road, Chelsea, starting at 18.00 (for dnnks followed by
dinner).
.
AFCEA members and lheir guests are welcome. Resei:vauons
mu t be made at lea l one week in advance by contacung the
AFCEA London Secretary, John Mead, at 20 Beehive Lane,
Binfield, Berkshire FGL2 STU. Tel: 01344 422~25 or fax : 01344
481035 (from outside the UK, replace the zero wtlh 44).

Programme

6 February 1997

·simulation and the Synthetic Batllefield' '
Speaker: A Ian Cox-Group Manager (LSC I)
DERA
'The Changing Face and Needs of CESG'
Speaker: Col J. S. Doody- Head of
r FOSEC
Requirements & Marketing Group CESG

12 March 1997

AFCEA Corporate Contacts' Luncheon- By
Invitation

10 April 1997

Ladies Night

I May 1997

Visit to RAF Strike Command
Speaker: Air Cdre D. C. Couzens-AC CIS
(STC)
Operational CIS and the 2000 AD Bomb
Speakers-DB I Associates

5 June 19997
11June1997

Golf Day- Milford Golf Club-G uildford

Facts:
'It 's safer to do a Parachute Jump than drive a c~r.· '
'The training is designed to give you confidence. to 1ump.
'The parachute will be opened for you.
'If you are able to gain sponsorsh ip worth £250 for
charity, you jump for free.'

Blandford Parachute Club will arrange it all for you
Travel, Accommodation, Training and . · ·
a good weekend away!
All you have to do is

JUMP!!!

CONVINCED?
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38 Sig Regt
JT SVCS Para Centre

U D. A. S1ewnn

JCUA

Cap! M Claridge
Capt J. D. Forrc>I
Capt 0. C Gaul
Capt J. M Hodges
C.1pt F. M l.a"'rcncc
Capl S. R. Manning~
Capt S. P 'Yfoffat
Capt J E Mullender
Capt 1\ J Parsons
Cap1 S. E. Pillar
Capt W. K. Smuh
CaptJ R Tod
Capt ;\, 1\.1 Whuc
C;1pl R. B. Wylie

HQUKSC
HQNI
2Sig Regt
DRA Mili1ary Manpower
HQQMG
HQNI
RM.AS
9Sog Reg!
33 Sig Regt (V)
SHAPE Slaff (BAE>
3 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
HQARRC
HQNI
I (UK) Annd Div Sig Regt

LIL. Golie)

I Medi Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
ATR Bas ingboum

ATR Ba'-"iingboum

39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
15 Sig Reg1

1ar;h

Unit to which posted

HQLandComd
HQ LONOIS/5 Region AFHQ

Convert your experience
into qualifications ••
Vocational Education Training (V.E.T.) Programme
The following NCs/HNCs are available under the above programme
•
•
•
•
•
•

PLANT ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BUILDING STUDIES

•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
LEGAL STUDIES
MOTOR VEHICLE
BUILDING SERVICES
COMPUTING

The programme is an in i tiative by Blackburn College to assist members of HM Forces to attain recognised
qualifications using the Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) process for a portion of the award .
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Then contact Barbara Clorkson, Faculty of Technology, Blockbum College, Feilden Street, Blackbum, Lancashire BB2 1LH.
Telephone: 01254 292357 Fax: 01254 681755 and a suitable arrangement will be made for the initial assessment.

BIACKBURN COLL€!'£

If you are then ring 01258 453441 for further detail
Life i full of Talker . Be different JUMP.
You ' ll never look back

39Sig Regt
7 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
30Sig Regt
15 Sig Rcgt
Comm.s & Sy Gp (UK)
4 Annd Bdc HQ 7 Sig Sqn
7 SigRegt
O/CIS3
JCUFl(AE)
HQAIRCE.'ff
HQ RAO
HQ LAND
SANGCOM

ACDS CORJ LAND Sy•
DCIS CA)
HQARRC
240 Sig Sqn
Exchange. Appl~ Canada
Project CASH
14 Sig Rcgt
RSS
HQ 107 (t;1'1cr) Bdc
DI 60 DI ($ f J
Ai\ HQ Strike Comd CPB
HQ Sco1land/I AFHQ
DGLS
HQ Land
15 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
ORA Mi1i1ary Manpower
ACDS <OR l I.AND Sys
DRA Miliiary Manpower
D/CIS3
243 Sig Sqn
8 Inf Bdc HQ & S1~ Sqn
PM/SPDGl.S
20 Annd Bdc Sig Sqn 1200)
D Am1y Plan\

LI Col M J. Andcr<On
LI Col G. H Goodman
LI Col L. W. Griffiths
M•j A. J. Allman

BLANDFORD
PARACHUTE CLUB

D BCCentre

Capt (A/Maj) A. D. P. Shaw
Captl. Caesar
Capt S. L. Davies
Capt (A/Maj) M. Davis
Capt R. Deans
Capt A. M. Fallows
Capt C. A. Ford
CaptJ. H. Fraser
Capt R. C. Gamble
Capt M. Poland
Capt S. Roden
Capt A. B. S1oker
Capt G. A. Y. We.I

SI IAPE Regional Sig Gp
APC HQ & Ceniral Services
D\1 (AJ HQ AG CP & TC)
IXpol Tp RSS

JA. UARY 1997
Rank. and Name
Brig J. D. S1okoe CBE

for
FEBRUARY 1997 to JUNE 1997

HQ LAND
OCIS(A)
3 !UK) 00' HQ & Sig Rcgt
15 Sig Regt
215 Sig Sqn
OCISfA)
HQ UK SP C.omd CG•
APC HQ & Ccnl S'c CPBI I)
QGSH
3 (l Kl Ow & Sig Rcg1
3 ( I. K) I),. & Sig Regt
3 (t; K) I)" & Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Reg1
C~1 C(GJ
216 !Para) Sig Sqn
1 clK) Div & Si~ Rcgt
213 Sig Sqn
249 Sig Sqn (A~IF(LJ)
HQ 11 CARRCj Sig Bdc
HQAFCEl'T
38 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
HQ LAND
HQ I Sig Bdc
HQ I Sig Bdc
HQ 19 Me.:h Bdc (209 Sqn)
DOR(ICS)
RSS
ORA Mohiary Manpower
264 Sig Sqn (SAS)
21 Sig Rcgt (Air Sp)
16Sig Regt
HQ R Signals
HQUKSC (G)
RMAS
M
7 Sig Regt
HQ 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde
PJHQ
DAAVN
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
HQ RSignals
259 Sig Sqn
OOR(ICS)
Depo1 Tp RSS
7 Sig Regt
HQ I

Maj M. D. W Alexander ...
"v1aj R S. i\pplc1on
...
Maj :1-1. B.1111c \
Maj P. R. Bnrmn
Mn1 .\1 , C Burke
\1aj J A. Comp,1on
Mnj M. Davi'
Mnj MA Ea1on
Maj S. E Fellon
'Yfaj P. Gille pie
M.11G Heam
Maj S. D. Hodge'
Maj f>. B llud"°n
Mui C B. Keegan
Maj N. Keen
"1aj L. C l.1gh1foo1
Maj A. J. Mad"'n
\!Jj R. G. Math:r
Mai C J. Mcintosh
!1.laj R. I Munro
MujG. Neal
Maj R. G. Nichol-.on
Maj P. D Peel
Maj J. T:.. Richarchon
Mai I. G. Standen
Maj S. J. Vicker)
MaJ I P F Vingoe
MaJ 0 I Whimpcnny

uc,. t

AFCEA LONDON (UK)
PROGRAMME

Maj S. I. Andrew'
Maj H.J. Bardell
Maj I.J. llrnd•haw
Ma; J. W. Clark
Maj P. J. Davie
Maj j. W Cooper
Maj B. T. Dearman
Maj J. Dryburi;h
Maj A. S. Eame•
Mal A. A Ewell
Maj M J. Fenwm
Maj P. W. Glibbcry
Maj G. R. Gran!
Maj N. J. Griffilh,
"1aj D. G. Hal,.cad
MaJ A A S Har'Nell
Maj R. J Healey
Mnj P. J. Holliday
Maj A P Hudson
Maj P. M. Kelly
Maj D. W. Larkam
Maj N. P Ma!Calfc
Maj S.J. May
Maj AN. M~rphet
Maj G. Ptcle1'gill
Maj N. A. W Pope
MaJ D. W. Powell
Mai M Rall1'haw
MaJ S. R. Renfrcy
Maj C. C. Richard.,
Maj F. P. Roberts
MajA.G.Ross
MaJ A.H. Rodg~
MajJ. Ro" ley
Maj R. A. Sharp
Maj M. A Stevenson MBE
MaJ A. J. Stringer
Maj D. A. Sullivan
Maj P. C. J. Taylor
Maj N. F. Thompson
Maj K. P. Thomber
Maj P. R. Towers
Maj Turnbull
Maj T. C. Wadey
Maj C. Wal<erley ~1BE
Maj K. Whitehead
Maj I. D. Wes1erman

Umt 10 wlri1.. h pmted
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In Donnington we look on some new staff; Jean Vince the PA R b t·
Bl'agg the typist, Michelle Wal'd, Vickie Sutherland and Cpi Ja~~fn!
Cl~ath.ero. and her do~ Toby. We also hosled a series of visits probabl
unsurpass..,d by the Brigade at any olhtlr time. In a mailer of months w~
saw Lt Gen Hu~h Pike DCinC, GOC 5 Division, \itaj en Ian freer and
more recently his successor Robin earby; the SOinC Brig Nigel w d
and Commander Coi_nmunications LAND, Brig John Grilli~. As a re~\
ol ad~huonal tasks with the new JRDI- we have also hosted CJRDFO ri~,
J. J. fhompson and DACOS 16 from PJHQ, Capt Colin Hamilto~ R g
We have also seen far too much of Lt Cols Nigel Hope and Da 'd.
McDowall.
v1

MOD (ARMY) MS PBll-FAREWELL
Well. the> a) that all good things come to an end: PB l l (nee G l l ) is
about to disband with the fonnation of the new R Signab I Int Corps
\tanning and Career lanagement DiYi.ion (MC 1 Di\') forming at
Gia oo,\ from December 1996. Thi will b' 2ood news for the Corps with
Offi~r and oldier manning nO\\ concentrated in one location. C<!dles
Ill a\ mo' ing a Pen.onnel Br.inch from Stanmore to Gia. gow JUSt before
Chri\tma' i' proving to be an interesting exercise. but it will work and it
will work well.
ALLCHA. GE
The mo\'e will precipitate a number of change . Col Jonathan Cook
will move to a new job at Upavon (dealing with a lot of difficult i'sues- as
it he hasn·l had enough over the last two years!). Lt Col Len Jeffery
!\tBE will mo\e to Gla,gO\\ but will then move to a new Branch once he
has trained a new (,orcerer· apprentice) in the form of 1aj (to be Lt Col)
;\like teven on l\lBE. l\laj Chri Wakerley tBE move to JDSC at
Greem\ ich earl) in the new year. handing over hi de ·k to taj Jim
Dr) burgh. The only officer left in the Branch will be l\laj Gordon
Raffert). who will take on the respon ibility for main trearn Lieutenant
ColoneL a well a · Majors, he will also be promoted for hi pains' The
other members of the Branch who will mo\'e up will be W02 Chris
hies. and .Mrs Gillian '.\-lcKee. who h:i~ been on detachment from
Gl~gow since May to learn the ropes.
PBll ALL AT SEA
A if the move to Gia. gow was not enough to tum the tummy, Colonel
Cook decided that this year\ Branch adventurous training would be a
ailing weekend in one of the Corps· yachts ba ed at Gosport. Thi wa
met with approval. much better "bobbing about in the briny with a gin and
tonic· than getting wet and dirty in a pothole. or crambling up Mount
nowdon (or owe thought).
The weekend arriYed, and our skipper on Perasus Cpl Martin Kendell
briefed u all on the safety bits and bob , some members of the team
looked worried already-the QE2 was nowhere to be en. only thi linle
boat. but we were told that a 36 foot yacht is big. Soon we were afloat in
the boat (sorry yacht!). it' · funny how a 36 feet yacht can eem o large
tied up and o mall when at sea. Anyway the first day was pent tacking
and jibbing. or zigging and zagging LO u landlubbers. Colonel Cook
having previously pas. ed all the Captain Pugwash course wa totally in
control and in his element. faj Rafferty had made the fatal error of
saying that he had been in a boat before. nearly 20 years ago- o when the
old 'motion ickness' arrived he was volunteered to go below 10 make tea
10 seule everyone·s stomach! Hi only joy during this purgatory was
seeing the faces of the other team members locked in fear as he peered out
from the cabin.
That night we berthed (i.e. parked) in Cowe harbour. the weather had
been kind. but Lt Col Len Jeffery and LCpl Zoe Byrne looked decidedly
peeky, as did Sig Ingrid Toft. Meanwhile Sig Adrian 'Bob' Hosking was
well into thi new port and quizzing the bo un on the variou course .
'.\1aj Chris \Vakerley kept comparing it to flying! After a suitably
refreshing 'run ashore· we awoke the following morning 10 find that the

PB11 'All at sea'
(L to R): S ig Ingrid Toft, Maj Chris Wakerley, Col Jonathan Cook,
Sig 'Bob' Hosking, Lt Col Len Jeffery (smiling!?).
Maj Gordon Rafferty, LCpl Zoe Byrne.
(The car ferry in the background had The Princess Royal on
Board to start the race.)
weather had changed. The BT Global challenge, round the world yacht
race was due to tart at midday, and the plan was to be at the start line to
wave them off. In the event a force 8 gusting 9 gave the PB 11 sailor :in
interesting few hour before the tart. peeding along al 9 knots with only
a bed heel ized sail. the Indian meal in Cowes the previou night also
looked dodgy in retrospect. We did see the boat off. The Colonel in Chief,
The Prince Royal wa on The Normandie and started the race. The
yachts seemed to be struggling ju la much as u . IL is probably fair to ay
that only two member of the crew were orry to berth at Gosport that
night! All in all a wonderful experience - thank again to our bosun, Cpl
Martin Kendell,
STAY IN TOUCH
When we get to Glasgow there will be new telephone number :
Col R Signals/Int Corps MCM Div (Col M. J.C. Galloway OBE) - 3240
SO I OIIrs Wing (Lt Col G. J. T. Rafferty)
- 3269
SO(LE) (Lt Col M. tevenson MBE)
- 3270
S02 (Maj J. Dryburgh)
- 3271
Fax
- 3277
Details of the roadshows 1997 will be published in The \Vire

.
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in Spht and clsewhi:re. H spent O.:tohl:r there upponed
by Capt '\l.'ck Boxall S03 Comscc and Lee Bro\\n., ·ot forgotten at thi
tage was S gt <YofS) Phillips who \\as on hh 6th month at the Corsham
Hub. ,One very happy piece of news at this ume \\as Cpl DaH~ Jae!..'
wedding to Mandy.
'
JuM so that we did not let the weed grow around our tect a 4 uick CP
fo~ 250 Y.as arranged. at Donnington followed four week~ later by tli
Brigade Study Period for I SO. Both went off without any maJOI incident
~ell ~lmoM, and that credit lb with W02 (RQ'\ISJ Ste\e Buxton and
~·J imon E'.'1mett (V ), abl_y wpported by trainees from Blandfurd, who
s 1 ian outs1.mdmg JOh drivmg. feedmg. carrying, cleaning, mo' ing,
. ort ng, etc, ..... .

HQ 11 Sig Bde say farewell to Maj Gen Ian Freer.

HQ 11 (ARRC) SIGNAL BRIGADE
In January 1996 it would have been difficult to imagine what lay ahead
in the forthcoming year besides the traditional series of Brigade exerci ·es.
2 Sig Regt were back from Bosnia after the succe sful exchange with the
ARRC and 3 DiYi ion, although they still had 214 Sig Sqn in JCUFI. The
remainder of the Brigade were valiantly supporting the Corsham Hub.
Later in the month Brig Mike Shaw handed the reins to Brig David
Wills, faj Charles Miller arrived as DCOS from 7 Sig Regt and a few
weeks in Bosnia himself, and Maj Chri Wakerley was replaced by Maj
David Proctor as COS. Linle did we know that in a mauer of months both
would appear on the pink list. congratulations, but Chri would al o be
awarded an MBE, and be selected 10 command 2 Sig Regt in 1997. Chris,
do you buy louery tickets as well!
Meanwhile Maj Rod Gladwin , the erstwhi le S02 Log, was planning
the greatest escape since most people managed to lose their Corps
Museum passes. His task was to move the HQ from Dey;brook Barracks,
Liverpool. to Venning Barracks, Donnington. During the period 12-15
April. Staff Officers, civilians and contractors emptied our palatial home
and moved to a building without phones, carpets and unpainted walls, well
done Rod. Sadly we left behind some old friends; Jo the PA, Anne the
l)Pl'l, Diane the clerk, Sgt Jock Reid the Q and Cathy the money lender.
However. in late October the Commander returned to Liverpool to present
Anne Fagan with her Imperial Service Medal for 33 valuable years as a
ci' ii 'ervant.

Cm~munic~tion,

1vhd year also saw the arrival from 36 Sig Regt of Capt Lee Brown as
the ne~v S03 _Communications Equipment Controller. The bear with a sore
he~d s~uled m qu1..:kly and re_t~rned to his traditional ways of terrorising
th" ne1?hhorh?od and any v1s1tors. Down in the depth of the Crypto
Store,_S gt tick A_lcoc_k . tarted his resettlement and we must admit if he
doe!-.n l _get a JOb ll ~ill not be for the lack of the most outstandin
prcp;1rauon and plannmg. However, his co-worker, Cpl Jackie Simpsong
~r~vcd she was no ~portswoman by a second sojourn in a cast for damaged
hgamenls. Our advice 1 stay away from rough ground.
Because the ARRC could not come out to play in the Summer the
Bngade headed orth to Scotland instead on Ex Lowland Co~dor.
\\/1tho~t 33 Regt to support us, Maj (nee Captain for a time) Chris
Ed"a1 ds and elements of 95 Sqn, 35 Sig Regt, provided the intimate
•mpport al Bde mam. Reconfiguring the headquarters complex completely
w11hm_ ! h_r of an SOmC's vi it. was not a game he enjoyed. but will no;
forget. as mdeed w1ll Cpl Tread"ell, who was just about to label all the
cables'' hen the COS and others ripped them out. ow there's a man with
a.. cnse of h~mour Our. v1s1~ors to the exercise also included the Master of
S1gn:1b. MaJ Gen A. Birtw1stle. as well as the SOinC. Lt Col Bill Morri
(V) and his crew at the BSG fed, fuelled and watered the Brigade to their
non~al ~1gh standard. ~owe~er, they will always remember the Portaloo
lorr) th,11 delivered 13 tard1 to the wrong farm just as the hear e was
expected 1 Alternal!vel~, best forgonen was the sight of a leather clad,
blackened_ DCOS roaring through the locations on hi motorbike , ith
cop1~s. of the Xlth Hour m~ga1ine in hand. selling hi · scurrilou
ne~spaper full of he about his impending marriage to Maj Catriona
Millar (V) a~d that the Brigade Commander had had time to oo fi hincr
The e!1d of Augu l wa al o the end of an era. Al a Dinner" ieht in"the
C?fficers Mess we bade farewell to the Deputy Commander, Col Brian
1'oxon and a watchkeeper. Maj Chri Webber, and dined in the Brioade
Yeoman, no~ Capt George Greig. 1v_1an~ generous words were ·p~ken
and we particularly wish George well m h1 new job at 3 Div io Reot In
his p_lace . we . welcomed WOl (YofS) Gary Shakespea~ ;h~ e
forthnght. 1~1d1v1dual style i just like his predeces. or. Where do they make
Yeomen! We also welcomed the new Deputy. Col Douglas Mclay .
Septcm_ber 1~arked ~ sudden change in events in Bo nia and the S02
Ops, MaJ Davtd Wlumpenny, went off planning Follow on Force

Maj Paul Gorford
haggles over the price of some Satcom Equipment for CSSG .
ln Au_gust we _had had time under George Greig"s direction for two
day 111 Snowdon. It was therefore with delight we accepted an
mv1te by the_JFO_S staff to ·male bond' on Tryfan in early October. As we
stood th~re u1 thick fog, falling rain on the top of the hill with our new
foun_d fn~nds. lost of cour _e. we had to bite our tongue rather th:in admit to
pa_ mg h~ll walkers that this wa the point. the initial rapier cut, of the new
Jomt Rapid Deployment Force. (We never promised not to tell an;one that
story.)
In the time ~~ t~ke for the e notes to reach publication the Chief Clerk
W02 Steve ~11liams will have handed over to W02 Dave mith Both
the COS and S02 Op will have moved on and been replaced by°:-.taj
Paul Hudson_ and David Sullivan, good luck all of you. We should also
have seen 1.1c~ Boxall and Lee Brown back from Bosnia and Capt
arah Allan arnve as S03 CIS. Meanwhile 2 Sig Regr are back in Bosnia
and JCUFI. I n't that where I started I
~
?u~tandmg

Vernon Rees
and
Goodalls Ltd
Military, Civil and livery Tailor
Top quality clothing for the discerning
man or woman who want their garments to last.
We will strive to provide the best, both in
service and quality,
We also specialise in club ties, bow ties,
waistcoats and cummerbunds.
Call our Head Office on:

01132 880 880

Lord Lieutenant of Merseyside, Miss Anne Fagan,
Brig David Wills.
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1997

HQ 11 Bde TAC
Capt Mick Boxall, Maj Dav id Whimpenny, Capt Lee Brown
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Vernon Rees & Goodalls Ltd
40 Commercial Street, Rothwell
Yorkshire LS26 OAW
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RMC SHRIVENHAM
EXER ,. ISE SHRIVENHAl\1 PYRENEAN-ADVENTURE TRAINING IN THE PYRENEES
by Lt L. J. Hawkes
In August of th1 year two member. of the Corps undertook a period of
arduous ad\'enture training in the French. psni ·h and Andorran Pyrenee
between - ugu. t 1996 a <l I September 1996. The aim of the exercise
\\a' to gain high altitudr walking experience in order to advance the
members current ad\'enture training qualification and experience. The
e"pedition wa pon. ored by RMC . organ is d by L l Dave Pile R LC and
led by Lt Jon Town end R ignals. All three member · being
undergraduate. from RMC
hrivenham.
The Pyrenee. tretch -tOOkm from the Atlantic Ocean. along the border
between France and pain. ending at the Mediterranean. Although they do
not compare to the magnitude of the Alp· . there is plenty of scope for
trekking at altitude in exce. s of 3000m. After a long drive into the South
We t of France we eventually arrived in Gavamie and made camp for the
evening.
The first day of proper trekking aw the start of the high route up from
Gavarnie, to the peak of Pimene (2800m) via the Refuge de . E. pugettes
(2027m) and then from Hea up the Montagne des Aiguillon . to reach the
Hourgette de Hea (260 m) which proved a long and rewarding trek. ext
there wa an early tart for a trek up to the Refuge de Barroude. We pent
the night at the Refuge, to enable a good tart for tomorrow. The Refuge
proved to be very expensive to u e, luckily we had enough food with us
and o did not need to buy an. extra.
The trek to L'Ho pice de Rioumajou wa advi ed again t by the Refuge
guardian due to weather condition , in tead we tayed in the general area
of the Refuge exploring the Lacs de Barroude in the first now we had
een. It took 9hr but offered ome outstanding views and good, exciting
ridge walking with ome expo ure. We were given a lift from the Hospice
to the main road. then caught a bu ~ to collect the car at Aragnouet. Then
drove on to Bagnere de Luchon. for good food and Jeep. A day trek up
through the Ho pice de France, and on to Port de Sau egarde which lies
on the border ' ith pain and give uperb views. Back to the campsite,
and the trekking in France was complete. tomorrow Spain.
On entering Spain we found that the cost of living had roughly halved ,
thi wa very welcome new . We left the car in Salardu. then backtracked
b) bu to Viella and walked from Viella to the Refugi de la Re tanca. Thi
i located next to a tunning lake, and proved to have near arctic
temperature . The evening was pent exploring a nearby di u ed railway.
u ed in the construction of the dam. ext we trekked on from Refugi de la
Re tanca down towards Salardu. Thi was a mi ty day and required the
first real use of map and compass, rather than imply relating map to
ground. Our arrival in Salardu was welcome, and a well e tablished
camp ite was found. The following days trek recommended to us by the
camp ite manager was up a nearby peak (2 150m). A lthough highl y
prai ed by the manager most of the views were obscured by fore ts and the
heat today gave u a virtual auna a we logged up the hill. Later we
trekked along the high route path from Salardu up to Montgarri.
continuing along a valley past a large lake and south into Boreo. Although
thi was a rea onably low level walk it proved to be enjoyable not to be
con tantly ascending or descending.
Our next day was pent walking up a track to Cuanca. a mall hamleL
We then returned to the campsite in Tabescan foUowed by a day trek from
Tabe can to Pia de Boavi. This route took u through parkland type
cenery, along the river Lladorre. We then had a late start followed by a
drive to the village of Alins, in preparation for tomorrow 's trek. Trekking
from Alin up to Pueno de Boet. which is the French/Spani h border
proved a good day' trekking with a mixture of terrain cul minating in a
climb to the Pueno. However, the weather was mixed very much like a
Briti h Spri ng day.

Whilst driving the car into Andorra we were delayed by huge queues
entering the prin ipality but eventually arrived in El Scrrat. After leaving
the car in El Serrat we were given a lift by a local to El Castcllar. From
there we walked to Port du Rat. then back to El errat to complete stage
three of the high route. and the trekking phase of the expedition. The
folio\ ing day we explored Andorra da Vella, then drove into pain 10
restock on food and fuel before the journey north.
In conclusion the trekking itself was very rewarding. The terrain and
cenery varied from day to day, from jagged peaks to open meadows.
Route were generally well marked or ea y to find with the help of a map.
The mountain rescue service wa in evidence, and their information
proved to be very helpful. The Refuges ' ere useful, but proved costly
although thi . could be understood taking into account their re pective
position . However, the cost of living in France is very high in comparison
to K and Spain. Overall we gained valuable high level trekking
experience . and were introduced to a new area which may be useful in
future expeditions.
EXER CI E SHRI ENHAM SHAWOOP
17 JULY-13 A GUST 1996
Although it may come as a . hock to some of you there is still a
requirement whilst at RMCS to do ome forms of military training. As
uch, early in the year we decided to take an expedition to the Indian
Himalayas to attempt high altitude trekking. This expedition idea soon
became known a. Shrivenham Shawoop. (we don't know what it means
either!), and was organi ed by two Royal Signals Officers, (hence the
article), Lts C. I. Russell and J . G. Hill. The exercise party eventually
ended up con isting of two REME officers, one RA officer and an officer
cadet (the only female).
The group depaned from Heathrow early on the 17th on route for New
Delhi airport. The flight wa a long and uncomfortable experience
followed by a taxi ride into the centre of Delhi driven by Senna's Indian
counterpart. The first day was pent finalising plan in Delhi and was
ended by the team getting on a bu to Manali (Himalayas). Thi journey
took 16 hours and should now be recognised as a form of adventurous
training in it own right, the fear factor i huge! A day was then pent in
Manali organi ing guides, food. ponies and maps. The next day the
expedition began in full.
The trek consisted of 20 days between altitude of 3000 and 5500
metres. A total di tance of 240 miles wa covered including 4 pa ses over
5000 metres. The terrain varied from Alpine-like fore try in the lower hills
to a moon cape of rocks, snow and little else in the higher passes.
Each group member carried their own personal kit with the ponies
carrying group food and fuel for 10 days at a time. Few problems were
encountered with altitude but thi was due mainly to careful election of
heights and di tance early on in the expedition to en ure easy
acclimati ation. It should al o be noted that the group is now claiming a
new world record in Immodium and Diaralyte consumption over a timed
period.
Upon returning to Manali. and after failing to hire a plane, we boarded
yet another hell bus to Delhi. Two days were then spent doing post
exercise admin (toilets, beer, real food, more beer, etc) and local sighteeing in Delhi (new and old). All in all it was a thoroughly enjoyable and
succes ful exerci e which gave the group the opportunity not only to
partake in arduou high-level trekking in some of the most striking terrain
in the world but al o to experience and enjoy some of India' many
different cultures.

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford

CO tBAT SUPPORT TROOP
.~ombat Supp?rt Tp, c.omprising of Cable System Section, Power
S~ct1on and Basic S1grrnll111g Skill~ (BSS) Section and commanded b
Capt. (QG<.)) Ombahadur Bhattachan, QG Signals. is now firm?
estabh~hed 111 their new purpose built buildings in Blandford C· Ay
Y ~u, might have. guessed. t.he primary role of this Troop is ~~pirai~
Tclccommu_
111cat1on· Mccha111cs.
Dnver Lineman • Dr·1ver El ec t ncians
· ·
· ·
an d
[,' S to a II so Id.1ers J01111ng
the Corps.
C\RLESYSTE ISECTIO
Since open111g the doors of it's brand new. pristine building in
· .ptember 1~95, Cab!~. Systems Section ha-; been a busy vibrant
d panmcnt. Its staft of h!tcen instructors. a mix of military and c·1 T
1
Ii.is uained someth111g like 45 Basic Telemechs, and in excess ~ /~~
Dnvcr Lineman. with a further 45 Telemech · and 30 D ·
L'
cu ·rently d
·
. .
nver 111eman
_
un ergo111g trarmng. A constant stream of students have passed
thr.,ugh. BSS for field cable training, Technicians for Mechanical
Wo;bhops. lnstallat1on Techmques, Telephony and Fibre Optics and
various Command Courses.

~is Section is in a .unique position in that it sees evef) new , 0 tdier
entering. the Corps. Wnh this comes problems!!. The main one bell1
pronunc1at1on of common and typically 'day to dav' surnames Herc
g
Top Ten favourite :
·
·
"our
I.
WATMUP
6.
A-LIBHAI
2.
AA ES
7.
PEREIRA
~:
ii_~E ~ ESHE 'I
8..
MORTIBOY
GRABOWSKI
9
5.
~ DIVOJSA
10. PYBUS
D And w1~h t:-VO 'north.erners', namely SSgt Jimmy J ohnston and 'igt
ave Hl!km. 111 the chair you can imagine the attempts r!
_ AH this aga111: t the background of the move, and all that that entailed
~ettlmg stores mto. the ~milding, setting up ystems. recruiting ne\~
111structors and tra111111g mstructors and generally working y,ith ne\\
~epart~ents and peo~le. We have also hosted a large number of visito~
romf t . e ~ow to the high and very high and all have been impress,,d· with
the ac1 11ues.
It has no.call be~n work though, Sgt Dave Laverie ha\ mana ed a uick
~ndersea d1v111g tnp to the Red S~a and Sgt M ark Bullivant isgoftenio be
ound hanging from a mountain or tramping around the local area
nowadays, with ~t id Cro wton close by. SSgt Paul Gorman's Sectio~
ma~ages t? find ume to run the Unit. swimming and water polo teams as
we a.s offering a consultancy erv1ce in Cat 5 to all and sundry and
operat111g a fibre cable repair service.
C~Qn thevwider picture the School has a number of initiative., on the go.
·
Q. ISO 9000 and so on. to the crack of doom. and we have
played. and are ~lay111g our part in those. All in all. it ha· been a good start
on which to bmld .and with our n~w re ource . building. equipment.and
manpower. we ~eheve we can offer a good quality product to the Co ·
rp
and keep pace with the changing time .

0 0

RADIO SQ UADRO '
SqnComd
HIO Tech Sect
HIO Op Sect

M aj Bill dsett
John Gallagher
Mick Thornton

Tele Mechs under training
From Jul~ of this year we have offered a full range of courses
Upgraders. Fibre O]JtlC modules. SWS, mid all are thriving. We have als~
~tted ~xtra cour e 111 for.pre Bosnia/Falkland Island deployment trainino
,md have on. three occa ion earned the training to the Field Army by
se.ndmg equ1p.ment a.nd rnstructors to Germany and even a far as
Gibraltar, all vr It which were gratefully received by the Units concerned.
POWER SECTIO T
Th~ Power. Sec~ion i a eparate entity in itself and is located in the old
64 0 _1 P Buildrn? (1f you can recall!) at the orner of the Anson Square Car
?a~k . The bu1ldrng also known as Richmond\\ as taken over by the Section
111 ep.ten~ber
1995 and by e~ly.Octobcr wa taking in studenL~.
. There are. at presc~t, two 1.v1han In tructional Officer and 5 S CO
111 tructor . They arc 111volved 111 not only trainino0 the Driver Electrician
(DE) b~ll .also other trainee undergoing various Phase 2 training. This
scct1?n s 111volvement 111 BSS courses i al o ub tantial and like Cable
System Section has been responsible for providing pre-deplo ment
tnun!n.g
DEL.generators for those DE who were to be depto/ed on
operational tour 111 ~he Falkland Island~: ·o far, thre uch course~ have
been ru!l. The Section have al, o run two Territorial Army (TA) D ··
El~ctncia.n course~. To date 93 Basic and 20 Class I DEs have :;er
tra!n~d with further 15 Basic and 14 C las· I tudenl~ current ly u;dcrgoi~gn
tra111111g.

?f

~n

BASI.C SIG.NA LUNG K ILLS (B S) SECTIO
Tiu .s~cuon ha gone through some major change. and turbulent time
~ver 1he last year. The Section has changed Group twice nnd moYed office
live llm~s and are .• till not in u permanent place ... Pickfords ha\'c nothing
on them_.! or wa It ... nobody wanted them.
. In spne ?fa.II, the disturbance;'> th~ e tion has managed. undeterred. to
keep. up with Its work load whu.:h mvol\'es the coordination of all BSS
c~urs:s (45 students every fortnight) for all basic. tudent, and in. truction
ol Hea lt h & Safety At Work for all Upgrader and civi lian cour:es pus ino
"
through the Smgle Centre of Excellence at Blandford.

Lt's Hawkes and Townsend at the fin ish line.
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Lts Russell and Hill in relaxed pose at t he top of Phitse La
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Radio .q~ repre. ent the amalgan1ation of RADE and Radio Gp.
Curre.,ntly It .1s runmng almo:t at capacity with 5 Command couf' • and
m·er .>~ sold 1~ r co~r cs. Th~ . quadron is n~w re po~sible for all aspects of
R ~d 1 0 m. trucllon 1ncorpor,1t1ng veryone from Ba.,1c Radio 10 the enior
Office1 Courses. A.s with most a~as at Blandford amp the quadron ha.
0
seen a .,reat
deal ot tll ~b u lence ovn th<! last sen~ral months. The Comd Trn
ect. has aid fond farewe lls t
apl ick Walker. S!!I l\lullen (o~
p~strng to Aldershot). LC pl John on and Sig Forbes (on post1n" to n

~0.

e

A hearty ~ell~ i extended to apt Ed\\ards (Capt \ c· P). W02
(Yo!'Sl McKenzie. Sgts E mblem. John on.
hon . :\tolune\ .md
W nnge. A cros e..:tion of the quadron acth itie-. are dcscntx:d bci1m.
RADEXTROOP
TpComd
lpha Sect
Bravo.Delta & Charl ie ect

, Sgt Keith Langton
' gt i\lick Main
' gt Titus Reene & , gl Jim Han C)
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HELLO • PRO:\tOTIO 'SA l) FAREWELLS
quick note on recent happening .. Fir.;t a fond farewell to Sgt Pete
:\lullen who has gone on a stress relief tour to 604 Sig qn. many thanks
and bt·st "t-hes for the future. The lo s on retirement of Cpl Ian
lement ha finally occurred and we wi h him all the be t too.
few
promotions to mention. L pl lark Catney, Cpl Mark mith, Cpl Jim
Turnbu ll. pl · 1itch' 1itcJ1ell and Sgt Pete Clements who is posted to
l . he>rtly. a well deserved tep up the ladder. Finally to the hordes of
arri' al. ''ho ha'e ~welled the Troop to 41 (almost I man per vehicle).
These are gt Titn Reene. gt J im HarYey. Cpls Ste,·c Frances, Tim
Gamble. Rod Helps. · 1ac· lacdonald. ' 'lo. Morris, Si Oldman,
·wicksie· Whittaker, LCpls Cla_ Austin, Tony 1urphy and Sig Geoff
Fa,, cett and !\lark Hill a erand wel ·ome to them all and fmitful time
spent producing the young c-ommunicators of tomorrow.
CLA
lA SECTIO '
We have all heard funta tic horror tories regarding Blandford, and
e\eryone concern d with moving to the Royal chool of ignal wa
facing an uneasy pro,pect. There i · a lot of truth in the aying 'Don't judge
a book by its cover'. it appears that the 'cover· was greatly e aggerated.
The unit eem to be runni ng quite well. bar . ome teething troubles (no
doubt Planning have their work cut out).
Radio qn Is quite a large group compri ing SHQ, YSEX, RADEX
and OP ection. While unable to comment on the other department , and
having only been in station ju~l over a month. Radio Sqn, Clan man ect
of which I am a part, ha~ a good working atmo phere.
Clan man ection i headed by YofS 'Mac· MacKenzie. who i
upported by gt ·Harry· Hariprasad (QG Signal ). Sgt Tony Ducker.
RO)' Emblem. ·Jonna' J ohn on. 'Mar loloney. Joh n ixon and gt
Ton) Wringe (currently on hii, Sgts Course).

On the Tue:.day we had lo endure a gruelling and arduous mountainbike circuit over very tough and testing terrain under the expert guidance
of UEL Cpl ·Paddy' Porter. Thi left most of the group with aching
thigh and calv ·s as well as very sore buttocks.
Wednesday. and the day we had all been waiting for, the opporninity to
climb Ben evis. We started the a ·cent in the early morning with the mist
still thickly set around us, we had a long climb ahead of us, the incentive?
Well I am till trying to work that one out. After two and a half hours of
walking up the well worn path through the mist we achieved our objective,
the summit. the view was outstanding. you could sec people at least 20ft
away before they were engulfed in the mist. Being the only British people
up there amongst half the European Community. we decided to head back
to sea level where the air wa a little thicker and rejoin our minibu .
During our descent the mist cleared and it was only then that we could see
the top and realised our achievement and a feeling of exhau~tion came
over u all. On the Thursday we relaxed by going ea fishing, not the most
arduous of a tivitie but after climbing Ben evi the day before it was
extremely welcome.
All too soon the final day of our Adventure Training arrived as well a
our final activity: white water rafting. On arrival at the rafting centre we
found that the rafting instructors had taken a gamble by mixing us with the
civilian population. After learning how to get about in the raft we played
around on the calmer part of the river, capsizing the boats, getting back in
and then throwing each other back out of the raft again. It . eemed to
become apparent to the civilians and the in tructor that we were only too
happy trying to drown each other. After an hour or more we eventually got
to what they regarded as the ' big rapid · but it wa all over in a fla h. After
remo ing and deflating the rafts we eventually returned to the centre. Our
final activity completed we climbed aboard the minibu. e , cold wet and
tired and returned to Blandford. Everyone would agree a great time wa
had by all.
COMMA D COUR ES-TC 36
WHO ARE THEY, WHERE ARE THEY????
After completing the theory aspect of Radio Sqn in the capable hands
of SSgt ·Multi Media' Marriot et al. and finally completing all the PXR,s
we found our elve with only one ta k to complete, Ex Purple Vale.
Conducted by Capt ·voice over man' H ughes RM and accompanied by
the aforementioned ' multi Media' M a r riott, CSgt Lewis (ably as isted by
·Jibber Jabber'): and not forgetting Sgt ·Groovy' Bur rows, who kindly
dragged him elf away from the football pitch for the week, it was destined
to be great! Maj ·Qi! of Ulay' Adsetts mum kindly allowed him to tay
over, so he quickly ought refuge, and a little leep, in the Step Up HQ.
Although a jovial exercise for the most part, there were on occa ion
frayed temper and 'flip top head '. Indeed 2Lt 'no comm , no bombs'
Ballantyne and 2Lt 'Scottie· Scott (Airborne) were both shot down in
flames and told not to tart any of ' that Airborne bleep' -well he i a Royal
Marine and he does have rather large bicep . 2Lt 'brave' Dave F arragher
found that 'perfect' tree for the antenna. whilst 2Ll Kate 'Ulrika'
Simmonds was off giving the weather forecast,' 'in summary it will be'
etc. The 'Gimp' (2Lt J ason Nicholls) was off doi ng hi own thing whilst
2Lt Bob 'Biffer· Seymour and 2Lt K yr a 'Macnumpty' McA nulty were
trying to construct one of those HF 'thingey ', they knew all the technical
terms.
Whilst all thi wa going on Capt ·cracker' Ed wards (or is it Buster?)
and 2Lt ·Mi s Marple' Lloyd investigated only to find that only one of the
Tp Comds wa almost perfect, 2Lt 'Catalogue Man' Carter (fir t in
everything) but then he is the oldest living Tp Comd in hi tory. The good
news is it will all soon be over and we will be let loo eon the ' Big Wide
World'. That hould cheer up all the Adjutants in the Royal Signal who
were struggling to fill their duty ro ters for J997.

EXE RCISE WARM IRO 1996
b) Cpl 'Mitch' Mitchell
After surviving yet another severe Dorset winter. sum merti me had
come again and it was ti me for RA DEX to leave the Garages once more
and embark on Sum mer Camp. The venue for the week's character
building activities was the picturesque and cultu ral town of Fort Willi am
in glorious Scotland. Sunday August 11 arri ved all too soon and two
minibuses packed with bodies and equipment started the perilous journey
north mto the unknown, next top Scotland. On arrival we received a brief
on the programme of event~ for the week. then split into two group and
issued the respective equipment for the first day's activities.
On Monday morning we left the trai ning centre at Tulloch, after
wrviving a self cooked breakfast and headed out to a mountainside at
Pollduh under the watchful eye of SSgt ' Keith' Langton for a day's rock
chm bing and abseiling. After observi ng the varying levels of abil ity which
ranged from reasonable to ridiculously hilarious, and getting eaten ali ve
by the ca mi vorous Scottish midge , we returned to the centre.

FOREMA OF SIG ALS COURSE 66
by Sgt E pps
Personalities: Sgts Andy Dawson, Matt Duff, Ally Duncan, M att
Epp , Rick Gorman , lex Groves, Jamie Harper, Phil Holland, Al
Holyoak, Andy Moore, Jim O 'Donnel, E r ic O ' Halloran, Richie
Paterson, Andy Riglar, Steve Ruxton, Shep Sheppard, C hris Wilson
and Rick Wincle.
FofS Cse 66 started with 18 member and to date we have not lost
anyone. With the purely theoretical part of the course finished and 'Cardigan
Corridor' left behind, we were all confident of seeing the last term and a half
of the course out. o stand by all working units, we are comi ng!
Hav ing entered the latter third of the course, there has been liule time
am id the hectic production of Rad io Grp PXR's, to reflect on what ha
passed, and more importantl y, what is to come. When looking back over
the efforts of the last 13 months, it eems amazing tJiat o much academic
materi al has been taught and hopefull y tored away in the memory ba nks
for future reference. The volume of man hour put in to get through would
have mo t univer ity student quaking in their boots. Tndeed several Rai n
Forests must have been cut down purely to provide us with the paper we
have used, not to mention the nuclear energy consumed keeping our
computers run ning.
Looking to the future, the realisation that in six month time, we will be
the people where the 'buck stops' puts ome intere ting thoughts in the
mind. Most are best left unsaid! However, there is also a ense of
exci tement and impatience mixed in with the negative fee ling . Being a
Foreman is what we have all been triving for over the last months and now
that there is light at the end of the tunnel, we all want to be out of training
getting tuck into the job. There is also the added bonu of attaining BSc
Degrees so our leuer heads will look more fancy (and Band 7 pay).
T HE W IRE, FEBR UARY 1997
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And what of the present? There 1s still a hefty work load with PXR's
com1n¥ out of <?ur ears and project work coming out of the remainder of
ou1 orifice . . After 13 months however, the work load and th
.
appears normal ar.1d WC will continue to muddle by. We no al e res.su~e
pleasure of gloatlllg at FofS Che 67, who have just fini:hcJ~h~~cfitrs~
month of the course: to help us get through any remainm bad mom n ·
c ts.
For them at least their i~ no light at the end of the tunnel y;t! '
FAREWELL TO MR ARTHUR DAVIES

Sig lai n Cushing
.on the 20 December Arthur Davies retired from his ost as an
Instructional Officer at the Royal School of Signals H/ h
be
associatell
the Corps for the best
: · ed thae Royal
en
N
. . . with
b
· part of 30 year · He JOlll
f UV} ~ aN oy at the age of 15 and served as a radio operator. He retired
rorn t e .. avy after 12 years but remained a very acti ve member of the
Ro~al Na, al Rcser_ve for a further 15. On leaving the Royal Navy in 1967
he J01~ed the staft of tht! Tralle Trainmg School in Catterick. With the
exccpt'.on of o~c year spent at the Arn1y Apprentice College at Harro ate
he sened contrnuou ly 111 Cattenck until the move to Blandford.
g
In 1985 he started to develop the computerised students record s stern
~MIS.(Tr~mmg Ma_nagement Information System). Although he had a
reak of four year m ~~ Technician Di tance Leamin!! area it i for hi
\\Of~ as th: TMIS Adrnm1~tralor he will be best remembered.
Smee his arnval m Bl_andford he guided and helped all involved in
C<;>urse and Student Admm1strauon with any computer related problems
w11h both patience and understanding. He made a major contribution to the
·
mtegrat1on of the differing methods usd b th
organisation into a system fitted for a ingle ce:Cre e prevwus trarning
Arthur has been a highly popular and respected .member of the School
11
Ve~m. He will be hard to replace. He plan to ettle in hi house in Colburn
1 age near attenck and to take up walking in his free time.

, Sig Lee M illar ar_id .ig Iain C ushing are the latest recipient~ of the
Raychem Award which is presented to out tanding students The award
was phre ented at Blandford by Ir Phil Griffiths Personnei Director of
'
Raye em.

1r Geo rg~ Potheca ry, A i~tant Chief Constable fo r Dor-.et
1.nterfiestde~ to ~n.spect the Guardroom and in particular. the cells

.

wa mo. t
during a
act m mg v1s11 to Blandford.
'
'
Fo~lowing the end of con cription. the French Signal Corp has been
stud_ym~ the way that CIS traini ng i-. conducted in the Bri tish Arnn. Col
Alam Mark and Col Gerard Delle Luche from the French i nal School
had_ a parucularly rewarding visit to Blandford. Although a br~vc attempt
was made by the Command~r .to conduct the visit ·en Francai. · we were
grateful to have the French Lta1 on Olllcer, Lt Col Bernard J a rlegand to
hand to exp lam the finer technical point· ·
p IC/ttrt
·
O\'l'rIl'll} ·

f

Galina International Battlefield Tours
Regimental, Assoc:iation, TEWT, TA, Small
Group, Self Dri •e or Individual Travel
Pilgrimages & Battlefield Tours
Competitive Prices Guaranteed

~

711 Beverley High Road Hull HU6 7JN

Tel : 01482 804409 / 806020
Sig Lee Millar
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ROYAL SIG ALS MUSEUM- EW MUSEUM PROJECT
The Museum was closed on 7 October and since then there has been a
constant hlur of activ ity as the museum staff, a>sisted by soldiers awaiti ng
training, removed all the items fro m the display cabinets and packed them
safely away. The buildi ng contractor created a new plinth to carry the
weight of the 12 Ton ACY and paved the en tire floor surface of the new
wing.. Window openings havt: been bricked up and vehicle access in to the
old display area has been created.

T he photographs show the Volvo Snow Cat, refurbished by members of
2.49 (AM FL) Sig Sqn, and the Austin K9, carrying a complete DI l/R232
station. bei ng lifted into their new di spl ay locations. The book says that a
fu lly laden K9 should weigh five ions. The crane dri ver. shaken ~ his
crane lifted off three of it's fi\'C stabilizer legs, noted a weight of six tons!
But then everyone who has dri ven a K9 D 11 station know that
performance 1s omewhat less than sparkling.

Staff i n 1977. All the covers have been nown by RAF Hercules aircrafl 10
the Persian Gulf

THE FALKLANDS CA f PAIG

(20)

Argentinean forces occ upied the Falkland Islands for 74 day~ hcfore
General MenedeL, the Argentinean commander. surrendered on 14 Jun
1982. Th..: Commcmorau ve Cover was issued on the 14th anmvcr-,ar} of
that surrender and the date stamp features the vessel De1ire (incorporated
in the Falkland ( ~ l an d s nag) in which John Davies disCll\'Cred the j,Jand
in 1592.
The cover design shows scenes from the campaign including Ro) al
Marine Commandos comi ng ashore. the satel111e communication
equipment installed by 30 Sig Regt for communication., to the K and Sgt
Mather. MM. Royal Signals, a member of one of the AS surveillance
team~ which operated on the f'alkland hlands before the landings at San
Carlos.
This was the fifl.t major operation in which the British Army used
satellite communications and Brig <later Maj Gen) Julia n Thomp, on ,
commanding 3 Commando Bde, remarked that, 'The radio telephone wa.s
as clear as if the call (from UK) had been coming from next door '
Special editions of the covers have been signed by Gen ' ir \ tichael
Rose, KCB DSO Q GM ADC GE '. the Adjutant General who. at the
time of the Falklandi. Conflict commanded 22 Special Air Service and
negotiated the surrender of the Argentinean force . All the covers have
been flown by RAF Hercules aircraft to RAF Mount Pleasant on the
Falkland Islands.
A leaflet listing all the covers in the series is available from:
The ew Museum Project Team
Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp
BLA DFORD FORUM
Dorset DT I l 8RH
Tel o: 01258 482258/482329
Please do not hesitate to ask if you would like copie~ of the actual
covers or any further detail~ .

8 ROYAL SIG ALS HE RITAGE LOTTE RY WINNERS
But to return to the lottery, it was one of tho e delightfu l situations when
M rs Patricia Downing, who happened to be working in the museum at the
time that the draw was being made, aw her winning ticket drawn. The
photograph shows her with her husband, Sgt Tony Downing. receiving her
£ 1,500 cheque from the Project Manager j u t three days later.

Back ( L-R) : Maj P. Ruthe rfo rd RC S ig n a ls, Lt Col B. J arl e ga n d,
Lt Col L. Re lph, Maj R. Papwo rth, Lt Co l R. Hoo le.
Front (L-R): Lt Co l P. Richa rds , Col G. Delle Luche,
Brig S . M . A. Lee OCE
(Different vis it, same lunch ) Col A . M a rk, Lt Col T. W . Canham

In the meantime the Museum Designer removed all of the display
cabi nets to Leicester to be refurbi shed and the first one wa ready for
in specti on in early December. The Museum Director and the Curator both
a~k ed with one voice-'I that really our old display case?" Repainted.
refurbi shed and with graphic panels in place the transformation was
amazing!
By the time this is printed. the hop fitters will be well into their work of
transforming the empty hell into a new. vibrant and eye catching museum
ready for re-opening on Friday 23 May. However, the hop and the AAFI
Canteen are still open and anyone who vi its to see the progre s i very
welcome .
.FUND RAISI G
With monies known to be in the pipeline. the shortfall is now down to
some £~6 .000. This includes over £7,200 profit from the Chri tma
Lottery and over £3,600 received in personal donations in respon ·e to the
Jouery mailshot.
Supplies of the last two envelopes in our erie of Commemorative
Postal Covers have now been received and receipts from the ale of th e
will again make inroads into our hortfall.
The covers now released are No. 18 and 20 in the erie . o 19, ' Royal
Signal in BAOR. 1945- 1994' was released last year.
RO YAL SIG ALS AFLO AT (18)
Since before the second World War Royal Signal detachment have
served on board Royal Navy hip to provide communicauon in
amphibiou. warfare and logistic supply ve ·se l . They were involved in
landings on Sicily and Italy, the D-Day landi ngs in ormandy and in the
Pacific until the Japanese surrender.
At the end of the war, 601 Sig Tp joined HMS Meon which wa the
Headquarter Ship in the 1956 uez operation. HMS Meon was officially
affiliated to the Royal Corp. of Signal in 1960 and, following decommis ioning in 1965, the ship's bell was pre ·ented 10 the Royal Signals
1useum.
HMS Meon was also the Headquarter hip during operation Vantage.
an operation which, in 196 1, foresta lled an earlier threat on Kuwait's
borders by Iraq. The date stamp on the commemorative cover is ba ed on
lhc ships badge and the dme of issue, I July 1996, is the 35th An niversary
of operation Vantage.
The pecial Editions of the cover<; have been signed by Admiral of th
Fleet, ir Edward Ashmore G B, DSC, \ ho commanded the a,·al
Signal chool, HMS Me 1rnry, in 1955 and became Chief of the Defence
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1997
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trs P Downing. Wife of Sgt A. J. Downing.
Sig Regt
Mr J. Brown
Central Bank, 21 ig Regt
Lt Col (Retd) C. t. Graham
SSgt P. Farrington, 60 ig Tp
Mrs A. Icade
Mr E. I. IcGrath
ig K. Bickford. I Mech Bde I-IQ & ig qn
Mr R. Barrance, Middle ·e. Yeomanry OCA
1r F. K. H ncock, lndian ignal As.:ociauon
Mr . J. Child. 56 Div/City of London OCA
lrT. Holmes
faj (Rctd) A. R .TaJIOr. 254 OBA
Brig T. LG. G ray
Col P. Davi
Is Kat) Ba rkworlh
Mr J. . Williams, 254 OBA
1r M. Denne
Ir J. D. Fenner, 254 OBA
tr D. Ross, 254 OBA
Sig S Hind on , 252 Sig qn . 16 ig Regt
LCpl S. B. Brown. S W Sig qn. Banj:1 Luk.I
tr W. Exalt. LF igs 0 A
Maj . . Ewell. HQ"ll
l\laj (Retd) . '.\lo
LCpl R. Irnin. 40 ig Rcgt (V)
ti E. Hannaford
Capt (Retd) • 'lr. L. Hood
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11 Sig Regt
Blandford

HQ 'Q

ORO'

qn Comd
faj T. Friend
\1
W02 (
0 R. Snow
There has been little movement in and out of the Squadron. We
\\elcome gt one Wilde into the QM (G) dept. She has taken over from
'gt Linda Williamson ''ho has moved upstairs to work in the PSO's
otlice
PORT
The fem::1le hockey g~ from strength to , trength. The Regimental
hockey team have recently won the 3 (UK) Div lnter-Unit hockey
champion5hip held on an extreme ly cold and windy day up at Boscombe
Down. They now go through to the Army hampionships to be held in
\forch. hi hoped that not too many of the team will have been posted on
b) then. It was encouraging to ee that a few members were cho en for tl1e
R ignals Corp squad this year. The i etball team ha\'e also recently taken
part in the Anny Open Champion hip ' where they came a very creditable
3rd (con idering that it wa the AGC corp. team that eventually won it,
having beaten the I I Sig team in the Semi-finals).
GARRISO FfREWORK DISPLAY
A the early morning mi 1 lowly began to clear it was just po ible to
make out the dark figure of SSgt Steve Metherell' squad digging the
trenches. Ir was going to be a long day for the soldiers under hi command.
They included Sgts Steve Jones and ·Middy' Middlemis , Cpl Rob
Jenning . Andy '.\1ileham. Phil Davie . Flo Wilson and ·smurf' Price.
LCpl Larry Grayson and Luke ennie, igs Tetley Cro Icy and Ed
loses. All the ground work was fini hed by 1200 hrs and the troop.
di.persed for lunch. At 1400 hrs they returned ready to erect the set piece
display and load up the mortar tubes and rocket racks. While thi work
was going on. SSgt Steve Metherell wa running wild with his mallet
which re ulted in 'first aid' being given to a et piece. He then in tructed
each member of the quad in his or her role for the night. By 1600 hrs
everything was set and the squad went away to relax before the night
action was due to tart. 1800 hr and H hour had arrived, Sgt "Middy"
Middlemiss along with Cpls Flo Wilson. 'Smurf' Price and Sharon
LoU1ian (who had now joined the quad) were busy creating a colourful
diversion by elling glow stick to the young and al o the not so young.
At 1830 hrs four trip flares permeated the darkne s and ignited a large
pile of combustible material . It was at this point that a poor soul who had
apparently just topped for a rest on the top became visible. Little was
known about him except his first name was Guy. 1900 hrs and as the
bonfire roared into life the action began with mortar shell exploding
hundreds of feet into the air cascading colours of red. green and blue in
every direction. This was followed by hell burst rocke and more
mortars. Suddenly out of the darkness a battleship appeared and began to
engage a urfacing ubmarine. The fire from the ship was hining the
target, but the return fire from the ubmarine eemed more intent on
scaring the life out of the fire teams. Finally after what seemed an eternity,
both ve el di appeared into the darkness from which they had come.
The set pieces worked well until one mi fired, Cpl Phil ·don't blame
me' Da'l-ies had neglected 10 join tl1e fuses-this said. no one . eemed to
notice as a salvo of rockets soared into the darkness. Finally, to the right,
there was a bright glow and the word GOODNIGHT heralded the final act
of the Blandford Camp 1996 Fireworks display. The massed crowd
applauded then slowly <lisper ed into the darkness, leaving the team to
clear away the debri and reflect on plan for next year.
LAO MT BOWLI G EVENING
On Thursday the 7 ovember the LAD challenged the MT to a game of
10 pin bowling. The night Marted well with a happy hour in the bar located
conveniently out ide the bowling alley. With all teams suitably refreshed
banle commenced. The bowling balls were launched down the alleys
( ome of them down the gutters), trikes were scored to loud acclaim and
generally all was going well. The buffet wa served and consumed in what
appeared to be a maner of minutes (could the next challenge be a food
race?) and the half time results indicated that the LAD had establi hed a
lead. Once again, suitably refreshed, battle recommenced with opponents
gliding down wearing those style-less shoes. Balls were launched, pins
exploded and the di play screens altered, calculating the scores as play
took place.
After a timeless evening the final score were eventually calc ul ated
with the winning team being from the LAD. The MT proffered excuse
('Sid the dentist helped you', and 'our pins were tuck down') to
humorous banter, it was, however, agreed by all that it had been an
enjoyable evening. Top score was from Mrs Angie Gillingham and the
booby pri£e went to Mrs Evon Harrison. To round off the evening the
'v1TO Capt Abbott used the opportunity to say farewell to Gillian Hurst
pre~enting her with a gift from the MT. Thanks go to LCpl Kynaston and
his helper<. for organising the do and if any other department wishes to
challenge the LAD call him on Ext 2685.

!SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj P. Rutherford R Canadian Signals
SSM
W02 (S M) Anderson
The Squadron continues to fulfill it> rather unglamourou yet e scntial
role in supplying the Field Army. you the reader . with oldier who have
completed Pba. e 2 and 3 technical trade training. A at I October 1996,
195 oldiers are involved in trade tr.iining and a rurther 269 individuals are
undertaking Basic ignalling kill s, Driver Training or being employed
around either the Garri on supporting such things a~ Command Training
Exerci. es or working with field units, currently 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig
Regt. The admini stration of this well oiled machine is far from easy. It is
a a direct re ult of the hard work and dedication displayed by the Senior
and Junior COs that it runs so smoothly. An easy life, l think not.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. Atkinson R Signals
2 IC
WOl George
You may already know that Charlie Tps role i to administer on average
ome 300 pha e two trainee awaiting training. There are a growing
number of initiatives to employ the e individual . The priority will alway
be the Field Army (if they are qualified 10 go) and this is supplemented by
a progres ive programme of advemure training and PT. However, we do
not lo e ight of our aim, which i to reduce the length of time that the
soldier has to wait for their ultimate goal of reaching their first working
unit. We are succeeding in that goal and have very few soldiers to
command, who knows maybe one day none!!!
EXERCISE LIO
N
by Sig MacDougall
Ex Lion Sun was six great weeks in Cypru with 2 Sig Regt , I joined the
Regt expecting to be employed a enemy. I wa pleasantly urpri ed when
l di covered that l was to be an exercising oldier. The heat was a problem
to start with but got easier a the exerci e went on and we became
acclimatized. The first few week were plit between adventure training
and learning how to use the radios and variou weapons.
3 (PE !NEY) SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Lumb
SSM
W02 (SSM) E ric dell
The arrival in Blandford of the apprentices' ha seen a change in all the
SHQ per onnel. Out went Maj Graham McNeil! (to the BOWMAN
Military team), W02 (SSM) Fortheith (to Arborfield) and Sgt Steve
Gallagher. Jn came Maj Dave Lumb. W02 (SSM) E ric Udell and SSgt

Jeff Morris.

THE SUB-AQUA CL B

We tarted diving about a year ago in Harrogate, and since then we have

SCOTT TROOP
Tp Comd
TpS gt

Lt John Torrell
Sgt 'Johnno' Johnston

EL EXPEDITION-10-16 OVEMBER 1996
lt all ~omm~nc ed at 0900 hrs Sunday 10 November, the entire rou
was feeling a little apprehensive, as we were the Troop 'guinea
ftr
this ~ha se of external leadership (EL).
. After breakfa~ l kit. was ~a~ked and fin ally we were off on the six hour
JOUrn.cy to Cape~ Cun g Tra1010g Camp in N Wales. Our welcom.: 10 Wales
was ice cold w10d and rain, kit issue soon took place and bunks wer~
allocated. Enterta10men1 for the week was a small TV room and coffee
mach10c, the camp con isted of several accommodation blocks a guard
house and a latrine block.
'

pig~'

DAY 1 AND2-HILL WALKI G
_Bleary eyes and chilled bodies jumped into the minibuses for the short
drive out to our tart _po10ts. For moM groups a number of peaks were
~overed ?Ve~ the day m conditions ranging from sun to snow to freezing
og. Navigation was left to the AT's o a number of group walked a lot
further than was necessary. At dusk a 'gale' decided to pay a visit and
camps!le~ were ~icked by two of the mstructors, Capt Dave Drinkall and
SSgt Jefl Morris. The other three group. -Cpl Jason Scrase Cpl Mick
Anderson and Cpl Pete Casson's were defeated by the weath~r and went
back to camp, awamng the humiliation when the rest returned. The valiant
two saw a 01ght of snow. sleet, rain , wind and runaway tent . The now
ti red, cold, wet and ~ad tempered AT's woke up 10 find chaos, flysheets.
tentpolcs and pegs htte nng the Lywn Cym Valley. After much battlino
against the elements the equip~en~ was recovered and o was AT Jackso~
who wa blown away whil t 10side hi s tent- he' never been the ame
incc.

it wa pool work or theory le ons every week to achieve our ovice I
qualification, this led on to ovice Tl and an open water dive, in a very
cold dark quarry. We went 10 Egypt for a week at the beginning of June on
Ex Fin Ali and it was a brilliant experience, a we did 13 dives which
included a night dive. There wasn't much to ee at night but diving in the
day we aw many brightly coloured fish but luckily never met a shark!
When we arrived in Blandford we carried on our diving with the
Garrison club. Most of the instructors are mi litary and they are all sports
divers and above. To help us witl1 our qualifications, on Saturday 16
ovember we went 10 a torpedo testing site on Homsey I land near
Porrsmouth.
We set off at 0715 in the freezing cold, there were six to eight
instructors and 14 ovice divers, 13 of which were apprentices and LCpl
Thomas. There were five working towards sports diver and the re t for
ovice IT diver. We all eemed a linle apprehensive at the thought of
entering the cold water. The water was murky and after breaking the ice, in
we plunged being carefu l to avoid any torpedoes- in fact all we saw were
hundreds of jellyfish. Despite the early start, freezing cold weather and the
stew at dinnertime, the dive wa very enjoyable. For ome or us it was
good 10 get back in the open water and for the re ·tit was their first dive in
open water.
Another Red Sea expedition is planned for December in Sharm-elSheik, Egypt. It will comprise of 24 people, 8 staff and 16 apprentices, a
third of whom will be sports diver qualified. There will be four days
hardboat (which i where we stay in accommodation and go out on the
boat every day) and 1wo days aboard. Maybe we will see some shark thi
year!
TUG OF WAR-MERC RY PULLS
On Sunday 3 November. eight apprentices' fell out of bed and plodded
wearily to the pre-arranged rendczvou to meet their coach and fellow
team mate Sgt Jock Reid, before setting off for the throbbing metropoli
of Swindon. Swindon we were told was the be t place 'to pull' so hopes

EL EXPEDITIO -24-30 NOVEMBER 1996
by AT Howland
My trade class spent a week in unny Capel Curig on the '>econd ph· se
of our External Leader h_ip training. l feel that a good time was had by~ll
as we all lea~nt_ new skills. Due to the adver e weather conditions the
ch_eduled acuvi~y of ·gully scrambling' had to be changed for kiin
defi01!ely an experience to remember as mo t of the buddi/
Franz
?f the troop pent mo t of their time lying down.
g
Other act!Vltles 1~cluded canoeing which turned out to be one of the
coldest day~ of my_ hfe. AT Jones put a smile on everyone\ face with his
demonstrauon of his submarine commander kill .

~hich wa~
Kla~m.e_rs

DAY3,4,5
A mixture of canoeing, climbing and scrambling was to take place over
the next three days.
SCRAMBLING
':-terrifying ascent up teep gullie and along knife edoe across breath
takmg l~nd c_apes designed to build up self confideac~, t~amwork and
leadership skills, resulted in a trenuous day of clinging 10 tufts of gra
whilst danglmg from a cliff face.

beeo on variou expeditions and exercise in England and abroad. Initially

The week was enjoyed by all and a special thank hould go to all of the
EL taff, who "'.orked o hard. e pecially gt ·1 don't believe it" 1orri
a henearly . m1led!
·

CANOEING
. A learner co~rse designed to build up confidence in a canoe and induce
frost b!te, unfortunately AT Lowe and T Cpl Dunlop preferred
submanne anucs and felt exactly how cold the water really was, first hand .
CLIMBING
. An. interesti ng day out ab _eiling on Tryfon Bagh and climbing the
111do?1 wall of the Be.aeon Chmbtng Centre in nowdonia. AT Holmes
didn t quue gra p the idea and technique and was unprepared for a shock
when_ ~e was about to abseil down the wall after unclipping the last
remam10~ upport carabinar. only after shouts and nigger. from the
surroundmg climber did he realise hi mistake and de cended with a red
face. Al~ogeth~r an excellent if cold and wet week with many valuable
hour of expc~i ~nce gained. qur thank . 10 .all the EL taff, especially 10
SSgt JclT 1o1 ns who had an mfatuauon with straightening tent peg..
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ro~e, only to be cl~s hed w.hen t~ cy e ntered the hall at the Lime Kiln Lei sure
Centre to 0nd it f_ull of Big H ~ i ry We l ~h Farmers. Thinking, optimistica ll ,
as they weighed 10 that we might have a chance in the light categori es onf
to be to!d all the teams were heavy weight' and the lighter weights
cancelled. So as not to waste the Journey we put in for the 600 and 640 k.I
weight groups, our. 600 kilo team weighed around 575 kilos so
borrowed two guys from another team to get close 10 the 640 we ·ght
Our first call to the rope l~sted about 5 or 6 seconds as we w~re pulled
here and there by the heavier, more experienced team. But as the da
progressed the tune spent holding the other teams got longer 30-4b
seconds , and vast expe rience was gai ned.The highlight of the day was
actu ally pull10g another team towards us about 3 inches. We didn ' t expect
to do ve!·y w~ll but everyone there gave us help and advice and we came
away. wiser 10 the ways of Tug-of-War and no doubt furth er on in our
sport.1ng careers we' ll meet the big Welsh farmers aga10 and thrash the m
·
That s all for now but keep reading as we' ll be back.

RAWSO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Joth He~wood
Tp Sgt
gt Key Innes
Rawson Tp _are ~g~nning to see the light at the end of the tunnel a' far
as the Ap~renuce .hip 1_s concerned and we arc now beyond the point of no
retu~n. Wit~ tl1i 111 ~rnnd. congratulations are in order for the followino
Al' on their promouon to AT Sgt:
"'
T Sgt Fox
AT Sgt Pritchard
AT Sgt Verrall
AT D/Maj Samuel
Wi~I it be one of the above who de en·e and earn the rank ot T S!\I'>
We will ~ee. Congratulations also to RA\.\'SO .·'A' who reccntl} entcr.:<l
th. Gladiator Mm1 A ault Cour~e Compctit1on and won con\'inc 10gl)
'' llh ZODIAC (from the real Gladtators) awarding the prizes and ki,,e,.
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THE ALBANIAN ORPHANS MISSION
By John Stewart (Graphics Dept RSOS)

·The treasured \\ hite Helmets hm c become a trifle grubby over the la_ l
k Th~ ·ho\' ·ea, n o'er TD. complete and blues put 111
.
coup1e ot "ee '· ~ ' ·• · · 0
·
·
Tl 9
tor df\ cleanin" it wa time for the dreaded elecuon ~ourse. . 1e
intre i'd ·HcJme~~'annabee~; were certainly put tl1rnu~h tl1eir pace. ~n the
mud: and and ·bump·· of the Bo,ington Camp :rra111111g Are~. ~nd"r.dthe
.
f gt 'Don' Brebner and ht' ere' of senior n er
''ate Ir
1 u I e\ C> o
.
· · (
d 1 th!ll
in,trnctor ·it wm, ·1a51 around the course 1 a . 1ssy or wor s o
effect) and. 'if anything hurt -tough'. The '~"Ord 'sympathy ' has long ago
been crudic•1tcd from the \: hitc Helmet d1cuonary.
b
.
1
After we~k one. it wa" time to ob.erve the affinity b~tween a_anct~g
and manoeuvring m. the riders attempted a selecuon of tnck perfo1_me~!n
h
.1 otable one' were the newly named 'Turtle Head tarring 1g
~~e:.e~, Dawes· Coop~r and ·A ew Way to Brake by Stic~ing Your Foot
in thegBack Wheel' by ig 'Tin Tin· O wen. Only two !·1d~rs emerg~~
unscathed from thi particular phase of the course and tg Hop alon~
.:\tason is to be congratulated for managing to conceal a broken ankle from
both the in,,tructors and the 1ed Centre.
\'l" tl
The team welcomes the ne' members. LCpl "Magnum "'' 1
ense· Chester . C pl ·TOJ:O Crui e' But~erfield. LCpl
Horrendou Dre
· tr Bean· (for lack of other idea ) Hank m and u;pt . Secon~ Tim~
L k · Cooper ig 'Georoe Dawes· Cooper and Sig Tin Tm (no\\
e kn 0 ,,;1 ~ Sinead Q"Connor) Owen are to be welcomed back to
0the::i~r~vi
fold having decided, for the fun of it. 10 do the cour e for the second
d
· ·
time (And why not'?)
D~irin the econd week of the election . the team haste tw:~ v1s1ts.
The firstgwa from l\l r Duncan ottage who had won a compettl!on tw~
yea.rs ago. Hi co,·eted prize wa· 'to spend a day with the White Helmets
ihe lucky thing.

He had served a, a dispatch ri~erwitl~ t1_1e orps _from. 1_94_114_6 and Ca~
very keen to see a ne\\ generation of dispatch nd~rs in ,1c_110!1. L P
·Gypo' Hooper was their. instructor ~lthougl_1 Mr V~_ry Ju111or Jones,
tuckil). was able to show him how to nde a Triumph fi1st.

Mr Duncan Notta ge takin g the fu ll w eig ht of Cpl 'Ellie' Elson
plus a b ike !

Mr 'Very Junior' J ones teaching LCpl 'Gypo' Hooper how to ride

Cpl ·Postman Pat' Elson explained a few ground rule_s literall y and, ~t
the end of the day. Mr ottage had become an accon:iphshed trtc~ter( · .)
We look fof\\·ard to hearing his version of events m the next issue of
'Classic Bike' Maga.iine.
.
.~
The second visit was by a grandfather. fat~er and son tno. The
grandfather. Mr Gwynfreys J ones. is sadly suffering from mcurable lung
cancer.

The team have now departed on ome well-earned leave before
embarking on the bu y training phase o~ the year. If there are ~ny soldiers
out there who want to join the best team 111 the world. get applymg thr~~gh
your chain of command. Alternatively. phone Maj Russell or Ca pt Gi les
on Blandford Mil Ext 2365.

SITUATIONS VACANT!!
THE
ROYAL
SIGNALS
MOTORCYCLE
DISPLAY
TEAM
Appka!Jon forms

Ive recruiting new riders to fill vacancies which

occur In the team. Two week Hlectlon couraes
will lake place at Blandford.
No previous experience Is necessary ·all you
need ls guts, determination, fitness and .......

a sense of humour.

are kepi in your Orderly Room!Sqn omce.
Ge/one.

App/"/ now end get on !lie ne)tf so/ect/on course.

THE 1996 SANTA CLAUS RU
People often ask me how A.O.M. first began and I tell them that it all
began witll a prayer in Southern Malawi, central Africa. I had spent three
and a half weeks in the bush with some Malawi pastors preaching and
leaching. We had been tremendously encouraged as over 2000 people had
responded to the gospel message. many of them children. Each evening
crowds of people would gather to hear some of my illustrated animal
parables and to sing and dance to our gospel cho111ses. All Africans love
stories and they paiticularly enjoyed my multi-coloured acetates projected
on to a reasonably clean sheet. Perhaps if they had been brought up on a
diet of English TV 1 wouldn't have been so succes. ful. However, they
were always very enthu iastic calling out for. 'More Go-go John, more!'
(A Go-go is a grandfather. by the way).
The four week missior was almost at an end when we experienced two
disasters. Esther, the youngest daughter of Steven Nampinga, one of my
mterpreters, succumbed to cholera and died in the night. He requested that
I organise the funeral service and bury her that same day. Not being an
ordained minister I felt totally ill-equipped to do so, but he insisted. He
told me that my main responsibility would be to preach a Heaven and Hell
sermon over the tiny body in t111e Malawi tradition. I should have much
preferred to preach words of comfort and hope but he and his wife insisted
on a strong repentance theme, . o I complied with their wi hes. The whole
village gathered to their tiny mud hut and I preached the strong message of
'Salvation through faith in Jesu Christ and him only', which they had
requested. What they hadn't told me was that a large number of the
mourners were Muslim·. They were incensed at my me sage and stormed
off in high dudgeon! Everyone seemed delighted with both my message
and the resultant response. I, however, didn't feel very good about things
preferring to draw people to Christ with a me sage of love. It had al o
begun to deluge with rain and I was totally oaked from head to toe.
The econd di~aster came as a direct result of this rain corm. Dry river
beds soon became raging torrent and I expressed a fear that we might not
make it back to our own base camp. We eventually laid the six month old
chi ld to rest at even p.m. and proceeded to slew our way aero s the village
and out across the plain. I kept my foot hard down on the accelerator,
hoping and praying that we would not get bogged in. The wipers were
hopeles and more by luck than judgment I evemually mounted the din
road and sped for home. ear u towered the Mulanje Massif. an old
e'(tinct volcano filled up to form a va I lake. The pre sure of water was o
great that a large ection of the crater's lip collapsed. Thousand of ton of
water, rock and hardwood trees crashed down the almost sheer side of the
volcano. A wath of destruction wa cut through Phalombe village and
across the plain. Next morning revealed approximately one thousand dead,
mostly children. It took a further two days before the floodwaters subsided
sufficiently for u to go into Phalombe and by then I had only two days to
get back to the airport and home. The scene of devastation remain
indelibly printed on my mind. Everywhere, sobbing children and weeping
men and women. I felt like Judas as I drove away from the area and prayed
to God that I might one day be in a position to help uffering children like
them.
A year later I sat watching a TV documentary entitled 'The Forgotten
Children of Albania'. Again I wa witne ing children experiencing
intolerable uffering. They rocked backward and forwards vainly seeking
to comfort them elves. They were cold, naked. caked in ex.crement and
totally neglected. The empty taring eye broke me apan. I began to sob
from deep down in ide my elf and left the room, embarras ed le t my wife
~hould see me. I paced up and down the hall trying to regain control of
my elf. At the same time I felt God's pre ence o powerfully near. Jt wa
as if He was waiting to see what my response would be. In a trange way I
saw Him in those suffering children. He wa right there enduring even
more pain and l had to do something about it. That wa the begin ning of
THE ALBANlAN ORPHANS MJSSIO , later to become a regi tered
charity. Initially it was a stop-gap aid solution dedicated to shipping
humanitarian aid by road and sea to Europe's mo t impoveri · hed nation.
We are now commilled to improve the actual fabric of the building the
orphans live in. Teams go out during the summer months to undertake
specific work projects. At Chri tma we do a anta Claus Run , when we
lake party food. sweets and Chri tma gifts to five orphanages dotted up
and down Albania. This year was no exception although adverse weather
in Europe caused ome difficulty.
We did better this year than previou ly thank to the Rotary Cl ub ' ho
offered us help in the form of hundreds of boxed pre ents for a wide range
of age groups wi thout charge! T he kid were as usual o gratefu l and
signified their thanks by hundreds of 'snotty' kis e . Many were uffe ring
from Ou and they generously shared thi s amongst the team. T he baby
orphanage at Vlore is always a delight to visit even tllough babie don' t
particu larly tw-n me on. It is managed by an merican husband and wife
team, Mark and L ola Nyeberg and is a haven of love and care. We at
A.0.M. have done a vast amount of work in this orphanage over the past
five years all in the certain know ledge that it would be cared for. ll i ·
wit hout doubt the best kept Baby Orphanage in whole of Albania and a
credit to the e two godly people.

111eft is still a major problem amongst the workers in Albania's
institutions. We therefore give Christ ma\ presents to the worker as well
as the children when we go. We reason that they also have children of their
own and quite naturally will find their own ways or distrihuting the
ble"ing wider if we don't.
The temperature in Vlorc on Christmas morning was 65 F with bright
sunshine, ama7ing weather. Then just 48 hour. later al Skodrc. near the
Montenegro border. it was- ·20°F and we were experiencmg hig trouhle.
The roads were inches thick with ice and we had no snow chain,, A lot of
prayers went up that day. The long journey to the Skodrc orphanag<' took
us much longer than we had planned. so when we arrived there we had no
time left to meet the kids. We unloaded our food and gifts and headed back
the way we'd come hoping we·d be able to travel in the rapidly
deteriorating daylight. We arrived back in Tirane the capital very tired.
very tense and very late at night. We were afe though, so everything was
fine.
We helped organise parties at two orphanages in Tirane and had a great
time with the kids. even attending their disco. Whilst at the main
orphanage we noted that all the beds and mattresses were in a very poor
state. Most of the children wet their beds at night and really need
waterproof covers over their mattresses. We have th<'refore launched a
new bed and mattress appeal. so if anyone out there can help u~ we'd be
grateful. Children from a school in Guterslough generously collected
£1,000 and their teacher Claire Gibbs-Murray, who came with us has
reque ted that it go towards this appeal.
Out return journey took us far longer than we had originally planned.
We made a wrong decision to cut up through the Aosta Valley ,-ia 1he
Mont Blanc Tunnel. Before reaching the tunnel it began to snow heavily
and we were forced to spend the night in an alpine hotel. The roads were
quickly cleaned in the morning, so we set off agai n having had a small but
welcome ta te of luxury.

Wo rksh o p-for co nversion to sleeping area l

THE W HITE HELMETS
WANT YOU!!
Mr Jones receiving h is prese ntation fro m Capt Giles , the new
Team Captain, flanked b y the instructo rs and students of the
se lection co u rse
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1 UK Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15
CO
Lt ol P. • Pratley MBE
RSl\J
WOI (RS 0 T. J. keates
When thi edition of The Wire i publi hed the Regiment will have
completed it · tour in Bo ni a-Herzego ina a M D SW Sig Regt. T he
fin.I hcav) now falls arrived on the 24 ovember and the variou ·
detachment. on the hills were rapidl y pulled in. The Joint Commander
General Sir Roger Wheeler formally turned off Ptarmigan on 26
O\ember, a 30 Sig Regt's E ROM
and a Secure Commercial Rad io
sy tem bought from GEC Marconi came on line. The Regt was then
allowed to form up and head for Split orth Port .

Busovaca and Gomji Vakuf all bei ng represented. The C RA(T)
detachment from Gornji Vakuf had also invited members of the 299
( etherland ) Helicopter Squadron detachment to attend . a· well a
several U oldiers \\ ho were ·erved by our message centre in Vitez. Our
vi itors oon augmented our mall ar enal of SA Os. 9mm pistol s and
GPMGs with Uzis and Glocks (courtesy of the Dutch), and MI 6s and
Beretta (courte. y of the Americans).
Cpl 'Waggy' Wagstaff ran the range day wh ich tarted with each man
zeroing hi per onal weapons and being tested on a Briti sh style APWT
(much to the confu sion of the foreign comingent s). Once per onal weapon
test. had been completed we plit into mall multi-national groups and
familiarised our elves with the weapon belonging to the other force .
After thi weapon famili arisation we each had a go at firing a many
di ffe rent weapons a time allowed. We were all surprised that we could hit
target at over IOOm with an Uzi, e pecially Cpl 'Spike' Milligan, who
normall y can"t hit a barn door at 10 yard !! Many of the Americans were
dis1rn ted to find that the A80 cannot be fired left-handed. An unnamed
'Special Forces' Captain wai heard to say. ' Jeez, I can't fi re this left
handed-well that just uck . In fac t, rm going to sue your Government.'
Wh ich left Sig 'Ja e' Whitehead and 'Scotty' Scott hort of a reply.
We next moved on to the pistol package, under the upervision of Sgt
Bob Harvey. De pite all looki ng fami liar in both ize and hape there was
a marked difference in the handling of each pi tol, but in the end everyone
decided that their favou rite wa the Glock. The fi nal shoot was with the
GPMG, at di tances up to 300m. Unfortunately we had no other fo reign
weapons in thi s category. which was a shame as many of us wanted to fi re
the M ·Full Metal Jacket' 60-but we all thoroughly enjoyed the stand
anyway.

Trunk S qn prepare thei r vehicles prior to departure.
SEC RE CO IMER CIAL RADIO TRIALS
by 2Lt Sue Barnard
With unprecedented speed the GEC Marconi Secure Commercial Radio
(SCR) system. which i the replacement for SCRA in Bosnia, ha been
procured and installed. Hence a Main Squadron trials team has hit the road
again trialling the coverage of yet another communication y tern. Led by
S gt (YofS) 'Gaz" Tomlinson and ably driven by Sig 'Robo' Robertson,
the team (which includes Cpl Tom M urray doing ome real work after
hi summer leave at 'Hotel Vitorog' ) travelled extensively throughout the
AO to confirm the coverage from each of the repeaters to base locations
before the withdrawal of SCRA. It took two weeks to succe sfully prove
coverage. with the five detachments driving in excess of 30,000Km.
In some instance a little R Signal cunning was required to ensure the
mo t efficient deployment of assets. with Cpl Cal Hewitt and Sig '3-D'
Beevers erecting a mast on top of a and ilo to bring in the Canadian
Multi atiooal Brigade in Coralici. A very smokey S ig Lee Goodwin al so
di covered that not everyone has their antenna in the most convenient of
place , Y.ith the Green Howards at Krupa using a fully functioning
chimney tack! The long hour on the road often meant overnight tops at
different units which led to a potential lynching of a very keen Sig
Roberl~on by LCpls 'Oz' 0 tley and Al Joy. Early rising is all very well ,
but queuing Tororeakfast can be cold in Sipovo on a Sunday morni11g
when you've forgotten that the clocks went back an hour.
T ROUBLE AND STRIFE 0 LISI A
by C pl Glynn Warburton
Although we have by far the most cushy hill top site, life uddenly
became harder when Mrko our friendly Serbian television technician
decided that the pipes from our porcelain toilet were leaking on his
sensitive broadcasting equipment. As Cpl Mark Tench, Sigs Ky
Wilcockson and ' Buck ' Rogers looked on in horror, and no little strain,
Mrko ripped out the toilet with his bare hands disposing of it in a rubbish
tip. W02 (S M) a rah Stonier immediately ru hed to our aid from Banja
Luka with a translator and an engineer in tow, in the hope of negotiating a
compromise and effecting a repair. But the toilet was beyond all help. 'ig
'Humps' Humph ries wa~ nominated from a cast of thousands (6) to
construct an alternative toilet which unfortunately then had to be emptied
and burned regularly. It was only then that we realised we were almost a
badly off as those on the other hill top sites on Gorica, Radaljice, and
Vitorog-almost but not quite as we can still get our daily showers.
LOTROO P M LTI-NATIO ALRA GEDAY
b) ig Richa r d Bir d
Shont)' before the move of SA 690 from Vitez to Gornji VakufLO Tp
held a range day at the nearby Travnik range. The range meeting was
probably the largest gathering of the Troop since it deployment to
Bomia-Herzegovina, with the outlying detachments from Kupres.
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Sgt Bob Harvey coaches an American soldier on the
Mu lti Nationa l Range
At the end of the day everyone had a good time on the range. For u and
our guests it was a unique opportunity to try our hand at firing different
weapon and to train in a multi-national environment.
GO (NO GOVERNMENTAL ORGA ISATIO ) LIAISO
by 2Lt Alex Hutton
During the deployment to Bo nia one of the many tas ks, S gt Bob
Breheney and I under1ook was that of liaison with the two main GOs in
theatre. In non-Army terms, this meant vi siting both the Organi. ation for
Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), who were in Bosnia to run
the election , and the lnternalional Police Task Force (TPTF), who
monitored the conduct of the local police forces. Each organi ation was
manned by civilian officials and police from a myriad of countrie whose
only method of communicating between their many office wa a
Motorola insecure radio ystem. As NGO IO all we had to do was ensure
that each of the 32 offices, spread across a division al area the size of
Wales, knew how to operate the radio, which channel to u e if needed and
how to call for help from IFOR.
That probably sounds quite easy. Unfortunately, the majority of stations
were hidden away on back trects and on the upper floors of building , so
finding them in the first place was a task in itself. Upon finding them there
was often more than a communication ban-ier to overcome. English was
rarely their first language. Whil t not insurmountable, the e problems did
cause some consternation. Everyone knows that if you want to find some
thing, a k a policeman. Unable to find one particular IPTF station we did
exactly this. by asking one of the local Serbian ' bobbies' who was casually
standing at the idc of the treet in his camouflaged blue uniform.
Unfortunately, my Serbian being somewhat lacking, my question of
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'Po!itz! ?.' met with a blan_k expression. A change of tack to "IPTF
Poht71.1 , c_omp l e~e with quizzical cxpres ion. provoked somewhat more
of a reaction w!th l_ots _of pointing. Probably with more luck than
understanding, his d1rect1ons, to our surprise proved sound. Having
eventually located the stations. we still had the problem of talking to them
T_h~ quality of _English varied from very rough to better than mine. On ~
VIM! to one stall on, I spoke with a policeman from Ghana who said 'I have
not . heen speaking English for 26 year, but I am fluent in French'.
Unto~t u natdy; my. spoken Fr~nch extends to 'Vin Rouge' and no further.
My_ lack of lingu1 st1c dexterity was reaffirmed when I asked a C7ech
policeman ' l_f he had any problems wi th Motorola' I was informed 1n a
perfe~t English accent that, ·Everything is quit~ aU right thank you very
much . Problems are not always tied to d1fficult1cs in communication. At
an 0 CE field office, I had asked what their callsign was on their
Motorola channel. The reply I had from a Frenchman was 'Oh. we don't
use calls1gns'. Of course you don't, forget I asked.
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A AUXILIARY MILITA RY
POLICE IA
b. · Sig J o h Kirby
Following two day intensive train ing, hosted hy the RMP. Osnabruck. it
was back to Herford, for a morni ng on the ranges, brushing up on our
Pisto l dnlls. All that was then required was for us to slip an armband on,
~orce out. Red berets onto our heads. thrust our Police Notebook neatly
into our hip pockets and set our on patrol.
W1!h ?ur. new sense of re ponsibility, we set about our first day a
AMP s feeling rather proud to be amongst the Briti h Army' elite law
enforcement team. Forme~ friend , hov.:ever did not quite see th ings the
same way. Rather than being greeted with the normal 'Morning Scouse·
or words to that effect, we were. bei ng ~reeted by a sort of whooping
oound. often accompanied by frantic armpi t scratching. (Very trange). 0
m.ttter, we have a1ob to do, and we intend to do it well. Church hou e was
to be our first .area of responsib il,ity, 'If you run into trouble j ust call us on
the M~to:o l a . we were told. lf that doc n't work, use the back up
comms . What back up comms?' 'That 30 pfg we gave you thi morning
for the p~ one· . (H_ow reas uring!) As we approached the gates of Church
house, Sig Hod~ns and I got out of the vehi cle, and began to move
towar_ds the main entrance 1n true 'S tar ky and Hutch ' fa hion. On
reach 111 ~ the door, Sig Hodgins rang the bell as I covered him. 'Someone's
c~mmg . ·Good morning l ad~, come in, it down, put your feet up, rn
ha1e Janet make us some tea. Needle s to say. this wa one of the more
popular patrols.
It 1~~ "tall Hot drinks and Hobnob though, we were al o respon ible for
p~trolhng Ktck . Go Pa~c . Mc Donal ds and other uch areas normall y
frequented by sold iers (Sig Amos never wants to see another Bio Mac as
long as he lives): lt was _during one of the e patrols that we r~eived a
report of_ a susp1c10us vehicle that had been spotted earlier that day around
the married quarter area. When we went to in vestigate. it turned out. that
the_ car. which had been reported as driving very lowly down the treet,
acll ng in a susp1c1ous manner and had been described as. mall with what
appeared to be a firms· adverti ement on the doors, wa in fa~t us in our
AMP CORSA. On a en o ~ note •. there wa a long list of re pon ibilitie
wh1 h the AMPS _had a big part in, not least of which was ensurino the
safety of the Marr!ed Quarter area_s, in particular tho e quai1ers whicl~ had
been left unoccupied whilst fam1he had returned to the UK. The AAFl
complex _was also given the benefit of our new found expeni e as we
pou nced into action unannounced and carried out pot check on ID card
and random _VCP'. on the vehicles of our ex friends (Yes the armpit
scratchmg brigade). In all, it bas to be aid, being the AMP was cenainly
an eye opener.
T HE MEDIA MEETS THE REGIME T
by Capt James Anderson
. Pron:ioting the Corp and the Regiment by ho ting a variety of
JOurnali t _has not proved a imple ta k over the past four month . o here
are a few ups on hosting journalists for other aspiring Unit Pre Officer
who haven' t done a course and want to retain a career at the end of thei;
tour:
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I .. usin_g a C/cchoslovakian helicopter don·1 tell the crev. that )our
two JOurnali.Ml> arc from German}, probably de~cendcd from those v.ho
~avaged their country only a genera!ion ago. A ~ight at only 100 feet
abo~e the ground through the mountains for I hour 1s guaranteed not to be
settling on your breakfast
. 2. ~on't host_ a TV crew and. a ncwspapt:r team together. the~ want to
see d1ffere111 ~hings and you will only have to separate them physicall y
dunng their t~1 p when th~y try to punch each others' lights out
3. _J_ournahsts arc qmtc prepared to take your word for the weather
conchllons without e_xperiencing them. They prefer to spend their nights 111
CORIMECs ~n~ eating the excellent Banja Luka meals. rather th n 6000!1
up a mountain 111 100 + Kph icy winds with only an all in ,,1ew to look
forward to.
4. Artistic te!nperament allows a photographer. who has come to
photograph soldier" on operations in Bosma :o ignore the countrride.
devastaUon and remnants of :-var. and to concentrate on photographing
soldier (studio style_> on a white sheet wh ich he carries around in his dai
sack. Throughout this whole process he will ignore all your picas on the
accuracy of the subject matter - the photographer knows what makes a
good photograph.

Sig 'Waggy' Wagstaff poses on a white sheet with
the future of Royal Signa ls Communications equipment

Publish it in The Wire
1he tdilor i1 al1t1a1J1 plea1ed lo receiue inlere1ling arlictes
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acquired taste o it was off to Zetra Stadium for lunch at the Regimental
Echelon.
Lastly it was up to 232 Sig Sqn, where the SOinC dined with a
spnnkling of the Officers and SNCOs of the Regiment. Not surprisingly
th main topic of conversation was the imminent departure of the regiment
back lo Krefeld after a very long year.

7 Sig Regt
Bosnia

231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd

Maj Gus Colville
SSgt Dean Ewing
Morale in the Termc peaked in late October with the good news that
Transfer of Authority (TOA) was to be brought forward by a couple of
weeks. We can all return to civilisation at the end of November, ready and
eager 10 reccmstitute tlle Squadron and celebrate tlle festive season (in big
style). The departure off-rotation of W02 (SSM) 'Gunny' Pellant has
also been welcomed as PT session have returned to normal (good healtlly
fun. in daylight. and followed by a hot shower).
gt (SQMS) Dean
Ewing still enjoys himself by biting (not literally) the consi tent dres.
code offenders in true 'Gunny' style.

NSSM

COMM
D PO T 7 IG AL REGIME T
CO
L i ol li ke Dyer
R t
WOI Griffiths
.
The command po 1 had seen better days b ~he end of the Operation.
with onh the bare e encial left in place. Reg~mental. dmm w~ v~r.Y
nearh conducted in a green anny tent and con l~ted ot one c~n a chair
d : G table Jt did however have one particularly gullible officer
~~le~! Regime~tal Ops \\a looking m~re like the ~lack ~ole ofCa~~uu~
by the day. and it was only the overflow mto the 0 s commec that sa e

theftii:;v~nd of tl1e Operation

aw tlle arrival o.f W02 (S9MS~ Mal Sleight
from the RAO. Hi. tories about flying and a11-cra~t de 1gn ~a~e a pleasant
hao<>e from tho e of W02 (YofS) · trange · Sw1ffen who 1 mt? coui?try
~nd \~e tern. but tlle two combined made u. feel like it wa defimtely tune
to "O The CP would like to say farewell to our one and .only re e~t l,
LCpl. (now Mr) ·Clinger' Cartmell who has finally mad~ ll back to ht 3
bed emi in surburban -ville. He vei:y nearly extended with L
DCE T
but the diplomatic ervice -iopped hnn domg s.o. H~ ts yet to complete h\
trainin!!. course. It i not o much good-bye 'Clrnger . rather au revo1r unt1
tlle next Op.
HRH T H E P RINCE S ROYAL'S VISIT TO THE RJ!'.GIMENT
On
October Briti h troops were treated to a v1stt by HRH T he
Princess Royal. 7 ig Regt personnel ' ere among the troops that the
Princes met during her 2 day tour.

ystem. It wa · then on to 1 ~eet. ~P! Chri Yin who managed 10 explain the
· orri · 2000 without . aymg tr once.
. .
.
t RADCO in the llizda complex S gt 'Chalkie .White con~ucted
the tour of some of the system employed on the operauon. The.Prmcess
wa able to meet members of 232 Sig qn, a. well as repre~en_rauves ~rom
2
ig qn and 30 ig Regt. In partic~lar Cpl ~~oj and Jmu entertamed
the whole party for some time with their tales ot ltfe here.
Iaj Mark Thorek of 232 Sig. Sqn put on a display ~! the Zetra
Olympic Stadium which included M1111 TAC HQ, where the Pt mcess got a
feel for the field deployment of tl1e ARRC staff and Royal Signals ~ld1ers
who provide the communication therem. Among those to meet he1 were
SS t David James. LCpl Paul Dacey. and Sig Tom Longbotton~. Next
on lfiie agenda after Zetra was the rather more comfortable SUJTOundrngs of
Banja Luka.

o

VI.SIT OF THE IGNAL OFFICER IN CI:l~EF
.
.
On 6 ovember tlle Regimen! received a v1stt from the OrnC, B~tg . ·
F. Wood. He was met at tlle Regimental Command. Po t by ~aJ Phd
Filb and W02 (YofS) Martin Swiffen. From there 11 was.straight on to
meer members of 231 Sig qn. who are shortly to leave Sarajevo a part of
the HQ ARRC withdrawal.
.
.
.
.
Lt Col Andrew M ills (Ro"yal Engrneers) kindly gave the S?m~ his
VIP tour of tlie Sarajevo area explaining the history of the conflict 111 the
city over the last four years. The tour called in at the J:ioliday Inn where
S ig ·Johno' Johnson leads the team in support of Media Operatton ·The

MA TROOP
The new Tp omd, 2Lt Nick Yardley, has mastered the complexit ies
of Ptarmigan and his instructors from tlle Tp Comd' course would be
impressed with his new found talent. They would be even more impressed
with SSgt (YofS) Nige Richards on a recent 'skit' night with his
outstanding impres ion of a rather tall 2Lt straight out of troopies meeting
a Field Marshal. A variety of props were used, notably a broom handle
doll and 3 gallons of indu.,trial strength deodorant. The skit were all of a
high standard and no •)ne es~aped totally unscathed, not even the
Commanding Officer. The leaky roof is under going repair now sir.
The highlight of the last couple of months was the visit of HRH The
Princess Royal, who visited on 8 October 1996. She proved to be as
charming as ever and spent some considerable time talking to the Tp
Comd, Cpl Chris Yin and LCpls Jan Atkinson and 'Dunny'
Dunnington.

Sgt Paul Beardell on a tea break with Lt Nick Yardley in CPT,
Sarajevo
YSCON
Life goe on, problem never eem to change, and new technology
appears every other day. lD X exchanges have now been fitted in
preparation of the handover to LA D E T and the Video Tele
Conference facility has expanded to include the M Ds. AFSOUTH, and
SHAPE. Cpl Dave 'Kitkat', '4 Finger ' Kcmley i the real expert and

even though he belongs to M Tp, he is treated wllh awe. as arc th
rema111der of the SYSCON techs. Sgt (FofS) Frank C1Hrnn has taken
over from W02 (FofS) Si Boyd bringmg his own pec1al charm to th
team. SSgt Mark Neighbour leave us for York and SSgt Sharke~ Ward
wants the SSM,, job, (or the Foreman's job) or both.

LI ETROOP
Sgt Mark . ala escaped at the end of Rotation 3 having probably done
four months in theatre and Cpl Les Robinson asked to May in camp 'o
that he could get his LS & GC at long last. It's a bun fight as to who i in
charge now as Cpl · Brent Tate and Chris Wilson \'ie for po,,nion. II) mg
to figure out which is HF quad and which ts Single quad. The \inglt: 4uad
is half the weight. LCpl 'Windy· \tiller is doing his be'l to train the
bunch of new boys from the factory who have trouble lifting a box of
Walker·s crisps and don't like driving in the dark. Their names arc ate for
six months, but watch thr!>space
QM DEPARTME T SARAJEVO
QM
Capt Cha Greig
NRQMS
S gt Stan Ross
The QM Capt Chas Greig has continued to crack the whip despite
uccumbing to tlle sudden change of weather. His cold cure definitely was
novel and the envy of all the lads. As it is tlle last rotation of tlle tour with
LANDCENT taking over the role, Sgt 'Ring Ding' Terry Par le has been
pri ed from Krefeld to close down the theatre accounts. He has alre;idy
posirioned his desk so that he can watch the locals play football on The bare
patch of land they call a pitch. Since tl1e departure of tlle RQMS on the last
rotation, the department in theatre has been ably led b) SSgt Stan Ro
who was signed out on loan from 38 Sig Regt(V) for ·ix month,, and has
proved to have been a major as et to tlle department. Sgt 'Arfur Daley"
Leigh Northeast ha proved that the difficulties of the length of the
supply time can be circumvented. and that nothing is too difficult to
obtain! Sgt ' otju ta footballer' i Booth , who has recently arrived from
Herford via tlle Falklands. has arrived to i sue tlle remainder of the soldier
'95 clothing package. and to take on tlle ATO and welfare account,.
LCpl ·fag a h' Waters who at tlle time of writing wa selected for
promotion. has been en uri ng tllat the department is on good term w11h
our colonial cousins.
LCpl 'Squirrel' Leigh Tyrrell chose to remain in theatre for tlle full
tour (now a rich ingley). but in spite of the money he still has trouble
finding a girlfriend. LCpl Steve Hannan also joined u on loan from tlle
volunteers and has enjoyed it so much tllat he i remaining in theatre with
200 Sig Sqn. Sig 'Slug' Mark O wen has nm long arrived in tlle
department from training. He has had a good introduction to long slands,
DPM paint, park plugs for die el , and realised very quickly that if you
don·1 keep your eye open you end up falling down large holes!
232 SIG AL SQ ADR01
Maj Mark T horek
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 R od Oakley
arajevo
September aw the mammoth move of tlle Area Comm
(ACS) from the leaking wet Zetra Stadium to tlle Dalmacjia hotel at
Kiseljak, hi-jacking 255 Sig Sqn at HQ ARRC Rear. ot that this
arrangement will last for very long. as we are all looking forward to
Chrisrrna at home.
Highlight since 1he last edition have got to be the visit of HRH The
Princess Royal and the SOinC. Both visits were very ucces ful and
enjoyed by all those involved. breaking up the routine of life on
operation .
Good-bye to Rotation 3 and the like of Lt Sam Harrild. W02 (
I)
Basil McKenna and Sgt David James, and welcome to Capt 1 ick
Deacon and L t Jack J ennings. th<:: latter replacing L t John Carter.
·Replacing' i not the right word, as no one could take John ' place at
SYSCO Rear.
hard act to follow Jack! A pecial welcome to LCpl
T im Bagnal from Alpha Tp 19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. 'f e hope you
have left the Troop life -ize puni. hment cro · behind.
l n the Squadron MT department the how has been run by Sgt Ton)
C r yans . With the merger with the MT from 16 Sig Regt we are now 21
strong, with IS linemen making up the bulk of the team. Operators
beware! A pecial thank · goes to LCpls ·Goo ·e' ewma n and Paul
H anseli for their earlier trip to Bitburg. When i. the next one?

A I 873 M D ( ) MAI TUZLA

HRH The Princ e s s Royal
with Brig J . M. Shaw Capt A. R. Knott and Lt Col M . Dye r
The programme started at the Regim.ental Command po t where the
Princess wa~ met by tlle CO, Lt Col Mike Dyer and WOl (R.SM ) P~te
G riffiths. From there the programme was fast and .furious, the 1d~ bei~g
that a' many of the Regiment should meet t~e Pn~cess as P? . ible. ~1g
Jason tart wa.~ one of the fir~t to have ai r ume wllh t~e P~mcess quite
literally. speaking from Tuzl~ on a Yid~ Teleconfe~enc1 ng,lrnk arranged
by the OC 231 Sig Sqn. M~J Gus ColV1Ue. L C p! Dunn~ Dun~erd~ le
prmided the set control during the conference with the aid of l11s space
invader hke control box. and afterwards explained the finer points of the
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room inspection was unexpected, but luckily. the lads )Jasse~-just ! ~aj
Ian Condie briefed the SOinC on 280 (UK) Sig Sqn which will .be takmg
over tlle reins for LA DCENT Communications once the Regiment has
gone. Many of the Regimen.r's ~e. ervist.s an? Temtonal Army per on nel
will be extending their service in Bosma with the lad. of 2~0 (UK) Sig
Sqn. The vi it of the SOinC was not on ly confined 10 the Sara1evo area. In
Mostar he met SSgt Ra b Mar ball the Troop Commander of tlle 30 strong
detachment. The detachment supports the Multi National J?ivision (S.outh
East) run by the French. Unfortunately for them the food 111 Mostar is an
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S gt Mark S a la with Lin e Troop
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·Another sunny day in tl1 Tuzla valley· has to be one of the r o't
memorable phra e of the Operauon. Twice a day on the Rt:gimental
conference we are reminded of not only the location of the det. but abo the
weatller there . The deta.:hment ha seen man) people pass through tlle
door in tlle la t year. but only one ha · ·erved right from the tart. ig ·Tue
Wi e One' Hague has spent all year in support of tlle American-. of I. t
Di vi ion, and is thinking about '' riting a book entitled ·Bo nia The Yank
Way'. 'o doubt all those who haYe served here will be included. notabl)
SSgt ·Rab' <far hall, Sgt Col Raynor, Cpl Robbie Lon » L ' pis Lee
Rotber forth and 'Taff' Powell. and igs Daz C ulver . J a on tart . Luc)
Kyle and ·Moonhccd' lacDona ld.
Lastly the quadron says a farewell and many thanks to all the T.\ and
re ervist that have so ably ·upported us, cspectally in the la't few nwnth'
of the deplo) ment. In particular to pl . tark La \Hence \\ho ha' "orked
as a first line technician in RAD 0 since la). Ser\'ing in Bo,nia reall)
did open hi. eyes 10 what life i' like here for buth the regular am1) .md the
local . We wish him and all our Augmentces the be. l of luck back in
civilian life.
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On arriYal in Split we were introduced to 230 ig qn by Maj Jim
Wood and Capt Richard Webb. This consisted o~ a hand on a~proach to
the 'camouflaged bo cs· which soon became. Radio Relays. Sw itches and
Centrals. It proved to be an invaluuble experience as we were able to s~~
tJie Ptarmigan system up and running as well as links to o~her Island~ v1.,1
the American ABS . ystem. Although our 11me m_ Spill was. s~o1t, II
prepared u~ extremely well for the journey into Bosma and the ml amous
Headquarter ARRC M~in at .the !lid~ complex .
Once we finally arrived 111 Sarajevo. we were met by Capt Andy
Knott. He wa extremely keen for u to see as many a pect~ and. locat ions
of the Regt as po ~ible and as a result we spent quite some ume 111 and out
of landrovers travelling the Jengtl1 and breadth ~f the Sarajevo area. !-le
also took us for one of his legendary tours of ~araJevo and the. su1rnund~ng
countryside which encompassed Zetra Stad1u_m. the Olympic .Bob~l_eigh
run, the ·wall of Death' and a di u ed Bo man auba e-<:lass1c 1mhtary
tourism!

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16

MT Trebevic Det

OP RESOLUTE-SIPOVO BFPO 538
Sqn Comd
Maj A. . Morphet
RSM
WOt (RSM) K. A. Jones
The Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron took only a few days to
settle into it's new environment in the somewhat cramped conditions of
Hotel Janj and the Secure Factory across the other side of town. o sooner
had we arrived but planning wa~ under way for the move North to Banja
Luka •in mid December and when there, to take over all communication
respon,ibilitics for our AOR. The Squadron will well in size, totalling
338 officers and oldicrs. not to mention a rather large Brigade HQ
totalling 260 staff officers- sounds more like a Divisional HQ! We are
certainly looking forward to the move and hope to be settled in by
Chri5tmas and be ab le to enjoy ourselves through the festive season.

7 JG ' AL REGIMENT DET AP LES
. .
.
Life L good for the boy and girl erving (again t lhetr will of c?ur. e) .• ~
aple·. Cpl ·Ginger· Cro ley, LCpl. Debbie Hunter an_d Sig Phil
P billiben ha,·e been living the life of R1l~y a~ro the water in upport of
AF OUTH. Thi. being a fan1ily magazine 11 would be_ too obscene to
publi h their LOA rate. but needle s to ay they couldn t eat that much
piua! The detachment have their very own company tran port. b~t
unfortunate!\ it i 0"reen and manufactured by Landrover. . ot that ll
matters a!> the public transport sy tem is exc~Jlent: and Rome is jUSt a few
hour away. LC pl Debbie Hunter wa . the hrst of the tlu~e to ventu_re out
of town on a ight eeing trip to the rum at Pompei. Thi w~ obv1?us~y
too cu ltural for the re t of the det. who had stayed m to do their wa hmg.

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. R. Seymour
Tp Sgt
Sgt T. Taylor
The Troop 1s now firmly ebtablished in the Secure Factory, Sipovo,
having taken over from 215 Sig qn in the middle of October. Re idence
here is only temporary and on 9 December we up and move en mass to
Banja Luka so that the Division can be home for Chri tmas! The fir t four
weeks have pruved extremely bu y and the Troop has swelled in numbers
to ixty. The armour has already been deployed in support of operations
(to the surprise of many) in a patrolling role and pictured below is LCpl
Bob Cunningham, a Panzer stalwart with a typical burnt out house
behind him.

7 SIG AL REGIME T DET VICE ZA
The two boys upporting air operatfons in Yicen!-3 have to be the t\~O
luckie t soldier in
ATO. There 1 no doubtmg th~t C pl Kevm
tcGu.iness and LCpl Stu.art Turner have got it 'Sorted.. A flat 10 the
centre of the trendy Italian tO\\ n, (complete with cleaner in case the CO
flie over for a room in pection). flash hire car and eno~gh LOA. to dre s
in Gucci uits when out every night of the week. Lunch 1 taken m ~ne of
many of the local cafe where the boys watch the world go by, and m the
evening well enough said. Unlike aple , there 1~ no need to le~ve town to
ee the sight -there i more than enough to see m the centre of town, and
that is not ju 1 the architecture. [!1 ununary. Kevin and Stuart ~re two
soldiers that will be in for a very big shock when they return to Regimental
life.

LCpl Stu art Turne r and Cpl Kevin M cGui ness wel co m e the CO's
pri vate jet fo r a room inspection
THE ' 0 E PIP WO DE R ' 0 TOU R
T he Attachment of 2Lt Heath and 2Lt Hopcraft to 7 ig Regt
On 9 August 1996, we were both commis ioned into the_Royal Corps of
ignals and one week later departed for Krefeld. On arnval in the Regiment
we spent two weeks getting to grips wi~ the R_egt, srn~ying c~m~uflaged
boxes on large lorries (Ptarmigan) and d1scovenng the J~Y~ of !1fe m a real
Officer's Mess. Whilst initially there were on ly five hvmg m members
becau-,e of Regimental commitments to IFOR in the Former Republic of
Yugoslavia word of our arrival obviously spread because the mess began to
fill up! Th~ Adjutant. Capt Dave Dugga n, was swift to inform two very
nc"' and very green Second LieutenantS of all the do' and dont's
applicable to the conduct and behaviour becoming of a young Officer.
lJnfortunately. the excellent hosting abilities of Capt Kyle Barker and Lt
Daz ·aul >t.>emed to encompass more of the dont's highlighted by the
Adjutant. After two weeks, we bade a fond farewell to K.refeld and set off
mto the unkno"'n for a five week deployment to theatre.
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'One Pip Wonders'-on to ur
Whi l 1 at Tenne. we were also attached to everal different areas . We
spent many busy days with RADCO under t~e careful eyes of Sgt
Loughla n and gt P ear on obtaining an insight rnto the way_ radios are
u ed in upport of the Ptarmigan network and al o. ome ume with th_e new
VTC (video teleconferencing) team. We helped 10 mstall a new ter~mal m
the Serbia hotel and tried hard to get our head around the complex1t1es of
the LA s and WA s the Signal personnel ~eat with on a regular ba 1s.
Fortunately, before tiling became too_ complicated, we moved on to 232
Sig Sqn at Zetra stadium. We would like to thank very mu_ch all of those
who knew 2Lt Andy Hopcraft was chained to and carrying a ?ag of 3
'Crypto · hou e bricks to Zetra for their ~ompl~te lack of for~warnmg.
Our time at Zetra stadium flew by. with MaJ T horek find mg ~II sorts of
subaltern activities for u to do. We organised a convoy of vehicles to be
backloaded to Split wi th Sgt Moore and even had the opportumt~ to use
our Mis ion Analysi kills! We were also fortunate enough t_o v1sll some
of the outdets manned by the quadron. SSgt M arshall and his team were
excellent host in both Tu la and Slavanski Brod and gave us an excellent
introduction to the American Anny and their MSE Y tern. Dunng o~
stay in Sarajevo, we visited Mt Trebevik many time . S? it almost felt as if
we were living there! Mt. Treb. also saw tile culmmauon of our physical
training campaign in theatre. Each of the squadron SSM kindly took 1t
upon them elve to te t and adju t the levels of fitness for attached
subalterns. After a month of training under W 0 2 Sykes, W 0 2 Pellant
and SSgt Halliday, we ran the 16.Skm route from Ze~ra Stadium to the
outdet on top of Mt Treb with Padre Langston , 2Lt T im G r ay and SSgt
James. 14km of uphill was a long way, but we were all well pleased with
ourselves when we had completed the run and cou ld enjoy the spectacu lar
views.
Sixteen week of the Troop Commanders Course at the School of
Signals in Blandford beckon. for us now. We go to it ~nowi ng "".hy we
need it and roughly what to expect at the end of the .trarnmg. Whilst we
have been lucky to get such an excellent attachment, 1t has b.een made o
by the time and help given by all of the member of the Regiment. Many
thanks to you all. Goodbye for now 7 Sig Regt.
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BO IA-FIRST IMPRESSIO S
by Sig Kenny Mcinnes
About five years ago. before I joined the Army, I first became aware of
the fighting that was goi ng on in what was, as far as I wa concerned,
Yugoslavia. Over the past two years Bosnia has become more than just a
news feature to me as, having joined the Army, there wa the pos ibi lity
that on po ting to my first unit I might find myself erving out there. T hi
possibil ity became a reality when within I 0 minute of arriving at 200 Sig
Sqn in Paderborn, I was told that I wa due for a six month tour. starting in
October. After a few intensive month of vehicle mai ntenance and preBosn ia training, October oon came around. Although the whole
experience of deploying was a novelty 10 me, it was nothing new for mo l
of the lads who had only returned from Op Grapple 6, 11 months earlier.
We fl ew into Split from Hanover on an RAF YC I0 aircraft which wa
an experience in it elf as the seats face oppo ite to the direction of travel. I
was impressed at the pilot reversing all the way aero s Europe. My mate,
Sig J immy Montgomery, wa more concerned with the customary red,
white and blue target painted on the fu elage. He was heard to ay, ' ...
flying into Bosnia with a bull eye on the side of the plane is just a king for
trouble."
Part of our Bo. nia training incl uded learni ng how to deal wi th cold
climates and, granted tliat Split is in Croatia I was . urprised to fi nd the
temperature more akin to what you might ex perience at the height of
summer. The next morning however, a we et off north-ea t across the
mountain · toward · Bosnia the temperature seemed to change dramaticall y
for the worse, as did the scenery.
Like most people. I had a fa ir idea of what 10 expect through the
television coverage of the war over the past few years. However. it ' a not
unti l I haJ seen the aftermath of the war for my elf that I was able to
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realise the extent of the destruction. As we tra..-elled along routes Circle,
Albatross and Parrot, skirting around Tomislavgrad and Kupres. we found
ourselves travelling through 'ghost towns', where bullet holes adorned
every wall left standi ng and cars lay abandoned and burnt out at the side of
the road.
Eventually we reached our camp which is ituated in '1povo on the
Bosnian Serb side of the Inter Entity Boundary Linc. As tho~e who have
served in Bosnia recently will know, it i located within the area known as
the Anvil. The camp nself is located in what was once a factory and boast.
good relations with the locals who have been able to return to their homes
in the knowledge that there is an IFOR presence to protect them.
Our accommodation at present is in tents. inside the factory. There are
roughly 16 to a tent. where we Jeep on bunks. Settling in ha~ not been too
bad. Once you get used to Sig Tony Marsh 's snoring and LCpl 'Hi, my
name's Steve and I'm a Sagittarius' Brown 's incessant talking which is
only punctuated by S ig 'Buzz' Bu ry's ·hared enthusiasm for conversation.
LCpl Bob Cunningham's ydney Devine tapes have not gone down too
well and are believed to be in the post somewhere between here and
Gennany. There is also a cookhou e, gym and bar in ide the factory. The
bar employs the ' two can rule· which everybody adheres to. Anyone who
made plans to stop making over the course of the tour quickly changed
their minds on learning that 200 cigarettes cost about £7.
Although, being something of a home lover. the thought of a six month
tour send hivers down my spine. and given that on mo t day you wake
up to a Groundhog day feeling, the time has acrually pas ed quickly o far.
There has been so much work on since we arrived that you do not know
whether it i New York or ew Year. In add ition to thi , our move to Banja
Luka in December wi ll help to break the tour up.
Workwise, everyone i. happy to pick up detai l as it gives you a chance
to see more of the area and so far the highlight of my tour has been a detail
to Sarajevo. I also enjoyed being part of a two man detachment with LC pl
Don Garner, where we provided comm for an operation run in
conjunction with the Dutch. It would appear that everyone's dream is an
attachment to the Dutch Rear Link and, although as yet I have not been
fortunate enough to land thi one. I' m ready and waiting on the off chance.
with a lifetime' supply of hower gel.
Bo nia also offer the opportunity for you to get to know your trade
inside out. Not only are you working in an operational environment but
with the mountainou terrain. that i native to Bo nia. po ing problem to
communications. you have to be on the ball to deal with all eventualities.
Although 1 would be lying if I did not admit to counting the day to R &
R and the end of the tour. l have found Bo nia a fascinating place. Some of
the sight that T have encou ntered and the events that are happening here
will stay with me forever, guaranteeing that come the end of the tour, I will
have experienced a situation that mo t people never will. For that reason I
will be happy to have done my tour, l ju t hope that l do not have to come
back again.
VISIT OF THE SO INC, BRIGADIER . F. WOOD
A part of his whistle top tour of all R Signal a et in Bo nia. Brig
Wood accompanied by W Ol (RSM) Derek Deegan flew in from Banja
Luka after vUting the Div Sig Regt. Before touring Hotel Janj, WOI
(RSM) Deegan posed for a photograph with hi brother Sgt Ralph
Deegan next to the 'Telephone Box' outside the Brigade Headquarters.
They are both looking forward to meeting once again over Chri. tmas
Lu nch during Sgt Deegan' R and R! After a curry lunch, and a comms
update brief. Brig Wood moved acros to the other ide of town 10 meet
the remainder of the quadron based in the ecure Factory where he wa
able to ee the large fleet of quadron vehicle • including a Warrior. three
BV 206' and even a fire engine.

Sgt Deegan meets the Corps RSM- his Elder Brother
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280 (UK) Sig Sqn
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. qn Comd
R '\1

laj Ian Condie
W Ol (R ~n Iva n Shiels

OPE RAT lO CO N T
TE ' DE VO R
The Squadron started to deploy on Op Con. tam Endeavour on 2
O.:tober. The ad,•ance p<trt) con isling of the QC and Op · team. Our clo e
neie.hbour., in Krefeld 7 ig Regt were delighted to welcome us. and
hel(>ed us ~enle in. Once in theatre it was obvious that a comms plan was
needed urgently and so the OC and \ 0 2 (FofS) Lowe et about the task
of information gathering.
The interim LA DCE T HQ con isted of 30 x Sm shelters and 20 x
!Om shelters as well as a purpo e built building called the Kry tal Palace.
The quadron te.chnicians and operato alongside the I ( L) Sig qn et
about in. talline. communication in the HQ. This con i ted of a
L
/W
headed by
gt (FofS) J ohn on a. well a the IFOR private
telephone network. As TOA ARRC approached. our own LANDCENT
staff started 10 arrive in large quantitie and ·o the pressure built up. With
the interim HQ fully functional the TOA ARRC to LA DCE T took
place on 20. 'ovember.
It didn ·t take long for 7 Sig Regt to pack and begin their journey home
10 lea\'e 280 (UK) Sig Sqn 10 continue the lFOR operation.
ARAJEVO CRYPTO C TODIA
(TO T HE RESCUE)
by Sgt (YofS) ·sod· Horan
Before I begin thi brief re ume of the tory o far, l feel that l hould
fir. tly explain to the un-initiated what crypto i . 11· usually bit of mall
paper or large heavy pieces of equipment that if lo t can terminate your
career on the pot. So a you can imagine it was with a feeling of deep joy
that l.
gt (YofS) Bod Horan and my partner in crime. SSgt Terry
'.\turrell entered into the high tech world of Over the Air Re-keying
(OTAR) Over the Air Di tribution (QTAD) and other such abbreviations
that we have yet to de-cypher.
The cene i et. ·1.- ju ta ca e of arriving in Sarajevo and combining
the old two existing accounts into one'. quoted an American whom we are
desperately trying to get our hand on. The reality, no room to work from .
nothing 10 work with. no tran port, no safe . no documents. no records. no
publications and more importantly no clues on how to run a ATO
account! So you can ee what a challenge it has been. Our fir t mission
was to ·acquire' somewhere to work from. ot a problem we hired the
experti e of Cpl Jock Galloway and simply (with the u e of his crane)
picked up an ISO container. re-located it to another part of camp and
called it a crypto tore. simple. We then et about furni hing our home, l
will not go into each account but needle 10 say we are now ordered to put
our hand in our pockets as oon as we arrive anywhere due to everyone
losing things honly after our vi its. We currently have 11 hole punches
and at least 17 ruler at the last count and Terry M urrell is thinking of
opening a market tall outside the Residency. (Well he looks Like a local
anyway).
The future for the COM SEC crew looks a linle brighter. now we have
light and power in our little box. I'm sure it is only a matter of time before
we have ou r own vehicle, three bedroom detached house, jacuzzi and
swimming pool. Well if the QM 's plans for the new complex come true it
may just happen .
Don·t miss the next episode of ·Sarajevo Crypto Custodian (to the
rescue)' .
COOKI "G, CATERING AND CLEA ING
gt llison, Sgt Miller, LCpl Radford, LCpl Goodchild
' Beep Beep Beep Beep' . · nh. ooh ooh er God what time is it, oh no
it"s only 05:55. another five minutes of sleep, sleep sleez:uzzzzzzzzzzzzz.'
This i the tart of another new day. a day which brings joy, pain,
happines and rain (lot!. of rain no doubt). Thi deployment has seen the
nasty side of the Bo nian people. ·Down right evil' i what Cpl impson
said after his 57th freezing cold shower after P.T. As soon as everybody
warms up again . with 20 brew (each) it's time to start hustling. o J don' t
mean becoming pool sharks (no time), it's ti me to prepare the delights for
all of the lad~ and lasses of not only LA DCENT but all of the TFOR
personnel of the past year (you can tell the difference, white hair, mad
-.tare and hysterical giggli ng). ' We'd thought we' d walked into a
madhouse. oh we have' commented the Germans. Sgt Allison newly
promoted master chef, of the Turmoi l hotel arrives half an hour later than
the rest of the shift. after singi ng the fu ll rend ition of eil Di amond's
greatest hits. His first task ts to drink a large slibervic (wi ndow cleaner)
with the directon., then sack as many locals as possible.
'Lard, Lardeio. Lardick, Lardinski' is all we can hear, so it must be
dinner time, with over 700 people to feed in one sitti ng thi ngs can become
a bit hectic. Wi th at least 20 different nationalities the vast styles of food,
as )OU can imagine is mind boggling (not as mind boggling as the
languages'). Lunch time/mad hatters tea party, starts at J200hrs and runs
for an hour and a half and so do the c hef~. at 1330 hrs the runni ng shoes
com off. with a quick refreshment (367 brews each) then back to work,

waiting. dreading somet ime feari ng. the next onslaught of foreign
nationals at tea time. Tolerance has now gone by the wayside a once aga in
LCpl Steve Caime waves his magic ladle, howering blows on the
un uspecting French, j ust like the panking they received at Waterl oo.
'one choice only MERCI' then cracks the whip on the old hot pl ate, and
turns on the un-innocent pani h (remember the Armada). ol to be
undone, the French mrn their attention on tl1e sweet counter, only to be
thwarted by W. W. F. Pte Sara h Ward le, and her death stare.
ow it' lime to leave the kitchen (destruction zone) and make our way
to our co yen-suite bedrooms, to hower, change and hit the bar (ouch not
literall y). Once there we fi nd ourselves di vulging in Moet and Chandon
1967. OT. More like Fosters Jee 1996. not that the poor old ni ght shift
get to ample the delight , except on people breaths in the morning.
Remembering the Army marches on it' tomach (like John Fisher), we
produce fine cui ine in unremitting condition , bad weatl1er. ti ght rations
and lack of hour in the day, for unappreciative soldiers, but hey the
money' - in che bank .
IDNX-THE MEAT OF 0 R COMMU ICATIONS
Staff: Sgt Lee Coffill , Sgt Andy Coughlan . Cpls ' Peep ' Medcraft,
Jim Beech , Danny Bir d . R on choonder woerd (Dutch), LCpls Bob
C ollins, Ian Wells . 'Tel ' Venebles, Phil Gavan, C pl Dave Keml ey (7 Si g
Regt soon to be going home).
'Oh by the way' ay our resident D utch man Ron Schoonder woerd ,
'there wa a phone call for Sgt Coffill ... or was it Sgt Coughlan ?
Coffill. Coughlan they sound the same to me on the phone'.
·oK rll phone then'. 30 seconds later, Lee it was for you!' and so
continues another day in the Integrated Di gital elwork Exchange
(ID X ) (incorporating Video Telecon ferencing).
To paint a Rembrandt the TD X room is 3 metres wide and 5 metres in
length. ln thi palace of a place there are four rack of communication
equipment. two computers, three tool boxes. 11 bodie and LCpl Bob
Collins 's pockets (the e pocket are amazing, I thought ladies handbag
were never ending but the e pocket contain the world) and j u t to make
life comfortable there are just two chairs. In case you are wondering, no
there i n' tenough room to wing a cat!
A normal days work at this time, i from 0800-l900 hrs. ight shifts
haven' t started yet but are in the pipeline. Things are pretty low at the
moment. The plans have gone in for our new IDNX room , which if agreed.
means not only will there be room to wing a cat but there' ll be room to
play tennis (send u some racquets please). Thi will also mean that we
will have ome serious grafting to do as we transfer the comm equipment ,
en uring our users don't lo e too many of their phone . Whil l the weather
is good us ID 1X chappie have been doing a spot of the phy ical
stuff-running, gym work on rowing and cycling machines, even a bit of
weight training (for the really keen).
This Sunday ( l 0 ovember) we attended Remembrance Service. lt was
held outdoor in the November unshine by a place that i known a the
Kry tal Palace here on tl1e ll idza complex. The hills of Sarajevo
overlooked us as we remembered the dead of ALL wars during the two
minutes silence-a poignant reminder of why we are here?
EWS FROM THE SA R AJ EVO T RUC KE RS
(B PLT LSC T RANS CO Y)
Since arriving in Sarajevo in mid October the 280 lads attached to Trans
Coy have clocked up some 80,000kms in 10 different types of vehicles
and have travelled around most places in Bo nia including Split, Banja
Luka, Vitez, Mo tar and Slavonski Brod, moving everything from
baggage to corimec containers, thi is in between duty dvrs, bu e cort ,
guards and other security duties.
We.form 50% of B Pltn which is the freight and fuel section of the multi
national Trans Coy, the remainder of the Pltn is made up of German and
Romanian . Highligh ts so far include the field promotions of W02 John
Fisher who is now Pltn Commander and wi ll al o be SSM of Zetra
Stadium and Sgt Dave Honeyman who is now the sect ion commander of
fuel section. Cpl ' Cas' C asswell has been selected lo play for Hardup
United which is the LAN DCE T football team who are play ing a local
league team. LCpl Jeff mith has already managed to escape (only fo r a
short time) to be educated prior to tiffy elect ion. We welcome Cfn
Chelsea Humphries as hi temporary repl acement. Cpl Al ·my boss i ·
hard' Pearson was chosen fro m a cast of thousand. to drive Col Brunner
Commander LSC and has developed a sli ght Texas draw l and now
supports the Dallas Cowboys.
Sgt Dave Honeyman and LCpl Jase ' no mai l' Dukes are busy
everyday refuell ing LA DCE T generators and then proceeding to drain
E.C.O.S (like YMCA but posher) of it's coffee. L pl ' Mozzie' Collins
has had a hi gh and ti ght hai rcut and now resembles a London cab wi th it's
doors open. LCpl 'Taff' Thomas has fi nally rejoi ned us and can now ~it
comfortably without pai n. C pl Jock 'The Serb' Galloway who looks
more like a local than the locals do, claims to have lifted more weight with
his crane in the past month than any other reccy mech ha in a li fe time.

CO
L t Col D. E. Rowlinson
RSM
WOI (RSM) M.A. imcox
The Regiment has been particu larly bu ~y since 7 October 1996 in the
wak~ of the bo_m_bing of thi s Barracks. A nu mber of personnel' in the
Regiment were tnJU red but, with the exception of WO! (AS l) Bradwell
~ H Q I), all the mi ured have now recovered. Obviously thi s has bad an
1mpacrnn all the qns and Depts in terms of addit ional work and the need
for re\ 1sed proce~u ~es . but the Regt is continui ng to make be t use of all
the sp?rts an_d train ing opportuni ties a~ailab!e, as well as performi ng its
operallona_l t.1sks. The bomb~ have in tact highlighted the importance of
our operat10nal tasks and strengthened our re~ol ve to defeat terrorism.
233 IGNAL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
SSM

Maj M. P. Llewellyn
W02 (SSM) G. Hodgson

SHQ
The Autumn peri od has seen great changes in SHQ personnel with
SQM. SSgt Dave _Inman moving 10 2 Sig Regt in York, po ibly via
Bosma: LCpl Jak1 Robson bemg selected for promotion and tarting her
matern ity leave-good luck. Finally Sig Bob Shaw-Rowlands has at last
been selected for promotion--<:ongratulations. The new character have
now j ust about -,cttled in, a warm welcome to SSgt (SQMS) G ra ha m
\i ea~ers from the mi ghty seven and LCpl June Pug ley from RHQ.
COl\lMCEN TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (YofS) Andy Drununond
Tp SSgt
SSgt Lindsey Manktelow
~O MMCEN_ Tp woul d like to wi h a fond farewell to SSgt
nne
Wtlde, Sgt Ela1!1e Musgrave and Sig Sam Hind on. you' ll all be missed.
We wo~ l d also ltke to welcome the mill ion that have ·fl ocked to our fold " .
~Sgt L1~dsey Ma!'ktelow, ~p l Sandra Th ompson , Sigs 'Ro so· Ro ,
Scouse Lloyd, Nicky ·Don t look so sad ' McRae, Sam Skyvington and
last but far from least Kelly Ruddy . A quick note for the new ones! [t' not
that bad: 11 doe get bett_e r- honest ! Good luck to C pl Sandra T hompson
and her 1llustr1 ous shooting team.
The Troop are _quite busy. oci ally with the Tp Chri tmas ·7o·s ight
and h ~lpm g out wtth the Regimental ·s ash' too, it should prove to be quite
a C hnm~o. our hats off to C pl Wayne ' ike Air' Rob on. and LCpl 'Buy
another ucket' Watson.
INDIA TROOP
T pComd
21C
Tp SSgt

Capt Mar ti n Bever
WOl C hr is M ountain
SSgt M ick Ginty

EXERCISE PIN ACLE FIN - O CTOBE R 1996
Sgt (FofS) Al Scott
Sgt (FofS) Sue K ing
C pl ' Dinger ' Bell
Cpl Chris Potts
Cpl Steve M unro
ig Tommy Mcloughlin
Ex Pinnacle Fi~n wa a chance for member of233 ig Sqn to vi it the
l le of Skye and discover why 1t 1s not very den ely populated.
On Saturday 19 October we . et off from Li burn and caught the midday
ferry. Everyone enjoyed the c ros~ing except Sig Tommy Mcloughlin
who. although the sea wa ltke a mi ll pond thought we were in a force 10
g~l e and had to go and get . ome fresh air otherwise he wa going to gi e
us all a five finger spray. We then drove to Glasgow fo r an overniaht top
and a cultural tour round Glasgow led by S gt (FofS) Al Scott. (W~ didn ' t
know he knew o many place of interest. )
The fo ll owing mornin~ we et off early for the final leg of our journey
am mg on Skye late afternoon and find ing our accommodation which
was a converted . chool house in the sprawling metropo li of Portnalon".
There wa a mall pub within wa lkinu distance. When we walked in the
pub it was like someth ing oul of An American Werewolf Jn London and
the landlord proceeded to tell us how he was a big time gang ter and was
only there because he was hid ing out from the filth . (Real ly?) T he next
morn ing we went for brcakfa. t and all dec ided that with an arduous da
ahead of us we would have a • kyewalker Gutbuster Brc<tkfast' . It wasn ' 1
enough to feed a budgie on a diet!
. w, U off we set on our travels under the expert guidance of our illustriou
111trep1d leader SSgt ' true or fa lse' Scott. The planned route was to
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ultimatelX t~ke ~ to the In~cces sibl e Pinnacle better known as ' Inch Pin"
o~ the Cut~ lin Ridge _which 1.s a vertical column of rock with the intention of
7 1t~nbin¥ 1t under mstrucuon from our resident T.R.A instructor C pl
Dinger (Father Ted) Bell. After a two hour climb to the top of. curr Dcarg
we stopped for a reM and watched as clouds came rolling in from abom
2km away and total!~ engulfed us. soaked u ~ through and gave us winds of
70~ph to _contt;nd with. We forged <~n ahea<! and reached the top of Scurr
A h~tatr with 1g Tonuny Mcloughh n uckmg the rock like a limpet and
telhng us _all to get away from the edge. From our vantage point we could
see ?ur intended route_, it looked quite daunung given the weather
cond 111on~ and c~ns1denng the lack of experience the group decided to
retreat, w tth promi se 10 return and conquer it another day in better weather.
. On day two the weather wa~ t_oo bad to even contemplate going on the
htll ~ so we decided to pay a v1s1l to Portree which is supposed to be the
c~pttal of Skye. We had a pleasant couple of hours there and ue King
tned to ~my every flee~e available, we al o bought that nights evening
meal -:Vhtch was Haggis Neeps and Tallies' . Well they do say ' When in
Rome . After we had exhausted all the recreational facilities of Portree we
went to· do the tour of the Tali ker Di tillery which Al Scott found mo t
e~joyabl e. On day three we decided to try and reach the Inch Pin from a
d1ffer~nt route however at a mere height of 300m we encountered
~ppalltng weather conditions so diverted to explore the impre sive Corrics
in the ~ea for the remainder of the day.
All mall we had a good few days away from the province and a bit of a
lau~h u ually at each othen. expen e and we all agreed to go back and do 1t
again someume.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Rich Rumsey
2!C
W02 (YofS) Billv Bingham
Tp SS gt
SSgt Paul Brown
T~e Troop continued _its usual busy. routine but ti ll managed a
cred1~able second place 111 the McKelv1e Shooting competit ion. The
budding replacements for Tom Berringer-a la S IPER were Cpl L ouise
Hunton who was econd and Sgt Steve Buckley who came founh.
Amongst all the wo r~ there was till time for the Troop to let it hair down
(except the newly amved Cpl 'Skinhead ' Butler ). Mid November aw the
Troop oc~upy the Shamrock C l ~b and don clothes of yesteryear-the 70.s!
!he ev.emng w~ thorou~h_ly enjoyed by all tho e _inrnlved . thanks to Sgt
Dolly Parton tor ~rgam mg a great ba h and setting-up a scenario which
get . the troop · asking whether W02 (YofS ) Billy Bingham i. realh
qualt.fied to be a Yeoman or an undercover Hippy? And i Cpl Gaz huck
related to Huggy Bear or C pl lark Parr to Kevi n Keegan? Maybe all
the e quesuo~s cou ld soon be answered by our newly qualified Lead.::r,h1p
Co~rse c~nd1date Cpl Pete Lawn who we are sure wi ll add his own
variety of p1ce to the Christmas fe tiv ities on hi. return from Colerne.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Gig Plumb (TOT)
21C
W02 (FofS) Ian Rutherford
Tp SSgt
S gt Ged Keane
_u ual t h~ Troop ha provided the backbone o_f all the Sqns Sporting
Te,1ms ar:d a such ha alread_y ecured th;: McKelv1e Trophy again.
. Fond farewells g~ to:- 1~ (TOT) Morley on po ting to AFCE T. Sgt
Jimmy Ross and \\1fe Jackie, Sgt J ohn Sutton and wife Elsie. we wi -.h
both of you all the best on your Foremans cour e Cpl George Quar. Tl
course._ The Troo~ woultl hkc to welcome the followina into our
fr~ten11!y:- Capt G ig Plumb. wife Dawn and family: gt Karl Bremner.
wife K1!11 and family; Cpl Pete eali . wife faureen and family. Cpl
Andy 1mmon . wife Ruth and family and lust but not lea.,t Cpl \lark
C lark, wife Sharron and family.
Congratulation go 10 Mark and Charlie Carn; right on the birth of
their e_co n~ daughter Holly. The Troop i. sull in mourni1:., at the lo" of a
great. 111glte when S gt Gcd Keane's resc r\'e fa iled to open . nd he got
mamcd to Wend . . Congratu lations.

!"

Q ADRO CORPORAL'S Db ER
On Frida~ 22 ovember 233 Sig qn hatl their CpL di nner on board
HMS Caro/me 111 Belfa ·t. with the Sqn Comd :\1aj Llewel}n anendi1Hl a
~he gue l of ~onour. Thankfull y the b•JUl didn 't go down as well .1-.-h is
JOkes! .Cpl Vmce aunders wa., 1r Vice. but didn"t pro\ide a' much
entertai nment as Cpl Steve Armstrong. " ho whi le min glinl! " ith the
he1rachy asked the RSM ' where do you \\ork mate?' and tl1cn " 'rote a nok
to the S M-W02 Geoff Hodg on asking who the QC \hi'! We think
maybe the FRT' join on more Rcg11ne ntal parades!
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. te , ruk w re a new c:"pcrience for ,ome people but C~I Dean
·col . tom\· D:nie ·ame well prepared! The P 1C for the evening was
pl. tan ·,tanbul') who got up from hb chair and >al at the top_table for
.lnl)thcr briefing from the
M ! He aL o hold · the record for bemg fined
13 bottle> ofp0!1-\\ell done Cpl tanbur. !
. .
We would all like to thank Cpl Mick Hanson for orgam. mg a very
memor.ible evening. Wh · turn is it n xt Cpl ·o.C' wife' Thompson?
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L QI ADRON
• qn Comd
Maj T. . \ adey
1
1~mM
.
During this period. the quadron . uffered con iderable damage dunng
the bombing of Li bum Barrack . . but carried on regardle
GOLF TROOP
GolfTp ha· been bu ily te.am rollering along a ever moothing out lhe
many bump in the unforgiving ravaged plain that i the road ~ead. '.he
fornard motion wa only lightly lowed by Sgt 'Get that flymg 1ax1 to
"ait there while I pop off 10 gel the key • Iuggleton.
A number of per onnel have been away from the Troop recently on
cour>e . some people more than other . It is believe that Sgt 'l need the
practice· Brown a ked ju tone qui:stion on_one course. bul it wa a~ the
end. ·could you just repeat that? There 1 a rumour tha~ . Sgt The
hredder· \Vhiting i trying lo get on a cour e but he can't fit 1t in amongst
hi leave plan .
..
.
There is a ignificant changeover of personaltues due, pnor to the
fe tive eason therefore farewell drink will be mixe-0 with the Xmas
spirit. Farewell to W02 (FofS) ·1.·ll Pick up t~e dry _cleaning bill'
impson-de tination HAPE. Sgt J im Yule and N1ge Frith are both off
10 Cin-y treet 10 conquer the wort~ after completing many resettleme~t
coun.es. Good luck in the future. Finally. congratulauons to C pl Angie
etchfield (formerly Campbell ) on her marriage in October.
HQ QUADR ON
The end of September aw the end of an era here in HQ Sqn, with the
posting of Maj Paul Con nor back w the mainland after almost five y~rs
in an operational en\•ironmem, tanmg as MTO and then OC H9, Sqn w1~
the many hat thal go with it. Suffice LO ay that the three function on h1
final day as OC. culminated in a Dinner anended by all Officers. WOs and
CO 'Barring a few who fell at the fir t hurdle· from the Squadron.
Jaj Connors depaned the Squadron having said goodbye to each and
every oldier under hi command as was normal with a man whose work
capaciry would never detract him from giving hi all for those in the
quadron in need of help. advice, condolence. or just a plain old boot up
the backside. From laj Gerry Hegarty and all HQ Sqn personnel good
luck in the future. we will meet again I am ure.

We would like to take this opponunity to welcome Maj Gerry
Hegarty. his wife Car ol and family inLO the Province, I think the new OC
along with OIC RSMRO had the first day in Province that you would not
wi\h on your worst enemy. 7 October 1996, a day that will be remembered
for many years to come.
Life has continued as normal as possible since that day, with HQ Sqn
domg what it does best, upponing the Regiment 'literally' with
scaftolding, makeshift offices, food for the droves of guests and
coun elling for those in need of moral uppon. The planned CSE Show,
fareY.ells to other member~ and our medal parade went ahead as usual,
J im would have wanted it no other way.
R EGIME TAL MT
MTO
Maj (QM) Aspina ll M BE
1T S ·co
SSgt Swan
'ow that
gt Ian '~an has finally got his feel well and truly under
the table. the unfonunate even~ of Monday 7 October were soon to
change all that. lowly but ~urely the event.s of that hocking day seem to
have disappeared. with vehicles slowly being replaced, ju tin time for the
PRE. Young ig Tim McG uckien has continued to baffle people with hi
accent. L pis I H yla nd and ·Shakey' Wilson try to win the Leave Pass
Race. however taff 1s now catching them up.
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Conoratulations to LCpl 'Griff' Griffiths on sele tion for promotion to
Cpl. Fi~ally the Troop would like LO ~ass on their congratul~tion_. lo LCpl.
teve Hughes for proving that our dn er can sull have their fair hare of
accidents. Thankfully n thing serious- twice shunted in the rear!!
QMREGIME T
QM
Maj (Q 1) Aspinall MBE
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Huzzey
.
Thanks 10 a little help from a 800lb bomb the QM Dept decided to have
an open plan building with wooden windows. The ?nly casualty was_a
vi itor 10 the depanment. After a day . pending clean mg up ~la s _and bits
of roof etc it was back to bu ine a normal as you can get 1n spite of no
water or heating.
QM' Dept welcome RQM Pete Huzzey (biscuit face) from 3 UK
Div. The depanment said it farewellsm RQMS Geoff H_o dgson who has
moved down to being a SM of233 Sig Sqn. Congratulauons LO Cpl Alex
Dack and Kay on the binh of their . econd daughter, Sl_1 annon Zara, on 3
October 1996. Good luck 10 Sgt Bill Edwards and family who are moving
to Ashchurch in De ember.
EXERCISE MORA I SIMBA FINN 25 AUGUST-10 EPTEMBER
1996
THE WILDERNESS YEARS
On the 22 Augu t, two members of HQ l and 15 Sig Regl, Maj Tim
·Don·1 Call Me Dicker' Dickinson and Sgt Steve 'Ea y Life' Bennett
departed from Heathrow Terminal 2 on what wa to become the adventure
of a lifetime. Ex Morani imba Finn had begun in earnest. Little did they
know the next two week were to be turning point in their young
unfulfilled live . Without he itation they boarded the aircraft and
unwittingly led the way for the other 18 young, innocent members of
HQ J and 15 Sig Regt to follow on three day later into the realms of
deepest, darkest Africa.
On arrival at airobi, afler 11 hours on a Greek Airliner, with only a
top al Athens thrown in for good measure (don'.t.knock il until Y?u'.ve
tried it); the follow up party were met by the smiling faces of MaJ Tim
' Only S kms more' Dicki n~on and Sgt Steve 'It's my leg you know'
Bennett. They were then bundled with ALL their kit along to Kahawa
Barrack . home of the British Army Training Liaison Staff Kenya
(BATLSK). After some coff and a quick briefing, it was time for ome
final kit prep and ration di tribution before getting ome well-deserved
shuteye in anticipation of the next day's move out to Mt. Kenya ational
Park.
At the crack of dawn the next day, we got up and pl it into two separate
group for a tactical two pronged a aull on Mt. Kenya. Wit~ one group
climbing up along the Siromon route from a north we terly direcuon and
the other counter attacking from an easterly direction along the Chogoria
route. Leaving Maj Richard Lapslie and Sgt Steve 'What? My name in
The Wire again?' Bennett to form the backup/ad min pany. Only two hour
into the expedition and di aster truck the Siromon group. Their tran pon
broke a fan belt and overheated. Unfortunately being in deepe l, darkest
Africa, no-one was wearing a decent pair of tights so immediate repairs
could not be effected. Luckily after a wait of only two hours. the group
were rescued by another BATLSK 4 tonner that happened to be travelling
along the ame route on the way back from anuyki ( pooky, huh)?
Meanwhile. the Chogoria group had made good progre , and after
explaining to the local driver that the big tick in the 4 tonner's cab did
actually put it in 4-wheel drive, we made it to our drop off point some 4
kms from our fir t night 's camp ite.
There. we made what was to be the first of many reali ations about our
new home, it's not very warm, it' not very dry, and as the song ay in the
jungle, the mighty jungle, the lion sleep tonight. Well someone's got to be
able to leep through all that racket because we certainly couldn't!!!
Shonly after 8pm that night, the admin pany struggled into our location
after driving up a track that the Chogoria group had had enough troubles
simply walking up! So, with yet another orange dot on the landscape we
finally ettled down for the night.
After their initial etback , the Siromon group had arrived at their fir ·t
camp site after bravely deciding 10 drive the whole way rather than walk in
like everyone else. They were now, however, busy being terrorised by the
local baboon population. Luckily, being used to performing anti·terrori m
operations, they soon overcame the trouble and re tored peace within the
camp ite. Well we've got to manage it somewhere haven ' t we? This wa
to become the routine for the next four days that it would take Lo ascend to
McKinders Camp where the two groups would meet on Saturday 30
August. Bul not before some of our panies had falle1J by the wayside .. .
One of the main problems with climbing to any altitude is the risk of
getting altitude sickness. The two groups had tried to combat this by either
descending inlo their overnight stays or by gaining another 500 fl in
altitude from the campsites by walking out without packs after setting up
camps to acclimatise. Although great pains had been taken lo adju t lo the
alti tude, it still managed to virtually di able three member of the Siromon
group and one member of the Chogoria group. This meant that three
members from the two groups needed to be taken off the mountain lo
reacclimatize. Sgt Keith 'Look I can juggle o I wish you'd . LOp staring'
M uggleton and C pl Mac 'Moses' McG uicken escorted Ca pt Ali 'Big
Bergan' Lapslie down to the Chogoria Jim 'Gadgets' H olden and Sig
Phil 'Scandinavia' Calloway e. coned LCpl Terry 'Deepest Darkest'
Ba rnes and Pte Smudge 'I can talk to the animals' Smith. C pl Ca r l
'Mountain Man' Rossall was suffering badly but declined the offer of the
climb down, and promptly spent the next four days tl1rowing up
everywhere. With Capt Lapslie safely down to Chogoria Camp Gates.
THE WIR E, FEBRUARY 1997

Pt Lenana-16,355ft
Sgt Muggleton and Cpl McGuicken quickly managed, without thought
of their own personal afety, to arrange a three bed chalet for the night
rather than the luxury of three people in a three man tent.
'
On t~e other side of the mountain, the four members from Siromon
we.re being recovered back to Kahawa barracks. where tea. medal and
soil fluffy beds awaited.
The following day, the Chogoria evacuees were picked up by Sgt
Bennett and taken to the Mountain Rock Hotel. This was to be the staging
post for Sgt Muggleton and Cpl McGuicken's return to the mountain by
way of the Naro Mora route. Thi wa the route chosen for both group to
descend from the_ mountain._ The route consists of a lOkrn uphill (or
dow_nh1ll, depending_ on which way you go!!) hike, including a 6krn
vertical hog, which 1s probably the mo~t oul de~troying thing you can

The Complete Party at the Met Station-10,000ft

ever _do in your entire life. With the remaining climbers already at
McKmders_ Camp and jo!n~d by the CASEVAC e cons. the final phase of
the expedition could begm in earnest. The Climb to Pt. Lenana.
At approx. 6 am. the next day. six people set out to conquer Pt. Lenana
for pr~bably only about thi; 10,000th time in its history. Ably led b) gt
ndy 1':1r <;hu_mly Warner Chubb. we made our wa) up to the Au,trian
Hu~, which 1. sited above an ice cave at the ba ·e of Pt. Lenana. fter some
rev1s1on of ice axe work and hast} modifications to the l\lothercare
cra~pons. we were ready to climb the peak. But. first we decided to sleep
on 1t, a an early mormng start would en ure spectacular views from the
peak.
It was e~I~ next mom_i ng, when we set out for the peak. After an hour
of. now kickmg and lo mg cram~on' left. right and centre; we finally
amved at th!'. peak. Was 1t worth e1gbt days climb, cramped tents, dodgy
food. and noisy monkeys? Yes, I think it wa . After usmg all our .:amera
film up, we descended back to the Au. trian Hut. where we were met b)
the next_day ' climbers. We then made our way back down to 1cKinders
Hut whit l the remammg group practised now and ice work before the
next days a cenc to the ummi1.
. ow with all tho e who were able having conquered the summit. it wa
ume to plan our retreat back down via the aro Mora route to the Met
Sta11on at 10.000 ft that wa to _be our next overnight s1op. Twru. early
nex~ morning, when the remammg cltmbers from the Austrian Hut
reJomed us at McKinders and after all the kit was evenly? di tributed. we
staned down ?D our way home. Four hours later after much bog jumping
and many prurs of oggy feet. we arrived at the Met Station where we
made_camp for the night. That night around a blazing fire we relived our
expenence of the mountain, told lies about each other. and generally
looked forward to when it would be all over, so we could oo on some
much needed R+R. before retiring for the final night on the m~untain.

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast
WELCOMES A D FAREWELLS
We warmly welcome Sgt 'Ned' Kelly and Sgt Rigg and wave farewell
to gt Gaz Tuff off to I (UK) Annd Div.
CO GRATULATIO S
Congratulations to the following for their well de erved
promotions-Maj Cathy Sutherland , Capt Aaron Ballantyne. Sgt
Arlene McKeeman and Cpl McArd le.
EXERCISE FAIRFIBLD FI
-PSI ADVE TURE TRAI ING
9-16AUGUST
It was early on a bright Sunday morning, too early for ome as it turned
out due mamly to. the fact of a Squadron function the night before. We
eve~tua~ly made 11 out of tl1c gale all personnel accounted for. The
desunallon for our annual PSl jolly was the Lake District for a pot of
challenge pursuil training.
A short ferry journey and a long drive later we arrived in Ambleside
a'.ler a couple of very unsui table shortcut thanks to our TA ma ter driver
Sig ·~ngger' Cald well and then after ferrying all of our supplie up the
road m a Lanclrover (the re t of our vehicles were equally unable 10 gel
even clo c to our hut) we finally settled down to an evening of briefings
and a chance 10 gel 10 know the locals.
Day 1
aw us split into groups for a jaunt around the Fairfield
Hor _e hoe. The racing snakes aim wa to get around as quickly a
possible (who care about lhe scenery anyway), while the rest of
us wen t al a more leisurely pa e.
TH E W IR E, FEB RU A RY 1997

SSgt Howarth, SSgt Barrass, SSgt Coleman and Sgt Ord
'geographicall y embarassed' on 'The H~rseshoe'
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with the LAD providing the entertainment in the form of LCpl
Elvis· Stitt. and the Dirty. Dirty Beast, wl11ch char~1ed the locals
and unfortunately. Cpl April Dow injuring her elf (carry111g ~er
buffet back to the cmnp fire). The evening drew to a clo. e with
the virtues of Recruit Training being deb~ted by Sgt Rab
l\lcCluskey, Cpls Jim Reilly and Ken Blair at 0430 hrs the
following morning, everyone else havmg gone to bed-bored! .
It was rumoured during the weekend !11at the YofS, SSgt Ma!·k Denn!s
was on the Island. the question being asked. what w~s the Gol~ like? All in
all, everyone got something out of the weekend, with a promise to return
next year.

\gain . a'' u ,pht imo group thi time ome for a lit~le rock
climbing courte ) of Capt (The Adjt) Cathro nothmg too
·halkngin<> and thankfully no broken bone:;. Meanwhile !he other
oroup under the leader::•hip of W02 · eil-1 haven t got a
~id.name· White decided to challenge the might of !"lelvclyn and
tridmg Edge. ,, hat they didn ·t tell him was the. ~v11n scheduled
at the lop b) ' gt ·Mo' Howarth. Sgt 'Geordie 1\11T and Sgt
· pence· Ord.
.
tountain Bil.1tJg Day or Watersports (depending on your attitude
to the m unt;,11\ biking). The speed group wa. led over lulL
through dale-. under river.; and e entually off the map by W02
·Douaic the DiYer' Tate. The econd group aLo found a nver
into ,~hich every rider found the bouom much to the amu cment
of the local~. The linal group however
gt ·Em' Barra ~nd
gt ·Cabbage· Coleman only came close 10 water by chea11ng
and taking the Ferr) back. The day fini hed _off with a ba:becue
where the AdJt was clearly the top_ of the h t of entertainment
with hi. guitar and we all ang until the un went down (about
fiye minutes later).

A

UAL C fP-ALTCAR 14-28 SEPTEMBER
September mean Annual Camp and this year the Regt deploy~d to
Altcar for a trade training and courses camp. Dunng a packed 2 weeks the
Regt ran upgrading cour ~ . for Tele Op (Sys). Tele Op (RR}, Tele 0~ (Tg)
and D\<r Elec. Driver training took place and 28 Cat +E licences. were
obtained. With the approval of 11 Sig Regt a RSC . (TA~ wa, run w1~h 17
people completing the course. Officers were not left out m all the tramm&
and underwent a course under the direction of Maj R~bert KeJly and MaJ
John Lampton of 35 Sig Regt. As a finale to the tramm~ a short ~omms
exerci e was deployed to confirm all the new!y_ lea~ed skill . As w1!11 any
activity and e·pecially Camp, a number of v1 1tors 1 to be expected. The
Master. SOinC, Comd Comm HQ LAND, Comd 11 Sig Bde, Comd 107
(U) Bde, Chainnan and ecretary TAVRA 1. former _Commandmg
Officer and a orted minor dignitaries were warmly received and well
looked after by the Regt.

LANYARD TROPHY 3 0 TOBER 1996
It was February when the Lanyard Trophy was mentioned around the
Regt and plans were formed to allow gradual preparation. As with all the
best laid plans these were completely disregarded as higher priorities came
to light. Preparation for the Lanyard Trophy-a couple of TABs around
Altcar Training Camp and along the beach and a quick route recce three
days before the event. The team assembled in Crick Howell Camp- Capt
Cathro W02 (RQMS) Tait, S gt Goodson, SSgt Fettus. SSgt
Cammack, SSgt Howarth, Sgt Kell}, Sgt Ackland Snow (from 14 Sig
Regt) and Sig Stevens-average age 32.1. Seven regulars and three TA
Unfortunately the course bor.: no re~mblance whatsoever to the flat
beaches of Altcar. The weather appeared as if it might remain good. It
didn't. Horizontal rain and gusting winds on the ridges were the norm. The
team gave it's beM and at the .:nd, after 13hrs and 53 mins SSgt Goodson.
SSgt Fettus, SSgt Howarth and Sig Stevens crossed the finish line as
third TA team. During the competition the team swore never to take part in
anything like this ever again. However. there is always next year.
66 SIG AL ~QUADRON
Annual Camp was spent at Altcar Training Camp, near Southport in
eptember. Familiarity of the camp was high due to previous camps at this
location. So it was straigh• into routine with a hectic work and social
schedule ahead for the following two weeks. It is funny how annual camps
never quite eem like two full weeks but more like one long day with lot\
of shower breaks!

A this wa~ a training camp. the first week involved sc,eral course
being run with a comms exercise the second week allowing a rnor
advance practical element to the learning process, 'Ex Fa~t Ball', helped
identify several areas of Mrengths and weaJ..ness for the indi\ldual but
generated a growing confidence in all involved. There were many \ISitor'
to camp, including a fie ld vi~it from the Commander of 107 CUI ter)
Brigade-Brig Ala<;dair Wil~on OBE. The element of surprise was uphdd
by friendly forces catchmg Lt Ballantyne off guard and promoting him to
Capt during a field luncheon.
In usual 40 Sig Rcgt style, the ethos of 'Work Hard-Play Hard· \\a
upheld with heavy schedules for both training and social. It wa' ugge,te<l
that the packing list should haw included several packets of' Resolve' tor
the morning after the night before the mornmg after the night befc•re the
morning after the ... {get the idea!). The Squadron function v.a~ mvadcd
by two strange Scottish men with orange loch of hair -.inging in a ~lightl}
off beat manner. It 1s rumoured that these two individuals were actuall}
SSgt.s Irvine and Mullen. This rum,JUr has yet to be confirmed. however.
straitjackets have been ordered from the RQMS and appropriate acuon
will be taken.
Annual Camp proved to be a very busy two weeks in which many
qualifications were gained. The opportuni1y to exercise these new skills on
the exerci e was warmly welcomed and led to a higher level of confidenc.:
all round. We now look forward to deploying to Germany next year.

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

BFP0801
Sqn Comd
RSM

SHQ EWS
This month sees Maj Bob Sharp off to Sandhurst to be a Company
Commander. Good luck to you Erin, and 'CJ' in Cainberley. We welcome
Maj Rob Healey from MoD, back to the real world of 39 Bde. We hope
you and your family have a uccessful and happy tour in the Province.

Sgt O rd, Cpl Johnston and W02_(AQMS)_ Ben n ett
making hard wo rk of cychng up htll
Day 4

Day s
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RQMS DEPARTMENT
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) G. Stoker MBE
The RQMS Department have had a bu y month with a Board of
Officers and the LSAI (stores speak for ome kind of in pection). They
both must have gone well because the RQMS still has a job! Although we
are the busiest, mo t undermanned deparunent in the unit (we think it i )
LCpl 'Sindy' Sheridan has managed to wangle herself on leave, on a
course. adventure training in the 'Good old US of A', and her BI course,
all in three months. The rest of us are still chained to our de k .
Cpl 'My nan1e i NOT Alex· Keir can be found trying to find hi kit, he
wa , last seen in the we t wing of this great ca tie we call 39. Cpl
'Supenrooper' Keogh is still trying to find out which unit or department
hold him on trength. SSgt 'Sportbilly' Hodg on moves back LO hi old
job in TM Tp, no you can·t have disturbance allowance, even if you :ire
di rurbed.

The real watersports day, Canoeing and Wind urfing we.re_ the
order of the day. the Canoeing ably taught by a borr~wed c~v1 han
in rructor finished with a traditional game of Lemmmg with the
Adjt fighting a clo ely fough t battle wi th the QM , Capt 'Aaghh'
Mackav. Meanwhile closer to hore SSgt Howarth was trying to
explain.to gt 'Lee-1 don' t have a nickname either' Warren that
the idea is 10 stay on top of the board and not underneath n. That
afternoon we all di appeared for a well deserved pot of R&R
into Blackpool and the urrounding areas.
Pack up and return home for most of us but not the HQ Sgn_ PSI' S
who continued the mO\'ement with more adventure trainmg on
the Isle of Man.

EXERCI E 1A X WAY FIN -HQ SQUADRO ADVE TURE
TRAINING 16-18 AUGU T
After ·uch delights as Magilligan, Ballykinler and Stranraer, the MTO,
Capt John Standen and the Sqn 2IC. Capt Victor Beggs REME decided
that a more challenging location was needed for this year's Adventure
Training. With this in mind, the Ramsey area of the Isle of Man was
elected. So over the weekend 12- 16 Augu t, the Sqn deployed to Belfast
Docks for load ing onto the Isle of Man Steam Packet Ferry. An advance
party of guess who? (MTO & 21C) ensured all was IL1 order for the mam
.
.
1
party's arrival.
Dav l Fir t stop was an Inter Tp Tenpm Bowling Match. The final result
•
is rill a mystery, due to the 'fatigue' of everyone, Sgt Bobby
Ballance i till claiming the match wa fixed. .
.
Da) 2 Saw the Squadron move to their permanent locauon at Lewaigue
Farm, Maughold. having pent the night at .a. local cadet huL The
day's activitie consisted of archery, Abse1lmg and Shooung. It
wa. noted that the Training Major, Maj Tony Lomax, was
abseiling for the fi r>t time at the grand old age of SO! Much has to
be ~aid for the persuasive powers of the instructor W02 (~~ M)
1ark Brotherslon from 85 Sig Sqn. The Squadron was spilt mto
two teams with the reo ular element proving once again, if you
cannot win fairl y, Ch;'at! In particular W02 (RQMS) Dougie
Tait acting as a submarine, trying to sink all seriou threats to the
·regular,· team. The worrying part as far as the MTO, Capt John
Landen was concerned. was how he wa goi ng to explai n to his
wife JU St how he lost his wedding ring. Yes !t.' tru e, Mrs Standen,
it was lost during the wate~ports compelltlon. A spot of R&R
v.as m order that ni ght, sampling the delights of Dou gla~ the
Da} 3

~~-

Maj R. J. Healey R Signals
WOl (RSM) D. McCluskey

The SOinC shares a joke with the RMQ Course.
W02 (SSM) Mark Brotherston thought it funny also

COMMS TROOP NEWS
Tp Comd
Lt Paul Merry
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kev 0' eill
Comms Tp are as fluid a ever (this ha nothing to do with the fe rive
season just pa. sed). Hail and farewell are, Cpl f ick Turnbull off to the
Royal School of Signals on promotion; good luck to you, Fiona and Zoe.
Cpl Duffy has joined u from Cypru · with a suntan, it won't last! Cpl
Buchan arrived from the armoured world of HQ 3 Div, and C pl Holden
from 1 Mech Bde, Bon Voyage and welcome. LCpl Matt and Rachel
Booth celebrate the arrival of a new baby boy Jack.
SSgt ·smallbloke' 0' eill felt a little down in the mouth when Pre ·ton
orth End were beaten at home and consoled him elf with a Conduct
under Capture course, he . hould be called 'Sadbloke' not 'Smallbloke'.
Cpl Andy Eley has got engaged to LCpl Linda Brown. congratulation

to the both of you . Sig Rick Hartley continues to model himself on Bodie
and attended a pistol users course to help him along the way. In Rover
Group Sgt C hesters celebrations on return of the Armoured car were
shortlived thank to the help provided by LCpl Quigley to rearrange the
front end again.
Meanwhile the Troop sent four people to the annual adventure training
exercise in Colorado; Lt Merry. LCpls ·JC Moses, 'Vinnie' Vincenl
and ' porting hero' Ridsdel. There will be a full report in the next i sue,
uffice to say the snow in the USA is far better than the Mournes'. Finally
LCpl Dean Heath and ig Daz Wearrnouth joined the Royal a' y for 4
hours aboard HMS ltchin. They et sail from Belfast harbour and returned
with Wes of the high ea , loo much rum and feelings of unsteadines . .
enough said.
TM TROOP HAPPE I GS
Tp Comd
Sgt Steve Hogdson
We welcome Sig ·JR' Ewing from Laarbruch. and the return of SSgt
Steve Hodgson from the RQMS department. Back to work staff the
holiday i over.
SSgt Tim Comyns has left u for the idyllic charm of the BTLO.· office
and an easy life before he leaves the unit for Comm and Sy Gp. Hi~
briefing will be orely mi ed (we can knock off 30 minute early now).
C pl Kev Ingley i off to Cypms, even ifhe has to crawl there. LCpl And)
Beddow . one of the longe t Manding member of the unit, leave. us for
Laarbruch, hi indecipherable wit will be mis ed by m. all. good luck to
you all for the future.
Congratulations to Sgt Ted Heath, having finally attended a Sergeants'
course, pa ing flying colours (we told you it was easy. there wa no need
to keep going sick). Cpl Mick Lee went and passed hi corpornls cou~e.
again a good pass. Cpls Pete orrell and Billy E'an both passed their Tl
entrance. well done. Finally congratulation to LCpl 'Shippy· Ship on his
recent promotion.
The Troop have had a very busy time and would like to thank gt Tim
Comyus and Cpl Toh' tclntosh for their as i tance. pro,ided by
di appearing to Colorado for two week , kiing. Hope you had a good tim.:'
The riggers would like to dispel any rumour.; going around about ig
·Geordie· Tonks and ig 'Kathy' Lloyd, ju. t because of her concern'
about ·Geordie' geuing cold up Divis KP. The R M has al'>o h:id to speak
with the rigger about drt:ssing us Trekkie for work.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy for April edition must be received by 15 February-latest!

.

Sav. the Squadron continue with it's training programme with
Hillwalking. Looking down on the routes of the famous TT races
and visits to local places of interest. The mandatory barbecue
followed that evening. with the PSIS providing an excellent faire,

Brig Griffin sees some of the technical training
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (218)

BFP0807

qnComd
RM

1aj M. J. Perry 1BE
\i 01 (RS l) Toon

AP MAR H 1996, 0 TH AFRICA
The official tor):
The Cape March competition i an annual event run by the South
fncan Army in Cape Town and involves a team of 10 oldiers marching
50 mile. o\'er two days, carrying approximately 20lbs. 8 Inf Bde HQ &
ig qn entered a team for the competition, which took place between I st:! O\'ember l 996.
Thirteen per onnel (the team and 3 upport personnel) from the qn
took part in the mar h. The Squadron's operational commitments made it
ditlicuh to have uch a large number of per·onnel out of Province for 2
weeks and therefore manpower cover for the COMMCE wa provided
bv 14 (Airmobile) Bde HQ & ig Sqn. Thi allowed the be t team to
compete whil I not leaving the qn undem1anned.
Trainino in 1orthern Ireland proved difficult due lo security restriction
and availability of per onnel. As part of the training progran1me the team
entered the R ignals 1996 Lanyard Trophy competition, which took place
in October 1996 and involved a team of 10 soldiers. each carrying 401bs,
covering a 40 mile route aero difficult terrain in the Black Mountain of
outh Wale . A thorough training programme was planned and undertaken
for thi- event. much of which was conducted out of Province.
Tran port requirementl and arrangements were complex and made up
the majority of the cost of the exerci e and the bulk of the admini tration.
The team flew from Belfast to Gatwick by civilian airl ine, ' hilst the
ob\'iou military equipment was ent by road. Once both were reunited the
team flew to Johannesburg where the South African Air Force were
waiting to fly the team to Cape Town. After the march the OC. Maj Perry,
decided that he ought to return home early and flew back to Johannesburg
by Cl30. The remainder of the team returned from Cape Town to
Johanne burg by train.
The march irself covered 50 mile of the Cape peninsula and afforded
uperb ' iew of Cape Town. Table Mountain and both the Atlantic and
Indian Ocean . It was challenging. wonhwhile and the Squadron Team
performed well. With the temperature during the march taying well above
30'C the bigge t problem faced was the heat In order to overcome this.
copiou amounts of fluid were required and the four litres of water that
were part of the pecified load were vital. The team wa emered in the
·Pre tige· category. which entailed carrying extra weight and stipulated
that all 10 team members must finish the march. Regrettably, only three
miles from the end, one of the team collap ed with dehydration and was
prevented from fini hing on medical ground . evertheles , the team
fini hed the course within the cut-off time. in just under 14 hours, coming
2nd out of 169 international teams. Those who completed the course
recei,·ed medals and certificates al a small parade at the end.
All who took pan enjoyed the trip and benefited from the experience.
As well as being very good training value, it was a welcome break from
the rigours of operation~ in 'orthern Ireland and in particular the
re triction. that come with service in Londonderry. Participation in
training such a thi has an e sential pan to play in the retention battle and
it al o provided a huge boost to the morale of the Sqn as a whole. The list
of those who made the Sqn's participation is long but pecial thanks must
go to 24 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, and also to the Corps for it's financial
suppon.

The Team
Back Row (L to R'): Cpl Lowe, Sig Martin, LCpl Foster,
Cpls Dearden, Mcilroy, Bibby, Sig Barrs
Front Row (L to R'): Sgt O' Hanlon, SSgt Griffiths, Maj Perry,
Maj Gen Lamprecht (SA Army), WO/ Standaloft, Sgt Lynch,
Sgt Eldridge
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OPERATION ·BILTO G'
by LCpl TU baner for anything· Mcllroy
The real tory:
Calling all COs and OCs, if you·re planning a military training
e ·pedition, then the Cape March i the one for you.
The expedition started off with enthusia m and pre tige planning by
first missing the flight from orthem Ireland to London (new autumn
chedule apparently!): then the flight to South Africa was delayed by a
number of hour at Gatwick becau e of weather. On arrival in
Johanne burg we were met by the outh African Air Force, who flew us
down to Cape Town and looked after us very well (for any SAAF
tewardes e reading thi , plea e transfer to the RAF!). Finally. after a day
and a half of travelling. we reached our destination. After such a long
journey it was reassuring to think that we were to be accommodated in
Officers· Me s bungalow provided by our host -9 South African Infantry
Battalion. lmagine our surpri e to find out we were to be in a 64-man. onefloor i san hlll! That evening we were let loo eon an unsuspecting Cape
Town, and the team made every effort to take in all the ight . Sgt 'Drink
'em dry' E ldridge got the fir t round in and to our disgust the can cost
R25 .30 (about £3.00). but due to the March being on the horizon, we
didn'tdrink or stay out long-really!
The preparation prior to the march included remedial sun-bathing, a
strenuou drive rou nd the course (which everely tested the OC' mapreading skills and the drivers patience) and a six-a-side rugby match
again t the locals. With Sig 'Mong Major' Martin and S ig 'Mong Minor'
Barrs leading the way: we lost by a mall margin of 6 tries- nil. Back at
camp it seemed that the other teams were getting plenty of PT, while in
marked contrast. our young athletes were getting plenty of CB (Castle
Beer). The day of the March wa a chilly 27°C and thankfully we were
marching in full combats and bergens to keep warm. Very quickly in to the
march we all developed squaddie tan (above the neck, below the elbow)
in the fine t tradition of the British Army. The March took u over some
pectacular ights, which included marching up Table Top mountain and
around the Cape coast, with views of both the Atlantic and Indi an Oceans.
It took two day to complete and the course stretched over 90 km. The
evening of the fir t day was spem popping bli ters and being looked after
by W02 (SSM) 'When' scoff' Standaloft and Cpl 'You know' Lowe
(our trusty admin team , who were joined later by C pl 'l it Joop'
Dearden). The course was almo t all tarmac which proved excellent for
bli ster development. The team put in an admirable effort, showing
commitment through difficult conditions. Thi was by no means an easy
' troll in the park' and the only way to experience it i to do it. We finished
the March with faj ' Drillpig' Perry leading u in to the main square with
a quick eye's right.
The end of the march signalled the start of the phase which had
recruited mot of the participant -the R 'n'R. Despite most of the team
walking as if the pavement was hot coals everyone managed to ummon
the courage to visit the world famous Stellenbosch vineyard . where we
were forced to consume copious amounts of wine. This wa followed by a
trip to the beach (the ights made Baywatch babe look like Nora Batty)
and an evening in Cape Town. Everyone managed to in1egrate with the
locals and the night concluded with a well deserved meal at a Chinese
restaurant. LCpl 'The Stomach' Mcilroy managed to con ume everything
in sight.
After pending a week in Cape Town we travell ed 10 Johannesburg by
train. The journey involved travelling !000 miles in 24hrs, during which
Sgt ' Flex' O'Hanlon doubled the yearly profits of Ca tie Beer, and Sgt
'GTT' (Gin and Tonic Injection) Griffiths did the same for Gin. After a
punishing 24 hr drinkathon we arrived in Johannesburg. The sun was
shining and we were heading to ·sun City', nicknamed 'Si n City' by the
locals. The JNCO chalets were excellent with air-conditioning provided,
while the Sgts' Me s had to rough it with none. The re ort had a
swimming pool, tables and best of all a large Lion Park. The majority of
time over the next five days was dedicated to the Sun God- un-bathing
and visiting Sun City. Within Sun City was the ·valley of the Waves'
which had one of the largest wave machines in the world and a massive
man-made beach. This made it an ideal area to check o ut local attractions
whilst tasting cocktails, with Sgt ' Because I am gorgeou ' Lynch
flaunting his charisma around the whole continent. Life wa hard!
Unfortunately our final day soon dawned. We spent the morning at the
Lion Park where LCpl 'Rip Van' Foster , havi ng got ou t of hi s bed, was
mauled by the lion cubs. With tbe day comi ng to a close a barbecue was
called for, and Sgt ' Drink till you drop' O'Hanlon created a meal of
biblical proportions. This was fo llowed by bunny games and can· of, yes,
Castle Beer. Ultimately every good thing must come to an end , but it was a
tanned, happy team that returned to Costa-dcl-Derry. Everyone except C pl
'Weeney' Bibby who managed to return to orthern lreland paler than
when he left. The whole trip was a great success and everybody had a
fantastic time in South Africa. The march, and a ociated R'n' R i
recommended to everyone.
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Squad ron Rowathon Team
Back Row (L to Rl: LCpl Fulstow, Sgt Paine, Maj Perry, Mr. Bu rn s (Cancer Research Rep) LCpl Muhsin LCpl Cooper Cpl Passant
Front Row IL to R): SSgt Griffiths, Sig Archibald, LCpl Preece, LCpl 'Gronn, Cpl w 'illiams.
'
.
SQ ADRO FUND RAJSI G
The S_quadron co_ntinues to make efforts to integrate with the local
community. which i often harder for units in orthem Ireland than
el ewhere. In the last three months however, the Squadron has organi ed
two spon ored event , a rowathon for Cancer Re earch (Northern Ireland)
and a _somersault-marathon in aid of Children in eed. These events
maintam the high level of trust and mutual under tanding that exists
between the Squadron and the local communi ty.
24 HOUR SPO SORED ROWATHO I AID OF CA CER
RESEARCH
by LCpl Mick Preece
Comms Tp, 1hanks to a fanta tic (?) idea by the Tp Comd. recently
orgaru ed and completed a non- top 24 hour, dry land rowing event. Thi
was run on the Concept II ergometer and wa in aid of Cancer Re earch
( orthern lreland). The event was run in the Water ide Club o that
upporter cou!d relax and enjoy a drink whilst encouraging the rowers.
rhe team consisted of 10 rowers each required to row 12 times, each row
la~ttng 12 minutes. Th~ team averaged 2900m per row with a grand rota!
of 354,382m being achieved over 24 painful hours. This was just hon of
the World Record but the team now believe that they could oive Pincenl
and Redgrave a good run for their money.
"'
The admin team were also actively involved for the duration of the
event, supplying much needed refreshments and morale boo tin"
encouragement. They also helped to rai e extra cash by running a te~
break stall attended by all the Sqn personnel al tl1e finale. The team would
al o like 10 thank Capt Andy Parsons for proving it wa a hard as it
looked. The ~ve nt, though physically hard wa enjoyable, and mo t
importantly raised over £1000 for Cancer Re earch.
SIX HOUR SPONSORED OMER AULT IN ID OF CHILDREN
IN EED
byLCp!Minn
On a ~o l_d and wet _morn ing _early in ovember a team of nine people
t~ok their lives rn their hands m order to support Chi ldren in eed. T he
mm was to beat the pre e nt World Ret:ord of7720 somersault in ix hour '
whi l t raisi ng a bundle ~f cash for a worthy cau e. The first couple of
hou~s were enJoyable with some fine omersaults and all competitors
gettmg ome good twist in. The 3rd and 4th hours proved the hardest for
the team a the supporters knocked off for AAFI break and the fir t of
many in~uries : tarted . The 5th hour proved li ghtl y a ier a the end wa
coming 111to 1ght, but our somersault were getting lower and lower. By
the end o~ the six hour the team were thoroughly shanercd. but had run up
a total of 8102 somer aults in ix hours-· A ew World Record' raisi no
0
over £650 for Children in eed in the process.
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The successful Sponsored Somersault Team
BRIGADE SPORTS D Y
by SSgt Hughes
The Brigade sports day was held at Ballykelly on 15th . ovember 1996
and the S9ua?ron c.ombined wi th 176 Provost Compan} RMP to enter on
an equal _footin.g with the Bngade major units. The spons were 10 a ide
~ugby, 1x a side Football. Tug of War. Skeet Shooting, Waterpolo and
ft~a lly a su perstars relay.. The football team ably led by W02 (RQ IS)
Higgrns started badly losing the first match, and the le ,aid about the
other games the better. A word of praise must be given to LCpl Geordie
Knott, the goalkeeper. who was the mo t active team member colle tinu
the ball from the back of th.e net The rugby team fared far beuer achienng
a h1ghl_Y, creduable 3rd m their league. The highlight of the entire
compet1l10n was the maich agair:'t I Cheshire. \\ho \\ ent on to win. The
Squadron was the on ly team to core any point;; against them in the whok
compeuuon. The Volleyball team went one beuer fin ishing 2nd. All the
volleyball games were hard foug~l with the team winning four out of tl\'e
with notable performance produ ed by WOI (RS I) DaH Toon.
gt
Pete Griffiths and Pte Debbie ttley. All the quadron and Provost
Company per onnel who owned a pair of trunk. were recruited into the
w, terpolo team under the supervision of W02 (FofS) John 'TI1e
Ma~agement' Skelt~n . As a result of the tough . clecllon process 5 RMP,.
2 1gnallers and 4 whit' elephant · turned up at the pool. ome hard
matches were played notably against the Highlandef'> and 2 PWRR but the
team per evered and won all their matche:. Capt · harke' · Vaudin and
SSgt ·Shuggy· Hughes both put in ·uperb performances ;coring hm:ket
load of goals each.
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.'HQ TROOP
b) L pl 'lalon h
i...,~n ·1 hectic period for SHQ with personnel
Once agam ti a ""~ '
< d Tl
Ch. f Chk
,
. , ~ , . r afield a' outh Africa and Bland1or . 1e
ie
c ·
~l~~) ~ng al) ta tandaloft deplo)ed with the Cape 'larches team _as th<:
r.
Officer. The hief told us to tate that he ~vorkc:d JUSI as
h~d~1~~ ~~:i:~~l f the team, but he did de\•elop bliscers on h1~ bottom fro1~
'
. · · o
ind There ha · also been a large turnover o
ome ''n;nu?~s ~·tt;~C ar pt .Andy Par ons. leaving us to become the
1
~f.~ ~~~ ~'~ i! Reo; in Liverpool; LCpl · haza' Skelly going :tll the
1J ' B · ade HQ and Pte uzanne James who lea es to re-cap badge t~
"· ~nal~g another ·onvert from the AGC). We welcome Ca~t _'Taff
~at·~ t·1ki~o O\er as the 21C who join u. from Bulford and ~te blunone
or i it 'imo~ · Box. We hope you both have a peaceful and en1oya e tour.

1 0 3

COl\LM , IC TIO , TROOP
.
T Comd
gt Griffith
pComms Tp as usual ha been • pread out to all fom corners of the planet.
from oulh Africa to the Lake Di trict. Blandford to Bangk?k- Tl~e Troop
"
t I as had a hard time keeping track of everyone mo,ement~.
mana"fremen !
tan Mart1'n who i 0ouaranteed to be on leave. Tl11
apart om 1g
·
ct· fli It (
b" ed with the lame turnover in manpower has led to a 1 . 1cu 1me

~0 ;~_h~nTr?<JP: v e tak~ 1_h_i\~~~:~;::izi: 1::1r- ~ir.i~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~t~~
the tollowmg. Cpl ~d) ,g .
ff I ADSR LCpl ·A h' William
0

at the R s LCpl ·G111ge Bn coe o to
·
,
off on hi' AAC pilots course, LCpl '<:;Jinge_. I want more i;nedo 1 ,
lacDonald on hi dream po ting to .lO Sig R~gt. LCpl qmge
1acGillvary Lo 7 Annd Bde and finally to LCpl f!ck P reece off _10 3
( K ) Div ,·ia the Falkland . The Troop would also hke to ay Lh~nks ~o
LC I teve lilne and ig ·Gaz· Evans from 24 Bde who Jumped 111to t . e
bre:ch to man the co 1MCE whil t ome of the Troop _were away 111
South Africa. \ e are not ure what Cpl Sheena Motson did to them but
ig Emns did not want to leave.
d Mi k
Com!.ratulation go to LCpls ·Fozzy' Fost~r. ven Gronn an
c
Preece- a well as ig Kath King on their prom~uons. The praise
continue in congratulating LCpl Sven Gronn on _hi excellent report
f
RSCC and LCpl umo McWha on pa mg his upgrad111g cour~e.
{~~but by no means least we welcome LC pl Danny Tm off to_ ~htWl11t~
Helmets' Cooper, ig Ivor Carr, Sig Daz Smithur~t ~nd ht , w1 e es e) .
P.S. To MRO can you now post in our next set of Gmgers ·

1

TM TROOP
,
T Comd
Sgt 'Shuggy Hughes
.,
pTh T p h had a u uaL a high turnover of per onnel. firstly ll s
aood~ ./:d goodluck to gt ·Anabolic' Simmons who leave u to go
~ 19 ~1ech Bde; C pl Ian Bibby off for a well deserved re t at AF~ENT
and gt ·Jock· Robertson off on promotion to JCU L ewly amved 1
gt 'Shuggy' Hughes from_ 20 Annd Bde. who ~es .up th~ reu~s. and S~
·col' Bentley back in Province after havmg a tab ac hfe with 37 S1_0
Regt. Congratulations go to Cpls Jim M artin and Stu Cro sman on their

s

The past year has seen exciting
changes within our organisation
which has put us in a strong
position to develop and grow our
own business for the future.
April 1996 saw the formation of
the Bombardier Services Group.
This Group has combined the
existing activities of a workforce of
Shorts Support Services Division
and the Defence Systems Division
of Canadair. It also incorporates the
Industrial Division of Bombardier's
Motorised Consumer Products Group.
By harnessing the experience and
expertise of the three major
divisions, the Bombardier Services
Group has become a major force in the provision of high
quality, cost effective support services.
Shorts Support Services Division offers a full range of
engineering/maintenance and logistic support services
worldwide, including:
• the management of facilities
• provision of aircraft and communications maintenance
• air traffic control and flying training for customers in
the UK, USA and the Middle East.
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recent romotions and to Sig Paul Creeley who has just come o~ the
b ard bther notable events are the successful pa~ mg of the Tl entrfnc~
e.~am · by Cpls Martin Dixon and Jim Burnham who c~m now oo
.
•
h
forward to 10 months at Blandford.
With the high number or personnel bem~ po ·ted .o.ff_ on c5u; ~ t -~
T 00 hierarchy has had to undergo a ma1or r~orgam~.1uon. g
a_r
F~t
1 -~atrick takes over as chief rigger an~! ~nng~ a welcome ~nghshf
z to lhe T roop. gt ndy ·Jock' Craig 1s go111g for
accent
d the record
T · · og
holding the most po ts whil ·t in the Squadron. He startc out as ram 111
Wing gt followed by Comms Tp Sgt. he then advanced to the TM P ~gl
and ha now become the site manager (watch out the OC Sqn he 1s a ter
your job next).

?r

2 Sig Regt
York

'.f

~Mc~!~OP

W02 (RQMS) Higgii_is
.
pThe QM ' de arunent conunue it"s hard, e · cnu al but unglamorous
tasks The recenf Log upport Inspection took pl~ce and excelle nt ~esu.lt
were.achieved so well done to all involv_ed. The issue of Coi;ibat Sold1e~
(CS) 95 equipment i now complete with all the quadron per. onne

0

no~~o~~i~~'l7s~~~;~~~d farewell Lo Sgt

whfvi~ve(~ u s~S~

teve Lync·h
· off to unny Cypru to top up his tan. We ay hel1o. to
~Ian 'football is my life' Higgins, hi wife and fa1111 ly and also to Sgt
1ark C hivers. we hope you both have a quiet and peaceful tour.

~1TZR~OP

W02 (MTWO) Simpson
0
PA ~~way the Troop has been busy providing tran port to the Bde an_d
Sqn while attempting iu fiL in trai ning, course and, only when there ~I
Lime, leave. The MT had it PRE o n the 12 ovember and we were
re lieved when we achieved an excellent report. To make •_l all the mor!
· 1 ortant the Ma ·ter Driver also popped in to conduct hi s annual LoeSu~port Inspection. Two inspection teains on the ame day mean~~at te
office became a liule cramped and the brew fund took a 1t o a

h~~~e~~~~lation

to Cpl Steve Page and hi · wife E la ine _on their recenJ
marriaoe and farewell to LCpl Andy Roy on hi s po ling to 5 F1el

Ambu~nce.

All Cheques hould now be made payable to:

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
BENEVOLENT FUND

We are now ideally placed to
develop a formidable presence in
the fast growing market for support
services, maintenance and training
operations management. That's
wh_y we are keen to talk to
professionals with a
wide range of skills to
join us and share in our
exciting future.
Interested? Then to
apply, quote reference
044 and either
telephone (01202)
365220 for an
application form, or
send your CV to the
Recruitment Manager,
Support Services
Division, Short Bros
PLC, Bournemouth
International Airport, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 6NW.

SHORTS
Support Sen•ices
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HQ Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Les Wood MBE
SSM
W02 (SSM) Bob Cook
Once again the senior Squadron has been much in demand, supporting
operations in Bosnia and the Falkland Islands, Bde Exercises and
preparing the Regt\ 'out of use· detachments for PRE. A busy Families
Officer, Capt Ray Cory, welcomes back a tanned Ma,j Les Wood
following his five weeks in Cyprus and two weeks in Bo. nia 'visiting the
men'! His tan is only bettered by the CO, Lt Col Jo F letcher, who has
also been visiting. and the MTO Capt Bikramjang Gurung. Manpower
famages are biting and the Squadron extends a warm welcome to 12
Gurkha soldiers who are to be employed in the MT. We look forward with
anticipation to the first 'Baht' mght.
The Squadron is proud to report that in October they won the Regt
Winter Sports Competition, against all odds, when the very depleted HQ
Sqn bravely took on the remainder of the Regt. After the presentation
-everal ·sabre· Sqn Comds were potted behind the bike hed armed with
r zor blades.
The SSM's office has been a fever of activity as the hand over of the
appointment takes place. The Squadron bids a fond farewell to W02
(SSM) Rob Ibbotson and Helen who leave us to go to the UOTC at Leed
and extends a warm welcome to W02 (SSM) Bob Cook and Claire who
join us from Harrogate.

219 IGNALSQ ADRON COMPERSIT
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Seymour
Tp SSgt
SSgt Wood
ew arrivals to this glorious troop 2Lt Seymour, Sigs Brown, Furse
and Parker, all straight from the factory. Welcome to them all and enjoy 2
Sig Regt. Since our la t report we have been busy a u ual preparing for all
the major and minor in pection and examinations you can think of. We
would have been in deep problem if it were not for the ingle handed
guidance of C pl Derek Tidswell who has had to look after the Troop in
the ab ence of SSgt Andy Allan. Talking about our Tp SSgt when doe
your ix month attachment to RAF Headley Court actually fmi h?
On our return from Cyprus, we were greeted with Lhe fo llowing
statemell!, 'Welcome back to York. Um er ... by Lhe way you you and you
are going to assist 3 Div next week ... and um er ome of you have been
selected to participate in Lhe Regt Cadre Course o enjoy your weekend
off'.
As we write thi article we are still bu y in the middle of a well earned
PRE. sorry got to go I've got to prep omething else for someone to look
at . ..
EXERCISE HADRIA S EBOR 28 OCTOBER-I ' OVEMBER 1996
On Sunday 28 October five would-be Legionaire and one Centurian
set off up to Newca tie to retrace the teps of the Roman soldiers who
manned and patrolled the famou Hadrians Wall. The pre iou week a
recce had taken place to !ind place of interest and camp ites. During this
recce they happened to meet a friendly local who explained, "That only
silly people walk East LO West, and why would anyone walk into the
weather if they didn't have to?' Yes we were Legionaire for the week and
ye. we are military so we walked East to West.
We set off on the Monday to start the walk. The in traction were turn
right out of Albernia le Barracks and keep walking along the B63 I 8. As we
were walking on a concrete road with no visible sign of the wall, we all
started in good military fashion doing a FT due to Gaz hilton leaving
his PT! head back at York, no one was paying much attention to Dunc
C upifs superb quotes from his I ladrians Wall hand book untill we pas ed
the 1230 dinner stop at I 030. By early afternoon the older members of the
group were complaining of hot pot on their feet, o asked when we were
goi ng to walk on the Valium (B ig Ditch). Our illustrious UEL Instructor
gave the most famous quote of all and one he lived to regret for the rest of
the week . 'Ju t rou nd the next corner.' When we had gone round a few
more corners he tried in vain to right a wrong by adding "how many bend
can there be in a Roman road?"
On the second day we eventu ally found the illusive wall as well as the
prevai ling winds. we actually allowed ourselves to take our time a~d take
in some of the scenic views while being quoted from the known bible of
Had rian Wall. We arrived at our camp site after a quiet day to !ind the
field over run with Peacocks, Duck., and Gordie Harper ,lavi ng over a
hot stove not letting on to anyone where he had got the 1~1eat from.
.
We woke up on the third day to a do\ npour. so luckily we had to wan
for another member of the quadron in the form of Tam Dick to meet u..
As we were walking along the up and down part and past Robin Hood '
tree (who must have been lost) we were informed that Lhe Roman ~old1ers
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had to patrol along the top of the wall with 70lbs on their back and no
navigation aids. We all looked at each other somewhat bemused. as at this
point even Graham Rennie was noted to say a sentence to the effect that
not even a modern day R Signals Officer could get lost walking along thi
stretch of the wall, even with a map. Towards the end of the third day we
left the wall to head for our last camp site. which we found to be locked up
for the winter. so we had to rush to find a new camp site before dark.
All in all it was a worth while week away from the monotony of work
clown at the garages. We are especially grateful to Richard Hayward who
was Lhe Author of Hadrians Wall Walks who gave u~ man} hour ... of
pleasure trying to work out which Planet he was on.
214 SIG 'AL SQUADRO ON OPERATIO RESOL TE26 OCTOBER/12 DECEMBER 1996
Sqn Comd
1aj I. K. Bucklow
SSM
W02 (SSM) Forshaw
After returning from live week on Ex Ulan Eagle in Poland on '.!4
September, 214 Sig Sqn vehicle were turned around and driven to
Marchwood to be loaded onto a boat bound for Croatia. Meanwhile, the
Squadron deployed to Westdown Camp on 30 September to complete the
mandatory pre-Bo nia training. After four days of UNTAT training we
loaded AWO boxes into TSO containers and the Squadron stole away for
two week leave. The Squadron deployed to roulement 230 Sig Sqn, who
had been in-Theatre for six months and to u e Ptannigan to aid the
withdrawal of ARRC and M D (SW) Tp .
After the usual logistic headaches of getting a Squadron from York to
anywhere that involve the RAF. we arrived in unny SpliL A week lacer we
had taken over detachments in Trogir. orth Port and Dal ma with the plan to
put a detachment in Ploce shelved moments prior to our departure. making
everal members of the Squadron who were tood down very happy.
Life in Slipper City was quite bearable. The weather was glorious and
everybody was content to save lot of money for Chri tmas whilst training
hard in the adjacent mountain . The OC. Maj ' Once Again' Bucklow.
tried to encourage roller-blading but for the afety of other the idea was
helved as the terminal velocity created by hi momemum around DJ
Barracks could prove lethal to himself and other . The Hotel Re nik.
although similar to one of those dodgy place you tayed in whilst lnterRailing. was better than a tent. SSgt ·Q From Hell/Poirot/Gandhi' Bristo\\
did an excellent job and has acquired yet another nickname-·Mannuerdue to his expertise as the hotel concierge. The Entertainment's
Committee was formed and organi ed various func t;ons in the bar which
included the Quiz night which e nded in a langing match when evef)bod)
did not win. The QM Maj 'Meldrew' Walker celebrated hi 50th birthda}
which gave him an excuse to be gru mpy.
Congratulation to LCpl Lester who. after whining about his lack of
promotion to the OC and 21C. learned that be had been promoted upon
po Ling to 3 ( K) Div HQ and Sig Regt (whining obviously a proven
technique-all note). Other operational promotion included Sig William
who won his promotion in a game of bingo and Cpl Blagg who returned to
the UK to take up a po ting in 1l Sig Regt. Lt 'Yeh. Like. Y'know. :"'ell,
Cos, But' E dward pa ed the JOTES I Exam and presumes he will be
promoted soon.
A quadron football team organi ·cd by Sgt Jerry McGachy had
numcrou
ucce es again l various unit ba. ed in Split. The first
operational injury of the tour was recl'ived by Sig Walker playing soccer.
He later required an operation on hi knee in the palacial surrounding of
the French/German ho pita! before being MED IV C back to the UK. The
excellent medical facilitie. were also urgencly required by LCpl Elliot
who woke up to find that hi aching jaw was not cau. ed by the <lmount ot
rubbi. h he talk but by an abscess above his eye tooth .
Variou trips up coumry were organi ed by Lt .\1urra), our AustrJ!ian
Longlook exchange officer. It wa · thought however that Lt .\lurray \\as
probably a jinx upon flight · a he obtained the on!; flight that left on time
Sig Ho\\ard went Lo Saraje' o to work on a hilltop Radio Rel;1y
Detachment, whilst Maj Bucklew. laj Walker. Capt Gaffne). YofS
Jackson , FofS Jones, all managed to think up ome operational excuse t '
travel to Italy. The good weather broke fair!) early \\ ith the onset of
mon oon type conditions. The IT programme got washed out as sc\cral
members of the quadron got drenched on a daily ba'>i ..
The quadron ta ' k al o included Motorola radio coverage w the R\\
with a repeater tation e. tabh hcd in the hills north of Split h) ' i.,>t
Fielding to provide coverage of the main withdrawal route. The
Detachment manned by L pl William ',_ ig Walker, ' ig Giles. Sig
Moe and LCpl Douglas was nicknamed Base tation Zero. which
apparently had , omething to Jo" ith the temperature on the moumam.
The quadron had a number of VIP visits durin 00 it's short 'oj\>um inTheatre. Amongst the luck; few wns the GO 'I • D (, Wl. Maj Gen
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Ki -ieh \\hO receiwd the quadron·s well rehea ·ed Operational brie_f and
a tour.of the Comm. comple .. ·e\':~ of thi> thrilling~21~ u~rt~n~)
'pread qui kl} along the corridor. ot powe~ and oo0n30 o~ R ' Lt
Bri Ratazzi . Comd Comm: Land. Bng Griffin.
1g egt; ..
oi/r.eld and CO 2 ig Regt. Lt o~ Fletcher all book. ~ them eh ~~1~nd
0
Ju,1 as \\e were be •1nnino to enJO) oun.elve. 30 10 Ree-I
am
.
tole the sho\\ \\1th their cx~ellent EUROMUX y~tem that thi:;~~tf ~~It
owrn helming!} tuck to have. We handtd over vano~s respon 1 1 1 1es .o
lQ i" Regt. 21 ig Regl and 20 Armel Bde an~ the withdrawal of 214 1g
· n beoan 111 early December, finally deparung on 12 December: The
o~rati;nal tour pronded the quadron with yet another opportumty ~o
pf\w~ it' expenise and flexibilil} in taking on another non-stand~cl ta~.
Th ret~m to the UK marked the end of another busy year or~ e
uadron with tours in JCU FI. cot land. S~TA: and Polan.?. Ano. er
\\iirlwind uccess for 214 ig qn. home. Ill ume for Chi 1 tn13s and
medal!
'c·

oi

TORi ADO TROOP (217 IG SQ )
Tp Comd
Lt Wilson
Tp gt
S gt 1orri on
EBOR .i-8 NOVE lBER ~9.96
Ex Devon Ebor wru. four days adventure_ Tra~mnJ!: at Penhale . Camp
. y The fir ·t day con i tee! of a 17 mile bike ride after which we
w:~~::;~ a. bit addle sore. but not LCpl Carty .cartmel~ who's leg were a
bit worn after having to walk the last even n11le , but hght wa at the.encl
of the tunnel. After the last t .5 was a ·1eep climb we were rewarded with a
well deserved drink and spot of lunch at the Ro)'.al 0_'.lk. .
Dav 2 con·i te-0 of ab eiling off a coa tal cliff l:iO ft into a cove. The
ooin ·down wa:. easy it wa climbing back up which was the hard part. up
~ c~ble net. as LCpl Duvet Morton would tell you. The afternoon

E ' ERCI EDE 0

consi ·ted of 60 ft acros' the cove with Lt TH check it 's safe' Wi lson
going first
· h LC 1 'Wh '
The last day ended wi1h u quad bike relay race, wit
P
ere s me
bike goner Thirsk being tl1e how of the day.
ROYAL SIGN L OFFICER RUGBY
.
.
.
The Officers 1eum took t11e field for the first ume this easo~ against the
Royal Military Academy andhur ton 4 Dece_mber. The last tune the.team
had played it was aga~n. l_ the_ same oppos1uon. That ume they walked
away 22-1 O winners. th1 time 11 was not to be.
The team. were. not surprisingly. unevenly ma1ched . _W here the Cadets
had youth the Corps had experience, where they had height _we had width
and where they had enthusiasm we had panache and flair. The Co~s
tarted well taking the oame to the younger Cadet up front and makmg
everal suraino- drive. ,~ith Maj Jo Cooper and apt Pete Drew to the
fore. D;mi~atfon oon gave a penalty. w~ich Maj Ollie Halstead lolled
over for a 3pt lead. De pite several p1ercmg attacks by the Academr the
Corps' defence held . A dynamic run down the wmg by Lt Rodd~ W1l o_n
increa ed the lead as did a classic forwards try by Pete Drew which Olhe
Halstead duly converted. A try for the home team on the stroke of half
time aw the Corps turn around 15-5 leader .
. .
It was su pected that the Academy had drugged the oranges at ha~f time
as the Cadets tarted at a frenetic pace and before the Corps. had ll me to
re tart their weary legs the score wa 17- 15 to the home side. Another
incur ion imo the Academy's half ·aw Capt Robbie King bur l through
for a olo try. Sadly after thi the flood gate o~ened and i_he Cadets
howed their fitness, and heels , to the Corps Officers de. pile val iant
defence they ran in a further three trie and walked away deserved wmner
34-20.
·
d
·
h Id
e\'eral more fixtures are planned for 1997 all mtere te part1e s ou
contact Capt Bob Strawbridge on York Mil 2627.

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt

co

Lt Col G. R. Leach

RS 1

WOl (RSM) Rook

THE CO'S SPOT
.
Carrying on thi hugely successful column. and because the e will be
the last Wire otes l edit and ubmit , here 1s another photograph that the
CO would rather wa not ubmiued.

FAREWELL TO THE REGIMENT FROM MAJ JIM DRYBURGH,
REGIME TAL 2IC
.
0 Army Officer i bred to be 2JC of anything! w_e are trarned and
prepared for command! It i with ome measure of surpn e therefo~e that l
say goodbye to a Regt which ha given me two of the mo t v~ned and
enjoyable years of my twenty two year career. I have had the pnv1lege of
serving with the very best of the Corp ' Officers, S COs and tradesmen
soldier durino a challenging and eventful penod. On behalf of myself and
my family, w~ wish all ranks and fami!ies ~e very best of luck f~r the
remainder of their tour in the Iron D1v1s1on Signal Regiment and t~e the
opportunity to welcome Maj Adam Ewell from . Ireland ... I will not
miss editing Wire me !
FAREWELL WOl (RSM) STEVE ROOK
This edition al o marks the la t mention for WOl teve Rook as RSM
of 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt. We wish him, Sue and tephen all the very
best in their new tour at Blandford. ~e welcome _WOJ (RSM) Kev
Fitzpatrick and his family from 7 Bde Sig Sqn and wish them all the best
for their tour.
LA YARDTROPHY
Team Leader
Lt Coulston
Team Sgt
gt Wakeling
.
The task of training the Regiment' Lanyard Trophy te3;m this yeai: fe ll
to 206 Sig Sqn. Selection for the team ~roved to be a m~JOr 1 ue w1th1n
the Regimem as it was vital to get the nght men for the JOb. At 0500hrs,
Thursday 3 October 1996 the team, consisting of Lt Andy Coulston, Sgt
Matt Wakeling Sgt Steve Davie -Morris, Sgt Jason Harvey, Cpl Ma.tt
Clish, LCpl 'Taff' Ansell, LCp~ ~illy ~ing, Sig Da~ Pearson, Sig
'Spence' pencer and Sig Ross Wilhams hned up to s~t off on.the 40 mile
march . We were econd off in a staggered start, , 1111 m the pnch dark at
that time of the morning.

The Multi National Divisional HQ Building, Banja Luka .

'A functional building in the post-mod~rn style, ~ncaps_ulating
all the finer points of mechanistic arch1te?ture. L!ght, airy and
open, it affords sensational views of the industrial landscape
across the Verbas Valley............. ..
Offers over 1 million OM and 2 bottles of Grouse
(tenant pays damages-leasehold)'
Would you buy a used Metal Factory from this man?
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(L-R): Lt Andy Coulston, Sgt Matt Wakeling and
Sgt Steve Davies Morris approach CP4
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For the first four legs all went well. then Sig Dan Pearson went for an
'Oscar' with a spectacular roll in the heather. Unfortunately after losing
Dan the team then had to drop LCpl 'Taff' Ansell at the half-way stage
due to badly blistered feet. This left the team with only eight-the
minimum required to finish. At this stage Sig 'Spence ' Spencer was
suffering quite badly so he set the pace and 'dug in'. The last two legs
were completed in 'white-Olli' condition~ with high winds and driving
min. This resulted in the now saturated bergens weighing well over the
required 40 lbs. After 12 hours 8 minutes of conti nuous tabbing the team
finished in an extremely respectable seventh place. Just wait until next
year!
HQ (THE SOMME) SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj B. M. P. Inglis Gren Gds
S M
W02 (SSM) Tarr RLC
TRAI ING WI G
TrgWO
YofS
Trg SSgt

W02Campbell
SSgt (YofS) Mckie
SSgtFlook

REA H FOR THE KY
The kit was on and the ground training wa!> over. We were ready. Surely
there had to be more to it than that! The lo tructor shouted 'My section.
We're off in ten minutes'. That's my lot. Slowly the six of us began to
move towards the checkmg area. Fear and excitement hung in the air. No
one yet realised the full impact of their deci ion, or what lay ahead. 'Too
late mate! ' a voice said in the back of my mind. The Islander was on the
gra. s runway waiting for us. 'Keen lot', I thought. With the check
complete, we followed the lnsu uctor in ingle file to board the plane. One
by one we took our turn to check the static line roll at our feet and wait.
Wait till the pilot got us off the ground and over the drop zone 3,000 ft
below us. o one said a word. The faces of the guys said it all, but the wait
was hort lived when the ilence was broken by the instructor • umber
one in the door, head up and smile you ugly b******. GO, next ' My tum!
I moved with the speed of a sloth, cautiously feeling my way into the
dreaded doorway. The ru h of the wind was awesome, and then the tap on
the shoulder indicating that the Instructor was ready for me to jump. The
movement was automatic, one minute you're hanging out of a perfectly
safe aircraft, the next you' re falling to the ground and all the while the
Islander 1s gelling smaller by the second above you. You're on your own!
You count, then check to ·ee if the chute has opened in the so-called
perfect square. End cell have collap ed and the slider is caught at the top.
The chute hasn't opened properly-emergency drills. Grab brakes and pull
twice. The slider will move. 'Good'. Then tum left and right to inflate end
cells. 'Good'. Above me was the perfect quare-Reach for the ky!
EXERCISE IRON FURY
Ex Iron Fury 1996, was the CO's annual Military Skill Competition
held on alisbury Plain Training Area and the Training Wing's trade test.
Run over three consecutive day , it wa designed to test and develop
individual and group skills through a series of task ba ed on planning,
organisation and leadership. After a lie-in till 0700hrs, the first day wa
u ed to prepare the competitor for task which may have been unfan1ili1r
to them, or just to remind the old sweats amongst u , on how to urvive in
the ulu, ection attack the proper way and a combined LAD/Medic ·tand
on how to recover a Land Rover and administer first aid to the injured.
Cold, wet and hungry, the teams then bashered up and prepared
them elves for winning ome points in the night navigation. HQ Sqn
(Team I) gave the D reason to laugh. gaining the maximum point for
accuracy and then lo ing them all for being over the deadline, way
over-Unlucky!!
Day 2 started with yet another lie-in till 0700hrs and a very cold start
time for the patrol competition of 0800hrs. Each stand was run
professionally and showed plenty of imagination. The Fir t Aid tand run
by Sgt Daley, eemed almo t rea l with the use of giblets and vegetable
soup for open stomach wound . Overall, all the team howed lot of
enthu ia m and good oldieri ng with 222 Sqn coming out on top, Well
done SSgt ' Geordie' Marshal.
Day 3. The March and Shoot was probably the most demanding part of
the whole exerci e although only over a distance of 5 miie , the team had
to cover the course in 50 minute or under, otherwi e incur . evere penalty
points. 222 Sqn being the only team to beat the deadline received
maximum poims but only got an average time in the falling plate . All
other teams came in fast behind with ome team getting faster time than
222 Sqn in the hoot. This all led to a close finish between 222 Sqn (Team
9) and 206 qn (Team 6). After a hort wait of thirty minute . the core
were calculated. 222 Sqn ame out a the overall winner.-so a big
congratulations goe out to S gt Marshal again. Sgt Robertson. Cpl
Campbell, Cpl Doak, Cpl Foord, Cpl Yelland, Cpl Milsom. LCpl
Plumb, LCpl Lok, LCpl Wells. LCpl Ward and Sig McDougal.
Finally, all members of the Training Wing would like to bid farewell to
Cpl ' Pete' Wetherell who has been promoted to the dizzy height of
brewboy for SSM HQ Sqn-Remember milk and two sugars Pete! To
q:place Pete, we've now got the up and thrusting LCpl 'Robo' Robinson
on loan from 32 Regt RA for the next six months while his unit goe to
Cyprus. nlucky ' Robbo ' !!
MY FIRST IMPRESSIO
OF THE REGT MT
by ig Goode (MT ection)
.
As I wa coming to the end of my cour eat the Royal School ol ignal
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I started thmking about my posting The majonty of my friend.., on the
course had been posted to Germany and a couple had gone to. 'un aton,
but not me. I was posted to Bui ford. well I thought never mmd. a posting 1
what you make it.
My first day ,tarted with practically everyone on leave, so 1didn't find
out what Sqn I was actually posted to unul the following week A mate of
mine off my liney course had also been posted ht.:re but a couple of y,,eeks
earlier so he had to do guard all week. unlucky Andy.
The MTWO mterviewed me and told me more or le!>s what I would be
doing whilst I was here. This didn't include line work, y,,hat a 'urpri..c.
After my first week here I was kindly volunteered for the militaf) skilb
competition. which wru. great fun! Four day of playing around in the fidd
waking up at CJ600hrs with ice on your face then sha,ing 111 cold y,,ater Oh
What Joy!!!! So far working in the MT has been an experience. practically
everyone I've spoken to is either getting oui or posted, could this be an
omen!!
OUT OF THE FRYING PA I TO THE BOXING RJ 'G
by Pte Taylor (Catering Section)
As my trade training at the Army School of Catering was commg to an
end my thoughts were on my perception of life at a working unit. Sur~ly
the time had now come for me to concentrate on the skill> I had learnt ai. a
Chef? How wrong I was!!! My first day at the unit started where my
training days had left off, on the drill square, but nothing had prepared me
for right marker, I thought tl1at honour was reserved for those over 6 feet
tall. After the parade I was greeted by the Master Chef who thought it
might be an idea to introduce himself to me, I thought how nice that wa< of
him as I thought it wru. always the other way round. howevi>r he soon
made it perfectly clear that, that was normally the case. After a tour around
camp with the Kitchen Manager I soon ettled down and started adjusting
to catering for large number .
After three week it was put everything I had learned into my first trade
test, I was given three hour to cook and erve a et menu so the Divisional
Catering Warrant Officer could come and prod, taste and comment on my
efforts. Fortunately it wem very well.
What then followed was not exactly how I perceived unit life 10 be.
Over the next few week I left my trade training behind to become more of
an lnfanteer and a Boxer. Fir t there wa the Military skills competition.
four day taking part in various Military activitie ending with a March
and Shoot. It was an enjoyable few days but I wish the cooking
instruction in the 24 hour pack were a little easier to follow.
Within three days of the Military kill competition finishing, with no
training what o ever, I was in the boxing ring squaring up to an opponent
who had pent the last two week training to give me a good hiding. he
didn't quite manage thi .. but took a close point decision. it must ha\'e
been the huge black eye and plit lip that wayed the judge deci . ion.
Well not exactly what I thought but I have certainly enjoyed m; fiN
couple of momhs and long may it continue.
DR01
202 SIG AL SQ
Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Complin
SSM
W02 (SSM) Keith Fisher
The Squadron has seen yet another extremely bu y few momhs during
which we have managed lo squeeze in a Divisional Exercise. a lilitary
Skills Week. R IT and the Regimental Boxing. Ol forgeuing the on
going commitment to Bowman and a few additional Exerci es that Ops
managed to lip in to the already tight schedule. Reflecting on our
achievement , Ex iron Re olve was a re ounding ucce s thanks to the
help from 2 Sig Regt, 11 ig Regt, l Mech Bde & Sig Sqn and '.! 16 ig qn
who swelled our rank. and without whom we would ha,·e been unable to
deploy into the field.
A wift rum around wa required in order to embark upon the laborious
ta k of preparing for R IT. At the same time we were able to enter L\\O
team · into the Military Skills Week, who did the quaclron proud with
their enthu ia m if nothing else. Our crowning glory ha been the qn
Boxing Team led by gt ' Dino ' Cox. After a gruelling week of training
and ome pectacular preliminary rounds the team were ready for the big
night! De pile the odd being tacked again. t us the hoys put up an
impre ivc performance with Sig 'Ski' l\lcKie and Sig 'Bomber'
Lanca ter howing us how it wa. all done. Our hero on the night \\a' ' gt
'Dino the D troyer' Cox who not only won his fight but clinched an
overall victory. \ e!I done also to Sig Shackleton and ' ig 'Da,e'
Hud on! The re ults were as fo llow ~:
Bantamweight
Sig Greenough
Lost in Final
Featherweight
ig Shackleton
Lost in Final
Lightweight
Sig Hudson
Lost in Final
Sig lcKie
Won in Final
Light Middleweight
Middleweight
Sig Lanca ter
Won in Final
Light Heavyweight
LCpl Chalmers
Won in final
HeavyweighI
Sgt Cox
Won m Final
Super Hea\yweight
Sig Jason
Lost in Vinal
On a ·adder note the ume has come to ay farewell to two of the. qn'.
key personalities. W02 Keith Fisher is heading off. on promotion, to
orthern Ireland as the new RSM of Inf Bde HQ · ig Sqn. we wi'h
you and Deni e the b·st of luck. To add to the deluge W02 (FofS) Ian
Stringer and hh wife Dianne are heading off. on promotitm. to Blandford
to take over as the Foreman of Radio Group at the Ro) al c:hool of
ignaL.
Congratulation, go to the followmg who haYe been sdected to1
promotion to LCpl in 1997: ig Rogers. ig Darkes. Sig Holden .md Sig
Wil on.
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BALACLAVA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SS gt

2Lt F. Hay
Sgt S. Mar hall
S~gt ' Geord~e· Mars~all is sti~I on a high following his promotion to
Wf?~. and for_c_ommandmg the winnmg team 1n the Regimental Military
kill s Compet1t1on. Well done and good luck in Aklershot (PS-Can we all
have ,,ome Para Smoch. please?').
Crn~gratulution also go to LCpl Steve Wells and Sig Duncan Brown
on 1he1r promotions. The drinks are on you! Fare well to Cpl Allan Brown
who hus left the Troop for the bri ght lights of OSC. Elsewhere in the Troop
a nunibcr o~ potenual Oscar wmner have been stnitting the ir stuff in a
new CDT video mmed 'on location ' in Bulford and starring Balac lava
Troop. 1:he video hits. the shops in December and we eagerly await Barry
Norman s congratujauons.

0\ I'RLOO. TROOP
fp ComJ
Lt Ian Garrett
To . gt
'Sgt Jim tillie
m ·e the IJ. t entr) in T/J \Virl' the Troop has been through a erics of
ha:h and lows. , fost wort.. of note "a · Sig Spencer. ig Williams and
I.Cpl ·Ge• vour heel · 1,;gether before you peak to me' King's
p•rfom1<1!1CC in the Lllll)ard rrophy in which tl•:y did the Squadron proud
h) wccessfully compleli~g the cour e._
.
.
.
Conr.mtulu11on 10 1g Grant. Sig Hay, Sig Mournmg and Sig
Willian1 for joming the tracked brotherhood after expert tuition from Cpl
Jamie Gardner. Welcome also to ig \ ood, LCpl Kemp. Sig Peacock.
ii! Angie Wright. Sig Hunter. Sig· P ·ycho' Cris,tick, ig' andman·
Piper. ig · cou e' Oa\'ies. Sig '\Vom1' Walker nnd to Relay crew ig
"Fluuer" Thomp on. ig 'Jell) Belly' Freeth, ig ·Bomber" Shackleton
•uul finall) ig Grant.
Fan:\\ ells go to ig · cott' Lewis \~ho after four and half years of loy~I
,errn:e is finall) leaving for the excitement of 20 Annd Bde HQ nnd Sig
qn. and to pl ·Jamie' Gardner, who i oon to depart for '!1e Royal
. chool of ignals where he may eventually learn to be a ·real y terns
operator. A fond farewell al o goes to LCpl lex Burnham.

WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Sgt Crawford
The rebuild of the Di\·isional Alternate HQ is now well under way.
gt
·Ginster' Cra\\ford has provided more than adequate direction co che
troops and improved the hou e moving kill: of mo 1 of u tremendou ly.
After crawling around among t che variou unidentified cable for a
week or 1wo che re-build of the panzer i now progre ing according 10
plan (a first. maybe!). LCpl ·Eyeball bleeding· cot! has demon ·trated
hi amazing AFV recognition and to everybody' amazement can now
spot an AFV at five yard and has proved 10 be a path finder among l che
CFT team. LCpl ·off to Brecon this weekend' Rudd has also played a
maJor part in the rebuild programme in between his Iron Man
competitions.
Over heard in the garage during OC' in pection of che Armd HQ:
QC -Thi i a good det don't you think Foreman?'
FofS -·Jjust hope it i Bauleworthy. Sir."
OC - "Why? Seem fine to me.·
FofS -'Well Sir. I chink the R IT team would like ome track on
it!!'
206 IG AL SQUADRO.
SqnComd
SSM

Maj I. 0. Westerman
W02 T. P. Crane

PPORT TROOP- A REPORT BY IG 'CADGE' CADGER
Prior to departing for Ex Iron Re olve I was promoted to the dizzy
height of 'Tea Boy'. Thi was to be my ftr t ever exercise after leaving
training. I was looking forward 10 it (sad isn't it!). We left for the exerci e
and I quickly learnt chat I was going to be working very hard but I was
lucky 10 have some of the finest Lineys in the Regt to teach me (creep).
People like Sig Kev 'The Foghorn' Reeve who taught me all about cam
and concealment. (you could never find him when there was work to be
done). and Cpl Bes 'The Fo ii' Beswick from whom I learnt the finer art
of po rure and bearing whilst watching telly wich a brew. The exercise
went very well and we were able to try out a new concept when moving
the HQ by ending the Liney on ahead to pre-lay line (actually it's not a
new concept becau e there are reports of Bes doing it in the Crimean
War-but it was new lO me). To be honest everything was new to me and
before I fini h I mu t just mention the di cussions I had with 'Q' M iller
about past haule between England and Scotland (which he lo t as u ual).
o to finish off-a good exercise by che be t Liney ection in the Corps!
'.\10
TROOP-A LOAD OF DRASH
Tp Comd
Capt Bruce
-p Sgt
SSgt Kidd
Ex Red Tncorn and Iron Re olve, our fir t major exerci e in over a year,
enabled us to deploy HQ DSG to a variety of places on SPTA and also colocatc wich Div Main at a hangar in Hullavington. The rebuild of HQ D G
had been the Regimental main effort since che rerurn from Bosnia-al l eyes
"'ere upon us. The DRASH (Deplorable Rapid Assembty Shelter for one
of it's more tame titles) complex was tried, tested and lived in by the Staff
\'.ho all seemed to approve (and disapprove when it got a little bit cold).
Unimpressed by their moaning the GOC had an idea Lo warm them up
and at Endex marched his entire staff across the Plain and back to
barracks. ig Kev Meek was also left suffering from che cold after he
decided to fill his Kero heater with petrol. Sgt Matt Wakeling
(desperately keen to improve his physique) and LCpl 'AB" Brown
(dl!sperately needing to improve his) indulged in a 'heaves' competition in
a 12 X 12 11 'o guesses as to who won! Even Capt ik B ruce and S ig
Dan Pearson managed to eventually get to grips with cheir ' landrover
onentcenng' m DSG Reece vehicle. Altogether the deployment was a
total success.
The Troop says a sad farewell to Cpl W illie R ushton who is off to I
( KJ ADSR and LCpl Arthur Buchan who is off to N1 on selection for
promotion 10 Cpl-<:ongratulations. Congratulations al o go to LCpl 'AB '
Brown for coming off the same board. Welcome back to LCpl Keithy
Langan who returns after successful completion of his Bl.
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Mons Tp give the traditional farewell to Sig Jonah Jones on his
last exercise with the Tp.
CAMBRA! TROOP-SI K, SWIM OR BURN
Tp Comd
2Lt McGregor
Tp SSgt
Sgt Day
After working hard on both exerci e and in barracks it was decided th at
Cambrai Troop needed a few days off, and this was duly arranged by the
Bo s. At fir tit seemed it would be two easy days in Portsmouth with the
avy. As the plan came together chi idea was quickly quashed and it
became a two day Sea urvival and Fire Fighting cour e. A the Troop
gachered togecher bright and breezy to meet the transport, wich bellie full
of a well organi ed breakfast that Sig Dave Blaney will never let the OC
forget. we et off. Arriving at HM Excellent we ha tily moved to the Sea
Survival e:round and were given a quick brief on che activitie for the next
two days~The morning of the first day was taken up with lectures on ea
survival which pulled together ome frightening slali tic and gave us all
something to think about before we would be thrown in the water.
The afternoon wa spent puning the Jes ons into practice with a
imulated abandon hip chen lifeboat drills. At the end of che day we
moved back Lo our accommodation and prepared to go out on the town
under the "in truclion' of LCpl Jim Walton. After a cold day previously
the next day of Fire Fighting demonstrations were ju t a little hotter. We
watched a number of demon trations then some more lessons on the threat
to a hip from fire. The day quickly passed by and che tran port arrived to
take u back to Bulford. In all the two day were fun but also very
informative for u Pongos.
222 SIG AL SQ ADRO
SqnComd
SSM

Maj R. A. Mulholland
W02 ( SM) G. Johnson

EXERCISE IRO RESOLVE 4-17 OCTOBER 1996
Ex Iron Resolve was GOC 3 (UK) Div annual CPX. 222 Sig Sqn
deployed a a whole to the Salisbury Plain Training Area. initially the
three Nodes; 073 , 083 and 093 were deployed widely to bring all che
various communities into the network. The exercise started with the CO' s
Comm Ex to prove the Ptarmigan connectivity as well a to all ow some
node movement, TN073 being the only foot on the ground at this tenuou
tage. With complete connectivity e tablished the exerci e proper began
meaning a tatic remainder of the exercise for Ptamiigan as ets.
EXERCISE ARABIA H
TER 8-15 OVEMBER 1996
Ex Arabian Hunter was an exercise in which 222 Sig Sqn acted as
hunter force for the final phase of 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn's probation cour e.
All soldiers not involved in che Regimental Mi11tary Skills Competition
deployed on a cold Friday morning to Hereford. Spirits Ii fled con iderably
when che Sqn saw Capt imon Meadowcroft and Sig 'Bruiser' Lyons
leave the warmth of the cookhouse 10 spend a week with 264 (SAS) Sig
Sqn as guest runners. The weekend was utilised by the Squadron to
familiarise themselves with the area while the runners had instruction in
combat survival techniques. On Monday afternoon the runner were
released onto the area and the hunter force moved into action. The runner
had to use sketch maps in order to move around the area and meet agents
at variou RV's. A number of technique were used in an attempt to catch
runners. OP were deployed to watch strategic areas and a number of
earches were conducted in order to ·flush out' runners. At che end of the
four day of hunting, the Squadron had caught a total of seven runner , one
even being unfortunate enough 10 be caught twice and cau ed the
remaining runners a number of difficulties in reaching RVs. At endex, all
participants agreed that it had been an enjoyable, if cold and tiring exercise
which gave everyone the opportunity to use equipment uch as night
vision aids and Cougar Radio in order to catch a live enemy who were not
easy 10 catch,
ADE TROO P
Tp Comd
2Lt . Mor r is
Tp Sgt
gt O'Donnell
With Ex Iron Resolve now over the Troop has 'sellled down ' back al
camp 10 prepare for RSIT, although with the Regimenta l Patrol
Competition and Ex Arabian Hunter, the vehicles are still pining for the
crews caring touch. The social agenda for Christmas is firmly upon us and
wich each muster parade the Troop looks more and more weary.
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OM.\ TROOP
Sqn Comd
Lt H. Bosley
Tp SSgt
Sgt S. Hill
. October,_ for the Troop. commenced with Ex Iron Resolve and ended
w1ch a mamtenance week and a week of Bosnia leave. The \tart of
ovember, and th~ Troop became a part of the hunter force for one of the
264 S1~ Sqn exerci se~ . Sig 'Billy' James was still not found; he was Jasl
seen with a hockey suck somewhere between Washington and Aldershot
L~pl 'Clobber' Campbell. Sig 'Killer' Kilpatrick and ig 'Pounder;
Pierce have ~n boxing training for the last month.
Congratulations to _LCpl Can'!pbell for winning his fight and bemg
crowned the heav}'.we1ght champion of the Regt Congratulations to Sig
Bartlett ?n the armal of his daughter, Jena. The Troop are now heavily
mvolved m preparauon for the RSIT team and the Christmas fe5live ·eason .

EXERCISE JEBEL RA 1M
Offr Leader:
Lt Pier Clishing
The Pad.:
WOl Martin Denton
Sgt Paul Gittins
Cpl DaveMiln
Cpl Kev Thompson
Cpl ' Doc' Livingtone
JT Jo Hughes
LCpl Nicky Glen
LCpl 'Oz' Ozanne
. LCpl 'Boots' Bootle-O'Reily
Ex Jebel .Ramm wa a 9 Sig Regt (R) adventure training exercise that
took place m southern Jordan between 12-23 October. Our aim was to
march Lawrence of Arabia's trail and climb che highest mouncain in the
Wadi Ru.mm region, Jebel Ramm (1754m) . This turned out to be far more
c ha~lengmg that any of us had imagined. After a quick flight to Jordan's
capual Amman, we boar~ed a coach southwards taking u to the Gulf port
of Aquaba; our_start pomt Our k.il and supplie now loaded on their
vehicle and the I irst phase due to begin.
The march from Aquaba to Wadi Rumm. The 70km march took two
days to cover. tem(JCratur~ were moderate but the novelty of sand soon
wore o ff, that smk.mg feeling was becoming hard to shake off. We had
made good peed and had covered over che expected di tance before the
day_ ended. The gmdes found our resting place and brewed up. while we
sat m awe of che scenery as the day light disappeared.
After a good nights' sleep our econd day hould have started well
apart from the early start which unfortunately would remain a habit of ch~
group. The breakfast _could h~ve been belier a 'Boot ' did his utmost to
d1 courage our appetues, havmg depo ited yesterday ocks in che bread
bag. It was g<:>mg to be a hungry morning. The group trekked on,
eventual~y conung face to face with the final straight and the race to Wadi
Ru mm v1 llage. Our resthouse ~vas feveri hly located and a number of large
bee~ consume?. While relaxing our leader was given a hot tip of trying
he1k Hamden s route to climb Jebel Ramm, Hmmmn ...
Thal evening_we. returned lo the de en and e tabli hed a base camp
r~ady for the clunbmg pha e the followin" day. The climb tarted early
(just for a ch~nge) beginning a a walk. the~ a cramble 10 the entrance of
the Great S1q_ canyon. _This was beginning 10 take on monster like
proporuon ~v1ch everythmg _becoming very vertical, and no ea y acccs to
Jebel Ramm s ~mm1t. Choice g lances were exchanged with our leader
gomg 11110 h.eept h mode, he should have died on che spot
The lec~111cal cl1mb111g (or disco knee spot) commea ed witb Dave and
Kev howmg us the wav, not that all of us followed it. The pitche were
frurly hort ru1d not chat techmcal but the abrnpl height wa to become a
knee trembler ~or ~ome . Ten people trying to climb does not make for easy
motoring, conte s1ons of a total fear of height. were being pilled from the
group. We made slow lime and only managed 150m before retreating to
base camp trying to hide our blushes.
T!te sec.ond .attempt started with an aggre sive stance with Martin 'Mr
Mou;ator being the. mstigator. '.he initial ground wa covered very
quickly but we were snll slow lo gam ground when il came to che technical
a peels. We had gained a further 30m (wow) when a crisis came upon u .
A very nruTOw ledge confronted the group followed by a lightly naughty
ch11!1~ey. '!'he ledge offered no protection just a rapid descent. it was now
dec1s1on time as one member of group could not go on. After careful
deliberation it was con idercd wise for che group to de cend to the ba e of
Je~el Ramm, we were all desperately disappointed. Morale had hit a low
pomt.
Today was our _third and_ final attempt all or nothing. We made
outra~eously good ~1me covering the group previou, personal be 1 within
l~ mmutes. The clumney e<.:tion was overcome with the minimum of fu s
w11l~ ~ave admirabl~ top roping the rest of the group. Top tips were
bcgmnmg to emerge from the group such a ; 'Don't say tho e three magic
words-don' l look down ' . Once amongst the dome we had to na ioute our
w~y to the summit as quickly a po sible. With no road sign avail;ble and
midday upon u , it was time to get a move on. We reached the summit ju t
bef<?re _I pm, ?ut our kamikaze slimmers (food poi oaing victims) were
hcg111nm~ to !eel the pace. The view wa magnificent and the climb a truly
worthwhile experience but now for the de .. cent. Thi could be very rapid if
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not taken with some care, but our confidence was now sky high. Ab. eiling
over the c~1mney, although very_ exposed was done with some aplomb and
rock hopp.mg be.came very hip 111deed, We quickly came across the very
well practised climbs and the base of Jebel Ramm was soon obtained. The
race lo reach base cam~ commenced although not without it' hiccups. A
fe:-" .of us were totally 1mpre sed to ee our guide. a dot in the di5lance
w1lhng him .to get the brews on. To our di may our faithful lad decided to
do a runner 111 front of our ~e.ry eyes. Much to our relief his male turned up
only to have mi.nor hot-wmng problems with his 4WD. We eventually
returned to the village ready for a few lemonades. Mission accompli hed
The next. ~orning brought a fresh challenge, the Burdali rock bridg~.
The team d1v1ded mto two, che walkers and the climbers (bad climbing
mo.ve). The five_ walkers qmckly reached the rock bridge impatiently
wa1tmg for a gl!mpse of the climbers. The climbers however did not
e~penence deep JOY and ~aving come face to face with a grade 6 wall we
w1~hdrew. Expenence being th~ b~ller part_ of valour with Doc being the
ulum~te dan~1ng queen, till tw1tc~mg de plte bemg back on solid ground.
The view nught have been splendid but we were ick of hearing about it
from che walkers. This had not bee~ a g??d ex~rience: Our journey home
through Burrall Canyon was awe 111spmng with vtrgm peak: 51ill 10 be
chmbed. We posed tor our final photograph in the village on camel we
·
looked ready for the off and some R&R.
We visited Petra and Amman and had a good blow out with Briti h
Emb_assy taff-Cyprus was beginning to beckon. our bags definitely
bulging espec1all~ for one fema le f!lember. icky Glen had managed to
buy four new patrs of hoe despite havin$ li~ited time and baggage
pace. We d_ep~ed gracefully most of u havmg picked up a bit of Arabic,
some chmbmg llp . and a great sen e of achievement.

EXERCISE AKAMA P RS IT
A team of eight people _travelling _on an arduou journey aero. , and
around . the Akamas Pen111sular with the aid of mountain bike .
Approx_1mately SO miles of sweat and tears a:, these men applied all of
their . k1_ll and techmque to the chall nge laid before them. The orga111ser
of.th1 JOU~ey wa;; HQ qns'
\I Ba nner. along with Cpl 'Mick'
M 1ckJeth wmte, which made the trip uccessful and a laugh for us all. The
other mixed members of the team were. avy (Bust an oarl Da\e
0 bou.rne. fly111g o~er the handle bars R F M ick Hannon and young
Steve Tm T111 look Harn s. The man \\ith all the gear S gt 'Fo""> ·
~cw,hurst. our very own fire ~tarter pl 'Dean· Whitworth and ,\f 'I
d1dn l know I had 2 1 gear · Spearman .
B~fore th drive to ~oli., the start of the fir t leg of the 3ourne). one of
the bikes got a flat Tiu wa followed by a crumpled drive and cold \\t:ak
Cypnot tea from a local cafe when dropped off. this did not feel like a
g_ood tart. The_ fim part of the ride from Polis through Latchi . a mce ea''
nde, then the hill Jut us. Half W:l} up the hill was the \·illage of cochori1i
what a relief for ~I who was ~ill _in 18th gear. The next top nearly al th~
end of our fool climb wa .•1 p1cmc area. where \\ e feasted 11n the Ji\ inc
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p1<ni ' ,upph~ b) our local re ·taurnnt . 1 ow it wa~just a ni ·e slope down
"'our tiN ·amp tte.
fh<' t"COnd da) arri\'ed. ·111 up bright and early. eYery one eager to gel
om ooh 10 be th\\ art •J
a su pect tlat t\fe from an unnamed member
f thb' group. Finall) w • b..:~tin ll~e 1~10,t. chailenglllg asc.ent to date. with
,er.ti mcmben. of the group thmkmg 11 wo•1!d be ea 1er to carry their
b1k ., I<' the top . With the hardest part out of th wa) we soon came across
th<' local light house. Thi being the perfect place to get ome.thing to eat.
'tm belll•: able 10 <e<' our . ccond camp. we proceeded down the tracks
arming at"our de ti nation within the hour. In the e\'ening we were treated
10 the cuhnan delights of a barbecue prepared by our very own ·Ketth
F11,,d· '.\tick \ncklethwaite. After copiou amount of alcohol (not) and
bein" refn: ·hed on the various ·onstellation. . it wa. now time to close the
curt:tin on another exciting day.
• ·o" the last da\ of our intrepid expedition. feeling somewhat . adtlle
ore. "e made progre · on what wa allegedly a flat route back 10 Lat hi.
ot ocing able 10 mis a photo opportunit). Ste,·e Harness rose 10 the
occa ion b) carrying 0111 a daring stunt. not to be out done. Mick Han~on
'.1 oon 10 follow in hi · era ks adding an extra difficult trick of leavmg
his seal and jumping O\'er the handlebars. this also being caught on candid
camera. The rest of the route was downhill ( o to peak). After soon
arrivmg in Latchi. it was oon decided that we wou ld leave sleeping under
the stm to the animals and • pla hed out on a nice pring manres for the
night.

Back Row (L-R): Lt 'Ossie' Osborne, SSgt ' Foggy' Dewhu rst,
SSM, S ig Steve Ha rness
Front Row (L-R}: Pte ' Al' Spea rman, JTech Mick Hannon,
Cpl Dean Whitworth
IG ALLERS HO T LOCAL ORPHANS
On 4 'ovember. children from a local orphanage spent the day at
Mercury Barracks. The children. who were aged 8- I 3 years old, were
ho ted by gt Pauline Cappleman, gt Teri Lees. Sig Si Dennison and
ig Lee Pailing, of Communication Troop.
The 13 young ters began their visit with a look around a Gazelle
helicopter. courtesy of 16 Fil AAC. who kindly let the excited children sit
in. ide the helicopter and play with some of the controls. After ensuring the

helicopter was still in ,me pic«c the group made their way to the
Gymnasium. Here. the chiltlrcn hoi. tcrously played on the Bouncy Castle
and kept th~ PT tall on their toes. goi ng all ou t on the indoor a saull
course. which had been set up. After wearing out the children (or was it
the other way round·!). they cnJoyed a meal at a local Restauranl, and were
thoroughly ente11ained by a local magician.
The vi it was brought to a colourfu l end. when the children were taken
10 the bonfire and fireworks display. which they enjoyed immen ely. Then
it was time to wave goodbye to the tired. but happy children. The hosts
then swiftly made their way to bed with a couple of aspirins, exhausted,
but happy the vi it had gone do~ n so well.
EXERCISE lER
RY BREAK BATTLE CAMPOCTOBER 1996
The month of October wa~ upon us and it meant. Oh joy! Batlle Camp
·ea on again. This is the ume when the per onne l of 9 Sig Reg! ' get out of
the office and into the tie Id ' to practise at being soldier again! lt is an
opportunity to brush up on all the military kills that tend to get neglected
throughout the year while they practi e their variou pecialist trade .
Capt Gordon nderson. gt 'Taff Webb and the Training Wing team
de' ised the exerci e which i divided into four identical week-long pha es
and takes place twice a year. in May and again in October.
The week i ~tructured o that much of it i spent on instruction.
Subject covered are all the fundamental soldiering kills that every
oldier lea.ms in basic training, but which need to be regularly revised: fieldcraft and tactic , battlefield fir t aid , map reading, how to pre enl
order and soldiering in a nuclear biological and chemical environment
( BC). Two whole days of the excrci e are spent on the ranges, and for the
final 24 hours the students are deployed on a miniexerci e in the field in
which they encoumer various ituations and scenario that test their gra p
of the above-mentioned skills. The journey to Melanda ends on a bumpy
dirt track leading to the encampment et on a plateau right on the ea,
which re emble a sort of forgotten outpo t of civili ation with the tent
and military vehicle set neatly round a quare. at the centre of which the
Union Jack and the 9 Sig Regt flag proudly fly. A night navigation
exerci e test the map reading kills of the student . No one got seriously
lost and most came in in good cheer, although none had found all five
checkpoints!
A long day i spent on the ranges at Akrotiri where the mo I popular
phase of the exerci e is the Clo e Quarter Battle Range; In volving
patrolling a · an individual. on tl1e alert Lo the Figure 11 targets which
pring up around the area and must be engaged with live ammunition. At
the very end of the range. a straw mattre is anacked with a bayonet
charge and ferocious war cry. On one occasion. a certain haples LCpl
Circo, never short on enthu&ia m. engaged hi boot as well as the
mattre s ! A couple of stitche later. however. he had made a full recovery.
A mini-exercise took place at the end of the week and the aim was to
test the tudent on every a peel of military · kill . Each ection had to
navigate towards et grid references and react to situations at each point.
Situations included a section aaack in an NBC environme111, delivering
orders 10 set up a rebro ite in a war zone and first aid under enemy fire. It
was on the night of Thursday I 0th October that the almighty thunderstorm
truck the island, and more specifically Melanda Camp! Evacuation was
necessary to Bloodhound Camp, as the tents had all been wa hed away . . .
Just when they all thought it was over, having boarded the transport
home. the DS had one last urprise-a vehicle ambu h half a mile from Ay
Nik and a stretcher race back home! The Battle Camp ended on a high if
exhau ted note and all involved were relieved to put the kit and their
tactical head away for another year!

16 Sig Regt

BFP040
RHQ
CO
Lt Col Hewitt
RS I
WOI (RSM) Boyle
It ha., once again been a very busy period for RHQ trying to juggle the
number of commitments coming in 10 the manpower available Lo do the
tasks. There have been numerous visits to the Regt. including OIC
. fanning and Records. PB I I, Brig Shaw the Comd L Sig Bde and hot
lea.,t of all a \'isit to the families centre by Gen Guthrie, Chief of the
General Staff.

OP
ELL
The Ops cell have been extremely busy trying to plan the recovery of
personnel and equipment from theatre as Op Resolute draws to a
huddering climax for members of 16 Sig Regt. The Ops Offr Capt Tan
Parr) runs the office almost single handed as Capt Willie Dott (Tech
UJt) i'> too bus} with Regt football, WOl ige Cullen (Regt Fof'S) is too
bu.,y \\ith the Regt X-Country, W02 Phil Jones is too busy run ning the
Regt\ social e\'ents in the Wall and Willow club and Cpl 'Two Dads'
Godridge-E\ans the Ops clerk is either off sick or Jost in the local area
11xiline for a Fire 1CO's course!! 1
Quote of the month from Ops: While commenting on the state of his
ne"' Combat 95 i\sue goretex trousers the Tt>ch Adjt was heard 10 say,
•Thee J1C\\ trousers are pants!'
:\IJ<,D\L PARADE
m dal parade \\as held mid eptember to present the !FOR medal to
members of the Regt who were back home in between Roulement tours.
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There were over 50 officers and &oldier on the parade who were presented
their medals by tl1e CO, Lt Col Bernie Hewitt.
SPORT
RHQ goe down 10 skeleton taff every second Wednesday as the 'old
uns' get out and compete in the X-Country league with commendable
performances from the Adjt Capt ally Rees, R M Jim Boyle, Regt
FofS ige C ullen, ChiefClerk Jai Patel and the ORS gt O. B. O ' Brien.

teams in thi s yea!". compe1i1ion. two male and one female (the first ever to
enter the compeuuon).
~e e~ent c?mpri ~? of teams of 4 walking over 40km in a 31 hour
period with va;~ous military stands along the way. Our teams consisted of :
Team I - SSgt Kev Smith, Sgt Dave Butler, LCpl Nige Rogan, ig
Jason Sheath.
Team 2 • Sgt 'Da;:' Evan~. Cpl 'Lofty' Lofthouse, Cpl 'Chalky'
White, Sig Martin Sheridan.
Team 3 - W02 (QMSI) Helen Sleightholme, Sgt ' Daisy' Mundy.
Cpl Angela Kelly. Sig Sarah Hodson.
Admin - Cpl Nick McAnulty.
On a~rival in ~witzerland we 1>penl the first two hours getting changed
and ~ortmg our ktt ready for the off at I 900hrs that evening.

16 Sig Regt's three Swiss Raid Commando Teams
There were teaii:ii. from Germany, Belgium, Holland, Italy, Switzerland
and UK. The English teams that were based in UK and were Para trained
had parachuted into Switzerland earlier that afternoon. At J900hrs we
were off, \~e -:vere all loaded on a large Barge and taken aero s Lake
eu.chatel tor 111sert1?n· After an hour ~n the bar~e we docked and leapt
off and disappeared •.nto the darknes hke lemmmgs running off a cliff.
Our fir>I checkpoint mvolved a seven hour orienteerino event with each
marker giving a variety of points. The aim was to coilect at least 600
pomts.
. At 0530hrs ":'e had attained our goal and moved on. Mo t of the stands
mrnl ved long ui:ned forced marches with points awarded varying on the
length of lime 1t took to complete. Other tands involved an A ault
course, gre.nade throwing: Molotov Cocktail throwing, Pistol Shooting. a
150 ft abseil off a viaduct mto rubber dmghie , an Anti-tank simulator. like
Milan, a FIBUA course. and a timed Burma bridge run. We carried on
throug.h the day and on mto the darkness of Saturday evening. At stand 19
we arnved only Lo be told that it wa closed and all teams that arrived from
now on were out of the competition . Our other two teams came off here
also.
On the Sunday we all paraded in No 2 dres with the other English
teams pnor to the .medal parade as Commander 5 AB Bde wi hed to
add.ress all the Engh h team.s. The female team were given flowers by the
S1~i s orgam er but this did .not reflect their achievements a they had
beaten lots of male team foreign and Engh h, not to mention beating a 5
AB .Bde team (watch out next year!!). After the parade we jumped in our
mm1bu~ .and headed ~ack to JHQ very tired but having enjoyed the
compet~t!on and lookmg forward to an eventful 1997 for military
compet1uon .

HELLO, FAREWELL A D CO GRAT LATION
Hello to Capt teve Goodwin our new 21C from 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn - hope you have a good tour, and a sad farewell to Capt Wendy Kirb
po ted to the Sc~ool of Signals-thanks for all your hard work and the
impact.you made in your short time with the Squadron (hope your new CD
player 1 OK, where did you stick that brass plaque!)
ConlP'atula11ons 10 LCpl Cla ir Mason AGC on her selection for
pr.omot1on and subsequent posting to HQNI, where she can be reunited
with her other half- he's smiling now.
SYSTEM TROOP 252 IGNAL SQ ADRO
Welcome to W02 <FofS) ~ohn Dennis and wife who have joined u'
from 4 Mmd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204). John is taking over the well
worn chair from W<?2 (FofS) Phil Cuttforth who we are all sad to see
de~art and head for his new J?OSI at The Roy~l chool of Signals at 'sunny'
Bl,1~?fo~d Camp on promotion. Thank Phil for all your great ideas and
the JOY you ~ave brought lo the Troop. Also welcome 10 SSgt Bob
Club.b and family who have joined us from the really unny 9 Sig Reg!.
Bob is lucky enough to be taking over the relaxing Tp SSgt (admin.) role
~rom SSgt Steve Reeve whose hard work and long hours will now be put
111 at the Regimental Training Wing.
Mov.mg on.10 thi: menial J CO' farewell to Cpl ·Scottie· zaranek,
C~I . 1ge Wier, S1i; Shane McKeown and Sig Pippa Harvey (nee
Wtlhams congi:atulallons) .w.ho are all leaving us for place. new. Hello to
Cpl Terry Waite who 15 J01mng LIS from places old. Thanks for all the
hard work tbat Sgt Mick 'the Moose' Keeble put into our excellent
Halloween P.arty. He deserves special congratulations in hi. lack of panic
and the keepmg of ht hair.
. Welcome back to ig Kev You~g who recently retumed from hi jolly
m Col~hester. a reformed soldier eagerly awaiting and deserving
promouon as he proved 10 us all by his excellent perfonnance on the Cadre
course(?) keep trying Kev.
Congratulations to the victoriou 252 A Leicester Trophv hockey team
From the Tp Capt Dave Boxhall. Sgt Andy Crabtree, gt ' Doc:
Docherty, LCpl Kev Brooker and Sig Kev Young all participated. With
all the talent that wa shown on the day, I would not be surprised to see a
Corps player or two develop from the team. We feel we should also
congratulate Cpl 'Taff icholl who talked an excellent game. without
h11n we would never have managed to finish third in the Leice ter Trophy
Basketball competition.
Finally we would all like to congratulate LCpl Lee Street on coming
off the board for promotion to Cpl.
VISIT OF CPL MACKAY (RA S IG) TO 16 SIG 'AL

REGIME T
In September 1996. 252 Sig Sqn received a v1 n from
'Downuader'-Cpl ·Sheila' Kylie Mackay of the Royal Au tralian
Signal . Cpl Mackay has been working at 238 ig Sqn in Chel ea on Ex
Long Look and her Yeoman of Signals thought that a hort trip to
Gennan.y would be in order before she flew back 10 unny Au tralia. She
w~ 111v1ted to pend two weeks with 16 Sig Regt and was even provided
with her own personal hostess, LCpl Caroline McMahon.
During her stay, she vi ited several Signals unit . including 220 Sig qn
at Laarbruch and Brug.gen, and 280 (UK) Sig Sqn at St Toni . She saw
demonsl1'3:t1ons on vart011 .type of Briti h .communication equipment
and at 7 Sig Re~ sh_e was given the opportumty to take part in Ex Cygnet
Globe. commu.mcau~g to Signal det in ew Zealand and u tralia. As
Cpl Mackay 1 an mstruct~r on a~I a pee! of comms in her job. this
proved .to be ?~th useful and mtere tmg 10 her and she was surpri ed at the
many s1.m1larme between Briti h and Au tralian y terns. The Reoiment
would hke to thank all units who were involved in making Cpl Mackay
welcome.

SHQ 252 SIGNAL QUADRON
AL .the t.ime of\\ riting HQ 252 Sig qn has almost a Full Hou e for the
first time 111 many months, tl1e SSM ha returned from Ki eljak where he
was detached to 255 Sig Sqa, HQ ARRC Rear a che SSM and Sig John
Walsh has recently gone to Ki eljak for 30 days (medal time).

LEICESTER TROPHY FOOTBALL
A combined RHQ/HQ Sqn team won the Leicester trophy football
competition with a superb di play of kill from Capt Willie Dott and
RSM Jim Boyle show ing that the old heads and stamina could triumph
over youthful enthusiasm.
H ELLOS A D GOODBYE
Welcomes to RHQ are extended to Sgt 0. B. O ' Brien, gt Steve
Wetherill, Cpl 'Two Dads' Godridge-Evans and Cpl Kel Kelly .
Farewells go to gt Debbie Lockley who ha left us 10 have a baby, Sgt
Paul Buckley who leave us on promotion to SSgt as Chief C lerk at 2 16
Sig Sqn, and finally to Mrs Kaye Ogle who has left us on her retirement.
We wi h them all the best of luck.
SWISS RAID COMMANDO
lt was an early tart, the venue Switzerland, che competition 'Sw i s
Raid Commando'. It wa 0700hrs and we were off to Switzerland which
was seven long hours away by minibus. 16 Sig Regt had entered three
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Cpl MacKay's farewell was a traditional German affair!
(L-R): Lt John Carter, Minister of State for Armed Forces (with
cup of teal!), Nicholas Soames MP, W02 (SSM) Mick McKenna
at HO ARRC Rear, Kiseljak
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Cpl Mackay also ettled in vel)'. w~ll LO the JHQ nightli fe. although
LCpl McMahon remarked that the tam1har Cf) of "Lob another ,hrimp on
the barbie, "Sheila".' was becoming a trifle monotonou b\ the econJ
week. With a couple of ightseeing tours thrown in for go0<i'measurc. the
39

, i, 11 enikJ "ith a fe\\ 'tinnie' · in the R gt B~r ~d ~~~ ~~~~~!\~~~ ~t
Reot plaque and a Gennun tem by the
·
1. d
qu~kl turned into a double ~ lebn11Rion when L plpol~ ~~~?~na~ti;~f
that h h;1<l be n nominated tor the egt ummer
.
the,? ear. h Cpl l ad..a all the best f r the future and look forward to the
ne\\I
•
.
.
.
~
I" I
ftN tn\ itati n for a ch :ip holiday Ill Au~t:ra ia.
.,.,ORON
_:- ' IG ' L Q
·
15" ·
n are finally startin° to
Fiillowinl! a year of eparat1on - · ::. 1g 9 ·
' f B ·~ A
n:orou as 'Per onnel return to J HQ from all fou_r corners o
o. m,a.
pof hard work reconstituting the quadron 1s ahead. but not b<.:fo,re
~er\ one h~ enjoyed the Chrbtma · partie and taken their po t ~ur l~a' ~
The hst fe\\ month ha\·e ·een a number of departure. _from th~ i~aron~
G :ld luck to pl · cony' za ranek. po ted to 220 1g qn. P
Y
B~l ard . off to 2 I ig Regt in Coleme and pl Billy S te p hens. ~mries:
th1'> group of tech. disappearing i the only GEloodec
k ~ g~~ lu~~ t~ear o
·Charle\· he ter m the While Helmet .
uc . m
L ' I 'eil Tarry who after over five years in the Regiment ha. finally got
p
d .
a po ting to 24 B B e 1g qn.
·
2L K t
The - quadron welcomes a number of new ~rnvals: . t
ae
Simmonds. QC Echo Tp, good luck with the liney ! Sig '.'fatt W ild . LClll
nd) uttley. with hi . ,~ife .1ona and, son Sean , Sig Colem an . 1g
oult y ig Pr t and 1g Mac 1cNall}.
f
Coriiiratulation to L C pl Berry and Wil on 777 f?r bemg elected_ or
motion to Cpl. 1 0 to C pl Tom Mayn a rd for ht recent.promot~?n.
b~ luck and congratulation to Sig ·Johno' Johnso~ who will be taking
hi new
1 as a LCpl in Glasgow before Chnstma . We al o . ay
~~ngratulati!' and goodbye to ig ·Babs' V illian:i . posted on promouo~
3 (UK) Div ig-Reot The final congratulations goe to C pl Phil
\~ hitehead and hi ·-wif/Claire on the birth of their baby girl 1egan.

,rlo<l

Dt·

f

THE E D OF AN ERA

.
·
f
H err Agoo Griese B EM retired on 3 l May 1996 ending a penod of
erYice with fixed comm y in Gennany o_f over 40 years. ~or tho e o
·ou who have been part of 4 Sig Gp. 21 _Sig Regl. and 16 Sig Regt t~e
~a ing of thi unique individual into reuremenl ~viii be omethmg of a
hock. goo started hi work in static system m 1954 whe n he wa

employed by Siemcn~ but worked for the mil itary at G~h . ~v~nt~al~y
Aoon moved to JHQ and arrived in 1957 where he was em_p oyc Y.
ig
Gp o n the repair of intercom yste ms. He spent ome time w.or~ng ~n
TARR ET but moved wit hi n JHQ to work for Alpha T p, 2 1 1g cgt m
what i, still known as R AF(G) systems. ~-le remained there thro~1 ~hou~ t~1e
60' , 70's and
wh ile all around him came and wen~ . His maste rs
' hanoed from 21 Sig Regt to l Sqn 16 Sig Regt and eYentuall y to 252 Si g
"
l6 s·1 Regt. Agon Wll responsible for the mstaJlauon ol the low
s t~~d VF ~quipment in R F(G) ystems in 1967. T_he system ha re.du~~d
.p ·
bl , · i£e and is now a hadow of its form er glory. lt 1., sull
~o~~~~~~al )ai:~ provide' T g, Met and RAFA circuits t? the remain mg
/AF airfields and other location. in Germany. Agon lo.vmgly te nded the
, ui ment for some 29 year and mu t take gr~at credit for ma111ta111mg
~ tperational capability of what is now an anuquat~d system. There is a
ro·ecl in hnnd to replace the VF equipment and ~ts eventu~I de~arture
~vii~ finally bring the curtain down on a very special and umque area of
fixed communications within Germany.

so·s

BRITISH ARMY (GERM NY) B SKETBALL CHAMPIO SHIPS

1997
·
·
·
d Women'
Th UKSC(G) siaoe of the Anny MaJOr. Mmor un11s an

team \nter Unit Basketball Champion hips 1996 ~a held on ~6-27
ovember at Hammersmith Barracks in Herford. l6.S1g Regt entere one
male and one female team , and having left Rhemdahlen at 0500 on
Tuesday 26 ovember, we arrived at Herford U1tably refreshed and ready

rr fo the
for battle.
.
k
The men' team played two matches m a knoc ·out to qua 1 Y r
followiuo day' competition. They played well, but we~e ~nfortunately
knocked ';,ut of the competition in their last match. The lad1e team played
three matches and won two. Two of the ?ther team . al o won two matches
and eventually the competition was decided by pomts for. Our la l match
fini hed at 1800 that evening and we left believin¥- that we had achieved
second place in the competition and that our troph1e would be en~o. ~e
Regt later that week. ll wa a nice surprise, therefore. to be ca
mo
RHQ the following day to receive the winner · trophy from ?Ur Regt 2IC,
faj 1. R. G r a n t. Suffice 10 say, the ladie team are. now tram mg_ hard for
the next stage of the champion hip in UK. which will take place m March

Thi submission concentrates on tho e elements of the Regiment that
haYe not featured in The \Vire recently.
L REG IMENT (A ) OE TACHME T-SPLIT
Lt\ . Anderson
Det S CO
gt .,Seddon
.
\Vire 1 ote Editor
C pl T1mber~ ey Robmson .
Thi particular det arrived in theatre m June of this year, full of
trepidation for what lay ahead. After a comprehen ive hand over fro".1 our
relieved predeces ors we quickly ettled into our . role m providing
communications upport 10 the RAF Support He licopter Force, ~he
~0
d based MAOT teams and Fuel Escort duties for the Jo1 ~1 Service
Helicopttir force. Our tour has coin~ided with a Mgn1 fican1
number of VTP visib includi ng, HRH The Princess RoyaJ, HRH T he
Duke of Kent and CinC LAN D. Each was given the well poh hed V IP
Brief, outlining the detachment's role a~d structure and, the u mqu~
situation we find our,,elve in, an Anny umt supportmg the au ld enemy

:;';:-rt

the RAF.
· d d d.
, · ed
Off duty there ha been a combination of organ_1se an
1sorga111~
activitie. to entertain the boys-a football match w ith l~cal tean~ Hadjuk
. plil being one of the highlights although the shopping mp. Cro~11an style,
left its mark!! One of the more memorable events was that pinnacle of
enlertamment culture. the ever popular CSE Show ... NOT:
.
The 'Pathfinder Section' of the next det have already arrived m t~eat~.
Bob Carolgees and Spit the Dog were the early amvals, aka Sgt David
Baile>· Weeks and Cpl ~rant ·Boris Becker' Campbell. The Tech CP
will never he the same again.

All submissions for the April issue of
The Wire should be with the editor by
Lt Bill Anderson explaining the intracacies _of th ~ _MAOT Det to
HRH The Duke of Kent. Cpl Andy Lowe 1s waiting for the
opportunity to say his piece
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ACPO
(L-F1}: SSgt Jones, Mrs Michelle Mathews, Capt Oakes,

Mrs Lyn Fadzilah, SSgt Brealey

'Over to you my friend .. . I'm off to the Golf Course!'

43 SIG AL QUADRON (V)-AN UAL CAMP '96
(THE HIGHLIGHTS)
The Squadron was particularly active during the last quarter of 1996,
culminating in the Annual Camp which finally aw off the OC, l aj
Graham Leyland. Annual Camp this year was held in St Lucia where the
Squadron lazed on golden sand sipping rum punch and oaking up the
sunshine- anyone like to sign up for next year? In fact the Annual Camp
wa a multi location e vent with a MOBEX in Bridgwater, a tactical comm
exercise centred on SENTA followed by a week of military training at
Yoxter Camp. The nearest thing lo sand experienced wa the Sennybridge
dust and the only punches were tho e exchanged with the enemy on
SE TA. The weather was good however, remarkably good given the time
of year, and the location we vi ited, so suntans were achieved against the
odds.
There were many notable events during the variou phases with the
three day comm exercise on SENTA providing ome of the most exciting.
These included the bravery of those at All SHF HQ, who under the
dynamic leadership of Ca pt ' last tand' MacLeod cho e to land finn in
the face of a massed attack instead of taking the po ibly more practical
option of a tactical withdrawal. The aggressive tactic of SSgt 'Rambo'
Reid and his fighting patrol succe fully repelled the assault but not
before the 21C demonstrated, much to Sgt Tapley's amu ement, why he
was never con. idered for the Corps Gymnastic Di play Team, by
omer aulting down a steep bank onto the gravel below., This ingle act
signalled the end of the attack, the end of a pair of tropical combats and the
tart of the great escape but that' another tory.

1997.

21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

FEBRUARY 15th !!LATEST!!

QM'S DEPARTMENT
QM (A)
Maj R. W. Lockwood MBE
QM(T)
Capt J. J. Ashwell
W02 (RQMS) V. G. Bannister
RQM (Ge n)
RQMS(Tech)
W02 (RQM ) I. M. Wylie
tores SNCO
Sgt 0. M. Abson
Life has been particularly hectic over recent months. Apan from the
usual support to the Regt, the Dept has had a changeover of QM's and
othc.:r support staff. Sgt Darren Ab on managed to get himself a two week
holiday to Split, supposedly to resol ve the Op Resolute accou nt. Nol to be
outdone Sig Ritchie Preece managed Lo wangle a six month tour to the
Balkans. We' re not sure if thi s is to sort out Sgt Abson 's acco unting or to
add yet another meda l to his burgeoning collection. In the meantime Maj
Rob Lockwood has handed over the re~po n s ibi lity of QM (T) to Capt Jeff
Ashwell , recently arri ved from Herfo rd Is there any truth in the rumour
that he is thin ki ng of tak ing up Golf??

220 SIGNAL SQ ADRON-ACP O
Capt (TOT) J. W. O a kes
OC ACPO
PP l
SSgt S. Brealey
PPS 2
S gt A. J one
It's not very often that ACPO get a mention in The Wire, so who and
what i ACPO? ACPO i n't the Association of Chief Police Officers but it
is the Airfield Communication Planning Office and amongst many other
things, is responsible for the planning and maintenance of all cable
infrastructures on the two remaining RAF airfield within Germany.
Unfortunately we also have to look after the communication · at
Decimomannu in Sardinia and RAF Ascension 1 land-someone has to do
it! ACPO comprise> of three military personnel: the QC-Capt John
Oakes and two Project Planning Staff,
gt Steve Brealey and S gt
J ona h J ones plus two civilian personnel. M r M ichelle Mathews the
Draught person and M r s Ly n Fadzila h-the Clerkffypist.
The last twelve month have been incredibly busy for ACPO. our role
has been dramatically enhanced to inc lude operational tasking over and
above our normal commitments. The year tarted with ACPO and a team
of 220 ig Sqn Tele Mechs deploy ing to Spli t with l F<? R to install the
cable infra tructw-e for HQ Comm Z (Fwd). Thi., was followed, al.most
immedi ately, by a simi lar job for HQ ARRC Mam in SaraJevo. After a
brief rest the team once agai n deployed to th7 Balka n. , th 1 ~ u me to do the
business for HQ MND (SW) and their new Div HQ m BanJ a Luk_a. ACPO
are cu rrently in theatre head ing a team of Telemechs who are in _taili ng
cable infrastructure around Bosnia. in upport of Euromux. Tl11s year
ACPO have conducted 6 dep loyments to the former Yugoslavia. 2 to the
Asccnsion l land and finally l to 1 Kharj in Saudi Arabia, and the year 1s
not over yet!
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EXERCISE GREE LADY-BY A A O NYMO U BUT ACTI\E
PARTICIPA T
On a bright and unny autumn day the wive of220 Sig Sqn couk part m
Ex Green Lady. We were particularly pleased lo have picked the only dry
day that month, adly that happened to fall on the 13th!! A little
apprehensive we proceeded to the Training Wing at 0900 hrs precisely.
Here we met SSgt Russ Da lton and his able a i tam Sgt C arl ·carol'
Hindson. 'Carol' was dre sed in a slinky little number with a cleavage we
all would have died for. We were given a lesson on how to ·avoid the
hine ' and all left appropriately attired and 'made up· . ext on the agenda
wa drill. Russ pent the first few minute explaining the difference
between left and right. Eventually reali ing he was on a lo er, he gently
took us through some fairly ba ic drill steps.
We were then marched off down the road wondering what lay ahead. It
was not long before we found out. Guest 'wife. Bianca wa cho en to lead
u on a Command Task and wa whi ked away by 2Lt Mich ael P owell
and given her instruction . or should I ay 'di tructions._ The task
consi ted of finding a telephone. gelling acros a minefield and re cuing a
casualty-to think that we could have been at home with a nice cup of 1ea.
The first two of these were completed with lictle difficulty but on reaching
the casualty, An gelique wa thrown up aJJ over (no more peas or carrots
thank you).
At last a cup of tea and everyone was getting into the swing of the day.
On the dog tand Sgt G len Kitchen told us to plit up and hide in a
compound whil l RAF police dog were sent to niff u out. 40 minure
later five wives were till missing, three were found in a whecly bin.
definitely not melling of Chanel No 5, while the winners. Angela and
Ursula Cain had clambered on a roof and remained undetecced. Lunch
finally arrived consi ting of Lt Andy Aitken and mas ive 24hr ration
packs-if only they normally contained all thac!
gt G lenn Kitchen then let w. loo eon a bu , a hy ter. an 8 tonne truck
and a Land Rover. This was the finale to a brilliant day. all except for
LCpl 'Daz' K emp who will never be the , ame again after Andrea
·Schumacher' Scott broke the World Land Speed record at her first
attempt. Finally we a sembled in the Squadron ·welfare Centre· to receive
award for ow- effort · . All che wive · would like to take this opportunit) to
thank W 0 2 (SSM) ·tt' Well and all the guy (too numerou co mention)
for their time and patience before and during the day. One more
th ing-When· the next one?

The Wives of 220 Sig Sqn after Ex Green Lady- Shaken but not
Stirred.
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The Championship was decided on a league basis and each match lasted
40 minutes. The first match was played between 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn and
Sp Sqn. It was a very aggressive and evenly matched game and the scores
remained very close in the first half. In the second half 250 Gurkha Sig
Sqn dominated the game with their prowess and skills and stretched the
scores well ahead of Sp Sqn, with 250 eventually winning convincingly.
258 Sig Sqn were the second team to play against 250. The game started
at a hectic pace, and much was made of fast breaks to get over the height
disadvantage. However, as the game progressed, it slowed a littl e and once
again 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn wen: the winners.
250's final game wa. again. t 256 Sig Sqn and a soon as the offi c ial
blew the whistle both teams played very close, man to man marking and
the scores were tied for the fir t half. The second half was very important
for 250 and they demonstrated some extraordinary skills. When the final
whistle went, they had again emerged the winners, and hope to hang on to
the shield for many more years to come.

30 Sig Regt
Bramcote
I A YAR ·TROPHY 1996

' on e

o

.

,

· 1 member,;· of the Regimenth Idaccepted
the formu.lablt:
J_am
h.
· the Blad,
challenge presented by the L;inyard Trophy e t 1. ~:ar m . , .
..
~lounta\n, and ga\'e an excellent account of them.eho.:s. Thi 1 then
't .frr:i~ing began ome two m nths before the _event, wit~ Capt Ric~ar~
0

( , ) •cw hou ea~ Team Captain lay mg a • ohd foundation of en~uranc~
and limes with various location and route . nf~rtunately towards th~
end of the traming we lo. t some good men through lllJ~ne.: namely ap
ewbouse a week before the event, LCpl Guntri_P wit~ bad leg and we
1
I
. I t WOl (YofS) Guy Benson with lun phnts and a .stre..
~ran::~~~-oh~wever, having 'pent £100 to go 'private' he made the Lme of

I

S UPPORT SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. J. Doherty MBE
SSM
W02 (SSM) P. Ellis
Whil st the Regl zips about at IOOO miles an hour to find the manning to
complement the ~ urge effort for Op Resolute and the commitment, still
unknown, for Zaire the Squadron has managed to maintain a degree of
normality. That said the OC deployed to Bosnia in support of the Theatre
Drawdown Unit for a five-week tour of duty over October and November
and the SQMS is two months through hi tour in Split.
The Squadron has continued to make good progre s in the Inter Sqn
Sports Competition. The excellent result of runners up to 256 Sig Sqn in the
Commanding Officer's Challenge pan I , a hike around the Brecon Beacon
m September. was followed up by a win in the Soccer competition and
runners up to 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn in the ba ketball. At the present time the
Squadron is two points clear of 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn on the leader board
with the rugby 7s and part 2 of the Commanding Officer's Challenge till to
go. Should the final position remain unaltered the Christmas celcbra1ions
this year will be started somewhat earlier than usual.
Congratulation al o, to LCpl Sean Whelan for successfu lly
completing hi Junior Qualification Course with the Adjt Gen's Corps. He
aims to be the next Superintendent Clerk by the tum of the century.

Dehi~~~~~n et off at a rea onable pace led by the ne'~ Team Leader. 2Lt
John Brinn and the :!IC. Sgt i McGraw. Excellent ume wa made over
the fir t 20 mile-, which wa probably the hardest pan of the route.
Unfonunately LCpl Chri Trundley. our first casualty. had to be or?ered
to top due to painful hip . However. the weather ~hanged <l:~m~u~ally
over the econd pan of the course with heavy ra~n and m1 t hm1nng
,i ibility to under 20m. The team truggled on despite a number of.other
injurie which Jo t u \'aluable time and with two team: pas~mg u m the
last tages our morale wa everely dented. Howe er. 111 a ume of 1lhrs
and 5-min the team pas ed the finishing line. Morale .returned pretty
quickly after a brew. a hot shower. ome Jeep and then mto to\ n for a
curry 1 A pecial mention must 20 to the CO and R M who met u a~ m?, t
check points and almo t covered the same amount of ground as we did (11
the only time the lads have been plea ed to see the RSM). The support
team of gt Icky Gratrick. Cpl Lee Ford and LCpl tefT Lake. who
kept u full of food and fluids for the whole cour e. and ~a t .but not least.
Capt Richard ewhouse who e emhu iasm was an 111sp1rauon to u all.

TRAINING WING
Trg Offr/Regt YofS
21C

WO I (YofS) Benson
S gt (SSI) Hicks

GE ERAL
The Training Wing has been heavily committed over the period
September- ovember 1996 in support of Regt and Sqn exerci e supplying
manpower to Ex Cygnet Globe, Ex Cygnet Vine and Ex Surpri e Bear.
Training Wing, due to their professionalism, as alway remain in great
demand to provide as istance to both the Regt and out ide units.
Cpl Lee 'handbag' Ford has pent most of his time down in
Sennybridge with 243 Sig Sqn on their annual Battlecamp and Sgt
Gokama ha spent mo t of hi lime in Hangar 2 in EX CON in upport of a
world wide COMEX.

Cpl Biren dra in the ' Ram _Jham' a_fter a v ery successful
gambling session
(L-R): W01 (YofS) Benson, LCpl ~hris Trundley,
Sig Gaz Humphries, S ig Danny Hold! Sig Debs De~nam and
Cpl Kes Wrenn. Hidden from view are 2Lt Bnnn,
Sgt Si McGraw, LCpl Ian Cowan and Sig Arran James.

250 G RKHA JG AL SQ ADRO '
TIHAR 1996
O
·
Th
Despite the majority of the Squadron being away on perauon " 1 ar
was celebrated in the traditional way by those who were left behmd m
Squadron Lines at Bramcote Camp.
.
.
Tihar i the last of the Hindu big annual fesuvals. which falls over the
period October- ovember. It g~s on for five: ausp1c1ou ~ays and. each
day ha a special meaning and object for worship. How~ver, 111 the Brigade
of Gurkhas only the last three days are observed as holidays. Thi year the
festival of Tihar fell over the period 10-12 November 1996 and
celebrations commenced as follows:
.
Lax mi Puja (Goddess of weahh)-a special prayer ":'as_ offered to Lax m1
the
Gurkha
Temple
in
the
morning.
The
scenery
w1thm
the
temple
was
111
spectacular with little oil lamps and candles. After the prayers ended, the
Gurkha \.1ajor, 1\1aj (QGO) Karna her Tamang, kindly offered 'Tika'
Cble-.,ing) to e\'eryone who was present and then ev~ryone moved to the
Ram Jham Kotha (function room) for further ce l ebrauon~.
.
The econd and third days (Govardhan Puja and Bha1 Tika) were also
celebrated in the .,ame manner as the first day in the Ram Jham. Food wa~
provided by the Gurkha chefs throughout Tihar ~n.d as ever, it wa> su~rb.
In addition. the Gurkha ladies (over on a sho~ v1s1t) had made a contai ner
of \1omo (meat dumplings) under the guidance of the SQGO, Ca~t
(QGO) . hiva Kumar Rai , w;1ich made the evenm& even better. This
condudcd Tihar 1996. which has undoubtedly been a big uccess. J Al 250
Gurkha Si!!nal quadron

INTER SQ ADRO
The Inter quadron
popular events in the
held on Thursday 28

BASKETBALL CHAMPIO SHlP
Basketball Champ.ionship. has been one of the mo t
porting calendar m 30 Sig Regt. Thi year 1t was
ovember 1996.

250 Gurkha Signal Squadron Teai:n .
with The Championship Shield and their Prizes

BO NIABLAH
Not long back is Paula Matlock who having put up with unspeakable
deprivation on operations CSipovo yah. hard life blah) fourid her route
back to work one Sunday blocked b) a rogue snowflake. she bravely
decided lo go home again (she who fights and runs away, lives 10 .. .·fJ
als newly returned is LCpl (at lru.t} 'Gaz' Hobson, who will shortly be
deported to 258 Sig Sqn for crirr.cs against technology along with Cpl
ick Blake whose crimes arc many, including ramming a Police car (blue
light was ~ashing) and not trapping like ten men when the opportunit}
presented Itself-sexual tyrannosaurus he i not!!! Still hanging tough out
in !FOR land is Sgt Steve Bell , Paul Bond, Cpl Mick Turner and LCpl
Dean Morgan.
EWS FROM MT TROOP
MTWO
W02 Andy Turner
MT Sgt
Sgt 'Ginge' McNeilly
During the month of ovember there has been a lot of internal
movement within Sp MT due to additional commitments of manning the
Provost Staff, SQMS and Armoury. Sgt Tim Pellett was immediately sent
to jail, via the Provost course at Chichester where he was nick-named
Judge Dredd, or was it Brain Dead, with his tru 1ed sniffer dog Leo. Sgt
'Ginge' Mc eilly received early parole from prison and replaced Sgt Tim
in the MT. He was very keen on this move and turned up for his fir t day of
work wearing a Jeremy Clark on pullover, driving gloves and carrying a
thermo . Sgt Phil Dixon took over the SQMS and discovered a civilian
storeman. Mr Eric imms wearing World War II Battle Dress and a. king
'Is the War over yet'. Mr Aidan Kaczmarczuk the MT AO, was over the
moon with the 1968 computer that was installed after a mere three year
wait. Rumour has it the powe1 lead wi ll come in the next year and a printer
by the millennium. Cpl Ian Homes was involved in the Children in eed
Charity Golf event and true lo the form of last year. won the event. Over
£4000 was rai eel this year by the Regt. well done! L pl John 'Forest'
Watson i now doing hi pell in the Armoury and i 'believed· to be in
there omewhere but there have been no sighting . Even his girlfriend has
to prearrange through RQMS Tony Bottomley for an appointment. LCpl
Andy King, while not caddying for the RSM. represented the Troop on Ex
Cygnet Globe in the USA. Make the most of it Andy. the next time you
leave the camp gates will be on Operational Duty Driver. Cpl Nathan
Ruff had his long awaited ear operation and when a ked if it was a success
said 'pardon'. He maintains it will be the only Operation he will encounter
in 30 Sig Regt. hey don't forget Op Wide Awake! Sgt anda Bahadur
Gurung has maintained the Gurkha tradition in the Geny Bay. of
removing a limb with his Kukri from any operator who has an 'A' job on
their equipment. Sig Ian Slocombe i doing a fine job in the fom1er
Yugo lavia and ·end hi regard to the female population of
Warwick hire who have been picketing barracks ince his departure .
Come back Ian wa the cry. Sig Balaram al o received a short n:prieve
and ailed to Alderney. on the HMS Aldemey, to attend Remembrance
Parade.
Arrival have, as u ual, been few and far between. Sig Govinde arrived
from Hong Kong to take over from LCpl Amrit who i pos1ed to 2 Sig
Regt, York. Welcome to Govinde and a sad farewell to Amrit, be t of luck
in the fu ture.

STOP PRESS . . .
A number of vacancie will oon be availab le in the Training Wing if
you want hard work, lots of sport, work with true profes ionals and get in
lot of wan. around the world then apply in writing, through the chain of
command for the posting of a lifetime.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Bob Morris
FofS
W02 (FofS) Martin Drake
What's new and approved in the 30 ig Regt think tank? ew people
for a ·ta1t, welcome to LCpls Dean Buckley (the gi nger Gigg y), Matt
'the brown hatter ' Mullen, Ja on Meadows, Martin Parkin on, Liam
McSweney (made up name) , Andrea Sander -Fox and Andy "the stick
insect ' Williamson. Everyone a potential FofS and 'hon eouf tout
circulai re' (haviog bought their arrival crates without much persua ·ion).
Amidst much wailing and shedding of tears we are preparmg to say
farewell to the FofS Martin Drake, our pet, old bloke! Who is off to the
life of Riley and 35 Sig Regt (TA), soon to be joined by Sgt Mark Evans
who just can't bear to be parted from fo. ~ie wo sie! Also off is Sgt 'Taff'
Tanner who cannot wait 10 scape to marital bliss at Balado Bnclge (and
the sun, . ea and SATCOM cour eat Latina).
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MILITARY/SPORTING ACHIEVEME TS
The Wing continues to be at the forefront of military event with Cpl
Shaun 'Bi ley' Arundel cleaning up at the Tickle Test shoot a the be t
hot and the OC, WO I (YofS) G uy Ben on coming fir t io the 249 Sig
Sqn reunion of old member and third overall in tho e who look part in the
Kiwi Trophy (that mean more old oldier tories). On the sporting front
the Wing continues to excel with Sgt Gokama organising and then
winning the Inter Sqn Badminton, Cpl Lee Ford and YofS Benson
achieving gold medals in the lnter Sqn Competition, YofS Ben on coming
third in the Commanding Officer's Cro Country and finally Cpl Shaun
Arundel cleaning up at the recent swimm ing competition .

aquatic abilities with Cpl Max 'Baywatch boy' Challis winning the
breaststroke, SSgt Chri 'Old Man River' Higgins doin!! all the long
freestyle events including synchronised drowning, LCpl Phil \larchant
doing the short course event.\ and Cpl Ryan Halsall who won the 50
metre belly-tlop. Talking of highs. C pl Steve 'G riuly Adams' Robinson
has just returned from an expedition to Nepal where he climbed the
heights. rafted the raging torrents and took the top layer of enamel off
many a toilet bowl with his Delhi-Belly venting antics.

PORTI G HIGHLIGHTS AND LOWS
At the Inter-Sqn Swinuning held recently (at which the quadron _can~e
an admirable second) the Troop water babies put up a fine show of their
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1997

Inter Sqn Soccer Challenge-Sp Sqn
Back (L-R): Cpl Ovenden, Cpl Parkinson, LCpl Buckley,
Sgt Palmer, LCpl Williamson, LCpl Mcsweeney, SSgt Smith
Front (L-R): Sgt Tanner, W01 Benson, SSgt Eldridge, Cpl Ford,
Cpl Challis, Cpl Ashton
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resu lts to be proud of. ,

\SS I) Gordon Hitchen and SSgt Ian

31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields

A~~tralia for rwo weeks. Herc they got in

Carte~ wen~fff o~ ~ "'·~~n t~e golf course. in the bar and managed to get
0

lot 01 valua e tr~mm~

Crocodile Dundee.

.

so1~~h~\~~\h~~~ig~~~ew;~~~o~u~njoyG·cd h,o,pit1~i~ 0~~t~i~~e 1::~~~· n~~

S d
Smith was sent out to ennany
.
k d
mu ge
. G· ·
Regt Upon his return his German driver as 'e
t · He of ~ourse ended up al the wrong
English speakmg em1ai!
him direcuons t~ the ai_rpor : l a~e he then s'pent the entire next day in
Munste~. ~fter. mi. ~!;g ~\~ ~~s~~~- tried in vain 'to fin d the correct airport.
the,?ha: ~~ofe ~~1 \\~v1embe~ wa taken up by an expedi ti?n lo N~pal. L?fl
.
fa l 2 m·rn group from the Regiment, 11ew ou o
Steve Bmdk . ad fi~~ ~pent 1wo,days tra elling the Kanchenjunga region
Kathman u an
d trailers before trekking up to the base
·
top of bu es tractors an
fl'
on the
p
· T d of walking they then went w111te water ra ~ng
camp at P~ng erma. ~e expedition concluded with a two day safan m
~~tc~~t~va~mu~t~~~e;i Park. Word of warning, watch where you step,

1

elephant are a lot bigger than doyf io Ca t Sue Pillar who will be AMA
Finally. the Trodop lays fa~L\~eJohn c%i1yer from l 4 Sig Regt in sunny
to D ACEUR an we comes
Wales.
Members of Sp Sqn and 258 Sig Sqn
'Chilling Out', at the end of their 26 mile march over the
Brecon Beacons.

co

RSM

Lt Col R. T. Weston
WOl (RSM) D. E. Hali

A vrnw FRO 1 THE TOP
The Regiment has been extremely busy since our last appcaran c in The
Wire . A successful Bde Ex and annual camp in Ripon was enjoyed by oil
(especia lly the party animals), and was quickly followed by what has ' ince
been termed the Ceremonial Penod. Firstly we were kindly invited to
celebrate the Honours of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chebea
by marching through Chebea and parading at the D~ke of York 's HQ. The
success of this prestigious event •was then consolidated when the Regt
combined with the University of London Officer Training Corps to
pro"idc the Guard of Honour al the Mansion House for the Lord Mayor's
Procession.

EXERCI E BEARS URPRISE
by fli?i~rc~e~v~~! meant to be kept a sec_ret udntil th~ la t ;1yo~e ~
U ~
l l the escape and eva ion exerc1 e reame up
(:offi);:e!/Holt wa one of the worst kept secret;S in the Re~1~en1AThe
knew what to expect when their coach arnved at Lee rg ~ea.

0

~~;~~nte~
force wa _masked a:id:c~~ t~eit:i~~~le~~~:i~ r;:t~f/~;~
The masking was quite comic
.
. w Ill well

hunter fore~ by their height, .accednt eftcb. The dpnit~~r p~~~h~1~gcre~il, the
.
.
d th pn oner were tnppe o anne
an.
e
ed to hide ome item on their bodies. getting them out on
fh~s~;:~;"~a;.a;e prisoner were allowed to keep their Jeeping s.ystem and
a set of clotl~ing. but they all wore cov~rall . Each person was given af Ia~
number. Throughout the entire process mg they had fto endure. a tape ~ryo~e
.
r d b me After three hours o proce mg ev
1
~1:!:3~e~•o~dpa~ed
th{ full ~nning order of t11e tape. lt wa hell. even for

theT~~n;~s~~~~~-were given

a lecture on conduct after c~ture :nd then
marched 9km to a farm which doubled as a Po'Y camp. Here t ey w~~:
.
lar PT and more dose of Le Miserables. owever,
~:;ri~:~~aff ensured they had food and sle~p, much l~ t~e ~~~gi~s~~f ~~
ex 14 Sigs soldier and old weats because it was muc ar

da~e
Sp Sqn Commanding Officers' Challenge Team at the
,
Command phase
.
1
'Who needs a Daf when you have Pte Dun more in the ranks.
258 IG AL SQ ADRON Capt Andy Mould
S~~Comd
\ 02 (SSM) Gordon Hitchen .
.
M · Ga y Smith has temporarily left the Squadron to do his tour m
Bo,sn~~ lea~ing Capt Andy Mould holding the reins. The ~quadr~ a~
a ~d f~ewell to Cpl Bruce Findley who has left the Regnnent a er ix

ye~~ S uadron competed in the Regt Swimming Competition. 258

ha,·ing w~n nearly all the race , won the competit.i.on. ~t Ian Hargre:v:
d Lt John Collver won three races each, whilst Sig Helen Sta Y
a~oved conclusiveiy that ome women can swim faster than me~. W02
!\l) Gordon Hitchen must be congratulated . for put~mg t~e
co~ tition together and also for proving that ol_d age 1. _no barner. tot le
As ever pushing the ''ery limits of phy 1cal ab1hty and ski~ the
s quadro~ man~ged to put together an elite basketball teani with Jes an a
week tu prepare (on top of the very high work load o_n the hop .~oor).
Being frienrlly types the other teams were allowed to wm. after all it s the
taking part that count\!

fs
pof

DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ian Ha rgreaves
T s t
Sgt Kev Belam
.
.
pDelt Tp congratulates Cpl Mick Elliot and his wife. Sharon on the
birth of their first child. Tn additio~ LCpl P~te .Ashcr~ft 1s con~atul~e~
on his recent promotion together with LCpl ~m&nut Robson and L P
Jase Wells who have been selected for promouon m the next ye_ar..
The re. t of the Troop ha~ been hard at work with Sgt To'!' G1bbms and
Cpl teve Bi~hop getting a Kenyan sun tan on Ex Grand Pnx. _They assure
evel)one that providing the rear link detachment for IBW is very hard
work. Cpl Ted Heath has taken his 50 I det on a short tour of Bosma.
J.,CHOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J ohn Collyer
T1, SSg1
gt Ian Carter
.
..
. 'ovemher saw a very bu~y period_ for Echo Tp. wnh three exercise
and an ellpedition to • epal. for a tew select me~bers of the Tp. ln
betY.een exerci~e' !having plenty of time for less serious e~ents~ we .took
art 10 the Regt Tickle Shoot Cpl ige Kerr ran the te~m with a f~w. ~st
~ 11 nute changes due 10 other commitments. We contnbuted to makmo ~
trong team and even though victory wa~n't to be ours, we produce

ri oners were allowed to escape prior to attempting a river
· pand the real escape and evasion began: The hunters were ready
cro ~~~ been iven orders by their QC. Lt 'Big H' Hargreaves. They
~:re obviousllvery plea ed when a contact report was heard after only an
hour The hunters had managed to capture Sig Frank Eversfi;td w~~ wa~
soak~d having fallen into a bog up to his chest. The hunter orce 1 no
the boa either A reque t for a new set of combat wa sent by Cp1
~i~p;arkin "who h~d bc:en chasing Sig Eversfield. Th7 hunters captur~d
a few more during the night.and were delighted when l~ {~~~l Wt~:~~~
loo e talk revealed the locauon of four more runner .
p
0400
was not ha y when he wa found in an abandoned farm hous.e at
h Sig •J!lly' Woollard refused to give his _Zap number as 1t was not
~ of the 'big four'. Becau e of this he was given to the PTls for ome
~baracter readju tment. After fifty minutes n_e1ther. my elf ~r LCp}
'Wimmut' Rob on had managed to break his will. After five minute o
Le Miserable we had the number. The captured runner. were rereleased
at 0700 hrs ready for another day.
.
df
After a day 10 catch up on sleep, the e cape and evasion resume or a
second night. However, this time nobody w~s captured; The hunt~rs
searched the whole area but were faced with a pea souper fog. We tried
area after area, ractic after tactic and patrol after patrol, but toh no ha~ai!;
Eventual! we attempted an all out assault on the only area l al a n
been searihed but still no one was found . It turned out that the runners had
1
hidden in the bog.
.
.
d h nters
Overall the exercise was uccessful with both rU1~ners an ~ h"I
learnin<> ome1hing new about themselves. I thought 1l wa won w 1 e
especially as during it I celebrated by 30th birthday and got another 30
seconds for my BFT.

Would ALL Units ptease n0te the following:
ALL PHOTOS accompanying Articles for
The Wire MUST have CAPTIONS and an
indication ~here they are to be placed in the
text, otherwise they
MAY NOT BE USED
TH E WIR E, FE BRUARY 1997
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(L-R) Pte Okon, Sig Woodhouse, and LCpl McGardty
forming part of the Guard of Honour at the Lord Mayor's
Parade, alongside London Un iversity Officer Training Corps.
Finally on Remembrance Sunday the Regt had the honour of
representing the TA at the Cenotaph, as well a providing marching
elements at numerous local parades and services, including St Paul 's
Cathedral. In tl1e meantime the Sqn have continued with their routine
training (i n the UK, on board ships with the avy, and in the USA) and are
preparing for a busy chedule of bounty te ting and Christmas fe ti vi ties.

NAAFI JOINS FORCES
WITH HIGH STREET
NAMES
Naafi i offering its customer in shops and club the
best from civilian high streets and local , through
partnerships with some of the best known names in
the business.
In shops, a cross-section of locations have been
selected for trial partnerships with Costcutte1~ Londis
and Spar. The exerci e has the full backing of the
Ministry of Defence, and is intended to trengthen the
retail arm of aafi's ervices. The partnership give
each of the stores involved the benefit of support
ervices from one of th three partners.
Air Commodore Allan Vaughan, Naafi's retail and
recreational services director, explained: ' aafi must
find a way to combine the expertise and support
services of civilian retai lers with its own 75-year
experience of the Forces.
'As a result of these trials - and after consulting with
it customers through surveys - aafi will establi h
how best to provide attractive convenience shopping,
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HQSQUADRO
SqnComd
SSM

Maj M. Jackson
W02 (SSM) M. Byrne

A TO R OF THE MOOR
The HQ Sqn Adventure Training Weekend in Dartmoor took place at
the end of October. We paraded at Southfields and were issued wnh the
new arctic sleeping. system-was there something the OC had not told us?
As we drove down to RAF Okehampton the rain got heavier and the roads
narrower. We arrived in Dartmoor in the early hours of Saturday morning
and were greeted by the smiling face of the PSI, gt Phil Robson. After a
few hours sleep the day began with a stroll across Dartmoor with Q 1
Andre crivener from the LAD sweeping the route behind the rest of the
Squadron!
The activities continued throughout the afternoon with go-carting and
quad-biking. LCpl Tim Maltby demonstrated his biking kills while Lt
Kate Harris mastered the difference between the brake and accelerator.
On the go-carts the Grand Prix drivers amongst us were in their element.
Lt Anna Darnell was detennined not to be lapped by Maj Mike Jackson.
After an active day the Squadron went back to camp for more activity in
the bar and local night-club. The highlight of the weekend was still to
come. Sunday morning was spen t playing Paintball. The Squadron at in
minibuses in the pouring rain trying 10 convince the organiser that it was
far too wet to play. The competitive pirit. however. got the better of us.
The red team led by Sgts Pete Jones and J im McMahon were victorious
leaving Sgt Cynthia Jackson with the brui es to prove it. An excellent
weekend drew to a close with Sgt Emma Orrell' mobile food supplies
ensuring nobody went hungry on the way home.
REGIMENTAL DRIVER TRAINING COURSE 17-24 OVE 1BER
-1996
The econd Driver and Trade Training Course of the year assembled at
a very wet and windy Browndown Training Canip on Sunday 17
November. The majority of the SNCO's arrived looking more than a little
weary following the Sgts Me s Draw the previou evening. However,
SSgt Sheila Billing. acting as 1/C Admin for the week. oon woke
everyone up as he detailed people to tasks and by 1800hrs everything was
in place ready for a bright early tart the following morning.
It wa still dark o'clock on Monday 18 ovember {0600hr) when
everyone emerged ready for a ession of PT under the expert guidance of
pl Amy McAuUiffe-well, thi was not strictly true as some S CO'
mu t still have been feeling a little tired as the Mes Draw took it toll and
decided a few extra minutes in bed would be worth a day on duty and an
evening running the Mes Bar! A total of nine tudents as embled for the
Driving Course, the first challenge being to pa the highway Code Matrix

stocking more competitively priced goods and
employing high standards of customer care.'
A imilar exercise is underway in aafi club , a
aafi enlists three major brewers to help find a
winning pub formula for its junior ranks clubs. Bas ,
Scottish Courage and Whitbread have gone into
partriership with Naafi in one club each. As with
shops, the clubs will continue to be operated by aafi
staff, but the brewers will be offering guidance on
specific areas.
Allan Vaughan laid out the objectives of the trial: 'If
the customers would feel happy to u e the aafi club
as a matter of choice on a regular ba i - 'much as a
civilian would u e their local - then the experiment
wi ll be deemed a succe s.'
Both the shop and club trials are cheduled for
completion in Spring 1997, wh n the ucce of the
operation will be gaged and the appropriate
partnerships 'rolled out' to the other
aafi
e tabli hment .
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Tc t. Aller 40 minu1c' \lr.llching of he.ids and onl) one perslln managing
to p. , "e all "c-ndcred •vhether a \\ c k wa long enough for the ou~e.
I.Cpl .\kGarrit). 3 qn. insi. ted he ha~ taken t~~ te t 1h p~ev1ou, \\Cek.
and pa sed. all that can be said about h_1m was. II • a good JOb plenty o1
blank n:\\er heets w~re available. A nuracle did occur eventually and all
tudenh 0<>ot the fiN hurdle om of the vay. bul "ith the warning thal the
te't does con ·i. 1 of High\\ ay Code qu~·srions;-fail the qu_e ,tions and_ you
tail the te•t! f1er re\l:iun on \ ork · Ticket . tuel ac ounl'ng and accident
reporting. n \\a. time for the in tructo~ to brave the ope1~ road with !heir
tledgling drivers
gt Roy mith. Sgt Tarqwell Tra,•is and Cpl
The LGV ln·tructors:
an Baker had the easier ta. k of teaching the LG
tudent ·(they can at
lea i drive). \\hile W02 (RQ 1 ) John Middleton and Cpl Sharon
Drh er once again took on the real challenge of in tructing 1he Ba. ic Light
Vehicle stude.i°1 Remember no dual conuol for any of u. ! The fir t hour
or . {I "a pent ou1 on the training area and then. the inevi1able deci~ion
time anwcd '·hen ever)one wa lei loos to terrorise the local popula_uon.
lo" ly bu1 sure I} again 1 all the odds, student began 10 appreciated
ever)·thing that Driver Training. im~olve and the. days raced on toward
Te t Day. Fortunate I) , The Kinghsher Pub oflered the es~ape every
evening, where the instructors were able to regain their anny and the
student<; replace some of 1he nervou energy.lost dur!ng the day..
FiN up for test was SSgt ·Jack Ru sell Hawkins ho aid he only
needed the licence so he could drive the truck that would be needed to
carry all the RSM ' personal kit on exerci e! Cpl W ilson and LCpl
Holder. 56 qn, were ·oon through their lest and then it wa tl1e 1_urn of
ig Walker from 41 qn to step forward as the firs~ _of tl1e Basic Car
Licence tudent to attempt the te t. Under the expert tmuon of the RQMS.
the re ult was never in doubt-another pass. LCpl aw. er. 56 Sqn.
unfortuna1ely failed hi 1 1 at the fir t attempt bu! _who wouldn't fail if
they had S gt 'Roy-Pit Bull' mith at in 1he examiners chair. Howe,:er,
after a quick kick up the rear he oon put the course back on track pas mg
at the second auempt. LCpl lcGarrity, 83 qn. pent mo t of the
morning prior to hi test vi i1ing the littl_e boys room but ~1a~aged t~
control him elf and was uccessful at his first atlempt. Sig
ur ey
Harrigan managed 10 top talking about her time ia Bo nia ju t long
enough IO pass her test at the fir t auempt-a real .hock lo all the
instructor who remember her auemp to pa the Basic Car Test on a
cour e only two years previously. The pre ure wa now on Sgt P hil
Robson. PSI HQ qn. as the la l per on up for the LGV Te !-according to
gt Tarqwell Travis he wasn't the brightest of students! However, P.as he
did and he can now hire the Golf Buggy for 1he next round of golf with the
RS 1. Cpl Sh aron Dri\'er and Mrs laggie fcKenzie, our token all
female enuy. were till bu y working with the pede trian in Gosport
Town Centre-a pas by Maggie meant the Grand Slam for the course. Cp l
Driver had little to say about her tudem-not urprisingly ince he had
raging toothache for the week of the course. However, he at last gave in
and had the offending too1h removed. Unforrunately for us all thi meant
that Shar on was oon back to her normal elf bumping her gums!! Mr
tcKenzie pas'ed the following morning-a 100% pass rate for the course.
Well done 10 the in tructors and students.
A combined end of cour ' e function with the Trade Course students was
held in the Browndown Club. Thanks go to the organisers, Cpl Co grove.
LCpl Pu rves, LCpl Holder and LCp l McGa rrity for an excellent
evening. A mention also for the chefs, LCpl ·scou e' ealy and Cpl
·Le ley' Wade. for their excellent culinary kills, especially Cpl Wade for
her extremely ·interesting' pizzas. C pl Derek Fairs and his merry band
once again provided the Yitai admin upport and all lha1 remain LO be said
is roll en March 1997 when the next course i due to s1art.

41 (PLK) Q UADRO
SqnComd
SSM

Maj R. E. C. Davies TD
W02 (S M) R. C. W hi te

O FFI ERS' MES DINNER
The Squadron managed to produce seven officers and one officer cadet
for the occasion of Capt D ia ne Burke's farewell dining out from the unit.
The dinner was arranged at a local Coul don Hotel by the PSAO, Capt
Geo rge De,ine, to bid goodbye to a very popular member of the Mess
who is disappearing to Canada with her hu band M ike for a 1wo year tour
at the Canadian School of Signals. It was a superb evening and one of the
bright spots was a pre entation to the Mess by Diane of an antique map of
Kensington which proudly now graces the wall in the Mess. She in turn
was presented with a gift to remind her of her days in the Squadron; a
urprise painting of all the Sqn Officers in the uniform of the Kensington
Regt. A certain amount of artistic license was required in giving our Lady
Officer' long grey skirt but the finished article, it was agreed, was worth
11. \\'e all returned to the me5s then to 'carry on the movement' and put the
world to right~ till the wee small hours. Haste ye back, Di ane.
56 Q . DRO
. qn Comd
Maj G. M . Bryan TD
SS 1
W0 2 (SSM) P. B. WaterhollSe
Since the last Wire otes, the Squadron has attended Annual Camp, as a
Sqn of 31 Siµ Rl!gt (V) for the tirs1 time. This was held in September 1996,
y. th the Squadron being deployed at Ripon, Edinburgh and Stirling hire.
'ome 40 plus members of the quadron were present for the two weeks.
\\c al o participated in the Freedom Parade held in the area of Che! ea and
Ken\ington , ha\ mg spent the weekend rehearsing at RAF Uxbridge.
good tum out made the day the success that it was. Furthermore,
re ruiting e\Cnts have included a very successful Open Evening held on 26
46

two wcek5 a:. part of anotl1er Tr op, but they were plea:.ed 1o return to 859

1

'J~reesr;iem bcrs of the Troop successfully completed their Cadre Course i~

WELCOMES A D GOODBYE
With the Annual Camp, Freedom Parade, Royal Toumamcnl Lord
M_ayors Parade, Cenotaph and lots more out of the way, 11 1s with' re ret
~a~1he ~fficer plot has now swung into action and sad farewells arc ~em
o apt tc_ve aker, Lt Kate Harris and Lt Anna Darnell you will all
be sorely missed.
·
.A.s to welcomes, we welcome Capt Seb Wa lker our man m the
~1mstry, ~t Susie Sidwell and Capt John Russell. who' returns to us from
osma with, I am sure, a lot of War Stories. On the Regular front It "s a
wCarm welcome to our new PSI, Sgt ick 'He will be in it' W~d ; d
pl Steve Taylor, PSI Tech.
an

u Y· 1gs J~tlcr, .Renaud , and Sawyer, all performed well and we
worthy of their certificates.
re
We have welcomed Sig Childs back to the quadron and mto our
T;oo~. Hfler a gap of a few years. Additionally. LCpl Eve and Sig Scott
have J01~ed us. Congratulations Lo Sig Sawyer, on the birth of his ch'ld
1
born dunng the summer.
•
83SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj ,J. Irvine
PSAO
Capt D. Thomas
SSM .
W02 (SSM) R. Harding
The Squadron has been through a great deal of change~ in recent years
and months. and lo iCs credit it has survived and now begi ns to grow.
h~a1ty wel~ome back 1s sent o ut to our re1urning War Hero's from Bo~nia
Sig Martm Woodhouse (now LCpl and dad there was obvious! ·
~omi:th1~g. in_ the waler._ congratulations), pl Mark Lawrence and LC ~
Beckie tnc~land. lo those from the Squadron still on Op Resolui~
LCpl Dave '11sell, LCpl id Ahluwalia. "ig ·sully ' Sullivan (our hctl '
I nfo111eer).
e

8

A

PROMOTIONS
ReCt~ngS~atuplatiloMns to our.recent promotions. the Long suffering Ex 39 Sig
g s 1g au
cGarnty to LCpl and our very own pl Malt C ·h.IJ
Sgt. Well done.
a 1 to
QMS'SSTORE
I must mention the good humoured cuddly Ex 7 s1·g R t L'
Sgt R · S 'th "f
·
'
eg meman
. oy m1 , (1 . you believe that you will believe an thin wh~
conunues to supply this Squadron with all it needs. Thank yoJ Roy~)

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow
The CO leads the Regiment towards Sloane Square
during the Regiment's Freedom Parade
of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea in October
ovember 1996, 1ogether with attendance by the Recruiting T~al!l locally.
This busy period has also seen the Squadron provide the maJOnty of the
manpower for the Remembrance Day Parade at the Cenotaph. With our
Second in Command, Capt Brian Howe. being the Parade Marshall , who
ay we cannot stand in for the Foot Guards.
858 (RADIO) TROOP
The Troop has been particularly bu yin the run-up to Annual Camp and
had good tum-outs for Ex Cockney Rag 3. the final Regimental Exercise
before Ex Purple Duster, and for the Sqn Camp Prep Weekend. We also
had one participant in the recent Regimental Cadre Course: Well done to
Sig Amanda Blackiston for an excellent performance there. .
Annual Camp in September wa undoubtedly the highlight of 858
Troop· Training Year, when we deployed as the Squadron's 'A' Type
Troop during Ex Purple Duster 2. The Exerci e was full of ' intere ting'
challenges which tested initiative, lateral thinking, diplomacy and , on
more than one occasion. patience. to !he full : How, for example, to deal
with a delegation of burly Scot threatening un peakable reprisals if we
didn't immediately di mantle the FRT 618'S (very heavy! ) 70 ft mast from
the football pitch ia time for the local Garrison team' next match ... CWe
declined and live to tell the tale!): how to ·uitably entertain our two
American visitors, attached from the US ational Guard. (Solution: Send
!hem for a nigh1 on the town with Cpls Chris Maginni , 'Wi lf' Wilson
and 'Dickie' Bonner, and don' t ask too many question about which
'Sight ' were seen and hown! ... ) The list goe on, and thi i with?ut
mentioning the various comm puzzles set by our kindly DS which
(perhap to their surpri e and chagrin?) we managed to solve every time.
Our efforts were uitably rewarded , albeit briefly, by a flying vi it to
Edinburgh Castle and a chance to soak up some un and indulge in an ice,
cream or three.
The second week with the Regiment in Ripon provided the chance to
relax after the hard work with a variety of activities including a walk along
pah of the Pennine Way, a Fun Shoot and an Orienteering Competition in
which L t Jackie Blake proved you really can trust an officer with a map
by winning the Female Section, and LCpl Colin Teo wa the Squadron 's
highest placed male.
Life after Camp certainly hasn't been boring. A large number of the
Troop took part in October's Freedom Parade through the Borough of
Kensington and Che! ea. and having got a 1aste for ceremonials, everal
' volunteered' to form part of the Regiment 's contingent representing 1he
Territorial Arn1y at the Remembrance Day Parade at London's Cenotaph.
In be1ween ceremonials, many of the Troop attended the Squadron's
Training Weekend at Longmoor in late October where, amongst other
things, they were treated to the deligh1 of Harbour Drills, a Treasure Hum
and a Fun Shoot. Congratulations to SSgt Tony Potter , who was the
runaway wi nner of best shot.
Finally, congratulations, to LCpls Paul G reenhill and Amanda
Blackiston , on their recent promotions .
859 (RADIO) T ROOP
Annual Camp 1996, our first with 3 1 Sig Reg! has been and gone, 859
Tp were generou enough 10 share their expertise with tl1e other two Tps,
and hence some personnel were attached to 857 Tp, whilst others 10 858
Tp. They howed them how 10 carry oul their comms effectively, for
which, I am sure, 1he other Troops were eternally grateful! Our Sgt ,Jim
Paine, was an invaluable ource of help to 858 Tp, a they grappled wi th
the skill of communication. It was interesting for the Troop to experience
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Lt olA.C.C.Lap ley
WOl (RS I) G. G. A. Reith

HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Capt Cammy Payn
W02 (SSM) Terry McVey

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations _to W02 (S 1) Terry McVey and W02 Karen Swan
on the birth of theu daughter Rebecca. Well done Karen. we all know
Terry only had a :.mall part to play.!
BOUNTY QUALIFICATIO WEEKEND
HQ and 61 Sqn ran a Bounty Qualification Weekend at Barrybuddon
Trg C:amp over the period 26,27 October. The weekend went
excepllonally well with practice 10 and I J (ni<>ht shoot) being fired
Three members of the Squadron qualified a· mark~men in the APWT and
our ne"'. Col. Lt Co_I Lapsley awarded them with their cro ed ritles (a
very pnzed posse s1on indeed). The three were as follow : Cpl Tam
McCartney, Cfn Mcinally and Sig Dodd .
SS~t Davie M~Guire and_Sgt Sam Fraser ran the NBC, and First Aid
Training and te ung respecttvely. Sgt Fraser (who is the Re<>t's blonde
bombshe_ll) ha? no shortage of volunteer to act a uncon cious°causalities
for her Ftrst Aid Stand (I wonder why).
RECR ITS
The Squadron continue to recruit well and would like to give a bi<>0
welcome 10 our late t batch, they are:Recruit Leitch
Recruit Travis
Recruit Currie
Recruit Pardo
On.the subjec1 of recruits our Squadron RRTT member Sgt Raymond
McMillan _who 1s. an ex Para (and never 1ires of letting everyone know)
~ho h,a said not JU~t once and I quote 'all tho. e jumps and never had an
lnJU?' at our. Recnut Weekend at Stirling Training Camp fell on ice and
broke ht wnst and cut lus head. Bad luck Raymond we wi h you a
speedy recovery.

ARRIVALS
DDEPART RES
With !he ongoing op_eration in former Yugoslavia the Squadron ha
~en well repre ented w11h outgoings of LCpl John Macdonald , and later
t is fT!Onlh, Capt Da n Robertson. They will join L C pl Jimmy Dou las
who is holding the. fort out !here a1 the moment. Just a word to ~ 1
Douglas-your car will .be feeling !he cold back in Brechin-but not as cold
as your loca110~. We bid a hearty welcome 10 LCpl T ina Young on and
LCpl Rory M il ne who have recenlly returned to the fold and lo LC 1
Edgerton who had a m1 hap over there and i making a speedy recover!:
MOVE TO GORDO BA RRACKS
The move of 51 Sq~ to Gordon Barracks has finally been achieved-the
result of years of dedicated hoarding by Sgt (SQMS) George F raser
BEM has come to hght and many 4 tonner load were lifted and hifted by
exhausle? Squa<!ron member ! ! Although the phy ical move went well
whe are. Ill! working _on the S?cial side of the T.A. and having other units i~
t e me es takes a bit of geumg used to.

OCIAL CIRCLE
At our Reg1 Officers' Summer Ball, held in Banchory organi ed
uperbly by Sqn 2IC. Capt J ohn Mackie. !he opportuni1y w~s taken by
the younger officer to say f'.ll"ewell 10 L t Phil Donegan . A:. you can see
from th_e photograph a certain amount of ritual wa involved and Phil 's
new unit have the added bonu of enjoying his wonderful inging voice_
al~H now boy Soprano. Our photograph hows Capts Domnh all Dods
Bna~ Sha nkla nd, ~t tua rt liddJeton, and 2Lt Steve 1cbrid~
ensuring Lt Donega n take was well done.

EXERCISE GRAND PRIX
Cpl 'Shug· ~acLean, our Squadron Chef has deployed wilh I KO B
on Ex ~rand Pnx to Kenya for a six week exerci e. On the KOSBs return
they w!ll have two months with their families before deploymen1 to Honn
Kong tor a 1x month tour in which they will be invol ed in the handove~
of the Is.land. But they are not g Hing our 'Shug' for their tour he' been
badly m1 ed and we want him back.
SSM OTE
The RSM, who ' favourite subject is B has been trying like mad to
get the SM on an NBC Instructors Cour e but up until now ha been
un u~ccs fol. Maybe it's ~ecau e 1he S M has been working in Trg Wng
full Lime m .the ab ence of SSgt Ka ren Ti nda ll who i recovering from a
knee operauon. All the be t Karen. Hurry back, the computer 0not a virus I
think .
SJ (H1GHLA D) SIG AL QUAD RON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Morna trachan
S M
W02 (S M) Ian Walker
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Our oth ·r photogrJph ' ho\\ our OC, M aj Morna Strachan di splayi ng
II tht> dignit~ and poise that 1s e-..pected of a fi eld officer. ff you arc
\\Ond~ring ho\\ she got up 1h ·r m the first place-check out the ltncy.
l.1dd r in th· t>ackeround . Th • l· ·cas1on was the quadron Country and
\\ Nern night orianised .b) 1 .;~ P
Jo~n ~orman and h!s \\ ife
Cl ire ,11~ de-.:rvc ;,pe ml mention tor p1tchmg m and helping the
, quadwn functions go e trcm I smoothly-her "3tering m~nagemenl
n>ur e at Aberd•en College did not prepare her f,ir some ol the more
hi1arre reque. I' that T.A. people come up with!!

!

EXERCISE STAGECOACH 96
Ju 1 in case you think it is all play and no work here in Siberia-the
quadron just had a major part in the above 2 (NC) Bde exercise. We
brushed up on all our old skills that have become a bit rusty due to the
advent of NCRS training. All our location achie ved comm and newer
member saw a part of the Squadron' role that the old timers had
perfected. A spec ial mention mu t go to Sgt Harry Buck and his det- they
\\ere our mobile element and were te ting some new equipment- tins and
some very long tring indeed. They had a very strenuou time and came
back 10 barracks still cheerful- well done to all conce rned.
As the festive season approaches-we are all gearing
' And Finally·
up for 1he coming onslaught-wio would like to wi h all our friends and
colleagues a very merr) ChriMm as and have a typical Scots new year.
A joke from the SSM- 21C orders a Tarka vindaloo from the take
awav- when a ked what it was he said ' It's like a beef vindaloo but a little
1
Oller ' DO YO SEE WHAT WE HAVE TOE DURE UP HERE!?
52 (LOWLA ' D) 'IG AL SQ ADRO (V)
Sqn Co md
1aj D, S.S. Andrews
S M
W02 (S M) H. I. McKay
The Squadron finally broke with the habits of the past two years and got
back to ome concentrated Mould and mobile HF trai1 1ing- rather than
"CRS ·in early October. Thi> culminated in mid ovember with Ex
tagecoach. the fir;,1 of a senes of Integrated Contingency Planning type
exercises due over the coming months. This saw MIV's deploy from
Glasgo"' across Scotland on the Friday night LO locations ranging from
Fra-.:rburgh in the north, to Campbell town in the west and Dumfries in the
South. Aho involved in this exercises were static detachments in
Edinburgh Castle and
cwton-St-Boswell where the local council
pro\ ided the Del with a l O" TV and video, in case they got bored over the
\\eekend .
• 'll\ember has also seen the return of LCpl Carol White from her
ad\enture' in Bo-.nia. and at the same time Capt Donald Gordon
extended once again for hi-. third tour {doe~ he really dislike us that much),
but he till found the ume to return for arrnistice day parade. and ju t as
v.ell a he 'tepped in at the last minute to act as the wreath layer for the
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Gia gow location. On the way ea.,l for a tour with IFOR is Pte Alistair
Paterson who will no doubt maintain the ability to produce the culinary
deli<Tlll. that he is renowned for back in Gia gow.
The quadron welcomes new blood in the form of Sigs Lee
Cuthbertson. and Robert tcGill who have both ucccssfu ll y comp leted
their basic rec ruit course over the last month. O n the departure side the
quadron wi ·hes ig Rona Crawfor d we ll o n her move to HQ Sqn .

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

61 (CITY O F EDINBURGH) SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
1aj F iona Farquharson
SM
W02 (S M) Bill Strachan
Given that annu al ca mp tini . hed at the end of September it to k some
time for many of u to reco ver fr m the ' hell shock ' of Warcop.
Consequently October and o e mber ha een little excitement in terms
of unu sual acti vity. There was the usual ru n of Squadron training
weekend where we have bee n re-introduced to the wonder and mysterie
of C PX land line communications. The ' D.U.S.T.' ha not yet eltled for a
number ofu ' who have for the past 18 months or o been concentrati ng on
the foible of NCR . The Squadron did ho ld a very succe sful open night
follow ing on a local recruitment campaign master minded by Capt
Domhnall Dods. Some good PR cover wa secured by him.
It wa in October that muny of the Squadron had their fir. I ex posure to
night shoot at Barry Buddon Range near Dundee. If you thought the
hoot ing was good duri ng daylight hours you hould have seen thi .
Suffice to ay that the 'be t wor e' shot overall wa a recent addition Sig
'Cat eyes ' (aka norak) For yth with two (ou t of 120)! Bisley here he
(don't) come. Better performance was that of L C pl 'Wilma' Moyes who
on good authority hauered the glazing in the local ho telry- with her
karoake rendering of ' Fame' (it was brutal).
ovember aw the quadron involved in their annual pi lgrimage to the
local church for their Remembrance parade. The local parish i somewhat
privileged with a VC awarded po thumously to one of their number early
in World War IL lt i alway a touching reminder at that ti me of the year
brought home with a force when one learn that th at particular VC was
only a 26 year old Corporal. lt wa a privilege for the Squadron to place a
poppy wreath . carried by S gt Helen Jepbcote a nd OC John Fleming, at
the local memorial. The write r is pleased to note that on thi occa ion we
preceded the Brownies into c hurch!
61 Sqn has provided four per onnel to IFOR operations in Bo nia. Cpl
John 'FM" Faiclmey and our favouri te Space Cadet LCpl Jimmy Collins
are now home on completion of a ix month tour (well nearly for LCpl
Collins.) LCpl Fraser Allan (Smiler) ou r otherw i e frie ndly postman will
make it home mid December ju t in time for a spot of overtime deliveri ng
his Christmas Mai l- you have 10 admire his timing-that i unless he' on
trike!
It i no coincidence that the international new from Bosnia has been
somewhat subdued late ly. We here pecul ate that that i as a re ult of our
latest po ting to IFOR in the person of Sgt Jaqueline Smith (aka the
Buckie Drifter) who was both delighted and terrified, at least initiall y,
whe n she wa selected for COMM CE po t. She keep in frequent
contact with her Squadron friend . Based near Split she is due home fo r a
period of R & R in December. We expect her Se rbo-Croat skill s to have
improved beyond ·gi ' e a fag please ' by the time we next see her.
O n the domestic front the QC wa. delighted 10 hear of the birth of a
baby girl (Lauren) to our former gt Karen Young and our ex isting Sgt
Stewart Young. All three well. Congratulations loo lo LCpl Billy Smith
on his recent promotion to LCpl and who is immi nently also awaiting
fatherhood. Lt is with a fa ir degree of excite me nt that we in the q uadron
anticipate the TV debut of our very own ' Gl adiator' Sig 'Skinbob'
Munro. He's one of those guys who excel at anything he tries- ugh! His
mo t recent and noteworthy achievement wru to pas wi th relati ve ease all
the a e ment trials fo r the 'T V G ladi ators'. Hopi ng to compete aga inst
' Vogue' or ' Zodiac· he i due to ane nd a ' Glad iators' training camp in
June with live competition that month. We wish him all success. A very
successful athlete he is an accomplished boxer of nearl y I0 years amateur
• experie nce, hopes 10 repre. e nt the Regt in fo rthcoming amateur
competitio n, with a view to aspiring to Scotti h representatio n in the
Commonwealth Game in 1998. Thereafter who knows- T he World or
retirement. Among the other tring. 10 his fi ddle is his acti viti es in the
Regl Pipe Band where he pl ays te nor dru m and i practising fo r the pipes.
The noise is unbearable.
EXERCISE STAGECOACH
This aw the Squadron for the fi rst time in eighteen months revert to its
forrnal g lorie of CPX comm with ta ndard line terminal TREND and
DUST. A new outing for us was the introductio n of lNMARSAT
communication . Ex Stagecoach proved to be both a very useful and
chastening ex peri ence. How we were re minded of what we had forgotten.
We look forward to re newing our skill s in the coming mo nths no w that the
frantic activity of CRS has abated.
In Edinburgh we are blessed with a fairl y local Small Arms Trainer
(SAT) at which we can with case and it has to be said with a fair degree of
comfort practice our li ve firing kill s. Howe ver, no computer proce sor
even give n a trill ion Gb HD could cope or compe nsate with the degree
with which Maj ' Mayhem ' Brian Murray was mi sing the target! So
frustrated was the Range Officer SSM Bill Strachan that he actually paid
for the taxi to take Maj M urray to the Optician. The only defence the
Major could offe r was his Varilux lenses kept varying ! Good job he missed
the night shoot last month.
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EXERCISE PUFFINS PUSH: [A S RVIVOR WRITES]
~a 1 th es has never seen anyth ing like it and nor for that mattt:r hav,
On a
Friday eveni ng. 16 of us travell ed to Trig Point 49 ".I.
ou\doo1 pursuits ccn_trc m the picturesq ue fish ing village of Sta ithes a-~ an
~m es. nort.h of W hitby. '/Ne unlo.aded our kit and were briefed ~n ~h~
/1:1pdls la~ou t by Wolf, a. Ca~cas 1 an archery instructor with wai st-l ength
re,1 ocks. The OC, MaJ M ike Holman then ex I · d
programme and we deci ded to forti fy ours~lves for~ha~n~1 the n~xl Jay 's
dhcsccnded the seemingly vertica l cobbled 'street to the fi~ ~~~~h~ :.1~ · W,e
t rt>e p,1bs. The rest of the evenin , c
b· bl
ages
im,1g111ation. Suffi ce to say there w~e ~Z f~~s~s. Y be left to the reader's

~luster~

1

ma~~~g;J~~ h~~~t-~~~~fa~~pl~:h~~~ed and clear-headed by 7.30 and
refused to ta ke a po lygraph ·t~ /wisel~y w~~~fnth) cfalph. [The author
and Allan, ex-regul ar solt.lier , took us to' the River .Esk l~~~;iruct~rs ~aul

5
:~e~~:tn~~ ~~;0~uci~ picio~ts..w~e roused, a teensy li ule bit whe~~:y ~~~

suhdm ed into tw6 t~~~~· t ey hadn .t been o n the kit li.t. One team
rope' a n<l poles. then pad~!~~ f~~~ ~~~~~sb~~~l ~~~~ ~m plasticf ba7els.
s1reamlin.:d but held together quite well We the 11 .h d ey we~~l ar rom
middle of the river and wap rafts At tha · .
a to pa e to the
constl1Jctional limitations. It disi~·tegrate~ Pfc~n;z ~eac re:I~ ed our raft's
a e oa e .s words were
muffled which is probably just as well · i

Foot Inspection-Squadron Birtwistle Weekend

~~fi:a~~1~iWo~~f;ha~~~ ~~1g~~h~;e~~~~
H~~h~~g.~~~!dt~~~kdt~~~~r~:~
•
Yt
time we were all oaked

anyway.

OTHEREVE TS

:;t;t~lg:e~as[ea~Jf_,1s~t~Jet~~~lnavigator
~j~in~~r~!e~~~~ai~
6~~5rb~~/~':~~n~n
a~~
m a p ·
·
·
.

IS

We then c hanged with the th
f .
aa
Boat .<see. the
,
n comp.e tmg. m sub-team. agam , with the loser h ,.
torfcm. These. mvanably involved getting even wetter lha:\~ng

~~~~d ~ell

pho~o).e{v~~~ ~r:~r~~na~~d~~~n~~a~~~~~h~~~

everyone made it back ali ve i1 must qualify ,;~v1~~mc~rna1~on. Smee
have enjoyed the experience too and
s · .eop e seem 10
contain a photograph of Sig ' Dagenha m g~~e~e t c?n!J"1bu11on may e ven
of wardin o off hypothermia b h .
aVJes mgemou method
Sally. Weli. that' hi to an ~a anng body warmth with a sheep called
not a?ppreciate people ~refrun{ al~~~~~o~~te:i~~~J~eesEasKtnEanhd might
·
worra
mean .
'

0

~o p~y

~:~eth~~~~::~~~l~~t·~~!~~f:~.rts we were unable to disprove Pa:ra ~f!i~

ovember Brig David Wills , Comd 11 (ARC) s·

On 16

Bd

~~ule~~~~R n~~~l 1~ C~s~iks· J~~mett, Cpl Steve els~n. c;i
gr~;~~. He al ~presented Efficie~y feciarct~1c;.a;~~e~"a~;~gtA~~~
1

an%t~~· ~~~yg~~i:~~~ 0 :1°1 hSe~ttr recent
Mac MacDoi:iaid,
promouon .

Cpl Paul Standing

EXERCISE SEA TO SEA-27/29 EPTEMBER 1996
Ex ea/o ~ea was to. be.a charity event organi ed by 90 Sio Sqn ( ) in
f h
upport o its ocal charny Youth Action , liddle brough ' Th .
ex.e~c1 e wa to cycle from the West to East coast of . o~ ~~~~ h\~
rai sing money from pon orship The t
. be"
fi ni h Sunderland. It wa planne.d to co~~l~~m~ m~ Working.ton and

~~~~~~.mmencing Friday 27

ep1ember and

fi~i hfn:~~~~\:Fr~/nnoo~r~~

en~~~~e~edth~u!~agnn~ng. it was fore. een that puncture

would be
e JOUrney, to th1 end puncture repair kit wer
b;e ~:ps~o~~ an e.ss.enlial item and_rlaced top of the Ii 1. followed clo ·el;
to Worki.n o to~;.'X~pants met on l bur day evening and were transported
. . t
LO prepare for the adventure. lt was decided 011 the
~11:~u~~~~r alrp~ .Lan~ that thde fi..1 person to get a puncture would buy
.c1pants ... a ec1 1011 he would later reoret r
Early. ne t mormng ever~onc go1 a good breakfa I befor~ m~etin at
start pomt. Our team of thirteen set off at 0800 hrs Th
thfi dg l~e
(Maps are us) Ball
d
'
•
·
e pa 111 er 1g
m·I
b'
l be .ma.nage to get the team lo t within the first two
1 e -o \ 1ou Y gmmng ru he meant to go on!
_ Day one and _our first ca ualty was S gt Ray Lang \\ho received the
!~ ~P~~~~ur~ ~:nlhe ·~~·erci e ! The hysterical laughter of all present , as
·
wi 10 • metre !In: group received a total of ~7
p~ncture ' ith only one nder. e caping. Luckily, some would Sa}· the
1 , ter occui:i-ed out 1de a public hou e.
'
The end of fir l day ·aw our rider.; re. tin<> at Penrith- with still a I
.10. god Theds~ond day .the team set off ~·ith an extra four ~iue:S \~;:~
_ia , J~i?e. u~ unng the night. Thcr.: followed lots of comment. ahou1
s?n: areas of anatomy ant.I groan~ when the first set of I ·11 · ..
·
view Som" beino 0
h ._ ,
11 s c.une into
· •
"
e
steep t at nuers were forced 10 abandon their c ·cl•
decide? to split 1he
,. h Th"
~ 11
mc.m · n the third dav the end wa> m
~1g t. . dis wa reflected m the heightened renewed enthu,1asm Speed
~~~~~1:~ w warp factor fo~r and the day wa, spent most!} - tn~\'ellin
were
were not >o impressive but <lt lea,1
.
1Pe c team much 10 their relief.
. t t.hedcon~lud· 1on ol the .:halle~ge the team had tnnelled a total of 1.n
11111e an raise m the region ol £?50 for our h · .·
must go 10 all participant fo th · h - d . , . c ant) . ongra1ulat1ons
10 all concerned.
r eir al' \\or .. ant.I per. C\'Crance- wdl done
d

L-R: SigS~mCma. Martin-Law, Cpl Karen Jemmett, Sig Val Pritch ard
19

la1re Smart, LCpl Mel Nelson, LCpl Julie Mills

'

d At m~dd ay we towelled down. rubbed salt on our leeche , changed into
ry c 1~ l cs and .ate o ur death packs. Morale oared when the sun came out
~~ ~a 1 m.o u ~ c h1l~ y bone and v.:e drove vi a a coffee hack to a small crao
ig on a hill , with tunning view. of the 'orth York hire Moor;, Ther~
Q~~~UJ~d e~c~.other up two clim~ , one easy. the Other n real st~uggle.
mad . .ra
ic~ard . w~s one ~I the few people 10 manage both. We
.e 11 back to Tng Pomt m .one piece (so much tidier that way). thanked
1
0 1 r in ~ tru c t ors for not drowning or dropping u · and returned to our TAC
·
ex t time maybe two days, boss?

BinTWISTLE TROPHY
C A s .. Pr~t of the Regimi.:nt '

Birtwi tie competition we gathered at

a attcnc._ s Sha'.ba Camp in mid-November. A forced march was an
i~~7pnate tail _to a strenuous but enjoyable weekend which also
Ni ~de~ . '.'!BC, First Aid, Watermansh1p. Map Reading by day and a
~ 11 Nav1gauon exercise. We re turned to Darlington on Sunday mornino
an completed other ATD requireme nt . Cpl 'Fletch' Fletcher and ht'
~~m could cl ~rl y have benefited from the raft-building instruction on Ex
( e ins Pu.sh mce their contraption performed a . pectacular barrel-roll
,{,, p, pun !"~ended) a oon a l~ey reache? deep water. Muddy water at
at , wasn ~ it Fletch? The team m the Regiment Truinin 0o Office tie erve
1ttrat_ulallons for making routine training requirement so entertaining.
at whm they . ay. In fact we were reluctantly forced to agree.

t°:
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manning occur constantly and we have b d
extended an equal amount of welcome .. a c a ~u_mbcr of farewells and
leave during thi~ period wai. Sgt John ~ !nhthelasft two month.,. F1N to
· . • JC ar s 0 48 Sqn. John leaves
lhe TA after 25 year . ·
a rece111 Squadron di~~~1~h~~~ 1h1s w.is gracefully acknowledged dunng
have also said farewell to W02 J~hn. was pre~ented with a d.ecanter. We
posting to 16 Sig Regt and to
2 (~:i:c:~:ppan~e and ~1\ family on
Special welcome~ are extended to S t
. s Rog.an on h.1s retirement.
and to gt Mickie Mann to 48 S g 0 en ichol and family to 89 Sqn
our new arrivals a happy and
'·qdn: As usual .and tradn1onal we wish all
__
rewar mg tour wnh the Regt.
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xxx
1rs AF l\IILY \FF lR
Hu band,. wi\e5. fathers. sons, brother\ ister.. When you look around
the Rcgt you begin to reali e ''hat the term the ·T Family' really means.
Thr ughout the Regt there are clear and clo e family connections
makmg ser,ice in the TA very much a family affair. Within RHQ at utton
oldfield our esteemed Adjt Capt Graham Inglis ha been joined by his
'' 1fc Melanie who has taken up the reins as Re gt Pen,onnel Officer-gue s
which one deployed into the field on the la t exerci.e tl1ough? 4 qn in
parkbrook take the family bi.cuit with the Morris ister (Rhonda.
Donna. nita and Julie) they attend all Squadron ocial functions and are
amu. mgl) knO\\ n ~the ·Morris Dancers' . They are clo ely followed by
the Hu ain brothen, (Lal and Bahader) and a pattering of hu5band and
wife team in the . hapes of Cpl teve and Marian Hewitt. Cpls Keith
and arah ' evitt and finally LCpls Tina and Pete Sm~ th . 58 qn in
'ewcastle-Under-Lyne are trying to catch up with brother gt Phil and
Cpl John Johnson. i ters Lt Dominic Hope and Sig Rebecca Hope and
an unu ual hu band and wife team in Cpl John Heeson who .erve with
58 qo whilst hi wife Jill . erves as a Sgt with HQ Sqn-at lea there he
can't pull rank I Finally we move to 95 Sqn to find that even here there is a
large brace of family member .
First i the long erving fatl1er and son team in W02 Clive \ inst.ante.
and his -;on 1artin who is a LCpl. e;1.t we have brothers Sig Jonathan
and tewart Bailey and last but not least a doting hu band and wife team
in gt C raig Kin ey and hi wife Ama nda a erving LCpl.
CHILDRE TIN NEED
Our fund-rai ing efforts on behalf of tlle Birmingham Children·
Hospital and Save The Children continue unabated and witl1 a fervour not
een ince the BBC Children in 1 eed marathon. Thank in no mall part
to tlle magnificent efforts of our TA volunteers. £33.000 was rai ed for
ave The Children through the ale of raffle ticket during the Motor
how at Birmingham. It is hoped that the eventual target of one million
ticket sales i reached by all fund-mi ers throughout tl1e West Midlands by
early next_ ear. Regt efforts to sell tickelS and raise money are cominuing
even no\\ at the Merry Hill shopping centre at Dudley and report ugge t
that ticket ales are going very well.
REBEL WITH A CA SE
The sight of children enjoying them elves at any time of the year i a
heart-warming ight tllat i guaranteed to lift tlle spirits of even the mo t
melancholy. It i even more joyful when you are privileged to witoes
those children tllat have uffered major traumas in their short and often
painful live yet till manage to light up and touch tlle live of everyone
\\ho come into contact witll them!
The Regt has played a major role in supporting Ward I of the
Birmingham Children· Hospital. raising much needed fund and
equipment. To further brighten tlle lives of the children in its care, che
Regt, under tlle masterful guidance of tlle RSM, WOJ Phil Clifford,
ho. ted the Children's Chri tmas Party at 48 Sqn on Sunday 1 December.
gts Ed Perry and Bob Heaselgrave transformed the Squadron Drill
Hall into a Christmas fairyland complete with Santa's Grotto, Punch and
Judy Show, Children's Disco. Face Prunting artist, a visit from Batman and
Robin and many other magical themes-tlle cene was et all we needed
no\\ wa the children. their parents and last but not least tlle angels of
mercy from the hospital!

Children from the Ho~pital and those who were now outpatients
descended on 48 qn in large numbers. some had travelled from as far
away as York! The children themseh·es were delighted that the venue wa
actually away from the hospital. The children are naturally very brave but
they still a soc1ate the ho pital with medical treatment that is often
as ociated with unpleasant side effects, ~o they were immensely relieved
to be in a different environment.
During the party the children received a urprise vi. it from Rebel and
Trojan from the Gladiator~. This brought shrieks of delight not only from
the children but also from tlleir parentS and ecstatic member of 48 Sqn.
Rebel and Trojan pent a long time with the children and spoke to many
parents and we are particularly grateful for their kind support. Thanks to
tl1e plendid organi.ation the party was a huge succe s and all those
involved are to be congratulated for their sterling efforts!

s· ,

.
A proud pair of Best Recruits
ig s Brian Read and Ben Eaton together with the H
Colonel.
onorary

Congratulations are al\o extended
11
R.ecru1u, who stayed tlle course des ite . to a of our recently qual_ified
Fmally m~n} congratulations to ~ur sl~me ap~~l~ng weat~er cond111ons.
Rodgers. on his recent promotion.
ng su cnng medic. Sgt Andy
THE EASO TO BE JOLLY
The Christmas festivitie thi
·
Council House Dinner wide I 5fcear once agam started with the renowned
the year, which was held on ~atu~~owledged as the prem1er function of
provides the highlight of the year foa!t~~ O~vember. This notable event
and gue ts celebrated Christma in .
1. icers Me s whose members
surrounds of the City of Birmingham C tyle . Hthe stat~l)'. an~ illustrious
at thi prominent function included t~unc1 ouse. D1s11ngu1shed gue ts
Mayoress of Birmingham Cllr Dav·d
e ~etftuty itord Mayor and Lady
1
HQ Land, Brig J. H. Griffin.
anc
rs oy and Comd Comms
ts were
by the CO L t C o1 R'ichard Thurston and tlle
GueCol
Hon
Br' welcomed
I

Major Colin Meikle pres enting S gt J ohn Richard w'th
h.
1
farewell gift.
is

i"

s·1

. '

1

Staffordshire ~~gi:m. ~~c~~~~~n '-;::~ ~ro ~dr by .t~e Band of the
this sumptuous occa ·ion which- a ain n) o
nend JOm~d the Regt at
George Cairn . The followin w~e . was e~pertly org.amsed by Capt
began with HQ, 48. 58 and 95 gSq hk ~.e oShadron C.hnstmas functions
111
<> t eir funcuons on Saturday 7
December. By all account the n
11
print .89 Sqn are holding the/u~i~~ef/r~ ~ ~:~o~l succ~ s. A~ we .go t~
funcllon, a SSgt ·coco' Walker and Ca • _ .
1g t at e .circus
this will be closely followed by tlle
B~o BCou.g h production. and
again a busy year has ended on a light,
Once

°1

Rebel with the Hussain brothers and Cpl Keith Nevitt
CO GRATULATIO S
Congratulations are extended to 2Lt Alan Wh ite on his TA commis ion
ha ing succes fully graduated from RMAS. A succes ion of Recruit Pass
Off have al o been held during tlle last few month and we extend special
congratulations to Sig William Aston of 95 Sqn on achieving Best Recruit
on cour e E96 and to Sigs Ben Eaton and Brian Read of 48 and HQ Sqn
respectively on achieving Bet Recruit tatus on joint cour e CID 96. Sigs
Eaton and Read were presented with their award by the Honorary
Colgnel, Brig Ian Sim whilst Sig Aston was pre ented witll his award by
tlle CO. Lt Col Richard Thur ton .

RSYC
OFFSHORE CHARTER

1

ltc

n~fre hii~; and~~l~~i~~ ~~~~!

IT'S A PORTI G LIFE
On Sunday 8 December a team f
tl1
·
Divisional Cros Country Cha rom h' e regiment competed in the
Lea ·
s
mpion ips at
ewbold Commo
:he te';.ims entered were
the Regular PS with som
f .... .
earn. owever, the team from
e o u1e1r strongest members unable t
. rt' .
. •
11
and in the circum tances
Later that day tlle R
~ost repealing last years performance.
·
1
Whittington Barracks e!i {~~~~e1J° :hugby competition wa held at

stre:~~g~~~ !ea~~r~f~~~~l~t~~fi~~~ 1~~
~:1;c~~!~~ta~ 1 ~ P~;t~PP~~rt~~~ a~:empt

und~;

achieved~

~:~~~r~~~n~~st~~r~euf~~~t ;~~ i~~~!~~:t~e~:~~~~~th;:~vioi~itr~~~rs~~
~~~ft ~l~~~~~~fs~e~~il~:~;;~~~ro~~f1 ~~f~ ~~rformance and a co m~i~~~

.

Petasus from £35
Skywave from £25
Contact Maj Graeham Neal

737 5664
01258 485664

1

RSYC
DINGHY HIRE
TOPPERS
from £2 per day
Contact SSgt Steve Bungay
The Champion Rugby Team from HQ Sqn

Angels without dirty faces !

A proud Sig William Aston w ith his a w ard o f Best Recru it.
T HE WIR E, FE BRUARY 1997
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ALLCHA GE
h· The saddest part of life in any unit i wa1chmg old friend move on and
is.i~:~ 10 cope with the in ariable adjustmelll to change. Fonunately thi
devel ay~ counterbalanced by the newcomers when new friend hips are
ope and strong working relation hips fo rged as before. Changes to
TH E WIR E, FEB RUARY 1997

737 2409
01258 482409
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36 (E) Sig Regt (V)
Uford

E 'ERCI 'E FA. DA ' CE '96
b of Ste\e Hollands
Th
· , Ian
. O~ ·e ·1"ain the p I mandaton tmining was upon us. e cu~nmg p
• "'
PSI f
the Re<>iment would tra\'el from their TAC to
\\,1, th~t ~II t~e ·n·~u c:mp Wal~s. for some ·run· adventuro~ tra!ning:
enn) n l~ ~ih) Tsruce', Lee and his idekick gt <;rmg mclair
co~d!:te~ numerous recce and finally ubmiued plunwh17h ~~~~~
,
h reciou few. Two days, what could we do !n mo a)> ..
~ ~ ~r: :!re rife: potholing, bunjeejumpi~g. catapult~ump~1g. ~umfurd
were explored but none bore fruition. Sull, the prec1ou cw i u ge

a

;a,

10

notAhimn~.ino at Senn) bridne Camp we were informed by Baunan andd Ro~in
"'
.
"'
d k d
suit our ocial calen ars 1or
th~ forthc<?n~rng e:e~h ~n ~ a~d ~ ~o:as to take a gentle troll o er

of

~~e,~~1,!1~t.ly ~l~~::1~~i~~~;~~i~ ~f Pen-y-Fan whilst gi:oup l3 went flimbi1~~

before"' wapping acti~'ities at lunch. [found mysel~ m grout A a on~w~or
se\'eral other a. pirin!!. Chris Bonnington . mcludmg the rammg aJ
~nd the RSM. Being- the thrustin& ?fficers and S CO that we are .. wh~
decided to dispense with the tradmonal warm-up and laufrnch~ tnug I
ed nd the banter decreased om n nonna
·
·
mto our a cent Mmute. pa '
ad
, nt further and further into the
roar to a strangled whisper. pan up w~ 'L'e : 1: lo and LCpl ' Billy'
.
.,
mi t. wapping leader> as we went. 1.aJ ew1s ay r .
D , on roceeded whilst leading, to relocate the glacial lake from it.
re) tino ~lace of 1 ~1 any years to a completely new_location.d Once aga1~
pro,·i~ that theory about officer and map · Sull upEwar
we wen f.
s urred onwards by WOI (RS I) Benny Bywater MB , comments o.
·bon"t worry lad . I've been here before. It's only a hundred.ghmetre t~t;
to 1· IL wa ! Twenl) metre along and eight)'. metre stra1° t up.
,,.
t~ Ha ·nes peerin!!. inm Lhe mist called. ·Thi· m_ust near!y be t~e top;
'Oh no. isn't!" came Sgt 1artin. 'Lets Talk HehcopLers D~rlington
ronen reply. At thi point it wa decided that Lhe group would lighten SSgt

ft

(PAOWO) 'Sticky' Barry Greeu·s Bergan by graciously eati.ng the small
•eet shop he had inadvertently packed. Fuell~d by M,tr Bar , Lhe
.
comderak\\ f
h. l1oulde~ the pring returned to lllS step and we found
loa t, ·en rom 1s ~
•
0

ourselve at .the~~~~
M.0!1day afte_ .

•

f~~~d

us in a quarry. practLing our climbi~g and
der t11e watchful eyes of Bau11an and Robm . The
~~~g~n~e~~~~~;~c~n~~eased in difficulty although the RS~ ~onf~m!a~I~
. h <l ·for ·ust a few inches more!' The afternoon .was ro~n e o wit. a
~'IS l~ering Jompetition. won by Sgt 'Six lnches' _Jim P?lhtt..The evemn_gd
ou
·oh was s ent under canvas. pitched ma circle to wa.1
~~l:~d~a~~fa~~~e ~~,,li~e. \V62 (FofS) teve E lsworth y decidedw get the
k' di" for the fire and returned v ith a small tree which the Adjt, Capt I.
~~n;~! took 8 hinl' to for the rest of the night. SSgt Ann~ 'Where' My
Kit' M~allv finally found her Bergan in .t~e tationary m1.01bus ~fler ~
hour and the co conLinued the mes traditions by producmg a m an
Tonic from the depths of his pack.
'bl
·
b k 1 The brave wa hed in the stream and the sens1 e
. .
I d
h
M ommg ro ·e .
. h d th m The ecret Tue day activity wa then revea e . . . orse
'~~tc ~ Theetr~k tarted \\ith an introduction on how to steer the tran.s port,
~x~~:~ the horse obYiously wa~n't playi~g and promfptly dwekin·\1off ~nspt~~
wrono direction. A good start!! Armed w1t11 our new. oun s, s '~
into t~o roups and headed off into the fields. Sgt Smudge Smith had
. 1· ked' ~olo as hi steed or Flatulence· as 1t came tO be known. W_h en
/: c aid 'Smell the fre ·h 'we! hair', I didn't realise _it wast? be tra1ght
~~~the iior e's bottom. Sgt Si Hadley , not content with walking forwarg.
decided to emulate the Mexican Cowboy by walking_h1 horse bac~war s
·t h" d Jeos We could smell who was the most frightened there . After
~'~~ ~o~~ in th~ saddle we all understood why. John Wayne walked as he
did emphasi ed by our slow amble to the pub for lunc~9· 7
.th f
d
After thi. we all lool.. forward to Fan Dance
w1
ear an
trepidation. knowing it can't be any harder than the la t??

37 Sig Regt (V)
Red ditch

co

Lt Col Stanford Cartwright TD
RSM
WOl (RSM) Paul Edwards
When Lhe Regt was re-organised in late 1992, and RHQ moved. from
Bristol to Redditc h, a central location was sou_ghl fo~ weekend tram.mg.
RAF Cosford, near Wol"erhampton. fin~_ the bill admirably an~ provided
excellent facilities for the winter trammg cycle up to Spnngrri~96.
Howe\'er, increasing numbers of RAF trainees meant t~at su 1c1ent
accommodation wa no longer available and Trg MaJ MaJ Tony Shaw
sought a new home for the trade training. Unfortun'.1-Lely no smgle venue
Id be found and it was agreed to base the md1v1dual trade. on t.he
~~~t's West Midlands TAC at Redditch , Coventry and Stratford. With
initial teething troubles after some careful co-ordmauon by W02
(Yo ) teve Townsend , the first weekend went remarkably well.

After adding up the re ults from each Squadron. 96 Sqn pipped, 93 ~:
to the Cross-Country Trophy. The winning veLeran was HQ Sqn s S
,
W02 (SSM) Joe Krikorian.

re:

(L-R): PSI 96 Sqn, SSgt 'Biddy' Baxte~; PSI 67 Sqn,
SSgt Pete Lamont and SSgt FofS Michael Cowie
submit to the Regt camera during Trade Trg at Coventry

On the second such weekend, a Regt Cross-Country competitio~ ~v~s
held on the Sunday morning at Long Mar ton, the ~enue f?r the1 recf1;Jll
traininµ. WOl (RS~1) Paul Edwards planned an mteresting ~ h mile
cour'e arnund the Engrneers depot and the results were a!> follow .l\t
ig Adri11n mith
67 Sqn
2nd
LCpl Tom Phalp
67 Sqn
3rd
S1,'1 Paul Walsh
93 S9n
The lad1e' ran the 'ame course. wiLh the following resulLs:ht
2Lt Liz Hodges
96 Sqn
2nd
gt Lucy Sewell
67 Sqn
3r<l
S:gt Diane Feest
93 Sqn

Tech Sgts Graham Low (left) and Steve Oliver .enjoy a brew at
Long Marston. They may have been to Bosnia and back by
publication date.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1997
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HQ SQUADRO <V)-REDDITCH
Sqn Comt.l
Maj Les Porter
SM
W02 (SSM) Joe Krikorian
On a cold winter training night, HQ Sqn was visited in Redditch TAC
hy the Mayor of Redditch, ouncillor Roy Vickers. and Col REME TA ,
Col G. R. Illingworth TD ADC. After initial greeting by the CO and
briefing b) OC HQ Sqn , the two visitors toured the TAC and visited all
departments. A medal presentation in the drill hall fol lowed, when ex-Cpl
Henry REME received his third bar to the TEM. Ex-W02 Tony Graham
received his ~econd bar to the TEM and W02 (AQMS) Dave Gautam
was presented with the TEM. The visitors then retired for supper with the
officers and S COs.

(L-R) W02 (AQMS) Dave Gautam, W02 Tony Graham and
Cpl Henry receive their awards from Col G. R. Illingworth TD
ADC. Adjt Capt Steve Williamson pauses between reading
citations and OC HQ Sqn escorts.

We welcomed before Christmas Sgt Pete Dawson as REME PSI. He
comes to u from Omagh LAD, replacing SSgt Tim Ridge who after a
hort tour leaves us on promotion for the RMonRE workshop at ewport.
Congratulations al o go to him on adding to his fan1ily at the rune time as
moving. By the rime thi appear in print, Trg Maj. Maj Tony Shaw will
have left u for the ame post with 39 Sig Regt in our former home al
Bristol. Our very best wishes go with him and Lorna and we look forward
to his successor Maj Steve McConnell's arrival after a gap of a few
month .

53 (WELSH) SIGNAL SQUADRO (V)-CARDIFF
Sqn Comd
Maj John Duggan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Carl Walker
Three Squadron personnel have recently returned from attachments
with the Regular Anny. in variou. parts of the globe, with a fourth still
away. Cpl Paddy Keogh returned from ix months in orthem Ireland, in
March, having served with I st Battalion The Royal Scots (The Royal
Regiment) in Armagh . He promptly got married to LCpl Rhian Price,
al o from the quadron. Lt Tim Bamber and Capt Jon Lovey both went
Lo the Balkan on Op Re olute in December 1995. Lt Bamber returned
having <lone a six month tour in Sarajevo, with the ARRC Support
Battalion. Capt Loveys, who was serving with the ARRC CIS Branch.
was initially based in Zagreb and later in Sarajevo. LCpl Tim Haughton
is still on his attaclunent to 217 ig Sqn in the Falklands and i not due to
return until March 1997.
Camp this year, for the majority of the Squadron, was in Scotland. Mo 1
of the time was pent with the increasingly familiar NCRS equipment, in a
plethora of different location as far removed a Stirling (Drip Camp) and
Carnbusbarron Training Area.
900 Tp. based in Brecon. did not attend annual camp with the rest of the
Sqn. Instead they took part in Ex We tern Warrior a 160 Bde Ex. This took
them 10 sunny Thetford and brought them into contact with the Bde taff
for the first time. Undoubtedly an experience for all concerned.
Four of the quadron's Sergeants, Mel Giles. Lyndon Jone-. Roger
Jarnes and Wayne Rus ell, recently attended and pas ed their Staff
Sergeants course. The econd week of their l:ourse was a field exercise on
Sennybridge, a familiar training area to them all. Other recent highlights in
the fun-packed calendar have included a mixture of Regiment and
Squadron activ ities coveri ng many aspects of TA life.
Marriages would appear to be becoming a regular feature of Squadron
li fe. The PSI, SSgt Rob Warren. is due to marry SSgt Lindsay 1illet
early in the new year. A number of quadron personnel have rt:cently been
blc. e<l with offspring. LCpl Loui e and Duncan Little have had a
daughter, their second. Sig Usa Evans has had a ·on, Lt Fiona
Middleton ha. had a daughter.
Looking forward, the Squadron i awaiting detai:s ot the proposed
111ovc into yet another new, purpose built. TA Centre in Cardiff. Having
only moved into our current accommodation in eptember 1994, it looks
increa ingly likely that another move is imminent. The move i as a result
of the rebuilding of Cardiff Arms Park, to provide the Millennium
Stadium, in time for the forthcomino0 Rugby World Cup in 1999, which i ·
being hosted by the Wei h.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1997

Who is this well-known Corps member, snapped at a recent
Squadron function?
67 (QOWWY) SIG AL SQUADRON (V)TRATFORD- PO - VOt
Maj Roy aylor
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ray Campbell
REMEMBRA CED Y PARADE-S
DAY 10 OVE IBER
The Squadron paraded at two locations-Warwick and Stourbridge.
The Stratford contingent had the honour to parade at Warwick, where
the day began with a Memorial Service in Sc Mary 's Church, followed by
the wreath-laying ervice at the Ceno!aph. Our wreath was laid by Capt
Steve Orr-Cooper, thank to Tom Phalp ' last minu!e efforts Lo retrieve it
from the SM's Office! The wreath-laying ervice was followed by a
March past, with the Squadron keeping it' tn1dition of parading in o 2
Dre s de pite the increasing difficultie in doing so. The Squadron wa led
by Capt Jo Billingham. who was extremely pleased to call out '67
Queens Own Warwickshire & Worcestershire Yeomanry Signal Squadron,
eye left,' before they reached the Cenotaph. Thi could be the stuff of
nightmare ! The day was rounded off by a trip to Lhe Mayor' Parlour for
reception drinks and the old Comrade A ociation lunch. which was held
on the Sunday for the firs! time.
The Squadron· Worcester. hire Detachment, 871 Tp, paraded at Mary
Steven Park in Stourbridge. A 1he enior erving unit on parade. the Tp
paraded in o 2 Dress behind the Royal l3riti,h Legion and Old Comrades
A ociarion . Following the Memorial Service. attended by local
dignitarie . 871 Tp paraded and completed the March pa t along with
'eye right'. It was a privilege to parade and honour the living and the
fallen. both Military and Civilian, and an even grealer privilege to find that
many Old Comrades expres ed their praise and approval at the high
standards that the Troop attained in dre s and hearing.
93 SIGNAL SQ ADR01
qn Comd

)-BLACKB R T
Maj Ross Parsell
S M
W02 ( S I) Jim Wal he
The fir t post-Camp exercist', Ex Bonus Link . . aw the qua<lron
deployed to Kinmel Park in orth Wales. A non-tactical comm. e\ercise
gave the oldiers a good chance to pracLi ·e the CR system and variou'
other ecure ysiem ·. As in past year 1 hen training in 'orth Wale, . the
weather was very kind und although a bri k wind blew off the sea. the day.
were unny and fine while the nights were cold but crbp. s the Regt will
be having Annual Camp 1997 in Kinmel Park a be\) of IPs 'isued
during the course of the weekend to phn Re gt activitie~.
A weekend of a totally different natur was planned for the quadron hy
2Lt Julie Lodge for the beginning of ovember. Following a discussion
on ·ecurity matters. she enlisted the aid of the Lancashire Con,tabulaf)
who provided a member of their pecial Branch and a member of their
Public Order training Branch. A number of invaluable points on sccurit}.
earching and crowd control were rni ·ed. This wa. followed by a
demonslration on how to remove prott:sters using minimum force. To
complete an excellent weekend she also ammged for a ,·isil to our local
fire station to ·ee the !ates! emc~enc) organisaticm and equipmc111
currently used by the fire ser\'i e. All good . tu ff for futurc po"ibk
MAC tasks. A sad reflection on our societ) was oh>erl'c<l "hen the
watch ·ration officer recounted the mcident: when he an<l his fire fighter
were attacked when putting out fires O\'er 1he Gu Fawke \\C.:kcnd .-
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EUROPEA IRO MA1 TRIATHLON HAMPIO SHIP
by WOl (RSM) Mick Boyle
Earl ier thi s year. WOJ (RSM) Mick Boyle and SSgt Andy Baird (no w
S PS! 5 Sqn, 39 Sig Regt) competed in the European Twnman Tri athlon
Championships in Germany. Like most major endurance events. they
wa nted to rai se money for a deserv ing cause. Cheryl Mullin-Ingham, the
daughter of W02 (RQMS) Bob Ingham , suffers fro m an un-diagnoscd
neu rolog ic<i l illness and is reli a nt upon a wheelchair. With thi' in mind,
and the fact that Sheffi eld has more than its fair share of hills, the money
raised wou ld help 10 purchase an electric wheelchair.
Sunday 14 Jul y loomed very quickly and. in temperatures around 90· .
they swam 4 km in a lake, rode for 180 km and finished off (now that they
had warmed up) by running a full marathon. Andy completed the event in
j ust o,·cr 12 hours and Mick took 14 hours.
Mick, And y and Bob would like to thank everyone who sponsored
them and helped to ra1 ed over£ I, I 00 forthe appeal.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

Lt ol R. Davenport TD, R Signal (
WOI (R M) !\l. P. Boyle R Signals

co

R \I
CO GR\TlJL TIO '
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C

"I l\1 kepeace and hi s wife.

Con¥-ratulauhonsbtotltheof\W~i:.'111~n • ~~·n~t~an.
Congratulations
Georgie. on t e ir 1
•

46 SIG AL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Cnmd
Maj R. zulakow ki R Signals (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Whittaker R Signals (V)

to the

followm!! soldiers. promoted at Annual ~amp.
T0
.t lark Sgt Jone • Sgt Widows
~1 · g 1 Godb~here. Cpl Jone , Cpl Hartwell, Cpl Johnson
~~ c~\· ~tpl Swift, LCpl Wilson, LCpl Smith 918. LCpl Young 933,

~-Cpk~·~:ll~·te
To LCpl:

mith 9.n. Sig Smith 778,. Sig ~ineso~1,
Willmer 619, ig Gillham, Sig Ell~ott, S~g
F;r~is 363, ig Bramhall, Sig Wilde. Sig Paton, Sig Blair,
Sig Brittain

S~:

It was e ventuall y decided by popular consent that this year\ recipient\
would be the Mill Hou se Animal Sanctuary and, much nearer 10 home, a
donation to the ' Vag us erve Stimulator Fund ' in support of Cher)'!
Mullin-Ingham. the daughter of W02 (RQ IS) Bob Ingham, who
suffers from an un-diagnosed neurological disorder. The nerve stimulator,
which coMs £5,000, and is not available on the National Health Service, is
essential for her day-10-day well being.

:-.rnTer • ig

Flowers for W02 Gwen Wilkin~on, whose husband,
W01 Derek Wilkinson, received the fourth bar
to the TEM
HQ ~Q tDRO
Maj W. F. Evans R Signals
Sqn om
W02 (SSM) G. Cundy
SS~nnual Camp 96 took the Regiment north of the border to Redford

B~~k;~~~e~~~~~s taken by Ex Pu~le Du te~ 2, a ~riA~e :~i:;~~e~
~~~ s1ite;,dth~~i~~h ~h~at~o !1~~:nt

putting thebnedwto
woficed hard
were anac e
. ·
h
d The catering
k
·
both this and other regime nts on t e roa ·
. .
eeptng ent remai~ed at Redford Barracks to receive and adm1111 ter the
~~::1a of vi iting dignitarie . The remainder of the Squa~ron ~eployed
into the Jeld to the RCP and Echelon, taking care of the Regiment need ·
In the field glorious weather throughout the exercise offtet the atno~a~~:
of constan; vi it of the ACO forces . All who too part oun

ex¥fi~~":;~~~~~al ~~~;3~~::: ~·eserve Force

A~lantic;
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links acros the
hosting two American exchange visitors. 2LC of the ~eg1m~n.t , Mi3JJ'et~
Williams hosted Lt Brad Peacher of the Arnencan at1ona
uar .
whilst gi Andy 'Thumper' Thwaites entertained gt ~yle Th?mpson.
Both vi itors said they had had an informative and enJoya~le ~me, and
indicated th~ most arduous part of the two weeks wa eac~ n:g~t -~ e~~~~
and eva ion pha e; getting out of the respecu ve messes. us
1
~I

d"
. (OO
Two days on Ex Western Deesider te red our map rea mg, nav~~a 1 d
and eneral knowledge skills to the full. Orgam ed a_nd co-or tnate
b \to1 (MTWO ) Ben Bentley, ll1e itinerary took m much of th~
r:a nificent scenery of Central Scotland, including an un ch~dule
invtion of a certain MP's house. Cpl Ashley ' Webbo' Taylor, obv iously
did not find this part of Scotland too interesting, ~nd ended up explof1~1g
an air museum near North Berwick, omc 100 miles from the rest o t 1e

EXER CISE GUN ER RAM
Lx Gunne r Ram was a military training weeke nd put together by the
Squadron 's SPSI, Ian Thorburn, and his team. He had worked a miracle
in gxiting first class instruction and demonstration from 21 SAS on their
Comms methods: hand on instruction from the Royal Anglian Forward
Rec~c Platoon. and a rare demonstration of Bayonet Drill from the Royal
Ang11ans. The SSM , W02 Alan Whittaker. gave an excelle nt impromptu
demonstration on bayonet practice for the CO, taki ng out the enemy. two
target boards and a barbed wire fence. He ran. creaming a deathly and
1erribk wa r cry. into the di tance only to re-e merge thoroughly exhausted
sometime later. He obvious ly fai led to hear the order to halt, whispered at
300 metres by the OC .
Sgt 'Trickie Dickie' Alton showed the darker side of hi multi -talented
tech nic ian's role by building and demonstrating booby traps. Sgt Pete
Beedle and his team manned the advance to contact stand where Cp l
Alsop and C pl Coley took deli ght in ambu hing the Squadron in their
various teams. Sgt Revill a nd the Le ice ter Tp got the bener of them,
however, with an ambush from behind .
The weeke nd wa fini shed off with a target competition on Beckingham
Ranges.
REMEMBRA CE DAY
Remembrance Day at 46 Sig Sqn was a well anended parade. The city'
military parade is of course the re pon ibility of the City of Derby Sqn.
The Parade Commander, Maj Roy zulakowski , wa ably a isted in his
duties by hi 2IC, Capt Kevin Flanagan. who acted as Parade Adjutant.
and the SSM , Alan Whittaker, who was Parade Sergeant Major.
The parade, which consisted of over 250 veterans and service men and
women of all am1s and services. marched flawlessly(ish ) to the cenocaph,
and the mu ic provided by the Sal vation Army added to the ceremony and
solemnity of Lhe occasion.
The addre s was given by the Mayor of Derby, followed by the Blessing
g iven by the Provost. A swift march past in the unseasonably warm
ovember ai r set the eal on a good day. The few hours of practice given
by W02 Jim Batchelor proved worthwhile as the parade wept by under
the proud gaze of the Major and 1he citizen of Derby.
A mall ceremony was then carried out at the TA Centre to honour the
fa lle n and wreaths were laid by the Royal ignals As ociation. The parade
wa pre ided o ver by Capt T helma Ward, her first official duty ince her
recent comm issioning, and Mrs Dot Williams, the Derby Branch
Chairman.

The culmination of variou individuals ' efforts on the Regimental Walk
and 3 Peak Challenge resulted in the pre entation of a cheque for £400 to
Mrs Sue Cowlishaw. the appeal organiser, by the Squadron 21C, Capt
Will Carr. in the JRC at Manor TAC.
COMI G A D GOI GS
We bade farewell to SSgt ·Skull' Mar hall and Cpls Paul Burditt and
Lee Cook. who deployed on !FOR 3. We now await the return of our
IFOR I stalwarts, Capt 1aria Hawksworth and Cpl Gary Helliwell on
completion of their 12 month tint and SSgt 'Mickey" Rooney, Cpl Pete
Jackson and Sig Mark Shaw on conclu ion of LFOR 2-welcome home.
Welcome also to SSgt ·Stan' Kelly, our new SPSI who replace SSgt
Chri Brown on departure for "Civvy Street' and the golf course-he goe
with our very best wishes.

87 SIGNAL Q UA DRO ' (V)
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj T. McCappin R Signals (V)
W02 (SS 1) . Caldicott R Signals (V)

FU D RAISING FOR CHARITY
It ha alway been a key ta k of 64 Sig Sqn 10 rai e fund annually for
selected charities in und around the Sheffield area.

LEADERSHIP SKILLS WEEKE, D
by Sgt W. Ahmed
During the weekend of 11-13 October, 7 Sig Sqn held a Leadership
Training Exerci eon Leek Training Area. Organi ed by Sgt 'Bea tings·
Vicky Hardy and Sgt 'What Trailer· Wasim hmed . variou ta ·ks were
set up for the blissfully unaware members of the quadron. The Squadron
eventually arrived after some dubious navigation and booked into the
Hotel Fleet Green Farm. They then departed on a hon night navigation
exerci ·e. Several hour later all were back less one team. This team, led by
LCpl ·1 know where we are· Heather Blair, eventually radioed in
to ay they had never progre sed further than the farm gates 1! ig
Jason Crook obviou ly had tl1e map up ide down. Saturday's activities
included a water crossing, mountain biking, bridge building. tent erection
blindfolded and a mental agility te t paper. The best built ·raft" wa that of
SSM 'The ·A Team ' igel Caldicott. o intricate wa the de ign that he
probably should have received an award- however. it ank twice! Recruit.
Dan ewby. Craig Floyde, tuart Longcroft and Dawn Wilmer all
enjoyed ·themselves during the activities and wanted more-are they real?
Cpl 'Too Tall' Clive Doda had problem with mountain biking; he found
his knee were almo t touching hi ear~ . Both Sqn Comd Maj Tom
McCappin and 2IC Sqn Capt Andy Smith were actively involved in all
1a k . One team. led by Cp l 'Bodgit' Kev Young. mesmerised the
Commanding Officer Lt Col Roger Daven port and the RSM WOI lick
Boyle by building something aki n to the Severn Bridge. Cpl 'Acrobat'
Alison Dinsdale survived the mountain bike pha e de pite flying up over
the handle bars.

Sgt Gill Parker visited the Mill House Sanct_uarv. and presented
a gratefully received cheque for £148 to Miss Jill Brookes, the
farm supervisor

Capt Andy Smith and his team on the river crossing

64 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj S. J. F itzgerald R Signals (V)
W02 (SSM) J.P. Mees R Signals (V)

tea;:re~dquarter's past succe

es on the spans field continued. Victorie~ in
the football rounders, tennis and tug-of-war ensured th; hChamp1on
Squadron tr~phy remained with HQ. The architect ocf~nr t -~ sk~~~~/
and shooting successe over the past few year , 0
aJ avi .
'
attended his final camp. At a farewell dinner he was pre ented w11l1_a nut
and bolt figurine depicting an officer accepting, a table full of trophies . A
fiuing gift and tribute 10 'The Trophy Collector .

g

LCpl Swift and Sig Bramhall (on crutches) being promoted
by the CO

The Victorious HQ Sqn Team
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faster·
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uldicott lier a \\Cll desel"\ e an . .
-h s·g . uper Speed' Jas
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w hicle. running anti biking r~ pecu~~('~tr6ke whilst · wimming aero. s a
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RE R ITl1 'G
The quadron continu

to active! )' recruit and welcome the following

. s· n A er Carolyn Alvey, Richard
newcomers to the Squadron. . im~
~u fnn C r aig Floyd e, Stu a r t
Barry, Andt'e\\: Dora~~· ~::~!~ ~ :~~tlt, Trev~r Steele, Da wn Wilmer,
Longcroft, Dame C\\ y, •
Mark Wooley.
C 1 Kev Young who moves to 45 Sig Sqn (V)
. Sadly we 'abgo~dryek\~, ~arm congratu lations to the arri v;~l of baby
111 Colchester- oo
uc · ·· C '. L'e Also welcome to Sig J ames
Robyn. daughter to SJ?t a1~1 c · 0
Houghton who joins u from M1ddl esbrou,,h.

1
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RANGE WEEKEN D
k d ver "6-'>7 October organised by
The quadron held .a Ranr tee
~ct of 4 Para. Thi was ou r fi rst
S gt ·Philr Jones with he P ron~ ) en ·oyed by all involved. Most
experience of the new A.PWTh an . w~ ·sist Shot' beati ng with hi iron
notable was Sig l bby evillF, w 0 ghaine ost exh il aratino weekend we have
. ht l hose usu
·p
T ': rom
11,Watch
m . out HQ
' Sqn" at Regt SA AM". .
s1g
g
Team
fomied a quadron 11ooung
·

fg

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

EXER CISE FINAL FLINhG I t full (many aid only) working weekend
The I -20 October aw 1 e a
. .
·
h co Lt Col Ra
for the R M WOl M al Geer. With th1 .in m~~~i~ e for the Regt that
Wilkinson gave ~im free range t~l~r~n~ei~eal o:portunity to hold a
weekend. He decided that tl~1s wo
h. th Regt holds. Team were
competition for the many m1!1~ry tr<?fh ~~ ad~itional team from HQ Sqn
formed fro~each of ~~r~~t ~onfpe~~:ion was that it be run as an exercise
an_d LAD. e conck~pd on all aspects of their performance throughout the
with the team mar e
exercise.
ffi
M . Gavin Miles produced a good cenario
Regimental Ops 0 .cer • aJ
ent to a divided country. This was
involving a peacekeeping deploym be of the Reot have taken ·s· type
particularly relevant asd e~erald~~~os~a. it al o fcllowed on nicely fr?m
engagements and been ep oye .
exercise On the Saturday mormng
the cene et out by a recent ~~~:ur from ~hich they were to operate,
the team had to etup a patro .
· , f tasks These varied from
through_out th~ da~~~\:~~~~~et~ aa ":r~~ ~e sho~t. During Saturd.ay
recovenng a am "'
d and atrol were ent out. The exerc1 e
night.Op were Jtup a~d man~emarch ~ollowed by an exerci e in refugee
culminated in a ive-m1 e
t on the Saturday from the Command
cu::~· ~~d~~~ ~.s~~~~i~~s\~ho quite happily walked a far a ome

Prize winner were:
Speed March
Shooti ng Runners Up
Shooting Win ner
Overall Runners Up·
Overal l Winner

887 Tp Bex leyheath
882 Tp Harlow
887 Tp Bexleyheath
887 Tp Bexleyheath
884 Tp Brighton

Lt Sarah Shelton receives the o'."erall winners trophy from
Lt Col Ray Wilkinson.

The members of the Regt wish the RSM and hi fami ly the very best
wishes and the beM of luck on his transition from soldier to c ivvy.

W01 RSM Mal Geer
receives a presentation from W 0 2 Stan Gane while
Sgt John Weig hill master of ceremonies looks on.

7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFP030
SqnComd
RSM

a ..

team in order to see the act~v~ieCO Lt Col Ray \Vilkinson pre ented the
~o to the two team from 265 (KCLY) Sig
After a clean up and. lune
pnzei~bsype~tiala~=~t~~e~~~t and 2Lt Penny Clements as they. WO~ ~I
qn
.
Th
kend was a big uccess and was enJoye Y
but one of the pnzes. edwethe DS alike the RSM went away bappy
both the competitors an
e
'
d · ed
knowing he had made everyone involved cold. wet an tLr .

DI I G O UT OF WOI (RSM ) G EER- 23RD NOVEMBER 1996
The weekend of 23-24 November 1996 saw 7 1 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt at
Longmoor Training Camp fo r trade and mi litary train ing. It also provided
an excellent opportun ity to gather together the majority of me s members
for the occasion of the dining out of WOI (RSM) Mal Geer on his
eomplet ion of 22 years of serv ice.
The evening started with a mea l which tilled the Mess to capacity. The
numbers were further swelled by the attendance of members of 57 Sig Sqn
and numerous other guests.
mung the guests were WO l 'Scotty' Sherrard who, after havi ng a
head on collision only a short distance from the camp, still managed to
arri ve in guod time after bei ng cut out of his car by the Fi re Service. Past
members of the Regt and close fr iends combined to span the entire 22
years of service, which provided the materi al for general conversation and
for the second part of the evening .
After retiring to the bar the RSM was then surprised by a This is Your
Life eve nt which was 10 bring out all of the hidden secrets from 22 years of
service all ove'r the world . He was al o awarded chits in lieu for all the
medals he should have received but didn't. Guests includ ing Col Hewitt,
Lt Col Wilkinson and WOl 'Scotty' Sherrard combined to provide a
hu morous account of the li ghter side of the RSM's career. The even ing
was complete when the RSM was carried on a tour of the camp suspended
from the crane of a Foden recovery vehicle, this gave the REME memben.
the opportunity to test his airborne kill s and al so the hedge trimming
capabili ty of hi s legs.

M aj Ian Cameron-Mowat
WO l (RSM) Kev F itzpatrick

HELLOS A D GOOD-BYES
Recently the Squadron has said good-bye to a number of personalitie
and hello to some new ones. Prior to Ex Ulan Eagle new faces were
arriving thick and fast , the one that spri ng to mi nd wa W02 (YofS)
G raha m Pardew who joined u to replace W02 (YofS) Paul Sexby who
left the Squadron fo llowing a nervous breakdown, we hope the
rehabilitation centre at Blandford cater for your needs! Of course the new
YofS was ever so gratefu l for being left with Ex Ulan Eagle omething
about it being ' o Problem'- Give him a week!! The Squadron also aid
goodbye to OC Bravo Tp who decided that Royal ignals Tp
Commanding was 100 hard, and all the soldiers were ju t too intelligent. o
left to take on the might of the Highlander in orthern Ireland- We wish
him all the be t and hope the language barrier has been broken. We
welcome Sgt (FofS) Andy Garrett who replaces S gt (FofS) Steve
Da vies gone to join the YofS on rehab at 11 ig Regt in Bland ford.
UPPORT TROOP-QM DEPARTME T
HAILS A D FAREWELLS
This time around we have to say farewe ll to Sig 'Jacko· J ackson and
hi new wife Nicky, who leave on promotion for glorious Herford, we
wish them well fo r the future. We also have to ay fa rewell to Sgt Martin
Gear who after 24 years in service is po ted to 30 Sig Regt to serve hi la t
six months in UK. To Mar fin and hi s wi fe Heike we wish all the be t for
eivvy treet. To replace Sgt Gear we welcome gt Al English and hi
wife Baerbel. Whil. t we can only hope that their tour here i a plea ant
and happy one. we can guarantee it will be di ffe rent.

BRAVO TROOP
We say goodbye to Sgt Ian Kenny who ba left to join 7 Sig Regt and
to Cpl Jase Raybould , a fond farewell , po ted on promotion to 39 Inf Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn, Li bum. Hello to Sgt dam Yafai-gening beat by a girl at
orienteering is not a good start!! We al o welcome Cp l J ohn Cordery.
Cpl John Walmsley. Sig Ian Da nter and Sig Mark Zimmerma n.
EXERCISE ULAN EAGLE
The Squadron's big exerci e of the year was Ex Ulan Eagle, a Bde
training exerci e in the orth of Poland. The Squadron was joined by 214
Sig Sqn, 2 Sig Regt who provided the Ptarmigan assets for the Bde.
Block leave ended with a bang a the Squadron threw it elf into
preparing for the exerci e. long hours and lots of paperwork. The exerci e
wa a ucces and now the quadron i fighting fit for deployment.
anywhere in the world !
EXERCISE LA EAGLE-JN THE EYES OF A
YSTEMS OPERATOR
After what eemed like an age of preparations and pre-Poland exercises.
Bravo Tp finally deployed LO Draw ko Pormor ki Training Area (DPT )
both by road and by rail on the 2 tb and 29th of Augu ·t respecti vely. The
quadron ' role wa to provide communication for the Brigade on inload,
during various test phase . the Fr it elf and during outload. Time \\llS
found to train and te t the two Troops whilst upplying a full
Headquarter .

MT DEPARTME T
We say goodbye to Sgt ·Grill top Shaun· C roft and family. and all
the best in Cyprns. Hello and welcome to S gt iel Roome and famil y,
Cpl ·Taff' O'Conner and famil y and ig Paul Ronald Pierrepont ..
Congratulation. to Sig ' Badger' Taylor and Sand ra on the birth of
the ir baby boy.
ALPHA T ROO P
We say farewell to Cpl Steve Savery, po ted to 24 Ainnob Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn and to C pl Fred Gee-pastures new. in civvy treet. The i:roop
hosts a very warm welcome to all our new arrivals , Cpl Dave Langridge,
Sig Dave Moore, Sig Des W hite and last but not lea ·1 S~gt 'Che t'.
Smith. The team is now complete and under the au p1ce . of · Tre~sure
Smith we have conquered Poland and are busy preparing for future
deployments. We wi ·h Cpl 'Taff' Phillips all the be. ton his Yeoman'
course.
On return from Ex Ulan Eagle the Troop enj ye~ a much needed day
out at Heide Park. ig Connell, ig Wooley and 1g Alston-a po11ll to
note for the future- you ' re . uppo ed to ride in the log not under them.
Thank go 10 L pl Tharby for organi sing uch a good day.
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HQ veh icle on Engineer Crossing

57

wa~~~rw~~l~u~8h~::~t~~~o~fr~ ~hysical and mental testin~ "hat better
the best march time. and hot wei'l ~a~ch and shoot. We achieved one of
(behind the infantry but ahead of lh ~ end on a high. Tenth place overall
1

The Trmnrng area offered many ad\antage' which included full cowboy
l\ le cro >-countl) dnving e>.perien e. which w 1' complemented by th
tr.mg.e ;ind before unheard obscemtie· which emanated from the REME',
.tJ.i The other training objective was to get man and rubber working in
perfe t harn1ony. like a well grea ed machine. l am of course referring to
the all inging. all dan ing brnnd new complc · tent. affectionately nnmed
the B.F.T. Gunurol lanlluage wa' :igain utilised by tho.e who operate
radio'>, mu ·h to the C"nsternation and enjoyment to tho.e of us who
oper:lle the Pt:irn1igan . y. tem and make a point of staying well hidden
until such time as the ,,mell likened to the tarting grid at Brand Hatch has
totally di'>>ipated.
An titer kill was pu hed to the fore by the Polish Terrain, as Troop
Comd apt 'Mau· Graham found out. avigating in unknown territory
with map. that show where fore ts and track · were four years ago a.. ured
you of two thing>. Getting totally lost and e :iding ambu hes for up to
three hours. Throughout the re. t of thee erci e morale wru kept high with
the promi e of laundry and shower facilitie which eemed to be an
occurrence of 'tomorrow"' hedule.
fter n hard exerci e where mo ·t had been alone on hi ft for the best
part of three week trange behavior became common place. All that time
for oldie~ to contemplate their lot and ask the ultimate question , and
find very deep an wers.

result and we all lived to see anoth:r
'tick in the box'.

EWS FRO '1 CATIERICK
Whilst the rest of the Corp left for warmer partS L9 Mech Bde HQ and
ig Sqn tayed to fly the Royal Signal flag in Catterick.
EXERCI E SATO FORCE
b) ig tu Paton
unday, 12 men all good and true el out for WathgiJI. Six returned, ill
remained. and taggered on. 18 hours later. and wich our relief in ight, we
happily changed in to our glad rags. and prepared to face our public (rep
from \'ariou county Police Force ).
Ex Saton Force come but twice a year and is an exerci e to revalidate
the K • Bomb Dispo al teams. Our tasking for the week involved acting
as targets for variou bomber . A wide and varied assortment of character
te ted the kill of the Squadron· best thespians. From paedophi les and
unfaithful hu band LO biker drug barons and cock fight organi er 'the
ort of people who regularly are targeted by bombers·.
The Police would tum up at your hou e oa the Whinny Hill FIBUA
complell, and supposedly deal with the incident ia che correct manner (but
it seemed that they were more imere ·ted in having a brew and filling in
claim ). A period of time elap ed, they would then call for the assistance
of the EOD teams to really on out the me s. This action would then
provoke the Police to take statements from the perverts and drug pusher .
The high point of this. like many other ellerci es, was on Friday. After
six days of statement , ellplosions and inevitable guards 'Endex' was
called. All who participated have definitely learnt that it is all too much
trouble to become a child minder, or to pet cockerels.
T EX 7-118 t 0 EMBER 1996
by Cpl haun Fardy
A Friday morning arrived. the Squadron warriors, teeled by the
bracing weather; not fazed at all by another weekend away, not caring a jot
about Beautiful South tickets. ped away down the Al. The de tination,
why alisbury Plain of cour e, where else. Whilst Cpl Mallaney worked
on his transporter system. based on tanrek, the rest of us settled for a
even hour drive. Having got over a tearful farewell (poor old Cpl
Pearson-he alway. seems to mis out on the trips to Salisbury instead
\'Olunteering for the occasional weekend in Cyprus) our ellcitemem got the
better of u'> as we prepared to conduct the TESEX with the Royal lri h
Regt-what an honour. ot wi hing to bore reader with the ins and outs of
the complete exercise. below are my recollections of the salient events:
1.
ig rmstrong decides the Al needs a wash and promptly
empties half a water bowser over the tarmac.
2.
Cpl ·Golden Child' Chamberlain deploys with no gene lead.
Fortunately he did go complete with ace crewman Sig Eddie
Bank!. who had the whole situation under control.
3.
ig 'Stretch' Watts is dragged away kicking and screaming for
two days rugby. We were all devastated for him , Bath is such an
eye,ore of a town.
.i.
Cpl Paul 'Davo' Davis and Sig 'S lim Whitman' Dickinson
deploy their rebro to the fell with no gas boule adaptor. Alright
for Dicko, he can '>Urvive on his internal layers. but poor Paul.
But a.' u~ual he took it all in his peculiar happy go lucky manner,
"11h absolutely no spanners being wrapped around his crewman.
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ay and get a well earned

~-o~s BRadminton Championships held at 21 Sig Regt (AS)

mg es unner Up
Open Doubles Winners
Umt Doubles Winner
Mixed Doubles Winn~rs
Ladies Singles Sth
·

Cpl Pearson
Cpl p
n/C
Cpl Hi:ar~o IC apt Inman ( l I Sig Regt)
C
ms ey pl Pea~son
Si:':e~~;son/LCpl Rigg <14 Sig Regt)

RUGBY UNIO
gt id 'Taff Jone . Evans Edward . D ·
. ,
are regular members of the .R Si na~s av1es and_ Sig _Jcrl'mc' Watts
wherever a match take them The§ 7' Rug~.Y Umon ream travclhng
place in the Bde Sports nay c~mpeti(n ~ ac teved a notable runners up
R Irish and 1 RRF on the way.
ion atmg teams from I KORBR. 1

Sig Smith stuck again- A Tp Comd pulls HQ Reece free once
more

5.
Maj Paul Towers
\ 01 Dave howell

a enc

SPORT
Squadron
. accolades in the field
of The
human
conflict:has recent! Y,ac h'ieved t he followmg

FOOTBALL
A strong Squadron team were runner
. th 2 .
.
competition and qualified for the Arm fi ~p . mAI e
Div ix-a-side
Signal minor
·t
d
Y ma m dershot (the only R
Edwards for .um _to o so). Special mention to W02 (FofS) Mark
JUmpmg on the bandwaoon to th fi l
d . '
penalty along the way Jn preparat"
~o h . "'. mas an m1 sing a
Radio Tp fought out a· no holds b ton or l e mevttable Xmas games the
weapon Cpl John 'Vinny Jone., ~ed, iooltb.all match. De pite ifs ecret
A Tp-the score 5-4.
am er am. B Tp courageou ly lo t to

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

qnComd
RM

~~~ ry kamdongst other~) wa~ a good

Lt Peden continued to keep a very keen eye on the moral

standing of his troops, constant ly patrolling the imbibing
emporiums of Salisbury. ensuring hi s innocent flock weren't
tarni hed. Aided a always by the Salvation Army's Sgt Lenny
·oasi ' Martin.
6.
gt Rob Clifford and Cpl Dale Wallace crippled by the lack of
tech faults had to resort to controlling the net without using the
words Contact or Repeat. Well, only once or twice.
7.
Cpl S haun Fardy, ran a watertight shift, completely beyond
reproach, pau ing only to get trounced by the parlour game
Queen, Sig Mary 'but har h' Anderson.
8.
Sadly the QC and YofS couldn't tay for the whole week.
Di traught. they fought back the tears and had to go home. Sirs,
we feel for you, but there'll be other exerci es.
I hope this has given you, the avid reader. an essence of life in a Bde Sig

A new meaning to 'walking the plank' on the 11 Sig Comd Tasks
Lt Peden showed us mere ·mortals wh h h d .
.
leading from the front on the high h Yff! e ba wmgs on his arm. by
Confidence Cse, whereas we used h , u e ar;'· part. of the P Coy
across. Sig Pete Richardson show~: ey~ open technique, and eased
~afety net, instead of doing it the correctn~a:a: whe~ he jboumix:ct _into !he
JOke was to allow the riv
·
Y way. ome dy s idea of a
had to be broken befor=~~~~~s~; 1 ~~ 0 a~ead desp~te the fact that the ice
would
have
needed a mighty powerful pair oflinoce~pmg
t
u ars-thTo!1's
at s all ru:ound.
I m gomg
10 ay.

~~ ~eyiid~t!~~~~S-~a Q ARTMASTER'~ REFLECTIO
improve our individual and u~(ski;·,: ~;~:;ctn~~rmg which wehexpected to
only that were true Thi lone C
supporting ot er events. if
hard to uphold the ~ood
~ps outp? t coatmues to work extremely
has left Catterick) ";vhil ~ac~~t~~ui~i~~au~pnp~~at~old (thatdmo t beli~~e
normal ervice.
e
e an provide 1t ~
a Jia;~ ~as dur_ing thi hectic year provided the normal ervice
Sgt ' Dinga' ~~1/(~:c~~a!~~ ~~~:re~h:any new records. The Master Chef
at the mere mention of BBGT( ) and T~ ~anian Devil) throws a tantrum
only 526 at it's height plil between tw~ foc~~~~g of 500~\m fact it was
However. I strongly su peel that thi mu t till ~me etg tdmf1.les apart.
manpower inten ive exerci e.
a recor or a non
The RQMS John Gibson i still havin
1 oh
d g ~ ob tmhares about the on.:
million items of pyro and blank that wa
'.
or ere . Y t e Bde, dehvered by
32 p qn . distributed b
Y 5 AB 1o0 Sqn and ulttmately accounted for by
HIM. .

unit.
EXERCI E BRIGADE LIGHTFIGHTER
by Sig Gaz Moore
Ex Brigade Lightfighter i the annual inter unit competition in which
section strength teams compete in an infantry orientated miliary skills
competition. Selection of the team wa fierce but finally Lt G ra nt Peden,
S gt Kev Simmons, gt Rob Tve got a dagger on my arm ' E nderby,
Cpl John ·Golden Child' Chamberlain, Sigs Gaz Moore, Courtney
·fire starter' Watts, P ete Richard on, Chris Bonham and C raig Scott
were picked from a cast of nine, all happy willing volunteers.

Congratulations to Sgt 'D tt I b 1 • E
Alan B' tard cour e (grade 3ere~ere~t~; yo:~~~b~eo)n tassin~ hi fa cist
any team he officiate .
· omm1 erauon to
Congratulation to Cpl 'Wood · W
their daughter Katie Louise Wetf d ood~:! and Shaz on the birth of
James off to I ADSR on pr~motion °::i~ ~ Cpi°S~oya~~!~ Sig 'pi~hea~'
who returns to Au tralia a d h. h
eve
ay mate Smit
Wilford from the Fatherl~nd '!ndo~~e ~n l~~I eJ Street. Hello to Sgt Wilf
fold after a tour with the TA.
P
owes who return to the

Catterick in Autumn-Sig Richardson leading the way

.
.
The Bde military skill comp t't'
our motorbike rider in their ro~ JalO~e~~~~c~~i~emt

t~e opportunity to te_s1

~~~~~r ):~~~i~~f a~~r ~!::~1 ~~~l~~c~~~i~~~ ~;;::~~La~::~~nli~~~ ~~~~
0

MlNlBUS er o a more ere ne but dearly ·afer mode of transpo
. rt a
•'
• wa a more acceptable opuon.
st:V~e J:1~()\~ym/heecuo1~ provided!. ahn in ight into the marriage of gt
·
mam man o l e work hop wh
.
1

:~1~v~~a~~ ~ Ja~~~~~a: cf.~~a~v~~f~c~lt~' fxpl~ining to hfs ~~f?en:h~t mt~~!~~
re

~me a normal l~fe bul not in the fo~ e!a~I~~~~~;~ he would eventually
g:1 ~ ~~~~;:r!e ~~l;ovide n_n excellent ·enice and the Artificer

0

S
a coast to coast walk that rarue~ ~~o~:id to the head when he organi_scd
among .t other charitie , urcly a tir~t. .Ji/?{E~'k~orp~
l\.Ju eum ~rOJect
0
coml?leted the walk succe
at~ dirty ·bunc~eoT~~i;rn q~~~ ~~e~'~h~~uthc. tenantd in which t_hi. tirt:d
limb .
tr trst an re ted their \\Cary

~ P~~a~~~ ~c~ivity

Cpl Chamberlain still smiling I
The Brigade Lightfighter Team
The weather wa again l us and I'm not one to exaggerate but there
must have been at leas t 20 fl of snow on them there hill ! T he ftrst set of
challenges came at the old 11 Sigs Leadership Command Tasks. With a
~real deal of previous knowledge the team ·Performed very well but an
inopportune slip by S gt Kev Simmons lost valuable points'. We did
ourselve. no favour on the kit inspection. Asked to show a spare pair of
boots, we produced eight pairs of muddy, steaming boots whil l cunningly
disguising our bare feet as bergens. ice try, but no coconut.
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thc~eploying to swnds on Cauerick, Feldom and The tang training areas

'whia~ enco~ ntered mixed ucccss. Of pecial mention was the prize for
rec
?~n wiite d?wn Challenger and Chieftain the mot' on the
o7m11on land. F1J t works on a landrover 111 3 o' lock in the morning
w~Cu·n· an<l as temperature became ridicul ou ly low we all but died at the
s1and, frozen through .
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sfully. ~ 0 ,~~~':r [~~~~~ ~11~~

Whil t the above torie are amu ·
th' d'd
1 . .
event and exercises that were m~·or ;~.~~t. "Y . in fact occur dunng
hectic training year with the incvduble R rfo~ l~; . qduaBdron. ~mp ..: the
the sold ier ' of s T h " , ~
.
·
. an
oard of Olli er.
provided an outstA ao\"r ~Gr ormed Wlllh enthusiasm and pride and h<l\e
ervice l iroughout the year
T • .
1
of the quadron. \
the good skin· and pr~edu~~~s men.t S)dMbem and cont_inued enthusia'm
naught.
" pracuse
Y the Radio Tps comes to

~o~nr~:~~1 ~u~q:~~~~~/ r~leren~

itli~ut~ },~~~;~:~
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CCX

OCH*D
E

faj T. J. P. \ alts
WOl (R '1) G. C. Pocock

Iron Resolve wa next, where we supported 3 D_iv Sig Regt _by
1
and a _tuck shop for ;very. man ~~~ 1~ d~g~~e:~~ ~~
what Ptarmigan was agam. and allowm., ? ~ 1 v H~ ff' hift for three
Salisburf Plain. It_ was great fun dou:~all ~~1~ ~h~r teddie . Comms
week though miraculously no-one
y
. ) h d the Troop
uppon to Cambjan :~¥~6 ~::~:sE~C~ ~~ai~ooma(e pecially the
~:l~~~au~eD~~; fr~~1 30 Sig Regt), and re · upplying all the reb_ro~ on

pro~ding comms

1

0 0

the grou nd who were having fun hold~ thei~l~e;~~ dtZ,;"T~~~i' t~1gm~~~
the gentle Wei h breezes. Gryphon
mg a
d
mana ed in 10

~a~e ~~~v~~~,~~~ ~a~~,~~~~l~~d~~;~do;e~:m:r\1~-~i~ tradesgand field

skill' after ma~y montco~!Walsh and ig ' Why am I till here?' Carle
on ~:i~~~~l~~el~~ Op~ and to Sig 'Stretch' Stevens on returning to the
. ld Christmas
oreat outdoors!!
. h ·ii
" All we have no' to look forward to is t e I y eason_ a1
. .
with the Hodgkin on Trophy and the Cadman Cup filhng up a qme
h II ·
d
pe riod' in the Squadron year.
The main effort for the e note i to catch up on well-do~es, e o .s an v
odb es First! hello to Cpl Steve avery, LCpl Kev_Kiff. LCpl Hov
0
my n~m~tao' Martin-Wood gate (fresh from h1 clas I cour_se),
o~gs· Tony Ric°hardson and Stu Tucker, fresh faced from training.
~elc~:;e back to Sigs Shane Cooley and Scott ~hapman. and LCpl
Steff Milner who all return from succe eful tour m B? ~1a, to new ~o~
Sig 'Egg· Evans after hi brief visit to !. Al o to Sig Roge~o-~ at
Stevenson on returning from his retradmg to become a. rad-op. .e ave
·d ooodbye to ig Michelle Berkovitch and LCpl T im Baldwin who
d~
for civ div, and to ig C hris Vickers to 19 Mech Bde ~well done o.n
0
1
11

t

SSgt Robinson , Sgt Price and SSgt S~elm_ardine
received LS & GC medals from B~1g Brims .
with Maj Watts and RSM Pocock sta n ding at the sides
LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. J. Parfitt
T SS t
S gtJ. Alger
.
pThegTroop has had a very bu y period over che past two ~on~ , wnh a
number of exerci es. First and foremost was Ex Eagle Fhght! the
s adron annual battlecamp-or was it? The exerc1 e start_ed with a
· ·
m·a1 1·or Ex Cambrian Patrol. all worked mto a
qu
commumcaaon
eel·
oreat
· The plans for the remainder of the week were cover
mao
0
,~~~~ · ecrecy. with the Sqn Ops Team refu ing to _con~rmSor ~eny
rumours of escape and e asion. Within a day of deploymg, 1e qua~.r~n
·uno le drum had passed on what was to prove to be . a~ accurat~ 0 am
tv:nts Li t for the remainder of the exerci e. The only nrrung ~1 sm., wa~
that for the initial ambush, and everyone obligingly drove ~to Hlhe ~nl )
bid for freedom was made by ig Jupp . the slowest man m t~e qua ron
bein the only one who thought he could out~run a motor bike.
~ uncomfortable night of interrogation followed. and a more
succe ful bid for freedom was made. LCpl Pon~ managed _to escape on
hi third attempt, but soon returned once he reahsed that 1l LS no f~~ if
ou don't know where you are. or where you have g_ot to escape to.
ree
~a of escaping and evading (and occasionally getting caught) followed.
an~ the exerci e reached its fmale with a quick run over the assault ~o.u rse,
the defence of a • afe' house and a platoon attack. The enemy obhgmgly
d"ed
and we all returned to Excon for some much needed food.
1
The following few weeks were particularly bu~y for the RRB cr~ws.
Two weeks on Ex Lron Re olve supvarting 3 Div ".'a follo"".e? Y a
fortnioht in the now familiar surroundings of Sennybndge, prov1dmg ~e
com;unications for Ex Cambrian Patrol. This ~vas h ven~d up bf e
onslau ht of Hurricane Lily, which made a sen ou dent m the roop
GI098g account. Cpl Watts and ig Jupp had the weather fo~ecaster s
chosen spot si ted on top of a very large, very bare hill. On crawhng out oJ
their te~t td see why it had collap ed on top of them. they both covere
their quickest 50m ever, without taking a stejJ!
.
After a couple of weeks back in c3!11P puumg everyth ing back together,
the Troop finished off thi busy penod with a week long deplo,Yment on
Ex Gryphon's Wing. The weather was _freez1~g, and everyone thanked
their ACIO for not persuading them to JOm the infantry.
The Troop ha to say a number of hello and goodbyes . .Hello to gt
Thompson. poMed all the way from Supp Tp, and to S1gs Burgess,
\1oran and Olejnik traight from Blandf~rd. Goodbye t? C[.>I
Chuch"ard. posted to ATR Ba.~singbourn, and Sig Skelly off to make hi
fortune m Civ Div. Temporary goodbyes to Cpl Samuelson, on loan to
TR Bas. ingboum, L pl Johnstone who is trialling Bo_wman and LCpl
'Bog Stomper' Robinson , attached to the Royal Angh~ns in orthem
lrdand. Finall> congratulation. to Cpl Mecl1en and 11?-S (soon to ~
LCpls) HafTcnden and 'Gunny' Williams on their pro~ouons, and to Sig
Foster on becoming a father. ow he will be volunteenng to go on guard
to get a good nights sleep!
BR.\\0 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. . Worden .
Tp Sgt
gt K. helmerdme
Since y,e la'>t wrote Troop note~ a few months ago lots has been
happ.:m 11 g. FiNly ·Eagle Flight' (aka ' RQ's Revenge') _as Squa?ron
Battle Camp-a form of E&E conducted at Senny~~idge, which con~1sted
of getting ver) cold and being cha ed_about the_t~a1mng area by lu~ucs on
motorc~clc (especially Chief ·Evil Kenev1l McCulloch). Sull, we
\wuld get to know and love Wale later on.

f ·l

art

n{~c~c; ~;itr.~~so~~~?i·:;;:1~r!i ~~= ~r~i.1 ~~~::1 ~y!eit::; ~~t ~~
promotion. Good luck and be t wishes to all who have left..

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your
home town ACIO for 5-10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school
and ACF to tell them about life in
The Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting
soldiers into The Royal Signals?

YESll
Then contact your Troop Office for details of

THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME

Ga [Jlj 0
l]JQ@ WJ "@
1he ttlilor is alwavs pleased lo
reeeit1e inleresling arlieles
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CYPRUS WALKABOUT 8-9 OCTOBER 1996
This year' annual Cyprus Walkabout was held 8/9 October, with both
Army and RAF teams repn:senred. from both On and Off Island and
having qualified earlier in the year HQ 5 AB Bde sent a team comprising
of Maj Herring RLC IBde HQ), W02 Rollins RLC (Master Chef 216
Para Sig Sqn) and myself SSgt Needham R Sigs (A Tp SSgt 2 16 Para Sig
Sqnl tPlcasc note No Para Regt) . To briefly describe the team Maj
Herring ~eriou sly good Tri-athl ete (Army Standard), W02 Rollins
seriously• good Orienteer (Anny Standard) and myself serious hanger-on
(In the Army).
learns from the UK were flown out as early as 30 September. giving
valuable time for reconnaissance. Quoting a well known phrase 'Time
spent on reconnaissance is seldom wasted" , however, Maj Herring
decided that time spent on the beach wasn·t wasted either, mind you he
was the team captain and no-one was complaining. Other units from the
brigade were 7 Para Royal Horse Artillery (who entered three teams) and
23 Para Field Ambulance made good use of the time preceding the event.
ror those who don't know. the Cyprus Walkabout i. an annual
competition. and comprises of a two day long Orienteering event, the
route being between Epi kopi Garri on and Troodos Camp on day I and
vice versa on day two. The route this year was chosen by S03 G2
Episkopi Garri on, who just happens to be Parachute Regt (Oh dear lots of
up-hill, no doubt), although this does not have anything to do with the final
result.
Day 1 wa an early start with the last team being away at 07 l 5 hrs, two
reasons for this. one less time spent in the heat is a bonus for everyone,
second being more daylight hour should anyone get lost or strategically
misplaced for those being politically minded. It was to be a hot one
though, but with the ad ministration being admirably handled by l st Bn.
The Royal Gloucester Berkshire and Worcester Regt water was plentiful at
the checkpoints, of which there were five . Checkpoints I through to 4
were not so bad however, checkpoint 5. a all those who took part are
aware, was a bit of a killer being only 2kms from the finish but nearly at
the top of Mount Olympus, a climb of ome 500 metres over a di tance of
2.Skms, seriously steep. Re ults for the end of day I saw ourselves in the
lead by some 4 min over 7 RHA team I, with 7 RHA team 2 not so far
behind.
Day 2 was going lo be a tad tougher as not only tired legs had to be
taken into con ideration but 4 mins could easily be swallowed up by one
of the chasing teams. Day 2 . tarts in reverse order and there is al o the
facility for ad hoc team to be made up from willing volunteer of team
who have withdra\\ n after day I, a very notable achievement hould they
complete the route home. Tactics were going to take a major part for the
route home as we had to cover the two closest chasing team who could
easi ly win the competition. A different route is set for the return journey,
and any thorn bushes that the planner mi ed on day 1 he found today.
Only one error was made by ourselve which was a imple route choice
allowing 7 RHA team to take the lead by only I min, this was quickly
recovered by checkpoint 3 after which there wa only one route home, and
the winning tean1 would now only be chosen by the trength of the third
man, me. ice to have all the weight of the result on your shoulders after 2
day hard log. however in typical Airborne tyle ' Head down a** * Up-_
HQ 5 AB Bde finally won through completi ng the cour ·c ome 6 min ·
ahead of 7 RHA team I.
Last bu t not least 23 PFA should also be com mended on their effort for
day 2 producing a bli stering pace, fini hing day 2 in 4 hrs 50 min ·
complet ing the competition in eventual fifth place.

Final resu Its read as follows:
Overall results
1st
5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
2nd
7 RHA team I
3rd
7 RHA team 2
Fastest Over eas Team
5 AB BOE HQ & Sig Sqn
First ovices
7 RHA team l
Firs: Veterans
7 RHA team 2
Note there were only three other prize available, which unfortunately
none of the Bde team~ were eligible for these being: First On-Island Team.
First Ladies Team & First Schools Team, all in all not a bad day's result.
AIRBORNE OFFICERS REU ION DI ER
Once again the Squadron hosted the annual Airborne Officers Reunion
Dinner on 4 October. The SOinC very kindly found time from his busy
schedule to join us. Pre iding over the affair wa Maj Gen DeanDrurnmond ably assisted by Mr Vice, 2Lt Rich 'Oh, am I upposed to ay
the grace now' Quin ey. The evening was excellent, fine food and
copiou wine flowed all night which only seemed to enhance the . tories of
daring do from the 'old boys'. There was of cour e the banter of ' In my
day' . . . even the boss had a go! It was good to ee such an event o well
upported by the past and pre ent members of Airborne Signals Officers.
It of course degenerated into the inevitable who can last longe t at the bar.
all I can say is they have had 30 year more practice. Finally, a big thank
you must go to Capt Dave Wilson who organised the whole debaucherous
evening.
On Thursday 14 ovember the Squadron All Ranks Dinner wa held.
The evening began with everyone congregating for a glass of ·herry.
Shortly a.fter dinner was erved and the Squadron at down to enjoy a three
course meal. plenty of wine followed by port for the toasts and ending
with coffee, cheese and biscuits. At the end the 2IC gave a mall peech in
the OC' ab ence due to Op Purposeful. Following this the annual
presentation were made for various thing . The Squadron then proceeded
to the bar for funher liquid refre hments and each Troop produced a kit.
The most notable character portrayed by every troop was the RSM. LCpl
' Harry ' Henderson, Cpl ·Brad· Braddock and Sig ·Gav' Vanden all
performed excellent impersonations of the RSM. All in all an enjoyable
evening wa had by all and a big Thank goes out to all involved in the
organi ation.
The prize winners were:
Forge Baker Trophy - Best all round Squadron contribution LCpl ' Rob'
Howe
Bancroft Cup
- Sport man of the Year W02 ' Dave· Rollin
Bardies Cup
- Best course report LCpl 'Rob· Howe
Richards Statuette
- Squadron Footballe r of the Year LCpl · teve'
Bai gent
Dennis Tankard
- Be t Mili tary Squadron contribution Cpl 'Dom'
Anderson
- Best Tradesman Cpl ·oave' laxwell
Craig Trophy
LANYARDTROPHY OTES
The Lanyard Trophy competition took place in October this year, later
than its normal ummer time allocation, thi being due to 5 AB Bde HQ &
ig Sqn. having been deployed to the Uni ted States on Ex Purple Star.
It wa ituation normal for the allocation of training needed for this
event havi ng to fit in between e ·erci e commitments, which have been
very hectic. The training for the competition wa · in the Black Mountains
with the ·quad raying at Crickhowell Camp. The weather during training
wru ideal e pecially con ideri ng the time of tl1e year and the location. The
quad con isted of. Capt
Bennett
Cpls
Hayward
SSgt
Archer
Howl
gt
Paul
LCpls Hendersou
Cpls
Ander~on
Setchfield
Goddard
ig
Barnes
However. on the morning of the 3 October the weatht!r \\:t qui1e bad.
continuous rain and driving winds on certain part. of the cour": added to
the difficulty of tl1e competition.
The quadron team p111 in a superb effort and were narro' I) beaten b}
264 (S S) Sig Sqn, 4 minutes and 58 second. wa, all that sep;•-Jted the
two team over a distance of 40 mil the phrase ·A gnat'-; whisker'· ma
be suitably employed.

CBF presenting the Cyprus Walkabout Trophy to M~j Rob
Herring with W02 Rollins and SSgt Needham looking on
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RSE
by Cpl Thornton
This October the quadron wa lucky enough to be involved in an
exchange with the German Ai rborne. (FALL CHIR 1JAGER). We left
Aldershot for Stan ted early Friday morning and arrived at Hannon:r
Airport early afternoon. We then had a ten hour co;1ch trip to 1he Luflland
Schute Airborne School, which i itu ated outh f Munich.

GERl\.1A
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The week nd had bee n w.:11 planned by our host ·. T he fir. I day we were
gi,en a 1ghbeeing trip of the l\1u~ich Olympi.c ~tadi~m and tower. It gave
u ome impre sive view · and w11h the e still 111 mmd we proce~ded to
tunich Cit\ Centre.
good time wa. had by all although the vie ws of
>..tunich became a little blurred b. the time the bu arrived to take ~-. back
to ALTE. T :r. On unday we went to a local toun t area and v1 1ted a
local castle and adjoining tourist village. It w· on Sunday when a ne'
talent was di>co,ered. 1 is talent was di>played by Sig "the sw~11p' 'J)•rell
II Water port,. he alro seem to be a natural at. routefindtng. \ ell may
be not ·Tiz ·. we eventual!) found the 2 year old 111 the town square.

The German Jumps exchange Team
1onday wa taken up by ground 1!aining. ~Ve. were met and briefed by
our ho t Capt Bhil. The ground tra111111g wa 1milar to ours. although they
till use an outdoor trainer which was good news for all the crows amongst

us. We are now aware of what the nickname Knacker racker is all about.
The afternoon was taken up by more pain .when we were i nt rod~ccd t~ a
forn1 of torture di sguised as land in g mu n111g. T l11 s was 111 the fo rm o l a
pull y system which released you from about 30. fee t although we_ did
notice that the Germans released their own people lrom a lot lowc.r- Alte r a
couple of hours of pain we fi nished and were take n fo r a run of or~s by
our host apt Bhil. this was whe n we realised that we must take runnmg a
.
_ .
.
bit more criously than the Germans.
Tuesday was what we had been waiti ng tor-. the.I 1rst JUmp us mg the US
TIO and reserve. We jumped fro m a C 160. which 1s a two e~gmed :m craft
and look> like the four engined Hercule . ow full y crsed 111 the German
aircraft dri lls we stamped and shou ted our way to the door and ~ad a total
of three de ce nt that day. II went well in almo t perfect cond111o n · with
S gt Weaver und ig Vanden having stand up landings. The DZ was soft
and had only one hazard . a slight marsh. which Lt Short managed to find
with ease.
. .
.
.
.
The Wcdne. day was spent firstl y on ground tr~111111g for JUmpmg with
German cont ai ners. but after a great deal of wa111ng about and a even
greater deal of Rain Dancing from C~I ' osher ' Brown the jump was
called off due to the weathe r. Thursday ' weathe r was also too bad tor the
j ump so ~ur hos!.!! had arranged a vi it to the Borg, which is their HQ. lt
wa al o where the Parachutes were packed and re paired . Once there, we
had a guided tour of the Genn an Airborne museum. Tt covered from pre
World~War IL to the present day. We then vi ite~ their Commando training
lod <>e where oldicrs and aircrew are taught m1htary and urv1 val tra111111g.
we°witnes ed the conditions and the training area in which thi take
pl ace, We also aw the Germans going through their paces on the
equivalent to our assau lt course.
On our retu rn 10 tl1e Luftland Schute, we were awarded our ·blooded·
Gennan wing , which wa the end of a very enjoyable and illuminating
vi it to the Gennan Airborne.

heard from a ~reat distance over the battlefield. All in :ill a great exercise
w ~1c h was c ryoyable as well , ongratulations to Cpl Bren Matthews for
w111n1ng the award for best all round soldier.
ORIENTEERING
After a quick bri ef in the gym two teams of bleary eyed 'A' Fit
personnel headed off to attempt the 'Quick' course set by the resident
mapn:mn C pl Dave Marrs. ' It • hould only take a wee whil e' was the
chche that was used for th is event. S gt ·B ig Ron· Worley and SSgt P ete
Stockell tag~ed along to make sure things ran ,moothly and fairly. Tumg~
went accordmg to plan .with LCpl Si Wilson deciding to leave his pe~
behmd very cooll y havmg to complete all the questions from memory
when he returned. After a particularly gruelling event we all retired to the
sa.nctuary of the families club and argued black was white and vice versa
with refere nce to the questions answers . Then we all tucked into some well
deserved beer provided by o ur watch funds.

BOXI G
fhe Station Boxing Team recentl y took part in the RAF Lord
. ov1ce Box in ~ .Championships at RAF Cosford . The
outcome was, a first class wm 111 the Minor Units Division Thi s was Ja t
won. by '.he Station in 1928. LCpls Green and Roscoe were beaten in
sem1-fin.il.s, both showed great talent and bags of courage. Cpl Mullen
stopped his ~ppo n ent 11~ the fi nals displaying excellent box ing ski ll and
great ~ote nu al becommg the Lord Wakefi eld's Super Heavyweight
Champion 1990/97.
Wa k e field '~

;h~

regarding a video of the weekend to be used in the run up to hildren Ill
Need.
O~ Wednesd~y 2 October our last committee meeting took place to
fi nah se everythmg. No proble ms, so it was all go that evening the fiN
event took place. The .Youth Club sponsored compu'ter marathon. wuh lois
of enthus1 ~s m the. childre n pl ayed on the computers, with lots of good
scor.e . bemg achieved. The winner was Matthew Riddell but all
pan1c11?ants received a certi ficate. Then along came hiday 4 October .
c~llecu?n buc~et was placed in the _YCP, then it \\as off to the cho~t
video. camera m hand to fi l.m the children arri ving for their non uniform
day.. ab~ut ~% of t~e . ch ildren turned up minus uniforms each child
paymg :iOp tor this pn v1 legc. Then 11 was a quick da.~h to the new av
Headqu~ers to drop off a collection bucket for their afternoon function y
h 1J1e~. an e.ven quicker da~h back to the school to film the assembly, the
ca mistress, Mrs Barker wa. not expecting this judging by her look of
h~rror as I e ntered the assembly hall. My next pon of call wa~ to 399 u
w ere a cake raffl e was been run by the US Det. It was based on a
Halloween theme an.d was a great succes . Money was collected and
counted and the runnmg total wa&£233.45. Unfortunately I cannot report
on the back to front dinner as rumours. sorry actual reports of the event
~~~~~~~I~~~ ?ack to me yet. Except that the event was a great success
. . emg rai sed on the m&Ji~ ..so the running total was u to
m
£542.07. This total had ~urpassed my 111111al target of raising £500
·
y
new target 1s now £ 1000.
Saturday w~ a re t day, good idea really as ome die hard individuals
were allege?I YJUSt fini shing the back to front dmner. Sunda) arrived this
was the mam day for events to take place. The first event was the Car ·a
Challenge, and our first problem. Course designer Clare Fi her had
forhg otten the plans. n~ pro~lem up stepped my wife to design a course
(w o said women aren t devious!).
'

s!

223 Sig Sqn (399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby

Sqn Comd
Maj Alan McComb
SRO
Maj Jim Dodds BEM
SRO(des)
Capt Steve Palfryman
The bu y period the Squadron find itself in. till continues. Capt Steve
Palfryman has arrived a SRO(des) until Maj Jim Dodds leave tn the
'ew Year. Squadron military training in the fonn of Ex Flying Hawk has
been conducted which blew out a few cobweb , and the customary
porting and social events have taken place.
DELT FLIGHT

FISHING
SSgt (Su pvr R) Denver 'Dodgy Dr Owens re~re e~ted Logi tics
Command in the RAF Inter-command angling champ1onsh1ps. He would
have caught a lot more fish if he hadn ' t eaten the bait.

K/NZ LIAISO

Lt Damian 'Stock Car' Smalley represented the Army during a buffet
ho ted at the ew Zealand embas y in London. The buffet was aaended
by the All Black Barbarian rugby team amongst oth~r gue t.~ . He received
his invitation during hi last appointment and obviously felt 1t wa too
good

to

mi .

RRlV L

Lt
Damian 'Stock car· Smalley
WOI
Tony ' Drac' Harding
W02
(Supvr R) 'Balloon Head· Randle
SSgt
( upvr R) 'Dodgy Dr Owens
Cpl
Dave -s' Clark
LCpl
Martin 'How Much l A Papworth
In December, members of Delta Flt a si ted the local Age Concern by
taking the house bound elderly people Christma shopping. ln addition to
this, they helped the Flt Sgts to get on Shift. Someone took Flt Sgt Ellis'
teeth to the denti t for him and another took SSgt Owens ' wig to the
barber for a trim.
FOOTBALL
December aw the traditional Old versus Bold Football Match. 'fhe
teams kicked off, and the crowd were treated to some first rate Football.
The Old Boy attack was pearheaded by W02 Dave 'Fat Blerk' Randle
and accompanied by JT Jimmy Powell who soon wreaked havoc among
the truggling defence. The first breakthrough came in the seventh minute
when 'Fat Blerk' turned JT Andy Carter inside, out and delivered a
precision cro. s for gt 'Daz' Hepburn to rifle the ball into the net. Sgt
· av' Phillips added to the oppositions misery with a superbly guided
header. ·Fat Blerk' convened a third after a fabulous 50 Yard waddle
leaving the flailing L pl 'Beef' Kirton for dead. gt Jimmy Powell
made it 4-0 shortly before half time. The second half saw a first rate build
up by the young pretenders starting with all guns blazing. JT Phil Davie
\tarted the move which also involved JT Jasper carrett, Cpl Dave '5'
Clark culminating in LCpl Ken Cross lotting home pa. t JT Phil
Baumber. The youth team hit again shortly after kick off when Phil
Baumber made a complete hash from a very tame shot by helping the ball
111to the • "et. JT dam el on soon helped the old gits regain their
compo urc by side foot mg the ball neatly into the comer of the net to make
the final core: Old Git~ 5 and Slightly Younger Gits 2.
HO ' KEY
Congratulations to LCpl Claire Burden who represented the Corps in
the Inter-Corps hockey championships held at Aldershot. Unfortunately
the R ignah came runners up for the third year in &uccession.
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ALPHA FLIGHT
OC
2Lt Ellie Goldsworthy
DSO
WO Baker
The Flight would like to wish a warm welcome to our new OC, 2Lt
Ellie Goldsworthy. Farewells go out to Lt Adam Hillary (now Capt) a
he leaves for sunny Bosnia. Also brief farewell s to Cpl Bren Matthews,
LCpl Carla Gilligan, LCpl Stu Fenton and JT Neil Sntton, all are away
on Det.
EXERCISE FLYING HAWK
As the second pha e of Ex Flying Hawk wa about to begin, member
of the ·A' Team began snooping for information from the first pha e
attendee . Beer were bought and favour called in for intel. Anned with
precious knowledge of what was expected to happen, we all got on the bu.
for the journey to Proteus training camp. We arrived and the weather was
fine and many of the usual training cliches were put into use. But the clear
blue sky soon changed, to replace thi picture que scene with torrential
rain which la. ted for many hours. lt is always intere ting to see people
who continue to tell everyone how good they are, suddenly not appear so
wonderful after all when the condition change for the worst.
The next morning came and everyone wa well on cour e for the No
Move Before time of 0800hrs. True to form, the OS turned up at 0740
e nquiring as to why we weren't ready. After a swift run around the famous
Army 'lone tree' we were soon back into the . wing of things. That is
everyone apart from LCpl 'Klinsman' Long who thought he would go for
a penalty on the return leg, thrust hi leg down a hole conveniently placed
in the way of the stampede. As the hour pas ed more and more ·fighung
machines' fell foul of these hole . ext was a spot of PT in the form of
self-defence, morale was to reach an all time high at this point as we beat
each other up for prolonged periods of time with the full ble. sing of the PT
staff. LCpl 'Hawkeye' Topple gave everyone a good laugh with his
special force skill when he tripped over the comms cord , in the harbour
location.
The final assault on the enemy location looked excellent (l was
watching from the sidelines). There was so much moke that nobody could
see, but the voice of gt Bri Hands and Sgt Dave Longmuir could be
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The .Corsa Challenge
The H Flight B Team in action
(L-R) : LCpl Roscoe, LCpl Green, Cpl Mullen, Air Cdre Gould (MA
CBE), Cpl Chapple, (Asst RAF Coach), SSgt (Supvr R) Tretheway
(Coach).
The. station also ho ted the RAF Select vs Eastern and Midland
Counu es tournament o n 7 ovember. Over 300 spectators pon ors
box~r and offi~i al rai ed in excess of £600 of which 50%. went to ~
chari ty ~o r hand_icapped childre.n. A very succe sful evening with Junior
a nd Se111or, ov1ce and lnternauonal standard boxing. The event was well
repre ented b)'. the tation team with Cpl Chapple out-pointing hi
opponent conv111c111gly. LCpl .Green again gave a very commendable and
s up~rb performance only withdrawing after a cut to the eye. Amir
Unsworth , an Army dependant al o represented the Station lo ing hi
bout on a very close majority decision.
'
'
CHILDREN IN NEED/STATION YO TH ACTIVITIES
F
WEEKEND 4-6 OCTOBER 1996
by Cpl Andy Robinson
One day in September an envelope dropped through my door, which
was er to .change my hfe for the next few day . My wife handed me the
envelope, n was from Children in Need. Why don ' t you do omething she
challen~ed ? Good idea I thought, little did I know how much work thi
~ a~ to 111vol~~: After jotting my thought down on paper, I set about the
task of or~a n1 s mi; a comnuttec to help run a fun weekend. Having coerced
my bos mto being the Officer in Charge I then organised a date for the
fir t commntee meeting. At this meeting initial plans were formulated
with plenty of volunteers offering to run event . A date was set for the fun
weeken? to take place. thi being 4-6 October 1996. Letter were sent to
all sect10.ns on the talion so a to get as many team as po, sible
par11c1paung. The Youth Club offered to run a pan ored computer
mar~thon , posters were produced and put up around the Station, slowly
~ephes . tarted to come. back to me, this was a worrying time. ome
secuons cou ld not paruc1patc but donated the en try fee anyway. To get a ·
much span. 01.. h1p as po. s1ble I a kcd all sections to nominate a volunteer
to take a . span or form around that ection only. l even reque tcd that
Tedder pnmary school hold a non uniform day. this they did willingly. as it
had been done before.
W~ then held our second commiuee meeting. Thi took place ju t a
fortmght before our planned weekend. At the meetin<> it appeared
ev~rytlung wa_s going a planned, there was even an extra ~vent planned.
T.hi w~s put forward by F,:\ Off ichols (cat~ring officer) a back to front
dmner 111 the C?fficer Mc ·s for Officers and
CO's. By this ~tage the
BB had been 111 contact with Flt Lt Haynes, our Public Relations Officer
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.The first t~ to try w~ ~rom H F!ight. with pecial mention of their
dnver Gary f ve done th1 m a tank Fisher, their time was accurate!
timed on an hourgla . whoops! orry a stopwatch. H Flight's B Team wa;
next _up for .the c~alle~ge. their tactic were trange \\ith Clare Fisher
teenng. Thi tact1~ paid off with the team taking first place. H Flight A
Team \~ere pushed mto third by the Scouts. While the H Flight teams~ were
bu y with the Corsa Challenge, B Flight played the first game of oftball
ag.ainst the Scouts. narrowly beating them. The Scou then faced up 10 the
might of H Flight ~gain lo· ing narrowly. the Scouts then di appeared
around ~e camp with co_llecrion bucker in hand, returning later with a
ub tannal amount. H Flight and B Flight mer in the ne, t match with
notab!e performance from Mick · lugger' Birchall and Ton} ·hand ·
Hardmgand Clare 'fa tball' Fi her.

Kate Williams playing Softball
The fina l event of the d~y \\ ~u the ' It ' a Knockout· Challenge. the most
notable perfonnance ~on?mg fr 111 the cou~, who eventually won. The
day was rounded ofl ~1th a disco in the A Fl, where apt Kun.i:
presented trophies to w1nnmg t ams. An impromptu raffle was held and
bucket pa ed around.
!~ i:onclu~io~ tl1e \~eekend W<1' a great su ce. s. so for the total r.used 1
£9.>_.:i7. Thi li&_urc ~nclude~ a very generou donallon from the , talion
Commander of £50 \\1th more money to come in.
mce gomg to_ pres~ an update on the final amount ha. come 111. The
fina! .amount raised wa. £1060.91. Many thank- to all those \\ho
part1c1pated and. donat_ed money.. pc:cial thank' to all the organise" of
the event. . n) ideas for next y ar?'l'?'?
~

,
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EXERCISE DRYSHOD-NOVEMBER 1996

q~~~~a;~~l~~~~s ~~e~~~~~ g;:f~~~t~~ t~~:~~ fip1~~~:,~;v~1 f~r
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·
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·i:::x Gilbert Gutbuste/ :rf:ra~~~~~~~:~ g;oup ro~tine. <:ppropri~tely called
mght for es ential preparation we left ca'::iesp111
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reading skills. After a ver
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1
misplaced' and soaking in ih! ;:::tn~u~~y of bemg .1 geographical ly-
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

E. "ER l E LO G LOOK 96

ele ·ted from a ca t of thou. and. I ''a fortunate enough to attend E ·
long Look 90 in • ew Zealand. The journey :tarted at Brize orton on 16
Juh 1996 where we boarded the RAF Tri tar de tined for our fir t top
o\cr in Kuala Lumpar. here the Long Look contingent got 10 know each
other and found who was going where. I wa de tined for a place called
Palmer;ton orth on the orth I. land. fter a night on the town in Kuala
Lumpar we flew on to ydncy where we lost the Australian bound Long
Lookers and met our opposite number from ew Zealand contingent. This
wa. the day the 'ew Zealand II Blacks had ju t beaten outh Afri an
pringboks in i ew Zealand . o the Kiwi were well oil~. We pent ~he
re. t of the evening learning what we could about the umt we w re bemg
attached to and explaining the delights Bulford held for our vi itors whil t
taking in the night life of ydney. The Kiwi left the following day on the
Tri tar bound for UK and we had another day in Au tralia nursing our
hango,en. before the ew Zealand Air Force tran ported u to the land of
the long white cloud.
When I eventually arri\'ed at 2 Sigs l was met by LCpl C ullen who had
furnished my bunk with a televi ion and tereo. He went on to introduce
me to the re 1 of the lad all of whom were easy to get along with and ery
sociable. I wa introduced to the deli2hts of Palmerston •orth the
following evening where the conversation oon got around to rugby; I
corrected my ho ts over the fact that England doesn't wear a pufty flower
on their chest:. but a blood red rose. they corrected me on my minor
indbcretion of callin!! their silver Fern a white feather. Be advi ed future
Long Lookers, if you are drinking tequila \ ith the e guys and they are
. inking it like water. it probably i . It was not long before I wa away on
exercise and hown the ew Zealand phenomena of Waiouru, a training
area that is a cro s between Sennybridge and Sali bury plain. Everyone
wa keen to help me see the country and where they were from . LCpl Lisa
Murray started me off on the road trip teering me through the touri l
trap· ofTauranga, Rotorna, apier and Hastings. LCpl Andre Witehira
bowed me Wanganni. Ohakune and 1t Ruapehu an active volcano that
blew the day after we vi ited praying a h all over the lopes much to the
di like of the ki bunnie .
lt was the 75th anniversary of the Royal New Zealand Signal while I
wa there and l became caught up in the celebration , it started off with a
Corp sports weekend where I wa fortunate to be selected to play in their
Corp rugby team again t the Engineers. Some of the lads were a bit
dubious having a porn in the ide but this was unfounded a we went on to
\\'in 16-10. omething the Engineers have not been allowed to forget. The
remainder of the anniversary celebrations were to be held in Auckland by
5 Sig that culminated in a parade where the Kiwis were pre ented the
Prince. Anne Banner. After the anniversary celebrations I tayed in
uckland and looked around the top of the North Island hosted by LCpl
J err) Ka rati.
Most of the people I spoke to infonned me that l would not have seen
'ew Zealand until I had seen the South lsland, l found the majority of
people telling me thi had not seen the south Island themselve . 3 Sigs are
based al Burnham ju l out ide Christchurch. There I was met by L C pl B.
J. King who again furnished my bunk with a television and was a much
\'alued guide to the South Island . My first week on the South Island l was
sent on exercise 10 Queenstown, which although only a small village, is
the tourist capital of the South l land. While there I had me some egg
cooked by Bella, , J, Dee and J asmine something that may be lo 1 on
interpretation unle. s you have watched 'once were warriors'. During the
following weeks l was given a car and sent on my travels and l have to
agree with my previou advisors, the South Island really i. a beautiful
pla e. l was advised Britain had one of the best Rugby League team in the
"orld and went 10 . ee the third test in Christchurch of the Lions versus the
.\H Blacks. I wa.~ hrouded in a Union Jack and England top much 10 the
delights of the colo01als when we lost again. For my la t few days on the
outh Island I was ta~en diving off Kiakora, B. J . King's parents lived up
1ha1 way so along with J, J ason, Jasmine and BJ •ve went diving for
crayfah and swimming in the seal colony.
I went back to Palmerston orth for my final week in the country and
mi~sed most of the lads including ig ·Fitzy' F itzgerald , Roy and Bria n
icholson. '.Cherry' C herrington (mumble mumble mumble), Sam (nice
hakaJ Mamopoto, ally 'the blonde' Boyt , ·Babs' Babbington and
·Dallas' Kincade Ra tima thank you for a very enjoyable tour. Just to
ad\i c Karl ummin that Danny does not use Grecian it's pecial

~o~-mo~ha~r~\~e~wa~ ~~:~al~y

Squadron. Obviously they have either very short memories of the pain
involved or they po e s seriou character flaws ! Many more however
took the far more en ible option and ju 1 came along for the more
ociable evening function with the numbers swelling to around 300 as
oon a the bar opened. [I wa good to ee that o many ex members of the
quadron had come back m spend the day with u . one even travelled all
the way from Australia.
The event it elf, for the uninitiated is held over a distance of 22krn on
Sali bury Plain and incorporates the firing of I 0 rounds fr ma di tance of
200m. with a three minute time penalty added for each shot dr pped. Due
10 the large cale of thi year. competition it wa run over two days , with a
lot of the quadron planning team racing on the Friday I ovember. On
day one the tandard wa set Capt ' the targets can't be registering my
score' Talbot. who despite having one of the fa test running times only
managed to core one out of 10 to gain himself a 27 minute penalty time.
He was not alone however, many more on that lane including W02
'deadeye· Dickson and Cpl 'l'm a Skill At Arms instructor now'
Ch ambers both joined him in the 27 minute .
Even though the official Reunion was not till the night of the 2
o ember there were a few unofficial reunion on the I ovember. To
that end LCpl Shawcross wa that keen 10 be at the start on time he
decided to tay up all nigbt , then fell asleep in the morning and mis ed hi
start time. Don't worry though some pec.ial arrangements where made for
him to be able to reap the full benefit from the day !!! As for the re t they
all made it to the start and a well contested event resulted. the unoffical
event being for who had the be t blisters and backache. An excellent effort
was seen, especially from all the gue t runners. no fewer than six ex
Squadron commanders ran, walked or crawled around the cour e. The
mo t committed being Lt Col (Retd) F isher came with the sole intention
of ' breaking in the youth of today' by continually pa sing them much to

Then Commander Communications (LAND), Brig G riffin , was invited
to present NATO medals 10 members of the Squadron who recently
deployed to Bosnia as part of lFOR. Also W0 2 (FofS) '[ am the Minor
Units !OOm Champion you know' Steele was presented with hi LS & GC.
With all the formalities completed the band of 34 Sig Regt (V)
performed an excellent Beating of the Retreat to round off the day. Then it
wa time for the night festivitie , a quick change and off to the Reunion
bar for a few sociable drinks with the many past members of the Squadron
who were able to make it back for the weekend. We are not saying it wa
predictable but the ayi ng of the eveni ng must have been, ' [I was a lot
harder in my day'. Although this was clo ely followed by, 'The Kiwi was
much whiter, further, painful, heavier in my day'.
All in all it was a highly successful and eventful weekend. And one that
will be remembered by all for many year to come, but especially by Brig
(Retd) P a tri ck Webb who was the Officer Commanding the Squadron in
Malay in 1962. ll was his first visit back to the Squadron ince then and he
was overjoyed to ee that Squadron pirit and standards remain the ame
today a they were then.
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SOinC Brig Wood presents LCpl Scarrot with his promotion to
full Cpl
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learnt~ ~onsiderable

YOUR
CORPS
NEEDS YOU
TO ASSIST IN RECRUITING
1000 NEW RECRUITS ARE NEEDED TIDS YEAR
TO REDUCE UNDERMANNJNG

IF YOU MEET POTENTIAL RECRUITS GIVE
THEM A ROYAL SIGNALS COMMITIED
SOLDIER CARD AND INVITE THEM TO TA.KE
IT TO THEIR LOCAL CAREERS omcE
FO't

CA.'-

f..,~".'HH

MO$t.\l\AT10f',, '!'OU

(~'-llAC'

r.-,:: f'<,:At:s· Ah•{

:~~::eu Of~.c:

The New Zealand High Commissioner prese nt s the Kiw i Trophy
to the winner, Cpl Wi lson

SOlOIER RECRUITlNG
RHO ROYAt SIGNAlS
SlANt>fORO CAMP

DORSET 011 I 8AA
TUEPHONE 01158 4811 47
81 THI SIST • JOIH nil llST

Commodore Peddie, NZ CDS and Capt Foulkes,
OC 249 Sig Sqn accompanied by 2Lt Healey,
W02 (SSM) Barnes at 1idworth Military Cemetery

~ithou1time 10 ·i?:n~~

0

their annoyance.
When the competition was over the Squadron formed up for Mr John
Collioge the New Zealand High Commi ioner to present the prizes.
The re ults were as follow :
in 02:23 :04
lst
C pl W ilson
in 02:25:07
2nd
C pl P ay
in 02:23:21
3rd
Sgt Ward
Outside units:
30 Sig Regt
J st
WOl Benson
14 Sig Regt
2nd
SSgt J ohnston
RSS
3rd
Sgt J ohnston J .
Veterans:
PBll
Col Cook
Isl
Retd
Lt
Col
Fi
her
2nd
CO 30 Sig Regt
Lt Col Oldfield
3rd

'hampoo.
KIWI T R PHY 1-2 0 EMB ER 1996
The Kiwi Trophy is the quadron' annual march and shoot
competition Thi\ years event was combined with the Squadron Reunion.
which was held to mark the quadron's 20th }Car in the AMF(L) role (and
we 111! haven't deployed m anger anywhere!) To add a little difference
and competiuon all pa<,l members were invited to partake in the event an
offer which trangcl) enough was accepted by some 30 ex members or' the

is:~:~a\h~o~~t~al

FRANCE (SOMME)
Bed, breakfast, evening meal (with wine) .
. .1 ! hours Calais . Junction 13/1 off A 1 .
V1s1t 1916 Battlefields, Arras, Amiens, Albert.
Brian and Lesley Keightley (Ex-R. Sigs)
'Journey's End' 3 Rue De La Place,
Hardecourt-Aux-Bois, Somme, FRANCE .
Tel: 00 333 22 85 17 68
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Royal Signals

~
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COMMITTED SOLDIER CARD

CARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
SQUADRON OFFICE - GET ONE BEFORE YOU
GO ON LEAVE.
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1 (Royal
259 Sig Sqn
BFPO 53

'qnComd
qn Comd (Des)
1

HODG 0
HIELD
The Inter Troop football competition. part oflhe Hodg. on Shield port ·.
took place in Happ_ alley on 29 ovember 1996. As u ual there was
much banter and merriment before the game began. particularly from the
much fa,oured Epi Tp. Once underway the banter gave way to hard' ork
and ·committed tackling· . there were no hold. barred. La t year' winners,
the old men of HQ Tp were wheeled out and di patched Dhekalia and
irfield Tps in two incident packed matche . Tam ·1he cat' Tulloch
performing wonders in the HQ Tp goal. Ep Tp won both their games.
coring more goal.. but al o conceding and bowing weaknes at the back .
The tage was et for a dramatic decider. It was early in the fir t half when
gt (YofS) ' ige ·Crazy Leg · Donohue bur t into the Epi Tp box and
wa. flattened by Sig Lee ·p ycho' Bearfield. The ref had no he ital.ion in
giving a penally and like ·Let me take it" Toner duly converted.
Obvious!) rattled Epi Tp took some time to compose them elve and HQ
kept their lead into half time. Af1er the break HQ continued to look
dangerou and it wa n't long before Capt Tim ' nice trumpet' Wood put in
HQ'. second with a bli tering run and awe ome left foot hot which the
Epi keeper ju t couldn ·1 hold. Only now did Epi begin to play to their full
potential as the old men began to tire. Again it wa Tam the cal who saved
the day after a long run from Cpl Ton~· 'talks a good game· Lythgoe.
There i a rumour going around that Tam taught eville Southall
everything he knows. except how to retire . But Tam couldn't keep out Sgt
·Woody' Wood who cored Epi' only goal of the game. but it wa n·t
enough. An in pired bit of catering by gt ·fudge· MaCphee meant that
there was plenty of humble pie available in the Jimmy Club for the
presentation. Thank to LCpl ·Mou e' Lane for organi ing the
EXER CI E BRAVE DEFENDER-BATTLECAMP 96
Baulecamp began on a unny Sunday morning in the middle of October.
By this tage the sick chit had been and gone and there were still a
significant number of 'players' to take part in the exerci e. lt was a Jong
and bumpy journey to the Akama for a week of work-up training and live
firing. All wa well until the third night when the heaven opened.
Unfortunately the rain dominated the thoughts of many. particularly tho e
"ho thought they wouldn · t need their waterproofs for a two week exercise
in Cypru . Apart from the le ons learned about 'watermanship' , where
and ho' to build a basha. and personal hygiene there was a wide variety of
other mil skill in the fir>t week. The live firing was outstanding. working
up from IB R through to eel.ion Attacks including grenade throwing,
thanL to Sgt Mick Senior. There was al o a memorable bayonet le son
with interesting input from the TOT. and a well received urvival les on
from Maj Phil Osment who had been dragged from hi office in HQ
BFC. Week two w~ a move clo er to home to take on the defence of a key
point. It wa a tough week. but valuable none-the-less. There were plenty
of talking points. not least of which were ig 'Knuckles' Shepherd leuing
in the enemy becau e he thought they were passing cadets, and Sgt
'Blenk)' Blenkinsop's rally driving skills. Many thanks from the players
to Capt lark Finneran for organi ing the exercise and resisting the'
temptation to reenact 'apolean's retreat from Moscow as in 1995.
HQ/OP CELL
All i'> quiet in the SHQ. A little bird told me that the TOT told a clean
and funny joke recently.
Goodbye again to W02 (FofS) cotty teven who has finally gone to
'l, good luck. Goodbye al o to the OC, Maj Kevan Thornber, who is
posted to the HQ at I Armd Div. The best wishes of the Squadron go with
you and your family. hope the Herford weather isn't too nippy.

Lt Phil cwton
SSgt 'Fudge' MacPhee
gt (fofS) Stu Meld rum

HELLO • D GOODBYE
For a welcome change there have been a few po tings in to counter the
flow of departures. Fare,\ell to gt Marti n 'Woody' Wood and Linda
who depart for Cin) treet Cpl 'Dime Bar' Edwards is off up the
mountain. this i'> allegedly due to his ability to peak Batco fluently.
Welcomes go to L pis Liddle and Will iams, Sig.s 'Knuckles' Shepherd,
'One rm' ' hepherd. · o Gat' Davis. 'One Ball' Davies and 'Cadfael'
B arfield We hope they carry on as they are as we certainly struck lucky
on the entertainment factor with thi. intake. We also welcome their
fam1h to Cyprus and hope that they have an enjoyable stay on the island.
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IRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ma rk Finneran
Tp S gt
S gt ' Yogi ' Caudwell
Tp FofS
Sgt (FofS) Mick heppard
Back to the Troop lines after an arduou Battlecamp where the
bli tering heat and lhe torrential rain took their toll. The work load
continues. enough to keep everyone nice and bu y. The recent Troop photo
was well received. It eems that the only member of the Troop looking at
the camera was the bo s' cat! Congratulation to Cpl Sally Webster on
her well deserved third place in the recent Anny Karate Champion hip .
HELLO AND GOODBYE
Unfortunately the Troop i. saying ·goodbye to three well respected
members. 111e first i Sgt 'beer mon5ter' Lewis, good luck on your trek to
Civvy treet. hope that everything goes well for you , your ocial kill will
be mis ed dearly. gt Rick Hannah leaves the Troop on promotion and is
heading off to unny 7 Sig . good luck Rick. Last but not lea t is Sig Kev
Powe who take our best wi he to 220 Sig Sqn with him.
Welcome back to C pl Jim Wainwright who ha just completed another
tour in the Falklands 1 land and i on course for his entry in the Guinne s
Book of Records. Welcome to LCpl Tony D' Or on his recent arrival from
I.

DHEKALIA TROOP
Tp Comd

competition.

EPI KOPI TROOP
TpComd
Tp Sgt
Tp FofS

Other new fro m the Troop include the return from Banlecamp, barely
had we had time to remove our cam ream than there was a knock at the
door. ·Hello. who are you· we said. ' We are the Tels/PRE team ' they said,
' Damn' we said. eedl e s to say it has been a bu y period. To make things
ju t a bit more intere ting we were al ·o involved with the CBFs Annual
Forn1al ln. pection. With courses. overseas exercises, walking wounded
and embarkation lea ewe seem to be coping quite well. Tune in next issue
for another read from Epi Tp!

Capt Cath Waudby/
WOl (YofS) Pete Martin
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mick Senior
Tp FofS
SSgt (Fof'S) Marc Findon
A very busy period with Battlecamp and support to the Oversea
Exerci es with the Re ident Infantry Battalion , and on island exerci es.
The latter proved a trong te t of the telemechs and their powers of
professional improvi ation.
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HELLO AND GOODBYE AND CO GRATULATIONS
The Troop has had more than its fair hare of movement recently.
Welcome to S gt (FofS) Marc Findon, Cpl Meir, Sigs Dalgreen,
Gordon, Watt, Hogg, Fendyke, Bowen, Ball and Brazier. Farewell and
best wishes to SSgt (FofS) Ray Edge, Sgt Cunningham, Cpl (now Sgt)
Paul Coates, and LCpl Elvis Hernstead who also goe on promotion.
Hello and goodbye to WOl (YofS) Pete Martin for standing in a Troop
Commander while Capt Cath Waudby was off ick with poorly feet.
Congratulations to SSgt Mick Senior and Mel on the birth of twins
Thomas Jack and Grace Elizabeth. Congratulations on elect ion for
promotion to LCpls Elvis Hemstead and Al Hayhurst.

Yeomanry) Sig Sqn
(Special Communications)

M aj Gordon Duncan
W02 (SSM) Pete Charles

S411 Comd
SS 1
faj Kevan Thornber
faj teve Turnbull
W02 (
1) Chri Hardwidge

Bucki~ghamshire

~m,m'.i1c~j la~r

tha~

EXERCISE BALMY LYNX
m E~ ~al~1.1~ Lynx too~ place in
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PHDrilGRAPHS
Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned ,
unless they are irreplaceable .
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing a
photograph that cannot be replaced .
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Isle> (BVI). A new rec_ord for the Squadron (and possibly
orp · . was et dunng the Exercise a' combined with other
comm~tments th~ Squadron had over 40 oldiers deployed to 10 different
·
countne ! A typical detachment?
G.rhe Jamaica detachment, made up of Lt Angu Evers Cpl Martin
pl Sylvester Hack , spent two week hosted by the Jamaica
1 t~ert and
p0 e e~ce ~orce (JDi::). The fir t location was a coa touard station built at
ort oya on _the site of a fonner British aval bas; where Lord el on
~a~ on~e tattoo Comman~er. The det established comms quickly with
d eimu .a and BVI, 1111pres mg the JDF who insi ted that it coul I not be
one wtth only 20W power and three men.
the~t ~~a~eek t~e dct moved to the JDF Training Depot at Newca. tle in
chan
. ountams ~o~ two days. At 6000ft the climate was a pleasant
ti 'Bg~ _fi~m the hum1d1ty and mo quito bite of the coast The bad•>es of
J ic nu~ . and Canad ian Regiments who had served at e~vca tie prior to
aa;ai~a ' mdependence in 1962 surrounded the parade ground, serving as
em111der to the det of their forbears' exploit . The weather also
reminded the_ dcl of home, a torrential rain hit the i land. providing an
nt~riest111g dnve backw Port Royal through no ds and land !ides.
im /e. det also ca1:ned o_ut ome comm. training for the JDF. who
w· ~ e~c~ the det with their proficiency. ould this have anything to do
co1t . et e ac t thdal many of the JDF Officers and
co, have attended
11 · ut 6 1an ford?

1
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LCpl Ian McKerrow catching lunch
fark Bentle) 311d LCpl Sean 'i~ had a '' ondcrf I 11. '
ntiguan Defence Force
biggest problem \Hl'. a mi. cure of the' r-tin
. The Bnb dur du a. hs we un_dcf"tand the flies bile and <>et C\Cf).\\hcr·I
. ar ~ os ernc ment ot ' gt Rober and ' 1 h:O.: \I 0
·
u trnhan 1gnals. have so far munaoecJ to kee
.
' . ·
.ii
It i . rumoured that they will tell all Just as sob1(~1<~~00\~t their c plott .
print.
for the comms on the exercise GREAT!•. It ire note' gu tu
S_g t

n~1gua and Barbuda. Training the
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60-i IG A TROOP

Tp Comd
Capt Richard Sp ncer
1
W02 ( S 1) Phil Lord
60-l ig Tp have now been fonned for ju t over two ye:u> and this i
e ond appearance in Tire \Vire. 60-l Sig Tp ·uppo1_1· H.Q C s.G (
prm 1ding communica~1on and adnu~ .upport for tl11. bngade sized
line logi tic HQ. To gne people an insight mto the Troop here are a
things we have done in the la t few month .
L

our
K)
3rd
few

'ARD TROPHY-31OCTOBER1996

S ig Hadley, Cpl Ruddin, LCpl Fiddler and LCpl Owen
All thank from the lad to Capt Rich Spencer for our rigorou two day
training programme in preparation for the Lanyard Trop~y. The team set
off in mixed pirits not knowing what lay ahead. Despite a number of
etback . for example LCpl 1ick Roberts not knowing the clifference
between toilet paper and tinging nettle . the team progre sed well. Withm
the first JO mile a few tarted to fade bnt LCpl 'Johnny boy' Whitworth
made a miraculous recovery after a pie and doughnut top.
For the duration of the event Capt Spencer and SSM Phil Lord
continuou ly relied upon their famou quote, 'Only one more hill to go
lad ·. which kept them going as much as anything el e. The remainder of
the team con isted of Cpl Bri R uddin, LCpl Fiddler, LCpl Sid Owen,
ig Tony Willi . Sig ·Chris the boy lard' Howell and Sig athan Hadley.
The team managed to fini h with all members, the only team who
a hieved thi , in a time of 14 hrs 46 min .
The team would like to thank LCpl ' H' Harrison and Sig ·Rose·
Merry for the much appreciated admin support.
EXERCI E SNOWDO, SH FFLE-SUMMER CAMP
7-11OCTOBER1996
Ex Leader
Maj Blong RLC
At the Stan of October we embarked on a summer camp in Wales. On
arri\ ing at Capel Curig Camp we were briefed and then shown to our
luxurious accommodation at the bottom of the Camp, where a few tents
were looking.suspiciously like our homes for the next few days. The Troop
was given three activities: canoeing, rock climbing and three hill climbing
route!. (all of which included a very large feature). •ow faced with the fun
challenges ahead mo t people opted to go down into Bell.y-Coed for a last
bit of sociali~ing before geuing their teeth into the following day's
activitie .
Bright and early the next morning the activities commenced, first to
leave v;ere the three hill walking group who had Snowdon, Tryfan and
the Glydders in their sights all of which were a bit of a challenge
considering the night before. Cpl i Link donned hi tickys for the first
ttme in year-. to help out Capt Paul Edwards RLC with the rock
chmbing, and showed every one that you can't judge a man by hi size.
pl teve Brooks took the canoeing group out on the nearby lake where
alter a morning of basic tuition they went for a gentle paddle down stream.
·nrortunately due to the dry weather the water level was quite low so this
eicercise ended up with the whole group becoming grounded every twenty
yard~ or so. After a great deal of effort the group finally made it to a deep
part of the river where upon Cpl Mark Broo mfield and Sig athan
Had le) proceeded to jump off a bridge panning the river.
On the last da} the option to go deep sea fishing was presented which
was met v;uh a gre:ll deal of enthusiasm. On the boat most people
rcgreued their a tion·s of the previous night mainly LCpl Davis, LCpl
Fiddler and 'ig 'Shaggy' Watkins. Once people had recovered a great
<la~ ~ had b) all. On returning to camp they were given a wide berth due
10 the trunge aroma of the group. On behalf of the Troop I would like to
than· all those mrnlved in the organisation and especially all the
mstru tors.
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EXERCISE Q A T M STRIDE-TROOP BA'ITLECAMP
0 E 1BER 1996
On a typically nowy Catterick day 604 Staf!ed their Baule camP_ at
Wathgill Camp. On the unday order · were given to the two sectton
Comds Cpl Broomfield and Cpl Brooks. The ord~rs st'.1ted that the t"'.o
. ections were to OP & CTR two different location · 111 order to gam
infom1ation for a platoon minu attack.
That afternoon stores where collected and preparations were made. The
following day both section deployed into the field at la t light. At this
point Catterick ·howed it true colours and the hea en opened. Bot.h
section arri ed at their re ·pective DO P's and proceeded to tab to their
po sible harbour areas. On arri ing at their harbour area intact, apart from
2 Section who had 10 mede a LCpl 'the bell , the bell · Roger , who put
his back out which was due to a 'very heavy bergan', the OPs commenced.
That ninht only 2 Section's OP succeeded as I Section were bumped by
Sgt Pet: 'the Tp dad' Mullen. Over the next few days the intelligence was
gathered and on the Wedne day Cpl Broomfield was informed he was to
complete a Platoon minus attack on hi objective. LCpl John 'I've got an
·o· level in art' Whitworth was given the task of producmg a map of the
area o went about creating a ma terpiece of 3D map making on a grand
seal~ (4m by 2m). The order were given that night, around !he great
masterpiece which took four poncho' to cover. The atta~k went m at first
lieht and was succe fully completed but no wonder with the gun group
gfVing 1100 round of7.62 support. the enemy couldn't help but keep their
heads down. After a fun few day out in the field we all adjourned to
nearest refre hment centre and celebrated another succes ful 604
Battlecamp.
Thanks goe out to all persons inv.olved in the organi ation and a
especially big thank you for the weather.
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THE U IVERSITY OF LO DO OJiFICERS TRAI I G CORPS
(ULOTC)
EXPLAI I G THE 'MYTH' OF AN OTC
by Capt A. J. Clewlow
The ULOTS: is one. of 19 OTCs around the country. However, the
Ul;OTC e~tabhshment 1s uniquely 2.5 times larger than the 16 'standard'
(mmor ~1111) UOTCs and over one third larger than the 2 other ·nonstan.dard U_OTCs at Oxford and Cambridge. However, London is able to
se.1 tlself aside. for another very good reason because it is the only OTC
wtth an estabhs~ed Regular Adjutant. The Unit ha~ been reorganised by
th.e present
mto the same shape as an Infantry Battalion albeit, a TA
trammg battahon. As the second largest British Army unit holding
potenttal officers (RMAS .is o_f course the large t) and being of major unit
strength, the UL~TC can JUSttfiably suppon this change of organisation.
The ULOTC ts establ shed for 385 all ranks. however with permission
to ove~?ear officer cadets, and with the addition of TA Gp B Officers, TA
Potenttal Officers._ S:adetshtp 0'.ficers and Bursars, the figure is routinely
closer to 500 requmng weekly, 1f not daily, attention. All this with only 6
staff. Wh?Cver said that the Adjutant of an OTC had it easy should look
for a post mg here!
The day. of 'drill nights', 'drill hall. ' and 'contmgent · have been
repla~ed with more up-to-date tcrmi~ol?gy in line with current military
thtnkmg. For example, the ULOTC mis 10n statement is.

cq

'
Dinghy Drills
LCpls Andy Johnstone, Bri Butters and Aus Gambles
Turning up on the 8 October we were shown our new home. 1o say that
we.were excited was an understatement in most cases, although Sig Scott
Yuill was not overl y impressed to be on board. He proceeded to lash
him elf to the mast and was not seen for the entire week (except for the
ni~ht ashore where. he tapped off with Miss Denmark) without being
st1 appcd on and ~av111g at least t~n P?ints of contact with the boat. Others
such as LCpl B~t Butters and 1g Vic Vernon were quite happy until the
boat tarted lea111ng to one side at angles of around 50 degree . Especially
w~1en Sgt (YofS) Pete van den Brock tart commenting on how good it
will be to get water over the gunwale (that's the side for all you
landlubbers), someone get that man off the tiller!

MINOR UNITS FOOTBALL LEAGUE
The unit ha recently entered the 4 Div We t League in which their first
encounter with the RMP Trg Centre wa a happy and uccessful one. We
are pleased to ay we ran out at a comfortable 5-0 victory with goals from
Cpl Ruddin , LCpl Fiddler, Sig Hadley and Sig Willis.

'To dev.elop-through broad _Arl!1Y training and experienceleader b1p, knowledge and kills m order to prepare individuals
for postt1ons of responsibility in the Regular Anny, Territorial
Army or elsewhere'
The 'drinking club' mentality that o many people have associated with
OTCs has changed: and th~ balance altered between work and plav at
London. The era ot professional training is now well establi hed at the
ULOTC. supported by six fir t class all-ann PSis, and the benefit. for
officer cad~ts. at London are ever increa ing. This i supported by some
tmple. st_att~ttc . Last September was the largest single input to the
Comm1ss1onmg Course at RMAS ever. In August 96 the Sword of Honour
wmner was an ex-ULOTC cadet (for the second year in uccession) and
th~ winner of_Top Cadet on one of the RMAS TA Commi ioning Courses
this summer ts now a Platoon C?mmander in the ULOTC, where he had
been an offi.cer cadet for the prev1ou two year .
Work aside, there are _opportunities in London that are rarely seen
el ewhere. Fo_r example, m September after a la t minute vi it by Eric
Morley (of Miss World fame), the training hall was filled for a whole day
by the 20 Mi s UK contestants (and 12 Mr UK contestant !) rehearsing
before the event at the Hilton Hotel that weekend ( orry. no photograph
W'.15 taken!_). I could not let the opportunity pa , and attended the final
Wt th
Wife as gu~ L of Mr Morley. We al o provide a ceremonial quad
for vanou events in the London calendar. one of which i a Guard of
~onour for Foundation Day at the University of London. The Chancellor
t _th_e ULO?'C Royal Honorar~ Col.oneL and having spent ten years
mis mg all VJ its by our Colonel in Chief wtthm the Corp . this seemed an
opportunity not to be mi se~ . fn the photograph you can see HRH giving
me the low down on recruttmg targets for the Raval Sionals from within
"' .
the ULOTC

mr

Combined Arms COMSEC Team
(Germany)

QC
Capt 'Mac' McCrind le
SSgt (YofS) Pete van den Broek
YofS
Under its new name, the third in one year, the team is continuing its on
going mi sion to monitor the nets for strange new nets and illegal code
(which is, at times an extremely boring job and at other times an extremely
boring job). However, the team has been able to fathom out the intricate
mysteries of our new equipment and can now operate it with a fair degree
of competence, and the last few glitches in the sy tem (hopefu ll y, all
finger cro ed) are being ironed out.
Recent deployments have included a trip to Sennelager training area to
monitor a recent Green Star exercise and a deployment to our 'Second
Home', no, not the bar, 10 range Wl on Bergen training area to monitor Ex
Rats Hackle. We pend so much time there we're thinking of moving
there or at least upgrading the toilet facilities and earthing propertie of
the si te (many litre of H20 have been poured in to the andy ground via
earth pikes!)
ow we are getting to the twilight of the year, not the twilight zone as
we've been there all year. We seem to have hit a bit of an 'exercise
drought' but we have kept ourselves amused and busy, otherwise we
would go mad. Fir tly by going through the troop garages like a do. e of
salts and geuing rid of as much junk as we can find, and there was lots, and
making sure that the vehicles we have got have been turned around to
within inches of their live . Secondly by organising presentations, by
members of the team, on variou subjects. So far we have had a
pre cntation, by Cpl 'M ick' M ur phy, on the concentration camp of
Belsen, which is ju t down the road from u , complete with a visit to the
camp and a look around the museum. But by far the highlight has got to
have been a glorious whole week spent ailing around the Baltic on a
yacht. The yacht in que tion was a pre-World War Two vintage racing
yacht taken by the British at the end of rhe war. She bas been ailed on by
none other than Adolf Hitler, as well as the boys of CACT, and is called
the Flamingo. She was definitely the be l looking crafl in the water, as
well as being crewed by the best looking, lean, mean, sailing machines
ever to put out to sea, o you can keep your modern pla tic heds. Well
that's our opinion anyway 1
T HE WIR E, FE BRUARY 1997

Back Seat Drivers
OC, Cpl Murphy (at the back),
LCpls Aus Gambles and Bri Butters and Sig Scott Yuill
Other sources of amu ement included an encounter with a rather fla h
looking yacht who we had a bit of~ competition with. He was trying to get
past and we were trying to top him. when for ome inexplicable reason
they ?egan to throw ~anana at us! Perhaps it was LCpl 'Au ' Gambles
standing on the pulpit (that' the from) auempting communication. We
would have returned fire but, alas, we had no suitable ammunition (YES!
we have no bananas!). LCpl Andy Johnstone et himself up a rather
c~mfy . e~t at the back of tl1e boat (the pushpit) and wiled away the week
with his tin of baccy, rizlas and lighter. The OC, Capt ·Mac· McCrindJe
and S~gt (YofS) Pete van den Broek managed to guide the ve sel through
fog thicker than pea soup, with nothing more than di tance and bearing to
pl?l our pos111on and still managed to pass buoys within two metre . ig
Vic Vernon was able to steer in a . traight line more efficiently when he
couldn' t see_than when he could! Returning to Kiel. after a comprehen ive
tour of Danish coastal nightlife, the entire team passed their competent
crew award-see, miracles do happen , and our kipper for the week went
for counselling.
The ream was also able 10 field two team. of two for Ex Mini Magnum
an intensive driving/navigation competition. either of tbe teams had eve;
emered a competition like t11i before and with a fair mix of good and bad
dnv111° and navigation both teams were able, not only to complete the
cour e, but also to core enough points 10 come about half way up the
sc;ore board. The two teams were Cpl ·Mick' Murphy (navigating) and
1_g Scott Yuill (driving) and LCpl 'A u ' Gambles (navigating) and Sig
Vt ~ Vcr~on (driving). De pite getting 'geographically confu ed' once or
twice, dnving down bendy lane in the dark. over some tmly horrific off
road sections, not to mention through a track in a wood at night in what
were _probably the only tandard army i uc landrovers, ye , no fancy
headlights here! The first team came 29th and the econd came 31 tout of
an overall 60 team , not bad for a first attempt.
We.welcome LCpl 'Titch' Meakin as he returns from an attachment to
207 S_ig Sqn, and a good bye almost immediately a he i po ted back to
207 Sig Sqn boxing team. We wish him all the best and rest ecure that our
first aid kit· will not run down so quickly. Hello, al o 10 ig Powell fresh
fr~m the factory we say a warm ·Get the brews on prog! '. We hope you
CnJOY your tour with the Team.
. Congratulations 10 SSgt (YofS) Pete Va n den Brock and Anita on the
btrt~ of their daughter Lau ra. Congratulation also to the OC's wife Juli e
on finally pa sing her driving tc ton the tenth attempt.
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The. P rinces~ Royal chatting to Ca pt Ad e Clewlow and his
w ife w ith t he Vice-Chancellor of the University of London
looking on.

. In . ummary, the Adjutant of.the

LqT is a demanding yet fascimlling

~ob w1thm the TA. f':-s erv1ce out tdc the Regular
rm) bee mies
111ev1tabl~ for most officers .. I feel privileged to ha\'e been given 1h1-.
opportumty to ~ee the TA from a different per pecti\t~ to that 01 mv

contemporaries in ig Regt (V) around the country.
I hope thi • hort article has now explained th ·myth' of an OT .
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offshore
Dinghy & Dayboat
Windsurfing (UK)
Yachtma~ters (UK)
.
(Germany)
Secretanes:
General
Dinghy & Dayboat

Maj Gen J. 0. C. Alexander CB OBE
Col D. J. Lowe
'
Lt Col J. R. S. Amberton
Maj M. Butler
Maj D. C. A. Ellis
Lt Col J. L. Fletcher
Maj G. eil: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt S. Glover

L t p· G. M. Atkinson Blandford Mil 2145
gt Bungay Blandford Mil ?409
Windsurfing (UK)
Capt J. Coleman Colchester-Mil 4220
.
(Germany) Vacant

~~:~~~ ~e~~~Of~~~re) ~t
D' h' &
mg ies Dayboats

Wmd~urfing

fg

(RSetd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
P . angster
Sgt P. Downie Bulford Mil 2837
gt A. Varney

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with itr members throu h th
·
·
activities and contains details for club officials.
·
g
e medrum ofThe Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events, accounts of

!

Any _member of the Co1ps who subscribes to the Corps funds is alllomaticallv a member 0
. ,
.
becom111g an active sat/or then register now with your unir Sa"/'
.
!he Yachi Club. If you are an acttve sailor or imeresred in
1 mg 'JJ1cer or a 1tema11vely wuh one of the Club Secretaries.

om

Hereford Cathedral School Combined Cadet Force
From t11e 17th July to the I t Augu t I 996 an element of the Hereford
Cathedral chool Combined Cadet Force were hosted by 9th Signal
Regiment (Radio) in Cypru . Lt Col Tim lnshaw (Commanding Officer)
\ 'Cf) kindly agreed to anction the \·isit, de pite hi Regiment being
current!) fully operational and heavily committed el ewhere.
On arrival in Cyprus the party were met by Capt Gordon nder on
our
(Officer Commanding Training Wing). who had been nominated
liai on officer. In true military fashion we were quickly watered. fed and
briefed. Once this had been done we left to reco\'er from our 'jet lag' and
acclimati. e to our ne\\ environment. Acclimati e of course being the
operative \\Ord. we'd left the UK in 26°C and were warned that Cyprus
was currently in the grip of a heal wa\'e with afternoon temperatures
hitting 40 C. eedle s to ay, the first hours at Ayios ikolaos were spent
either lying on a camp bed covered in weal, or shuffling about in hort
and flip flops leaving pool of water wherever one went! Ayio
ikolaos
a we all quickly found out was one of the hotte t place on the island. this
is mainly due to it"s location on t11e tip of the central plain. A two or three
) ear tour in this location is certainly not for the faim hearted either.
The main programme for our cadets began on the 19 July v ith the CO
welcoming the party to his Regiment. Thi wru quickly followed by a
group photograph. which was le a couple of the HCS taff (Flying
Officer Chris Spencer and SS! Mike Moffatt). who had left earlier that
morn111g to Cart) out the final recce for Expedition Akama Amble. which
was to take place from the 21 July to the 28 July in the Akamas and
Troodo.., range of mountains. During the CO' briefing the million dollar
question that \\as on the lips of everyone assembled was. what does 9 Sigs
actually do? However. no one actually dared ask the big question in the
end. To do o would mean being whipped away by the Unit Security
heavie' and grilled like halloumi chee e ( a local delicacy), or so the SSl
'aid anyway! Capt Gordon Anderson and hi. 'A Team· from the
Training Wing had devised a \·arie and very intere ting programme over
the next fe\\ days. Thi was suitably backed up by SSIPT 'Fooey'
\\itcombes PT (Physical Torment) session !
On the 2 I July at 0200hrs and after a hearty breakfast, the group were
coached out to the expedition area at Ayio Yeoryios on the edge of the
\kam~ training area for the start of Exercise Akamas Amble. This
expedition \\a the brain child of both the SSls and Flying Officer Chris
'pencer "'ho had walked O\Cr much of the route a year earlier during the
'ummer half-tem1 break. or so they had everyone believe. It was to be both
a Duke of Edinburgh's Gold Asse55ment Walk and a self-reliance test. The
Dot E groups \\ere super.bed by the OC CCF (Lt Col Andrew Eames
R'.\1 ) and H)ing Officer Chri
pencer. with the main group coming
und~r the command of Maj Tom Matthews, Pilot Officer Kate Morris
and the SSL Due to the extremely high temperatures during the daytime it
\\as decided to have re\'eille at 0430hrs each day and walk the groups
between 0500hrs and l JOOhrs only. which proved to be a very beneficial
wa; to mo"e about in the end. 9 Sigs had very kindly provided the group
"'ith two safet~ vehicles fitted with mobile telephones which proved to be
u ·God end' on a number of occasions. The two issan 4x4 vehicles
performed ,upcrbly and were extremely economical and reliable
throughout the whole expedition period
major concern \l.hilst we were in the Akama area was the snakes.
Two m particular wt: were told were not so friendly. the Blunt osed Viper
and the 1ontpellier. Dc,pite posses~ing an abject fear of human beings it
wa not unkno\l.n for them to sink their fang into human flesh
c 1 >nally. e,pccially it surprised. The c?dets had been well briefed
pnor to the e-..pcdition not to tamper "'ith an) snakes or spiders if they
ame aero' them. However. dunng the course of the expedition there
"'"re a number of snake sightings repon.ed, these tended to be either fairly
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early in the morning or late in the afternoon when the . nakes are fairly
active. Fortunately, the bigge t medical emergency that the SS! had to deal
with during the expediti n phase was Grizel Cloustons friction blister !
During the course of expedition the following area and village were
vi ited by both group:., the Baths of Aphrodite. Pyrgos Ti Reinas. Cape
Amauti, Khry okhou. Prodhromi, lnvicta Camp, Akamas Forest,
Dhrou ia. Androlikou, eokhoria, Pano Arode , Pha Ii, Ayios Minas,
Mavri Shinia, Lara Bay, Fontana Amorosa, Vouni, Omodhos. Perapedhi.
Platre . Troodos and Mount Olympu .
1o matter where we travelled we found the villager and the headmen
extremely helpful and very accommodating. A ery enjoyable evening
wa spent at the Afames Taverna in Vouni where everyone experienced
true Cypriot hospitality. We were ho ted by Angela Varna idou, who
practically single handedly fed thirty of us in one go! A meal in Vouni
comes fully recommended to all tho e vi iting the i land, no mauer where
one i on route to . Angela peak excellent Engli h. and until a few year
ago lived and worked in London.
The expedition pha e fini hed on the 27 July. once that is, all the group
had made Troodo Camp, which stand a hade under 6000 feet above sea
level. RQMS Ken Whalley kindly permitted the people taking part in the
expedition TO shower and clean up in the Camp and use the much needed
pent enjoying the
1AAFI facilities. The re t of the afternoon wa
spectacular view and taking in great lungs full of the cool crisp rarefied
air. It wru a great relief from the oppre ive heat and humidity that lay at
the bottom of the mountain.
Our return to Ayios ikoloas late on the 27 July aw the party less two
key players. Both the OC CCF and Flying Officer Chris Spencer
unforrunately had to return to the UK early due to other commitments
elsewhere. evertheles . in their short stay they had managed to get their
knees brown and pick up their Duty Free allowances! From the 28-31 July
we had a very full and action packed programme which included, GoKarting on the Ay Nik race track by kind courtesy of S gt Rick Morris
and hi band of helpers. This was followed by some Clay Pigeon shooting
and one or rwo bruised shoulder . We managed to spend a day in the
Northern part of Cyprus. and whilst here the group vi ited St Hilarion
(Crusader Castle) which tands 2200 ft above Kyrenia. The view from St
Hilarion is quite spectacular, and it·s not difficult to see why the Cru aders
built a fortre. s on thi~ particular point. After the visit to St Hilarion the
group pent the afternoon shopping in Kyrenia and sampling the orthern
Cyprus cuisine.
Over the next day or . o the group vi ited Larnaca and Ayia Napa for
swimming, sightseeing and ouvenir shopping. On the penultimate
evening an informal barbecue was held at Ay ik. This gave the group the
ideal opportunity to thank everyone who had been directly or indirectly
involved with the visit. The SSl gave a special thanks to Lt Col T im
lnshaw for permitting the vi it to go ahead, with Maj Phil Daisey (Comd
HQ Sqn) and
gt Mark Browitt also being thanked fOf their wonderful
upport. ln his absence on a course in the UK, Capt Gordon Anderson
was also mentioned and thanked. An added extra to the programme was
the display given by the Ay ik Dog Section. Pte Andy Potter very
kindly co-ordinated this through his OC Section towards the end of our
stay. Our Contingent WO Rus ell Atherton very bravely volunteered hi
body for savaging during the demonstration. What a good officer he'll
make if he always leads from the front!
It wa a truly terrific two weeks with the HCS cadets gaining much
from the experience of operating in Cyprus. Every single one of us had a
brilliant time and are sincerely grateful to the CO and hi staff for the time
and effort pent on our behalf.
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WI DSURFING NEWS
Firstly you sh_ould all know the new sea on tart next month in March
an~ now on with the News. The re cheduled R Signal Co s-Wid~
Wmd_ urfing Chamj)iO~ships were held on a sharp and breezy N~vember
mornm~, once agam_ 111 Portland harbour. This pre tigiou event drew
compeUtors from a wide area, including teams from Northern Ireland and
York, 1_nd1v1dual from the Gurkha Signals, the TA and also uest
from the APTC and REME. It was great to see gsuch
enthu 1asm from the novices during the event and particularly pleasing to
ee o many newcomers-a very warm welcome to you all. After a clo el
conte .t the
Commodore wind urfing, Lt Col Jo Fletcher
Sig Regt), sailed _bnlhantly t? emerge as overall champion. Jn the team
~ent, 3 (U_K) Div HQ & Sig Regt once again fini bed as Major Unit
mners, with_ 2 Sig Regt runners up. ATR Bassingbourn finished as the
Mmor Unn Wmners. We are grateful to Maj Gen J. O. C. Alexander CB
ODE, "'.ho once again_ howed his ·upport by comjng to the event and
conducung the pnze-g1v111g ceremony. The remainder of the re ults are
given below:

compe~ttors
f~ught

Re~

(~

Novice Lightweight Fleet:
l t:
L_C pl Jason Well -63 (SA ) Sig Sqn (V)
2nd: Sig Malcolm Connop-2 Sig Regt
. 3rd: LCpl Man Pun-2 Sig Regt
Novice Heavyweight Fleet:
I st:. LCpl Ke~ Waring-3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Sgt Chns Lloyd-3 (UK) Div HQ & Sio Reot
2nd.
3rd:
ig Bob Hansford-2 Sig Regt
e
"

Open Lightweight Fleet:
1st:. Ca~t Johnathan Coleman-ATR Bassingboum
2nd. MaJ Peter Bowles-Royal School of Siona!
3rd: Sgt Ian Blair-3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig R~gt
Open Heavyweight Fleet:
I t:
Maj Bill White-ATR Bas ingbourn
2nd_: W02 (YofS) To~y Rath'!lell-32 (Scotti h) Sig Regt (V)
3rd. SSgt Burt Curtin-225 Sig Sqn 15 Sio0 Regt
Be t Superheavy: Cpl Adrian Varney-3 (UK) Div HQ & Sio Regt
Best Gue t: SSgt Mark Lewi (APTC}-ATR Bas inobourn °
Best Veteran: (2nd Overall): laj Dave Gilchrist-238°(London) Sig Sqn
A newsletter will be published _oon. giving date and details of how to
lease a Corps board. all forthcommg competitions and training se ions,
ideas for the furur~ and. 1f you fancy giving wind urfing a go. details on
how to learn to wmd .urf. lf you ha_ve not previously filled in a ·known
wmd urfer. proforma and would like to receive the new letter, imply
nng _or wnte to the ecretary (Capt J. P. Coleman Delta Sqn ATR
Bas iagbourn) '~ho will be more than happy to end yo~ a copy. Fin~lly if
there are an~ wmdsurfers out there who have any ugge lions as to what
you wou ld hke to see happening in our sport or personal ideas about the
w_ay forwa_rd with Corps wind urfing, please let the ecretary know
L1kew1 e .. 1f there arc any qualified in trnctor (even if you are no;
~ntere ted 111 racmg) who would like to help teach or run event please oet
ia touch.
'
'
· "

BADMINTON
ROYAL IGNALS BADMINTO
The R igs Badminton Tournament 1996 took place durino the period
18-2~ eptember 1996 at Azimghur Bks. Colerne. The attendance at this
rears ~ournament was poor, with only 5 Unit repre ented. due to
Operauonal Commitment '.
. Tho e indivi~~al tha_t attended the tournament thoroughly enjoyed the
highly . ~ompeunve spmt that wa. evident throughout the various
compet1uons. Although 2 1 Sig Regt (A ) were the favourite_, (on paper},
to wm the Unit Competition. the results were as follows:
I st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Mens ingles
Ladie Singles

Winner
Runner-Up
Winner
Runner-Up
Winner
Runner-Up
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LCpl Pear on
Cpl Wyatt
Cpl Merchant
pl Pearson
ig Mcintosh
LCpl Rigg

Winner
Runner- p

Ladie

nit Double

\: inners
Runner -Up

Mens Open Double

Winners
Runners-Up

11th Sig Regt
21 t Sig Regt (AS)
9 Mech Bde HQ & Sig qn
14th ig Regt (EW)
9tl1 Sig Regt (Radio)

Mixed Double

Winners
Runners- p

Veterans Double

Other Competition results were a follow :
Mens Sin.,le Plate

Mens Unit Double

21 ig Regt
21 ig Regt
14 Sig Regt
19 Mech Bde
21 ig Regt
14 Sig Regt

\i inners

Runners-Up

Cpl Pearson
Cpl Hinley
Capt Inman
Sig le Bain
ioe .fclnto h
Mr · Hari Gurung
l./Cpl Rigg
Sig Mu.son
Capt Inman
Cpl Pear ·on
S gt hirley
~i 0 McBain
LCpl Rigg
Cpl Pear on
ioe I Into h
Cpl\ )att
fr Ted Hea~man
lrs Hari Gurunn
apt Inman
"'
s gt hirley

19 Mech Bde
19 Mech Bde
11 Sig Regt
II ig Regt
21 ig Regt
21 ig Regt
14 igRegt
14 ig Regt
11 io Reot
19 M~ch Bde
I ( K)Div
II ig Regt
14 ig Regt
19 Mech Bdc
21 ig Regt
21 ig Regt
Ch ilian Gue't
Ci\ ilian Gu.:'t
II ig Regt
1 Cl K)Di\

The Corp · Tournam~nt was used to select the Corps quad for the InterCorps Tournament which was held at Wilton Park. Beacun,ficld dunng
the penod 15/ I 6 O\'ember 1996. The Corps probabl) ha' thl' strongc,-t
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.
t won thi competition for mnny year . this
team on paper and ha"mtt no. '
once again. due to other commitmen~
''"'to be: the year for ~s. thoweCer.
•as not at full strength for th1
"" ·ted mJunes
orps the
"' embarrassing
·
· o1· 1iavmg
·
.111 d une. ,,_c .
.
. ··I .e\'Oidinll.
po. ·iuon
c mpeuuon. Alter narro·' Ya
~
the team manaoed to perform
1
to oorro" a pla ·er froh 111fia~~t~:r) o~'G.\1 t losing to the REME. (the
rea,onabl) ,,en on t e irs
·
ti AGC
C\entu:1I ''inners of the toumamelnt), and to reielea ed
ni trainino to boo t
.t
more p ayers were
•
'
<>.
•
On the sc ond day. '' 0 .
Th
on both matches convmcmgly
the :-Guad·, hat~~~~re~i~~~~un!t~~~:i;e best the team could hope for
~,~a1~l~1~. maybe next year. The match results were lll follow :
fro.

REME
GC
RL
RE

R.Sigs 4
R.Sigs 3
R.Sigs 8
R.Sigs 9

The overall results were as follows:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Lost
Lost
Won
Won

5

6
I

0

lO

REM
AGC
RSill.s
RE~

RLC

GOLF
.

RS 11 IG AL REGI 11E TWIN
R IYI TERITGOLFC P

1 0

I

The final rnges of the Arm~ Inter- ~n~ ~ol~eJ~r ~~r\~;~:u:~
Tt?~''?rth
oCn h!O ~d 11 'Octhtoeb~~1yg~h~~enge Cu';which wa. first played
amp1on. 1or
Divt 1onaJ
for~n I

Jif·ie.naJ
Regiment had reached the final tages_after tRAheir) i:ecelnt
.
Cham ion (RSA/14 Re11.1ment
m tie

win O\'er the prev1ou . A~y

fo the final taaes !he Regiment were

3 Div final. Thus. dunng_t e run ul? th Cup Th~t ~as until their lo s
1

~~~din%~~ ~~~~t~e ~v~~:n, ~: o~~en ~~)~~e~} i~~ea :~~~
Be~ng in mind that tluh 'haortc:;a~~~ecowf a bitter blow ro the Team '
handicap player. at uc
·

1

1wo. Things were looking black after the ninth a'> the Gunners reached the
turn IC'ading by 11 holes. a very sub; tantial lead at this level of golf. There
was. however, a glimmer of good news at the back of the field where Cpl
Dave Rogers had kept up his morning form and was leading by a few
holes. As news of Dave Rogers' succe% filtered forward to the leading
!lights it 1.eemcd lift some of the other player1.. Particularly Lt Col Alan
Browne who, despite havin g the Team reserve (Lt Col Dave Palmer) as
his caddie. was three down at the turn . He then started to play really well.
o well that he won seven out of the la>t nine holes of his match to finish
two up! An outstanding performance. Another player who turned his
match around was Maj Ian Waller who suddenly found his form and, in
typica l Waller fashion, overwhelmed hi s less experienced, but very able
opponent and cbnverted a five hole deficit into a one hole win. A
remarkable feat and vitally important to the Teams ' eventual success.
In the meantime, Lt Col Willy Brewin was still struggling and was in
damage limitation mode. Having been three down at the turn and still not
playing well he hung on to finish five down at the front of the field. At this
stage the match was very much in the balance and the CO of the Gunner
Regiment and their teams ' . upponers were ru'>hing around the last four
holes at Tidworth like expectant fathers. It was very tense and the Team
members did extremely well to keep their heads under such pressure. The
balance slowly turned in favour of the Signal and finally the Gunners '
resistance crumbled as Cpl Dave Rogers continued to win holes at the
back to finish a magnificent six up. This produced an overall win to the

taken by Lt Col Alan Browne who

~~e~n;d ·i:ri~~v~1~~~~~~. ~s~ea~r~is experience and P~1,yed ~~~~1~x~cl~r~
golf during what turned out to be a tough two

ay

Chtfn~~nfi~ 1morning. the Regiment. met I Bn, t~~t~uk1~~:, ~~~~:~lO~~!

Regnnent Ill the Quarter-~nal. Th1artete~ho ~ere all playing well and
firepower to hold onto tile ignalj qu .
by l9 hole The afternoon

~:in~~~~t~~;ai~ ~~}r~~~tfo:~ ea w~~~~~egiment cam~

Regiment by four holes. The top seeds were out ancl the Regiment wrn:
into the final where they were to meet 8 R Irish who were seeded second in
the Tournament.
On Friday morning and in good playing conditions the Team lined up
against a confident and good quality Iri sh side. The final turned out to be a
much more clean cut affair without the tension anct turnaround of the
previous clay. onetheless, it was always dose and all the Team members
hacl to cope with the preS'ures of playing in an Army final. The golf, under
the circumstances. was of a high standard. This time the in>piration came
from the front with Lt Col Willy Brewin playing some of his best golf to
establish a solid and early lead in his match. Maj ian Waller. faced with a
very gritty opponent, played well enough to keep his match fairly even, as
did Cpl Dave Rogers. The expcrit:nce and consistenc) of Lt Col Alan
Browne continued and throughout the morning the balance of the match
favoured the Regiment. By the time the match had reached the 15th tee the
Regiment looked safe, barring any disasters. And so it proved: with Willy
Brewin finishing even up, Ian Waller and Dave Rogers were both allsquare and Alan Browne finished two up to give the Regiment the "'in
and become the 1996 Champions.
It was a solid, all-round team performance from a well balanced Team
and they are looking forward to clefending their title in 1997. All except Lt
Col Alan Browne who retires from the Army later thi year. However, he
takes with him his Winners' Medal. the Team Captains' nomination as our
Player of the Finals and our best wishe for hi future.

up against 22

Regiment RA: the new tournament fRavounte t. 'th Lt Col W illy Brewin
The match taned badly for the eg1men w1
M . Ian
playing ome
Waller strugg mg or 1'
"'

i1ndifff·ere~0trmgolafgaa1~i~s~~~~~~~~ n~u~~~; ~~~f~~~t n~1uber

RUGBY LEAGUE
THE ROYAL SIG ALS RUGBY LEAG E AS OCIATIO
Personalities:
Chairman
Secretary
Coach/Asst Secretary
Captain
Vice Captain

CaptR. King
W02 (Supvr R) Prowse
SSgt (Supvr R) Humphries
Cpl Braddock
Cpl Jones

Result of Fixture on 9 October 1996
Royal Engineers 35 pts-Royal Signals 30 pts
The above fixture was Played at Chatham on 9 October 1996, with the
kick-off at I400hrs.
This was a hard fought conte t in the inter Corp Champion hip, which
saw last years' champions take on last years' bottom placed team in a hard
fought contest. The Signals were keen to avenge la t year ' mauling,
which saw the Engineers win by 76 plS to 4.
The came started in the wor t possible way for the travelling Signallers
when after only four minutes, the Engineers went over for a try in the
corner. Thi they duly converted to lead by 6-0. The Signal Coach SSgt
(S upvr R) Humphries must have thought a repeat of la t year · fixture
was on the cards. but it was not to be. Within four minutes the forward
had moved down the park to within five yard of the Engineers try line.
Cpl 'Taff' Jones drove the ball in , then lipped a pas to the captam, Cpl
'Brad' Braddock who dived over for the try. Sig Steve Fox then
converted the try to put the score level at six all. and the ~vorried look
di appeared from the Coach's face.
.
The Corps ide then piled on the pressure to go clo ea !ew limes, only
to see the Engineers defensive line hold out, then the Engmeers who had
been encamped in their own half for a good ten minutes broke away to
core an unconverted try leaving the core at 10 pts to 6 111 the Engmeers
favour. Having had o much of the play, with nothing much t? show. the
Signallers dug in and carried on taking the game to the RE. Thi payed o_ff
and ·aw Sgt 'Deano' Cart ledge go over to level the scores at 10 all. 1g

Fox strode up and once again converted, to give the Corp side the lead for
the fir t time at 10 plS to 12.
The Signals team then continued to apply the pressure, and could not
believe it when LCpl Keith Wade cros ed the line. only to ee the try
di allowed for an alleged forward pass. The decision worked against the
Corps side and a bit of indiscipline crept in, thi allowed the Engineer to
take full advantage, scoring twice in quick uccession and converting both
of the tries, to lead at half time by 20 pts to 12.
We then taned the second half a determined as the first, to try to
overcome thi eight point deficit. A good set of drive and quick release of
the ball saw LCpl Andy Conoley go over in the corner. Sig Fox again
converted to narrow the cores to 20 pt to 18. The Engineers keen to hold
onto their lead tlien applied pre ure. Some mis ed tackles by the Signal
in the centre of the park saw the Engineers break through to score. and
extend their lead to 24-18. Again the Signal did not give in, and some
good forward work aw the Signal Skipper Cpl Braddock go over for his
econd try, Sig Fox duly obliged with the conversion and the core now
tood at 28-24 in the Engineers· favour. There then followed what could
have been the turning point of the match. when the Signal were again
disallowed a try for another alleged forward pa s. This deci ion seemed lo
rile ome member of che team and again indi cipline et in. Once again
the Engineers took full advantage and cored a quick try which they al o
convened to lead by the large l margin of the game o far, 34-24.
After some emerpri ing runs particularly by the SignaJ hooker, ig
Clowes, and aggressive tackling by the forwards, (particularly Sgt Br y
Hands), the Corp ide ettled down . and with the minute ticking away.
staned to control the game and attempt to overcome me 10 point deficit.
The hard work payed off when gt Cartledge again went over, and yet
again Sig Fox converted to leave the score at 34-30.
The next five minute saw the Signals camped in the Engineers 2 , but
unfortunately for us the Engineers line held and the final whi tie went after
Cpl Braddock was held one yard short of the line. The final re ult of 3430 again t u. was a di appointment. but in hind igh1 a much better re ult
compared to the 76-4 mauling we received la t year. Man of the match
went to Sgt Hands for hi non top tenaciou~ tackling.

·1 edition must reach the
bruary-latest!
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EAST KENT BRANCH

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princess Ro) al
President: The Ma ter of Signab
Chairman: Ma_jor General A. Yeoman CB
· G. M. Gordon ~ea 3 ;
Curl CBE DL \ ales; Maj R. amson CBE Scotland
. .
.
A i tanl General ecrctary: Lt ol I. J. Hamilton
dministrative Officer: '\tr. P. J. Cuckow

w H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig

.
.
i
\"ice Chairmen: Brig . T. Garton Area I, Br ~
Brig K. II. Olds rea 4; Brig P. J. Evan Area 5: Brig

GJ

General ecrctary and Treasurer: Col At\.1R .. Jart1~crho~!
'Welfare Sccreta11: 1 rs . .
.
D
t DTll 8RH Telephone: lilitary System 737 2090 or 01258 48
1 ·
I Blandford Camp Blandford Forum. ore
· OP58 48 2089
A ociation Office. RHQ Ro) a ~~. \vetfare ecretary 'Telephone: M!litar) • stem 73~ 2_os~::red to him on e~tcnsion 2079 or 2085.
All contribution for The Wire hould be addre ed to tl1c Editor and any queries re
.
. .
I h
. if The Wire which contains acco11nts of Branch affairs as
.,.11~ A 5ociation co11111111nica1es with its branches and indil"id11al members thro11g l t e pages o
,
.
. . to be
' ' ' ··
. .
.
·
. · · HQ ca11 arra11ge f01 copies
well as a forecast of Assonat1m1 ere111s. . I
I . . B. ·h members receil'e sufficielll copies of The Wm:. Assocw11m1

/ ecr•tarie~ are a ked 10 check

8

I IOI

t ieu

Wiie

·

·1 /

/p5 us sarn 011 postage

Id

Je/i:::J:~J! ~~~~l~~I ~~·~:.~~~I ~~l~l~;~:~~~f;;·~::~!~~~~~S~:i~f~l~I rr~:~~~~ ~~~~:~/~~:~::~2::~~~ ~~i/~/i:o':~~~:~e~~ :,:~~/ ~~~.c;:;;:~ ~j'f,~r~C;;~~!;::~'.~J:~f~~~~7.~'i~th
comrades and c11111ow1ceme111s oj births. ma11wges a11d t et
p/WIOl(raphs. at /emt once a year.

.
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ROYAL IG i L .
OCI TIO
'EWS
BR..\., CH . E\\'
h h
h ed
Harn Fer uson . secretaf) of the .fanche ter Branc . a ~ ang
addres lo 1 0 ~- Fumes Gro,·e. Heaton Mersey, Stockport.. Chl!l hire K.+
.., Al.J · \Ve \\elcome Ernie Cowan as the newly elected ecre1~7 ~f .~e
Spen~ymoor Branch. Ernie' addre s i : 8 Gia 1onbury C:lose. 00 1 e,
enn moor. Co Durham DL 16 6XP. Cong.ratulauon to 1van a
Jamifton. ecretar) of the Glasgow Branch, who 1 looking for a cake 10
take .+O candles this month!
FIELD OF RE IE:\IBRANCE
..
,,,\round 30 member> attended the opening of the Royal Bnu h Le,,,~on
F ·Id f R
mbrance on 7 ovember. Maj Gen J. O. C. Alexan .er
' ~~ Col c°:i~dt) and Maj (Retd) Bill Barnes (Chairman Cattenck
B~ch) fronted the Corp plot and met the queen Mother. who ?rene: the
Field Members then enjoyed refreshment in the me s at 3 S1e Sq (V)
in Chel ·ea. It was good to ee Gordon Schofield er twh1le A l Secretary
there Jookino well in his retirement. Amongst tho e al o P~d em tere
Jack Judge" from The Royal Hospital Chel ea, Tom . e on rom
Li'e
I plu members of the Indian Signal A sn, 3 D1 Signal . 56 Div
Sign:;h.°a~d the Alder hot, Dorset, Reading and West London Branche ..

THE 1997 AN

L REUNIO

Thi ear·s reunion will be held at Blandford Camp on 28/29 June.
tarting)at 1.+00 hr.; on the Saturday and ending at m!dday on the Sundai'
,\n ·one wi hin!! to be put on the mailing list for detail (car passe~._ mea
etcr should contact RHQ. There is ample pace and good f~cilllles for
that· .the
caravan ·in Blandford Camp · A timely- reminder
.
· reumons dare for
h
members of The A'> ociation-any former s1~naller w1sh1~g ~o auen . w o
i-. not a member. is asked 10 take acti n to JOm The A soc1auon.

· ·L \L GE. 'ER.AL l\tEETING 1997
.
·The 1997 GM will be combined \ i~h the Branch. Repre entauves
\1eeting to be hdd in Donnington. Shropshire, on the moi nmg of Saturday
'19th pril. All Life Members are welcome to attend and f~ll details may
be obtained from branch secretaries or RHQ. Ite~s for the agenda should
bl' forwarded to RHQ. through branch secretane~ 1f possible, before I
March 1997.
LO T CO. ' TACT WITH YO ROLD SER ICE PAL?
The editor of The Wire is more than happy to include appeals for contact
,, ith former pa1'. Just write a short note or give me a quick cal.I, w1t\as
much information as p<is ible and 1'll do the re l. Just a reminder t al
addre se., cannot be divulged from As. ociation records. Whilst on the
sub ed have you noticed that · Sef\ ice Pals' on Channel 4 Teletext ha~
ch.iiiged 10 page 682 and that there is currently a three month backlog for
entries?
CH\, GEOF DDRE
h
RHQ
When you change address. don't forget to lee your branc or
know. o that your membership record card can be updated.
\()\ERTL I G FOR 1-:\\ MEMBERS
.
The adH:rt in the December issue of t~e SAGA magaz111e brou.gh.1 a
good re pon..e. An) Cinexpens!ve) suggesuons for gelling the Assoc1a11on
to a \\ 1der audience arc appreciated.

CHf.Q f'S TO RHQ
,
The orp Accountant has advised that wef I January 1997, any

cheques to RHQ ,hould be made payable .to 'ROYAL. ~IG, AL:S
BE f:\ QI.I' 'J FU D' and not 'The Royal Signals Assoc1auon as in
the pa t.
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EW IE lBERS
. .
·
be
h
A warm welcome is extended to the following new Life Mem rs. w o
have ·oined The Association ince the last iswe of The Wire . We hope that
thoseJ of 'RHQ Branch' will find time to contact their local branch
ecretary.

Fonuer
Rm1k

Name

A.J. mith
Sgt
M. D. Mar~den
Cpl
F. A. Bax
i!?
R. Dickie
LCpl
. J. Ba ford
Cpl
M. J. Baylis
W02
W. L. Smith
Cpl
M.J.Elli
Sig
J.E. Cummings
Cpl
. Thomru,sen
LC pl
B. A. Driskell
Lt Col
P. J. Rush
Sig
W. Watts
WO!
M. G. Mclnne
WOI
M. J. Hawkins
Sig
P. E. Provm.t
Sig
P. M. Smith
LCpl
P. B. Utley
LC pl
D. L. Parry
WOI
R. A. Gregory
Cpl
A. E. Freeman
Sgt
L. S. Guppy
Sig
. Cha11erton
Sgt
S. A. Grierson
Sig
A. F. Seymour
Capt
D. Sharpe
LCpl
K. G. Coombe
W02
M.G. icholson
Cpl
M. T. Thomp on
Sgt
A.W.Willi
Sig
H. Garlick
W02
A. J. Davi
ig
D. Pigott
Sig
G. P. Smart
Sgt
J. H. Wise
WOI
T. E. Trinon
Sig
E.G. Jones
Sgt
J. W. Cameron
WCpl
M. R. Eggbeer
Cpl
S. Middleton
Sgt
K. J. Lockley
Sig
G. W. Brace
Sgt
A. l. Richards
Sig
M. J. Stone
Cpl
J.B. eill
Cpl
R. . Sheldrake
LC pl
S. G. Ely
Cpl
N. A. Starns
LCpl
J. M. Maclean
Sig
A. J. Hulse
Sig
G. C. Pagan
Sig
K. J. Jones
gt( ATS)

Branch

Served

1971-93
Dorset
1981-96
RBQ
1952-55
Bournemouth
1965-78
Bedford
1983-96
RHQ
1948-73
Cauerick
1960Chester
1991-96
RHQ
1938-48
Shrop hire
1989-96
RHQ
1952-85
RHQ
1992-96
RHQ
1974-96
RHQ
1958-96
RHQ
1985-96
RHQ
1942-47
East London
1976-86
Leeds
1991 -95
RHQ
1972-96
RHQ(Au tralia)
1961-96
East London
1966-93
Dor el
1965-71
Dorset
1974-96
RHQ
1990-96
RHQ
1951 -67
RHQ
1984-96
RHQ
1939-6 1
In-Pensioner
1960-62
orfolk
1974-96
RHQ
1945-48
RHQ
1960-76
heffield
1984-96
RHQ
1989-96
RHQ
1979-96
RHQ
1952-75
orth London
1954-56
West London
1955-57
RHQ
1992-96
RHQ
1990-96
RHQ
1945·
RHQ
1959-61
S Staffs
1952-76
Darlington
1942-45
Shropshire
1964-78
Peterborough
1955-58
Langeleben OCA
1991 -96
RHQ
1950-52
Poole
1945-48
RHQ
1946-48
RHQ
1957-59
Southampton
1950-55
RHQ
1939-49
RHQ
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by Roy Andrews
The Branc.h h~d it' second ~rip on Le· huttle on Sunday 13 October. fl
was a good .1ob 1t was not Friday the 13th or we might have had more
jinxes.
We had a full 53 se~ter coach, a large contingent from Maj Tom
Bcwsey sub-Branch of this Branch. The weather was glorious as we set off
for the tunnel. The first jinx was a small detour to collect tickets and after
successfully negotiating the duty free shop, we were pulled over for a
security check which, while time consuming, was quite interesting.
The bus pulled over a grille with a powerful suction system which drew
du't from the coach and it;s contents. The duM was fed to a machine which
atomised it and could then search for any one of 15 chemical associated
with explo ives. Our Hon Sec Maj Gen John Badcock (courier) was
chaning to the supervisor and discovered that he had been in the Royal
Signals TA-another new member. The next jinx was the door of the
carriage through which we should have entered had jammed and we were
d1\Crted to another train . Twenty minutes later we arrived in Calais.
We motored in glorious weather along the coast mad to Bolougne via
the Dover Patrol memorial. Our dri ver was a mine of information on the
countryside and it's history, but it fe ll 10 the Hon Sec to relay this to the
back of the coach in the absence of a microphone.
One and a half hours was spent in Bolougne to walk the quays have a
drink or a meal before returning. A show of hands was then taken in the
bus (three recounts) to determine whether there should be a visit to LeCity Europe, or the French duty free shop before returning to the shuttle.
The duty free shop won and the bus groaned away under the weight of
purcha es stowed in the under floor lockers.
The Hon Sec waved adieu to the last of the cars leaving the car park at
I945hrs, with the hope that everyone enjoyed their day de pite the jinxes
of the 13th day of the month.

September. The members were well looked after by WOl RS'\1 Reith and
his colleagues. Our many thank\ to all ranks for their help in making th" a
very pleasant visit. Prior to seeing the troops during the exercise. Brig R.
M. Wilde gave an informal talk in the officers mess lo the members on the
object of the exercise. He and the officer's then met the members
individually over coffee for a chat. After, visiting un its in the field . a clay
pigeon shooting competition between the Regt and R A members took
place. The winners were 'THE HOT SHOT RSA'S'. The members abo
enjoyed the hospitality of both messes with the entertainment provided.
Twenty-eight members attended the Armistice Service in George
Square, Glasgow. The Branch standard was paraded by Ian Wood . The
wreath was laid by Bob Gilchri t. The members marched past the saluting
base with the Lord Lieutenant of Glasgow taking the salute. Member then
marched into barracks behind 32 Sig Regt, where a meal prepared b) 'Sgt
J. Wren and Cpls Carruthers and '.\1eCormack was awaiting. The
members wi h to record their appreciation of the support of the Regt on
this solemn occasion.
RHQ asked the branch if a member could represent the R A. at the
funeral of ex-Sgt John Evans BEM a li fe member of RSA, at the
Sunnyside Cemetery in Alloa. Members Robert Hodge and Ewing
Duthie attended. extending the Branch's sympathy to the family.
The annual St. Andrew's Dinner/ Dance was held on Saturday 30
ovember. 116 members and friends attended. Maj Gen Yeoman CB and
Mrs Yeoman were guestl> of honour. Hon Pre ident Maj Gen A. A. G.
Anderson CB presided. The new CO of 32 Sig Regt, Lt Col A. C. C.
Lapsley TD and Mr Lap Icy with Branch Chairman Bill Taylor and his
wife Betty completed the top table. WOl RSM G. Reith and Mr Reith
attended ru. did Maj R. am on.

REMEMBRA CE DAY
Despite some horrendous rainstorms right up to the start, 18 member
of the Branch formed up at the long port 'Canterbury' to march down to
the cathedral where they were joined by wives and other members making
a total of 50 entering the cathedral for a very moving ervice. The
tandard was carried by Keith Chambers with Charles Skinglc and Bob
Mitchell as e cort . Clearly the turnout and marching of the Branch
detachment behind the Standard was pretty good for the on looking crowd
\\ere kind enough to applaud a' we marched past.
As mo t reader will know, any mil itary committee from the Army
Board down can spend hours debating 'dress' and the Branch meeting the
previou Tuesday had been no exception. The weighty matter under
discu~sion was what headres was to be worn by the Chairman. Thi wa
extended to what the rest of the marchers should wear. It was all too
difficult and the agreed solution was left 10 each person· discretion. It wa
this which generated the Donald Crisp cartoon.

GLASGOW BRANCH
On 10 August members and friend travelled by coach to a h?tel in th~
OUhkirt~ of Edinburgh, where we were joined by the Hon President ~aJ
Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB and Mrs Ander on for a meal belore
proceeding to the Edinburgh Tattoo. Two member. had cancelkd, but our
enterprising treasurer, Eric McWaler. managed to sell the ll~ket.s to a
Spanish couple caying at the hotel. who had been unable to obtarn uckcts.
They were offered a lift in o ur coach to and from the Tattoo and were
delighted to join in the party.
. .
.
Al the August monthly meeting the Branch welcomed a v1>1l from ~SJ
Gen A. Yeoman CB and Lt Col I. J. Hamilton. The MaJ Gen .:xplarned
tl•c latest po· ition at Blandford at that time, including the co t of pulling
on the annual reunion. and how the RSA relie on the goodwill of the
T.raining Regiment, if and when the Troops are available._ Due 10 the
difficulty of accommodation under the system of Troop. paying rent. I IQ
are looking for alternatives and welcome fea iblc sugge tions from the
branch.
.
Al the invitation of the O of 32 Si<> Regt Lt Col I. O. Robertson. 14
111cmbe1 visited the Regt at their a~nual camp in Warcop on 17119
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The company were piped in to dinner by "Piper' Cook. Bill
Mei amara gave the Loyal Toa t and the toa t to the Colonel-in-Chief
The Prince . Royal. RS [ Reith gave the toa t to the RSA Gla>gO\\
Branch. He al o mentioned that he had been pleased to han! been
a sociated with the Branch and would look forward to the day when he
would be posted back to Glru,gow in a commi. ioned rank, to resume that
a sociation. The Hon. Pre ident then invited ·Piper' Cook to take a dram
of Whi ky from the Quaich, which he do\ ned in one. a~ is the custom,
with applau e from the company. The Hon Pre idem invited laj Gen
Yeoman to peak. The General thanked the member · for im·i1ing him and
Mrs Yeoman to the Dinner/Dance. He had enjoyed the dinner. and had
been able to meet many member individually. He informed the company
of the latest po ition regarding the 1997 Blandford reunion, and the
po · ibility of the RSA GM being held in the Midlands. He al o gave an
update of the position of the srrving member of the Corps. His speech
was very well received , and. he got more than a titter with his aside" on
mentioning it rained whenever ht> vi it Glasgow. and the name of a
certain Gia gow football club. Lt Col Lap ·ley was then invited to addrc:
the company. He poke of the commitment of the Regt in Bo,nia in
pmicular, and variou' other locations. Also the new equipment reljuiring
extra training in operation . He said that having ju t taken over as CO of
the Regt he was pleased to be associated' ·ith the Branch. and thanked the
members for inviting him und Mrs Lapsley to the function. Ile was
willing wherever possible. co ensure that the support of the Regt conunue.
to help the Branch maintain it's succe·s in the future. The Hon Pre. idcnt
then thanked Lt Col Lapsley and the member of the Regt , on behalf of
the Gla, gow Branch, for their help nnd the use of the facilities fo1
func tions and the regular monthly meetings It is vcr} much appreciated
by the member . The company was then piped out to complete the evening
with a cabaret and dance .
A note had been . ent 10 all the local papers in the West of , cotland.
·eelJng new member;. The result, :n enquirie for the co't of a ti:\\
stamp . A memo wa also passed to the: Royal ignab l\lann111g and
Records Office in GlasgO\\. informing the Corps members and ci\ ilian
staff of the existence of the Brandi. A further note ha also been cnt Ill
Channel .+ Teletext.
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ORTH RNlRELANDBRANCH
he Blandford R.:umon 1. \\ell pa't and those who attended ha\' just
1hout ret:O\ ered. It ,n1uld appear to haw been a most enjoyable occasion.
tread) our Tre;1,urer ha-. opent'd the 1onthly Sa\'ings account for the
nc tpring
Reunion
mu . t indeed be in the air. certain!) for oome of our more agile
temlx:r.. Our Joint ecretaries Ian 1'ld Debbie Wolfe. already the proud
parent ot a lon:ly little girl ha\'e noY added twin girls to the family. ew
p.ir nt are Rab and Kim Gr •er and al o
fork Harrison .
Congr.itulauon to each of them.
\\e have had to ay goodbye to three Regular mi) friends of the
Bmnch. We dined out Lt Col R. W. Batho. CO 40 Sig Regt (V) in Helen ·
Ba) Golf Club a . hort time ago. He ha been mo t upportiYe and helpful
to us during hi> tour with the Regt. The la t i sue of Tile \Vire showed Lt
Col A.H. J ohn ton. CO 15 ig Regt a being posted. On ontacting the
Regt we found he had already gone. Our President 1aj Bill Dougla has
written to him but if he reads thi . \ e are orry we mi sed him and wi. h
him well. WOl Bill Ogden. R 1of40 ig Regt i' also leaving. He i. the
first R . 1 of the Regt. to m) knowledge. to join the Branch a· a full
member and to take an active part in it's affairs. Our appreciation wa
hO\\n by a pre entation to him at a Branch ·ocial evening. To each of
them. th1nk you for your intere t and help to the Branch and succe · in
)Ollr ne'' po ting. We look forward to meeting L t Col Beacom the new
CO of 40 ig Regt ( ).
t the time of writing both our Chairman Tom Mag11ire and ice
Chairman Fred Holmes are indi po ed. We hope that by the time thi ·
appears in The \Vire they will be fully recovered . We have ju t heard that
one of our old comrade . E ric Tucker of Craigavad ha pa ed away. We
e1'.tend our incere. ympathy to his wife and family.
Don't forget. we need you. Regular. TAVR or ex-Service on the third
Wedne day of each month.

SOUTHPORT & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Branch has contin11ed to take part in local affairs. relating to ex-

e~·ice e\ents including the ,•ariou Remembrance Day Service .

Om traditional Autumn Social on the 25 October wa again a 1' ell out'.
The doorrnan/bouncen\a as ever our Padre Rev. John Rober ts !. and the
Branch i mo t grateful to • trs Dooley who i in the catering trade and
wife of member Peter Dooley for providing the excellent buffet. We were
Ye!) pleased to ha\•e comrade from the Chester and Liverpool Branches
join us for the evening and al o members of the Poli h Combatants
Association. Their support is gratefully appreciated.
Following on from our relation hip with the P.C.A. the Branch
Secretary Roger tanforth was invited to the Poli. h Embas y in London
on the 12 , ovember to attend the awards presentation day. The Deputy
Military Attache, Lt Col Andrzej Jedrzejewski wa introduced being a
Signal Officer and needle. s to ay he and the Branch Secretary had a
number of ·ignals matter> to di cu s over the champagne.

SWINDON BRANCH
1cmbcn, of the Branch too1' part in the Remembrance Day Parade and
SerYicc. kmbcrs han: always attended as individuals but thi . time we
attended as a Branch. A wreath was laid on behalf of the Branch by the
Branch President. Lt ol (Retd) D. W. Gent.
Plans are in hand for a Social Evening in January and the local Branch
of the R.L.'
ssociation have been im ited to a Branch 'A t Home· also in

219 SI~NAL SQ ADRON (TRIPOLITANIA) O C
In September. Members of 219 Si s
· :A· · .
Luucrworth for their Third Annual Dinneg Tql ~ (Tnpolttania) met at
·Ch · . R
·
'
r.
11s was arranged a a· b
ou1
airman oy Andrews, ably assisted b hi
·r · p
g in Y
Terry Hearldon (Sec.) will be takin y .s w.1 e at.
expresses the wish to b 1
g ovei this duty next year and
.
· ·
·
e a mo t as successful · s R
A
.
brilliant weekend with great inroad mac!
s usual 1t was a
' c ·:in to tah.e boy.
ar stocks.

January.
The hainnan·s wife Mrs Howells and friends held a Table Top Sale in
aid of Branch Funds and raised over £48. Many thi.mks Ladies.
Our ewsletters are produced by Robin Sheppard. They are very
much appreciated in the Branch and very useful for keeping member's in
touch with what is happening.
Many thank to the Association HQ Staff for their assistance and advice
SEASO S GREETT G TO ALL
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REUNIONS
SEVE TH 254 EXERCI E BOYS REUNIO -25/26/27 OCTOBER
1996
Once more. and adly for the last time. one hundred and fifty 254'
including wives. assembled at The Brandon Hall for their annual get
together. ext year we are off to a larger hotel, near Stafford, to enable u
to accommodate more under one roof.
The Friday as usual aw 254' arriving from Au tralia {Bob h aw and
Terry Beare). from otland (Nan and Jim Stea r), from the off hore I le
of Wight ( faggie and Jim Blake), from Wale (Sandra and Dennis
Burge) and from Bristol and further We t (Betty and Den Bowden, and
Danny Daniels). All the others came from variou part of the country too
numerous to mention. From the lonch time on Friday until everyone went
to bed, it was the usual round of meeting people, catching up on the past
year and talking about event of more than 50 years ago.
Saturday aw two full coach loads departing for a trip to Cadbury World
where a great time wa had by one and all. The coaches were provided
from the legacy left to the club by the late George Grainger. Tho e who
stayed at Brandon took part in the Annual 254 Golf Tournament. The
organiser, Peter Dixon. was soon i suing the players with their
ammunition. (plastic lightweight golf balls), various in tructions and
rules, when 'Deadly' Baker appeared from the depths of the hotel with hi
kit under his arm. hoping to play. He offered a very nice framed print of
ilhouetted golfer with an engraved plaque, to be pre ented to the one
who trie harde t but fails to ucceed. The 'bribe' wa accepted and he was
included in the tarting line up.
The competition wa thoroughly enjoyed by all, who had been fairly
accurately handicapped on their past performance . Prize winners were as
follow (with net! SCORES)
Ladies Prize
- Mavis Graham (52)
Gentlemen Winner
- Ken Br own (47)
Runner 11p
- "Titch' Curti (49)
· J ack All ison (50)
Third
Fourth
- at Preece (51)
Mo t improved players · 'Deadly' Baker (55) and Cliff Wood (55)
Tried Hardest and
· Dave Ross (78)
Failed to Succeed
Scores of the others
- Pip C la rke (53), Gerry Brewer (54),
taking part
Bill Graham (55). Dave G reenbrook (55),

5TH (LO DO. ) CORP IG ALS OLD COMRAD
ASSOCIATIO
The 5th (London) Corps Sig al Old C
5lst Reunion meeting and Din~e/o 19 ~mrabedes Association held it's
York' HQ Club in Chelsea Th
n
cto . r 1996 at the Duke of
very special 50th Reunio~ i~ ~ n~~ber at:dmg was less than at the
enjoyed an 'Italian Evening'.
u over
members and their gueMs
The occasion
. exce 11 cm exh1b1uon
. . . mounted by the
Secretary
Sid was
p · marked bY an
·
'
nor. 0 n several screens m
· .
diagram . photographs and other
•
aps, commu111cauons
traced the unit's course from the h~~~mentoes of the .Italian Campaign
Italian, and as the Chairman 'Bob' of Italy to Austna. The menu was
spaghetti and look dignified a~ well' T~oberts, remarked_ ·y~u. can't cat
(Retd) J. W. Cocke who served . . erefiwerf. two s~c1al v1s1tors. 1aj
which went to France in. 193 m our irst m~ u111t 2 Corps Signals
Aldershot Branch. Jane served i~ ~~~ !a3e Kni&ht. Secretary of the
Corps Signals Old c
Y an r~cogn1sed the 5th (London)
which both the Chair~amrad~s Association lies with the 'Viking Ship'
Royal Ho pita! Chelsea ~~~he ecre~al)'. wdere wearing ~t a function at the
The R
·
·
. .wa\ mv1te to our Reumon.
eumon was also pnv1leged to rec ·
greeting from the Royal Signals A
. . eive a message of fraternal
delivered by our oldeM mcm~r ~ ociauon nu!l'ber 1 Branch. This was
Royal Signal in 1920! An Old Co· Ld A. Ro~n ~R~bb1e) who joined
be able to rise to my feet at a Din~~;aaned1~peemak lr.ksa1dh I hohpe that I shall
90'.
1 e t at w en l am over

~;:~t:dm t~~~~i~~ea~~ dedicated to_the unit in the ea~on~ ~;:iri~~
. At the Annual General Meeting after the Dinner m

Bespectacled S ecretary Terry Hearldon makes a bett
't
than a Tg Op
er wa1 er

be

rf~~oeu~t.a~~~~o:nt~~i~~a~i~~~~ ~t~~~:~~~:t~~e~f~h~ ~r~~~~u~gi~~~
01

layout of the e plots has been ettled The /~Y P :
hopes to _provide an_ in cribed eat in ·an adjacent~:~~

once the ~etailed
A ociauon al o

for2;!~~fi;,1~~~g:i'~h~r~v~~~I f~c~~i~~~ ~~~~~e .g,1a1g~ ~ cou~e) and

most grateful for the support of Maj Howes and hi p:ople. omrades are
79 AJl'.'ID DIV SIG AL OFFI CER ' A u
by M aJ Gen (Retd) J .M. W. Badcock
AL REU NIO 1996
Al~ays looking_ for a different environment in which to pend
gballakntdbody of 'old timers' over the weekend
- em ar e on a arrow Bo 1 ·
d
th_e
Llangollen Canal. Whit t prepared for the rioours

;~np~:m~~urni2o7n/?9th1

o~~

~f ~~ri:,~~dooown
1

~:!~ ~~ ~~r::rue·t :~t:~~g~~i~h;e~~~:~~~~;~~~~~ri~~~r ~~~t~!~~~~~:
h qur n11mber were somewhat reduced this year. David Lloyd Davis
.
avmg pas ed on m the summer whil t Chris Denard was
from a cataract operation and Denis Stran e wa hel i :ec?ve~ng
from an operation._ We therefore
five m:O
ife
b v;e tcknowledged the cons iderable kill required in navioating the 1 ft
oa ~ ong a canal on ly 10 ft wide pa ing through two da':tk tunnel and
i;o :~uct A.finefof which was _a 180 ft sheer drop e ither side to the Ri'ver
ee .. ow.
O th1 m mag111ficent scenery off the beaten track and in
urpn mg1y good weather.

convales~e
Ch a irman Roy Andre ws takes the o rder

bec~me

~~ah~~at
i

P at Fox-Roberts (55). George Severs (56),
Bill G ib on (60), Peter Dixon (61),
Geoff O akley (62), Dai Rees (63)
Onto Saturday evening and the semi-formal dinner where, as usual, the
toast to the 74 members on the ' in memoriam list' was given by Peter
Me aughton who al o propo ed a vote of thanks to G eorge Severs and
to Janet and Da ve Ross who organised and ran the rame so efficiently.
After dinner the us11al dancing. drinking and nattering took place well into
the wee small hours. The majority departed hortly after breakfast on
,Sunday but at lea t fifty members tayed on for the extra night at the mo t
excellent Brandon Hall Hotel.

Em bas s y of t he Rep ub lic of Po land, 12 Novembe r 1996
De p uty Milit a ry attache Lt Col Andrzej Jedrzejewski a n d
the sec retary of t h e So uthport Branch , Roge r S tanforth
The Br,mch now has it·~ first lady member Miss Heather Alty who was
a ~ leprmter Op.!rator at attt:rick and Singapore. During the week
Heather b resident in a local nursing home, returning to her parenLs for
the \\Cekemh The Branch has provided a framed tapestry of ' Jimmy' for
her room and arranged a subscription to The Wire so that she feels in touch
with the Branch and the Corps.
ma~ be expected our Branch Chairman and Welfare Officer John
Reanc) keeps in touch vn a regular basis wi th the 'sick parade'. We are all
plea ed to sec our oldest member E ddy Anor who has had a cataract
operation and Treasurer Bernard Moorcroft who sustained a cracked
ult in an accident, both recovered and back on ·works parades'.
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Finally a list of those attending but not mentioned above:
Tony Tay lor
Roy H unter
Colin W illiams
Lou M und ay
F red Lock
Ken Lloyd
Deri mith
Wally Brown
Paddy Stringer
Dick Burt
Nick eam e
E ddie Brewer
Don H erring
Reg Brewin
Doug Bower
John Dove
John Walke
Ted C rampton
Toby Seymour
Chas Tims on
Tony Watling
David Hugh es
Jim Braid
Frank Pedley
Bill Leach
F rank Lumbard
Ala n Searle
Busty lade
G ordon Schofield
Roy Smithard
Harry Hawke
Brian Fisher
Terry Reeves
Bob Jarratt
Br ian Huxley Duggan GeolTFletcher
Keith Hopwood
John Cairns
Ken Wood
Jim row
M al Johnson
Jack Fenner
Clive Thomp on
Geoff Pickering
Jim Jenkins
Jess Weir
John Cotton
John Venning
John Radford
Alf Mercer
Bill Ram ay
John Bass
Pat Soward
Ron Pear. all
John Emerson
.Jim Ireland
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1997

Cha irman Ro y Andrews presented with an embro idered plaque
by Mrs Ethel Leslie
~ME MOTHE RS DO ' AVE 'EM

You know ' mused the young bannan to Muriel our Sec' w i ~e ·You
' a s·mgles lub. and you all seem
' to be in couple
• ·
all eem
. fia b.t
1 o Id 1or
·
1une1 1xed .h'1m wi· t h a frosty
'No
glare, and replied in a vinegar sweet voice.·
. • we are Signal •.
kno~h '~~11 ', quoth t~e lad, not chastised by hi narrow escape. · l don' t
w iat they are either, I don' t live round here'.
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1997

79 Arm~ Div Signals Of!icers ef!lbark on a 71 ft Narrow Boa t
(l-R). Jenny ou r nav igator, Jimmy Humble Cliff Heap
Les Wardell, Robin Jennings a nd John Badcock '

YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE
ARE YOU GETTING IT? '
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ROYAL SIGNALS
WHITE HELMETS DISPLAY TEAM

GELEBE1 BRANCH REUNION

The Lun"ek~n Br.mch tlf the RSA is holding it"~: nnu~l
. :.- J
">QI"' 1"97 in the tO\\ n of Komgsluttet.
R •um on on unc - -· " · .
,
, f, .

70th
ANNIVERSARY
REUNION

Gt>nnun . and\.\ ill coinc1<lc with the lo ,~I
hut:t:n t:St~d
which take~ place that weekend. ~yone rntere td hou
contact Mr Frank , htchell on :
Tel/Fa·: Ol.+22 376915
S

7

io Reot i967fr1_ plea e contact

Ht~~~li~ ;:~pn~~~~~~)O~e~ph~~ or~t\ler l~~UI r..::.- ~i~~\ n)e.x~~~~~

E pcciall} th Jcreh '' of Rec o~:1-~-t

~~m a~·

'2.7 Dent

BLANDFORD 28 JUNE 1997

iew. Egremont,

and Gl'Orge o n on.
•
.
Cumbna c 22 2ET. Tel: 019.iti 22 39.
.
Kathleen Jones (nee Knott ) i. seeking to make con1ac1 ~v1th
of her to~1er AT colleagues from 1943-45. when ·he worke on tie

'lrs

A reunion of all ser ving/ex m e mbe r of

a?

''itch board _in GdHd Q in .ca~D· a ·h\.\ ood House Middle Ba11on, Chipping
Kathleen a res« 1. : '
• •
orion. O"on OX 7 7DX.
.
.
,
'\1 Margaret de Veuve i trymg to trace her former. fnend. l anc~
elki~k'. \\ho was married 10 the fom1er '\ 01 Brlian Selkhirkl. l\alan1~g)a'arent
· ... 1970
n)·one w 10 can e P
•
Brian were in Cypru 111 uie
s.
d
s
, CR l DE or
please drop her a line at 134 Chaldon Way. Coul on. urre)
oi\'e her a call on 01737-551442
" '\Ir J. F. F. BaAter i trying to re-esta~li h con~ct with hi former pal
i · Lou Crisp with whom he ,erved m 1942 m 2 TC al Pre tatyn.
A;,one who c.an help is asked to telephone Mr Baxter on: 01453

t

1741.
al f 1 7
Ron R udd uck would like to contact any of his former
. 1~
d Div HQ & ig Regt Verden 1950-52. when he wa MT P1 111
P·
msi look'ino after AC '. and LCV . Plea e contact Ron at: 16 Lymon
1
- qn.
"'
Road. London.\ 3 9HP.

I

THE WHITE H ELMETS
to be held at Blandford on Saturday 28th June 1997

The reun ion , ill mark the 70th Anniversary of the team
and will be open to wives/girlfriends.
For further detail write/fax:
Officer Commanding White Helmet
Blandford Camp
Blandford Forum
D orset DT 11 RH
Fax: O1258 482770
Mil:Blandford Mil 2770

Tel: 01258 482365
Blandford Mil 2365

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT 1982

REUNION LUNCH
BLANDFORD 14 J UNE 1997
A Reunion of all rank who served in 30 Sig Regt during 1982,
t · to be held in Blandford on Saturday 14th June 1997.
The Reunion will mark the I Sth Anniversary of the end of the
Falkland War an<l is also open to wives/girlfriends, (not both).
For further details write/fax to:
Capt (Retd) Mick evill
Headquarters Royal School of Signals
Rlandford Camp
Blandford Forum
Dorset DTI 1 8RH
Fax: 01258 482687 Tel: 01258 482827
Other Point of Contact:
Capt (Rctd) Tony Reynolds Tel: 01258 482132 Fax: 2147

t r Tyler i seeking information on a former service
friend Andrew 'Johno' Creighton-Johnstone.
Mrs T ler is on 0 1204 415366
:\Ir Len Shanie\. (l.i\erpool Branch) is seeking con~cl with the
form r \\ Q I J. Preece, who ..ervc<l with Len in 13 Corps Signals. Alley.
Berull m 1941. Len la'l \aw M r Preece m the Sgt~ Mess at the 1995
(' ttem: R..:umon and would be plea<;ed for a call on : 01744 21681.
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Did you erve with 16 Sig Regt, in K refeld .
?
during the 60s and would like to meet/contact old friends.

Send SAE to Chri Bartlett, 45 Whitehouse Road,
Leigh on Sea, Essex SS9 SSR

Information i requested from ex-members of

Ships Signals Sections, R?yal Signals,
Combined Operations
of the activities of these Sections
ie: training and areas of action/combat.
Date unit wa formed . The Section number 1, 2, 3, 4.
ame and type of ship served on.
Replies to: Jim P rentice
7 Hilton Court
Hil ton Road
B !SHOPB RIGGS 064 3EA
Tel No: 0 141772 1742
F red Dykes would be del~gh1e? to hear from any of his former pals
from Line Tp, BETFOR m Tneste m 1948/49.
Please contact him on: Hereford (01981) 250174.
Terry H ealdon is tryi ng to make contact with Capt C . E. Heske~:i;
regarding a reunion of former 219 Sig Sqn member .. Anyone who
help. please call Terry on: 01925 4 1024. Thank You.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1997

From: William G. Irving
Dear Sir
Re: 4 Air Formation Sig Regt RAF Habbania Iraq-RAF icosia
yprus 1956-1957
Through your correspondence c?lumn l would like if possible 10
contact other members of a Royal Signals Tp from the above Regt who
were sent from Iraq to Cyprus in 1956.
. The Troop were in tents at ~he transit ~amp ~AF Nicosia for a period of
ume. w_c were used. for various _security duties, curfew patrols (called
Whll'lw1n<l patrols) m the old city checking and searching for EOKA
suspects. We also undertook duty on the barrier which at curfew time
closed 1he old city completely.
One week in May 1956 the Troop was erecting a barbwire fence around
RA~ ico ·ia ~hich included the civilian airport. Because we were working
w1th1n the pen meter of the camp only two of the Troop carried arms. One
<lay we reached a position opposite a small hut used by the RAF when
suddenly one of the RAF personnel was hot dead by one of three Cypriot
youths who had asked for a drink of water. Following a chase by Troop
members the youths were caught and apprehended. All three youths were
eventually found guihy and convicted of the murder of the RAF Corporal.
The Troop wa mformcd that one of us wou ld be awarded 'Mentioned
in Despatches'. l wonder if this ever happened? Due to the passage of time
na~es are a problem but if any 'of your readers remember/recognise the
1nc1<len1s I have quoted, were member of that Troop and wou ld like 10
con tact me and perhaps arrange to have a reunion. I would be delighted to
hear from them.
Yours sincerely
William (Bill) G Irving
15 Lime Grove
Ex mouth
EX85N
Tel o: 01395 267666

BRITISH KOREA

VETERA

ASSOClATIO

During the Remembrance Sunday march pa t of ex- ervice men and
women at the Cenotaph in London , a television commentator de cribed
one group taking part in the parade as ·veterans of a forgot1en war'. He
wa referring to tho e who served during the Korean conflict of 1950-53,
the firs t war fought in the name of the United Nations.
More than 65,000 member of the British armed forces served in the
Korean War, and 1,078 gave their li ves. For I.he past 15 year the aim of
the Briti h Korean Veteran Association has been to promote the interests
of all those who erved during this conflict.
The year 2000 mark the 50th anniversary of the start of the Korean
War. when many special commemorative events will take place here. in
Korea itself and in the other 2 1 countries around the world which
volunteered contingent in support of the U
In the run-up to this occasion the BKVA is undertaking a number of
projects. One is to e tablish a permanent memoria l to each one of the
L.07 British war dead. Another i a National Survey of survivi ng veteran
of 1he war.
·we wish to discover how many of these 'lo t soldiers of the
forgouen war' are still alive. who they are, where they are, and
how they are get1i11g along,'
ays BKVA ational Chairman, Col George Gadd. Thirdly, in order to
provide opportunities for more veterans to re-vi it Korea, the Assoc iation
ha introduced a programme of two-week pilgrimages tarting next year.
To assist the ational Survey, anyone who served in the Korean War
1950-53, or in the subsequent Peacekeepi ng Force. or who i a widow of
~omeon e who served in the conflict, is in vited 10 write to BKVA National
Vice-Chairman Sam Mercer MBE, 99 Heybridge Avenue, Streatham
Common, London, SW 16 3DS. Information about pilgrimages to Korea
can be obtained by writing to Tony Leah , Rayner House, 23 Higher
Fellgate, Stockport, Cheshire, SKI 3ER or by telephoning 01614774521.
When writing, please enelo ea tamped .. elf-addre sed envelope.

CORRESPONDENCE
From: Tim Wa rd
Dear Sir.
I read with grea1 interest of the promotion of Lt Dougie Wright. I lira
met Dougie in the newly formed Junior Signals Wing at Albemarle
Barracks, near ewcastle in 1975. fter training we went our epara1e
'.Nays. Even then the Army was hi life and when our pa1h crossed again,
m 1981 it still was . Thi time we me1 in on hem Ireland, and he borrowed
my motorbike to pa hi. test.
Once again we went our separate ways and I left the Army in 1983. The
last I heard of Dougie wa. in 1993 when I wa~ making a deli_vcry in
Northern Ireland and I met W Ol Chris Mountain (congratulauon on
your promotion). He informed me then 1hat Dougie wa RSM at lnfBde.
It wasn ' t until the December 1996 i ·ue of The Wire 1hat I heard anymore
of him.
Congratu lati ns on your promotion Dougie and I wish Lt Dougie
Wright , his wife Norma and the fami ly all the best for the future and
many more year or service in the Royal ignul .
From : Mr. G . Wit on
Dear Sir.
I enclose a reply to M r. T. A. Jackson, whose leltcr on page 514 of the
December issue of The Wire was entitled ·Calling hip' ignall r. · THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1997

What I have written is almoM a polled history of the short hfe ol 1he 68
HAA 13-egt RA, Royal Signals Section. To complete its history: after
arnval_m Egypt and assembly of the whole Regiment. we first of all were
on anti aircraft duty at Abu Kir aerodrome outside Alexandria. Then after
a short time. in 19~1. we went ~p the Western Desert (predecessors of 1he
8th Army) reachmg Bengha?.1 by ew Year's Eve. When Rommel
mounted his attack we pulled back w lake on 1he defense. by AA. of
Tobruk. After a while three of our wireless trucks were sent out ofTobruk
on assignmenLs (mine ww; one of them). Then in June 1942 Tobruk was
~aken _by the Ger~ans and 1he whole Regimen! was taken as Pow ....
mclud1ng all the 1gnal Section except the 1hree wireless 1rucks with juM
six of us signallers.
A 101 ?f my friends were on the Italian ship S.S. Seil/in taking them to
Italy which was sunk by a British submarine, the story of which appeared
m the press earlier this year. I know of this from some survivors. who were
on a different hip but in the same convoy, that I met again after the war.
This was the end of 68 HAA Regt.
Yours faithfu ll y
G. Wilson
Dear Mr Jackson,
! am_ replying to your letter in the December is ue of The Wire, ·calling
S~1p Signallers'. I may not be precisely 1he 'Ship Signaller' yo•J have in
mmd, a Judged by your record, but you may be interested none1heless- l
hope so.
l was called up in June 1940, into 1he R Signals and reported to the 2nd
Tr~ Depot al Prestatyn. Qualifyi ng a an OWL B3 in all the operator
skills of Wff. R/f and Morse signalling by flag and lamp. I was then
posted to Colwyn Bay where we made up a Section of about 60 personnel
of all trade . Electricians Signals. Operators, Linemen and Drivers to be
the ignal Section for 68 HAA Regt RA. We embarked on a troopship a1
Liverpool the first week in February 1941. bound for the Middle Ea t.
111umed ou11hat our hip wa,, lhe convoy Commodore's and he had an
RN Yeoman of Signals and two naval ignals rating to look after
communication . Our voyage took us westwards 10 within one day's sail
of the USA before turning South and then Ea tward to our first port of
call which was to be Freetown. Sierra Leone. After thi length of 1ime I am
somewhat hazy as to exactly when it happened but our-OC had us on
parade to ay that it had been agreed that we operators take over the lamp
ignaling under the 'care· of the Yeoman. There were about 12-14 of us
operators and the signalling · iation · was above the bridge. The first lamp
we had 10 contend with was the naval fixed position hutter lamp with two
carbon rod which needed con. tant adjustment. After our u ual wirele s
morse key on which we had trained we found thi lamp key jusl a touch
difficult to operate. Even o the navy boy were able to read u alright. Of
course we only worked during daylight hour . for safecy rea ons. and
mo tly handled in !ruction emanating from the Commodore about
convoy 'Zig Zag' orders. After a few day the Yeoman produced an Aldis
hand held trigger lamp which we found lo be more ati factory. We were
in Freetown for everal days and the inlet there i several miles wide so we
kept up our lamp communication with hore establishment. etc.
Leaving Freetown, on route for outh Africa, and after abom two days
ailing, when we had reached somewhere about the Equator. there was a
clanking from our engine room and the ship came to a gradual halt. There
was frenzied activity to get the Commodore off and on to a naval ves. el
and it wa most di concerting for u to ee the convoy sweep pa t. on
either side. leaving u in the middle of all that wa1er with a mall corvene
to keep us company. The engine were patched up and we returned at a
greatly reduced peed to Freetown. On occa ion the corvette would da'h
off to the horizon to inve ligate sighting and we were more than retie' e<l
to get a me sage. ·OK. it' friendly.'
Back at Freetown. we were kept onboard for a month , except for the
odd route march ashore waiting for the next convoy to arrive from the UK .
However, we kept on duty receiving and ending me age 10 shore
e tablishment etc. There was one line day when the Officer of the watch
a ·ked us to ignal to a hip astern of u telling it to reposition as it was
dragging it' anchor and drifting towarcll us. Getting no reply we ~ent this
me sage several time and eventually were surpri:ed to ee a re pon e by
semaphore. ow thi was one skill no1 taught tO u at Presta1yn and none
of 1he three of u on duty had been in the Boy Scout . Fortunately 1hc
officer on ' mch knew emaphore. so was able to sa> that our me sage had
got home and had been under. tood.
Being tran . hipped when the nexl con\'OY arrived and continuing our
journey ,·ia Capetown. Arri,·ing in Egypt a month la1er 1han had been
originally planned meant 1hat the Regt was late becoming operational.
This meant thal we did not go 10 Greece as originally intended .
I am :orry M r Jackson that I seem lo ha\'e gone on. I don'1 kn<m
whether this is of use to you. If. b) chance. you think there ma) be
anyth ing else which may be of help. or 1 may know, plea e do not hesi1a1e
to get in touch.

From: Mr. G. Wilson
Dear Sir
l see from the December issue or Tiu· Wile that the SOin . in 111,
Christmas greeting •. says that he hopes that he c:an <le,·elop closer linb
wi1h ou1h Africa ne.\t year.
This bring to my mind se\'eral happy months \>.hen. with m> crc'' and
wire le s . el. v.e were anuche<l to the S. frican Signals during the 1939145
wur.

After traveli ng from Abu Kir. Alc:-;andria to Tunis. about :!.000 n11k I
suppo ·c. us a part of the 8 Army igs. we retumeJ to \ kna . Cairo. for ,1 re
fi t. There we were equipped \\ i1h Am 'rican :!99 els in tudcbakcr \an'
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1-. h et llf ''hi h there "ere s1 . had its own mobile generator. The
re l n 111u1ed • ecuon ~a. I-no\\ n a · 504 Heavy Wirele's ection. We then
tra,elkd bad. o\er another 2.000 mile of familiar land ·cape to Bi£erta.
Tuni . to embark on an American ,hip and be taken to Taranto. There we
_iom •d up \\ ith the . frican . ignal .
.
.
.
:>.\\ ,ct "a. wort-in•' direct I\· ba 1' to the . fncan 1gnals bll ·c 111
Cam)., ho in tum \\er; in direci communication with the ape. Thu~. any
m' ,ag • I ·ent. if needed. coul·~ oe in the ape within minute of it lea Ying
Ital}. '1 cnn remember one da) receiving a mes age for onward
1ran. 1111,•ion throu<>h Cairo ''hich was t\ o ~ ·1Jscap pages long and
\\ ntten in plain la;guage enutled something like. 'ln the field -:vith the
outh Africans'. , 01 only wa. it in plain langu ge but it contamed _the
names of . African ex-Po'\ who had escaped and been brought mto
camp. A. all my experience had been with code~ me ~ge l wa
concerned ..bout . ending this and obtained the S . Afncan CO authonty
b<:fore ending it.
A second memory b of ome time later. further orth in Ila! . when my
s 1 featured in a film which wa. filmed, I ~uppo,e. by a . African film
unit. Th hon e cerpt I wa in wa of my OC. Lt Neil D. B. coular
,,alking tO\\ard my et, followed by a cameraman. handing me a me sage
for tran mission. ostentatiou ly to the Cape. Although we never aw the
film \\e did hear from . African friends that it had been · hown in S.
. frica.
I am . ure that the 0111C \\ill be able to make easy and, ucce sful link
with . frica a judged by our happy experience.
Yours faithfully
G.Wil on·
JOTTI ' G FRO 1 AF DING MEMORY-VIC PREE
Over the years I, among t man) other.:.. have derived tremendous
plea;,ure in reading some fascinating article in the . Jouma/f'rVire.
Although it's page have presented a ~ind bending ucces 10n ?f techmcal
tour de force, it' always been the hule gems such as Operauons on the
•·:v frontier. Communication on D-Day, plu one on the trial and
tribulation of a communicators life in the crenche that have held my
auenuon. Having recently retired and taken on a small business. and
e\eral more inches around the middle, I thought it might amu. e one or
two people if I anempted to retrace a few memories from the 50s and 60s.
The world was quite a different place in tho e days. An aspiring young
OWL with brand new baule dres . complete with a good conduct tripe,
faced a bewildering \·ariety of po ibilitie when it came to postings.
Place that have long since disappeared from barrack room chat. Who
remembers BT (great excitement becau e KD wa i ued for thi
po ting). Trie te. Ceylon. Malaya. Singapore. a never ending list of names
that were ju l word from an atla .
Po. tings appeared on the Coy HQ notice board, l AS?U. what was it?
\\'here wa it? o one r.eeme-0 to know much about th1 urut. The next
mile tone was arrival at the Depot., at that time it was at ewton Abbot.
The comings and going were numerous. Time was pent in the AAFI
tr,inu to obtain information from untanned veterans (mostly atlonal
ervicemen) awaiting di charge. The tall tales can be imagined. eedles
to say as beginners we were very impressed. It was whilst scrubbing the
dr)ing room floor on my hand and knees that l discovered, f~om a
beribboned World War ll veteran. what 1ASSU was and where ll was
tationed. So it was with tales of mas ive Typhoon and Tempest trikes.
and carpel bombing by Lanca ters ringing in my ears that I finally arrived
at Lemgo early in 1955. It came as a evere blow to the ego to be told that
our BHl 13.5 word per minute. were not up to the unit operating standard.
All ·new boys' were di patched to the training room in the attic and
handed over lO the re idenl morse fanatic ·Taff' Curen. IL was a measure
of the extremely high standard and the thoroughly profes ional approach
to the job that no one was accepted into a ere' . until they had been taught
all the ASS code and brought their speeds up to al least I 8wpm. At last
ynu were a cepted by your crew commander. grudgingly al first. It was
made pamfully obvious from day one that only the best was good enough,
especially in Tentacle Troop. Thi · was the crew that went out to Div and
Bde HQs to accept the target requests. These were then vetted and
allocated at JOC {Joint Operations Centre) and then dispatched over the
Tentacle Troop net to the airfield that had been nominated to mount the
strike., aturally Tentacle Troop saw themselves as the elite, none more o
than Tentacle I commanded by Cpl Colin Stevens (later Major (QM)).
Thb wa~ the life. The inside of the white scout car wa~ an operator's
dream. The much loved and often abused 52 Set, the 62 for shorter range
Y.urk and the venerable 76 Set as a TSB. It was a school of hard knock , if
you didn' t do the job. and do it well, you didn't last very long. Morale was
never 1.:, than sky high and the mix of Regular and ational ervicemen
blended into an e'cellent team. Within a relatively short space of time
came the first ~tripe and, horror of horrors, tran..\ferred 10 TentacleTroop as
a creY. commander. o ume for self pity, the work rate wru. high, there
were many more exerci-.es in those days. One didn't have to be quite so
considerate over the feelings of the local farmers and landowners. In ca e
of animo 1l} a few packet> of cigarettes or the occasional misplaced jerri
can of petrol Y.Orked wonders. It also ensured a supply of fre h eggs.
chickens etc. Compo had yet to attain it's present day standard of
e'cellence. There is a limit to how much M & V the human body can
tand.
In the 'ummer of 1956 came the chance to embark on a long planned
climbing holiday in Skye. Leave in those days was epic, involving various
tram that converged on the Hook of Holland. The sea journey was
undcnak n m luxurious style on such well k:iown ships as the The Empire
of \10111a and The Empire Parke1to11. Comfon consisted of being issued
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with a pillow slip on embarkation! The cl.imbing holiday started_ well hut
the weather soon closed 1n and other acuv1ucs were undertaken. 1nclud111g
bOITO\\ in!!. the Post Master's bout from the Glen Brittle Po t Office and
attempting to commune wi~h the dolphin-.. It was during one such
expedi tion that I was hailed trom the shore and rowed 1n to be ha~ded a
telegram recalling me to l .cmgo. Even today Skye 1s not the easiest of
pla~-e' to get to but in the 50s it was considered to be reall y remote. The
return journey was facilitated hy simply •howmg my tel~gram to the
ncare. t policeman who promptly flag~ed down the_ ne~l P.a sm~ lorry and
put me aboard. Passing through arhslc I had an 111d1cauon ot what wa.
happenin g, when l aw a sand coloured Austill K9 with a large white H on
the canop-). The return journey only too~ two days ~nd to my horror, whe~
I a1Tived in Lemgo they had gone. Pa111c smcken 111 case I .should be left
behind I set off for Aldershot where I ASSU was re-equipping. finally
sayi ng goodbye to the old wartim~ 1orris Gin. Pala e and_ being issued
with the infamou Austin K9 version. By this ume my vehicle and crew
had been taken oYer b} ;mother CO and it began to look as though
whatever was ooing to happen wa going to happen without me. Then.
suddenl y, I wa"' in front of the OC. Maj Dougie. Bould, being told to
collect a complete et of A RR & ETA codes. chmb on a plane and set
up Air Support Communication for 40 Commando in. Malta. In those
day the Royal Marine Commando> were. not the soph1st1cated fig~tmg
machine thay are today. Their comm umcauons extended as far a Brigade
but they had no Integral Air uppor1 Comm . ln addition their Anti-Tank
weapon had not yet pa-,,ed tl1e 3.5 RL level so to mount any large
operation the) had 10 depend o n con idernble support from the Pongos. On
arrival in Malta l was delivered to l Andrews Barracks and reported to
the Brigade Signal Officer. Capt ' Kipper ' Read . As yet I wa on my own,
my newly acquired Tentacle complete with ~2 Set and a new coat of sand
coloured paint was on it's way by ea. Looi-mg back on ll now the whole
thing was carried out at an extremely leisurely pace.
The vehicle and crew arriYed eventually and we began to train in
earnest with 40 Commando. It immediately became obvious that the
vehicle was going no further. Thi meant that my beloved 52 Set was
redundant and we had to rely on the 62, for our ship to hore comms. In
addition the BE201. which wa our VHF ground to air set. also had to be
made into a one man load. Thi set had been de igned to be vehicle
mounted and the pro. peel of turning it into a manpack station wa~
daunting to ay the least. There was al o a shortage .of th.e mall 12V
22AH batterie , so we ended up with 12V 75AH battene with the 62 Set
mounted on top . Fully kiued up with ammo and rations etc each of us was
carrying almo t IOOlb . The Marine introduced us into the hi_ghly
pecialised artform of water proofing radio , for eabome assault l_and1ngs,
and also generou ly provided us wnh handcarts after I had explamed that
we were phy ically incapable of man packing the set and the 300 ....
charging engine . not to mention tl1e 6V 170AH batteries! ! The training
was hard and included landing in Millhea Bay and St Pauls Bay and also
on one memorable occasion on Kalafrana Bay, where having got a hore
we et up our VHF com ms on the roof of the WRNS quarter . 1:'hi ~au ed
con iderable con ternation and eventually we had to retreat 111 d1 order
supervised by a very irate Isl Officer WR S who plainly ju t didn ' t
believe our story!!
We were now spending a lot of time 'vittled aboard' hip of the
Amphibious Warfare Squadron. The e ship were elderly and dignified
veterans of World War II. The HQ ship HMS Meo11 being a converted river
class frigate . The LST had evocative name like Salerno, Reggio, An:io
etc. and the LCTs. lightly smal ler and less roomy were dignified with
names like Rampart, 8astio11, Pw1chere1c. These small ship were alway
crowded. especially Meon , and leeping pace wa at a premium.
Fortunately the Med, at that time of year, is a pleasant enough place to be
o you could get away with a camp-bed on the upper deck, avoiding the
quarter deck of cour e .
There were compensations. in particular a memorable run a hore in
Catania in Sicily. It was there 1 had an introduction to the matelots' sen e
of humour, when early one morning a large lorry laden with crates of milk
arrived on the quayside and two large Sicilian commenced to unload
gallons of milk al the foot of the Meon's gangplank. The Office~ of the
Watch maintained the usual air of detached disinterest , reserved for such
occa ion by the Senior Service. When the vehicle had been emptied one
of the large gentleman attempted to deliver and obtain payment of his bill.
I will draw a veil over the next half hour. Suffice it to say Jack , probably
after his seventh or eighth beer had ordered the milk to be delivered to the
ship, no doubt with good intent! This particular trip also ended on a
bizzarc note. A soon as we had come alongside, the Catania tugboat men
had gone on strike. The bua on the mess deck was that we would be
stuck in Catania for at least a week. It was reckoned to be a fairly good run
ashore due to the ready availability of the two thing closest to a matelot's
heart, beer (cheap but execrable) and women (expensive and
unwholesome in the exteme). However. the Senior Service was not to be
thwarted by a few communist hop stewards. Engines were staned. orders
shouted from the bridge. In the be t traditions of the John Mill.. Jack
Hawkin movies. seven of us poor pongos were dispatched onto the quay
with the longest balk of timber I have ever seen, before or ince. This we
placed on the bow and proceded to push the harp end clear of the tug,
which had been purpo ely moored there. I cannot remember what Meon's
di placement was, somewhe1e in the region of 1200 ton , but it actually
worked. When the bridge rang ' half ahead both' we had to drop the timber
and run like mad, hurling ourselves over the stern before the hip got
under way. We may not have had much money but nobody could say li fe
was without imerest!
To be contin ued . ..

DONATIONS
Reading Branch RSA . In memoriam of
Maj (Retd) N. T. Warren MBE.TD ............ .... .. ........ ..... ....... .......... £ 10.00
Mr .and Mrs R .. cott. In memoriam of Sgt D. Woods ........ ............ £30 oo
Ml\! (Retd) David Chapell. In memoriam of Mrs P. Johnson
£25.00
Jay_Wa.tkins. In memoriam of Mrs G. Farmer. ... .. .................. :::::.. £1s°c>O
3 Div Sig Reunion .Club. In memoriam of Mr J. Hindle ................ ::£ 10:00
Mr James Cummmg ................. .............................. .... .. ........ ..... ...... £10.00
East Kent Br~nc~ RSA .. ........ ............. .... ... ....... ...... ...... ..................... £50.00
Glossop & D1stnc1 Branch RSA ........ ... ...... ...... ... ........................ ......£25.00

~~s.1g~li~~h. ~~.~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~g-gg

Maj (Rctd) J. Gatehouse ........... ...... ..... .. ....... ... .............................. :£20:00

~~~;5,1~i~~~;:;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::£g~·gg

The Middlesex Imperial Yeomanry Lodge ........................................£76:70
Mrs Joan Greenstreet ..... ........... ............ .......... ................................ £20.00
East Kent Branch RSA .... i .. ...... .. ............... .... ............ ................... ...£100 00
Mr and Mrs Underwood. In memoriam of A. C. Wells ..... .... ......... £20:00
Belated entry from Apri l 1996 from: 56 Div Si gs DR OCA .. ........ .£ 170.00

LAST POST
Adams
Ayle)
Bunks
Hryant
Bumpstead
Callan
Clwyd-Jones
Dibley
Dyche
Elford
Fletcher
Hindle
Holland
Golden
Graham
Jamieson
Jermy
Jowala
Joyner
Latham
Mab'llire
Mandy
May1_1e
Perkms
Pounds
Pressland
Proctor
Robertson
lubbings
Tanner
Warren
Whitehead
WhitworU1
Wood ·

Served
-Cpl V. Adams
Served
-Sig R. Ayley
-Lt ol G. W. Banks MBE
-Dvr C. D. Bryant
Served
- Mr F. Bump tcad
Served
-Cpl T. L. Callan
- W02 R. Clwyd-Jones
Served
-Maj G. Dibley
Served
Served
-Sig Dyche
erved
-Cpl W. H. Elford
-W02 R. J. Fletcher
erved
-Mr J. Hindle
gt E. H. Holland
Served
- Maj C.H. Golden
Served
-SSgt F. G. Graham
Served
-Cpl R. A. Jamieson
Served
-LCpl A. Jenny
-Mr Jowala Coffee ex-Singapore Dist
-Maj J. W. Joyner
Served
-Maj W. D. Latham MA MEd
-Mr B. 1aguire
-Sgt M. R. Mandy
Served
Served
-Maj E. A. Mayne
-Lt Col J. Perkins MBE, TD Served
-Lt Col D. L. Pounds
Served
-Sig K. O. Pressland
Served
gt D. A. Proctor
Served
Served
- Cpl H. J. C. Robertson
- apt (Reid) G. C. Stubbings Served
-Lt Col J. L. Tanner MBE
Served
-Maj . T. Warren OBE, TD
erved
Served
-M r J.E. Whitehead
-S gt T. L. Whitworth
Served
Served
-Sgt D. Woods

1963/8 1
1993/45
1939/46
1956/58
I 949n6

1936/63
1992196
1948/53
1940/67
1941nO
1937/58
1962187
1943/66
ig Reg1
I940n4
I 959n4
1934/63
1929/49
I 939n3
1942/46
1949/57
1949/51
1959192
1920/50
1939/59
1942/4 7
1950/64
1931143

Died 07/11196
Died 2 1111196
Died 31110196
Died 20/12196
Died 10196
Died 16/11/96
Died 23110/96
Died 12/01/97
Died 96
Died 22/09/96
Died 05/11/96
Died 10196
Died 21/01/96
Died 21/12/95
Died 22/1 1196
Died 15110/96
Died 10196
Died 14/12196
Died 18111/96
Died 05111196
Died 10196
Died 18/10/96
Died 23/10196
Died 23/10/96
Died 30112/96
Died 17112196
Died 96
Died 03/12196
Died 05/11196
Died 25/11196
Died 30/11196
Died 22/08/96
Died 04/11196
Died 14/11/96

Woods_-Sgt D. Woods enlisted in 1931 and erved in the UK. Malaya
(during World _War II) and in Malla. He completed 22 years ervice in
.1953, after which _he served as caretaker and Me s Steward for the TA
111 Darlmgto_n. He 1s sadly missed by his many friends and hi dauohter
"
and her family.
Banks-Lt Col G. W. Banks MBE, died on 3 1 October 1996 suddenly but
pBeacefully at Y byty Gwynedd , Bangor, and of Bryn C~irio Celyn
enllech, Anglesey, aged 88 years .
·
'

~apt~~~ on 2 April 1987 and from Wrexham went to 13 Sig Regt as a
q~ .
in Ju ly 1989 .. In August 1991 he took up the appointment of
;;: 1 ~~~:~~tant IJS1g_Regl a~d retired on 30 September 1992 to fill
AO post wnh 81 Sig Sqn (V) of 21 Sig Regt (AS) on 11
1anuary 1993. After over 2 ~ years as PSAO of this specialist S uadron
the
he resigned on 11 September 1995. He was fundamental in
movl~do! thedSq_uadron to Colerne was extremely successfu l and he built
a so 1 1oun auon for the future.
~eo~g~ ~~fa superb sponsman and athlete, repre enting the Corps
a1 . as et a . or m~ny_ years. and playing for many of his units at
~~~?u sporung acuv1ues. His other favourite pastime was Coar e
is mg an.d he represented BAOR on many occasions. A big man with
a ~eady wit an? excell~nt sen e of humour. he always gave his best in
w atehv~r he did; he will be sorely missed by his family and all who
k new 1m.
He die~ su~denly on 5 November 1996. He leave behind his
devoted wife Gilly, and children, Justin , Jason, Fiona and Georgina .

ensu~ing

G r~h~mt~gt F. G. Graham (Retd) who died suddenly at his home in
e or . ermany on the 22 ovember 1996. Gus served in the Co s
for over 24 years and aw service in Germany, Cyprus, Aden and ~e
UK. Gus was always a pop~lar member of the Corp who enjoyed life
to the full. He always made ume to look after hi troops and earned their
res.peel and gratitude. Many members of the Corps, both serving and
rel!red, will remember the good times they had in his company.
.Our thoug~ts and c~ndolence go to his wife E lse and children
M 1chael, David and Aruta at this sad time.

Robert John Fletcher 1916/96. Bob was an electrician before beino
called up fo_r war ervice with the Corps in J940. He re-en Ii ted i~
Manche ter 1~ 1946, 9ua!ified as a lineman and had reached the rank of
w_o2 _by the ume of his d~ charge in I?67. He wa well re pected for hi
expenence on the technical tore side and as an in tructor. A keen
portsman! Bob erved in Germru1y, Japan, Korea and the UK . He was
awarded his LS_& GC medal , the Queen Elizabeth II Coronation medal
and the \)SM w11h clasp Malaya.
Gratelul t~anks go to the Chester Branch RSA for providing the
much appreciated Corps pre ence at Bob ·s funeral in ovember.
Bob _leave a widow Amy and son Roger and eil. both of whom
erved 111 the Corp Band.

Robertson-Cpl ~oseph Ca nifton Robertson- I! i with the greate t
sadness. that I 111for111 the orps of the sudden death of my father aged
65 years, on 3 Dec~mber 1996. at Gia gow Royal In firmary. My father
J?med the Corps m 1949 as a National erviceman, and erved in
rrance and Geri~iany .before Di scharge in 19-1. He rejoined the Corp.
~.I ~54 .un'.11 . hi s retirement in 1978, having served in UK, ypru ,
/lta , Libya and G_ermany. His last two po tings with 1he Corps. wl!re
"111:. 22 Sig Rcgt m ~I.PP tadt and IO Sig Regt at Houn.low. After
lea\ ing the Army, he JOtned the Pnson ervice. ervino0 at Pentonville
and Full Sutton HMP E tablishments.
My father J ~e . leaves behind his wife Jna after 42 year marriage.
two daughters. four sons and 12 grandchildren, who will all mi.shim.
C hris (G~orge) Stubbin gs enlisted as a Junior Sig on 4 eptember 1959
a1~? ,10111ed the Junior Leader Regt on 14 September 1959. After
lr~mmg a~ a Telegraph Operator A3 at 24 Sig Regc, he was po ted to 14
Sig Rcgt m February 1963. He then erved with 602 Sig Tp (Special
Communicauons) ~vhere he qualified a a parachuti. t, 18 ig Regt
~~ere he s~rved with 22 SAS on active operations in Borneo, 15 ig
R ~t, 633 S1~ Tp. School of Signals. 20 Bdc HQ and ig Sqn. 2 Div Sig
e~t. 4~ Sig Regt (V), HAC RA, 277 ig qn and Cambridge
nivcrs1ty OT .
He was com mi sioned from WO I (YofS) on the 2 April 1985 and
~~tee! to I Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt as , st Op Officer. In March
87 he hecame 0 30 Cadet Training Team. He wa promoted 1

U
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All co rr spondence and matter
for pu blication in The Wire
shou ld be addressed to
The Head of Publications,
The Wire, RHO Royal Sign als,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum, DT11 8RH
Dorset. Tel No: Blandford mil 2079
STD 01258 48 2079
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received by the 15th of February,
April, June, August, October anq 10th December
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should be made to ext: 2087
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Remittances should be made payable to
Royal Signals Benevolent Fu nd

Editor Lt Col (Ret d) P. Valder
Assistant Editor M rs J . A. Herring
The Wire is a member of the Association of Service New spapers

PLA

FOR FUT RE PUBLICATIO S:
The Wire ana The Journal of the Royal S ignals In titution. the in-house
magazines of the Royal Signal s are to be combined.
Of the six cripies of The Wire produced each year, two will incl ude The
.lo11mal materia l. These two copie will carry the title:

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
s you're well aware, serving in the Fornes isn't just a
job. It's a· way of life. So, it's no surprise, that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry,
hke a fish out of water.
But there's no need for you to feel this way. It's
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends,
make use of the unique skills you've acquired , and
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain.
How ? Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a thi rd of our Army
and represent a significant part of our commitment
to peace.
There are two options open to you
Firstly, you can 1oin one of the Territorial Army
Independent Units based in the TAVRA region in wh ich
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments.
Secondly, 1f you are leaving a Corps, you could
retain your capbadge and become a member of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Unit. In eithe r,
you can maintain and exten d the special skills that you
have learned.

A

The target structure of the magazine wi ll then be: Si x copies in each
year (February, April. June, August. October, Decembe r)
A standard Wire wi ll have 80 pages: the two Wire includi ng The
Journal 96 pages: an excepti onally . izcd Wire I04 page
Eac h year we wil l ai m to produce: I tandard Wire (February); 2
Combined Wire/Journal (J une/October): 3 Wires including colour
(Apri I/August/December).
These may vary depending upon material available from subscribers
and special Corps activities.

Front Cover: Sig Mike 'Dickie' Dyer of Rebro Tp, 212 Sig
Sqn, I ASDR, the on of the late Maj ' Dickie· Dyer MBE,
of the Corps, omewhere in Bo nia.
Back Cover: Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal,
The Colonel in Chief of Queen ·s Gu rkha ignals pictured
with the Tri-Service and Tri- atio nal contingent during her
last visit to Queen ' Gurkha Signal in Hong Kong.

Since the closure of the PRI Shop, the Mu eum Shop now
stock the fo llowing item :
Stable Belts
Badges of Rank Slide
Embroidered Beret Badge

THE MUSEUM SHOP

CONTENTS

In return you wi ll receive payment equivalent to
the rates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.
If you would like more information about how you
can stay in the swim of th ings, write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in , your current age and address, your intended county
of residence , and of the regime nt you have left or
are leaving.

The Territorial Army, Free post, 4335 (Ref: 9000), Bristol BSl 3YX.

t'"Jl)I'

Work to create the new display in the mu eum i
proceedi ng rapidl y. The mu eum staff are cleaning and
refurbi shing the item that will be di played, are composing
the va t number of torylines and captions that will be required
and are looking out for new photograph to illu trate tho e
story lines.
The museum designer, meantime, has finished erecting
creen and partitions and the electricians are running the
multitude of cables needed for the lighting and audio-vi ual
effects.
The museum will be formally opened on: Wednesday 28th May
by General Sir Michael Rose, KCB CBE DSO QMG ADC
Gen a one of hi last duties before he relinqui he hi po t a
Adjt Gen.
It will reopen to the general public on Monday. 2nd June
1997.

THE WIRE
incorporating
THEJOUR AL
of T he Royal ignals Insti tution
,4·

l'll\\

NEW MUSEUM PROJECT

FROM THE EDITOR ...

•",.

Subscription rates
1997 (Bi-monthly)
(Feb, Apr, Jun,
Aug, Oct, and Dec).
Individual: Yearly £9.00;
Bi-monthly £1.50.

Editors Notes
Speci al Article
Movement
New from Headquarter
New from Blandford
News from Bosnia ...
News from Northern Ireland
News from Regiment
News from Squadron.
News from Troops
The Royal Signal Yacht Club
Sport
The Royal Signal As ociation News & New from the AO' De k
Reunions
Conespondence
Donation
The Lat Pot
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL REUNION 1997

Frida) 27th June:

R cept ion open,

Satu rda 28th J une:
am -

Reception open
Mu eum open
Srntic Di ·plays
pm Arena D isplay
Corp Band
Pipes & Drums 32 Sio Regl (V)
Band 34 Sig Regt ( )
White Helmets
Vintage Milicary Vehicles/Car
Playing of Retreat
evening - Mes es/JRC

Sunday 29th June:
am-

pm-

Reception open
Museum open
Static Display
Morning Service
Re-dedication - Corps Memorial
All Ranks Lunch
Di perse

ROYAL SIGNALS
THE WHITE HELMETS
PROVISIONAL BOOKINGS FOR 1997
APRIL
25

MAY
l - 6 inc Reindhal en Sho w - BFG
Royal Star & Garter Milicary Spectacular - Yeovil
9
35 Sig Regt (V) - Birmingham
10
Dorking Show
II
15,16.17 Devon County Show
Lord Mayor's Show - Birmingham
25
Melton Mowbray Show
26
Opening Corp Mu eurh - Blandford
28
JUNE

7
8
14
15
16,17
21
26
27
28
28
30

FORECAST OF EVENTS 1997
13 May
28May
21 June
28n9 June
7 September
*31 October
*13 ovember
* 18 December

Corps D inner - London
O pening of the New Museum
Corps Lu ncheon - Blandford
Association Reu nion Weekend
Corps L uncheon - Catterick
Scottish Dinner
Institution London Lecture
Corp Carol Service

*Please note the e NEW DATES

CHARITY COMMISSION
Charity: The Royal Signals Benevolent Fund
Scheme for regulating the Charity
Reference: CVA/284923-24438/SC
The Charity Commissioners have made a Scheme for this
charity. A copy can be seen for the next month at
Regimental Headquarters Royal Signals, or a copy can be
obtained by sendi ng a stamped addressed envelope to: T he
Charity Commis ion, Woodfield House, Tangier, Taunton,
Somerset TAJ 4BL, quoti ng the a bo~e reference.
NB: The proposal of th is same scheme was published in the
Decem ber 1996 edition of The Wire. Publication on this
occasion completes the lega: requirement.

82

SOinC's Opening Show - B landford

GEC Al tom Show - Rugby
Yorkshire Truck Fest Spectacular
Severn Trent Water Ltd - Family Day Wolverhampton
E sex Show
President's Sporting Club - Harlow/Luton
Sherborne Castle Milicary Spectacular
Corp Coc ktail Party - Blandford
Master of Signals Dining Out - Blandford
Royal Signals Association - Blandford
White Helmets Reunion - Bassingbourn
Army Exhibition for Schools - Bassingboum

JULY
l - 4 inc Army Exhibition for School - Ba singboum
RMA Sandhurst
5
30 Sig Regt - Bramcote
6
10,11.1 2 Kent County Show
13
Spelthorne Show - Midd le ex
18
Northampton Show
19
Cumberland Show - Carlisle
20
Cheshire Yeomanry Bi-Centenary
24
Llandudno Show
26
Kohima Day 2 Sig Regt - York
27
Manchester Police Day
30
Nantwich Show - Crewe
AUGUST
2,3
Classic Car & County Show - Loseley Park
9
St Peter & St John Ho pice - Lewes
15, I 6
Shrewsbury Flower Show
17
Bolton Show
19,20,21 Pembroke hire Show
23
Egham Show
24,25
Eye Show - Suffolk
27
Melplash Show - Dorset
SEPTEMBER
6
Norfolk Breckland Tattoo
14
M ili tary Survey - Hermitage
21
Classic Car- Bovington
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HI

Former soldier Dylan Arnold , who faced a future ma wheelchair after
a horrific abseiling accident, is mobile again-thanks to his own courage
and determination and with a liulc help from the Herefordshire branch of
SSAFA Forces Help.
Dylan, aged 24. from Redhill, Hereford. has J US! taken delivery of a
specially-made tricycle costing £800-paid for with contributions from his
old Corps, the Royal Signals, and the Army Benevolent Fund after
approaches from SSAFA Forces He lp city caseworker Peter Harding.
For Dylan, who can no longer ride a two-wheel bicycle because of the
effect of his injuries, the 12 geared three-wheeler means freedom.

Major General I. O. J. Sprackling OBE,
to be appointed Ma ter of Signal with effect from
30 June 1997. in succe ion to
Major General A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL

The outl ine for thi 'ear·s Reuni on Weekend al
Blandford i a fo llow :

pm -

HEREFORD SURVIVOR GETS 0
BIKE TO INDEPE DENCE

MASTER OF SIGNALS

BAND OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS

ENGAGEMENTS 1997
March

6

Corps Guest Night, HQ Mess, Blandford

April
9
11
18
25

Child Okeford Church Concert, Nr Blandford
RSA Dinner, Crown Hotel, Blandford
QM Convention Dinner, HQ Mess, Blandford
RSDT Opening Show, Blandford

May

5
13
16
23
26

Blandford Georgian Day
London D inner, Cafe Royale
Lions Club Church Concert, Blandford
Opening of New Museum, B landford
USA Tour

June
I
21
28-29

USA Tour
Corps Lunch, HQ Mess, Blandford
RSA Weekend, Blandford

July

6
9
15
29-30

CAGE Dinner, HQ Mes , Blandford
Ferndown Rotary Club, Concert
Royal British Legion Event, Pembrook Castle
Kneller Hall Concert, Twickenham

October

lO
11-1 2

Hereford Cathedral Concert
Band Reunion Weekend, Blandfo rd

November
6
Royal Briti h Legion Event, Tenby
9
Remembrance Sunday, Blandford
20
Samaritans Fund, Grand Temple, London, Concert
December
13
Malcolm Sargent Carol Concert, Royal Festival Hall

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT'S DINNER - 14th June 1997
The next Pre ident's Dinner will be held at We ibeck
College on Saturday the 14th June 1997.
The AGM wi ll take place on the fo llowing Sunday morning.
Dress is Mess Kit for serving officer and Black Tie for
reti red officers. T he co twill be £ 14.00. Timings are 1930
for 2000 hours. Limited accomodation is avai lable on
request.
Application , incl uding a co ntact addre and telephone
number, shou ld be sent to:
The Adju tant
Welbeck College
WORKSOP
Notts S80 3LN
Tel: 0 1909 476326
Fax: 01909 530447
Appl ications should arrive at least three weeks prior to the
Dinner.
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'Now I don't have to wait for lifts or b uses,' he said. 'It mea ns
independe nce, and th at's g reat.'
It was back in April 1992 that Dyla n. educated at St Mary' High
School, Lugwardine, uffered the fall that changed hi life- and nearly
e nded it. At 18 he was training as a radio telegraphist at the Arm)
Appre ntice College at Harrogate. already a j unior sergeant and tippe-0 for
possible future officer training at Sandhurst.
On leave in Dorset. he was ab eiling with a friend on cliff at Swanage
when di saster struck. The boulder to wh ic h he was roped rolled over the
edge of the cliff and hit him- fracturi ng his kull and jaw and ending him
plunging nearly I 00 feet into the ea below. He suffered further injurie on
impact and finished up floating face down and uncon ciou ,
Incredibly. a lifeboat returning from a routine exerci e wa pas ing and
re cued h!m within IO minutes. But so severe were hi injuries that his
moiher. M r s G ail Hanson , was warned that he was unlikely to urvive the
night. Somehow he did urvive. After five weeks in a coma and on a
ventilator, fed by tube. Dylan returned to consciousnes , ix and a half
tone lighter and completely unaware of what had happened When he had
recovered sufficiently he wa, moved to an Army rehabilitation centre at
Epsom. where he was 10 pend the next year. There. through the care of the
medical taff. hi own determination and the in piration of other patients.
he fought his way slowly back ro health de ·pite all the odd and the lo of
the use of hi legs.
·1 had four goals then ,· Dylan recalled. 'To stand up: to touch my right
foot: to walk my sister down the ai le at her wedding: and to climb Pen-y-

fan.'

All four aims have been achieved- the climb tO the Brecon Beacons'
highe t point being tackled ·uccessfully two years ago. ince then he ha
completed an information technology cour>P a t Herefordshire College of
Tech nology and he i now doing a G 'Q art and de ign coun.c at
Hereford hire College of Art and Design. which he hope "ill lead lo a
new career.
The future i very much brighter than it was back in 1992. and Dyla n
Arnold- survivor extraordinary is looki ng forward with cheerful
optimism. A pokesmnn for SSAFA Force:; Help Herefordshire aid this
week: "It's a remarkable tory, and Dylan is a very courageous. strongminded young man. We are delighted to have been able to help him
achieve greater indepe ndence with hi new tricycle.·
SSAFA Forces He lp contact in Herefordshire is C ol Bill Fo te r , who
can be reached on 0 1981 550367. SS AFA Forces Help is the ne\\
amalgamation of the Soldiers".
ailors' and
irmen · Familie.
A ociation and the Forces Help ociet .
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FROM l\IOCKBA \ VITH LOVE
b~

('apt Fred

ilsson

The ignal wa. pa,scd ano'~ the c.le~I.. : volunteers required for l ' 10
cour;e mid Oetoher to end m·ember to be held in Russia. 1-.:ply to the
c.IJt. We ll you l..n O\~ ho" it l'. you put your name down but never expect
to be picked as the Ann) is 1:Jite a large and very bus) organi sation and
u uall) the list o f name · o n th queue are long. ill u. tri u. and s.:mor. T he
Ami ) mu't ha\ C ::it:e n having a quiet couple A wee k a I eventu ally
reeein!d a telephone ca ll fro m the Adjt. Neil 1akepeace.
A' I happened to be on e:-.erl'i e at the time in ·unny cotland and 'eil
had bee n called back to he ffie ld . r was rotally unprepared and some what
u:pic1ou" of the call in the ba k of the Op. wagon :
' You're on the cour e.'
djt:
F,"
'Which cour;e"'
Ad1t:
'The V ' MO course:
F1 ·:
·of course I am eil.'
Adjt:
· o. you are. ·
FN :
'O f cour;e I am eil.'
Adjt:
· o. really you are.·
FN:
·cool.·
(A ome of the readers may have reali ed cCJ1ain expletive. ha e been
removed to protect the guilty.)
Well that was it. [ wa actually going to the former U R to tudy
alongside Ru sian Officers on a United , ations Military Ob erver
(U MO) course. I was looking forward to increa ing my Ru ian
vocabulary as the little Ru . ian I kne\ would not have exactly furthered
Anglo- O\'iet relation in a po itive way.
II the u. ual admini. trative red tape had to be gone through . with rather
more bureaucrac) from tl1e Rus ian ide-which wa to be expected. The n
down to MoD London for final briefing and a few da s later I found
myself rela'ling in the Royal Trafalgar Hotel. London. \ili th time on my
hand! I decided to recce my route for the next morning. I oon realised I
should have booked into a Heathrow Airport hotel : the reason for thi wa
the tube eivice on a Saturday was about two hours later than during the
week. 1y flight wa due out on the Saturday morni ng al 0925 hrs and I
was to book in two hour. before the flight which meant that with the 45
minute tube journey, l had to leave Piccadilly Circu by 0640 hr · . The only
problem wa that the tube talion did not open unti I 0630 hrs and the first
train to Terminal Four was the 0705 hrs. If I had been Lravelli n!? to
Mo cow alone I would not have been too concerned. but the head o(our
team was a Lt Col who would be expecting me on time. I began LO ge t the
feeling that thing were not going to get off to a good tart . After
apologising and explaining my lateness. we all booked in. Things we re
definitely not getting off to a good tart when the Col had to pay for excess
baggage weight. (we had all been limi ted to 30 kilo ; naturally we were all
overweight). and the re tofus did not.
The good poim about being jetted out by the Briti h Embassy is that you
do get to travel in relative comfort and sirring in the departure lounge
drinking tea made the previous hours blur into a di tant memory. I duly
1.oted the call to board the flight and just settled down in the plane to read
the newspaper when the flight captain announced we had to deplane due to
a ecuri ty problem. This wa definitely not turning out LO be a good day!
After about 40 minutes the ituation had been dealt with and we enplaned ,
only to be told that due to the incident our take off slot had been mi ed
and the nex t available one was not until 1200hrs. By this time l was
incerely hoping that this was not an omen of !lungs to come.

RU SIA
V'e eventually landed at Mo cow Airport 1800hr local, where we were
greeted by the A sistant Military AttacM and taken to tl1e transport. To say
that the AMA had miscalculated Lhe luggage we would all be carrying
would be unkind, but true. The Volvo estate wa definitely bulging at the
ides, middle and end, as three Capts and overflowing luggage were
literal!) squeezed into the rear eats by he Col and the AMA pushing
against the 1de door to close it! The Colonel of cour e had no problem
getting into the front eat.
Thankfully, when we arrived at the hotel it was dark because the scene
outside was remini cent of a bad night at a night-club. Once the car doors
had been opened we tumbled out o nto the pavement and with the cramped
conditions, the blood supply had been cut off to various limbs resulting in
a 'dead' leg or foot and al o cramp. So my two compa nions were doi ng
extremely good impres ion of bei ng paralytic by trying to stand normally
and, of cour e, collapsing or weaving depending on how much weight was
put on a limb. Eventually we managed to get booked in and as we had the
rest of the night to ourselves decided to have a have, show~r and siesta
before exploring the city.
' NIGHTLIFE'
We walked down the o ld Arbat, a unique pede Lrian treet with hou e
from the 19th and 20th centuries, in the empire and modern style . There
were many antique, jewellery and souvenir shops and art galleries.
(During the daytime there were street artists.) However, we eventua ll y
turned the corner Lo see a Mac Donalds, which we visited and e njoyed.
Curiosity urged us on and we visited a few clubs and pubs before
bumping into a n American working in Moscow called C harlie. He
decided we hould accompany him to a ' good' club he knew. which we
did.
turne<! out LO be a bad mistake. As I and my colleague got o ut of
the taxi to go mto the club, a car was rever ed towards our direction
har lie and breaking a wing mirror. Heated words wer~
hitting
exchanged as we walked into the club. We did :iot know it then, but we
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had just l...:en intnxlul'nl tn th~ Russian Mafia. A bi ll of $300 was being
asked for to n:pair the damage. We of course all refused to pay anc.1 as~ed
the barman 10 Lall thL· police he ref us ·c.I~ The leader of this ga ng was a guy
ailed Sl'rgei Sergei intrnduccd himself to us and we explai ned th at we
die.I not carry that amount of cash on us. At lhis poin t the Ame ri ca n. who
should have l..nO\\ n better. decided 10 argue wi th the man . He was
prompt I) remo' ed from the premises and ~everel y beaten up, threate ned
with a pisl<'I. put inw a taxi unc.I despatched. Watc hing lhi s happe n from
inside the club fn.:uses the mind con, iderably and we reali sec.I that things
were really becoming pear . haped. ln thc end we were stuc k in the c lub for
about fi\·e hou rs before \~C managed LO get out by convinc ing Sergei Lo
vis it the British Emha,sy who would pay fo r the da mage a nd a. coll atera l
gave him hal f a visa. We got hac~ to the Arbat Hote l about 0500 hrs and T
real ised \\ e were going to be picked up by Igor fro m the British E mbassy
in just five houri..

the big ~rucks and }Je careful.' If th is had been his idea of a motivational
speech, 11 wa\ not fl ll mg me wi th a wa rm feeling.
There were no 'cats.eyes', .n.o cent r~ Ian<: markings on the B-roads and
generally very poorly ht cond 111ons-w1th the road u:, ualfy covered in mud.
It hac.I begun lo snow and J was su re J was not going to see the night
t hro~gh . 1 w.ould just quote the di ary e ntry l made. 'It wa<. our turn at night
dnvmg and 11 wa~ abso lute ly terrify ing. Th~ windscreen \Vipers on the jeep
thd not work halt .the time. the fu ll beam did not wo1k any of the time and
Lhe c racked glas~ .1ust <1dded a new dimcn ion to the dnving expenem:e. ·
l was pleased that all the studen ts passed the driving exams at the end. A
!Ot of 11 \~as due to Col L ukyanov and his team who managed to keep the
Jeeps gorng even when some of the Russian student\ did their best to
hamper their efforts.

THE FIRSTD Y
Igor (that rcall) was his name) du ly arrived later that day. in a mini-bus
thankfully. and we departed to the Embassy fo r fi nal brie fin gs before
deploying to the Vystrel Academy. ergei and hi fri e nd duly showed up
at the Embass) later on. where the visa was recove red , and they were
promptl y shown the gate wit h obviously no exchange o f cash.
Vystrel Acac.lemy i. si 1uated orth West of Moscow, approxim ately an
hour and a ha lf jou rney b road or train , near the local to wn of
So li1echnorgor.·k. T he acac.lemy is used for ' higher o ffi cer ' training.
Vystre l tran lated is 'The S hot'. We were greeted by our c hi e f in. tructor
Maj idakas and shown to o ur rooms. The rooms had a ll the bare
essentials. except adequate ma inte nance, so e ve ry morning whe n you
e ntered the bathroom you were treated to a cold foo twa h. I was told to
unpack and LO get into uniform for the brie fin g from the Course
Commandant. Briefing over. we were given the opportunit y LO meet with
the other stuc.lcnti; in a frie nd ly game o f volleyba ll. Thi was a nightly
event after lesson and the R ussian students were almost ob es ed with the
game.

FI ALLY
On re~ection. it was a n interesting Lime to be there and have the
op1?Grtu~1ty to .d1scu s ~ariou !ssues wi th the Russian Officers and get

THE CO ' RSE
The cour e comprised of four Brit , two Ameri can s, a Germ an and 19
Ru s ian students fro m the Army. avy and Air Force. the maj ority of
whom were multi-lingua l. ubject. to be covered were the history,
principl e . origin and purpose of the U . driving. first aid , stress
managemenL ob erver duues. na vigati on and various other UN duties.
The cour e would be conduc ted in English.
The cour e itself was fairly uneve ntful except for a couple of incidents I
would like to share with the readers. As part of the joining in tructions it
had been stated that l \ hould bring three IV drips (complete) in the event
of an) accide nt . I was c uri ous as to where I would be ex pected to use
them. l soon fo und out-the dri vi ng course!

DRIVER TRAI ' I G
I wou ld j u t like to jog the me mories of the readers a 10 the state of the
Russ ian anned forces at tl1e time I was out there. Many of the soldie rs and
officers had not been paid for at lea5l s ix months. Officers were
moonli ghting as taxi drivers. doormen or security g uards. The armed
forces were in di array. except fo r the nucl ear contingent of troops who
we re still paid. Gen Lebed had j u t been kic ked our by Yeltsin. Yeltsin
him e lf was extreme ly ill and awa iti ng a poss ible heart by- pass operation.
I would like to thi nk that the tare of the jeeps that I was to drive wa
because of the upheaval that they were going through. How on earth those
vehicles were allowed o n the road defie belief. I was thankful it had four
wheel ! The fact that there was no tread o n the Lyres did not eem to bother
our in Lructor . This wa going to be intere ting.
We were take n by bus to a trai ning area called the ' Polygon ' w here we
were plit into two group . One group was made up of the Russian
students and the 'fore igners' made up the second. Obviously the
Europeans we re more experienced than our Russian counterparts as mo t
of us had been driving since we were 18 whi le some of the Russian
students only had two or three years under their belts. T his tu rned out to be
'a revision exerc i e for us. The course requ ired us to manoeuv re the vehicle
through cones, zigzag. rever e, drive up some steep ramps and complete a
fi gure of e ight. Which o f the three vehicle you got decided how well you
stopped , how good your visi bility wa through the damaged w indscreen,
or how easy it was to move the clutch as. embly (when you depressed the
clutch to change gear the c lutch pedal stayed at the bottom of the floor and
had to be phys icall y man-handled to the top if you needed to change gear
again). After Day One we all agreed it was going to be a good idea to bring
the med ical pack. and IV equipme m every time driving was on the
programme.
The second stage invol ved negotiating a tank driving course wi th a
dodgy jeep ! It was certainly an experie nce. I have never dri ven in and out
of a concrete a nti -1ank trap, over now· covered I :4 hill a nd a trench
which ~equired us to use the surrounding lumber to bridge it a nd then drive
across 11.
The third stage of the course was the town d ri vi ng. Thi s was relati vely
easy as road rage has not hit the Ru sian driver . We were required to do
some evasive driving and al so play catch-up wi th the j eep in fro nt to
further test our driving skills.
The fourth stage wa the night drive. I was unl ucky to draw the jeep
with ~e d.amage<! windscreen and this was concerning me sli ghtl y so I was
not hstenmg as mtcntly as l should have been to the briefi ng fro m the
MTO, C ol Lukyanov. until I heard the Colonel say. · ... and my friends it

OTHER IMPRESSIONS
.In between >W~ies we normally got the aturday afte rnoon and Sunday
off. We _us:d this ume to look around Moscow and do the sight-seeing bib.
The tram Journey was an exrx:rie ncc in itself. As we were catc hing the
tram from Solnechnogorsk, which was halfway alo ng the line to Mo~ow
w~ stood a lot of the time. T he Russian people used every opportumty to
m~ke money. The tram would pul l out of the sta1i on and within a few
mrn~tes t.hcre would be people se ll ing their wares. Everything from
rel~g1ous icons to torches to book and even medicine were sold on the
tram by these people moving from compartme nt to compartme nt and at
times we even had musicians.
During my ti me in Moscow we visi ted the Bolshoi Theatre: the Pushkm
Gal.lery-where I bumped rnto T i!la Turner as she did a tour o f the place;
vanous war museums and gallenes mcl ud mg the infa mou s lzmaylovsloy
Park .<where you could buy anythi ng). I settled fo r the Matrioshkas
! R uss i a~ dolls). Red
quare, Lenin 's tomb and the Kremlin we re
1mpress1ve, as was Gum (pronounced 'goom ' ) the Rus ian equiva le nt of
Oxford Street but twice a expen ive.
I must point out that if you ever go to Moscow, you mu\! use the Metro
to see what must be one o f the world 's most ornately decorated
underground. T he marble statues, stone carvings and bronze work are
amazmg.
A few Russi ~ n Stu.dents were ' assigned' to us as we went sight-seeing,
not t h ~ough the ir choice becau e the Lt Col in charge of the course thought
we might be. harmed. Af!er two weeks of this we got the AMA to draft a
letter absolvmg the Ru s 1ans from any harm we might suffer and dropped
our escorts. The rest o f our time there was uneventful.
After the fin a l exerc i e there was the Graduation Ceremony followed
by the Graduation Dinner-with just a few bottles of vodka tiding drunk
and good fun was had by all.

Driver Training

the ir pri vate views, which at limes differed from the ' party line'. The
officers themselves were cha~ming a nd helpfu l, posse ed a greal en e of
humour and th,ey 1<.>Ve the Bnush and have a high respect for our soldiers.
My pe.rsonal view 1s that the biggest threat the Ru ian armed forces faces
today 1 Itself.

107 (ULSTER) BRIGADE EXPEDITION TO MOUNT PALDOR
EXERCISE ALPINE ALBERT Fl
-28 OCTOBE R-28 'O VEMBE R 96
By Gan esh H ima l
, One afternoon .in ~ar l y S e ptem~r. the phone rang and a voice said .
What are you domg 111 ovember? As I run a Cadet Traini no Team the
answer was easy, 'The usual stu ff, night visit and a few week~nds.' ' Ah
good!' the v?ice noted, 'Fancy clim bing in the Himalaya for a month?;
D 1ffi~ul t choice! 'Coun t me in i ~ you can square it away with the Chief of
Staff. As fate move m my ten ou ways, Maj Peter Holliday (Chief of
Staff W7 (Ulster Bde), the ex pedition leader o f Ex Albert Alpine Finn and
the v01ce from the other end of the telephone) kne w my Chief of Staff at
5 1 (Highland) Bde .

My Team , knowing my penchant for climbing. did not blink
I
w1velle? round and blanked out ovember on the SASCO year plan ner.
With a. Carry on Sergeant Major.· I found my elf eastbound on a dodoy
Aeroflot flight with a team of TA UI terrnen (and woman). The aim w~
two fold for the expedition. (Ye I know you cannot have two aim . but
~his was the Irish!) Firstly LO c limb Moun t Paldor (5928m) and econdly to
mtroduce the. most of the team to a lpine mountaineering. The majority had
not een an ice axe or crampons and , as far as I could aather we were
achieving both aim concurre ntly. Anything fo r a wild li fe!
'

is normally at this time of night that we have problems. Our Russian
dnvers have had too much vodka, as is the way of our people, so beware of
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\ fter the Tea m had mannged to complete ·ome adm1111stration. contact
the trekki ng agen ' ) and contract some ' Kathmandu Quicblep' we headed
for Langta ng H imal to umlerrnke an 11 da) acclimalisill ion ll ·k. The tirsl
d.1\ ""· imi lar lo the retreat fro m Mo~cow a. four of u fe ll really awful.
I think the ix)rters wae •;omJe nng what they had le t themselves in for
'1th the, • 'hardened 111011nt:iineers '
\\'e du!) arri\l:d al ba. e amp. which w ~ put as high on the terminal
moraine a..' "e thought practical. Tht · wa u oul lhr above our perceived
mal (a outhem Iri. h c'\pedition)! \ e had eight days lO climb the
mountain ' hich m:l\ . ound like a long time bul with accl imati. ati n lO the
nc\\ altitude and the baste climb taki";ig two day it is not a great deal of
ume ~'e ·till had 10 fit in . ome in truction with the ice axe and crampons.
\laj Holliday ent the h~ad herpa and myself up to the Ea t Glacie r for a
recce. l on return. five hours l<1ter, uspected ullerior motive. i.e: we were
needed IO break trail up the glacier.
After two day of preparation of carrying equipment and ensuring
ever)one was up 10 speed on their ' nowcrnft, we decided lo give the
mountam an altempl. Al midnight, unable to wai t any longer and wanting
to have the temperature as cold as po ible, Maj Pete Holliday, Capt
Kevin Mo edale RLC. 1 and the chief sherpa . et off to climb Tilman·
Ridge. Doubts were already in our minds a. during the day a Frenc h Tea m.
led by an Alpine guide, had returned unsuccessful. With a ·gallic hrug'
the guide had aid the ~ now on the ridge was 'dangereez' . We wondered
whether thi - wa the . nme as 'dangerou '? On the ridge that night we
di covered il wa. . In a climber's understatement it was 'dodgy wind lab·
and on the avalanche scale of 1-5 thi was an .3. Maj 'OC Sahib'
Holliday pulled the plugs and we returned lo the high camp feeling like
Briti. h Rail with the excuse of 'bad now on the tracks' . The re l of the
team looked - eptically al us and we all loaded our rucsac and headed for
base camp.
The ne t day we went climbing. I took a team up Phutta' Peak. A rather

nice climb was had by all and we were back drinking hot tea at midday. The
other tc:am rried to climb the South Ridge of the Fang (it is as bad as its
name a. 11 re,>emhlcs a fang and is as loose as a cairn). They came back later
and they all sported the latest 'ten thousand yard '. It was an excellent effon
and they were unlucky in not getting to the summit. From base camp we
could see the entire South Face and our guidebook helpfully described a
slightly harder route up the face. Thi. coupled with an understanding
expedition leader who agreed to take the rest of the expedition up the
ubsidiary peak (Paldor West), allowed Capt Kevin Mosedale and myself
10 have another crack at the mountai n.
We decided lu travel light and only carried bivouac gear and one or two
bits of climbing equipme nt (which we managed 10 leave on the bivouac
ledge anyway). The first part of the route was a long slog up the West
glacier to the base of a rock buttrei. . We dug out our ledge and settled down
fo r the night. Al 0300hrs we tarted brewing tea and il was 0500hrs by the
time we had packed up and had enough brew . Climbing in the dark with
only a headtorch on a rock and ice buttress could be described as intere ting
as we were led down one or two blind alleys. Sunrise saw us leave the
bunre s (as it finished and not becau e we had falle n off) and hit the upper
face below some nice and un table tower of ice ( eracs). The angle was
rea onable steady at 50-55 degrees and without too much difficulty we
reached the ummit,
We were rea onabl y mug with ourselves because we think it is a first
British Army ~ cent (of the route and probably the mountain) and first
a cent this eason. Aero s on Paldor West we cou Id see the rest of the
expedition reaching that summit. We then only had to climb down afely
and the expeditio n could be deemed a success. At Ba e camp that night we
were treated to a cake by the cook and some alcohol appeared from
somewhere and we sat around feeling chuffed with ourselves.
Grateful thanks must be exte nded to Maj Peter Holliday and every team
member who helped in the excellent organisation of the uccessful trip.

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION (RFEA)
The RFEA as ists ex-regulars to resettle and find employment.
provided the) left with a character ai.sessmenl of 'satisfactory' or better
and erved a minimum of three years in the rank . This include those who
were ub equently commi sioned. Anyone who i me-Oically discharged is
also eligible regardle of time erved. Application to regi ter may be at
an) time up to the national retirement age and as often as nece ary.
Thi i done in clo e co-operation with the Mini try of Defence's Tri
ervice Re ettlement Organisation, the Regional Resettlement Centre
and the Service Leavers' Suppon Team . as well a the other principal job
finding organi ations-the Service Employment Network central database
· killBank' and the Officer · As ociation. We also liai e closely with the
Employment Service and the Training and Enterprise Councils/Local
Enterpri e Companie on retraining and job opporrunitie and by working
closely with the ex- ervice welfare community. we are al o able to pul
registrants in touch with other agencies for advise on housing, education
and welfare matters.
Regi tranls receive per onal counselling and local job finding advice.

THENAAFI
SELECT CATALOGUE·
Naafi is introducing a brand new
mail order non-food catalogue,
N aafi Select, tailor made for the
Armed Forces and their families
all over the world.
The Spring '97 edition of N aafi
Select has 48 pages full of leading
brands at High Street prices.
Delivery to mainland UK takes
just 72 hours, and to Germany just
86

Employer have acce s to a responsive recruitment service. Our
Employment Con ultants, all of whom have had a full and succe sful
Service career them elves and worked in commerce or industry, put the
two wgether and provide thi free ervice from thirty nine branche
throughout the United Kingdom.
Sadly, onl y hal f of those eligible to register with the Association do so
but during the period I April 1996-30 November 1996 some 7,643 men
and women joined our register and 3, 182 left it having been placed in
employment. Many more will have ecured jobs as a result of the advice
job search information we provide. Of those placed 1,447 were from the
Army.
The Employment Consultant nearest to your Corps Headquaners i
Cynthia Pettit in Sali bury. Why nol telephone her on 0 1722 334872
and ee how she can help you.
Other Branches are listed in Yellow pages or local directories.
Alternatively contact Head Office at: 49 Pall Mall, London SWfY 5JG
or ri'lg 0171 321 2011 or fax 01718390970.
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MnjM. R Comm
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Mn.i C. S. K. Paterson
Mnj A Robenson
Maj A Sugdon
Mnj W. N Wi111e
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HQ PSC Nonh (BAE)
HQA RRC
HQ Land
7 Sig Rcgt (mai n HQ)
Princes' Marina Collc$c
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HQ Land
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Capt G. N Addley
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Lt Col G. A James
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MnJ M A W. Besant
Mai S. J McConnell
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Mnj J. E. D. Pughe-Morgnn
Mnj F T. Ri ley
...
Maj P. D. Shawycr

2 Sig Regt
37 Sig Regt
RSS
HQNI
2 Sig Regt
ClS Eng Grp

Ca pt R. J. Andenon, Brown
Capt K. B. Barker
Cn pt R. M. Brown
...
Cnpl C. . Cooper BEng (Hons)
Capt N. M Deacon
...
Capt S. T. Gillespie
Capt R. A. Scou
CaptJ. J. Smith

~k~(Para) Sig Sqn

9 Sig Sqn (Radio)

Lt (A/Capt) W. J. J. Brennan
.. .
Lt (A/Cnpt) T. Inman
Lt (A/Capt) D. T. H. Wilson
Lt D. W. Edwards
Lt J. l. Heywood
Lt S. J. Morgun
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I (U K) Annd Di v HQ Sig Rcgt
9 Sig Regt (Radio)
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
2 16 (Pnrn) Sig qn
2 Sig Regt
I Mech Bdc & Sig Sqn (215)

I (RBY) Sig Sqn
37 Sig Regt
l5 Sig Rcgt
~k~ (Para) Sig Sqn

five days. All you have to do to
order is pick up the telephone.

Bespoke Clothing
for Men and Women

Naafi Select will take payment
from any major credit cards, Naafi
Budget Card or Charge Card, or by
cheque.

Hand cut to suit you.

So why not enjoy the comfort of
shopping from your own home?
Naafi Select 1s available from
1st March.

•

For an appointment
ring our Head Office on
01132 880 880

Vernon Rees & Goodalls Ltd
Civil, Military & Livery Tailor
Fax: 01132 880 864
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MARCH 1997
Ronk and Name
WOI K. C. Hallet
WOI D. G. !kin
. .
WOI M. R. Widdicombe ...
AIWOI P. R. Atkinson
AIWOI J. Mclachlan
W02 P. D. Ashwonh
W02S. Carr
W02 M. J. Harvey
W02 P. J. Mcinally
AIW02 P. R. Flemming
AIW02 J. 0 . Paterson
SSgt G. Davies
SSgt D. C. Halkell
SSgt R. Lang
SSgt M. A. Shirley
SSg1 K. A. Wiiiiams
A/SSgt T. J. Lappin
Sgt M . J. Allwork
Sgt P. Barber
Sgt A. Burdus
Sgt P. A. Hay
Sgt M. S, Holden
SgtD. J. Kirk
Sgt D. Middleton
Sgt I. W. Moon:
Sgt R. A. Parr
Sgt A. J. G. Powell
Sgt P. J. C. Reeve
Sgt S. Rouse
gt S. M. Schofield
Sgt P. Storey
Sgt G. S. Tuner
Sgt D. Taylor
Sgt I. S. Wheeler
Sgt S. D. Wilkinson
A/Sgt S. BamlSs
A/Sgt A. Bolton
A/Sgt J. Clarke
A/Sgt T. J. Croxon
A/Sgt M. R. Hnrbin
A/Sgt K. L. Parkinson
A/Sgt G. C. Wel<h

Uni1 w which posted

7 Sig Regt
259 Sig qn
Com rn' & Sy Gp (U K)
264 (U K) Sig Sqn
280 (UK) Sig Sqn
FSST Germany
4-0 Sig Regt
2 Sig Sqn
2 Sig Sqn
9 Stg Sqn
600Sig Tp
ATR. Ba~< rngboum
35 Sig Rei l (V)
CIS Eng Gp, Blandfo rd
HQAFCENT
HQNI & 15 Sig Reg1
7 Sig Regt
30 Sig Reg1
2 Sig Rcgt
21 Sig Regt
14 Sig Rcgt (EW)
7 Sig Regt
4 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
225 Sig Sqn
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Sqn Regt
Comm<&SyGp(UKJ
Unir to which posted

33 Sig Rcgt (VJ
2Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
7 Armd Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
32 Sig Sqn (V)
14 Sig Sqn
215 Sig Sqn. I Mech Bde
BMM Kuw:ut
600SigTp
16Sig Regt
71 Sig Regt (V)
7 Sig Regt
241 Sig Rcgt
~(UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
21
81nfBde
34
(VJ
7 Sig Rcgt
213 Sig Sqn. 39 lnfBde
23 Sig Sqn
ll Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
7 SigRegt
14 Sig Reg1 (EWJ
2 O\l)KJ SigSqn
16Stg Regt
9Sig Regt
HQN! & 15 ig Regt
7 SigRcg1
238 Sig Sqn
I RHA
DST lcconfield
RSS
39 Sig Rcgt (VJ
7 Sig Regt
I Wei h Guards
HQ l& 15 igRegt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
2-1 (A1rmob)Bdc & Sig Sqn (210)
14 Sig Regt (EW)
35 Sig Regt (V)
3 (llKl Di" HQ & Sig Reg!

Fittings at your home, office or club
costing less than you might think.

40 Commercial Street, Rothwell, Leeds, LS26 OAW

I

WOs an d SNCQ,
FEBRUARY 19'fi
Ra11k and Namt
W02 B J.Ale.ander
W02 CFofS) Skelton
AIW02 T W. Comyns ..
A/W02 (FofS) J A.Locken
SSgt T W Davies
SS~I M. J. Denni<
SSgt P B. Goodliff
SSgt S. R Owen
SSgt A. R. Yeaman
SSgt (FofSJ B a ~ cy
SSgt (FofSJ J. Docheny
Sgt A. B. Dixon
Sgt M. M. Evans
Sgt C. J. Health
SgtJ. Holt
Sgt K. F. McHugh
SgtA. M Odell
Sgt J. R. Penrose
Sgt D. J. Pocock
Sgt D. P Sheerin
Sgt K. Stacey
Sgt S. Taylor
SgtJ M Thome
gt D. C. White
A/Sgt P. R. Anderson
A/Sgt M. J. Smnh
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TEES TOTAL

l;tlgh St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849FAX: (01793) 849890

The Wire is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views ...
Share YOUR views
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Headquarters Royal Signals

Headquarters Land Command
T.\LLY HO!

, D !\111 D THE HELL HOLES

VISIT BY INDIAN ARMY SOI C TO BLANDFORD
A cold, foggy Britain greeted our special visitors from lndia when the)
flew in for an action-packed programme of visib to the Corps and
defence mdustry organisations. Lt Gen A. J. . Bhalla ADC, who heads
a Corps of some 80.000 Signals personnel, arrived in the UK on 27th
November 1996 accompanied by his wife and Brig G. K. ischol.
Following a visit to DRA Malvern, hosted by Lt Col John
'\llacfarlane R Signals a11d accompanied by ADC Capt Lisa Giles R
Signals. the Indian officers viSlled Blandford on 29 November. Having
been briefed at HQ R Signals by the SOinC(A) Brig N. F. Wood ADC on
the late~t developments, the party then moved on to Arm) ClS
Engineering Group and the Royal School of Signals.

.

The glam ur and eM:itement of a traditional country hunt wa pictured
on the edge of ali bur} Plain Training Area .< PTA). recently. Over 30
member. of the Royal rtillef) Hunt gathered 111 th~ v1 llage ot Or heston
following an in\'itation from local landowner faJ arah Sh epherd R
ignals. 'l'\'e lived here for four yean. and have lost u lot of duck · to
fo:1.e : ~aid \laj Sarah hepherd , a he welcomed the Hunt.

Maj Sarah Shepherd at the Meet
'Huntino out on the Plain i fast and you need a good horse to keep up.'
explained former Master. Lt Col John Jago. 'You al o need a .horse.that is
capable of avoicling all the hell hole , which can make huntrng with the
RA quite exciting!'
The 90,000 acre of SPTA is a Site of Special Scientific lntere .t and
pro ides a wonderful wildlife habitat. ' Experience ha hown that 1f any
area of SaJi · bury Plain is not hunted, then foxes can quickly become a
eriou problem,' aid Maj Jonathan Seed the Master of the Hunt. ·Ten
years ago when hunting was u pended in. the Artillery Impact Area. local
farmers and re idents demanded that huntrng should be rernstated there as
the fox was using the Impact Area as a afe haven and becoming a real
problem to the surrounding area.
.
''i e are sometimes asked to places where people have been feedmg
folte , this creates an even worse problem for poultry keepers as the night
they are not fed i the night they start taking poultry. In this situation l have
to cull these rogue foxes whereas generally my aim i not to kilt every fox
but to keep the fox population to a healthy and acceptable level'.
Before the hunt et off from the meet, they were all given the customary
>tirrup cup-a glass of port. This .vas designed to el everyone up to jump
the four fences leading nut on to the Plain. As witl1 all good military events
this was preceded by an 'O' group when the Master told the Fie ld what ,
ground he wa expecting to cover during the day and gave a range afety
brief as the guns were live-riring in some areas that day.
The ~aster and the two whippers-in, Bmdr Stuart Sharp and Michael
tokes, wear green coats in recognition that it used to be a harrier hunt that
hunted hares. The Field Master wears a red coat and most of the other
ubscriber; w ar black coats although it is quite acceptable for people to wear
tweed jackets. The Field Master i responsible for looking aftec the field but
he i likely to send you off on point duty or road safety duty if you are caug~t
chatung too loudly at a crucial time. A typical days hunting goes on unnl
du k-rome rive or ix hours after the Meet. If you or your horse get tired
before that, it is etiquette to say 'Good night' to the Master before retiring.
Thh is often ~impler said than done if hounds are till hunting when it can
prove very difficult to catch up with the Master long enough to speak!
The RA Hunt 1s run by members of the military in their spare ti me. It's
origins date from the turn of the century when a pack of harriers were
given to the officers of the Royal Anillery in Bulford. During the Second
World 'i ar the Hunt turned from harriers to foxhound and they reached
their 50th year of fox hunting last year. The kennel in Bulford are
mamtained entirely at private expense, having been erected by private
subscnpuon 111 1937.
In those days mo'>t of the Army guns were pulled by horses. Hunting
till provides a change of scene for the ceremonial hor es and soldier and
often gives them a new zest for life. This is recognised by all the mounted
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On 2 December they visited HQ LAND and 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig
Regt. and relaxed later that evening at a dinner party in HQ Officers'
Mess attended by senior serv ing and retired officers of the R Signals and
their wives. Unfortunately bad weather on 3 December cancelled a
planned vi\it to 30 Sig Regt , but some hot planning provided our guests
with brief on Project CASH, U1 !COM and S TCOM .
Their visit ended with a trip to Cogent Defence and an evemng at the
Tower of London! It was a very successful visit which our lndian guests
appreciated , and we greatly enjoyed their company and the exchange of
ideas and information which ensued.

Maj Jonathan Seed RA, MFH at the Meet
units and e pecially the Kings Troop RHA whose hor es. and men are
often een out with the RA Hunt. The RA Hunt meets twice a week on
Wednesdays and aturdays throughout the eason which lasts from
September to March. ·we go out of our way to encourage people to come
out for a day's hunting'. said Lt Col Nick Hornby , the Honorary
Secretary. 'Tf anyone would like to rind out more l can be contacted at my
office on 01985 222328.

L-R: Sgt John McNeil!, Brig N. Wood, Capt Giles, Lt Gen Bhalla,
W01 (CRSM) Derek Deegan
Lantern feeling very pleased with herself after a successful day
THE WIRE, APRIL 1997
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11 Sig Regt
Blandford

HQ ' Q
DRO
'qn Comd
Maj T. Frie1 d
!\I
W02 (S 1) R . Snow
There ha. been little mowmen1 in and out of the quadron. The 21C.
apt Ro Bro"n ha' mg been with u' b:irely a year is off 10 pastures new.
he i., posted to Bk1chley and joins l(RBY) ig qa ( C) ( ) in March.
Her 1 pla ement. apt Dave Ken~on , i. already in slation and hb dog
Merlin ha. already taken up residence in the 2£C' office.
I Q ADRON
qn Comd
taj Paul Rutherford
S 1
W02 ( SM) la rk nderson
TI1c Squadron i . n many of you ·hould al read ' know. one of the ingk
Entr) oldier Training Sqns. respon ible for all the po1en1ial upgradrng
and technicians. In :iddition to Lhal role the Squadron i also the Receiving
qn for all arrival. from the ATR · . 'i e then look after everyone of them
through their Basic ignalling kill course and their Driver Training.
Thi' of cour e is not a ontinuous proce for the majority and waiting
times can be any thmg from a few day. to a few mon1h . and maybe more
for anyone '~ho faib to pa ·s a particular ection of !heir training. This ha~
cau. ed the 11 GE Tp 1.nown to all a Charlie Tp to be formed and 10
cominue to grow. and they continue to look at many initiative to gainfully
employ soldier. who in all re•pect are aor yet fully fonned.
This quadron undoubtedly offe the permanenl taff the challenge of
a lifetime. How many people do you know that have worked in Troop of
up to 500-600 oldiers in Mrength. If you think you are up 10 be111g a role
model for the new generation of the Royal Corp of Signal then get your
po ting prefe1ence in now. Anyway enough recruitment for now. time LO
ay a farewell from the quadron, 1he Corps and the Army to Capt J oh n
Dakin who i. now gone off to Ci Div. we wi h him 1he very be t of Luck.
We al o ay a sad farewell to Cpl Dave Pa rkes as he i transferring to the
AGC. we w i. h him and hi family the very be t of luck.
YISIT OF LT COL M . J. M. S\\'AN CD ROYAL CANADIA REGT.
Lt Col \\an \isited the Regiment to check that we were looking after
one of hi fello" Canadian properly. and he concluded that we were
working '.\laj Paul Rutherford far too hard. I Sqn marked the occasion
with the Cadre photo.

CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Com<l
WOI lartin George
Charlie Tp a' you all l.n0w from the la. t few months ins1alments is what
only can be dcscrihe<l as the melting pot of 1he future generation of !he
C'0rp~ and is as ever m mmsition from mon;ier Troop to a manageable
progression for all phase two soldiers. In ho11 , the Troop is not smaller
but the wheel has hcen reinvented and policie are wriuen Lo manage the
otdiers Awaiting Trade Training, in a po. i1ive and con tructive, not to
mention progrt>ssi\'c manner. othing out of the norm for Charlie Tp thi s
time apan from the
defections of the Tp Comd, Lt Paul tkinson 10
stand in as 1he 21C Sqn. unut Capt Dakin i · replaced and of SSgt
Smurth\\aitc 10 the new Alpha Tp.

co.urse. The Saturday consisted of basic training, mock exits from aircraft, a
briefing on the parachute we would be using and the round reserve chute we
would have to deploy if any problems arose. We also had to practiet: our
emergency dnlls in su~pended harnesses wluch was rather painful as we
dan&led fron.1 the ce1l 111g .. On t~e . unday we were to exit a perfectly
serviceable aircraft at the dizzy height of 3500 feet. To round off Sawrday'>
~ve111s there was.a social gathering of both instructors and pupils with some
lively conve.rsau?n and a few drinks at the bar. On returning to ,1ur
accommodation 11~ the tents, AT Harvie thought he wou ld practice hi•;
treefall onto a tent a~ the people inside slep1 , they \\eren' t too amu~ed
Unfortunan:ly. on Sunday it was far too windy for us to do our
parachute jump, and although disappointed, we all thoroug hl y enjoyed the
course and can "t wait to do our first jump in the near future.
After note: All bu! a few have now completed 1heirjump.

fc,,

EXER ISE GRID IRO
Members of Charlie Tp yet again under the gu idance or SSgt Garry
Smurth,,aite set out on their expedition. this time into the frozen wa. 1es
of nowdonia. The snow had been falling. leaving the ascent no longer the
easy Sunday afternoon stroll that it would be in the summer. S gt
Smurthwaite Jnd Sgt John Reid with 12 young oldiers from Charlie Tp
et out up 1he Watkin path 10 the South ide of the range, and were oon
into three foot of driving snO\\ and wind. After a difficult af1ernoon i1 wa
time to make camp and all they had to do was to dig down to find the
ground before their tent pegs would stay in (G od ad ice given to the
party by Sig Gaber). Day t\\O was an attempt on the ummil (Snowdon
that i -, not Everest). no mean feat never the le . when the snow is up 10 the
waist. and when met by t\\O mountain res uer who . aid they had failed 10
make 1he summil, we though! it prudent to try another day.

3 (PE
EY) SQU DRO
qnComd
SM

Maj Dave Lu mb
W02 (SSM) Eric Udell

PARi\CHUTI GI
ETHERA ON
by AT Boyle
On the fir. t weekend of 'ovembe r. 30 pprentices from 3 Sqn, I l Sig
Regt. volunteered to auend a weekend' parachuting cour e in
1 etheravon. Wiltshire. The ''eekend was organi ed by Lt J ohn Tor rell
and Lt Paul Jones. who al o accompanied the group for the dura1ion of the

SCOTT TROOP
EXTER AL LEADERSHIP
TWO DAYS I THE LIFE OF A
by AT ' Brum' Burford

APPRE Tl E

CRAMBLI G
The group set off from. Capel Curig Camp at about 9.00 am and we
arnved at the bottom ofTnffan at about 10.00 am. The group was looking
torward .to the sc~amblt: that they had ahead of them. A few of the group
were a httle wome? abo~t the climb as t~ey were scared of heights. The
group was le? by Cpl Mick Anderson with the help of Sgt 'Jock' Reed
and also taggm.g along for the. si:ramble was Maj Lu mb. I was hop111g that
I would make 1t to the ~ummn 111 one piece and then back down again on
the.other ~1de. I f?und myself Ill a few scary situation perched on ledges
which were very icy sho~ld you shp you could gel badly hun. When we
finally reached the s.umm1t, the group was very happy~ we had made it to
the summit 111 one piece. Cpl Anderson had decided to take us up the hard
routes to make the day more adventurous.
When we reached the summit we stopped for a shon time to have some
lunch. ~fter w_e had fin.ished lunch I was tasked to lead the group down the
mounta111. This was difficult ru, there wasn't a definite route down the
mountain. side. Going down .the mountain was a lot more exciting as we
started shdlllg down on the ice. The highlight of the day was when Maj
Lumb was walklllg down the mountain side and lo t his footing and slid
Illto some rock . Then the rest of the group decided to slide down except
fo.r AT 'Flapper' K ni g~t who .had had an accident the day before when he
shd down the mountam and 1t was only the econd lot of rocks which
topped him, so he was in a bit of a panic. We finally reached the bottom
and then had a hon walk to the car park and then went to a cafe for some
scran.

(L to R): AT Cpl Lee, AT LCpl Foster, AT Lamont, AT LCpl
Cowley, AT LCpl 'Gita' Wood
SQUADRO CHRISTMAS F
CTIO
by AT Dolan
3. Sqn ended what's been a bu y year for the apprenuce with the annual
Chn tmas bash. The party got off to a good tart with a delicious buffet.
after which everyone ar down to enjoy a hypnotist show, the hypnotist
announced herself as Mrs P. McKenna, I think tha1 he ha been watching
too much TV!! Most of the volunteers went under quite quickly apan from
AT Lamont and W02 (SSM) Udell who had to rejoin the audience as the
rest fell asleep. However, AT Meikle who wa itting in the audience
managed to go under and had to be rescued by Mrs McKenn a. The show
was most entenaining with the acts varying from the famous bal loon
dance to the X-ray glasses. AT 'Studdly ' Beard ley won a prize for bein<>
the most entertaining male of the ni ght, hi conver a ti on with AT ·Gilbert~
Po tlethwaite in the familiar language of Zogg was outstanding. The most
entertammg female of the mght wa AT Snell who' headbanaina laugh
and erotic shaking of the hip impressed all.
"' "'
The Xma raffle .also went down well with plenty of expensive prize
and lots of happy wmner , alt due to T Sgt ' Bimbo' Verrall and AT C pl
' Bruce' Lee's excellent work in organi ing it.
•
The night finished with a comedy band, incorporatin a a few funny
ketches in t~eir singing, bur I ~rill have not managed to u';iderstand why
they kept trymg to show u 1he1r large beer guts. Overall the appren1ice
~ nd permanent taff of 3 Sqn enjoyed the night and celebrated Christma
m style.

(L to RJ: AT McKenzie, AT Johnson

(L to R): AT Mathie, AT Thorpe 170, Cpl Anderson

LPHATROOP
Tp Comd
WOl Billy Ogden
Alpha Tp has been refonned as the arri"al of WOl Billy Ogden, gave
us the mcrease of management to take over the re ponsibilities of an
external activities cell. Therefore,
gt Garry Smurthwaite has moved
agam but Mill in his capacity as the SATT's adventure tra in ing coordinator and no" WOl Ogden is the overall manager of external
acti\'ities including the atisfied Soldier detach men L~.
BR YOTROOP
Tp Comd
WOl John Grandison
Bravo Tp is the Trade Training Tp for all Technician both basic and
upgraders. and Lhmgs are busy but fonunately a bit more stable than most
Troop~ due Lo the length of the courses. A 'congratu lations' is in order for
• gt Dave C umming.s on his selection for promotion to WO
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Sig Taylor demonstratin g 'Snowball Catching'
THE WIRE, APRIL 1997

Snow Whites Corner (L to R): AT LCpl ' Grumpy' Marsh,
AT 'Doc' Heath, AT ' Sleepy' Crawley, AT 'Happy' Tucker,
AT 'Dopey' Flavell
THE WIRE, APRIL 1997

CLIMBI G
by AT "Flappy' Knight
T he group set off on the Thur day morning 10 the Beacon limbing
Centre Cavern. led by SSgt !forris and LCpl Thomas. We entered the
building and proceeded 10 hire out some 'sticl.ers' to en ure ma. imum
grip for ou r feet on the climbing wall. We then went downstain> 10 1he
climbi ng wall and started our day ' activitie,.
gt Morris then
in tructed us in the ba · ic of rock climbing on artificial walls. We started
on the below-head-heigh! wall worki ng on the variou ·problems· of the
dif~·e~ent c?loured gri ps. Then the OC, Maj Lumb arnved Lo upervise the
acuv11y bnefty and even atlempted some of the problem himself. The
imple stu ff was over and the rope and harnes es came out. We then did
·ome top roping enabling us LO climb higher wi th safety. The O had an
auempt at this then waved us goodbye and we were freed fro m hi ·
watchfu l eye.
We now went onto the large walls where we slarted off top ropmg and
so.me. brave. ouls attempted the more difficult walls with overhang
chpplllg their rope a they went along. Eve ntually LCpl Thomas got hi.
chance and borrowed someone's stickers and harnes to ha,·e a go at one
of the more di fficul t wall -and fell off on his first auempl bu t went agalll
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, nd uc ·eed :l It \\a. a good da) 's a.:li' it} and ATs .McKenzie :ind
' Jemima· John.~on howcd their aptitude at the sport whilst others stood
.md \\at hed or went on th· lower walb again. At the end of the ?ay
e'er.one had cn 10,·cd thcm.e lve greatly and had learned :omt-thmg,
etther about chmb111g 0r them,eh·e..

fhc men were playing e:-.cept1onally good ,·ollcyball and had used the
first mo tcum. 10 mlll 0ut tacuc' and remove some of the pressure. By the
time it came w playmg the R C Ccntr~ the team were quietly eonf1dent
and mentally prepared tor the type ot play they would encounter. As
. uspectcd. as soon us the big hittc~ sutrted to he blocked the. School team
were abk to seule down into their own game. th is resulted 111 the School
rnking the first set. By the second set the RAC centre had calmed down
and renained their composure. ln a very close and hard fough t .slog .the
School lost J 5-13 In th third and final . et the contest became lrcnz1~d .
The chool fell foul of the Rally Point system and lo l by a narrow margin ,
eventually losing the match two set to. one. The n~en ' team fi.nished
second overall. The Women's team were ~ n exc~llent form an_d decunated
both of the oppo;ition teams, without losmg a single set. to flmsh m first
place.
.
•
d
The end result was that the Royal chool of 1gnal have a men an
women's team going forward 10 the Army finals in April ... WAT H
THIS SP CE!!

I TER CORPS NETBALL CHAMPION HIPS-18 JA UARY
There is no re>l for the wicked !- 14 girls from the Regi ment were
selected for the Corps Squad, to take pan in the Inter Corps on Saturday
the 18 January at Aldershot. The I I Sig Regt con tingent travell ed up on
the Friday night and received a warm welcome from everyone at
Hemmersley Barracks, who had all obviously been briefed that a minibus
of netball players was staying the night! After a carbo-loading pi7.7.a and
an early-ish night the teams were ready for the competition ahead.
The tournament was based on a round robin where every team played
every other. The A teams of the AOC and RLC were the teams to beat and
we knew that those games would be tougher than the rest. f'hc honours
were hared and pride was left intact for the R Signals A v B match.
Although the B team would have enjoyed beating the A team it was not to
be and there was a low scoring 3-3 draw! Congratulations go to the A
team, captained by Capt Ros Brown who came third. behind the RLC and
GC A teams respectively. The B Team was captained by another 11 ig
Regt member, C pl Jackie Mc orry, and they came eighth. Six members
0f the Squad were selected for the Anny Squad, five of which are at
Blandford. They are Capt Jules Waister, Capt Ros Brown, T Wendy
Torode, Sig Julie Portlock, and Sig Jane Robinson.
Hopefully when the girls are po ted o n to their new units after their
train ing at Blandford they will be abl e to conti nue their netball. The Corps
Team and Army Netball will he in good hands providing the enthusiasm
· nd momentum is maintained once the soldiers are posted Clnto the field
nny. Those interested in gelling involved, or wanting infonnation should
l:'Cl in touch with the Corps Netball Secretary, Capt Jules Waister, who is
working at Blandford in SORLS

Royal Signals Netball A Team
Back row (L-R): SSgt Sue King (1 5 Sig Regt), AT Wendy Torode,
Capt Ros Brown (Capt)
Front row (L-R): Sig Julie Portlock, AT LCpl Jess Limbert,
Sig Jane Robinson, SSgt Lindsey Manktelon
(15 Sig Regt-not shown)

BAND TOUR TO CYPRUS 1996
By Drum Major (Cpl) Miles

Royal School of Signals Men's Volleyball Team

AT Sherrington
PORTS
INTER Q ADRO BOXING-9 DECE 1BER 1996
G<>rdan Banks. Kri Akabusi, Guy Whittingham and Gareth Archer
are all ex-Ro. al Signal soldiers who have gone fon:'ard to fame ~nd fom_me
due to their porting prowess. If that Monday mght m December 1s anyuung
to gob). there may be a few more young men who will be walking that same
path to glory.
gt Andy Slack and gt Dave tewart ~ed .their "?lunteers in their
own time and are highly praised for thetr acnfice m ge~ng together two
fonnidable boxing team . The night tarted with I Sqn havmg a seven pomt
lead due LO their uccesses in the preliminaries. The packed Gy111J1asmm then
erupted as the first of the boxers were introduced. each escorted to £!le
nng ide by Apprentice drummers. the cacaphony ~bated momentanl_y_ wtule
the MC for the evening, WOI RSM D. A. Sacree mtroduced the pug1hsts. In
the Featherweight category, Sig Pyrah of 2 Sqn beat Sig Kemp 11:1so of 2 Sqn
after the Referee topped fight in the second round. 2 Sqn contmued to cul
awa} at the lead I Sqn had built up as ig Dawson beat Sig Bruce from l
Sqn after the Referee stopped the fight in the third. Sig Foster then fought Sig
Taylor also of 2 Sqn and won by a unanimous decision and as a former
international Kick-boxer showed that he is a most promi ing boxer.
After the interval the competition continued and some cracking bou
brought the lively crowd to fe\•er pitch. Sig Chester v Sig C happle' bout
earned a ta.ndinj? ovation for their efforts and ig Chapple wa~ rewarded
with the best runner up prize. Finally to the eagerly awaited match but also
adly the last bout. The evening came to its perfect conclusion. As'near
hy~teria swept !ltrough the arena, the last of the boxers marched proudly into
the forum to the beat of the snare drum. The two Sergeant Majors bristled
with pride as their representative were introduced, . ·~econds out' Wor~d
War rn with gloves. Despite the result of the compeuuon now no longer m
the balan..:e Sig Bracken launched a fierce attack on the eight years his enior
ig Hopkinson. His 'Mike Tyson' style of boxing left Sig Hopki.nson
stunned and the Referee was forced to top the fight after two minutes into
the first round.
The commentary cannot reflect the heer effon put in by the competitors.
Later, they were invited to a few drinks in the HQ Sgts Mess and as the
competitors nursed the bruises and batter marks from their evemngs explotts
you could sense how proud they were of themselves and left u in no doubt
that they enjoyed the whole event.
OLLEYBALL
K) DI ISIO 1AJOR. MINOR, AND
WOME ' U TER NJT VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIO HIPS 1997
After a great deal of practice and training, the men' and women's
Volleyball teams arnved, on a very cold Thur day 30 January, at the
Mctropoli\ that is Larkhill. We were pitched against four teams in the men'
competition and the women had two teams to beat. The standard was
extreme!} high, the RAC Centre, Bovington had five Army players including
the Arm} captain. The women's biggest challenge would be the AGC Centre,
again numerou Anny level players and a well drilled ide, would ensure a
hard fought match.

Royal School of Signals Women's Volleyball Team
ETBALL
etball in the Regiment has been going from strength to trength under
the watchful eye of Sgt Ann . dams. From the succe of third place at
the Army etball A sociation Open Competition, the Regt Team came
econd in the 3 (UK) Div Championshjp . Their final game was agatn t
our old parring partners in all Div sporting events-the AGC centre,
Worthy Down. This was to be the deciding match and a very clo. e fought
game ensued, with the lead switching from one to the other the whole
time. Unfortunately the AOC scored the crucial win.ning goal that ~ecured
their place in the Army finals. The team were obviously d1sappomted at
having been pipped at the post.

3
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CO 11 Sig Regt with the Regimental Netball Team
Back row (L-R): SSgt Adams, Sig Burtenshaw, Lt Col L.A.
Relph, Capt R. M . Brown, AT Torode
.
Front row (L-R): SSgt Richards, Sig Davies, ATLCpl Limbert, Sig
Westrop, Sig Portlock
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A a result of 'Options for Change' the number of bands. and the
number of musicians employed, in the Army has been greatly reduced.
Specific Regiments, and in ome cases specific Corps. no longer had their
own band pennanentl) attached. The Band of The Royal Corp of Signal
'escaped' with only a reduction in per onnel. However, the change from
Regimental to Divisional bands, mean that there is now no band deployed
to Cyprus with the duty Regi ment. Instead, there is a Band Plot roulement
system now in place for Cyprus, RMA Sandhurst and others. From
September to December J996 it wa the turn of the Corp Band to upply
musical upport to all British force in Cyprus.
The tour started on 12 September with the arrival at a bli tering Akrotiri
of the main party led by the Director of Music, Maj David Wall. The fact
that the six tons of instruments, music, unifonns and other as orted
equipment necessary for a tour of thi s magnitude was already there and
unloaded , was in itself something of a miracle. Sgt Martin Hancock had
managed to get all the kit organised and packed after a stres ful and frantic
few hours following the last agricultural how of the ummer. (Think of
what cows leave behind for motor-cycli ts and band men to march
through!!) Everything wa packed in MFO boxes, manifest fonns filled-in
in SEPTLICATE and finally removed to the care of the RAF. They then
flew it to Cypru where it was unpacked by the advance party of: W02
(BSM) Russell Duckworth , SSgt Phil Doyle, LCpl John Bilby and
Musn Lee Singleton, using blunt knives in the ab. ence of screwdrivers to
open the 31 boxes.
The band was accommodated in Episkopi by the re ident battalion of
The Royal Gloucestershire Berk hire & Wiltshire Regt. The S COs living
in a tin hut reminiscent of the TV series TENKO! but everyone el e in
comparative luxury! As everyone travelling to or working in hot countries
knows, it is essential to have a period of acclimatisation in order to reduce
the ri sk of heat related illnesses. This i a luxury never afforded to
mu ician though and the band found itself pounding up and down
HAPPY VALLEY tadium in very hot onditions. only one night after
arriving, for the Episkopi Oarri on fete. The band performed three short
marching equences and for the Finale were joined by I RGBW's Corps of
Drum.
Over the following three month members of the band were to become
very familiar with the valley, in particular the beach and the water-sports
club. From then on the tour took on the appearance of another day at the
office, periods of inten e activity inter per ed with long period · of waiting
and even longer period of travelling. All of thi of cour e in an unfamiliar
30 degrees of heat. (Just like Public Duties in J995 !). There were too many
engagements to be able to mention everyone. Tl would be better to mention
the various combination that the band now put out on these engagements
and some of the work they undertook.
The Dance Band played in variou high class hotels including the Elia
Beach in Limassol and the Coral Beach in Paphos. They al o backed Jim
Davidson during his visit to force on the island. The two Bra Quint ts
were kept very bu y playing for various unit, including 9 Sig Regt and
UNFICYP throughout the tour. The e engagement range from mes
nights to church services. The tour also saw the first performan e from
the Wind Quintet which played for church services at 9 ig Regt and al o
at a cocktail pany there. The axophone Quartet wa also seen out and
about, most nornbly playing one fine morning tm~cr th~ Director of
Music's bedroom window in the Officer's Me. s Ep1 kop1, pnor to the
Officers Pension Fund meeting. Tht: clarinet quartet was also busy on the
smaller, quieter occa ions. The band was also pre ent at the start and fimsh
of the Cyprus Walkabout Orienteering Competition. A the start wa held
at 0630 the lack of light nnd organi ers fo resight meant that the band only
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played a couple of number before all the competitor had departed and
becau e of another engagement at Air House, there was only a Brass group
available for the fini h.
This cocktail party on the lawn at Air House is po sibly the most
memorable engage111em the band has done in many long year . At 1611 on
9 October. during the march 'Seventeen come Sunday· (part of Vaughan
Williams ' Folk Song Suite), there was an earthquake. It staned with a
very loud rumbling noi e, then the ground tarted to move about. The
noise got even louder and you could hear the windows in the house
shaking. At this point the Bandma ter (WOl (BM) Kevin Davies) was
een to top conducting, lean on hi mu ic- tand and say (allegedly)
'That' one brandy our too many!'. In best 'Carry on up the Khyber' style
the band played on, before eventually grinding to a top. (Except for the
Tuba player LCpl S imon tember who continued playing because, ' I ju t
thought it wa one of my funny turn '). By now the ground was actually
jumping up and down; the carefully mankured lawn was rippling beneath
our feet and the legs of chair and music- tands ank into the oil.
Everyone was looking at the hou e a it hook, swayed and creaked. The
local all dropped to the ground and held hands. After what seemed like an
eternjty, but was in fact only one minute. the noi e stopped and the haking
and jolting of the ground ubsided. Another round of drinks was served to
the guest and the band played on.
It turned out that the earthquake had an epicentre (a point on the surface
of the earth above the ite of the initial shock) 32km off the coa t at
Paphos and an e timated focal depth (the actual depth at which it
originated) of between 5 and I Okm. Damage acros the i land was evere
but there wa only one death as ociated with the event. (Full detail can be
obtained from the author, a tudent of geology.) As if an earthquake wa
not enough , the following day Cyprus endured a tropical-like storm,
complete with pink lightning and walnut- ized hailstone · and two-foot
deep tidal~wave surging down the strip in Lima sol.

After all thi excitement it was nice to take ome R+R at the half-way
point of the tour. omc of the band 1001' the opportunit to take cruises to
the Holy-Land and Egypt while others explored the island it elf. MO\l (1f
not quite all) pent a con id rable amount of the three months appreciating
the wine ·. cuisi ne and Carl berg on offer everywhere. fter the: R+R
period it wa · back to work a u ·ual. It was a pers nal pleasure 10 work
with 39 Regt RA on their U medal parade in ovember at the Ledm
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P.ll a~ e Hotel in 1 1cosia. U
1edal were pre,ented to the Regiment
lmduding the two 'oldie inj ured in cro s-border fighti ng in June) by the
. · For e ommander. Commander British Forces Cypru . Command r
K Land For es and the Briti. h High Commbsioner for Cyprus. After the
medal p.u a<le the band perfonned a h rt retreat ceremony that culminated
m Tchaiko v,ky ' · I 12 O verture. The Regiment wa nted lots of thunder
tlru h and m(lrtar to go off during thi but due to Tu rlti h-Greek ten ions
at the time 11 W<l!> decided that fire works and one big bang would have to
<lo. The tie-in of mu ic ~nd P>'rotechnics wa. undertaken by the
Bandma. ter (who ccmed to quite enjoy it).
Remembrance weekend followed thi and it wa al o the time to put
awa) the rather comfortable white uniform that we had bee n wearing up
to now and return to the rather thicker(! ) woollen(!) scarlet tunic. o
familiar to e~eryone who ha seen the band. Although eve n in ovember
the temperature ' as . till well up in the twentie. Cel iu ! Remembrance
aw the band once again split-up acros the island. With the Bandma ter in
charge at Curium and Episkopi. the Director of Music took the rest of the
band to Dekhalia and Ayio. ikolas for service on unday and Monday.
There was abo a Bra. group in icosia for the U cont ingent' Service
of Remembrance.
The Cypru tour wa the last for the Drum Major SSgt Barry
Cornforth who retire hortly after a full and colourful career, but as one
leave o another appears. On a le bu y day Mu n Steve picer, who
had only been with the band a few month prior to leavi ng for Cypru . wa
pre ented with prizes for clarinet playing he had won as a pupil at the

rmy chool of Mu,ic. Kneller Hall. S teve i from Blan dford and i the
youngest member of the band.
On ovcmbcr 28 atkr a further recent but not so severe earthquake the
main party returned to a tn:c1ing RAF Lyneham. The coach was at Brile
orton. and so was the fug. so there followed a wa it of some time before
finally being rcu111tcd with familie and friends before ret urning to all the
pre-Christmas Officer's Me~s din ne rs at which Lhe band is always needed.
i.mall rear-party, under the command of the Bandmaster and SSgt
Kcll'in Brya nt n.:mained in Cyprus (.i tting o n the beach in December is
not recommended in Dorset). T hey did fin d time to play at the opening of
a new branch of Marks & Spencer in Limassol though.
Earthquakes. stom1s. swelt ering heat a nd biuer co ld no t withstanding,
all in all it was a succe fu l and di ffere nt tour. The Corps Band completes
many toun; but usuall y for hon er periods, usually the lo ngest tour
undenaken is the annua l tour to Germany. It was there fore something of a
challenge for all me mbers of the band and of cour e their fa milie · back in
Blandford. It was a c hal lenge that was met. a u ual. with humour and
profe sio nal ism b all concerned . 9 Sig Regts hospitality certainly
de erve thanks. but there are too many people to thank indi vidually for
help received du ring o ur stay in Cypru but if you are reading this and you
were one of them, Thank you. (9 Sig Go- Kart Club in particular did not
ee m to mind LCpl Mick Gibbs ' attempts to write-off their prized karts.)
l n I 997 the band is expecting to visit , amongst it' · normal commitments
to the UK and Germany, the USA. The coming year looks like being as
busy a e \·er. Watch this pace!

SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT JOINING THE MOST
FAMOUS MOTORCYCLE TEAM IN THE WORLD
WHAT ARE THE WHITE HELMETS?
The Royal Signals White Helmets celebrate their 70th Anniversary
thi year and continue to be recogni ed as the oldest. mo t famou and
accompli hed di play team in the world. Formed in 1927 a a combined
di play of horsemanship and motorcycle riding kills by Royal Signal
de patch riders it has evolved. over the years, to become a display
involving motorcycles only and adopted the name The White Helmets in
1963. Today's 35 minute di play comprise a unique mixture of fast
cro over rides. spectacular. jump and sltilful balancing feats . The team
enjoy an extremely high profile at major outdoor even throughout the
UK and Germany with regular appearance on TV and at the Royal
Tournament.

WHY DO WE HAVE THE WHITE HELMETS?
The White Helmets di play i both a tribme to the sltill and courage of
the Royal Signals despatch riders of the pa t, plus a reflection of the
versatiliry and personaJ qualities of the modem RoyaJ Signals soldier
today. The team are a major interface between the general public and the
Corps, timulating intere t in the Army in general and the Royal Signal in
particular. A uch it acts as a terrific recruiting tool , keeping the Corps
firmly in the public eye.
HOW LO G IS A TOUR WITH THE TEAM?
Each team member would expect to complete a three year tour
a
White Helmet. Anything less would not allow individuals to progre
through the various sltill , culminating in their participating in the mo t
difficult tricks/rides in their third year.
DOES A TOUR WITH THE TEAM REPRESENT A CAREER
FOUL?
There is a lot of tigma attached to this question. In short. no! No
volunteer i permitted to progres through the selection system once it is
discovered that three years with the team will harm an individuals career
pro pects. Whilst with lhe team, the opportunity to attend career courses is
made available during lhe out of season period, normally October to
February. One thing i for sure, after three years as a White Helmet,
individuals return to their uni better aJI round o ldiers.
DO THE TEAM EMPLOY WOME ?
The present Team Captain is Capt Lisa Giles! Question answered.
Unfortunately no other women has been succes fut on the election
course, although severaJ have tried. Providing a candidate measures up to
the high standards and phy ical demands required, there is no reason in
principle why a woman should not succeed as a White Helmet.

WHAT DO YO OFFER I RETUR ?
A lot of hard work,.some bruising and battering, some ve ry unsociable
hours, many week away from barracks, lot of travel , an opportunity to
te t and extend yoursel f, a little bit of fame and glory, member hip for life
of a unique. world famous team and possibl y the most rewarding and
enj oyable three year of your entire ervice career.
WHAT DO IDO NOW IF I AM INTERESTED?
Simpl y comple te the proforma (pl03) nd return it to the Team
ecretary. When we start recruiting lat r in the year we will write to you
personall y and provide you with an individual application form which will
require proc ssina through your unit. Returning the proforma commits
you to nothing but it d
regi ter you on our books to receive individual
attentioii. Altemati el , if you are in the Blandford area, call into the team
office and introduce your If. If the team are in barracks you can have a
look around and m et a few per onalities. What have you got to lose .... ?
On returning from the fe tive break the team has embarked with a
vengeance on ome pre-season training ... with a difference. Due to a
couple of coll" ion which now mean LCpl " Lance' Malin has a slightly
bio er than11ormal 'thumb up', LCpl " Mr Bean ' Hankin i a one armed
bandil and Sig ·' Gaz' Ryder indulges in the use of walking aids, a
di erent mode of tran pon has been introduced . I Sqn, 11 Sig Regt were
approached and I 2 pink mountain bike were signed out. Members of the
Team donned black balaclavas, lest they be recogni sed. On the airfield
they peddled furiously, cutting in and out at closing speeds of, well , at
least 9mph. The aim was achieved , despite one collision , which on a
Triumph would have resulted in bartered and bruised men and machines
and the opening and clo. ing ride are now well out of their infancy.
The inclement weather has not, however, assisted training intentions.
When wind and rain threaten to overturn even the most secure of balance
aces, the Team keep themselves bu sy by maintaining the bikes; a never
ending task, and by ensuring that there are enough qualified drivers to
move the truck, trailer and coach from one end of the country to the other.
Congratulations go to LCpl ' Scratchy' Downton, Sig 'Scotty' Eccott and
ig 'Gaz' Ryder on pas ing their C+E tests first time and Sig ' Itchy'
Teague for getting it right on 'Go number 2 '. Additiona ll y, thank to our
friendly MT, we hope that our selected potenti al coach driver will soon be
armed with the relevant qualifications.

MND (SW) HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
O P E RATION LODESTAR
SHQ
Sqn Comd
Maj Jim Richardson
RM
WOI (RSM) Ke" J ones
THE MOVE TO BA J A LUKA
Our two months 111 sleepy Sipovo finally came to an end <llld we wert!
fon:ed to move north to Banja Luka Metal Factory--0ur home for the
remainder of the tour. Th,~ transition to SFOR is now complete and with it
we have inherited a rather large Divisional Headquarters-and funni ly
enough a lot more work.
In the ew Year we said farewell in splendid style to Maj Tony
'Morphetu,· 1orphet who move. on to be OS I Sig Bde in
Rhicndahlcn. Congratu lations to him and his wife, Katrin on the birth of
their twin daughters in January. Our new OC is Maj Ji m Richa rdson and
we warml y welcomed hi m and his wife Paul a to the Squadron. Hopefully
the Squadron won't have any more six month tours of Bo.<nia or else he
might as wel l consider taking up permanent residenc) here!
T H E 'S PLIT L O '.'!'
Sli pper City has not changed much from Op Grapple day , that i unti l
W02 (SSM) Mark T ivey and hi ' A Team' rocked up. They have been
seen on numerous occasions running around like headless chicke ns
lo?ki ng after. R and R and duty nights, compass ionate and visiung
officers. Desptte the long hours there have sti ll been several sightings of
the 'A Team' in a popul ar pizza parl our in Trogir. From everal reports we
hear a stay in Dil'ulje Barracks is guaranteed to be a pleasa nt one.
PART ONE ORDERS FROM THE ' DIVISIO
L AO'
After fi nall y settling in and beg inn ing to run smoothly. the Unit Adrnin
Office. moved from Sipovo to Banja Luka to find that the Brigade had
ba llooned into a Div. therefore increasi ng o ur work load by 50%. After
much clutching at straws. throwing of teddies and hard work things are
now begi nning to stabilise. This wi ll be a hort period of tability bowever.
a it is shortl y handover/takeover ti me (207 Sig Sqn- Hello!!). The UAO
Tea m is curre ntly as fo llow ; Sgts Mac McFadden and Mark
Davidson. Cpls Mark Fairbairn and Billy Flanagan and LCpl · ot
Taff' Wainwright. We welcome to the fo ld our recently arrived
RAO-Capt Ste\'e kidmore who has the luck of leaving when we depart
de pite the fact that he's onl y just got here! We al o welcome Cpl Rob
La\'ers fro m Rear as we bid farewe ll s to Cpl Pele ' Grandad' Howes, Cpl
Andy 'Pointy Head ' Berrill and LCpl Craig 'A1t hur Tour ' Johnston ,
thank for aJI your help boys and good luck'
The Chief Clerk coll aborated with Maj Jody Probert from the HQ
staff to write a hi lariou Christ ma Play which tarted off as a I0 minute
ltit and turned into 2~ hour epic! Vari ous character were a a sinatecl and
worst hit were the outgoing OC. our RSM, Sgt tevc Bo\'an and the
Chief Clerk him. elf. All wa delivered as one huge Boxing Day Punch in
the be t po ibl e taste and the Chief Clerk is happy to ay that he has not
been sacked a a con equence ! A great effort was produced by all in volved
and brilli ant performance were di splayed by a novice cast especi ally:
Cpls Wayne Dunbar, imon Wareham and Tony Stead. LCpl Craig
John ton. Sigs ' Brummie'
icholl and Craig traughan. Pictorial
evidence is e nclosed to e mbarra our budding the pian .

DOE E ERYBODY HA E TO DO ALL THE TRICKS'!
_As explained earlier, riders are expected to progre s through the various
sk1lb over a period of time culmi nating in performing the more difficult
tricks/riaes in the third year. First year riders generally stick to relatively
simple tricks, like hanging on!
DO I HA E TO BE A MOTORCYCLIST FIRST?
o. MoM members of the team had never ridden previously. Once you
,how the aptitude on selection, we will teach you what is required.
\\.HATDOYO A KOFME?
The prime requirement is commitment and team spirit. Jn addition you
will need to be reasonably fit, determined and have a certain amount of
courage. A sense of humour and ability to laugh at yourself is vital.
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Out of the show season, LCpl 'Taff' Jenkins finds the time to
read the final chapter of 'Gone with the Wind'
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The Main Team Pla yers enjoy their Christmas Breakfast!
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King Razzmanus skillfully played by SSgt Mac McFadden
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Ll Dave Seymour
Tp Sgt
gt Tony Taylor
The Troop is now cattered around the four corners of MND ( W)
AOR , with a fair few back in either UK or Germany enjoying ome well
earned R & R. Since the move from Sipovo (the glory day }, the Troop ha
grown to number nearl y 70. Each day eems to bring with it a new face
and the changes in manpower are too numerou to mention. We prepare to
welcome bac k Sig ' Buzz· Bury who lasted minute few in civvy treet
before deciding to rejoin. He will be able to share a few war tories with
LCpl Crowder (who flie. in as a Battle Casualty Replacement for Sig
Honeywell, on their flight from Germany. We thank 2Lt 1ark
Chamber for furthering the myth about officers and maps during his
short but memorable attachment to the Troop, whether the RLC are quite
o grateful after he bogged in one of their DROP vehicle on the wrong
track i rather more doubtful.
We now have 5 rebros and 4 rear link detachments that keeps our re up
team , headed up by 2Lt "Bill of Bo nia· Holbrook, extreme!) bu y. Hi
more than able assistants, the armoured farmers (or Ant Hill Mob). al o
double up a the Commander ' Warrior crew. LCpls Goodman , Johnston
and Warner continue to bring morale a well a mail and ration~ co all
whom they vi it. Four of the rebros five comfonably in their winteri ed
hill top ites, where their main concern appear to be whether the Sky TV
i working. RRB 21 E. on the other hand, exi tout of one corimec with no
running water, no AC power and surrounded by derelict houses. ig
Burns was. however, heard to comment that it was ju t like home.
The four rear link detachment all have their own appeal. although they
are till waiting to find it at CZECHBAT. During their time together at
CA BAT, LCpl Don Garner and Sig Montgomery hatched their great
plan to overload the Force Postal Service, one letter to the Dailr Minvr
and hundred ofreplie later, LCpl Garner no\\ know. how he will pend
hi R & R. Sig loss ha now jumped on the bandwagon and i. also
helping to delay everyone else' · mail , whether Sig Goodacre'. letter,
typed at the dead of night ir SY" CON has the ame results i · rather more
doubtful.
Meanwhile, back at the factory, the arrival of the new Sqn 'omd
brought \\ ith it the exercising of armoured Tac HQ. On their fir.,t
overnight deployment onto a local range. they were called upon to send
two real time ·ighting report of T55s al o exerci,ing in the ::irea' 2Lt
Holbrook was left wishing he had packed his TAM nearer the top of his
unfca ibly large Bergen. For the deployment, pl Dixon handed over the
reins of the Radio Room to LCpl Michelle Green lade. who promptly ,et
about giving the cots Dragoon Guards a few piece' of comms ad, ice. Sig
Mickey Dc\'lin was left to hold the fon in the troop store,. whilst Cpl
Louie 'Bcnetto' Pie ted continued to pretend he was ,omc sort of cxpen
on the" arrior' gunnery ·y-tem -and no apt 'Big osc· Boyne the turret
docs not fall off if you rotate it more than five times in one direct10n.
To close, ju t a r w announcements. LCpl 'Comrm Do.:tor'
Thompson's surgery i currently being held in the letal Factory with
Comms Doctor Jnr ig • oblet' oble also available for onsuhation . Th
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'un 1 Lurn:ntly 'hining in Banja Luka after ·n weeb of life as th.: loud
people. P.:rhaps nO\\ air and aYiution will ta11 to cnrn their pay. And
tin.tll). alter much . peculation a' to ' hat FOR stands for, we cnn mm
·onfim1 that contrnry to popular belief. it actually :tands for T B
FOR E in re •ognit1on of the va'I numbers of \'Olun1eer tcrritoriab in
th •atre and n<>t s'tabili ·auon force a previou~ly thought.
THE 'ET P OF REBRO 21F
b. pl Louie Plested
On the 23 1 ovember 1996. a team of five soldiers from om1m Tp set
out on the rn~k of pro\'idmg a rebro station on a hilltop at a place called
\'itrenik . situated l 645m above ea level on the Federation side of the
Inter Emit) Boundar) Line. The team rnmpri,ed of LCpl Tom 'Forest
Gump' ni.;.-omb . LCpl Mike Parke (Tech). igs Dave Dowson and Phil
'Apprentic· R M' Gray and myself, a commander.\ e depaned in one
of the re ·ently arrived B 206 over-snO\ vehicles on what ~hould have
been a TJ. hour task. It ended ome six day · later following some of the
w r.t ·now storm that Bo. ma had ever experienced.
\\'e amved at the MALCO Base of the Malaysian Army just outside
the town of Livno. \ e had been informed that MALB T had an
e,tablished rebro already on the hill nnd they provided us with two guide.
to how u' the way to the Vitrenik because the ummit lay omewhere
aboYe the low clouds. We began the climb but a we did the track began to
disappear as the high wind produced near white out condition . We
finJllv made it to the ummit, having recovered a Croatian and hi Lada
4x4 en route. What we found there wa a building which looked like
omething out of the film 'The Thing'. A we looked around the building
we found that every window and door had been either remo ed or
de troyed and there wa~ a ma ive hole in the roof. where it looked as if
the place had been helled during the conflict.
\ e decided to et up a dismounted rebro detachment in a 9 x 9 tent
in tde one of the rooms that had been boarded up by the co-located
1alay ian crew. We then ,et about bringing up the re t of the kit and
equipment which we had left at the Livno ba e camp. Unfortunately, the
weather had changed for the worst and having ju t finished a tour of
'orway with 249 ig Sqn, I was well aware of the need to get all the
equipment up the hill before last lighL Whil t mo ing down from the
, ummit, we lo t the track completely and the BV 206 got bogged in. After
everal attempt at elf reco\'ery the vehicle ended up on it side and we
ende-0 up walking back up to the ummit. man-packing any equipment we
could manage. The remaining kit wa left until we could get in contact
with the Malay ian in Livno who had a fleet of BV 206 that they used
for re upply of the ttrenik. So the first night wa spent with half the crew
at the top and the other half left down in Livno.
The next day, the weather condjtion improved I 00% and the
Malay ian sent up three BV206 with the rest of our equipment. By
l 700hr , on 25 ovember, call ign 21 F was up and running on the
Brigade Command et at last.
The following four days were to prove ju t as eventful with 2Lt Bill
Holbrook and hi 1ru -ty resup crew trying to resupply the ice using the
last of our BVs (by this tage the other two had been bogged in on the
Viterog in similar conditions) and the help of the Malaysian Army as well.
On the ixth day at around 1OOOhrs, the wonderful sound of an RAF
Chinook was heard at the location. It landed at the improvised HLS and off
came the replacement crew of LCpl Carl Payne and Sig 'Baz· Harvey.
ig Dave Dowson had unknowingly volunteered to stay with the
replacement crew for another three days. The rebro was jinxed from the
tan. Rebro 21 F was clo ed on 24 December 1996, but that i. , as they ay,
another story.
Footnote: anyone who erved on or had anything to do with 21 F always
seems to shudder at the mention of the callsign and the Ops Officer Capt
Boyne has vowed never to have a callsign 21 F again whilst he is erving
with the Squadron. The grid quare has now been removed from the map.

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFP035

Sqn Comd

LCpl Bartlett and Cpl Plested during the 'Glory Days'
of !FOR in Sipovo

ARB 21F-the Vitrenik Hill Top Site in rather better weather
conditions.
QM's DEPARTME T-'THE DINGLES'
QM (Admin)
Capt Peter Whitehouse
QM (Tech)
Capt Mick Roche
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Mark Schofield
On our arrival at Sipovo there were no tents or corimecs to be found but
instead the five tar Hotel Janji . However, this did not last long as the
move to Banja Luka destroyed our dream and we now al l live in tents and
corimec . During our hort stay in Sipovo Lhe RQMS 'No Sleep'
Schofield allowed u to tour the mountainous country ide on ou r state of
the an mountain bike . It turned out to be a trip in the Andes where the
'Old and Bold' most definitely howed thei r fitne s. The return journey
wa given a spiritual boost from the Padre who we met running faster than
we could peddle!
On the Hean and Minds front there has been some small scale
involvement. Firstly we presented some local children with a new football,
as their own was a pigs bladder. Even such a mall gift brought
considerable joy. The Padre then invited LCpl 'Stubbsie' Stubbs and Sig
'Birdman of Alcatraz' Thorpe to help w ith the distribution of clothing and
other gifts to orphanage in the local area.
Since moving nonh to Banja Luka Metal Factory, a number of new
faces have joined the team. Welcome to Capt Mick Roche (QM Tech).
Cpl 'Mac' McGuinness (who only left BLMF for a few weeks before
returning). and LCpls Bowdidge and Hackford. With everyones hard
work the QM's domain has now been reorganised and renamed 'Trumpton
Town'. The RQMS is now considering giving his o ldier six ni ght off
each week but two cans would do quite nicely Sir, in li ght of your recent
election for promotion to WO 1. Congratulations!!

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine
Sigs Lewis, Nicol and Honeywell (before his fall in the tunnels
of 21C) at Lisinia West ARB site.
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Maj Ian Condie

COMBINED 'FROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Lamb
Tp SSgt
SSgt Rob Melotte
Since the festivities of Christmas Leave finished, the Troop has got
back intn the hard work routtne. The majority of the Troop have been
away on pre deployment training in sunny Warminster Always in search
of an alternative approach. Lt ' Rapid Fire' Lamb did exceptionally well
demon trating the new, heavy-handed approach to peace enforcement
operations!
The majority of the Troop technicians have also been away in Italy and
Belgium on technical courses and having a break. The Troop is working
hard in between these courses getting ready for the second line
inspections, Cpl Tony 'Porta' Caban has managed to find his way
through the mountain of 104Ss to keep the RMA shelters in order.
We have to say thar.k you to our storeman LCpl Adie Howarth for
being a constant ource of amusement. During a bad day in the secure
garages he decided that getting the exhaust stuck was not quite
embarras ing enough so he covered himself from head to toe in soot to
complete the performance. In case you are wondering, no he didn't get
time off for a bath!
Due to our ever imponant Bosnia commitment there seems to be lots of
people arriving and few leaving.
We would like to welcome all the new arrival and their families. They
are: Sgt 'Tuppa' Ware, gt Guy Roberts, Cpl Menzies (congrat on your
promotion), Cpl Andy 'Wi ld Thing' Sargeant, LCpl ' P1T Icke, LCpl
'264' Lobb (welcome back!).
SQUADRON MT
After the hectic Christmas period we're now back to ome normality
but due to postings in and out, and courses to get people ready for Bo nia
phase 2 of 3, it's still pretty hectic. Added to this is the problem the young
drivers are causi ng us, by trying to wipe out our lea e vehicles faster than
they can be repaired. I think it must be something in the water at
Leconfield.
So now onto the goodbyes and hellos.
Goodbye's to:
Cpl Brown
C pl McKenzie
Hello's to:
Sig Radivojsa
C pl Betts
Sig Turner
Sig Calladine

280 (UK) SIGNAL SQUADRON (FWD)
Sqn Comd
Capt Nik Beecher
RSM
WOI (RSM) Ivan Shiels
At the time of writing today i 0+48 and tho e of you who were lucky
enough to visit llizda during the ARRC's time will be amazed at the
change that have taken place. The complete refurbishment of the site
continues with 90% of the windows having already been replaced. hot
water on demand (almo t) and the Wooden Palace open for
busines -supplying tho e most imponant factors to a Comd H~offee
and pizzas. Along with the refurbishment of the HQ has come a large
number of change in the communications set up, which ha directly led to
the quadron \ orking long hour to ensure that the deadlin for the
variou build are met. The new ramp is currently under con truction and
will become the focus of effort for the Sqn and our attached Dutch linemen
over the next weeks. The next big project on the horizon is the move of
Zetra Stadi um to Butmir airfield, once it has been cleared of mines.
llidza's new Major. Maj Dunaj (US Army) ha promi ed that the
swimming pool will be reopened in May ...
The Ops team, consi ting of only Capt Dougie Bri co. Lt Jo Evans
and W02 (YofS) Lee Keily, have replaced ARRC Comm Op , 7 Sig
Regt CP and SYSCO ! They work from a single corimec (that's a
portacabin for those few that haven't been to Bosnia), which ha allowed
the staff HQ element to expand into the slots previously occupied by the
comms command elements. When Ptarmigan wa removed life was to be
simple with one non-secure fixed comm y tern (IPN) and one ecure
tactical system (MSE). However, the taff element left o.ver from .the
!FOR mis ·ion refused to relinquish the many other nattonal tacttcal
systems, so we still have some respon iblity for all y terns less
Ptarmigan.
To look after these sy tem the organisation has been set up into mall
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) teams which are more uited to the
nature of modem commercial network . The Ilidza O&M team i ably led
by Cpl Dean Spiers and augmented by 2 re ervist , C pls Ji.i:" Beech and
Danny Bird, with radio support being provided by Cpl ·s1 Ferrer and
Sig Dave Howie from 249 (AMF(L)) Sig qn. The remainder of the team
is made up from 280 talwnrts, Cpl 'Tex' Walker, LCpl Terry enable
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and LCpl Phil Gavan. To <late the team have been responsible for the
following achievements: the removal of over two tons of aerial field cable,
the installation of over two tons of underground twisted pair cable. the
rationali~ation of the numerous MDF rooms to allow for ease of
maintenance and funher installation. whilst prudently maintaining red and
black cable and ducting eparation. In the course of the installation the
team have used over 25 kilometres of ducting, installed over 700
telephones, connected over 5000 Krone block and terminated over
50,000 telephone pairs counesy of 7 Sig Regt SYSCON (remember that
one Krone Looi you lent us? To be returned at the end of the deployment,
honest Guv). Mystic Meg predicts that this workload will continue for the
foreseeable future.
OPERATIO JOI TENDEAVO R
SSgt 'Scummer' Dore
Cpl 'Ginga· WilJis
Cpl 'Geeek' Skidmore
LCpl 'Shifty' Rutland
Sig 'Bellie 'Benham
Sig 'Hydie' Prydie
With the handover from 1 ADSR to 20 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200 Sig
Sqn) completed to everyone's satisfaction, life staned to return to normal,
or as normal as it gets at Banja Luka. With the local people celebrating
Christmas and ew Year by emptying magazine after magazine into the
air (where does that stuff come down?) and the chef recoverin!! after an
exhau ting Xmas lunch, we tried to get back into the wing of things. The
weather was living up to expectations and snow drifts littered the
land cape. Ice and compacted snow were making life difficult unde rfoot
and Sig 'Bellies' Benham took this opportunity to demonsrrate the drill to
be carried out. when coming under effective enemy fire while walking
down tep . eedle s to say, after the performance and the critique Wll!
over. the majority felt that the double back flip would indeed put off any
wou ld be sniper. Sig 'Hydie' Prydie, our resident 249 Sig Sqn
representative, refuses to believe that -20"C i cold and keep telling us
that it's colder in orway. Thanks for that!
During the festive ea on Cpl ·computer Geek' Skidmore
demon trated an unnerving allergic reaction to a cigar! Make of that what
you will, but all the charge were dropped. In direct contrast, Cpl 'Ginga'
Willis has shown almo t nun-like qualities in preparation for her
forthcoming wedding to Dougie Celerier. Congratulations to you both.
Sgt ·scummer' Dore. he is most comfortable with his feet re ring on the
kit, his headphone on. engrossed in a book/game/ leep, all the usual
things, tirring only to hear the weekly Southampton score. As for LCpl
'Shi fty' Rutland , he didn't do a thing! However, he wa the only one
around when the request for Wire Note arrived .
TUZLA DETACHMENT
Sgt May
Cpl Bullin
Cpl llmark
Sig Cant (249 ig Sqa)

LCpl Baber
LCpl Cochran
LCpISmith

THE TOUR SO FAR
It wa a warm and unny day when the detachment arrived in Tuzla
back in October, not bad we all thought! An hour later the heaven opened
and the now infamou Tuzla mud was all around and it has been with us
ever since, apan, of course. from a month snow break over the Christm~
period.
From the outset everyone has been busy building their own shelYing.
1<1ble and benches and have also managed to convert an i o container into
a bar, out ide of which i a barbecue, kindly donated by China Cooper and
hi 7 ig det (thank ). This is u ed every Sunday whatever the weather
including Christmas Day. which aw a nowfall of 9 inches and by the end
of the day we had our nowMen in the shape of the chef of the day,
Me rs Shaun May and ·smucge' mith .
CHIEVEME TS TO DATE:
Matt Baber
Surfed with ferrets
Rob Butlin
Rick llmark
Paul Smith

Mud wre. !ling champion

Eddie Cochran

Fertility Monster

Chri Cant
haun lay

Burger eati ng champion
Survi ed all of the above

MND E MOST R O RTUE
The 280 (UK) ig qn Det in Mo tar have nm~ been re 1d111g in the
grounds of Ortije
irpon for four months. The five of us: gt 'Ferg ·
Fer guson, Cpl 'Beaz' Bea ley, Cpl 'JR' Whitmey . LCpl 'Ronnie'
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The ISO-Bar at Tuzla with, from (L to RJ:
LCpl 'Eddie' Cochran, Addie Bowden, LCpl Matt Baber,
Cpl Rick Allmark, LCpl SSgt Al Eley,

Radford and Sig ·Jamie' Brown (on loan from 249 Sig Sqn) deal with all
:hpects of communi ations in and out of Mostar Airp 11 . Our main
rc;ponsibilitics are the ID X Cronos network. YTC and JPN Switch, but
we are also involved with other systems such as CTAPS. as we are the
only communication personnel in the area.
When we first arrived in Mostar we had very lit1lc in the way of
facilities. We lived in a tent for two months and ur oftice was very 'open
plan' ... it wa a set of steps outside the main llQ! We have put in a lot of
hard work. however, and the location is now becoming a real home from
home. We have a corrimcc to work from (very gra ndl y named 'The
net\\ork room!') and a nice liulc accommodation area that i right next to
the runway. The airport area offer little in the way of faci lities and
recreation. although th i ' doe not really concern us. as we rarely get the
time or opportunity to use what little is available.
The working relationship we have wi th the French di vi ion is, at ti mes,
strained. but usually acceptable. This division, howe ver, i soon to be
handed o,·er to German command and most of us have at some point
worked with the German army. This change of command promise to
bring better living cond iti on . and we arc also hoping th at the quality of
the cuisine dra tically improve . For anyone who hasn' t vi ited Mostar the
toilets are omething of an experience. ff you ever do find you rself in
Mostar (God forbid!) and you feel the call of nature, all you need to do to
find the e toilet i follow your nose !

OMM CEN TROOP
TpComd

W02 (Yot'S) Andy Drummond

HAIL AND FAREWELLS
Over the Christmas/New Year period Commcen Tp have seen a number
of changes in personnel one way or another. The Troop ha said its
goodbyes to two of its very valuable members Sgt Al Chester who ha~
gone to CE Commcen in SHAPE and Cpl Tony Gardner who has
departed these shores for civvy street.
A warm welcome goes out to the new member of the Troop, SSgt
Lindsey Manktelow, Sgt Andy Corlett, Cpl Sandra Thompson, LCpl
Roz Holmes and Sigs Richie Allen, Sam kyvington, Kelly Ruddy.
Richie Lloyd and eil Ross. Last but no mean least, congratulations to
LCpl Greg Miller and his wife Dawn on the birth of their son Andrew
Jordan.
The Troop recently had a Chriwnas party which deserves a mention. It
came in the form of a 70' theme night with Karaoke and Disco. A number
of unu ual Troop members who attended included a bunch of hippies, in
other words Cpls Shanwen ewman, Vicki Baggaley and LCpl Sharon
Rogers. W02 (YofS) Andy Drummond looked like an ageing Jimmy
Osmond with a very susp1ciou looking Jack on Five. The evening was a
great success all thanks to the organiser Cpl Wayne Robson . This party
brought the end of 1996 and the beginning of 1997 to a very good end/start
which I know will carry on throughout the year.

HQNiand
15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801

Members of Alpha Tp 225 Sig Sqn at Ramble's End
Commcen Tp 70'$ Night
L-R: Wayne, Shameen, Norma, Sharon, Cla ire and Sara
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Rich Rumsey
SSgt (FofS) Sue King
FofS
The festive season and the end of 1996 did little to le en the busy
schedule for all the ection within the troop. January arrived and o did
Cpl Dave Thomas and Sgt 'Tug' Wilson who we hope will enjoy their
tours with the Troop-Sgt 'Tug' Wilson will have to improve hi card
ski ll if he is not going to spend the next cwo years making the brew ! gt
' the pie-man' Heakin has recurned to the fo ld as a fully qualified Crypto
Accountant who mu t have slept through a lot of the cour e if hi s MoD
102 work i anything to go by! Two other members of the Troop getting
themselve fully qualified prior to their Yeomans Course are: Sgts Steve
Buckley and ' Bear' Convery who at thi s very moment are enjoying their
RSSC; an idea l 'beat-up· for their Crypto course. The greate t
achievement over this period, apart from the Troop huge amount of style
in turning the Squadron Christmas function into a 'black tie' occasion wa
the Yeoman' success in gaining his promotion-Congratularions Billy !

CO
Lt Col D. E. Rowlinson
Adjt
Capt Fred Whichelo
The Regiment has continued to be extremely busy, even over the
Chri tmas period: a result both of the upturn in activity within the
PrO\•ince and the additional work caused by the 7 October bombing. The
Regiment has welcomed it' new 2IC, Maj Jim Clark, who ha hown the
right pirit by immediately deploying on the Regiment"s ski exerci e in
Serre Chevalier (all be it minus his skis!) With two new Sqn Comds and a
range of other new per onalities arriving the Regiment has started the New
Year with a clean sweep.
ISIT FROM THE COLONEL IN CHIEF
The ocial climax of the last two months came almost unannounced
when, on Tuesday 4th February, the distinctive red Wes ex of the Royal
Flight landed in Thiepval Barracks, catching the majority of it' residents
entirely by surprise! Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal visited a
number of locations in the Province during the day and honoured members
of the Corps erving in orthem Ireland by taking lunch witl'l them .
As her helicopter touched down, he was greeted by the CO, Lt Col D.
E. Rowlinsoo , the AAdjt (and ADC for the day), Capt Louise Warrack
and the A/RSM, W02 ( M) Hodgson. As she arrived at the Officers'
Me
he was greeted by QC HQ Sqn, Maj Gerry Hegarty. She then met
. ome 50 Officers and Warrant Officers representing all the Royal Signals
units in the Province over lunch before continuing with her remaining
engagements in the afternoon.

The Colonel In Chief is greeted by the CO
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ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (RQMS) Sartorious
Tp SS gt
S gt S'\ ift
The majont; of the reporting period has been spent on the ta k ol
rebuilding the Squadron and all the associated work that goes with tryin!!
lo maintain the effort in a Bombed out Building. rreq ucnt visit by \11cks·
Arc-Us Builder; and Co can cause some major disruption to the work
schedule but the product n:main; the same.
A social event forgolten in our la51 report due to the slightly weightie r
events of the moment was a Charity Day organised by the Tp to raise
money for Action MS. The day involved a 10 mile ramble ('I?) followe d
by a meal in the evening. The day was a tremendous \Ucccss with o 'Cr
£1000 being donated. The photo shows the surv ivors at the enJ. To end the
year in style the Troop held its Xma<> Party in the derelict remains of the
RQ's store, well at least it saved on clearing up. The evening was high!)
entertaining with the ew Sqn Comd playi ng at Santa (any cxcu e to say
'Sit on my knee little girl'), and as a finale the RQ gave an excellent
demonstration of dancing skills taught by his son.

Maj Gerry Hegarty welcomes The Colonel In Chief to the
Officers' Mess
233 SIG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj Nick Keen
SSM
W02 ( SM) Geoff Hodgson
The increased threat and terrori t activity in the build up to Chri tmas
and over New Year did not stop all the members of the Corps' econd
largest Squadron and their families enjoying the festive eason, while
operation continued un affected.
A warm welcome to the new OC, Maj ick Keen and his wife Pamela
who arrived from Germany shortly before Chri tmas. The new QC arrived
in time to participate in the final CO's Cup event, the cross country run ,
spurring the Squadron on to win the event and the CO's Cup for the second
year. November also marked the 9th Annual Howells and Wood Memorial
Rugby match against Lisburn Rugby Club. Mr Wood and members of his
family were hosted by members of the Lisburn communiry over the period
of his visit. Unfortunately the Regiment were also beaten for the ninth year
although it was the closest yet.
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TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Gig Plumb
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ged Keane
Therefs been a lot of change in TM Tp recently with the new arrival of
SSgt Shaun Cook, Sgts Paul Cleet, John Davis, Dave Kilgallon , teve
Colbeck, Pete Szeremeta, Cpls Matt Clark. Bob Godfrey, Lee
Robinson , Harry Dunlop, Paul Cleghorn, Bernie Steadman. Mark
Baker, Dave Alderson , Jas White and last but not lea t LCpl 'Tank Boy"
Hamilton. We would like to welcome them all. but adly have to say
goodbye to Sgts 'Rennie' Renshaw. Shaun Davi , pl Damian
Thorpe, John Brady, teve Armstrong and Shaun Hodgkinson who we
all wish the best of luck.
One thing in TM Tp that never seem to change are the number of
trophies bursting our from the trophy cabinet and after our victory in the
cross-cou ntry, is it any urprise! The TOT, Capt 'Gig' Plumb. has been
extremely bu y in the pa t few months in an attempt to back this years
Grand National winner, by teaching ome of the Troop to hor eride-but by
the resu lts so far l think he ' better off with a louery ticket !
225 SIGNAL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj D. Whimpenny
SM
W02 (S M) . Hyma
The Squadron welcomes it. new Sqn Comd, Maj David Whimpenny,
who joins us from Donnington. The Troops are being strengthened, ready
for a bu y period in the Province, and refurbi . hments to the Squadron
building have begun.
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Farewells are extended to the former Sqn Comd, Maj Tim Wadey, Cpl
Jayne Richardson. Cpl (newly promoted) Tony Cherry. and from
attached arm Cpl (now Sgt) Sharon immons GC. Hello" to the new
Sqn Comd Maj Dave Whimpenny, Cpl Liz Drew. LCpl Jimmy
McLean and on the upport ide Cpl Blair AGC.
GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
FolS T, Steele
Golf Tp had a very bu y Chri tma period with gt 'Chariie' Bro\\n
and Sgt Keith Muggleton bt:ing deployed on none other than Christmas
day. The call per onnel were o busy that they worked more hours than a
junior doctor. When everyone returned after the break all the work was
already done.
There has been a ignificant change over of per onalities within the
Troop with the arrival of SSgt John Greenwood. Cpls !eve Simp on,
Billy Share. Paul Amies and Dave Brown (his po ting delayed due to
being selected for the Anny Ski Biking in ustria). We've got to ay
goodbye to Cpl Jef tobbart who's off to pla) Sunday Pub football for a
living and al o to Sgt Dave Whiting off to Aide hot to anempt Pre-Para.
The only·things of note were Cpl Tam Ewart. the Troop" parachuti t, not
even managing to drive hi · Saab from Alden>hot to RAF Digby for a
Rigging Meeting due to HEAVY now (or that's what he . aid anyway).
Cpl Carl Rossall ha now rcxeived the Tp globe trotting award (Skiing
in both Portugal and California and adventure training in Kenya) . gt
Keith Muggleton i, trying to catc h him up by parachuting in pain.
DELTA WATCH ECHO TROOP
Delta Watch Sup r
gt (Supvr R) Fisher
Delta Watch Sgt
Sgt Robson
Della Watch have had a very bu y la t few months with many personnel
away on various course:;. Congratulations to Sgt ·Robbo' Rob on on
gaining Top Student on hi~ R C and to LCpl • wampy' Wade for
SCC and gaining the di tinction of bl';ng Top
succe sfully pu sing hi
Spec Op (de pite being the only pee Op on the Cour ·e). Congratulauon
also go out to L pl ·Pat' Patrick on his recent promotion to Cpl. S gt
Fisher on his recent etc tion for hi LS&GC Medal and gt Rob on and
his wife Jackie on the birth of their daughter Katie. Good luck to LCpl
Russell and his TI Upgrading Course and LCpl · alty Sea Dog· Baker on
hi election for transfer as a Naval deck scrubber.
The Watch would like to welcome Cpl DaYe larrs and Cpl ampbell
and family. Goodbyes go out to Cpls Patrick and 'Towny· Town end and
to Cpl Tel Parr who has een the light and leave. us for civilian life with
hi wife to be Vane a . Cpl Parr a sure. us thi · move ha nothing to do
with him being under the thumb.
On the ocial front Alpha Watch con tantly challenge u to a five-a-,ide
football challenge and constantly get thrashed. They are .:ither real uckers
for punishment or they need to lay off th pies. The \ atch have had many
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a funcu n O\' r the recent weeks the best of which wa · a re taumnt night
"hich culminated in each member of the atch having to drink a bottle of
"'ine from every c ntinent of the world. ot too many words lurred that
night hone . t
ETROOP
The Troop t ai. had quite a bu y period with a large turnover of loyal
members. We ay hello to the following new arrival
gt nita White
and hu. band gt Dave White, L pl Shane 'Heed' Hodgson , LCpl Al
'Liam' Roscoe. LCpl Neil cr· pin, L pl Richie Cro , LCpl Steve
Burton. and LCpl Duncan Lewis. We bid a fond farewell to W02 Mo
Bostock who goes to terrorise the trainees at C G, Cpl Si Green, Cpl
ige Hunt to Imly and Cpl Lee Leggett. Two other lucky lad LCpls
John eaton and Neil Worsnop go to join the recently departed LCpl
Keith \ ade at I I EOD Regt RLC.
Congmtulation · are due to the following per onnel who have been
justly rewarded for their oldier like performances: SSgt Bob Bogan on
hi promotion to W02, gt Mark Robson for coming top of his RSSC,
LCpl Pat Patrick on hi promotion to Cpl and LCpl Du ncan Halls for
coming top of hi R CC.
An excellent Squadron Xm Ba h was organi ed by the stalwart of
Bravo Watch at the RUC Sport & Country Club in Belfa t and a good

time' a · had by one and all.
A superb Burns Night Supper was organised by LCpls Billy Wardrope
and ick Robson. with good effort put in by SSgt (Supvr R) Dave
Watson, gt "Jock' Munro and LCpl P. J . Donaldson to turn up in full
Highland Rig. Patriotic Scot LCpl Billy Wardrope was also attired in
traditional dress and piped the Haggi in and played a medley of traditional
Scotti h tunes throughout the night. Several attempts to identify any 'true'
Scot by the ladies were all thwarted by a variety of undergarn1ents.

•

I

QM 'S DEPT
ot a lot has happened ince the bomb, things have slowly got back to
nonnal. Although the bui ld ing ha been condemned, we are still in situ
wi th no ign of movement for the fore eeab le future.
The Dept' · Chri tma party, saw the RQ getting a hefty bill, from the
QM. becau e it took place whi lst the QM wa. on (yet another!) course on
the mainland. The rest of the dept had a boozy time, thanks RQ. The start
of 97 has brought with it a host of new per onnel. We would like to
welcome Sgts Al Bolton (and fam ily). Chri Hood (and wife) and Cpl
Kev Joyce (and fami ly), hope your tour i a afe and happy one.
Finally. we would like to say farewell to Sgt Bill Edwards , who left the
Dept, to take over the job that Kev Joyce just left. Good luck in your new
post Bill.

e edition must reach the
ril-latest!

WELCOMES
The Regiment warmly welcomes a few fresh faces. WOl (RSM) John
Black from 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn, W02 (YofS) Pete Good.tiff and Andrea ,
SSgt 'Ginge' Coburn and Sgt Troy Burrows from 2 Sig Regt. May your
time with the TA be enjoyable and rewarding. The Officer ' Mes warmly
welcome 2Lts Tracey Dempsey Jeanette Ferry and Andrea Bowen
who have transferred from Queens UOTC and OCdt Patrick Watson
who has been awarded a bursary and a place with R Signals on completion
of hi srudie . Welcome back to Capt Robin Butler who has decided to
return after a two year leave of absence.
GOODBYES
Fond farewells to WOl (RSM) BiU Ogden off to Blandford. SSgt Ian
Goodson and Lynn go to 264 on promotion and SSgt (YofS) Mark
Denni off to Herford with hi new wife. Many thanks for your efforts and
achievement over the past two years.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to SSgt (now W02 (SSM)) Irvine who has taken over
as SSM 66 Sig Sqn from W02 Maurice Stanley. Cpl (now Sgt)
Williamson who has returned from her tour in Bo nia and Sgt (now SSgt)
haw. Many congratulation and best wishes to Maj (QM(V)) Dave
Doherty and Maura-Ann who were married on Saturday 30 ovember.
Congratulations to the CO and Isobel who are expecting their first child in
A~I.
•
Congratulations also go to our pro pective OCdts Phillip Adams, Sam
Burgess, Darren Ferson, Jill Forsythe and Ashley Preston on passing
the Unit Selection Board. Best of luck with the TA Commissioning Board
in March.
BO NIA PDATE
All of our personnel les Capt Diana Griffiths, Cpl McArdle and
LCpl Holding have returned safe and sound. Many congratulations and
thank for a job well done and upholding the good name of the Regiment
to: Capt Mike Fraser-Brenchley, Capt Lynn Colan-O'Leary, SSgt
McLean, Sgt Reid, Cpl Bromfield, Cpl Martin , C pl Herridge, Cpl
Fleming, LCpl Campbell, LCpl Giles, Sig Amos, Sig Bradley, Sig
Davi and ig Lynch.
CHRI TMAS AND NEW YEAR ACTIVJTY
Chri tmas is always a period jam packed with various celebrations. T he
Officers' Me s celebrated a little early on Friday 29 November, 66 Sig Sqn
on Saturday 30 ovember and the Ladie Club on Monday 9 December
(with a nice line of entertainment from the joking QM, the cross dressing
2IC and TOT, the singing RMQS(V) and SSM 85 and finally the
Riverdancing troupe with the Adjt standing in for the unavailable M ic hael
Flatley, ' o picture were taken so vetting and career prospects remain
mtaet'. 69 qn celebrated on Friday 13 December and the WOs & Sgts
Me s dined and danced the night away at HMS Caroline on Saturday 14
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SPECIAL FORCES

*

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

CO
Lt Col N. C. Beacom TD
RSM
WOl (RSM) J. S. Black
It is with regret that the death of Cpl Nick Brewer i announced. ick
was killed in a car accident on the evening of Sunday 15 December 1996.
Nick was a devoted and loyal member of the Regiment who e
contribution and dedication to the Territorial Anny will always be
remembered. Our sympathies are with his family.

December before appearing in Clonaver Park TAC for 'Crazy Sunday-the
oldiers' Chri tmas Carol Service and Lunch on Sunday 15 December. 85
Sig Sqn brought up the rear on Saturday 21 December. WHEW !!!
In the middle of all the e festiv itie , elements of the Regiment deployed
to provide Comm and admin upport for I 07 (U) Bde' TA Staff Course
Part 2 (7/8 Dec). I thought Christma was uppo ed to be a holiday ! !!
The work hard-play hard ethos continues into 1997. The Officer ' Mess
celebrated Burn
ight in Scotland and the Sgts Mess tayed in Province.
The RAO staff underwent their annual SPS inspection and RSIT
descended upon u . As always RSIT visit in February and all members of
the Team were invited to the Valentines function in the respective me ses.
This is in no way to be interpreted a an attempt at bribery. However, the
TOT, Capt Joe Long. has been seen with a smil e on his face and still in
uniform so it looks like a favourable report has been received.
On 10 January 1997 the Regiment came under command of 11 (ARRC)
Sig Bde and the Comd, Brig D. J. Wills, made a brief vi it 27/29 January.
His busy programme saw him travelling the length of the province eeing
al l aspects of the Regiment and the peculiarities of the TA in Northern
Ireland. The CO presented him with a plaque and then ensured that he was
correctly dressed by presenting a Blackthorn Cane. 11 Sig Bde staff
officers watch out!

p ointed!

IHOW TO APPLY

1.

Ask your unit office for a copy of SOinC PD No. 206 Annex C.

2.

Register your rnterest in your confidential repon
(AF 82048: para 5(i), 6; AF 82047: pen picrure).

3.

If any assistance is required with the Application:

YOUR
CORPS
NEEDS YOU
TO ASSIST IN RECRUITING

PHONE HEREFORD MIL EXT 2339
PREPARATION FOR PROBATION
J. Attend the Acquaintance Course

2. Ensure you are at the required trade s1cills standard before arrival.

3. Train as you will be tested· Carrying a bergen over hilly terrain. Aim to arri"c: able to carry 3Slb

1000 NEW RECRUITS ARE NEEDED TIDS YEAR
TO REDUCE UNDERMANNING
IF YOU MEET POTENTIAL RECRUITS GIVE
TIIEM A ROYAL SIGNALS COMMITI'ED
SOLDIER CARD AND INVITE THEM TO TAKE
IT TO THEIR LOCAL CAREERS OFFICE

over 201cm at 3kpb. Do not train with more than 3Slbs.
FO ~

4. Ensure your boo1s are well broken in. Any black nulitary style boots can be worn.

CA.'

THE FUTURE--1997
1997 looks busier Lhan ever. ln April there is the I 07 (U) Bde FTX in
ScoLland. Tn May the Regiment is running Ex Executi ve Stretch also in
Scotland and in June the Regiment deploys to Germany on Ex Able
Condor. Running throughout the year will be celebrations commemorating
two very important event - the 50th Anniver ary of the reformation of the
TA in Northern Ireland and the 30th Anniversary of 40 (Ulster) Sig Regt
(V).

!.NfO~\'\Al»CN

THE

YOU

r-..t;.~:s· A.'!f..11{

:AAms OFCE Ql

S. Ensure you are confident at map reading.

TRADE

TYPING SKILLS
TRADE ASSESSMENT WEEK
36 WPM (MORSE IS WPM TX/RX)
36 WPM (MORSE IS \YPM RX)
36WPM
36WPM

TELEOP(TG)
TELE OP (SPEC)
TELEOP(DATA)
TELE OP (SYS)
TELEOP(RR)
TELEOP(R)
STORES ACCT
DVRELFC
DVRLMN
Note:
TELE TECH (SYS)
TELE TECH (RAD)
TMECH

Royal Signals

SO\DIER RECRUITING
RHO ROYAL SIGW.15
BlANOfoaD CAMP

6. Personal admrnistration is organised before lhe course.

69 (NIH) SIG AL SQUAD RO
69 (NIH) Sig Sqn have now recovered from their end of year partie
having also celebrated the presentation of an MBE to the former OC, Maj
George Wylie, and PSAO Capt Mac McGowan. Our previous PSAO.
Capt Dougie Roy, received a GOCs Commendation for his efforts with
the Squadron. The Squadron would like to send its warme t
congratulations to all three officers on their awards.
The seven members of the Squadron, Capt Colan-O'Leary, SSgt Lyle,
Sgt Williamson (recent ly promoted-congratulaLions!), Cpl Bromfield,
C pl Martin, Sig Davis and Sig Lynch who all served in Bosnia during
1996 have safely returned to province.

: ... ?~EJl

.:~ ....lACi

DOllSET

RST036, 36A
36WPM
36WPM
36WPM
36WPM

JS \YPM
30 \YPM
IS WPM
30 WPM
JS WPM
30WPM
ISWPM
30 \YPM
JS WPM
30 WPM
No Morse test (unless showo) as fron' 1/97 course
Tcsled on basic principles applied 10 unfo.milior equipment Md show
the potential to work on both system and radio equipments.

'
I

on I SAR

TELEPHONE 012S8 4821(7

81 THI llST • JOIH THI HST

(;d;<J~:yl.bt

-

-

I 1t:x•S 1i:-f

lU~l>< :

COMMITTED SOLDIER CARD

CARDS ARE AV AliABLE FROM YOUR
SQUADRON OFFICE - GET ONE BEFORE YOU
GO ON LEAVE.

Are you reading someone else's Wire?
Please advise the
Assistant Accountant, at RHQ,
IN WRITING, of any change of address.

If so, why not take out a regular subscription.
A Direct Debit form can save you time and keep you in touch.
Contact the Subscriptions Clerk, RHO for deta ils

THIS INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE TELEPHONED
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (218)
BFP0807

.\lERC RY C UP ULITARY SKILL CO 1PETITJO
(218 IG ' •· '
ES F L TITLE DEF E CE)
b) L pl .\k llro)
The l\1er ury .up i a orthern Ireland. Royal ignal competition run
throughout the )ear. The compt>titi on involves everal event from potted
port" to military . I. ill . Under the expen guidance of apt 'Zebadee'
\"audin the quadron en tered a team of hopefuls into the Mercury Cup
rnilitaf) skills c mpetit ion. The Team had been thoroughly trained for the
event by Cpl · mudge' 111itJ1 (RLC). during a couple of days on the
mnge and were in a confident mood that we could retain the Cup which
we had won last year.
The morning of the com petit ion it dawned bright but cold with the
temperature thankfu ll y below z.ero and a nice wind chjJJ factor to keep us
company. We knew that the day had many challenging ta,k ahead and
with other team · having more wing on their ann than you find in the
average aviary we wondered if our earlier confidence in our abil ity was
well pin ed. gt · niper ' Eldridge came up tru mp on the pi tol ·hoot
along ''ith gt ·Dead eye' O ' Hanlon. LCpl Fo ter took charge in the
ommand task and at the halfway poin t the team position wa. quite
healthy.
The 1ATO A sault Course was on ly a 4 man event o unfo rtunately
someone had to drop out. o one reall y wished to o gt ·call me a
martyr' 0 Hanlon took the initi ative and adopted the sitting po ition for
the event. LCpl Mcl.lroy took over the team for the fi rst aid stand and to
everyone amazement al l the ca ualtie urvived to tell the tale. T he fina l
event was the fire team a e sment in vol ing a two mile forced march and
then a hoot tart ing at 600m. Corn ing into the last event it wasn't pos ible
to get an up date on the cores so it was all to play for. T he team completed
the march in the allotted ti me (one of onl y two team to do o) and then
ompleted the hoot.
When the pri ze givi ng started we. oon reali ed we had won. It wasn't
until the cores were read out that we reali ed we had ru n away with the
tit le. We won two events, come econd in three events and fifth in one
event. Overall the team had won a notable victory and returned home wi th
the Cup fo r a second year.

FA HLI
ECURITY BRIEF! G
by pl T homp on
Security isn't only a matter of concern for the soldiers in Northern
ii-eland. Dependants lbough not a direct target for the terrori st can
sometimes be caught up in incidents. The quad ron views the sec urity of
it' dependant a a very important responsibility and therefore organises
·ecurity briefings to inform and update the fam il ies on th i mo t imponant
a pect of life in the Province. This briefi ngs are aimed to allow the
families to take all nee sary precautions whi lst mai ntaining a normal
pattern of life.
ln ugust of 1996 a pre entation was held at the MT Section for the
wives and dependant of the quadron. The brief was given by the EOD,
the Intelligence Section and a couple of lads from the MT. The
pre entation tarted with the OlC of the EOD and the Intell igence Section
in the comfort of the re t room wi th tea, coffee, biscu its and cake, all
served by LC pl Roy, whi l t Pte Brady kept the rug rat amused. We
dragged the wives away to the les comfonable surroundings of the
servicing bay. Here the wives were led two by two into the servici ng pit to
the underside of a wai ting car. The mai n area where the terrorist would
plant a UVI ED were hown and what a dev ice would look li ke.
A systematic earch was hown later by W02 (MTWO) Simpson,
' here a lot of u eful lip were given for approaching and checking a car
that had been left unattended. The entire pre entation took about one and a
half hours and was very u efu l not j ut for the wive but fo r the lads of the
MT who got to scoff all the remai ning cakes once the wive had left.

knew that gt Andy Craig was in charge of masts and tower but we did
not reali e he wa. re: ponsible for pylons.
Another outstandi ng performance over the Yuletide period came from
Sig 'Pip' Roberts. He agreed to be head chef and bunle washer for the
singl~ lads stuck in the block on Christmas day. He was probably the only
chef in Europe to advocate cooking turkey for 14 hours, surprisingly the
fowl survived and wa a cu linary delight.
Several of the Troop have branched out into secund career and started
apprentice course at the school for crash test dummte~. Cpls Gareth
Dearden and Jim Bu rnham have both passed the width and length
modules whi le Sig ·Noo Noo' Miers ha., already progressed to advanced
limbo in a light goods vehicle. S gt Dave Halkett surprised everyone by
being in the office for a few days and not just hour~ . much to the relief of
Cpl 'Josey' Wales who has spent more time on the wagon recently than
John Wayne. Dave as the re idcnt computer Whiz Kid was trying his
hardest to fix one of the Troop laptops but was being totally unsuccessful.
He called upon the radio tel:hs to aid him (Dave is a systems tech) but they
sti ll could not locate a fault. The chase had been given up when lineman
Sig Paul Creeley fixed the fault with a flick of hi wri t. Tech heads were
hung in shame and Sig Creeley should be able to bribe a few drinks out of
them to keep this one quiet.
On a more seriou. note the Tp has had a lot of recent success on trade
upgrading courses with LCpls Tony H ughes, Steve McBride and Pete

Richa rds all passing their respective cour:.e . Finally there have been
some outstanding phy~ical performances lately. Well done to C pl lartin
Dixon for doi.ng a PT session, Sgt Col Bentley's cat tor breaking the land
speed record man enclose<.I space and Mrs Joa nne Singleton for making
more brew~ than was thought human ly possible while the riggers were
'playing' with the RSM on the mast outside her quaner.

IMPACT C.V.'s

ROYAL SIGNALS WHITE HELMETS
POTENTIAL VOLUNTEER
REGISTRATION

WIU GIVE YOU THAT FIRST li\l PRESSION YOU NEED.

Written for Servicemen/women by Ex- ervicemen.
(A Graduate BSc H~n & Qualified Professional Engineer).
We know your requtrements and those of civilian employers.

COMMU I CATIONS TROOP
Tp C'omd
SSgt Pete G riffiths
Tp Sgt
.
.
gt Mark Wareing
. The ~hnstmas penod has been a busy one for the Troop with the usual
d1scusMons of wh? should get leave and when, like Santa the OC managed
to give everyone JUSt about what they wanted. The Troop has onl:e again
seen a large turnover ?f personnel and we would like to welcome Cpl
H unt from ATR Bassmgbourn (who is already missmg the recruit< 'o
much he volunteered to take Drill on the Squadron cadre course), LC ph
Benson, Williams, Iarritt and ig Knox.
Leaving us, having completed their sentences are LCpls Brlsc<1e.
Gronn and Cooper as well as Sig Garner. They are all off to pasture~
new but perhaps not that green. We wou ld also like to congratul ate Cpl
Budding for coming off the promotions board and we wou ld like to tell
him we are running a sweep stake of how long he will urvive in the Sgts
Mess this time.

Royal Sig na ls White He lmet , Blandford C a mp
Blandford , D o rset
DTll 8RH

Wl1y is )'0111" CV. importa11t?
A C.V. is a precis of your career. It is a key document before,
during and after interviews. It is a self marketing aid, not just a history.
Impeccably presented to maximise your potential.
it will be bound and ready to send off.

We Offer:
• Very competitive prices • Fax service • Free covering letter if required.
Trade .... ... .. ... .... ......... .Cla

For 111/0 pack. Tel. 0973 634902 (Answering Service),
leave your name, address and contact Tel no. if available.
Or wnre ro Impact C.V.'s. PO Box 4031. Dunstable LU5 4ZP.

......... ... .. ... ... .... ...... ........ .. ....... ..

Unit ......... ................. ..................................................... .......
Please register me to receive further infonnation on selection for
the Royal Signals White Helmets when detail are available.

Cpl Thompson points out the like ly locations of a UVIED to a
group of attentive w ives.

Mercury Cup Military Skills Team
Back {L to R)-LCpl Foster, Capt Vaudin, Sgt Eldridge.
Front {L to Rl-LCpl Macllroy, Cpl Smith (RLC ).
Sgt O'Hanlon {RLC) .
'
RM
ALL ARM PRE E 'TATIO S (A SOLDIERS VIEW)
by LCpl ~uhsin
Capt audin and I took part in a presentation at the Royal Military
Academy at Sandhun.t, the aim of which was to recruit officer cadets imo
the R Signals. Suit~ases in hand we departed sunny Londonderry for
He ath~ow . an d _on ar.n v.al at Sandhurst I was immediately impressed by the
Camp s h1ston c bu1ldmg , the land cape and the training facil ities (this
must be where the Army pends all it 's budget then !)
After a qu~et nigh.t in the local t?wn we rose early and set up our part of
the presentation. This took some time as we had to beg, borrow and steal
toge! tables .. TVs. and video for our display. Some of the other units had
very 1mpress1ve displays with lots of Gucci equipment. Not to be deterred ,
we adf!11rably promoted the Corps and the Squadron as well . We dragged
the officer cadet.\ away from the thrills of 216 and 249 Sig Sqns and 3 and
14 S1~ Regts and showed them what it was like to actually do your job, for
real, ma hve operational unit.
The day was a great success and I feel confident that we recruited some
of the officer cadets into the Corps.
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SHQTROOP
AO
Capt R. G. Broad R Irish
Tp Comd
gt (Ch C lk) Standaioft AGC (SPS)
SHQ Tp has experienced a wide turnover of personalities during the last
month. Farewell and good luck to Mr Toon who used to be the RSM, but
is now making the transi tion to c ivvy treet. Hereford's beer profit will
now explode to an al l time high! We lcome to WOl (RSM) Fisher who
arri ved from 3 Div, (rumour ha it he was feeling a li ttle bored, and turned
up at the square to see if there was any tracks that needed bashing, or any
packs that needed li fting). Sorry sir this is Nonhern Ireland long hair,
civvies and sidies. Oh and by the way no tanks! Farewell and goodluck
also to W02 (FofS) John Skelton, Sue and fa mily who as a reward for
two years here, got rain)'. Cyprus. I ay rainy becau e everyone always
says sunny Cyprus so I thought I'd be different. The Foyle View '. beer
profi ts will now explode to an all time low, John . Welcome to W02
(FofS) Phil Cou rt and fan1ily from 2 15 Sig Sqn, I have written out
Foreman of Signals in full , because apparently he doesn ' t like to be called
FofS. Other hello's to Ptes Simone Box and Hayley Smith who have a
hangover after a bad night on the pop, and last but not lea t LCpl 'Steak
and kidney ' Pye, who could possibly be the nice t bloke in the whole
world. A real all round good egg!
Life still goes on for the rest of the Troop in between beer sessions. I
forgot to mention our new mascot, namely SPARTACUS (the Chief's
German Shepard), approach at your own peril!

The move from the services to a civilian career can
be daunting. You want to make the most of your
technical expertise and find a role that is challenging.
That is why Shorts Support Services has the ideal
environment for you. We truly value your skills,
recognise your aims, and try to make the transition
as smooth as possible.

• Free and air-conditioned accommodation

Now you can secure a demanding position within our
international organisation. We are looking for the
following personnel:

• Interesting and challenging work

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems Technicians,
and Telecommunications Mechanics to wcrk on
civilian contracts in the Middle East, as part of a
large, highly motivated expatriate team.
• Tax free salaries and allowances

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt 'Shuggy' Hughes
tte Manager
Sgt Andy Craig
The Xmas period was thankfully quiet on the work front which came as
a relief to SSgt 'Shuggy' Hughes who inexplicably found himself on
B~RT during the p~riod. The duties NCO is now doing a long stint in
klmk: The b~sy social calendar allowed everyone to let their hair down
culmmaung 111 the Troop gat11ering on the floor of the Waterside Club. We
THE WIRE, APRIL 1997

• Free medical care
• Free life assurance
• Good sporting and recreational facilities
• Enjoyable social conditions
• Regular generous leave with paid UK air passages
• The chance of promotion.
Interested? Then to apply. quote reference 040, and
either telephone (01202) 365220 for an application
form, or send your CV to the Recruitment Manager,
Support Services Division, Short Bros PLC,
Bournemouth International Airport, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 6NW.

SsHORTs l
upport
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3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt

2 Sig Regt
York
polyun ·aruratcd Troop. Also congratulation to Cpl Elliot and LCpl
'Gaz· \i illiams on their promotion and to Sig ' Dirty Baz' icholson and
hi wife on the arrival of son, Daniel.
The Troops' sportsmen and women have done wel l. with three people
making the Army Ath letics Team, and our Rugby players reaching the
Ann fina.1 at Sandhun.t.
.
On top of all thi porting ucc s, the Troop still found time to do well on
our BF Radio Exerci e. Phoenix Skywave. Detachments were ent
throughout the South of England, and many thanks go to all the hosting units.

L Q
DRO
TROOP
Capt Lyn Burrell
SSgt tu Alli ter
HELLO
ew arrivals to the Troop include SSgt Stu 'Maddog' Allister as the Tp
taff) and ig Mitchell who i. fresh from trade training. Cpl Burt and
'igs Walker and Giles are welcomed back into the fo ld a they have
recently made their return from Bosnia.

EXERCISE BAVARIAN EBOR-4-25 JA UARY 97
On the 4 January a ix man ream of kiers departed for the R Signals
Corp camp in Kaprun. Au tria. After a traumatic drive across Europe in
bli zzard conditions the team took ro the slope and quickly obtained their
BASI Bron ze award~. mo t kiing to a higher standard. The next tep wa
race training for our inexperienced team and to compete in the Corp
Champion hips. The tandard was high but undaunted Sig 'go fa ter
tripes' Jupp and Lt 'I ki therefore I am' Seymour clinched gold and
silver in the novice categories for the Regiment. After this win
unfortunately Sig Jupp damaged her knee and ended up on crutches (no
violin plea e).
After ten day of kiing and ampling the delights of unny Kaprun it
wa off to the UK Land Ski Champion hip at Serre Cheva.lier, France.
The journey took in another four countries including breakfa t in Milan.
The team entered all four di ciplines, Slalom. Giant Slalom, Super G and
Downhill. Sig 'pa ta and Dolmio' Rennie was the tar of the team coming
55th in the combination out of 150. Followed by Lt Seymour who had
trouble getting into the start gate without tripping over hi skis. A valiant
effort by Sig 'cannonball' Birkett, who wa moving at uch speed when
he wiped out on the downhill , he snapped a ski. Sig 'snow plough ' Brown
tried to defy gravity but in the end it overpowered him and he finished
nowhere near last. Despite these minor setbacks the 2 Sig Regt ski team
will be back next year with a tronger, fiuer and more competitive team
confident of more silverware.
A special mention must go to SSgt ' MIA' Allan who was last een
swanning in a medical facility known a Hedley Court. He must have
reali ed the Troop would send him insane eventually. So the good ship
sail off into another year of excitement.

FARE\'\'ELLS
In the e\\ Year the Troop were orry to say goodbye to Sig fal
onnop who has chosen a life as a well paid civvy over a life in the Corps.
Good lucid!! Cpl .Menzies wa al o given a decent end off a he recently
left the Regiment on po ting.
The Troop had a busy ocial period ju t prior to Cl1ristma leave and
were in fine voice at the Regiment Carol Service. There wa much
merriment to follow at the Christma lunch. erved by the Regt· officers
and S CO . which was followed by an all rank Chri tmas celebration in
the AAFL
Falcon Tp has had a bu y Lime since Christmas in preparation for the
year· forthcoming event . Falcon Tp. along with Eagle Tp took part in Ex
Phoenix Skywave, a five day RADEX which had them deployed all over
the country to Marchwood, Coleme, Haverford We· t, Colche ter and
Bramcote. The exerci e was a uccess and many thanks go out to tho e
units within the Corp who ho t.ed the Troop. The forecast of events
include the Regimental Adventurous Training Package due to t.ake place
I0/16 March '97 which enable the Troop to take part in any of the 16
different activities being offered in variou location .
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Seymour
Tp S gt
SSgt Allan
Farewell and congratulation to LCpl 'Barney· Rumble and hi wife
Tracey, on promotion and posting to unny Bulford.
Hello' to Sgt 'Einstein Fielding Sig ·snowplough' Brown, and Sig
·Smiler' Parker who have arrived into a leaner and definitely more

Vocational Education Training (V.E.T.) Programme
The following NCs/HNCs are available under the above programme
PLANT ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BUILDING STUDIES

•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
LEGAL STUDIES
MOTOR VEHICLE
BUILDING SERVICES
COMPUTING

The programme is an initiative by Blackburn College to assist members of HM Forces to attain recognised
qualifications using the Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) process for a portion of the award .

Interested?

Then conlact Barbaro Clarkson, Faculty of Technology, Blackbum College, Feilden Street, Blackbum, Lancashire BB2 1LH.
Telephone: 01254 292357 Fox: 01254 681755 and a suitable arrangement will be made for the ini~ol assessment.

a BIACKBURN COLL€r£
r<'VESTOR L" l"EOPI.£

'Red Tricorn' dinner on Salisbury Plain, 5 February 97
(L-R): WOI Deegan, Capt Ja ne Appleby, Adjt Maj David Kin na ird
(adjusting his dentures) and Maj Graham Complin
HQ (SOMME) SQUADRON
QM (TEcm DEPT
QM(T)
Maj M . Besant
RQMS(T)
W02 Ritchie
A New Year and a ucce sful move to Picton Barracks from Wing
Barracks, followed by the annual Log Sup inspection, prior to Christmas.
Back to work after the fe tive eason and now a new challenge for the
majority of the Dept (Ex First Foray) as we are deploying to the Plain with
the rest of the Regiment for the first time in almost two years . The QM,
Maj Mick Besant i now wondering if his four po ter bed will fit into a 9
x 9! We say farewell to SSgt Brian R eid who is off to complete hi Bo nia
tour seeing a he only managed three month the last time. Good luck
'Scouse', well done on the promotion and get that Parka off! Soon to
depart i the QM off to sunny York with 2 Sig Regt where no doubt he will
start up the local branch of the Rangers Supporter Club. Cpl Helen
O'Connor is to be educated in February and Sig Allison '+bump ' Reed
will be covering as Duty Rott weiller during her ab ence. ew arrival
from the factory include Sig Matt Burdess (the shortest man in ATO),
Sig Lee 'Custard ' Custace and Sig 'Cherub' Hill. Sgt 'Mac' McDt'nald
has recently arrived from 24 AB Bde, Welcome to the fighting third!

Convert your experience
into qualifications •.
•
•
•
•
•
•

RHQ
CO
Lt Col G. R. Leach
RSM
WOI (RSM) K. Fitzpatrick
All change at almost the top. The new incumbents of the Regimental
Second in Command and the Regimental Sergeant Major posL~ quickly
settled in to their small offices and large portfolios. Maj Adam Ewell
(who is not an LE officer despite popular misconception) has made short
shrif of the in-tray left by Maj Dryburgh by shredding most of it under
cover of a cloud of aromatic (but not pungent) pipe smoke. The new RSM,
WOJ (RSM) Fitzpatrick seem like he has been here for many year , and
hi~ pre encc can be sensed as soon as you enter either Camp. Bulford has
embraced them both, and we are sure their tours will be happy and
wcc··ssful.
There was a rare sighting of the Adjt, Maj David '2 pies' Kinnaird ,
actually deployed on exerci e. weari ng cam-cream, with mud on his boots.
Like a eagull in the Sahara, he did not appear totally at ease in this
unnatural environ ment. and subsequently found any trivial excuse to go
baa to Camp (to 'work' apparent ly). The Commanding Officer. Lt Col
Grahlfm Leach has reque ted that his photograph does not appear again,
and we are delighted to oblige him, for this issue at least

Feilden Street, Blackburn, Lanes BB2 1LH. Telephone: 01254 55144 Fox: 01254 682700
BS EN ISO 9002 REGISTERED

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 'let me just explain' Sarginson
WO I
WOl(FofS) 'we do not do that ' Mullen
As TM Tp obers up from the Chri tma and New Year festivitie we
look back on 96 with fo nd memories. Our succe ful tour in Bosnia
keeping kit alive and applying ome dubiou installation techn iques on
VSAT. Following this we had the lnter-Sqn Boxing Competion in which
LCpl 'Taff The Bruiser' Thomas decided to participate, not hi wi est
decision, but nice try 'Taff'. A few people were on the move, Cpl Dave
Wilson off to civvy street, . both SSgt George Murray and Cpl Tony
Ramsay are now in Blandford, and LCpl Andy Langan finally escaped
to l Div. In December we welcomed back SSgt Dawn McKie. no matter
how temporary the stay. and proceeded into the festive eason witl1 the
Troop party, unfortu nately thi did n' t go qu ite to plan, explanations from
Cpl Hutchinson. Nevertheless, a good time was had by all no matter how
loud Sgt Drew Thomson· Hawaiian shi rt may have been. A 1997
dawned we had a few swapsie with the Squadrons, LCpl Ian Aitchi on
and the afore mentioned Sgt Drew Thom on were traded for Cpls Matt
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Clish and Sean Allsopp allowing them to gain some ·real' e. pcnence
bdore embarking on their Tl courses. Also off to 2S7 Sqn and
subsequently the Falkland Islands went SSgt \,Jatt ' Boyce' Nutta ll. C pl
Paul Drysdale and LCpl 'Taff' Thomas. The new year also brought a
few new arrivals so it's welcome to SSgt Phi l lc'.\1ullan and his wife
Alison , hope all goes well with the imminent new arrival, Sgt Ian
Patterson, and ig 'Max' Maxwell w.ho w.ill all be cre\\i ng thf radio
workshops with newly promoted LCpl Gail 'Where's my tape· Harper.
maybe that will stop her whingi ng. As for the reM of the year TM Tp carry
on preparing for exercises and working as hard as ever on the kit including
the Regimenta l gene bay with it's newly promoted SSgt ' Ollie' Lambert
at the helm.
202 SIG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
1aj Gra ham Complin
SSM
W02 (SSM) Geoffrey Hawkin BE I
There have been a number of changes in personalities within the SHQ
element of the Squadron over the last few month resulting in a new S M,
FofS and SQMS. Best wishe go to W02 ( M) Keith Fisher and W02
(FofS) Ian Stringer who leaves on promotion. A hearty welcome is given
to W02 ( SM) Geoffrey Hawkins and W02 (FofS) ·Ossie· Osborne
and their familie . Added congratulations are given to the new SSM who
has been selected for promotion after ju t a few week of arriving m the
Squadron. The new SQMS SSgt Tony Manktelow has moved a 100 yards
from Waterloo Tp and i now buried in paperwork and store checks. One
of the SQMS ' · tru ty aide Cpl Halsall has picked this moment to depart
to 216 Sig Sqn in sunny Aldershot. Sgt Vi nce Tipple has kindly returned
from a nine month detachment to BATUS and can be continuou ly heard
say ing to the Sqn Comd. Maj G raham Complin. ·1 can tell you
everything you need to know about Canada'.
OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alan Garrett
Tp SSgt
Sgt Jim tillie
The last few months have been a little topsy-turvy for the mighty and
armoured Overloon. With Bowman folk popping in and our and half a Tp'
worth of new people po red in. we can now tart to ettle down for a \vhile.
Perhaps oon. we may have enough drivers for all our 'panzers ·. In the
mean time. the Troop. under the leadership of Sgt O'Dell. put in a
creditable performance during the Military Skill week and ruffed the
Liney Team tl1ar the Tp Comd had taken out. It had been a while ince we
were re ted like thi and it proved to be good fun and a welcome break to
the routine.
Special mentions mu t go to ome of the chaps and chape e who
repre ented the Squadron during the Regl Sports Week. Under the
coaching of gt ·Deano· Cox (Deano, Deano. Deano 1). igs ·Greeny·
Greenhough. 'Bomber' Lanca ter and Lee hackelton put up uperb
fight to allow the Squadron to win the Boxing Competition. The Troop
al o compri ed mo t of the Football, Rugby and Basketball Teams.
Unfortunate)). the quadron · overall result was not what could ha,·e been
hoped for. But at least we' on the Boxing! \! e could not forget. a he ha
reminded u . to mention SSgt Jim Stime· wonderful try from in ide his
own half. For once. perhap he played a game better than he talked it.
With an admirable band and di co, e\ eryone had a superb night and a
wonderful time at the quadron Christmas Party. Well done to LCpl
atal ie Kemp for taking on the CO and again thank to gt Cox and all
hi team for pulling on a great ba h. The Troop managed one or two other
social functions. including LCpl 'Bumy· Burnham and ig coll Le\\is's
leaving do. There have been a huge amount of ne\\ arrinll . o here goe».
A warm welcome to Cpl Lynn and To\\ers. LCpls Barney Rumble.
Tony Stolarek. ickie Wilde and ·woody' Wood (get in that guardroom)
and Sig Andrew Bedward. Graham Bro\\n. Mil
Da,ies. Jainie
Galliford , Chri Hartell. lartin Joice. Scott. ick Taylor. Paul
Westerman, Judith Hills. David Meachem, tuart outhan. Gu\
Thomp on. Chris Watts and Anne Wilson. \Vekome to Bulford and
remember, it' not just for Christnas.
We have had to SB) farewell to .1 few. Sgt ·od · O'Dell is off to
Germany as is Sig cott Lewis. .pparently, they are looking forward to it.
can't think why. LCpl ·Burny' Burnham i. off to Holland. the lucky oand-so. We cannot forget 10 mention Sig Bob Pennc) . who j, escaping to
the ou icle. Good luck in the future to him, Stephanie and little ophie.
Right no' , we are putting up Iott of tent on the tank park. practi. ing for
the next exerci e. With apolog ies to the Beautiful outh. 'Thi~ could be
Hullavington, Great Che rill , Great Coombe Farm or the Plain. but
Hulla,•ington is anywhere. anywhere but Bui ford . . . Any\1 here but
Bui ford'.
WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Blair litchell
Tp SSgt
SSgt ·call me ndy" Crawford
A wann welcome is extended to our nc\1 Tp omd Capt Blair
Mitchell and al o ig Andy Carter posted in from I DI\ ig Rcg1. \\<'
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J) mg hdlo .md g0<xlbye to mlN of the r~oop as the) d1-;appear m~d
r ,1ppc.tr from Bu11 man ti iaL. We rt.'Centl) . s~1<l farewell t? Cpl Jamie
Gurdn r who\\ a' isted to Royal chool ot 1gnul:. Blandford.
·1 h, (\(lCt' daunt mg tasl- of the reconst ituti on of Dh Alt Hcadqmu·ters
h,1, at la t rearhed a j·,)int where 11c an no1\ ec the light at the end of the
tunnel. !\lud1 ofth1s 'due to the help from the REl'vl E and the hard worlol Cpl Smudge 450 .ind his band of merry b.o<l',. The Tp storeman. I~C pl
·t le llw>k 1 l:>emg i.ept happy 11 ith th· arnval ,1f constant present:> from
Bice ter. Donnington and an) where ebe they may appear from. '.Vork
· munue at .m alarming nuc as the deadline for the operational
Headquarters lo11ms ever closer. But don't worry we (will) ma be ready
l n time (that w1ll l:>e a first).

i.,·ep

Bl ' A OTROOP
Tp omd

W02 (Fors)

·o . ic · 0

bou rnc

TECH WORKSHOPS
'The technicians continue to work hard on the never ending prob lem
cau'ed b) the beautiful be<Us called ·Panzers'. Sgt 'Sooty" outer has
receml) departed for the 11 ide world of cin y street. our b t wish go
w1t.h him for the future . Welcomes go to LCpls Aitche on. Chalmers,
Gleadall and Ro on their arri1al in the quadron. Congratulation go to
L pl Dawes on his recent promotion to Cpl and to gt John Clarke and
gt Dave fartin on the announcement of their respective engagement .
with gt John larke actually naming the day in eptember 97.

IT/LI E ECTIO
The IT and Lme ba) have been working hard to re tore it elf to as
nonnal as possible since returning from Bosnia. There are a number of
welcomei. to the ection. LCpl Sawyer. igs Hall. Mason and San ds
from 222 ig qn . igs Davies and Griffiths from the factory. Other new
members include igs laxwell and Richardso n and Cpl Hilton who has
arrived and is wiftl deploying with 257 Sig Sqn to the Falkland ·. L pl
Kidner 1s now occupying the dizzy height of i/c MT. gt Morton has
depaned from the hectic life of 202 Sig qn for the prestigiou job of
mnning Blandford's guardroom. Congramlations go to LCpls Hunt and
awyers and Sig Dane on being elected for promotion to Cpl and LCpl
re_pectively.
POWER ECTIO
There have been everal newcomers to the power ection ince the
quadron returned from Op Re. olute. Welcome to Cpl ' Plug' Graham
from I Di\' Sig Regt, LCpl 'Bungle' Briggs from 206 Sig Sqn. Sig
'Eddie' Waring from HQ Sqn. Sigs Shaun Derby. 'Mac ' 1cArthur, at
Parkes and Jamie Slade all fresh from training. Farewell Lo LCpl ' Jonah '
Jones who is departing for civvy street and ig 'Mac· McArthur who has
ju t arrived and i now leaving for the Falkland with 257 Sig Sqn, but he
will return! Congratulation go to LCpl ' Kit' Knight who has been
selected for promotion to Cpl , and is awaiting po ting to Bas ingbourn ,
and to LCpl Tony Darkes on hi recent promotion .
206 IGNAL SQUADRO.
Sqn Comd
M

Iaj P .W. Glibbery
W02(SSM) T .P. Crane

"ish the ' new· OC an enjoyable and 111tcresting tour. Congratulations must
also go to Capt Coulston on his promotion and to W02 ( SM) Terry
Crane (Right yousc loll and W02 (FofS) Dave Ball on their well
de~ervccl election for promot10n to WO I. Finally a belated welcome to
the 'QM •. S gt 'Dusty 1iller. who arrived over eight mo nths ago and
ha'n · t le! me forget.

I KER IA ' TROOP
Tp Comd
apt A. Coulston
Tp Sgt
' gt C. Lloyd
On l 2 December 1996. lnkerman Tp went on Ex Educating Rhino . This
was to be the final cxcrci. e of the year which wok us to Cherbourg,
Fran e. On board the ferry we then became aware or a famous actor in our
mid. t, Emmerdale's one and only Mr Eric Po llard! After a Troop photo
with him and some sad collection of autographs we were in France. After a
:hort bm furiow, bout of cross cou ntry shopping in France and an evemful
ferry cro sing home we were back in Blight y for our well deserved tea and
medal. !
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (Fors) D. C . Ball
Tp Sgt
Sgt P. Barber
There have been a couple of changes in the Troo p since the last issue.
We ay a fond farewell to Cpl ibbald and Sig Fitzpatrick who have
moved to 257 Tp in readines for the Falkland . We hear that 'Fitz' has a
new job as a Double Glazing Sale man , good luck to you both. New to the
Tp are gt 'S teve Dav i ' Robin on, Cpl 'Skele- Bob' Mason and LCpl
'Sig' · proggy Tech' Rigby all in the Tec h Workshops. We welcome back
Sig Kane who ha undergone a re-trade and is now a Driver Electrician in
the Troop and finally ig 'Football Hooligan' Bracken . Congratulations
go to Sig Harrington on getting married and passing hi s HGV at long la t.
Jt's a pity the CDT team doe n't offer re-te ts. The Troop ha had a busy
three month with the prep for RSIT. We then had to prep for Ex Red
Tricorn I and First Foray, which is where thi article was written. C pl
'Cee' Ma on has ma naged to cover herself with mud and Cpl Rich Hale
had an intere Ling time deployed with 216 (Para) Sig Sqn on the Plain! All
in all its been a good exercise so far- but the GIT arrive tomorrow!
MO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt . C . Bruce
Tp Sgt
gt C . D. Kidd
Once again our gloriou HQ for the Div Spt Gp, the DRASH (Dodgy
Rubber Area where taff Hangout) wa the focus of attention for vi iting
dignitaries. Thi time the Indian Army SOinC (who e command is the
ame ize as the entire Briti h Army) was our pecial visitor and was
greeted by LCpl Jock Campbell'
ilver tongue and Sgt Andy
Mapstone's chaner. We have also had everyone from our SOinC to Brig
Griffin to the COS and DCOS of HQ 3 (UK) Div vi iting our unu sual
tentage system which comes to the end of its trial at the end of February
1997.
Finally we have to ay a sad farewell to S ig 'Temps' Templeman who
got him elf re-traded and po ted to COMM CE Wilton and LC pl Keithy
Langan who leave on promoti on to how the TA a thing or two.
CAMBRA! TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt J . H. Harvey
Tp SSgt
SSgt . Day
At thi point our new Troopy, 2Lt 'Joe' Harvey, was introduced to Lhe
fo ld on his Shon Service Limited Commission. He enjoyed these first two
weeks in the Squadron, although his accou nt of things is by all means a
little hazy and di tant ! 2Lt Jamie McGregor moved on to new pa tures
(well out to gras ) in RHQ and Sig 'Muz' Murray departed for 222 Sig
Squadron. Both are wished good luck for the future.

Comd, 206 Sqn, Maj Paul Glibbery to Capt Nik Bruce: 'Bruce,
you're admin, where's my new helmet cover?'
December 1996 saw the departure of Maj Ian Westerman to HQNT on
another medal hunt after his two year tenure as Comd 206 Sig Sqn. The
SIT W02 ·Terence' Crane, arranged a leaving pany for the 'old' OC for
all officers and 1 COs past and present, with panners, in the Sergeants'
.\1ess. This was to be interrupted half way through the evening by the
remainder of the Squadron who paraded outside the Mes to present him
with his leavang gift and wish him all the be t for the future. Maj
Westerman vowed that by the end of the year he would have moved the
w,hole quadron out to the Province in one way or another. He may well
have been right because so far that's where we all seem to be heading. At
th ~tart of the new, year Maj Paul G littery hung up his Whitehall slippers
and picked up the Squadron reins with great fervour. He was overheard
~aying to the Sqn 21 C, Capt Craig utherland , 'Give me lots of work as
long a~ there's no paperwork or desk involved!' The entire Squadron
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222 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

pa~s

Major R. A. Mulholland
W02(S, M) G. Johnson

SHQTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt S. . Meadowcroft RF.M
Tp SSg1
SSgt V. D. Kimber
After yet another period of upheaval the Troop would appear to have
settled down into '>ome semb lance of normality. Farewell LO Sgt ·Ollie·
Lambert on promotion to HQ Sqn. Cpls Nick Campbell. Stu Cox,
' Wilkie' Wilkinson and LCpls 'Randy' Randc1·son and 'Polly" Pollitt 10
257 Sig Sqn, enjoy the snow and penguins guys. Also Cpls ·Dal' Cattle
and Roger Doak on their Tl course. Welcome to the following, Sgts eil
Sorley and 'Drew' Thomson, Cp ls Brett Spruce, Mike Saba n and
'Dickie' Dickinson, Sigs 'Juan' Periera and 'Flo' Flory.
The local hostelry certainly enjoys our Troops comings and goings as
we s -em to be having 'Going Away• drinks at least onct! a month. pl Kev
'Donkey' Waring is always good for a few slabs as is the Tp Comd Capt
'Elvis' Meadowcroft.
ADEN TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt . Morris
Tp SSgt
SSgt B. Hogg
The Troop 1s currently on Ex Red Tricorn IOOO, with a list of new
p~rsonnel too long to mention. Having spent days on ROP's prior to
C riMmas Sig 'Spawn' Savage was selected from a cast of thousands to be
the SO INC(A) driver and subsequently wa promoted to LCpl.
congratu lati ons from all Lhe Troop. Mentions mu t be made of the two
RTA's over the Chri tma; break. 2Lt 'Schumacher' Morris totalled his Fl
and 'la. been set!n racing round Bui ford in a rather cheeky, jet black Mini
and LCpl avage decided t0 have a head on with another driver
( OINC(A) beware). o other partie injured. Sgt ·square eyes' Morgan
remained glued to the SEGA system throughout the exerci e, it would
seem he is more competent at SEGA sy tems than Ptarmigan ystem
(only joking). Sig 'Trevor ' Bailey has a new companion in the Radio
Penthouse in the form of Sig ·Blondie' Smith, well at least it i wanner in
there now and I can' t seem to work out why though.
OMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt F. Hay
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. Hill
The past few weeks have seen a number of changes in the Troop. Lt
Bosley has departed for Lhe unny climes of the Falklands. The
replacement Lt 'Fifi' Hay moved aero from Balaclava Tp along with
Sgt 'M ild ' Hamlet, LCpl Steve Wells and Sig ' Bart' Homer. Joining us
from other Regiment· are Cpls Lester, Towers and LCpl Pete Roggart.
The year has started off with a two week exercise on Sali bury Plain,
with Sig 'Victor Meldrew' Buckingham remaining hi usual cheerful elf.
e pecially when he gets the chance to move from one hill to another then
back aga in (a ll night). Keep smiling Billy ! Sgt Andy Beel has pent most
of the exercise finding who ha the best drill boots for his Sgt' cour e and
where he can find the best pasty in ATO. The Troop al o had a visit from
W02 'Geordie' Mar hall who obviou ly mi ses the good old day with
222 Si g qn and ha to keep coming back to see u all. You·re only
allowed a cup of tea if you promi e to tab in for it, sir!
Finally, congratulation go to Sgt Mark Hamlet. who wa recently
awarded his LS & GC medal by the Master of Signal .
SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt G. Tyndale
Sgt I. Blair
Tp Sgt
First there wa li ght, then came the reincarnation of Sharjah after the
name of Balaclava wa laid to re t. The year of 1997 tarted well with . ix
days leave, then it was back to reality witl1 a bump. a CO' inspection day,
BFf, CFT and a range day from hell. Then it wa back to what Sharjah
(TN093 ) do best, exercise! After two moves with one being only two
paces right close march, to get thing quared away at Div Main. The
whole exercise wa made easier by the influx of Troops posted in C pls
'Eve' Eden and 'Jack' Hawkins. LCpl ' Babs admin· William and Sig
Leroy W ilson-Cochran to replace C pl 'Stripe of power' Gingell. LCpls
'Taff' Evans, ' Burp · Belcher, igs ' tereo Type Jock' Lyon and how
could we forget 2Lt 'Pavaroti. Tyndale (Please don't ing next Christmas)
who is going to the R
to get re-educated. The Look Forward Plus
ide-More Exercise . Down Side-Even more Exercises.
257 SIG AL SQUA DRO
qn Comd
Maj Matt Fcnsom
SS 1
WO~ (S 1) tcve Mitchell
When the Regiment deployed to Bo nia in its entirety in January 1996,
257 ig Sqn was temporarily disbanded. The quadron reformed on the 6
January 1997, under coni1~and of Maj · eizc the opportunity' Fensom.
257 Sig Sqn will be providing the Anny Element of the JCUF!
deployment from the 3 March until late Augu t 1997. The quadron has
been formed from various ources, including element. of the Regiment , I
and 19 Bde Sig Sqn and ·everal T unit .
.
The Squadron had ju L two mon1hs to form and prepare Itself for the
imminent deployment. Almost immediately oldiers from the newly
formed S4uadron were thrown to the fo ur wind on pre-dep loyment
cour e . Several days have been pent running BFfs and range. in order to

ATD . A week long recce deployed at Lhe end of January to enable
plans to be made and to enable SSgt uttall to make his video 'The
Falkland Islands-ls this a wind up?'
The necessary luxunes have now been packed into MFO boxes and sent
so there is no turning back. The S4uadron is now deployed on the
Regimental and Divisional exercises for two week\ before a week of
leave. The Squadron w,ill parade, for the first tune. in cnurcty. on the 25
February 1997 three days before the advance party depan!
SALAMA CA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Helen Bosley
Tp SSgt
Sgt Matt ult.all
Like the Phoenix from the flames, Salamanca Tp has risen agam! The
Troop are soon to form the Army ele ment of Charlie Tp, and will marry up
with ~oldiers from 21 Sig Regt and 259 ig Sqn, who arc already deployed
in place. The RAF will form a section within the Troop as the Crypto
Maintenance Team.
With tht! Troop widely dispersed around the Regiment. Salisbury Pl ain
and at Blandford on cour es, administration has been an mteresung
challenge. Sgt Cooper cmised up 10 sunny Yorkshire in search of Sig
'which planet' stbury's roots. Sgt Williams moseyed on down to
Newport on a mission to pick up various Troop passpons and LCpl
Bisland has been all over Salisbury Plain, to every location possible to
pass messages or pick people up for kit is ue. S gt uttall has been
greatly challenged during the period. His main difficulty has been the
decision as to whether to have just the one or two cup. of coffee. Lt
Bosley has caused the Troop seniors much amusement by listing the
contents of her MFO box in minute detail!
As I write, the Troop is tying up loose ends prior to leave and the
depl oy me nt. ext time you hear from us we will have taken the 'Timmy'
from " Brize" via ' AST' to 'Empers' as 2 Sigs would say.
BALACLAVA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jason Gray
Tp SSgt
Sgt Ian Flooks
Captains log, tardate 6 January 1997. The crew of the USS Balacla\a
have ju l been assembled in preparation for its fir t mi ion to boldly go.
where no other Troop can be got to go. At the helm. we have our illustrious
leader Lt ' good idea· Gray ably as i led by S gt Flooks. Flanked by the
brew drinking in tructor .
The first task was to fine-tune our lads tme warrior abilitie . so off to
the ranges to give those extremely fast moving. inanimate figure 11 target.
a good malleting. Then it was time for a competition to bow off the
physical prowes of the Troop, well. we had a BFf. The next ta k was to
lend our new-born warriors to the Regiment for a two week exercise.
Those not involved in the exercise were invited on an all expense. paid
holiday re iding in the glamorous hotel de la Guardroom Picton Barracks.
Luxuries include two hour sessions of R&R on the main porch.
overlooking the VCP (lucky lad eh). This luxury life ·tyle i only to be
shon lived, the lads will have to endure ten days leave before remrning for
the Squadron pre-deployment bash. Then it is off to sample the chilly
delight of a tiny island 000 miles away, ome people have all the luck!
A Q JCK WORD F ROM THE TA ELEME1 T
It wa the 6 January 1997, and a bunch of TA mi fit volunteers. from
aero the country arrived ready for deployment to the Falklands. We were
to be known as 'The pecials'. There were 12 of u. ranging from areas
uch a Liverpool. ottingham. ewca tie and London. We were to be
introduced to the re t of what wa to become 257 Sqn via the Kiwi (the
local watering hole). Sig 'Bu pas ' Dodds became a particular chum of
the SSM, W02 Mitchell, hi jumper will never be the . ame. LCpl
·sparkplug· Donovan, who e brightness glows in fits and tans and LCpl
' Dana' Scully, a true ferry cro s the Mersey forn1 part of the team. And we
mu t not forget ig 'mouth' Hall. once met ne\•er forgotten. but always
heard .
So the intrepid bunch are waiting patiently to go to the land of penguin
and heep, not forgetting bars and counties opportunitie for fre -h air. The
only thing certain, no matter what happen~. a good time will be had by all.
and the people of the hilly i lands had better beware.
SWORD TROOP
Tp. Comd
SSgt(FofS) 'Frankie· Potts
The Squadron vehicle maintenance falls to the responsibility of Sword
Tp the cutting edge. The Troop has the arduous task to maintain three
trunk nodes worth of assets o ic i d0 vn to a detailed work prugramme
from FofS Potts. The work continuei; and J dare say that the Troop will be
glad to lo e the loiterer · from th garages o that the) can get on with
some proper work again!
STOPPRE S
The Regiment wa. delighted to hear the resulh of the recent Infant!")
and R Signal. W0'2 to WO I Promotion Boards. Warme!>t congratulat1om.
to the following Warrant Officers on their selection for promouon to
WO! :
206 ig Sqn
W02 (FofS) Ball
206 Sig qn
\ 02 (S M) T. rane
202 ig qn
W02 (SSM) G. B. Hawkin
2'2'2 ig qn
W02 (SSM) G. R. John ·on
HLDR
W02 (RQ 1 ) J . Ramsay

2Lt Joe Harvey in Comms Ops DSG, 'Hello ... could someone
get the MO- my finger appears to be stuck to this map board'
THE WIRE, APRIL 1997
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7 Sig Regt
BFP035

HQ Q
DRO
TM T ROOP
TpComd

Fo

apt ' oddy· Baugh MBE
WOl (FofS) Carl Shead MBE

After a long abse nce. the Troop fu1ally fights for a ay in ilie
Regimental Wire notes from the might y even. \ e have started the year.
holding me title a the busie t workplace in the u ~ll , after uch commenL5
from manv of the latei t batch of you ng tech . A, It s 1700 hrs. why are we
till here' when the re t of tl1e Regiment is a ghost town! Troop
management eems to ju t ignore other ta. king. as faulty equipment
quadron clear thelf
come piling through tl1e Troop front door a
helve .
We have just fini hed ho ting the screening ceam from 600 ig Tp, well
marshalled by \'1'02 (FofS) Mick Campbell who have done u proud.
Inspected the fleet. pointed out tl1e errors of our way , gave the ystem
tech a hard time and t11e remainder of us ju ·t concentrated on our one
other focu , the fort11coming Board of Officers.
TM Tp had a bu y time in '96. Along with the rest of the Regiment , we
holidayed in Bo nia and we are all glad to be back in an icy, cold Germany
where tl1e bar are open longer. Some did manage toe cape throughout t11e
year from Op Resolute, namely on one of the TOT's leave pa e you c~n
obtain free. That i a ergeants Cour e, Corporal Course or Leadership
Course attendance. Many have ucce fully completed tl1e e courses in the
la t year, and tl1e Bo i triving to get others what they want, or need.
Back now at base. work continue ~ at a pace with me 'po t Bosnia effect·
till hitting us hard along with forthcoming PRE' . REME Tels
in pection . Rhine Work hop programmes. which all clash with ones
own plan to achieve omeiliing. By the time everything i in order (never).
it will probably fall apart again as ilie Troop deploys on me first exercises
of me year. Woodland Flight in April. It gives u a chance to ay we're not
all perfect. as techs normally are, but we are all human and make mistakes
and belie"e me. we do.
The Troop manpower has een ome changes in personnel , aying
farewell to our long-standing Troop S gt Mick Scott and hi wife Marie
who leave for civvy treet. We wish t11em well . His replacement, SSgt
Huw Evans was quickly deployed to Bosnia near tl1e end of last year, to
get hi medal qualifying time in. He has quietly rearranged t11e office and
now me phone rings about mountaineering or Para gliding. Other
farewell have included Sgts Pete Taylor and Jim Logan to Blandford,
te\'e J ohnson to tl1e TA, C pl 'Gaz' Askew on his Tl, Cpl Brooks to NI
and Pa ul Dowd to civvy treet.
The new baby techs come in batches and we had another influx last
eptember. Straight from the factory, bless them. tl1ey go traight under
me wing of their fat11er figure. ilie FofS and the trainers, Sgts Steve
Bruce and Mark Todd. At least here they can learn to blow things up. ask
young LC pl E vans in tl1e radio bay. We al o have three baby telemechs in
igs Creighton, Quinn and Mitchell May you all enjoy your hort stay
before the TOT move you out to the big Squadrons down the road.
Career enhancement goes on and actempting to get tlrrough FofS
selection i gts Jamie Chambers, Mark Todd, 'Gaz' C lapham and
Dave Coffey. Awaiting departu re on a TI cour e is Cpl ' Mus' M us grove
and awaiting the next Tl exam are Cpls Bill Bailey, 'Smiler' Bevan and
·Thomo· T homas. These guys study hard under tl1e Regimental Tech Trg
cheme on the homework set by the Alternate Regimental Foreman 1996,
W02 Lloyd Bowlby. Our congratulations to him and his fa mily on his
election for promotion and in posting. We hope he gets the posting move
he dreams about.
Any of you out tl1ere, want a job in the mighty Seven, are good witl1
AESP' or modifications, or better ti ll can even use a screwdriver and
tl1ink on your feet then ;
WE E ED YOU HE RE NOW.
Give u a ring. In the meantime, back to the grind, this is me, Sgt Craig
Brankin closing down till the next time.
LAD
The generator repair section witl1in the LAD provided 2nd Line Sp to
all me Regt' DEs, as detachments went onto mains power. The
opponunity was taken to overhaul tl1e whole 20Kw fleet, as mis
equipment had been expo ed to severe climatic, operational and
maintenance problems during tl1e winter. Over 20 hou rs work was carried
out on each, giving valuable experience to our three crews (Sprogs),
especially as they were all painted.
The repair section completed seven 20Kw engine changes in the year
and were in the end, quicker than a quick fit fitter. During tl1e deployment,
we were approached by ARRC Power Tp to assist with repairs on eleven
40Kw generators, which had baffled the minds of the Corps of Royal
Engineers.
Oilier tasks were the installation of two civvy generators, one into the
wedish Embassy alilidugh no Swedish birds provided tl1e brews in the
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cold. The other wa a generator fitted in a civvy school in Sarajevo. OC
LAD received a free meal down town in thanks for all his hard work, not!
ow back in Krefeld. we are all et to refu rbi h our working
accommodation in the LAD and formulating the never ending inspection
and repair procedures.
229 IG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Stringer
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tony Barry
The Squadron has finally reformed after carryi ng the rest of the
Regiment for the last year in Bosnia. 229 i back! Most of the hierarchy in
HQ i new. with more change than the backroom taff at Manchester
City and ewca tie combined (although there hasn ' t been quite the same
media coverage as the resignation of Kevin Keegan). The new OC
replaces Maj David Powell who is off to do something less interesting in
the MoD. SSM Tony Barry is finding out that life in the main stream
Am1y i different to life in the OTC; he actually has to work for a living
here! He replaces W02 (SSM) ' Stan' Stanford now ba Icing in the
luxury of Civ Div. FofS 'Golf Clubs' Henly i al o living in Civ Div, but
working for 33 Sig Regt (V), and YofS John Evans has defected to 230
Sig Sqn.
In the Op cell FofS Frank ' Pinky' Cowan and YofS Hodge ·Perky'
Arthur are continuing thelr partnership, with the usual re ults. We are a
bit concerned what exactly the re ults are (if any). SSgt Rab Marshall has
defected to HQ Sqn as the acting SSM for ix months, to be replaced by
Sgt Ga ry Williams who i making a good job of looking bu y.
Congratulations to the 'Still' Cpl Des Holroyd on hi long awaited
promotion to Sgt. He i strai ning at tl1e leash to take up his new
appointment within tl1e Sgts· Me s. He takes over in the MT from the
· ow' SSgt Jim my Rock, along with his new opo Cpl C hris Wilson.
Lastly. (and definitely leastly) life in the tech workshops has been
varied and intere ting-yes it really has! LCpl Andy H unter has been
given a transfer from HQ Sqn, and replaces Cpl Andy 'fish' Carnegie
who is off to the Falkland witl1 3 Di v, where he will be training for the
water polo team in the cool water off Port Stanley. The only question that
remains unanswered in the work hop is what doe Sgt Pete ' part-time'
Laird do all day. Answers on a post card to the Blue Peter ' build a comms
sy tern out of a cornflake packet' appeal.
NOVEMBER lTRO O P
Tp Comd
2Lt Stewart Scott
SSgt
SSgt Steve O wen
These notes are dedicated to welcoming the boys of I back to the fold
on our return from Bosnia, and the welcomes and the farewell s that go
witl1 it. Firstly it is goodbye to ilie illu triou SSgt Mark And erson who
leaves u on promotion to go and work in the systems wing at Stalag
Blandford. He take the stigma of ' pots and pan ' Troop with him. Talcing
over as Tp SSgt is Stevie Owen, after his promotion as the troop Radio
Relay Reece Sgt. He i off to 2 Sig Regt in February and we wish him the
best of luck. We have also been issued with one new Troop Commander,
complete with the i ue 'straight out of the factory' crayon set for
colouring in t11ings on exercise. Sgts Ga z Beardall and Chris Hickman
join us from Z Tp (sub titled Rugby Tp).
Change at t11e top are fast and furious, and the only one not to be
moving seems to be (me) the author, Sig Stu 'Sentimental ' Manaton. A
tear was brought to my eye when I heard that Sig 'James Dean' Brown,
the lone drinker departed for 3 Div. I cried when I heard that Inter Tp
postings would rob us all of the company and camaraderie of Sig Rob
Garner , a poor swap for Sig 'Stu-pid' Stewart. Hi reputation as a driving
in tructor has earned him a ' L' plate. The biggest heart wrench of all was
the move of LCpl ' Jouls' Neil who moves to N3. My heart soared,
however, as we welcomed LCpl Sean Bysouth and LCpl Lee Glaves.
Father Christmas promised us ilie best present of all last year. He came
out to ilie vehicle park, tl1e highest point in Krefeld and promi sed that all
the Radio Relay operators that work up tl1ere in the arctic and wind swept
conditions could come down and work in the shelter of the secure garages.
We have yet to unwrap this present, but all live in hope that it may actually
happen. Lastly there is some serious weight Joss to be done after the
Christmas fe tivities. In particular Sig Matt 'Bi lly Bunter' Dudman and
Sig Alvin 'Santa' Carlyon need to be able to ee tl1ei r toes by the next
edition, before it is too late.
NOVEMBER 2 TROOP
T p Comd
Capt Ian Heath
SSgt
SSgt Tom Lappin
The reformation of the Troop has been tl1e pri ori ty during the last two
months, second only to enjoying the long periods of leave granted on our
return from Bosnia. We have yet to see whether we have been allocated
more vehicles than we have person nel, but o Jong as we have notl1 ing to
do with the 2IC's car and its maintenance there wi ll be no complaints here.
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There have been a number of name changes within the Troop not least
of all the title of the Troop. Farewells go to SSgt Ronnie Brent off to Civ
Div, and LCpls Billy Morris and 'Chalky' White. Welcome to Capt
'Tarquin ' Heath. Sgt 'Kato' Copper, Cpl 'Will y' Wilcock, LCpl Paul
Houndsell and Sig 'Patlad' Haslam. Lastly Hello and goodbye to SSgt
Tom Lappin, who is off to York with his Susuki 600.
The Troop has now to look forward to ;1nother three weeks leave at the
er>d of the month, although the guys are very reluct;mt to take this leave
due to the relationships they've struck up with their detachments.
Something like that anyway. The Troop look forward to the return of LCpl
'My tops off again ' Slack from BWT. We eagerly await the far fetched
stories that will accompany his return. The Troop gladly sends him on his
way to 2 Sig Regt in early February 1997 (along with most of the
Squadron).
NOVEMBER~ TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Trudy Robinson
SSgt
SSgt Paul Robson
This month N3 says a sad farewell to many a Troop personality. Sgt
'Thomo' Thom pson and LCpl 'Smudge' Smith are posted to 230 Sig
Sqn, soon to be part of 16 Sig Regt. LCpl Tracy Ross and Sig Andy
'Where's my present' Williams are posted to 3 ADSR. LCpl 'Chalky'
White has moved across the hall to N2 after his promotion, and is soon to
go to 231 Sqn. Lastly, LCpl Paul Hounsell 1s also off next door to N2.
On a happier note the Troop wishes to extend a warm welcome to tho e
who have just joined us. The first of which i the new Tp Comd Lt Trudy
'I'll be there next week' Robinson from 14 Sig Regt. SSgt Paul ' Where's
my egg banjo' Rob on has been posted in from 4 CCT in London, and we
are doing our best to work him hard to make up for the easy life he has had
over the last few years. The plan seems to be working well-get those stock
sheets done! Sgt Kev Greenwood is also posted in from ATR
Bas ingboum. and has brought his trunk of military qualifications with
him. Also in are Cpl Dave 'Inspeccor Gadget' Turton, LCpl Steve Banks
and Sigs Jim Bonney, 'A nnie' Lennox, Mark Bowcott, ·Taff' Smith,
and John Wharton. All in all most of the Troop is new!
La tly, but most important of all the Troop would like to congratulate
LCpl 'J ules' Neil on being awarded the honourable position of Tp
storeman.

230 SIG AL SQUADRON
SHQTROOP
by SSgt Ian Davies
To the uninitiated SHQ or as we prefer to know it, Supreme
Headquarters, 230 Sig Sqn are an egotistical gregarious Tp of some eight
souls. Top of ilie heap, as t11ey say, i tl1e OC, Maj A. J . Wood. ow as far
as OCs go, and lets not forget just who writes the confidentials here, he 's a
fairly good egg, a bit new but eems eager to learn. Number 2, not
unnaturally is the 2JC, who, doing a modern day imitation of ' Hot Lip
Hoolahan ' is Capt L. V. Tomkins, now 'V ' as she' known to her friend
or Teflon de k to others is also a recent addition, and also very welcome
even with tl1e occa ional funny noi ses on neezing!
Now with all the commis ioned stuff out of tl1e way let's get on and
assassinate a few oilier characters. First in line ha to be the Sergeant
Major, W02 (SSM) Kenny Sykes, yet another new boy on me team
whose ability to run vast distance at great speeds and still moan that he
can't get any training in are legendary. ext up in tl1e pecking order i big
Frank. SSgt (SQMS) Frank Campbell ha , a they say. got phy ical
presence. Wind this man up at your peril, Frank i always busy even when
he' not! However, as a time served member of the crew. and a graduate of
several change of management, he' big enough and ugly enough to keep
him on your side.

This only leaves the Ops shower, and in no particular order tl1ey are; S. J!{
Graham Beech, again newly arrived, this one from 2 Sig Regt, apparently
having to work for a living was unexpected and a bit of a shock. · gt (YofS)
Jon Evans came to the Squadron only recently from within the Regiment
and his prowess with the Squadron Database is almo~t on a par with hb
coffee faci lities? The last two ne'er-do-wells are · 'gt (FofS) Rick Griffiths,
and the author, SSgt Ian Davies. The great Rickardo is not often seen. and a
passi ng resemblance to Lord Lucan is as they say entirely coincidental , whibt
lanskii is ~ldom seen out of Ops and never more than an arms length away
from some money, without a doubt his favourite ·ubject.
To all tl1e 'new kids' welcome and hope you enjoy your stay with 230. To
everyone who n:cently left, the SSgt Raymondo Counley\ and SSgt (YofS)
Mark 'Admin nightmare' Whiting's, of this world keep up the good work
and thanks for all your effons. SHQ are at present preparing for the move to
JHQ. and looking forward to the challenges and tribulations of working with
a new Regiment. mtnd you haven' t we done t11is a couple of times before'?
231 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
faj K. Whitehead
SSM
W02 (SSM) Pellant
The Squadron has had an intense period reconstituting post Op
Resolute. There have been nu merous changes in e tablishment , man
power and terminology. Satellite Tp has now joined 232 Sig Sqn and the
remaming Troops have been renamed to more traditional titles. MA 97
and 98 have become Oscar and Papa whilst Support Tp ha fallen in line to
become Quebec Tp. Whilst the main effon has gone towards reestablishing assets there have been a few highlights to relieve the tedium
of erial number tracing. The Squadron Recon titution Party wa held at
the Stadtwaldhaus, Krefeld in January, to celebrate the afe return from
Bosnia and to thank the families for their upport during 1996. A
sumptuous and thoroughly succe sful evening was had by all who
attended and thank must go to Sgt Easter who organized the whole affair.
2Lt Emily Richards ran a succes ful Inter-Troop Sports Day, with tl1e
Troops competing at football, volleyball and basketball. Papa Tp, ably led
by Cap t Kyle Bar ker stole tl1e day as overall winners. The post
competition happy hour held a few surprises for Cpl Clarke and LCpl
Morris who were promoted.
Promotion ucces al o for W02 (SS 1) ·Gunny' Pellant who is posted
to 15 Sig Regt as RSM, to LCpl Higgins and to Lt ick Yardley who
loses his 'one pip wonder' status. In a time of reorgani ation there have
been too many farewells to mention them all. A few in panicular have
made a ignificant contribution to the Squadron and deserve recognition.
Maj Gus Colville has moved to fill the post of Regimental Training
Major, talcing his Scottish Tartan and the best wishes of the Squadron witl1
him. Cpl Les Robinson was left speechless on his last day in the
Squadron as he watched his colleagues in tl1e Troop smash hi cheri. hed
mountain bike into piece . Fortunately his horror was oon tran~formed to
delight by the gleaming new mountain bike mat hi Troop presented him
witl1. Finally, welcomes to the new members of the Squadron. Maj Keith
Whitehead , SSgt Rick H anna h. and Sig Carle.
232 SIG AL Q UADRON
Si nce returning from Bosnia, the Squadron has taken a well de erved
Christmas leave. We are plea ed to welcome Sig ·Binman· Danilly from
training and al o Cpl Richard on from Li bum and al o to 2Lt Lloyd a
our new Tp Boss.
We adly say our farewell 10 LCpl Phil 'Grumpy' Oulton who departs
to 3 Div upon promotion and al o to LCpl ·Jo' Biddle on promotion al o
to 3 Div, Andy 'Cruncher' Lockyear on promotion to 30 Sig Regt and
finally to SSgt 'Chalky' ' Fire tarter ' White and hi wife Sarah al. o on
promotion to QUOTC.

9 Sig Regt (R)
BFP059
CLOSURE OF 2 SQUADRON, 9 SIG AL REGIME T (RADIO)
On 6 December 1996 at 1200hrs local, 2 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt (R) cea ed to
communicate and was officially clo ed after much sterling service to the
Regiment. The day was marked by a closing down ceremony which began
with the CO, Lt Col Tim Jnshaw, aided by the OC, Maj Jon Watt
sending a mes age over tl1e communication terminal formally and finally
notifying all subscriber of the clo ure of 2 Sqn. ext came a short parade
at which point the acting SSM, W02 Phil Ashworth, presente? the
with a commemorative plaque, the CO then addressed the Tn Service
Squadron, thanki ng them fo r their hard work over the years. The Squadron
marched off accompanied by a piper under the watchful eye of the three
s rvices senior Warrant Officers.
With the tricky bit over (drill), the Squadron mounted transport to the
Four Mi le Inn for light refresh ments. The mood wa cheerful and .th
closure of the Squadron (because it had been inev itable for a long while)
only caused a li tt le of the sadness usually associated with di bandment. It
wa , rather a celebration of past achievements over the years. Former
members of the Sq uadron were also present. a well as Mr Alan Ash of
Toyota Motors who ki ndly ponsored the design and production of the
commemorative plaque which wi ll be proudly displayed in RHQ,
The Soldiers, Sailor and Airmen of the Squadron have now either been
retained in the Regi ment or moved on to various units in t11e UK. The
Squadron faced a teady draw down over the past 18 months, leaving onl y

c;o
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Maj Jon Watt handing over the ceremon ial ke y to
the CO, Lt Col lim lnshaw, m arking th e e nd o f 2 Sqn Ops.
S u rrounding them, L-Ft. W02 Moye, RSM Duckw orth ,
WO Her bert, WO Shaw, Mr John Eva n s
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.1bout 50 per 1,nnel l n the final parade. When y u con~ider the quadron
\I a' made up of tour Troop . each 70 ·trong as well a two Troop of about
40 .• ou can st'c "hat a dramatic change the closure has made to life m
A) io , 1kolao' and to th Regiment.
TR\I. I G WI. r, TROPH -15 NOVEMBER 1996
Training \\ ing roph) i an annual milirnry kills competition run b)
the Rcgt Trg Wing and conducted in and around the area of Ayio ·
ikolal''· Thi )ear'. event w, s planned and onducted by apt Gordon
\nder on and ' gt ·Taff' \ ebb. with members of the Trg Wing and
eager ·rntuntecrs · fn.)m the Regiment running the tands.
Four team. uxJk pa11 tn thi year·. competiuon. which was !es than
pre1 ious ) ear- du ' to the effect of drawdown. Ea h team consi ted -of
person from HQ qn, I qn, 3 qn and a compo ite team drawn from the
Lmt of personnel who wanted to play
The competition . tarted with an in pection by WOI RSM John
Duck1rnrth. clo ely followed by a ·gentle' warm up over the a sault
course under the guidance of
gt 'Fewy' Wi combe and LCpl Pete
Dimmack. The team then proceeded around a l 2km cour e encountering
"ariou stand. and ta k which had to be completed before a team could
then proceed. The second tand was the Recognition and nm by Sgt Mick
Roe. ome teams had diffi ulty in finding this tand as it was buried into a
rock face. Thi was then followed b a Weapon · stand conducted by Sgt
'era h helmet head' John Ford. The Map Reading stand which wa;, et by
gt ndy Roberts. po cd a few problem . but the team appeared to
overcome the;,e-e\·entually. The team then we nt on to the Fir t Aid tand
with gt i Donnelly, a vehicle manoeuvring tand set b Sgt 'Tufty'
Browitl with hi faithful ide kick Cpl 'Zak Dingle' Robinson and a
ommand ta~k organi ed by Cpl Barney Tm learning how to u e
crayons· Revell.
The fina l event was a hoot on the 30 metre range conducted by S gt
'bouncing boy· teve Behan who had been let ou t of hi · kennel for the
day. The onl ) complicat ion of the day was when the HQ qn team. under
the guidance of\ 02 Tony laney and gt Dave Bo well dibappeared for
4- minute to reappear clo e to Famagu ta (we think they went on a ight
eeing tour as they were in the area). The competition concluded with the
pre entation of prize by the CO, Lt Col Inshaw after a clo ely fought
competition. The final po ition and core were:

HQ Sqn
I't
54 pts
2nd
53 pts
l Sqn
S4n
'.1rd
53 pis
omposite Team
4th
49 pts
n excellent run time for the competition wa achieved by 3 Sqn of I
hour. 28 minutes and 32. econds. A good day wa had by all, foll wed by
a rapid intake of 'fluid' to rehydrate the weary bodies.

A Pride of Sergeant Majors
L-R: SSM Bob Banner (HQ Sqn), SSM Bob Stanton (1 Sqn),
RSM John Duckworth, SSM Colin Milne (2 Sqn), SSM Martin
Thirsk (3 Sqn ). Pose for a photograph prior to the demise of
2 Sqn . They were very keen to display the new watches
(genuine Casios) they had each bought whilst shopping in
Famagusta .

14 Sig Regt (EW)

LA, YARD TROPHY
This years' competition saw a return to the infamous Black Mountains of
Abergyffenny. The course consi ted of a 40 mile loop, taning at Cwrt-ygollen Training Camp and fini hing to the orth of Crickhowell. The terrain
was. as to be expected. ·gentle and undulating' . with what appeared to be a
lot more up than down . It was a very demanding course made all the more
interesting with the additional battle against atrocious weather conditi ons,
making thi one of the toughe t competitions to be held for a long time.
The initial training had gone well with the breathtaking scenery of the
Pembroke hire coastline providing the much needed hill work and
mileage in preparation for the real thing.
The morning of the competition tarted with that unavoidable early start,
and final preparations, including the addition of good old zinc oxide, were
made. Bergens were weighed under the watchful eye of 216 Sig Sqn
followed by ·Green On', go. Despite a rather rapid pace, al though the team
captain. Maj Fred Bancroft disagrees, the team soon senled into a steady
pace concentrating on the task ahead and the necessity for good team pirit.
Despite periods where tiredness took its toll , we were provided with that
much needed support and encouragement by the admin team led.by W02
'Geordie' Harvey. The sight of the fini h, approx two miles away, on
descending out of the mi t provided a new lease of life and on cros ing the
finishing line the pain and torture of the last 40 miles, and time of 11 hrs and
32 min were forgotten with talk of how we could improve for next year.

5 DIV BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
After an inten e training chedu le of the two previous dinner time and
a gruelling qualifying se sion against the back road of Wales, M4, MS
and M42. the Regimental Basketball Squad of eight took to tlie court in the
final of the 5 Div Ba ketball Champi onship agai nst last years' winners,
30 Sig Regt
The Regiment made a poor start to the match wi th enough 'bricks'
being thrown up to fini h Petrocell i' hou e. Tactical changes were made
by coach Capt J. J. mitll, with the tired leg of LCpl ' Magic' Lee being
replaced by Sig ' Bug y' Young, who wa in turn replaced by Cpl 'Air'
Daw on, till the Regiment ran out second best at the end of the first half
17- 10. The team talk at half time was straight to the point and with the
promi e of an extra days ' training' in London for the next round. a
renewed vigour was in tailed.
Strong rebounding by the ' Big men ', Capt J. J. Smith, SSgt 'Sir
Charles' Jones and ig 'The Real Thing' Clarke and hard hustling at the
top of the key by LCpl ' Hustl e' Heads brought the game back to 30-28 in
30 Sigs favour.
The last few minutes of the game saw 14 Sig Regt (EW) teal the game
with a couple of fas t breaks that broke the back of the opposition. With the
final score of 34-3 1 to 14 Sig Regt (EW), we look forward to the hard
training se sions in the next, unfortunately they are in sunn y London.
CHA GE OF COMMAND
December saw the end of an era with Lt Col Tony Russ handing over
command of 14 Sig Regt (EW) to Lt Col Ian MacKenzie. LI Col Russ
commanded 14 Sig Regt (EW) for over two and half turbulent years and
moved the Regt from 0 . nabruck to Brawdy as well as fulfilling a large
commitment to Bosnia. After add ressi ng the Regiment and planting the
customary tree outside RHQ, he took hi s place in a gleami ng 1903 dogcal1 and was delivered from RHQ to the main gate. The task of hauling the
carriage fell as ever to the young officers and the route was lined by over
350 soldiers. We wish Lt Col Russ, his wife Sue and family all the best as
they move onto pastures new at Land Command in Wilton. Finally we
wish Lt Col Ian MacKenzie and his wife Sue all the best for their tour
here in unny (!) Pembrokeshire.

Lanyard Trophy Team
Back Row IL to R'): SSgt Kev Baxter, SS~t Martin Walsh,
Sgt Mumford, LCpl Dave Mackay, Mai Fred Bancroft,
W02 'Geordie' Harvey, Sgt 'Geordie' Hall,
Front Row (L to R'J.: Sig Andy Clarke, LCpl Paul Chester,
Cpl Lee Hopkins, SSgt Ian Drew, Sgt Ian Giles
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HQ Q ADRO
QUARTERMASTER DEPARTME T
Maj Fred Bancroft
QM(G)
QM(T)
Capt Rab Young
If you really like hard work, sport and sol itude, then this is the place for
you! After a hectic year we are now settled into Brawdy, a former RAF
base and hope that 1997 will allow us the quality of life and fun that has
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been omewhat amiss. We have had our share of 'brighter' moments;
especia lly when the 'Prince of Darkness', Maj Fred Bancroft nominated
the whole department to do Lanyard Trophy training. Deep joy. The
rcducuon of troops to Op Resolute has been a bonus to the department.
Capt Rab Young short toured himself, whilst the stalwart. LCpl Disley,
Sig Leon Bradford and Sig B. J. Blowes volunteered themselves for 10
months-commendable but sad! W02 Mo Fisher, even shorter tour. has
also rcturm.:d. Welcome back lads! gt Mick Dullaghan is still out in
Bo•nia keeping a tight rein on the Regiment's equipment. anti waiting the
arrival of Sgt 'Scouse (can't wait to get to 7 Sigs)' Taylor.
On the sporting front SSgt Shane Wright continues to impress the
younger generation with his efforts in the canoeing world. At the UK Land
Championships at Barnard Castle he won the Veteran Class and was 12th
overall. Sgt Ben Batley 1s having a good rugby season and spend most of
his time representing the Corps and Haverfordwest, whilst Sig Shadwell
Efans enjoys having his nose rearranged at the Army Martial Ans
competitions.
Sadly. we haJe to say a few Farewells. Sgt Dave Wi lson has left us for
c1vvy street, along with Cpl Meredith; shortly to be followed by S gt
'Mac (I play golf with the QM)' McMillan and LCpl 'Jenks' J enkin . Sig
Claire Robshaw ha;, left us at the end of a long pregnancy, which has left
Sgt 'Daz' Mumford RLC without a shou lder to cry on. Fortunately. we
have had an influx of personnel in the form of LCpl Dai Lewis, Sig
'Doris' Day and ig 'Scouse' Caine. Welcome.

(Tweedle-even-dumm<'") Smith oon demonstrated m donning their suits
n~t only were they back to front, but inside-out. Getting to the helter cliff
(highest and most dangerous) required negotiating a way around the cdg<'
of the cove slipping on the rocks and getting pulled out to sea by the vcf}
strong undercurrents. Our journe} Wll~ more notabk for the SS. 1
screaming like a girl and the QC giggling like one. LCpl Prtcn and 'ig
Chaffer proved champion lemming closely followed by Sig ·Stillhorn'
Still. all three jumping ol f with wanton disregard for their h ves. whilst the
SSM had to be coaxed off like a frightened kitten. A great day wa.~ had b~
all 1\ho said Pembrokeshire wouldn't he fun'
'

TM TROOP
TOT
Capt Tim Prince
FofS
WOl (FofS) Gra ham Blonde!
The management lunch was the highlight of this month and was also a
chance to welcome Capt 'Tim' Prince to the Oock. The Troop al o aw
the return of the Bosnia crew which doubled the manpower. We can now
form three rank ; that pleases the Rd ' .
EXERCISE WELL DR GON
Led by gt 'Guy· Roberts, the Troop set off for four days of arduou
hill walking. The walks would cover 25 miles per day through the
Cambrian hills. A base camp was set up at Llanwrtyd Well , !he smallest
town in Britain.
Day One saw most people completing the 25 miles in good time. LCpl
'Beardsley' Dennis and Sig 'Sully' Sullivan (with age on their side). were
first to fini h in 4 hrs 30 mins. The rest followed in dribs and drab . the
final walker completing the walk in 6 hrs 20 min .
Day Two, tho e walker with damaged feet fo rmed the' 10 at 10' club.
led by C pl Ralf. They all managed I 0 mile at a more relaxed pace, givino
their feet a needed rest. LCpl 'Mog ie' Morgan defied the laws of physic°
by covering the last couple of mile of the 25 mile cour eat 40 mph. (Jack
Wagon)!
Day Three, saw only four members of the party able to manaoe 25
miles. The remainder covered at lea t 10 miles, but ome under d~ress.
The 25 miles route et proved the toughest so far, re ulting in walkers not
finishing until I 800hrs. The final day saw only Sgt 'Guy' Roberts, Cpl
'Nickie Lauder' Lord and LCpl 'Beardsley' Dennis complete the 25
mile . On their journey, they came acros 210 Sig Sqn exercise control:
Thanks for the brew lads . . . or! All member of the exercise gained
valuable experience at map reading and navigation. ome more than
others. A special mention mu t go to Sgt ' Ali' Mepham for vol unteering
to coach the local kids football team for one evening of the exerci e.
226 IGNAL SQU ORO
SQUADRO HQ
Sqn Comd
Maj Robin Clapp
SSM
W02 (SSM) Mick Couston
Ou r previous Wire note proudly tated that we had moved into our new
offices and settled in ratl1er well. Jn order to maintain the momentum for
the re-bu ild of Cawdor Barracks we have recently moved dow nstai rs for a
period of 'about a month' to allow for further refurbishment, our HQ ha;,
moved more frequently than an average trunk node ever did on Ex
Summer ales. Routine activities have ettled omewhat as compared to
the Pre/M id/Po t-Bosnia year from which we have emerged. however la t
minute ta.~kings continue to keep u all on our toe . The autumn gales
seem to have deterred vi itors somewhat and hence 640 (di ·play) Tp have
had a relati vely quiet time.
The Squadron has deployed 25+ personnel to pit their wits against
Siemens-Pie ey 's latest equipment- Vixen. We have also ·upplied
manpower to the Bowman trial s and H Tp have completed an equipment
te t, Ex Whale Hunt, in the local area.
The Squadron has al o been the guinea-pig for the CO' new Admin
Jn. pection from which we managed to survi ve relatively unscathed. A
premature appearance by the CO at tl1e o 2 dre parade cau ed a minor
hiccup, although with the OC/2 1 handing over command o often it i
hoped that he who matter. never really noticed.
COVE STEERING
A people may be aware by now the Pembrokeshire Coastline i famed
for it's rugged beauty and sandy beaches. The area is just as infamou for
it's gales and mild (inclement) weather, due to the Gulf tream we are told ,
and its remotenes from civi lisation. One of the !es er known legal
activities that the locals get up to i ov teering. The sport con i t of
getting into wet suits and proceeding Lemming-like off high sea cliff in
the area, the only equipment needed, other than the wetsuit, i a large do e
of tupidity, which rhe two officer Maj (Tweed ledum) Clapp and Capt
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Sig Still, Sig Chaffer, Capt Smith, Maj Clapp, SSgt Thornton,
LCpl Preen
MEDAL PARADE
D VISIT OF COMO COMi\lS
Comd Comms, Brig Griffin visited the Regiment on 3 eptembLr
1996. The visit ·tarted off with a medal parade for those who were in
theatre during IFOR I: the va t majority of the personnel from the
quadron who were in theatre received their medal. Other medal
recipient ' were W02 (Supvr R) 'Wiener'
igel Watton. and gt
·squeaky' Gibbins both receiving their L & GC medals. We look
forward to the next good boy award · a · the lood wa excel! nt and the
drink · seemed to go on and on. 6-10 ig Tp provided a demo as pan of the
vi it and Brig Griffin was briefeJ on the result. and succes es of variou'
Troop exe rci es held ince their arri al in 226 ig qn .
The visit rounded off with an inter-squadron -,hooting competition Our
quadron entered three teams, four men from each Troop. Comms lp'.
team consisted of gt Geordie He lop (who mis ·ed out on the me's
drinks). Cpl ' Happ · Hopkins, L pl Andy Preen and ' ig (Fablon ick
chit) Ade Price. All the quadron learns shot alter HQ qn anti with onl}
minutes remaini ng omms Tp produced what was to he their joker
card ig Ade Price produ ed hi: ·ick chit and \\as replaced b; ig Ke1
Rutherford. Having just pent a week at astkmartin Range., the
quadron denied any advantage, but did finish both tir..t and third . The
gallant team wa · a combined H Tp and R Tp effort with the firer' hcing
Cpl Chri Dunn, Cpl ngie Elderbrant \who faileJ her pw·1 the 11eck
before), Cpl · tew· Ramage and L pl Al Mersom. Cmnn1' Tp !!rJbhcd
the third place helped b} excellent >hooting frnm ig Ke\ Rutherford
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Univen:.ity attachment for 10 months. 640 ig Tp should keep her busy for
that p riod.
Congratul ations 10 the fo llowing Corporals on promotion 10 Sergeant:
' Willy ' Pool, 'G inge· Hall and Al Elderbrant. Congratulati ons to LCpls
Chri Gunn, Simon Quinlan. and Darren Brown on their recent
promotions 10 orporal. And finally, proof that wonders never cease: the
Royal Corp decided to give Lt O'Kelly his third pip.

640 JGNAL TROOP (EW)

Brigadier Griffin talks to members of 226 S ignal Sq uadron
(LCpl Waite, LCpl Berry, LCpl Anderson ) on the occasion of
the !FOR medal parade. W01 (RSM ) Payne looks puzzled

We would like to wel ome into the fray, SSgt Andy Harriot, LCpl
'Freddie' Starr, LCpl 'S hetl and' Iles, LCpl 'Spud' Fawcett and LCpl
Ja. Aldred and family. plu. Cpl Simon Green who has flown in from
over the water to join u from 225 Sig Sqn. Also a welcome to the Troop
for Sgt "Jaffer' Martin, LCpl ·Ginger· Boon, LCpl Mansfield and LCpl
Lisa Stanforth.
heanfelt goodbye to everyone who ha left the Troop recently,
namely Sgt Pool, gt Ackland-Snow, Cpl Paul ' menace' Merchant,
LCpl Mick Haltham, LCpl ' Wurz' Nicholson, Sig Ryal!, ig Rob
·Zo1tar· icholis and ig Andy Gunther, we wish them all the be t for
any future ambition they may have.
number of congratu lations are in order for members of the Troop.
ongra1ulation to Cpl Burton on two counts, firstly for his recent
wedding to LCpl Houlihan of H Tp, and also hi recent promotion to
Corporal. Al o congratulation go to LCpl Haltam on his recent se lection
for promotion . LCpl 'Si' mith for taking that first step up the all
imponam promotion ladder. He and hi wife C laire are also expecting
their econd child in March. Al o helping wi th the increase in population
are LCpl ·Babs· Woodhou e and his wife Jane who we congratu late on
the binh of their daughter Je ica. Cpl Dave Rome and his wife Tracy are
expecting their second child later in the year.
The majority of the Troop· time has been taken up with the all
imponant move to the new hangar and the consolidation of equipment
returning from theatre in the FRY. Under the watchful eye of SSgt Andy
Harriott thing are progre ing steadi ly, if the current momentum i
maintained thing hould return to being ' hip hape' fairly soon. The
fonhcoming year hould prove to be very busy with exercise but mo t
enjoyable.
OPERATIO DOW LA D
At the beginning of October 1996 a small detachment from the Troop
deployed to the unnier clime of Cypru . This detachment con isled of I 0
men from the Troop and another five personnel from our counterpans in
Romeo Tp. The aim of the deploym.:nt was to carry out an electron ic recce
of the I land and al o to carry out ome well earned adventurous training.
One of the other reason for the deployment wa to make ure that the
local were making the famous brandy ours correctly and the mezes were
correctly priced. lt proved an ideal opportunity to test the newly acquired
kill of W02 Watton on hi air movement capabilities, he coped
admirably however IO rain fore ts were destroyed in the process. The two
week period tarted extremely early with a brief from Lt Col lnsbaw (CO
9 Sig Regt (R)) at 0630hrs on the first day. Cpl 'Foggy' Forshaw was not
too happy about thi and placed the contents of hi tomach down the back
of Sgt Mick Ford . 'I didn ' t realise my brief was that bad', the CO
commented. After the military tasks were com pleted there was time for
ome adventurous training with CJSATC; this included ome diving,
canoei ng and windsurfing. Finally Sgt 'Leroy' Taylor received the prize
for 'Top Tan of the Tour'.

Brigadier Griffin presents Sgt Gibbins with his LS & GC medal
HELLO'S, F REWELL A D CO GRAT LATTONS
The Squadron has said a sad farewell to a number of people, Capt
Brian lderson, Capt Robbie King and 2Lt Anna Cliff who were all
dined out recent!} WOl Mac kCreedy who left us for Blandford, Cpl
Taff' Elston who is on his way to 7 igs, and Cpl Oldfield and LCpl
'Makum' nder on posted to civ div. The quadron has al o wished
various m.:mbers all the best for their forthcomi ng tour to Bosnia as part of
the Follow-on-force. The vision of S gt Dick 'Drill Pig' Malt rifting his
Troop horry Capt mith 's Troop) around a snow-bound Banja Luka
hould keep other forces based there amused (and awake). We have also
bid the followmg our best wishes on posting: gt Dave Lodge, LCpls
\nd~ ' urding and Jason Huxley. as well as 'igs Simon Chaffer, Dave
Kerr and ·Bat' Still.
Hell<• have IJ.:en extended to Capt John Merritt, Cpls Geordie Ferry
and Denn} Denton. LCpl. Dean Stewart and Andy Flannagan, igs
f,mma Dobson, olin T\1-ell , Lynn Gray, Mel almon and aomia
\\ ilson ur mo t recent am val is 2Lt (S L ) Hannah Beckett on pre112

Back Row (L to Fr): Cpl Mccardle, Cpl Forshaw, Cpl Sheperd,
Cpl Evans, Cpl Rome, LCpl Nicholson, LCp l Edwads,
Cpl Merchant
Front Row (L to R): Sgt West, Sgt Lawson, SSM McMurray,
Capt O'Kelly, W02 (Supr R) Watton, Sgt Stevens, Sgt Taylor
HOTEL TROOP
TpComd
TpSSgt

Capt. Mark Smith (AOD)

S gt D. Dagnall

EXERCISE WHALE HU T 1196
Ex Whale Hunt was an HF OF exercise, designed to test both the new
AE3222 HF OF antennae and the new SSL software package, taking place
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over the period 11 - 17 November '96 in the local area. In order to provide
the maximum tra ining benefit to all participants, the fie ld phase of the
exerci c featured aspects of a Squadron call out and tactical deployment
and an invaluable opportunity for those new arrivals to the Troop to
familiari se themselves wi th living in the field. The initial phase of the
cxcrci~c cen tred arou nd preparations for the deployment whereby all
equipment. both detachment and technical was made ready. Phase Two
was the deployment proper. Fol lowing a bleary eyed earl y hours call out,
1he detachments were deployed and became operational. During the
ensuing phases, tasking procedure and equipment handling were taught
a11d practised, which were especiall y beneficial for the new troop members
who had arrived fo llowing the Troop's return from !FOR duty in Jul y.
ENDEX was called at 0830, Sunday 17 ovember and all detachments
returned to Brawdy. Although a degree of equipment failure plagued the
Troop the exercise proved a good learn ing experience for all concerned.
ROMEO TROOP
The Troop bids a fond farewell to Lt John Collyer and Cpl ngie
Elderbrant who have left fo r 30 Sig Regt and civvy street respectively.
We welcome our new Tp Comd, Capt Katrina Reynolds, Sgt 'Loz' Hill
and hi s wife Jayne. and Sgt Steve Moffet and Janet.
Congratulations to Cpl Dave Whitehead on his marriage to Kate.
Further congratulati ons to SSgt Dave Fuller and Fiona on the birth of
their son, Alexander and to Sig Jean-Paul pinks and Verena on the
birth of their son Shaun.
Recently the Troop exercised jointl y with 640 Tp to Cypru . A solid
1wo weeks hard work ... on untans, followed by a boat trip around the
Larnaca coastline rounded off a very good exercise. During thi s period
Cpl 'Taff' Evans proved he was capable of a 6 min BIT provided he was
being chased by an octopus!!
The Troop has been involved with severa l demonstrations and has also
starred in the Corps video, next 1op Hollywood.
237 ' IG AL SQUADRO
To ay that the Squadron ha had a hectic Lime over the past two months
would be rather under tating the pandemonium. The Vixen equipment
trial as listed below have figured greatly in the Squadron's life and has at
times been all con urning. When the Vixen introductory Unit was
deployed on Salisbury Plain, the Squadron trength wa just eight! It wa ,
however, good to be back out on exerci e again after long periods of
indolence. Whilst we await the ou tcome of the Vixen trials, the Squadron
as umes a new role with the introduction of Barracuda, an entirely new
concept and sophi ticated equipment.
Finally 237 Sig qn ha teeth! The Troops and hierarchy now have to
figure out how to u e, deploy and fight the batt le with Barracuda. An
exciting challenge for everyone in the Squadron which i Limed perfectly
with the changeover of Commanding Officers and the stan of the
Chri stma Silly Season. So until the ew Year, it is likely to be a
maelstrom of CES checks, training and Squadronffroop panies; and we
get paid for this!

VIXE INTRODUCTORY U IT (YIU)
On the 23 September 1996 a band of merry men and women was
formed in 14 Sig Regt (EW). Drawn from all four corners of the Regiment
it had one mis ion, to over ee and conduct the Operational Performance
Test for 1he Vixen Comms EW Sy . Led by Capt Steve Whytock the
Vixen Introductory Unit (YIU ) wa to carry out three week of in-field
trials for the system. Phase I was an 'in-barrack · trial at the Siemen
Pie sey site at Hern, near Christchurch. Unfortunately due to a lack of
military accommodation the YIU had to be accommodated in the Pontins
Holiday Camp at Chri tchurch. It wa n' t all luxury however, as the inchalet TVs did not have Sky, but we were on exerci e after all. The
working day was actually quite long but the YIU managed to cope despite
being given two days off during the week. This phase came quickly to an
end and we then had to deploy to Tidworth for the real in-field trial.
The plan was 10 deploy two Vixen Intercept Complexes and one from
640 ig Tp, with a DF ba eline of even Vampire . The 640 Sig Tp
Complex would work with manual OF u ing three Vampires while the
Vixen Intercept Complex wou ld u. e four Vampire and its automatic DF
system. This would allow a direct compari on with the new and the old.
The intercept compl exes and R P were based at Stokehill Farm and the
Vampires were deployed along 1hc orthern edge of Sali bury Plain.
We deployed on Monday 11 November and immediately hit problems
a S gt Phil 'The avigator' Gordon decided to go the wrong way on the
A303. This was nothing compared to LCpl Bousefields ' emergency call
to the REM E that his vehicle had broken down. The REME deployed at
maximum peed only to find that your man did not know that in order for
the vehic le to move it had to be taken out of neutral fir. t. everthele s the
vehicles finally made it to Stokehill and the setting up began. At 1100 hrs
there wa. a halt called to the work a all members of the VTU observed a
two-minutes si lence in remembrance. At 1102 work re urned and the
system wa ready to go at 1200 hr .
Like all trial s the system took ome time to warm-up and there were
delays as the engineers 10ok over from the operators to ~et the y tei;i
working. While the civi li an. sweated over the system the military put their
minds Lo more pressing matters by organising and setting up the brew tent.
Considering that it wa well below freezing on the Plain.this was a very
1mpo1tant mission indeed. With the system up and run nmg the YIU .set
abou t working a difficult hi ft system which involved a lot of ~ork dunng
the day and periods of near inactivity during 1.he day. The fine sy tern
continued to flourish as many a per on was caught by Lt Niall Stokoe's
notebook. Endex had to be called before the Troop ran out of money.
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When Endex wa~ finally called on 22 ovembcr the YIU and the
system was exhausted. It is ama£ing that it takes soldiers only a quaner of
the time to tear down when those magic words are called. The results of
the trial are currently being analysed and the YIU is no more. However
like the sleeping knights of the round table they are ready to re-form and
take on Vixen at a moments notice, but please next time can they ha\e a
brew first.
245 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj M. Davis
W02 (SSM) M. E. G. Heelan

SQUADRON UPDATE
It can certainly be aid, without fear of contradiction , that the last few
months have been both busy and challenging one for all members of 245
Sig Sqn. With the return of personnel from Op Resolute 11 . there are now
more member of the Squadron under one roof than most can remember.
For everyone, whether recently posted in or not, this has meant getting to
know new faces-we are now onto our third OC in as many months-and
getti ng into a different routine.
Vehicles, equipment and personnel have been allocated to the three new
Troops and Squadron life ha · fast returned to normal. Many exerci es have
been planned and much hard work has gone into ensuring that the
Squadron will be ready and able to tackle all the new challenges that lie
ahead. The combination of an enthusiastic new management team and
wealth of operational experience should certainly guarantee interesting
·results ...
Above all, everyone eagerly awaits a decision on Vixen. which has
recently undergone it's acceptance test on Sali bury training area. 245 Sig
Sqn are looking forward to the future and will ·adapt, improvi. e and
overcome' whatever lies ahead. Until then, the major challenge will be to
du t off the exi ting kit and get it moving-and hopefully working-around
the local Welsh countryside.
BACK FROM BOS IA
By the time these word appear in print, Op Resolute 11 will be but a
distant memory for tho e Squadron member who returned from Theatre
in ovember and December of last year. Unfortunately though. due to an
'admini trative error' , a description of Squadron life in Bo nia failed to
materialize in the la t edi tion of this hallowed publication. And so, ancient
history though it i , a de cription of the tour's special and for ome,
embarra ing-moments has been included here.
The tour ended for the ' Main Body' of the Squadron in early ovember,
when the Squadron was caled down to a Troop operation, and so, whil t
some were enjoying their End of Tour leave, the 'chosen one ' out in
Bosnia saw the arrival of winter and experienced the joy of being nowed
in. The tour will be remembered for different thing by all tho. e who took
pan. However, few can forget the antic of LCpls ·EOD' Brown and
'Stoppage' tepney, both of whom are now believed to have applied for
their Ammunition Technical Officer (ATO) course. And of cour e, Sgt
'Stuntman'
ewton-Roberts' dramatic discovery of an undeclared
arti llery ite-narnely three ornamental cannon outside a restaurant-i
as ured a place in Squadron hi tory.
On a more erious note, the Squadron can be proud of it" Ii t of
achievements in Bo nia: a new EW system, called Barracuda. wa
introduced with great ucce s: EW awareness wa mas ively increased
throughout the Divi ional Staff, and above all. the Squadron achieved it'
mi ion of providing the Commander with timely and accurate
intelligence. This was achieved thanks to the excellent 1eam effon of all
involved: from the EW operators on the ·et , to the Radio Rebroadcast
crew who made communication pos ible, to all tho e "behind the
scenes .. who worked tirele ly to support the hilltop i1es.
IEA WHILE. BACK I BARRACKS ...
As Op ·Rel olute 11 drew to a close life went on a usual for tho e
members of the Squadron holding the fort in Wales. Despite facing all the
u ual manpower hortage , the quadron till managed to field a
demonstration team for Ex Dragon· Review. Thi was ba ically a chance
to travel around the country di playing EW equipment and vehicle · to
anyone interested and, of course, there were plenty of opportunitie. to
enjoy the various attraction on offer in rhe nearby nightspots.
Driver training and Vixen trial have been done too and , through it all.
there have even been a few chances for people 10 get out of ·green kit" and
let their hair down. Thanks to Cpl 'Taff' Hamar for organising the latest
Squadron coa tal path walk and also to Sgt Andy Butler, L pl 'Jint) ·
rugg. Sig Tracey Clarke and all the others who helped to organi~e the
excellent Squadron Christmas Party.
HELLOS ND GOODBYES
There have been far too many other hello and goodbye ·ince he
Squadron's last appearance in The Wire for everyone to be listed here.
There are. as always though, a few individual who warrant a pecial
mention. On their return to barrack. from Bosnia, the quadron :aid
farewell to it. 0 , •Iaj John Charnock and
M. \ 02 Jim
McLachlan, without both of whom things arc certainly quieter! We wish
them both all the best in their respective posting at taffCollege and a: an
RSM re pectivcly. Stand-in OC. Maj Alan Tuck, has done a sneaky
sideways move into Regimental Ops. clearing the way for a ompletely
new ' Dream Team' at the top. Welcome then to new OC. Maj
Mark Davis and Debra, new 2IC, Capt Andy Lucas and Karia. and. la\t
but by no mean. lea ·t. new
M. W02 'Mystic' M. E. G. Heelan and
Karen .
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which have up to 300 people to choose from. This has definitely been a
coup for the Squadron and morale has soared a~ ha our pre tige amongst
the respective sporti ng communities. At RAF Laarbruch the Squadron
won the Cross Country, the Athletics, de pite a controversial
disqualification in the relay which just happened to be double points, and
the Rugby 7's. At RAF Bruggen, H Tp the smallest team in the
competition, won the Football and the Cross Country. That said though it
was the consistent level of performance throughout the competition that
brought about the victory..Our n~oment of ~ lory was confirmed during the
Station's ports Prescnta11on prior to Christmas. Well done to all those
invol ved; the aim for 1997 is to do the same again.

21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

REGI'.\lEi T
FL ~G PRESE 'TATIO PARADE
On the 29 Januar. 1997 AOCinC ~trike Command RAF, Air hief
:\larshal ir \\ illiam Wratten KBE CB AFC ADC CIMgt FRAES
R F pre. ented the Regiment v. ith a ne\ Regimental Flag, incorporating
the ere t of RAF trike Command,

We began our Arctic Survival and Ski Course (ASSC) feeling very
apprehensive a~ there seemed to be a distinct shortage of female-types!
Learning to ski wasn't exactly Alberta Tomba stuff either. After many
hour in a classroom, we took to the slopes--0r the flat for the majority of
us! We were certainly kept on our toes-well. most of us-and full of
humour by the Tp Military Ski Instructors (MSls), LCpl Horton and igs
Middleditch and Cogram. After a week of practice, we began our ASSC.
The course was divided into three groups with an M I in charge of
each. After two nights out in tents, we returned to a hostel for one night of
administration. The next four nights were to prove testing! The final part
of the ASSC involved daily skiing over various kinds of terrain and also

The Flag Exchange Ceremony
Sgt Davis presents the new flag to the AOCinC
The compo ition of the parade represented both the Re~ular and TA
of the uniL The Flag Exchange Ceremony wa w1tne ed by a
lar!!e number of local civil and mi litary dignitarie including the
Representative Colonel Commandant Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB and Brig
J. H. Griffin ACO G6 HQ LA 1D and a number of ·enior RAF Officers
from HQ Strike Command.

220 Sig Sqn with a glittering display of Sporting Trophies

elemenL~

AOCinC RAF Strike Command, Air Chief Marshal
Sir William Wratten KBE, CB, AFC, ADC, CIMgt, FRAeS, RAF
signs the Regimenta l Visitors Book

W02 'Flags' Herbert raising the new flag assisted by
SSgt Tim Abbott
RQSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. T. Connors
SSM
W02 (SSM) C. W. Skelton
We have recently said farewell to Maj Craig Treeby who has moved
down the road to command 43 (Wessex) Sig Sqn (Y). Many thanks for all
you have achieved during your long tour at Colerne. That aid, we
welcome Maj Paul Connors from orthern freland and wi h him all the
best for hi tour.

Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB, signing the Regimental Visito rs Book
The following passage is an extract from the programme:
'On 22nd May 1984 Air Marshal Sir Patrick Hine KCB FBIM RAF,
Commander-in-Chief RAF Germany, presented 21 Sig Regr (Air Support)
v.11h a new Regimen/a/ Flag incorpora1ing lhe RAF Germany crest. This
unique pri~·i/ege was granted 011 1he occasion of the Regiment's 25th
Anniversan; moreover it recognised the s1ro11g links we share with the
RAF. bo1h i11 barracks and 011 operations.
Following 1he drawdown offorces in Germany, 1he Regime/1/ re/urned
10 i1'.s new base in Coleme. The decision was rece111/y taken to embody the
RAF Smke Command crest 011 our flag. This change demons/rares our
conlinued support 10 1he RAF and accurately reflec1s the operational role
of1he Regimen/.'
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Q ARTERMASTERS DEPT
Alas only farewells this time: ftr tly to Maj Bob Lockwood MBE, who
leaves us after a short tour on retirement. Be t wishe to you and your
family in Lincoln. Secondly to that enigma within the stores, LCpl Mkk
May. 'They seek him here, they seek him there, they can't find h11n
anywhere! ' His specialised and well rehear ed re ponse 'I was checking
the Arctic St0re' Mmmm! !! Good luck on your posting to Birmingham.
220 IGNAL SQUADRON
Winners of the RAF Laarbruch and RAF Bruggen Inter Unit Station
Commander Cup. The Squadron have done exceptionall y well on the
&porting front, having achieved a unique 'double' winning both the RAF
Laarbruch and RAF Bruggen Station Commanders Cup. in 1996. The
competitions consist of 12 different events, run monthly, throughout the
year involving all the units, RAF and Army on station. With 220 Sig Sqn
being divided between the two tations, H Tp at RAF Bruggen and the
remainder at RAF Laarbruch, the Sqn had to fight hard to beat other teams
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81 SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
81 Sig Sqn (V) is a Specialist Sqn and i an integral part of21 Sig Regt
(AS). The Squadron i 180 strong and peciali es in fixed
telecommunication support, Recruited throughout UK, 90% of the
Squadron are employed by British Telecom (BT).
The principal role of the Squadron is in upport of Airfield
Communications, These have een regular deployments to the RAF ba e
in Germany and Cypru but more recently a ignificam commitment to
Mount Pleasant Airfield in the Falkland I lands. The 1996 deployment to
the Falklands was undertaken by 855 Tp commanded by Lt lfatthew
Yates. The Troop of 35 completed a very ucce sful mu lti-cabinet
changeover, made all the more commendable given the very tight
schedule. particularly during the critical changeover period, Further
a istance, from 81 Sig Sqn (V) ha been requested for 1997. The other
major deployment for 1996 was a major rewiring and LAN provi ion at a
number of ite in Cyprus. 1997 will ee a sub tantial deployment to move
the Main Distribution Frame located in Epi kopi; a task that will require
the deployment of two Troops for ome month . The Squadron has al o
deployed Troops to Germany to backfill our Regular counterparts, 220 Sig
Sqn, as they undertake ta, ks in Bosnia.
244 IG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
SSM

much night kiing. Over tho e four nights, we spent three in tent and one
in a snow hide. this latter night being our urvival night. We even managed
the impo ible task of having four hours' leep in it! We ended the cour ·e
by doing ice-breaking drill , from which we received the tark reali ation
that the water at home in Scotland was no comparison to that of the Arctic
in terms of coldnes. ! The course finally ended that night with a drink or
three(!) to celebrate our successful completion.
fn conclu ion, a the two of u 'crewbird · pas ed the ASSC in style,
there is absolutely no reason why there houldn't be more female ·Arctic
Warriors'.

Maj Frank Roberts
W02 (SSM) Dave Whittaker

WELCOME A D GOODBYE
Amongst the new arrivals in the Squadron, we welcome in parti~ular
our new OC, Maj Frank Robert , who joined us in the ew Year from
MoD to fill the void left by Maj igcl Gill. to whom we said g.oodbye ~n
November 1996 when he had to leave early to take up an appointment in
Wilton.

Sig MacKenzie about to take the plunge!!

CONGRAT LATIO
It' hearty congratulations to both Sgt (FofS) ·Solly' olomons and
SSgt (, QM ) 'Paddy' Morrow on their election for W02 in the recent
promotion board. Well done to both of them!
ALPHA (AMF L) TROOP
EXER ISE HARDFALL/ADVE TURE EXPRESS
Alpha Tp, commanded by Capt Bob Lovett, have been _in Norw~y
since the beginning of the ew Year. makjng the most of th arctic
conditions out there. Two women signallers wi th the Troop em u the
followi ng article on their training.
AS C WITH ALPHA (AMF L) TROOP I
ORWAY
by igs MacKenzie and Haine
Since our arrival in 244 Sig Sqn and Lib equent placement in Alpha
(AMF L) Tp, Norway was mentioned quite frequently. though not always
by us, we hasten to add. After four weeks in Turkey on Ex Ardent Ground
and Ex Dynamic Mix. things soon calmed down and before we reali cd it.
Ex Hardfall 97 was rapidly approaching. Five months later-voila!
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PUBLISH IT IN
THEW/RE
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles
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30 Sig Regt
Bramcote

PPORT Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj P. J. Doherty MBE
1
W02 P. Elli
The quadron 1 "orking hard to recover from the gastronomic
e\ e es of Christma . particularly in view of the fact that it was ·hortly
before the break up in December that, as a re ·ult of our famous victory in
the Inter quadron Rugby T , we retained the Champion quadron title.
The formal announcement and the presentation of the coveted Alderney
Cup were made at the 'oldiers· Christma Dinner and put the icing on
what had been a , ucce ful year for u .
The manning bill for Operation Lodestar continues to exact its toll on
the quadron a we continue to meet the requirements. SSgt Rob Carroll
(SQM ) is till doing the business in Split. although the word on tl1e treet
is that he may be home early! I wonder who tarted that rumour. With the
tand-in Q 1 , gt Dixon. on a long course and the cover for him on the
sick. the tore key fluctuate between the QC and the SSM-the 2JC of
course being on Lodestar. What's the one about trap a broom to my
backside and ....... ??? Other than that. the coming year looks to be a, bu y
as ever with the Regimental Pete to plan and implement, and another trip
to Alderney in the offing and-Oh ye , the question of the retention of the
Alderney Cup-we have much to look forward to.

Sgt McNeilly, Support Sqn Capta in
'This is the worst game of Twister I have ever played!'

A two week handover/takeover, including anotl1er tour, (2 weeks) of the
Regi ment ' Det · on Op Resol ute. saw Sgt Angus MacPherson MBE
handover the Acct of the Regiment to Sgt Jamie Alleyne (what' an
MBE?) with a ·mile and a "cheers easy" complete with pager. Before
leaving 30 ig Regt after three and a half year for an ·Easy Life' aero s
the water ( OT!) July also saw the arrival of Cpl Charles Neeve fresh
from 11 ig Regt, who had a mile removed from his face when told he
will be replacing Cpl Merv Ovenden on Op Re olute (lucky *!*!) He
arrived and cleared in one movement. September saw the arrival of ig
Joe ' Bob' Graham which coincided with Op Re olute Phase 5. The Regt
then proceeded to part with all the equipment. we did not have, in
Brarncote to 14 new location in Bosnia. The RQ(T) Tony Bottomley and
Cpl Bhim, having een it all before decided that thi was a good time to
leave Split for a bit of sun. ea and Fosters lee. October aw the return of
Cpl Merv Ovenden! ! Having lost hi marbles due to pre sure in Split,
Merv returned to the Regiment full of zest, ready for the forthcoming
Army Football ea on but wa quickly shot down by the on ly FEMALE
referee in the Regt, by bei ng Red Carded during a friendly game against
the WOs & Sgt Mess. ovember/December aw no change to the work
load when the RQ(T) and C pl Bhim were both paged on ew Years Eve
to receive equipment required for Hong Kong. The RQ(T), Tony
Bottomley, was heard to mutter under his breath, 'Oh go h there goes the
naughty pager. let conga to work Bhim.'
In conclusion, 1996 was a busy year for the department, thi year will
be the ame but with a 7 in it.
256 SIGNAL QUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj ick Metcalfe
SSM
W02 (SSM) Bob Banner
Once again thi has been a bu y couple of months for the Squadron. In
December we welcomed W02 (SSM) Bob Banner, who immediately had
to have a little chat with half the troops, following an alleged striptease act
at the Chri tmas Party. W02 Colin 'Rocky' Riddell has departed for the
Regt MT. where he will ao doubt be worked to the bone. We have also bid
farewell to laj Simon Renfrey who has taken up a post at DRA Defford,
and welcomed Maj ick Metcalfe as the new OC. Other recent changes
have included the final departures of Cpl Steve 'what I don't know about
Satcom and 501 ' mith to somewhere in the We t Country after almost 7
years at the Regiment. Cpl Keef 'I'll Tell you a story' Betts to 280 Sig Sqn,
LCpl Iain Cowan to onhern Ireland. Sig John 'Doc' Savage to 16 Sig
Regt and Sgt Mark Hurren who has headed off but we don't know where.
Farewell to W02 (FofS) Hardy who is to take up a new post as FofS
TM Troop. Farewell and good luck to LCpl Ian 'Crate- lifter
extraordinaire' Deacon and Sig Jo Harrison who have become civvies.
New arrivals have included Cpl Mandy Precious and C pl Paul
MacDonald, LCpl Lockyer, Sigs Derek ' Dickie' Davies, cott Cooper,
Gaz Pope. Jonny Devine. Catherine Pagan. Welcome to W02 (FofS)
Ramsdale returning to the Regiment for another tour.
Congratulations to Cpl Dave Smith who was promoted and po ted to
17 CTT. Cpls Cez Wrenn , M ick iggs, Ralph Fa rmer and LCpl Dave
K nowler who all gain promotion and not least the new SSM, who has
been elected for promotion to WO I and SSgt Steve Lockwood who ha
come off the board.

The Exercise did not start for two days, plenty of time in which to find
the nearest stretc h of water. That was Tampa Bay, about thirty metres from
the Surfa Edge Bar (funnily enough!), a nd to meet a bunch of really nice
guys from th7 MacD~IJ AFB Security P~lice-bu t that's another story.
The Exercise co~tlnued with us workmg three shifts. PT every morning
at 0630, ple1~ty of ttme to get l? ' Wet & Wild' with it's awesome 5 storey
bomb drop mto the water; Disney World; Universal Studios and Buch
Gardens which has the famou Montu ride (60+Mph, max G-force of 3.85
'
feet free and inserted for half the ride).
Once the exercise wa over we had time for some sports against JCSE·
Ru gby, Football which we won and an 8 mile March and Shoot which w~
also won . Immediately following the March we moved into' the R&R
phase of the Exerci .e. which basically consisted of any park you hadn't
managed to do dunng the Comms phase. The shifts broke down into
groups, to hire th.eir own transport for about $15 a day. Finally we all
returned to MacD11l for a barbecue and curry, excellently prepared by ig
Praka h of 250 Gurkha Sig S.qn, on the beach (at the base!) to say thanks
to JCSE for hostmg the Regiment yet agalll on this excellent exerci e.
Bramcote and Nuneaton don't quite hold the same attraction for the
Americans funnily enough, but it would be good to have them over to us
for a change.
258 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Capt Andy Mould
SSM
W02 (SSM) Gordon Hitchen
Congratulations to the following members of the Squadron for being
selected for promotion: W02 (YofS) Steve Holt, SSgt Kev Belam, SSgt
Ian Carter. Well done, and the best of luck for the future.
Farewell to Sgt Al Yeaman, our friendly SQMS. who leaves us this
month for pa tures green at 2 Sig Regt, York. We all wish him and his wife
Jackie the very best for the future.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ian Hargreaves
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kev Belam
Yet more new arrivals to Deha Tp for the new year. Sig Barry Still and
Cpl Andy mart who both join u from 14 Sig Regt. Sigs Claire Sturdy,
David Kyle and Martin Anderson who also join us from Blandford.
The unlucky people who have to leave the Troop are Cpl Micky ·voice
of the people' E lliot along with his wife Sharon and new born baby
Bradley, who leave to stan a new life in Blandford. Newly promoted
LCpl 'Spanner' Wilkie who is off to a sit down job (no change there
then!) at COMMCE Hereford.
We wouldn't forget those on attachments and detachment . Capt Ian
Hargreaves and Sgt Cossie Calabrese who, amongst others, are off to
claim their Bosnia medal . Last of all Deha Tp would li1<e to welcome
their own little helper; 2Lt Richard 'he'll change whatever I write
anyway' Todd, who is here to gain some experience. A late mention to
LCpl Sarah Faulconbridge who joined us some time ago but ha never
been mentioned in the Wire . .. Miss Popular.
ECHO TROOP
SPO SORED SWIM
258 Sig Sqn held a 24 hour Sponsored Swimathon in aid of Ben
Davi on, a local cerebral pal y ufferer, who ha been selected to take part
in an Op Raleigh Expedition in Malay ia. Ben has to raise £3000 to
participate, so the Squadron and a few personalitie from around the
Regiment took on the task of raising some money.
All wimmers swam for at least 7 of the 24 hours, including our rwo
voyeur scuba divers, Cpl Russ Craig and LCpl Daz Robinson who 'ju t
happened' to make it into the pool. during the sessions that the girls were
swimming.

EXER CISE COBB RING-6/23 JANUARY 1997
Ex Cobb Ring was a Troop size deployment to MacDill Air Force Base
in Florida. One of the aim was to test the interoperability of our kit with
the Joint Communications Support Element (JCSE)-the USA's version of
30 Sig Regt.
We deployed from Bramcote on 5th January for the usual ' hurry up and
wait' at South Cerney. We then flew at 1000 hr on 6th January, with a 15
hr stopover at Gander, direct to MacDill arriving in the afternoon on 7th
we arrived in Florida at about
January. Having left England at 1
25"C ..... a bit of a hock to the system. We were met there by Capt Deb
Sunderland who had extended her holiday in Florida.

·c,
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'Theirs and Ours'
TSC93 vs VSC 501 and the air conditioned 12xl2s
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EWS FROM THE TROOP I FRY
OC
Capt Alan Owen/Capt Ian Hargreaves (Des)
Tp Sgt
Sgt Cos.sie Calabrese
With the Euromux build in Bosnia, upon the withdrawal of Ptarmigan
from theatre, there have been considerable changes in the Tp. The 50 I
detachments in Mostar and Kislejak finally returned to the UK much to their
cre.ws' relief. New communications sites have been set up across Bosnia.
Thmgs appear to have swung full circle with the return of the 30th Sig Regt
detachment back to Gorni Vakuf. The detachments have all become
increasingly exposed to other nations with the provision of Euromux LO the
Malays, Dutch and the many other nationalities in Landcent. The
advantages of living alongside other culture have become apparent over the
months; the benefits of living in a former ki lodge in Sisava are off et by the
lack of rice in the Dutch diet for the Gurkha crew! Sgt Calabrese has come
to the rescue by wapping her Italian language skill for bags of rice. The
end vf January finally saw the end of tour for LCpl Tara Henderson who
has been filling the post of the Admin CO in Split for the I~ t 11 months.
Thanks very much for your invaluable work and help.
MESSAGE CE TRE-KUPRES
Det Comd
LCpl Edwards 'Gurung·
The Det continues to provide Comm~ for the RLC Regt in Kupres. Sig
Dave eadham has come off the Viterog RR site while Sig Moore has
come up from Sisava. He is trying to break rhe habit of howering twice
daily having pent two months in Dutch Bat with mixed accommodation
and facilities! We are lowly weaning him off obses ive washing but so
far are not having the same success getting him off the Mar Bars! The Det
has now moved out of a radio relay vehicle into a corimec and has set
about di mounting all the equipment into it ' new home.
MOST BEAR-SPLIT
DetComd
Det Tech

C pl Spike Poole
Cpl M ick Turner

The MOST detachment has now inherited its' very own COMMCE
and has een considerable change . Cpl Turner and Krishna. his little
helper, have continued the rewire of Sy con and mo t of the cabling in
camp. LCpl Lake has returned from her two weeks exchange wnh the
MOST in Sarajevo considerably more knowledgeable about the MOST
and also about where to get the best Jellybeans in theatre!
MOST CAT-SARAJEVO
Det Comd
Cpl Andy Bailey
We are awaiting the imminent return of Cpl Richards to take over the
MOST detachment having only left 7 month ago. The arrival of the
Turk , Swedes. Italian , Spani h and everal other nationalitie~ in the
compound has een a considerable change to ay the least. The Spani h are
currently winning the 'who can get their flag highest· competition, but Cpl
Andy Bailey till has the cam 12 ard left to play. Sgt Steve Bell has
returned to the detachment after hi time in Gorni akuf. ow that he ha·
been elCtended by three week . Jimi ha topped laughing ar Cpl Bailey
being eilt back out to theatre to fin h the rest of his tour when hi Det
went home. The Det underwent a considerable rebuild under the direction
of Sgt Rick Buxton who ring up occa ionally ju t to check that it is being
kepi up to cratch. The Gurkhas are keeping 30 Sigs in the limelight with
their continued cooking of excellent curries. Cpl Bhoj and ig Pratimann
, tepped in at short notice to provide a curry lunch for the SOinC while
Sibachan and Beg recently helped out 280 ig Sqn by cooking for Lt Gen
·Cordy' Simpson and ·everal other Generals from other nation .
M GCE TRE ISAVA
Det Comd
Cpl Debendra Maden
Located in a former ski re Ort the base and accommodation are in a 'ki
lodge/hotel. Unfonunately the wide pread mine field make kiing a little
hazardous! Apart from the continents.I diet-marzipan and ham for lunch
for elCample. living with Dutch Bat remain very relaxed.

Maj Pete Doherty receives the Alderney Cup
from the Regt 21C, Maj Mervyn Johnston
QM (T) DE PARTME T
QM (T)
Capt Mike Kerr
RQMS (T)
W02 Tony Bottomlev
Another ne"' year and so far all quiet on the West Midlands Front for
the Regiment\ only seven days a week Dept. Last year around July to 31st
December (yes ew Years Eve), saw a lot of activity with the equipmenr
commg into the Regiment and just as quickly leaving for Operations
around the globe. With a complete change of staff in the department the
'Leaming Curve' had to be rather steep (vertical) at times.

.The old man and organi._er of the event W02 Gordon 'Big Bo> '
Hitchen had problems keeplllg up the pace. and his trunb, during the
event, ~o thanks t~ some fellow swimmers! The admin back up team did a
s upe~b JOb of keepmg everyone fed and watered during the event. The only
lllJUnes that were noted were to Sgt Cossie Calabrese who hurt her pride
on entering the water as a non swimmer at the end, and Cpl Andrea Mills
who needed physio to her finger after pressing the length counter button
I0, 151 times. At the end of the 24 hour period a total of 165 miles were
covered by the swimmers and over £2000 was raised. Thanks must go to
Capt Andy Mould for agreeing to be thrown into the pool. fully clothed.
by the Squadron in aid of this event-your dowsing raised an extra£ 1.

Ben (front centre) and the Swimathon Team
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BT ANDORRA A D COMMCE GORNI VAK F
by Capt John Luc Scotso1•
The Det in Gorni Vakuf are boldly going with BT Andorra where nu
man ha ' gone before, providing comm- for the Green Howards in a wa)
unsurpassed in the space time continuum. Brave! battling through the
communication. vorte t a higher plane of mes ·age handling. We are
ably as i·ted by our chief engineer Cpl Fincham detached from Deep
p. cc 3 Div. nlike the reM of the ship's crew who have all been short
toured he i till on his si. mon th tour of duty' Pratiman has now joined
the crew to keep the Warp drive on line. Rumours that the Det are avid tar
Trek enthusiast seem to have been sub ·1antimed. ig Baxter ha. been
keeping all those lonely women in The UK entertained wrth hi: mcredible
ou tput of bluey~ . He i ·een h re posing in the Preci. ion factory.
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After lcming our last 'big' town of Ghunsa (33-IOm) we continued on
towards ur goal of Pang Perna. the ba e c.amp fo r Mt Kanchenjunga, the
third highest mountain in the world. /\s 1t turned o_ut 1h1s was a rather
illusive goal for u few members of the group. A few days walk from
Ghunsa ~ve stopped for an acclimatisation day al Kambachan (3960111),
du1ing which we encountered our first ca'c of altitude sickness. Ironi ca ll y,
it was the J MEL, Cpl Steve Robinson , who had to return to Ghunsa to
recover.

'Onwards and Upwards'
Mount Kanchenjunga looms in the distance
Onward we pu hcd to Lhonak. where we lo t two more people. C pl
Shaun Tunca and Sig Pete Ashcr oft returned to Ghunsa after feeling the
effects of headaches and nausea. By now we were only half a day's
walking from our trekking goal. o with an early star! we set off alongside
the huoe and very daunting Kanchenjunga Glacier to Pang Perna.
Unfort~natel y not all of u made it, a Sig Iain Tay lor fell ill within sight
of our objective, and returned to Lhonak escorted by Cpl 'Taff Richards.

Sig Baxter at the Precision Factory
'One for the Wire and a crate for the Det'
EXERCISE HIMALAYA DRAGO
30 IG REGT EXPEDITIO TO NEPAL
19 OCTOBER-18 OVEMBER 96
by Sgt Doz Penfold
After all those tours in Former Yugoslavia the time had come for some
members of 30 Sig Regt to embark on adventurous lI11ining and to escape
for a while. For thi purpose Ex Himalayan Dragon was dreamed up, with
the idea of giving the lucky participanrs the chance of ome trekking and
white-water rafting through the remote and picturesque Eastern epal.
Jn charge of this enviable task was our ever worrying illustrious boss,
Capt Rich ewhouse, upported in almo t every task by the resident
mountain goat Cpl teve Robin on. So it wa that after a memorable
flight from Heathrow, which four members of the group almost managed
to miss (becau e they were till in the bar). we arrived in Kathmandu for
the start. It certainly turned out to be adventurous trai ni ng. After a quick
admin day we set off in our privately hired and spi ritually bles ed bus for
what we thought would be a two day journey to Taplejung. However, by
our econd night on the bus we had had only five puncture and a near
engine blo\ out We deserted our first (but by no means last) unreliable
form of transport. We were still over a day away from Taplejun . After
some cunning negotiation by our Gurkha, LCpl Man, we managed to
obtain a lift to the nearest bus stop fro m one of the local on his tractor and
trailer. Here we boarded another bus on it breathtaking and sometimes
downright dangerou journey. This latter fact was rein forced by Cpl Tony
McAleese. who leapt off the roof when he thought that we were about to
roll down the mountainside. He was not alone in thinki ng that, but no one
el e had the gu ts to j ump off!
Covered in dust and almost freezing, we did manage to survive this first
leg of the journey and then proceeded to bathe our cl vcs in the solar
heated, but still nearly freezing glacial river before the start of our
trekking. Although both LCpl ez Wrenn and Sig Ton i Adams had been
slightly ill already, it was Cpl 'Taff' Richards who set the standard for
dietary dilemmas, with hi s " un fortu nate acciden t'. This confi rmed that
whilst Rupees and Dollars are very handy, the most important commodity
on the trip was going to be toilet rolls and clean und erpanL~.
Our fiN day's trekking also proved to be a complete culture shock to
most of us as we soon di covered that. how ever impracticabl e it may
s.:em to us the epalese interpretation of the 'easiest route' is, the one that
goes ~traight there, not rou nd but over every moun tain in its path . So we
trekked, and trek ked and kept trekking, gradually gaining height but
pending a great deal of time losing it as well. We con tinued to leave
behind the relative warmth of the 'foothill s' and moved into the rather
chilly and sometimes frceting Himalayas.
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'End of the Road '
LCpl Steve Binks, Sgt Doz Penfold, Sig Tony Adams,
Cpls Cez Wrenn, Tony McAleese, Capt Richard Newhouse,
Sig Anton Pozo, LCpl Man and Gyan the Guide
Out of the origi nal 13, eight of the group made it to Pang Perna to stand
staring up at Kanchenjunga and pose fo r the customary 'blah' photos.
Now all that was left was to walk back dow n our route and meet up with
our ra fti ng company. Five days away, this was a task ea. ier sa id than
done-especially for gt 'Doz' Penfold and Cpl Tony McAlee e. They
decided to take the unconventional route across the glacier, and coined the
phrase 'we knew we were lost when the mountain started looki ng awfully
sleep'. We all eventuall y arrived back in Ghunsa and collected 1he three
others who had by then recovered. Being squaddics we proceeded to
annoy them by telling stori es of what they had missed. Justice of sorts wa
carried out as before departure nex t morning, Sgt ' Doz' Penfold 's bowels
had followed Cpl 'Taff' Richards' example. He had to catch up with the
rest of the group after a quick change of clothing. Down the mountain we
went, enjoying a celebrated bonfire night in which ix chickens met their
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po YOU RECOGNIS E

fHE CAPTAIN OF
THIS CUP W I NJ G
RUGBY TEAM?
IS HE STILL A .
ERVJ G OFFICER
OR IS HE RETrRED:i

k If you really want lo
no\~, we ' ll 1e11 you in the
June issue which will be
the first combined .
th J
issue of
e ournal and w·
magazine.
1re

The picture to 1he right show Sgt Curtis receiving The Army Cup on behalf of
ihe 2 Signal Regiment Team.
Congruwlations to 2 Signal Regimem and t.o 216 Par~chute Signal Squadron on
winn ing 1he Army Cup Rugby f111als for MaJor and Mmor Units re pectively. A
great achievcmem ! It is particularly approllriate that the Corps is in t~e forefront of
Anny Rughy during the Masters last year 111 office. Add1uonally Brian Johnson is
10 be congratul ated in making the England A Squad this year. The Match reports
speak for themselves but it is wo0hy of note that both finals were hard fought
games, with the Corps Teams showmg real guts and determination throughout.
The picture below shows W02 (QMSI) Spowart converting another try.

M For a full repon of the
. a1or and Minor Un its
FrnaJ take a look in th
Spons Section towarde th
back of this i sue.
e
The picture below
hows Sg1 Cuni w· ·
another Jineour.
inning

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT
The Team was as follows: Sig Louis Francoi Brown, ig Steff Gibb ,
LCpl Dave Dorking, Sig Lee Franci , SSgt Mark eighbour, Sig Lee Denham.
LCpl Ray Macleod, Sgt Pete Cunis. Sgt Garry Ca idy, W02 Chris Spowan,
Cpl Jim Tomkin on, Sgt Paul Gartside, Cpl Bill Haley. LCpl T Bean and
Cpl Steve Bartliff. Sub were: Maj David Jone , Capt Bob Strawbridge,
Capt Dave Edwards. Sig Jim Cook, LCpl Gaz Williams and Sig cott Wil on.

216 PARA SIGNAL SQUADRON
MINOR UNITS RUGBY WINNERS
Back row: Fil Lt Gannon (Team Manager). Sgt Scott, LCpl
Patmore. Sig Good, Cpl Poulson, Capt Gunning, LCpl Poppee,
Cpl Flounders, Capt Roper. Maj Gyorffy, LCpl Cripps.
Front row: Sgt Wad mer, WO I Morrell, Cpl Braddock. Capt
May, Maj Beaumont. Capt Bennett (Team Captain), Sgt Jones,
W02 arrick, LCpl Allcock. Capt Cubbin. Sgt Jones, Sig Drck.
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dem ise at the hands of the group. Then we were back in the small town of
hirwa for yet another adventure. Upon leaving after lunch, four of the
racing s nake~ went straight on to Sinwa. The rest ~owe~er were following
Gyan, the gu ide, when he. becmne lost whilst hac~mg hi s way through the
jungle. After numerous Jokes about snakes, ~p1d~rs and other possible
poisonous creatures, a help1.ng hand by two local chddren got u out of the
jungle and onto a path. Senous speed marching lO Smwa fo llowed, but at
least we cou ld buy Pep i when we got there. We were, by then, only a few
days wa lk from Dobhan and the relative rest of rafting, although Sig Pete
Ashcroft fell rather ill and had to be patched up by the Gurkha Welfare
Centre. lightly late, we all managed to get to Dobhan, in time for a well
deserved rest.
By now most of the group were beginning to get tired of the curried
noodles , so it came as a Godsend to join up with the rafting company and
experience their culinary expenise. We then set offfor a five days rafting
u·ip down the Tamur River. Day one was straight into the cauldron, Sig
Steve Binks being nearly drowned and S ig Anton Pozo getting swept out
of the raft almost immediately. Two days of relatively flat water were
followed by Day Four which brought the return of the white knuckle ride,
much to everyone's delight.
It was on the last day of rafting that one of the rafts, having followed a
very dodgy route, cap ized in slow mmion in a grade 5 rapid. Naturally
th1· caused almost uncontrollable laughter from the other raft. Then like
all good things the whi te water came to an end. We bid farewell to the
Tamur and moved onto Dharan and then a bu to the Royal Chirwan
ational Park for a two day safari and a hower.

ATTESTATIO PARADE
After the varied but very demanding selection procedure l 60 young hill
boys were recruited for the Bde of Gurkhas on 20th December l 995 in the
British Gurkha Camp, Pokhara (Nepal). They were then flown to the
United Kingdom and based in Queen Elizabeth's Barracks, Church
Crookham, where they underwent 42 weeks of training until eventually
they emerged as trained soldiers at their Pass Out Parade on 18th
December 1996. It was a very proud day for them and closed the first
chapter of their career in the Gurkhas.
This year The Queen 's Gurkha ignals welcomed 15 of these robust,
enthusiastic young soldiers as ignallers on 23rd December 1996. They
arrived at Gamecock Barrach, 30 Sig Regt and were met by the Gurkha
Major, Maj (QGO) Kamasher Tamang, the SQGO Capt (Q GO) hha
K uma r Rai and SM W02 Krishna G urung. They were administered
by 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn for the duration of their sta) until their dcpanure
for the Royal School of Signals to begin their trade training.
To make them welcome, and feel a\ much a part of the Regimental
family as po sible, it was planned that they would undergo a variety of
familiari ation training. First of all they were taken on visits to the nearest
town centres, namely; ' uneaton. Coventry, Leicester and Binningham.
After the Christmas break they were introduced to a basic computer skill.
course run by North Warwick hire College at the Trai ning Wing. They
were also given groundmg in Voice Procedure and introduced to different
communications equipment. Along side these activities they were
preparing for the Attestation Parade, which would mark their entry into
The Queen's Gurkha Signals.
The Attestation Parade took place on 2 1st January l 997 and was led by
Lt (QGO) Santa Pun. At 1145 hours the Colonel of the Regiment, Brig
. M. . Lee OBE took the sal ute. The SignaJ lers in a group of three
marched, at 140 paces per minute, to the saluting desk where they to0k
their oath:
'I, Number, Signaller Name, hereby do solenml> wear that I ll ii/
remain loyal and faithful to the Queen'.r Gurkha Signals. at all times
whether in war or peace. I further pledge rota/ obedience rhrougholll my
service ro Her Majesty the Queen, the Regimem and to my seniors.'.
T hi oath is taken by touching the Regimental flag and the Union facl<
by all the newcomer to the Regiment. After the recruits Attestation. the
parade took the form of a medal presentation ceremony where five s~rvin g
member of the Squadron recei ved their ATO Medals for service on
operation in the Fonner Republic of Yugo lav ia.

'Wh ite Knuckle Rafting '-the Tarnur River
In keepi ng with the spi rit of the expedition the safari at Chit wan proved
to be unpredictable as, much to the di. belief of the group, the 400 or o
-rhino within the park had suddenly decided to become very elu 1ve.
Surely a creature the size of a small family car hou ld be easy to find?
Unfortunately not, not even when we took to elephan t back for three
hours. With the safari over it was then time to return to Kathmandu for a
spot of ouvenir shopping before our flight back,. Even at Kathmandu
airport , we had to engage in la t minute bartering w1tJ1 the baggage
handlers before we bid farewe ll to Nepa l and an ex u·emely memorable and
enjoyable expedit ion.
Eventua lly. bearded and a great deal thinner, the group re~ rn ed to
Heathrow, with ti me to savour the welco me delight of Burger Kmg. The
la t bus of this particular adventure actuall y worked (well done MT).
Although glad to be back, we all agreed th at however difficult it may hav.e
been at times, a good time was had by all , and yes, mo t of u w~uld do 1t
again. 1t ju t leaves me to ay thanks to the man who arranged 11 all and
made it possible - thanks Rich (or is it Sir agai n now?).
CHA GE OF OPCO M T O 11 SIG BDE
The recent vi it of Brig D. J. Wills. Camel 11 ignal Bde was ~ sed to
mark the end of operational command under HQ LAND. With tJ1e
customary exchange of plaques and the promi. e of added ~a lu e fro n~ both
parties, co ntrol pf the R ignals contingency operauons Regiment
switched to 11 Signal Brigade.
250 GURKHA SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn omd
Maj G. R. G rant
SSM
W02 ( M) Krishna G urung
.
.
The Squ adron rece ntly said farewell to M aj Sparshalt and h1. wife
Louise after two years here. If there is anyone who they ~aven ' t told yet
where they are posted , ye.~ it is to the U A (somew~ere 111 ew Jer ey).
We also welcome Maj Grant and hi s wife Pia and w1 h them a happy and
uccessfu l tour.
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Attestatio n takes place a t Gameco ck Ba rracks
witnessed by Lt Col O ldfie ld, Brig Lee an d Ma j (QGO )
Ka mas he r

PH

GAPHS

Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned ,
unless they are irreplaceable .
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions , they should not risk losing a
photograph that cannot be replaced .
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31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields

32 Sig Regt (V)

Glasgow
co

RS\!

Lt ol R. T. We ton
WOl (RS 1) D. E. Hall

PER I.\ Ei 1 ' T FF 0 H G A1 D GOI GS
The Pennan t taff continue · to , ay farewell to . ome of the . easoned
,eteran' at the end of their tour with the Regiment. Latest.t0.cry tears of
,adni-" on their farewell was gt Phil Rob on a man of l~mued fo_otball
abilit\ but he wa alway~ popular with the TA! Good luck 111 1 Phil. We
ha'e ·\\ elco med a new P I in the fonn o f gt Craig Brue yet another
who crie. when England play Scotla_nd at Rugb)'. (and foot~all when you
come to think of it! ). Here'. hopmg you enJOY your time with the
Regiment.

co

RSM

Ex Broken Bach IV participants
L to R: Cpl Tanya Campbell, LCpl Ollie North,
LCpl Kerry Cosgrove, SSgt Nobby (glasses) Clarke,
Sgt Nobby 'no glasses' Clark, OCdt Katrina Woods,
SSgt Pete Lovett, Capt Brendan Devine RLC (son of PSAO
Capt George Devine), and Capt John Connelly RLC.

Lt Col A. . C. Lapsley
WOI (R M ) J . McLachlan

RHQ
ARRI VALS/DEPARTURE
From WOl (RSM) G. G. A. Reith on departure:
One of the many jobs of the RSM of th is Regiment is to edit The Wire
Notes. ormally a thankless task. However l am delighted to have the
opportuni ty to welcome on behalf of the Regiment, the new TARA, my
good frie nd and fe llow Scotsman, WOl (RSM) Jim McLachlan, his wife
Mel and thei r two sons Jim and Rob. I know you wi ll enjoy your tour.
On a personal note, there can be no prouder moment for a soldier than
to be appointed a RSM . For myself, a proud Scot, I also achieved an
ambition I held fo r five years, to be TARA of32 (Scotti~h) Sig Regl (V). 1
had never served with a TA Regiment before and l have found it at times
frustrating, annoyi ng, very hard work and without doubt the most
rewardi ng experience of a li feti me. Over the past two and a half year I
have developed the deepe l re pect for the TA as well a a deep bond with
this Regi ment, the Officers, Troops, and of course my Sergeants' Mess. 1
have been very proud to serve as your RSM, it grieve me deeply to leave
and I wish to thank all members of the Regiment for your support, loyalty
and frie ndship whi ch I hope you will give as free ly to my succe sor.
It ha been a wonderfu l end to a career as a sold ier before being
commissioned. I wish you all the very best fo r the futu re and wi ll count the
days before seeing you all again when 1 return a Quartermaster!
HQSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Capt Cammy Payn
W02 (SSM) Terry McVey

THAT BURNS SUPPER

41 (PLK) IG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj R .E. C. Davis TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paine
HELLO
D GOODBYES
The Squadron bids a wann welcome to W02 ( SM) Jim Paine, who
succeeded the outgoing SSM W02 (SSM) Ray White on 14 January
1997. W02 Paine has been posted from 56 Sig Sqn in Eastbourne, where
his predecessor here i now erving as W02 (FolS) White! Indeed the
Squadron say a sad farewell to Ray who had a long and varied tour with
u , 1>erving in the capacities of both SSM and FofS. Hi s wife Jan is also a
former SSM here in Coulsdon.
~
E ER I E BROKE BACH fV
The Squadron began the ew Year with a now traditional weekend of
hill walking in the area of the Brecon Beacons. Ex Broken Bach TV was
the brainchild of both Capt (TOT) Henry Taylor a fonner FotS here, and
the current P l, Sgt Roy Messenger. The main activity during the day
was an exercise in navigational skills, as Troop teams followed a devious
route which took in a number of check points, the grid references of which
had w be decoded from six figure numbers communicated to them by HF
manpack radio. Having yomped around a fa ir amount of the Wei h
countryside, the Squadron proceeded to expend the last reserves of energy
at a party which carried on well into the Sunday morning! As always the
weekend was extremely successful, largely thank to the efforts of SSgt
John MacKins and his advance party who ensured that everybody was
well fed and accommodated.
VI IT OF 1R RICHARD OTTAWAY MP
The. quadrnn were happy to assi l Mr Richard Ottaway our local MP,
when his office asked if he could visit the TAC and be photographed with
some soldiers. The vain Capt George Devine and highly unphotographic
'Sgt Roy Messenger were only 100 happy to as ist and ensured that Mr
Ottawa)' was briefed on one of our detachments.
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Maj J. Irvine
W02 (SSM) R. Harding

FAREWELL THE Cpl A.P.
The Squadron ays a sad farewell to that old (47 actually) trooper Cjll
Terrence Arthur Austin Poole-known to everyone as Cpl A. P..- who 1
leaving the TA after some 22 years ervice. A.P. trained a a Driver
Lineman before qualifying to become a Regimental Policeman. He has
also completed courses in Regimental Water Duties, Unit Post Orderly and
Auoro cope Operating Duties. Latterly Cpl A.P. fronted the Squadron
Recruit Reception Team, his ready wit and humour being of great benefit
in making newcomers to the Squadron feel at home. Many thanks for all
your efforts over the years and bon chance A.P.!

EXERCISE COCKNEY COYOTE
The Squadron began the new year with a bang or two. Ex Cockney
Coyote-the brainchild of 2Lt John Symmon was a comm unications
exercise with a few urprise ; Tp Comds were issued with courier
delivered in tructions to deploy to previou ly secret locations in the areas
of Aldershot and Bordon. A largely un een enemy carried out stealthy
reconnaissance, then launched brave but ultimately uicidal auacks upon
Tp locations. Meanwhile our er twhile, ever so tru tworthy Bravo Tp
senior, Sgt Dave ' Fifth Column' Alleyne conspired with "friendly agent'
SSgt Chris ' Dinger' Bell to lay ambush to his own Troop much to the
befuddlement of the acting Tp Comd 2Lt uzy Sidwell! Well done co
everybody who took part.
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MOVE TO GORDO BARRACKS
51 Sqn have now completed their move to Bridge of Don Barracks in
the orth of the city of Aberdeen. Whilst the move went fairly moothly
thanks to the hard work of Squadron personnel, it still take a bit of getting
used to sharing facilities with other units. Whil t on the subject of
moves-the Sqn Comd thought that this moving lark was easy- o she
promptly moved hoU! e at the ame time. A glutton for puni hment
Ma'am.

TRAINING
The new training year ha · tarted with a bang and the weekend ju l
seem to pile up. The quadron took part in Ex 11 ting Angel the format for
which was an ongoing quiz over the variou circuits. Toward the end of
the Exerci e the ingenuity of the question etters was being stretched to the
limit, and they were re orting to such fare a ' What was the name of the
hip in Mutiny on the Bounty' . Speaking of Bounty, the Squadron has
completed a Bounty qualification weekend at Barry Buddon Camp where
we enjoyed a very good turnout-funny that!
Finally congratulation are due to Sgt Lyn Bertram our Squadron first
aid instructor who whil t attending a recruiting evening at the local college
prang to the aid of one of the college lecturers who collap. ed sudden I) .
AU the college staff were quick to praise the profe ional way gt
Bertram demon trated fin aid principle on the . emi consciou patient
and aw the lecturer concerned afely into the ambulance. He has ince
made a full recovery.

PROMOTIO IN THE FIELD ... KITCHEN!
Our Gurkha curry king in the kitchen , Mark ;Ginge' Platts is now Cpl
Platts, having been recently promoted in recognition of his service. to
Squadron appetite . Very well done indeed Cpl Platts.
THE 1996 SQUAD RO CH RISTMAS PARTY
The Squadron Chri tmas party was as ever, a roaring success, with
more than 75 revellers enjoying a styli h Saturday night of dining and
dancing-which for ome actually only fini shed during the mall hours of
Sunday morning ! Pre-dinner drinks were sipped to the mellow
accompaniment of our very own 'Singing Signaller' Lisa May, backed by
her jazz combo. Dinner compri ed of all the traditional fare , whi le the po t
dinner dancer provided all the usual flair. Three cheers to our special
guests, the CO, Lt Col We ton and hi s wife Jane, having won two prize
in the raffle, the CO very kindly donated an undisclosed cash um to the
Squadron. Thank you very much indeed, Sir!

T

CONGRATULATIO S
Congratulations go to LCpl Tina Youngson and John Andrew of the
AAC on the ir recent marriage in Aberdeen. They met whilst serving in
former Yugo lavia (I think Tina was promised free flights home to attract
her interest in the fir t place). Everyone at the Squadron wi shes them both
the very best wishes fo r a long and happy marriage. Very many
congratulations must go to our M Inn Walker and hi wife Heather on
the birth of another wee boy, Lewis. So much for his stories about being
too bu y for ANYTHING the e day .

83 IGNAL QUADRON

W02 (SSM) Ray White handing over the reins to his successor
W02 (SSM) Jim Paine

51 (HIGHLA D) IG AL SQUADRO (V)-ABERDEE
Sqn Comd
Maj Morna Strachen
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ian Walker

IFOR
The Squadron is till well represented out in former Yugo lavia with
Capt Dan Robertson and LCpl Jimmy Douglas flying the flag for the
Squadron. I understand that Capt Robertson has made enquiries about
gaining the Kebab franchi se fo r the area.

SSgt Roy Messenger confuses Mr Richard Ottaway MP
Sqn Comd
SSM

Memory, 2Ll Stephen lcBride toasted the lassi.:s but got his
'cummupence' when SSgt Marylin iblock replied o n their behalf. o
man was spared her tongue lashing! W02 Keith 'Gazza' nd rson
provided entertain ment 'frae th' gallery' and the English members present
defended their own corner, but the si nging of 'Swi ng low. Sweet Chariot'
was easily drowned out by a well versed effort of 'Flower of Scotland'.
When the RSM invited all kilted members to '.how dirks' W02 ( S 1)
Terry McVey was embarrassed when his Skien Dhu turned ou t to be a toy
plastic knife ! The compensating bottle of port went towards hiding his
hame. Thankfully only SSgt Jean Thomson misunderstood what the
RSM wa aski ng the Kilted Warriors to show' Obviously wishful
thinking! As the din ner ended. each retired to their respective me. se
where the j igging went on into the wee sma' hour .
As the RSM moves on to pastures new on commi sioning we wish him
and M oira well in their new career. They have both really taken the time
and effort to understand and get to know the TA soldiers . They will be
sorely mi sed !
'Wha' li ke him, Damn few. An they 're a' deid !'

W01 (RSM) G. G. A. 'Braveheart' Reith in full flow during his
finest hour, 'The Address to the Haggis'
A MA S' A MA FOR A' THAT!
At Cultybraggan Training Camp over the wee~end of 24 to .26 January
1997, the Regiment assembled to carry out vital trade tra1n111g, well
. upported in the admin role by HQ qn. The highlight of the weekend was
a Burns Supper for the Officers and S COs held in the Sgts Mess Annex.
The food was well prepared and served by our two ma ter chefs, W02
Rab Meldrum and SSgt John Wren with the able a istunce of Cpl
·shug' McLean, Cpl Linda Richard on, LCpl Debbie Carruthers an I
LCpl Christine McCormack.
The evening was lit up like Guy Fawkes night when 'The TARA', WOl
(RSM) Graham 'Braveheart' Reith. addressed the hagg1 with s~ch
vigour that he nearly decapitated the whole top table with a single swipe
f~om the huge claymore he produced from under the table a. ' leg. an·
~mns an ' heid he sned like tap o' thri tie!' Other .P!ayer at the d111ner
mcluded Maj Brian Murray with an excellent rend1uon of the Immortal
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52 (LOWLAND) IG AL SQ ADRON (V)-GLASGOW
Sqn Comd
Maj Andrews
SM
W02 ( M) McKay
After the hard ~ ork of ummer Camp, 52 qn settled down to a
leisurelv run up w Christmas. A traditionally quiet time for training th~re
was ho{vever, Ex tagecoach , a weekend communication exerci. e with 2
Bde. Edinburgh Ca tie was the setting for the RCP and the
M. W02
(SSM) Ian McKay and PSI, Sgt StcYe Harrison were kept busy trymg
to keep the equipment and them elve cool. as typically the 1.1eating was
runnino at full tilt in the hope of delaying the on. et of the next ice age. 2Lt
Steph:'n McBride wa be. t ituated with his Troop. in the lap of luxul)
with wide creen televi ion and all mod con - he had no trouble wtth
morale. During the pre-Chri tma fe tivitie no-one wa. arre ted; despite
the riotou. behaviour. execs of food . va ' t quantitie of dnnk and cros ·
dre ing- and that wa ju tat the children' Cirri tmas Pantomime!
The fir t month of 1997 hit the Squadron hard and dispelled any
thought of taking . life ea:y. Training evenings were changed from
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Thur.dav lO \\'edne da\ and the fir..t three weekend of January were
1.1ken up\\ uh training. Ex Tc ting ngel ''a ?evised. as it5 name implie.s.
io tc. t the equipment and pen. nnel and 10 i:nmmam 1111erest u con~ms qmz
''a de,ised. This wa. OK if you had re e1ved the b ok of qui.'. lions and
only had to suppl) the an:wers. Trying to do both really te ted the
pcr.onnel.
The ,e ond week<'11d wu: devoted entirely to Bounty Qualifications. no
mean feat 10 get oYea !IQ personnel through all their qualifications and have
ome fun in between time~.
The final 1rainin!! weekend of January concentrated emirely upon
promotion and trade training. Cultybraggen did not disappoint and
aturda) wa. as cold and mi~erable a day I.hat could be foreca t, but that
did not detract from I.he warmth of I.he Bum upper in the evening and
temperatures rose after the Engli h reply during the peeche ·. A reminder
that the Eneli.h contingent wa. heavil outnumbered on this occasion had
the de. ired-effect and a· truce en. ued.
very warm \\elcome back to LCpl White from Bo~nia . and
congratulation. to L pl cott on hi promotion.
61 ( ITY OF E DI ' B RGH) IG AL Q
ORO 1 (
qn Comd
Maj Fiona Farquliarson
S M
W02 (
I) Bill Strachan

0 I L E\'ENT
The hri tma period dawned on us again wi th another hectic time
ocially-in between . ome hard work too of course. The JRC function
howed .ome budding John Travolta in action. Capt Peter 'PeeCee'
ampbell our P 0 and RS 1 Reith (that wa my brol.her George!). The
following games night gave a chance for our PSJ, S gt John Leach to
po e yet again ome te. ting que tion . Remember, the qu izmaster'
deci ion i final! Thanks to the prodigiou effort of PSAO. Capt Peter
"PeeCee· Campbell the run of sociaJ evem , and particularly the all rank
Christm Dinner went without hitch. Having learned our les on last year
he cautiou ly planned for a l.hree hour 'chill ou1· phase prior to launching
into the night exerci e.
ROMA CE
The pa t two mon th have al o been busy for Cupid. Sunny Cypru
parked romance for LCpl haron Moyes and Cpl Robert Brannigan
and we wi h them well on their engagement. Pari was the venue for our
other lovebirds Capt Alan Pepper and Lt Jill Montgomer_y (Money) who
al o got engaged. (At la t 'Money' ha! a PEP Plan. no en try fee. no annual
en'ice charge etc.). Both are moving out for a two year sabbalicaJ in
Kenya. A part of I.heir busine development Plan. Capt 'Peps· is
adamant I.hat Jill follow her profe sion a peech l.herapist. In years to
come we may wonder why Bantu and Hutu children are peaki ng with a
broad orl.hem lri h accent-its Monty' influence. However, all is not lo t
as it i rumoured that CRS will oon be deployed out l.here-D Troop 6 1
qn here we come.
WELCOME
Welcome back from Land of (B)oz Cpl 'Smiler· Allan, Cpl 'FM'
Faichney and LCpl Jimmy Collins-try not to upset YofS (I've no got a
medal but my wife ha ) Jeff Jephcote. Welcome too 10 2Ll Julie Knight
from City of Edinburgh UOTC to be 0C 1CRS Mobi le Tp. Sgt Gary
Garland from 52 ·wegian' Sqn to be Tp SSgt NCRS Mobile Tp. Cpl Ian
Dickinson our PSI Tech to join with Sgt J ohn Leacb in ·a small part of
cotland I.hat i forever England'.
PROMOTION
Congratulation go to our Piper. Alexander Cooke on his promotion to
Lance Corporal , and to one of our RRTT members Cpl Paula McLean
now porting her two tapes with a satisfied mile.
CO fMANDER 52 (LOWLA 0) BRIGADE VISIT
On the 8 January the Squadron was pleased to welcome Brig Roy
"' ilde. Commander 52 Brigade to the TAC at Ches er Crescent to join us
for a ·wee dram' for the ew Year during which we bid him both 'heno·
and 'goodbye' on his imminent post ing out of 52 (Lowland) Brigade.

REGIME TAL PIPES A D DR MS TOUR TO CYPRUS
28 0 E 'IBER-16 DECEMBER 1996
The Regimental Pipes and Drums went on tour with the Corps Staff
Band in Cyprus from 28 ovember to 16 December 1996. Their role was
to augment the taff Band as the majority had to return to the UK during
the to-ur. The pipe~ and drums numbered fourteen and this gave th· island a
combined band of25 .
Upon arrival ;11 kro1iri we were met by the happy faces of the main
body of the Mil band leaving for the UK then it was off to our
accommodati n and the work began. The fir l Friday wa a ·euling in day
as well a !ind our way about. The first port of call for the band wa · the
lbatro s Club. a welfare club et up for the u tenance of lo t and
abandoned . oub such as ourselves. After the usual round of tea and
cucumber sandwiches it wa off to the band block and start in earnest.
Our borrowed Pipe and Drum Majors oon reali ed that maybe the
alternative offer of a tour of Antarctica wa not uch a bad idea after all.
and that if they were quick they might ju t catch the last row boat out of
Paphos. However after another vi it to the Albatro ·s Club for some more
tea and sandwiche they decided to rough it wil.h the re ·1 of us. It was
about this time that I.he phone call arrived with the question, ' ls there a
piper on the i land?' Wa. I.hi the tan of it? after all it was St Andrews
Day. We would surely be in high demand. well yes and no it wa a request
to play al a wedding in Akrotiri Pari h Church. And l.hus our work began.
We tarted training and rehearsals on the Saturday morning at the usual
time of eight o'clock. Thi wa necessary a it wa the first time the
majority of the band had ever been together al the same place and the same
time. After the concentrated effons of Pipe and Drum Majs Elricks (both
brother ) Aberdeen OT and ig 'Rab I.he madman' Branigan. tenor
drummer and tech toreman HQ qn, the band marched out with pip a
playing and drum a beating to their first full band engagement. So it was
off 10 9 Sig Regt (Radio) WO and Sgts Me s Xmas Draw where the band
provided a IS minute marching performance outside on the patio. Prior 10
thi Sig Glen McDonald Sy tems Op 7 Sig Regt had piped in the Mes
Members and Honoured Guest . Our next port of call was a a result of a
panic phone caJI to W0 2 mi th DY. The Band Officer for the Pipe and
Drum (the only one who did not get a tan). This call was from 32 Royal
Arti llery Regt who had recentJy arrived to take up UN duties, they
desperately required a band to parade round the barracks wi th their BattleAY.e Battery. Unfortunately the driver ent from the Artillery to pick up the
Band wa a sas enach. Thinking everyone looked pre11y much the ame,
he left the band WO behind. All was not lo t however, as W02 'no tan'
Smith promptJy got him elf on BFBS. adveni ed the band, received some
more reque t and I.hen cancelled one of the days off. lt wa during this
broadcast that the now famous tatement when asked about the cost of
hiring the band he was heard to ay not to worry as we were very cheap
later corrected to relatively inexpensive.
Our next engagements were school vi its on I.he island which went
down very well with I.he pupils but not o much with the band as the first
performance meant being in full piping kit for ix in the morning. we
covered four chool altogether. Other events covered by the band whilst
on the island were both Garrison Sgts Mess Xmas draw , 259 Sig Sqn and
BFC Sig Sqn Officer and gts mess din ner night. I RGBW R Officers
Mess dinner night., 9 Sig Regt Carol Concert, a disab led children's
Chri tmas party and various impromptu performances in various AAFI
and Service Clubs. Our last performance was held at 9 Sig Regt, WO and
Sgts Mess to the Officer Mess Christrna Drink . The problem was how
do you get I03 members of a tri-service establi. hmem Me s two mi le up
I.he road? An wer: You march them. So off we went at the front of I.his
large column of
CO brought up at the rear by the cru ty old WO on
their bikes in the vain hope of keeping up until we reached our fir t pit stop
provided by the Officers of the avy. Then it was off to the next stop
provided by I.he RAF for a few low flyer . Then off to the Officer ' Mess
to be met by CO of 9 Sig Regt, Ll Col lnshaw. A sight he shall long
remember as 103 of his S COs with a fu ll pipe band in front appearing
from the di tance and all in step. Once inside the pipers provided ome
more entertainment until it was time to depart to Episkopi and 1he
Albatro s Club for some more tea and sandwiches.
The tour of Cypru was enjoyed as much by all those who saw us as by
tho e taki ng part. ew friends hips were forged and much was ga ined in
the experience of such a tour. The band is now working well as such and
can only go on from trength to strength.

36 Sig Regt (V)

Ilford

44 (CP) SlG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj . Thomp on TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) P. Froggatt
The end of l 996 has been marked by more changes in the Squadron
with the posting to new jobs within 36 Sig Regt. of both Capt Smiths.
Graham ha gone to. RHQ and Mark to 54 ig Sqn. The Sqn Officers
Mess ha · however gamed two new members, with I.he commissioning of
2Lt Stuart Rowson and the transfer into the Squadron of 2Lt Paul
Whitehouse from the Royal Anglians. The Sergeant5' Me has al o
gr?w~ in numbers w.it~ the transfer into the Squadron of Sgt Hilary
Higgms per uaded to JOlll us by her husband Yeoman Brian Higgins. The
1etum of many of the Squadron's JFOR volunteers after succe sful tours in
Bosnia and a surge in new recruits ha tilled the junior rank bar once
again.
THE CHRISTMAS WEEKE D
Once again the Squadron deployed to St. Martins Plain Camp for the
final training weekend of the year. The weekend was organised by Lt eal
Bowskill with the main training taking place at Lydd ranges. Saturday
tarted well with one of the brighte t winter mornings een for months.
Condition at Lydd were perfect for the time of year wil.h frost on the
ground and the sun hining. The Squadr n was divided into teams for a
competition based on performance at a number of military and leader hip
skill stands. The bayonet practice tand run by Cpl teve Bliss wa., a big
hit with all personnel as for many it was their first chance to practice with

this traditional weapon of the British Army. Cpl Ray Wi lson managed to
entertain everybody by quite amazingly missmg the target despite a good
charge and a loud scream. Even more creaming came from the fir,t aid
stand where a team of recruiL5 did excellent ervice as ca<.ualties. ig
Shelly Curtis used all her recent !FOR first aid training to good effect in
making up the casualtie for a simulated inci<lcnt and Sgt Trevor
Franklin left his paysheets and forms to control the stand. The Squadron
PSI S gt tan Haynes ran a series of BC bounty te,ts in the gas
chamber. However, one of the highlights of 1he day was the command tiu.k
run by gt Bob Nichols, The fortunate presence of a pool of water just
where the notional mine field was must have been a stroke of good luck as
it gave an additional impetus for the teams to succeed. Fortunately for the
teams gt Nichol plans came to nol.hing as no one wa more than ~lightly
damp by the end of the day. After everyone had fired their personal
weapons the Squadron returned to camp for Christmas dinner. This was, a,
i traditional, served to I.he Junior ranks by the Officers and Senior~ before
they sat down to rheir own meal. Dinner was as usual followed for most of
the Squadron with a vi it to the night spots of Folkestone.
Sunday had the final round, of the week-end's competition. Team
presentations were given in I.he Camp Cinema while other activnies took
place on the Square. These consisted of blind driving. blind marching and
a trailer pu h around an obstacle cour e. At the end of the weekend Sig
Joa nne Timothy had led her team to overall victory by a small margin.
There was a good effort by everyone and the weekend was enjoyed by all.

37 Sig Regt (V)
Redclitch

co

RSM

Lt Col Stamford Cartwright
WO 1 (RSM) Paul Edwards

COMI GS A D GOINGS
Firstly a fair crop of arrivals and departure among I.he permanent staff.
W02 (RQMS) Cha rlie Dubique and medic gt arah Dubique (nee
Cull) left us for 14 ig Regt in windy We t Wales. The system brought u
a new RQMS in the shape of W02 (RQMS) Andy Tu rner from 30 Sig
Regt, just up the M42 at Bramcote, but TA medic of Sarah· ability are
les easily replaced. Our best wishes go with them. and I.hanks to bol.h for
their hard work. We hope that W0 2 1\Jrner will continue to enjoy his tour
de pite the privation of life in the mess a1 Long Mar ton. The tum of the
year also saw changes in TM Tp. Apart from Sgts Steve Oliver and
Graham Low' excursion to Bosnia, Sgt Glenn Thomp on ha left for
his Tl course at Blandford. Sgt Des Brown has gone up the road to 30 Sig
Regt, where we hope his Mould expertise will be appreciated. In return,
we welcome gt Bob Watson and family from 30. We al o welcome back
QM(V), Capt J ohn Byrne after two succes ive tours in Bo nia.
Hopefully he won't get itchy feet for a few month . ..

Council and aJ o a member of I.he West Midlands TAVRA Committee, and
Brig C. M. J. Barnes OBE, Secretary of West Midland TAVRA. After
briefing by the OC. I.he visitors toured the garages and met I.he troops
before in pecting CRS training co-ordinated by PSI. SSgt Pete La mont
and Sgt Roz Thwaites. W02 Brian Smart briefed the \'isirors on
recruiting and the SSM fell the Squadron in for Brig Lee to present medal;
and award in front of a good crowd of friends and relatives. W0 2
(RQMS) Graham Bond of HQ qn and Sgt ndrea Blackford of 96
Sqn received the first bar to their TEMS. SSgt ·Fred· Hughes was
expecting to receive the TEM but was delighted to also be pre ented with a
Lord Lieutenant's Certificate, recogni ing her exceptional service to the
Squadron and Regiment.

SSgt 'Fred' Hughes proudly shows her Lord Lieutenant's
Certificate to (left) Sgt Roz Thwaites and Sgt Lucy Sewell.

Caught in the Drill Hall at Redditch
(L to R) : Sig Sarah Stanley, OC HQ Sqn Maj Les Porter, QM (V)
Capt John Byrne, Sgt Sue Machin, W02 (ROMS ) Andy Turner
67 (QOWWY) IGNAL Q ADRON (V)
STRATFORD-UPON-AVG
Sqn Comd
Maj Roy aylor
SSM
W02 ( · M) John Downie

Maj Fiona Farquharson- Brigadier Wilde
s ign ing the visitors book on a very low table.
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VISIT BY COMO 2 ( C) SIGNAL BRIGADE
Brig . M. A. Lee OBE. Comd 2 ( C) ig Bde. visited the S4uadron
on a Win ter trai ning night, along with Cllr D. Booth of Stratford Town
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EXERCISE HO R FROST
Thi year the weekend proved to be more secret than eve r, wi th mo t
people not knowing what to expect until they arrived on Friday night! One
such person wa Capt Jo Billingham who found herself in the role of
Platoon Commander for rhe Bramcote pha e of the wee kend. The Platoon
practised harbour drill and then bi vvied down for the night onl y to be
rude ly awoken by Maj Roy a. lor and apt lal Cooper acting as
enemy. Platoon Sgt Lucy Sewell and cction Com m an de~ Cpl \tick
Clarke and LCpls Fred Smart and Danny Harford kept control and the
firefight wa defi nitely won!
a1urday morn ing began with a le son on Platoon movement and
harbour drills given by gt Paul kelton, then the Platoon split up into
ection 10 vi. it variou 1ilital) ki lls t and~ including the . .T.. BC
Chamber and ssnult Course (which ma naged to warm people up!).
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WELCOME AND FAREWELL
We bid a final farewell to Maj Pete Baron, our former Training Major.
He and Lynn have moved a short distance to York where Pete assume~
command of 240 Sig Sqn. We will miss them both and wish them well.
Maj David Larkam arrives to take over and wc wish him, Fiona and their
chi ldren James and Peter, a successful and happy stay here.

Oin~ the ,land' \\ere

ompletcd the real activity .of the ."".eekend
beg.in the quadron Chn,tmu' Party. In keeping with trad111on the
H<ncock Yeoman!') word \\a presented to the Corporal.or below who
ha· di,pla ed outstanding achie,ement in th past ear. nus yew the CO,
Lt ol ~ tamford artnright , pre entcd the . word to L. pl Tom Phalp.
The e\ening \\U . ..:omplcted with the disco. 1~1ch tlr.1nk1ng, dancmg an.ct
araokeing left mo t p<"Ople w~th ore heads with which to face the 0 ~
Chalkn2e on the untla mommg.
Thi consisted of . 4 pita. e event-<" hanging the wheels on a La1~d
Ro\ er. mO\ing and parking the LR whil t blindfolded (amazingly only ~1g
Yick) olli a tuall) broke anything~. c°:ITymg a log and. PRC 320 ~'er
mile and establi,hing comm to bnng 111 the Land Ro,er. Althou.,h a
,eemingl} ,imple competition it wa amazing. ho' many thing . . went
"rong-an) thing to do with the •ma Party the mghl before? 1:he wmncrs
were 70 Tp b) onl) three ec~nd · and the pre entat1on of the shield
rounded off an active and very enjoyable Ex Hoar Fro t

87 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj T. McCappin
SSM
W02 (SSM) N. Caldicott
VISIT BY COMD 2 SIG AL BRIGADE
Brig S. M. A Lee OBE vi ·ited the Squadron on the 2 1 January 1997 to
ob erve a 'normal ' drill night. Prior to the Commander's arrival there was
therefore a ' normal' flurry of activity; if it did not move it was painted and
if it was movable, it was moved to a 'better· location. When the
Commander arrived, he was first briefed by the Sqn Comd.

they could a compass). The Squadron will wait with baited breath to see
what happens in this years Road Rally in which they both intend to be
navigators! In the gym. gt Vicci Hardy instructed the recruits on weapon
handling and up on the .22 gallery range, Sgt Philip Jones wa~ running
the shooting for the remainder of the Squadrons \ignallers.
gt ( P 'I)
Mark Richmond and Cpl Stuart esbitt ran an ATD9 (Recognition)
stand which involved slide projections and a practical stand.
Finally, the Commander presented the TEM to W02 igel Caldicott.
After the formalities, the Commander spoke to the quadron 'en
masse'. congratulating it on the work that the TA do, and reminding
everybody how important the TA was to the Regular Army. (We currently
have Cpl Gary Orme in !FOR, Capt Frederick ilsson ha.\ just returned
from Moscow. Cpl Helen Mountney in the Falkland Islands and gt
Mandy Jones in orway, all supporting the Regular Army.) LCpl Dean
Britain very noisily opened a bottle of champagne behind the bar dunng
the Commander's speech. To make things worse. he then decided to ram
his finger down the neck of the bottle to try and stop the flow of bubbly
and got it stuck! All this happened behind the Commander's back, but in
full view of the Squadron members. Well done 10 the Squadron for not
bur ting out in fits of laughter and wc hope that Dean is enjoying ervice
in Outer Mongolia.
Finally, congratulations to Sgt Craig (Direction Finder) Toft and his
wife LCpl Helen Rawlinson on the birth of their baby girl. Chloe.

870 Tp-OC's Challenge Winners
Back Row (L to R) : Sig Vicky Solliss, Sig Andy Clarke,
LCpl Danny Harford
Front Row (L to Rl : Sig Humphries, Capt Jo Billingham
LCpl Tom Phalp

CO presents the Haycock Yeomanry Sword to LCpl Tom Phalp
The Sqn Comd, Maj Tom McCappin, briefs the Bde Comd,
Brig Lee
The 2IC, Capt Andy Smith was instructing the officers and S COs on
basic fire control orders (although he did have to adapt the le son
instructional content omewhat when gts Craig Toft and Georgina
Ashcroft proved that they could probably operate a spacecraft better than

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

The Comd speaks with the SPSI,
Maj Tom McCappin present

39 (Skinners) Sig Regt
co
RSM

Lt Col L W. Griffiths
WOl (RS If) M. P. Boyle

CO
Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock
RSM
WOl (RSM) McElwee
Priority must go to RSM McElwee who has been elected for
commission. Despite the trauma of having to undo his plan the
Commanding Officer and Regiment all pa oa their congratulation .
The Regiment meanwhile ha continued to be busy with end of year
training and planning for change of style for next year. All in all it ha been
a uccessful year with an increase in held strength of 30%. A big recruiting
effort in January and an adoption of' All In· Training Weekend hould see
improved recruiting and retention.

CHA GE OF COMMA DI ' G OFFICER
After two and a half years of service as CO of 38 (City of Sheffield) ig
Regt (V), Lt Col Roger Davenport relinqui hed command on 27 January
1997. He had erved with 38 (City of Sheffield) Sig Regt (V) mce 1982.
Here ends a long chapter in his life and career as a TA officer. Lt Col
Davenport goe. now to serve a the SOI Comm (V) at HQ 2 (
Sig
Bde. We wish him, hi wife E laine and their children Joanna and Sunon
all the best for the future.

'9

Lt Col Roger Davenport receives a ' nuts and bolts' parade
scene from the LAD's Sgt Ray Boulton
A~suming command on 27 January was Lt Col Ian Griffiths. He
comes here from the MoD, probably with a deep igh of relief. We extend
our warmest welcome to him, Peta and their children arah and Kate.
They ""ill undoubtedly enjoy Sheffield as we all do.
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Handover/Take-over
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47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) SIG SQ
Hon Col
Corps Comd A. Whitehead WTS (FANY)
Sqn Comd
Maj P. N. Willmott TD
SSM
W02(SSM) S. Prance
Since retumino from annual camp the Squadron has continued with it
busy and, at tim:s, hectic schedule. Several Regiment training weeke_nds
were attended, the one at Browndown being of particular intere t. mamly
through the novelty of the new training format but one su pects m_ore
because of the excellent Christma Dinner that was laid on for the soldiers
and which wa ·enj oyed by all, well mai nly all 1
.
The Squadron provided a strong contingent for Remembrance Day 111
Harrow which was followed by a Buffet in the TAC organised by the two
ACC undercover operntors in the Squadron, Sgts 'Jim ' Bole and ·Graham'
Richards.
The Squadron members attended an excellent all ranks dinner i~1 the
Battle of Britain Club in RAF Uxbridge which was well orgamsedthough . omewhat costly, for the wrong reasons, by LCpl 'Donkey
Walloper' Kneafsey and the PRI committee. A good night wa had by all
and Liver was reputed to be cheap the next morning!
Sgt Pete Reeve our much valued PSI Tech-well that's what he tell
everyone!--0rgani ed an excellent pre RSCC Cadre w ekend for the roung
Non-Commissioned Officers in the Squadron. 11 was held partly m the
TAC with a 24 hour exercise held at Pippingford Park. The exerci e was
testing and above all thoroughly enjoyable. It'· worth was amply
demon strated by the re ults achieved on the RSCC course at Coleme m
December by Cpl Vincent-Edwards and LCpl 'Tar Baby'. Sharpe ~vho
came first and t!Jird on the course re pectively. Congratulauons are given
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to them both for an excellent re ult which had wider implication for the
Regiment also, a Cpl Morgan of 5 Sqn completed a clean sweep for the
Regiment which anained the top three places on the cour ·e ! Continuing
the rash of good course results was LCpl 'Claire' Beckett who came top
of her RMA 3 course
The range weekend at Pirbright, attended by both 47 and 5 Sqn . in
December wa disappointingly upponed in term of numbers but seemed
to be enjoyed by tho e that made the effort to rum up. The range taff
performed outstandingly well and mo t people managed to fire in the
region of 400-500 rounill each, ome in the direction of the targets! The
night shoot wa illuminating in every en e of the word. ot only did the
electrically fired trip llare work every time de pile Cpl Gary (fresh from
the front) Cheshire's efforts, and LCpl 'Baldrick' Howe lighting
scaffold work-it wa rumoured to have been borrowed from White Hart
Lane, the ma of tracer round in the air or bouncing off the ground
within three feet of the muz.z.le lit up nearly all of Surrey.

'Oh what a lovely war!'
Squadron Members on Regimental Training Weekend

The qu <lron ~ I omes back from Bo. nia apt 'Mike· tkin on and
Cpl ary h hire. All quadron mem_bers are now back _afel_y from ~e
front and all .eemed to have enjo ed a difficult and demanding Job earned
out in far from ideal conditions. \ ell done to them aJI.
Fmall) ongr:nulation t the following on their well deserved
promotion. . apt Carla Lanke ter.
gt Mark Gilfrin, Sgt Dave
Lamb rt and gt
ndy H tchin , LCpls L uke Holdom, Andy
hapman and 'Lois' Lane. :1 ( ITY & COUNTY OF BRI TOL)
IG ' AL Q ORO ' ( )
qn Comd
laj H. ston
I
\ 02(S 1) P. Packer
Following Annual Camp and of cour e the Lany~ T~ophy
Competition ( ee below) the quadron ha_ had a reasona~ly quiet b~1~d up
to Chri tma . A Regimental Trade Training weekend with the trad1uonal
II Rank Chri tma Dinner and Party held at Browndown Camp. wa
followed by a Squadron Range and Bounty Test weekend at Pirbright. '.he
range on thi weekend were of course completed on the Saturday, leaving
(due to a adi tic programme writer) the BFT and BC to early unday
morning. Ju t right for tho e who had had ample sufficiency of the amber
nectar the night before! Thi weekend was al o the first. as SM. for W02
Phil Packer having taken over the mantel from W02 Stan Gane on
I De ember. \ 02 -Gane i to take up a training appointment within the
quardron.
We now, after four years of option and reorganisation , hopefully. look
forward to a more table 1997!
THE LANYARD TROPHY CO fPETITION 1996
by LCpl Bob 'Elephant' Tusk
The Lanyard Trophy Competition wa. held during the period 2-4
October this year in the Black Mountains. Starting at Cwrt-y-Gollen Camp
following a route of approx 40 miles through 14 checkpoint .
The team of JO oldier representing 39 Sig Regt all came from 57 Sig
qn with the uppon team being made up from a combination of HQ and
57 ig qns. The team with its upport arrived at Cwrt-y-Gollen on
Wedne day evening. After a quick kit check there was a team brief in the
bar over a pint. Reveille was at 0300 hrs ready for the 0500 hrs taggered
tart. There were 17 teams of which 5 were TA.
A we assembled at the tart, pirit within the team were high, all our
kit wa weighed and we were ready for the off at 0500 hrs. It was still dark
owe needed torches. The weather. however, was at that point warm and
dry. A recce of the first checkpoints a few weeks before by the team
captain en ured a good start. It was inevitable, however, that the tronger
Regular Army teams would overtake us, a they did. We did not allow this
to dampen our pirits however and plodded on in the dark.
Once it started to get lighc the navigation became easier, but our bigge t
problem became the very teep climbs and the high winds on the mountain
ridge . These gale force winds kept catching our Bergen's and taking us
off baJance resulting in additionaJ hard work. this inevitably helped to
low u down. I personaJly could hardly taad up the wind was o strong!
We were all glad to get out of the wind when the route took u down off
the ridge but then of course the reali ation we would only have to climb
back up again. Groan!!

At the lunch stop we had hot pies and drinks to fortify us, medical
problem were al~o attended by our Admin Team con i ting of our PSAO
Capt ·John' Cullen, C pl ·sue' James (a very experienced Para Medic in
civilian life. who · services would be called for by more than one unit
before the competition w;L~ over), LCpl Tracey mith and Sig Sarah
Longworth It wa. a slightly longe r stop than at previous c heckpoints but
it enabled u to rest our leg mu cle.s and to overdose on the Mars Bars and
bananas and for Cpl ue James to treat blister and to strap up gt Mike
Whiteis knee which he had twisted when the wind caught him on top of a
ridge. twi ting him around. uitably refreshed we continued on, only to
see the weather deteriorate. The high winds had by now been joined by
driving rain and cold. it al o started to get dark early due to the low cloud
cover. A unanimou deci ion was taken throughout the team that we
would not continue, for safety reasons, past checkpoint 12. T wa quite
relieved by thi as I felt at that point I wa beginning to go down with a
mild case of hypothermia.
We'd attempted a great challenge and had gone for it with true grit ~nd
determination, we didn't complete the event but had completed 30 miles
over very difficult terrain carrying 50lbs in weight on our back . We were
very proud of that and our feet were vi ible proof of our endeavour ! Had
the weather conditions been better I believe we would have finished the
cour e. apart from the ore feet and a couple of minor knee injuries we
were till quite trong and the team ' pirit were still high.
Thi type of event requires an exceptional amou nt of fitness and
tamina. Thi can only reaJly be achieved through training which we had
tried to arrange every available weekend in the months leading up to the
event. A team al o needs good admin support and perhaps mo t of all
enthu ia m. We had all three. Until ext Year.

Brig S .M. A. Lee QBE, presents Maj (QGO ) Lilbahadur Gurung
with a Kotamori Kukri on his farewell

Lt (QGO) Rajendraman Gurung being commissioned by
the Regimental Col Brig S.M.A. Lee QBE at Operation Mercury

GURKHA MAJOR'S FAREWELL
Thur day 12 December 1996 saw the end of 33 years service for Maj
((.>GO) ilajit Gurung MVO. After a long and distinguished career with
numerou accolades to hi name e pecially the mantle of being a Queen's
Gurkha Orderly Officer the Gurkha Major was ceremoniously towed from
barrack by all the Regimental Officers and Senior Ranks. Earlier in the
week at the traditional Gurkha Major walk the Regiment pre ented the
traditional Kotamori Kukri as a memento of hi service to the Regiment.

Following the parade all the Regimental personnel went on a
Regimental hill walk culminating in the cutting of the Regi mental cake
and cu tomary barbec ue. The Regimental Binhday wa al o the
opportunity to bid farewell to Maj (GCO) Lilbahadur Gurung the 21C
Regt before his departure on pen ion.

'The Lanyard Trophy Team with it's Admin Support Group'
Missing, the author LCpl Bob ' Elep hant' Tusk (in hospital with
Hypothermia! ), Sig Kevin May (already on his way to China)
and Capt John Cullen (taking the photograph)!

·. ,

The Queens Gurkha Sig Regt
Hong Kong

OPERATIO MERCURY 96
Operation Mercury this year w
held at Lo Wu range on 2 1122
September 1996. Thi year was ignificant because it was a Silver
Anniversary and the last one to be co-ordinated by QG Signals in Hong
Kong.
The historical background of Operation Mercury goes way back to
1970. Like many traditions in Armies throughout the world, Operation
.1ercury was planned initially as a social gathering. ln 1970 General
Honneger, together with a number of officers from the Swiss Anny
Signal Corps. visited Hong Kong on route to the World Trade Fair in
Osaka. Whilst in Hong Kong they were hosted by the Gurkha Signals and
27 ig Regt. In 1971 the fir t of a series of international shooting matches
were held between Hong Kong and the Swiss Army Signal Rifle
A. sociation in the 'Auslandschweizer Fernschiessen' , a Non Central Rifle
1atch based upon the Swis Annual Rifle Clas ification Test.
Ever since, this has been a special event that has both communities
enjoying the weekend out on the ranges. Last year Operation Mercury was
conducted in Switzerland on 9 ovember 1995, with Brig J.E. Neeve,
Comd 2( 'C) ig Bde. The results of the Hong Kong leg were sent to
witzerland after our own competition on 7/8 October 1995 by HF Radio.
Thi year's results will again be exchanged between Hong Kong and
Swillerland.
To make the event historical many VIPs were invited to the Silver
Anniven.ary celebration. Brig S. M. A. Lee OBE, Col of the Regt, QG
ignals wa~ invited from the United Kingdom. Brig Lee was with the
Regiment when the first Operation Mercury was held in 1971. Swiss Rifle
Association of Hong Kong had also invited their VIPS . Brig Hanspeter
lioth, ol Beck and ol Gerschwiler were amongst them.
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Maj (QG O ) Silajit Gurung , MVO being towed out of the Regt
TRAIL\ LKER 1996
29 ovember 1996 aw the stan of the lat Trailwalker event to take
place in Hong Kong. With the pride of the Regt at take and Olympic clas
runner being brought into the Territory by local civilian firms, l OOkm
from one side of Hong Kong to the other. taking into account the venical
di tance of Everest to be contended with in between we knew thi year
race would be no ea ·y event. 2 00 runner competed in the event, with the
majority participating to rai e money for charity. The main charitie to
benefit from Trailwalker 96 are Oxfam, the oorganiser with QG ignab,

The Silver Anniver ary dinner night was organised in the Officer '
Mess, Prince of Wales Barracks on 21 September 1996. The majority
of 'seriou ' hooting event were held on 21 September 1996. 22
September 1996 was mainly a families day with ceremonial parade and
events like VIPs Crossbow, Ladies .22 shoot and Falling plates
competitions. One of the day's main attractions wa the Band from the
Royal Engineers who played not only English mu ic but also Nepali
music. The Regimental parade was held for the Official
Commissioning of Lt (QG O ) Rajendraman Gurung which was
carried out by Brig S. M. A. Lee OBE. Lt (QGO) Rajendraman
Guru ng is the last QGO to be commi ioned in Hong Kong prior to the
handover and he will attend the Tp Comd Course in February 1997
prior to serving in UK.
The event ended in true Gurkha Kaida with a superb Gurkha
Bhat.
QG SIG AL 47TH BIRTHDAY PARADE CELEBRATIO SIN
HO GKONG
QG Signals 47th Regimental Birthday celebrations, the final
Birthday parade in Hong Kong, was held at Borneo Line , Sek Kong, on
23 September 1996. To celebrate the event all members of the Regt and
some 'BURHOS ' paraded in front of the old Officers ' Mess in Borneo
Lines. The traditional speeches were read by Lt Col (Retd) Mike
Barrett OBE and the Gurkha Major Maj (QGO) Silajit Gurung
MVO . Comd QG Signals Lt Col R. J. J. E llis addressed the parade and
read o ut to the Regt all the Birthday greeting received from around the
globe. Colonel of the Regiment Brig S. M. A. Lee OBE was present to
witness this historic event with his wife.
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Maj (QGQ) Silajit Gu rung MVO, Gurkha Major,
reading the Regimental Birthday Speech
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The winning Team and the support team Trailwalker 1996
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nd Th Gurlha \ .:!fare Trust and local Hong Kong Charitic. .
.
The race it el tt1med out to be well contc ·ted m the earl) stage. with
th
Jtra and 01) mpi 1arathon runners only maintai~in g a 5 min~1 te !J:ap
behind our team. howev r in true Gurkha style a '~e climbed the big h1l.ls,
we managed to open the gap to 45 minute, which they never, dei ~Il e
valiant effons managed to recover. The QG ignals team crossed the lme
in a ,,inning time of 13 hours and 2 minute ·. The Ultra Marathon team
leader addres ed the crowds, 1 n receipt of his cenificate, and thanked QG
ignal for a hard yet keenly fou.ght ra e and paid tribute to .the tr.ue
• fa, ters of the Trail'. It wa a fittmg way to fin1 hour a oc1auon with
Trailwalker by ecuring the la t title prior to handover in June 1997 !

ROYAL VISIT
By gt irmalkumar Brattachan
.
.
Her Ro al Highness. The Princess Royal the Colonel-m-Ch1ef of
Queen' · Gurkha ignals paid a vi it to the Regiment in Hong Kong on
Thursday 30 January 1997.
.
.
The Princess arrived at the Officers' Mess m the Pnnce of Wales
Barracks where Her Royal Highness was received by Lt Col ~· J. J.
Ellis. Comd Queen', Gurkha Sig_nals ~o n g Ko!1g. H.er Royal ~·g~ness
then joined the member of th1 uniquely m -serv1ce and tn-nat1onal
Regiment for the Regi mental Photograph. (See the back cover of th1
edition).
The Princess then met members of the Regiment serving in Hong Kon g
during a buffet lunch before departing on other Royal dutie about the
territory.

waterproofs and headed on. The climb co ntinued to be difficult until we
found ourselves on the top platea u. We made our way up to the Blue Lake.
across the central crater, beyond the Emerald Lakes and red crater and
fin all y up the slope from hell. A 700 metre slope of shale at an extreme
angle; very hard work. But with winds blowing at about 70 miles an hour
it became increasing ly more dangerous. At this p<i1nt The Boss decided
onwards progress was too risky. The wind and rain problem was
compounded by atrocious visibility of not more than 20 metres; not an
ideal situation! The wind forced the rain through our goretex and we were
all soaked to the bone. We turned around and headed back to the Ketetahi
hut where we settled down for the night. We were the on ly people in the
hut except for two Hungarians. We ate our dinner and dried our clothes as
best a we could . Exhau sted everyone was soon asleep.

FAREWELL TOM J M.A. STE E SON MBE
The Regiment bade farewell to Maj Mi~e Stevenson MBE ~n
promotion to the heady heights of Lt Col governmg LE Ot~cer careers in
PB 11 . We wi h both him and mother to be ally all the best m the future .

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire

please mention that you saw it
in your Cor ps magazine
L-R'. S igs Naresh, Danbir, Tirtha and Dev 'Maste rs of T he Trail'
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26 ovember
We woke up early to find that the un had arri ved . We were all very
pleased following breakfast Capt ewell took u back up the mountain
but by a different route. Soon we stood on top of the orthern Crater and
although the wind was still very strong the brilliant unlight and view
acros to Lake Taupo compensated for this . We climbed to the summit of
the volcano, Mount Tongariro, this time making it without problems
although the cloud swirled passed us ominously upon occasions. The
view wa pectacular across the volcanoe and we could ee where we had
climbed the previous day. We then continued on to the outh Crater before
ascending Mount gauruhoe up to 2291 m. It was very hard work and the
de. cent back down proved almost as difficult. We camped in South Crater
that night.
27 November
Following an early ri e we then retraced our track past the Red Crater,
Blue Lake and Emerald Lake to the Ketetahi hut. We continued our way
back to the transpo1t and from there we collected our belonging and drove
on to New Plymouth. The Boss soon found a motel , which was very good,
it was five minutes from the town centre. We hung our kit out to dry and
disappeared into town for a meal.

Royal Signals Squadron, Army Apprentices
College Arborfleld

ADVE T RO S TRAININ G EXP EDITIO
EXERC ISE COPLA D IRO
21 OVEMBER-18 DECEMBE R 1996
Here are detail of Ex Copland Iron which was a 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
mountaineering expedition which took place in New Zealand. It also had
an initially unplanned ea-kayaking phase. The OIC Exercise and Chief
lnscructor for the Exerci e was myself, Capt G. P. ewell R Signals of the
Army Apprentices College. Arborfield. All other members were from 249
Sig Sqn (AJl,1F(L)). The aim of the expedition was to complete a number
of arduous mountain walks including reach ing the summits of at lea t four
ub tantial peak and volcanoes in New Zealand. The econdary objective
was to celebrate the proud relationship that 249 Sig Sqn has with ew
Zealand in the 20th anniversary year of reforming into it's current AMF(L)
role. All these aims were achieved.
The adventurous training took place pri marily in four separate areas on
the onh and South Island. Thi in ummary was:
a. Mt Tongariro (l968m) and Mt
gauruhoe (229lm), 25-27
ovember 96. This hard climb wa achieved at the extreme of
safety limits. Although in ummer the e ummits could be achieved
with relative ease, the late winter weather consisting of gale-force
winds, snow and fog. prevented the group from conquering the
summits on the first day. The weather improved and day two saw a
successful assault on these volcanoes. The going is generally easy,
the climb up to the plateau extreme. The various huts are idea l for
access on potential escape routes.
b. Mt Egmont/faranaki (25 I 8m) and Fanthams Peak ( I966m).
28 ovember- I December 96. Again the weather proved to be the
deciding factor to the success of this walk. The relatively mu ndane
Round The Mountain Trail (RTMT) was abandoned at an early
stage for a more adventurous higher altitude climb eventually
reaching the volcano's summit. Again the group operated at the
extremes of safety with little specialist equi pment. The late snows
were still evident on the slopes and although at best avoided were
mevitably encountered at stages. The group successfully achieved
both peaks and made use of the excellently placed Symes Hut.
Upon recum to the RTMT the group found the walking incidental.
The going on all paths was extremely challenging, the higher
slopes predominately volcanic screes. The RTMT through the bush
proved to be le sofa challenge than expected.

Tongariro National Park

Mt Crichton(l 87 Im). 6 December 96. A relatively simple
mountain climb, in wonderfully scenic condition . The Southern
Alps differ considerable from the volcanic mountains on the North
Island and this was immediately evident. The climb was achieved
in a day although the group descended the mountain later than
expected. The going wa steep but teady to the summit. A fine day
did not impo e any weather challenges.
d. Abel Tasman coa ta! trek and ea-kayaking. 8-11 Dec ember 96.
The Abel Tasman coa tal trail was accessed from the north and
culminated in a turnaround at the southernmost point and a return
leg at sea. The trail was dominated by low level coastal and bush
trails although upon occasions very teep climb were encountered.
The extremely hot weather proved to make this walk into a
considerable challenge and a considerable success. Upon
completion of the walk a guide and ea-kayaks were hired and the
same route followed but at sea. This was the highl ight ofthe
expedition. the weather was wonderful and the kayaking a thrilling
experience. Camping overnight on lonely beaches and exploring
hidden lagoons were but a number of the highlight .
What follows are extracts from the diary, relating co the key days:

c.

ovember
Unfortunately it certainly was not summer. We woke up to a torrent of
rain being hurled down from heaven above. The weather wa not on our
side and we left Waiouru co head up to our fir t walk, Mount Tongariro.
Initia ll y The Boss took us to the Si r Edmund Hillary outdoor pursuit
centre near Tau rewa where we dropped off all our important going-out
gear for safe keeping. Then we drove the Previas down to Ketetahi car
park on the northern edge of the mountains that we were about to conquer.
Soon we had left the veh icles behind and began our progress up through
the dense bush, a uh-tropical forest. We passed many stream and
waterfalls before we found the dreaded steps. They eemed to go on
forever. At fi rst it wa a novelty, but after a good 500 we had had enough.
Thankfully we soon got above the bush and found ourselves on the lower
mountain lopes. To stan with the weather was better than it had been th at
morning, but things were soon to change. It wa a hard cli mb up to the
Ketetahi hut where we stopped for a shon breather and lunch before
continuing the climb to the summit of the fi r t moun tain, the volcano
Tongario. The rain and wind picked up so we donned our goretex

28NOVEMBER
Thursday tarted quite dull but the sun appeared to be trying to break
through. We cleared our kit from the motel, paid. had a MacDonald
breakfast and left ew Plymouth heading toward Mount Egmont. Thi
was another volcano, sometimes referred to by it Maori name, Taranaki.
The Boss had done his homework again and we left our exce s kit at an
outward bound centre on route before arriving at the car park of the
visitors centre below Mount Egmont itself. By thi time the sun was hot
and the air clear. It was going to be another hot one. We locked the
vehicles, Capt Newell pointed up the moumain towards the snow-covered
ummit and off we went.
The track we rook was called 'The Puffer Track ' and we all soon
realised why. It was hard going, but once we got to the top of the track we
had a sub tantial breather before setting off clockwise on the Round The
Mountain Track (RTMl'). Mount Taranaki i haped like a child' image
of a mountain. A lone mountain rising perfectly symmetrically up to a
wonderfully now covered peak at 2500m. However, the mountain is as
dangerou as it i wonderful; every year there are dozen of fatalities.
When people slip on the top of thi mountain they don ' t top; they keep
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·The slopes o f Mt Egmont
Cpl Chandler and Sig McD iarmid pause fo r a d rin k
before the assault on the summit
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falling unt il they hi t the bottom. It was very clear to us all that this
mountain required respect.
As we traversed around the slopes Capt ewell stopped th<: group and
decided to make a detour and route change. We made our way up the
mountain to a large outcrop called Warwick Castle. The views were
absolutely exhil arating. We co nt inued upward and over a saddle to find a
multitude of scree ridges interspersed by melting snow and ice fields. The
going became quite extreme and stable ground became a novelty. apt
ewell decided the group should continue it ' progress and o we headed
on, thi is where our adventure trai ning really did begin.
The ridges became extremely unstable, which Cpl Mick Robjant and
Sig ' Popeye ' Doyle found out quite suddenly. ' Popeye' slid down the ice
before coming to an abrupt halt. Cu ts and grazes were sustained, but
nothing too serious. The rest of the group patched him up, including a
badl y scarred bottom! We continued on, it seemed that we were going
higher each time we crossed another ridge. Capt ewell was taking the
group to Fanthams Peak where there was a hut and route off the top of the
mountain , but this was still over 2km away. The sun was still hot but the
winds became much stronger, time to make ha te.
Cpl Mike Chandler did the trail breaking aero s the now tields before
we arrived at the la t now slope to cross. The fall below was something
else; if we fell crossing this area we would slide over a cliff and mo t
cenainly to our deaths. This was real adventure training. T he Boss recced
the area with Mike before returning to brief us on the consequence of
fa iling to get across the slope. With much apprehension and adrenaline we
headed onto the area and carefully carved out foothold . in the snow as we
made our way across. But we all made it acros safely, and from there it
was plain ailing across Rangitoto Flat up to the hut at the peak. Looking
back on the mountain we were astounded at our achievement. Already
2000 hours we made our way into the hut and made our evening meals,
told each other how great we were and eventually got our head down.
ovember
The wind had been vrry noisy and through the night had become much
stronger. By morning it soon became apparent that we could not move
from the hut safely as the snow howers and low cloud complicated the
problem. Forced to stay in the hut until the weather improved. we tried to
keep ourselves amu. ed. Fortunately by mid morning there was a break in
the weather and The Bo decided to take the group to the summit of
Taranaki itself. Taking minimum kit we hauled ourselves up to the top
quickly but were not bles ed with any good view due to the extreme
cloud cover. Descending to the hut before the weather turned again. we
only ju t made it in time as the winds and cloud were around us within
minute of our return. It was obvious we could not move from the hut.
During the day the winds kept getting wor e and by now ice was
forming over the window . On the radio we heard the wind, were in
excess of 80 mile per hour. M ick decided to spend the remainder of the
day in bed. Mike decided to nearly be blown off the mountain whist
attempting to go to the loo. and the rest of u listened to the radio. To our
amusement The Lemon Tree song, Wannamackay Wannabike adven and a
multitude of other garbage kept u suitably going. We ended up taying
overnight in the hut, keeping ourselve amu ed by verbal jousting. Sgt
Steve McRo tie lamented over leaving his playing card in the vehicle.
He' ll remember them next time!
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ovember
We woke up after another noisy night to find that the wind had calmed
down but there was a lot of ice over the ground "urrounding the hut. We
were above the cloud level which at down at I 600m. We had breakfa t
and filled in the Syme hut logbook with a few amusing comment before
de cending off the summit before the weather turned again. We made our
way off the peak and down several gorge and again, (will it ever end?),
had to cro one last piece of now which had a rather long drop (to cenam
death) at the end of it. We progres ed down to the RTMT where T he Bo
.
pointed u back on cour e around th~ mountain.
Following much eventful traversmg we oon de cended under a chff
area and into the bush forested area. 1t was very muddy. there were
danaerou drop into gorge everywhere and it eemed to take forever to
get ~hrough it. It became extremely boring too. There was little to ee until
we came to a very steep gorge with a wonderfully clear river flowing
through it. Thi was Brames Fall and Gorge. We ampled the water and
then climbed up a ladder up a cliff face out of the gorge. Eventually we
reached Waiaua Gorge hut where we had a good break and had a very late
lunch.
All the group wa very tired but we progressed on. As we hiked on
through the bush it began to rain, and rain it did. This did not improve the
oroup's morale but a few choice joke · from Phil and a few dry re pones
from Steve ·eemed to help the situation. The remainder of the day was
spent going up and down valleys until we eventually found a campsite for
the night at Kahui. All the group were exhuu ted.
6 December
Very early in the morning we left hristc~urch and following ~ cenic
drive arrived at Queen town on Lake Wak.aupu for lunch. The tnp from
Chri tchurch had been long and a very hot journey o we rela ed in a cafe
whil t T he Boss and teve liai ed with the ad enture c ntre.
Upon their return we all went to the booki ng centre and cho ·e which
it wa on our own budget
activities we \ i bed to do the following day.
thi required an element of caution would you pay fifty pounds to throv.
yourself from a 7 1".1 bridge ov~r a ra,ging_ torrent? We did. We made ur
plan to tart early m the morning wuh river-surfing followed b) bungy
jumping.
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. oon \\t: ' ' •r undcn\a) , up to\\ard. Mount Crichton ( I , 71111) and
climbed up to umrnit before ' ettling down for the 111ght bad. at the camp
ite. \\e all looked fornard to then xt day·s acti\itie ·.

D cember
pl · halk) · White did not sleep o ne bh du to hb apprch~n~ion at the
h)[1h oming da) . event . H If of the group were up early getting ready to
go nver-,ufftng. Once dow , into the town centre we. were coll cted b) the
comp. Ill} which ran the show, called . enou. fun nver- urfing. We were
taken down to the Kawarau River were we given plent) of instruction
before paddhng out on our board. into the rapids. The in tructo~s were
good. the rapids magnificent. We did not make the instructor. li fe a~y
ea,ier b\ telling him we were all called Horatio and all BS frogmen w11h
a phobia of open w ter. We went under the 34111 bun!!) jump bridge and on
do\\n the river for over 7km. The final rapid section was amazing.
Especinll) dangerou and exciting, it wa. only upon completion and
looking back at what we had achieved did it put things in per. peclivc. The
la t rapid ection had to be done again . o we walked back a good ten
minute and threw our. elve into the river from a m high precipice.
White \\ater rafting will never be the ame: white water rafting can be left
for the wimp . It really had turned out to be a big cream a John put it.

Again , (how doc~ he do 11 'l). The Be~~ promptly. pu.lled up out side so~nc
accommodation and tierore long \~C were ~cttlccl 111 for the evening. 1 he
Boss th.:n uot on the phone and made '>Orne conlirmatory plans for a
surprise sea\a) aking phase or the expedition. \Ve "cnl out for food in 1hc
evening and made 11 an earl) n1glll n.:ady for the ncxl day.

9 December
Followino a drop off higher up the coast at Awarou by our driver we
descended i~to the sub-tropical bush which dominates The Abel Tasman
:nional Park. The weather was' ery hot , the hottest we had experienced.
A. the day progressed we could sec that the Kiwis really do have an
ozone layer problem. E\'en The Bos and Phil, the resident dark kinncd
member of the team , struggled to keep up. That day we covered a
con idcrable di tan e outh~ the beaches were beautiful and un poilt. the
trek king through the bu ·h not tremendously exciting. That evening we free
camped on watering covt' beach and watched the sun go down. It wa
something else.

10 December
Having risen early. the hot sun on our bivvi bags gave us little ch ice.
by 0900 hours we arrived at the end of the wa lk at Marahou and. the
beginning of the next stage of our adventure. We were at The Ocean R~ver
dvemure ompany and were introduced to Todd. our kayakmg guide,
who would be looking after u . He howed u how to pack the kayaks
correctly and al o how to ruTangc the rudder and so on. Once he had f~lly
briefed u and i· ued the afety equipment we made our way down a nver
inlet to the sea. We drove down there in an old dilapidated land-rover
which made u feel quite at home.

Sea-Kayaking on the Tasman Sea
Capt Newell enjoys a relax ing moment in the sun

on Observation Beach before we raced the last few km to the finish. We
arrived back right on time much to Todd 's surprise, and when he heard
what we had done he too uttered those memorable word , 'Strike a light!'
We took the boats back and unpacked kit, loaded up the trailer and set off
for Nelson with al l our thanks to the taff at Ocean River.
We arrived at elson by 2000 hrs. The military camp wa in the ci ty
centre and it was very small and conditions tight. It was only for one night
o we managed. We went out for a meal at a recommended re. taurant
where the portions were notoriously large. When The Boss and Duncan
received their meals we were all amazed. Their barbecued ribs spilled over
the sides of the plate. The plates were about the size of dustbin lids. The
meal was truly massive. Although extremely tired we all moved onto a
karaoke bar a~ the temptation was too strong. We all sang a few tune
each, ome better than others. Following a group effort at ABBA's
Dancing Queen, The Bo s was forced to sing a ong alone. He replied to
this by nominati ng Lady Marmalade for Mike and Duncan. Maybe their
French is not that good after all! It was good to relax after our bu y couple
of days.
In ummary it is clear that the adventure training opportunities in ew
Zealan~ are endless. Although we were primari ly a mountaineering
exped111on we took the chance to go sea-kayaking which turned out to be a
highlight of the exercise. Many other adrenaline based pursuitS exist
which cannot be ignored such as ome of the highest bungy jumps in the
world and activities such as extreme white-water rafting and river-surfing.
I feel it shows off some of the opportuni ties in the Army in the best
possible light. A good expedition was achieved and I would like to think
that others in the future could repeat thei e challenges having seen thi
article.

1 Trg Sqn Royal Signals
Army Training Regiment, Bassingbourn

The Exped ition goes River S urfin g on the Kawarau River, near
Queenstown (L-RJ: Capt Newell , Sgt McRostie, Cpl Chand ler,
S ig McDiarmid, Cpl Hilton and Sig Shore
Following a frantic lunch. nobody had a real appetite with a 71 m jump
looming, we went to a place called Skippers Canyon on the Shotover river.
h took about an hour to get there and the transport was with an AJHackeu
old army one tonne truck with an open top . Ten of u all together. we drove
up the \ inding canyon roads and at some point we were very clo e to the
edge with a very long way to fall. The rock formations were of slate which
seemed to have a tendency to lide down onto the road. b)ocking it
completely. We had to leave the vehicle on one side of a bad lip area and
continue the short di tance to Skippers Canyon uspen ion bridge on foot.
We got to the bridge but had a long wait for the group in front to fioi h.
Watching them throw them elve from the bridge and li tening to their
screams was almost too much to bear. Eventually we fell a Jeep and
lumbered in the sun waiting for our tum . Most of us felt a little bit
daunted. All the pep talk from The Bo about mind over matter and
enjoying the experience were quickly forgotten as were called forward and
stood on the bridge looking down. All of us were coping with the problem
of jumping from a bridge above a raging torrent in our own way. TJie
moment of truth came for us all, each in tum. 'Chalky ' first, jumping
backwards ilently. There were mixed reaction from the group, some of
which were more noisier than others. The Bo and teve j umped off
ilently too, as we had been told, it really does blow your mind. The
tension on the platform a the AJ Hackett instructor ties the bungy onto
your legs, and the pure tension and terror as your toe peer over the
platform into nothingne is a unique experience. Once airborne it is the
woN moment of your life and the be t together, and boy, does it blow your
mind! Some of us were addicted--0thers never want to ee a bungy again in
their lives. A couple of people went twice before we retumed to the
vehicles and headed back to Queenstown. That rounded off a great day,
one which none of us will ever, ever forget. Back in town we watched our
filmed Jumps, collected our certificate. and T-shirts and sadly bid the
adventure training capital of the world goodbye. We had a long journey
back to hriMchurch that evening and were soon underway.

8 December
We spent little time at Burnham Camp as we had to travel hundred. of
mile north to The Able Ta man ational Park. The Boss settled up the
last admm with Jason Healee before we bid him goodbye and set off with
a new driver. It wru. a long trip, again very scenic but not much fun
cramped m a minibus. The drive took over seven hours before we
eventually arnved in Motueka. The Lemon Tree song mu t have been on
the radio at least five times.
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Packing Kayaks with the dilapidated Land Rover in the
background
We launched ourselves into the water, setting off up the coast with
Todd. The ea was fairly ca lm but a l times we hit rough water which
proved to be lightly unnervi ng. Again the weather was tropical, it wa a
wonderfully free experience to padd le at your own speed taking in the
sights. Soon Todd left us to return to the landrover and we continued on
our mi ion. We topped at the first beach that we came to, Apple Tree
Bay. The and was a sparkling golden white colour and very warm. We
alighted from our crafts and told each other how good we were. The sun
rays continued to brown and burn people bodies.
Following a light New Zealand Army ration lunch , we made our way in
our own time up the mad mile and along the headland 10 the main beach at
Anchorage Bay. It was late in the day, and a T he Boss aid, in between
hi inging, we had worked hard. This was the place to moor up for the
night. The beach was a different world , the ocean an amazing blue; it only
lacked the obligatory babes to qualify for paradise. We relaxed and later on
we set up camp but we were sadly soon surrounded by lots of school kids
and Germans. Regardles . we decided to build a big fire and had a laugh
through the night. T he Boss slept in an odd looking poncho affair, we
wondered if he would survive the night.

11 December
We woke up to find that it had been raining in the night but the weather
wa very hot again which dried the ground and tent. and bashas (it had
survived!). Quickly, we had breakfast and packed up. It was then decided
to explore ~o me more of the lagoon and beaches to the north around the
coast line.
Catching the early tide we were soon underway. It was very hot and
The Boss told us to take the pace easy as we did not want to go down with
heat stroke in the midd le of the ocean. We visited two beaches. everyone
successfully capsizing at andfly Bay.
A number of lagoons were visited and eventuall y we pointed our
kayaks South and started paddling. The going was to ugh, we had to get
through the Mad Mi le whilst it was still calm. We did it quickly and then
proceeded back to the main shore, it was hard work goi ng back and by thi s
time factor 20 sun block was just not good enough . Several of the guys
were suffering from unburn. Another short but well earned rest was spent
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SHQ
Sqn Comd
Maj S. J. Vickery
W02 ( SM) P. Anderson
SSM
I Trg Sqn ha not been in The Wire for a long time now and in order to
catch up with the Corp personnel who have served here there are but a
few mentions required to set the records traight.
Farewell aplenty in the Squadron in the last few months have resu lted
in a complete change around of the Squadron hierarchy from Tp Comd
upwards (with the exception of the 21C). The female recruits at
Bassingbourn were distraught to hear of the departure of the outgoing QC
Sqn, Maj Gary ' exie t leg on the pitch' Hearn to RAF Strike Command
and we wi h him and Faye all the best in their new post. In keeping with
the tradition of the OC I qn the new QC is of course a football mad
airborne warrior.
Welcome to Maj S. J. icker y and Michelle who join us from the
dizzy heights of CTS Branch in HQ British Force Cypru . Farewell ro
SSM 'Scotty' Sherrard who leaves us on promotion to WOI for Bri tol
UOT and welcome to hi replacement SSM, W02 Paul nderson who
at the time of writing is in hospital recovering from a bad fall while ice
climbing. We wish him a speedy and safe recovery.
ALPHA TROOP
Hello to Capt Tom C rapper.
BRAVO TROOP
Farewells to Lt R eynolds who goes to 14 Sig , Sgt Welch to 3 Div and
congratulations to Sgt Coats on his recent promotion who now goes to 14
Sig 10 keep an eye on Lt Reynolds. Welcome to Lt Lisa Taylor and Cpl
Mark 'Budgie' Brenen who is attached from the Army Air Corp .
CHARLIE TROOP
Farewell to Lt Duncan 'mountain goat' Parkinson who ha been
backed trooped to the Regiment' AFS (to command it so he . ay ). gt
Paul Anderson to 3 Div, Cpl Steve Joyce to 21 Sigs, Cpl Tina Whalen
to 16 Sigs and C pl Billy Lilburn to 220 ig Sqn. Welcome to ... er .. .
well ... SSgt Andy West on loan from the Regiment' QM ... er .. .
that's it.
· ·
DELTA TROOP
Farewells to Capt Andy ' handy' Lucas to 14 ig , Cpls Neil Hunt to
8 Inf Bde and Ian 'Taff' John to 7 Sigs. Welcome to Lt Ma rk Hanop
and Cpl Nicki Coombs. Special mention t0 Cpl J ez Brontley as he
has.quote not been in The Wire for years, unquote.
ECHO TROOP
. Farewell and congratul ati ons to Sgt Read on his recent promotion on
his way to 3 Cdo Bde. Welcome to Lt Kev Mosby , C pl Flemming and
Cpl Churchward. Congratulations also to gt Knight on his promotion
and new role as Tp Sgt.

QC HQ Coy and Familie Officer
RSM
RQMS
21C Delta (Training) Sqn
SSM Delta (Training) Sqn

Maj W. . White MBE
WOl (RSM) D. M. Stachini
W02 (RQMS) A. C. Cox
Capt John 'Surf's up' Coleman
W02 (SSM) Steve 'Gongs' moothy

YANKEE T ROOP-DELTA (TRAINING) SQ ADRO
Tp Comd
Capt Garreth Marsh
Tp Sgt
gt Bob Wallace
EXER CISE ... EXERCISE . .. EXERCISE . . .
I Trg Sqn is responsible for the training of 90% of all R ignal recruits.
The recruit must pas all the 18 main ubjects covered in the 526 periods
of the Common Military Syllabus (Recruit ) (CMS(R)) before moving to
Blandford for their Special to Arm training. One of the main ubjects is
fieldcraft which culminates in the form of three field exercises spaced over
the 11 weeks of the CMS(R).
Ex First ight is a 24hr exerci e with the aim of introducing the recruits
to living in the field. 1t takes place in week two of the CMS(R) and covers
basic skill · uch a the con truction of a basha. the 24hr ration pack,
personal hygiene, duties of a sentry and observation at night. Primarily a
teaching exerci e the recruits performance on thi exerci e i wide
ranging, a is to be expected at uch an early rage of training, and
overcome aspects of oldiering uch as fear of the dark. the joy of boll in
the bag rations and how dirty can a rifle get. A good initial performance
indicator, it occasionally leaves the permanent taff with a sen e of
bewilderment and amazement. 'Where' your webbing, helmet and rifle?'
i a very common catch phrase.
Ex ight Hawk is the second teaching exerci e and takes place in week
ix. A 48hr exercise which aims to confirm le on· taught on Ex First
ight and introduce new le on such as the occupation and use of a patrol
harbour, target indication, fire control orders and pair fire and manoeuvre.
By now the recruit have adjusted to a military life tyle and although the
lesson are taught non tactically the remainder of the exercise i conducted
a a lllctical operation. Many a recruit has had a leeple night awaiting a
thunderfla h alarm clock in the early hou . eldom di appointed, they
then have the joy of BC conditions to boo t their morale. The pair fire
and movement proves to be popular with a chance Lo fire blank in anger
and get thoroughly muddy. The en uing weapon cleaning however eem.
to keep their enthusiasm in check.
Ex Final Fling i , as the name Jgge. t , the final field exerci.e and is a
48hr exercise to confirm that the recruit' battle skill~. tactical awarene"
and physical and mental endurance are uffieient to allow him or her to
take their place in pecial to Arm training. It tak place in week I 0 of the
cour e and is de igned to be physically demanding. The recruits are te ted
on al l they have covered during the CMS(R) during a fully tactical
exerci e. The exerci e is a good indicator as to the recruit'. ability as a
field old ier.
All the troops run an l l week course per intake consisting of up to as
many as 46 recruit at any one time.

ALSORAN ...
There are everal Corps per onnel at the ATR Bassi ngbourn who are
not members of I Trg Sqn. Jn order that they hould not be forgotten and to
h1ghltght lheir vital role within the Regiment they are Ii ted as follow :
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The runners from the Squadron were: the OC, C Tp Comd Lt Andy
Carroll, both USMs, incoming W02 (S M) Andy Terry and out-going
AW02 (SSM) 'Chippy' Chapman, gt 'Nobby' Clark, LCpl Nicki
Flatt. JT Roberts and well done to Sgt 'Chalky' Meek who ran the last
half marathon in with them . To hi credit, Sgt Mark Ament did a fantastic
job which included, a successful adve11ising campaign for the event,
vehicular, medical and refreshment support for the run, organising shower
and changing facilities and a di sco and buffet in Port Stanley for the
supporters. He even managed to get His Excellency, Governor Ralph to
kindly agree to present the prizes at the end.

Joint Communications Unit
Falkland Islands

oc
;\1

Maj H uw Jenkin
W02 (.. 1) Ter ry

GE ERAL
.
The bulk of the Arm) element upporting thi, last ix month ~our lor
JC Fl. has been made up b. the members of217 ig qn _from 2_ rg Regt.
The quadron arrived on 23 Augu t 1996 and b.Y the ume tlu g~e to
print. we will hopefully be back in Dear Old Bhghr.• Damned TnSta
willing.

face · when they realised! All in all, JCUFI did very well but were letdown
on the Falling Plate Competition a we were unable to zero our weapons
beforehand. That said. it seemed a lillle unfair that the Infantry were
allowed to use their SUSAT ight and worse still that the Falklar~d lslan.d
Defence Force were allowed to use their sniper optics. We wrll see rf
JCUFl can u e laser range finders on the next shoot!

\!1 ITS
The quadron has been kept bu y by a ~lethora of isits throu&hout .the
tour including. the Second ea Lord. the Atr Officer Commander in Chief.
the Chief of taff PJHQ and more recently by the Regt's CO, Lt Col J o
Fletcher . Lt J ames Murray, an Au tralian Officer attached to the
Reaiment on Ex Long Look. al o visited for a week · ' an· before going
ortto Bo. nia. He dipped out coming when he did however. becau e his
visit coincided with Ex Troopies' Folly. More on that later.

EXERCI ES
As eluded to earlier, Ex Troopies' Folly was an exercise run over two
day training sessions, consecutively over a three week period and
organised by the OOPS Officer and C Tp Comd. The idea of the exercise
wa to familiarise members of the Royal Navy and the RAF with the
workings of an infantry platoon, a chance which they were unlikely to
repeat. All members of the exercise were volunteers and it was a good
gues. that there were just ufficicnt number available to make up a
platoon's strength. Aided and instructed by eight members of the R
Signals, the 01her two services familiarised themselves with their weapons
(which they rarely get a chance to fire) in the first week. On the second
week they were taught tactics from Pairs Fire and Manoeuvre up to a
platoon attack and given basic instruction in firing different weapon
found in the infantry platoon's arsenal. Confident that they were trained
and ready (and safety conscious!), the following week they were airlifted
and in erted onto the battle field, anned with 12,000 round of 5.56mm
and 7 .62mm, a grenade per man/woman, moke and High Explosive
mortar shells, 66mm and LAW anti-tank rocket launchers and bags of
enthusia m. They were not however, finished training. Kindly as i ted by
two members of the Argyll and Southern Highlander , everyone was
taught reaction shooting, Individual Close Quarter Battle firing and Pairs
CQB. The fir t day culminated with a fire power demo. whereby a rriservice attempt was made to flatten a hill several hundred metres away
with all type of munitions. An unexpected enthusiast turned out to be a
little too enthusiastic on the ICQB range. The target popped up. the QC
dropped down, hickery-dickery rock. Except that when hi knee connected
with the rock, he used different and more colourful adjective than
'hickery ' and 'dickery '. Thankfully that was the only injury of the day.

' Ex Pe nguin Hop'-JCUFI 1st Team
ROAD RACES
The Squadron took to the roads in style, participating in n~mernus
charity events, of most significance were, the Mount Plea ant Arrstnp to
Port Stanley Marathon Road Relay Race, the Cape Pembroke Lighthouse
Half Marathon and the JCUFI organised Mon ter Marathon Challenge.
The Half Marathon was very well attended. 14 members of the
Squadron entered and did very well indeed considering that the majority
of runners had not had a proper chance to train for the event. The course
started and ftni hed in Port Stanley, talcing the runners over road and cross
country (and a fence!) and around the Cape Pembroke Lighthou e.
Everyone who finished, received a very nicely hand painted
commemorative plate. The results were as follows:
Sgt Clarke
SSgt Wilson
A!W0 2 (USM) C hapman
C hief Petty Officer G rant
M aj Jenkins
Lt C arroll
Sgt Streeter
Sgt Gordon
Sgt White
LCpl Dicken
SSgtKing
Sgt Brannon
SSgt (FotS) Baldwin
Sgt Meek
Th e v is it o f t h e CO 2 S ig Regt-taking it easy
ACHJEVEME T
JCUFI took up many challenge and indeed organised many ourselves,
taking full advantage of the 'Summer' months down here in the Falklands.
MAR C H A D SHOOT
Ex Penguin Hop was conducted by the Irish Guards in mid December
con isting of various Command Task stand on a JO mile tab followed by a
Falling Plate Competition. JCUFI entered three, four-man teams. Some
very devious and innovative tasks were dreamt up by the Micks. One of
which was to cros a lake called Mocho Pond which is about 800m wide
and l .5km long. Our team, rather bravely only took off our combat jackets
and took the plunge. However. far from the typical river crossing whereby
we normally stripped down to a set of undies and threw everything inside a
noatatron pack to wade acros , it turned out to be about two feet deep all
the "ay. As we cleared the other side, we looked back to see the next
group having amved at the start, furiously tearing their clothes off and
ramming them into their bergans! What we wou ld have given to see their
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lhr 23m 42s
lhr28m 45s
lhr28m46s
lhr28m 54s
lhr29m 59s
lhr31m 3 l s
lhr35m 46s
lhr37m 15s
lhr4lm 30s
1hr48m 09
l hr50m 14s
!hr 50m 14s
lhr 52m 17s
!hr 52m 18s

10th
17th
18th
19th
20th
24th
3 lst
39th
44th
53rd
55th
55th
60th
61st

The Monster Marathon Challenge was devised by OC JCUFI and OC C
Tp, Lt Andy Carroll whilst out running (too far as usual) one day. On his
next meeting with the USM, the OC' conversation ran, 'Sergeant Major.
wouldn't it be a good idea to organi e a ru n from here to Stanley?' The
US M quickly recognised thi as a rhetorical question and promptly went
into the mai n corridor in Unit HQ to find the nearest SNCO. 'Ah! Sgt
Ament. Just the man J was looking for, wouldn' t it be a good idea to' ...
And so Sgt Mark Ament was dutifully well and truly ' bad'. The task was
not an easy one and called for a serious amount of co-ordinati on and
plan ning. We worked out that the distance wa going to be 37 miles long,
almost one and a half marathons. It took five weeks to organise, Twelve
foolhardy volunteers took up the challenge. The road between MPA and
Stanley is very poor quali ty and it became pai nfully obvious that after
about 20 mi les, the runner were suffering when hav ing to run on the strips
of road that had yet to be tarmaced. T he weather conditions were appalling
and the wind reached high speeds, unrelenting for the entire time which
quickly took its toll. It got to the stage where Land Rovers had to drive
alongside the ru nners to top them getting blown off the road. Nine of the
runners survived the distance with the best time goi ng to a member of the
Resident Rapier Sqn in an incredible 4hrs 3 1mins!
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Lt Da rre n Offord wit h t h e u ns uspectin g Lt Ja m es Murray
(Aus S ig ), ' pl a y ing w ar'
Everyone retired a early as possible that night because they knew what
was going to happen in the morning. The range safety staff got up at
Stupid o'clock the next morni ng and made their way to the Line of
Departure by drivi ng in a BV. o uch luck for the platoon who tabbed our
with full kit and as much ammunition a they could take. The rolling
attack wa on ix different enemy bunker . al l uphill. It wa hard enough
work runni ng up as safety staff, o it was obvious to ce that at the
eventual end, the platoon wa elated but exhau ted . After ·debombing'
and packing up, the platoon wa extracted once again by <;:hinook
helicopter to get back in time fo r tea and medal in the uni t bar. It wa a
highly successful li ttle exercise and although the idea was not to scruti nise
the behav iour and abi lities of the individual , some imeresti ng characters
surfaced.
EXERCISE L UCKY GIT
by Lt Darren Offord
Havi ng res igned myself to a ix month se ntence ha ing penguins, it
was with pleasant upri e that the en ior Commun ications Officer. ~board
HMS lc111caster kind ly invited me 10 accompany her on a a1lr ng to
Montevideo in Uruguay between 22 ovember-6 December 1996. T~e
hardest part of the journey was convi ncing The Boss that an e~ ennal
communications recce was requ ired and thac J was the man for the Job. So,
with my big tick in the box, I started packing. Other than my elf, el ev~n
members of the Army were invited to join hip on a rather grey day m
November. 1\.vo Subaltern s from the Royal Engi neers and a Subal tern and
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seven of his men from the Irish Guards (a ection of the Fife and Drums). I
was accommodated with two other officers in the Towed Sonar Array
room which had been converted into ' living' quarters, in the loosest
possible sense of the word. The room measured 7 x 10 feet and was
infested with pipes and ducts which not only hung dangerously down from
the ceiling but also sporadically gurgled at a deafening level of noise. o
sooner had we settled in, when we weighed anchor and ·et sail. The
Lancaster made a half day top over in Port San Carlos Bay and the Ship'
Company were ferried ashore for a memorial ervice at the magnificent
cemetery at San Carlos. This was filmed by Channel 4 and went out on
Christmas Day in tl1e UK as part of 'The Navy at Christmas'. After
numerous retakes to allow for wandering heep and the odd passing F3
Tornado drowning the Padre's voice out, it was back on board and off to
Uruguay.
We were merciles ·ly taunted with tales of Force 11 gales from the
Ship's recent ailing to South Georgia and expected the worst. In the event
the weather wa · kind to us and only reached a maximum of Force Six.
Over the five days sailing to South America, much time was pent being
enthusia tically shown around the Ship by the as orted members of the
Ship's Company. The Lancaster is a relative)y new Type-23 Frigate with a
displacement of 4000 tonnes. It's crew i approximately 180 and one foul
mouthed parrot strong. She is an anti-submarine warfare vessel and has a
variety of towed array and bow sonar devices. Her armaments are
extensive consisting of vertically launched Sea Wolf anti-missile mis ile .
Harpoon anti-ship missiles, torpedoes, a 4.5" gun, two twin 30mm
cannons and the late t Type-8 fined Lynx helicopter. The hip is powered
by both diesel and jet propulsion turbine and can achieve speeds of up to
35 knots. Cavitation and noise in the water is low, that was until the
Micks' Fife and Drums started playing on a nightly ba is.
An unexpected bonus on the way was meeting up with some of the
yachts competing in the BT Round the World Challenge. We had been
tracking their progre s for some time and occasionally speaking with them
over HF mean , when the 'Save The Children' yacht suddenly declared
that they had a medical emergency on board. Their avigator had
developed a blood disorder and hi condition was wor ening. We diverted
from our course and went 'full peed ahead'. We tore along for about 18
hours until we caught up with them. As the yacht came into view, 'Action
Lynx' was piped by the Captai n and minute later the helicopter was
airbourne. The speed boat was launched and quickly drew up be ide the
stricken vessel ro take the sick crewman off the yacht, whilst the
courageou Lynx pil01 hovered within feet of the yacht' main mast so that
the ob erver could take a few prize aap shots for po terity. All rerurned
back in time for tea and medal and the crewman was attended to by the
Ship's Doctor before being treated in ho pital on our arrival in
Montevideo.

'S undown e rs ' w ith t he Captain, t he Army Officers a n d Pimms,
Lt Da rren Offord-OOPS Offi cer fo r JCUF I
A we neared Montevideo the weather became hotter to the point
whereby we were able to take Sundowners, the old aval tradition of
taking cocktail on the flight deck in the hope of eeing the green fla h of
the un as it dip below the horizon in the Southern Hemi phere. It was a
wonderful evening and the green fla h does indeed e i t, if only through
the base of an emptied glass of Pimms. The arrival into Montevideo wa
done in fi ne aval tyle with the entire crew lining the deck and a twenty
one gun alute fired a we entered port. I personally did not feel that thi
wa a good idea in outh merica and awaited the chattering reply of
machine gun fire from the local drug baron. but nothing was heard. After a
few hours of making ure that everything was 'quared away on board, the
men were allowed a hori-. The Officers however. remained onboard and
awaited the gue ts for tne Captain· cocktail party. After ·ome hours
ho ting to the incidental mu ic of the Fife and Drum .. we 100 went a. hore.
Afcer a great night out, I caught a taxi bnck and pullet! out a IOVO pe o
note with which to pay the driver. He aid that he could not change that
kind of money. He drove me to a dec idedly dodgy looking area to meet
some of hi big friends who thought that l might like 10 donate the 990
peso change from the fare to ~o me charity o~ other and t~ey \~·ould
obviously handle the finance for me. I convmced the dnver m no
uncertain tenns that it wou ld not be in his best intere,ts to top. "hereupon
he drove me to the nearest police ·tation and ran out screaming blood)
murder. Two anned officers came running out and incarcerated me for the
rest of the evening. Later they relea ed me and an apology was em to the
Captai n of the Lancaster. That i. my story and I have paid good money to
ensure witne. e' back me up on it hould it e er go to ourt.
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The follO\\ 1r.u day. the Captain was mugged at gun point. o too were
everal others. Dc!pite this. Montevideo is a wonderful place. Typically
outh American. it i n huge city which ha a modern. well maintained
centre that i predominantl) urrounded by hanty town uburb and a et
a'ide ecure area for the wealthy. Mo 1 people are content to it outside a
bar for the entire day wat hing the world go by. The hip's Company wa '
hallenged to a rugb) match by the local team and l wa asked to play. We
v.ere well and truly laughtered. Thi i a totally inte.nded pun, a mo t of
our players had been drinking until illy o"clock in the morning. At half
time. the Officers of the hip who came ro watch did the honourable thing,
by rcpla ing the bonle of qua h with Champagne to ea e the uffering.
\Ve e tabli hed an excellent rapport with the crew of the Lancaster. They
were exceptional ho, ts who topped at nothing to ensure that we all
enjoyed our time on board. The voyage w a once in a lifetime experience
and a refre hing change to ee a completely different facet of service
eXL tence. fany cheap leather good. were bought, most of the ights and
ound een and a good un tan gained. Oh. and their comm work!
OPE ING OF A C RLOS MUS U 1
On Wedne day 6 ovember in bright un hine. before a crowd of
nearly thirty people, John mith, Curator of the Britannia House Mu eum
in tanley. Ill ed a pair of borrowed kitchen ci . ors to cut the blue ribbon
aero the door and the deed was done, bringing !O a sari factory
culmination two years of planning and hard work by a number of people,
including many pa t members of JCUFT and realising also a longer held
dream of the owners of Blue Beach Lodge, William and Lynda
Anderson.
The mu eum, situated clo. e 10 the Blue Beach Touri t Lodge, i hou ed
in two linked ponakabins, originally from Kelly 's Garden, which were
donated by Jersey bu inessman, Robert Gibbons, a UK Trustee of
Falkland Con ervation. The first portakabin hou e a section devoted
jointly to the Agricultural and atural Hi tory of the Falklands with
extensive. and colourful di. play by the Falklands Con ervation, put
together by Fiona Didlick and Jeremy Smith, and an a yet incomplete
recon truction of a Camp table. or galpon, containing old agricultural
equipment from the parent mu eum in tanley.

San Carlos Museum

0 TH GEORGIA DETACHMENT
'It's not the end of the world but you can see it from here!!
S 'COVCDet
Det2VC
Det Tech
Crew
Det Mascot

gt Scan 'When r .. .' Fairlield
Cpl Andy 'Muffy' Moffat
LCpl Tony 'Barny' Raby
Sig Kev 'Adolph' Bausor
ig Andy ' Stenchy' Sten ton
'Dorty Baz' the Bull Elephant Seal

Dorty Baz
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Our journey to South Georgia started 9000 miles away on the 22 August
1996 where we departed Imphal Barracks in York. The first leg to RAF
Brize orton was hassle free and we were soon on the TriStar to
A cen ion Island. During the stopover on the hot volcanic island everyone
enjoyed being able to stretch their legs before being herded into the sheep
pen whilst the plane wa refuelled. We arrived at Mount Pleasant Airport
midmorning on the 23 Augu t to be greeted with the miling faces of Fig
l (UK) ADSR personnel. After an inten e meteorological course, we all
became qualified weather observers (Spoilers) and have the certificates to
prove it.
Following our hon stay in Mount Plea ant Airport and many card
gam , to idle the time away. we set off on the Royal Fleet Auxiliary ship
the Grey Rover for a four day cruise, Our lavish accommodation in the
cargo hold made our journey much more bearable, although much time
was pent leaning over the ide of the hip, feedi ng grou nd bait Lo the
fishe . Our fir t view of the island wa a tiny white dot on the horizon. As
we got clo er we noticed that our new home King Edward Point was
circled by mountain and the sea, giving it that not so rea suring effect that
you might pos ibly get whilst in pri ·on. The entire population turned out
to greet u and Sgt ean Fairfield aid 'Hello· to his old friends the seals,
penguin , deer etc, (he shrugged ofTthe ·oh my God, not him again', reply
very well indeed'. On completion of the handover we quickly settled into
our shifts and establi hed a good routine. Cpl Andy Moffat and Sig Kev
Bausor were em to complete the Arctic Mountain Movement and
Survival Course, whi h concluded with a night navigation exercise and
night in a now hole (if it did not collap e). The re t of us completed the
course at a later sage. The now melted ignifying the end of Wimer and
the arrival of Spring, bringing with it the abundance of wi ldlife that
inhabits the i land. Thi i when the Det mascot arrived. 'Dorty Baz' is a
10 feet long, 4 tonne Bull Elephant Seal, with attitude. He has been Beach
Ma ter here since the tart of the breeding season and has the scars to
prove it. To maintain his tatus as Beach Master he has bitten off the odd
no e or tongue here and there and pill so much blood that during one
fight the surrounding sea looked red.

ROYAL SIGNALS IN COMMANDO FORCES
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURES
A belated hello to gt 'Olly' Reid who ha taken over as the 29 Cdo
Regt RA Rear Unk Sgt. Welcomes also 10: Sgt 'Taff' Morgan fresh from
I (UK) Amid Div and a wee tour m Bosma (allegedly to recover from his
Commando Course), Cpl Lou Wa lker bright eyed and bushy tailed from
his Tl and finally welcome (and congratulations on his recent promotion)
to Cpl Mark Jackson from JCUNI.
RECENT ACTIVITIES
LOGEX96
Elements of 3 Cdo Bde RM, mainly Cdo Log Regt RM and unit A and
B Echelons, deployed on a major sea based logistic exercise along the
South Coa t fro.m Portsmouth to Salisbury Plain. Enduring some atrociou
weather cond1uons wa Sgt Rob Sear trying to cram in deployment
before civ div in the Summer.
COMMANDO SIG ALS CHRISTMAS PARTY
All the Royal Si~nal. personnel along with a few select Royal Marine
guest~ and wives/girlfriends assembled at a well known watering hole in
Plymonth, und ~r the organisation of Sgt 'Deano' Cartledge for the now
trad1uonal Christmas Party. After a plendid festive feast the team
entertained the local office parties with a fine dancing display
accompanied by the hired band. The hardier members then moved one to a
well known dancing establishment to continue the evening. A fitting and
enjoyable end to a bu y year.
WI TER DEPLOYME T 97
This year's deployment was smaller than usual due to the commitment
of large elements of 3 Cdo Bde RM to Ex Ocean Wave. Elements of 42
and 45 Cdo RM, Cdo Log Regt and HQ & Sigs Sqn deployed to orthern
Norway. Before training commenced the grandly named COMMCEN
Installation Team went to work. The team consisted of W02 (FofS) Bill
McCreath (IC pizza runs and navigation). CSgt (YofS) Ma rk Smith RM
(IC crashing the van), Sgt Rob Sear (JC installation) and Sgt Pete Hatton
(l crypto and frighten ing the local wildlife). A quick IO day saw the
installation of a DUST COMMCEN etup a the lead into a new PC based
ACP 127 system being introduced by the end of March.

Sgt Sean Fairfield outside the signal shack, South Georgia
September '96

Sgt ean Fairfield pointed out that when he was here on the i land last
time (zzzz . . . the ame two Skua birds nested near the Signals shack).
Showing hi affection for the birds, he tried to feed them whereupon the
larger of the two proceeded to savage his hand causing him much pain and
the rest of us much amu ement. The birds have since been named Denton
and Doris, aka 'Hard Bird and the Missus'. The occasional penguin pop
up around the Point cau ing havoc as everyone attempts to reach for their
cameras. For entertainment in our one and only boozer (not surpri ingly,
The Whaler's Arms) Toga Parties and games nights are arranged and well
attended. It is at nights like these that the healthy, close working
relationship between the R Signal and Royal Engi neer is scrutinised.
The Wedgeheads are only too glad to point out they booted the Scalies out
of their Corps in 1920. In our defence we remind them that unless they
wish to discontinue receiving Famgrams, they had best put the lid on it.
We hope to be back in the UK some time next year after, we might add, the
main party JCU Fl and the rest of the South Georgia personnel down here
have long been home ...
GOODBYES, HELLOS AND THANK YOUS
This article would not be complete without 2 17 Sig Sqn giving our
farewell thanks to those members of JCUFI who worked so hard and made
the tour that much more bearable and who have now left before the end of
our tour. Too numerous to mention by name, but those member of the
Royal avy and Royal Air Force did a splendid job, as their replacements
continue to do so now. To the Army members that have left us, special
thanks must go to; Capt Terry Crosby as OC CDA SSgt 'Chippy'
Chapman for his time here as the AW02 SSM , Sgt 'Taff' Bryant for his
unending enthusiasm and dedication to his work, and for the TA element
that supported us; Sgt Jeff King who always provided 'service with a
smile', SSgt Ron Hodgkinson as the happy-go-lucky Chief Clerk and 10
Sgt Mark Ament. Good luck to you all!
Finally, we welcome the next roulement Signal Squadron who take over
from us. We hope that 3 Div have an equally fulfilling and enjoyable six
months down here as we all have.
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The COMMCEN Installation Team on the road to Hell

ARCTIC WARFARE TRAINING
Carrying out their ovice Ski and Survival/Arctic warfare Cour e from
8 January-2 February were three R Signals Arctic Puppie who hoped to
be Arctic Foxe a month later. We assembled at RM Barracks, tonehou e
at m_idnight for the first of many baggage checks and eventually piled onto
a Tn tar at RAF Brize Norton. A couple of hours later we were having to
circle the airport for an hour before landing (to allow now to be cleared).
We all arrived at Aesgarden Camp (near Har tad. ome 140 miles north of
the Arctic Circle) to be told that a metre of snow had fallen the day
before- the best snow for several years but carrying with it an avalanche
danger.
After a few days of carbo-loading, revi ion lecture , ba ic kiing
lesson. and kit prep we set off into the field with our issue skis ("pu ers
planks') for the initial eight day package. Capt Neil Fraser and gt 'Taff'
Morgan under the keen eye of their MSI ran 7 Section, whilst Cpl Lou
Walker was in 6 Section. Jn total there were around 150 novices. The
transition was made from IO man tents to four man ten rs and then on to
snowholes. Throughout that time the nowplough turns became pole
plants and skiing improved (un til the bergans appeared taking us right
back to day one le son one). The day passed by in a blur of demo , kimg
l~ the next location, digging pits and erecting tents. cooking scran then
~1ght skiing till 2 100, (to appre iate the
rthern Light of our e), then
mto night routine. Temperatures hovered around - 10 to - 15 reaching. at
wors~ -27 with wind chill. It was at that point, above the tree line after an
emononal a cent which seemed to be an endlc "herring bone'. that the
BV~06 support vehicle (at the time carrying our bergans and tentage)
aec1ded to be two hours late. Thankfully 7 Section managed to tum our
attention to digging the largest tent pits ever een by the Royal Marine .
The next night involved the ritual , dig a snowhole for three hour . get
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On Watch: Sgt 'Taff' Morgan bravely leaves his sleeping bag to
·
do a spell on Sentry

in ide for four hour . then grab all your kit, lever your bergan onto your
back and ki down a very teep hill and along a very long valley for five
hours in the dark to arrive at the pick up point at first light. My what laugh
we had a our faces made. yet again. contact with the white ruff aided by
801b of unbalanced bergan. Ju t back on our feet and in a ferociou
nowplough it would be a matter of minute till the old BV206 track, the
moving tree or a previou 'yeti' imprint would alter our delicate balance
and it would be back to the 'pu hing bergan up with ki pole " routine.
There then followed a few day doing the duty ice breaking drill . more
lecture , rangework, downhill practice on planks and the much talked
about ovice Ski Race. 150 people de perately trying to sray upright, ki
round corner , avoid getting in each others way and do it quickly proved
an interesting day. The delicate balance between technique, fime s and
determination snw some favourites slipping back down the pile. The Corp
was well repre ented with Capt eil 'faceplant' Fraser finishing 18th,
gt 'Taff' ·Franz Klammer' organ coming in a clo ely fought 21 t and
Cpl Lou 'Eddie Edward · Walker in a respectable 55th. Then it was a
quick reorg and back into the field, plit into 2 Tp to tackle the enemy
Coy. Again the R Signals were well repre ented with 'Taff' and Lou both
being cho-en as Tp gts for the tnctical pha t:. In full kit the cour. e
deployed again. The Coy snake weaved in very poor vi'ibihty into the
harbour location. After two night of -erious digging, the odd recce and
fighting patrol. plenty of sentry duti ::ind more digging the course
returned 10 camp.
Finally, after two days of ervicing and returning tore . n run a hore in
Harstad and a nights downhill skiing in arvik it wa time to head home.
A Cl30 night brought the terrible trio back to RAF Lyneham having
deposited Cpl Mark Jackson in Norway to do hi. course.
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Within the Brigade are also found manpack EW equipments in Y Tp RM
a well as the Artillery/Air Defence systems deployed with 29 Cdo Regt
RA. 20 Cdo AD Bty RA and AD Tp RM . ystem on order or
programmed include: Speciali t HFNHF data capable ~adios to provide
the ability to pa sop orders and overlays to deployed units: two BV206D
borne ATCOM detachment to an hor the increasing number of IS
equipments at the Bde HQ's and a BV206D borne advanced EW system
forYTpRM.
POINTS OF CO TACT
Process ing of all volunteers to serve with Commando Force is through
their unit chain of command to MRO/PB in Glasgow. Any prospective
volunteers wishing to know more about the post available or advice on
how to prepare for the All Arms Commando Course may contact either the
S03 Comms/EW at HQ Royal Marines or the W02 (FofS) at HQ 3 Cdo
Bde RM directly. ontact details are in !he R Signal Staff List held by
units. Units will al o hold the appropriate paperwork for voll!nteering for
both posting and All Arm Commando Cour e . Trade and ranks
relevam are: Capt x I, W02 (FofS) x I . Sgt/LCpl 1Tech ( YS) x 5, Sgt
Top (TG) x 1. Cpl Top(TG) Crypto Trained x 3, Sgt Top(R) x I .

Sgt Taff Morgan and Capt Neil Fraser
End of the Cou rse after 1 Tp's Final Descent

FUT RE ACTIVITlES
EXERCI E OCEAN WA E
Ex Ocean Wave will involve large element of 3 Cdo Bde RM
exercising in areas including Singapore, the Philippine . Mal.aya. Borneo
and Brunei ultimately ending up at Hong Kong. R Signal mvolvement
will include mo t personnel, along wilh elemencs from 30 Sig Regt,
deplo}'ing to Brunei in March and April for a major FrX (fa: Setia
Kawan).
EQUIP 1E 'T UPDATE
3 Cdo Bde RM i equipped with a wide variety of communication
y tern . A well as !he norn1al CLANSMAN radio found in an Army Bde,
3 Cdo Bde RM--<lue to ic's highly mobile and independent role a an all
arm , all weather, amphibious capable format.ion. has system normally
found at Div/Corps level in !he Army but wilhout !he luxury of Ptarmigan.
The small team thu is required to be extremely flexible and be able to mrn
!heir hand to tasks with little or no training. System currently utili ed
include: The Pilot Joint Operational Command System (PJOCS ),
ATRLCS (previou ly IARRCIS). !he Pilot Flag Support Sy tern (PFSS ),
LOCE and JDISS .
In barracks and in the field each unit can deploy a secure fax/
phone/data ystem chat utilise landline or TACSAT where available. In
!he field use i made of KlA3 and KrPUNG equipment to pass ecure data
to and from units over vehicle borne and manpack HF VHF CLANSMAN.

VOXTRUP MARCHES 1996
On 7 December 1996 19 people from 4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
compett:d in the running category of the Voxtrup Marches. We were
comprised of three male teams, one female team and one individual
runner.
The l 2km route was an excellent way to get to 'know the local
countryside even if ome of the views were obscured by thick fog.
However, e~ery body c?mpleted the course successfully with two of the
teams winnmg cups. S1gs Penman, Walsh and Childs came third in the
men's competition ; 2Lt Leamon and Sigs Calderwood and Gibson (a
guest from 16 Sig Regt) won the cup for the best women's team.
Other competitors were: Capt A~res, Sigs Turner, McLeod, Walsh,
Angus, Rhodes, Henderson and Grills.

POSTSCRIPT
by W02 (Yofs) Dave Trevellion RM
Many thanks for the one line mention in tJ1e December 96 Wire. De pite
the Corp wide invitation no one has dispelled tJ1e 'vicious rumour ' o it
must be true! Picture the scene-November 96, invited on a 'cu ltural ' tour
of Rotterdam and Amsterdam courte y of the Royal Netherland Marine
Corps (a bi-annual CIS meeting of course). One R Signal S03, one R
Signals FofS and one RM YofS travelling by car to Holland. Faced with
thi s formidable inva ion of CIS talent the cunning French decide to set
light to the Channel Tunnel the very same day-not to be foiled we reach
Rotterdam ome 10 hours later. De pite having navigated to Rotterdam
with ease we inevitably become inextricably lost in the suburb . With
impres ive leadership qualities, S03 take charge, calms the situation
down and tart directing the party from his european city map (wh ich he
knew would come in handy). 'Left here, econd right, next turnoff ... ' all
with confidence, followed moment later by ... Hang on! These roads
don "t eem to follow the map ... ' YofS , taking a glance away from the
road ahead toward the S03' finger quickly identifies that , apparently, we
have j ust passed the Champs Elyssees!
After three day of inten ive trials, meetings and UK/NL liaison in both
Rotterdam and Am terdam the intrepid trio managed to return to the UK,
despite !heir be t efforts at ruining the car su pen ion wilh their bottled
ouvenir . on attributable tour quotes include: 'Ju t follow the tramlines
and I'm sure we'll find me HQ'.
"It's only 30 quid and mere's a free beer and banana included ' .

ARRIVALS
The Troop would like to welcome !he following new members and their
famil ies, and hope that they have a uccessful tour: Cpl Nimmo, LCpl
Brown, Sig Fearon aad Cfn Hawes.
Capt (QM) G. Douglas
W02 (RQMS) V. Mc aught
EXERCISE RISING RAT
by Cpl Kenny Mcintosh
The Squadron deployed on Ex Ri ing Rat on Wednesday 20

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
BFP0538

Sqn Comd
RSM

j

Maj E. A. Davis
WOJ (RSM) Evans

ARRIVALS ND DEPARTURES
A !he Squadron approaches Christmas stand down it has also been
time for a few hellos and goodbyes - The Sqn 2IC Capt Howard 'I've
escaped!' Hughes ha left to get educated in Camberley before heading
off to Cyprus. Our be t wishes go with him and to his wife Kath and
daughter Charlotte. ln his place we welcome Capt Andy Fallows and his
wife. Al o off are Fors ·Citizen' Dennis and his wife Sophie and
welcome to Fors Lowenden and wife. Oscar Tp welcomes Sgt Gallagh\!r
and al o hello to Sig Calderwood in Papa Tp. Finally farewell and
congratulations on his promotion to Sgt 'Sooper onic' Sorely and his
family - watch out Ireland!
PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R. J. Anderton-Brown
Tp SSgt
SSgt . Thomas
The Troop has again had a busy few months. After a ucce sful RSIT
inspection !he Troop !hen went down to Sennelager to provide operators
and ad min support for BBGT. This was the first exercise with the new Bde
Comd which wem extremely well. The Troop then also deployed on !he
quadron exercise Ex Rising Rat which was the first time for a few of
the new arrivals to ee the HQ in the field and was al o an opportunity
to practice some new procedures. Most recently the Squadron Bar
Committee led by Cpl "Dinger' Bell organised another fabulous function
and gave the Squadron a chance to relax after what has been an extremely
busy but uccessful year.
BRJTJ H ARMY GERMANY MINOR UNIT CHAMPIONSHIPS
Wedne~day 4 December wa a triumpham day for the Squadron as they
returned victoriou from the BA(G) Minor Unit Rugby final s. This is the
fiN time, since 1972, one of the Bde Sig Sqns has won this title and it was
fitting that the CO 1 Sig Bde. Brig J. N. haw MBE was guest of honour
and pre<.ented the winner trophy.
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1996. leaving the lean mean fighting machines of echelon (or so we
thought) back in camp to provide any logistical support that was required.
We did not stay for long, the RQMS W02 Vince Mc aught and
gt
Dobbins deciding that echelon would have their own little exercise.
Once in location. !he Sect Sgt and Sect Comd got to work, but there wa~
some confusion as to where the techs would like their ERV. Sgt Dave
'clo e the door I'm watching a video' Hizzet and Sgt Steve 'close the door
I'm getting cold' Colledge decided that it would need to be on level
ground, because they didn't want to sleep on a slope. LCpl 'Ginge'
Duncan settled into the role as Sect Comd quite well. He specifically
enjoyed putting the seniors on stag. Mind you, at about 2200hrs when the
RSM WOI Frank Evans and Sgt Dicky Dyer decided to throw a few
thunder flashes in our direction all you could hear was 'Gi nge · getting
information from the four comers of !he location. Words to the effect of
'Where the clucking bell are they?'
A our location had been compromised we had to move to !he Dorbaum
training area. New Sect Comd LCpl Chris 'route card' Taylor laid down
the law. He was clearly not atisfied with the previous night' epics and
did not want the same to happen today or else. OOOOOH! Unfortunately
he was unable to how his class of military experience as all he had to do
was the guard shifts, and there were a few grumps about that one.
Th.at afternoon was spent setting up trip flares and a winch with a bit of
NBC thrown in (in the snow), a fun way to ·pend a aturday afternoon
NOT! At about 1730 that night r was summoned to the CP tent for the
briefing from hell, courtesy of the RQMS. Basically I had to prepare for an
imminent chemical attack that night ( o I knew it was definitely going to
happen).
After a fine set of orders, it was a case of get your head down for a few
hours (for the first time that exercise). We were rudely awakened by the
RSM and certain members of the Squadron who decided that it would be
time to have some fun and try co break through our location. The RQMS
' Para Handy' and SSgt 'Diggin' Dobbins opened up first. They fired, God
knows how many rounds but we knew it was a lot as Cpl Taff' Phillip
was buried in a pile of empty cases and had co be dug free. Sgt Kev
Shipton proved that rugby tackles are not only for the pitch, a Sig
'Suggy' icol was to find out not once but twice as SSgt Dobbins decided
he wanted a piece as well. The techs weren't very happy as the kettle had
just boiled and it was getting to the best part of the film. They had to take
their slippers off and put on !heir boots. After 200m of fire and manoeuvre
we were all called back for a debrief from the RQMS who decided that we
would end our little exerci e there. A lot of work went into !he exerci e
and it was enjoyed by all who took part.

ovember

FAREWELLS
The following personnel are due to leave over the coming weeks, we
wish chem and !heir familie all !he best in their new unit: Sgt Shipton
(RLC), Cpl Tilling on promotion to Sergeant. Cpl Kingford-Smith and
Cpl McDonald.

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CCX

OCICD
Sqn Comd
RSM

The final was against BMH Rintcln and held on neutral territory in
Gutersloh. The opposition had a strong reputation and they played with
determination. However, the training by coach Sgt Stu Leadbeater and
team Captain Yors Steve Firth paid off with a hard earned 25-3 result .
First to put the Squadron on the score board with a try ju t before half time
was the 4 Bde DCOS, Maj Simon Marr. In the econd half the lead was
extended by further trie from LCpl Si Launder and RQM Vince 'What
a gift of a try ' Mc aught. All these were successfully converted by LCpl
'Woody' Wood who also added a penalty to his tally.
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204) earned their place in the final by
beating 14 Topo Sqn (RE) 24-7 and 3 AFA 19-12 in the semi and quarter
final . The team now goes on to pl ay a UK based team yet to be
determined in the semi- final s of the Army Cup.
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Maj T. J.P. Watts
WOI (RSM) G. C. Pocock

EXERCISE RISI G PHEO IX/PARTHIAN SHOT-JAN/FEB 97
The exercise sea. on in 1997 will be a busy one so the Squadron needed
a 'warm- up' to get us firing on all cylinder . Ex Rising Pheonix and
Parlhian Shot would allow us to do this, though 'freeze' wa a more apt
word than 'warm ' given tJ1e temperature .
The Squadron lined up as per the new SOT's-whatever that mean ? The
cooks and POL eventually graced u wilh their presence and we were off
to that little used haven of24 Bde-STA TA. The fir t move allowed A Tp
to set up as Main , and B Tp to be Step-up. Cpl ·Trotts' Thompson amu ed
B Tp by going down with a nasty bout of gastro-enteriti (aka ·where's the
******* porta-loo!') and had to be taken to the MRS , where a Zippo crew
had the dubious pleasure of guarding him- nice job!
. The _following day saw another move to new locations. ~ollowing
tn tructton to move tactically, Capt 'X-Country ' Worden decide to bog
CV2 up to it's axles in mud, and LCpl Dave 'RAC Rally' Weathersto~e
had to be deployed to pull him out. Rumours are that the extra 7 BellJe 111
CV2's driver seat didn ' t help. Once in me new location, we had an
outstanding 'noise and light ' demo by the Echelon boy , wh then
managed to take their own advice too eriously and no-one found !he
rcplen that night. Diamond 3 required remedial 'Stand-to' le , ons. and
during the darke t night in memory Sgt Kev 'Mountain q~at'
helmerdine came out with the quote ·That. Sir. is a log.' while pracu mg
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gymna tics in the fit!ld.
The third day saw another move wich a swift ( OT) recce and A Tp in
and working by mid afternoon. B Tp moved in and set-up at du k, then,
when it was nice and dark, we all took the HQ's down. Top tips-cam net
+ woods + dark = IGHTMARE! !! At the 0 Group that night Lt ndy
'Swis Preci ion Movement with Twelve Jewels ' Parfitt turned up on
time in the wrong grid quare, and kept everyone else waiting 47 minute .
Thank God that the OC, RSM and QM were there to keep everyone
fa cinated with tories of the good old day or we would all have been
REALLY bored! That night we moved into hide locations ( econd time
lucky B Tp!) and ent out foot patrols to CTR ome recruit who were
training nearby. o-one saw anything: the tactic of going to leep and not
snoring worked very well. Back in the hide . LCpl McNall} fought off an
advancing infantry platoon ingle anded u ing the 'power of reason· on
ingle shot.
The morning aw a move to the Mecca of EXCO - Lynford Home
Farm. It wa here we discovereei that Sig 'Chappie' Chapman wa.
becoming pale and thin. Allegedly sharing a det ~ ith LCpl Vish 'The
Count' Reid doe n't do your blood pre ure any good. 2Lt Dan ·Gold n
Blanket" Ashton managed a massive 17 hrs kip in one day!! ig Fo ter
spent the day searching for a pineapple, and wa" written into the OP\
(changed from SOI becau e no-one knew what it meant) ince he would be
eeing the QC after exerci e-again.
On the Saturday we were graced with the pre ence of the girls from
Cambridge UOTC. They had a look round !he HQ' and played around on
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a GPMG before trymg to bum down the tents with 200 "?unds of miniflare .. That e\ening '"~all so.:ttled in to watch the rugby which the RQ had
kind!) videod.
On unda) we drove to PTA for the econd part of the ex Parthian
hot. A Tp howed ome real ;peed at a ma sive 28mph on the M3. '!''e
pent the night on etheravon Airfield where the Op Officei: apt Brian
'Fartypant. · Elliott trialed the new poncho for a full three m111ute before
moving to the R 1·s heated tent. By morn111g the tent were o frozen
they tood up without needing poles.
We deployed into the field to a nice dry locatfon calle~ Beeche Bam.
Well. it w dry until the perma-frost melted and n turned into the omme
ark II. Thi did not deter he ERV from moving four time to find THE
perfect location. gt 'Anorexic . en. e of humour· Davi really had fun!!
The taff then :;rrived looking extremely profe · ional and on-the-ball.
Being out in the field has become a bit of a novelcy for them. After looking

round B Tp 's HQ they had a quick look at A Tp's cam net. The Foreman
and Sgt Evan spent the next 36 hours having fun with Ptarmi ga~ (a new
toy for the quadron and QC). and with absolutely NO help from the
Trunk ode eventually managed to get us in and working. Sig 'Stretch '
Stevens was so depre sed by moving the Radio Relay 150 metres that he
tried to pull out hi s right eye with some barbed wire. Once Ptarmigan had
been proved. A Tp moved to the omme Mark Ill to allow a change of
control , and B Tp made a final move to test Ptarmigan just one last time.
LCpl 'Sig' Mc ally forgot a vital lead and we all cried! Still. once
everything wa · working E DEX wa called. and we all headed back to
Colche ter. Thi time A Tp managed to keep up the speed. and we were all
home by 0 I00.
.
.
. .
.
A final point : if the PTA managers require thelf trammg area back: 1L
can be found pread along the M3. M25. A 12 and at the washdown pomt
in Colche ter.

SAB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

Only 90 of the per~onnel _would be parachuting on first arriving in
anada with the rest Air Landmg. Each man had with him his container a
grip which would. stay ':"ith the C- 130, _and a carrier bag containing w~
kit to be pul on pnor to JUmpmg. The flight which departed at 06.30 would
take almo t JO hour including a stop in Keflavik. Iceland to refuel. The
night was. apparently 'ordinary'_ for the RAF despite a window breaking in
the cockp1.t and the pon wmg 1c111g up which necessitated the turning off of
the autopilot to prevent the plane from flying around in circles. The
temperature on exiting the aircraft was expected to be about
taking into account the wind chill caused by the plane' airspeed.
Most of the troop therefore placed on a much of their arctic kit as
po sible.
P-Hour 17.00-13.00 Local. Three aircraft, Sim 15 sticks and wind at
five knot gusting eight knots. The view during the descent was
pectacular with bright sunshine, blue sky, snow-covered land cape and
the Gosling Lake DZ ringed by mountains. A nine inch covering of snow
provided a cushioned landing onto the ice of the frozen lake and was
undoubtedly a factor in there being no casualties amon" the 90 men who
parachuted into Canada. It was said that any jump wh~re both the RSM
and the Ops Officer wa lk off the DZ must have been a success. This was
the last j~mp for the QM, Capt Fred Payet, and the Admin Officer, Capt
Dave Wilson before they leave the Squadron later this year.
The reception on the DZ was most unusual with local Park Rangers and
member . of the rescue services collecting the men and their equipment
and ferrying them to the RV on the back of Skidoos. One of the skidoo
riders was actually a local hunter who ju t happened to be passing by and
came over to see what was going on. He then tarted collecting men from
the DZ also. A bus ride into Goose Bay was followed , somewhat
strangely, by the filling in of cu toms forms just in case we were
smuggling good in to Canada by Parachute.
08:00. DFC 08:30 Enplane _09 :00 Brakes Monday morning saw the
second Jump of the exerc1 e 111 somewhat less sunny conditions. Two
hours of low level flying preceded P-Hour at I I :00 and provided views of
the country around Goose Bay. The 4 Div Media Ops team and the SSVC
crew were on the DZ to film the descent and to interview the troops
afterwards. Again everything went well , though Cpl Mick Westbrook
and LCpl Bain began the de cent ide by side in the air, and the media
were given a good show. There was also intere t from the Canadian press
with the 2JC Ca pt Bennett making his debut on CBC Radio. The
afternoon saw the troops broken down into groups to begin the round robin
of adventure training that would take place over the next few days.
The activities available were Nordic skiing, downhill skiing and
survival training wi th the local Canadian Rangers. Survival Training took
place about hal f an hour from Goose Bay. We were met by the Rangers
who had brought with them a half dozen skidoo and what could only with
the utmo t generosity be called sled . The e devices for towing us behind
the kidoos were actually more like MFO boxes attached to wooden
runners and came sans shock ab orbers. After a wild ride acros the ice
and snow in the WO leds, less those who bagged places on the back of the
skidoos, including the QC and 21C, we topped by a wooded area for the
Jes ons in building a lean to and a fire .
The reward for building our shelters in such quick time was another ride
on the sleds to the frozen lake for a pot of fishing. After about 15 minute
of catching nothing the RSM. among others, was becoming restles when
he let out a hout that he had a big one. This wa in response to the strong

.5o·c.

tug he had felt on the line but it quickl y went slack again. A few seconds
later he caught another ' Big One' which again slipped away and as he
l~ked up he realised that something was afoot due to the laughing from
hi s fellow fishermen. The RSM's fish wa~ in fact one of the Canadian
Rangers who was occasionally creeping up on him and tugging the line,
and we thought they had no sen e of humour! The last part of the training
was st?doo familiarisation which involved us riding them in all directions
at as high a speed as possible, surpri ingly nobody was injured.
The Downhill skiing proved to be an eye opener for the RAF PTI a
they looked on in horror at the Squadron's 'Banzai' ki style. Provided you
~anaged to negotiate the T bar lift without falling off there was a range of
different slopes on which to ski, many of them quite uneven and rocky as
they were all unprepared . Leading proponents of the Banzai style included
Sgt Gaz Smith, gt ' Lightbeer' cott, Cpl Dom Anderson and Sig
' Dogsy ' Barker. Some didn't even know how to stop or turn and just
pomted them elves downhill, stopping achieved as and when the ground
dictated.
Both the Parachute and Adventure Training programmes were a great
succe sand were enjoyed by all. Many thanks to our RAF hosts at Goose
Bay who provided suppon and facilities for all parts of Ex Frozen Griffin.
ARMY CROSS-CCU TRY CHAMPIO SHTPS-5 FEBR ARY 97
This year' Championships were held at Longmoor Training Area 5
February 1997. The team was made up from both the HQ and the Sig Sqn
the e being:Maj Herring RLC, Headquarters
Maj Wildish RE, Headquarters
WOl Turnbull R Signals, 216 Para Sig Sqn
W02 Rollins RLC, 216 Para Sig Sqn
SSgt Buckley AGC, 216 Para Sig Sqn
SSgt eedham R Signals, 216 Para Sig Sqn
SSgt Smith R Signal , 216 Para Sig Sqn
LCpl Fisher R Signal . 216 Para Sig Sqn
Sig Shaw R Signals, 216 Para Sig Sqn
As usual for the Signal Squadron, with the busy programme that we are
involved in four members of the team, WO! Turnbull, SSgt eedham,
LCpl Fisher and Sig Shaw, had been withdrawn from an exercise the
night before the competition. They had to call on physical reserves in
order to produce the standard that had been achieved earlier in the season.
Having been briefed on who had turned up for the event we knew 1hat
there were going to be some difficult teams to beat. Those teams being 2
Sig Regt and HQ 4 Div, especially as mo tofus train with members of HQ
4 Div quite regularly.
The course was going to be three laps of a hard route with two notable
hills and a long stretch of strength sapping sandy ground, the tart was full
with 170 runners turning up for the event, our team with the different
abilities never starts the same but gradually build up through the race, Maj
Herring and W02 Rollin alway being close to the front with the
remainder of u being middle field runners. working together over the
laner stages of the race. The result was the urprise of the day, having
beaten HQ 4 Div into second place by 15 points and 2 Sig Regt by 40
points. however, the team were pleased as punch as winning the Army
Championships at Minor Unit Level round the season off nicely and two
of the team have been picked for 1he Corp Cros .Country Squad for the
Inter Corps Championship 12 February 1997.

241 Sig Sqn
qn Comd
YofS/SSM

-

BRIEFLY
24 1 Sig Sqn is a Fixed Communications Sig qn which is part of2 (NC)
Sig Bde. We upport 5th Di vision by staffi ng six main Commcens, four
Operator A si ·tance Centre (OAC ) and service a large number of other
unit from the ADA. Support i provided by Comms Tp who provide
cover to the Commcens and OAC's (exchanges),Tech Tp provide a wide
scope of technical as i. tance from 1st Line faults at Commcens, OAC
and Unit Manned Terminals to in tallation work for CIS at 5th Divi ion
HQ in Shrewsbury. The Signals Works Service
uppon the
communications of Army ranges in the Divisional area. The Squadron is
lean on military personnel as we only have 12 member including officers.
The other 120 in the Squadron are made up of civi l ervice per onnel
dotted around the country.

....

216 Para Sig Sqn conducting an strategic insert into RAF Goose Bay, Canada
EXER ISE FROZE GRIFFI -3/9 JA
ARY 1997
Ex Frozen Griffin mvolved three C-130 aircraft from 70 Sqn RAF plus
their crew~ and 130 Army personnel. The aim was for the aircrews to
practise in long range in!>Crtions and low level flying and the troops in
parachuting into arduous conditions, arctic survival and adventure
trammg. The exercise was carried out in and around RAF Goose Bay on
the orth East coa\t of Canada with parachuting onto the nearby frozen
G ling Lake Drop Zone.
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Maj Cowen
W02 Wedge

At 19.00 per onnel paraded at Arnhem Barracks Aldcrshot, home to
216 Para ig Sqn, who were the lead unit for the exercise. The Troops
were drawn from units throughout 5 AB Bde but also included Para
Trained personnel from outside units uch as 289 Commando Battery
Royal Artillery TA. After an initial brief came the issue of speciali t kit for
survival in the expected extreme cold of Goose Bay where daytime
temperatures of below -30 degrees centigrade are not uncommon. This
included arctic smocks. gloves, socks, goggles, facemask and snowshoes.
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HELLOS AND GOODBYES
December saw the farewell of the QC Maj 'Garth' Letori who leave
us to start hi RO' post six months early in sunny Blandford, good luck in
your new post. In his place Maj 'Jack' Cowen takes over the reins a OC
until the new QC arrives in six month . December also aw the fond
~arewell of our chief clerk Mrs Joan Mapp who leave us after 25 years
in the civil service and 11 years in the Squadron to travel on the bu e free
of charge courtesy of the much sought after Bus Pas . September said
goodbye 10 Cpl Kev Ashfield and hi wife Kay who left u for civvy
street and a job in Bristol, good luck to you both. Another addition to the
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rabble in civvy tree! i LCpl Paul 'Scou e' Parry who left us in
ovember to bum around Liverpool.
From 16 Sig Regt come LCpl Paula '] am Gorgeou ' Kelson who
joined u in September to work in the ADA. 241 's los 16 Sig ' gain I
think, only joking. Straight from the factory came Sig Lee ·1 don 't speak
much' Banks and soon to join u. al o from 16 Sig's i LCpl Zoe Aldridge
and her husband Rodney. we hope you all enjoy it here.
OTHER NEW
The Squadron HQ gave up work for a day so we could all go hill
walking in the Malvern Hills. the hills looked very daunting to some of the
civvies but the pub lunch halfway round wa a welcome rest. An enjoyable
gt
day was had by all. The Squadron reselllement cell i, headed by
Steve Brennan who will be leaving the army after 22 year in February.
Also joining him oon in civvy street will be Cpl 'Harry' Harrington and
LCpl Kerry Low.
Congratulations to SSgt Brennan who won the UK Army Matchplay
10 Pin Bowling Championships ingL and UK Anny Double with gt
Les Colhoun from the School f ignah.
In ovember 1996 a quarter of the Squadron strength deployed on Ex
Blazing Bruno which was organi.ccl by 243 ig Sqn on the Sennybridge
Training Area in ourh Wale . Sgt cott Margison helped out by acting a.
Directing Staff and LCpl Paula Tm even more gorgeous in combat~'
Kelson took part in one of the . ections. We welcome back pl Marie
McChesney from her ix month. tint in ODA plit but unfortunately al ·o
say goodbye oon after, due to her po ting to .l.
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251 Signal Squadron
PElt'!O
LITIES
qnComd
M

2 (City of Dundee) Sig Sqn (V)
Sqn Comd

SM

Maj (TOT) David Elli
W02 (S M) Kev Jenkins

F IBUA T RAINING
Ever eager for a sli ce of the action, the Squadron heavy mob responded
ga ng handed, to an invitation from 76 RE (V) to co-use the FIBUA
training fac il ity in Catterick during December of 1996. Thi brought a
demand ing and varied year to a close with a bang and ensured a stock of
'war stories' to take home. SSgt Rod Mains ' enthusiasm for the ' Rubbl e
Run' assault was o great that he continued well beyond the tactical
objective and was last see n without his pl atoon lookin o lost and
geographically embarrassed but ready to take on the world , se~eral street
away. Sgt Bruce ' make my day' ingers took a break from building
andbagged defences to file hi s teeth to sharp points and declare that
FIB UA would make the ideal venue for Squadron recruit selection. The
SPSI ra ised some doubts before di scovering th at ig Albert Henderson
had sneaked out of Recruit Tp with Bruce and performed admi rabl y.
Depot recruit trg will seem quite tame now.

0 GRATUL TIO
Co ngmtulatio n to gt oy Phipp who gave birth to a baby girl Sinn
Danielle weighing Sib 13oz at 1222 hrs 5 February 1997. Joy, husband
John and Baby all doi ng well. Congratulation to Cpl Helen Jackson on
h r recent marriage.
HAIL ND FARE\ EL
Welcome to
gt \ biting from I, farewells , to Cpl Lee, LCpl
DoDagby. LCpl Hill and LCpl Hill who are all off to civilian life.
YI IT B BRIG . M. A. LEE OBE, COMD 2 (NC) SIG BDE
During hi bu y schedule of visiting units Brig Lee took time out to
visit the quadron and pre e nt a U medal to W02 Kelly and a LS & GC
to gt Re nison. the event wa well attended by all the Squadron and
organi ed in the Warrant Officers & Sergeant · Me s by W02 (SSM)
Jenkins.

Brig Lee meets Yeoman Kelly's family and presents his wife
Jenny with flowers

1 (Royal Buckinghamshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn
(Special Communications)

qnComd
SM

Maj Bryan Gilfether MBE, TD
W02 (SSM) Max McGilivray

Maj Gordon Duncan
W02 ( M) Pete C harles

TRADE TRAINING
The current BSS, Radio Op and Telegraphi st Cl as~ 2 training continues
a pace with monthly outings to Cultybraggan, Stirling and Whitbum. The
latest friendl y invasion wa to Whitburn in January by over 50 potentia l
trade men and upgraders. It is a never ending source of entertain ment to
wi tness broad Dundonian accents meeting even broader Geord ies after
training, thi s truly is 'communicators in ac ti on".
For some considerable time the Squadron has hosted evening radio
schedules to similarly equipped units in England . Th i has proved such a
u eful and popular event that we have opened the schedule to the
remainder of 2 ( C) Sig Bde and the uptake looks good. The schedules
have changed in title from Ex Bald Dee to Ex Apollo Dundee and we
would welcome participant in thi s HF training link. Details are availabl e
from Dundee Mil (774) 4652.
BOUNTY TRAINING WEEKEND
The latest range training weekend was held in February at Barry
Buddon Training Area during high winds and rain typical of ranges

DET CHME T DE PLOYME T TO ·oRWAY
On the 11 January 1997 a five man det deployed to Hafjell Norway, to
practice communications in an Arctic environment The journey consisted
of a ix hour drive from the Sqn HQ in Bletchley to the ferry port at
ewcastle. A 27 hour cro sing was followed by a relaxing e ening in
Bergen. The det then drove to the exerci e location. Whilst driving over
the ·Hardangavida' Plateau, LCpl Luke ' it could happen to anyone'
tanley decided to bow off his driving skill and ditched the Landrover
and trailer into a nowdrift at 40mph, violently waking LCpl Jase ' Big
Hair ' Broome. his pas enger. After a 13 hour drive, the det finally arrived
at the location and promptly set up comms.

LCpl 'Jase' Broome, Cpl 'Jas' Drimmer and
Sgt Tony Smith at 3000ft

familiar to every Corps reader. Lt Andy Thompson deve loped his relay
procedures whilst controll ing the details but no amount of control would
keep the targetry in check a~ the fig ure elevens breezed off into the Tay
estuary! The SPST. SSgt 'Spielberg' Doherty decided to cheer up the
waiting detai l by produci ng cam cream and introducing patrol tee hniques
1~to the concurrent activit ies. He said it was all for a Squadron trai nmg
video but as soon as Cpl Billy 'no shoes' Morris said that Staff re minded
hi m of Kate Aid ie, NBCD was back on the menu. First aid ATD testmg
was conducted by gt Andy 'smiler' Waterston and BCD by LCpl
Dave 'the face' Garland, which makes a change from starring in
TAVRA's latest bu helter advertising campaign coveri ng all of Scotland .
SOCIAL
Work hard, play hard is one of many mottoes bandied about here in
Dundee and this is in evidence a the party season has gri pped the
Squadron of recent times. As an indepe ndent squadron we run our own
Officers and WOs and Sgt Messes. these being the fi rst to kick off the
winter ocial eason in December with a ball and pri ze draw. The compere
has ig ned up for SSS lessons, however after announcing the OC, Maj
Gilfether as ' OSCAR COCO UT'. The All Rank Dance was next and
even managed to sport more kilts than both Messes. Thi function
traditional ly provide a focus for the a ward of the Harry Meakins Trophy
for lhe best improved soldier in the year. The award for 1996 went to LC pl
Bruce 'wobbly legs' Tarbet, our pet ex-matelot. Well done Bruce. The
permane nt sta ff lunch and bar room dancing ession followed which
incl udes Maj Gilfether's traditional donation of a case of wine. o-one
to ld the OC that the lunch venue was the mo t select in Dundee and wine
£10 a bottle. The word i that he i doing overtime in hi civilian sphere
until the Spri ng.
After the mi st of the social battle we call Hogmanay ettled. the event to
which others are merely a precur or took it' turn. Burn Night i the one
occasion when all Scots turn poet, inger and haggi stabber. The guest of
honour was Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde, Brig Leek. who savours the four
legged highland haggis which pasture locally. This may explain why the
De puty Commander ended up with this two legged lowland haggi with
32 Sig Regt the same evening!

604 SIGNAL TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Richard Spencer
SSM
W02 (SSM) Phil Lord
It has been a rather quiet few months within the Troop. The Chri tma
function, a combined HQ and Sig Tp fancy dre event complete with all
the trimmings, was a great success. However, some of the costumes left a
lot to be de ired. We would like to thank the committee for organising
such an extravaganza to fini h the year. Christrna leave wa then upon us
and up popped a parade for the changing of the HQ and Tp's emblem.
CHA GE OF FORMATION INSIG

Sgt Tony Smith, Cpl 'Jas' Drimmer, Cpl Rory O'Nei l and
LCpl 'Jase' Broome-take a break
The fir t day consi ted of a 24 hour HF comms. For the next two weeks
the det recei\'ed im.truction on 'Living in an Arctic Environment' and
pracu<;ed cro s country skiing techniques. There was also plenty of time
pent on the excellent downhill lopes, gaining confidence on piste as well
a off. At the beginning of week three, all that was taught was put into
practice a the det enjoyed a full two day excursion on skis with an
overnight stop under canvas.
The R 'n ' R pha-;e of the exercise fell during the middle of the last week
and was a visit to 0 lo, the capital of orway. A total of two days were
spent there, ' oaking up the culture' and of course sampling the nightlife.

REGULAR AS ESSMENT COURSE
In January a group of Regular operators joined the Squadron for a two
week cour e de igned to test their suitability for service in the Squardron
and their attendance on the four month Special Communications Course
starting at the end of February. For the fust time the course inc luded some
people nominated by APO Glasgow as in the past service in the unit had
been on a volunteer basi .
The emphasis on the cour e wa placed on trade kills and numerous
other tests which include character as essment. For example students were
required to conduct an appreciation which would normally be undertaken
by potential Yeoman as well a giving a 10 minute lecture to all the
Regular personnel in the unit.
In addition students took part in Ex Capital Endeavour- a two day
initiative exercise. The exerci e marked the midway point of the cour e
and by now all students were aware that tasks would be presented to them
at short notice and would be unique to this course. Prior to the final ski lls
test, Ex Saddle Sore was conducted over an eight hour period. All tudent
were given opportunities along the way to demonstrate their leadership,
orienteering and initiative ski lls.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy must be received six weeks before the publication date
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parade wa followed by many Blackadder and Baldrickjoke. and a Curry
Lunch for all. Unfortunately Stephen Fry and Hugh Laurie had to pull out
at the la t minute or el e it would have ·eally been a Blackadder Day!
CO GRAT LATIO S
Thi goe to Sgt Pete Mullen who ha ' now been appointed the honoury
title of Sergeant of the Snake, also to LCpl 'Simo' Simpson on taking the
plunge and getting married.

This was the main event of the previous month , the CS G (UK) HQ
which the Tp support chaaged its insignia to the one u ed in the Gulf war
by the 3rd Line Logistic et-up. Thi insignia is the "Blackadder' .or
Sammy the Snake as it is more frequently known. The Troop were heavily
involved with the parade which marked the change of in ignia with LCpls
Sid Owen and Mick Roberts being the flag carriers and keeping Maj
Gen White, Director General Log Sp, company in the photographs!! The
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ARRIVALS
Hello to Cpl P ete Byrne, C pl cott Rickett and L pl 'Simo'
Simp on. We all hope you enjoy your tour with the Troop and the delights
of Aldershot. then again Cpl Pete Byrne already know what can happen
to you at night in downtown Aldershot
DEPARTURES
Goodbye to LCpl Dougie Douglas who is now working in Grantham
and all the best to Cpl 'Tommo' Thompson and ig Tom Slaney who are
off to pa tu re new in Civ Div.
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presentation on the Wilderness Trail. Thi is a three week expedit ion for
Army CaJets rnking place in South Africa this July. One of the many great
opportunities for Army Cadets to take part in.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offshore
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
Yachtmasters (UK)
(Germany)
Secretaries:
General
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Member Rep
Soldier Rep (Offshore)
Dinghies & Dayboats
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Capt 'Mac' McCrindle
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S gt (YofS) 'Pete' Van den Broek
The month of December and January have been a quiet period for the
team in term of deployment on exerci e. However, the Bos . Capt ·Mac·
McCrindle, has been able to keep us occupied with all kind of activities.
Among th e was a chance to escape to Colditz for a day. This followed
a pre entation on the Castle and it' intrepid inmates by LCpl 'Aus·
Gambles and ig 'Vic' Vernon . After a long drive down for SSgt (YofS)
'D licence' Van den Broek. we entered the village. whose kyline, i
dominated by the castle atop it' hill. After a brief look around a local
mu eum, which had very little to do with the Ca tie it elf, we were taken
to the Ca. tie.
Our guide, who ounded like a Gennan ver ion of Manuel from Fawlty
Towers, made the tour an interesting one and at times. humorou .. The
blacker than black humour di played on the walls of the obtary
confinement cell wa an insight into what kept these men ane in
captiviry. Another tribute to the Briti h character wa on ~ 'league' table
outside the main gate. This howed the total amount of pn oners to break
out to afety. a ' Home Run', and the total nu mber of attempt made by the
different contingenrs of prisoners. Although Britain came a clo e econd
on the home run . 12 to France ' 14. it wasn't through lack of tryi ng a the
119 un uccessful attempts how, the nearest conte nders were Belgium
with J2 un uccessful attempt !
. Another fun event was a day on the range ! No, not taki ng pol shots at
fi2ure J I' at 300 metre in respirators, but bl asting clay pigeon to
smithereen with shotguns. Well trying to anyway! Both four- man teams,
named ' Gareth s Glitter ' and 'Yuill' Tide', did well and were confident
of winning and coming in a close ecood. Until the resident crack shot of
our parent unit, the Combined Arms Field Training Group (Gennany)
(CAFTG(G)), an ex-sniper, leading an all stars team came out and won!
Spoil Sports. ever the less the day wasn' t a complete lo s! Much
Gluewien was guzzled and mince pies munched around hobo ryle fires
burn ing in o il drum . As in all CAFTG(G) competitions it's not the
winning that maners, it's the ridiculing of the other competitors as they
take their atte mprs at the activiry ! With choice phrases such as, 'You
couldn't hit a bus if you were on it!', 'Are you blind!' or 'Shame you
missed it! Snigger !' As well as reminding some of the less fami liar, that
shotguns have safety catches too!
With leave looming on the horizon, but never getting any clo er, it was
rime to do some work, (after all that's what they pay us for!) The offending
activity in que tion was a presentation to the 2 nd Battalion of the Royal
Regiment of Fusiliers on COMSEC and the dangers of EW. The Team
were on top form answering the queries of the F usiliers, which compri ed
mainly of the. ' What does this do? and ·How much doe this co t?'
variety. Our new equipment didn' t let u down either, crashing for no
apparent reason, these thing are ent to try us! With leave getting even
closer still, we sti ll had the final hurd le of the year. A curry lunch in
CAFTG(G)'s Blue room. Wi th much merrymaking. until the end, and of
course living up to our Corps's maxim ' First l n, Last Out' the team
thinned out for the last time in 96.
After a refreshing leave the Team returned li velie r than ever to push
forward in the 2 1st Century and to promote CO MSEC everywhere. After a
week of running up the vehicles, CES checks, painting and other
important matters the Troop was fast returning to it's usual high state of
readiness. when our vehicles aren' t in our workshop 34 km from here, that
is!
The Troop was left in Cpl 'Mick' Murphy and LCpl 'A ndy'
Johnstone's capable bands. Whi le LCpl 'A uz' Gam bles was able to get
away on his det commanders cour e and the three si nglie , Sigs 'Andy 2'
Powell, ' Vic' Vernon a nd 'Scott' Yuill were forced to go on Basic Winter
Training in Bavari a. All came away wi th various levels of competency in
kii ng not to me ntion suntans, fro m the neck up, and various rale of
'piling in' on the slopes. Whi lst away they were able to attempt ordic
skii ng, downhill and the best part, ski touri ng off the pi te. A ni ght in a
mountain hut was also undertaken.
All in all the Team is looking forward to 1997, especially the total of
eight weeks in Poland (no, really we are, honest).
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Maj M. Butler
Maj D. C . A. Ellis
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SSgt . Finnegan Osnabrock Mill 2225
Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
Cpl D. Sangster Bui ford Mil
Sgt P. Downie York Mil 2346
gt A. Varney Bulford Mil

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicares with its members through the medium ofThe Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events, accounts of
activities and contains details for c/11b officials.
A11y member of rhe Corps who subscribes to rhe Corp f1111ds is awomarically a member of the Yacht Cl11b. If you are an active sailor or imerested in
becoming an active sailor !hen regisrer now wilh your 1111it Sailing Officer or altemarively with one of the Club Secretaries.
OFFSHORE AND KEEL BOATS
SALE OF SKYWAVE
Many who have sailed on the RSYC Yacht Skywave over the past 17
years will be saddened to hear that, on the 28th December 1996. she sai led
out of Haslar Creek for the last time in her own name. On that cold Saturday
morning, Lt Col J ack Amberton, the Rear Commodore Offshore, and Maj
Graeham Neal, the Yachtmaster, were present on behalf of the Royal Corps
of Signals to wish her and the purcha er well and 'Bon chance', and hopes to
ee her on the high seas for many year to come. The Royal Corps of Signals
has retained the name for use on its new yacht, the erstwh.ile Skywave now
residing in Southampton under the new name Rival Q11esr.

Sussex Cadet RSM Simon Newto n
O ne of the many highlight of the weekend was an excellent
Regimental Dinner with many distinguished guests including the Minister
of State for the Armed Force , Hon ieh olas Soam es MP, (Gue t
speaker). Brig R. B. MacGr egor-Oa kfo rd CBE, MC. Army Cadet Force
Assoc. Brig D. H . Godsal, MBE, Commander 2 (South East) Brigade.
All the Cadets had a great time together as a team , they worked very
hard and had a great deal of fun and many laugh during the two day . Roll
on, 1998 for a Star weekend.

PURCHASE O F THE EW HULL, SKYWAVE
For ome month now, a Sub-Committee of the RSYC has been actively
scouring the 'Ads' columns of yachting magazine and brokerage lists
along the South coast, looking for a new hull that would fulfil the
requirements of the RSYC by providing a yacht to complement the Victoria
34, Petasus Ill well into the next millennium. There have been a number of
prospective hulls viewed for this task, but sadly, the Sub-Committee has
nothing further to report. However, it will keep on searching, and will,
hopefully have something to report for the next edition of The Wire.
FUTURE EVENTS
There are a number of event on the horizon in Offshore Sailing for the
coming year:
The Offshore Rally-Thi is the weekend 6-8 June 1997. and is an
excellent opportun ity for sailing members of the Corps, Past and Pre ent,
to get together for an excellent weekend of ociali ing and ai ling. After
visiting Cowes on Friday evening, all crafts are invited to gather fo r lunch
in Newtown Creek, experience the liquid ho pitali ty of other crews, before
retreating to the safety of Lymi ngton for di nner. Sunday morning usually
brings headaches and the problem of find ing someone who i well enough
to skipper the short trip back to Gosport. Without doubt, an excellent
weekend, a nd thoroughl y. enjoyed by all participant .
The ASA Regatta Training week- This year the Corps i fo rtunate in
having successfu lly bi d for 2 JSASTC Vic 34 to u e as run-up trai ning to
the ASA Regatta. The Vies are avai lable between l3 and 19 June 1997,
and it is proposed, if numbers demand, to combine this selection week as a
qualification course fo r RYA Compete nt Crew and Day Skippers.
Tbe RSYC Offshore Regatta-This is the cul mi nation of the RSYC
Offshore sai ling cale ndar, as aga in, the Corps i very fortunate indeed to
have uccessfu ll y bid for 6 JS ASTC Vic 34', for the week 6-13 October
'97. This event is till in tl1e planning stage , but it is hoped that it wi ll
consist of long range raci ng, aero s the channel and taking in a number of
different ports in the proce . T hi event. above all otl1er thing , will be
demanding and a c halle nge (and the author is planning to retain the
Offshore Regatta Trophy that hi Squ adron won three years ago, the la t
time this event was staged).
For further information on any of the above events, or indeed any
matter regarding Off hore sailing, pe r onnel hou ld contact Maj Graham
Neal , Yachtmaste r RSYC (Keelboat ) LTK, o n Bui ford Mil 26 16or01980
6726 16.

SSEX ARMY CADET FORCE
TRI-CO
TY 4 TAR WEEKEND-7-9 FEBRUARY 1997
WEEKEND R UN FOR ALL SENIOR CADETS IN SUSSE X, KE T,
URREY A D HA TS FOR THE 2 D YEAR
Ke nt ran the fi rst weekend of thi s type in 1996. The 1997 weekend took
place at Crowborough over the weekend 7/9 February. 35 Army Cadets
from Sus ex, Surrey, Kent, Hampshire & IOW took part.
T he following events made up the interesting programme: Syndicate
pro1ects, Assau lt course with lots and lots of mud ! GP shooting
competition, Army presentati ons on, 'The ro le of the Mil itary Pioneers',
by Capt R. C. White RLC, 'Sport in the Army', by Capt S . C. Hazlit.
'Caribbean Cadet Camp 1996', by Maj M. Andrews Kent ACF. Our
Commandant Col Chris Blessington JP gave a very inte resting

Maj Gen J. O. C. Alexander CB, OBE
Col J.E. F. Kirby OBE
Lt Col J. R. S. Amberton

Cdt SSgt Lee Edwardson
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DINGHY & DAYBOATS
The ·eason is fast approaching and once again the appeal i going out
for all of you budding ailor to make yourselves known. T here ha bee n a
noticeable reduction in the qu antity and qu ality of Dinghy Sailor that
have been available for the Corps Tea m and thi re ulted in a very poor
~eason last year. We should now be determined to rever e thi s trend and
once more place ourse lves a the No I Corps in the Dinghy Sailing world .
So don' t delay call today !! !
Contact Sgt Bungay on Bland fo rd M il (737) 2409 Phone/Fax.
Maj Ellis o n Alder hot Mil (722) 2 196 Phone
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WINDSURFING
We are just about to kick off with the new Windsurfing season. and we
hope to make it at least as uccessful and just as much fun a last year. All
we need is your support. Vaguely intere ted? If so. even if you have never
windsurfed before. then read on ...
The 1997 Windsurfing ew letter is now out. It contains lots of info
about events ( ervice and civilian), equipment, training and courses for all
abilities. If you have not received a copy and would like one. contact the
Corps Wind urfing ecretary on Colchester Mi l (765) 4220.
A summary of the service competition dates for 1997 are hown below.
This list is by no means exhaustive. but does include all of the major
events for which we need your upport. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE A
HOTSHOT lN ORDER TO COMPETE (you just need a sense of humour
and maybe the odd beer token in your pocket). Why not get a couple of
friends together and e nter a unit team in the Corp Championships this
year? If you've got no friends (sob! sob!) then enter as an individual and
come along to meet people. There i a free T-shirt (boa ring a picture of a
dead cool Windsurfing d ude) available for anyone who take part in the
Corps-Wide Championship this year (pre-entries mu t be received by 15
August to qualify for a T-shirt).
Last year's Corp training was such a huge succes that we intend to
repeat it again this year (Mr Guy C ribb the National Coach and Olympic
2000 candidate gave us two superb day of racing technique and personal
coaching). Such high calibre coaches must be booked well in advance, so
if you in tend to join in (again all abilities are welcome) please contact the
Wind urfmg ecretary as oon a possible a numbers are limited.
The plan to purchase six all singing all dancing brand new raceboards.
each complete with 7~' sail .and 6.8m' changedown ail is still on
schedu le-they should be available for use from the beginning of March
thi year. Some of the current fleet of Mistral Boards would be sold to
Corp member , others will remain available for u e by members of the
club as before . Further detai l on how to apply for a board, either for a
eason' hire at very reasonable rate , or to buy, can be found in the 1997
Corp Windsurfing Newsle tter.
Don't forget the Corps also has a top of the range 15 board Windsurfing
trailers (with large lockable box) avai lable for hire to unit for adventure
train ing, or to individual -, at the very reasonable rate of onl y £2.50 per
day-booki ng through the Windsurfing secretary plea e.
Hope to see you all on the water ...

Dinghy Sailing 1997
BLANDFORD CAMP SAILING CLUB
HAVE NOW INCREASED THEIR
HIRE FLEET SIZE FOR 1997.
WE NOW HAVE A FLEET OF
12 TOPPER DINGHIES
(ON 2 ROAD TRAILERS)
COMPLETE WITH BUOYANCY AIDS .
For Further Detail Contact

SSGT STEVE BUNGAY 0
BLANDFORD MIL (737) 2409 PHONFJFAX.
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CANOEING

selection phase please contact, Maj ·ick Bateson on Aldershot 2449, HQ
4 Div or Capt Steve Palfreyman on RAF Digby 7256. We are always

ALPINE SKIING
ROY L IG ' L
LPI E Kl CH 1PIO HIPS-4-15 J A 1997
Capt . . Glo er
Chief of Race
gt A. Brown
Chief of Course/Cour e etter
gt J. DriYer
tart Referee
igS.Ma ey
Fini h Ref ree
gt G. Roberts
Chief of Gate
fter a two year ab ence due to operational commitment the
Champion. hip returned to Kaprun in Au tria. Once again the
con ·iderable Corp deployment in FRY meant that attendance wa, down
on previous year-. everthele many thank go to those teams and
variou. individual thnt managed to attend. Many competitors. including
most of the race commitee, had only recently rerurned from Bosnia.
Competition between the teams was lo e with the overall team
combination result going right down to the wire. The adrenalin addict
from 7 ig Regt led the way with some impres ive performances (and
era hes!) from Lt Darren aul and LCpl Rotherforth. Capt Roger
·Dobber" Ayers and LCpl to Foster led the pur uit by 4 Annd Bde HQ
and ig Sqn but were ultimately pipped for econd place by the team from
16 ig Regt, led by Sgt Oz 'face plant' Hew on. The Corp Team from I
(UK) ADSR were ineligible for any tean1 prizes by virtue of the Army
quad members in their rank . They till managed to collect ome
ilverware by virtue of an extremely impre sive performance by Cpl
'Chalky' White who wept the board in the individual event and won the
Individual Combined Event .
Congratulation hould also go to the gallant 2 Sig Regt whose novice
team battled now and blizzards in four countries just to attend.
Apparently the wor t conditions were in York hire! 'ow the
Champion hip are firmly back on U1e map it is hoped that next years '
event will prove equally ucce sful and that further teams will participate
in thi challenging but enjoyable event.
1997 Results:
Individual Slalom:
I t
Cpl S. White
2nd
Lt D. Saul
3rd
LCpl Foster
Indi vidual Giant Slalom:
l t
Cpl S. White
2nd
LCpl Fo ter

J (UK) ADSR
7 SigRegt
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn

I (UK) ADSR
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn

3rd
LCpl Rotherforth
7 Sig Regt
Indi vidual ombination:
I t
Cpl S White
l (UK) ADSR
ovice Combination:
I st
ig Jupp
2 Sig Regt
Team Slalom:
I ·t
7 Sig Regt
2nd
16 Sig Regt
Team Giant lalom:
I t
7 ig Regt
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
2nd
Team Combination:
1st
7 ig Regt
1 (UK) ARMD DIV SKI CHAMPIO SHIPS

Fre h from their exploits in Kapnm many of the teams moved on to Les
Contamines in France for the Divisional Champion hip . Thi proved to
be an extremely tough event wi th over 20 team attending. The Corps
Team from I (UK) AD R qualified for the Army Champion hips in style,
with econd place in the Team Giant lalom and third in the Team
Downhill Event. The e performance helped push them to an overall
placing of econd in the Team Combination.
The individual performance of the Champion hip was that of SSgt
Andy Brown of I (UK) AD R who, in hi final year of competition (so he
claims!) won the Downhill Event and the Individual Combination prize
following his excellent performances in the other events.
AWSA 50 ST MORITZ-ARMY CHAMPIO SHIPS
Having qualified for AWSA 50 the team from I (UK) ADSR
compri ing SSgt Andy Brown. Cpl 'Chalky' White and Sig Steve
Massey, accompanied by LCpl Foster from 4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
et off for St Moritz. A might well be expected of the largest wi nter sport
event ever held out. ide the Olympic Game , the level of competition was
extremely high. Once again the team from I (U K) ADSR achieved some
excellent results including third place in both the Team Slalom and Team
Downhill events. The e result helped the team to an excellent fourth
place overall in the Team Combination.
Once again S gt Andy Brown proved that he is on top form with some
out Landing individual performance . His victory in the individual slalom
was followed up with an outstanding second place in the Individual
Combination Standings.

SSgt Andy Brown in action at the A rmy Championships (Giant Sl alom)
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R SIGNALS CA OE CLUB END OF SEASON REPORT
Royal ignals have continued to lead Army canoeing this year, despite
the absence of several personnel on operations. The Corps team
convi nci ngly won the Inter-Corps Slalom Championships, W02 (YofS)
Dobson is the cu rrent Army Whitewater Raci ng Champion and a total of
12 individuals have represented the Army this year.
The season began as usual with the Army Whitewater Racing
Championship in January on the river Dec in Llangollen, Nonh Wale .
Sadly operational commitments .in Bosni a meant that 16 Sig Regt were
unable to.defend ~he unit t.eam title which they won in 1995. The Corps
usually high profile at this event wa mamtained when W02 (YofS)
Dobson (COMSEC Monitoring Team Germany) won the individual title
and Sgt. Pavier ( 15 Sig Regt) finished second. Sgt Pavier, S gt Wright
and Sig Shaw represented the Army at the Inter-Service Whitewater Race
February. It is with deep regret that l report the death of Sig Shaw
(COMSEC Monitoring Team Germany) in a tragic accident on 3 May
1996. He was an extremely promising young canoeist.
The Inter Corps Slalom Championship was held in conjunction with the
Land Command Slalom. A rather senior team of Maj Bunce, Capt
Hinsley and SSgt Wright paddled very well in te ting conditions to win
the event. despite strong challenges from RA , RE, APTC and Infantry.
Maj Bunce fi nished second in the individual event (and is looking
forward to paddling as a veteran next year! ) Our domination of Army
Slalom contin ued with AAC Harrogate winning the Junior Champion hip,
both team and indi vidual which was a fitting tribute to work of their coach
Mr Archie Miles.
The Army Slalom Championship was held at the Tees ide artificial
course in June. The defending Army champion, Yeoman Dob on wa
unfortunately unable to retain the title, being well beaten by a young
Officer Cadet from RMAS. Maj Bunce, Yeoman Dobson and SSgt
Wright all repre ented the Army at the Inter Service slalom held in
Scotland in September, the Corps providing 2/3 of the Army A team
(Bunce/Dobson).
A strong team from 11 Sig Regt has been competing at print and
marathon canoei ng this year, led by Capt Drinkall . A total of six
represented the Army at the [nter-Service Champion hip. Another
indication of future potential was OCdt Taylor (sponsored by R Signals)
from RMAS who won the women's marathon.
In summary the Corps ha enjoyed another excellent year, continuing to
set the tandards in Army canoei ng despite the absence of everal key
individuals and unit teams on operations. 1997 i eagerly awaited.

short of female runners, and Capt Deb underland of 30 Sig Regt i~ the
con~ct here. We have the pleasure of holding the l 997 Event with the new
Hams relay and cro~s-country combination, all in daylight thank
goodness!
See you at the Corps Championship in May.

RUGBY
MATCH REPORT ARMY MAJOR
ITS FU L
2 ig Regt 31 Pts - 1 RWF 11 Pts
either side had won the Army Cup before. Having beaten the top two
seeds, 7 RHA and 3 R!R, on their way to the final 2 Sig Regt were quietly
confident. However, from the kick off they soon realised they were in for
another tough match.
The Wei h kicked off in front of an impres ively large crowd at RMAS .
A quick ruck and the Welsh winger went over in the corner for a well
de erved try. The Signallers restarted with a vengeance, some fierce
rucking and superb line-out, work from gt Pete Curtis and Sig Lee
Francis saw Chris powart go over for a try which he duly converted.
The fi rst hal f was very much tit for tat as the RWF scored two penalties
and 2 Sig Regt scored another try. The half time core 12 - 11 in favour of
the Signaller . The second half was very much one way traffic wi th
excellent line kicking from Spowart giving the pack ample opportunity to
display their superb line out kills. Ferociou tackl ing by the half back .
Sgt Paul Gartside and Cpl Bill Haley ensured that the Wei h were never
allowed to release their back line, which had been threatening all match. A
try and four penalties, by Spowart (taking his personal total to 26 p ),
aw 2 Sig Regt ea e away from their rivals who began to look jaded.
The final whistle blew with 2 Sig Regt, twice beaten finalists. achieving
uccess on their third attempt.

ORIENTEERING
THE I TER CORPS ORIE TEERING CHAMPIO 'SHIPS 1996
The Corps Orienteering team , uffering from the absence of everal
superstars deployed on Operations, were dusted down and brought out of
the shadow to do their ann ual battle again t the other Arms and Service .
Thi years' Championships were hosted by the Royal Artillery in the
Larkhi II area and con i ted of the format of previou year . A night event
followed by a day event. As with mo t years it was the 'old and bold" who
were able or willing to give up a weekend to represent the Corps.
Inevitably it is hoped that over the coming season we will be able to
increase the interest of both the Junior Orienteer . who are hidi ng out there
somewhere, and the Ladies who are potential winner if only we could get
a complete team together! ow where have l read this before.
The night event was held at Perham Down. To get us off to a good start.
Lt Duncan Pa rkinson having a great season in the 2 Div South League,
was our first man away witl1 high hope . This was due mainly to an
invitation to a party in Blandford immediate!) after hi run! However, with
his mind obviously on the 'Apres O', Lt Parkinson managed to run into a
metal pike early on the course. wa forced to retire, and ended up
spending the ni ght in hospital. At least he made it early to bed! Duncan i
now fully fit and back on the road. Maj Nick Bateson, Maj 'Rollo·
Rumford and 2Lt Katie Caie had very good run all fini hing 2nd in the ir
respective age groups. At the other end of the cale, Sgt Ted Whichelo.
having his first night run ever managed to succe sfully evade the finish for
over three hours. SSgt Peter Ridlington and Capt Steve Palfreyma n
(The Bluff Brothers) managed to struggle around the course u ing the low
intensity headtorches having watched the head torch frenzy. similar to
harks at feed ing time, as team members frantically seized the uper zoom
all singing all dancing halogen head lamps.
The day event took place on a relati vely new map, Knighton Down.
which run off the back of Larkhill. The majority of the orp. runner did
much better with U1e aid of daylight, putting in rea onable times over a
long, but not particularly technical cour e. Early mistakes prevented Maj
Bateson from improving his overall seventh placing, and good runs from
2Lt Kale and SSgt Walker gained them fifth and eventh respectively
overall in the Ladies event. Maj ·Rollo' Rumfo rd was his usual reliable
elf and finished up a the second placed M50 overall. That well known
'Night Owl ', Lt Col Peter Richards, The Corps Orienteering Pre. ident,
was there for the Day Event and left the car park and his good lady wife.
Pauline with only the pate sandwiches for company on a particularly wet
and windy morning. Predictably he had a faultless run , and Pauline only
had to brave the cold for about 80 minutes.
01•erall, an enjoyable weekend, but the team de perately needs young
blood to firstly represent the Juniors and to progres to the Senior Team. If
you are a keen Orienteerer and would like to be con idered for the Corp
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Sig Francis reaching high

GOODNEWS
TRAVELS FAST!
Publish in it The Wire
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles
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Fl 'AL-29 REGT RL ' 216 PARA SIG Q
b) pl ·Poll)· Poulson
.
_
La ·1 ,ea ·on' hard tmming session' and challengmg llxmres put the
quadron on lane to achieve a high po·ition in the Arm) Minor UniL
hampion hips.
The Team tarted out a little ru ty. but after some hard training "e .ion
gt 'Taff' Jones began to get 1ogether the making of a good squad.
The run up to the fmal ' a very demanding with re ults a follows:
Royal Corp of ignal v. 22FieldHo pital
71- IOwon
14 Field Work hop
32-5 won
v 42 urvey Group. RE
19-12 won
vs Air Ba: ingbourn
24-9 won
o on to the final again t 29 Regt RLC. from Sou th Cerney. The premat h ·fire-up' was in 1iga1ed by the team captain, apt Gu. Bennett
who then pas ed on thi arduou task 10 Cpl ' Brad · Braddock and by the
time he had fi ni hed we were ready to perform at 1\vickenham!
The openi ng 10 minute aw some handling mi takes brought on by
nerve , but the e were quickly rectified and the Squadron pulled back.
calmed down and began to play o me qual i1y rugby. The opening try came
from pl ·Polly' Poulson after some superb mau ling by the forward and
then quick handling by the back to put him into a pace in 1.he comer.
After ome excellent atta king by the Squadron we cored again thank
10 LCpl Neil Allcock. At half ti me we were leading by JO points to ni l.
Afte r a good talking to at half time by Sgt 'Taff. The Quaff' Jones we
carried on playing ome uperb rugby. 29 Regt came back strongly after
the break bu t due to ome out tanding performances by the forward
notably. Capt ' Dai y' May .and Capt Jase G unning we notched up two
more tri from \ 0 2 'Daz' Carrick who u ed ome excellent pace and
strength to bau le through.
Two penaltie and a conversion were added to die core by 'NOI Dave
Morrell who fortu nately had hi kicki ng boots on to provide ome
excellently placed ball mroughout the game. A n excellent perfomianee
came from the quadron with pure guts and detennination aided by the
Airborne Spirit.

The Water Polo Tournament was fiercely cont sled with the UK team
beating TTO in the first game by nine goals 10 one. The goals were scored
by six players witli Capt Tim Langford, W02 ·oaz' Johnson and SSgt
Graham Weaver managing two each. The second game saw UK and
Germany battling uway in the pool. The game was always clo e with UK
taking a 1-0 lead at the end oflhe first quarter with a goal from Ca pt Tim
Langford. The second quarter saw K build a 3-0 lead with funher goals
from SSgt Graham Weavers and Cpl Ti m W illia ms. LCpl Andy
Carneigne in the Germany goal was excellent and kept his team in the
game. (Watch out GrilT!) At the end of die third quarter the score was 5-2
and in die final quarter Cpl Tim W illiam s added one more goa l 10 ensure
a UK victory by six goals to two. In the last league game Germany beat
JTO by a comfortable 8-1 margin. ITO played the majority of the game
with six players after one of the old and the bold wa a little to bold!! This
set up an e cellent final between UK and Gemiany. It was always going to
be a tight game and at the end of the second quarter both team were tied
on three goals apiece. The third quruter saw UK, through Sgt G r aham
Weavers and Cpl Ti m W illiam , open up a 5- 3 lead. With UK defending
the deep in the last quarter Germany were far from finished. However, a
final goal each for both W 0 2 'Gaz' Johnson and T im W illiam s secured
a UK 7-3 victory.
The Commanding Officer 21 Sig Regt (AS), Lt Col D. M . Steele l'vlB E,
ki ndly pr en ted the prizes with UK winning both the Swi mmi ng and
Water Polo Competitions.

In the Water Polo it was obvious that three teams were very evenly
matched: REME, APTC and ourselves. In our first game we beat the
outsiders. the AOC, by 11 - 2. W02 'Gal' Joh nson ~coring four goals and
Cpl Dave Robins three. Our next game was against the APTC who had
loM their first match I0-6 to REME. The game proved 10 be exciting, very
physica l and end to end. Neither team ever managed to dictate the game
and consequemly the margin was never more than one goa l.
Unfortunately the APTC managed to pull off a victory against us with a
score line of 9-8. C pl T im W illi ams blasted in three goals with Dave
Robins and Sgt Andy Roberts both scoring two each. In our final game
we played last years Champions. REME. Again this was a close encounter
but they managed to beat us 8-6. This was another hard fought game with
some excellent Water Polo played by both teams. REME finished a
Champion again with the APT in second and ourselves in third . An
additional pre entation this year was a Trophy to our best Water Polo
player in this intense Championship. This years winner was our

8th INT ER CORPS C HAMPIO SHIP -ARBORFIELD
21 NO VEMBE R 96
The teams stayed together to train and prepare for the Inter Corps. This
in luded a Water Polo fixture against the Hereford Civi lian Club. The
Corps managed a creditable 9-4 victory, the first time we've beaten
Hereford. Widi this excellent re ult behi nd u and ome inten e training
organi ed by W02 'Gaz' Johnson and Cpl Tim Williams we moved to
Arborfield feeling confident of some good result .
The Swimming event are all relays; die Male Co mpetition is four
relays and the Female mree. The Male relay proved to be very close with
REME, AOC and ourselves a ll wi nning one race each ou t of the first three.
Going into the final eve111 any team was capable of winn ing the Cup. AOC
managed to win this event wi th REME in second and ourselves finishing
dlird. REME were Champion on 9pts, AOC second witli 8p1s and finally
ourselve diird with 7pts. A very closely fough t Competi tion where the
discovery by REME of a GB wimmer (having j ust joined Arborfield as an
AT) maki ng the difference. In die Female relay we proved far too trong
for the REME and the AOC. We fi ni shed second in the fir t event,
die 4 x SOm Free tyle, and won the other two relays. In the 4 x 50m
Breaststroke the team of LCpl Sarah Lee, LCpl L ucy Mason, Sig Nicola
Fallows and Sig Emma Baines broke the previous record by over 14
econd recordi ng a time of 2 min 43.62 sec . Going into the final event,
4 x 5001 Medley, any team was capable of becoming Champions.
However. our team of LCpl L ucy Mason (Backstroke). Sig Helen
Stanyer (Butterfly). L Cpl Sarah Lee (Brea tstroke) and Sig Nicola
Fallows (Freestyle) won by over a lengdi; a ma sacre! Additional ly. they
broke the previous record by 1.8 sec .

are to be held at 2 l Sig Rcgt at Colerne
during the period 18-21June1997.

The Royal Signals
Tennis Championships
Events are a follows:
Men's Singles
Ladie Singles
Open Double
Regimental Double
Mixed Doubles

RSYC
OFFSHORE CHARTER
Petasus from £35
Skywave from £25

INTE RNAL AND INT E R CORPS SWIMMING AND WATER
POL O CHAMPIONSHJP
Report by Capt Langford
INTERNAL CHAMPION HlPS-COLE RNE 13 0 EMBER 1996
The Internal Championships are conte ted between Royal Signal
Team from UK, Germany and ITO and are designed to select a Corps
Team to compete in the Inter Corps event.
The Swimming event was expected 10 be closer than previous years
with the majority of the Germany Team still in Bosnia. In the first event,
the IOOm Free tyle, 2L t Owen Finnie (ITO) won by nearly two seconds
in a time of 61.41 seconds. The second event was the 50m Freestyle and
ig Jack Homer won by a clear second for Germany. t pl Kenmy
Kenyon won the next event, the 50m Breaststroke, by three seconds for
UK and die Germany swimmer, L Cpl A ndy Carnegie won the 50m
Butterfly in the next race but AT Berry (ITO) was only one and a half
seconds behind in second place which is commendable as A ndy is
Co mbined Services standard. In the 50m Backstroke Lt Ian Hargreaves
won comfortabl y for UK in 34.27 seconds. A we entered the Relays the
ore were Germany 11 points. UK 10 and ITO 9. Jn the fi rst of the
Relay (4 x 50m Freestyle) ITO proved too strong widi their 'yo ung' team.
K fini shed a creditable second with the ' old' ones of SSgt Graha m
Wea vers, W 0 2 ' Gaz' Johnson and Capt Tim Langford maki ng die
average age around the 34 year mark! ext on the blocks was the 4 x 50m
Breaststroke where the UK team of Sgt Paul Beame, SSgt ' Doz' Day,
C pl Tim WilJiams and Cpl Kenny Kenyon won by over two seconds;
Germany were second and ITO fini shed ome distance behind. The eighth
event, 4 x IOOm Free tyle, was an easy victory (by I0 seconds) for the
Germany quartet of LCpl Lance Barr, Sig Jack Homer, Sig Ollie Oliver
and LC pl Andy Carnegie. Going into the final event, the 4 x 50m Medley
Relay, UK were leading with 24 points with Germany in second on 23 and
ITO on 19. UK won the race with a six second margin over ITO and
Germany finished in third. The final cores were UK 30 points, Germany
25 and !TO 23.
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Contact Capt W, V. Miles for entry form on
738 305 1 (0 I 225 755551 ), HQ Sqn (V) 21 Sig Regt (AS),
Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wilts

ROYAL SIG ALS LADIES SWIMMING TEAM

SWIMMING

'outstanding· goalkeeper, SSgt 'Doz' Day, whose amazing skills often
kept us in with a chance against the APTC and REME.
My thanks go the Sgt Bruce Ibbotson and Sgt Mick Keeble for
organising the Germany Team, SSgt Paul Gorman the ITO Team
Manager and W02 'Gaz' J ohnson the UK Team. Addi tionally, LCpl
Sara Lee for training our victorious Female Swimming Team (I nter-Corps
Champions for the econd year) and W02 'Gaz' Johnson and Cpl T im
Willia ms for training the Male Swimmi ng Team and the Water Polo
Squad.
The Inter Corp are scheduled for 21 ovember 1997 so keep this date
free. The Internal Corp will be about one week earlier-date TBA. Finally,
the School of Physical Training at Bulford are conducting a Water Polo
Referee and Skill cour e du ring the week 5-9 May 1997. Thi s is an ideal
opponunity to improve ind ividual skills. course organiser is on Bul ford
2209; be there!

Territorial Army
SAS (Volunteers)

IPhone 0171 414 66661
Trained Corps Attached
Personnel also required

Contact Maj Graeham Neal

737 5664
01258 485664
LEAVING THE ARMY OR
ALREADY IN THE TA?
Looking for a new challenge ...
R (Shropshire Yeomanry) Signal Troop (V)
part of the regular Squadron
264 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Back Row (l to R): Sig Helen St anyer, LCpl Sarah Lee,
Sig Lou ise Magil l, LCpl Lucy Mason
Front Row (L to RJ: Sig Kristina Tilley, Sig Nicola Fallows,
Sig Melissa Fortune, Sig Emma Ba ines
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GOOD NEWS

TRAVELS FASTI
Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles

PHONE (747) 2381
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princes Royal
President: The Master of Signals
hairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice C hairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area I; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3;
Brig K. H. Olds rea 4; Br ig P. J. Evan BE Area 5; Br ig G. J. Curl CBE DL Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE cotland
General ecretary and Treasurer: Col . R. Ca rter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mr J . icholson

i tant General ecretary: Lt Col I. J . Hamilton
Admini trative Officer: Mr. P. J . Cuckow

ociation Office, RHQ Royal ignals, Blandford Camp Blandfor d Forum, Dor et DTU 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: 1ilitary System 7'37 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
AU contribution fo r The Wire sh ould be addre ed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
The Association communicates with it branche and individual member through the pages of The Wire. which co111ai11s accounts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast of Association e1·ents.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members recei1•e s11fficiell/ copies of The Wire. Association HQ cw1 arrange for copies to be
delil'ered in bulk ro Branch Secretaries for fenherdistrib111ion if this is convenien t: it helps us save 011 postage.
Dares of Branch e1•ents can al\\'ays be published in The Wire and should be submi11ed to the Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to contact old
comrades and anno11ncemell/s of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at least once a yem:

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Mince Pie ight wa a welcome start to the year. Thi we hold in
January when hopefully there can be no lingering effects of excesse
attributed to sea anal fe tivitie . Our evening wa enlivened by a talk by
1rs Jean Parratt demon trating her 'Museum on a Sha tring' which
he brought along with her. Thi consi ted of varied and long forgOLten
item in everyday u eye terday and included many amu ing anecdotes.
On another occa ion we were fornmate in having Lt Col Rob
ymmonds talk to u on Saudi Arabia, with accompanying lides. He
drew us a picture from the very con iderable experience gained on hi tour
of ducy in a country of which many of u know only what the media tell
u.
We look forward now to our Spring Curry Luncheon which will be held
at our u ual venue of the Anny Golf Cl ub in Aldershot on Sunday 20 April
at 12.30 for I pm. The co twill be £9.50 and there will be a pay bar. ames
with cheques payable to the Aldershot Branch of the RSA to be eat to L t
Col D. Crookes OBE. 110 Field Way. Alder hot. Hant . GUl2 4UL. We
hope again to ee Members from other Branches and their friends.

CATTERICK AND DISTRICT BRANCH
The Branch wa well represented at the Remembrance Service held in
the Garri on Church on Sunday I 0 ovember 1996. The Branch Standard,
along with Royal Briti h Legion Standard, was paraded and laid on the
alter during the ervice. Wreaths were laid by the Garrison Commander
and Commander 19 Mech Bde, Brig A. D. A. Duncan D 0 OBE, The
Royal Briti h Legion and The Royal Signals A ociation.
Al ovember's meeting of the Branch on the 22 J ovember 1996 the
Chairman Maj Bill Barnes presented the 50 year badge and certificate to
1r Ernie Izod .

A well earned reward. E rnie i the Liaison Officer for the Branch and
Royal Briti h Legion with the Duche of Kent Military Hospital, and
Royal British Legion and SAFA ca e worker for Richmond and
Cauerick.
With the kind permission of WOI (RSM) Dave Showell the Branch
held their Annual Dinner in the Sergeant ' Me , 19 Mech Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn, Gaza Barrack on Friday 13 December 1996. ot a particularly
auspicious date. However, a very ucces ful and enjoyable evening was
·
had by all.
Over eighty members and their ladie sat down to an excellent, well
prepared and well presented four course dinner. Our gue ts were Col eil
Donaldson OBE. Dep. Comd. 19 Mech Bde, Maj and M rs P a ul Towers,
OC 209 Sig Sqn and Branch President, WO I (RSM) and Mr Dave
Showell and W0 2 (RQMS) J ohn Gibson. The Branch Social Secretary,
who organised the function did admit to a certain degree of trepidation, his
fears were groundle s, a the Me s Manageress and her staff did a fir l
class job of looking after everyone. We look forward to 1997 Sta n !!
Thanks to Mrs J enny Todd for her most generous donation of a Raffle
prize.
Sadly we said our farewell to Maj Pa ul and Susan Towers and
welcome Maj ick and Jo Pope a our new President. The Branch also
aid farewell to Maj Vic Prees and Stephanie, stalwart members who
leave Richmond for ' Foreign Clime ' in Cornwall. We wish you all that
you wi h yourselves and look forward to visiting the Cornwall Branch
when it i up and running.

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
As is usual, our December Branch Meeting was created as a Social
Evening when Members' Wives and the Widow of Member's joined u
for a friendly evening of paper games and bingo organised by our
Secretary M rs Ma rjorie C ropp and including a wonderful Buffet
prepared by the wife of the new Steward of the Victory Club, Cheltenham.
Our gratefu l thanks to all of them.
We did have a hort break during the eveni ng from our socialis ing to
hear our Chairman, M aj Arthur Cropp report on the new organi sation for
Blandford 1997.
The weekend programme fo llows very closely the uggestions we had
put to the Central Committee in the general questionnaire and we are sure
that there will be a good attendance from our Branch thi year.

A sistant. Edi tor of The Wire from 1982 to 1995 at RHQ. before it's move
to Blandtord. Someone was heard to say, 'Thank heavens-now we shall
have a decent newsletter! Only joking John '. Gerry and Marguerite
Savage were ~Isa welcomed. Roy then asked everyone to give Maj Gen
Yeoman, hairma n of the RSA and Mrs Yeoman a warm welcome and
thanked Maj Gen Yeom an for coming all the way from Dorset to speak to
the Branch al the end of the AGM.
We were all very ad to see Roy Andrews vacate the Chair. He was a
founder member of the committee, serving in succession as Social
Secretary, Vice Chairman and Chairman. He is now the Area
Representative on the RSA Central Committee so he i not done with us
yet. A warm welcome was given to the new Chairman Mr Trevor Allison
At the end of the meeting we had the pleasure of an address from th~
Chai:man of the RSA. ~adly the~e is not the space to record the many
hilarious anecdotes and Jokes which punctuated the main theme. which
was the Regular Corp , the Association and the Royal Signals Benevolent
Fund. The Branch presented him with a tie and Barbara with a scarf.
Eadie Thomas presented a cheque for The Benevolent Fund for £100.
Lunch was well up to Westgate Hall Standard.

Branch Chairman George Pow er presenting a bouquet t o
Bridget w ith Chris looki ng on
Lunch after the AGM

NORFOLK BRANCH
EAST LONDON BRANCH
1996 wa for the Branch somewhat of an eventful year. We started off
by reaffirming the Branch membership. This required all hands to the
pump. It was a very large ta k but by the Branch's AGM we had
established that we had some 80 active members, and the Branch i till
growing, by ovember 8 more had joined our rank . The Annual Dinner/
Dan7e was held io March, although numbers were low, much merry
makrng wa had by all.
Many thanks to Rob Dyball and Li nda May for all their hard work.
Some of the members attended Blandford and other Corp events last year,
but who knows this year we might even till a bu for the Reunion!!
At our pre Christma bash, which wa well attended by 150 member
and friends, a very special event took place at the end of the evening. Our
Standard Bearer paraded our Standard for the la l time. Ex-Sgt Fred
Backhouse had reluctantly hung up hi glove for the last time, after 30
years service to the Branch a Standard Bearer. This sterling service wa
recogni ed by the present ation of a tankard from all the Braii°ch member .
Fred is seen in the photograph handing over the standard to Rob Dyball
the Branch Social Secretary, who will try to emulate Fred 's outstanding
work as Standard Bearer. Well done F red and thank you.

EAST KENT BRANCH
Sunday 8 December we held our 5th An nual Xma Dinner and Dance at
the Westgate Hall Canterbury. 87 member. and wives attended. There
were two in novations. Fir tly, the city council were per uaded to reserve
30 places in the adjoining car park. These had to be 'defended' agai nst
maraud~rs from 0800 hrs and three members of the committee took post in
succession. Gordon Alexander preceding John Ballantyne who had
drawn t~1e sh o~ , traw and was in the th ick of it for the last stag. The
ec?nd mnovallon, was to engage a musical grou p to play during the
festive lunch and afterwards so that members could dance and shake it
down. The group was unusual in that they played and sang not onl y in
harmony, many of the favo urites of the sixties such as the Seekers, but in
such a way that both their music and con versations across the table could
be enjoyed. Together with the high standard of food and service it made
for a very enjoyable occasion to mark our fifth Year. Eadie T homas and
her team ran yet another succes fu l raffle with many pri zes being donated
on the day by generous members. This was augmented by a subsidiary
raffle for a cushion with the Corps Crest embroidered on it donated by
Elisabeth Woodrow.
'

M r Ernie lzod and the Chairman Maj (Retd) W. A. Barnes
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Ann ual General Meeting-Sunday 12 January
The Chairman Mr Roy Andrews opened the meeting by welcoming all
those members present includi ng the new members. One of whom was
Mrs Marjorie Riggs who needed little introducti on, since she was the
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LIVERPOOL BRANCH

The Liverpool Branch RSA held their annual buffet evemng on
Thursday I 2 December 1996 at the Merseyside Garrio;on WOs and
Sergeants Mess. Daysbrook Lane, Liverpool, with the kind permission of
WOl Dale Ikin.
The Bran~h &uests _for the ev~ nin& were, Maj (Rtd) C hris ReynoldJones and .h1s .w1fe Bndget, Chns bemg the RSA Representative for area
two. Also mv1ted was the Rev J ohn William, Padre of 33 Sig Regt (Vl.
There were some 46 attendees and a most enjoyable evening was had by
all. The food was of the most excellent tandard and our thanks must be
extended to Mrs Maureen Bennet, Me s Manager and her staff.

The orfolk Branch continue to hold well attended monthly meetings
on the second Sacurday every month except August, at the TA Centre on
the Aylsham Road. Norwich. 10.30 hrs. If any Members from other
Branche would like to vi it u they would be made mo t welcome and
regaled. We recently held a social evening for Members, Wi ves and
Fami lies, entertainment and a buffet wa laid on and it all made for a
enjoyable evening. The buffet wa prepared by Kevin and Nancy
Barnard who are the Steward of the TA Centre and they do a really
excellent job for the Branch which i much appreciated by the Members.
President. Don EIJingworth and Parade Marshal, Gordon Royall were
recently presented with ashes of office suitably embellished with 'Corp '
in ignia. The ashe were pre ented by Secretary. Brian C. Gibbs. The
two recipients aid that they would wear them with pride.
The Branch ha been lucky lately in having ome excellent peakers at
meetings. Recent peakers were Mr Norman Batey who had been a
Member of the famo us Dam Buster Sq1.1adron and spoke of his day at
Bomber Command, and a M r John Miller who spoke on the enigmatic
events that took place at a mall Hamlet in Suffolk duri ng the last war
called Shingle Street when a lot of bodie were supposedly washed up on
the beach (Briti h and German). It is still covered by the Official Secret
Act and won't be relea ed unti l ome time after the year 2000. However,
the peaker was of the opinion that it was all a propaganda exercise. At our
la t meeting due to a lack of a speaker our Vice Chairman, Frank
Mortlock. incroduced a ort of rou nd robin whereby about six Members
tood up and related some hart stories of their ervice days, this proved to
be hilariou and had the Branch in titches.
With our A.G.M. coming on the
larch, it look like it' goi ng to be a
very bu y year. Several out ing have been planned and the Branch wi ll
attend the reunion at Blandfo rd along with it's Standard which will be
carried by our Deputy Standard bearer Peter Basted who stands in for our
regular Standard bearer Barry Robinson .
Ou r Branch Dinner takes place this year on the 26 April when the Gue t
of Honour will be Member Richard Phelan who i also Chairman of the
orfolk County Councii. All enquirie to Secretary Brian C. Gibbs,
0 1263 720 27.

Ted Oliver would be delighted to hear from his old comrades in the
75th A Bde Sig Sect, who were in Normandy and Belgium during 1944
to 1945. Please telephone him on 01 843 593906.
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POOLE BRANCH
HRI T 1 , DIN ER
Fifty-five diners celebrated Poole Branch' Christmas fe 1ivi1ie at a
dinner held at 1h Royal British Legion Club in Broad tone during
De ember.
. iation Members and their ladies from Dorset Branch
\\ere wel omed and the principal gue ts were 1aj Gen Ian Yeoman ,
{
ociation Chairman) and Mr Yeoman and the Corps RSM , WOI
Derek Deegan and 1rs Deegan al o Brig 'Paddy' Evan .
Poole Bran h Pre. iden1. presented a £50 cheque to Gen Yeoman as a
ontribution to the Corps enevolence Fund. vote of thanks wa given
to Ir Jimm. Logan for organL ing the very ~ucce. fol e ent.
0

WEST LONDON BRANCH
You will have heard all about our annual church parade at the Royal
Ho pita!, Chelsea and tJ1e uccess of the curry lunch afterwards, this from
Maj Ron Miller in hi noces from 31 Sig Regt. his last Regiment prior to
retiring . Du ty wa al o our late Chairman (always pushed but never late,
another in-house joke).
Our Chri tmas Party was mo t enjoyable. with music and dancing and
an excellent buffet produced by our Ladies Section, to whom we owe a
great deal for the uccess of the occasion.
Our Annual Dinner & Dance will be held on Friday 25 April 1997 at the
Civic Centre, Lampton Road , Hounslow at 7 for 7.30pm. The cost will be
£18 exclusive of drinks. ame and cheque payable to the W. London
Branch of the RSA to Mr J. E . Carsons, l9b Warwick Road, West
Drayton, Middle ex UB7 9BZ.

IL to R) Brig Evans, Maj Gen Yeoman and Mr Logan

219 SIGNAL SQUADRON (TRIPOLITANIA) OCA
There has been no scheduled meeting of the branch si nce September,
but it is accepted within 219 that any two member with a foot on the bar
rail constitute a quorum. With this in mind. Terry and Muriel ventured
orth of the Border to tay with Toni and Effie Leslie, for a quiet couple
of days, accompanied by a whi ky or two. The ore head can be blamed
on omething in the water. Tom ha a collection of military memorabilia
second to none. I'm ure he would like to hear from interested members
regards swops etc.
Congratulation to Pat Andrews on receiving her honorary life
membership, and a triple celebration for Muriel Hearldon on receiving
life membership, pension book and bus pass.
A reminder to all to book accommodati on for the September reunion.
Please contact Terry regarding Blandford reunion in June.

SWINDON BRANCH
The Swindon Branch recently held nvo Social Evening . These were
the first ocial events since we were formed in May.
The first was a Branch Social Evening with skittles and a fiendi h Quiz
thought up by the organisers. Everyone is looking forward to the next. We
then had an informal get together with the local branch of the RE
A ociation, which proved very helpful with offers of help and as istance
if needed.
Our President Lt Col {Retd) D. Gent welcomed the guests and recalled
Joint Mess ights of days gone by. The photograph is of Members and
Partners at the recent Social Evening.

NEWS FOR APR 1997
Corps Carol Service. Last December seems like long ago now, but on
the 19th around 90 Corps members. past and present enjoyed the annual
Carol Service at Westminster. The choir was especially formed for the
occasion from members of the Corps, Regular, Territorial and Retired,
their families and friends, you would have thought that they had been
together for years, such was the superb result. The re<idings were given by
ig L. K. McLeay (71 Sig Regt) , W02 (RQMS) T. Singleton (238 Sig
Sqn), Maj T. E. M. BradJey (3 1 Sig Regt), Col D. A. Lynam MBE
(MoD), Brig N. F. Wood (SOinC(A)) and the Master of Signal , Maj Gen
A. C. Birtwistle CB CBE DL. Special thanks go to Lt Col John
Chambers, (as Director of Music and Master of the Chori ters) and the
Vicar of St Stephen·s, Rev Ralph Godsall, for their efforts in putting the
whole event together. Anyone who attended could not have failed to be
impressed by the fine organ playing of 17 year old Tom Williamson,
doe n't it make you sick-so young and so gifted' There were several new
face there, but old faithfuls, like AJan Foot, Pauline Tennant, Tom
eddon, Dave Greenbrook and John Templeton made an appearance.
Ida Harvey couldn't be kept from helping out afterwards in the kitchen
with the sherry and mince pies. Make a note. this year's Carol Service (the
10th at St Stephens) will be on Thursday 18 December. The Church is only
15 minutes walk from Victoria Station.
BRANCH NEWS
The dialling code for READING has changed-the Hon Secretary,
PauUne Tennant, can now be contacted on 0118-9861 130.
Congratulations co the Lincoln Branch who celebrate their 21st
Anniversary in May. Anyone who attended the inaugural meeting, and is
currently not an active branch member, might like to give the Hon
ecretary, Frank Robinson, a call on 01522-543020. Congratulations to
Frank Mitchell of the Langeleben Reunion Branch for getti ng eight
entnes (at the same time) in January, on the teletext 'Service Pal ' pages.
AITE TION ECRETARIES
Could those branches who have yet to forward a list of members (as per
rule 30) please get theirs to RHQ soonest.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The AnnuaJ General Meeting for 1997 will be held at Yenning
Barracks, Donnington on Saturday I 9 April. Pre meeting coffee from 1000
hrs, and the meeting starts at 1100 hours. All RSA members are welcome
to attend and to enjoy an after meeting pint and buffet.

1

BRITISH FORCES GERMANY COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL
The Royal British Legion has struck this medal to commemorate
service with British Forces in Germany between 1945 and 1989, and it is
available to all servicemen and women. The German national colours rest
between equaJ verricaJ bands of NATO blue on the 32mm standard ribbon.
The medal will be engraved with the owners number, rank, name and
initials, and should be worn after or below official award . Proceeds of the
sale will go to RBL 10 assist their work with disabled ex-service personnel.
The BFG medal costs £27.95 and the miniature medal £15.50 (includes
p&p). Application forms can be obtained from; The Royal British Legion
Supplies, Royal British Legion Village, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7NL.
A POTTED HISTORY OF RSA BRA CHES.
In the wake of recent re earch into which branches are entitled to parade
a ·so Year' pennant on it's tandard, the fo ll owing potted history of The
Association 's early years, may be of interest to members.
Introduction: Although the minutes of the very first meeting of the
Central Committee in 1920 are still archived, the records of the meeting
from then until 1960 have been lost. ln an attempt to record the history of
the branches a precis of information has been taken from The Wire. It is
recorded as faithfully as possible, but it must be appreciated that many of
the earlier entries were haphazard. For example, a branch would publish a
report on it's monthly meeting, but there would be no previous mention of
the branch ever being formed. Additionally, there is rarely a mention of a
branch's demise. Any disagreements with the details should be taken up
with the author of the original article in The Wire, not yours truly.
'The Beginning': The Association came into being in June 1920 as the
'Royal Engineers Old Comrades As ociation Signals Branch'. The
inaugural meeting of the 'Signal Association' was held on 14th
December 1920 at Elverton Street, Westminster. W. Butler was secretary.
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1921: March , Representatives from the following areas were invited 10
form branches; Exeter, Liverpool , Derby, Glasgow, Bulford, Belfast
Taunton. Rhine Army, London, Maresfield Park Camp and Crowborough'.
9 April , first reunion concert for 'A ll Signals past and present' held in the
Memorial Hall, ~arringdon Street, Ludgate Circus. June, Chingford
Branch opened wJth 200 members. As at August, branch membership
figures were:HQ - 192
Maresfield - 11 3
Crowborough - 63
Belfast - 23
Liverpool - 20
Colchester - 5
3rd London Corps Signals - 63 2nd Cavalry Div Signals - 57
Aldershot - 15
Cairo - 13
56th London Div Signals - 12 Ex Signal Service As ·oc - 92
Three new branches formed in December-Liverpool Post Office, Cork
and District, 47th (London) Div Signals.
1922: September, List of branches formed:
Aldershot, Belfast, Birmingham, Cork, Crowborough, Chel ea SW,
Colchester, Chiswick W, London W, Fulham, Ed inburgh, Bulford,
Westminster, Constantinople, Cairo, Peshawar, STC Maresfield,
Liverpool.
Prospective branches, not yet formed:
Nottingham, Manchester, Exeter, Cardiff, Leeds, Derby, Jubbulpore,
Bristol , Rhine SignaJs, Sunderland.
1923: February, Nottingham Branch held it's first annual dinner at the
Albert Hotel. March, Jubbulpore Branch sanctioned and boasts over 200
members. September, Constantinople Branch disband on account of
evacuation of the British Forces in Turkey. Rawalpindi Branch opened
with 124 members.
1924: July, Bannu (India) branch formed. Sig F. Cole is Hon Secretary,
Cpl J. T. Parsons is Hon Treasurer, President is CSM Chitty DCM.
September Belfast Branch renamed the Northern Ireland Branch.
1925: January, India, Rhine, Egypt, Singapore, Ma.lta Branches
reported as 'going strong' . March, Manchester Branch formed at 42 Div
Sigs TA HQ , Burlington Street, Manchester. Hon Secretary was Sgt J.
McVittie.
1926: January, The newly formed 'East London Branch' is welcomed
into the Association. They are connected with the 54 (EA) Div Sigs at
Stratford E 15. First meeting held on 1 December 1925. President-Lt Col
E. A. Edwards, Hon Sec-CSM C. J . Sharp, Hon Treasurer-Capt J.
McConville. Manchester Branch reports around 200 members. Hong
Kong Branch formed with I 1 members. February, The newly formed
Baghdad Branch was welcomed. The whole of the Signal Training Cenrre
at Catterick (1300 ORs) pay 9d per man per month to become RSA
members-the first reported case of automatic stoppages from each man's
account. April, Edinburgh Branch elects Lt Col J. S. Muirhead DSO MC
as President and Sgt Ross as Secretary/Treasurer. June, B Cavalry Brigade
Sig Tp Branch, Sialkot, formed. Capt Neale as President and Sig Mayson
as Hon Secretary/Treasurer. The November Wire listed the following
branches and reps:
STC Catterick
Capt S. C. R. Usher MC
Capt C. K. Thursby-Pelham MC
A Corps Sigs, Ewshott
Alder hot Command Signals
Capt A. C. Sykes DSO OBE
Manchester
Sgt J. McVittie
Sgt W. Ro
Edinburgh
Sgt L. F. Moorse
Fulham
Mr J. Horner
Chi wick
Dover
Mr C. C. Cronin
USgt Hall
Belfa t
Brighton
CSM P. Brown
Westmin ter
RSM E. Shepherd
Newcastle
Lt L. V. Younie
Chatham
Lt F. A. S. Anerton
I Div Signals, Aldershot
CSM R. Keevil
Sgt N. Grant
2 Div Signals, Aldershot
3 Div Signals, Bulford
Lt C. A. Oliver MC
4 Div Signals, Colchester
LCpl L. F. Andrews
Larkhill
Sgt W. Nicks
Cardiff
Capt L. C, Bell MC
CSM C. J. Sharpe
Stratford, East London
CSM A. Hunt
Blackdown
Cpl F. G. Smithers
A Div Signal , Pe hawar
B Div Signals, Quena
Sgt S. Dolbear
Sig H. W. Hutchin on
C Div Signals, Dera Ismail Khan
Rawalpindi
Lt E. Levett
E Div Signals, Meerut
Cpl D. McMillan
Sgt W. D. Peerle s
F Div Signals, Kohat
Sgt H. P. Bell
G Div Signals & STC, Jubbulpore
LSgt A. R. Godbold
A Corps Signals. Karachi
Sgt W. Markham
Egypt
Malta
Sig W. Vise
Capt T. B. Ferriday
Sarafind & Palestine
Rhine
Cpl A. McDowell
B Cavalry Tp, Sialkot
Sig B. 0. Mayson
Sig Bond
Singapore
CQMS G. E. Sweeney
Sierra Leone
Burmuda
CQMS Simmonds
Baghdad
LCpl F. Brudenell
Sig A. Durand.
Hong Kong
1927: S October, the fir ·t AGM of the SignaJs Association was held at
95 Belgrave Rd, Victoria. London at 2.30pm.
1928: May, new Branch 'C Cavalry brigade Signal Troop' in Meerut,
India formed. Hon Secretary was Sig E. Hatcher. June: New branch
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'Cavalry Div Signals', As aye Bks, Tidworth formed by Capt C. A.
Oliver. September, 1st Indian Div Signal , Rawalpindi Branch formed.
1930: March , the following branches and secretaries were listed:
STC Catterick
Capt J. H. Brown MM
RSM J. Wigglesworth
Aldershot
Bulford
Capt T. H .L. Turner
Colchester
Sgt F .S. Andrews
Lt C. G. Moore
Cavalry Div Signals, Tidwonh
E Tp Cavalry Div Signals, Tidworth
'OC Tp'
Belfast
Victoria Bks'
South Irish Coast Defence Signals
OC Spike Island, Queenstown
Malta Signals Section
Sgt White, Valletta
Hong Kong Signal Section
OC Wellington Bks
Malaya Signal Section
Sgt A. Keane, Pulau Brani
Jamaica Signal Section
CQMS A. White, Up Park Camp
Palestine
Capt R.C. Instrall, Sarafind
Egypt Signals
Sgt A.E. Bawden. Cairo
Shanhai Signal Section
USgt W. Church
North China SignaJ Section
CQMS C. Goodridge, Tientsin
A Corps Signals, Karachi
USgt J.G. Smithers
B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi
Sgt R.H. Collyer
lst lndian Div Signals, Rawalpindi
Sgt A.E. Lawson
USgt L.C. Jarvis
2nd Indian Div Signals, Quetta
Cpl Gib on
3rd Indian Div Signals, Meerut
4th Indian Div Signals, Trimulgherry LCpl W.C. Ede
STC. Jubbulpore
Sgt R. Hunt
Peshawar District Signals
Cpl A. Grant MM
Sgt W.D. Peerless
Kohat District Signals
OC Dera Ismail Khan
Waziri tan District Signals
o I Cavalry Bde Signal Tp, Risalpur USgt Manning
o 2 Cavalry Bde Signal Tp, Sialkot Sig W. Hodge
No 3 Cavalry Bde Signal Tp, Meerut OC Meerut
Rhine SignaJs
Sgt W.S. Crockford
o 4 Arty Sect
OC Piershill Bks, Edinburgh
Chatham Area Signal Section
Lt F.A.S. Atterton RE
Dover Signal Squadron
Mr C.C. Cronin, HQ Gun Wharf
A meeting was held on 15 December 1930 in the London Hotel,
Fisherton Street, Salisbury. where some 20 old pals met to bring into being
an OCA. The following committee were elected; Chairman Col R.H.
Willan DSO MC, Hon Treasurer Capt L. C. Bell MC, Hon Secretary Mr
Frederick Cole.
1931: 18/19 July, AJdershot Branch held their first official reunion at
Mons Bks, Aldershot. November: Glasgow Branch formed. Hon Secretary
CSM S. T. Cozens. First meeting held at 21 Jardine Street on Friday 16
October 1931. 75 members attended and Col J. S. Mllirhead DSO MC
TD was chairman. July, 5 Div Sigs OCA opened in ' the Nonb of England'.
1935: Birmingham Branch hold their first meeting on 30 January, at the
Crown Hotel, Corporation Street, Birmingham. Secretary was Lt B. J.
Rowe MM, Chairman was Col W. Martineau MC TD. The first meeting
of the Southampton-Portsmouth branch was held on 19th January. In
March, Exeter Branch held their ecoad meeting, in the chair was Col W.
G. Michelmore DSO MC TD. 6 March: Southampton-Portsmouth
Branch held it' introductory dinner at the Imperial Re taurant,
Portsmouth. Birmingham Branch held its fir t reunion parade on May 6,
with 62 members marching past the Lorri Mayor and the GOC 48th (SM)
Divi ion. July, The Che ter Branch wa reported as having been recently
opened. Chairman Lt Col F. R. Cobb MC, Secretary Sgt H. Ring.
1936: 150 members attended a meeting on 20 February, when the Leed
Branch elected Lt Col C. Campbell MBE a Vice Pre ident and Mr C.
W. Green a Secretary. Provisional sanction was given in October for the
formation of a branch at Darlington.
1937: In January the ' orthern Command Branch' appears as
·Northern Command (Leeds) Branch'. In May first mention of 2nd
Cavalry Divi ion Signals TA (Middlesex Yeomanry).
1938: In February Bournemouth Branch inaugurated. Secretary Mr S.
J. Rouse, Chairman & Treasurer Maj J. C. ~ray OBE. Meeting held in
the Drill Hall, Holdenhurst Rd. March, ·York and Northern Counties'
listed as being an active branch. Ju ly, Leeds Branch reported a being
·firmly e tablished with 65 members. Meeting held in the canteen,
Gibraltar Bks. Capt J. G. Parry 'at the helm '.
1939: March, Aberdeen branch formed under chairman hip of Col R. J.
Nichol, with 51 members. Secretary Mr C. F. Andrews. The Glos op and
Di trict OCA wa born of 46 M Divi ional Signals when Lt Col G. J.
Underwood 'raised his standard (the Corp Flag)' on the teps of Glo op
Town Hall. They meet in the Rutland Arms in Bakewell.
Details of Branch News throughout the war years wa not recorded. It i
hoped to publish the post war hi ' tory in a later is ue.

·oc

The National Ex-Services Association Newspaper (NESA). The
author, publisher and ex-serviceman Arthur Lane, has formed the
ational Ex-Services Association. which is open to all ex-service and
erving personnel, together with the relatives of those who are no longer
with u . The Association aims t0 give suppon to ex- ervicemen and
wonl\!n who eek redre s, compensation. or service pension from the
state, through it' legal department. It also aim - to publish details of
reunions and similar event' and to help in re ettlement and as i t in
finding uitable employment. For further details, ·end an A5 · ize SAE to
Arthur Lane, 61 Charle treet , Stockport. Cheshire SKI 3JR.
NEW LIFE MEMBERS
A warm welcome i extended to the following former . ignallers, who
have joined The Association as life members ince the last Wire. (The old
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and bold hould note that th ' · preceding the rank i. not for ' War' . but
tancb for ·woman· ). Hopefully. tho.e under 'RHQ Branch' have joined.
or will join. their local branch. The A sociation could not run without the
'aluable · upport of the branche . If you are not already a member of your
local branch, wh) not make ntact, a warm welcome i assured.
Former ame
Branch
erved
rank
1948-49
RHQ
jg
F. R. Dyke
1942-46
RHQ
D;r
J. F. Baxter
1948-49
RHQ
J. Hickey
ig
East London
1992-96
C. S. Robinson
\
I
RHQ
198 -96
WSig I. M . Gtb on
1942-47
RHQ
Sig G. Oldfield
1944-4
RHQ
J. F. White
ig
1947-49
RHQ
E. H . tubbings
Cpl
194 -40
\ Pte M. P. Evans(nee Arn1 trong) RHQ
RHQ
1942-47
K . H. Hind
gt
1947-49
RHQ
J. A. Freeman
ig
RHQ
1993-96
P. C. Blake
Lt
RHQ
1973-96
Lt Col I. 0 . Robertson
RHQ
1982-96
E. J. Banham
Maj
RHQ
J939-46
A. H. Criuell
Sig
1939-52
RHQ
W02 J. H. Lancaster
12/15/18 AFSR 1954-60
T. Hughes
Cpl
io
RHQ
1951-53
A. E. Oakley
RHQ
1940-46
C. Wareing
1989-date
Reading
K. J. Brace
LCpl
1945-48
RHQ
D. A. Cavey
Sig
RHQ
1984-96
Cpl
L. . Cole
1987-96
RHQ
S. R. Richardson
LCpl
1962-97
RHQ
Lt Co J. H. Lowe
Southampton
1938-46
J.E. Rush
Sgt
RHQ
1942-46
D. C. Ward
Sig
1942-45
RHQ
WPte P. Ward(nee lbbet on)
1942-48
Cardiff
Lt
J. Blacker
1944-51
RHQ
Cpl
F. A. Turner
Sgt
M. McCafferty
Dor et
1969-94
D. J. Dummett
Dorset
1968-92
S!!:t
1941-46
L. J. Fitzpatrick
Bournemouth
Sig
M. J. Cartwright
1962-97
RHQ
Maj
1962-97
RHQ
Lt Col D. Strong
RHQ
J. M. Douglas
1974-97
Cpl
Sig
T. P. Davis
1955-57
West London
D. C. Muggeridge
LCpl
West London
1945-48
RHQ
1942-46
Sgt
S. V. Harcourt
RHQ
Cpl
1986-97
RD. Barton
T. J. Baldwin
RHQ
LC pl
1986-97
Lt Col A. F. Browne
RHQ
1962-97

c:ii1

REUNIONS
602 ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS
Last year on 20th April the AOF met o nce again for our tenth reunion
w.hich took place at Puckrup Hall Hotel and Golf Club, Tewkesbury.
Eighty plus members and their ladies attended the reunion at this excellent
hotel. In the morning those who could played a round of golf In the
meanwhile the rest of u used the Health Centre facili ties and either swam
or melted away in the team room.
2000hrs arrived far too quickly and it was time to sit down to dinner and
of course the speeches. Our Chairman. Ken Purnell straight away
informed us that after ten years in office he and Dave Hay, our Treasurer.
were handing over their po ts to Mike Hope, as new Chairman, and Jim
M ullen was taking over as Treasurer. We then had an update by M aj
Gorden Dnncan of how the Ex TrO<Jp is coping with it's new role in life
~ 1 Sig qn (S ).
A u ual the war stories and drinking went on until the early hours of
the morning ~ith us all agreeing that we would meet again next year •
wherever 11 might be. l am pleased to report that the next reunion will be
held at Waterton Park Hotel, Walton, Wakefield , W. Yorks, Tel: 01924
257911. All members who wish to attend the nex t reu nion which will be
held on Saturday 19 April are. as usual, asked LO book their own
accommodation direct with the hotel, so please don ' t delay and book early
for the dinner. For further information please contact either our new
Chairman, J\.1.ike Hope on 0 1226 762410 or our Secretary, Jim Brown on
01425 506002. We look forward to seeing both old and new faces at
Wakefield.
We :ire sorry !<? report the death of one of our members ex Capt George
tubbmgs who d1eQ suddenly on the 5 November 1996. George wru, a giant
of a man and known throughout LO all the old and bold of the Troop. Our
dearest thoughts and condolences go out to his wife Else and the family.
lf anyone knows the whereabouts of Sam Kennard (also R Signals
'Ham'). Please contact our Chai rman, on 01226 7625 I0 URGENTLY.
GET I TO CH
E x/WO L. C. Hall would like, if possible, to contact Sig 'Tommy'
Thomas who served with him in Bannu and Razmak, l 937-l 940. Pl ease
contact him at 2 Li nthorpe Avenue, Wem bley, Middlesex HAO 2EE.
M r Willia m L. Wrightson of 237 Brookwood Avenue, Easton,
1aryla.nd .21601, US~, would li_ke LO hear from any of his forme r pals
from hi_ ume at 2 Wtreles_s Regiment (la~er 9 Sig Regt) at Farmagusta,
Cyprus m the late 1950.. Bill was an Amencan, attached to the staff.
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56 DIV (CITY OF LONDON SIGNALS)
OCABRANCH

ROYAL SIGNALS
WHITE HELMETS DISPLAY TEAM
70th ANNIVERSARY REUNION
~ BLANDFORD

11'. ~-

JUNE 1997

A reunion of all erving/ex members of
THE WHITE HELMETS
to be held at Blandford on Saturday 28th June 1997 .
The reunion will mark the 70th Anniversary of the team and
will be open to wive /girlfriend .
For further detail write/fax:
Officer Commanding White Helmets
Blandford Camp
Blandford Forum
Dor et DTJ l 8RH
Fax 0 1258 482770
Tel: 01258 482365
Mil: Blandford Mil 2770 Blandford Mil 2365

The Branch has .kept up a steady pac~ of reu~ions and events during
1996, the last of which was the Annual Dmner. This was held at the Union
Jack Club in Waterloo on Friday 29 November and was attended by 56
Members and guests. Our guest of honour was the SOinC. Brig N. F.
Wood. Another notable guest was Lt Col Weston . CO of 31 Sig Rcgt (V),
the successor Regt 10 56 Div Signals.
Lt Col Ralph Lewin , the Branch President, welcomed the guests. Brig
Wood, in responding, gave the assembled company an update on the state
of the Corps which, despite manning difficulties, was performing well in
trouble spots throughout the world. In particular he mentioned the TA
involvement in Bosnia where some of 3 1 Regt are current ly serving. The
place name raffle, won by Lt Col Don Grocott, raised £34 for the Royal
Signals Benevolent Fund.
The next event is the AGM to be held at 83 Sig Sqn (V) in Mercury
House at the Duke of York 's HQ, Chelsea, on 2 March. This will be
closely followed by the Dispatch Officer ' Section Dinner/Dance at
Eastbourne on 12 April. This wi ll celebrate the 60th Anniversary of the
first performance of the di splay team. Their last, or most recent,
performance was at the Royal Tournament in July 1996.
The Branch is just over I 00 strong and would welcome enquiries from
potential members, especially any ex-City of London Signals (including
332 (City of London) Signal Squadron which used to be based in Alkins
Road, Balham), about membership or Branch events. Enquiries please to
Steve Bland, Hon Sec, 56 Di v (City of London Signals) OCA Branch, 222
Wickham Road, Croydon, CRO 8BJ.

CATTERICK 1938 SQUAD 22
DI Cpl Carr (RamRod)
l s there anybody out there?

JUNIOR LEADERS'
REGIMENT

If there is, please contact D o n a ld E llingworth
15 Spindle Road, Norwic h, Norfo lk NR6 6JR
Tel: 0 1603 405487

I can't be the only one left. Can I?

ROYAL SIGNALS
DENBURY, NEWTON ABBOT
It i propo ed to hold the triennial reunion in and around
ewton Abbot on 26 and 27 September 1997. T he form of
the reu nion to regular attendees wi ll be much the same as
before with two or three events:
Frid ay 26 September (evenin g)-buffet a nd social eveni ng
the Newton Abbot Conservative Cl ub ,
Union Street, Newton Abbot.

at

Saturday 27 September (lu nc htime)-to be arranged .
Saturday 27 September (evening)-visit to
Channing Wood Prison (ex Denbury Camp) w hic h wi ll
include a tour of the cam p, C hurch Service and evening in
the Prison Warder 's Mess.
F u ll details will be ci rc ul a ted to those o n the mai ling list
in early A pril. If anyone e lse is interested would
they please contact:
Sam Ward , Egw ood , 56 S ey m o ur R oad
New to n A bbot, D evon T Q 12 2PU .
Tel: 0 1626-52 101 or 01 392-5 1056.

Accommodation can normally be arranged at reasonable prices.

IS THERE ANYBODY
OUT THERE?
Mrs Valerie Waters is try ing to con tac t any bod y who
served in 2 Squadron, HQ BOAR, Sig na ls R egime nt, B ad
O ey nha usen BAOR I, from 1949 to 1950.
She ca n be contacted a t: Ta n Hinon , Old H a ll, Llanidloes,
Powys S Yl 8 6PR. Te l: 01686 4 13355
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Mr Kenneth Dawe is eeking contact with hi former signaller pals
from MES GS! , (part of SOE) where they worked in the radio talion at the
Pyramids. The period was April 1942 to March 1945. They worked in
Ruston Building and lived at 86 Kast-el-Eini. Some of the names Ken neth
recalls are: Ken Marshall, Lt Fild, Sampson and Haskell. Please contact
Kenneth at 35 Saxville Road, Orpington , Kent BRS 3AN.

COMMUNICATIONS
QUALIFYING COURSE 11
REUNION
CQ 11 formed up in Blandford on 7 November 1977. It is
propo ed to ho ld a reu nion at B landford over the weekend of
I - 2 November 1997. By the time this is ue of The Wire hit
the street mo t member of the Course hould have already
had a Jetter, but there are five w ho e add res es are a mystery.
Does anyone know where any of the following may be
found:
C.E. Cox (Chris) A .J.R. Kite (Alan)
S. Lockie (Stuart) C. Owen(Chris)
N.A. Swainson (Neil).
Lt C ol Bernard Barton-Ancliffe is coordi nating the
event and would be gratefu l to receive news of the vanish ed,
and any o the r Course member. He can be found at:
Comms B ranc h
HQARRC
B F P0 40
Te l: JHQ Mil 5653 (0049 2 16 1 5655653)

WHERE ARE THEY NOW??
Are the re a ny ex-M ember s of: 1 C o mpan y, 8 Army Sig nal
1945/47 still a bo ut? 17 5 a nd 10 Linr Troo ps in Italy and
Au stria, Kl agenfurt a nd Vienna .
If the re a re please contact: Mr B. Harber
32 Argyle Street, Swindon , Wilt SN2 6 AR
Te l: 017 93 5 2 3256
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60s 16'ers

BRADBURY BARRACKS
Did you serve with 16 S ig R egt, in K r efeld
during the 60s and would like to meet/contact o ld friends?
Send SAE to Chris Bartlett, 45 W hitehouse Road,
Leigh on Sea, Essex SS9 SSR

From: John McKenzie McKay
Dear Sir,
1 am trying to trace an old colleague of mine John ' Buck' Ryan. we
served together in the Royal Corps of Signlas, in Palestine and Malta. We
travelled together to Cairo in 1942, John went to OCTU and I believe he
may have received his commission in 1943.
We did not meet again until late 1943 at Catterick Camp, on arrival
from the Middle East via Cape Town and Glasgow. The Troop Ship was
the Strathaird and at that time l was a Lt in the Royal Signals.
RCS No: 2324
Details to hand:
Catterick Camp
1935/36
Pale tine
1937/39
Malta
1939/42
1942
to OTCU
Cairo
Commis ioned
1943
Catterick Camp
1943
Sorry the detail are scarce but hope omeone may be able Lo help in
some way if they can please contact me at:
19 Deancourt Drive
ew Duston
orthampton
5 6PY
Many thanks, in hopefu l anticipation.
Yours sincerely
J ohn M cKenzie McKay
From: Dave Wheater
Dear Editor.
I wonder if you could help me get in touch with a few pal who are still
erving in the Corps? I served for four years at 28 (B R) Sig Regt, from
1990 LO 1994, which i now 280 (UK) Sig Sqn BFPO 35 and fo r two years
in 216 (Para) Sig Sqn. l am trying to get in touch with L Cpl Jase Dukes of
280 (UK) Sig Sqn, whom [ believe is still there but may be attached to
Sarajevo (B_PLTN LSC Tran Coy), according to February's Wire . Al o
Sig Peter Higgins who erved, at the BAOR Expedition Base Sardinia,
with me in 1993. He wa from 14 Sig Regl MT.
[ would also like to congratulate W02 John Fisher, 280 Sig Sqn, on hi
well deserved promotion and also LCpl 'Mozzie' Collins on hi promotion.
I would appreciate it if you would publish this in the Apri l Wire. Thank
you very much.
Regard ex-Cpl Dave Wheater

CALLING ALL
EX-BOY SOLDIERS
from Harrogate and Beverley
W o uld you please come to my ass i tance in
compiling a hi to ry of the contributio n that B oy S o ldier
m ade to the Corp Hi to ry in the past.
Needed : Photograph , to rie. and re mini scence
of your ti me a, a B oy S oldier.
Photograph w ill be returned a ft e r co pyi ng .
Plea e contact: Harry Bishop
27 Dent View, Egrem o nt, Cumbria CA22 2ET
Tel: 01 946 822839
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CORRESPONDENCE

THE WAR CEMETERY
IN KANDY, SRI LANKA
1r Garry ird ha ent to RHQ. , ome fine photograph of the
Kandy 'i ar Cemetef) in ri Lanka. They include shots of the main
gates. wider angle h · of the garden . and of the headstones of the
following former member of the Corps:
CQM
. M. Ta ·tor
ig . Campbell
pl E. J. tamp

LCpl J. R. Hoyal
LCpl L. Jamieson
Sig T. L. Mitchell

Garry i willing co provide copies for relatives of the above.
Contact him on 01403 261696.

15 Signal Regiment - ADEN - 1965/67
Would any officer who served in this Regiment and who
possesses one of the "Cat" brooches made by Garrards
please contact:

Maj (Retd) Keith Rothwell
AmDeich 16

D - 26676 BARSSEL
Germany

Mrs Else Graham. wife of the late SSgt Gus Graham (Retd),
would be pleased to hear from any of Gus's friends and
colleagues that he worked with during his time in the Corps.
Correspondence to: Mrs Else Graham
Stiftskamp 20
32049 Herford

GERMANY

PURCHASE
of
No: 4 DRESS UNIFORM
I urgently need to purchase a No: 4 Dress Uniform,
size Jacket 40 che t and trousers 34 waist/34 inside leg.
I already possess a pair of trousers so if you have only the
jacket to fit me this would till be most useful.
Please contact Maj Stephen Croft on Tel: 0032 2 7820977
Fax: 0032 2 7319265
From : Norman Riley
Dear Editor,
Catching sight of the K9 being hoisted into its display spot in the
Museum, (The Wire, February page 13), reminded me of, not my first
meeting with the K9 which was when we designed and installed some
Radio-relay/ 1+4s stations while operating with NATO, but later when the
DI I tations were sent to our TA unit (49 Yorkshire Sig Regt TA) and ~
built a ystem to combat the earlier modification from double-current to
single as we had several Creed printer stations and only the two, (inside
the DI I station) Seimens. All good honest fun and proven to be
overloaded. even then.
We had been instructed to hitch the power-unit to a separate primemover, but everyone concerned chickened out of driving the D 11 back from
camp (Scarborough to York) after apparently a troubled trip out Flattery,
gets some folk anywhere and I was coaxed with 'The old man says you're
the only one he'll trust with it.' into taking the complete station home. l
heard it took three drivers to get the other one back! Mine did not like the
hold-ups caused by the usual Malton bottleneck, but a bottle of the cooling
nectar set me to rights in York. I think Dick Turpin got there quicker.
Why did I succumb? The Foreman, they say-like *, my brother,
Sylvest-I can do anything (Except type?).
Sorry I haven't the gadget I built up to put in the museum, but you can
have an old and very much used Foreman. If you wish to date me (a la
carbon 14!) I found my rifle on 3 September 1939 just in time to be in at
the beginning. That wa.\ at Gandale camp-(Catterick.) 1 wonder who will
remember that. In any case it is one of many stories there are to tell.
My be t wishes with the museum project and to all at-well, anywhere;
though perhap c~pec1ally the School. "Tis a whjle since I taught at the old
one!
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From: E . T. Oliver
Dear Editor
l found the letter relating to · hips Signallers ' in the February copy of
The Wire fascinating. It just goes to how how erv ice life proves useful
later in life and in my case, aved my life.
Also trained as an Owl B3 in Catterick 1942 I went on to becom e an
Owl B2 serving in ormandy, NW Europe and the Middle East and
became proficient in many of the functions of the R Signals. Having had
Morse cr.immed into me I've never forgotten it.
Many years later, in 1979, I was sai ling around the South East coast
when my yacht struck an ob truction and foundered. I had made sure that l
had all safety equipment on board, including a hand held trigger operated
Aldis Lamp. The radio was al ready submerged before we cou ld send out
an SOS but , tanding on the boom. I wa able to ignal a distress call with
the Aldis Lamp which was potted by a keen eyed person on the Essex
hare . He alerted the Southend RNLI and a lifeboat arrived in time to pick
u both out of the sea.
It was a harrowing experience but if it were not for my Aldis Lamp and
R Signals training, I would probably not be writing this letter. By the way.
the yacht was lost.
From: Ron Larby
Dear Editor
Perhaps through the medium of The Wire some of your reader can
answer the following query which tern from my borrowing from my
local libraf)', ' Go To It'. An illustrated history of the 6th Airborne Divi ion
by Peter Harclerode.
One photograph shows the officers and RSM of the Divisional Signals
Regiment taken with the Princes Royal. An RSA colleague, Arthur
Stone, formerly of the Regiment, believes that the photo was taken at
Bulford Camp, September 1943. The interesting point of the photo is that
whilst RSM Carr i wearing the old type badge, (ie: 'Mercury ' in a ring),
the officers are wearing the new, present day style of badge with Mercury
and the Crown separate. I took this book to the last meeting of the West
London Branch of the Association, to enquire of the other members
whether officers. or anyone el e for that matter, had worn the new style
badge before the general changeover (1949?)
Our World War II and late fortie members were adamant that nobody
did-however, the camera cannot lie! Any thought that the photo was
taken at a later date can easily be dispelled by the fact that two of the
officers depicted, Lt Royle (6/6/44) and Lt Col Smallman-Tew (22.n/44)
were later killed in action. My thoughts are that, the e are cloth badge and
may have been worn by Airborne Officers, who would have worn berets as
opposed to the ervice cap worn by officers generally.
I would be most interested to hear from anyone who could give me
further information on this subject. Contact me at: 178 Braemar Ave,
Nea den. NWIO ODS. or Tel: 01814506885.
From: Roy C. Poulter
Dear Editor
Here are a few memories I have of my old Section that I thought might
be of interest to some of the people who subscribe to The Wire. l joined 2
Line of Communication at Raynes Park, Cambridge Road, Wimbledon in
September 1943, after completing my Driver and Driver/Mechanic's
Course at Catterick.
Our CO at Wimbledon was a Maj Hamilton and our Admin Officer
was Capt Wardle whom I believe lived at Gt Leigh , Essex, not far from
my own town. We had two Dvr Sections namely 62 and 110 and T was
Dvr/Mech for 62, with my opposite number and friend one Samuel Smith
of Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. (The last time that I saw Sam was at the Belle
Vue Hotel near Ostend , where we were both on the way home for a short
leave before being drafted to the Middle East).
62 DR Section Leader was Sgt Smallman (we had no officers) with
Lance/Sgt Mc Innes and Cpl Elliott plus our cook, 'Chuck' Peacock.
Some of the Dvrs I can remember are, Big ' Hammie' HamiJton (an extram driver from Gla~gow), Ron Pearcy (from Poole in Dor et), Bill
Griston (from Richmond in Surrey), and Stan Latham.
But to get back to 2 Line of Communication which, as I mentioned
earlier, T joined in September 1943, there were also Cypher Sections,
Wireless Op Sections and I recall that their wirele s vehicles were named
after the Marx Brothers namely, Harpo, Groucho, Beppo and the fourth l
cannot recall , was it Zappa? We also had Line Construction Sections for
UG (Underground) and Overhead cables. I remember that they u ed miles
of DS--seven strands of s teel wire and one of copper.
During the month of March, 1944, Sam Smith and myself took our old
Dodge 3 ton trucks to an Ordnance Depot at Shrewsbury, to exchange
them for brand new Ford 4x4s and also to collect six new Matchles motor
cycles each to bring our Drs up to strength and to prepare for our next
move ... DDay.
The whole of 2 L of Cleft Wimbledon on the 27 May 1944 and arrived
in Brandon, near Newmarket, where we encamped in a wood overnight,
myself having been on tow behind our REME breakdown truck (called
Moby Dick) from soon after we passed through London, because my new
VS engine had blown a cylinder head gasket. 1 can tell you that it was a
pretty hair raising experience travelling about sixty miles like that albeit
on a straight tow. (For the uninformed a straight tow is a 3-4 inch tube
clamped to the tow hook of the front vehicle and tied to the front wire
carrying bracket of the vehicle to be towed.)
However, we stripped it down on arrival at Brandon that night and the
next morning moved off once again to arrive at another wood which was a
concentration area outside Ipswich (28th May). We now formed a part of
30 Corps with the Wild Boar in ignia and another part of 21 Armd Gp.
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On the 30 May the unit moved into Ipswich and onto the Felixstowe
docf-s, where we e mbarked onto LSTs (Landing Ship Tanks). after
changing our Eng lish money for French Francs. Now we knew we were
off to France. Not for the first time for some of our lads who were wearing
their 1939/43 ribbons. as veterans of Dunkirk. <This ribbon. or should r
say medal. was later changed to 1939/45). My tnick was first aboard our
ship so 1 was ri ght at the front on the top deck. All the trucks and bikes
were on the top and the tanks below.
We moved away from the dockside and dropped anchor and just sat
there for five days and finally sa iled on the evening of the S June, to be
awakened at early dawn by the deafening sound of a Bofor Gun
immediately above my head .
D-Day had an·ived . We did not start to di embark until about 9 a.m .
amidst plenty of shells pas ing overhead. Th ankfu lly from our Naval Gun
and some gunfire coming the other way.
As I was first on board it was obvious that I was goi ng to be last off a nd
you can j u l imagine the depth of the channels in the sand, at the bottom
of the ramp, after all the tanks had left plu all the other vehicles.
Unfortunately l had to wait to disembark as the rear wheel drive truck in
front of me descended the ramp too fast and broke its front axe! beam. This
meant that I had to wait for the recovery tank to tow it away. Well I got
ashore eventually and met up with the rest of my Section on Gold Beach
and was directed to Club Route and the Bayeaux Road . Somewhere along
the road we turned into a cleared minefield where I spent my fir t night
. leeping beneath my truck, protected from falling shrapnel.
1 was with 62 DR in the Bayeaux-Caen area until unfortunately
wounded on the 7th July and subsequently shipped back to England until I
was fit enough to return. By this time, the war had advanced into Belg ium
and I was posted to 27 Construction Coy who were at that time in
Brussel .
1 l()')t louch with 62 DR and 2 L of C but would like to get in touch with
any of the lads from 62 DR or my friend Sam Smith from Stok~on -Trent
who married a girl named Dorothy, who was working with the AAFI. I
wonder what happened to the section after I left and do any of the lads
belong to the Royal Signal Association ?

JOTTINGS FROM A FADING MEMORY
By Vic Prees
continued from The Wire, Feb 97, pp 80
By the midd le of October we had acquired a GLO and two FAC officer .
The GLO was Maj Whittaker of the Welsh Regiment and the FACs were
Lt Gautier of the French avy and Flt Lt J. F. G. Howe of the RAF. Flt
Lt Howe was a fascinating character. He had been a Mu tang pilot in the
South African Airforce and had flown Ops in Korea in c ivvies due to the
non arrival of hi uniform. He later commanded the first front line
Lightning Squadron No. 74 at Leuchar and went on to command the
RAF's Phantom OCU at Conning by. Even in 1956 he was an experienced
combat pilot. We were to meet again, he a Squadron Commander RAF
Guttersloh and me as RSM of 21 Sig Regt. Thi began to how in our
exercises with the Fleet Air Arm in Malta. The Navy pilots were full of
enthusiasm but lacked experience in ground attack. They tended to arrive
over target with too much altitude, making accurate delivery of their
weapons difficult. Jn desperation Flt Lt Howe ' borrowed ' a Meteor from
RAF Takali and laid on a breathtaking display of how it hould be done.
There was a little muttering from the avy but I think the point was made.
By now the tempo had increased and the lower deck had decided that the
Operation was definitely on. Training increased and we could waterproof
our ets blindfolded. should the need arise. Grand Harbour was now full of
warships. Not since the 6th June 1944 had uch an impres ive fleet been
gathered together by the Royal avy. Three Fleet Carriers-Eagle, Bulwark
and Albion. A sorted cruisers including Jamaica of Shamhorst fame.
Ma11xma11 , the fa te t ship in the Navy and reputedly capable of 40 knot ,
carrying the flag of Flag Officer Flotillas. everal Destroyer of the Daring
class and of cour e our old friends the Amphibious Warfare Squadron.
Suddenly it was on. We were driven down to Grand Harbour and began
to load stores and vehicles. My crew embarked on HMS A11:io with HQ 40
Commando commanded by Lt Col 1\veed. By now we were old hand at
this game and in no time at all we were comfo11ably en conced on the
canopy of a four ton vehicle. The fact that the vehicle wa loaded with
mortar ammunition didn 't seem to worry anyone unduly. We sailed on the
27 October. my 20th birthday. There have been many critici m made over
the year about the length of time it took to mount Mu. keteer. No doubt by
today's standard it was too exciting and too much of a novelty to worry
about the why and wherefores. All we knew was that we had trained hard
and perfected our operating techniques and now it looked a though we
were going to be called upon to put them into practice. It took a week to
make the passage from Malta to Suez. During thi time we Ii tened avidly
to what news was available. Signals personnel became the focu of much
attention because we were able to read the visual signalling between ships.
This was mostly made up of tac1ical details and movement within the
convoy but now and again a piece of inforn1ation could be gleaned.
Weapons were zeroed after a fashion over the tern using variou item of
gash ditched for the purpo e. Another point of interest wa a little ML that
ran a form of SDS throughout the neet. When not actively employed in
these duties she wa towed behind Meo11 to conserve fuel.
Early on the morning of the 3 November we heard that the Paras had
landed at Gamel Airfield. This was borne out by the aircraft that had
carried out the drop buzzing the fleet on their way back to Cyprus. I
particularly remember one Hastings coming very low and a member of the
crew flashing V sign with an Aldi Lamp. All very impre ive, everyone
now knew that we were committed to the landing. Preparations
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intensified. briefings with maps and aerial photographs, lai t minute checks
on weapons, radios and the all important waterproofing. 40 Commando
were schedu led to land on the beach just to the west of the Casino Hotel
As far as we were aware the landing would be opposed. Everyone in the
world knew we were on the way, so no doubt the Egyptians had prepared a
warm welcome. Concern wa~ expressed over a mas of beach huts on the
beach we were due to land on, but we were assured that these would be
neutralised by air trikes prior to landing.
D-DAY
I can't remember any of us getting much leep the night before the
landing. Everyone was astir long before we were due to embark onto the
LCAs. A large breakfa t then the i sue of the t:raditional ' Oggy' , an
e normous Cornish Pasty which was to last u until we were ashore and in a
position to start on our compo. At last the LCAs were lowered to the deck
level and we gingerly clambered aboard. My c rew were in the CO's craft,
the only one with a vehicle on board. Thi was the CO 's Champ. It was
made plain to all of us in the LCA that we had I 0 seconds to get out and
away before the Champ drove down the ramp. If we were not out of the
way the n that was just too bad! The first wave were already milling around
and starti ng to form up in their Buffalo's or LVT. These were enormou
tracked man trosities. relics of World War II which were heavily armoured
and gave some protection from mall arms fire. Because of their weight
they had to be 'swum' from the low doors of the LSTs, which took a great
deal of time. We had all been in tructed to walk in the LVTs t:racks when
we hit the beach as it was thought that the beach was mined.
Eventually we were lowered into a fairly smooth sea and set about the
complicated proces of lining up with the other craft for the econd wave.
By this time the Daring c lass ship , steaming slowly along in line were
bu. y laying down ftre, supposedly to explode any mines there were on the
beach. It seems that a lot of 4.5" hell were going well over and doing
con iderable damage ro building in the town. This, whilst no doubt being
great fun, was not what wa uppo ed to happen. The CO had the
cox wain of our LCA go alongside one of the destroyers in an attempt to
remonstrate with those on board. Apart from a few disdainful glances from
the lordly beings in anti flash gear high on the bridge. l don't think much
was achieved. Eventually we were lined up and et off for the beach.The
Fleet Air Arm were keeping their part of the bargain and a succession of
Wyvern were making low level pas e along the beach and laying down
20mm cannon fire to detonate the mine . At last the comand 'Down Ramp.
out Troop '. and we were galvanised into action , spurred on by the ound of
the CO's Champ revving hard behind us. A slight stumble by my first
operator Sig Winstanley but we caught him and set him down well clear
of the vehicle. The beach huts were well alight by now and there was a
t:remendou amount of mall arms fire. We later di covered that this was
ammunition left in the beach huts by the rapidly departing Egyptians.
Our in tructions had been drummed into us, get clear of the beach as
quickly as pos ible. Sprinting along the track marks of the LVTs our IOOlb
plu load of ammunition, weapon . ration etc. seemed light as a feather
when pitted against our desire to reach some form of cover. At last a large
concrete breakwater, no more than 3ft high, it seemed at least !Oft in our
hour of need. A pause to catch our breath and to watch the Wyvern and
Seahawks as they moved their traffing operation beyond the bombline.
Having congratulated our e lves on till being in one piece we then
ob erved Maj Whittaker and my 2IC LCpl John Grieve way out in the
open truggling with the infamous 'handcart' which contained the 300w
Charging Engine and the I 2V I 70AH batterie . We left the friendly helter
of our breakwater to render what assi lance we could, and finally we
managed to get the whole detachment in one place.
The next hour or so passed in a blur. A lot of noise, make and hauling.
Being hepherded aero. s bullet swept streets with the houts of 'This way
Bleep: from Marines who appeared to know exactly what was going on.
Our objective wa the Canal Police building, picked because it had a large
flat roof and a tower. Ideal for the FAC to direct any strikes that may be
required. We finally arrived there in a state of terminal exhaustion.
narrowly avoiding extinction from a jerrican of water hurled from the
engine plate of a Centurion Tank as it roared past us in a cloud of du t and
fume.
Once on the roof we were at la t able to get on with our rea on for being
here. Contact with JO was rapidly established on the 62 Set. the BE 201
switched on (how it urvived it' undignified treatment i a compliment to
it's makers Burn Dept) and tuned in to the common ground to air
frequency. We were very vulnerable in our elevated position and had to
keep our heads down to avoid the odd stray round that zipped acros the
roof. Suddenly we noticed a night of Wyvern industriou ly attacking a
target with 20mm cannon fire. Instantly we realised that whatever they
were attacking wa way behind the initial bombline set for the seaborne
as ault. It transpired that they had set upon the TAC HQ for 42 Cdo which
included my mate Cpl 'Spud' Hulse. We immediately tried to raise the
aircraft on the 20 I, calling on first the common frequency and then on that
allocated to 42 Cdo. We received no reply but the aircraft veered off and
returned to the carrier.
Across the basin from our location wa, the imposing building of the old
Suez Canal Company. One of 40 Cdo ·· ta k wa to clear this building.
Oppo ·ition wa quite fierce and 40 do had taken ·ome ca ualtie .
Suddenly we were in busine s, an air strike was reque ted on the Canal
Building. The rcque. t cleared on the 62 Set and then in rapid succe .. ion
the ETA and TOT was received ... three Seahawk with rockets. Flt Lt
Howe made contact with the aircraft on VHF and then gave in truction for
the trike. The first aircrafl came in too high and the rocket" landed in the
water. The econd missed completely. The last aircraft had either done this
art of thing before or had taken in the demonstrution laid on m 1alta b}
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Flt Lt Ho,~e. His projectile~ went through the colona~ tho~ surroun?etl
the first floor of the building and cau ed a large portion ot the root to
collap e. honly af1er thi. strike the resLtance eased and 40 Cdo
occupied the building' hich wa later to ~come our HQ.
By now it was du. k. we had accomplished what we had et out to d?.
II the endle.s hours of training. beach landing and countless radio
e erci.e had paid hand ome dividends. We had been given a ta. k and ha?
earned it out to the letter. The night ' a lit by huge fires. mo · tly Oil
torage tank in Port Fuad which had recei ed the attention.s of the. Frcn~h
avy Corsairs. The Rus~ian h.1d put down the Hungarian upn _mg Lil
Budapest and made veiled threats about nuclear weapons. All ~his '~·as
wa\ out ide the scope of a very tired young Owl, who had the all facuon
of being able to put hi training into practice. I began to wonder what the
Corp had in tore for my next po ung ...

DONATIONS
Mr . E. Carter In memory of Mr Jowala Coffee ...... ....................... £5.00
Certo Cito Lodge .......... ....................................................... .............. £ I 0.00
42 Sig Regt Officer Club ................. .................. ......................... .... £112.00
Ladie of259 ig Sqn .............. ... ...................................... ...... ........£23.00
Lt Col (Retd) B. A. Beattie ......................................... ...... .............. .£ 10.00
my Watson (from the legacy of) ................................ ................ £4000.00
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3 Div Reunion Club Col T. W. Baynes MBE ................................... £10.00

Reading RSA In memory of Mr A. C. Carpenter ............................. £25.00
From Friends Jn memory of Mrs R. Cathmuir .............................. £130.00

~~!~~!~::~~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :::::::::iH!:~

ewark RSA .......................... ....... ...... .................. ........................... £10.00
E. D. Halton .. ....................... .......... ............................... .................... £15.00

LAST POST
Baines
-SigJ. C. Baines
Served 1949/51 Died 19109196
Bibby
-Lt Fraak Bibby
Served 1928/45 Died 28/01/97
Brewer
-Cpl M. Brewer
Joined Ocl '87 Died 15/12196
Carpenter
-Mr A. C. Carpenter
Served 1936/53 Died 28/01197
Cobley
-Cpl I. P. Cobley MM
Died 11112196
Cook
-Maj Gen R.F.L. Cook MSc, CEngServed 1957192 Died 24/02197
Creigh
-Sgt C. Creigh
Served 1934/65 Died 29/01/97
Davies
-ColE. H. Davies
Served 1941n3 Died 26/02/97
Diggle
-Sgt E. D. Diggle
Served 1935/45 Died 02/97
Exon
-Sig Eric Exon
Served 1944/47 Died t 9112196
Fox
-Dvr R. O.Fox
Served 1940/47 Died 28/01197
Galloway
-Lt Col A. L. Galloway
Served 1937/6() Died 19/02197
Galloway
-DH J. W. Galloway
Died 24/09/90
Gaye
- fr. E. R. Gaye MBE, MFM
Served 1927/61 Died 04/02197
Haylock
-LCpl G. Haylock
Served 1940/46 Died 12/12i96
Hudson
- 1aj A. A. Hudson
Served 1948183 Died I0/02197
Rughes
-Maj E. P. Hughes
Served 1935/69 Died 13/01197
1ann
-MrT. Mann
Served 1939/46 Died 30/01197
McLaren
-Mr D. 1cLaren
Served 1939/44 Died 96
Palfrey
- 1aj J. W. Palrrey TD
Served 1932146 Died 96
Parkinson
ig G. Parkinson
Served 1974182 Died 07112196
Ridley-Martin -Brig R. B. Ridley-Martin
Served 1929/62 Died 17/01/97
Shoubridge -Maj 0. G. B. houbridge
Served 1936162 Died 96
Unwin
-SSgt V. n~in
Died 28/02197
Wells
-Mr A. C. Wells
Served 1919/47 Died 05112196
Wyatt
-Sig A. E. Wyalt
Died 29/01197

Dibley- foj (Retd) George Dibley. died of cancer at the age of 78 on
12 January. 1997. He devoted him elf to a lifetime of military service,
building up in later years a fine collection of pre- 1914 military prints.
The so~l of a master builder, George Dibley was born in Cobham,
Surrey. on tJ1e 25 February 1918. On 23 March 1936, at the age of 18 he
left hi" job as a butcher's assistant and enlisted with the Queen· ~ Royal
Regiment. He served on the orthwe t Fron ti er in India from 1937 until
1944 before r turning to Europe. As the war drew to a close. he joined
the Army Air Corps in the fledgling Glider Pilot Regiment but his
ervices as a pilot were never utilised and in 1947 he transferred to the
Royal Corp of ignals with whom he erved unul his res1gnauon from
the Corps in 1963. He al o fought in Burma. the Korean war, and the
Malaya in urgency of 1954.
Decorations include the War Medal 1939/45, the Defence Medal,
1939/45 Star, Burma Star, France & Germany Star. Queen Elizabeth 11
Coronation Medal. Korea Medal , U Service · medal with clasp
·Korea'. G .. M . with clasp ·Malaya· and ' Arabian Peninsula' and the
Long erv ice & Good Conduct medal. He joined Bar7l~ys B~nk ~n
1964 as a cashier. In 1966 he JOined Barclaycard at their mcepuon 111
orthampton. In Febiuary 1970, he wa · appointed As i tant Manager
of the Barclaycard Centre. and manager in December 1971. In July
1973 he moved to Liverpool and pent nine very happy years running
the Dale Street and Kirkby cen tres. Following hi retirement from the
bank in June 1982 he continued to take an interest in many of his former
staff keeping in touch with a number of the~ over the ~ears.
.
Durino hi time with the bank George Dibley contmued to serve m
the Territorial Army and Volunteer Re erve (TAVR) in Liverpool,
Sheffield Leicester and London and wa a regional secretary with
SSAFA f~r a number of years. Advancing year forced hi retirement in
1973 but he continued to take an interest in his regimental a ociations
and joined the Victorian Military Society for whom h~ ser_ved as
treasurer for ome eight year until he was forced to rehnqu1 h h1 ta ks
a few month before his death.
George lived a full and active life and will be mi ed by hi family.
He married once and is . urvived by hi widow, Peggy, a son and two
daughters.
Dolan-SSgt T. M. Dolan .erved with the R ignals 1951 to 1972. It i
with regret that I have to inform you of the recent death of ex-SSgt
Tommy ' Wee Jock' Dolan, after a long illnes . In a career panning 22
years in the R Signal , Tommy erved in various parts of the world
including Gem1any, the Middle Ea t and the Far Ea t. His last over eas
po ting was 21 Sig Regt in RAF Wildenrath ( 1968 to 1972). Tommy
leave his wife. Anne, four daughters and nine grandchildren.
Tommy would speak of being one of the team which e tablished a
World Record by coring 1,000,001 up in dart in RAF Changi in 1963.
He also helped to build the telephone link between Ma ' an and Amman
in the early 1950 . A Drill In tructor in the 60's, Tommy was one of the
first
CO's to learn the drill for the then new SLR. He was
ub equently delighted to find himself 'dri ll ing' hi s own RSM (to the
equal delight of a number of o nlookers).
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Hughes-Maj (Retd) E. P. Hughes died 13 January 1997. He joined the
Middlesex Yeomanry in March 1935. On Boxing Day 1939 he left
England with the I st Cavalry Divisional Signals for the Middle Ea t. He
escaped the Germans in Crete and served in 13 Corps, 30 Corps and 8
Army Signals before joining the 9 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (Middlesex
Yeomanry) as a Sgt. After Alamein he was commis ioned in the Corp
in late 1943.
He was demobilised in 1947 into the TA and rejoined the regular
Corps in 1952. He served with the Trg Bde, the Depot, the Signal
School in Hamburg, 10 Sig Reg1 and the Staff of HQ AER. Hi last
posting was with 21 Sig Regt in Laabmch.
He cominued to support the Corps in many ways through the
Association and more recently on a Sponsored Ride. in aid of the Corps
Mu eum Fund
Our sympathy is extended to hi family. in their lo s of a true
character.
A full obituary i published in the Spring Journal.
Parkinson-ex Sig George Parkinson (better known as 'Scou e') died
suddenly on 7 December 1996. George wa a Combat Driver by trade
and erved with -the Corps from August 1974 until his discharge in
December 1982. During his service he served in Cypru (262 Sig Sqn),
Germany (21 Sig Regt in Gutersloh) and in the United Kindom at the
RMAS.
George wa well likely by all tho e who came into contact with him
(after getting through his outer hell). He thoroughly enjoyed his time
with the Corps and although he left the ervices he never forgot the
co1madeship and friends he had made whi lst serving.
George died at home of a heart attack, his death came uddenly and
unexpectedly. he will be dearly mi sed by hi family.

Cobley-Cpl Ivor P. T. Cobley MM, died at Kingston (Ontario) General
Ho pita!, after a valiant fight with cancer, at the age of 75. A veteran of
WW2 who emigrated to Canada after the war. He i survived by his
deare t wife Winjfred. son Christopher and daughter Brenda also
grdndchildren Jason and Jamie Plumb.
Bibby-Lt Frank Bibby died on the 28 January 1997 after an illness.
Frank joined the Signal in 1928 and spent several yean; in Egypt
before returning to civilian life. He rejoined in 1939 and saw active
service in France (he was evacuated from Dunkerque), East Africa
(mentioned in Dispatches 30/ 12141 ), and Burma.
He returned to civilian life in 1945 and worked until hi retirement,
m 1972, as a stocktaker and Hotel Controller for Trust Houses (later
Trust House Forte).
He maintained his interest in the Army and attended several reunions
at Blandford Camp. Some of his happiest memories were of the time he
spent in the Signals. He will be remembered for many things-his
integrity and sense of duty, his humour even in adversi ty and during his
last illne , hi generosity and his quiet gentle manner, his friendship
and his loyalty.
He will be sadly missed by his son. his two grandsons and his
daughter-in-law, as well as by his friends, in particular hi lifelong
friend and former Signals companion Ben Jordan .

Hudson-Maj A. A. Hudson TD , it is with deep regret and sadness that I
report the sudden death of our former Treasurer/Secretary Arthur
Hudson on Monday I 0 February at his home in Preston .
Arthur who was a founder member of this Branch on its'
reformation in 1970. will be sad ly missed by all of us here at the Preston
& Blackburn Branch. Also by those throughout the Corps, both serving
and retired , who will remember his excellent sense of humour. Our
thoughts and condolences go to his wife Bridie, and children John,
Anne. Tricia, Paul ine and Maureen also to his 11 grandchi ldren.
Arthur 's long and distinguished career in the services started in
1941 at the age of 16 when he joined the Air Training Corps. He later
joined the RAFYR and in 1943 joined the RAF as a wirele. s operator.
Jn October 1943 he transferred to the Royal Navy a~ a telegraphist until
November 1946 when he was demobbed.
In June 1948 he joined the R Signals at High Wycombe, Bucks.
Selected for training as a special operator he was po ted to 10 WTS,
Woodhouse Eaves, Lou ghborough, and promoted to Cpl Inslrtlctor,
where he stayed until 1951. He was posted to I Wireless Regt (13 Sigs)
in Munster and Birgelen as Watchkeeper and Regimental Staff.
Promoted SSgt in 1956, his next move saw him in the Far East serving
with Singapore District Sig Regt. At this time he was selected to attend a
Sig Cen Supervisors Course at the School of Signals (FARELF). His
next move saw him off to 'Oscar Tp' 3 Div HQ & Sig Regt. Bulford
from 1959 to 1960. 28 Sig Regt was hi next move where he worked in
Rheindahlen till 1963. Time for training again and Arthur attended o. 6
Yeoman of Signals Course and was then posted to 254 Sig Sqn as 1he
First Yeoman in Aden. In 1965 he was posted back to 28 Sig Regt as
WO I (YofS). 1967 saw him posted to the School of Signals for medical
reascm and in 1968 his final po ting was to RHQ 7 Sig Regt.
He took up employment in civvy street as a dcspatcher in Preston
Docks. However, a vacancy in the COMCE of HQ orth We t
District took him back to the forces as a civilian employee and
COMCEN Supervisor. His service with the Corps continued when he
was invited to join 38 Sig Reg1 (V) and was enlisted into 93 (East
Lanes) Sig Sqn (V) at Blackbum as WOI (YofS). He quickJy rose
through the ranks after hi traffic commission in 1971. He retired in
1982. He received the Territorial Decoration whilst with the TA for 22
year serv ice as a volunteer.
He kept the Preston and Blackburn Branch flowing over the years
and was a 'regular' at the monthly meeting . He held the po t of
Secretary!freasurer from 1970 until February 1993. Arthur, who was
awarded Honour Membership of the A sociation will be greatly mis ed
by all of us.

Suckling-Mrs Marie uckling, died on 13 January 1997. She served as
S/Sgt in the office of Southern Signal Company, Bangalore. Her name
was then Vint, she married LCpl Suckling of that Unit in 1944 and
returned to England with him in 1945.

Jowala-Mr Jowala Coffee formerly of the Singapore District Signal
Regiment, I wish to convey that he passed away peacefully on 14
December. ln 1968 I made the overland journey to India , where I
became a guest of Jowala at his home in Jullundur. I am infom1ed by his
son that he would have reached the age of one hundred in January, had

he lived. His memories of campaigns in India and of the various
Regiments with which he served, were like tales told on the veranda, as
he related them.
This has been written by me to pay tribute to a fine old veteran.
Mr . E. Carter.

Jowala and myself centre-Jullundur 1968
Warren-Maj icholas Thorn Warren, MBE TD, was the Chairman of
the Southampton Branch of the RSA from 1955 to 1959 and again from
1988 until his udden death at home on the 30 November 1996. His
intere t in radio communication began whilst at Sherbome School and
he held an Amateur Transmitting Licence in 1937.
He enli ted in the TA in March 1939 and was commi ioned in
August with the 43rd (Wessex) Div Signals at Southampton. Too young
to remain in that unit he became an instructor at LSI OCTU in 1941,
where he gained early promotion to Captain. In 1943 as a Staff Officer
with Signal Tac HQ, he wa engaged in developing olutions to
communication problem ari ing from an anticipated landing in NW
Europe, for which he was awarded an MBE. Serving aboard HMS
Hilary, off the Normandy coa t, he went ashore on D Day plu 2 and
was involved ia operation around Caen, Le Havre and Antwerp. After
crossing the Rivers Maas and Rhine, he became heavily involved in
planning the restoration of civilian communications.
He was demobilised in 1946 in the rank of Major and rejoined the TA
in 1947 in command of 10 Air Support Signal Unit at Southampton.
This Unit had 1he distinction of being the first TA Unit to serve abroad
in peacetime. taking part in a major Rhine Exercise during the 'Cold
war· . He retired from the TA in 1959 to enable him to devote more time
to his busine s affair . He continued to maintain an intere t in the RSA
which he joined in 1946 and he kept abreast of modem communications
and computer developments.
He was an enthu iastic Branch Chairman, who regularly attended
Blandford reunions and wa a frequent vi itor to neighbouring branches
and to Remembrance and Commemoration Service .
A widower since 1982. he lived alone. He was a diabetic. a complaint
that led in January 1994 to the ampuration below the knee of hi left leg.
Hi reaction was both courageou and immediate; by March he had
mastered hi artificial leg and was in the Chair of the Branch once
aoain. Further disa ter followed a year later when hi right leg was
a~putated above the knee. This he met with the ame fortitude and
re ourcefulness. By April he took the Chair at the annual lunch and in
June took part in the D Day celebration both on the beaches and at the
war cemeterie . Later that year he had his car fitted with a contraption
that enabled him to lift his wheelchair on an electronically controlled
hoi t, into a container on the roof of the car gi ing him the complete
independence he needed to attend the meeting _o_f the _many
oroani ation of which he was a member. At the local Bnu.h Legion he
se~ed as Branch Secretary and then a Service Committee ecretary;
he was Treasurer of the ew Forest Ra ilway Society and at Lymington
Town Sailing Club he worked out intricate racing handicap re ults.
He was a oood talker and as a radio amateur and a member of the
Royal Signal~ Amateur Radio Society and also the Radio Amateur
Invalid and Blind Club he enjoyed chatting on the air daily. He wa
most grateful to this organi ation for being in lrtlmental in uppl ing
and fitting much of hi. equipment. His long ervice to the R A and for
the couraoe and cheerfulne with which he met hi mi fortunes.
icholas ~as pre ented with the A sociation's 50 Year Badge and
Honour Life Membership in April 1996.

Fox-Dvr R. O. Fox, did his Basic Training at Ossen and then went to
Huddersfield for hi Trade Training. He went overseas initially in 1940
arriving in Egypt in early 1941. Then he was po ted to Ethiopia in about
June 1941 and stayed there until the end of the campaign, returning to
Egypt in March 1942. There he got posted to Alexandria, after which
the Company was posted to El Alamein and then all the way through the
We tern De ert to Tunisia. They embarked a1 Tripoli for the invasion of
Sicily (1943), landing just after the fir t of the troops. Embarking at
Messina, for the invasion of Italy he served with the same unit fro!l'
June 1941 to the cessation of hostilities in 1945 returning to England m
1945. He continued serving in the Yorkshire i/c Transport Sect until his
demobili ation in 1947.
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FAR EAST EXHIBITION-UPDATE

Articles for

'THE WIRE'

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
s you're well aware, serving in the Forces isn't just a
job. It's a way of life. So, it's no surprise, that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry,
like a fish out of water.
But there's no need for you to feel this way. It's
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends,
make use of the unique skills you've acquired, and
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain.
How? Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
I
and represent a significant part of our commitment
to peace.
There are two options open to you
Firstly, you can join one of the Territorial Army
Independent Units based in the TAVRA region in which
you have decided to settle An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments.
Secondly, 1f you are leaving a Corps, you could
retain your capbadge and become a member of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Unit In either,
you can mainta in and extend the special skills that you
have learned

A

You can contribute as much time as you want
in any one year. The minimum that we ask is that
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and som: J .
weekday even ings. As a
--...I
Specialist we ask
only 15 days
,.'~
•
·
~
train!ngand two
~t.• ~
weekends
)) •
--o

~·~''

.

In return you will receive payment equivalent to
the rates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.
If you wou ld like more information about how you
can stay in the swim of things, write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in, your current age and address, your intended county
of residence , and of the regiment you have left or
are leaving.

The Territorial Army, Freepost, 4335 (Ref: 9000), Bristol BSl 3YX.

Contributors to The Wire should note the dates by
which matter for publication MUST be received in
The Wire office. Too many units have taken too
frequent advantage of Editorial kindness!
40% of the ubmi ion for the April Wire were
late arriving in the Editors· office!!
(The Gold Laying Goose was eaten at Ea, ter!)

Please get your articles in on time
as we have a deadline too!
(Apologies to 35 Sig Reg/ ( V) 11•ho made el'ery effort
to meet the deadline bw got swept up i11 Ill.\ loss of patience.)

by Eddie Cooper
Following the article in the Summer 1995 I ue of Dekho and other
Services Journal and ewsletters donations come in lowly nationwide
(some even from overseas). This. however, wasn·t adequate to enable any
real progres to be made in establishing this exhibition in the form we (the
Burma Star Association Hert Camb & E sex Branch together with The
Imperial War Museum. Duxford) visuali ed. I therefore decided to go for
·The Big One' and made application for a grant from the ational
Heritage Fund. The Grant has been approved and the project has been
awarded £120.000 from a total estimated cot of £180,000. Duxford and
myself wi ll be providing the balance hared equally between our two
parties. We have each contributed £5,000 and l am now looking to rai e
£25,000 from my side to complete the project. which has already been
started and which. we hope, will be up and running before the end of 1997.
I am making a National Appeal for fund large or mall and any
donation from Branche & Individual Members arc welcomed and should
be sent to me at Little Foxes. Hay Green, Therfield. Herts. SGB 9QJ.
Cheque hould be made payable to 'Far Ea t Exhibition Appeal Fund,
OT TO Burma Star A ociation as thi is not a Benevolent Fund
Appeal. If you have any Artefacts or Memorabilia you feel would be of
pecial interest and are prepared to donate please give details in writing to
E ddie. PLEASE DO OT SEND IN THE FIRST INSTANCE. Any
further details can be obtained by phoning Eddie on 01763 287519. This
is YOUR EXHIBITIO for po terity-Plea e upport it.

FRO T COVER: Cpl ·Pat" Patrick airborne for 15 Sig Regt.
BACK COVER: The Back Cover hows a watercolour ketch executed by Sig J. H. L. Beattie of 71 Sig Regt (V), during hi, tour in Bosnia. Hi
remarkable talent resulted in hi appointment as 'war arti t" for the duration of hi. tour.
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The engagement has been announced between
SUO Michael John Moreton
of Southampton UOTC, hortly to enter
Sandhurst Royal Military Academy, and
WOCdt Heidi Othen
also of Southampton UOTC, daughter of
Mr & Mrs Othen, formerly Sgt and Mrs Othen
of the Royal Signals, on 27 March 1997.

RMY)

This happened in a quadron in a Regiment of the Corp
Whatever oth rs ma • profe s i tirst to go to war,
In '4 "h n guns were hushed in Italy and gathering du t
To keep line open and mamtnined perforce the L of C remained.
ignals e\ery line must tc't before the ight Shift went to rest.
The Out ergeant then ' ith care a detailed Line Report prepare.
la • month after month one line, though te d with preci ion
Report d. 'Out of Order.· to the Indian Di vi ion.

Congratulations and be t wi hes for their
future happine together from all the family.

It then befell one morning operato

without warning
Relieved but unbelieving found the Indian were receiving.
The Signalma ter framed and hung above the bottle in the Me
The Line Report that had begun the day of technical uccess.
But when it seemed within their reach there was intermittent speech
And before the day wa done it wa clear they'd jumped the gun.
aid the Major, 'We will go a far a· needs along the Po.
We'll unfold the my tery and still be home in time for tea.'
fol berry trees and poplars lined the route oulh East where they would find
Ann} cable overhead right back to Divi ion lead.
They drove by bridg blown and banks deeply cored by trucks and tank .
Unbroken line again l the sky howed the wires were taut and high.
lligh poles on the further shore miles of Don 8 rwisted bore
But at last the Don dipped. From it' mooring it had lipped
And on the water lay · u pended. There all line cransmi ion ended.
How. though wa the fault related if it till was in ulated?

SANGCOM PROJECT TEAM

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTORS
Military Telecommunications Contract
Excellent Tax Free Salary
Our client are a market leader within the fast moving
telecommunication industry and operate on a worldwide basi .
They require experienced technical instructor , based in the
Middle East to provide cu tomer training as part of a contract to
operate and maintain a major military comms network. They
have oppommitie in three areas:

Land of mu ic and of sun, by Allied soldiers dearly won
till the local man had need his land to till, himself to feed .
'When the river are in spate the land is hard to cultivate.
The valley farmer' oil and wine depend on olive groves and vine .

.A Senior Technical Instructor (Equipment)

Until now the fault concealed, uddenly all was revealed.
Fruitfully their earch had ended. On the cable hung uspended
Lu cious dark grapes there marooned, as for a festival festooned.
Swept down tream iron vines afar. bunch on bunch of Pinot oir.

.A Technical Instructor (Principles)

There i a moral to this tale. When communications fail
The Signaller may well complain that his training was in vain.
If you decide the man·s a fool, think before you lo e your cool
And call the chap an ugly name, perchance Bacchus i to blame.

.&.

RETIRED OFFICER GRADE 2
HEADQUARTERS
LONDON DISTRICT
(Retired Officer Vacancy otice Issue o: 2196
dated 5 February 96)
A vacancy for a Retired Officer Grade 2 to work in
Communication Branch, Headquarters London District is till
open. The official detail can be found in the Retired Officer
Vacancy OTICE I ue umber: 2/96 dated the . 5th February
I 996. There are many facets to this Grade 2 appointment Perhaps
the most intere ting is the involvement in all aspects of
communications for Stace Ceremonial Occasions. Occasions such
as The Queen' Birthday Parade, formal State Visits, the
Remembrance Day Commemorative Service at the Cenotaph and
various other formal evenrs such as Beating Retreats or
Anniversarie that take place on Horse Guards Parade and jlt
Buckingham Palace. The provision and control of all other
military radio, fac imile equipment and mobile telephone systems
f~r London Distri~t make it a very suitable job for a retiring Royal
Signals Officer with a Staff background. The Technical content is
of a more general nature and is not an e sen ti al requirement.
The appointment i based on Horse Guards Building,
Whicehall (oppo ite the Banqueting House and MoD Main
Building) and carries with it the usual salary and conditions of
ervice as outlined in AGAJ Chapcer 40 (March 1994).
Jf you_ would like to know more about this interesting
opportumty please do not hesitate to contact either Lieutenant
Colonel J.M.G. Strong MBE, Royal Signals, or Lieutenant
Colonel (Retired) B.0. Haw at the address below:
Commu nications/CIS Branch
Headqua rters London D istrict
Horse G uards, W hiteh all, London SWlA 2AX
Telephone London (0171) - 414 - 2440/2441
A rmy Telephone etwork (736) - 2440/2441
Extens ion 2450
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Supervising a team of in tructors, planning, preparing and
delivering le son on a wide range of telecommunication
sy tern .

Royal Signals
Short Term Training Team To Ghana-1997
Builma Camp, Accra, Ghana
At 1hc star! of January whilst most of Europe was struggling through a
purticulnrly ~mplea~ant bout of Arctic weather, four members of the Corps
were occupied with unseasonable thoughts of sun-kissed, palm tree
covered golden beaches and what protective sun cream they should he
using. The lucky fou;, Capt Andy McCole and Sgt 'Dickie' Dyer from 4
Arm<l Bde Sig Sqn m 0 nabrnck, W02 Phil Lord from 604 Sig Tp in
Al<ler~hot an~ SSgt (YofS) Frank Bran on from 36 Sig Regt, II ford, were
part ?fa trammg team chosen ~o .deploy to Ghana in West Africa. Together
we.'onn~d a Short Term Trammg :earn (STTT) which deployed for a
pcnod ol two and a half months. During our short tour we were altached to
the Signal Training School in Accra, the Ghanaian equivalent of 1he Royal
chool of Signals, to run an instructional course for selected Ghanaian
Armed Forces WO and SNCOs.
Ghru1a itself is known as _one of Africa's be t kept ecrets and it only
recen.tly celebrated the anniversary of 40 year of independence from
Bnta1n, when 1t was then known as the Gold Coast. The influence of
Britain remains everywhere, especially so in the Armed Forces where the
Ghanaians always try to copy the British way of doing things. Indeed the
statement, 'The British do it this way,' is always the argument the
Ghanaian' use before attemptin& ~omething new: 1:he Ghanaian Army is
considerably smaller than tJ1e Bnu h Army, cons1 ung of 1wo operational
Brigades 1hat together have six infantry battalions. The majority of the
Army serve overseas with the Ghanaian being heavily involved in the
U (the new UN Secretary General i Ghanaian) and the recent list of
opt!rational theatre that thev have served in is impre ive. The Ii t
includes U tours in ~he ~banon, Cambodia and Rwanda as well a! being
on~ of the central nauon m the ECOMOG peacekeeping force in Liberia.
Whilst the British Army prides i.t elf on it peacekeeping role in places
such as Bosnia, some of the homfic tales and war torie we heard from
the Ghanaians from their experiences from uch places as Liberia sugaest
that we could learn quite a bit from them.
"

Preparing and delivering le sons in electronic principle at
basic level.

Technical Instructor (Equipment)
Preparing and delivering lesson in one or more of a wide
range of ystems including HF Radio, Telephone Systems
and Microwave Radio.

All instruction is based at an impressive, modem, purpose
built training centre.
For all of the instructor position you must be qualified to
HNC/HND or equivalent in an electronics related subject or
have had Armed Force training in an Electronic Technician
discipline and have reached Class I level. For the position of
Senior Technical Instructor you must have been trained as an
Artificer or Foreman of Signals. You must hold a recognised
reaching qualification and have five year engineering
experience and three years teaching experience teaching
technical subjects in a formal environment. Your ability to
convey your knowledge effectively to students of all level will
ensure that you succeed in these challenging roles.
As all these positions involve residency within the Middle
East, we are on ly able to consider applications from men. Our
clients offer a substantial tax-free remuneration package on
single status which include generous leave entitlements and paid
air passages.
To join our clients at this exciting time, please apply in writing
with a full CV, stating current salary to Gail Postans-Miller,
MSL International , Quadrant Court, 50 Calthorpe Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham, BIS !TH.

WANTED
by
Royal Signals Collector
Named Medals and Groups to Royal Signal
E pecially South Atlantic and Modern Groups
Call Mr P. Froom on 01344 387774 Fax: 387896
e-mail 101473.2630@compu erve.com
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Enduring the rigours of being in a STTT in West Africa ...
The Signal Training School in Accra is very different from its
equivalent in Blandford. The School consist of old, wooden colonial
building built by the British at the end of the la t century. As in mo t
African countries, resources and money are carce e pecially throughou1
1he Army and thi i evident at the School. Here a class of forty ha to
share a single precis between them. However with no money the
Ghan~ians have not had the opportunity to update their in tructional
material and so we often found them u ing British training pamphlets
produced in the 1950's and 60's.·Whil t the chool in Blandford prefers to
teach u ing Powerpoint pre entation , view-foil and video , the Ghanians
h~ve to use the impler, traditional y rem of chalk and a blackboard. The
a1111 of our STTT deployment was 10 update and improve the knowledge of
sele ted Ghanaian ignals In tructor from what they had learnt at their
School. They in ttu·n were, upon ucce ful completion of our course, to
~e1um to their parem unit. to in truct the Signallers under their command
m the new knowledge they had been taught. Therefore hopefully raising
standard throughout Lhe Ghanaian Army. The Ghanaians on our course
were drawn from all three services, with the Army contingent coming
mamly from the lnfantry and ignal Corp . Inevitably they at first had a
few problems understanding our accents as well as having a few cul!ural
differences. The first of which was the confusion in understanding that
addr~ssing SSgl Branson as Yeoman Branson wa becau e of his
ap~omtment and not a a friendly greeting. However, it never slopped the
maJonty of the studem on the course from continually shouting, 'Yo!
Man-Branson! ' A for our accent the Ghanaians unanimously agreed
tha1 .Sgt Dyer had the clearesl teaching voice. Thi was much to the
bewilderment and amusement of the remainder of the team who were
unaware that Cornwall had such strong cultural links witJ1 West Africa. It
~ould h.owever explain why gt Dyer, when asked what tribe he wa
rom, said he was from the, 'Great Cornish tribe.·
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Sgt Dyer and W02 Lord outside the Signal Training School
The course itself lasted ix week. and consisted of a number of different
subjects, These included Electronic Warfare, Antennas and Propagation,
Method of In truction, Field Cable and Line, Voice Procedure and batterv
m~i~tenance. The ubj~ct matter taught was of a fairly basic level by
Bnush standards. especially when you consider that the 25 course studem
ran~ ranged between Cpl and WO I and were all quite experienced in their
particular JObs. However, as already mentioned their lack of resources
m~ns that the Ghanaians have been unable to update their level of
trammg and knowledge hence our STTT. So subject such as EW were
completely new to them. One of the highlights of 1he cour e was a daylong exerci e where the Ghanaian communicated to the parent uni1 of
the team members in the UK and Germany. The fact 1hat they were able to
talk such a distance through the use of a PR 320 and a decent, wellconstructed antenna was a complete revelation to them. However. one of
the ironic things the team discovered i that ome of the Ghanaian comm
kit i better than ours. They have only ju t recently purchased a new
y Lem from Pies ey called Raven. which incorporates ome of the
technology to be used in the Bowman project and i far more advanced
than Clansman. This di covery particularly delighted the Yeoman who
looked a1 the kit a if he had discovered a new toy. The Ghanaians
however, could not believe that their kit was more advanced than ours.
Of co~r e it wasn't all work. The team had ample time to explore and
ee the 1ght of Ghana and experience the local nightlife. Drinking the
local beer however was very much a game of Rus ian Roulette, with the
trength of a pint varying between 5 and 15%. This therefore gave W02
Lord the excuse of having had 'two particularly trong beers' upon
beginning to lur hi words early on in an evening. To make matters wor e,
or better depending upon your particular point of view, an 'average' pint
only co rs around 25 pence. which with beer of 15% strength en ured the
ream had a lot of cheap nights. Despite all the cultural differences it was
al o good to ee that the Ghanaian and Briti h armies hare a few common
activities. not lea t of which i the Friday afternoon happy hour led by the
School CO! The team wa al o brave enough to try a number of the local
delicacies. ome of which weren't bad al all however the majority of local
di he didn't react well to delicate Briti h tomachs. The exception being
Sgt Dyer who bragged of hi ability to eat anything before becoming
bedded down for a week with food poi oning.

SSgt (YofSI Branson e tablishes HF comms
with 36 Sig Regt and 604 Sig Tp in the UK
Briti h rmy STTT~ are ,ent over. ea regular!} to countries that ha\e
either not gOl a permanent BMATT tc .. m or they are em to supplemc nl the
BMATT team to carry out a spe ific specialist rnsk. In 1he case of Ghana. a
BMATT team was in the proces of being created. However. it is lO be
infantry based. Our deployment wa~ spon~ored and finunced b) th'
Foreign and ommonwealth Office. rather than the MoD (hcn,e ~e soon
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d1 ll\<:rcd the be efils of being a member of the diplomat ic service such
a fl) ing tl' and from Ghana by British Airway Club etas · !) Indeed the
team "a.· quite jealous of the life and diplomatic perk enjoyed by the
Briti h Defence Advi or in c ra , a fellow member of tl1e Corp.. Lt ol
\ndre\\ Gale. The ad' ic , the team has for anyone who is thinl--ing of
, olunteerin2 for a TTT or B f TT i to go for it. Whilst there are many
fru. rrations- in working wi:J• an army of a third world .:ountry the
challeng.:s and the enjovm ·nt that can be gained from the tour far
out,,eigh them . Certainty' th' team thoroughly enjoyed our ho11 tour in
Ghana and the excellent wa) we were ho, ted by tl1e friendly Ghanaian .
"e look fon~ard to volumeering for the trip next year.

CHA GE OF ADDRESS
Plea e advise the Sub cription Clerk,
at RHQ. I WRITING, of any change of addre
Thi - info rmation hould not be telephoned.

Sgt Dyer attempting to see w heth er his A&P skills allow t he
Ghanaians access through Po rtis head ra dio t o 0898 nu mbers

EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM SIDVER
by Lt A. Arthurton

It all tarted on a rather bleak winter morning in Wil hire when even
Officers and three Officer Cadet began their long journey to Tign s, in
the French Alp , OIC Exerci e. Lt Ian Large, thought it would be a good
idea 10 travel through the night-that i unles you were driving yourself.
'ot only were there French road and weather to contend with. but al o
French drivers'
The aim of the exercise was to develop novice and intermediate kiers ·
kill with a view to electi ng a team to represent RMCS at the LAND UK
Champion hips. For the first few day the novices were given the 'basic
training· to help them improve and progress. Meanwhile, the OIC Ex took
the remainder through some very phy ically and mentall y demanding
training-obviou ly, 10 help everyone get in the right fra me of mind for
what was to follow.
Four day - imo the exercise the more competent members of the group
started on ome pole training. For tho e members who had raced before it
wa quite traightforward and a ca e of trying to have tenth of econds
off their times. For tho e more novice members (tending to be those with
le fear). it was a matter of getting through the course and making to the
bottom. Everyone who took part in the Giant Slalom and S lalom training
benefited greatly and it proved to be a uperb aid to tho e going on to the
LA: D UK Championship .
The team that then went on to the LA D UK Champion hips achieved
an awful lot. They came first in the 4 Div Minor units competitio n and
second in the Major units competition. The team al o achieved posi tion
of econd in the overall downhill competition and third in the Alpine
competition. both of which were out of all Major and Minor uni ts.

SPAR RETAIL
Spar is the partner that has been chosen
by Naafi as its retail partner to convert its
200 UK shops.
The contract is worth nearly £500
million over the next five years and w,as
awarded after extensive trials which also
involved Londis and Costcutter.
Making the announcement Geoffrey
Dart, Chief Executive of Naafi, said:
aafi is embarking on a major
restructuring programme to return it to
profitability and provide a world class
value for money service to its
customers.'
The turnover in Spar's four trial site
stores was 50 per cent up on the same
period last year and profitability was
al o improved significantly.
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' It's the DANGER sign on the ri ght that worries me !
Do we have to go t hat way?'
It wa n't. however, ki. ski, and ki. Although the exercise members
were working hard from the first lift at 0900hrs through to the last at
1600hrs they all still managed to find strength to appreciate ome of the
finer detail 10 the' kii ng life' -the Apres Ski . Whether it was 'Vin chaud'
during happy-hour at Harri' Bar or P ierre Chaud cuisine, or even a
mixture of the two, the team succeeded in becoming a part of the furniture.
A lot of effort went into organising the exercise and the training and it
would be impertinent not to say thanks to 'Eddy' Large for the time pent
on making sure we had an enjoyable and beneficial time.

Now Naafi intends to invest over £10
million in modernising its UK stores
which will continue to be staffed and
managed by Naafi personnel.
Meanwhile Spar will provide s taff
training and development, distribution
and logistics and information technology
support services, as well as a range of
products including Spar branded goods.
' We foresee this partnership lasting
well into the next millennium. It is part
of Naafi' s new approach of using leaders
in particular business areas to help
provide support and welfare services to
the Armed Forces,' said Mr Dart.
All UK shops are expected to be
modernised by April 1998.
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Col G.J. Mann
'vlaj M.W.G. Adams
laj M.D. Bailes
Maj J.D. Carr
Maj P.J. Grey
Maj R.G.C. parshatt
Maj R.J . Standing
.. .
Capt(NMaj) D.S. Smith ...
Capt I A. Blower BEng (Hons)
Capt M.J. Boxall
...
Capt D. Chrystal BEM
Capt S.A. Clarke
...
Capt J.J. Cole BEng (Hon )
Capt S.L. Copely BSc (Hons)
Capt R.C. Cory
Capt R.J. Edwards BSc ...
Capt P.H. Gramger
Cap1 M J. Hanby
Capt F.E. Hargreaves
Capt W. Heelan BEM
Capt A.B. Mitchell
\apt .M. Peet
Capt L.S. Pilling BEM
Capt D.M . Sharkey
Capt P.R . Smith
Capt J.S.T. ykes
...
Lt (A/ apt) A.G.R. Hoensch
Lt W, Ander on
LtJ. Williams
lLl C. Alexander
2Ll I. Bate; ...
2Lt K.E. Cochran
2Ll C. Crowther
2Lt S. Hutchinson
2Lt K. Jeeves
2Ll J. Lambeth
2Lt I. Lowther
2LtE.Rae
2Lt A. Taylor

Unit to which Posted
Project CASH Blandford
I (UK) Armd Div Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt (Atr Sp)
DSSS
HQ BFCypru.
Exchange Appls Washington
HQ RAO
2 Sig Regt
32 Sig Regt
2 Sig Regt
40Sig Regt
JCU I
14 Sig Regt (EW)
37 ig Regt
36 Sig Regt
280 (U K) Sig Sqn
JSIO
24 Air Mob Bde/Sig Sqn (210)
280 (UK) Sig Sqn
DSSS
RSS
30Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
40Sig Regt
2 t Sig Regt (Air Sp)
HQ 11 (ARR ) Sig Bde
RSS
7 Sig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
2 1 Sig Regt
RSS Blandford
RSS Blandford
RSS Blandford
RSS Bland ford
RS Blandford
RSS Blandford
RSS Blandford
RSS Blandford
RSS Blandford
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig qn

MAY 1997
Rank and Name
Brig A.E.G . Truluck
Maj M.G. Shaw
...
Capt G.R. Burrows QOM BEM+ ...
Capt T.J . Carmichael
...
Capt A.D. Cathro B c (Hons)
Capt A.M. Churchill
Capt G.C. Hailstone
NCapt J.M. tandcn
Lt M.J. Crawford
Lt J.P. Hazelwood
Lt M.A. Fielding

Unit to which Posted
MoD Whitehall
HQDFTS
216 (Para) Sig Sqn
3 (U K) Div & Sig Regt
RSS
280 (U K) Sig Sqn
30Sig Regt
Comm & Sy Gp (UK)
16 Sig Regt
20 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
HSJCU I

WOsand S COs

SHORT SERVICE COMMISSION
APRIL 1997
Rt111k and Name
2Lt C.S. Alexander
2Lt l.F.K . Bates
2Lt K.E. ochran
2Ll C.P. row1her
2Lt S.H. Hutchinson
2Lt K.A. Jeeve
2Lt J.O. Lambeth
2LtE.T. Rae
2Ll A.M. Taylor

Unit to which Po.vted
I (UK) rmd Div & Sig Sqn
249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn
8 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde & ig Sqn
30 ig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
7 Sig Regt
4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn

WOI (Lt)J. Williams

15 ig Regt

MAY 1997
Rank and N<mte
WOI (Lt) M.A. Fielding ...

U11it to which Posted
JCU I

The Wire is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views ...
Share YOUR views
THE WIRE, JUNE 1997

APRIL 1997
Rank and Name
WOI M. Williams
A!WOI D.C. Laycock
W02 S.C. Keilty
A!W02 A. McClean
SSgt T.W. Abbot
SSgt A.C. Bentley
SSgt F. Corrigan
SSgt S. Clark
SSgt N. Donohue
SSgt R.J. Ramsey
Sgt l.D. Campbell
Sgt C.J. Cowell
Sgt G.L. Daw on
Sgt C.R. Garratl
gt T. Hussey
Sgt L.D. Kemp
SgtB,T. Law
gt T.J .M. Millar
gt G.R. Murphy
Sgt D.W. Oliver
gt R.K. Owen
Sgt J.R. Payne
gt A.R. Purdy
Sgt M.A. Press
Sgt M.A. Prince
SgLJ. . Runchman
Sgt K. Stacey
Sgt C. Symonds
Sgt A.M. Tocker
Sgt G. Walker
Sgt C.S. Walton
Sgt N. Wheatly
Sgt B. Wilkins
Sgt M. Zaar
A/Sgt G. McGachy

Unit to which Po.\/ed
39 Sig Regt (VJ
2 1 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
Liverpool UOTC
32 Sig Regt (V)
39 Sig Regt (V )
HQ l & 15 Sig Regt
37 Sig Regt ( V)
8 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
14Sig Regt
Royal School of Signal.
34 Sig Regt ( V)
PHQ Comms Coy Lanclccnt
7 ig Regt
I (UK) Armd Div Sig Regt
HQDFTS
399 Signal Unit
71 Sig Regt (V)
14 Sig Regt
3-1 Sig Regt
17 Port & Maritime
225 Sig Sqn
HQ I & 15 Sig Regt
SpBn ARRC
3 (UKJ Div Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
I (UK) Armd Div Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt (V)
225 Sig Sqn
I Royal Anglian
Royal School of Signals
Balado Bridge
UKNMR SHAPE
22CIT

MAY 1997
Rank and Name
WO t P.A. Horton
...
A/WOI J. Howell-Walm .. .
A/WOI G.R. Johnson
wo2 1.D. Emou
A/W02 D. R. Clark
SSgt A.W. Daw on
Sgt .A. Mauhews
SSgtS. Shaw
Sgt RA Bell
Sgt R. Buxton
Sgt S. Cain
Sgt S. H. Gilbert
Sgt A.M. Thompson
Sgt D. Wood

Unit to which Posted
35 Sig Regt ( V)
19 Mech Bde & ig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
2Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UKJ
ITC Wannin ter
71 Sig Regt (V)
32SigRegtM
3 (UK) Div Sig Regt
30Sig Regt
39 Inf Bde
HQDFTS
t6Sig Regt
I CU K) Armd Di\ Sig Regt

Bespoke Clothing
·for Men and Women
Hand cut to suit you.
Fittings at your home, office or club
costing less than you might think.
For an appointment
ring our Head Office on
01132 880 880

Vernon Rees & Goodalls Ltd
Civil, Military & Livery Tailor
40 Commercial Street, Rothwell, Leeds, LS26 OAW

Fax: 01132 880 864
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UNIKOM
A short report from 'our men ' in UNIKOM - no it's not misspelt- that '
UNJKOM with a ' K' - the UNITED NATIONS IRAQ KUWAIT

Alternate War Headquarters
Communications Squadron

qn Comd
faj Paul Kelly
R M
Adjt Rik Binje (BE rmy)
On Friday I0 January 1997 1aj Paul Kelly took o er command of the
quadron from Maj John Rowley in a ceremony presided over by the
Comd of the Central Region ignal Group (CRSG). ol G. Meijer NL
Air Force. The hand/takeover of command was ignified by the pa ing of
the CR G flag from l\Iaj Rowley 10 Comd CR G and then from the
Comd to Maj Kelly.
EXERCI E COOPERATIVE G ARD 1AY 1996
Cooperative Guard May 1996 was a Partnership for Peace (PfP)
Exerci ·e that took place at Airbase Karrup in Denmark. Elements from
Alpha and Bravo Tp deployed for five weeks in the previou ovember
to install in building and staff helters the communications needed 10
upport a Combined Joint Ta k Force HQ. The bulk of the work fell to the
line section, under command of Cpl Dave Croxon, installing internal
cable for 160 users in the staff cell et up in the airba e gymnasium. Sgt
Jerry Pickett and MSgt Tom Brown carried out the maintenance and
operation of the Mitel SX 2000 PABX that was especially leased for the
Exerci e.
CO 1l\1ANDER' C P
The final event of the 1996 Commander' Cup competition, crosscountry, took place on the 12 December 1996 in Maa tricht on St
Petersberg. A maximum participation event saw mo l of the Squadron
running. Fir t place went to SM oyens BE Army, second Sgtl Dekkers
, L Army. LCpl Dave Purdon finished third with WOl (FofS) Lee
Wookey hard on his heel in fourth place. The winning team Alpha Tp
packed eight runners in the first 15 to fini h. No coincidence that OC
Alpha Tp. Capt Keith Bell assisted by lSgt Johann Smits, organised the
event and spent several days running his Troop around the course!
The results of the cross-country event made very little difference to the
overall po ition for the Commander's Cup. Bravo and Delta Tps tied in
first place. The trophy went to Bravo Tp on a decider of which of the two
Tps had the mo t first places in all of the events throughout the year.
OC' F REWELL L
CH
The South Limburg SNCO's As ociation farewell lunch 10 the outgoing
QC, Maj John Rowley, took place on Friday 13 December 1996. Which
proved to be an unlucky Friday 13th. Maj Rowley went to Sarajevo on
Monday for a short 24hr farewell vi it 10 those members of the Squadron
serving in Bo nia. Unfortunately the 24hr visit turned into a five day visit
because of flight delay . Despite the ab ence of the OC. he was by Friday
midday somewhere between Landstuhl in Southern Germany and
Brunssum, the Si COs went ahead with the lunch. WOt (Fo~) Lee
Wookey called in the ervices of OLt tephan L issinna GE Army. the
Sqn Syscon Officer, to stand in for the OC. The SNCO and guests
enjoyed an excellent 8hr lunch! OLt Lissinna is looking forward to taking
part in other Briti h military tradition .

South Limbu rg SNCOs' Association and guests
farewell lunch for Maj J ohn Rowley
(significant by Maj Rowley's absence).
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ARRIVALS, DEPARTURE A D CO GRATULATIONS
I! j only a short hop over the border for the otllgoing Sqn Comd, Maj
John Rowley and hi wife Jane. We wish them a happy and successful
tour in Rheindahlen. The Squadron extends a warm welcome to the new
Comd Maj Paul Kelly and his wife Marie-Paule on po ting from
hrivenham. Al o welcome are LCpl Alex Burnham from 3 UK Sig Regt
and L pl Dave Purdon from 7 Sig Reg!. SSgt Al Ironside and Michelle
join u from LCO Senden. Congratulations and farewell to Cpl Trev
Croxon who has departed for 210 Sig Sqn in Colchester on promotion to
Sergeant. LCpls Andy McMorran and Frank Battison have left the
Army for civvy lreet and we wish them well in their new careers. Finally.
congratulations to Lt tephen Lissinna GE Army on his recent promotion
to Hauptman and on taking up hi appointment as Sqn 2fC.
IFOR/SFOR MtSSIO
The ending of IFOR and the tart of SFOR saw a change in the
Squadron's mis ion in support of the operation in the Former Yugoslavia
Republic. The final IFOR augmentees from the Squadron working on the
lDNXs in Bosnia returned in December. The three technicians pleased to
be back in time for Chri tma were Sgt Dave Currie, Sgtl Erik Van Rijt
and Kpl Ron Schoonderwoerd. The Squadron now provide two
Tran portable Satellite Ground Terminals (TSGT ) for HQ SFOR and a
Mobile Communications Module Tp for the SFOR TAC HQ.
TSGTS ARAJEVO
January has seen the roulement of the crews on the TSGTs at Zetra and
flizda. Until now we have had no UK personnel manning the Squadron
TSGTs in Sarajevo. Sgt Al Ironside and hi crew took over from TSgt
Powel US Army and crew at rtizda. SSgt Iron ide's TSGT is providing
rwo strategic links back to Belgium and T!aly for the NATO lDNX network
and a theatre link to the TSGT supporting the SFOR TAC HQ.
MCM SFOR TAC HQ
The MCM Tp under command of Capt athan White USAF arrived
in Sarajevo in November 1996. There are 18 per onnel in the Troop from
Belgium, Germany, The etherlands, UK and United States. The Troop
ha in one communication shelter an ID X, Ericsson PABX and Crypto
equipment. Two Royal Signals S COs, SSgt Keith Carter and Sgt Andy
Butler. and one USAF S CO, Sgt Steve Hickey are responsible for the
maintenance and engineering in the communication helter. Respon ible
for laying the cables, LAN fibre and field quad, between the MCM and the
HQ taff helter is the MCM Line Section. Thi i commanded by lSgt
Danny Maes BE Army who has two UK Linemen, LCpls Jerry Jerman
and Neil Ibinson, two BE Army Linemen Kpls Gunter Roela ndt and
tephan Sch oofs, and one NL Army operator Kpl Op't Roodt. The
MCM give the TAC HQ staff data, voice, message, fax and VTC
capability. Using one of the Squadron's Transportable Satellite Ground
Terminal allow the passing of command and control information to
anywhere in the world.
After setting up and confirming connectivity in theatre the MCM Tp
managed to get back for the Christmas and ew Year break. Since
returning after the ew Year the ituation has been one of hurry up and
wait. Maj Pau l Kelly the new Sqn Comd made the fir 1 of what will be
many working vi its to theatre. He spoke with all of the Squadron
members deployed with the TSGTs and MCM during his tay in Sarajevo.
The MCM is currently located at Zetra Stadium. The latest we have at the
time of writing is standby for a move.

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine
THE WIR E, JUN E 1997

OBSERVATION MISSION
Following the Gulf War, a United Nations Mission was set up in April
1991 to monitor the border between Iraq and Kuwait. A demilitarized
buffer zone was established, stretching some 200kms on land and 40kms
on water between the_ two cou~tri~s . The DMZ extends_ IO~m s into Iraq
and 5kms in!O Kuwait. The principal task of the M1ss1on is to monitor
activity within the DMZ, record ground and air violations and redress
small scale armed incidents across the border. Currently catching the sun
are Col Martin Stretch , MA to the Force Commander and Maj Bob
Turnbull. Senior Operations Officer, both working in the main HQ in
Iraq, and Maj Matt Helm ' omewhere in the desert' in Kuwait on a Patrol
and Ob ervation Base (POB).
There are 195 military ob ervers from 32 nations, each serving on a 12
month unaccompanied tour. The observers normally spend 4/6 months in
POBS, either in Iraq or Kuwait, carrying out general ground and air patrols
before moving to another sector within the DMZ or taking up a taff
appointment in the HQ which lies just across the border in Iraq.
The 18 POBs within the DMZ are fully self contained in terms of
accommodation, fuel and water. Communications are fairly basic with an
insecure VHF radio network as the primary means of communication. All
POBs are linked to their respective HQs by this repealer network, backed
up by a microwave borne telephone system that tends to fluctuate with the
temperature! Patrolling i carried out in 'ageing' Toyota Land Cruisers
fitted out with Motorola mobile radios. Seven observers, all from different
nations, man each POB. Although English i the spoken language
throughout the Mission the plethora of languages sometime heard on the
radio defies description-perhaps a useful COMSEC aid! Ob ervers in the
base cook for them elves which bring national pride to the fore,
however, certain communal meals have a unique flavour and sometime
offer a never to be repeated experience!
The weather can get hot-over 55"C in the summer! Apart from
scorpions, snakes, and unexploded ordnance, especially on the Iraqi side
of the DMZ, the biggest threat come from Kuwaiti drivers who put their
faith in Allah and their foot on the accelerator-In Sha Allah! That said, it's
a unique experience and certainly different!

11 SIGNAL BRIGADE DONNINGTON
THE NEW LOOK 11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
To create the G6 Division in HQ LA D and prepare for the JRDF. it
was decided to regroup Royal Signals units within Land Command. As a
result. 11 Sig Bde wok control of a number of additional units in January:
30 Sig Regt, 40 Sig Regt (V) and 94 (BY) Sig Sqn. In addition, the Bde
now ha Technical Direction and MS respon ibilitie for: 3 (UK) Div HQ
and Sig Regt, l Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, 5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, 19
Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and 604 Sig Tp.
These significant additions have brought the strength of the Brigade up
10 ju t over 4000 of which approximately half are TA. The Brigade is now
responsible for the day to day management and technical control of all of
the Army' strategic communication assets, over 60% of its Ptarmigan
asset and over 90% of it Euromux equipment. At the ame time, the Bde
HQ Staff have taken on the task of a i ting 16 Branch in Northwood with
planning communications support for land-based JRDF/JFHQ
deployments. otwith tanding the above, the Bde retain it respon ibility
to provide trunk and CNR upport to the ARRC.
lnevi!ably, these changes have brought with them an increased work
load for the small but dedicated HQ Staff. However, rumours that the NHS
i considering sending some of it trainee doctor to the HQ to undergo
sleep deprivation trial are totally unfounded.
BRIGADE TRAINING WEEKEND JANUARY 97
The first TA training weekend of 1997 enabled a great deal of 'team
bonding' to take place. Having just taken over as COS, Maj Paul H udson
found himself bonded to his de k trying to grapple with the problems of
arriving in a Brigade that had doubled in ize the previous week! The
remainder of the staff and everal of the wive enjoyed them elves
undertaking a variety of activitie from a new 'Green' form of Clay Pigeon
Shooting, whereby firers assumed that the idea was not to hit the clay ,

DCOS Charlie Mill a r and CEC Lee Brown
Why are t hey looking in diffe rent direct ions?
DCOS is cock eyed !
THE WIRE , JUNE 1997

The Saturday ight saw the Bdc Staff and their wives assemble to say
farewell to some old timers in the hape of Maj (now Lt Col) David
Proctor ... who gave a somewhat lengthy speech! and Maj David
Wbimpenny whose NI pay will no doubt help pay for a more comfortable
Me s Kit! The evening was rounded off in style with a short playlet,
performed by the lronbridge Players led by the DCOS, entitled 'A day in
the life Of a COS' which Wal a somewhat SCurrifOUS interpretation Of what
goes on behind the closed door of the COS's office. As a result the new
COS has decided to enforce a new open door policy!

EXERCISE STAFF RAMBLE 1/97 'THE SOUTH BA K SHO W'
Ex Staff Ramble, Comd 11 Sig Bde's 'Bonding' exercise. sees the HQ
Staff (both military and civilian) take part in events such as walking up
Snowdon or mountain biking along the Tissington trail in the Derbyshire
Dales (on Army mountain bikes that need to be pedalled down hill!!). The
aims of this exercise are obvious and on the whole enjoyable for everyone
(except 'Toby· the dog). Ex Staff Ramble 1/97 was a walk along the Tow
Paths of the River Thames, starting at Reading, taking in a Brewery at
Henley followed by a further walk lO Marlow. Assets available were a
Thames Tow Path speciali t from HQ 5 Di vi ion and one of the Managing
Directors of Brake peares Brewery Col (now Brig) A. P. Verey TD (V).
A dubious start was made in that the Tow Path pecialist cancelled the
day before, which should have warned us that all was not well. The party
travelled in three groups aiming to meet at the tart point in Reading at
0830hrs. Comd I Bde arrived on time (as usual). next was the
SNCO/JNCO transport (only one hour late), nobody could be bothered to
wait for the Officer tran port (they might not have been in England).
The first two group set off late having reas ured the Commander that
there was till plenty of time to meet with Col Verey who was waiting at the
Brewery. There was even a po sibility that somewhere along the walk we
would meet up with the Officers. At the end of the first leg we met the
transport at the right spot and with time to spare. There was even refre hing
news that the Officers had made the start point and were not far behind. The
un hone and all was well!! Then it started to rain. By some strange freak of
nature we took a wrong tum. Although not lost. we found ourselves on the
wrong side of the River Thames. There was no way of getting back aero
unless we walked all the way to Henley via the main road. this would make
u late for the Brewery. ot a problem! We can all map read: after all. thi is
the Bde HQ, if we can't gel our elves out of a problem, who can?
We tried bribing canoei ts 20 pounds lo take u aero . We trudged
through wamp . We clambered through people property (and very nice
property too).
We were late for the Brewery. ·Do you think the Officers have made it?'
said the Commander. 'Tru t me, if we haven't made it, the Officers wouldn't
have' aid the **** (Name protected). One and a half hour late. we finally
arrived at the Brewery. 'Hello' said the Officers, 'Where have you been?'
After many apologies some food and a fine pint of Braket.peares Brew. Col
Verey kindly howed the remainder of u around the Brewery.
The un_started to hine again. The rest of the walk pas ed without
incident, except for much mockery. The point to note from all of thi ,
e pecially for tho e who are planning similar outing i : 'If you think thi
will ever be forgotten. if you think your career will climb back to where it
was before the walk, if you think that ome disaster will finally come
along which will avert peoples attention-·You're Wrong'. This all took
place on 4 February 1997. It i now 6 April 1997 and I am being ordered to
commit this to The \Vire for all to read. ' ever Again!'
THE PTARMIGAN TRAINING CE TRE, DONNlNGTON
The Study of Royal Signal Ptarmigan Training carried out by the MA
S ( Org ) Assignment 765 in 1992 recommended that three Ptarmigan
Training Centre hould be built for each of the three TA Regiments to be
i sued with Ptarmigan as a part of Options Whi ky. The e were to be built
in Liverpool for 33 Sig Regt (Y). Darlington for 34 Sig Regt ( ) and
Sutton Coldfield for 35 Sig Regt ( ).
TAVRA North Ea t were qui k off the mark and the centre at
Darlington was completed before the deadline impo ed for the
expendi ture of Option Whi ky fundi ng. The centre was magnificent but
had overrun the budget which brought into question the fund available for
the two remaining centre at Liverpool and uuon Coldfield. fter much
prevarication no solution was found.
The re-location of the Bde HQ to Donnington, a ite between Liverpool
and Sutton Coldfield. presented the possibility of an amalgan1ated Centre to
be con tructed adjacent the new Bde HQ. Thi met with HQ Land approval.
fund were made avai lable and the go ahead was given in December 1996.
The contractors broke ground on 13 February and the expected
completion date i 15 September. The fini hed article will be a tremendou\
a set both to the Corp and to HQ 5th Di vi ion for training and conference
purpo e and wi ll be something that the 'aborigine can ~ing about.·
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Royal Signals Training and Development Team
COMPOSITION OF THE TEAM
SOJ
Lt Col D. G. Weston
02
Maj G. D. Anderson
S02 TOA
Maj I. M. G. Waller
S02(V) TA Trg
Maj M. T. H. Stewart
SIO
Mr A. Knott

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford

Number 37 Troop Commanders Course

The sportsmen and women of
Number 37 Troop Commanders Course:
(L-R) 2Lts Katie Caie (Army Ladies Orienteering Champion),
Owen Finnie (Corps Swimming), Andrew 'Hoppy' Hopcraft
(Corps Hockey), Andrew 'Skippy' Stead (Corps Officers Rugby),
Nigel Francis-McGann (Corps Officers Rugby) and Roddy
Wilson (Corps Rugby and Corps Officers Rugby)

Commander Royal School of Signals presents the Evis Memorial
Sword to 2Lt Andrew 'Hoppy' Hopcraft. The sword is presented
to the Top Student of the R Signals Tp Commanders Course

The 15th Quartermasters' Convention

TECH ECTIO
OCTech Sect
Fo!Sl
FofS2

Capt J. D. Gorse
WOI S. E. Hatfield
W02 R. Wilson

CHA GES IN TRAINING
Since the last update from TOT there have been ome changes to trade
training COUlbeS.
Operator Group: In the world of Operator Trades Tele Op (Tg) and
(Sy ) now have a CIS module on both Clas I and Clas 3 courses. Morse
training has been removed from the Tele Op (Tg) cour . Tele Op (Sys)
now receive formal SAF and SCC training on their Clas I course. For all
Operator courses duplication of training has been removed between Class
I and Class 3 training and management packages have been introduced on
all Class I courses.
Tech Group: For both Tele Tech (R) and (Sy ) there have been ome
considerable changes. Duplication of training has been removed between
Class I and Cla 3 courses. Commonality between Radio and Systems
course has been identified. Networking and newer technologies have
been introduced. More emphasis has been placed on in tallation and
sy tems rather than stand-alone equipment. More information on Health &
Safety legislation in the workshop environment i now included on all
courses. In the same vein as Operator cour e there is now an emphasi on
management and supervisory skills at Cla. 1 level.
Dvr Elec: For the Dvr Elec cour e FEPD and a new lighting kit will
be introduced. This means that Clas l oldier will be respon ible for
FEPDS sy tem certification within units.
Dvr Lnrn: The redundant Ptarmigan element have been removed from
the Clas I cour e and have been replaced with more focused practical line
planning work.
Stores Acct: A detailed tudy i planned to identify change in the
training requirement.
CIVILIA QUALIFICATIONS
The implementation of VQ · in the Corp carrie on apace and TOT
have been involved at every level. We are member of the Army
yocational Qualification Steering Group, thi committee i tasked with the
nnplementation of Vocational Qualifications Army wide. We also provide
the chair and secretary for the Joint Service Telecoms
Q Committee
OST C). The telecommunication communities of all three services and
Royal Marines meet 10 hare best practice in the implementation of NVQ .
TDT.. Also to provide repre entation 10 the Telecommunication
Vocational Standard Council (TV C); the indu try lead body for
telecommunications, at Board and Steering Group level where we
represen t the intere ts of tri- ervice communicators. Capt Dave Gorse its
on. the .Telecommunications [ndustry Training Organisation (Tel!TO)
which 1s concerned with etting the framework for the Modern
Apprenticeship and also setting and maintaining standards for training
wuhm the indu try. At the harp end TOT are actively involved in

b Lt Col A. M. Boyle R Signal
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Maj A. C. Doane
WOJ S. C. Wayman
W02 S. P. utton

AD II SP
Ch Clk
Miss L. J. Hurst
Clk
M1· P. J. Callary
IL has been ome considerable time since the Training and Development
Team (TOT) appeared in The Wire and for those who are not aware what
we do. we are es entially your, that i the units' repre entative in the
Army _Traini~g and Recruiting Agency .<-'.'-TRA). Our primary
respon 1b1hty 1s to ensure that the content of trammg i correct in order to
allow.you to c~rry out. your ta k ..we achie_ve this by con tantly revi ing,
updating and improving the Trammg ObJecuves for all Royal Signals
courses, less those courses held at Comms & Sy Gp. To this end the Team
·pends a large amounts of time visiting unit , interviewing you, to
discover if the Corps Training Objective are valid and up-to -date. Units
recently visited include: I Sig Bde, I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt, 7
Sig Regt and I Mech Bde Sig Sqn all in Croatia and Bosnia. Other
members of the Team have visited 2, 9, IS and 30 Sig Regts, 259 Sig Sqn
and 600 Sig Tp. Luckier members of the Team al o visited the US Signal
Centre at Fort Gordon in Georgia. Thi programme of vi it is de igned to
externally validate training and is an ongoing process. The visits will
continue and we hope to vi it other unit later in the year.

Commander Royal School of Signals presents the top student
award for Number 37 Troop Commanders Course to 2Lt Andrew
'Hoppy' Hopcraft, posted to 4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.

This )ear's Quartermasters' Convention took place on 18 April 1997 at
Blandford. This con isted of a day of topical syndicated di cu sions,
culminating \\ith dinner in the HQ Mess.
There were I serving and retired Quartermasters at the function and
the theme this year wa the cutting of the Umbilical Cord between
Yorkshire a~d Dorset, now that AAC Harrogate has moved to The Royal
chool of Signals and there are no training facilities in the North.
To that end, guests included the last commanding officers of both 8 and
11 1g Regt and the Army Apprentice College, Harrogate and the current
commanding officer of 11 Sig Regt.
The other guesh were the Signal Officer in Chief and, for the last time,
the Master of Signals. whom we were saying farewell to. Did you know
that ~1aj Gen Birtwistle was a sailor for 22 days! ... that was a few years
ago of cour e'
We were abo dinmg out the two senior Lieutenant Colonels; Lt Col
Len J effre} and Lt ol Jan Buckley (our man in Hong Kong). Each said
a le\' v.ord~ about each other which went down very well. Inevitably the
President of the Retired Quartcrma~ters, Maj Buttons Young, updated us
regarding the anllcs of his member .

OPS SECTION
OC Ops Sect
YofSJ
YofS2

as$isting and advising uniLs to set up their own VQ assessment system~.
NVQ level 3 pilot is now being run at the Royal chool of Signals on
the Tel~ Op (Data) Class l course and it is the aim to expand this to other
trades m the future. In the Field Army, I UK Armd Div. 7, 16 and 30 Sig
Regts are working towards implementing an NVQ scheme. 249 (AMF(L)J
Sig Sqn are ~nning their own NVQ a,\sessment scheme and have recently
awarded theu first NVQs, which were assessed on exerci e m orway.
TDT TECH ICAL DEVELOPMENTS
TOT has been investigating different methods of access to training
development material (i.e. RSTOs, Job Specifications). The aim of this
development work is that the quantity of paper needing distributed is
reduced and at the same time the quality of information provided is
mcreased. Areas of investigation have included 3.5inch disks. CD-ROM.
On-line electronic acce s via dial-up networking and on-line electronic
access using World Wide Web technology. A pilot study involving 2 ( C)
Sig Bde is investigating the issue involved.
A · well as access to training objective , these technologies will also
allow the use of electronic questionnaires for information gathering. In the
near future thi will enable TOT to provide a faster, more responsive
service to the Field Anny and ensure that the training agency better meets
the training requirement set.
SOI HA DOVER ffAKEOVER

Lt Co l Jim Ross (right) hands over command of R Signals TOT
to Lt Col Dave Weston (left) .
Finally, on l l April 1997 Lt Col Jim Ross handed over the reins of
TOT to Lt Col Dave Weston. The occasion was unu ual in the fact that
both officers are Tfc Offrs and their combined year of ervice add up to a
total of 71 years! Lt Col Ross retire from the Army in Augu t to
concentrate on hi golf and the odd bit of con ultancy work! Meanwhile
the porting empha i in TOT has moved away from golf. Snatche of
conversation have been overheard, with the words Triumph, Matchle
Ducati and Honda being mentioned. The tide ha turned at last!

Galina International Battlefield Tours
Regimental, Association, TEWT, TA, Small
Group, Self Drive or Individual Travel
Pilgrimages & Battlefield Tours to:
Ypres, Somme, Cambrai, Arras, Dunkirk,
Normandy & Arnhem.
t Tok'"5pire

s:.~:,~I;,~~~u;~~:.!...L
II

Tel: 01482 880602 806020

The band excelled them elve by performing a routine not seen by the

gathe~ing before. They name it 'Cats'; ask them to perform it for you the

next lime you have the band!
A most successful convention. See you all on 17 April 1998!
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Commemorative Postal Covers
The last two in the series of 20 Commemorative Postal Cover issued by the Royal Signals Museum have now been released.

-

nd o the training continu
With 25 April and the Opening how looming. the team embarked on
an mten iw three week training camp in RAF ealand, Che ter. The RAF
pro\'ed to be extremely co-operative and provided e cellent training and
admini t:rative facilitie . Training wa - carried out on the glider airfield
with the bik hou ed and looked after in the friendly MT garag .
Tire camp proved, initially, to be fairly injury-free ... until the car
jumping pha e was introduced. The elect few were hosen to hold the
ramp and the re t of the team then divided into tho e who wanted to, and
tho e who didn't. ig ' obby' Summons tarted off by showing how it
was uppo ed to be done and then the 'beginners' . rather fraught with
anticipation. lined up. Sig · ammy' amson proved to be rather a natural,
and Sig 'Tintin' Owen, on completion of hi first ucc sful jump.
claimed that the feeling wa better than anything he had ever experienced
before ... He poke too oon. for on attempt number two the bike (?) did
not perform as planned and "Tinlin' ended up on hi back. Sig Tog '
Teague wa next and he did a superb jump- hame about the landing. A
delayed reaction to the lauer re ulted in a little trip to Chester Ho pital the
next day. Finally, Cpl 'Andy' Butterfield provided the 'creme de la
creme' of impre sive landings and ended up with a broken foot and m a
omewhat confu ed mental tate ( ituation normal?!) By this ti me,
numbers in the queue of 'wannabe car jumpers' had dwindled noticeably
and the Team Sergeant, gt 'Don' Brebner, decided to call it a day.
The Sqn Comd, Maj Ru ell, took a brief respite from budgets and
policy to vi it the team in Chester. ft proved to be rather briefer than
anticipated when. on day one, he took a bit of a tumble on the fire jump
and added hi name to the rather long list of White Helmet visitors to
Che ter General. Thankfully, he i now more or le recovered-did we
hear something about not teaching an old dog new aicks ... ?
The team managed to enjoy a bit of ociali ing in their time off and
honoured the local haunt with their presence. otable occurrences
included the Team Captain proving her social failings in the famou
'shoewear' incident-LCpl ·Daz' Hankin has till to forgive her for that
undrunk pint. Additionally, Sig "Slimline Tony' Annetts is now an avid
ub criber to the ' Dateline' ervice provided by hi bos .. ??
After Chester and a succe ful final how put on for the re ident and
workers of RAF Sealand, it was time to return to Blandford. Bikes needed
re-trimming, CFTs and BFf: needed to be updated, and the complete show
required spit and poli h. In between, the team assisted on a number of PR,
goodwill and recruiting vi its. A clas from Spetisbury School were given
a White Helmets 'tour'. An assortment of Potential Officers were
encouraged to join the Royal Signals so that they too could have a chance
of riding motorcycles for a living and finally we were host to a somewhat
high profile visit from a 93 year old great grandmother.
This latter vi it resulted from an arrangement between the Team
Captain and Georgina Cavena. the girlfriend of Sig Keatley, an ex-team
member. Georgina works for the Signpost Housing A sociation. in a
home for old people, and she wished to raise money for the home through
a ponsored day with the White Helmets. The visit developed somewhat
when the Pre s got hold of the story of a 93 year-old ' wish to ride a
motorcycle. On the day, reporters from BBC Southampton, HTV West,
Meridian, the Blackmore Vale and Radio Solem mrned out in force and
besieged the team with cameras, microphones and notepads. Mrs Edith
Nobles (pictured below) impressed all by her incredible nimbleness-she
hopped happily onto the Triumph behind C pl 'Ellie' Elson and waved her
walking stick. having first taken 'pan in a mini version of the Irish Whip!
Reports appeared in all the regional news programmes that evening an~
Cpl El on now does autograph sign ing full-time.
Don't forget-if anyone reading thi is interested in joining the best team
in the world, end in the proforma. Any questions, contact Maj Russell or
Capt Giles on Blandford Mil Ext 2365.
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ROYAL SIGNALS AFLOAT
Royal Signals Detachments have served on board HM ship to provide
communications in amphibious warfare operations and on logistic supply
vcs. els since before the Second World War. 601 Sig Tp joined HMS Meon
after the war and took pan in the 1956 Suez Operation when HMS Meon
was a Headquarters Ship. HMS Meon was officially affiliated to Royal
Signal in August 1960, flying the Corps flag at her masthead on the 40th
anniversary of the formation of the Corps. HMS Meon was again a
Headquarters Ship during Operation Vantage in 1961. Thi operation
forestalled an earlier threat to Kuwait's borders with Iraq. HMS Meon was
decommi ioned in 1965 and the ship's bell now occupies a place of
honour in the Royal Signals Mu eum.
.
The Commemorative Cover is dated I July 1996 to commemorate the
35th Anniver ary of Operation Vantage and the date tamp is ba ed on the
hip's badge of HMS Meon. Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Edward Ashmore,
GCB DSC, has signed 'Special' versions of the cover. After a
di tingui hed career which included command of HMS Mercury, the
aval Signal School, and As istant Chief of Defence Staff (Signal ) at the
MoD he was appointed First Sea Lord and Chief of the aval Staff in
1974. RAF Hercule aircraft have flown all these cover to the Persian
Gulf.
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THE FALKLANDS CAMPAIGi
The cover illustrations show two aspects of R Signals involvement in
the operation to recapture the Falkland Islands in 1982. The action of Sgt
Mather MM, R Signal who was a member of a SAS surveillance team
landed on the islands before the task force landed at San Carlo and the
satellite ground terminal of 30 Sig Regt that provided communications to
the UK.
Formation signs include those of the Commando and 5 Inf Bdes and the
White Swan, Regimental badge of 30 Sig Regt. The date stamp depict the
ve sel Desire in which John Davies discovered the islands in 1592 and the
covers are dated 14 June 1996, the 14th anniversary of the Argentinean
surrender.
General Sir Michael Rose, KCB CBE DSO QGM ADC Gen has
igned 'Special ' ver ions of the cover. As Lieutenant Colonel
commanding 22 SAS, he negotiated the urrender of Argentinean troop
with General Menendez at Port Stanley. General Rose is presently
Adjutant General and ha agreed to re-open the Royal Signal Mu eum in
May following the completion of the exten ion and modernisation project.
RAF Hercules aircraft has flown all these covers to the Falk.land I lands.
Detail of all the cover in the series are available from:
The ew Mu eum Project Office
Royal Signals Museum
Blandford Camp
Dorset DTl I SRH
Tho e purchasing complete et of the 'Special' covers for £100 will
al o, at no extra co t. receive them in a uitable presentation album.

For: ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS FUND
Read: ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND

THE BLANDFORD PROJECT

The rebuild of Blandford Camp to form a single centre for R Signal
training is almo t complete. The 'face' of the camp has changed much
during the past three years with many new building where before there
were green space . All new training or work facilitie are blue clad
fini hed whereas living accommodation is red brick under pitched roof .
All area have been left soft land caped but it will be everal growing
sea ons before these are mature and fully established.
Phase I was completed in April 1996 and Pha e 2 hould be handed
over in mid July 1997. The main buildings in Pha e 2 are the octagonal
'Catterick Room'-a public room in HQ Me (14 April 97). Then there are
the two 102 bed junior rank single accommodation block known a
'Cairo' and ' Hereford" blocks. These are mainly four man rooms and
carpeted throughout). HQ Mess single living accommodation- three story
block with 30 suites for field officer (IO July 97) and the ·Harrogate"
block, a two storey, 4,500 q metre training block on the orth ide of
Hawke sq uare (I May 97).
Yet another building project which dominate the area by Engineer'
Corner is the construction of the building for the Land Reference Centre.
Thi is an MoD (PE) project where Syntegra will model and test all future
Army and many Defence communication sy tern , equipments and
software upgrade durlng their development, introduction into service and
throughout their life.

BLANDFORD
PARACHUTE CLUB
Fact :
'It's safer to do a Parachute Jump than drive a car.'
'The training is designed to give you confidence to jump. '
'The parachute will be opened for you.·
'If you are able to gain sponsors/zip worth £250 for
charity, you jump for free.'
Blandford Parachute Club will arrange it all for you
Travel. Accommodation, Training and ...
a good weekend away!
All you have to do i

JUMP!!!

CONVINCED?
TEES TOTAL

If you are then ring 01258 453441 for further details.
Life i full of Talker.. Be different JUMP.
You' II never look back

High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX: (01793) 849890
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Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst

Royal Military College, Shrivenham
(Electronics & Guided Weapons Division)

i .. _O!:o!M <ii'_A
E XER ISE HRI ENHA 1 LO IPE
11 DE EMBER 1996-14JA
RY 1997
by 0 dts . 1. Davies and D. J. Mann
· At the end of last year one member of the Corp (Lt Colin Kell) and
two R ignal spon ored Officer Cadets (Anna Davies and Duncan
:'.\tannl undertook a period of adventure traini ng in the wi s Alp and
Au. trian Tyrol. between 11 December 1996 and 14 January 1997. The aim
of the exercise was to introduce novice skier to ordic Skiing and
de\ elop the skill of intem1ediate skiers by taking part in the Royal
rtillel) !pine Club (RAAC) ordic Training cheme and the joint
Royal Armoured Corp /Royal Artillery and Am1y Ai r Corp
ordic
kiing Champion hip . All members of the expedition were
undergraduate from RMCS Shrivenham. The exercise leader wa Lt
Chris Brogan RE. He was assi ted by Lt Colin Kell and 2Lt Ben
Macinn RE 1E . After two month of panic planning it finally tarted on
I I December 1996 after a long univer ity term at Shrivenham. ow with
pas port in hand (or in baggage on the roof rack) we were ready to depart.
in our heavily loaded minibu . . for 4~ weeks kiing. The expedition team
con i ted of five officers and three Officer Cadets: one sea oned veteran ;
two 'Arctic \ arriors', one emi-novice (exmogul man with bad knee):
and four ordic newcomers-two of whom had not kied at all before. We
caught a ferry from Dover to Calai and eventuall y arrived in Pontre ina
tnr. St Moritz) at 0200hrs on 13 December. The journey had taken us 25
hours with a number of long stops on the way. Unfortunately our time
appreciation meant that we had to sleep in the minibu until a more
sociable hour to take-over our accommodation.
As oon as we had unpacked the mi nibu ' e waxed our skis ready for
our first afternoon on ski . This proved to be an extremely amu ing
pectacle as everyone tried to fin d their legs/balance. On Monday I 6
December we joined the RAAC Trai ning Scheme. which is a three-week
course designed to teach and improve ordi c skiing technique to RA
personneL Unfortunately due to the term period at Shrivenham we were
only able to join the cheme in its final week. The scheme organiser, Maj
·Spike· Butcher RA (HQ 4 Di v). integrated the more experienced of us
with other group and very kindly et up a ' pecial' group for the four
novices. Then with a lot of patient instructidn, from Spike himself, we
managed to grasp the ba ics-we quickl y learnt the ' head pl ant' halL On
the Wedne day we had our first race, the IOkm Free tyle, which only the
more experienced members took part in a the novices had not been taught
to kate at this tage. Considering we had onl y been on snow for ix day
the team; Lts Chris Brogan, Jon Harding RA and teve Mellor RILC
and OCdt Tom alherg, did extremely well. T he novice , however, were
not left out as their tum oon came on the Friday with the 7km Classic
race. Although a hort race it proved to be a very hard ftrst race as it was
about 98% uphill ! Everyone managed to make it to the top where a lu nch
of B ra~wurst mit Kartoffeln was await ing. Here the final farewell speeches
and pn7..es were pre emed. OCdt Anna Davies won first pri7..e, and a cap,
for bei ng first in the women's category (first and onl y woman in the race).
The RAAC Trai ning Scheme provided an excell ent standard of training
from ome of the experts in the fteld of Nordic ski ing and equipped us
with the basic techniques and knowledge to im prove. Our onl y regret was
that we could not have attended the full three-week course.

From the 2 1-26 December we continued with our own training
including a couple of re t day downhill skiing on the slopes of St Moritz.
We were determined to try everything we po ibly could whilst we were
abroad. On 27 Dece mber it was time to say farewell to Pontresina and
Switzerland and a welcome to Hochfil zen and Austria. On route we took a
minor detour to the PX in Garmi ch Parten Kirchen where we were able to
pick up some cheap beer. At 10.60 a crate of Bud we had no choice
especially as Lt Jon Harding had adly returned to the UK and there wa
a little more room in the min ibus.
Just after we arrived in Au tria we were joined by Lt Cdr Mark
Pureell and hi s wi fe Lt Sam Pureell an Au tralian Navy couple who had
just completed a short cour e at Shrivenham. We were glad for the new
company and a they were both sea oned kier al so their cri tique. We
achieved eight more days of training before the tart of the RAC/RNAAC
Champion hip and were averaging around 25-30km a day. Clas ic skiing
tended to be a real problem as the cold icy now craped off the stick wax
and as reluctant a we were to using it Klister ( tickier and gooier than a
very gooey thing) wa the only answer. Apres Ski was usually food , water
and sleep but occa ionally we found ourselve ampling the Tyrol nightlife. We were naturally attracted to a pub called 'The Londoner'. which
wa exclu ively caffed by Australians, and proved to be a popular venue.
The team that participated in the RAC/RA/AAC Champion hip
consisted mainly of RAC and RA team (no AAC) with guest teams from
the RAF, Parachute Regimen t, Devon & Dorset's and Highlanders. During
the Champion hips we wou ld spend the day between the range (much
needed) and inspecting the course of the race. The fi r t race was the I Okm
Free. tyle which was not too pleasant as the course could not be pisted and
was covered in ice patches-mo t of them placed on downhill bend . Next
was the Team Biathlon in which we entered two teams the fastest four
forming the 'A-Team · (Brogan, M ann, Mellor and Salberg) the
remai nder formed the 'B-Team' (K ell, M acinnes, Pureell and Pureell).
Both team worked hard to compen ate for poor hooting and came 10th
and 2 1 t re pectively, out of 25 team . The next race was 7.Skm Team
Relay Biathlon the only change being Lt Colin 'Black Rus ian ' Kell
replacing Lt Steve 'Shark' M ellor in the ' A-team' on shooting merit.
However, this was to no avail as everyone shot poorly with the exception
of OCdt Tom Salberg and Lt Sam Pureell-this wa purely attributed to
the fine kill at arms training from Lt Colin Kell. B ut as the saying
goe -'Thoe that can do. Those that can ' t teach!' The A and B teams came
20th and 22nd respectively out of a field of 27 teams- not too bad. The
final race of the Champion hips was the l 2km Classic Pursuit race. Due to
the lack of tick and the flatness of the course meant that the main method
of propulsion was by arms. T his wa a fa t cour e wi th a couple of nasty
comers that a we found out were not supposed to be taken at high speed !
Four hour later we were back on the minibus and looking forward to
returning to chool! Many thank go to the RAC/RA/AAC Champion hip
taff for allowi ng us to take part it was an education and a pleasure. The
Champion hip certai nl y lived up to their nickname of 'The Friendly
Game'.

Chief Instructor
Capt R. A. U. Todd KRH
RSMl
WOl (Yof'S) Kenny Kendrick
YofS Old College
W02 (Yof'S) R uss Darlington
YofS New College
W02 (Yof'S) Andy Campbell
Over the past 12 years, the Signal .wing at The Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst has demised from a previous Royal Signal Monopol y to now
only. 22% of. wing personnel. All arms personnel arrive qualified as
Rc~1m e~t a l Signals Instructor for SNCOs and minimum Class 2 for ORs.
Thi~ vari ed background allows the full range of Signals versu Unit role
reference . It al o means a steep learning curve for those Royal Signals
personnel arriving in Sand h ur~t •. meeting a Corporal of the Horse, who
wears three tapes and a crown, ts in fact a Sgt and doe n' t necessarily ride
horses can be a daunting experience. Of course there are other anomalies
why is the Scots DG SSgt a~dre sed a Serjeant Major and why, in th~
Academy do they spell Ser1eant with a 'J' . All of which add to the
uniqueness of RMA Sandhurst.
EXERCISE SPRING VICTORY 97

LCpl Trev Trevelyan ROG , Sgt Al Sm ith Scots DG

S~t Be.rn ie Clifton ODG , LCpl Ben O'Shea R Signat's,

Sgt Mick Simpson R Ang lian, LCpl Steve Williams R Signals,
W02 (YofS) Russ Darli ngton R Signals, LCpl Stef Milner R
Signals
, CSqt Ca rl Harri s 1RRW, Gnr Smudge Smith RA,
GDSM Taff Thomas WG, LCpl Norm Wright 1 Green Howards,
LCpl Pau l Bain 1 SG, Tpr 'Hoppy' Hopkins ODG,
Bdr Tony Spears RA
Ex Spring Victory was the Thre hold Exercise for Comm is ioning
Course number 962. The exercise was centred on Bloodhound Camp in
the Western Sovereign Base Area of Cypru .

OCdt Mann after the 4x7 .5Km Biathlon Relay
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HELLO ND GOODBYE
Welcome to Maj Bob Sharp posted into New College to command
Ar~h.em Coy, an extended welcome to his family. Ca pt haron Moffatt
amvmg to command 2 Platoon Blenheim Coy. Capt Rupert Chapman
and fami ly commanding Dettingen Coy in Old College. L Cpl 'Mac'
MacArthur recently arrived from 238 Sig Sqn into Commex Tp.
Early Goodbye to W02 .<YofS) Russ Darlington who is off to 15 Sig
Regt m Lisburn aft".r spending over two months in Cypru during hi tour
m ~~dhurst. Looking forward to W02 (Yof'S) Tony Bunce and family
a1:nv111g ~rom Corsham. Sig Dave Vakalala posted to I (UK) Armd Div
Sig R~gt m Herford. Farewell to SSgt Harry Kemp posted to 3 (UK) Div
and Sig Regt. Capt John Cole posted to 14 Sig Regt as Adjt.
Congratulat ion to SSgt 'Taff' Thomas on selection for W0 2 and
LCpl John Cranswick on ele tion to Cpl.
NEW ARRIVALS IN THE CORPS
After com pleting 12 month intense and often arduou training on the
comm• 10nmg course. ten Officer Cadets have taken up commissions and
pa s".d out of the Academy mid April. Welcome to the R Signals, now the
lear~mg rea!Jy start;;. Good luck to all in your careers wi th the Corp . A
you. re already paying for your copy of The Wire, here's your name to
JUSltfy the CO t:
2Lt Colin Alexander
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2Lt Ivan Bates
249 AMF (L) Sig Sqn
2Lt Kerry Cochran
8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
2Lt Cris Crowther
30 Sig Regt
2Lt Steve Hutchinson
39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
2Lt ~arl Jeeves
30 Sig Regt
2Lt Jim Lambeth
14 Sig Regt (EW)
2Lt Jan Lowther
5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
2Lt Emma Rae
7 ig Regt
2Lt Annabel Taylor
4 Armd Bde

263 (Harrogate) Signal Squadron
Army Apprentices College
Arborfield

SQUADRON PERSONALITIE
Sqn Comd
Maj C. S. K. Paterson
SSM
W02 (SSM) D. Forteath

From (R-L): Lt Brogan RE, Lt Mellor RLC, OCdt Mann,
OCdt Salberg, Lt Kell R.Signals

The Pre-advance party, consisting of Ex Control department heads and
a small support contingent, deployed four days before the advance party
and l l days before the officer cadets amved in theatre. Plenty of time to
ensure the necessary communication infrastructure wa operational to
support the field deployment as well as behind the scenes 2. It also
allowed .Signal Wing personnel to spend slightly over 24 hours relaxing in
the Mediterranean sun, hail, rain and electrical storms.
_As the S!gnal Wing within t~e Academy suffer manpower shortages at
this busy _ume of th; academ.1c term. we draw upon external uni ts to
support t~1s ~xcr~1 e. r'he location of Cyprus negates the need to twist any
arms. Th_1s 1erm s volunteers were LC pl StefMilner, LC pl Ben O 'Shea
(the Radio Tech) and LC pl Steve Williams all of 24 Airmob Bde Sig qn
(2 lO). External from the Corps, LCpl Paul Bain 1 Scots Gds. Thanks to
all those who supported the exercise for a job extremely well done.

ln summary the expedition was invaluable in building the skill , om"
from scratch, of the exercise members. The RAAC Training Scheme was
well run and is recommended to any unit th at can persuade the RA to let
them join., The RAC/RA/AAC Nordic Skiing Ch ampionship were also
well organi sed and provided the exercise members with a number of races
that enabled them to gauge their abilities and whet their appetites for more
skiing. Roll on the 97/98 season.
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UPDATE 0 THE ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE
ARBORFIELD
by Capt E. P. Driscoll
Prior to the clo ure of Harrogate last September, 263 (Harrogate) ig
Sqn wa set up ready to receive the fi rst intake of SO potential
Telecommunications Operators and 49 potential Technician into the
Modern Apprenticeship. They arrive I on the 9th September la t year.
Th~s.e that pas ·ed phase I of trai ning here moved to Blandford for trade
tra1111ng ? n 6 May thi s year. When this is published we will ha e trained,
or be tra uung, a total of 280 recruits in our first year.
Tl~c .old two year Apprentice hip has been di vided into two parts. Pha e
I training ts conducted at Arborfield consisting of two 14-week terms.
During the first l 4 week Apprentices undergo their basic recruit training,
the ~ommon Military Syllabus (Recruits). The content on thi~ course i
tdenucal to the 11 week ATR syllabus at Ba singbourn. The end of the first
term contain leadership and character development training not carried
Out at an ATR. Obviously we have the added challenge of training. and
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looking after. jun ior soldier aged fro m 16 years to 17 .S yean.. Tho.·e that
pas out from the fir. t term, currently around 75% of the intake. move on
to become eniors. The empha is then change from the trict mil itlll)
regi me of the fi r t term. Ob viou ·ly di cipline tandardl are not lowered
but the onu is on se lf- di d pline. That i ', the Apprentices are nO\\ given
more freedom. The aim of thi · i to prepare them for Blandford when::- the'
join single entry oldiers for pha ·e 2 training and are treated as trai ned
soldiers . and not recruit .
The content of the econd term i largely centred around education.
Military training and physical fitness i till programmed, but not with the
inten iry of CMS( R). 111e course is divided between Technical tudie' in
preparation for trade training, and a general militlll) education from the GC
(ET ') personnel in the 1ilitary Studie· Wing. This covers art!as ranging
from report writing to the role of the nny and the Royal ignnls · part in-it. '
To achieve all thi s the Squadron consists of four Troops, two junior
term and two ·enior term . The Junior term Troop con. i't' of a Tp OC. Tp
gt and four Cpl . The majority of the militar) training and di . ciplinc fa ll.
to the Cpl_s ._I~ i hard work with long ~ours and all the fru stratiom. of tf) ing
to turn CIVIiian adole cen~· mto tnuned oldier . On the plu. side the
tram mg i rewarding and the permanent staff have I0 weeks leave a 1c.1r
It is al ·o a good career move for a young pl who wb he. to take a tour out
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of tr.ide and concentrate on the mihtar · aspect · of life (a well as gain
, drill, BC. first aid and map reading qualifications), There i al o a
need for people with an intere t in mountaineering, caving, canoeing and
rod. climbing. The enior term staff is employed mainly for
admini tration, but ·till conduct military continuation training throughout
the tenn. Troop ORBAT consi ' t of a Tp 0 . Tp Sgt and one Cpl. The
heritage commiuee ha .e now ti tled the Sqn : 263 (Harrogate) Signal
quadron. 263 ignal 'quadron wa a training Squadron in Singapore
from 196-l to 1965, The Harrogate part l f our nan1e is to carry on the
memory of the previou
pprentice ystem that ha · adly been lo. L

The SOinC meets (L to R) Sgt Anthea Burdus, Mercury
'Messenger of God' and Sgt 'Paddy' Townley.
EXERCISE SOLENT IGNET 1997
by AT gt Longworth
Ex olent Signet commenced on 10 February. a wet and windy winter'
day. Three yacht were drawn from the Joint Service> Yacht Club at
Go port. Each of these yacht 'warmly' welcomed two member of
permanent taff and four 'eager to learn' Apprentices.
Day 1-After all of the personal kit and ration etc. had been stowed
away. it was time LO learn about afety on the boat. Shortly after thi , the
crew became proficient at kno under the in truction and guidance of the
respective yacht kippers.
Day 2-We got an early tart to the journey on our econd day and by 8
o, clock we had already washed, eaten and were well on our way out of the
harbour at Go port. With a force eight gale blowing onto us, our drill on
the boat were left rather wanting. We finally made it to Southampton by
about 6 o'clock and sat down to a greatly welcomed curry for dinner. Our
first full day ailing certainly tired u out and sleeping through the night'
torm took no trouble whatsoever.
Day 3-The journey wa a rough one today with the winds reaching up
to force nine. We left Southampton harbour and instantly bit the heavy
wave . This day definitely introduced u to the other side of sailing
compared to the calmer eas that we had experienced over the previous
day of the expedition. Good old fashioned fish and chip was on the menu
for lunch as we moored up at the ·Jolly Sailor· for a few hours around
midday, before regaining our course for Cowes. This part of the journey
was the most difficult and of the three yachts who set off. only two of them
made it to the I le of Wight. The remaining yacht, Troe/ms, lost her keel
and was towed by the lifeboat back to Hamble. Seasickness got a grasp on
one of our crewmembers and needless to say, there was no dispute over
who was going to be scrubbing the decks that night!
Day 4--The force 10 gale would have been unconquerable and instead
of sailing. we pent the entire morning cleaning the yacht ready for the
handover on the following day. Throughout the day the weather condition
deteriorated and our original scheduled time for departure at IO o'clock
was delayed by ix hour and we finally left at about 4 o'clock. Here we
were to experience a few valuable hour of night ailing before reaching
,
our final de tination at Gosport for half past eight.
Day 5-Cleaning the yacht wa inevitable and was done as quickly as
po ible before handing over and returning to dry land. The entire week
proved to be extremely informative, exciting and physical. The majority
who had taken part were keen to return to the waves for another expedition.

(L to R) ATs Bottomley, Keen, Burrel, Capt Driscoll,
AT Sgt Longworth.
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EXERCISE LONDO LEAR 8 APRIL 1997
by Lt Saul
· At 0930 hr on 8 April 1997 90 Apprentice Tradesmen disappeared into
the dark and dusty depths of the London Underground . Their mi ssion was
to explore the capital city and an wer a multitude of questions about the
ciry and its landmarks. whilst auempting to avoi d the ever watchful eyes
of the permanen t staff. The Apprentices were plit into groups of four,
dispatched into the city via Sloane Square and instructed to return at 1830
hrs that evening. The permanent taff running the exercise was Capt
'Gordon' Newell, Lt 'Daz' Saul, Sgt ' Paddy' Townley, Cpl 'Mac'
McCorkell and Cpl Cowlard.
aturally the young AT' were excited about the prospect of being let
loose in ou r nation's capital and for most of them it wa to be their ftrst
ever visit Fir t top for the Apprentices wa the ca h point machine where
they promptly emptied their accounts with their shiny new cash cards.
Then. whil t the permanent taff went off to find a strategic "OP" to
monitor the exerci e, the apprentices et about their work. Very few
apprentices were >een during the course of the day and it is probable that
when the PS turned up to a location to monitor their progress they were all
in tran it. Thankfully all the Apprentice managed to get lo the pick up
point safely, intact and on time. The following AT's accomplished a few
notable achievement from the exercise:
I. Getting ba k afely! All.
2. AT Melia. Treen, Love and Sh riling managed to get them elves paid
ten pound. for watching a political video and filling in a questionnaire.
3. ATs Livery, Mill , Maughan and Murray found themselves in the
company of a Calvin Klein underwear model complete with a camera.
4. Many of the AT' talked their way into Madame Tus auds for a free
guided tour, much to the annoyance of the several hundred people
waiting in the queue.
Undoubtedly a great day was had by all , the weather wa very kind to us
and we (the permanent taff) are very much looking forward LO planning
and running the exerci e next term!

MND (SW) HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
(20 Armd) BFPO 553

OPERATIO
SHQ
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj Jim Richardson
WOl (RSM) Kev Jones

The Brigade's tour of Bosnia- Herzegovina i drawing to a close and
ends a most historic two years for 20 Armd Bde. The Brigade was deployed
as part of the UN Forces on Op Grapple 6 and then returned one year later
to be part of !FOR and hand-over to 7 Armd Bde a SFOR. The Brigade has
been heavily involved with operation during the tour and on return to
Paderbom we will form the lead elements of JRDF for 12 months.
EXERCISE RA PUTINS' FIST
The unpredictable Bosnian weather threatened to spoil the day when
members of SHQ set out for Lisina West Hill Top Site to construct the
Brigade's flash-a mailed fist on the hill side. Capt Paul Smith
ma>terminded the engineering aspect . The team of workers that included
·Op Officer' Capt Stu Boyne, the RAO Capt teve Skidmore, Capt Ruth
Pilkington, WOl (RSM) Kev Jones, W02 ( SM) Steve Bovan, Cpl Rob
Lavers, LCpl 'Taff' Wainwright and LCpl Mick Moore shifted nearly two
tonnes of white stone which the Engineers had kindly dumped about 50
metres away. Whilst the workers laved away, the OC Maj Jim Richardson
and SSgt (FofS) Marshall wheeled their way down to the farmhouse below
to weet talk the local farmer who was somewhat concerned that any rolling
tones would kill hi sheep! After a few hours toil , the Sqn Comd's ' mad'
idea wa complete and we pent the next two hours filling our faces at a
barbecue within the Col pro confines of the rebro location.

Appre ntice Tradesmen on London Learn
EXTERNALLEADERSHIP2
by AT Cpl Muller
It was that time again. On 24 February 1997, 263 (Harrogate) Sig Sqn
senior erm departed for their second experience of External Leadership
(EL 2). We knew what to expect this time and so lots of warm clothing and
waterproof filled our bag and cases. The format for the week was
slightly different to EL 1 in that we could choose one of three activities for
half of the week, and then enter the mountaineering phase for the other
half. The activities were canoeing, climbing and caving.
Mountaineering- We et out on the Monday for a 40 km, 2 day
expedition covering vast mountainous areas of South Wale . The weather
gave us hell, and many problems aro e because of it. Some members of
one party started to suffer mild hypothermia, and abandoned their highlevel hike in favour of a low-level minibu ride back to Crickhowell. After
many hours of miserable, cold, wet walking over the mountains the rest of
the group were all ready for our overnight camp-out. A we arrived at the
destination of the campsite our hearts sank, as we found it completely
ubmerged from the overflowing river nearby. We searched for another
suitable campsite in the immediate area but as none could be found we
radioed HQ to see if they had any ideas. After a quick drive and recce of
the area Cpl Pegg agreed and gave us all a lift to a relatively comfortable
night in the accommodation at Crickhowell Camp. On the second day it
was decided that we would not try any high level walking because of the
predicted gale force winds. This meant a low level hike around the base of
Sugerloaf mountain, practising navigational skills.
Canoeing- Thi was expected to be imilar to EL l (Ice-breakers needed!),
and so there were a lot of anxious people standing on the bank of the river
waiting for the cold blast as they capsized. We were not disappointed! A few
hours later we returned to the banks wet cold and numb.
Climbing-Thi was the activiry fo r the adrenaline seeker ! The first day
was spent climbing on a sandstone rock-face. This was hard work but
enjoyable. The second day was more fun a we were on a sheer rock-face
practicing the an of abseiling. A few people overcame their fear of heights
and. h~d a go at the more traditional way of absei ling. This led onto different
vanauons and ended up more like bungee jumping. Good fun had by all!
Caving-Squeezing through small holes underground i not for the faint
hearted (or the claustrophobic!). Tunnels were explored and even bats
were potted but caused no trouble for the members of the caving party.
Excellent fun was had and there were bruises and sore knees all round.
Return- With all the activities completed we packed our bags and said
goodbye. to another. tiring but enjoyable experience in the Welsh
countryside. We all piled onto the coache for the sleepy journey back to
Arborfield.
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COMMSTROOP
TpComd

LODESTAR

Lt D. R. Seymour

Well here we are, with few days to do and the lads are now walking
around with mobile chuff charts, although it's not politically correct to keep
reminding those we are leaving behind or 207 Sig Sqn who are becoming
the M D(SW) Sig Sqn. With 207 Sig Sqn come 7 Armd Bde HQ so the
might of the mailed fist will be replaced by the rat or should I ay the Jerboa.
The last couple of months has seen the Divisional Forward HQ (Armd)
& (Light) exercised. The whole Div took part in the CPX, including the
Czechs, Malay ians, Dutch and Canadians as well as the Briti h Battle
Groups. Some of the VP kept the staff officers bemused. The Light HQ was
flown in, underslung, by a Chinook and the Armd HQ rumbled to their
location under the protection of the Warrior. The resupply team made their
final airborne water resupply, with two 5,000 litre water bladder and a
Chinook to the Sjenokosic, even though it was March there was still plenty
now to keep the crew bu y. The Troop office in the heart of the Metal
Factory i often burning the midnight oil, Lt Dave Seymour claim it's due
to the heer volume of planning that needs to be done ready for roulement,
not that he is exercising hi BT card spending hour talking to hi fiancee.
The Troop wishes all the best to tbe TA and Reservists that have been
with the Squadron since Sipovo but are laying a few weeks longer to aide
in the continuity of the HffO with 207. The Troops we leave behind are
Cpl Marti n Cox, Cpl 'Fill dropping-it wasn't my fault' Cook and LCpl
Michelle Greenslade we wish them all the best and look forward to
eeing ome of them on other Operational tours !
MT
MTO
Lt Chris Roberts
Tp Sgt
Sgt Crawford
After the move from Sipovo to Banja Luka and the MT had bedded
themselves in to their own private corner of Banja Luka Metal Factory, we
found a 1 ton Cinders Trailer and decided to renovate it. The LAD were
called in. ordered a new floor bed, traightened a few twisted parts and
is ued new tyres. Cpl Scott Pringle, Sig Tom Dunham, LCpl ' Pop '
Williams and Sig Chris Beckett et about rust removal. painting and
fitting the new tyres. The ' Ash ' trailer was renamed and will take pride of
place behind many a four-ton truck on the roads of the FRY, yet another
vehicle for the LAD to look after. Work goes on 24 hours a day in the MT.
LCpl 'Robbo' Robert and Sig Mick Starkie have been caught ervicing
vehicles in their PJ' sipping night cap . There have also been allegation
that Sgts Pete Crawford and J. C. Jerrison bave erved them with
brea.kfa t in bed clo ely hounded by Cpl ·Gaz' Helliwell crying 'I got in
after midnight but no one brought me a Mars Bar at AAFI break',
It has been great working alongside the TA guy with many a laugh on
all ides. A our tour draws to an end. good memories will be remembered
by all in the MT, especially Sgt J. C. Jerrison' April Fool's Day
'Karaoke' wind up!
LAD
Tiffy
SSgt Al Marshall
On arrival at Banja Luka Metal Factory the LAD manpower increa ed.
with fitte r from 30 and 14 Sig Regt, 3 RMP and TA/Re ervi t
oldiers-quite a conglomerate. The down ide to all this wa yet another
horrendou increase in workload with vehicles arriving from all over
northern Bo nia. The cold weather al o hampered our efforts a· vast
amount of now would melt forming huge puddle on the work hop floor.
With a distinct lack of crawler boards, lying on your ba k in the world's
largest puddle was enough to wipe the idiotic grin off even the mo t
enthu ia tic VM' face. Fortunately, the cold weather and now did not
la t too long. We held the fin BBQ on 22 February in the hope that we
would be able to wear hort and T- hirt for the first time and we were not
disappointed. 1\vo week later the Squadron ran a volleyball competition.
LCpl Des Desroches led the host team to the final. He strongly denie that
the team threw the final away o that they did not win the prize of six
Comms Tp T-shirt !.
Three of our LAD team did not quite make it to the end of the tour due
to injuries. They are Cpl Shane Clerk who broke hi arm playing football
and Cpl Steve 'The Joker· Thornely who managed to di locate his
shoulder during the volleyball competition. La tly, Cfn Bob 'I can fix
that' Binner who e. aped to do hi cla one upgrading course.
A ADVENTURE 0 THE VITRENIK
THE FINAL C RSE OF REBRO 21 FOXTROT
by 2Lt Mark Chambers
On Friday b December l 996 I march d up the tep of Old College to
a commi ion after a year at Sandhur t. On Tue day 17 De ember I
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\\ lk.:d up 1h 1ep at R F Brize . onon onto a flight bound for Spli1 I
pent the usu. I 24 hour-. in pli! before boardin~ a helicopter bound, a.
th ) . a) in plit. 'up country ·. I wa due to begm my attachment to 20
( Kl Arrnd Bde HQ and ig qn (200). The HQ had 'downsized' 10
remain a di\isional headquarter : 1 D (SW) HQ and ig qn (200) and
had recenily taken over from I (UK) rmd Div HQ nnd Sig Regt.
The Sea King landed .md I stepped om into brilliant sunshine to be
ore ted by the Adjt. a t Ruth Pilkington. Little did I realise that this
~ ould be the la. t sun:hine that l would ·~-e in Banja Luka for the next
. e\ en weeks. The Adjt gave me a tour of th.: camp and outlined the details
of Ill\ attachment. l would be hado\\ ing Comd Comms Tp. Lt Dave
~ e) niour. "ho at the time was e:>.tremely bu. y. fter being introduced to
Daye and hi fellow 'Troopy' 2Lt Bill Holbrook, I settled into their corimec. I \\as gi\en an in ight into omm Tp and de'Cided it would be a
good idea for me toe perien e Bo nia hilltop operations at fir t hand. o I
volunteered to a i t in a crew change on a rebro ration in the outh of our
area of operation .
Comd Comm. Tp warned me that weather condition on these hilltop
site. ould be parti ularly bad o I had an ex 249 Sig Sqn arctic warrior in
the fom1 of Sgt Carl Bruce to aid me along with the quadron·s
remaining B 206 (but that 's another story•!). Early on the morn.mg c;>f
unday 22 December. I et off from BanJa Luka 111 a Land Rover w1~h Sig
'.\larsh to pick up ig Dowson. a second BY driver fron~ the rear. hnk at
Livno. gt Bruce took the B 206 and drove down with upplte a~d
LCpl Cunningham, the new rebro commander. The e_arly tart paid
dindends and I met up with Sgt Bruce at the Engmeers base m
Tomi lavgrad (T G). T G i only about 15km from the ummit and at
midday \~e tarted out of T G and headed for 21F. The mountain had
claimed B 206' before and as we climbed in height. the nowdnft
became deeper. gt Bruce ad\ ised u to top the vehicle, which we did
and walked the remaining 3km · to the top. The weather clo e to the
·ummit was the worst Bo nia had to offer at the time-nigh wind . hail.
now and very poor visibility. Walking into wind was particularly difficult
especially with ice underfoot.
Ju lover an hour later, I met the crew for the first time and in particular
a cheerful LCpl Payne who wa due to come off the mountain. Daylight
was running out so after a quick handover and a brew we moved back
down to the BY. What I said to gt Bruce will now haunt me for the rest of
my life a it activated what was known as the cure of 21 F. 21 F had
claimed many man-hours in etting up and I had questioned tho e parting
look from the quadron in Banja Luka. Why had it appeared as if they
never expected to ee me again? Th.is hand-over had gone well. We had
not been able to take all the fre h rations up to the guy but we could try
again tomorrow when hopefully the weather may have improved. A the
B appeMed through the hail I aid 10 Sgt Bruce. 'All we need now is for
the BV not to tart!' We clan1bered in. glad to be out of the wind and Sgt
Bruce attempted to turn the engine over-nothing. 'Doh!'
The engine cover was removed and an hour spent attempting 10 restart
the BV. It appeared as if we had a faulty starter motor. We secured the
vehicle and moved back up to 21 F to overnight there. The crew thought
that ome of their generator fuel was contaminated o they would need an
urgent resupply. ot a problem l assured them; we would bring ome up
from TSG. We poke to Banja Luka and reque red a mechanic to fix the
BY. We were assured that one wou ld depart first thing tomorrow morning.
Monday 23 December
We arrived back at the BY at 1100 h.r . Two hours later the mechanic.
LCpl Hammer ley and LCpl Goodman appeared. Their Land Rover had
become bogged in 3km dov. n the track and was in danger of tiding down
the mountain ide. This mi hap could be aved as soon as we got the BY
tarted we could pull them back on to the track. Not so. The BY required a
new starter motor and I was told that the only place we could get one
would be from Sipovo. Communication were worsening. The battery on
our SCR w& running out and it was getting difficult to relay message to
2JF and onto Banja Luka. I spht the group and Sgt Bruce went back up to
21 F as LCpl Goodman and LCpl Hammersley moved back to TSG.
Hoping that Sgt Bruce would be able to communicate with TSG to requ~L
a Land Ro ·er to meet u below the snow line. Fortunately. a vehicle did
appear and as Sgt Bruce pent another night on 21F, I drove to Sipovo
with LCpl Hammersley in . earch of a BY staner motor. The guys at 7
Para RHA thru, t the only spare tarter motor in our hands and thanking
them. we returned to TSG.
Tuesda} 24 December-Christmas Eve
We requested the S IC Team (Snow and Ice Clearance) to clear the
track back to the isolated Land Rover that morning, so we allowed them
time to get ahead of us. I spoke with Comd Comms Tp who expre sed the
po sibility that due to problems with resupply and communication , 21F
may be closed down.
We reached the S ·1c Team under the command of LCpl Bridge ju t
shon of the Land Rover and waited whi t t they fully cleared the track. The
06 bulldo1er chugged on ahead as the combat tractor recovered our
vehicle. Three Land Rovers now followed the 06 around the
mountarns1de. An hour later we reached the BY. Once the starter motor
had been replaced we could continue with the resupply of 21F. To my
h rror L pl Hammersley informed that we had been given a diesel
tarter motor and we had a petrol BV! The BY was blocking the track up
to 21 F and the 06 could not continue any further.
The engmeer' auempted to bypass the BY but only ucceeded in getting
the D6 bogged in. We could not communicate with anyone because of the
tcrram o I moved back down to TSG to pick up some fuel for the
engineer and guide the Foden recovery vehicle up the track. Whil t at
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T. G [ poke to omd omm Tp and he confirmed that 21 F was to be
closed down immediate ly. Meanwhile the tide had started to turn in our
fa\·our. Sgt Bruce had managed to jump-start the BY by towing it
backwards usin g the engineer"s tractor. I spoke lO him on SCR and with
the track ahead clear he et off to close down the rebro station. I followed
the comb:it tractor up the mountain before it could turn around and head
for home . It was now getting dark, 21F had no comms and I was
determined to be back in the valley before Christmas Day! The SNlC
Team continued to work under spotlight while hopefully the BY was
already at 21 F. I attempted to follow the SNIC Team but as they were now
only clearing the track of major nowdri fts .. my LR became bog~ed in
more and more frequently. Close to the summit we were unable to dig out
again but the engineers informed u that t11e BY had clo ed the rebro
down . Again they dragged u out and we turned the convoy around to head
back to TSG.
After a planned 24 hour expedition had turned into a four day jaunt and
21 F had been closed down. we spent Christmas Eve being en tertained by
the Engineers in TSG. They performed the Twelve Days of Chrisunas as
only the Engineers can. The BY engine wa · kept running o_vern!ght and an
early start on Chrisuna Day enabled the veteran of the Y1tre111k to return
to :mog clad B::mja Luka for Christmas Day lunch.
Comms Op ha now banned the use of the callsign 2 1F! The escapade
on the mountain was an excellent introduction to the Regular Army after
Sandhurst. Despite having those moments when I wi hed for a command
appointment change, my auachment to 200 Sig Sqn was interesting,
eventful and educational. A I commence my Troop Commanders cour e
in the safety of Blandford Camp, the mistake I made on auachment and
the experience I had in Bosnia can only tand me in good stead for any
future posting. I can only end my thank and praise the recovery team
who managed to dig out any vehicle that became ' movement inhibited' by
a young officer! I wi h the be l to the officers and oldiers of 20(UK)
Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200) who gave me such a warm welcome and
allowed me to fully experience life in an operational unit.

From (L-RJ: LCpl Payne, Sgt Bruce and 2Lt Chambers
during 'Movement Inhibited' operations

280 (UK) Sig Sqn (Land)
BFP035
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj Ian Condie
WOI (RSM) Ivan Shiels

OPERATIO CO STA T GUARD
The Squadron is now completing its first six month deployment and is
in the midst of its first rotation in theatre which will take mo. t of Apri l
before things settle down until the next rotation! The first SFOR medal
have been presented in theatre 30 days after SFOR assumed command
from IFOR. The parade ince then have been organi ed and run by the
HQ SFOR Sergeant Major-WOl (RSM) Shiels.

(L -R) SSgt Eley, Cpl Ferrer 249 Sig Sqn (AW(L)). Cpl Walker

holds the SFOR medals to be presented by
Lt Gen Cordy Simpson to personnel of HQ SFOR
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Sig Littler 249 Sig Sqn (ANT(L))
tests an LST 5E in the roof of Francisca Palace
QM DEPARTMENT
QM
Capt Brian Dalton
SQMS
SSgt (SQMS) A. Eley
The Quartermaster's department has een many improvements in t11e
past six months. On arrival in theatre in October 1996, we acquired office
space in Zetra Stadium, nicknamed 'lee tation Zetra' for its unerring
ability to remain below freezing when the temperature outside was quite a
few degrees higher!! This was then packed with boxes, de k, computers
and other uch undries, leaving just enough space to open and close the
door. Getting to and from your de k was a task more suited to the Royal
Engineer's Demolition team! Many thanks go to the QM(T) Dept from 7
Sig Regt for all their help.
ince then, we have moved up in the world, and acros to the other side of
Sarnjevo, to the prestigiou Ilidza site, location of HQ SFOR. Again thanks
go to 7 ig Regt Radcon for the help they gave (the Chri tmas tree i till
alive!) Office space was more than trebled, with the acquisition of three
corimecs for the offices (yes, offices pluraJ !) and further i o-containers were
made available for armoury facilities, torage space for a clothing tore, and
even enough room to swi ng a few cats, (or dog , which plague the whole
site!). The QM, Capt Brian 'I'm just going to ECHOS for a conference'
Dalton has been improving the department ince the move. After much
consultation in the QM's conference facility (the ECHOS nack bar!) the
civilian 'Engineer Suppon Service' provided the department with a proper
roof over the corimecs. and we are currently awaiting ome bits and pieces to
complete the 'BBQ patio' . The SQMS, gt A. Eley has led the department
through the tangled path of nightmare logi tics. occasionally finding the
many essential bits of paper which di appear into the 'Black-hole of Ilidza·
Stores Accountant ig 'Chippy' Williams desk! Cpl Billy 'get the brews on'
Fowler seemed to be enjoying the experience, as he further ·educated'
'Chippy' in the in's-and-out's of accounting, (by leaving all the work to
him!), and by having hi go-faster green plastic mug permanently full! Al o
located in the department is Cpl Phil ·1 can plit hairs with the best of them·
Woodall, our resident armourer and handyman. Sig Dave 'we borrowed him
from 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) but don't tell anyone' Howie who bas been
awarded the Honorary Storeman award. He run an HF Radio network to the
former warring factions from the office. but has been mo t helpful in the dayto-day running of the department. Sig Ian 'Mad for it' Barnacal has been
instcumental in keeping the departments' tran port running, ar least ome of
the time, ably hindered by Sig Matthew ' I spend more time in Split than
anyone el e' Hyde. The LAD at Zetra have provided the maintenance on our
vehicles, and kept them all running, with the notable exception of one vehicle
which has spent more time being recovered than actually on the road!! Wit11
the new per onnel arriving in the department for the econd ix month phase
of our two year tour, it' now running at the peak of it capability, with
everyone making fuJJ u e of every opponunity to hout one of the
departments' catchphrases, 'We haven 't got any', 'Who told you it would be
is ued in theatre?' or ·sorry, Dues out'!! AJI in all. the first team seem to have
enjoyed their tour, but a welcome re t at the end is being counted down by
those leaving, and with the date fast approaching, a nasty outbreak of moraJe
is spoiling it for everyone! However, we could be back again to keep the QM
company for the re t of his tour!!
MO TAR DETACHME T
by Cpl White
Det Come!
gt 'Fergie' Fergu on
.
For the pa t two months, life in the five man detachment ha remained
calm: it seem that now the end of the tour is approaching, we have at la t
hit the quiet times we hear so much about from the other MND' . The
work front has remained especially quiet , de pite problem cau ed by our
' hosts ', and their continued attempt to break our fibre optic cables! The
colic tive spirit of the det has taken an unexpected leap, a last month.
members were taken one by one, to tl1e i land of Brae for five days of
adventurou trainin<>. A combin ation of good food, sun , more good food
and a variety of wat~r ports had member of the det returning with pirils
much higher than when they left. We are con tantly trying to impro e the
quality of li fe in thi location and conrinue to construct and obtain assets
as and when we can. The Fr~nch had promi ed to supply us with ~n 1 ~
container, but it has still yet to materiali e. We are very keen to acguire tlu
as et, a it will mean we will have a cooking area
D a gymna 1um.
We said goodbye to the first departing member of the det this week
when Cpl 'Casper· Beasley left for Germany al the end of hi tour. ext to
leave will be gt · hort timer' Ferguson. and LCpl Ronnie Radford . We
shall b · saying a big hearty hello to the first of our replacement oon:
Can't wait to see you boy !
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BA JA LUKA DETACHME1 T
Det Comd
A/Sgt Dore
The six months are rushing to an end for the Banja Luka det and our
replacements are beginning to arrive. LCpl 'Shifty' Rutland and ig
' Bellies' Benham packed eagerly, happy to keep reminding the rest of the
det that they were leaving first. With the last two months like a con tant
' Groundhog Day' the det tried in vain to keep itself as occupied a:.
po sible. In the end it resoned to daily I !km runs, 'sad' we know!
Although the det did get some enjoyment in hearing Sig 'Bellie · Benham
constantly whinging about the size of the hills' Cpl ·computer Geek'
kidmore keeps himself busy with a variety of computer problems and
games. Over the last six months he has become very attached to his
computer and there are fears that when the time comes for him to leave
that tear may be shed! ig 'baby G' Prydie has now adapted to the det
humour and has learnt all there is to know about our kit. Cpl 'Ginger'
Willis and Al gt 'Scummer' Dore when not fixing the YTC spend most
of their time getting ready for civilian life. They're trying to decide
whether or not they could bluff their way mto a comms job, although
A/Sgt 'Scummer' Dore wonders if there's any money in watching
Southampton for a living.
All in all if been a good tour but it'll be good to get back to see the rest
of the lads from Krefeld who we have mis ed dearly.
COMBINED TROOPS
Tp Come!
Lt Gareth Lamb
Tp SSgt
S gt Rob Mclotte
A warm welcome is extended to all per onnel who have recently joined
the Squadron and who will be deploying to Bosnia during April. Their
time has been taken up with deployment training including IRT training in
Warminster.

IRT 3-17-22 MARCH 1997
A 34 man team depaned for Warminster and arrived at Knook camp late
at night and when it wa known that reveille was at 0500 hr , everyone got
their heads down. well everyone except Cpl Keith Betts, Cpl 'Spatz'
Brodie and co who had 'other thing ' on their minds.
The week was very bu y with all the skills that may be useful on
deployment being practised. The penultimate day was ranges where Sig
' Dead-Eye· MacDonald showed his prowess. 120 round later, at arms
length from the target a ort of group wa achieved. The day was finished
off on the FTR where no-one cou ld get clo e to Sig MacDonald ' core.
with a maximum of 65 po ible he got a bit fat zero (wipe out). In all a
wonhwhile exerci e which will hopefully mean a safe tour in Bo nia.
Congratulation to Sgt Shaun and Lesley May on the birth of their on
Jake. also to Sgt Guy Roberts on selection for promotion to SSgt.
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1000 NEW RECRUITS ARE NEEDED THIS YEAR
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I DIA TROOP
Tp omd
Capt R. J. ewhouse
WOJ C. Mountain
2!C
India Tp staited the year with a Christmas function held in
January-different but a great success thanks to LCpl Al Royston and Sig
'Jimmy' Cu nningham. The New Year had barely started when the Troop
won the Inter Tp onenteenng and came second in the Rugby to a
massively over manned TM Tp. ~ndia Tp was captained by SSgt (FofS)
' recently selected for promouon Andy Forbes. The cleanest driving
record of any Troop in the Regiment was destroyed by SSgt Paul
Sinderberry whilst driving a hire car on the Mainland-<:heers Paul and
well done for coming off the board.
Congratulation go out to Cpl 'Vince the Mince' Saunders who is
getting married later this month-best wishes for the future. Finally
fond farewells to all who have left the Troop lately especially Capt
Martin Bever or is it BEAVER and Cpl 'Willy' Rouston who is now in
Bosnia.

HQNiand
15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801

CO
Lt ol D. E. Rowlin on
R 1
WOI (RS I) . J. Pellant
The ituarion within th Pro,·in e ha. continued to keep the Regiment
on its toes. However, a great en of relief has recently wept through the
unit with the hand-over of re ponsibility for the Station to the new
Headquarte Li bum tation on 1 April I 997. One member of RHQ who
h , not )et had the good fortune to hand over hi rein i our new R M.
WOl (RS, 1) teve Pellant. arriving into the cauldron from 7 ig Regt on
. larch. The R 1 i al o the R M of Headquarters Li bum Station and
1he G t for Li bum tation!
1lte Regiment' female ports team have recently a hieved two
1gmfican1 u esse . winning the Anny Volleyball Champion hip and
came clo e second in the Army Basketball Champion hips.
Earlier in the period. on 22 January 1997, the GOC orthem Ireland, Lt
Gen ir Rupert mith KCB D 0 OBE QG 1, vi ited the Regiment. The
GOC '· ited 1he tation WOs · and gll ' Mess to pre ent L & GC medal
to gt lartin AGC (SPS), gt Jacob , Sgt Dodd, gt Crowder RAMC
and gt Crow-ton. gt Magin AGC (SPS), 225 Sig Sqn was awarded a
GOC' Commendation for hi previous work in the Province with 8 Inf Bde.

Medal and award winners pictured w ith their families and the
GOC in the Station WOs' and S gts' Mess on 22 January.
225 IG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj D. I. Whimpenny
SSM
W02 (SSM) C. Hymas
The Squadron is moving from uenglh to strength under the firm
leadership of the new Sqn Comd. Extra manpower is flying in from all over
the world, so 233 Sig Sqn will never stand a chance on the sports pitch again.
ALPHA TROOP
The last couple of months have been hectic for the majority of Alpha Tp
personnel. Some unlucky members of the Troop were, however, detached
to unnier climates. The SSM, W02 Chris Hymas, was given a three
month tour of RHQ to stand in for the RSM and Cpl 'Taff' Brown was,
err, nobody actually know where 'Taff' was!! But welcome back anyway.
The Troop would like to welcome the following people to our happy
fold: Cpl Bob Blair AGC (SPS), LCpl Jimmy McLean from 9 Sigs in
Cyprus (unlucky) and S gt icki Goddard from the MoD. Fond
farewells go to
gt ' Shifty' wifty off to the MoD in London, Cpl
baron immons on promotion to I Hldrs in Londonderry and Cpl Tony
Cherry al o on promotion but not quite as far as Londonderry. We wish
them all the best in the future.
ECHO TROOP
ARRIVALS
Cpl Graeme Campbell, LCpl Dean Lenton and wife Lorrai ne.
LCpl Phil Walton and wife, LCpl Kay Wallace.

OEP RT R
Cpl 'Townie' Townsend and LCpl ' Pat' Patrick to su nny Brawdy.
pl 'Tel' Parr and LCpl Alex Kelly into civvy street.
0 'GRAT L TIO
gt ( upvr R) Eddie Fisher on selection for promotion to W02.
gt ( upvr R) Mike 0 borne on succe sfully pas ing his EFP2.
LCpl Kay \ allace for being part of the female Runners Up team in the
'I Oncnteering Championships.
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FU CTION IE ENTS
EXERCISE MO RNE FINN
Thi was a hillwalking exerci e in the Mourne Mountains. Two separate
group of troop personnel spent a day walking in the Mourne' . Under the
watchful eye of exercise organiser LCpl Duncan Halls the two groups
walked separate routes on different days. Day l took them up Slieve
Donard, the province's high t peak and even the Squadron 'Grandad'
Capt Dave Dolling made it to the top. Day 2 saw the group tackle the
awesome lope of Slieve Binian much to the dismay of LCpl Angie
Cassidy who claims she wa only topping to admire the view (every ten
metres).
SQUADRON GAMES CHALLENGE
Tho e Greek God like men of SSgt (Supvr R) Dave 'Chunky'
Watson' A (Adoni ) Watch organi ed an excellent Games Challenge
con isling of team of three raking part in a variety of events throughout
the afternoon such a running, Concept ll rowing, Aerobic Cycling,
Basketball Shot and Penalty kicks. Then after a break for tea, the event
continued with Remote Control Car driving, Nail Hammering, Can
Walking and Ten Pin Bowling. The rank outsider The Wrinkles'
consisting of Capt Dave Dolling, WOl (Supvr R) Mick Hartley, Capt
Phil C lark and W02 (SSM) Chris Hymas stormed through to win
convincingly. OK they did have d.ispen ation for Capt Dave Dolling to
have a tand in for the stamina and endurance events. After all, you have to
be careful when you reach his age.
GOLF TROOP
Golf Tp had another hectic period, during which time we said farewell
to Sgt Ivor Moore and his family. A senior and valued member of the
troop. Ivor is wished well upon on his posting to 280 Sig Sqn.
Congratulations are due to Sgt Dave Evans who has been selected for
promotion to SSgt. Al o to Sgt Paul Amies, who against all odds,
achieved promotion to Sgt. Congratulations also go to Sgt Phil Graham,
who again t all odd has held onto the rank of Sgt. We must also say
congratulations to Cpl 'Billy Bosswell' Share and Claire on the birth of
their son. gt Keith Muggleton also deserves a mention for bringing the
70's retro look back by sporting his 'groovy man' Starsky & Hutch
haircuc. He was arrested yesterday by the Lisburn Station Sideburn Police
and is awaiting bail. Coming down a few legal notches we have the
"Lisburn Two" incident. While back on the Mainland , our two leaders
suffered badly at the hands of Lhe local police. W02 (Fot'S) Tommy 'the
Terrier' Steele and SSgt (Fot'S) Bert 'Calm Down' Curtin both incurred
heavy fines while blatantly flouting traffic regulation (not wearing
seatbelts in the back of a car). Anybody who knows our Foreman will
know that they co-operated fully and didn't answer back. Basically, our
Fozzies were lifted by the Fuzzies.
Our Bomb/Mortar practices have been goi ng well (quite why we do
them we' ll never know, I mean who's goi ng to blow up this building).
However we are not sure that hiding under the table offer that much
protection, but try telling SSgt John ' Is Lhat a pee of dust I see?'
Greenwood that. Well you could if you actually ever got him out from
under them.
233 SIGNAL SQ
DRON
COMMCEN T ROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (YoCS) Andy Drummond
2IC
SSgt Lindsey Manktelow
The Troop would like to say farewell and congratulation to Cpl Sue
Cox who, in the past few days has given birth to baby Con nor and
farewell and good luck to LCpls Debbie and Barry Blair- hope Civ Di v is
all its cracked up to be. A big welcome also 10 Sig ' Blacky' Black who
joins us from 16 Sig Regt.
It has been a sporty couple of months for the Troop-flrstly orienteering
and beating all the airborne warriors from the other three Troops (didn 't
we SSgt J im Duncan?). There were outstanding performances from Sigs
'Scouse' L loyd and Sam Skyvington in the recent Mercury Cup hockey
competition wbere the Squadron won despite being underdogs (U nlucky
Maj Healey-maybe next year). Unfortunately our winning treak ha not
been extended to McKelvie Rugby where we got more injuries than
points! lnjurie have plagued the Troop lately with LCpl Nicky McRae
injured after only a couple of days on the Piste (Ski slopes). She is now on
an eight-week holiday courtesy of the Duchess of Kent Military Hospital.
Finally we would like 10 congratulate Sig Tracey Wallace on her
marriage to Pte Den Hend in.
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ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R. Rumsey
21
W02 (YofS) ' Billy ' Bingham
A with all unit in Province, Romeo Tp faces the constant battle to
maintain continuity of knowledge to cover a wide spectrum of tasks.
Caught here are the thoughts of two new arrivals-LCpl Colin Hoosen and
Cpl lain 'Colonel' Galloway.
' My move from TM Tp came as quite a urprise and as Ttook the long
walk down to the SSD compound I wa not quite sure what to expect. I
wa~ greeted by my new section head SSgt (FofS) 'mainland trips'
Voodley who took me into the re troom and introduced me to a few of the
lads: Sgts Mick Payne, 'Monty' Farrow, ' Polly' Perkins and Cpls ' Le '
Dawson and 'Swanay' Swannick. I wa then briefed on my
respon ib1lities and since then my feet haven't touched the ground. Having
been here for a month 1 have just about now ettled in-there are loads of
new equipments courses to go on and little projects which the FofS dreams
up for us to keep us on our toes. The uncertainty of the job makes it
enjoyable and I am looking forward to the rest of my time here. I got a lot
of stick about coming to Romeo Tp from an operator at my previous unit
but took it all with a pinch of salt. My introduction was a 'play off' at
cards in the morning to see who would make the brews. Needless to say I
lo t-<:heer Boss! The work is extremely varied requiring a flexible
approach at all time . There is no such thing as a typical day and we work
day and night sometimes not only in the Province but also on the Mainland
and in Germany. My learning curve has been vertical since my arrival
picking the bra.in of the likes of Sgt Danny Heakin, Tony Ward and Bob
Bleasdale a well as Cpls Pete Lawn and Mark Parr-thanks for the
scoops lads! If nothing else I hope I leave here as good a cheat at cards a
the Boss.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Gig Plumb
21C
W02 (FofS) Ian Rutherford
The turnover within the Troop continue a pace and every time the TOT
returnb from the Saddle Club there are new faces to greet. Farewells firstly
to Cpls Banni ter, Kinnear. Pennicot and Simmons to their Tl in
Blandford. C pl Mick Hanson and Claire are also going to Blandford with
their new baby girl, Holly-Congratulation . A warm welcome also to
LCpl Hayhur t and Sig Nessling-more TeleMechs for rigging courses!
Congratulations must also go ()Ut to Sgts Ault, Alexander-High and
McGregor on passing the FofS entrance exam-good luck at RSSC and the
election board.
INTER TROOP RUGBY JO
After much preparation the Troop were determined to avenge last year
and put out a trong quad including the TOT and Sgt Pete SZ who had a
combined age of 175. Sig ·ttoss' Cartwright added a bit of youth to an
aged pack. The first match against India Tp wa won with a torrent of trie
without the opposition scoring a point. Next came COMMCEN Tp ably
assi ted by SQMS Sgt Graham Weavers who put up a good fight.
However good running from Sgts ·Max' Maxwell, 'Cleggy' Cleghorn,
Alexander-High and Cpls Kev Ea t and Al Co tello allowed us to cruise
to victory once more conceding nothing.
The finale to an enjoyable day wa the encounter with Romeo Tp who
c~uld only muster seven men. The game wa hard with no quarter given.
Victory was once again achieved without conceding a point with the only
blemish being gt Maxwell 's nose after a run in with SSgt 'Ged' Keane.
Don't worry 'Max' the women will still love you .
After completing the Grandslam the trophy i now back in its rightful
place and the TOT didn't have to fork out for the beers.
QUARTERMASTERS' DEPARTMENT
QM
Maj Aspinall MBE
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Huzzey
During the past month, the Ord Ancil In pection Team pa.id a vi it to the
QM Dept. This passed with a few hours of 'overtime', but wa otherwi e
quite succe sful, with no ack ing or suicides.
On the sporting front (no, we won't mention the 5- ation RQ! !), we
had the rare treat of havi ng Cpl 'Robo' Robson auend quadron PT. Mo t
people thought that we had more chance of eei ng ELVIS, than Rob !!!
Once again the CO 's cross country was upon u , the Dept fielded a
1.rong team, gt Chris Hood and Cpl Ke" Joyce fini hed in eighth and
mmh position and readily 'volunteered' for the Regimental Cross Country
Team.
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EXERCISE CRYSTAL FIN 97
The rainy grey skie of orthem Ireland gave way to the clear blue of
the French Alps for 29 members of the Regiment during its annual ski mg
exercise in the Serre Chevalier valley. Under the expert in truction of gt
' G_~d' Keane and Cpl 'Cos' Costello all the participants improved their
skung on some of the best snow Europe has had in years.
An a~ology to the locals who had to endure Cpl 'Stan' Stanbury'
explanation on how Moguls arc formed by monkey ized animals
burrowing into the snow and LCpl Nicki McRae for her subsequent even
weeks off work owing to tom ligaments. A special mention has to go to
W02 (RQMS) Sartorius for his work in keeping the pistes clear for other
me!"bers of the exercise by terrifying kiers into leaving the. lopes or face
a similar fate to that of a young family permanently traumatized by his
kiing abilities (or inabilities).
A special thank-you to Thomas Cook for their help and wooden spoon
to First Choice Holidays for their questionable competence in dealing with
customers.

(L to R): Capt Louise Warrack, LCpl Nicki S nelling,
Sgt 'Charli e' Brown, Cpl Carl Rossall, S gt 'S pike' Hughes,
Capt Ashley Hayden (OC Ex), S S gt Ged Keane,
Cpl 'Cos' Coste ll o , Cpl Kev East and S ig Wendy Keane.

The National
EX-PRISONER OF WAR ASSOCIATION
They answered the call to arms, stood their ground and
were made Prisoner of War. What happened behind
barbed wire scarred them mentally and phy ically, and
now in the twilight of age those cars in many have
become an intolerable burden. Registered in 1982
Charity No: 292804 we exist to assist those in need.
PLEASE HELP.
L. Allan Hon. Secretary
99 Parlaunt Road
Slough SL3 8BE
Tele/Fax: 01753-818308

•

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your
home town ACIO for 5- 10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school
and ACF to tell them about life In
The Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help In recruiting
soldiers into The Royal Signals?

YESll
Then contact your Troop Office fw details of
THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
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The exped ition skied on all of the moumains in the Arapaho region and
gained enormously from the spell of adventure training despite 1he very
prevalent avalanche warnmgs and cold temperatures. Planning for the
exercise had begun in May 1996 but the work involved was more than
compensated for by the rewarding experiences and ski touring available.

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFP0801
qnComd
R 1

laj R. J. Healey
WOl (RSMI D. 1cClu ke.

HQ
W
.
.
The tran. ition between QC' ha gone well with everyone ettlmg down
into the new regime. fter the initial ~ut of_ good attendance and
keenne the Op team have fallen back into _their ?Id routme. We now
only .ce one of them at a time unle
omeone 1 buy mg a round!
upport Tp led by the QC followed very clo ely by ~ie 21C, ~pt _P aul
Rennie. were well beaten in the Inter Tp Basketball. Paroc1pat1on 1 _far
more imponnm . . . '. or o the QC ay . The Inter Tp w1mmmg
Competition wa a different kettle of fi h ... ooooh; with ~upport _Tp
getting their own back and winning with ome tyle. A pec1al mention
.hould go to ig foffat for her excellem perfonnance as the only female
wimmer in the competition. Will omeone 1ell the R M that he can swim
without hi pullo er on next time.
The my ·tel)' of W02 (YofS) Gerry Hughes' tolen bicycle h~ u all
.:onfused. he had to look in e,·ery bar on camp before he found II by the
PVCP. or o he told hi wife!
RQMS DEPARTMENT
RQMS
\ 02 (RQ 1S) G. toker MBE
The RQMS has gone to run advemure training in Cumbria for three
week . The last contact that we had with him was on his mobile phone in
Harry Ram den· Fi h and Chip shop in Blackpool. Some advemure that i
RQ.
.
Sgt ean Hyland i talcing the lead role in the Squadron social front,
organi ing as many function as he possibly can. Now there 1s a fourth
child on the way he is trying more and more to keep away from home. Cpl
Al Keir is blaming everyone else for the recently decorated Corp tea
rooms. how much did you pay the tailors shop for the curtains?
By the time thi goes to print the RQMS will be off to 7 ~ig Regt to take
up the appointment of RQMS (A). Good luck to you, Jom~. Lauren and
Bob in Krefeld. There are two new arnvals 111 the Dept, S1gs Bunn and
Urton, we are plea ed to have you here a you have ju t doubled the
useable manpower. Welcome we hope you have a plea ant and afe tour.
CO 1M TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Paul Merry
Tp SSg1
SSgt Kev 0 ' eill
Comms Tp continue to be as fl uid as ever: a we say farewell to many
talwart members of the Troop, Sgt Paul Chesters BEM i off to
Blandford and although a little closer to home it will be hard to be there
more th.an he was over the last 12 months, Cpl Vanessa Kent and Sigs
Darren "Part time Pimp· Wearmouth and Baz Savage are off to civvy
street. Cpl Steve "Mil Skill ' Walton i off to join the Royal Highland
Fu iliers as their rear link Sergeant in Belfast, LCpl Vinnie Vincent ha
taken his fancy driving kill to 321 EOD in Didcot, and Cpl Andy E ley is
going back to the RLC. but not before jetting off to Jamaica to marry LC pl
Linda Brown in a Rastafarian ceremony. Apparently it is tradition to paint
the grooms right big toe nail, or o we were informed during an infonnal
QC ' interview!! Congratulations and Good luck to you all.
You could knock LCpl Matt Booth down with a feather when. having
been given his 'Brown Envelope·, wa handed a reprieve, promoted to
Cpl, and posted to 30 Sig Regt, well done and oldier on Matt!
.
• ew arrivals include Cpl Dale Eaton who has joined us from 15 Sig
Regt and is amusing members of the Rover Group with all his storie from
his last tour 'post body guards'. LCpl 'Johno' Johnston arrived from the
Mecca at Blandford. There are a nu mber of other new arrivals in May, Sgt
cott Cain take the reins of Rover Group LCpls MacGregor and
Ferguson and Dvr Jutson all take up new and exciting po ts in thy
quadron.
Cpl 'Mu ' Murray and ig Rick Hartley have been on PTI cla s 3
cour~es gaining cro sed swords and big biceps, well maybe not. The la t
congratula1ions go to LCpl Jonah Jones on his selection to the Army
Basketball squad. Unfortunately we failed to retain the I Basketball
champion hip having won for the last two years. Well done JCU.
I. CIDE T OF THE MO TH
The Commander's Rover Group comin ue to train a much as po sible
bearing in mind the cominued upward trend in terrorist related incidents
and the commg marchi ng season. It was during one of these training
sessions. live firing in the Ballyki nler Hollow, 1ha1 LCpl Gary Mahy
came unstuck or was ii stuck. The Team were practising extractions under
fire when LCpl Mahy decided to place his foot into an o ld rabbit hole and
started shouting Tm down I'm down'. The Tp Comd and SSgt were very
quickly on the scene wielding first field dressings and expecting a very
quick posting to Benbecula only to find a sprained ligament in the arm. We
hope you get well soon and take the ribbing with a pinch of sa l1. A rare
sighting of gt Chesters was reported on the ranges, however, this has
been dbmissed as he was apparently on urgent busi ness in England.
Rover Group have had a busy time with an influx of new faces, and a
,pell of 'Hard Targeting' in and around B,.lfast with the Royal Irish and
the Ro)'al Tank Regimen!. As is becom ing a tradition-'lnjury of the
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Month' ha been witched from LCpl Mahy and landed squarely onio
Cpl teve Clark who iook a spectacular fall during the Mercury Cup
hockey. The re ult wa a broken/fractured/strained/permane_ntly disfigured
shoulder, was il really worth it 10 get out of the OCs four-mile run?
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
gt Steve Hogd on
pring is here and o again are changes m the Tr~op. IN_e welcome _gt
Pete Barber (not quite a old as granddad)_ along w1~ Eh~a.beth , family
and motorbikes. Cpl Si Dupree from 14 Sig Regt with Gtlhan, and Cpl
Gethin ·ye I am Wei h' Bevan and la t but not least Sig 'Farquare'
Dryden straight from the factory. We hope you all have a pleasant t ur
with the Troop. Sgt Ted Heath and Debs leave u for Blandford and
hopefully a Foremans course in due time, he is pretty well pre.Pared
havina taken the Sqn Foreman's, W02 (FofS) Paul Redmonds, advice on
poor dres sen e, apparemly it is a pre-requisite. Sgt 'Grandad' Holden
has departed the Squadron. He rejoins hi wife and family in Krefel?,
where he join 7 Sig Regt. Our mo t travelled Troop mem_ber Cpl Chris
Kelly has departed to attend his Tl. We are sure he will w1 h that he wa
till in Kenya after a couple of weeks on the course. C pl 'To h"
Macintosh follow him to that great in titution with the ame goal of
pa ing his Tl. gt ndy Roberts part time Troop_ member/BTLO/cour e
expert i to leave u to civvy street. good luck with whatever the future
holds. Al o off to CivDiv i LCpl ·pp• Parker and ig 'JR' Ewing we
hope all that money you think you are going to get comes to fruition. What
does PP tand for anyway?
.
The recent vi it of Col T. E. M. Richardson COS HQ R Signal gave
LCpl 'Shippy' Ship the opportunity. to show th<: OC how. well hi
preparations for a posting to 216 are. gomg. LCpl Ship hurled himself off
the Li burn ma t in a rapid descent with his partner in crime, LCpl Sean
Parker, belaying him , even with hi larger weight, to a safe but bumpy
landing. Apparently the COS was so impressed that a posting order to
Aldershot will be in the post to LCpl Ship within the week. Cpl 'UEL'
Davidge has been ighted around the camp, maybe he is walking the
UI ter Way? ig 'Geordie' Tonks and Sig Kathy Lloyd have managed to
get another cour e together, is there anything in this liaison?
EXERCISE ARAPAHO FINN II-THE SEQUEL
For the second year nine members of the Squadron set off in late
November to the snowy heights of Colorado USA for a two week ski·
touring expedition. The aim of the exercise was to introduce th~ group_ to
basic ski-touring techniques and al o to teach basic survival skills
sometimes required in harsh conditions. The expedition took its equipment
in the form of boots, alopette , jackets and ki ; all of which had been
collected from Thatchham and wa of the highest quality. None of the
traditional Army apparel of orange crisp packets but the latest in orth
Face gear.

The Instructors: LCpl Jas ' Sozz ler' Stone and SSgt Tim Comyns
Accommodation was booked in advance and the journey totalled 19
hours with top in London, Chicago and Denver airports before a bus ride
to the town of Breckenridge. SSgt Tim Comyns, now at Loughborough,
was our Chief instructor and was ably a si ted by LCpl Jas 'Sozzler'
Stone who is shortly off to 249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn; his love of sno~ a~d
his deep desire to be an Alpine man move a step closer. LCpls Vmrue
Vincent and JC 'Swampy' Moses added their own brand of humour to the
proceedings by fully debriefing the instructors on their abi lities after each
day's activities. Their cooking ski lls require an upheava l as their best
efforts consi ted of chips and egg or beans on toa t, very adventurous!
LCpl 'Sporting Hero' Ridsdel was unfortunately struck down by the
mysterious 'flu' bug that eems to be attacking the world at large, but sull
managed to struggle on and skied whenever possi ble. The fe1.nale
contingent consisted of LCpls Michelle Bradford and Lynn Sheridan
who skied wi th enthusiasm despite a regular covering of snow. Maniac of
the Exercise award went to Cpl 'Tosh' Macintosh who dived , soared and
fell over at every opportunity on the now, but displayed a good level of
self confidence in ki-jumping everything in the State of Colorado.
However, everyone in the group found it highly amusi ng when Lt P~ul
Merrys ' nose turned white with frostbite and threatened to fall off; a 1gn
of the temperatures that welll as low as -20 degrees Celsius.
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MERCURY CUP POTTED SPORTS
The start of the Mercury Cup season was on 19 March 1997 with the
Potted Sports Competition involving all the Provinces' Royal Signals
units playing Football, Hockey and Volleyball. rt was a really good days
sport particularly for us a1 39 Inf Bde as we ran out winners. Point to note
this was the first time we had won a Mercury Cup trophy for more than 18
month~!! A very creditable 1st at Volleyball, 2nd at Hockey. and 3rd at
Football, all against the odds! Congratulations to all that took part
particularly the line judges! We look forward to the Athletics that is the
next event
TOP PRESS
ARMY HALF MARATHO
A team was entered for the first time in the Army Half Marathon at
Fleet finishing in a very creditable 13th position out of 40 units. A 'well
done' i extended to all those that took part particularly tho e in the
qualifying positions: Maj Aspray, Lt Merry and Sgt Young.
39 BRIGADE AAM
Sgt Paul Chesters took his team to the Bde SAAM as one of only two
non teeth arm teams out of 29 team in the competition. The team
managed to achieve 13th place overall, 3rd in the Pistol match and 6th in
the Moving Target match. This was a very creditable performance when
competing against the 'profe sional soldiers'! Well done to all those 1hat
took part.

The Group
(L to R): LCpls Jas Stone, Lynn Sheriden, Vinnie Vincent and

JC Moses, Cpl 'Tosh' Mac intosh, LCpl Rids Ridsdel and
Lt Pau l Merry
SENIORS VERSUS JUNIORS FOOTBALL
The annual grudge match took place on Wednesday 26 March 1997.
The leather-studded boots of the Seniors had a shine, as did the Squadron
strip which they acquired, but unfortunately their perfonnance was lacking
the same! Other than the QC of course he wa great, until he broke his
toe!! The Juniors went into an early lead resulting from a dodgy penalty
awarded by Pte (now LCpl) Drew who was the referee (do not know how
he got promoted after that deci ion). It wa always going to be difficult for
the 'Old Men' to catch up, but a brilliant diving header, or did he trip, from
SSgt tevie Hodgson put the Senior back into contention.
IL wasn't long before LCpl Jonah Jones put the young pup ahead with
a well placed header. Half time saw the introduction of George Bests'
older brother Capt Eddie Spence, the AO, however, as much has he
dribbled it cou ld not stop a third and probably the mo t dubiou ly awarded
goal of all time. The Senior with the wind behind them were finding it
difficull under the extremely difficult playing conditions to get back into
the game, you know too windy, too bumpy and of cour e the referee.
There were no complaints after the game only excu es and extra duties!
Well done to the Juniors they were de erved winners!

Change of Address?
Have we demoted you?
Spelt your name inco"ectly
Got your address wrong?
Not receiving your copy of 'The Wire'?
If you an wer 'Yes', to one or more of the above
COMMUNICATE!
Write to the Editor and let him know

The move from the services to a civilian career can
be daunting. You want to make the most of your
technical expertise and find a role that is challenging.
That is why Shorts Support Services has the ideal
environment for you. We truly value your skills,
recognise your aims, and try to make the transition
as smooth as possible.

• Free and air-conditioned accommodation

Now you can secure a demanding position within our
international organisation. We are looking for the
following personnel:

• Interesting and challenging work

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems Technicians,
and Telecommunications Mechanics to work on
civilian contracts in the Middle East, as part of a
large, highly motivated expatriate team.
• Tax free salaries and allowances

• Free medical care
• Free life assurance
• Good sporting and recreational facilities
• Enjoyable social conditions
• Regular generous leave with paid UK air passages
• The chance of promotion.
Interested? Then to apply, quote reference 041, and
either telephone (01202) 365220 for an application
form, or send your CV to the Recruitment Manager,
Support Services Division, Short Bros PLC,
Bournemouth International Airport, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 6NW

Support ervice
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After having seen the control element of the Squadron it was time to
vi. it the sharp end_ troo~s of TM Tp. Cpl Martin Dixon and LCpl Marc
Singleton gave him bnefs on the role of the Bde Area Repair Teams
(BART). LCpls Tony Hughes and Steve McBride then treated him to a
di play of a rapid mast descent, (almost too rapid as daredevil McBride
landed with a solid thu mp much to the amu ement of che QMG).

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (218)
BFPO 807

TM TROOP
TpComd
BTNILO
qnComd

R 1

Maj M. J. Perry <ffiE
WOI (RSM) Fi her MBE

ROY L IG
LS NORTHERN IRELAND JNCO ADRE2/14 MARCH 1997
by gt Dez E ldridge
THEO TORY
On unday 2 March 1997, 16 oldiers from the Province, RV 'ed at
1agilligan Training Centre, to undergo two trenuou week of death by
quare bashing and battle PT, not to mention the odd view-foil or cwo, a
part of the Royal Signal JNCO Cadre orthem Ireland. Magilligan offer
probabl one of the mo t cenic training areas that the Briti h Anny ha to
offer. Unfonunacely, like all training area , it has the u ual weather climate
of four ea on in one day. However, we were blessed by the powers that
be up tairs and managed to get away. with almo t two week dry, cal m
weather. Sunday was pent doing all the intake tests in order to a certain
the general standard of knowledge thac the soldiers had. After the te I .
many expres ed their doubc as to how they had done. Monday morning
and the Cadre received a hon sharp hock, which u ually mean a
beasting in PT. Our instruccor, LCpl Phil Minns RLC, had the chance to
get hi hand on fellow peer , who arguably get paid more than he, so he
was prepared to make ure they earned it. The first week pas ed off with
clas room revision etc, long day , with maybe a refreshing beer at the end
of it. if your admin was quared away. Funny how the ame people have
their admin quared away every night, isn' t it; LCpl (now) but was Sig
'Skits' mithurst, ig 'Andre Jouber' Stewart and not to mention LCpl
'Sicknote· Green. The next week we went on exercise. It wasn' t exactly
Salisbury Plain. with us having about 2 sq kms to play in. However in true
Royal ignals fa hion we cracked on. T hi heralded, pos ibly the most
comical moment for the DS. One night we decided to try and infiltrate the
Cadre's po ition, which wa well defended in depth with SSgt Pete
Griffiths and Sgt O. J . O ' Hanlon the section ' DS , pas ing on their
expert advice. Cpl 'Tripper' Smith wanted to send a Pioneer recce, (with
no Sealey presence). to one position, whilst Sgt John Payne and myself
occupied another. lmagine our sheer delight when Cpl ·Tripper' Smith,
walked traight into a trip flare and the night was lit up like Blackpool at
Christmas. "Tripper' then tried to justify his exploits, but we told him to
watch hi s step in future. The cour e was then at an end, ' ever rnind, I'm
sure there will be one next year! ' On Thur day we all returned to camp for
cea and medals, with LCpl ' Sicknote' Green, 3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn,
gaining top tudent and LCpl 'Terry' Venables 15 Sig Regt gaining mo 1
improved student
THE OLDIERS STORY
by LCpl ' Daz' Smithurst
The course commenced on 2 March 1997 and consisted of l6 people
from 3, 8, 39 Bde Sig Sq ns and 15 Sig Regt. Once all the students had
arrived we were hepherded into a classroom and told what was to be
expected of us and wbat was going to happen to us over the next two
weeks. The initial welcome brief was given by Sgt 'Marco Polo'
E ldridge, who in the forthcoming two weeks was to demonstrate a mass
of knowledge in the Military Skills dept (maybe).
The course was then spli t into two sections of eight men. SSgt
'Bunerman' G riffiths led Section One and leading Section Two was Sgt
·Jack Daniels' O ' Ranlon. After all the welcomes were completed it was
down to the seriou training in the bar as the last man there was bound to
get the top student prize.
For the firsc four days things were very intense and there were a lot of
hours put in by the students, studyi ng, bulling, extra PT and remedial
drinking. On a eriou note the first week was very long, with a lbt of
clas room work. Some of the more memorable les ons on the course were,
the ' O' Group' by Cpl 'Tory Boy ' Smith who managed to cram two
weeks of instruction into a two hour Jes on. Also Cpl 'Supermar)' Hunt
the drill pig straight from ATR Bassingbourn. Cpl Hunt always insisted
on smart turnout and the need to be enthusiastic about every lesson.
Unfortunately when it came to the drill-square the RSM could do nothing
but rip into Cpl Hunt about his hole filled jumpers and sloppy pace stick
drill. Sorry Cpl Hunt only one out of ten for that les on. Talking about the
Jes on we couldn't leave out our old friend Sgt ' Marco Polo' E ldridge
with hi now infamou map reading le son. He entered the class and said
'Well guys get hold of your Watford Gap', (apparently this means map).
He really knew his stuff but apparently being only one point away from
Joining ME SA he let himself down on the actual practical maths. So
there we were Grid to Mag-Get Rid, Mag to Grid- Add and the lesson if
not smooth was enjoyable.
The second week of the course was the exercise phase were we put into
practice all the skills we had learnt so far. We conducted Section attacks,
recce patrols and Section in defence drills. Thing were running j ust dandy
until the last day when after the dawn fi nal attack the end of exercise tab
raised its ugly head. gt 'Marco Polo' Eldridge led the tab and follow ing
his map reading le son none of us were surprised when he obviously lo t
hi way.
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Jn conclusion the course was very demanding with long hours and li ttle
Jeep put in by every one. Every one on the cour e pa ed with LCpl
Green from 3 Bde wi nning Top Student and LCpl Venables from 15 Sig
Regt achieving most improved student.

S ig Morley real ising that some times you have to stretch
further than your pc127

SSgt 'Shuggy' Hughes
SSgt K. Williams

FAREWELLS
The :roop ha. recently lo t so me _of its stalwarts. First to go was LCpl
Pete Richards who left on promotion to go down the road to Lisburn.
They will have gained a valuable asset to thei r tug of war team as Pete
can't half d_ig his heels in . Nex t to leave w~s the BTNILO, SSgt Dave
Halkett. His leav ing caused a province wide shortage of aspirin and
dialysis _machine , especi~lly after hi leaving breakfast. LCpl Tony
Hughes is leavmg for God s country Sig Regt (33). He will have to work
hard on hi accent, as it is currentl y 40 miles out of whack. Sig Paul
Creeley, the Troop's computer guru, is leaving the stres of rigging in
Londonderry for the relaxation of laying line in an Armd Bde Sig Sqn,
enjoy! All will be missed and we wish them all the best for the future.
WELCOMES
Luckily for ~Sgt Keith Williams, the new BTNILO, and LCpl Andy
Dodds, there wi ll be no need to get used to Londonderry ' climate, a it is
remarkably imilar to that of Cyprus, eh? LCpl Dodds acclimatisation
wa taken one stage further as he got off the plane, got traight into barrack
dres and waited on in the Foyle View club, followed swiftly by SSgt
Williams who rapidly appeared in mes kit and got down to tackling ome
of the Emerald Isles finest product. Welcome also to LCpl Mark Ben on
who join u from the production line of Blandford. Mark take over from
Sig ' oo Noo' Mier a duty teenager and there was a moving handover
ceremony of the sacred Clearasil.
TROOP OFFICE
S gt 'Shuggy' H ughes sti ll conti nues to run a ship as tight as Tony
Bullimore' . Sire manager, Sgt Andy Craig, was recently placed on the
MIA list. No one lost any sleep over this di appearance except ... (i n en
Squadron nominal roll). Another rarely seen character is the rigging
S CO Sgt Mark Fitzpatrick who ha recently been on more courses than
Keith Will iams is planning to get on, see you in '98. Sgt Col Bentley,
well what more can be said but shenanigans. Luckily Cpl 'Josey' Wales
keep the office on the traight and narrow but it's about time he learnt
how to u e the kettle.

Mrs Pauline Dunca n, widow of LCpl 'Jock' Duncan
vi sit s 8 Inf Bde S ig S qn
LCpl 'Jock' Duncan wa serving with 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn MT when he
was murdered by the IRA on 22 February 1989, whilst driving the chool
bus. On the anniversary of hi death his widow and children visited the
Squadron to lay a wreath on hi memorial.
VISIT OF T HE Q UARTERMASTER GENERA L
The Squadron recently had the honour to host a visit of the Royal
Signals senior serving officer (ever?), the Quartermaster General, Lt Gen
Sir Sam Cowan K CB C BE . He was greeted by the OC, Maj M . J. Perry
MBE and taken upstair for a cup of finest mocha (best occasions only).
It was then time to visit the troops and the first port of call was the nerve
centre that is Ops/Plans. He was briefed on G3 matters by the 21C/Op.
Officer Capt Watts ably supported by W0 2 (YofS) Nige Dona hue on
pointer. Capt Vaudin, Comms Officer, then gave a solo performance on
G4. Can W02 (FofS) Phil Court really have been on leave? Having been
put fully in the picture the QMG then crossed the corridor and was greeted
by SSgt Pete Griffiths, OC Cornrns Tp, and introduced to the Syscon. Cpl
'Cav' Baber then took the QMG on a map tour of the Squadron comms
responsibilities and the ins and outs of life in ' the Con' .

THE BART TEAMS
Apart from the usual frenzied activity involved in keeping comms alive
in province, the techs and riggers have been active in everal other areas.
Cpl Gareth Dearden, deep in revision of calculus and J notation, suddenly
came up against long divi sion on his EFP threshold test- tilt! It was a clo e
cal l but Cpl Dearden craped in by the skin of his teeth. LCpl Rob
Pointer was lucky enough to get away on a squash course recently and so
as an antidote was ent down to one of our more inho pitable locations for
the Easter period. Unlucky Rob, you win some, you lo e ome.
Cpl Jim Bu rnham found himself as Foyle View Club barman for the
Yeomans' dining out and managed to amass enough tips to buy him elf a
new blazer and pair of shorts to go back to chool with, good luck with
your EFP. Cpl Stu C ros ma n has found him elf a new career a a male
model. He was ta ked to demonstrate the late tin rigging apparel at the all
arms di play at the RMA Sandhur t, and gave aomi Campbell a run for
her money.
Sig 'Setch ' Setchfi eld was picked from a case of thousand to attend the
Province JNCO cadre. After a les than gung ho tart, 'Setch' eventually
donned ome war paint and got into the spirit of the course and ended up
with a creditable result. C pl M ark Butler has been doing more BART
duties than you can shake a tick at recently. This obviously ha nothing to
do with his desire to go canoeing for everal weeks in the near future, really.

COMMSTROOP
TpComd
TpSgt

gt Griffiths
Sgt Wa reing

COMMS TRIALS
by Sgt Budding
. Life at the cutting edge of communications has, as ever. been hectic
with the Troop being mistaken for Piccadilly Circus more than once. The
T~oops' departments have managed to covertly carry out three-way shifts
with_ less people than the Everton Supporters Club, and to their credit the
quality of work and level of morale has not been adversely affected,
(apparently!!).
Tha~ks to cr~ative management from various sou rces, people are till
managing to fit m leave, adventurous training and highly enjoyable Cadre
courses. As usual the Troop has had its full and entire quota of incoming
and outgoing which are as follows:
WELCOMES
Neil Hunt and fami ly from ATR Bassingbourn. Cpl Ja per Marrit,
(promoted on arrival), from 21 Sig Regt (AS), LCpl Lee Benson and
family from 7 Armd Bde, LCpl Matt Williams from 30 Sig Regt, LCpl
Steve Birch from COMCEN Bulford. and finally Sig ' Knockers' Knox
from 14 Sig Regt. We wish you all an enjoyable time in tropical Ulster,
{better than Cyprus any day).
DEPARTURES
The Troop says farewell and cheers for your jokes to many people. Cpl
(on posting) Sven 'two can Van Damme' Gronn. to 14 Sig Regt, LCpl
'Mac' 'load of cash' MacGillivray, to 7 Armd Bde. L Cpl tan
'complete Mong' Martin, off to our fellow unit down the road. LCpl
Nick Fulstow off to work in KFC, civvy street, Cpl 'Fozzie' , ' Butch '
Foster to 249 ' Harpoon ' Sig Sqn AMF(L), and, ig Andy 'Gooner'
Garner. off to bash the tracks, and drink the Ale in Germany, LCpl Scotty
'Smiler' Paul, who eventually received his hearts desire and tran ferred to
the Royal Irish. Finally a fond farewell from all of the Troop to W 0 2
(YofS) Terry McHugh, after 22 years service, we wish him all the very
best for the future (and Everton F.C.).
PROMOTIONS
Promotions are always welcome but having had o many has left the
Troop somewhat decirnaced of experience. Congraculations to; (now) Sgt
Carl Vida l Buddi ng, Cpl Sven G ronn , Cpl 'Fozzie' Foster, LCpl Stan
Martin, LCpl Kath King, and LCpl 'Chubby' mithurst.
MT TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (MTWO) impson RLC
Sgt O ' Hanlon RLC
Tp Sgt
The Troop entered three runners in the Army Half Marathon held at
Fleet on 23 March 1997. They were L Cpl Burke, Sig 'Biscuit' Brown
and Pte J ohn Hankey. All achieved commendable times with a pecial
mention to LCpl Burke for a time of lhr 30mins. In the process the team
also raised £400 for the We tern General Hospital in Edinburgh.
The Troop would like to congratulate Sgt John O ' Hanlon on hi selection
for promotion to SSgt and Pte Debbie Utley on her promotion to LCpl. The
Troop takes thi opportunity to welcome LCpl Green from 3 Bde, Pte
Canning from Bic ter and Pte Moffat from 7 Regt RLC in Bielefield. I'm
ure they will have a productive and enjoyable tour with the Squadron.
Finally it is a sad farewell to Pte Nik.ky Brady who is po ted just up the road
to Ballykelly, Pte Mark Ling and his wife Sarah off to Cyprus and last but
by no mean least to LCpl Danny Parker who i joining Civ Div.
QM'S DEPARTMENT
The department has finally been hit by a quiet period, o quiet in fact
that even Cpl Karl Duncan ha taken leave. With the Opeval fitne s test
coming up it has been rumoured that even LCpl 'Geordie' Knott RLC has
been our running. The QM 's department end a warm welcome to LCpl
Dave Wardle RLC and family and a sad farewell to LCpl Ronny
Holloway RLC and hi fam ily as they leave u for Germany. Finally
congraculation to ig Firth on his ucces ful completion of the R Signal
(NI) Cadre Cour e.

SITUATIONS VACANT!!
THE
ROYAL
SIGNALS
MOTORCYCLE
DISPLAY
TEAM

Are recruiting """ riders to ftll vacancift wllicll

occur In the !tam. Two Wfflc selection coursn
wlll lake ploc. ot Blondford.
No p<evtous experi...,..1s necessary - ell you

nM<l ls guts, det1rmin1tion, ntneu and
1 - H of humour

Applclllioo forms .,.. ~ •pl in 'fOUr Ofdorty RoomlSqn Ot'llce

Gel one
Apply now 8lld ~ on ft.• nexl se/ec6on course

The QMG, Lt Gen Sir Sam Cowan KCB CBE, is given the sys con
brief by Cpl 'Cav' Baber. SSgt ' Pete' Griffit hs, OC Comms Tp,
looks on .
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.
Cpl Mark Butler demonstrating the technique
involved in holding your bre ath during an Eskimo Roll
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T HE WH ITE HELMETS
WANT YOU!!
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Some peop le enjoyed 'Crofters' in Aviemore,
Some found the Legion enough,
But the last party held in the Ho tel.
Left everybody feeling well rough .

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

co

R 1

Lt Col . C. Beacom TD
WOl (R M) J. S. Black

WEL OM
D GOODBYES
We warmly welcome W02 (AQ 1 ) Andy Somerville and Karen to
the prm·ince. 1ay your time here be enjoyable. Farewell co the QM, Capt
John Iackay. who will look back on his time here with fond
memori -all the be, c in 3 ( K) Div. Farewell al o co W02 (AQMS)
1ick Bennett and J ill off to epal. be r of luck with getting your tongue
around gurkhali.
CO G RATULATIO
Congratulation to Sgt Debbie Wolffe on her promotion. 'ow he can
keep her eye on her hu. band Ian in the gts' Mes .
OFFICERS ' l\1.ES 30TH ANNIVERSARY DIN E R
The Regimen! w forn1ed on I April 1967 and o to coincide with the
30th Anniver ary Celebration the Officers' Me s held a dinner nighc on
Friday 21 March 1997. Thi was a plendid evening wi th many erving,
former and retired officer of the Regimen! attending.
The guest of honour was the faster of Signal , accompanied by Sylvia,
and he was pre emed with a farewell gift on thi , hi final vi it co the
Regiment a Ma cer. A few former CO managed to attend and it was great
to ee the like of Lt Cols Ian Strong and Ian H enderson. Our Hon Col,
Col andie Cram ie and Bridget, and Hon Col 'IH. Col Jam es Leslie
and Elizabeth at1ended as did Col John McCann , former Hon Col who
belied hi 85 years. In addition at the dinner, the Me dined out the RMO,
laj Ian 1oles and Evelyn off to take up pose of 2IC 253 Fd Ho pita!.
Al o the Adjutant. Capt David Cathro and P eony. who are off to
Blandford where Command and Support Gp does not know what i about
co hie it. Can we hone tly let David loose to savage the future officers of
the Corps!

Th e CO p resents T h e Mast e r with a farew ell g ift
IT PRE IN PECTIO
With the Unit PRE Inspection looming upon u in March. the MTO,
Capt Sta nd en reque ted manpower from the Squadron to help prepare
the fleet. So keen was the call taken up that Sgts Bobby Ba lla nce and
Keith Harvey 'quit their well paid civilian job ' and joined the
maintenance team. Sgt Ferguson from 85 Sqn was press-ganged whil ti n
camp collecting mail (or was that an excu e to go to MacDonalds). With a
igh of relief we discovered that 'Billy JOO X-Jobs ' was no longer part of
the inspection team and the hard labour put in by che Squadron' MT
personnel ensured the inspection wenc well, with the Regiment receiving
it'. besc report for five years. Well done.
B MA RALLY ACTIVITY
The Bricish Army Mmoring Association year tarted with che very
challenging Ex Rickshaw Ramble in January on the Longmoor Training
Area. Competition was fierce with entrants from all three Service ,
Ci,·i lian Police and Vehicle Manufacturers Works teams. An expen crew
of Maj s Ian Kyle/Robert Kelly and a beginners crew of gts Ma rk
Bai nbridge/Micha el Ferguson were encered. Fortunately LCpl Colin
ordon had come along in suppon to take some video footage. Hi fir t
'>Coop was gts Ba inbridge/Ferguson rolling their lightweight Land
Rover onto its roof during the trials ection. Unfortunately for them it was
al o caught on camera by a local TV crew and made the local news-Oh,
the embarrassment of it all. The expert crew made a tremendous start,
leading the first two thirds of the event before unfonunately developing
mechanical problems and finished a creditable 12th Overall , I st Scatter
and I st Military rcw. Ac the end of the event M ajs Kyle/Kelly rescued a
tranded vehicle and gave a textbook lesson in recovery using a
lightweight Land Rover-much to the embarrassment of the three V8's that
had already failed to extricate che 110 from the bog. Well done to LC pl
Gord on who 'happened' to be in the right place at the right time wit h the
ndeo camera.
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Three crews were entered in Ex Ea. tern Rover which was held in the
Stanford Trg Area on 28 February-2 March. It was very pleasant to
participate in a daylight event for a change-this was neces ary due to
troops dug-in on the area and live firing. This was a very tough event and
che considerable number of off-road stages was not uitable for the
lighcweighc rover. After considerable efforts Majs Ky le. and Kelly
fini ·hed fifth overall and Best TA. The other crews of S gt Billy Lyle/ gt
Morri Moate and Sgt Bainbridge/Sig Sandra Cleland fini hed the
event with all crews well ' hakcn and stirred'. None of the spectators
eemed too keen on che crew at the finish. Maybe this had something to
do with the lurry a farmer had pread over part of the course.
The Regiment entered even crew in Ex Scotti h Rover in Stirling the
14-16 March. Thi was a tri- ervice competition hosted by 230 Tpc Sqn
RLC. Five beginners' crew supplemented two experienced crews of Maj
Kyle/Kelly and Sgts Keith Harvey/Moates. These were Sigs
Cleland/Louise Robinson , SSgt 'Mac' McAlpine/LCpl Davy McArdle,
Sig John Clarke/LCpl Ja on Giles. Sig Fred Amos/LCpl David
M iskelly and SSgt Billy Lyle and a member of the RAF from NI, as one of
the team had to witl1draw ac the last minute. After an uneventful eras ing
and drive to tirling on Friday night everyone managed to grab a few hours
leep before the stan. The exerci e commenced at 1400hrs on the Saturday
\vith vehicle crutiny and briefings. A long and difficult course followed
with crew not finishing until 0500hrs on Sunday. Fortunately the off-road
ection were not too rough and allowed the lightweights to compete on a
more even footing with che V8 and turbo-diesel . The team returned with
an excellent result. Majs Kyle/Kelly finished second overall with Sgt
Harvey/Moates a clo e third overall. To have two crews finish in the top
three i first for the Regiment and ha not been achieved by any other unit
for many years. The e two crews al o won lsc Unit Team. SSgt Billy Lyle
and hi RAF avigator (well he wa from I) won be t Nl Crew. The other
crews gained much driving and navigating experience, enjoyed them elves
immensely and are a keen as ever to enter future event . Another good
weekend-four major prizes and no damage co body or soul
The team are looking forward to more succes during the rest of 1997.
Many thank go to the Service Crew at We t Freugh who keep the vehicles
on the road .
H Q SQ UADRO N
Sport has featured highly in HQ Sqn activity in recent month , golf in
particular. At the first ever 107 (U) Bde outing at Ballyclare on 21 March
the Regiment was represented by Capt Tony Tierney, SSgt Paul
Armstrong, Sig Blain and Steve Walker from the LAD. SSgt Armstrong
won some Tyrone Cry tal for the best score on the outward nine holes and
Capt Tierney won ome for the best score on six 'hidden holes'.
Congratulations to all and they keenly await the next outing in the autumn.
The Squadron ha been more than active in recruiting. Capt Tierney
gave a presentation co career ma ter from leading schools in the greater
Belfast area and scout leaders, another presentation on Op Student
Opportunity for sixth former of local chools and yet another at Queen 's
UOTC. Well done Tony and we hope to see all your hard work bear fruit.
66 SIGNAL S Q ADRO GO SKIING
It was off to Grantown-on-Spey for Ex Second Fall Finn to enjoy a
weekend's kiing at The Lecht and Cairngorm ki lope . A little dilly was
compo ed to sum up the event:
On Tuesday Che Advance party left.
To deploy on SECO D FALL FINN,
ext day it was the main party's cum,
But their ship, it didn't come in.
We found some friends in the Legion,
Which was just across the treet,
Thanks to the Chairman and 'Young Ladies',
But they danced us off our feet.

Soon the time had come to depart.
And leave old Grantown-on-Spey,
The ferry journey was a bit dodgy,
And the 'Chucking Club" gave a display.

66 Sqn Apres Ski

(L

to R): 2Lt Craig, W02 Irvine, S Sgt Shaw, Cpl Westerberg,

Sgt Hedley, Bdr Watkins, SSgt (FofS) Dixon and LCpl Hanna.
CLONAVER ACF
The annual inspeccion of the Clonaver Park ACF Detachment cook
place on Monday 10 March 1997. the inspecting officer was Maj Joe
Fallows, QC 66 Sig qn, and he was accompanied by W02 (SSM) Derek
Irvine and enior PSI SSgt Mark Barrass. The Det is Royal Signals
capbadged and commanded by Lt Betty Green. The Det has regularly
provided a number of high achiever , in particular the Crawford si ter ,
Amanda ( 18) and Cheryl ( 16) who hold the ranks of Cadet CSM and
SSgt re pectively. Both have been selected to attend the UK Master Cadet
Course-normally only one cadet i selecced from I each year but in 1997
there are two from the Clonaver Det. In recognition of their achievement,
the Inspecting Officer presented them with Royal Signals Stable Belts.
Maj Fallows has a pecial interest in the ACF, his wife. Lt Claire Tyler,
commands the Malone Det.

69 (NIH) SIGNAL SQUADRO
EXERCI E GLOBAL WA RRIOR 1/97
29 members of 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn deployed on Ex Global Warrior 1/97
to Ca tie Kennedy, Scotland on 21-23 February. Our task was to carry out
comm. checks for the forthcoming 107 (U) Bde Ex Eagles Fire, and
Executive Stretch. De pite extremely rough sea condition in the Iri h Sea,
the HSS gently carried the Squadron to Stranraer on the Friday night. Here
the Advance Party met u at Castle Kennedy, just after midnight. Luxury
had been created with tented accommodation and lighting a very elegant
portaloo and access to as much tea and coffee you cou ld drink .
Reveille wa at 0600 and by 0730 all five det. had deployed into the
local area to attempt comm checks for Executive Streich. Several of the
original ite were now 'ponds ' after the recent weacher condition and
alternative drier sites had to be cho en. Ma ts were nearly bent over
double due to the high winds and man-packs had to be u ed in some area .
However. the opport unity to deploy in daylight, without camm and in low
time especially with the unfamiliar VHF equipmenc was greatly
appreciated by the soldiers. That afternoon the Squadron te ted site for
Eagles Fire, the e were at much more desolate locations and even
RADCON had to move! All comm was e tabli hed without problems and
all dets were called back to Ca cle Kennedy by I700hrs.

With very centative snow ploughs,
The beginner started on the slope,
Wou ld chey ever get the hang of it,
God cou ld onl y give them hope.
T he advanced group started their kiing,
With Shirlee-Anne's fall on the first ru n,
But Janet and Gary entertained u all ,
By somersaultingjust for fu n.
The how wa run by ·Mr Bri ttas',
Aided by the chefs from Wales,
And to keep the lads off the fire,
'Gaz the Fireguard' never fai l .
Best dancer was 'See-through Lisa',
T he Golden Blanket wa won by 'The Skin',
Be t injury by 'Eddie the Eagle Hed ley',
The wi ndow smasher was ' Jimmy McChin',
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69 Sqn Ex Global Warrior 1/97
checking kit in Scotland .
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Dinner eaten and first quote of the exercise noted. On approaching the
dinner queue one of the soldiers asked the chef if the food was burnt. • o'
came the reply, 'Tl's just stuck!' The Ops Offr arranged for a shower run
but only two other accepted the offer, this was probably in retaliation for
his one man mission to turn the Squadron non-smoking. The mini-bus
ferried everyone to the local village and a pub where the theme for the
evening wa country and we tern. Despite lots of tired face , Squadron
members participated fully in the evening-even helping the singer provide
entertainment. A raffle wa held and Squadron members won mo t of the
prizes.
Sunday morning began with a BFr, followed by a hearty brt"akfast and
a 100% kit check. Even more food followed and then it was time to check
in for the ferry. The weekend finished back at Limavady at 2000hr .
Due to good vehicle and equipment prep. excellent pre-teaching by the
PSls and a clear mission from Regt Ops all aims were achieved. The
Squadron learned a great deal, especially the QC and 2fC v.ho now know
not to get in a LR with the Ops Offr driving, and acquired the information
and skills needed for the forthcoming exercises. The troops agreed-it was
a thoroughly enjoyable weekend.
Finally, the best quote of the week-end was made by the Op Offr, Capt
Aaron Ballantyne.
2IC-'What's happening thi afternoon?'
Ops Offr-'The HF comms trial is being done and we are visiting the
sites:
21C-'Right, how long will that take?"
Op Offr-' ot long. They'll be in and out in 30 seconds and probably
only need the whips.'
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It remain an unsolved mystery as to how the GolfTp clearance patrol
did not encounter the ferociou ram that had et up an OP in the barn of
their location. The SSM uncovered this creature in the dead of night. and
only the bravery of Bo nia Veteran Sgt Billy ' ocial hand grenade'
Herridge saved the SSM from the wrath of thi ferociou animal. Ex GW
I was a succes ful exerci e. It was the first exerci e of the year and the
and OSC 140 was a good achievement. The
deployment of two full EA
detei:mination and professionalism afforded by al l was a credit to the
Squadron, keep it going for the future.
EXERCISE JIMMY MCFINN-SKIING
Sgt 'I'm a horizontal Alpine skier' Biggs had a succes ful adventure
training weekend at Aviemore. However, Cpl 'Michelob' M cCano must
be awarded the mo t improved skier of the weekend (was thi due to the
' Rear Entry' demonstration from Sgt 'I never fair H edley?). The wimer
adventure training proved yet again to be a ucce as it catered for 40
oldiers including three in tructors and achieved the aim of introducing
beginners to alpine down hill kiing whilsc improving the iatermediarie in
their technique.
The entire population of Aviemore were till in a srate of hock
follo\ving the arrival of an unknown calent who graced the town. The sale
of anti-perspirant in the town have reached unheard of levels. The local
police are aL o searching the treer for a hyper individual dres ed in a ·tast
of the summer wine' type ve t. Confu ion ha al o rattled the Aviemore
doormen a co why chey encountered o many people from Room 111 in
their local Mercury hotel trying to acces rhis particular room at che ame
time. This is believed to be due to che record con umpc ion of 'WICKED '.
The Squadron are now looking forward to the next adv rrg in the ummer
after a well de erved break from Ex Eagle Fire, Executive Stretch. Pied
Piper and Able Condor.
RECRUITING
The Squadron has ju t ent away five recruit on their recruits course co
Magilligan. On their ucces ful return they will be traighc in co their trade
training cycle. The e are the first of the new recruiting campaign and are
vital to the Squadron aim of rai ing the number of trained oldiers in
preparation for Ex Able Condor. The recruiting drive continue at an
encouraging rate and funher recruiting display are plan ned for the very
near fucure.
LOOK FORWARD
As if the fir t three month of the year were noc bu y enough. the
Regimen! now encer an even more demanding phase. In April we deploy
on Ex Eagle Fire a 107 (U) Bde Fr , in Ma, we are che coordinating unic
for Ex Execut ive Streich and in June we deploy on Ex ble Condor. The
Op Cell ha team pernianently blowing out of the door as the PC and
pri nter strugg le to cope with the rain forest of paper that \ 0 l (FofS)
Woolaston and W02 (YofS) Goodliff are generating. The QM Dept are
demanding everyching that can be demanded and the MT/ll.1ov · Cell have
melted their telephone booking ferrie .. le goes without saying thac 11 will
all be alright on the night. Remember. at the end of the day-ic get dark.
NOTES FROM CA ADA
by Lt Jeni Ballagh
(Lt Jeni Ballagh is a Tp Comd of 40 (U) ig Regt (V} who i currently
worki ng in Canada for 6 months. •
I am currently attached to 709 (Toronto} ommunications Regimen! in
Canada. T his auachment came about as a result of my ch ilian job
relocating me to Toronco for 6 month . Thi. was in order to conduct
market research for Challenger K. an oucdoor management devclopmenc
company. while al o amaccing orth American organi. auons acros co th~
all Ireland hallenger evenc co be held in September 1997. Although Ill)
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job keep. me more than busy 1 am thoroughly enjoyin& my ti~1e with 709.
The Regiment meet. on Monday and Thursday evening '~·1th weekend
exer ise planned regularly. . 709 Reg! has be:n b_ased 1~ Fort York
Armourie by Lake Ontario mce 1966. It take~ its l~1story trom the first
1ilitia ignal unit formed in 1907 a the 2nd 1gnalhng Company. Today
it role i 10 pro ide communication upport to L:and Forces Command.
s with our own re ·es. everal people have seized the opportunuy to
erve with
TO in E urope and on U Peacekeepi ng Dutie in the
Middle E t. The Regiment i currentl y man ned for 129 all ranks and
con i t of four quadronns including a pecial Signal Artillery Tp
providing comm upport to 7 (Toronto) Regt Royal Canadian Artillery. I
am attn bed to Alpha qn, acting a Line Tp Comd and attended my first
real \\inter' exerci e early February at Borden Training Camp with the
Radio Tp. 111e aim of the exercise was !O tr:ain the infantry in field
communication kill and getting me acchmaused to the cold weather
condition !
Being in the freeze of the Canadian winter brought back fond memorie
of my drive around the world a part of the 1994 London- ew York
Overland Challenge. On the trip the temperature ranged from 13' C in
London to -9S-C with wind chill in Alaska a we snow machined along the
Yukon. At -20'C on the Challenge it was almost ummer yet on this recent
exercise I was urpri sed at how much the cold affected me. 1 wa mor~
than thankful for my Canadian winter kit. 709 have made me feel
exceptionally welcome and I wi ll benefit greatly from my experience .
0

Lt Ballagh on exercise in Canada.
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SIG AL TO HQ LAND AND THE ROYAL SIG ALS 0
131100 Z DEC 96
As the deployed elemenls of 1 (UK) Armd Div Sig Regt relllm to
Herford, we wish our successors in Bosnia Herzegovina every good
fomme. The Regimem assumed responsibility for ClS in the Div AO 011 17
June 1996 and handed over to 200 Sig Sqn and Theatre Trunk Sqn of 30
Sig Regc at 13/000A December 1996. During that time the Regiment has
deployed 622 individuals 011 Op Resolute, and provided an u11precede111ed
comms and info systems suite 10 an operational Multi National Division
HQ. Our i11volvemen1 with the local community has varied from
distTibution of gifts 10 children (Op Shoebox) and local patrols in Banja
Luka 10 the largest PIT reconstruction project in Bosnia, and tlzefirst to
cross the IEBL We have run two TV stations, three radio stations and
supported or initiated 889 conference calls, driven over a million
kilometres and generated over 14 tonnes of mail. Officers and soldiers
have lived with Canadian, Dwch, Czech, French and American
contingents, in Republic of Serpskil, the Federation and Croatia, at
altintdes varying from sea level to 6250 feet. We leave the continuing task
in good hands, knowing that once again the Corps has shown its ability to
provide the vital link. Cena Cito.

Roger , Sgt Mick Holloway. Cpl ' Bras ie' Brayford and Cpl Brett
Newton respectively handed over to their counterpart in 200 Sig Sqn.
Thi took tlle better part of a week to complete. During this time only 50
soldiers of tlle Regiment remained in tlleatre.
The remaining day were extremely bu y, indeed we continued to
monitor the taff conference cal ls ensuring that Sig Sally Giffiths
improved her printing times by running backwards and forward between
Syscon and tlle Ops room every time someone fell off the COS's
conference. Pre sure was o inten e during tllose la 1 few day that Sig
Lucy Corlett decided drastic action was need to avert a conference
catastrophe and fai nted. The last evening incorporated a farewell vi it
from Field Marshall Sir Peter Inge, who had thought it would be a good
idea to pop across and make sure the hand over was going well. It was.
however, apparent to everyone, especiall y Cpl Tim Borrie and LCpl
Matt Lennie in Syscon tllat tlle end was in sight.
Comms Ops saw the completion of the hand over to the new Ops team
witll tears in our eyes and huge smiles on our faces. The final hand hakes,
signatures for the computers (including 223 different powerpoint
pre entations), key for the office having occurred, we said our la t
goodbyes. As an epitaph to a highly rewarding tour a photograph wa
taken on tlle steps outside the Metal Factory, wi th agai n huge smiles for
the camera. A quiet moment of refl ection (but not too long), a last wave,
and we all rushed for the coache , just in case the CO had one final
presentation for u to give?

LO TROOP'S WITHDRAWAL FROM BOS IA
by Sig Dave Sinclair
.
finally the day had arrived for the i::roop to pull out of Gornji Yakuf.
With a six month tour sh?rtly to be behmd us morale was high and every
few hours we felt obliged to remtnd some of our newly arrived
neighbour , notably the Green Howards, that we had only days left to do
until we were back home 111 Germany. Needless to say they weren't too
impressed with our news, mainly as they all had a full tour ahead of them.
The Troop as a whole had been busy over that last week. The SAN at
Kupres, under the leader hip of Cpl 'DM' Davies-Morris, and the LO
Dets commanded .bY, LCpl , Adel Robins, C pl '.lronass' Ireson, Sig
' Marty' Fell and Sig Baggy Bagshaw, from Sarajevo, Mo tar, Ki eljak
and Tuzla re pectively, all moving to the Troop HQ in GV. The LO Dets
were replaced by RAF Regt per onnel and all of tllese had to be escorted
to the variou · locations throughout the country and shown the ropes. The
lad based in GV were happy to see friend from the out Dets, happy that
is until they d1 covered that they had to share their not too spaciou room
with these new guests, especially Cpl 'Spike' Milligan, whose posterior
apparently, took up half a CORlMEC.
As lady luck would have it the weather turned for the worst in our final
week. tlle snow returni ng in contrast to the pleasant spell we had had the
week previously. Finally, our snow chains were issued from Banja Luka
and for once we were happy with the phrase better late than never. The Tp
QC, 2Lt Gareth Oliver, arrived back at our location on the final day after
a "1eek~nd in sunny Split-the excuses that he'd actually been attending a
study course in Kupres were obviou ly not believed. Then it was at last
time to move for an overnight stay in Kupres prior to tlle final push down
to plit. Upon our arrival in Kupres we were none to happy to find five
feet of snow drifts and an empty warehouse witll an extremely cold
concrete floor inside. The latter was to en ure that a good night's sleep was
not had by anyone.
Rising early for the crack of dawn move, 8am is tlle crack of dawn
ace rding to LCpl Paul Evans, we were ready to go half an hour before
we were upposed to leave. Once again fortune did not favour us and just
before we were due to drive away we were notified of a RTA which had
clo ed the road. Not minding a hort wait spirits remained high, though we
finally did leave 8X hours later. Of course not before the entire Regiment,
en route from Banja Luka, had manoeuvred tlleir way ju t far enough past
the camp on tlle MSR to ensure that the three packet stuck inside lhe
camp would be the la t to move-thanks guys!
Once on the road the journey was quite plea ant, tlle snow chains were
removed and we followed in the trails of brake lights tllat we could ee in
the di tance. We eventually crossed the border and the last few hour flew
by. We were extremely glad to arrive at Split North Port with all of our
vehicle after an uneventful journey. All that had to be done now was to
return all of our accountable items to the QM 's department-no weapon ,
ammunition, morphine or flak jacket to carry around (Hurrah). All we had
to do was wait for our flight, which for some lucky ones wa the next day
whil t the rest of us got back three day later. And finally we were home.

Cpl Carl Crofts is reunited with his daughter
at the end of a long six months

Radio Relay vehicles drive off site for the last time

THE FI AL CHAPTER
by W02 (Yo ) Phil Day
On a beautiful crisp cold December day (then again it could have been
cold wet and miserable, but still a marvellous day) for us in Comms Ops,
the final chapter had begun. After 6 months in control of CIS in MSW
the ig Regt was formally handing over command to the Bde Sig Sqn and
Theatre Trunk Sqn.
The majority of the Regiment were back in Herford so without too
many hindrances, the hand over of key areas in Banja Luka such as, the
COMMCE , Syscon, ADA and Staff Support Tp took place. Cpl 'Doob'
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Handover in the Metal Factory
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END DAY
by WOl (RSM) Trevor Keate
As with any Regiment, a suitable way of deploying at the end of the
tour was needed. Something that would signify the end, draw a hne under
the pa t six month , be something worth remembering for all concerned
and a turning point to U1e future. 1t wa decided that a parade followed by
an all ranks party would be appropriate, before going on ome well
de erved leave. Now for me came the hard bit, what day to hold it on?
After considering returning flight , ship docking time and. _vehicle
movement, the 20 December 1996 wa chosen and once U1e dec1s1on had
been made fingers became continually cro ed in expectation of all the
equipment returning. And yes the feared night111are did _occu~. Althoui?h
the ship, the MY Brazi/ia arrived on time, it turned up 10 Vil sengen tn
Holland and not in Emden, Germany. Even tllis would not have been too
much of a problem except that W02 (RQMS) Gary Waters managed to
take his whole packet imo Belgium in the oppo ite direction ~rom Herford.
E~entuall y everyone got back and preparation could begm tn earnest.
Wuh not much time for rehear als, simplicity wa the name of the game.
The day before the Parade. in pouring rain , rehearsal were held much to
the Adjutant ' delight and the horror of Lts Ga ry Pinchen and lex
Hutton who arriving slightly late tayed hidden in their car foot well a.
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the RSM and AdJt pa5sed by. The square was marked ~o nobody wa 111
doubt a to where they should stand although Cpl 'Pik' Botha had his
boots painted yellow.
Whilst preparation for the parade went on W02 ( S 1) eil
Coatsworth and Alan Balsdon with members of the Rear Sqn set about
the preparation for the function and spectator seating area, as we fully
expected the weather to turn nasty and we weren't to be disappointed.
Nobody had contacted the Padre reference the booking of the weather, so
during the night we had a good covering of snow and high winds that
caused the tentage to collapse. With snow covering the square and also
more importantly the markers where the people had to stand, the first
priority on lhe morning of the parade was to clear the square, to prevent
tlle parade quite literally falling flat on its face. Everything was read). The
medal recipients were formed up in their Bosnian Sqns and as the
temperatures dropped to -7 C, coupled with a wind chill factor that took IL
down to -12·c everyone prayed for a quick parade. Our guest of honour
the Burgermeister, Dr Gerhard Klippstein escorted by Col J . P. Riley
DSO and tlle CO arrived to present the medals. With the famil ies braving
the cold to watch 367 members of the Regiment receive their medals, it
was a great relief to star! the march past recirculating the blood, which had
frozen in our veins. After the parade, a very serious defrost was required.
A marquee had been hired and the gymnasium was laid out for food. The
only thing left was to celebrate, with a hot mug of tea and a magnificent
buffet, what was a very succe sful tour.
REBRO TROOP RECONSTlT TlO
by Cpl Andy Allen
After pending six and a half months on Mt Adam, an i olated rebro ite
in tlle Falkland Islands, the return to Herford was a welcome relief for all
deployed, a was the four weeks leave. However, the rest was hort lived
as tlle Rear Details came thick and fast until the Regiment returned from
Bo nia and block leave. The six week reconstitution came as a bit of a
shock with tlle work load piling up. not to mention the bergan runs. There
are al o a lot of new faces as many of u shifted around tlle Regiment in
tlle new ORBAT.
To the delight of the Tp storeman., LCpl 'Taff' Lewis. the main
problem initially was tracking kit, but since tlle arrival of the elu ive 'ISO
container' there have been no excu es! The armoured element of the
Troop took a hammering whilst we were away as tlle two vehicles were
tripped out and used for driver training. Obviously these were both
returned in mint condition o Sig Neil Parsons and Sig 'Smudge' Smitll
had notlling to do all day but drink tea. The majority of the wheeled
Rebro are now in good order. However, LCpl Charlie Henson had a few
words to say when his Land Rover was returned to him by tlle Regt Ski
Team. They had forgotten to mention that it was still painted blue!
Suggestions tllat skylining would no longer be a problem on exerci e were
not taken too well and needle s to say his finely honed diplomatic kill
ensured that it wa rapidly repainted.
Recon titution i now well underway witll first and second line
in pections in the build up 10 Ex Premier Rhino. The next year is going to
be packed witll exerci es and the odd battle camp thrown in for good
mea ure, but it will certainly be a challenge.
LCP TROOP 212 SIG AL SQUADRO
After a hectic 1996 for the old Out Of Use (OOU) Tp 21 l Sig Sqn , and
a much needed Chri tmas and New Year break, the Troop has now
reformed as the new LCP Tp 212 Signal Sqn as part of the Regiment'
reconstitution. The few 'Old Gits' of the Troop who are left (Cpl Paul
George, Cpl Bob Porter, Sigs Fay Wood, and 'Spud" Tainton) would
like to welcome SSgt Bob Brehany and Sgt Dougie Douglas along witll
an almo t completely new workforce. The main task of tlle Troop is 10
now reclaim a vast range of equipment. which was igned out for tlle
Regiment' deployment to Bosnia and relocate it within the Armd Sqns.
The Troop has al o recently wapped eight AFY with 211 Sig qn and i
now going about the ta k of CES check , erviciag and technical
in pection to prepare the vehicle for a hon tay in LCP. De pite being
promi ed that vehicle coming into LCP would stay in LCP we recently
had to reactivate one AFV for 211 Sig Sqn-hopefully this doe n't et the
trend for the future.
Finally we would like to thank everyone who passed through the Troop
over the past even month , and with hard work has made the return of tlle
Regiment much easier.
REGIME TAL SPRING B TTLECAMPS
The 1997 Regimental Spring Battlecamp, plit for ea-e into two part .
di turbed tlle rural peace of Haltem Training Area near Mun ter, with both
tlle Trunk Sqn and tlle Armd qns conducting ome highly imaginative
and u eful military training. ome of the humorou event were:
Cpl Cal Hewitt ordering hi· ection to ' Run away,' when faced by a
GPMG position and supposed to be doing a deliberate attack. much to the
disbelief of Sgt (SQMS) ' Brummie' Lawes.
Cpl 'Windy' Gale and hi , e uon patrolling in extended line through a
wood on the ight avigatio e. ercise to find SSgt Steve Ru ell with
torche abla1e and crying out, "Where are you?" . .. so mu h for bear· igs
and pairings.
The 'Trumpton Fire Brigade' of Sgt Dave Eden. Cpl 'Thomo'
Thompson and Sig 'Jo' Crayden racing out 10 extinguish the !lame
cau ed b the tracer on th GPMG range. much 10 the horror of Sgt
·Dutch' Holland, tlle Range Conducting Officer.
Cpl Justin Carter falling flat on his face and drhing the G !PG gun
barrel into the ground whil t po-i ng for the ubiquitous media photogrnph~.
Cpl 'Gaz' Stokoe who demanded ammo on S gt Steve herr} 's
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Caddief. LC pl Ritchie Tiley. Pte Chris Small, ·Robbo' Robinson and
fi nall) Ritchie Stnrn had. once again , demonstrated their mastery of the
culinary arts by ensuring that all soldiers and staff were well fed. On
second.thoughts, maybe it wouldn ' t have been a bad idea to tab all over the
Haltern Truining Arca. at least the final days ofCFT helped to make some
amends in thi regard.
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THE KIWI HALF MARATHO
Last years' Kiwi Half Marathon raised £1390 for SSAFA. Pictured
below is Mrs Susie Delves accepting the cheque from the CO who is
being guarded by the RSM and Families Officer, Mrs Rosemary Hayes
looks on. The race for this year will take place on Sunday 28 September
1997, entry forms can be obtained from the Unit Families Office in
Bui ford .

Cpl Cal Hewitt briefs his Section on how to withdraw
in the face of an inferior force
highl} imaginative defence &hoot without pecifying what type and ended
up with 7.62mm for hi rin . he di-tributed it anyway and LCpl Foz.ard
and ig IcLeod homed. 'Bang!· frequently-to the terror of the figure 11
target.
ig Payne. after following the_ re t of the ection alon_g W02 (Fo~)
Ron Bunn· rope walk. all weanng underpant over their heads and m
re pirators. crying out, 'Get off my ***** hand.· to ·omeone who trod on
it. Thi wa to the confu ion of the remainder of her Section and the
blu he of the D who had got a little too clo e to take photograph .

201 & 208 SIG 'AL SQUADRO 'S SPRING BA'ITLECAMP
Following the hectic and thoroughly exhau ting reconstitution period
after our redeployment from Bosnia it was time to have some fun: or so we
thought! The direction from higher was to run a Battlecamp that the
oldiers would enjoy instead of the tandard tab here and tab there, which
is usually accompanied by a thou and bli tered feet. From the outset Capt
Ja on Hazelwood, Lt Ma r k Brookes, W02 (SSM) Sarah Stonier and
W02 (SSM) Ian Balsdon were given the honored re ponsibility for the
organisation and conduct of creating the ultimate fun-filled and
adventurous Battlecamp in the Haltern Training Area.
Leadership,
The Battlecamp wa run in three phases: Junior
Minor Tactic and ranges; read APWT. The Junior CO Leadership phase
consi ted of an orienteering route with a number of different military. kills
based stand thrown in for interest. First Aid was covered in an interesting
scenario; gt Pete Preece organised two command tasks; the fir t was a
river cro sing u ing a long rope and everal very heavy objects. The rope,
however, was con iderably shorter by the end of the week, Cpl F isher
decided that the ta k would be much easier if he were to snap it in half,
apart from the fact that neither half would span the river. The second task
consi~ted of lot of blindfolds and a loudhailer: traver ing the maze was
fairly . traightforward apart from a trategically placed trye that caused
much merriment for the senior spectator . Of course no Battlecamp would
be the ame if it didn't incorporate something physical. Sgt Jay M itchell
and Cpl tephen Crooks eagerly organised an ammunition re-supply by
fire team . the idea of a cenario quickly dissolved when the teams
discovered that 1t was actually a stretcher race under a different name.
The Field craftffactics day was a combination of minor level tactics
.,., ith the addition of a bit of digging. The day began with a wood clearance
battle exercbe run by S gt Andy Strud wick. There were a number of
notable achievements: Lt G ill Greenhill managing to kill off mo t of her
platoon;
gt Jeff Clarke's continual muttering about the demise of
volleyball and the parent.age of 2Lt Gough !!, and finally Lt Alex
Hutton's expertly timed use of his 'Get out of Baulecamp Free' card.
Then came lessons on patrol harbours and agent meets by Capt
Hazlewood leading to an afternoon of digging - in marshy harbour areas.
The night of patrolling followed, where the Sections' skill of observation
were pitched against the 'Tank Crew' of Cpls Paul Garratt and Roy
Boscowan. the 'Jammerberg Gian~' of Sgt Jan Lee and pl Dave
Morgan and finally the 'Can we light another fire crew?' of Cp ls 'Hanny'
Hannon and te~e Riley.
gt Ian Lee had the unenviable task of coordinating the enemy, who all gained from the experience, if nothing else,
b} learning Marine peak.
Due to the ~hortage of 24 hour ration pack the Regiment chefs were
called upon to ensure that everyone was supplied with copious amount of
calorie . gt 'eil Rigb} and his staff of Cpl olin Huetson, LCpl cott

•co
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EXERCISE BLUE RHINO 2/97
P MA TROOP 208 SIG AL SQ ADRO PERSPECTIVE
Thi was the first tentative exercise after recon titution and a big 'Well
done.' must go to Sgt Dave Allen and the Radio Relay guy for
remembering the art of communication and movement. Unfortunately, our
acting System gt. LCpl Bri Hurcombe, had had a bad case of 'Dead
Switch'. This then caused many Jeep less nights for the gallant technical
crew led by gt Jim Hawkin . After many hour of work, Dr Hawkins
pronounced the witch was working again , to the great relief of the Troop
Commander, Lt Gill Greenhill. The aid witch still remains to be proven
in combat. It time will come on Ex Rhino Link, but we remain quietly
confident.
FORWARD TROOP 211 SIG AL SQ AD RON
After the return of the Regiment from Bo nia, the Squadron underwent
an inten ive recon titu(jon. Following thi Fwd Tp was the first to deploy
into the field to Minden orth. Torrential rain meant that the location
could have doubled for the et of 'Waterworld'. However, good luck
prevailed and after a rapid issue of waterwing no panzers or men were
lost. It was a good day out and a lot of cobweb were blown away. On the
way back to camp the troubles really started a the engine belonging to the
GOC" TAC wagon insi ted on cutting out and endured the journey being
jump started about fifteen times during the 30km trip. Cpl 'Bra sy'
Braysford a sumed the role of traffic controller at one point and , clad in
hi luminous vest proceeded to strut his ruff in the road. Hi zealous arm
waving and flowing pirouettes were certainly entertaining and may have
had omething to do with the fact that there wa a Re taurant of locals
looking on.
The future will certainly involve many changes, not lea t becau e we
are losing ome of the Tp's main personalitie . SSgt Tony Bentley move
to 39 Sig Regt. The Div Reece Officer. who is now desperately trying to
improve hi ·MacDonald ' German, will especially miss the nuent
German of SSgt Bentley. Sgt 'Murph' Murphy escape on promotion to
71 Sig Regt and LC pl Gordon Lloyd goes globetrotting with 30 Sig Regt.
Sig 'Birdman' Bird moves within the Regiment to join the 'Wheelies' of
208 Sig Sqn . At this moment Fwd Tp is undergoing further changes with
the reorgani ation of the HQ, and will be deploying on subsequent
exerci e in it's new role as Comms Troop.
MAI TROOP 211 SIG AL SQUADRO
The post-Bosnia reconstitution has been a turbulent time for the entire
Regt. The HQ complex ha changed beyond recognition, returning to the
old ' Diamond ' notation, and splitting into numerous parts. The 'BFOT' i
finally dead ! It i to be replaced by a series of zip together 'SFOTs'. a
decision po ibly made after finding out that the depleted Troop ize wa.
not enough to stop it flying away while set up on the quare. The weight of
nine bodies was imply not enough to prevent an impromptu hanglider
impres. ion! This tentage transmogrification i possibly made definitely
fini hed after trying various options including penthou. e , cobbled
together canvas drape and all in all enough different tentage styles to fill
the pages of any Cotswold catalogue.
The po t-Bo nia ru h has also seen some new faces join the Tp, Sigs
Olatunde 'On a Sunday ' Ileomoh , Robert Platt. Stuart Lannie and
'Windy ' Mi llar all fresh from training. Sig M illar de erves a pecial
mention as, following a transfer from the RGJ, he won the Raychem prize
for being an all round special chap at Blandford ; thi along with being
mentioned twice in the same article should be more than enough to see
him 'slabbed'. LBd r 'Taff' Ball has al o graced us with his pre ence and
decided to have a look at life 'Scaly side', which we are sure he will find
enlightening! We also have a few goodbyes to say. Firstly we have lost
Cpl Tim Vanandel and wish him all the best with his new job at
Blandford. Secondly, and finally, we see Sgt 'Smudge' Smith off on his
Yeoman 's course, for which we wish him well.
We all appreciate SSgt 'Gunney' Slan ey 's kind request to stay with the
Squadron until the end of the year. Despite being selected for promotion
he has decided to sacrifice an early po ting LO ensure that recon titution is
completed . atisfactorily-well done 'Gunney' ! Finally we would like to
say a fond farewell to Lt 'Judith' Ch almers car exhau t- which made a
spectacular departure during the Regiment Baulecamp. Everyone could
hear a neet of panzers approaching the Training Area but were urprised t
see a Jowly Ford Orion, followed by an impre sive ·tream of spark , arrive
at Haltern-serves him right for driving a 'padmobile' !
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Lt Hay, Sig Campbell and Sig Baines
Runners up 3 Div cross-country League

Mrs Susie Delves accepting the cheque for £1390 raised for
SSAFA by the Kiwi Half Marathon
REGIMENTAL CROSS-CO NTRY TEAM
The team has had a very succe sful year with the following results in
the 3 (UK) Div league. which ju t goe to prove we weren't skiving
exerci es for nothing!
243 Sqn
Cpl evens
I t Female
222 Sqn
Lt Hay
3rd Female
257 Sqn
LCpl Conlon
2nd Male
222 Sqn
Lt Hay
2nd Female Team
243 Sqn
Cpl Nevens
HQSqn
LCpl Phillips
206 Sqa
Sig Baines
206 qn
Sig Campbell

HQ (SOMME) Q ADRO
T fTROOP
Regt FofS
Tony Mullen
Tp SSgt
Dawn McKay
A lot of things have happened since TM Tp last had an entry published
in The Wire. We congratulate Sgt Matt Nutta ll, and S gt Dawn
McKay's husband Andy on being awarded their LS & GC Medals by the
Master of Signal for 15 years undetected crime. making it a memorable
day for members of TM Tp. Other than the u ual exercises that we alway
eem to be getting ready for or on, ome of the Troop has actually
managed to get away on variou activities in the last few month . LCpl
Louis Phimp , LCpl Gail Harper, and Sig Max 'have I got a sun tan yet'
Maxwell have all been away kiing.
A lot of the Troop peconalitie have moved around to cover the
Regiment · commitment to the Falkland . Hence we say a temporary
farewell to SSgt 1att uttall , Cpl PauJ Drysdale, and LCpl ·Taff'
Thomas who are by now counting the penguin down south, and gt
Drew Thompson and Cpl Fred Farnfield who have moved to the
remaining Trunk Sqn for the next six months.
Congratulation go to Sgt Drew Thompson on passing hi Foreman'
entrance exam. and we all hope that he doe well on hi Sergeants and
election for hi course. We ay fond farewell to Cpl Phil E llwood, and
Cpl Sean Allsopp who are leaving us for their Tl upgrading cour e. Alo
to LCpl Louis Phillips who ha managed to escape after only a three
month po ting with us. he has now been ~ ted to I to be w!th ~er
husband. We all wish to congratulate Sgt Phil McMul len. and ht wife
on the birth of their baby. and al o offer our congratulation to Sgt Dawn
McKay. and gt Brian Gillie for the good new on their expected patter
of little feet.
The Troop welcome the following into our number. Sgt Pete Gibbons,
LCpl Golob, LCpl Drysden, and LCpl ·Juniper' Berry,_ and hope that
they enjoy their time with 3 Div: On a final note. mo t ot the T~oop are
looking forward to taking part m the Squadron Adventure Trarnmg m
Snowlonia, going on Brewery trip . and getting the Wiggly Wire ready for
the Regimental Open Day a well a exerc1 e prep for the re t of the year.
MT TROOP

MTO
Tp Sgt

Capt Charlie Tomkins
gt Paul Wareham

Cpl Donna Nevens-1st Individual Female 3 Div
Cross Country League
Cpl Donna Nevens, L pl Kev Conlon, Sig Emma Baines and Sig
Jenny Campbell ran in the Anny hampion hips. In addition Lo thi . Cpl
evens and LCpl Conlon ha e competed in the lnter Corp and Inter
Services Championship . Colours were awarded to Cpl Iii om, Cpl
evens and LCpl onion. Well done to everyone who represented the
Regiment during the eason and best of luck to all tl10 c who have moved
on to new unit . ' Keep on running!'
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MT Tp looking suspiciously clean on Ex Red Tricom
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Well aft r !hat ill)' . eason called Chn. 1ma,, the Reg! MT seem 10 have
oberei:i up enough 10 run a Fam Course. under !he ever wat hful eye of
gt 'Bigg! · Purdue. The aim of the course was to teach young oldiers
who hnve come traight from !heir training cenu-e at Blandford the basic
in vehicle maintenance. They al o completed a mall exerci e in !he field
during whi h they had 10 camouflage their vehicle and complete the
ros - ounlry com ~e not only during the day but also in the dead of night.
gt 'Biggies· Pu due managed to borrow a nowcat from 5 B and
everyone . eem 1 enjoy having a go in it. Bui we will not ay too much
about the other cro s country pha e • .. Bang ... Bang ... will we? We
managed 10 only lo.e some of Sgt Pu rdue' flowing locks during the
cro -country drive. But again we will nm ay too much.
While all !his wa going on the re t of !he MT where preparing for the
first exerci e of the year, !hat eemed to go well as !he T WO "till had hi
bag of Jelly Babi on the econd day. Sgt ·1 don't wanna go' Dixon ha
been bu y with the Regimental Shooting Team and ome of the MT even
volunteered 10 be members of thi elite group (not!!). We have to ay
goodbye to L pl J ennings and family who are in unny Li burn, also to
LCpl Watson who has finally left the Army after going on about it for six
month . We wish them bo!h the best for !he fu ture. Hello and welcome to
LCpl John 'how many cours can I get on' Skinner and his wife Lesley
who i expecting their first baby .ometime in eptember.

Handover of QM (Tech ) from Maj Mick Besant to
Capt Jo h n McKay
202 SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Complin
W02 (SSM) Geoffrey Hawkins BEM
SSM
Congratulations 10 W02 (YolS) Hawley who has recently been
elected for promotion to WO l.
OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alan Garrett
Tp SS gt
SSgt Jim Stillie
Winter 1997 has been a trange time for the Overloonies. First of all we
expanded like a super model on a cake binge. ow though, all the qual ity
personnel have been divided up between Waterloo Tp and Overloon Tp
are back to our nonnal su-ength. The bloated Overloon Tp deployed on Ex
Red Trico.m I, followed immediately by the staff, God bless them, arriving
for Ex Fir 1 Foray. With o many operators being on their fi rs! real
exercise. it took a little while before everyone knew exactly what they
hould be doing. Luckily, unlike Iron Re olve, nobody gm stuck in
Marlborough or hopelessly lost. The highlights this time; the freezi ng
extra-long cabby with no break for the drivers, taking a packet up some
Brigadier's driveway at half pas! one in the morning and taking half-anhour to reverse out. One thing doe still escape us-how did SSgt Jim
Stillie manage to win the quiz night. There could obviously be no
collu ion between him and Cpl 'Alfie' Alford, of course!
,
The re t of our time has been taken up by Cpls 'Stu' McLean and Toby
Fernbank trying 10 get everyone through their track licence test. They
have had a lot of succe , especially as they had to cram the courses in
very quickly. Well done to all !hose who passed. Thank goodness you did,
we could have been rather tatic on !he next exercise.
In between all this, we have all been fitting in some ATD training, wi!h
everyone taking part in a bit of hooting, running, and ftrs1 aid. If all this
was not enough, igs Richie Hay, tuart Southan, and Ross Williams
were all taking part in !he RegimentaJ Cadre Course, we are al l very proud
of your 1erhng perfonnances.
Finally, the Troop ays a fond farewell to Sgt 'Ods' O' Dell as he fina ll y
find~ a 'Get Out of Jail Free' card and moves on to pastures new after five
years with the Iron Division. Good luck in Gennany.
W TERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Blair Mitchell
Tp SSgt
SSgt Crawford
A w~ welcome is extended to our new Tp Comd Capt Harrington.
Also ~reeungs go 10 Tp g~ 'Mo' Morris and his family po ted in from I
Div 1g Regt and ~rom 7 Sig Regt_ LCpl Ross and his family. Sig Goose
and fam1l! posted tn _from I Div Sig Regt and igs Bryant, Fildes, Hills
and J enkms posted tn from the Factory at Blandford. As well as these,
several have been cro. s-po ted aero s from Overloon Tp, so a big warm
welcome 10 you all. We are ~till saying hello and good bye to some of the

Troop as they di ·appear and reappear from Bowman trials, but the coum
down ha started for their return. We are due to say goodbye to our Tp
Comd, Capt Mitchell who is posted to the Royal School of Signals,
Blandford al o Sig 'Gibbo' Gibson who is posted to 2 Div Sig Regt, York.
Over the last two months the Troop has still been busy with the rebuild
of !he second Annd HQ. We also provided the alternate HQ at BBGT
Warminster for Ex Red Tricorn I and Ex First Foray. This was a hortlived experience as after the week long set up period the a<lmin area
(which wa erected by I RGJ) was blown away by high winds.
The Troop has been well repre ented in sports over the last two months.
In football at Corps level, by Cpl 'Alfy' Alford, Sig 'Johnno' 'I Didn't Do
It, Honest Guv' John ton and Sig Meachem. Plu Army level by Cpl
·Alfy' TI I Be Al Work One Day· Alford. Also Army Women's Hockey
by LCpl Tracy 'Hello But Good Bye' Ross, well done to you all.
B SSA CO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Katy Caie
Tp Sgt
Sgt Jon Clarke
February aw the deployment of the Squadron on exercise. Tp
personnel at that Lime were scattered throughout the Squadron.
Achievement. on tl1e exerci e included LCpl 'Fla h' Kidner attempting
to write off the MT fleet. Sgt ' o-Neck' Turner outdid hi previous
efforts with the Squadron · Route cards, 'At the next T-Junction, go
straight on'. Sig Matt 'Mad for it' Parkes was more than happy to show
Sig 'Ginger' Joice how to tart hi Generator at0300hrs, again! The Troop
was reformed on 17 February. admini tration for the 'new' Troop was
thru t on gt Jon Clarke, ince we were till awaiting the arrival of !he
new Tp Commander. 2Lt Katy Caie who arrived in mid March 10 take
over the reins of the Troop and was also pleased to find !hat he had been
nominated to lead the Regimental team in this years ijmegen Marche .
De pile initial problem with the integration of 'combat trades ' and
'operator '. the Troop i now running moothly with only the occasional
grumble about sharing tores and re trooms.
Congratulations go to Cpl Martin Hunt and LCpl Andy Miller on their
respective promotions. Sigs 'Mandela' Slade and 'Geordie' Hall on
pas ing !he Regimental JNCO Cadre and Sgt Dave Martin on getting
away for three weeks on a hang-gliding course whi lst the rest of !he
Squadron was bu y preparing for Ex First Foray. Farewell to Sgt' o Neck'
Tu rner , off 10 ATR Bassingbourn to pas his golfing skills on to the
Army's new recruit . Also 10 Cpl Al Dawes, LCpl Andy GleadaU and Sig
'Swan' McArthur off to JCUFI with 257 Sig Sqn, and Sig Rob Penney off
to Civvy Street, we wi h them all good luck. Welcomes to the Troop
include Sgt 'Gaz' Welsh . Cpl ' Murph ' M urphy, LCpls M ick Lynn, at
Kemp, Nikki Wilkie, 'Windy' Miller and Bob Shaw-Rowlands, and Sigs
Brown, Criswick, Steele, J ackson, Westerman, Steel and Hudson.
206 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. W. Glibbery
SSM
W0 2 (SSM) T. P. C rane
There have been few changes in SHQ since our las! submi sion but the
event of most note was the extremely well deserved selection for promotion
to WO l of W02 (FolS) Dave Ball and W0 2 (SSM) Terry Cra ne. Sadly
this means that both will eventually leave the Squadron, but don ' t worry,
we will still get our money worth out of you before you leave!
INK.ERMA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt A. P .J . Coulston
Tp SSg1
SSgt C. Lloyd
On 16 February 1997 15 members of Inkerman Tp embarked on Ex
Arctic Rhino. The aim of the Exercise was to introduce the Troop to
Alpi ne Skii ng in the Caimgonns, Scotland. The expedition started with an
uneventful eight-hour drive to Dundee except for Sig Andy Welsh who
was accosted by a fellow transit driver elli ng bent car stereos! We spent
the evening in a TA Centre, courtesy of YofS Andy Dobson, 2 Signal Sqn,
however, this was only after an interesting tour of Dundee!!
The following morning on arrival at Aviemore we discovered that the
resort was stormbou nd and there was to be no ski ing in the Cairngorms.
Undeterred by this mall detai l we learnt of a second resort, The Lecht.
which wa apparently open. All hu ngry for our fi rst taste of snow we set
off for this resort. On arrival, we fo und hundreds of mad people skii no
0 on
mud in !he pouring rain, so we accepted defeat and for the rest of the day
we checked into our lodge and sorted out our admin.
The rest of the week was spent dodging the stonns in the Caimgorms
and kiing at the Lecht. One day was spent entirely in our lodge due 10 a
snowstorm and the local roads being closed by the Police. On the
penult imate night we had a small party which re ulted in numerous beer
drinking games, LCpl Phil Maybury showing his stamina with a barstool
and Sgt Matt Wakel ing showing his lack of patience with the Navy! By
the end of the week we had managed to ski three out of the five days,
experience a taste of Scoiland and enjoy the hospitality of numerous
S~ott is h pubs. Fi nall y, fa rewell to LCpl Graeme Hamblen (posted to 249
Sig Sqn, Bui ford!) and Sig Stewart Simpson , good luck in Civ Di v.
MONS TROOP
WOT, NO MORE DRASH?'
Tp Comd
Capt Nik Bruce
Tp SSgt
SSgt Chris Kidd
Ex Red Tri corn 1/First Foray was the fi rst shakeout exercise period for
the Regiment after a calorie intensive Christma . It was also time lO
educate new members of HQ DSG Staff on the pleasures of 'camping' on
Salisbury Plain (SPTA). Unfortunately, due to the very nature of SPTA.
!he exercise soon became more of a washout than a shakeout.

During one particular early morning monsoon drainaoe ditches had to
be dug to prevent the Staff from simply floating away. Th~ scene was more
like something out of 'The Cruel Sea' than an Army exercise. The only
bonus wa that with all the assembling and tearing down, DRASH
camouflage had been perfected both in ide and out-WITH MUD!!
With morale, understandably, not at its' peak, and most ~ople on their
third set of combats, an ideal opportunity arose to dismount the HQ into a
barn. This went extremely well and is now the preferred option of the Staff
(not 10 mention 206 Sig Sqn). So could this be !he last that we see of our
beloved DRASH (Don't Require Anymore Shelters, Hoorah!). To be
continued ...

OMA TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

LtF.Hay

S gt S. Hill

EXERCISE ARCTIC IRON 8/14 MARCH 1997
Ex Arctic Iron was the Oman Tp 'venture traintng exercise which took
place in the Cairngorms area of Scotland. The good weather and snow
conditions ensured that all personnel had five good days' of ~kiing,
transforming even the most inept beginner into a skier capable of tackling
the slopes in relative safety. That is, of cour. e, unles your name is ig
Vicky Ashworth, who has shown us all how to wipe out a T-Bar in one
easy move while on video camera. Jeremy Beadle watch out! The most
desperate man on the lopes had to be LCpl Steve Wells. who can hone in
on any woman within a five-mile radius 'just for a chat, hones!'. We
believe you. Steve. Award for the mos! eye-catching outfits have to go 10
Sgt Jim Robertson, LCpl 'Seth' Campbell and Sig 'Victor Meldrew'
Buckingham, who all sported attractive dew liners on the slopes, and
showed us all how to hit Mach I in a 'Zoot' suit. All in all a succe sful
week of adventure training, and Lt 'Fifi' Hay has agreed to organise
another trip next year.
SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd

2Lt A. Stead

~~p

~gt~ q

Here we are again after two weeks Easter leave, all bright eyed and bushy
tailed ready for another exciting tenn at the farm, and what a fun packc::d
time we're all going 10 have wi!h all these exercises coming up 10 top us
getting bored. Sharjah Tp was reformed at the beginning of the year and now
it has been packed out with fre h blood posted in. Starting with yet another
Tp Comd, 2Lt 'Skippy' Stead, SSgt Ray 'Davros' Lang, LCpl Kath
Burgess, Sig 'Vera' Lynn. Sig Ed Howard , Sig Kelly Garret and not
forgetting Sig 'Granvel' Drake. Welcome to you all and have a good tour.

'Here comes the rain again.'
A Rare moment as DRASH is erected in bright sunshine

3 (UK) DIV SIGNAL REGIMENT HISTORICAL ROOM
The Regiment is currently refurbishing the historical room. Anyone with
photographs, press cuttings or written memories which could be added to
the displays in the room is requested to write to Lt Hay, 222 Sqn, 3 (UK)
Div HQ and Sig Regt, Picton Barrack . Bulford Camp, Salisbury, SP4 9 Y.

Congratulations and best wishes to LCpl 'J' Huntingdon and his wife
Donna who were married on 8 March-a very shrewd move, marrying a
publican daughter!
CAMBRAI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Harvey
Tp SSg1
SSgt Day
The first exerci e of the year tarted earlier for some, with one SAN, led
by Cpl 'Wilkie' Wilkinson, deploying early with 216 Sig Sqn; 2Lt Joe
Harvey and Sig Karl Law practi ed !heir Arctic Warfare training during
some night move without a heater in their Land Rover, whit 1 other
again had the joy of helping Mons Tp with DRASH. Straight on from this,
with all the manpower returned from the Bowman trial , was the Sqn
Battlecamp held at Tregantle Fort near Plymouth. It wa thorough ly
enjoyed by all, especially due 10 ome fine weather and interesting range
(including some firefighting cau ed by our rogue Tp Comd who decided
10 set the ranges on fire one night with a tracer round from his GPMG).
The new Tp Comd, 2Lt Fennell, was welcomed warmly to the camp with
variou per onality switches taking place and leading io more than a liule
confusion. The Troop al o performed well in the intersection competition
with a number of Troop member being in the winning ection led by
LCpl Jim Walton. Finally, our congratulation mu t go to Sig Kev Meek
on promotion 10 LCpl and to S gt 'Doz' Day on promotion to W02.
222 SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

CONTINUE
THE ACTION
33 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

TA

Maj R. A. Mulholland
W0 2 ( SM) G. Johnson

HQ TROOP
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kimber
1\vo of our number have recently been elected for promotion. W02
(SSM) Gar y Johnson who is due 10 leave u shortly to take up the po 1of
RSM 30 Sig Regt, we wish Gary and Mourn all the bes! in Bramcoie.
Also elected for promotion was our SQM S gt Dave Rook well done.
Other comings and goings are; farewell to, Sgt Graeme Steel who ha rebadged AGC Corp , gt Steve Pattenden on detachment to Split, Cpl
Dave Sangster to 243 Sig Sqn and LCpl Chris Pugh to Training Wing.
Welcome to the following; Sgt Si Jarnell, Sgt Drew T homson, Cpl Fred
Farnrield, Cpl 'Dickie' Dickinson. Cpl 'Sabbo' Saban. Cpl Brett
Spruce, LCpl Ricky Ro , LCpl 'Stan' Stenning. LCpl Roger Teasdale
and finally Sig Adam Burman.
ADEN T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt . Morris
Tp Sgt
SSgt Hogg
.
. Aden Tp are as fluid as ever (thi has nothing w do with the lea ewe ve
JUSt had) and all the leaving drink for the following: LCpl Andy Plumb
and Cpl 'Penguin' Coxon who are off to I Di v, LCpl 'Ale Monster'
caley and Sig · ad ' Rayles who are bo!h off 10 2 igs and last. but not
least, Sig 'frev 'Do I care' Bailey who' soon to become M r Ba1l.ey. we
wish him all the best for the future. Well it's out with the old and tn w1!h
the new and welcome to the following: Cpl Frew, Cpl Turner , LC.pl
'Geordie' Appleby and Sig Johnson all from 7 Sig . Last but not least 1g
Mates from 11 Sig .

TERRITORIAL
ARMY

Have you left, or are
about to leave the
Regular Army? D:l
you feel you till
have much to offer?
Do you mi the li fe?
Will you be ettling
in the orth West of
E ngland ?

Join Us ...

Contact:
The Adjutant
33 Sig Regt (V)
Alamein TA Centre
Liverpool Road
Huyton
Liverpool
L363RW
Tel: 0151 489 8331
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from the Squadron, Chopsy! In return, we will soon be meeting Capt
Heywood ~ho will be arriving. from the Royal chool of Signals.
Congrat~lat1ons to the SSM, who 1s now the proud fa!her of a baby girl.
What wllh rugby before that , he has not been seen since the Christmas
party and w~'re . all starting l~ forget what he looks like. ever mind, he'll
be back just m ume for exercise.

7 Sig Regt
BFP035

229 IG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
l\Iaj Alan Stringer
1
W02 ( SM) Ton. Barry
Thi wa., another bu y period for all members of SHQ Tp. Fir t we tart
with ·Hello.• to LCpl Hayn , Dixon and Jones joining u from TM Tp.
With new that gts Eaves and Sanderson are , oon to join the quadron
fresh from their Tl in Blandford, the Tech Work hop i now a hive of
mdu try. Will thi. put a smile on the face of gt (FofS) Frank Cowa n?
On the farewell ide of the hou e we ay goodbye to Cpl Kev
lacguinne and LCpl ndy Hunter who are moving to 280 Sig Sqn
and C pl 'Gaz' H ayhurst who i tearing him elf away from the football
team to go to 35 Sig Regt (V). Thank you for your effort with the Troop,
we wi h you every ucce in the future.
Congratulation to gt ( QMS) Rob 'Banana Feet' Hood. gt 'Gaz I
mi ed a penalty' Williams. gt 'Big Mac and Chips' Mcki nnon , Cpl
'Gaz where' my flip-flop ' Hayhur t, LCpls teve Dixon and Scott
Haynes for being part of the BA (G) Challenge cup winning team. A big
well done to
gt (FofS) Frank Cowan and Sgt (YofS) 'Hodge'
Arthurs for their efforts in the recent Convention held at 7 Sig Regt this
year, don't worry next year it's your turn to it and relax.
Word on the treet is that Capt Andy 'I've got a new bike' Knott, is
doing the fir t 6000km around camp can be confinned. An inside ource
said today that he actually sle.ep in his leathers. Capt Knott was not
available for comment.
NOVE 1BER 1 TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt tewart Scott
SSgt
Sgt Gary Davies
Thi month we ay a ad farewell to the experience of Cpl 'Rocky'
Hud on, who i posted to 16 Sig Regt, and hi wife. Congratu lation go to
'Rocky' on hi promotion to Sgt. We al o ay our goodbyes to Sig
Stewart. Who although not going too far, goes 11exL door to November 3.
A huge welcome i made to S gt 'Gaz' Davies, wife Bev and family
from 2 Sig Regt. Bev has already left her mark by putting her aerobic
in tructor ' kills to good u e by 'beasting· the Regiment Football team.
There wa a definite lack of co-ordination displayed buc then they are
footballer (this from a fru trated rugby player!). We have al o managed to
acquire ig ' Lordy· Lord (centre forward) from 230 Sig Sqn as they leave
u for I 6 Sig Regt.
It has been a busy month with all hands ·on deck' for the Regiment
Board of Officers. All went extremely well due to the hard work and
dedication of all concerned. We have seen S ig ' Alvi n' Carlyon with a new
job description as 'Domestic Corridor Technician' displaying his talents
with the electrical buffer on the new Squadron Lines. Cpl 'Lee' Irvine
with the challenging task of providing entertainment for the forthcoming
Easter Filir-taken from the book of· 1001things to do with an Easter Egg!'
Usually clad in helmet and leathers 2Lt 'Scottie' Scott has been grounded
after dropping hi motor-bike in the ice and once fixed found he was only
to be out done by the 2IC' new parlding and spangle Thunderace I000.
0 EMBER 2 TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Pete Young
SSgt
SSgt eil James
Since the epic return from Bosnia of the widely spread Troop ofT 12,
\\e find that an 'Option for Change' phenomenon has happened. A flash
of light. a loud crack, a tiny cry and as the smoke cleared there stood the
fre h faced new-born troop of November 2. Within the Troop there were
happy ' Hi ' ' and Tearful 'Byes'. So 'Tood le pip ' to: Capt Ian- 'playing
rugby' Heath. S gt Ronnie Brent gone to Civ Di v, SSgt Tom Lappin
who is off to York with hi Susuki 600, LCpls Billy Morris, Kieran 'my
top~ off' Slack and Reuban 'Chalky' White. The Big Hi ya' to: 2Lt
'Paddy' Fitzpatrick-Young straight from the factory, SSgt eil James
from I Div, gt 'Kato' Cooper, Cpl 'Willy brilliant E.D' Wilcock, Cpl
'Ev .The Man' Bennett and Sig Colin 'Fat-Lad ' Haslam. F.inally all the
Radio Relay· wi h to thank Cpl 'Willy' Wilcock for his demo on how to
drain a 3 KVA generator by taking the filler cap off while the generator
was running. This time we'll end on a low note wi th a poem from a
lineman who would prefer to remain anonymou :
We never grumble,
We seldom moan,
We '/I lay a line to your telephone,
We do our job,
We charge no fee,
We 're the Am1y'.5 version of 8. T.
0 EMBER3TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Trudy Robinson
Sgt Paul Rob on
gt
Once again it's a month of comings and going .. Fond farewells go to
·1g ·Rob' Garner who is posted Lo 2 Sig RegL, Cpl Gray who has gone to
Blandford to pa~s on his vast experience and LCpl Gilbert who has been
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po ted to 280 Sig Sqn to ample the delights of Bosnia. We would like 10
extend a warm welcome to Sig 'Jono' Johnson straight from trade
training and Sig tewart stolen back from November I Troop. With half
the Troop on football training and half on boxing training. the dedicated
workers have been working round the clock to get the vehicles up to peed
for the Board of Officers. Cpl 'Scully' Halliwell has held 1hc fort
admirably (well al least he makes a better brew now).
Congratulations are in order Lo SSgt ' Brains of Britain ' Robson on
ucces ful completion of hi SFA cour e. Congratulations al o to Sig
'Hero' Bonney on hi recent award of a COMMARC's CITATIO for
coming to the -aid of a civilian who had been shot in Bosnia, Sig Bonney
ga e life aving fir t aid and then rushed tile injured woman LO medical
aid. ext in the order of merit is Cpl Robbie ' How's My Hair ' Love for
coring two goal in the semi final of the BA(G) Challenge Cup (will we
ever hear the end of it). Finally many thank to Sig 'Jase' Martin for
organi ing the first of many ucce ful troop night out.
230 IGNAL SQ ADRON I VADES JHQ
After two years with the mighty 7 Sig Regt, the time has arrived for 230
Sig Sqn to up take and return to the bosom of it former parent Regiment
glorious 16 Signals. Had Op Re olute not intervened, the move would have
happened much earlier. but clearly, 7 Sig couldn't manage without us! In
the weeks leading up to the move. we were in a position of flux, till part of
7 Sig Regt and also champing at the bit to get to JHQ with all the new
challenges that would bring. We will be the large t field Squadron in 16 Sig
Regt. The lllOve took place during the 17-21 March after the Squadron was
ubjected to a Board of Officers to ensure we weren't running away with
anything we houldn 't. The Squadron laid all its equipment out in hangars at
Ayrshire Barracks in Moenchen Gladbach. The Squadron Commander was
heard to comment; ·r didn't reali ewe had o much ruff! '
Coming o quickly on the heel of a massive operation, the move went
urpri ingly well and we are now settling our elves into new offices and
accommodation. With refurbi hment work under way it look as if we will
be staying here for a few months at lea t. Goodbye and thanks to 7 Sig
and all the friends we've made in Krefeld , if you're ever down vi iting the
PX, come in and ee u , cheers!

DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Farragher
Tp S gt
S gt Halliday
The start of the New Year brought many new faces to the Troop.
Welcome 10 our new Tp Comd, 2Lt Farragher fresh from the Tp Comds
Course ..tnd also Sig 'Jibblet' Ablott. Also welcome to gt 'Taff' Woolen
who has just passed hi s T l at Blandford and about to do some proper work
for a change. and Sig 'Ja e· Holt traight from the factory.
The year ahead will be very hectic for the Troop with many exercise.
and adventure training planned. Farewell to Cpl 'Plug' Turner and
Lorraine plus sprog who are off to 24 Bde Sig Sqn and Sig 'Spuggy'
Hetherington and his wife Lisa who are off to 2 Sig Regt in sunny York.
There has been a tearful separation for Sig ' Micky' Durrant and Sig
• utter' Rutter, who are finally getting their divorce from each other.
'Micky' moves down the road to 16 Sig Regt and 'Nutter' to I Mech Bde
in Tidworth. Finally, congratulations to LCpl Charlie 'I play lots of
rugby' Kama on his recent marriage to Elizabeth. Our sympathies go
with her!
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lloyd
"'p gt
SSgt D. Sloane
The last few months have been very hectic for God' Children, the
froop formally known as Radio, now known as Romeo. soon to be known
a~ Symbol. Having gone from having a Troop with more manpower than
some of the other Squadrons in the Regiment, we are now in a ituation
where our compact leader, SSgt Dave loane, fresh from hi swan to
Australia. spend more time juggling names from det to det than a circus
performer. The departures from the Troop have been too many to mention
individually. For all those folks who have been part of Romeo/Radio/
Radcon and have moved on to new Troops/Squadron , thanks for your
time and cheers easy. otable farewells though have been SSgt ·chalky'
White, who has left us on promotion to W02. gt Chris Loughlin, over
to 231 Sqn, with the Soft Rover Group-enjoy. And finally, Cpls Jim
Toms, Col Richardson. and LCpl 'Scotty' .Johnstone, off on promotion
to Cpl. and who have all been granted e cape chitties. A big welcome goes
to 2Lt 'Beanie' Lloyd , our new Tp Comd, welcome to the big world of
radio.
With the exerci e ea on nearly upon us. things are becoming
increa ingly hectic. C pl Stu Fidler eem to become more tre ed with
each passing day, and the on ly light at the end of hi tunnel ha been the
appointment of Sig Vicky Molyneux as his crew. Sgt 'Gaz' Pearson,
allegedly the Troop ' radio technician. is as elusive as only a tech can be.
Tales of his being related to Lord Lucan are, however, unfounded .
On the sporting front, everal member of the troop were part of the
Regiment Volleyball team, LCpl Stu Hunt and Stu Stanway being part
of the team which won the BA(G) final, and are hortly off LO the UK to
take place in the Army final . I hope that Stu 'Stilla· Stanway is happy
now that he ha finally had a mention in The Wire, bravo! Finally.
welcome back to LCpl Andy Bennett, who, having being promoted, wa
promptly di patched to work in the ration store, good career move. Can we

have some more pies please? The fat lady sings, so it i., timt: for this
passage from Romeo Tp to end. where's Juliet?
SIERRA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Richards
Tp SSgt
Sgts Good and lien
The newly formed Sierra Tp, has spent most of its time with Troop level
re-organisation and maintenance tasks. The operational readiness of the
Troop is the priority leading into a ew Year of exercise . Despite the
heavy maintenance work required by the satellites, the Troop have found
time to take full advantage of the new Interactive Leaming Centre at JHQ
and are now certified com puter whizkids.
A warm welcome is extended to the most recent members of the Troop.
and also to the vehicles that they brought with them! Congratulations go to
LCpl 'Scouse' Mahers with the new addition to the family, a baby girl.
Last but not least, a sad farewell muM be said to Sgt Ian Good who will be
leaving us this summer. with our congratulations on his promotion to taff
Sergeant.
TANGO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Harri ld
Tp SSgt
SSgt James (i n reality, Cpl Moran)
Since the return of the Regiment from Bosnia at the end of last year.
there have been many changes in the Squadron, including the formation of
a new Troop, Tango (You KNOW when you've been Tangoed). Although
still not quite 'officially opened·. the Troop is . tarting to gain it\ own
identity and should certainly be complete by the ummer, in time to take
part in one of Maj 'Skippy' Thorek 's real 'barbie '! LCpl 'Cheesey'
Helm has had the unenviable job of taking on the stores and trying to work
out why there are no tenc pole for the tents. His desk i now two feet off
the ground and he i requesting another room.
There are a number of new faces fre b from the UK to join the rest of
the turmoil. including Cpls 'Bruce' Findlay, 'Taff' John and 'Moustache'
Fraser, who have taken over the Sqn MT by force and are half way to
finding all the Squadron vehicle . The technician have gained C pl
' Du ty' M iller. who is now old enough to be out until midnight without
hi mothers consent. Farewells go to LCpl Kennett and Sig 'H' Harve}.
who managed to make a break for it before all the change started. LCpl
Newman is al o off soon, on a Driving Instructor' Course before being
po ted to Blandford. Watch out over there!
TOTffFC/FOFS/YOFS CO VE TIO -MARCH 1997
Over the period 19-21 March 1997, 7 Sig Regt hosted the annual
gathering of the bright and brainy at Bradbury Barracks. Krefeld . The 1997
TOTfffc/FofS/YofS convention was attended by ninety members of the
Corp from Great Britain, orthern Ireland and Europe. The convention.
opened by Brig J. ha w MBE, Comd I Sig Bde was a thought provoking
and intere ting eminar for ideas and update on how colleague had,
should or could addres their unit and operational problems.
A dinner in the Regiment Sgt · Mess, by kind permi ion of RSM Pete
Griffiths, allowed tho e auending to enjoy a long evening of merry
making. It was also an opportunity for all to say a fond farewell to Lt Col
(Tfc) Jim Ross upon his impending retirement following a long and
di tinguished career in the Corp . Day two dawned and a ubdued
audience wa present in the convention centre (well ome of them). Where
were the TOT and their teams from 2 and 15 Sig Regts? Refre hed and
rejuvenated. everyone departed late on the Friday clutching their duty
free and looki ng forward to the 199 meeting of the minds in UK.

9 Sig Regt (R)
BFP059
HQSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
2IC/Regt Trg Offr
SSM

Lt Col M.J.M. Dyer, CO 7 Sig Regt, hands over command of 230
Sig Sqn and their pennant to Lt Col B. Hewitt, CO
16 Sig Regt, during the leaving parade at Krefeld .
232 SIG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj Thorek Royal Australian Signals
SSM
W02(SSM) aylor(moreoften gt.James)
A farewell to start with, to Capt Cornell, who is off to tackle
Sh ri venham. Apparently he thinks it might be a 11ice break. Good luck
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Maj Phil Daisey
Capt John Mullender
W02 (SSM) Tony Slaney

TM TROOP
Tp Comd (TOT)
(FofS) I
TpSSgt
Line SSgt

Capt Marcus Sulivan
WOl (FofS) Phil McGiveron
S gt Stu Ryder
S gt Tony McClean

BUSI ESS AS USUAL
by LCpl 'Tony' Bennett, QM Dept
HQ Sqn, perhaps d ue to its many differing Corps and Cap Badge has a
wealth of experience and capabilities as well a competi tive spirit that has
not been matched by any of the other Squadron. of9 ig Regt (R).
We have yet again had a tring of ucce e to date and we feel that
these achievement make u a cut above the re 1 of the Regiment. fo r
example,
Our victory roll i a fo llows:
Winner
Training Wing Trophy
Cross Country '96
Winners
Coomber Cup '96
Winner
Cross Count ry '97
Winners
.
To set the cene a little better. let me explain, the Coomber Cup is a
c~all.enge of five disciplines et out and fought for, by. e~err quadron
w!thin the Regiment, throughout the training year. The d1 c1ph~e co~ 1 t
ot the following: Ath letics; Swimming; Cros
ou ntry; Oncnteenng;
Training Wing Trophy (Military Skill ).

1R'
HASS N'S RETIRE 1E T FU CTIO
On 31 January 1997. the Regiment said a ad farewell to Mr 'Muuie'
Hassan on his retirement after nearly 47 years of tirling work at 9 ig
Regt (R) in yio ikolao . He has penc the la t 10 years of hi · . ervi e to
u as the foreman in charge of the civilian aerial riggers and linemen. as
well a a uppl ier of plants and excellent home-made lemonade. 'Muvie'
fir t started work in the Regimen! on 15 larch back in 1951 when he was
ju t a young lad from the old city of Famagusta. A well a being well
known for hi helpful and cheerful character. 'Muzzie' is probably most
famous for hi . annual 'Pig Roast'. by all of the lucky people that have
been invited over the year ·.
During hi retirement function ·Muzzic' wlli> pre cnted with a
microwave oven and a very ni<'\! engraved silver di, h by the Commanding
Officer Lt Col Tim Jn ·haw. After a round the world trip to see his
relative and friend in Turkey, England and anywhere el. e that tal ,., ht.
fancy. he plan on return.ng to Famagusta to pend the re 1 of hi.
retirement with hi wife.

lSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
2IC
SM

COMMSTROOP
HELLO, GOODBYE AND 0 GRAT LATIO S
Collllll Tp has gone po ting mad with no fewer than eight po tings m
and ou1. The old hierarchy of apt (Tfc) Jim Sykes and \ 01 (YofS )
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Maj John Watt
Flt Lt Frank C lifford (RAF Regt)
W02 (SSM) Bob Stanton

rnzzm·
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P te Martin have departed. apt yke goes to 11 Sig Bde in Donington
and YofS Martin to I Engin ering. Blandford. Farewell al o to Cpl
, Jandy Eardley. L pl Lee utton. L pl Mel Hem tead, and. newly
promoted L pl Dave Iarke. We wi h you all the be. t of luck m your
new unit . Wei ome to the new Tp Comd/Yeoman WOl (YofS) Alan
Patterson who join us from 16 Sig Regt and to ig Steve Vickers who
arrives from 23
ig qn. Many congratulations to Cpl Eddy Edwards
and wife J ill n the arrival of their .on Jack and also to pl Kendra
H ugh
and husband Ian on the crrival of their new bundle of fun
Callum .
WH AT' HAPPEN! ' GI THE TROOP
you can imagine with o few arrival and o many departure ,
ornani-ed chaos ha~ reigned in Comm Tp over the pa t couple of month .
at:hough
gt Dave Cook a ure u thi is co!lling to an end oon.
Despite the hecti work chedule Comm Tp d1 covered a couple of
unlikely athlete in ig Ian ligh t and Sig ·Rab' Bell. · lighty' '~ho until
recently trugoled with hi BFT and ·Rab· who at 31 and mokmg 40 a
day. have both entered the annual Ay ik 15 mile road race. Wh? knows
what their next crazy idea will be. Another Troop portsman Sig John
Little ha just returned from playing Army U-23 ba ketball in tl~e UK, or
o he say ! Could it be though he just wanted a three week wan m the UK
whil t hi wife just happened to be vi iring home. ow it' almost time for
the Dhekelia Motor how o it's all hands on deck, to terrori e the re t of
the i land with the now infamou Comms Tp one liner ·would you like to
buy a raffle ticket' .
3SQ ADRON
SqnComd
SM

M aj Anthony Fr a nks
W02 (SSM) M a r tin Thi rsk

L TROOP
TpComd
Op WO
Ops WO
TpSSgt

C apt C heryl Durra nt
W OZ Any Worsley
WOZ 1ary Few
SSgt E wan Hall

TROOP ARRIVALS
\ e are happy to announce the arrival of tlie following per onnel into
the fold of L Tp over the last few months. In February we aid hello to
gt 'Tigger' Howarth from 14 Sig and fresh from the factory LCpls
Helen Bibby, Lisa Gibbons, M ark Lodge. Dean Messer . March was a
lean month on the arrivals ide of life but in April we greeted Sgt Tim
tevens and hi wife Karen from 14 Sig and LCpls Dave Halliday and
Terry Bebbington from CSG. To all of these new arrival we wish them a
very happy and productive lOUI.

LS & GC 1EDAL PRESE TATIO
L & G medals were presented to the following member of 9 Sig
Regt (R) and 33 igs Unit in t11e WO ' & gts' Mess on 31 January 1997
by Dhekelia Garrison Commander Col M. H. H . Brooke OBE.

The co·s handpicked teams started from St David's Cathedral covering
rouie of eight miles back to camp over similar terrain to the Gladiators.
On arrival back at Brawdy, both teams donned their re pirators for the
final sprint to the range , for a falling plate competition. The winners of
the CO's cup were 237 Sig Sqn A team, with 226 Sig Sqn A team being
the runners up.
3

TM TROOP
TOT
Capt Tim Prince
FofS
WOJ (FofS) Graham Blondell
Things are beginning to take shape with new faces turning up to
enhance our manning level to a staggering 55% of our true establishment.
So a big welcome goes out to gt 'Smitty' Smith RLC, LCpl 'Shazza"
Bale, LCpl 'Ju lian ' Dicks and ig 'Steep' Clift.
The boy (and girl) are doing us proud in Bosnia so we better give them
a mention and get their names printed, gt Bob Pace, gt ' Pork' Catlett,
Cpl Hazel Beattie, and LCpl 'Denno' Dennis. Well-done guys keep
'standing to' who know maybe one day you'll be Rd's too.
Congratulations goe to gt (FofS) 'Zoo' Williams on being elected
for promotion and also to Sigs Mick Fernie and Gav 'Pot Tech'
McArthur who are now thrusting, Lance Corporal . Finally a few sad
farewells go to Sgt Ali Mepham off to Cyprus and also to ig ' Daz' mith
who i off to 7 Si gs, all the best for the future and thanks for your M:rvice

Front row (l-R): Mrs Bennett, Mrs Cundiff, Co l Brooke QBE,
Mrs Croft, Mrs Smith
Second Row (L-R): WQ1 (RSM) J.B. Duckworth, Sgt Bennett,
Sgt Cundiff (RLC). Cpl Carp (33SU), SSgt (SQMS) Croft,
Cpl Smith, Lt Co l T. G. lnshaw R Signals

226 SIGNAL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Cpl Kiel ly drops his be rgan on Sgt Mumford,
Cpl Hopkins watches wi th astonishment
HQSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SM

CO'S CUP-4 MARCH 1997
This was the fir t time 14 Sig Regt (EW) has held the CO's Cup
Competition siace moving back from Germany to Pembrokeshire. Each of
the Regiment's four Squadrons entered three teams of ten in the March and
Shoot Competition, the trophy bei ng the most prestigious a Squadron can
win.

Cpl Dawson lending a hand to Sig Efans
at the end of his 'wet' river crossing
194

The gladiator teams, of which there were two per Squadron started from
Haverfordwe t Castle, seen off by the Mayoress, Town Sheriff and the
CO. The countryside in Pembrokeshire wa ideal(!) for the 12 mile route
over cross country and country lane . As if that were not challenging
enough, the teams were faced with a 'dry' river crossi ng, and then a 'wet'
river crossing. Technique varied, from 226 Sig Sqn ' fully clothed
attempt to 237 Sig Sqn's berets and boxers approach. Arriving al the first
aid stand, the teams encountered a vehicle that had been blown up by a
mine, and they had to treat the casualties.

Sig Lovell setting the pace for his QC, Maj Whitehead,
w ith Sig (now LCpl) Blowes in hot pursuit
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(EW)
Maj R. C lapp
W02 (SSM) M. Couston

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Roberts
Tp Sgt
Sgt Heslop
The past couple of month have been a turbulent time for Comm Tp.
We have een half of our manpower drafted away to Bowman trial down
on Salisbury plain. What was left of the Troop ploughed on with
maintaining our ancient fleet of vehicles and preparing them for the fir t
Squadron exercise for ome year . Cpls 'Airborne' Blakeley and ' ice
Ruby' Woolley tran formed what was the Regiment paint tore to what is
now the Squadron command post box body. February came and so did the
wind, the Troop was blown out of the camp gates to deploy on Ex
Dragon's Dawn LCpl 'Scouse' Parry also deployed his corner shop, for
which the night shift were grateful. The gale force winds accounted for
ome casual ties with the cookhouse tent deciding to go for the record for
the mo t back flips in uccession. A couple of masts belonging to SCP had
had enough and took a dive, or was it becau e Sgt ·Sri' H eslop had a hand
in putting both of them up.
The Troop say a fond farewell to SSgt 'Danny' T hornton off on
promorion to UOTC Glasgow. LCpl Howell is waxing his ki for a stint
witli 249 Sig Sqn and LCpl ·Pete· Alla n who i going to ee if the grass is
greener on the other ide of the fence. We ay hello to 2Lt 'Charlie'
Roberts from his Tp Commander Cour e, Cpl ·scu· Lovely from 7 Sig
Regt and Sig Tank Girl (not)' Ruck. Congratulations to LC pl Cavell on
her promotion which wa well deserved

SSgt Tony McClean presenti ng 'M uzzie' with his
engraved silver dish

14 Sig Regt (EW)

A very busy period for saying hello and goodbye's. Welcome to gt
Phil Stroudly and his wife Debbie, igs Binham, Oldfield. Brown and
Lovell (no nicknames yel) hello and goodbye to LCpl Billy Blackmore
off to Bosnia, and finally LCpl Danuy Rundell and LCpl ' Bamby'
Hambley both soon off to civvy street.

Maj W hitehead
WOZ (SSM) Rouse

I TER SQUADRON BOXI G
Although the Squadron ha been exceptiona.lly busy over the la t few
months, we still managed to enter ix boxers rnto the Inter Sqn Boxmg
Competition. After two months arduou training co-ordinated by Sgt
Mumford RLC and C pl F ox, the six boxers, Cpl O wen , LCpl George
RLC, Sig Brown, Sig Caine, Sig Lovell and Pte Foncette AGC were
ready for action.
.
Although narrowly beaten in the preliminary rounds, Cpl Owen. 1g
Lovell and Sig Caine can be mighty proud of their efforts. In the final
LCpl George was narrowly beaten on point , Pte Foncette put on ~n
outstanding show by topping hi opponent in t11e econd round and Sig
Brown won very convincingly on points.
REGIMENTAL MT
I MJLLIO N MILE PER YEAR
'RAF Brawdy. Where is RAF Brawdy?' I asked. 'It'. in the middle of
nowhere,' was the answer. They were wrong, it' not in the middle it's at
the end. 136 mi le to England and we travel there every day.. The I
million-mi le point was met ea rl y in December 1996 and. t.h1s \Va '
completed u ·ing only the white fleet and hire cars. The I m1lhon mile
mark wa made by LCpl ' Bamby' Hambley w~il t return ing from Bnze,
(another claim). In fact if it wa not for the claims then most of the lads
wou ld be kint by the I0th of every month.
.
!FOR 2 have returned to the fold wi th C pl John Kielty wondering why
!iis in-tray i still fat. Sgt Jim McNabb ha , fou.nd hi puppy ha gro"'. n
into a hor e. We have had Falkland and Gult babies, now we have Bo ma
babie ,. so congratul ations to gt Paul Taylor and his wife Lyn.
Meanwhile the MTWO W02 Tony ' Wallace' Gaston has got anoth~r
vintage bike, (T wonder if any of them will ever run), and
gt Arclue
'Cra h test dummie' Fulton has rolled another car making a record of two
in two weeks. he has applied for a job with Volvo.
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HOTEL T ROOP
Tp Comd
L t Brown
Tp SSgt
SSgt D. Dagnall
The Troop wou ld like to welcome Lt Brown , the new Tp Comd, Sgt
ndy Ball, his wife J an e and of cour e the new Troop ma cot Ruby the
mutt. Al o a warm welcome to Cpl ·Giant Hay tack ' Reeves.
The BSV crew wi h to thank Cpl 'Ainsley' Collins for an excellent I 0
day of cordon bleu cooking. The genes didn't work but what the heck we
had full bellie . The Troop then won a resou nding victory in the Squadron
SOI competirion. narrowly bearing 640 Sig Tp with a total of nine peopl~,
four junior and five eniors. Well done to everyone. The Troop placed six
people on a power boat course. there were two boats u ed, one of which
was bigger and fa ter thu each group of three t0ok turn in both. W02 'I
can drive and comb my hair' Ward , Sgt ·power turns' Fielder and Sig 'sad
singly in love' Watson were nearly wiped out by Sig ·took no hands'
Wilson whilst trying to urf in their wake. Thi left LCpl 'H' Honeywood
and Cpl 'receding hairline' Mattacola crambling to grab the wheel o a
not to totally decimate the Troop manpower. Luckily SSgt Steve Roberts
(real name at Ia t) saved us all. La. t but not lea t we al o ay a fond
farewell to LCpl Albert Mersom (or i it Radovan), the longest serving
Troop member and Kingfi her expen. Look after him Ka ren and be l
wi hes for your future in civvy treet, fella. Keep in touch
ROMEO TROOP
TpComd
Tp OPSWO/SSgt

WOl tapleton
S gt (Supvr R) Fuller

EXERCISE DRAGO N DAWN
The Troop deployed into the local area for ten day and fought off the
incredible winds and storms. Eating large amount of rations and drinking
lot of brew con oled the crew . big thanks to 'beady eyed' Alpha ere\\
for t11e abotnge of Charlie Detachment whil t away visiting the .can~p fo r
·admini tration purpose ·.A big than k to the re, upply for arnvmg m the
middle of a era h out and in i ting we load on t11e twenty jerry cans of fuel
A fond fare\ ell to two couples who are both off to -unnier climes. gts
Tim and Karen te,•en and Sgt Kev Taylor and his wife ndrea. ma)
your brandy sours stay. chi~led ! . big hell o. goes to o~r new OC. WO I
Dave Sta pleton and 111 wife Juhe. who will be stee ring the helm over
turbu lent waters in the Squadron. Also hello to pl Jim B rne and L pl
'Bulldog· Drummond.
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6-'0 I
TpComd
Tp gt

L TROOP
Lt N. Stokoe
gt Harriott

E ER I EDE ILS HORIZON-97
Over the last few week life had be ome somewhat mundane and
m notonou in the garages. At la t came our chance to deploy the Troop '
ageing fleet of land rovers to the unny climate. of Cypru under the
command of apt loir, 2Lt Beckett and not forgening the Tro p
an wer to Danny De Vito, W02 ·Supvr R ) Watton.
The adyance party. under the leadership of SSgt Andy Harriott,
deployed on 14 February for Cypru via the airhc::ad at South Cerney to
prepare the way for the remainder of the Troop, a would be done on an
operation l deplO) ment. Having managed to arrange all the nece ary
a ommodation and other admin points the advance party found
themselve. with time to spare. So it wa a nice day on the beach for them.
nfortunately that wa not the ca e for pl Denton, now known a
·Pebble ·. This i because when he decided to dive into the water, the
water decided to go out lea ing 'Pebbles' tranded on the beach like a
bea ·bed whale'' ith a grazed chest for hi troubles.
On 17 Febru3I) the main body departed Brawdy following the econd
chalk of vehicles, which had left ome hour before. One of the vehicles
wa di covered on the hard houldcr in some bother and was to take no
further part in the exerci e. It was back to camp for the crew of that
vehicle. LCpl Andy Mcarthy and Mike Dies. At RAF Brize orton it all
looked well for a mooth ride to Cyprus but like mo t ca es thi was not to
be. It all started to take a turn for the worse when the VC-10 initially took
off and the cabin crew announced that the food would be erved in ju t
over two hours. At which there was a loud cream from Sig Kelly O 'Neill
who had tarved her elf for the luxury of the in-flight meal, or so she say .
It wasn't long before we were back on the ground, as the plane had to
make an emergency landing due to a fault of ome kind. Thi warranted all
the pas enger having to wear the oxygen mask and the plane being
escorted down the runway by a fleet of fire engine and ambulances. The
nervou fliers of the Troop, Sgt M aria Lester and LCpl 'Deano· Stewart
were given confidence by the cabin crew comforting words, "There is no
need to panic yet!!" However, it all came to nothing and we were on our
way 24 hours later, in a different plane, for a mooth flight across .
Having arrived in Cyprus it was now time for the eriou ide of the
exerci e and tart to et up the Troop complex and other detachment .
During the hard working chedule enforced by the Troop OPSWO a lot of
quality work was done and experience gained. A pecial mention goes to
Cpl Kel\'in Jones who despite the doubrful words of the Troop OPSWO
managed to establi h comms back to Brawdy leaving the speechless
OPSWO with a forfeit to pay.
The time had come to tart the move back to Brawdy but not before the
Troop was invited to play a friendly football match against its hosts, 9 Sig
Regt. The re ult was an amazing victory with the Troop coming out
winner 4-3. All the goals coming from the elder members of the team,
W02 Watton with two goals, C pl Dave Rome with the best of the four
and Cpl 'Pebble ' Denton with the winner in the last few minutes of the
game.
Farewells to Capt Nick O ' Kelly who has now moved on to the dizzy
heights of 21C 237 Sig Sqn good luck. Also 2Lt 'jungle fever' Beckett
who leave us to go to 245 Sig Sqn before leaving the Regiment altogether
for her pell at university. Goodbye to C pl Paul Merchant who has been
tasked to pass the depths of his wisdom to the up and comi ng of the Corps
at the Royal School of Signal , Blandford. New arrivals on the Troop are
gt Al Grundy from PJHQ, London and Cpls Si Green and Ady
Patrick both coming from 225 Sig Sqn as well as LCpl Jay Aldred from
Comms & Sy group {UK), welcome to one and all and we hope you enjoy
your time with 640 Sig Tp. Congratulations go to LCpl Si Smith and wife
C laire on the birth of their son Thomas and to LCpl Laura Shaw on her
·
promotion . . . at last.
237 S IG AL Q ADRO (EW)
When Lt Shirley Ballantyne led his victorious Commander' Cup
team through the finish line and into the annals of Squadron history, it was
the vindication and climax of a highly auspicious couple of months. The
CO's Cup came immediately after Ex Dragon' Dawn and the participants
had hardly any time to wash their underpants before deploying on the
march and shoot competition (rumours abound that Lt Ballantyne did not
bother).
Fx Dragon's Dawn was the first motor deployment of the Squadron
since the return from Bosnia and it was certai nl y evident in the early
stages. The phenomenal Wel h weather did wonders for uni t morale and
the Squadron's kite flying team, gale force winds and urban cam combined
uperbly to make a circumnav igat ion balloon! As the exercise progressed
the skill levels increased expotentially, and the new Barracuda Int/OF
sy tern emerged as a rather useful little toy-the operators were
di. appointed to learn that someone had taken Minesweeper from the
computers. Despite crie of no leep everyone enjoyed it especial ly Sgt
id Yule who managed to break a Barracuda mast, ig M urphy who
bogged m a vehicle most days and managed to run out of petrol, and Cpl
Kev Hibberd who spent most of his time changing generators.
The storming uccc s of the A team of the CO's Cup-12 miles in the
Haverfordwest area complete with two river cros ings, a range stand and a
First Aid tand-was matched by the high morale of the other two teams.
Lt 'Ginger' tokoe almost received a time penalty for exce sively
giggling throughout the competition and LCpl 'Swampy' Dent proved
what a truly revolting man he is with a string of anecdotes which would
make Bernard Manning blush' The OC's team was filled wi th minh by the
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comedy of Maj Alan Hill"s and W02 Cox's little legs pumping twenty to
the dozen! All in all, it wa. an excellent day. We looked forward to the
article in the Western Telegraph and the last laugh was definitely on us.
Th local press had written an article mentioning Lt Valentine with a
picture of226 Sig Sqn a. the winning team.
We welcome Capt Nick O 'Kelly, Capt 'Taff Edwards. 2Lt Rob
Sifiith, 2Lt tichael Powell, W02 Phil Ashworth. Sgt Bridget Jukes,
Cpl ·Taff" Jones and Cpl tephen Gronn. Sadly we ay goodbye to Capt
Robbie King who goe to JDSC at Sandhur·t. Those leaving include Lt
Niall Stokoe. who take over 640 Sig Tp, LCpl Nicky Wilkie, LCpl
'Chunk ' Spearpoint and Sig Mick Breydin . The Squadron also
congratulates LCpl Dot Perkins, LCpl Adam Fairclough and LCpl
'635' Smith on their recent promotion.
The main achievement of the Squadron was the triumph in the
Regiment Boxing competition as pan of the Russ Cup. We had done well
in the preliminary round and were ·et to win the event. The entire
Regiment gathered to watch the ten fight but the team had trained for
week and no one wa going to back out now. Their courage wa
impres ive. Boxers managed to stay in the ring for all three rounds despite
a broken hand, pulverised faces and opponent that were twice their ize.
The evening also contained a kick boxing fight between the World
Champion and the Engli h Champion. A big thank you to our valiant
team-Cpl "Bish-Bo h" Bishop. LCpl Joh n Reardon , LCpl Kev
Wakeford . LCpl '310' mith , Sig Taff' Peacock, Sig 'Taff' Thomas,
Sig Gaj Gajic and Sig "Willy' Hayes. Cpl Buz' Burrows also did a great
job jumping in and out of the ring wiping blood and sweat from our team
and providing the much needed encouragement. The evening finished with
a meal and drinks in the Officer' Mess. Sgt Sid Yule thinks he got away
with it but now everyone knows that hi idea of an ashtray i to ubtly drop
the cigarette butt on the carpet and dig it in with his boot.
Victor Tp ha been kept busy with the Barracuda trials. Sgt Joyce
Pankhurst is slowly getting Lo grip with the Squadron's fire
extinguisher and Sgt id Yule has had numerous comments about hi
new expensive mountain bike-apparently he did not know that it was a
girl' bike when he bought iL
Tango Tp has plit into two Troops, Tango Tp and Kilo Tp, the first as
Comrns Tp and the second a a Jammer Tp. Everyone ha worked
extremely hard on preparation for PREs and I st lines but some also
managed to do a bit of adventurous training. Ex Dragon's Egg was a
climbing and caving package in Snowdonia that led LCpl Al Doyle to go
on to complete a caving course. C pl Bishop and LCpl Doyle also
managed to gain a UEL qualification.
245 SI GNAL SQ UADRO. (EW)
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Davis
SSM
W02 (SSM) M . C. F isher

EXER CISE DRAG ON'S DAWN
This was the Squadron ' first major exerci e of the year and, in keeping
with the occasion, the Wei h weather did all that it could to destroy
everyone's plans-particularly where camnets were concerned. Needless to
ay though, the Squadron prevailed and the 'friendly island of Pembronia'
was liberated from the evil clutches of the 'Hibernian enemy forces' by the
end of the 10 day exerci e. Fortunately, in pired by W02 Phil 'Let's
pretend' Chu rm and his Inter Corps team, everyone was able to fully
appreciate the exercise cenario and much " notional" good weather and
Jeep wa enjoyed by all.
Meanwhile, back in the real world, Whi key Tp experienced the
unforgettable joys of an 'crash out' move between locations, resulting in a
few extra grey hairs for W02 (OpsWO) Ia n 'DAMCO ' Ha rrison and
all at SHQ. Juliet and Zulu Tp battled on as usual, although minus theirTp
Comds, both of whom had found warmer place to visit such as Cyprus
and Iraq.

Squadr~n boxers n~ade it as far ~s the Reg,t final: LCpl Kenny 'Klingonll'
Kendrick. Cpl Tim McCard1e, LCpl Del' McCallion and JT John
' Wipe ·cm out' Winwood. All put in excellent performances, but the latter
made a par:ticularly impressive impact-certainly on his opponent-by not
only breaking his hand in the first round, but by then going on to win
conclusively!
With the lnter-Sqn . swimm ing competiti on nearly upon us, the
Squadron has put away its boxing gloves and skipping ropes in favour of
some fairly offensive swimming trunks. Organised by W02 Phil 'The
Fish' Churm and trained by LCpl Ian 'Jeff Hurst, the Squadron hopes
to put .together .another ~ne !Je:rformance in this round of the Russ Cup.
L pl orman Burn in parucular should be guaranteed success in the
'S wims like a brick' event.
There have been several other notable individual sporting successes
within the quadron over recent weeks: LCpl 'Jinty' Rigg managed an
impressive 3rd in the Army Ladies Badminton Championships. Cpl 'Ted'
Page and Capt 'Catsuit ' Woods came 66th and 67th re pectively in the
Army Alpine ki Championships, and Cpl Rob Tubb was the only
soldier in the entire Corps to qualify for the Army Nordic Ski
Championships.

ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURES
Squadron life would not be the same without the usual round of
'Hellos' and 'Goodbyes', of which there have been plenty. Welcome then
to SSgt Evans, Sgt 'Kev' Stacey, Cpl Scott McKenzie, LCpls Lee
Broughton, 'Ned' Kelly, Darren W hatmough and Daimon Williams,
and JT Andy Dove. Fond farewells have been said to SSgt • couse'
Walsh , Cpl 'Wes' Simpson, and LCpls Manley-Hudson, 'Peps' Pepper,
John 'The Gifted' Parker and Dom 'The Not-So-Gifted Hoss' Regan . A
more permanent goodbye wa said to Sig Shaun Brierley, who found it
difficult to contain his joy at leaving the Army the proud owner of a 245
ig Sqn plaque.
Finally ... congratulations to Sgt Frank Strawn and Amanda and to
Cpl 'Jock' Marshalsey and Mel on the birth of their respective 'little
bundles of joy"(!). Perhaps there will be similar good news on the way(?)
for Cpl Cam Logan and Sig Lyn Cai rney on their return from their
wedding and honeymoon in the Dominican Republic . . .best wishe for
your future together from us all.

Would ALL Units please note the follOW1ng:
ALL PHOTOS accompanying Articles for
The Wire, MUST have CAPTIONS and an
indication where they are to be placed in the
text, otherwise they
MAY NOT BE USED

CHANGI Of ADDRISS
THIS INFORMATION SHOULD
NOT BE TELEPHONED

INTE R-SQ ADRON BOXING
It seemed at times as if half the quadron was in tra ining for this highprofi le event, at least if the lack of bodies left workin g in the bays was
anything to go by ... Under the watchful eyes of Sgt Bernie 'Tuffarm'
Topham and C~I Rob 'Dolph Lundgren' Tubbs, the Squadron produced. a
number ofbuddmg Tysons, all of whom put in an enormous effort to avoid
any real work for a period of everal weeks. Jn the event, a total of four
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If you're visiting Bournemouth or Poole.
why not combine it with a visit to

The Royal Signals Museum
Blandford Camp
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The RSM spent two weeks in March Ski Biking in Bavaria. He returned
with a nice sun tan but no funny stories. On the sporting fronl Sgt 'OB'
O'Brien was pleasant ly surpri sed when the Adjl presented him with a
medal for participating in the 1997 UKSC(G) Cros Country Challenge,
and can be seen in and around RHQ trying to recruit new people to take

16 Signal Regiment
BFP040
REGIME T L HEADQ ARTERS
The time ha come again to pul pen to paper and let everyone know a
little of what' been h· pening in Regt HQ. Well, it has b en a bu y time
111 Regt HQ with the ·hangeo,•er of CO , thi took pla e on 24 March
when Lt ol 'Bernie' Hewitt handed command of the Regiment over to
Lt ol 'Gordon· Jam . We wi h Lt Cvl Hewitt and hi family the best
for hi future tour at H PE. and we hope that Lt Col James and hi wife
have u e ful and peaceful tour with u here in Rheindahlen. There ha
al o been a few new face po ·ted in and ome old ones departing. We ay
hello to gt teve \ etherill and Pte Pau la Lanchester now Tea dale,
we ay goodbye to LCpl h aun Ponton who ha. been po ted to HQ
cot land.

Lt Col Hewitt hands over th e command of 16 Sig Regt
to Lt Col James

Sir ... Is that a rocket in your pocket
or are you just pleased t o be leaving? !!
Well, now on lighter note, we would like to congratu late the RSM WO l
Jim Boyle and his wife Allison on the birth of their son James Michael
'known as Damien by nighl' (well that's what the RSM tells us when we
wake him up mid-morning with a coffee). We would also like to
congratulate Sig Jules Bennett on her recent marriage and wi h her all the
~~~~~

.

ow on to adventure training and spans. The Adjl spem the month of
February wandering around Kenya looking for something to do, and
finally deciding that she wanted lo end her holiday, ' orry Exercise' by
climbing Mounts Kenya and Kilimanjaro. She had a fantastic time and
would recommend hill walking to anyone.
FOC
0
HQ 252 IG AL Q UADRO
Life in the Squadron is as bu y as ever, we have recently said farewell
to L C pl Clair Bettle who is now C pl Clair Bettle in ES Branch,
HQ I-Good luck to you. Clair has been replaced by C pl Paterson who
has recently completed 12 months service in the Former Republic of
Yugo lavia for which he was awarded a well deserved COMMARRC's
Commendation. L pl Jon Walsh has recently been promoted and passed
hi APT course and is off to America soon on Ex Yosemite Backstop so
life is all go for him. Congratulations to the 21C, Capt Steve Goodwin
from all members of the Squadron for becoming engaged lo Denise, but
did you have to go all the way to Prague to do it?' The SQMS Sgt Dave
.\1aw ha\ just gone through a eries of Boards of Officers and is now
~unning him~elf on a beach in Cyprus. The Sqn Comd, M aj T homas is
going through the trials and tribulations of house purchase in Dor et at the
moment ~o thal only leaves the SSM, apart from a little bit of leave the
only place he has been is a two weeK Battlecamp in Haltern! Never mind
he'\ gal the Berlin 25km run to look forward lO in May!

SYSTEMS TROOP'S BATTLECAMP BLUES
by Sig Jon Brotherston
The CO orders, 'Banlecamp'
But only when the ground is damp.
his motto is that if it' raining.
then that' the Lime to start the training.

It' true! It i only when a B.F.T tarts to feel like a marathon, you can
be ure that there i a Battlecamp just around the comer. Bul for two weeks
during February this year the men and women of Sys Tp joined in with the
re t of I 6 ig Regl for the Annual Battlecamp. However, this was no
ordinary Balllecamp. Devi ed by the then CO (Lt Col B. Hewitt) lhc
Battlecamp was designed not only to test the lighting abi lities of the troop
but also to train all of 16 Sig Regts' soldiers in their Navigational skills.
ituated at Hallern Training Area, Germany, the Camp took the form of an
informative and also totally enjoyable Exerc ise aimed at giving the troops
the chance to na igate in all of the circumstances that they would be likely
to encounter during ' ervice in an operational environment. To give the
oldier of Sys Tp, (and the re t of the Regiment) tl1e chance lo prove that
they had learnt something in the clas room variou orienteering exerci es
were created. Day and ight exerci es were incorporated into the training
and the kill that the oldiers had learnt were put to the test. A small
mention has to go out to Sig Finbar ' Pathfinder' Sanders of Comms Tp
who managed to accumulate a whopping great score of over-100 points
on the first orienteering exerci e. Well done?!!
A the week progre sed morale was al an all time high, for any
Battlecam p, and even Sig 'Home Sick' Carlisle finall y topped telling
everyone that he wanted to go home to his wife. Thankfully there had been
no inj urie during the first phase of the Camp. even though the soldiers
had been pul lo the te t carrying out 'Live' sect.ion battle drills over
arduou terrain. However the be t was Lill to come ...
All of the live firing ranges. section battle drills and navigational
exerci es thal the troop had participated in had one thing in common.
They were all designed to get u ready to spend the final 36 hours
navigating our way to separate 'stands' located in the va t wood lands of
the Training Area. One and a half (very wet) day later the oldiers of 16
Sig Regl had finally achieved their goal, all of the troops had proved that
they now had the abi lity to navigate with and without the u e of a compas
to a competent and succes ful level. Even after all of the troops were back
in their accommodation at JHQ and the Batllecamp wa a part of the pa t
there were till pleasant memorie floating between people about the
overall exercise.
Thank go out to Lt Col B. Hewitt and all others who helped in
creating a thoroughly enjoyable Battlecamp, we all hope the next one will
be the ame.
KO WLO O T R OOP
There has been a fair amount of change to Kowloon Tp recently both in
terms of personnel and statu . Firstly we aid farewell in March to our Tp
Comd Capt Stu 'Airborne Warrior' G illespie and hi s family. We are all
sure he will love the JDSC prior to his po ting to 216 Para Sqn. The Troop
itself is now under new management having been ab orbed by 252 Sig Sqn
but this has not affected the working routine with Lt J ack Jennings (posted
from 255 Sig Sqn) filling the Tp Comd hoes! Sgt Ruth Downing and her
gang ran a Fun Day for the Troop on 20 March 1997. This consisted of an
Easter Egg Trea ure Hunt around Herford town. All, culminating in drink.
and a meal , had a good day. New arrivals include Sgts Andy F reeman and
Mick Fawcett fresh off their Tl to Tech Wksps. Also Sig Sar a h J a mes to
Osnabruck, Sig Zoe Jones lo Herford Det and ig 'Peck' Ramsden to Tp
HQ. Welcome! Congratu lations to LCpl Amanda Bulman on passing her
T2 Te l. The Tech Wk ps have looked deserted recently with all the
manpower out en uring all the sites are maintained.
Several of the Troop represented the Regt in the BA(G) Womens
Hockey tournament. Unluckily the team lini hed joim third , just mi sing
out on a trip lo the UK Champion hips. L Cpl Am a nd a 'FofS, can I have
another day off' Bulma n again represented the Regiment at cross-country,
well done.
The attention of all the Troop i now foc used on Ex Fresh Start that is to
incorporate all the ATD's. This is to be held in Hahne in May. So watch
this space.

part.
. c
Well that's about 1t
1or th'1s .issue, except c1or one last item. The Chief
Clerk W02 (SQMS) Jay Patel has been inundated with telephone calls in
response lO the recent article placed in the Forces Weekly Echo with
regard to the sale of his Mercedes and would like to inform all interested
parties that the car has now been sold. (So that's why he has a big smile on
his face.)
THE BRUGGEN 10
by Cpl Donna evens
The day Saturday 5 April was ju t like any other weekend except that
the weather was atrocious, given a choice mosl people would opt to stay
indoors on such a miserable afternoon. That wasn't the case with Cpl
Donna caife and myself, for we were about to set off on a little jaunt
around the exotic sights of RAF Bruggen, for 10 miles to be exact. Al the
start I felt better knowing that there was at least 800 other people who
were a. mad a ourselves. Well the pins were all in place, and our numbers
all secure, then we were off. M y aim was to get round in under 75 minutes
:o 1 could get my T- shirt and Cpl Donna caife to finish as this was her
first IO miler. The end re ult was I gal round in 73 minute . I'm now the
proud owner of a sub 75 Bruggen T-sh irt and Cpl Donna Scaife did an
excellem time of 90 minutes. Whether or not we will be back next year ,
well we haven't decided yet, the mind has a habit of forgetting the bad
(lllint and on ly remembering the good!
THE REGIMENTAL SKI TEAM
The Regiment Ski team tarted its' rigorous training programme at the
end of ovember preparing the team for the Corps and Divisional
meetings. The team was captained by Sgt 'Oz' Hewson , and also
consi ted of Cpl 'Si' Jervis, Cpl 'Albert' Tatlock, Cpl Steve Wilson and
LCpl 'Dunc' Marsh . al l raced well and the team came 2nd in the Corps
Championship in Kaprun, Austria. They then departed for the Di visional
Championships, held in Le Contamanine in France, where the team
continued to perform well. Congratulation to Sgt ' Oz' Hewson for falling
off a Black run, and to Cpl Steve Wil on for trying for the Padre's po t by
getting himself a bigger, whiter dog collar.

Th e Reg imenta l Ski Tea m
Cpl Steve W ilson , Cpl Si Jervis, LCpl 'Du nc' Marsh
an d Sgt 'Oz' Hew son.

EXERCISE GREEN GAMBIT
by Cpl Pat Howie
We knew it was going to be an exercise with a difference a~ soon a~ \\-C
stepped off the coaches at Lavesum Trg area, no shouting, no running
around and a comfy bed for the night, what was goi ng on! The insertion
was by Chi nook and was followed by a TAB that covered a number of
military skills. One of the most memorable of these stands was gt Mick
Keeble's First Aid Stand which had LCpl Cartwright lying down for five
hours with 'his' intestines realistically hanging out 'alles uber der Platz'.
By the time teams reached the stretcher race fire teams had dwindled due
to injury and LCpl 'Jock' Warden and Sig Jamie Goulty volunteered to
make up the required numbers. Well done lads for completing the course a
staggering seven times that night! W02s Oakley, McKenna and
Sleightholme (aided and abetted by Cpl Mickey 'Top Dog avigator'
Yendell) were the Map Reading Gurus and they went to great
lengths/miles to ensure that we gal it right. All this seemed to pay off when
not one of the four man fire teams got lost on the two day patrol
competition which was the climax of the week long exerci. e.
For me the most memorable stand was RSM Boyle and W02 (YofS)
Love's survival tand. We were given a number of useful tips concerning
avoiding capture. how to catch food and how to turn it into something tasty
to eat. A few live cute fluffy bunny rabbits assisted them also a couple of
old hard as nail chickens. The most exhilarating range of the week was the
ection in defence. I could not believe the amount of ammunition available,
imagine being on a range for 20-25 minutes shooting everything in sight
and not runni ng oul of rounds. The noi e was incredible, e pecial ly from
the GPMG, and il i a wonder that anyone heard the fire control orders
being barked oul by the section commanders. The winning fire team from
week two con isted of: Cpl 'Taff' Trafford. Cpl Dale Armitage. C pl Pat
Howie and Sig Dave Worrall. The final words are that 1t was a great week,
but really you had to be there to appreciate it.
255 SIG SQN REUNIONffEMPORARY DISBANDMENT DINNER
Following the storming success of the Games Night at the end of
January, well done LCpl ' Chuck' Berry, S ig Dave Storey and the re t of
the committee, il was time for the Squadron to 'go po h' . A superb formal
dinner was organised by Sgt Kev R ober ts al the end of February with the
intention of celebrating the reunion of the Squadron following a year on Op
Resolute. Unfortunately the week before the dinner the Squadron was
temporarily sent into 'oul of use' and a number of Squadron personnel
received inter Sqn postings. A swift renaming of the event wa called for to
mark 255' last major function a an operational Squadron. Having donned
uits and dre ses the main problem was going lo be holding out until the
end of the meal before being allowed to go lo the toilet, or was it Cpl
Howie?!! Sig Nikki Kenyon did an outstanding job as Madam Yice
although her after dinner joke telling was about as funny as a party poht1cal
broadca t! With the port decanters empty and the tables cleared it was time
to adjourn lo the bar for a quick lemonade before early to bed-or maybe
not! Lt Jack Jennings was initiated in time honored fashion by the liney
and then presented with hi line belt for his endeavors during the tear down
in Ki eljak. W0 2 (YofS) ·or· Love had clearly enjoyed him elf ~o much
that he decided to pend the night in a particularly comfortable chair !
A big thank you goe to the JHQ Civilian. Mess and its. Staff for
allowing a bunch of reprobate onto the pre!Illse . The e".enmg .was a
storming succe . shame about the sore head the next mornmg. W1lh the
Sqn now intending to deploy on a Bde Comm Ex it would eem that we
need another function to celebrate being taken out of 'out of u e·.
THE FI AL W ORDS
Congratulations: to S gt (FofS) eil Taylor . Sgt K ev Roberts and Sig
Al MacKay on gaining promotion; to C pl Mark Richardson and hi new
wife Sharon for getting married on 9 Aprtl. Also congratulauon go lo
LCpl Morrison and Val for finally getting through the worry cau ed by a
very premature el of twin and to Sig Andy Nunns and Sig Holly G~en
on thei r engagement, and to Cpl ' lbert' Tatlock on your forthcommg
marriage, day to do as a ingley !

Capt Sally Rees suffers t he ordeals of Kenya!
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SUPPORT SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Pete Doherty
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Ellis
We start by welcoming back to the fold the SQMS, SSgt Robbie
C11rroll, after his ix momhs sojourn to the Balkans. Much delighted by
the return of the SQMS is Sgt 'Geordie' Dixon who has been covering in
his absence. 'Geordie' in giving his farewell interview was heard to
comment, 'As much as I will miss the money my attention is firmly set on
helping Newcastle achieve a place in Europe next year.' Funny. accent
aside, we thought that ewcastle wa in Europe! Tho e who take time to
visit the Sqn HQ would have been somewhat taken aback by the sweeping
changes that have been in evidence. No this is not as a huge underspend in
the Propman budget and last minute panic spendi ng, it is as a result of a
change of Orderly Room CO. It is a hearty welcome to Cpl Robin Alien
and his family from BFG and a sad farewell to LCpl Sean Whelan who is
posted all the way across the pas age to the fighting 256 Sqn. Many thank
go to Sean for all his efforts and good luck in his new appointment.

30 Sig Regt
Bram cote
FIYE YEARS I THE B LKA
pril 1997 ee the Reg•ment elebraling it fifth year on operation~ in
1he Balkan .. having deployed. it i e umated. 1000 personnel to the r~g1on
O\er 1he period. April 1992 a\ 1he initial deploymem from the Reg11nen1
to Operation Ham\ood in upport of BRITMEDBAT in Croatia. The
quadron level deplo~ mem wa led by Maj Peter Telford, la 1ed 16
m mh. and e\'emuall) drew down to Tp ize having been commanded by
apt_· ii Frazer and finally b Lt Peter Drew (the Regimen!' current
djtl. The bulk of the Troops deploying from the Re~iment have_ been ent
on Operation. Grapple. Re ·olute and Lodel;tar, which the Reg1men1 has
upported continuou ly through all the lf'.ln i1ion. an~ change. ~n
:ommand. The first Troop deployed to Bo ma on Operation Grapple 111
October 1992 in upport of
PROFOR and ince that date the majority
of rank. within the Regiment have carried out ac lea t one cuur (the CO
h:l\ 111g completed a tour in December 1996).
. fi\'e )ears in cheatre pa e. a vi ic by Commander 11 ig Bde a well
J the CO is scheduled to mark the deployment of che Royal Signal
Conungenc) Communication. Regiment on an operation which has la ted
longer than World War I!

I TER SQUADRON ORIENTEERI G
Those who study thi journal avidly, will of course be aware. that the
Squadron again secured the Champion Squadron Competition by doing
slightly better than the rest in a mi cellany of cho en sports. I am delighted
to report that the new competition has now got under way with the
Squadron winning the orienteering. Runners up were 258 Sqn and in third
place wa 250 Sqn with 256 Sqn very much the bride maid . The event
took place courtesy of our friends Comms and Security Group, in
Loughborough, and many thank to SSgts Jenson and McGowan for !heir
planning and organisation. Top man on the day was 2Lt John Collyer
who pipped the CO by three minute (silly boy) with Capt Deb
underland retaining the Ladies title. The runner up in the ladies
compe ition wa Sig Clare Allsop.
NEWS FROM TM TROOP
Perhap ·one of che more difficult tasks is finding omeone in the TM Tp
to write The Wire note , as the majority of the members have been
otherwi e indisposed of late. For instance; Cpl Steve Robinson has been
ice picking his way over the Canadian Rockies on Exerci e lee Monkey
whilst Cpl Phil Davies is ampling the omewhat more appealing climate
in equatorial Africa on Exercise Mono Prix in Kenya. Not a million miles
away is LCpl F in Struthers, who having only just returned from a nine
month tour in Bosnia, is swanning at the British Embas y in Kin ha a,
having deployed with the Spearhead Detatchment. Sig Jase West i
enjoying che delight of Gibraltar as a member of Ex Cygnet Rock while,
not to be outdone, SSgt Chris Higgins is on a two months excursion to
Brunei. Freshly arrived in che Troop and eagerly awaiting their opportunity
10 embark to exotic clime are SSgts Yam and Glover, Cpls Huxtable and
Brooks-it's a big hello to chem. Recent departure have been FofS Martin
Drake and Sgt Mark Evans who both moved down the road to 35 Sig
Regt and Cpls Max Challis and Dennis Sutherland who have departed to
the parish of Blandford for their Tl course-good luck to all.

Det Comd Rad io Re lay S ite Vitorog
Cpl Surendra feeling the chill
(Printed courtesy of the Coventry Evening Telegraph)

COMIC RELIEF
Lots of red faces and red no es were apparent recently when the wives
of the Regiment locked horns with the men in a charity netball match. The
match was to raise money for Comic Relief. Many congratulations go to
all those who participated, in particular Maxine Boase, ikki Bain and
haron K night and all the ocher ladie who were involved in the
organi alion. The grand wn of£ 150 wa rai ed. WELL DONE!!

Signaller O'Rourke-502 Operator Livno
'I'm sure you can get BFBS on this.'
(Printed courtesy of the Coventry Evening Telegraph)

Capt Deb Sunderland retains the title of
Regimental Orienteering Champion (Female)
256 SIGNAL SQUADRO
SqnComd
SSM

ARRIVALS, DEPARTURES AND CO GR TULATIONS
Welcome to Sgt John Penrose and Sig Devine from 14 Sig Regt: Cpl
Andy Lockyer from 7 Sig Regt; LCpl Grist from 1 Div; LCpl Morgan
from Sp Sqn; Cpl Harding from HQ orth and Cpl MacDonald; Sigs
Gibney, Fairbairn and Pope from the factory; Sig Colwell from 216 Sqn
and LCpl Dummett and Sig Claypole from 264 Sqn.
Farewell to Cpl' ess' esbiU, LCpl Cowan, Cpl Steve 'blah' Smith,
and Cpl 'Spike' Poole all posted; Cpl Parkinson who has left on
promotion for 35 Sig Regt: Cpl Monger who i now at 3 Cdo Bde and Sgt
Rouse who has left on promotion for the Royal School of Signal . The
new SSM, W02 Banner has already left, on promotion to WO! to be a Tp
Comd at Blandford. Finally. Capt Richard ewhouse has left to take
command of 1 Tp, 15 Sig Regt. Good luck to you all. Congrarulations to
Cpl Wrenn and Sig Humphries for pas ing 264 Sqa probation and to Sig
James who also pa sed and was promoted.
Promotions: Congratulation to LCpls Bond. Burton, Dyble, Hunt.
Knowler, olan. McMullen and Smith. Al o to SSgt Lockwood on hi
promotion to W02.
DIVING AT FORT BOVlSA D
by Sig Dickinson
If you can wim fairly well, pas a diving medical and you don't mind
harks, then maybe a place on the novice divers' course is for you.
The course la ts four days and in that time you learn mo t of the basic
aspect of diving and how to avoid burst lung , exploding teech and the
bend.
The first day i basically a lecrure day when you are shown video of
people diving in hot place . The close t you actually get to chat i
Bovisand Harbour. However, it i ju t a basic course. After a day of
lecture on pres ure, afety and decompre ion, we were ready to dive into
the poot Then later it was off to the bar ( ay no more)! ext day wru,
practical training in the pool. lt wa then that we discovered that if you
don't get the right amount of air in your tab jacket you' ll eicher float to
che surface or mash your face into the bottom. But you oon get u ed to it
and your nose will stop bleeding in a few minute . The following day was
the same. After two hour· of ma k clearing, haring air and emergency
drills we were ready to go in the sea. We had an early tart on the last day
and by 0900 we were all ready to go. The water wa inicially very cold but
after a few minute it warms up. Whil t in che water we carried out all of
the emergency drill and l received a lung full of water becau e my partner
panicked! When all i ·aid and done I really enjoyed the cour e. Anyone
who hasn ' t tried diving should give it a go. As for me. I'm on my port
diving course in a few months and then off to Bertnuda for a three-week
diving expedition.
258 SIG AL SQU DRO
Sqn Comd
SM
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Waiting for a Cabby-YofS Jim Knight and Team

Cpl Timms- Expert lNMARSAT Operator

(Printed courtesy of the Coventry Evening Telegraph)

(Printed courtesy of the Coventry Evening Telegraph)
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Maj • P. Metcalfe
W02 ( SM) Lockwood

laj Gary Smith
W02 (SSM) "Shark" Hitchen

SHQ
Re ent month have seen a con iderable rotation around the quadron
hierarchy. We are imminently awaiting the return of 1aj Ga~y mith
from hi Bo nia tour where he has left
gt Hubble to soldier on 111
Comms Op . Banja Luka until May. Capt Andy Mould hru had co take
two weeks leave to get over the . hock to hi sy tern of lo ing h1 . POllR.
Capt Alan Owen has now returned from his po ·t operational leave and i.
now trainino heavily for P Coy/the Lanyard Trophy before hb departure to
SORL in june. Congratulations to W02 Steven Holt on his recent
election for promotion to WO I.
201

DELTATRO P
TpComd
Tp gt

Capt Ian Hargreaves
gt Kev Belam

Delta Tp gi\e a warm welcome to igs
ole and Hardy.
Congratulation to
gt Kev BeJam on hi· well deserved election to
Warrant Officer. even if you till don't know where you arc posted to yet!
We eagerly await the return of Capt Ian Hargreaves from Op Lode tar
together with gt • ie Calabr
30 ig Regt' an wer 10 Little and
L:lrge or perhap hort and Tall would be more appropriate!

E HOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Collyer
Tp gt
gt Ian Carter
At the time of writing another frantic month for Echo Tp draws to a
lo. e. A month which ha seen crew and individuals from cl1e Troop
operatmg in Kenya. Cypru . Germany, the Falkland 1 land , Brunei,
America. Bo nia and ... Onerburn. Talk about join the Army and see the
world' All thi hard work in working hours has been mirrored out of hours
judging by the number of new arrival to doting father and mothers in the
Troop. Many congratulation to S gt Ian Carter (al o on your recent
promolion to W02), Cpl Jenny Scott. LCpl Ian Waterworth and Sig
Lee tutchbury. Military matters demand congratulations be en! to the
crew of 521 Red for achieving almo t an hour of comms in e cliff
recently during Ex Certain Wetting AKA and Ex Diamond Swan. Routine
thanks mu t go to the Tp GC, Cpl Pollock and LCpl Robin on for
volunteering for a few extra guard and dutie throughout the month. The
Echo ban on partie goes on! A handful of coming and going de erve a
mention. Fond farewell to Cpl Steve 'Chinese Geezer' Croft to 3 Di v,
enjoy the Falklands. Bye al o 10 Sig
mith and Dann to Civ Div:
remember guy if all else fails there is always, ·1 that fries with your order
Sir?' ew arrival to the Troop are Sigs Wing, Black and Lane. Good
luck and enjoy yourselves.
EXERCISE BE R'S NAVI GATOR 97
by LCpl Ashcroft
Ex Bear's avigator i the quadron ·s annual navigation exercise (feet
only no Landrover ) undertaken by members of 258 Sig Sqn during March
97. Otterbum Training Area was selected by the powers that be to be the
be t uited to our needs: contours close, track few and lot of sheep. The
main body deployed to Carshope and met up with the advance party who
had deployed on the Sunday under SSgt Kev Belam to set up cl1e admin .
The next three day aw us covering approximately 20km a day up hill
and down dale, as the locals put it. Tbe six teams were as e ed on
navigation between the day ' ched.-points. There were designated
que tions at each one to prevent cheating! Extra points could be gained for
leader hip and basher building skill while spending the nights under our
ponchos. Despite Sig F rankie Ever field 's insi tence there were no points
available for the large t collection of sheep kulls! Cpl Tag Lean was the
team Capt of the winning team that consi ted of L Cpl S teve Binks, Sig
Danbir and ig Andy Barrow. The week was ended with a barbecue and
a decent nights' leep inside a hou e for a change. T hank to the orgaai ers
and in particular to Sgt Belam for all hi hard work.

REGI 1ENTAL BATTLECAMP 17-21MARCH1997
A SIGNALLERS' VIEW
by Sig 'Woolly' Woollard
Battlecamp started with several !Okm nigh t navigation rccce patrols.
These turned in to seven-hour labs through the sticks and around most of
the exercise area of Thetford due 10 some navigational embarrassments.
These recce put us in the position 10 carry out a lighting patrol the
following night. A shorter and more direct route saw my patrol encounter
an enemy posit.ion of four men in a trench complex. Cpl 'Ackers'
Ackland organi ed a hasty attack upon the enemy and captured them.
Unfortunately, enemy they might have been, but not for our exercise. 1
don't think the Army Air Corps will ever be the ame again. DOH! till
we continued onward and destroyed our intended target before returning
to the hide area. Little did we know that the enemy (ours this time). were
about to man an attack of their own and we bugged out in total confu ion
to our ERV before setting up our hasty harbour el ewhere.
The next day saw the tart of the OIBUA (Fibua i now operations in a
built up area to those in the know). Lessons included barbed wire crossing
and removal. grenade throwing. tactics, building entry and other le sons.
QMSI Morton took the Troop through the confidence course in the
village. In the afternoon we did dry run throughs and found ju l how good
Sig Toni Eckersley wa at grenade throwing! Thursday and Friday saw
dawn platoon and company attacks on the village, lots of shouting
(particularly by Capt Owen), shooting, explo ions and lot of other good
stuff. The filming of the attacks mean that Squadron funds should benefit
from the payment from You've Been Framed. Grappling hook throwing
wa not our thing and we had Lo re ort to the old ladder as plan number 2.
Many thanks go to YofS Guy (He's soon to be a Rodney and has already
got the Range Rover) Benson and his taff for an excellent week.
REGIME TAL SOCCER 96/97 SEASON
I suppose the opening gan1e of the season wa the one against RAF
Cosford. When we lost six nil having the Team Capt, Sgt Mark Palmer,
ent off and having to re ort to bringing Maj Pete Doherty on as a
ub titute, gave u an indication a to what sort of a season we were going
to experience. Unfortunately all orts of commitments made team
selection a bit of a louery and after the loss of the team manager and
coach. SSgt (FofS) Pau l Hubble 10 Bo nia, halfway through the season
the team wa on the point of collap e. Enter the soccer impresario, WOl
(RSM) Paul Horton who took control and u ing hi many years of
experience in watching Manchester United play, soon had us back 10
winning ways (well almost). Having won our first round Army Cup match
again t the much fancied REME Work hops from Colche ter we were
drawn against the Queen's Own Hu ars from Catterick. They were a
fairly well organised bunch and before we even had a chance to order our
Alder hot suits we were deposited out of the competition on the wrong end
of a four-two defeat The only solace being that OC Support Sqn managed
to olicit the Joan of a Challenger Tank for the Regiment Open Day. Sadly
the two local Cup competitions proved no more successful, again coming
up again t two strong infantry sides; ATR Lichfield and the Staffords.
Overall we finished fourth in the league and congratulations go to Sig
Tub y' Tubbs for his gallant performances up front a leading goal scorer
and Cpl 'Brummie' Ford for all his enthusiasm on the administrative ide.

The Queens Gurkha Sig Regt
Hong Kong

Comd
Adjt
RSM

Lt Col R. J . J. Ellis
Capt G. W. Wilson
WOI (RSM) Omparkask Gurung

Clansman VHF Safety_ el; Pro.vi.ding a well earned ' bhat' for all hikers
upon compleunp the Hike; Prov1d111g ·tores and equipment.
As the Hike is for a good cause and auracts ome of the elite of Hong
Kong society, we were able lo entice CBF, Maj Gen Bryan Dutton CBE
w lead a Press Conference in the bui ld up 10 the event.
'
DEPLOYMENT OF THE MOST SATELLITE STATION TO
HONGKONG
by Maj Alan Eames
A decision wa~ taken by the MoD la l year that a MOST Satellite
Station wou ld be deployed to Hong Kong to provide essential
communications to the United Kingdom during the withdrawal phase from
the Colony. Sgt Peter Doherty returned to Bramcote once the MOST
Satellite had been delivered to 30 Sig Regt from Matra Marconi Space.
There he met up with the experienced MO T trained team that were
tasked to deploy to Hong Kong to install, set up communications and
assist with the training of the HKGSS operators and technicians who
would look after the system.
The complete satellite system was tested before being crated for
de patch by air. This large and heavy consignment of thirteen boxes were
delivered to the Prince of Wales Building from Kai Tak Airport by truck. It
became evident that some of these boxes would not fit into the service lift
and none of the as em bled Squadron per ·onnel was likely to volunteer for
a hernia! Obviously then it was time to call in the RAF to lift the MOST to
the roof of the Prince of Wale Building by Wessex. The local and ever
helpful Joint Air Ta king Cell, in the guise of WO Bob Todd RAF,
intervened and after a recce the Helicopter Sqn at Kai Tak was tasked with
the lift. At the appoi nted hour the Wessex lifted the MOST boxes in nets
hanging 80 feet below it 10 the roof on the 29th floor some l 20m above sea
level! There were some very hairy moments during the three lifts but a
combination of pilot kill and divine intervention aw the atellite afely
delivered Lo the Chief of Staff's Penthouse.
Cpls Steve Bishop, 'Hu x' Huxtable and Sgts Peter Doherty and
Buddhibahadur Gurung then proceeded lo et up the MOST while the
HKGSS technicians knitted the rest of the ystem together. They in turn
were ably assi ted by our CPD colleagues Mr 'Wan Chai' Sandy McNeil
and Sgt Martin Aubrey. Sgts Tony Osborn and Keith Robinson
provided all the local experti e with assi tance to the Serco contract staff
Mr Neil 'The Wanch' O'Dell and Alan Batin who flew in to install one of
the data sy terns.
Access to Skynet 4B was gained after a short delay and the sy tern is
now extended to the Permanent Joint Headquarter via the largest wok in
the Central District of Hong Kong. The 30 Sig Regt team has now returned
to Bramcote having completed their tasks. They both left Hong Kong with
our tlianks for a profes ional job very well done.
With the withdrawal drawing ever closer anention must now be given to
getting the MOST back off the roof! This special deployment represented
a new and interesting challenge to Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn. The
overall collective effort of all concerned has ensured the challenge was
met successfully.

The outcome of the Inspection was very impressive despite some minor
faults and the Comd congratulated the Troop for their hard work and
effort. It is hoped that the back-loading of the vehicle will now go
moothly.
HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRON
Maj S .P. Davies MBE LD
Sqn Comd
SM
W02 (SSM) J. S. Dibben D and D
COOL RUN
The 31 January saw another CO' 'Cool Run'. Although this time the
run would be far from Cool!
The Organiser W02 (SSM) J. S. Dibben D and D was pulled between
loyalties when initially planning the event. Lt Col Ellis briefed the SSM,
the words arduou , hill and long popped up. After the CO's brief Maj
Davis LD briefed the SSM, the words easy, flat and short popped up. Only
one way out of this ituation if the SSM is to keep the bo ses happy, plan
more than one course. The ground around the Tai Tam Reservoir lent itself
to the task of providing more than one course. In all three course were set
up, 13.?km long, 11 km medium and 8.7krn short, distance measured as the
'crow flies'. The long and medium courses contained 'The Twins' all 953
steps, up. The short course was by Cool Run standards FLAT. On the day
however the run was far from Cool.
Due to draw down and the shortage of transport the run had to take
place later in the day than is normal, much to the plea ure of the
conducting staff, who could get out of bed at a more civilised hour.
Temperature rose to a very hot 24 Centigrade, which i unu ually high for
this Lime of year. Some of the old and bold set off ahead of the pack, thi
gave the younger members omeone to chase. The CO took up hi usual
position. starting a few minutes later than everyone else, then picking his
way though the Regt along the route, said it was not a race.
The first man in was Cpl Lalbahadu r G urung from J Tp HKGSS. He
completed the 13.?km route in lbr !?min, which is by anyone's standard
an excellent time. The re t of the runner tarted to arrive after thi . with
everyone in under two hours. SSgt lanbahadur G urung SQMS and Sgt
Lilbahadur Gurun g had with their taff prepared hot tea/coffee and
breakfast for all. This wa up to the u ual excellent standard and much
appreciated by all.
After a good hard run in which no one got lo t, due to ome excellent
route marking by Cpl Brenton AGC, and a fir t etas breakfa t, it was
back to the barracks and real work! Quite a few individual were
requesting date for the next run. mostly I must add from tho e guest
runners who can if they do not feel up to it tay at home. It seems their will
be time for one more Regt run before the sun get too hot and the Union
Flag is lowered in Hong Kong.

SQN COMD'S FINAL WITHDRAWAL VEHICLE INSPECTION
by LCpl Tesha rjang G urung
As the handover of the sovereignty of Hong Kong draws clo er day by
day, everything from equipment to vehicles had to be prepared for the
withdrawal. The A and MT Tp of Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn was in no
way an exception. A and MT Tp were extremely bu y wicl1 this
preparation and our Comd, Maj Tim Craven was only too eager to see
that the vehicles were in tiptop condition before their back-loading.
On 16 January 1997, all the vehicles ranging from Toyota Corollas to 4
Tonner Bedford were exquisitely laid out for his Inspection om ide the
Prince of Wales Building. All the tran port details were reduced to zero for
the day. The Sqn Comd, M aj T. R. C raven accompanied by the Sqn 2TC
Capt (QGO) Navindrabikruin Gurung, Op Officer Capt Paul Ferris,
SSM W02 (SSM) Chandrabah adur G urung arrived punctually at 0900
hours. As can be seen, the Inspecting Team compri ed of people with
diverse kill and cl1e chance of a detail being overlooked was very slim.
The Comd quickly lipped into an overall and began inspecting each and
every vehicle.

HO G KONG GURKHA SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj T. R. Cr aven
SQGO
Capt (QGO) Na vindrahikrum G urung
'HIKE THE HILLS FOR HO PICE'
by Capt A .P. Ferris
'Hike the Hills for Ho pice' is an annual charity walk that is fully
supported and organised by QG Signals. The hike is organised on behalf of
the ociety for the Promotion of Hospice Care (SPHC) which focuses on
palient care for terminally ill cancer patients. SPHC also provide related
training for medical professionals and volunteers.
This year· hike was held on Sunday 26 January 1997 in the Sai Kung
We t Country Park over a route of approximately J6.5kms. It was an
excellent day for a hike as it was clear and sunny but not too hot. Over 2.5
million IIK$ were raised for this worthy cause and we were only too
pleased to be able to assist.
QG ignal support took the form of:
Finding a suitable route (I used this as an excuse on many occasion to
e cape from my office and get up into the hills of the ew Terri tories);
Manning the Start/Finish Point and five Check Points; Providing a
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CBF and Mrs Ann Cole, Chairperson of Hike the Hills for
Hospice, helping themselves to a 'bhat' that was on offer
during the Press Conference.
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Breakfast in t he field
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31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields
co

R

1

Lt Col R. T. \
ton
\ 01 (RSM) D .E. Hall

PERMA ENT TAFF CO MING AND G OING
The Permanent StaO ·ay farewell to W 0 2 (YofS) Byron inclair at the
end of hi Army caree1. He will be especially mi sed by Sgt (FofS) Bob
Wvmer who has now taken over his dutiP a P to the Trg Maj whil t we
await a repla ement.
Maj M. J ackson
W0 2 (S M) J. J. lcl\fahon
CO GRAT LATIONS
A very well done goe to Capt Dave Pa rr on his re ent commi ioning
and al o for the award of hi Accumulated Campaign and Service Medal.
Similar prai e goe to Capt Don Pawlow for the award of the same medal.
gt 'Art Yeh' Pete Jones from the LAD on the pre entation of his Long
ervice and Good Conduct Medal. W 0 2 J ohn Hickey on the pre entation
of the TA Efficiency Medal. and finally to Sgt C hrissie M ill on the
presentation of the Bar to her TA Efficiency Medal.

REGIME TA L CADRECO RSE
The first Cadre Course of the year took place on the training areas of
Alder hot. It wa run by 'The Badge' (WOl (RSM) H all) who wa ably
as i ted by hi merry men including Sgt Jack 'Airborne' Hawkin . SSgt
Craig Bruce BEM and SSgt ' Where' my Weapon· tanton . Run over
two weekend , the fir t element of the course oncentrated on Mil Skills
( gt Hawkins' favourite ubject), followed by development of Det Drill
required by effective crewmembers and future Det Comd : The. R~M
decided to bog down a landrover and trailer and after ome quick thinking
announced to the course · tudent that he had et up some sort of command
task. Once the vehicle was removed, ome 'off road' dri vi ng wa enjoyed
by all. On returning to the TAC, the instructors had the difficult job of
selecting a Top Student-a prize eventually awarded to both LCpl Ford
and LCpl May.

The RSM prepares the landrover extraction command task!
EXERCISE APOLLO RAG
The fir t Regiment Exercise of the.year saw HQ Sqn get off to a flyer
with everyone making it to the train ing area wi thout breaking down! The
two D Tp dets (with brand new Det Comd ) had a few first night nerves on
the move in after dark, but under the careful watch of W02 (SSM) Jim
Tm going to have to shout oon' McMahon and SSgt Chrissie Staliton
they made it. LCpl James Colley now knows what an upside down cam
net looks like and we don't think he'll have that problem again! LCpl
Curtin's det had a very large crew consisting of PSl S gt Craig 'This is
like being on holiday' Bruce BEM, SSgt Bob ' Pass me that crewdriver
again' Wymer, S gt Chrissie Stanton who were tryi ng to get the
equipment to work. Sigs Winrnill and Delaney were the real
crewmembers and made copious amounts of tea to keep everyone going.
To the atisfaction of the PSI, comms were established between the dets.
The latter pan of the exercise was the patrol phase, the part that
everyone was really looking forward to. The patrol was led by Lt Anna
Darnell, ably as isted by igs ' Gung-ho' Roberts, McKay and Winmill ,
plus most of the remaining eniors. Although going on a fighting patrol, it
took 30 minute to leave the site! When the enemy location was fou nd, all
o ur rehearsals went out of the window as we really let them have it.
Afterwards, there was some doubt if this was the enemy we were meant to
attack however they reacted well and came after us. Luckily we were too
quick and made a safe exit.
We returned to our site exhausted but pleased with ourselve and looki ng
forv.ard to a good nights kip as the cut off time for attacks, 2300hrs, had
pa sed. However, IO minutes after we had al l got into our bashas we were
bumped. 'Fl was much in evidence from some tents so it was left to the
S :\-1 and the remaining stalwarts of D Tp to see the enemy off.

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

41 (PLK) SIG AL QUADRON
qn Comd
Maj S. Baker
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paine
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
The Squadron bids a ad farewell to their OC. Maj Bob Davis TD, who
left Coulsdon on 1 April 1997 to take up the position of Regt 21 C. A warm
welcome is extended to faj Steve Baker who, after ju t a short time a
qn 21 , has taken over the reins.
EXERCISE CO RAGE TROPHY 21-23 MARCH 1997
The Squadron e celled it elf in thi years fa Courage Trophy. ot only
did we run the Signals tand, but we also entered a team into the Shield
Competition. The stand: run by Maj Bob Davis TD, te ted. the Lond~n
Di trict team on theIT voice procedure and Batco skill . Lt L iz
Fitzpatrick led the Squadron team that con isted of soldiers experiencing
their first e:o.posure 10 this demanding competition. They were C pls Amie
McAuliffe. and Tanya Camphell. LCpls Paul Sturbrook , and Paul
Davis. Sigs Warren O'Driscoll, Martin Renson, and C hri H unter. The
team worked hard returning to the TAC with bruise and bli ter but
morale was high after a very exhau ting weekend. Well done to all those
involved.
CONGRATUL TIONS
The quadron wi he to extend their congratulation to LCpl Steven
Hook of 202 Sqn (3 (UK) AD R) and LCpl Jo Ogle on their recent
engagement. They first met on a rebro ite in Bosnia last year but de pite
eparation managed to keep in touch! Best wishe for the future.
83 SIGNAL SQUADRON
SqnComd
SSM

Maj J. Irvine
W02 (SSM) R. Hard ing

HELLO AND GOODBYES
It was only in the last i sue of The Wire that the Squadron said welcome
to Capt Joh n Russell back from Bosnia, but he now leaves us for the
regular and joins 7 Sig Regt in Krefeld , good luck. We have also
welcomed back Sig S ully Sullivan from hi tour of Bo nia. Hellos are al o
extended to Capt M ike Lansdown our new Sqn 21 C, and L t Pete Evans
RA Signals (V). Fond farewells are ent to two more of the Squadron
bound for Bo nia. Good luck to C pl 'Ginge' Platts and LCpl Kea
Blackburn.
EXER CISE C RYSTAL COCKNEY
The Squadron deployed North in search of snow, com ms and the comet
Hale Bop (two out of three i not bad). The deployment of the advance
pany went well, with mo t people ticking to the route card, produced by
computer which only cau ed one minor problem- two vehicles travelling
orth on the A I and 3 vehicles travelling North on the M 1. The party
finally arrived in Ballater some J 2 hours after leaving Sloane Square and
the Comm base site and comm were then checked.
The main party arrived the following day, led by Capt Mi ke L ansdown
with some 20 other oldiers who had suffered the journey to Scotland on
the overnight sleeper from Euston. Our newly arrived exchange officer, Lt
Pete Evans, was included in thi party in the hope that he could play snow
ball and see the dreaded white stuff for the fir t time. The exercise went
well with all detachments communicating with our si ter Squadron back in
Cou lsdon, and with each other in numerous locations in the Highland
using all types of antenna. Free time wa pent low level walking and
sampling the local brew. On arrival back from Scotland the Squadron was
visited by Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde Brig S. M . A. Lee OBE, who presented
medals to members of the Regiment, incl uding our very own LCpl Dana
Grills, who was presen ted with his well earned TA Efficiency Medal.

co

RSM

Lt Col A. C. C. Lapsley
WOJ (RSM) J. McLach lan

HQ QUADRON
DEPARTURES
The Regiment said farewell to the Adjt, Capt Gray in the Sergeants'
Me s where he wa pre ented with hi s QUAlCH. he was so overcome he
nearly bought a round, but ju t managed to regain his composure. We wi h
him well in his new posting.
DINING IN OF THE RSM
The Sergeams' Mess held a Dinner on 22 March 1997 to dine in the
new TARA. It took place at the Drummond Arms Hotel on the shore of
Loch Earn in Perthshire. The evening wa superbly put together by W02
( QMS) Davidson and SSgt iblock. All who attended were very
impressed by their attention to detail and in the grand manner in which we
were treated, the food and the wines were in keeping with the fine tradition
o" the Sergeants' Mes . They have set a high tandard for future Dinners.
A special thank-you for the gue t who travelled from all over the UK to
attend. You enhanced an already special occa ion. Hurry back.
Sl(H) SIGNAL SQ UADRON (V)
qn Comd
Maj Morna trachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ian Walker
LLlED DUNBAR T ROPHIES
Our late t winners of the Allied Dunbar trophies for the mo t improved
soldier in 51 Sqn were Sig Shona Anderson and Sig Dermott Mor ton .
The deci ions to award the trophic were unanimous and both recipients
are excellent examples of the dedicated young soldiers that we have in the
Sqn at the pre ent. Our photograph show Sig Anderson (left) and ig
Morton (right) with our OC, Maj Morna Strachan .

RY 1997
ADVENTUR E TRAINING WEEKEND 21122 FEBR
S gt Ka ren Pater on and Sgt John Gorman (Tech PSI) organisedy1e
above weekend al Aviemore. Whilst it wa originally planned as a kung
weekend the man up tairs never got the warning order in time and the
snow never turned up unti l the Monday (he mu t have the same ,R;QM~ as
we have). Still the lack of snow did not deter the adventurous spmts of the
Squadron and our photograph hows the Highland re~ord break.i n~ pack a
rover team in training. Al o featured i SSgt Russ L md ay s.howmg why
he i the Squadron off road champion- he drives like that dunng the week
a well!!

ON TOUR
Our representative abroad are till flying the flag for the Squadron. In
Bo nia. Capt Dan R obertson, LCpls J ohn MacDonald , and Jimmy
Douglas are holding the fort, whilst recently returned from a tour in the
Falkland Islands i LCpl tuart Bonar. We look forward to hi return to
the Squadron after a spot of well-de>erved leave.
To show that war is not hell all the time-our last photgraph show. Capt
Dan Robertson and Sgt Jackie Smith of 61 (City of Edinburgh) Sig Sqn
(V) who were on a wan onboard HMS Birmingham off the coast near
Split during their tour in Bosnia.

52 (LO\VL ND) SIGN L Q ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
M aj ndrews
SSM
W 0 2 (SSM) McKay
It has been very quiet for the last two month in 52 Sqn. The fev.
weekends away involved Regiment training at Cultybragganan. Most of
the effort was spent in recruiting both oldiers and officers by Capt
Sutherland. T he next period look like being a bu ier time working up to
Ex Deep Gorge. but more of that in the next is ue. Congratulation to S gt
Harri on P I on the birth of a baby girl, mother and daughter are doing
fi ne.

61 SQUADRO
qn Comd
SM

laj Fiona Farquharson
W02 ( SM) G ary Garland

SOClALEVE T
CHAMPAG E S PPER
The I March snw the annual return to Chester of the retired member~ of
the Squadron fur the 1997 Champagn~ Supper. This an nual e tra> a~an n
wa · originally intended as a qmei reumon for those " ho have. erved 111 thc
Squadron in the past. Thi. year, as ever, the old and th.e bold proved that
although they may no lon~er be • ung en.ough to serve 1 ~ the T . they an
. till party with the be tot them. h~ fact 11 ~vas ~he er\'111g member- \\ho
flaaged fir t with the main organ1. er Ma.i Brian Iurra:i- enqumng at
a;~nd 2am. ' Have you lot not got home to go to?' Once again the Will}
Barron trophy wa up for grabs. This is awarde~ annually to the mess
member who bri nos the wor t behaved aue t. This ·ear the Ops Officer,
Maj Jan IcClea~ was di qualified on a technicalit ·-the pri1e is only
awarded if a gue·t behave. bad ly.

Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde presents LCpl Dana Grills
with his TA Efficiency medal.
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Pl BO\ LI G IGHT
'a re\\ ard for al l the hanl work put in thi. year by the quadron. the
P I gt John ' Jimmy Corkhill' Leach and 2I Capt Domhn all ·can l
.ell ) OU a telephone' Dods decided to organise a ten pin bowling night. Sig
Bobby 'Gladi ator" Read !' Iunro arranged entry to a local bowlrng
club nnd a good night wa had by all-even if the fir t team took o long to
complete their game that no-one el e managed to pl ay! ext ti me we book
more Ian . e. t ti me the 21C ha also made a note not to tell the RSM
wh n he ring that ' the PSI' gone bowling with the . oldiers'-stu nned
ilen e from the ne" R M.

WELCO 1E
A · well a. the usual trickle of new re ruits too numerou to mention we
h, ve al o welcomed a number of recruit · with 'previous experience' .
Welcome to LCpl uzanne M alloch who join u from the Intelligence
Corp . and gt ' Do you know I captured the fir t Iraqi prisoner in the
Gulf Garner who join u from goodne only know where. (A oon as
we find out he's getting sent back.)
DE P. RT R
\ 02 Billy ' the oose· Strachan, our er twhile SM has been called
in to son thing out in Glasgow where he take up a post as TA MTWO.
Rumours that a pate of hanging i in the offing are entirely unfounded.
'\! 02 trachan overcame hi childhood ambi tion of being a hangman
many years ago . . . allegedly.

Cpl Ian Dicki n ·on will go down in history as our shortest ever serving
PSI. Best wishes go to him in his new role jumping out of perfectly
serviceable aircraft. His replacement i. Cpl Box who joins us from RSS
on completion of his T t cou rse. welcome abourd !
PROMOT IONS
Congratulations to L Cpl Jamie Venerus on his recent promotion.
Contrary to popular belief thi s has noth ing to do with all the work he and
his fellow student · have been doi ng on a recru iting study for the TA in
Scotland. He's getting promoted to the Sergean ts' Me son completion of
the report! The Squadron has a new SSM with effect fro m I April- thi is
not an April fool. Congratul ations to W02 Gary Garla nd on his
promotion-the on ly Glaswegian in li ving memory to hold the post.

Combat R.adioman. He !ias been a BAOR soldier, having served at 4 Armd
Di v, 22 Sig Reg!, 16 Sig Regt. and 7 Sig Regt before joining 42 Sig Sqn
(V.> a~ Manchester as the SSl tn November 1995. Manchester appears to
smt h.1m as he has bought a home nearby at Ashton under Lyne in which
his wife Juli e and daughter Katy are happily settled.
gt Goodwin joined the Army as an apprentice in 1979. He has served
in GB , BAOR, the Fa lkland I lands, NI and Belile (twice) with 2 11 227
and 251 Sig Sqns, 8 Sig Regt and 16 Sig Regt and JCUNI. He' also
attended th~ Ace ~i g h Course in Lati na in 1989: He took up his post as a
PSI at 59 Sig Sqn 111 Febru ary l 996. gt Goodwin is married to Vivienne
and they live in married accommodation in Warri ngton.

TRADE TRAINING WEEK
A very ucces ful trade-trai ning week wa held at Cultybraggan in
March. the cli max of which was the dining out of the Adjt, Capt Ian
Gray. The young Officers of 52 and 6 1 Sqn pre ented Ia n with a
bewildering array of gift . As well as a tablemat for his new home he
received a very artistic wall hanging and even a T-shirt all courtesy of the
Pirelli Tyre Company. Best wi hes to Ian in his new po ting. Other go sip
and photographs fro m the trade week have yet to arri ve back in
Edinburgh-fu rther details will fo llow in the next issue.

2Lt Cheryl James and Capt Chris Hopkins in one of thei r more
relaxed moments in Lanzarote.

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool
RHQ
CO
Lt Col J.P. Moreland
RSM
WOl (RSM) D. Ikin
After the Chri anas stand down, the Regiment resumed work with a
vengeance, looking forward to the challenge of 1997! RHQ itself i as
busy as ever. lo ing docu ments. mis-filing posti ng orders and so on (onl y
joking!} The corridor has een Capt Phil Baker, the erstwhile Adj utant,
going back to school at Staff College. AU the best for the future from
everyone, Phil. A wann welcome goe to the ' new' Adj t Capt Andy
Parsons. and his wife Karen . Let' hope he' ll be gentle with us! Fi nall y.
welcome back to the fold to Capt Nick Deacon (Tech Adj t), fresh from a
pell in Bo nia. However. the word on the treet i that he might be off
again honl y. He i rumoured to have mumbled, 'It's hardly worth
unpacking'.
The Regi ment as a whole has been very bu y; a number of soldiers have
completed extremely uccessful ·s· Type engagements in places as far
apart as the Falkland Islands and Bo ni a, and the commitment to the
Co ham Satellite Hub continues. ow, on with the news from the
Squadrons . ..
42 1ANCHESTER) SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Kennedy TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams
EXERCISE MANC NIAN DRAGON 6-9 FEBRUARY 1997
Twenty-three member of the Squadron undertook winter adventurous
trai ning in the heart of the Caimgorrns. They were based at the
Rothiemurchus Lodge, which is situated in a remote section of the
Rothiemurchus estate ome even miles from Aviemore. It provides
accommodation for partie of Regular, Reserves and Cadets fro m al l three
ervice and thei r famil ies. The Lodge is ideally ituated for outdoor
pur uit ranging from kiing, walking, ail ing, canoeing, windsurfi ng and
mountain biking.

Due to the limited time avail able the empha is was on kiing and in
particular on introducing our novice kiers to the delight of ' wipe outs'
and multi coloured bruises. Although ferocious winds and icy slopes
prevented all but the more experienced skier taking to the lopes on Day
One, Day Two aw an improvement in the weather and a good day's skiing
was enjoyed by all. Our PSAO, Capt Gerry W helan , who had been on
the pi te all weekend (I think that' what the SSM said), had persuaded
C pls Hazel Trotma n and Alison Coburn, who were les than
enthu iastic, to ri k smearing their make-up and have a go on the lopes.
Happily, they rose to the challenge and were led away by the SSM, W02
Pa ul Williams and along with all the novice , ma tered the basic o well
that they had to be dragged off the slopes at the end of the day. Such was
the success of the trip that tlie Squadron is hoping to repeat the Exerci e
next year and persuade many more members of the Squadron to participate
in some training of a character building nature a well as enjoying the
excellent Apre Ski activities which were available.
80 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
M aj C. Fidler
SSM
W02 (SSM) Taylor
Firstly, we·d like to welcome Sgt Jimmy Guilfoyle who has travelled
all the way from 59 Sig Sqn (V), and SSgl Sammy '2-3' Collister , from
the I B n The lri h Guard . J suppose we' ll have to get his drill back up to
scratch now! We recently aid farewell to SSgt (FofS) Rob ' Where are
we?' Young to l l Sig Regt, who was the master at getting geographically
embarra sed whilst taking the troops for a run . We also lost C pl ·sorry,
that should be Mr' Dave 'I love me' Miller to the terrors of Civvy Street.
Farewell also (temporaril y) to LCpl Chris Glennard, who' off on hi s
Radio Relay Clas I course after (finally) pas ing the entrance te t!
Finally, farewell Cpl Jackie Harrison who leaves us to put her feet up. A
welcome goe out to Sgt John E vans, followed swiftly by an adieu as he
sets of for a stint on the Corsham satell ite hub. Now on with what's been
happening:
After a relaxing and quiet Chri tmas break, the recruiting team have
failed to stop a desperate attempt to boost our numbers, led by SSgt Terry
Owens with his side kick C pl Thomo 'But you can call me Paul '
Thompson. A trade traini ng weekend ha been and gone (we are now a
Squadron of master tradesmen), which leads me neatly on to .. .
EXERCISE YEOMA RY CHARGE
Devised by Cpl Pete Burgess and Cpl Jackie Harrison
Devil i hly executed (murdered?) by Cpl Jase 'I want to be a Yeoman'
Cade.
The exercise was ru n at sunny escli ffe, for that 'clas room in the field '
feel. All the trai ning events went well with gt And y Foster and SSgt
(FofS) Mick ' Handsome' Swift to prov ide any troubleshooti ng cover.
SSgt Mo Lyons provided the yellow pages! Sunday 's highlight was Sig
Tony Carmon, whose 30min lecture on generators only lasted 90 ecs
before he fell apart with a fi t of nerve and stage fright. Fortunately for
him LCpl Brian Sherman was there with a lecture he had prepared
earlier. Blue Peter would have been proud .

Leading by example the SSM, W02 Paul Williams prepares to
take some of the novice skiers onto the icy slopes of the Lecht
near Aviemore.
(L-R) : W02 Paul Williams, Cpl Kenny McRae, Sig H Griffiths,
LCpl Stu Green, LCpl Andy Connell.
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LS & GC MEDAL PRESE TATION 23 JANUARY 1997
SSgt A. Keen SST 42 Sig Sqn (V) Sgt N. Goodwin PSI 59 Sig Sqn (V)
SSgt Al Keen and Sgt ick Goodwin have, apparentl y, both completed
15 years of undetected crime. On 23 January I 997 the DCOS 5 Div, Col
M. J. Dent MBE, awarded them the LS & GC medal. SSgt Keen is the
popular SST for 42 Sig Sqn (V) with a fo ndness for ori enteering and
marathon ru nning. He joined the Army as a boy soldier in 1976 carrying
out his basic training at Albermarle Barracks, ewcastl e and trai ned as a
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The Medal recipients and their ladies
wit h the DCOS HQ 5 Div, Col M.J . Dent MBE .
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Keen, Sgt Goodwin
Front Row (L-R): M rs Keen, Col M.Dent, Lt Col Moreland,
Mrs Goodwin

THE SIR RANULPH FIENNES CHALLENGE TRIATHLON
LANZAROTE-JA UARY 1997
Warp factor six, wheel wobble and still accelerating! Who e idea was
this anyway? I remember now; the CO thought it would be a good idea to
enter a young, fit fem ale 2Lt and an ageing, balding, once upon a time fit
PSAO into this gruelling event. How did it all begin? Lunch in the Officers
Me s at Regt HQ in Liverpool, to which Arthur Surch, the mo t
charming Fund Rai ing Director for the David Lewi Organi ation for
Epilepsy had been invited. A couple of minute to weave his magic spell
over the CO and ' Bobs your Uncle', two volunteers produced out of the
proverbial hat!
So it was that 2Lt Ch eryl J ames and Capt Chris Hopkins met up with
members of other army units at Manchester Airport for the fli ght to
Lanzarote. Why Lanzarote? Part of the challenge wa to complete thi
gruelling event without acclimati ation .
After one day to ettle in at the Club La Santa the event began. Fir t of
al l a 1500 metre swim in the club' SO metre Olympic pool. An energy
sapping experience compounded by the combination of cold water and
warm sun hine (and lily-white bodie !). ext the 40km bicycle race; a true
test of stamina , determination and mo t certainly on the way
back- BOTTLE! The 20km route out was a non top climb from La Santa
to the tum around poi nt high up in the Fi re Mountain . (The long burnt out
volcanoe , which stand like sentinels all over the i land). Most of th.is
thigh- training climb was . pent out of the saddle and out of breath ! The
~etum journey was an exhilarati ng downhill blur over the ame route. Thi
1s where bottle was tested, buttocks clenched and warp factor wa reached !
Everyone completed the de cent in one piece with only the run left to do.
ONLY the run left to do, what an under tatement! They ay that
halfway round a triathlon i halfway through the run and in th is case it was
!O prove particularly true. The route out wa the same a for the cycle but
m this ca e Skm out and Skm b3ck. Back up the same hi ll (The Grand Old
Duke of York would have been proud of us), this time on foot with the leg
muscles still in cycling mode and refusing to accept that they were now off
the bike. A couple of lung bu ti ng km 's later and dehydrated bodie and
weary leg · have ettled into omething of a routine. At last, the turnaround
po i ~t and some welcome water to dri nk or pour over once white now pink
~od1e s. ?km to go and what a sight as we tum round for the last leg. There
m the di stance, Skm away-Club La Santa, agai nst a backdrop of blue sea
and foaming surf. Thi made it all worthwhile and produced the necessary
adrenaline ru h to finish the race.
Flu hed, ex hau ' ted, but with a great sense of achievement both officers
fini hed in commendable time with 2Lt James coming in econd in the
fe~1 ale category and Capt Hopkins coming 5th overall. (There were no
pnzc for the over 47's).
The rest of the week wa pent using the many sports fac ilitie avai lable
at La anta. The club i used by many world cla sportsmen and women
and we were privileged to . hare the same ameni tie as. Linford C_h ris!ie,
Colin Jackson, John Regis and many nation~! cycli ng and w1m~rng
tc~ms, Daley Thompson wa al o there coachmg. All that remarn 1 to
raise £ 1,800 each fo r the David Lewis Organi ation for Epilep y and the
Army Benevo lent Fund. All donations will be gratefully re eived and can
be ~ent to 33 Sig Regt.
Fmall y; would we do it agai n next year? ONLY if the 0 volunteers us!
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CO GRATULATIO S
We congratulate Cpl Jimmy Frew on his marriage to one of our more
eligible gi rl LCpl Gaynor Kelly. They did it in style. with the marriage
and honeymoon taking place in Jamaica. Hi imminent posting brings him
down to earth with a bump as he contemplates the prospect of a tour at
Bulford wi th 3 Div. Cpl Nick Wray is also to be congratulated on his
marriage to the lovely Andrea . We wish both of them the best of good
luck in their future lives together. Waiting in the wings is Cpl Dougie
Pepper who ha recently become engaged to Sig Christi ne Jackson. No
doubt this will be yet another regular taking away one of our best girls on
eventual po ting.
Cpl Dave Dawson is wearing a grin for the first time ince he has been
here. The reason is that his wife, Sue, produced a bouncing baby daughter
on ew Year' E ve. We congratulate them and also wish them luck on their
future posting to 7 Sig Regt in Bradbury barracks. Finally we congratulate
LCpl Green, LCpl Connell and LCpl Heaps on their recent promotion.
CORPS SKILL AT ARMS 1EETING-PIRBRIGHT
While the poning world held it breath at the Grand ational,
members of the Regimental shooting team had more serious matters on
their minds. Two hundred and twenty miles south of Aintree, the splendid
A h and Pirbright Ranges provided an idyllic setti ng for the Corp
competition, fiercely competed by more than four hundred and fifty Corps
personnel. The week prior to the compell tion had een W02 (SSM) Paul
Williams frantically trying to find replacements for team members who,
for one reason or another, were unable to attend. Two dozen phone calls
and a couple of grey hair later, the two team captained by W02
Williams and W02 (QMSI) Tony M acFarlane had been selected to
represent the Regiment at the meeti ng.
The team , made up of members from all four of the Regiments'
Squadrons and their LAD met early on the Friday morning and once
weapons check were complete, et off to meet up with the rest of the
competitors at Alexander Barracks, Pirbright. What should have been a
lei urely three and a half-hour drive south , was tran fom1ed into a even
and a half-hour slog, due to motorway closures. The teams arrived
omewhat jaded, though none the le s determined and ettled into their
accommodation. ready for the forthcoming competition
Saturdays' shoots although fiercely competed, were not fired on a headto-head basi and tended to lack the adrenaline urge that direct
competition invokes. Fonuaately we did not have long to wait for that to
be remedi.ed. Although Sunday · tai:t wa no earlier than the previou day,
there was a distinct edge in the air. Today would provide the head-to-head
confrontation that had been mis ing yesterday, as the fall ing plate
competition got under way. It had been decided that due to the number of
teams entered, each un it cou ld enter onl y one tea m for both the fall ing
plate and the team combat snap. The previou day ' hooting had made the
deci ion easy for the team captains and Capt Wyper. Lt Dixon. W02
Williams and Sgt Alden were cho en to carry the flag for the Regiment.
The CO, Lt Col Moreland et off from home at half-pa t five on unday
morning to make ure that he would be in time to watch hi Regiment
Team take part in the competition. Hi early morning tart was ju tified a
he arrived in time to , ee them progre·s through to the quarter-final. of the
Corp fal ling pl ate.
The Regiment ' Shooting Team were Brigade Champion last year and
were keen to add more ilverware to the trophy cabinet, thi' they did in
fi ne tyle. They bru hed aside competition as they won the Corp falling
plate, the victory giving them the honour of repre ·enti ng the Corps in the
Inter-Corps competition. They swept asi de their competitors in the :emifi nal, clearing the plate in a very re ' pectable time of 34 econd' and
winning a place agai nst the RI r in the fi nal. Unfon unately. econd place
wa all there was to be for them a the RLC took the Inter-Corp ti tle. but
they had not fi nished.
The Reg iment took fir t place in the team combat . nap, as well as
indi vidual medals for Lt Bill Dixon- FIB A, W02 (Q l I) Ton)
McFarlan As ociation Cup and SSgt 'Taff' Alden- APWT. After prizegivi ng the team captain · were joined by their CO for a curry buffe t, which
brought an em! to a very enjo able and rewarding Corps meeting and
promise of greater th ing at the next B AAJl,1. Our thanks to 32 ig Regt
(V) for their excellent admini tration and fin ally to Col Peck. Maj Body
and ju t about everybody at the RA that ·Taff' Alden knows'
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35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
xx xv
WI 'TER BLC
I' I AD TO AY ...
Following a long Chrisrma break you would expect that batterie
v.ould be recharged and the ew Year approached ~ ith a renewed and
vigorous energ). nfortunately the winter month take their toll and it
take. a special effort to break free from the AD . yndrome. Even the
v.ord drill. which caused a few do e haves. e pecially for Lt Jane
England. who during the Officer Training weekend failed to rai ea mile
probably because an alternate APWT toward bounty \ a not awarded a
a result. The situation wa not helped during the er i e Letter Writing
period conducted by the Adjt. Capt Graham lngli . Although in an
imperative and accommodating mood he wru faced with a Ii tless and
pa. ·i,·e audience who. he later e claimed. left him with the feeling of
being a\\arded a long entence and an acute pain in the colon! eedle to
• ay he put a full top to the le on and routinely called a halt 30 loo e
minutes early-thi emi-official end to the lesson cau ed a bold dash for
the door! I'm told the weekend ended on a ucce ful note with a Burnt
' upper. ( eedle to ay the Officer Training Weekend was a huge and
enjoyable ucce s.)

venue of a Beating Retreat Cere mony later in the year in celebration of our
30th Anniversary. The RSM, WOl Phil Clifford and the YofS , W02
Terry Burbidge were invited along by the Estate Manager to conduct a
recce in late Feb. On arrival they were hown around the ground and
given a grand tour of the home including Lord and Lady Guern ey's
private quarter .
On entry to the magnificent Mu ic Room the Yeoman was mesmerised
by the Grand Piano, which as the Estate Manager explained, had not been
played for at lea ·t 30 years. The Yeoman a ked if he could play it and was
duly given permi ion by a rather bemu ed Manager. What followed wa a
gloriou piano recital tl1at would not have been out of place in the Albert
Hall-the RSM and Estate Manager were stunned- Yeoman Terry
Burbidge was an accomplished piani t! This wa a day full of urprise
and the final surpri e left the Yeoman peechless when he was pre ented
\ itl1 an upright piano as a reward for his impromptu concert. Significantly
the R M and YofS left ilie estate at 1812 hour . All future bookings,
tlll'ough the RSM plea e!
A PHASE WORTH GOI G THROUGH

Sig Lucy Fish together with her proud mum

WIRELES
A humble and incere apology is extended to our large company of avid
readers of Regimental ote . For ilie fir t time in eight years ilie
Regiment~· note failed to appear in the April Edition of The Wire for
reasons beyond our control. Some of ilie more interesting and meaningful
arti le that would have appeared in iliat edition are included here.

PERMA E T STAFF ROUNDUP
Before we extend our traditional welcomes and bid our sad farewell
we offer our commiseration' to W02 John Midler, the Regiments' SFA,
on the hock he received on return from his skiing trip on Sunday 16
February. John, before he went kiing, unfortunately left his car in the
area in _which the recruit pass off parade was to take place, but forgot to
leave his keys. Rather ilian march over the car, a rather jacked off (or
Jacked up), OC RTW summoned the a sistance of ilie LAD who, u ino
their collective initiative and ably led by OC LAD, repositioned the c;;
using a 10 tonne hydraulic jack. The LAD Recovery/Di po al team was
grateful for the practice but W02 Midlcr was peechless as he was
convinced that someone. omehow had managed to teal hi car from a
secure compound. It wasn't long before he was laughing again but ha
stated it was a moving experience he wouldn't like to repeat!

SPRING IN THE AIR
During the la t few month the Regiment has taken full advantage of
ilie un easonably mild weather by engaging in a number of external
acti\itie from adventure training. · lciing, communication exerci es and
leadership training. It seemed inconceivable that during Ex Winter Eagle
we were enjoying temperature of up to 16 degree when at the very least
we were expecting evere frost or now. l uppo e iliis final bountyearning weekend could have been described as RED-hot! The glorious
weailier continued right through March and early April much to the relief
of those Warrant Officers and S co· who were anending the leadership
weekend organised by the RSM. The weekend at Swynerton saw this
intrepid group undergo a variety of ituations and a ignments that were
kilfully de igned to improve their leadership and management skill .
lnteresting activitie included a novel approach to bayonet drill utilising
a o l Dre Hat belonging to Sgt Tatt (now hatle s) Butlin, which had
seen much better days. Thi was RQMS Clive Sear's humorous and
unu ual way of telling him that it was overdue replacement but what Sgt
lbert fayer thinks of hi new nickname ·Bungalow Bill' cannot be
printed here! The RQMS in i ts that it i simply a term of endearment.
The weekend though wa a resounding succe and all who attended
agreed unanimou ly that they are now much better prepared to deal with
ilie many different ituation and challenge that occur daily in their own
Squadron . A we go to press we are still basking cheerfully in ilie sun
whil t ilie Regiment prepare for PRE-as vehicles are being erviced.
repainted. greased etc everyone is actually miling. Even trade training has
moved outside! If this i a side effect of global warming perhaps we
should embrace and welcome it!

A moving experience

The Course Photographs

Trade Trainees having fun in the sun!
HL "EO. !
Picture a visit to Packington Hall, a resplendent and beautiful stately
home in the \ est :vtidlands, steeped in histO•)' and owned by Lord and
Lady Guern ey. The home is full of pricele s treasures, works of art and
many antique.,, but regrettably is not open to the public. This is to be the
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Following a dip in recruiting early last year the Regiments' recruiting
fortunes turned around in late summer. Since ilien many recruits have
completed their Phase l training and are now fully integrated in tl1eir
Squadrons. The latest two courses were particularly successful, as me
standard of recruit was exceptionally high. The fact that all who started
the e courses also finished them, is a testament to ilie quality of the
msrructor and the determination and resilience of all recruit who can be
equal ly proud of their joint achievement. The Pass Off Parades took place
at Cate well Hou e and were viewed by many proud parents and friends.
The CO, Lt Col Richard Thurston was the inspecting officer. He
pre ented the Best Recruit Awards to a delighted Sig Adrian Proffitt (a
former Be t Post Office Cadet) of 89 Sig Sqn and to ig Lucy Fish of 95
Sig Sqn. At a reception following the Pass Off Parades the CO paid tribute
to all the recruits and ilianked family and friends for their unstinting
support.
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Moving quickly on to our gains and lo~se during the past few monilis.
We have welcomed our new Regimental FofS, W02 (FofS) Martin
Drake and also extended a welcome to Sgt Dave Yeoman our new
armourer. Also we welcome SSgt Barry 0 mond the new REME RP .
Sgt Sean Davis who joins 48 Sig Sqn, Sgts Mark Evan and Kev
Parkinson who join 89 Sqn and finally Cpl Martin Yelland who join 5
Sqn.
To all our new arrival we extend a warm welcome to them and their
families and wish them a happy and rewarding tour of duty. On a adder
note we have said farewell to gts Brian Pitt and Spike Dewing and
family. Al o to Cpl 'Mou e' Fieldhou e (who ha left on a well de erved
promotion to Sgt), to Cpl Paul Kay, on di charge and finally to Cpl Tim
Treadwell who leaves us on po ting to the School of Signals. We wi h
them all well in their new profession/appointments.

CO GRATULATIO S
Now that the re ults of variou promotion boards ha e been announced
we can offer congratulations to W02 (FofS) Martin Drake on hi
selection for promotion to WO I-clearly he is not here to tay. Also
election for
congratulations to SSgt (FofS) John Whitty on hi
promoticm to W02 and po ting to RSIT and finally to our 'Tiffy' SSgt
Gary Connolly on hi selection for promotion to W02 by the REME
selection board. Very well done. On the maternal ide ig Lindsay Morris
and Sig Terry Spicer are congratulated on the birtl1 of their lovely baby
daughter Abigail.
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EXPLOSIVE EXPERIENCE
Lt Helen Molyneux having served five years with the TA wa~
determined to reali e her ambition of observing ilie dramatic effocts of a
firepower demonstration . Her dream came true when she wa~ offered a
place on the Weapons Effect Demonstration at Warminster. What follo'll.,
is her vivid account of a rather clamorous and fascinating day on the
range.
l have t? confess _that my knowledge of the weapons system used by
the Army _1 qune hm1ted_ although I was given some insight mto their
power durmg officer trammg, but had never been privileged to witness a
full _battlefield demonstration. When the day finally came tl1e fog that
permted almost all the way to Warminster dulled my excitement,
fortunately it cleared and on arrival I quickly found my way to my allotted
seat. For one who has not seen the majority of the infantry ar enal and
whose only sights of Challenger ha~ been the occasional glimpse as they
roar past over cross country circuits. the Weapon Effect Demo can only
be described as astonishing.
Each weapon from the smallest grenade through to LAW was displayed
and demonstrated, each time with deadly accuracy. lt was during this
pha_se of t~e demonst~ation that Warrior was put through its paces and
basic secuon dnlls displayed in a fanfare of pyrotechnics to achieve
maximum dramatic effect. After a short explosive display of cratering and
30mm cannon it was time for Challenger to 'srrut its tuff', impre sive,
excellent, sensational- word fail me, the agility and power of this machine
was unbelievable; at this point I wa mesmerised and literally glued to my
eat! What on earth was coming next? The answer came quickly with
MILA_N at only £10.000 a round- before my ears could adju ta Jaguar and
a Harrier usmg S EB and 30mm Cannon erupted on ilie scene; my eyelids
were now firmly tuck to my forehead followino this spectacular and
electrifying finale!
"'
Forty-five minutes went io an instant and the demonstration has left an
indelible impre ion and a determination to repeat the trip, only thi time
wiili my Troop. After note: 50 places have been booked for a full
firepower demon tration that is taking place on Thur day 4 September. If
you want to go contact Lt Helen Molyneux at 89 Sig Sqn!
ALWAYS LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE
A Regiment without humour i a Regiment wiiliout life and at a low
ebb;_ fortunately iliis is a charge that cannot be upheld against this
Regunent as morale boo ting humour and humorous incidents are
infectiou and flouri h and touch u all in every comer of the unit. Even
ilio ~ at ~ho e expen e we can chuckle, find tbe funny side of Regiment
ltfe m all It shapes and form . The alway reliable Capt Martin Pulwer
provided ilie fir t tasty bite when he reported that he was bitten by a dog
on his BFT. At first glance I thought thi was part of his anatomy until it
was realised th~t an aggre ive dog bit Martin while he was attempting
h1 BFT. Happily the dog has now recovered from ilie encounter while
Martin is still licking his wound . Turning now to the Chief Clerk. W02
Richard Wilson. who up until now has appeared immune to humorou
a aults, we have learnt however, much to his chagrin that the local police
have invited him to join ilie noise abatement ociety. The Chief Clerk i
remaining surpri ingly muted about the whole affair and is claiming his
righr to ileoce and reportedly has taken up night clubbing a an alternative
hobby although he had to be told that ilie Hale Bop is not a new dance!
E TERTHEDRAGO
Ex's Silver Dragon, Annapurna Dragon. Wei h Dragon ugge t by their
title that there i ome connection and you would be correct, if only
loosely, as they are all Adventure Training exerci e or expeditions of one
nature or another that have either taken place or are planned for the future.
To complete the theme all we need now i one called Pete' Dragon but the
Trg Maj, laj Paul 'Dragonmaster' Ford and the Di ney empire are
naturally dragon their heel o er this title! Ex Silver Dragon, the
Regiment annual kiing exercise, broke with tradition ilii year b}
swapping ilie Haggi and Scotch at Avie no more for Bratwurst and
Schnapp on the ski lopes in Bavaria. The change of venue generated
great inter t tllJ'oughout the Regiment and a expected the exerci e was
vastly oversubscribed and many hopeful kiers were bitterly disappointed.
For the chosen few it proved to be the experience of a lifetime thank· to
the profe ional in tructional skill of Maj Paul Ford and gts 'Dobbo'
Dobson and ·Geordie' Crawford who were econded from the Arn1y
Women' Skiing Team. Their patience. experience and good humour made
for a great time on the lopes and were u ed to tremendou effect when ilie
whole party wa tranded in a blizzard. They k:ilfully kept the party in
high pirit until rescued by a fleet of snowmobiles. The chilling pain of
icy wind bla ting through every pore of the body was swiftly forgotten
after a few glasses of Gluwein, quaffed in tantly in the neare t gue thou e.
The blizzard unfortunately per i ' ted over night that scotched any hope. of
kiing the following day but the unplanned e cursion to Munich proved
highly entertaining.
The one advantage of the poor weather \ a iliat fresh now fell on the
Piste, so that when kiing resumed the condition were much better for
training novice . Thankfully all members of the party either gained their
ilver or Bronze award' before the end of the exerci. e and are to be
congratulated on their achievement and for having to endure such
miserable and unbearable condition. o far away from home! The whole
party ' ho cannot wait to repeat the exerci. e- next year enjoyed this
unforgettable e ·perience. In particular S gt Rod helton- mith can't
top talking about the Fraulein who revived him following a nast)
foll-wa he pu. hed or did his knee buckle voluntarily when he saw them'!
ig Liz Judge meanwhile would prefer for you not to mention the
prehi toric inconvenience arrangement· during the journey ilirough Fr.mce
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and where on earth did he vani h to on arrival at the German border? Ex
Annapurna Dragon is the Regiment ambitious expedition to Nepal which
takes place later in the year and is 10 be led by Lt Ian Cassell. Intensive
training has already begun and is apparently going well. now we are looking
forward to receiving and publishing Ian' final report during October.

On the Piste

A FATHER FIGURE
To end on a rather sad note, at a pecial Regimental Dinner Night. held
in the Officers' Mes on aturday 5 April, the Regt Officer dined out Maj
Paul Father . Paul has had a long and distinguished career with the
Regiment and held many appointments including Sqn Comd and 2IC and
indeed would eventually have been honoured with Comd.
Thi would have been quite an achievement for one who joined as a
ignalman in 19 0 and who e only ambition at that time was to get an
HGV qualification an ambition. much to hi irritation he never did realise.
Destined for greater things his officer potential was quickly realised and
he was commi sioned in May '83 and his ervice ince then has been
exemplary and he has championed the Regiment ' cause in many ways.
He will be sadly missed by all rank that have ought hi coun el and trust
and admired his professionali m and dedication. We all wi h him well in
hi expected new appointment with the RLC.

36 (E) Sig Regt (V)
Ilford

HQ Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Watson
PSAO
Capt Len Carr
There have been a number of changes in the Squadron recently.
Farewells go to S gt ·Bruce' Lee who is off to REME Workshop at
1inle~ on a well earned promotion to AQMS; he will be particularly
mi ed by the LAD for hi sen e of humour. Welcome are extended to
S gt Paul Haggett who joins u from 36 Eng Wksp at Maidstone to
replace Sgt Lee. gt 'Dutch' Hollands move on a hort term loan from
TM Tp to fill the SPSI pot. Finally. Sgt Ian Chappell goes to the MT.
SPORTS
London District held its annual Cross Country meet (for both Regulars
and TA) on unday 26 January 1997. A female and a male team were
entered with the female team performing much better than their male
counterparts. who fini hed 11th overall. Sgt Jahan McCready ( 10) and
LCpl Greta Jenkins (2) have both qualified for the Army finals due to be
held in Catterick on the 15 March 1997.

NUPTIALS
LCpl Flynn Burke has finally married Miss Manisha yas. He
arranged thi o that he could be in Tenerife during a Regimental Exercise.
We offer them our be t wi hes for the future.

LCpl Flynn Burke and Mrs Manisha Burke
during the Cake Cutting Ceremony
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CORP AM 1997
Shooting Team:

Capt White
Cpl Byrne
Cpl Child
Sig Gowers
Sig Harper

44Sqn
44Sqn
44Sqn
44Sqn
44Sqn

(Team Captain)

SSgt Haynes
44 Sqn
(Team Manager)
Sgt Nicholls
44 Sqn
Sig Cole
44 Sqn
After three weekend on the ranges over a three-month period, the
weekend of the competition drew inevitably nearer. On Friday night Capt
White went down to Pirbright early to attend the Team Captain ' meeting,
while S gt Haynes organised the team parade at Grays TAC.
Accommodation was in the infamous D Line , Pirbright and all the
hooting was at Ash Ranges, apart from the FIBUA match that wa held
on el on Range at Pirbright. Sgt icholls and Sig Cole had been entered
as individual , however due to the overwhelming response from
Regiments thi year, there wa unfortunately no range space for them to
fire and so they became IC Regt tent and transport for the weekend.
Matches to be fired on Saturday that counted towards the individual
championship were the APWT Practice 4 to 9, the Association and the
FlBUA. A pi tol team of 3 firers wa entered as well as an LSW team of
two. On Sunday the Combat Snap and Falling Plate took place, which
required team of 4.
Saturday morning started out encouragingly as the team arrived at
Nelson Range for the FIBUA shoot on time at 0940. Unfortunately, half
the targetry then decided to pack up reducing the range capacity from 30
lanes 10 15 and the targets on the remaining lane had a habit of blowing
off in the rather stiff wind. Ju t a bit disconcerting, especially when you
were firing on it! Capt White finally left the range at 1320 after two reshoots. At the Team Captains' briefing on Saturday evening, stats were
handed out which only gave half the scores, as ome cards had not been
handed in. Thi left most of the teams in su pense as they waited to ee
what the results were on Sunday morning. A smoker was organised on the
Saturday night for all team members in the ARA clubhouse at Bi Icy
Camp which was well attended, although apparently some teams later
made their way to local watering holes.
Sunday dawned with the reali ation that 0600 is not a good time to
wake up and but the end of the competition was in sight. Sad to say, our
valiant attempts at the Falling Plate were in vain. ln the first round we
were beaten by 55 Sig Sqn by one plate-very fru trating. As for the
Combat Snap, the least said the better, The CO, Lt Col Scott-Morton, and
the RSM, WOl Bywater MBE, vi ited on Sunday morning to offer moral
support and attend the YIP curry lunch. By 1100, rumours of whom had
won what were doing the circuit, although the stats team were still bu y
processing cards. It was especially nice 10 have our own Brigade
Commander, Brig David Wills, present the prize . The team wa
delighted to find that they had achieved the following succes es:
individual Winner-FTBUA Match
Capt White
Medal
Individual Winner-LSW Match
Cpl Byrne
Medal
Capt White
Trophy
Team Winner-Pistol Match
Cpl Byrne
Cpl Child
Capt White
Medal
Individual Runner-Up-Pistol Match
In recognition of the fact that all the team members were from 44 Sqn, it
has been agreed that the trophy for the Pistol Match will be hared
between RHQ at Liford and 44 Sqn at Grays on a six monthly basis.
Although the complete stats have not been released as yet, we know that
the team fini hed fifth overall from over 20 teams, a very creditable result.

37 Sig Regt (V)
Redditch

co

Lt Col Stamford Cartwright
WOl (RSM) Paul Edwards

RM

COMINGS AND GOI G
We welcome new Training Major Maj Stewart McConnell wife
Karen and daughter Sophie. Stewart replaces Maj Tony Shaw ~fter a
gap of a few month . In the meantime, W02 (YofS) Steve Townsend
compreh_e nsively re-wrote week two of Camp whilst whipping up the
trade trainers and tudents to produce some excellent results in the trade
boards. HQ Sqn Comd Maj Les Porter also stood in for part of the Trg
Maj's duties while Adjt Capt Steve Williamson houldered much of the
extra paperwork. We now wish Steve, Sarah and son Thomas a happy
po5ting to B_landford and welcome Capt Sarah Copley from Germany as
the new Adjutant. We hope that both Stewart and arah will enjoy their
posts and not get too exasperated at the unconventional way some things
are done! The officers mes dined out both Tony and teve at a formal
dinner in Redditch TAC. Sadly PMC Maj Andrew Cornish could not
persuade some other members who have left in recent years to also attend
to be dined out but those present enjoyed an excellent meal.
The winter training cycle concluded not only with some good trade
board re ults but two rather different weekends for the officer . On one
Sunday morning, Adjt Capt Steve Williamson planned an officers'
ramble around the Cotswold foothill near Long Marston, finishing at his
house, where he and Sarah provided a most welcome lunch. A few weeks
tater, 67 qn Comd Maj Roy aylor organi ed a black tie dinner at
Stratford TAC. It was remarkable how the usual I0-12 regular attendee
for the officer training suddenly trebled on the Saturday evening for a mo t
enjoyable function. Thanks go to the chefs and the admin taff at Stratford,
not only for this occa ion but also for their hospitality through the winter
cycle.

Support Staff:
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SSgt Alan Pearmain, Cpl Ian Ross and Cpl Rod Powell
display their winning dishes
Cpl 'Bel' Bellamy provides the support for the team.

(L to R) 21C Maj Andrew Cornish, Adjt and CO
compare maps before setting out.
REGIMENTAL WOs & SGTs MES DINNER
The mess held a formal dinner at Coventry TAC to dine out W02
(SSM) Newton, W02 (RQMS) Dubique and Sgt Dubique. W02 (S 1)
Fred Newton completed a full TA career with 53 (Wei h) Sig Sqn a
SSM, after a regular career in the Parachute Regt. We wi h him all the
very best for the future. We also said farewell to W02 (RQMS) Charlie
Dubique and Sgt Sarah Dubique a they left u to join 14 Sig Regt (EW).
They were both well-liked character and will be mi ed by all. The bulk
of the admin required to put the function together fell upon the able
shoulders of 96 Sqn's S gt (SQM ) Mick Stone. who e hairline receded
considerably more than normal. Throughout the evening it became
apparent that the me has a penchant for communicating with nonregulation equipment, ie. the dreaded name card! Once the R M had ifted
through the many invites for lunch, among other thing , he had no
hesitation in adding to the me ' port re ervoir with donations from the
kmd offenders. Finally, a mention mu t go to the chef . led by Cpl Ian
Ross. for their efforts on the night that contributed to an excellent evening,
enjoyed by all.
EXERCISE COMBAT CATERER
Three of the Regiment's chefs. plus one supporting team member,
entered the 143 (West Highland) Bde ection of Ex Combat Caterer and
were delighted to beat six other teams. Te t of military skills including
first aid, assault cour e, NBC drills and shooting were inter persed
through the weekend. The set-piece te t wa to prepare a 3-cour e meal ~or
20 men using one o. 5 cooker in two hour flat. The menu tarted with
fish tagliatelle, followed by lamb chop in a delectable auce !ind a
veg~table melee. Cooked apple slice rounded of the meal that delighted
the.Judge . At the time of writing, the team are lookmg forward t~ the
nauonal final at Grantham, though Master Chef W02_ eil Burgm is
trying to work out how to feed the Regiment on .:xerc1 c on the same
weekend.
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HQSQ ADRO
Sqa Comd
Maj Les Porter
SSM
W02 fSSM) Joe Krikorian
The Squadron deployed to Saighton Training Camp, near Che ter for an
inten ive training weekend which tarted on the Saturday with Signalling
Skills, Vehicle mar hailing technique and Vehicle Recovery procedures.
On the Sunday the Squadron were roused early and put through a eries of
command task to challenge leader hip and teamwork kill . The mo t
challenging of these wa the Ski ob tacle course that was organi ed by
SSgt Pete Dawson; the object was to negotiate a ·erie of ob tacle .
Ea ier said than done as it required a team of three to be trapped to one et
of ski with the middle team member facing the oppo ite direction to the
other members, confused? Team dexterity was really put to the te t with
more than a few tumble , resulting in uncontrollable laughter. The
weekend wa succes ful and enjoyed by all. However, thank once again
to all the OS and Adm in taff for their hard work.

You may have heard of the Jamaican Bob leigh team. well this i.· HQ
Squadron' kiing team. The only problem i that the PRI could only fund
one set of ski . LCpl · pl inter' Dolan i the team leader but L pl lark
Reynolds want 10 go his own way. while Pte lick Turnbull doesn't
mind who lead..
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67 (Q WWY) IGN L Q ADRON (V)
E. 'ER I E lORRI DAN ER 2
1ernben; of 67 ig Sqn braved the February ~eather to embark on an
ad,·enture training exen:i e in the Lake D1. tnct. The weekend wa
organi ed b) p( John Philip . an old hand at adventure u·ai ning. The
team m de their way to Helvellyn youth ho tel, th~ five- .ta_r .ba~e for the
weekend, well it seemed to be after each days gruelling acu 1ues . I?ay o~e
was pent ''inter mount~nec:ring .training ~nd tl1e weather ?bhged m
making the day a authenuc a po 1ble-the higher the group clunbed, the
more biller the wind became a it ro e to gale force and the temperature
dropped dramatically. Ju t belo the summit the groul? were taught Ille
basic of mountaineering-cutting teps in tJ_ie ice., ~'·~ !king up ver.y ·teep
1C) lopes and, mo t dramatic of all ic~-braki~g. Tiu mvolved shdmg feet
and headfil't down the slope and u mg an ice axe to brake-:-LCp l Tom
P halp became mo t proficient at thi in a very hort P.ace of tune!
The e urity on now and ice le on wa very obenng a · the Squadron
learnt to u ea dead body and d cend u ing a horizontal ice anchor. I'm
not ure if anyone volunteered for the part of the dead body, but Ille lesson
was quickly learnt a. Ille last minutes of Ille England/Scotland rugby
match ''ere beckoning back at Ille nice, warm ho tel. Su~day aw. the
ta kling of carfell Pike. Despite the excesses of the previous evenmg.
1well we needed to eat and drink lot to warm up!) Ille Squadron made
good headway aero the windy ice and s~ow covered bo~lder field .
before heading up the final climb to the cairn at the umm1t. At 978m
above ea le el the cloud cleared to allow a brilliant vie\ • which uddenly
made the whole weekend worthwhile.

93 SIG AL QU DRON (V)
qn Comd
Maj Ross Parsell
SSM
W02 (SSM) Joe Walshe
MEDAL PRESE TATION
Everyone loves a parade and what better excuse tl1an a medal
pre entation? omd 2 ( C) Sig Bde, Bri_g S. M . i:o-· Le~ OBE, kindly
agreed 10 present the medals followmg his 10 ·pecuon ?i the Squadron.
Adjt, Capt Steve Williamson. came along on ~he night to read the
citation . Those receiving medal and bar are pictured below (left to
right):
W02 (YofS) Marcus Cosgrove TEM
TEM
gt Heather Kenny
TEM
gt Donna cott
BEM Bar to TEM
SSgt Diane Feest
TEM
Cpl ue Cornthwaite
TEM
S gt Dave Rigby (Retd)
GSM (NJ)
LCpl Tony Windle
The Squadron congratulate them all.

KEEP ING IT IN THE FAMILY
p AO. Capt Len Yates. enli ted a new recruit to Ille Squadron recently.
A normal task for a P AO, you may ay, but in thi ca e Rct Yates
happened 10 be hi
on, Warren Yates, an ex-regular and now a
University tudent. Duri ng h1 regular erv1ce he completed tour of South
Georgia in the Falkland l lands. Cyprus and orway. We hope he erve as
many years with u a bi fatller completed in hi regular career.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

co
RSM

Lt Col I. W. Griffiths
WOl (RSM) M . P. Boyle

15 (NE) BRIGADE ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS

.
The Brigade Orienteering Championships took place in glonou
unshine on 8 March in Hamsterley Forest, Weardale. Unfortunately, due
to a Squadron Commex. we couldn't enter a male team and a female team
represented the Regiment. Lt Jill Hamlin. OCdt Helen mail and C pl
Sue Wright all ,·olunteered at short notice to take part, and were rewarded
b\ a fine ictory that made them the Brigade Champions 1997. Special
mention ooes to Lt Hamlin who took first place in the female '
competiti;n. , ext stop-Corps Champion ?
HEADQ A RTE RS Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
M aj Bill E vans
SSM
W02 (SSM) Gary Cundy
HQ Sqn got back into shape and hook off the excesses of the Chri tmas
period with an inten ive military trai ning weekend at B ~kingham
Training Camp. T he main aim of the weekend was to provide a full
programme of milirary training, ensuring all members of the Squadron
"'ere uitably qualified and fit for role. Secondly, but no less important, it
pre ented an ideal opportunity for the Squadron 10 say a ad farewell io
our recently retired OC, Maj David Rigley.
Beckingham Camp gave the Squadron the opportun ity to hone its
shooting kill on the nearby ETR range. Excellent range facililies enabled
the APWT to be conducted with significant ucce by many of the
shooters. It also permitted OC LAD, Capt Phil Simmons 10 keep a harp
e)e out for potential hooting team members before the Regt SAAM in
April. The quadron hopes to retain the Champion Squadron Trophy.
Recently back from two tours in Bosnia, PTI, Sgt F rank Reid put the
Squadron through its paces around the BFT cou rse. Fortunately,
Beckingham Camp is located on the flat part of Lincolnshire and the wellplanned course posed no problems.
Back in the camp itself, Cpl Sally Burton and LCpl Jan ' Bob'
Barrington gave instruction in a nd demon tration of Fi rst Aid
techniques. Everybody wa the n invited to practice. Needless to say, the
instructor,· demonstrations were somewhat better than our efforts on the
unfortunate ca ualtie~. The Squadrons'
BC i n~tru ctor, Cpl Barry
'P1tprop' Baldwin, ensured everybody wa. up-to-date with the 'S urvive to
Fight' pamphlet, and a visit to the CS chamber confirmed this. Saturday
evening saw the whole Squadron relaxing at a sit down meal in honour of
our previou 0 , Maj David Rigley. His successor, Maj Dill E vans
recounted many of the highlights of the former OC's career, spanning
ome 22 }ears of regular i.ervice and over 12 years in the TA with 38 Sig
Regt. The highlights in the TA included 2TC of 46 Sig Sqn and 0 of 87
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not be crossed to g~in ~ccess to the first wreck. Consequently, we moved
on to the second gnd via a l : I hill tllat some people climbed on all fours.
Having located the exact grid with the u e of Sig Magellan, we found it to
be a crater full of snow, underneath which wa~ the remains of a Lanca ter.
Not wishing to 'dig-in', we made for the final grid where, at last, we were
successful in finding the wreck of a Superfortress. We returned to Base via
The Pennine Way (or ' River' as it was nicknamed by the Troop), all in all,
a very interesting, eventful and exhausting day.
64 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Stan Fitzgerald
W02 ( M) Jimmy Mees

EXERCI E WHITE APPLE
The first field training exercise of I 997 aw our two new P L, SSgt
'Stan' Kelly and Sgt M ick King, out with the Squadron for the first time.
The exercise wa a tactical one with a communications overlay.
Capt Lawrence McCourt and 902 Tp carried out stout and aggressive
patrolling all weekend, which culminated in the capture of the enemy's
leader, one Ram-Pinki. LCpl Fraser Newton was the poor unfortunate
who bore the responsibility for allowing thi ' Wangan Miscreant' to
escape and take the OC, Maj Stan Fitzgerald , as hostage. Mercifully,
both LCpl Newton and C pl Paul O'Mallcy managed to follow them to
the enemy hideout, then organi e a Squadron assault to recover the said
Major.
Th high wind that had prevailed during the weekend took its toll on the
NCRS part of the exerci e. C pl Steve Robert's detachment proved tllat an
CR mast will go up in a teady 55 mph wind; Sgt Ellie Hardy 's mast,
however, needed nine people to drag il down, the wind being so powerful
that the mast was near impos ible to topple.
·Man of the Match' for this exercise goe to 2Lt Andy Whalen, who
found that one of hi detachments was under attack by the enemy ju t as he
returned from a ' portaloo run '. As C pl Steve Roberts and Cpl 'Jacko'
Jackson did their best to conduct a tout defence in the dark, Andy
surveyed the scene from his landrover, adding later, 'There was no point in
going down as l could see they were all busy.'
The CO, Lt Col Ian G riffiths, paid the Squadron an official visit and
wa rather impres ed with the giant Yorkshire puddings served for lunch.
Cpl Ann Simmons, ou r chef, failed to convince him that they were part of
the compo ration issue. On a serious note, however, a sincere welcome to
our two new PSJs from the Regular Corp , and we hope they will learn as
much from u a we can from them.

Sig, 64 Sig and HQ Sqn . Whilst at each of the Squadrons, he engendered
a competitive and team spirit, especially rn shooung and ·ports
competitions. So successful was Maj Rigl e~ a~ this, that he be~ne
known as the 'Trophy Collector', a name M aJ B1U Evan ha rnhented.
A a reminder of his time witll the Regiment, M aj David Rigley was
presented with each of the Squadrons' insignia in a framed mou~t, and a
fine pen. We all wi h him well in his retirement and hope to ee him m the
not-too-di tanl future.
Once again, a well planned and executed weekend provided a valuable,
beneficial and most enjoyable time for the Squadron. We all look forward
to our return to Beckingham.
LCpl Da ve Hineson ke ep ing a n eye on t he NCRS gen erato r
Congratulations to the 64 Sig Sqn football team on winning the TA Cup
(North-East) 1996-97. The Final Score wa : 64 Sig Sqn (V) 3-2 D Coy
Queen Own Yeomru1ry (V ). Sig Carl Hudson cored two goal and SSgt
(SPSI) Stan Kelly scored the other.

Ma j Bill Ev a n s presenting Maj David Rigley with a mement o of
h is time with the Regiment
46 IG AL SQ ADRO

Sqn Comd
SSM

(V)
M aj Roy zulakowski
W02 (SSM) Alan Whittaker

808 ARCTIC A D MOUNTAIN WARFARE TROOP BOLDLY
GOI G ...
It had been planned that the Troop would undergo a map reading and
compass exercise based in the Derbyshire Peak District. The aim of the
exercise was to find three ai rcraft wrec ks at vari ous grid references on the
hills.
We arrived at our tart at the Snake Pas , on ly to fi nd that the landscape
resembled Ille North Po le. Undaunted, the Troop carried on a planned;
Sig 'Gazelle' Philpott lead ing, Sgt Snow navigating, whilst the remainder
of the Troop took turn in bog-hopping and disappearin& do~n now
hole . Our nav igation ski lls had 10 take second place to pracncaltn es when
we found tllat the raging torrent that had formerly been a tmy stream cou ld
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64 Signal Squadron's Winning Football Team .
Back Row (L-R): Lt Col Roger Davenport, Maj Stan Fitzgerald,
SSgt (FofS) Steve Erskine (Player/ Manager}, SSgt Kev Clarke,
SSgt (SPSI} Stan Kelly, W02 (ROMS} Bob Ingham (Capt},
Sgt Gary Owen , W01(RSM} Mick Boyle, Sgt Pete S zeremeta,
Front Row (L-R) : Capt Lawrence McCour:t, Cpl Andy Ha ll,
Sig Carl Hudson, Cpl Wayne Thorp, Sig Ian Russell ,
Sgt Rick Birch, SSgt Vic Wo rrall
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20 Kilometre Ski and Shoot Race
EXERCISE BUTTERBEAN Ill
SQN COMMEX-GRANTIIAM 7-9 MARCH 1997
by Sgt Mandy Jones
Ex preparation on Tuesday was pent loading the vehicles and dusting
all the cobwebs off our trends, modems and Bid 950s ready for the
weekend. Our mis ion was to set up a trade training exerci e. ince the
arrival of our NCRS trailers our training has been dedicated to 'green
field' exercises using the new equipment. For the operator , the weekend
was split into three parts; data and security, HF antennas, and Mould. On a
'round robin' basis, groups went to each stand and were taught how to
open safe , antenna theory, mast erecting, and u ing Mould equipment.
For most of us, it was a case of becoming familiar witll the equipment and
getting to used it again. For the newer members of the Squadron. it was an
opportunity for them to ee and to use some of the data and radio
equipment that we use in the Regiment. For the other non-operator they
were lucky enough 10 have MTWO with them and take part in cros ·
country driving in the I l 0 Landrovers, on the cro -country course at
Grantham Tr.uning Camp. Unfortunately, they had to pend the rest of the
weekend trying to get the vehicles clean again.
Sunday morning was a continuation of the training. followed by a BFT
to round off the weekend. Overall, we achieved all we et out to do, and
hope that we did not baffle the new members too much.
87 SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

M aj Tom M cCappin
W 0 2 (SSM) N. Caldicott

EXERCISE HARDFALL-FRIDAY 10 J ANUARY-SATURDAY 22
FEBRUARY 97
by Sgt fandy Jones
My tour with 29 Commando Regt RA tarted at 0700 hour when l met
the Sergeant Major of Signals. After a long wait, we finally departed from
Brize orcon bound for orway. On arrival, we had a six hour coach
journey to Andel ness, which was to be my home for the next ix weeks.
The camp it elf consisted of wooden buildings and was situated in a valley
urrounded by mountain . The scenery was spectacular. However, the
camp was nicknamed 'Windy City·, the cold wind blowing through the
camp and quite literally taki ng your breath away.
On Saturday morning three other naval COMMCE workers and
my elf set up the COMMCE . We then had to draw out our Arctic
Weather Kit. We were also i sued witll two avalanche warning device that
were to be attached 10 our cloiliing-a li u le di concerting! My next task
was to learn the ' lingo' that the Marine used. I had to get used to the
cookhou e being the 'galley' . a 'whet' being a drink, and various other
naval term . On the communications ide. the COMMCE wa kept very
bu y. We worked two-man hifts and when we were not worki ng we had
Ille opportunity to go cro -country skiing. The ki felt very much like
plank of wood attached to my feet-they were very heavy and very long. I
found cro -country kii ng much harder and tiring than downhill kiing.
On Sunday we went' ki Sunday'-a coach journey to Bjorli ki Centre to
buy a ski pa and go downhill kii ng-only to be put to hame by
orwegian children who I believe mu t have been born on ki !
Whilst we and other member of RHQ were working, the re t of the
Regiment were on variou - course wh ic h included continuation course
and a novice cour e for tllo e Com mando who had ne er been to orway
before. The cour e included , ki ing, Arctic urvival trai ning, li ving in
snowholes, and the final pari of the course was 10 'break ice'. Thi i
where the cour e ·Jci into a hole c ut in a fjord and has to swim and get
them elve out usi ng their ski poles. When they have fini hed they are
given a 10 1 of rum and c hanged into dry clothing. We were a ked if we
wanted to have a go, but even the tot of rum could not tempt me.
Andie ne s itself was a very mall town. l t had ju t a few hop , two
bars and a couple of cafe -where we would e cape to have a cup of hot
chocolate. It was very quiet and not many people were out. Thi· ould
have been due to the fact that it was o expen ive to drink and eat out (a
pint of beer would cost around £4.00). However, on Friday and aturday
eveni ngs there wa- a mall d i. co bar that would get ver bu y with 29 Cdo
Regt. The Clogs (D utch marine ) and ome orwegian .
The .econd part of the tour for the Commandos wru. a two week live
firincr e ·erci e in a traini ng area ~amed Hjerkin (where the original ' tar
War;' was filmed). We managed to pend ome time with the Gun Bmterie
and fired the gun . H'erkin it elf was extremely cold, with temperature
dropping down to -30 C and -..io·c. T he area wa. very bleak with nothing
but mountain and now for miles. but an amazing sight nevenhele · ..
T he fi nal part of the tour was really a clean up and loading up the hip .
There was also a 20km ki and hoot biathlon on cro.s countl] ki. with a
prizegiving fo r the winner...overall. I had a great tour. gained a lot of
experience, made a lot of fnends and thorou¥hly enJoyed lll)"~lf.. ext
year, the tour will be for three months tartmg m Of\\ :J} and fini. hmg in
France. I would recommend it to anyone.
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TERRITORIAL DECORATION
Con gratulations to SSgl (YofS) Debbie Frankham on the award of her
TEM.

39 (Skinners) Sig Regt

co

Trg. taj

Lt Col H. A. R. h1ncock
'.\Iaj A. J. haw

O. GRAT L TIO
Congratulation to the R 1 Pete McElwcc on hi recent
commi~ iomng. \ e wi h him. his wife Melanie and hi two on · well as
they now move northwards into \\'al• . to be with the 30th Cadet Training
Team. We aL o offer a warm welcome to Maj Tony Shaw who join us as
the new training major, replacing Maj Hugh Bardell.
HQ Q
DRO
qnComd
s 1

MajG. P.Na h
W02 (SS 1) J. Bloomer

PROMOTIO
A D CHANGE
There were ,;everal personnel changes traight after camp. Lt (now
Capt) Paul Fowler-Smith moved to HQ/57 Sqn Recruit Training Team.
1 ewly commis ioned Capt Rich Belbin w
appointed qn 21C/QM(V).
being replaced by W02 teve Cocksedge as RQ 1S (Y). W02 Dickie
Lee relinquished his appointment a SS 1 to take on the role of Officers
1ess Manager. Sgt Jim Bloomer was promoted to W02, into the SSM
loL being replaced by SSgt Phil Smith as SQMS.

57 (CITY & COU TY OF BRISTOL) IG AL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj H. Aston
SM
W02 ( SM) P. Packer
The quadron has had a quiet although rewarding start to 1997, both
recruiting and attendance figure are on the increase. so thing look
promi.ing for the remainder of the year. Event have consisted mainly of
Trade Training and the one Regiment CRS Exercise (noted below). With
regard to changes in appointment W02 (SSM) Phil Packer is now fully
entrenched with W02 Stan Gane having relinquished that post still being
with us in a training capacity.
Finally a warm welcome home to Sigs Murrey Steven and Ian Foster
on their return from Bosnia. Both of them had excellent report and were a
credit to the Squadron.
SSgt Debbie Frankham receiving her TEM
from the Honorary Col John Bridgeman

MY FIRST REGIMENTAL EXERCISE
b Sig Victoria Hawkins

CONGRATULATIO S
LCpl Marcus Spurgeon on his engagement to Julie on hi R & R
leave from Bosnia.

EXERCI E F T BALL
Ex Fast Ball was a Squadron military kills weekend based at Yoxter
Training Camp on the Mendip , over the weekend 11-12 January 1997,
con i ting of sevt::ral varied pha e . The first on the Friday evening wa Ex
Question Mark, a tea round quiz requiring a wide military knowledge. It
was apparently rumoured afterward that a knowledge of the complete
work of Walt Di ney would have helped con iderably.
De pite an early tart. the Mendip fog got the bener of us, needing an
anticipated change around of the programme. There was time allocated for
both Browning and rine familiari ation. Some members of the quadron
were queaky and new. Our NRPS armourer, gt George Williams. gave
them excellem tuition. Before lunch, there was an Orienteering phase
around the training area. Cfns Roberts and Whereat, relative newcomers
to the Squadron and orienteering. completed all 11 checlqJOints in only 61
min . It was rumoured that the QC and SSM spent 20 ruins tcying to find
checlqJOints 13 & 14 ... In the afternoon the fog had given way to cloud,
and we were able to get ome hart range shooting in. We were also very
grateful for the existence of the pipe range. which during uch inclement
weather provided us with a brilliant range. Poor Sgt Williams couldn't get
rid of the young ters even when the Squadron Smoker (aka SSMs
Challenge!) was already underway!
On Sunday we were up early to clean up and return the camp ready for a
unit coming in at 9.00am. We were out of camp as oon as we could and
ready for the hort trip back to the TAC. Here we had a good frank
discu sion about the Squadron, and what the newcomers/youngsters were
looking for from the TA and from the Squadron. Everyone agreed that the
weekend wa a ucce and is looking forward to the next one.

5 (QOOH) Q DRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Wenlock
W02 (SSM) G. imp on
SSM
The New Year began with a Squadron CRS commex in Bicester on a
bleak February weekend. The forecasters were predicting gale force
wind , now. rain and anything else that can be found, but worst of all the
avid rugby fan wt::1e going to mi the battle between the Jocks and the
English at Murrayfield. The main activity of the weekend was to practise
, CRS det procedures in preparation for a busy year ahead and to shake off
the cobweb that would have undoubtedly sprung up over the Xmas
period. Everybody was kept busy under the watchful eyes of SSgt (Yof:)
Debbie Frankham and the PSI"
gt Andy Baird and Sgt Robbie Hall.
Ah a concurrent acttvity LCpl Danny 'I've got another black eye' Palmer
carried out in truction on erecting the Traffic antenna, and even managed
to erect it! Beginners luck!
To add excitement SSgt Ray Phillips was in the background wheeling
and dealing with people from the local Gliding school hut unhappily it
never got off the ground. I think a tour of a CRS trailer wasn't enough
bargaining power for a trip in the gliders! As always, our resident chefs
gt Les 'Chelsea for the cup' Kavanagh and Cpl Da ie Jarvis-Cleaver,
played blinder., in the kitchen serving up their delicacie , but on Saturday
afternoon they were overwhelmed with helpers, only to find live coverage
of the rugger match being shown. Our resident Scottish mascot Cpl
'Gnrd1 ' hields wa n't much pleased with the result. One incident that
stood out was the theatrical performance by our re. ident tech LCpl Steve
Brad)' on the sighting of six large rats in one of the bunkers that was being
u~ for accommodation. On closer peru al by half the Squadron it was
discovered they were only tiny field mice. Anyone with any spare glasses
or books on the rodent species, please send to Steve, care of 5 Sqn!
De pate the fun and frolics a lot was learnt, a lot of cobwebs shaken off,
and once again a good weekend was had by all.

VISIT BY THE IAYOR A D CHARTER TR 'TEES OF
BANBURY
On 28 January the Squadron played host to the Mayor and Charter
Trustees of Banbury. The visit was combined with the presentation of
National Employers Liaison Certificates (AfELC) to three local
employers. The evening started with a Squadron Parade and presentation
of the TEM lo SSgt Debbie Frankham and the ATELC Certificates. The
Sqn Comd, Maj Paul Wenlock then briefed the visitors on the Sqn's Role
with an overview of TA Recruitmg from Lt Ruth Emp on. The guests
then had the opportunity to see the evenmg training events. These were
followed by a buffet supper in the Squadron Social Club.

The Town Mayor, Cllr Richard Collins and Cpl Chris Minchella

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexley heath

CO
Lt Col R. K. Wilkinson TD
RSM
WOl (RSM) A. S. Dos-Martyres
The Regiment wi hes WOl (RSM) Mal Geer and his family the be t
for the future after completion of 22 years service. A warm welcome goes
out to WOl (RSM) Sandy Dos-Martyres from 11 Sig Regt.

The day was enjoyed by everyone who took part. It succe was due to
the efforts of many. Particular thank must go to I RSME for the u e of
their gymnasium, QMSJ Stott and hi team, MacDonalds. Stroud, for the
free drinks, and to all who donated toward the pre entation. Thanks al o
to Bexley Police Dog Handlers section for the loan of the table tennis/pool
tables, and the local council information Pres Officer, Emma Stewart for
coverage of the events. The CO was pleased and wane us to host the
Polish children again next year.

Sig Victoria Hawkins
Hullavington Airfield, Ex Farne Deep my fir t Regiment Exercise
Weekend, after leaving the relative security of the recruit training cycle. It
was to be tactical o lots of climbing around on landrovers and NCRS
trailer trying to get cam neuing up was expected. I managed to how it
who was the bo , eventually! lt was harder than I thought it would be.
My weekend consisted of sitting in the back of an FFR waiting for
messages to come through on the radio and sending back replie etc. The
first radio-check call was quite daunting. but I think I am going to enjoy it.
When I arrived at the TA Centre on the Friday night I had been un ure of
what to expect. What would I be doing? Would J be thrown in at the deep
end? I have to admit l thoroughly enjoyed myself, ! learnt a lot, hands on
experience proved very valuable and the other people in my detachment
were great, all willing to impart their knowledge to the new boy (so to
speak)!
Oh and by the way, escaping a guard duty and the fact that the weather
was good helped as well, but 1 was still pretty tired come Sunday evening
but satisfied with my first exercise weekend.

5 (Q EE 'SOWN OXFORDSHIRE HU ARS) SQUADRON
25TH A NIVERSARY DINNER
In November 1996 the Squadron held it 25th Anniversary Dinner at
the Banbury House Hotel. On the night, 96 serving and past members of
the Queen's Own Oxfordshire Hussars sat down to a scrumptious meal.
Principle guests were Brig Bob Long, Secretary Ea tern Wessex TAVRA
and the Squadron Honorary Colonel, John Bridgeman. Due to the
sterling efforts of ick icholls of the Oxfordshire Yeomanry Old
Comrade A ociation we were honoured to be able to display a large
bronze statue of a Queen's Own Oxfordshire Hussar Mounted Officer
currently the possession of Oxfordshire ounty Council.

W01 Sandy Dos-Martyres (left) takes over the RSM PS post
from W01 Mal Geer
VISIT OF POLISH CHILDREN TO 71 (Y) SIG AL
REGIME T-BEXLEYHEATH
The CO had been approached by a local charity, a king for the loan of
50 camp bed , to sleep a group of under privileged Polish children, who
were visiting Bex.leyheath in a couple of week . The CO, Lt Col R.K.
Wilkinson thought it would be a good exercise for the Regiment to ho t
the children for the day. A programme of events a told by S gt Boyle
follow:
The Chief Clerk, W02 Val Ramsay. RHQ's clerk Sue Hooper and
myself SSgt Andy Boyle, met the kids at 0830 and took them by bus to I
RSME, Chatham, where QMSI Mick tott and his PTI's laid on a
challenging and thoroughly enjoyable Potted Sport activity. Our R M,
WOl Sandy Do -Martyres was accompanied by a local reporter who
took some photos for the local newspaper. There followed a vi it to
hi toric Rochester Castle with lun h at MacDonald , Stroud, where the
taff didn•t bat an eyelid at the request of 156 burgers and fries plea e.
. We then returned to Bexleyheath where W02 Val R~msay, l~id on a
dis o and our barman Mr Ernie cvenoaks. kept the kids supplied with
coke and lemonade. At the end there was time for a pre entntion of a few
g~me to the group, from the Trg Maj , Maj Andy Johnstone and a couple
of rather fine bottle of Polish Vodka were pre ented to the Regt from the
group.

Maj Andy Johnstone presents the children with games for
evening activities
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Simon Palmer
W02 (SSM) Richard Pieper

CHANGE OF COM 1AND
The Essex Yeomanry Sig Sqn bid farewell to Maj Jonathan P man
and wi h him well in hi. new appointment a. a Staff Officer with London
District and welcome laj Simon Palmer a the new officer commanding
on promotion from Second in Command.
EXERCISE PURPLED TER
A part of Annual Camp thi year the Squadron participated in the 2
( C) Sig Bde Exerci e. E · Pmple Duster. Our CR dets were deplo1ed
in orth York. hir and the orth Ea. t Coa ·t. The di. tances covered and
continuous comm made thi a most useful and rewarding exerci. e
providing valued experience for ne\\ ly qualifit:d operator< .
The quadron also provided the control taff of 71 (Y) ig Regt
ACO . They were based at
arcop and di patched team of
umpires/enemy to monitor
R dei. of 32 ig Regt. The ontrol taff
were commanded by Maj Jonathan Pyman. ably a isted by apt
Simon Palmer and the quadron P I. gt George Farrar.
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R, \t· PATROL OMPETITIO
One of the la la U• of WOl (R M) lal Geer before retiring wa lo
orgarnsc a Regiment Patrol Competition in the andhurst Area. It was
agreed b} all 1hat this ~as a great test of military training . tandard and
reqmred a good . tandard of fitne ~team from 8 2 Sig Tp led by Lt
\lichael Wood ame runnen; up m the !\larch and hoot phase of the
ompeti1ion and a hie,ed third place overall.

Lt Micha e l Wood and his Team, who achieved t h ird place in the
RS M's Patrol Competition
CRO CO
TRY
Congratulation to both the Female and Male Team of7 l Sig Regt (V),
for coming first and third respec tively in the London District Cross
Country Champion hip . held at Woolwich on Sunday 19 January.
The Ladies Team had a ' tonning· race and won the event comfonably.
Indeed, each runner beat every other team' opposite number into po ition
· place . A pecial mention mu t go to LCpl Donahue who won the event
for the second consecutive year and fini hed up an amazing lmin 3Ssec
in front of the econd placed runner. Even the jet lag and flight back from
Au tralia the previou day did not manage to low her down.
Both Teams are training hard for the
ational Cro s Country
Championship. to be held a1 Canerick on IS March 1997. Watch thi
space ...

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO
qn Comtl
Maj P. B. Corficld
W02 (RQMS) D. Taylor
SM
The Squadron following 32 years of Regular and TA service has just
dined out W02 (S M) Gribble. Peter will be missed by all who served
with him and remembered for hi unique way of looking at the challenges
the: quadron has to meet. During hi time with HQ Sqn he served as
QMS and SSM. Prior to that he held a variety of posts and gained a
number of qualification with 68 (IC&CY) Sqn and the Quartermaster
dept at RHQ, but he claims that the only cour 'e he remembers was his Ski
In tructors cour e. We have also dined out W02 (RQMS) Sue Holmes.
Sue has erved for 23 years with 265 (!<CLY) qn and HQ Sqn. Sue 'RQ"
Holmes originally qualified as a Data Telegraphi land over the years has
updated her kill. to include becoming an HGV driver and pa sing out on
the first female TA Royal Signal Staff ergeants course. Sue' mo t
recent appointment have been as HQ Sqn and SQM and then a RQMS
on promotion to W02. The Squadron ha also dined out Maj Brenda
Traylen TD who has relinqui ·hcd her po t as Sqn Comd (following a ix
month tour of Bo nia). to take on a role al Cor ham a a Watch keeper. Maj
T joined HQ Sqn in 1990 a Sqn 2IC. he will be remembered for her
wonderful en e of humour. her 'Can do. Will do.' approach to any
challenge faced by the Squadron and her determination to succeed which
even included leading the Squadron team in the Camp Regimental Patrol
Race.
We hope that our retiring comrades will keep in touch and would like to
warmly welcome Cpl Jackie Smoker who has ju t transferred to HQ
from 265 (KCLY). our si ter quadron.
68 INN OF CO RT A D CITY YEOMANRY SIGNAL
Q ADRON-ASPECTS OF BEATTIE'S BOSNIA TOUR 96
BOS IA A SUMMER TOUR
I went to Bo nia a part of the TA's support for Operation Re olute. I
volunteered earlier in the year but had not expected my ba ic trade skills to
be required, so I wa very excited when I received my call up paper in late
April. During my dutie a radio operator and driver around the Brigade
HQ. I would do ketche of my comrades and the pectacular country side.
It wa not much more than a month before I was called to ee the Brigadier
to be informed that 1 was to become the Brigade War Artist. My six month
tour was a very rich experience where I pent most of the time with the
Artillery, Air Corps, Engineers, Mechani ed Infantry, (R.G.J. W.F.R.)
Ambulance, RMP REME. The Royal Horse Artillery managed to bag me
for the longe t period being particularly proud of their A.S. 90,'s and of
having their portrait drawn'

EXERCISE MARCH HARE
The Squadron deployed to Bramley Common for Ex March Hare an HF
Comms Ex testing the Squadron·s abil ity to deploy as single comm dets
operating several nets. The weather was kind to the Squadron and many
le sons were learnt by both the experienced operators and those about to
sit trade boards. The Exerci e was controlled by the Sqn Ops Team of Maj
David Swann, Lt Andy Austin and W02 (YofS) Mark Bell and agreed
by all those who participated that it was demanding but worthwhile.

At the end of February, Capt (Tfc) Pam S uddens took a party from the
Squadron to Bavaria for a fortnight's winter training and skiing with 3 Sig
Regt. The visit, arranged with the assistance of WO! (RSM) Frank
Evans, included ordic kiing, avalanche awareness and now hole~.
Participants gained a variety of bronze qualifications in ordic, downhill
and alpine skiing and all want to go back next year.
Winter training with the new PLCE included the annual Sqn Inter Tp
conte t which was held at Crowborough and pitted both Troops against
each other in a battle to find the other's HQ. 884 Tp swiftly pulled into the
lead when LCpl King 's section stumbled upon their opponents' base early
on Saturday morning. The advantage was, however, cancelled by gt
Steve Sefer of 887 who used the confusion to acquire 884' frequency. He
was then able to track their every move from then on, proving that, while
the best usually win, being devious helps too.

The Squadron Radio Operators re lax after Ex March Hare.
265 (KCLY) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Malik
SSM
W02 (SSM) Mustoe
The Squadron welcome Sgt Norma Orr from 69
IH) Sig Sqn and
says farewell to Lt Sarah Shelton who goes to RHQ, and LCpl Gary
Gu l who i off to BATUS in Canada for a year. Brighton 's new Troop
Leader is Lt Penny Wood , who is fresh from the Squadron's recruiting
team and her Captain's exams. she hand over in turn to OCdt J ulia
Lattaway. Finally, we welcome back the last of our 'Bo nia Babes' and
look forward to making use of their experi~nces in the field.

W inte r t rain ing
Sig Kenny Foxell, S gt Martin Feat her, S ig Bart Dunsie th,
S ig John Duran and S ig J o hn Harvey s h o w off th e ir first igloo.

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)

BFP0538

The Ladies Team
(L-R): S igs Gomersa ll and Wheel e r, SSgt Mu rp hy,
LCpl Do noh ue, Cpl Ireland, S ig King
PRE E TATIO S
At a recent ceremony Col Castles TD DL (Deputy Lord Lieutenant of
E sex and former CO of 71 (Y) Sig Regt), along with Brig Brown (Hon
Col and former Comd 2 Sig Bde), presented M r Ian Metcalfe (formerly
gt Metcalfe) with the first Clasp to his Territorial Efficiency Medal.
I o 1i Sha ron Burton (formerly gt Burton) and Cpl ick Wilks'
were presented with The Lord Lieutenant's of Essex Certificates of
Meritoriou Service.

Bo nia's land cape and popu lace often seemed to be a film set for two
type of picture. Reincarnations of John Mills and Richard Attenb rough
would often pop round the corner in a tank or appear from under a bush
dirty faced and thirsty, doing the old officer/ oldier repartee. I was
privileged enough to see another ide to Bosnia closer at hand than the
average soldier. My watercolour paintings and drawings were shown al an
exhibition during two weeks in April at the Isle of Dogs in London.
If anyone would like more information on my work then contact the
RHQ at my Regiment for further details.
70 (EY) SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Simon P almer
SSM
W0 2 (SSM) Paul Humphreys
FA REWELL A D WELCOME
The Es ex Yeomanry Sig Sqn bids farewell to W02 (SSM) Richard
Pieper who join RHQ Bex leyheath in his new appointment of Military
Training Warrant Ofiicer. We thank him for all his ervice to the Squadron
and wi h him well in his appointment. The Squadron welcomes and
congratulates W02 Paul Humphreys on hi promotion and appointment
asourSSM.

Col Cas t les, SSgt Ia n Me tcalfe, Cpl Nick Wilks,
Miss S haron Burton and Brig Brow n (ADC ) during the
pres entation ce remony
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COURAGE TROPHY
The Annual Military Skills competition for London District, pon ·ored
by Courage Brewer , took place at Longmoor Training Camp and the
surrounding Training Areas. The Squadron entered a team that included
ig Chris Archer of26S(KCLY) to represent the Regiment. The team was
well led by Lt Andy Austin and Sgt Brian Malyon. The team came a
creditable nineteenth in spite of very stiff competition, from the thirty
three teams competing.
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BLACK RATS GO WHITE IN THE POWDER OF THE ALPS
EXERCISE RATASTIC DIAMOND
0800, 3 January l 997, six so ldier . loads of kit, accommodation booked
and a ki championship to win. Only one problem: the KRH had ju t
written off the PRl minibus that was to be our transport to the glacier at
Kaprun, 800km further south. Well thanks to I (UK) ADSR taking our kit
plu a few lads and Capt Ayers' Renault 19, we reached the Alp .
Sigs
Smale aunders and Mark E llis began to doubt the wi dom
of leaving an officer to do all the planning, when the accommodation
proved difficult LO find . Having parked in numerou Au trian citizen '
drives in earch of the illusive apartment, we were all urprised, not lea t
Capt Ayers, to fi nd a comfortable home for the next I0 days. Having
settled in, LCpl 'Stu' Foster-the team' kl in tructor. et about fitting
boot. and skis. It oon became apparent that the unit wa the pauper ski
team of the Corps. Much of our equipment was either personal (thanks
Stu) or from the pooled Adventure Training stores at Du lmen, all of which
had seen better days. To make matters worse. on the econd day. Capt
Ayers and Sig Andy Higgins were forced to descend early with
equipment problems, a broken ki binding and ill-fitting boot
respectively. Top era hes and fa lls were regi tered by all bar LCpl Stu
Foster, who onl y fe ll whilst racing.
Our late arrival, Sgt Jon Heaton. on viewing the apartment wa
shocked to see a dishwasher and washing machine in the kitchen. Better
tha~ hi pad house. igs ·ss· Smale Saunders and Mark E llis proved
their culinary abili ty: pizzas or bratwurst and chips.
The racing proved to be an amusing di traction during the second week.
Early form . ugge. ted that we were contender for the champion' trophy.
B?th _Capt Aye rs and LCpl Fo ter , were well up in the seedi ngs. Sig
Higgms and Ellis were not far beh ind and Sgt Heaton and Sig
were
the pick of the nov ices. Unbelievab ly, de. pile the prom ising start to the
champion hip , the team fell (literally!!) away and dropped out of
cont~ntion. Even SSgt Jon H eaton, until the la t race, a creaming
certamty for the novice prize, proceeded to have the most hi larious set of
d1 aster on hi last run. Amazingly thi only j u t left him out of
contention for the novice prize but gai ned him the 'be t fall' prize. The
team was kept together by an excellent performan e by LCpl tu Foster
who won three individual ski prizes. ig Mark Elli won the prize for the

·ss·

·ss·
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skinniest chicken legs ever een on a lope. Sig Andy Higgins was
succe sful at wallowing a metre of beer on the la t night at the Boom Bar.
Capt Ayers, apart from keeping the motley rabble in line, ucceeded lo hit
his thumb rather than the nail with a hammer whi l t playing the ail
game. Finally Sig 'SS' Smale Sa under , despite hi be t efforts, was
un ucce ful at improving inter-unit liaison with 2 Sig .
Part two of the ki ody ey aw four member of the ki team qualify
for the Div Ski Championships at Les Contamin . Here the competition
was far fiercer and sadly ome team with more Deutsch Marks than pirit
acrificed ome of the camaraderie. lf the team had felt like paupers at the
Corp , the Divs proved to be 50% wor e.
The racing got off well with all of the team completing the first few
run . Sadly experience and time on snow began to show and much of the
team began to lip down the eedings. LCpl Foster proved to be a
con istent skier and wa rewarded with a place at the Anny
Champion hip at St Moritz. ext year he would do even beuer, if he kept
off the lard and beer! Sig Higgins. after his new purcha e, tood out
amongst all of the skiers in hi luminou yellow ki uit. Capt Ayers had a
torrid 12 hours during which he pranged hi car during a now torm.
whil t collecti ng the Sqn Comd from the train talion and then fell in a
white-out. di locating hi shoulder. Who aid that we were on holiday?
Final ly Sig Ellis. o wonderfully incon istent on the lopes. was
con i tently oted chef of the tour.
OPFOR-E XERCJ E PRAIRIE EAGLE
Ex Prairie Eagle wa a Battle Group ize exerci e de ' igned for the KR H
Battle Group. Thi comprised of the KR H. augmented by a company of
the Cold tream Guard .
Again t thi formidable force, 204 Sabre Sqn fiel ded a force of 35 men
on ix 432' , fo ur landro ers. one GS rover and two motor bike . The
e ·erci e area used wa the Draw ko Pomor ki training area in Poland. For
the drivers and commanders of the FFR' and the G rovers this amounted
to a mammoth road move of around 36 hour . Wherea for the vehicles
the journey wa omewhal easier, with the vehicle being low-loaded to a
train tation and then carried to Poland. complete with crew . By the time
that the vehicle arrived e eryone wa exhausted. However. despite a fe\
clo e sha es there were no accident and c eryone arrived safely.
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On th morning of the Friday 14 March. the exerci e $tarted in earnest,
with the OPFOR HQ moving into a non tactical admin area, from where
all operation, were conducted. whilst the Banle Group underwent battle
preparation. People .·oon got into the swing of things and became very
enthu ia tic about the task. ·et before u . pl Craig EI don and some
budding 'mobility troopers' ripped apart the G rover, attached a cammnet
and mounted a GP 1G onto th rollbar. From tlrnt point on the rover
be ame am tionatel} known a the 'TU 1' and deployed on a many
ta. k as phy ically po ible. The 432"s were cammed in a sim!lar manner
and by th Friday evening we were ready for our fit;t ta k. This was to be
a recce patrol to show a pre.1enc on the ground. It was a fairly routine
patrol however and unfortunately nothing ~ignificant happened. _l_'he
following da) Cpl Jim Iason then took delivery of more arnmunuion
than wa fired in the Gulf War and thing really started to warm up. The
men g 1 kitted out and bombed up with bullet and pyro and that day there
were two lighting recce patrol . After tl1e fir t 3-4 days low intensity pha e
people really began to warm to their task. One person of particular note
,,a~ ig 'Paddy· · 1ad Dog' Grill . who handed in hi SA 0 and took the
GP 1G and as many rounds as he could phy ically carry whenever he
could. Al.o of note were the Sqn tank bu ters Cpls 'Get Some!' hri tie
and Craig ·Thi fun Gaz?' El don . They were seldom een, without a box
of thunderfla h and a GP 1G each.
Once the high inten iry pha e came our first task wa to defend a hilltop and a wooded location. Thi was no mean feat in it elf. Although the
Battle Group was very slow to react during the build up phase, the le -son
were learnt well and a noticeable impro ement wa een. In fact on the
econd day ~ hen the KRH attacked, they were upon u before we had
even reacted. On the third and fourth day of the high intcn iry phase we
dug into a couple of po·ition and did our best to defend again t a larger.
better equipped and more experienced force than us.
Al o during this pha e several recce patrols were ent out, in particular
Cpl 'Storeman 1orman' 1ason, who when captured by the KRH" RSM
had a fully marked map and CEI in hi pocket and thus sold out the rest of
the patrol for that night. Sadly all good th.ing mu t come Lo an end and
the Cold tream Guard left u lying. beeping, on the barren Polish plain
for the last time on the morning of 25 March. At the end of the exerci e the
KRH, the Cold trearn Guard and CAFTG were overly impressed by our
effons and determination to provide them with a worthwhile enemy. I am
happy to say that although OPFOR were totally annihi lated by a uperior
force, they were buried with full military honours and returned home
happy and contented. to look forward to a long weekend.
PORTI G ACmEVEME TS
De pite the continuou flow of exercises over the past few months the
Squadron has al o been ucces ful on the pores field. In panicular the
Squadron Rugby and Football teams:
FOOTBALL
The Football team ' road to Army Cup glory began in September 1996,
unfortunately it was a bye into the quarterfinals. However, our opponents
were then the Cup favourite . 12 Sp Regt RLC.
In a hard fought game the two teams were level after 90min and
despite a further 30min noth.ing could separate the two teams. In the
re ultant penaltie both team scored the first four penaltie , however, 12
Sp Regt missed their fifth. It was then up to Cpl Andy MacMullen co take
the last penalty for the Squadron. De pite encouragement such as: Score
thi and we've won and, mis this and it will cost you a crate, the penalty
was converted. The Squadron were in the semi-finals.
The Squadron then had a long wait before they found out who their next
opponents were. Eventually the Cup Secretary informed the RSM, WOI
Evans that we had qualified for the final due to a team being disqualified
(Sorry about that 7 Bde!). However, it had to be played within seven days.
Due to Exercise commitments the team had only one training es ion
together and even that was without half the team. gt Al Duffus was
tasked with getting the team in camp ready. and according to ig Steve
Bradbury it was more like an SAS Selection course than the light training
it was meant to be.
Despite being underdogs the teams' confidence was high. This
confidence was further boo ted after only eight minutes when Sig Kev

Liddle latched on to a long pass fro m Cpl Jim Mason. to o pen the
scorin o. However, that only shocked 14 SP Rcgt into action and they
qu ickly . cored th ree goals and by hal f time they were in control of the
game. The second half saw a Squadron revival. however possess ion and
pre . ure could not be converted into goals. The game was eventu all y
ended a a contest when 14 SP Regt broke away and scored a fourth goal.
The team were di appointed having been so close to emulating the
quadron Rugby tea m, however they are now looking forward to fini shing
in a respectable place in the league.

HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
The Squadron welcomes Capt Julius Caesar, who joins us as the new
Ops Officer following the departure of Capt Fred Hargreaves. RSM Kev
Fitzpatrick and Debbie left for Bulford last December following a
memorable dining out in the Sergeant ' Mess. Sig Alston gave us a ' lorra
laughs' and the Officer gave a 'lorra port! ' Good luck and have a happy
tour with 3 (UK) Div. Meanwh.ile, we welcome RSM Phil Atkinson and
family to Hohne; he arrived just in time to do Christmas duty. As usual, the
Christmas social scene was hectic but was highlighted by the Squadron
' Bad Taste' Christmas Party organised by Cpl Dave Langridge. Sig Pink
was the fancy dress winner after donning a few items from his wardrobe.
Fortunately, the Sqn 2IC, Capt Keith Mannings, was kind enough to
leave a couple of pnzes for the rest of the Squadron to win on the raffle.

RUGBY
Wedne day 4 December was a triumphant day for the Squadron as they
returned victoriou from the BA(G) Minor Units Rugby final . Thi is the
first time ince 1972 one of the Bde Sig Sqns has won this title and o it
was fitting that the CO 1 Sig Bde. Brig J. N. Shaw MBE wa gue t of
honour and presented the winners' trophy. ·
The final wa again t BMH Rinteln and held on neutral territory in
Gutersloh. The opposition had a strong reputation and certainly played
with determination. However, the training by coach Sgt Stu Leadbeater
and team Captain YofS Steve Firth paid off with a hard earned 25- 3
re ulL First to put the Squadron on the coreboard with a try just before
half time wa the Bde DCOS , Maj Simon Marr. In the second half the
lead was extended by further trie from LCpl Si Launder and RQMS
ince ·What a gift of a try' Mc aught. LCpl ' Woody' Wooldland. who
also added a penalty to hi tally. ucces fully converted all the e.
The team earned their place in the final by beating 14 Topo Sqn (RE)
24-7 and 3 AFA 19- 12 in the emi and quarterfinals. De pite this good
performance the Squadron could not repeat their effort and were
unfortunately beaten in the UK emi-finals, going down to a well coached
side from 29 Regt RLC.
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UPPORT TROOP
There have been a few changes in Support Tp. First of all we say a fond
farewell to Sgt Martin Gear on completion of 22 years service and
goodbye to Sig 'Jacko' Jackson and his wife Nicki as they leave for
Herford. Hellos go to Sgt English (The Fat Controller) who i constantly
tating, 'It's my train set!'. to Sig 'Blodwin' Davies and a welcome return
for gt 'Jock' Kenny and his family. Sqn MT ees the arrival of Sgt
' Barney' Barnard and fami ly.

BOSNIA TRAINING
The lead up to Op Lodestar has been hectic and has meant that
Sennelager Training Centre hai. become our second home. The ATD/live
firing package at Haltern went smoothly with the exception of gt
McGiffens' misuse of the civilian range staff on APWT, 2Lt Carter
getting lost on a BFT and
gt Roome only being ' an innocent <pectator'
to the burning down of a range hut on his range.
!he Military Skills Package at Sennelager was uneventful although
enjoyable. However, Sig Gwinnel, without any thought to hi own safety,
took the full impact of a thunderflash to protect the re t of his fire team
during a night shoot. This act of bravery ha meant that he has only just
b~en able to sit down again. It was al o brave of 2Lt Woodbridge to
kmdly volunteer to take on an Alsation ' war dog· during a presentation.
Although she wore the protective clothing, bite marks were still evident!
Ex Green Star, in Sennelager, provided us with an ideal opportunity to
complete some driver training. SSgt Ferris and LCpl Rawlings managed
to get seven Squadron per onnel their coveted H-licence.

ALPHA AND BRAVO TROOP
The two Troops have een a few farewell over the last few weeks. 3
(UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt seem to have done rather well out of us with
Cpl Pete Gibbons and LCpl Matt Kutzner off to Canada and the
Falklands, then there's LCpl Dean Rawling who's going to 30 Sig Regt
all of them are promoted on posting. We wi h Cpl Ian Galloway and hi
wife, Sue, all the best in orthern Ireland with 15 Sig Regt, LCpl Lee
Benson with 8 Inf Bde. Sgt Martin Allwork is off to 7 Sig Regt and gt
'Taff' Phillips is going co Blandford. LCpls Steve Girling and Brian
Butters and Sigs Raf Sorribas and Carl Harris leave u for the delights
of Civvy Street. Congratulations to Cpl Adam Harvey who arrived in
December and to his wife, Wendy, who promptly gave birth to a son.
ARMY MINOR UNIT FINALS
OVICE GRADE 3 TEAM BOXING CHAMPIONS
The Squadron boxing team and th.ree mini bu es worth of supporter
made their way to Aldershot for the succe sful boxing final against 216
Para Sig Sqn. The team were led by SSgt Si Murray and the rest of h.i
training team consisting of LCpl Steve Girling and LCpl 'Tommo'
Thomas.
The first bout was an exhibition fight where LCpl John Ford had the
deci ion go against him. Team Captain, Cpl Tony Caulfield, fought an
impressive fight with his victory winning h.im £100 for the be t boxer on
the night. Sig 'Gaza' Woolley was a 'man po e sed' and beat a tough
opponent, as did LCpl 'Titch The Tasmanian Devil' Meakin topping hi
opponent in the first round. LCpl Carl Harris was also succe ful and
had his bout stopped by the referee giving us the Championship with three
bouts to go. ln the final three, Sig Dave Wheeler was stopped by a very
strong boxer whilst Sig Chris 'you've got to be happy with that' Moore
dug deep to win by a majority verdict. Sgt ' az' Yafai fought a hard fight
but the decision went the other way. The final core wa 7 Armd Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn 5-216 Para Sig Sqn 2. The conduct of all boxers wa
out tanding-thanks to Capt Fred Payet and 216 Para Sig Sqn for their
hospitality.
Well done Cpl Neil Pollitt-British kiBiking Champion for the second
year running, and now into the World Championship. The quadron Team,
which he is captaini ng, i currently competing in the Army championship
in St Moritz. Those who say his career i going rapidly downhill are ju t
jealous.
LCpl Mick Hatton captained the volleyball team in the Hohne
Garrison Championships and managed to come away as Minor Unit
Champions (we were the only minor unit!). Sgt 'Fish' E lla ms ran a
succes ·ful Squadron swimming competition that was won by the Ops/ES
team.
W02 (YofS) Par dews ' cross-country team continue to do well. The
Team won the Hohne Garrison Minor Unit title. In the 1 Div League, the
Minor Unit title will go to either 2AFA or ourselves.
The football team improve with every game. 2Lt Carter and "the
Yeoman ' were on the core sheet in the 2- 1 win over 16 Tk Tpt qn in the
quarter final of the IDiv Minor Unit Cup. In the emi-final against
12Bty, 12 Regt RA, in Sennelager, Sig Knights' first half 'screamer' and
Sig Zimmermans ' second half goal were enough to take u through to U1e
final, hopefully before deployment. After four gruelling 40 minute games.
the Team would have won the Garrison Football Competition in
Fallingbostel on goal difference but came econd on goal scored!
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Sig White and SSgt Ferris
displaying the amphibious capabilities of a FV 432
Highlight of the training were Sigs White and Danter learning the
meaning of a 'bow wave' and LCpl MacGillivray allempting to gel his
432 airborne. Meanwhile. Sig Doughty, who thought he might get his
head down whil t the rest of the Squadron were waking up, was hown the
error of hi ways by doing a grand tour of the camp ably led by Cpl
Caulfield. The two of them left an alcoholic vapour trail wherever they
went. It wa such a hame that Cpl Caulfield lost his voice for a couple of
days. ft was al o rumou.red that a couple of local fraulein had fallen for
Squadron pin-up . Sig 'Harold. Broderick and Sig Zimmerman. ig
Zimmerman wa later admitted into hospital with a throat infection.
A BBGT exerci e, in Sennelager, marked the end of our Bosnia training
and we look forward to vaccinations, dental checks, documentation,
painting SFOR on veh icles and finally to deployment to relieve 20 Bde in
Banja Luka.

LCp ls S wayne, MacGillivray and Rawlings, Sigs Moore, Danter,
Broderick and White with SSgt Ferris
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Ex Fir~t Foray proved a similarly tiring experience with the Squadron
manning the radio rooms, and Excon syscon and ATACS termtnal for the
exercise. With some Squadron members sloping back to Catterick to
construct shelving, those who remained witne sed a real comms
experience. The conversation of the week between 3 DSR Regt YofS and
gt Enderby. a radio op. went as follow~:

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

qnComd

R

I

laj ick Pope
WOI (RS 1) Da,•e howell

EW YEARS RESOL TIO S At DALL THAT!
The year. taned with an almighty upheaval and a change in OC·. On hi,
wa; to 'developing' thoughts at Blandford is Maj Paul Tower . Taking
O\cr the hot .eat i 1aj ' ick Pope. Due to unfore ·een arrangements the
full handover programme of vi. it. . briefings and inspections '~as curtailed
omewhat to the obligator) exchange of the umt ym~J-a p111t! P1cLUred
outide the OC office are the drinking ( orry. dnvmg) force Ill the
quadron (L-R) R Q 1 J ohn Gi b on, Maj ick Pope. FofS lark
Edw a rd . RSi\1 Dave bowel!, Iaj Paul Towers and YofS Keith
Emmerson.

A lso pictured with the two OCs at the ceremony of
'The Handing Over of the 103 3' is the QM w ith
what must surely be th e biggest cap badge in the Corps!
A final congratulations to Pa ul, for a successful tenure, and best wishe
to you, ue and the family in the future. Welcome also to ick and
J oanna.

\ 1R J AC K lORRIS
On Saturday 21 December 1996 W OI (RSM) Da ve Showell, on behalf
of the Corps Sgt's Mess. presented Mr Jack M orris with a Christmas
Hamper. (Pictured below)

Many of the 'old and bold ' will remember Jack as the Sgt's Mess
1anager of 11 Sig Regt, also known as the HQ Sergeants' Mess Royal
Signal\. between 1967-1978. Jn ovember 1978 Jack was di ned out of the
Sgt' Me,s. on hi\ retirement, and wa graciously awarded Honorary Life
Membership of the I IQ Sergeanh' Mess Royal ignals.
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Jack i now r iding in the St John of God Ho pita! Scorton, near
Richmond , and I can report that he is in good hea lth and till has a keen
ense of humour. [am sure that he would be delighted to hear from many
of hi old friend who pas ed through the Sgt's Me s during hi time as
Mes Manager. He can be contacted on 01748 824847.
S PPORT TROOP
Prior to block leave and de pile the sceptici m that the holiday was a
rumour tarted by the QM the Troop, in anticipation of time off, celebr.:ited
with the traditional Rugby football match and numerous ocial occa ions.
The Squadron Chrisona dinner will be fondly remembered as the Admin
Officer· nightmare. Maj Ron Hails i to be congratulated on hi choice
of alcoholic beverage. However. all members of Support Tp would like to
remind him that when under 50 you can drink beer that ha an alcoholic
strength that exceeds 2%. A u ual the MT were well repre entcd at all
event and Sgt 'Sid' Davies, a Corps rugby player, excelled him elf both
on the field of play and at the Christma bash. In fact he gained a new
nickname with his out tanding performance of line dancing, whil t under
the influence and will fondly be remembered from this day as ' Yee Ha! '
Davies.
On a recent vi it to Bde HQ W02 (RQMS) John Gibson, after waiting
five minutes to gain entrance, decided that enough wa enough and rang
the bell. Unfortunately for him he chose the attack alarm and quickly got
the undivided attention of the Garri on Sergeant Major who, on rushing
out to inve tigate. forgot that the door was elf-locking. John now realises
that the GSM speak fluent French and that Garri son duties are not that
difficult, just very time con urning.
After an extremely busy year the backbone of the Squadron, tho e who
work at least five day a week, departed on leave. The frequently asked
question ·would it really happen?' and 'Are we really geuing time off?'
were overpowered by the sound of revving engines and squealing tyres as
individual departed from Gaza Barracks. Since returning from their well
earned leave the Troop has moved up a gear and is working flat out to
impre the new Sqn Comd and prepare for the forthcoming exercise
season and deployment on Op Lodestar. The 1997 forecast of events
continue to fill up at a rate that exceed belief and the question at the end
of everyone' congue is now, 'Can we really do all of that in one year?'
Life is hectic in this busy orthern Outpost but the soldiers of all arms
belonging to this Troop would like to welcome all newcomers and thank
all tho e people that have departed for their friend hip and wish them well
for the future.
ALPHA TR OOP
The Troop ended an eventful year with the legendary Alpha Tp
Christmas Party that was held at CJ (part of the Scorpion 'lei ure'
complex). The evening was a complete ucces and thank must go to
LCpl ick Ions and Sig 'Bob' Duckering for organising a great night.
Extended appreciation 10 the OC, M aj Pa ul Towers, for limiting him elf
to one rendition on the Karaoke! Rumour has it that Take That will reform
next year with a new member.
In January the Troop held a formal dinner night. It's alleged aim was to
provide the Troop J CO 's and Signaller the opportunity to be on the
receiving end of a formal dinner and not just an excuse for Lt Paul
G riffiths and SSgf Gaz Steel to sit on the top table and dish out extras!
From the complaints at PT the following day the evening was judged a
great success and many thanks to Sgt Lenny M artin for organising it.
A few hello and goodbye . Farewell and the best of luck to C pl 'Taff'
Jones and Lesley who go to 14 Sig Regt, LCpl Dougie lcke goes to 280
Sig Sqn and to Sig (now LCpl) Lee James off to I ADSR. Hello to Cpl
Phil Howes and Ian Tait, also LCpl Alex Alexa nder. We hope you enjoy
your time with the Troop.
BRAVO T ROOP
Ex Bravo Leader was an opportunity for most of the Troop to get out of
the garages for a few day or o we thought. An exercise to develop and
test 'leadership, character, command and control' Lt Peden told us. What
waited ahead of us we did not know. For four cold days in December we
were billeted at RNAS Yeovilton. After travel ling down and prepping our
kit and propping up the bar, we had a good night's sleep, ready to pring
into action the following morning.
Day one found us at the Dorset Fire Brigade Training Centre at
We tmoors where we underwent a morni ng of clas room instruction on
firefighting. After lunch this, and some NCOs, were thoroughly put to the
test during a practical exercise on the purpose bui lt 'fi rcpan'-an
assortment of fuelled mock-up in tallations such as packed fuel, a DAP
truck and a helicopter. Cpls Fardy and Davi were first to take on the
roles of 'Sicknote' and 'Bayleaf' and what a fine job they did too.
Unfl ustered (well, not much!) by the raging fire, they ca lml y undertook
the onerous task of commanding Bluewatch, Bravo Tp, on their firs t
'shout'. Starting with the small fire , we oon moved up the sca le of
devastation cul mi nating with a raging inferno fro m a gas tower instal lation
which took the whole Tp over 20 minutes to get under control.
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What do you mean, our hose is plugged to a UBRE?
A . pare hour or two was spent wandering around the Tank Museum at
Bovington before returning to Yeovilton where we were fortunate enough
to be invited to HMS Heron 's Christmas function. Remembering, as
always, that we are ambas adors for the Corps, we conducted ourselves in
tme R Signals sty le-great food, great entertainment and great beer. o
sooner did our heads hit the pillow, than the next day was upon us and the
event that we had all been looking forward to--the ' Heli-absei l'. With
initial training on a 35ft practise tower, we began to sort the wheat from
the chaff The prize for the longest delaying tactic went to Sig ' Dicko'
Dickinson. Jn the end I 6 out of 21 plucked up the courage to throw
them elves out of a Sea King helicopter hovering at 180ft. As scary a it
was the loadie had a difficult time trying to stop us going up for another
go. Mention must go to C pl 'Taff' 'A long a I don't look down I'll be all
right' Maila ney, Sig Mary ' It' quite high, isn't it Sir' Anderson, and
Cpl Dave 'No problem ' Allen whose rate of de cent was weight-assi ted.

Where's the safety rope?
Unfortunately a higher priority unit took the final day' activity-the
'Heli-dunker', at the Underwater Escape Training Unit from u . A huge
sigh of relief went round the Troop as Lt Peden scowled at this new . All
in all it was an excellent week, when the Troop learnt a lot about
themselves and each other. Many thank go to C pl Allen for providing an
exerci e with a difference. What Ort of wan will they have for u
next ... ?

·The swicch 083 is broken'
'Switch .. .'!Is that the one on your kettle?'
'What trade are you? Don•t you know anythmg about
Ptarmigan?'
'A Radio Op. and that's a bird isn't it, Sir?'
'Please tell me there is somebody else there and you are not in
charge of the Comms Ops. EXCON and Real Comms of a Div
level exercise!'

EXERCISE GRAND PRIX II
by Sig Atkinson and Sig Banks
Just before the Christmas grant period the- offer of a lifetime was
offered! How about taking a six week holiday in Kenya? Sounds great, but
what's the catch? Keen to volunteer for ju t about anything we put our
names down without expectation. A soon as ew Year had been
celebrated , and losing some of the grant, we departed for Kenya with the
lst Battalion, The Royal Scots.
Auached to the Signal Platoon we assisted in establishing and
maintaining HF communications from the radio room in Nanyuki to the
out station detachments at 01 Pejeta, Impala Farm, Lake avashsia and
Sol o ranch. Thankfully there were no major problem and comms ran
smoothly throughout the exercise leaving plenty of time for R & R. In
addition to the comms there were plenty of opportunities to tour around
the surrounding countryside which we alway took advantage of. The
range of different types of wildlife was fanta tic, every animal you can see
in a zoo in their natural environment.
During the six weeks there we al o participated in ome of the
numerous adventure-training package on offer. These included white
water rafting, paragliding. a camel safari and hor e riding.

We both agreed that the camel afari was the best, we felt trangely at
one with nature with the ride being abolll as comfortable a one of the
Sqn · armoured vehicle .
There wa a little free time during all the arduou adventure training, so
we pent it vi iting the equator and shopping in anyuki for souvenir .
Haggling became second nature to u in the hop when buying anything,
a new experience to us. but one that we apparently became experts at. By
the end of the hopping trip all we had was a little bag of junk and very
little money! We did, however. cheer our elves up and life eemed ro y
again after a quick dip in the Sport mans Arm Hotel pool!

EXER CISE RED TRICORN/EXER CISE FIRST FORAY
Sunday 2 February 1997 duly arrived with the Squadron deploying to
Knook Camp. Salisbury Plain to take part in Ex Red Tricorn and Ex First
Foray. Each of one week' duration, they ended up being like chalk and
chee e.
Although predominantly a 3 DSR driven exerci e, Ex Red Tricorn wa
used for Squadron level training, uti lising the Ptarmigan deployed on the
Plain. It was a rare opportuni ty for everyone to train in their primary role
and with a lot of people new to the job it provided an ideal opportunity to
' blood' them into life as a R Signal oldier in 19 Mech Bde HQ and ig
Sqn. Although lasting only three days the radio troops managed to get in
more moves than the average Ru s ian chess player, and in half the time!
Pau e for thought for the rolling replen boy who, at one stage, did 5
replens in 12 hours. Additional dutie for the complex sentry included
trying to spot the soldiers on their Close Target Reece course. lt's amazing
how quickly an hour goes when someone gives you a thermal sight and
mini flares. As mo t of the Squadron rapidly became zombie with the
lack of Jeep, one man remained fre h and alert, Sgt Rob Enderby. He
puts it down to extremely good admin learnt with 3 Cdo Bde bu t, a. he
wou ld find o ut later, it doe n ·r matter how frc h (or tired) you are. when
you fo ll into a mud bath your teddy goes fly ing too!
The Squadron was honoured wi th a flying visit by the SOi nC (A) and
Corps R M who aw the full Bde Main and Lt HQ in operation and had
the opportuni ty to speak with all rank in their armoured vehicle . An
~nergy sappi ng 72 hours soon (?) came to an end and tl1e techs and
hnemcn rushed off to Warminster 10 build the Di v Alt HQ and Excon for
Ex First Foray.
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\ ·e ad' ise anyone with the opponunity to take part in an e. crcise like
this to grab it wich both hands. The opportuni ty to erv.e wich an infantry
tianalion e erci ing m frica opened our eyes to the wider Army and the
chance 10 e plore th countr) i not one 10 be mi sed.

E. ' ER I E P

'TH R' P GO A- TO UNIT OET
17/l
L\RCH 1997
The
TO Operational Evaluacion Te t (QET) i ~ standard in pection
de'1"ned to a se the readine ·s of a unit. Throughou1 1he training year all
t 19. tech Bde ' manoeuvre unit and it
ig qn have been ubjecced to
anOET.
Th Bd 1aff conducced a c ment was ' ith e. ternal alidation by a
'ATO repre. ntathe. Lt Col Tappee of the Gern1an Army performed thi
~ r 1he ig qn. R ignal. repre entation wa in the form of the Op
t
Offr and Tech Adjt from 3 (UK) Di HQ and ig Regt.
DO. '"TP 1 'IC!
On the 7 larch 1997 the OET w initiated with a warning order-·Tue
quadron i to be ready ro deploy to outh Korea in JO day • .'
The hierarchy ·oon found that thi apparently simple tatement create
enough work 10 fill a mon!h. lei alone a week. So we et to 1he task in
hand~First !hing first put !he kenJe on. Then a hort brain torming e sion
bv the head heds identified the key tasks. A the OET is al o an in pection
uie action points were pli1 between reality and notional planning:
Real T: ks 10 Complece-Produce In pection Document including
fanning ummary including deficiencie and Recall Plan
Training ummary
Individual (ATOS, trade skills)
Collective (op and exerci e )
Logi tic Concern
Additional Vehicle Requirement
Special to Theatre Equipment
Reports and Returns Sy tern
Mis ion E ential Equipment Summary
Unit Equipment Care Directive
BERR
Servicing Schedule
Supporting Report:. (eg: L.SAI, PRE. RSIT)
Deploy qn as e to be tested on procedures including
Replenishment and Casevac
Cam and concealment
Defence-ground. air and NBC
otionalTasksldenti fied
Recall unit per onnel and request additional manpower
Plan for Air and Sea Movement of Sqn manpower, vehicle
and equipment to S Korea
Vaccination , Dental Inspections and Administration of all
personnel
Deployment order including In Country Brief
Administration order
Movement Order
Training Programme.
WHERE DO W E GO F ROM HERE?
With the ize of the task now identified, preparation commenced.
Paperwork flew here and there, lap-top worked into the early hour of the
morning; everything else took econd place. Ten days afcer receipt of the
warning order judgment day came.
A brief on the ' real· and 'nmional ' tasks by the QC, 2IC and QM during
an hour long presentation to Brig Duncan (Comd 19 Mech Bde) and Lt
Col Tappee ummarised the enormous amount of paperwork that had
been produced by all unit members in the preceding 10 days. Concurremly
inspections and audits by Bde taff officer of unit departments were
conducted. By !he time the fine tooth comb had been put away the
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Squadron wa ready to be tested as a deployed unit (at war establi lunent
for once!). This amounted to examining unit action from the initial
location recce by the 21C. to the Tp Comd recce and repleni hment of the
Troop, to occupation, etting up and operation of the HQ including
defence and entrie . This completed, the valiant oldiers repelled
conventional highly motivated ground forces and fought the perils of an
BC attack, treating casualties o. they fell. By the time 'Endex' was
called not one tone in the quadrons' SOPs had been left unturned. After
a curry lunch in the field. during which the 21C and Sgt Martin were seen
to arrive (great timing!), all a sets recovered to Gaza Barracks.
The Units performance report was received within 48hrs of 'Endex '.
Ex ellent score all round. although a B grade awarded due to deficiencies
in CO and OR manning (not much anyone could do about that!). There
was a lot gained individually and collectively from the conduct of the
OET. In addition to the external validation of OPs adopted by the soldiers
in the field it provided an a urance for the new OC that the Squadron is
truly able 10 mee1 its readines tate of I 0 day .
SPORTS
During the traditional Officers, WOs and SNCO versus Junior sports
the 'management' had convincing wins at Rugby Union Football and
Ba ketball. Who said experience count for nothing. Oh well, better luck
next pon.
HOCKEY
With the arrival of gt 'Wilf' Wilford the unit hockey team has risen
from the ashes. A fledgling team entered the 2 Div League and Cup
competition and i achieving ome succe . A lack of opposition meant
an automatic route to the 2 Div Minor Unit final against l 5 Fd Wksps
REME at Catterick on the 22 January 1997. Guaranteed a medal. and
against a well establi hed team, 1he final wa a clo e macch that was
fough1 mainly in the Squadron's half of the pitch. In goal LCpl Steve
Birch all performed miracle after miracle to keep the REME attack at bay
and the back four were run ragged as ummari ed by Sgt ' I can't hack all
!his running' Mar tin. Similarly the midfield were in the thick of thing ,
ome more than other a W02 (YofS) K eith 'Where' my Filofax'
E mmer on found him elf Ii tening to a one way conversation with the
referee after an innocuou chal lenge! Although eventually coming second
bes! the team i improving with every game.
A special thank goes to Maj R on Hails for providing unit funds to
purcha e a new kit and stick . Coincidentally the new OC, Maj Nick
Pope, has been known to play hockey and in hi debut match, against
QRH, he witlles ed the team 's first league win, a convincing 1-0.
R UGBY
The Squadron Rugby Team, the Panthers RFC. got off to a flying start
in 1997 with an impres ive win over our arch rival and camp coresidents. 24 Armd Fd Amb. This was swiftly followed by a series of
astounding victories over the Infantry Training Centre, Catterick and 9
Regt AAC. ln the 19 Mech Bde 7-a-side tournament we fought our way
through to the final but were unlucky enough to face defeat at the hands of
our medic rivals.
In the 2 Div Challenge Cup we had the misfortune to be drawn against
the mighty 2 Sig Regt in the first round. Although the core was high, the
Panthers played ome of their best rugby this season, and 2 Si gs knew they
had been in a game and noted our true potential. ,
Congratulation to Sgt 'Sid' Davies and Sig 'Stretch' Wat ts on
representing the Corp , and farewell to C pls 'Taff' Jones and R oddy
Atkinson REME, who depart to 14 Sig Regt and I ADSR respectively. A
mention must also go to Cpl Sha un 'Big Cream Puff' Fardy for all his
hard work in organising the Panthers' games. We relish the anticipated
succes this year.

With a week in barracks to turn the vehicles around and zero all the
weapons. we were ready for our ATD week in ALTCAR. However, before
we deployed we had the I ittle subject of a Squadron Smoker to sort out.
With some exceptional talent, humour and acting ability it was an
excellent night, though all of it is unrepeatable-well , apart from Cpl Dan
Benson dressed .a~ Cilia Black. we hope that will never be repeated!
ALTCAR trammg camp provided the quadron with the chance for
everybody to do all the ATD's in a succinct package. The ranges were
valuable, and the
BC wab amusing-especially for tho e whose
respirators didn't fit correctly. SSgt Jim Alger took great pleasure in
covering everyone with Fullers Earth and gassing them properly. The
APWT didn ' t prove too much of a problem for most people, and the OC
managed the top score (w ith no 'career-enhancing' marking by the RCO
either!) and wanted to know why he couldn't have had a SUSAT before!
With riveting lectures on LOAC and R to I, ably assisted by penetrating
questions from Cpl Guido Guid dens, the only thing to top it all off was
the ·arrest and restraint' package put on by the Dangerou Brothers-Cpl
Guiddens and Cpl O'Brien. They even managed to re train Sig 'Stretch'
Steven who seems to have no feeling in any of his extremitie -or if he
did have he hasn't any more! o limb were broken, though they tried
very hard!
With another week in barrack -including various SORLS a istance
and in pections, it wa a relief that only a small deployment was required
tor Ex Gryphon's Fire. Only about 30 people deployed in the end 10
support 19 Regt RA in their field firing practices. Still, its not far to
Otterburn from Colchester i it!!!???!!! All in all the Squadron has pent
only three week in barracks since January, so after a well deserved Easter
Leave we will need a bit of time in barracks to gee ready for the rest of the
year.
BRAVO TROOP-SIGGY COMPETITIO
Bravo Tp managed to squeeze a Best Siggy Competition into all the
other thing that have been happening ince January. On a bright and
. unny Thursday morning the day began with a Barrack Dress inspection
and individual drill inspection by the RSM . After they had thawed out it
was into combats to receive orders and a march out to the local training
area, Friday Woods, for a few linle te ts. The firs1 of the e was dealing
with Sig Tattersall on a first aid stand. He wouldn't stop screaming
(which makes a change from hi normal whinging!) and needed a bit of
attention for a nasty cut. Having been saved with varying degrees of
ucces by all the Siggies in turn, it wa off 10 the next stand for a spot of
map reading. With some of the score it was a wonder some people even
found their way there in the fir t place. Capt Worden then took a gentle
bergen cab to the next stand, and almost managed to lose eight of the
Siggies in the proces . The driving test provided much amu ement for all
a they took turns in reversing a trailer over a cour e. Sigs Fletcher and
Hopgood were outstandingly low, and Sig 'Stretch' Stevens manhandled the trailer over the course in record time-small bloke that he i !
After a small Military Knowledge te t that proved many people
probably shouldn't be in the military and cenainly have no knowledge.
they moved off to the BC stand where SSgt ' BC Pervert' Sbelmerdine
and his little helper put them through their pace on all the basic drills.
Just to frnish them off there was a written te tin 3 ROMEO on the orders
they had received that morning. To top off the day LCpl 'Sadist' Latha m
canie up with a nice little river and hill run-see photo-that made
everyone' day! The tired and wet Siggies were oon laughing afcer a can
of beer and the result were read out. Well done to Sig Tony ·Golden Boy'
Richardson, who was clo e pu hed by Sig Sean McKay and Sig Barry
Hopgood in second and third places.

.
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HELLO'S, G OODBYES AND PROM OTIO NS
There have been a number of changes in the Squadron. Alpha Tp says
goodbye to C pl Th ompson, LCpls Anderson, R eid and Johnstone, and
Sig J u pp . They say helJo to C pl Smith and LCpl Tarry. In Bravo Tp we
say hello 10 LCpl Heynes, Sig M a rshall and ig Fletcher. and goodbye
to Cpl T im Shears who is now a civvy, and to the long serving Sgt (soon
10 be SSgt) 'Taff' Evans, who goes to 7 Sig . Good luck 10 you and the
family in Germany, and congratulations on coming off the board! Sp Tp
ay goodbye to C pls Steve M ills, Bry Dundas and Gaz Preece who all
head to Civ Div. Hello 10 C pl Hoskins and Sigs Wharton , Campbell.
McCall, McTee r and Comer y. Congratulations to SSgt Jed Robinson,
W02 FofS Phil Cooper , and W02 (RQMS) Daryl Skimmingi; on
coming off their respective boards.

from £2 per day

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

737 2409
01258 482409

Maj T. J. P. Watts
WOJ (RSM) G. C. Pocock

GE ffiRAL
Since Red Tricom in February the Squadron has been very busy. With a
quick week to tum the vehicles round we were off to BBGT (N) to watch
the Brigade Staff being put 1hrough their paces. This 1urned out 10 be huge
fun, especially since !he weather seemed bent on blowing everything
away. In the pace of just three hours we saw hail, sleet, bright sun hine,
snow (B IG S OW), gale force winds and monsoon style rain. Alpha Tp
<with HQ in the field) had a great time, though were cheered by watching
the staff watching all their careful preparation turn to pa pi e r-mach~. The
only other item of note was the road move home. Before he even left
camp. Cpl Gaz Topps managed to sink hi s ERV axle deep in mud. Even
with 4 recoveries in tota l, the LA D had their work c ut out for them, getting
a.\S1 tance from B Tp's 'knights of the road' Sgt Kev helmerdine and
apt Dav e Worden who had to rescue the Yeoman whe n he ran out of
fuel t p move' For that he was demoted to Brew Boy by the OC-see
photo for proof.

SPORT
With little time in Barracks there has not been much sport played over
the past months. However, the Football team played a blinder against the
REME Sp Sqn of 36 Regt RE, winning 3-0 with goals from C pl O ' Brien
(2) and Sig Foster. They now go forward to the frna1 of ou r Minor Units
Divisional area.
Well done to the Squash team (W0 2 RQM Daryl kimmings, Sgt
McKenna, Cpl Sean Kay, Capt David En ti kna p , and Flt Lt Tony
Walker) who came second in the 4 Div E championship .
Finally, congratulations to Sig Vicky M ora n on repre enting the Army
at basketball, and on being selected for the Joint Service 1eam .

I
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Bravo Troop Siggies after the competition
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Yeoman Monty Montgomery is demoted to Brew Boy
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Sig Ch a pm a n on t he ri ver and h ill run
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The Thursday night was a. big wind-down. we talked about the past
week, the good and the bad points and then a laugh about chasing chickens
with our cavemen clothes-the improvised parachutes and sandbags that
we all seemed to be wearing in some fonn or another. We finished the
night off wi th fish and chips wa hed down with a few lager and then it
was back to the shelter for the first good night kip in a week ... Wrong!!

1 MechBdeHQ
and Sig Sqn (215)
Tidworth
'Ql DRO.'HQ
qn omd
1aj P. J. Davies
R M
WOl (RS •l ) R. Bray
Congr.uulmion to the R M and hi wife Joanne on their recent
marriage from all of the Squadron personnel.

BE. 'G L TROOP
Ip Comd
Lt . R. D. Shenow
Tp gt
S gt D. Gosney
Following the e. erci e period the Troop bad a couple of weeks in camp
preparing for the visit of the happie t bunch of technicians in the Corp ,
commonly known a R IT. De pite a number of new inexperienced face
in the Troop, gt "Thi brief will only take two minutes' Smithurst
teadied the hip to an overall good re ult for the period.
\ hil t all this hectic preparation took place a JO man exchange had
taken place between the Italian Ariete Brigade and ourselves. Preparation
for the visit wa organi ed by Capt 'kebab' Range, thi included Helly
Dunking Range , cultural vi it and other military activities. The Trip was
ended with a wonderful day in London. The trip was de tined for failure
with the two guides, Cpl 'Robbo' Robin on and Cpl 'Chalkie ' White
never ha,·ing vi ited the Capital before. However, the day wa a great
. u e and ended with a vi it to a watering hole in Twickenham IQ watch
England claim yet another Grand Slam.
ABRETROOP
The Troop wi he igs Farnsworth and Hilson the best of luck in their
new po ting and al o a warm welcome goes out ig 'O car' W ild . SSgt
John Rutland passed his Driving Instructors Cour e and then managed to
era h hi much loved automobile- tick to climbing Staff!.

THE IT LIAN JOB
EXERCISE IRO RAM 12-21 MARCH 1997
Lt Golley
LCpl Palmer
Cpl Rodie
ig Austin
Sig Stain.forth
Cpl Young
Ex Iron Ram was an exchange exerci e between members of l RGI, J
RMA. 22 En gr RegL 215 Sig Sqn and 132 Brigata Corazzata 'Ariete' and
w held in orthem Italy. On 12 March 1997 six members of 215 Sig Sqn
departed Tidworth for 'Forgiarini · Barracks near Tauriano via Brize
onon/Aviano.
On arrival at Forgiarini Barracks we were put into what would be our
accommodation for our tay. 10 bunk beds and 20 ingle lockers to a room
with limited electricity (0630-0830 and 1800-2300). That night and every
night tran pon was available for us to go to Pordenone lO sample the local
Italian ho pitality

Thursday. After the daily nag raising parade which any RSM would
have, it was all off to the cinema for the welcome speech by the Regt
Comd. Then split up into our respective unit . u member of 215 Sig Sqn
visited I 32nd rty Regt MQ and Sig Bn . An all day affair pent on unit
briefings, familiarisation with barrack , weapons, vehicles and equipment.
Stopping for lunch. which wa a 50-50 mix of pasta and beer.
Friday. We all depaned for Monte Ciauriec training area, which i a
large dry river bed for some non-tactical patrolling, map reading
ob ervation and recognition. Italian and RGJ style with an Italian 24hr rat
pack lunch (ours are not thm bad after all). The afternoon was spe111 on a
trip to Vajont dam. why the Italian dam fresh air 1 will never know.
Saturday. Cultural vi it to Venice
unday. Trip to the beach about 20 km from Trieste, hardly
Blackpool, rocks for a beach and no place open.
Monday. Shooting practice at La Comina firing range-which looked
like ome target stuck in the ground, in a field. After being given a brief
on the pistol. and range clearance was given by Air Traffic Control, a
helicopter flying around the area for JO minutes, we were told to load then
shoot. Thi was followed by a brief on the rifle which could fire one round,
three round or fully automatic. When asked what we would be firing on
we were told to choo e our elves. So off to the firing point we went. Thiny
rounds in the mags, fire the fir t round off to check the recoil of the
weapon, change the setting of the change lever, squeeze the trigger.
Second later empty mag. What' more no weapon cleaning, my sort of
range day Sgt Head. After lunch it was off to the Meduna River bed for a
recce of the exerci e area.
Tuesday. Another morning on the range firing the machine gun which
wa much like the GPMG. A quick brief on the weapon, a belt of 100
rounds and told to get on with it. Following lunch it wa off to the Meduna
River bed for exerci e rehearsal .
Wed ne day . Back 10 the Meduna River training area for joint training
rehear als for exercise. Lunch that day was real food (barbecue).
Thur day. Back to Meduna River training area. After a briefing by the
exercise director the exercise began. Leopard tanks and Italian Air Force
jets all over the place. Quite a sight. An hour and a half later E DEX,
followed by a debriefing and farewell peech by the Bde Comd.
That afternoon time to put thing traight, England v Italy at football, a
convincing win 5-0 IQ the Brit , the man of the match title was given to Lt
Golley, although he did not core. he did blow his whi tie to start and end
each half,
Friday. Farewell peech by the Regt Comd then off to Aviano Airport
and a return flight by the Italian Air Force to Lyneham.

BRAVO TROOP
Bravo Tp has been very busy over the last few months with u all being
spread to the four winds as usual. The year was kick-started with Ex
Frozen Grif'.tin where all the available para-trained members of the Troop
parachuted mto Goose Bay for a weeks' kiing and arctic survival training.
At the same time Lt Steve Short, Cpl 'Nosher· Brown and Sig Kev
Whyte were all doing skiing of another kind in the South of France.
Unfonunately they came back empty handed much to the disappointment
of ' osher', who was hoping to keep out of the Troop over the next
exercise!
The next month or so saw the Troop on exercise on Sali bury Plain that
bore a remarkable resemblance to the Somme. There was an opponunity
to do some internal military training run by Cpls Mick Bro1m, ' Bonker '
Jackson and 'Goma' Goddard. Thi included basic section drills such as
patrolling, harbours, pairs building up to section fire and manoeuvre and
bunker busts, casualty simulation and casevac. The latter was quite an eye
opener for the S Ul' -from Blandford, thanks to a visit to the very helpful
local butcher and 0 car winning performances from Cpls ' o her '
Brown and ' Mac' McBean. Finally, there wa weapon training including
GPMG, 9mm pistol and various foreign weapons. The Troop has ent four
people on P-coy and three bave passed and are awaiting their jump
cour e . Congratulations go to Sig Bobby Charlton, 2Lt Wong and most
notably Cpl Dave Maxwell who e sore feet hardly set foot back in the
Troop before being whisked away to Lyneham on the TALCE det!

Question: Did LCpl C hinnery take his present from Venice?

Nice suit!!

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

EXERCISE OAK APPLE-KENYA 1997
by LCpl Pilkington
. fter a _del~y of over 24 hours at RAF Brize Nanon, we eventually set
off for rurob1. Kenya mne hours away. The Exercise that the five of us,
from ~16 Para Sig Sqn. were about to take pan in was an Engineers'
Exercise. We were attached to 9 Para Sqa Royal Engineers to provide the
communications between the various different locations they were doing
projects at back to their SHQ, based near a mall town called Timau.
LCpls id Cleworth and 'Ollie' Oliver were left with I Tp, based in
K.ahawa B~rracks, airobi-taske? to build a POL point and MT garage.
·~ Gaz T1plady was located with SHQ Tp, Timau. This Troops' task
bemg to suppon all the ?ther Troops_ by resupplying building stores and
manpowe:. Myself and ~·g Jay Beattie were located with 3 Tp. Their task
wa to build a Commumty Centre for the Masai Warrior at a place called
Doi Doi.
The Exercise as a whole was to last a little over I 2 weeks so the
quadron decided to send two groups of ti ve for a period of i~ weeks
each. On offer was diving near Mombasa, a camel safari, a climb to the
umm1t of :vio~n.t Kc:nya and th_e Aberda:e's Patrol Safari. LCpls Sid
ICY.Orth. Olhe OliYer and Sig Gaz Ttplady went on the climb up
.\1ount Kenya. Myself and Sig Jay Beattie went on the 40 mile trek
around the Aberdare Safari Park and saw absolutely no wildlife at all.
Despite this we still had a good laugh. Staying with all the holidaymakers
at the Aberdare ountry Club for the last two days of the adventure
trainmg Y.as wonh not !>teing anything.
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I woke up with brown underpants as the first thundernash went off
about IO inches from my right ear. The next few hours were like a blur,
stress po~i!ions, white. noise, stre~s positions, interrogation, questions.
stress po~1t1ons. One th mg I do remember is the feeling of helplessness ru. I
was photographed on the Helli-pad, with my arms in the air. A dieselsoaked sandbag over my bead, tape over my eyes and my wind pipe about
the diameter _of a MacDonalds straw after the previous day's getung
gt Weaver, pl
strangled dunng unarmed combat. I later found out
'Mad' Jackson, Cpl 'Goma' Goddard, LCpl ' Paddy' Howe and Sig
'Tricky' Dick were our captors, specially drafted in to di h out the
punishment. I'd normally say thanks to all my fellow troopers but on this
occasion I wasn't too happy to see them.
All in all, a great week, plenty of skills expenly demonstrated by Sgt
Long and crew. Perhaps we'll look forward to getting back in the near
future ...

Cpl 'Nosher' Brown and ?lb of chopped liver

240 Sig Sqn
York

The six weeks flew by and before we knew it our replacements were
arrivi ng. LCpl ick Jenkins, Sig Thomas Thompson, Sig 'Scotty' Finn,
Sig Ronnie Barker, and Sig Andy Standing. Being with l Tp at Kahawa
Barrack was obviously the pick of the detachment. They had many nights
out in airobi, leaving the rest of u bitter and twi ted.
COMBAT A D SURVIVAL
by Sig ' Dazzling' Daz Barnes
Along with Sig 'Colonel' Sanders (B Tp) and Sig Gav Vanden (A Tp),
the three of us joined the Sigs Platoon from 7 Para RHA for a weeks'
combat and survival.
We left Aldershot after being told we were goi ng omewhere about an
hour's drive away and sharing the 4 tonner with some of the thinnest ,
smell iest chickens I've ever come across. We were all apprehensive about
the week ahead especially as Sgt 'Richie' Long was in charge. Expect the
unexpected!!
No sooner had we arrived at the locati on than our bergen were taken
from us. then our webbing and mock pocket were fra ntica lly searched.
The week consisted of different lessons, practicals and demo's. The fairly
relaxed atmosphere let us take in Sgt Long 's experti e and then we had
quality time to practice. We covered shelters/hides (full marks to Sig
Vanden' collapsible effort), fires, improvised clothing (nice hessian
anorak 'Colonel' Sanders), wild food, fishing, navigation, trapping and
unarmed combat. We then touched on E+E because we wouldn ' t need to
go in-depth wou ld we?
THE W IRE, JUNE 1997

Sqn Comd
21C

Maj Peter Baron
Capt (R etd) Joe Lovell

OPERATOR TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (Tfc) Steve Watson
Ops Sgt
Sgt Caroline Gordon
Another busy few month for the Troop, however, thi ha not
prevented our relief operator', LCpl Lorna Banks and LCpl Cath
Winder, from attending upgrading coures, crypto courses. an RMA
course and even a bit of Skiing in Bavaria for LCpl Banks. gt Caroline
Gordon and Cpl Donna Reynolds are now on Maternity Leave and we
wish you both good luck. One i expecting twins, but we will not ay
which ju t yet!
TECH TROOP
Tp omd
Maj (TOT) Alan Eames
Tech Sgt
Sgt Paul Bowes
Since our la ! su bmission Cpl ick MarcoYic ha been promoted to
Cpl, a belated congratul ation to you. Both gt Paul Bowes and Cpl ick
Marcovic have also been busy in their usual technical ta k and al o
managing to acq uire qualifications in variou aspects of IT, which includes
LAN/WA Troubleshooting. Although he did not volunteer (that' his
tory) t11e TOT, Maj Alan Eames. has departed on a six month
detachment to Hong Kong, but he still manages to keep in touch once a
week, telling u how busy he i . We will ee the un rnn in Jul y to prove
how bu y he was.
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FREEFALL PARACHUTE JUMP FOR CHA RITY
by Maj Alan Eames
Sgt Gary Skeels (now with 251 Sig qn), who ome years ago fought
and won a personal battle again I cancer had an idea to rai e fund for the
Macmillan ur es. All he had to do was convince a friend to jump out of a
perfectly serviceable aircraft. That friend wa Miss Michele Gilmer our
Catterick Telephone Exchange Supervisor. who in tum decided that he
needed omeone to give her a pu h and which turned out to be me! An
appeal to potential spon ors went out to many Units in the 2nd Di> area
and also to ome other R Signal Units. To keep co t to a minimum we
chose to jump with the Army Parachute A ociation at etheravon "'ith 11
Augu t a our preferred date. Bad weather over that weekend prevented
any parachuting and we were then re cheduled for I eptember.
When the day dawned the weather wa glorious with not a cloud in
ight. Michele and I were briefed on the tandem jump procedure by the
ln tructor and then kitted out with the neces ary equipment. After what
eemed an intem1inably long wait of some five hour Michele was then
cal led forward. Once in the aircraft he was clipped tightly by the harnes'
to the Instructor. After 20 minute · ascent the aircraft reached the I 2.500
feet ceiling and it was time to go. On the agreed signal and with her leg
out of the door 1ichele' a ready to take an alternative view of Wilt. hire'
The exhilaration of freefall was followed after a minute by the pea e and
tranquillity of being suspended under the canopy at 5,000 feet. Mar:1Anne Whyte our York COMM CE Supen i ·or, gt Gar} keels and
my elf watched and ph tographed Michele' descent from the drop zon •.
After a mooth landing her first comment '
that she would like to take
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m_ pla e and go up again! My tum can1e an hour !nter and we bo~ agreed
fterwards that 11 wa. a quite unforgeuable expenence. The occa ion was
marked b) the donning of the obligatory T shim. bought by Sgt Gary
kee and celebrated in the usual alcoholic manner on the way back to
York hire!
The spon. ors all dutifully fulfilled their generous promi e and ent
their cheques to Catterick. On the 24 October at Imphal Barracks Ir
tephen Ro -Jones accepted from u both on behalfof the Cancer Relief
Ma millan Fund a cheque for £1077.38. We send our best wishes to Sgt
Gar keels as he i till undenaking . ome preventative treatment al thi
time.
ARR.Iv. LS AND FAREWELLS
The la t few month have een only two members of the Squadron
moving on, Cpl Gary keels going to 251 Sig Sqn on promotion to gt,
congratulation . Al o The Bo s, Maj Stan Howard, to HQ DFTS at
Con;ham, we wi h you and your families all the best for the future. Their
replacements are now firmly establi hed and enjoying the delights of
York. Cpl teve Guildford and hi wife Sharon, and Maj Peter Baron
with hi wife Lynda belated welcome and we hope you and your families
enjO) your time here.

Major Alan Eames and Miss Michele Gilmer present cheque to
Mr Stephen Ross-Jones at Imphal Barracks.

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

EXERCISE COPELAND IRON (NEW ZEALAND EXPEDITIO
21 OVE fBER-15 DECEMBER 1996
by Cpl Hilton
Ex Copeland Iron wa a 249 Sig Sqn mountaineering expedition to ew
Zealand held during November and December 1996. The team con isted
of Capt NeweU (8 Sig Regt), Sgt McCrostie, Cpl Hilton, Cpl Robjant,
LCpl Chandler, LCpl White, Sig Doyle, Sig McDiarmid and Sig Shaw.
We arrived in Auckland at 0800 local time to glorious sunshine and two,
brand new Toyota Previa Space Crui er awaiting u in the car park. Af1er
a four hour drive to the Wahura Military Training Establi hment we settled
in for the day to recover from jet Jag.
The next day saw the tan of the expedition into the Mount Tongerouie
ational Park, a eries of three volcanoe one of which i still active. The
first attempt at the ummit ofTongario (around 2000m) was aboned due co
bad weather and we headed to the nearest hut. After awakening to glo1iou
un hine. the econd attempt was succes ful and we all felt a great sense of
achievement. The view was spectacular and was worth the hardships of
the previous day as we thought of the rest of the Squadron in Sennybridge
on the pre-Norway package-Ex Dryshod! From there we continued to the
next ummit, Mount Ngauruhoe at 2291 metres which was an exhausting
but exhilarating climb. After a de cent and more driving we found
ourselves climbing Mount Egmont, a 2800m volcano and unfortunately
till snow capped so the summit was out. Once again time and the weather
got the beuer of us and we found ourselves stranded in a hut for 28 hour .
We then decided to make our descent and headed off to the 'windy city' of
Wellington and a ferry journey to the South Island.

Sig 'Popeye' Doyle posing before the final assault on
Mt Egmont
Once on the South Island we RV 'd with Lt Jason Healy of the Royal
, 'ew Zealand Signal (an ex member of 249 on Ex Longlook '96) who
joined us for the rest of the expedition. Another long drive found u in
Chmtchurch for 24 hours R+R. From there we drove to Queenstown, the
home of Bungy Jumping, then to the Able Tasmin ational Park for two
days Sea Kayaking around the inner reefs and coves of the beautiful
coastline. The final item on the agenda was another drive back to
uckland and the Jong flight back to Gatwick. It goes without saying that
after three weeks every man was thoroughly exhausted, but we had all
experienced the trip of a lifetime and on behalf of the other member. of the
eJtpedition a very big thank you to Capt Newall for leading the
expedition .
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Expedi ion Members enjoying R+R at Christchurch,
having a Go-Kart Knockout
EXERCISE ADVE TURE EXPRESS 1997
by Sig Chris Noviss
In early February after a month of intensive training in the Arctic Ski
and Survival Cour e, Arctic Warfare Training, Special to Arm training and
the food deprivation phase of continuation training, the Squadron prepared
for and deployed north into the Arctic Circle. Thi was for the three week
final exercise of the deployment, Ex Adventure Express '97. After a week
long exercise in Hjerkin with 3 Para and the Force Arty in temperature
reaching -30 Celciu it was a relief to tep off the ferry into what could
almost be described as 'warmth .'
, l deployed on RRB C, commanded by Cpl Nav Elliott and Sig Phil
McDiarmid. A usual the rebros were expertly guided into location by
'The No Fear Club' or Rebro Reece. Day in, day out Sgts Rowe and
Turner risked life, limb and the Sqn Comd to get onto the mountain in
their BY without mashing eggs in the fresh resups.
As the exerci e progres ed, the AMF(L) moved out of Deterrence Ops
and into white cam for Combat Ops a 3 Para, the Dutch Marines and the
Italian Alpine Bn' among t others bravely fought the Whiteland Forces
back over their borders. As usual life wa busy and the radio nets were
crammed with frantic messages in broken English as the 7 NATO nations
fought both the battles of language and the war. As usual operators were
deployed to all major units and on redeployment many tales were told of
the pros and cons of Italian, Dutch, German, Luxembourg and Norwegian
ration packs.
Life on the RRB's was not without incident. W02 (SSM) Barnes
attempted to fit in more flying time than the actual helicopter pilots in his
effon to visit as many det as po sible. A German Huey managed to
mistake an HF Dipole for a HLS, hovering feet above the braid we cringed
and prayed that the pilot would discover his mistake and move before we
had co contend with two broken masts. LCpl ' Mick' Raine decided to try
and perfect his Guy Fawkes impression, however Sig Dave 'Leading FireFighter' ix put a stop to Micks' 'burning' ambition. Luckily without
major incident, the exerci e ended, the AMF(L) rightfully victorious and
the Squadron prepared for redeployment back to the UK. It was a pleasing
sight to see the green of England after two and a half months of pure white
as we touched lhe ground at RAF Lyneham on the 17 March.
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Exercise Adventure Express
ARCTIC TRAI ING
by igSamuel
Ex Hardfall is an annual exercise for 249 Sig Sqn, which i held in
Norway. There, the Squadron prepares it elf to fulfil its role within the
AMF(L) to carry out duties in an Arctic environment. A large pan of the
exercise is given over to training new member of the Squadron to work,
fight and survive in the Arctic. This is done chiefly through the Squadron
run Arctic ki and Survival Cour e (ASSC).
The First section of ASSC, namely ski training is where all the new
snow sprog were introduced to a wonder of modern technology, the
'Army planks', on which we were expected to be fully capable of
transporting ourselves on by the end of the course. It also gave many
people the opportunity to audition for the next winter Olympics freestyle
ballet team. However, before we started skiing we had to be transported to
the various suicide slopes. This was done primarily by BY 206's, tracked
articulated vehicles, and the Ayrton Senna driving award must be awarded
to ig John Spooner who managed to roll his leading BY on the very fir t
day. The consequences of this was that from that moment on it wa alway
a race to get to the BVs, ince the !owe t people were the one who ended
up inevitably with ·Spooner'.
One of the ftrst things we learnt was the graceful art of 'Dobbing' where
your ki go one way and your body attempted to go in a completely
different direction. This move, was soon perfected by everyone, some
more o than others. By the end of the first day everyone was ready for a
well-deserved recovery ession in the bar. The next couple of days were
very similar to the ftrst, with exhausting, and ometime painful ession
on the lope , followed by evening PT essions in the bar. By the third day
confidence had grown, and more than once 'death before snowplough'
was heard being shouted aero s the slopes. Unfortunately ski training had
to be postponed for a couple of days, due to the poor weather conditions
(most of the snow melted!!), with conditions back in the UK being more
suitable for skiing than tho e encountered in orway at the time. When
training resumed, we tarted the urvival section of the course with us
having to construct brushwood bivvi's to spend the night in. It was during
this period tbat most of the people wi hed they had perfected the art of fire
starting before being deployed. We were also warned of 'midnight
choppers' of which there were more than a few. Tt was during this evening
that Sgt Russ Ezard's section managed to mi place their pulk' allegedly
stolen, although the section in que tion were seen to have quite a roaring
fire at some time during the night. In the morning a replacement pulk wa
soon brought out, much to Cpl Adam Wilkies di may, since he would be
one of the people pulling it. Pulks looked and weighed like concrete filled
coffins, and are u ed to carry extra ection equipment, these improvised
torture devices usually being pulled by the stronger members of each
section. It was from now on that people seemed to be careful about how
quickly they improved, since to become too good on ki inevitably meant
you ended up on the pulk.

Sig Dodge perfecting his dobbing technique
The rest of AS C con isted of climbing teeper aud steeper hills.
carrying heavier bergans and pulk , with a final night spent in nowh~les,
unul they collapsed, when it was back to the safer tented accommodauon.
The conclu ion of the A SC wa the lOkm ski race which wa trenuous,
UT on attachment fro!11
exhausting and at time exhilarating, with the
11 Sig. surpa ing everyone' expectations and being branded downhill
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speed gods, namely Sig ndy ' Doris' Day and Chr· Whitely. We look
forward to seeing you being posted in at the end of trade training lads!!
After ASSC came Arctic Warfare Training (A WT) but not before it
became necessary to send a search party out to find W02 (S M) Barnes,
Capt Foulkes and Cpl 'Tug' Wilson. who did not return from a recce for
event later in the exercise. They claimed they knew exactly where they
were, and that it wasn't nece sary to have sent a helicopter out just for
them. Although it did help boost the morale of all the other people who
had been finding it hard to tell the difference between one pile of no"' and
another when looking at their maps.
The AWT phase was the tactical phase that seemed to be digging
trenches and building now walls. Then watching as Mother ature
decided not to play along as a temporary thaw set in and walls came
tumbling down . To finish off the initial training phase it was neces ary to
carry out the infamous ice breaking drills, kiing into and then
sub equently exiting from a hole in the ice, on one of the local lakes. It
was here that most photos were taken since there was a lot of new facial
expres ions (as well as verbal) bemg exchanged. It also gave Sig 'Graffe'
Clubb and LCpl Marty Quinn the chance to volunteer to have a go. but
this was only o they would not have to have a bath for the rest of the
deployment (allegedly).
With training now complete, and all of us were meant to be competent
skiers, the Squadron was able to organise another ski race, this time 20km,
with bergan . It was during thi race that the Squadron found out it had a
budding David Bailey amongst the ranks, namely LCpl Dave Howe, who
used every opportunity to take photos to end back to his wife, instead of
racing. The big problem was he usually stood in the middle of the racetrack to take the photos. The end of the ski race also aw the end of the
ASSC. But any recovery periods were hort lived since mo t people went
onto continuation training, but like I had been told before I joined the
Squadron, 249 like to work hard and then play hard, and this was certainly
true on Ex Hardfall 97.

Sig Clubb enjoying Ice Breaking Skills
FIR T IMPRESSIONS
b 2Lt J. C. Fra er
· When I received the joining in truction for my Pre Troop Commanders
attachmem to the quadron for Ex Hardfall '96 I had an idealized picture
of what the Ar tic environment would hold in tore. Far too much time
watching classic like 'Where Eagle Dare· at University instead of
working di torted the reality of life in • ub-zero temperatures. The
conden ed Dryshod package gave you an idea of the many complicating
factors which effect decision making at all level in the Arctic
Environment. Two things are plainly obviou ultimately the weather is the
bos , you have to work round him. The other point that truck me wa how
on earth do you get all the kit that is required into an is ue bergan. I would
soon find out.
We deployed to orway on the 6 January to be greeted by a sudden
thaw. The weather in the UK it eemed wa far more uitable for A C
training at that tage than the Vo. area of orway. ever the le s we
donned our army i sue planks and headed for the hills to learn the an of
Nordic skiing. The first lesson was on how to get up after a fall or 'dob'.
eeing our skiing ability two weeks on it still remained the mo t imponant
les on. Although none of us Arctic virgin· managed to emulate th
display of telemarking or the alternative Arctic dre s of L pl
Macgregor, we did tart to ma ter the art of urvival kiing. None more so
than Sigs Abbott and King who seemed to lead charmed live . The
weather forced a re huffie of th programme and ski training wa · put on
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1 . (I hould ~ slu h) I w · to get a rapid first hand look at the
quadron. · communi :ltlon role and how it deployed and wor~ed .
I thought whiLt in tr.tining that the letter codes that con Ututed army
spe were numerou . but speaking to ignallers about their equipment i
like Ii. tening to a never ending tn>am of Batco. I have however managed
to ing . t th ba.' ic of what th
quadron does! The detachments are
,cattered to the four wmd of the AMF forcei providing comms for the
entire force in a . pecialized and unique configurativn not een el ewhere
in the Corp, . The tandard of the ignallers are very high by nece ity and
the one thing that com
aero i the elf- ufficient nature of the
qu dron. · det . However, there wa one dilemma that seemed to perplex
gt astle 31 Echelon. hould we try and fix the calor gas heaters or go
with the utting edge of kero ene heating technology.
By week three the weather had changed in our favour and the AS C
re. urned. The cour e, 49 trong, took to the hills again to try and batter the
·orwegian land -cape flat in a endl
serie of high peed wipe out . As
we tried 10 improve our kiing new challenge in the shape of pulk and
bergen materialized. \ ith new centre of gravity and the problem of
regaining your feet with weight on your back we began to ee our
limitation. in tern1s of movement in the Arctic. We al o had to learn the
bru ic of urvival. The orwegian Forestry Department need never worry
about thinning or weeding its fore ts agai n. Give the army a f?rest fo~ it
bru h wood biv i demo and watch the wood clear. The 1mprov1 ed
helter saw many variation on a wigwam theme. From Cpl Wilkies
bru hwood igloo to LCpl Strachan· mixed corrugated iron and
bru hwood thatched condo. These helters with a fire burning were very
warm. However the fore t did seem to have a peculiar tendency to pout
huge naphtha induced flares periodically thought the night. By ~e.end of
the A SC "'e had lept in five and four man tent , bru hwood b1vv1e and
a brief pell in nowholes all demonstrated throughout the course by Sgt
Hawkin' Demo Troop of veteran Arctic warriors. BV '5 however seem to
prove more comfortable.
. .
.
With lhi completed the next phase was to put th e skill mto practice
in a tactical environment, the Awr. With a fir t troop of 49 I oon found
out that reality i very different from training. The Arctic is a very

Preparation of a tented ski camp
unforgiving place and command at rimes is a very lonely experience. The
exhau ti on of the course began to take it toll as the exercise continued and
the orwegian Independent Telemark Society in the shape of the
Squadrons' ski gods con pired to prevent anyone getting any sleep in our
tactical camp ite. With the exception of two luckle . members of a reple.n
party who were kidnapped and forced to pend the mght ma BV "".1th their
leeping bags. By midnight on the second night the weather agarn let us
know who wa the boss. Rain poured down collapsing all the now
defences that had been the main effort over the la t 24 hour . De pite a
valiant, if not self-defearing, exercise in damage limitation there would be
only one willlJer, the weather. Despite the brief threat of survival night to
finish, we returned home exhausted, to thaw and dry out and reflect on the
previous two week of life in the Arctic.
The last month with the Squadron ha taught me a great deal about what
life in the field army is like. The learning curve is a very steep one for
anyone, but at 249 you need crampons. However, the experience has far
greater reward and the lessons learned certainly stick. The level of
experience within the Squadron is vast and as an introduction to the Corps
it is second to none. I have certainly learned a lot both good and bad both
about the army and myself.

favourites with HQ Tp looking good, although Dhk had the advantage
with ten fit people to choose from . The standard of rugby itself was
excell ent, most games going to one score to decide the winner. The
deciding game was between Epi Tp and Dhk and it was a mi ssed
conversion from in front of the posLS that left Epi Tp as omewhat
fortun ate winners I2- 10. Sincere thanks go to Sgt Blenkinsop for
organi sing a good days ' rugby. The Compendium, a Friday afternoon of
sport in Happy Valley took place on the 4 April 1997. The sports
concerned were Volleyball, Softball and Tug of War. The honours going to
Epi Tp although they didn't manage to win any of the events on the day
outright. Thank go to the SQMS for organising the day and serving up a
splendid barbecue afterwards at the Jimmy Club. The final score after a
long year of hard fought competitions i Dhk bringing up the rear, the old
men of HQ in third , Afd in second and this year 's winners Epi Tp.
COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH THE AGES CHALLE GE
On Ea ter Monday the Youth Centres of the Island gathered in Happy
Valley for the Squadron's Communications Through the Ages Challenge
in aid of Wirele s for the Blind. The Challenge involved teams from each
youth centre using a variety of methods of communication to pass a
message as quickly and accurately as possible. Prior to the event the troop
visited the children and taught them various method of communication,
which were then used in the competition. The children found them elves
running, on horseback (OK then, on their bikes), using emaphore, morse,
telephone and finally VHF radio. 'The Gladiators', a team of Signallers
from the Squadron in the fir t race, were shamed by the youths from
Dhekelia. The finely tuned team from Akrotiri defeated the team from
Episkopi in the second heat and went forward to the final. In a closely
contested race, and after a stewards inquiry Dhekelia Youth Centre ran out
eventual winners. The prizes were very kindly presented by the Gar
Comd. Between the races there were plenty of other attractions, the Police
and Fire Service, portraits by Sig Lee Bearfield, burgers by Cpl 'Baz'
Pickles and Tony Lythgoe, and the very popular bungee run. Even the QC
and SSM were tempted onto the Bungee Run. The event was a succe s, the
children enjoyed themselves, and the sponsor hip rai ed is expected to
exceed C£350. Many thanks to all those who worked hard to make the day
a succe s, from the team coaches, those who helped on the day, to 2Lt
Kath Honan and Sgt Steve Lynch who organised the OC's 'good idea'.

SQUADRON HOCKEY
The hockey season has come to an end and the Squadron team has
finished a very creditable third place in the Flamingo 1otors WSBA
Minor Units Hockey League. The misnomer of a minor units league left us
ju t behind RAF Akrotiri with a strength in thousand , and ahead of a
Garrison team for which members of the Squadron played last eason
when we did not have a team of our own. Indeed we were one of the few
teams to beat Akrotiri in the league with a creditable 1-0 away win.
Sunday the 16 March 1997 saw the Squadron competing against
lRGBW in the Epi Gar Hockey Plate Competition. The Squadron battled
through the first half and were 1-0 down at half time. However, true to
form, an amazing comeback in the econd half ensured the Squadron took
the plate with an impre ive 4-1 victory. With an excellent season behind
us, bags of enthusiasm and impressive facilities, we can only hope that
despite the postings plot, next eason will prove just as uccessful.

259 Sig Sqn
BFP053

SqnComd
SSM

Maj Steve Turnbull
W02 (SSM) Chris Hardwidge

HQ TROOP
A warm welcome to the new QC, a reformed Man from the Mini try,
and hi family who arrived in Cyprus for ew Year's Eve, it will get
warmer oon. Welcome also to W02 (Fof'S) John Skelton who has joined
u from the emerald isle. Farewell to W02 (YofS) ige Donohue, and his
wife 'icky who have left for the UK, congratulations on your promotion.
Congratulations also to W02 (SSM) Chris Hardwidge on hi selection
for promotion. Over at the QM's dept farewell to Sgt eil 'pretty boy'
Jennings and welcome to Sgt Steve Lynch and family.
IRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Mark Finneran
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Yogi' Caudwell
Tp FofS
SSgt ( ot'S) Mick Sheppard
Airfield Tp is now almost bursting at the seams with a recent influx of
personnel, po ting in and inter troop postings. A warm welcome goes to
gt 'Yogi' Caudwell and Jane, Sgt lngley and Sandra and LCpl 'Cav'
Cavannagh. Off to sunny England is Sig Aston, and detached to the
Falklands Cpl Craig Wilson and LCpl D'Orr, good luck.
Congratulations to S gt Caudwell on his selection for promotion, you
haven't been here five minutes! The be. t and most feared Troop in the
Squadron has been very busy recently with a RAF crash test exercise on
the airfield. It appears that we caused the helicopter to crash with Sig
Grindle's crazy driving all over the runway, but at least we quickly sorted
out the technical problem! Inter Tp sport has also been a part of our routine
recently, and de pite the size of the Troop we still play like gladiators! The
Troop motto is ' Play to win ... by any means possible!'
Airfield Tp is its usual overworked (whining) elf with even more extra
work starting with the visiting Squadron and the Red Arrows, all
requiring things done, ye terday. The appearance of a new Troop Staffie
has cau ed the appearance of a few 'Equal Opportunitie ' tasks, so the
Troop lines are undergoing a major facelift, deep joy. Farewells go out to
all those that have left and welcome to all those who have arrived, in
particular the crows from the factory. Congratulations to SSgt Yogi
audwell on his selection for promotion to W02, and to Capt Mark and
particularly Emma Finneran on the birth of their bouncing baby boy,
Tudor Bentley. Finally messages for:
gt Caudwell-Akrotiri have run out of blue and green paint.
gt Rothery-There is always next year.
pl Wilson-Have a good tour, Port Stanley have a theatre club.
L pl D'Or Bet you don't forget your passport when you are leaving
the Falklands.
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Cpl Baz Pickles collects the WSBA Hockey Plate
from the Garrison Comd.

DHEKELIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Cath Waudby
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mick Senior
Tp FofS
SSgt (Fof'S) Mare Findon
Well it is back to work after the Christmas and ew Year break. During
the festive season there was reason to celebrate for Cpl ' King man' Ian
Hughes and his wife Kendra on the birth of their son Callum, the fir t
child of the ew Year in Cypru . Meanwhile, back in the UK
congratulations were also in order for Sgt Neil Blenkinsop and his wife
Lisa on the birth of their daughter Emily-Jessica. The me sage from the
Troop is, ' Well done and get the beers in! '
The Troop would like to say a belated hello to Cpl Jimmy Marshall
who complained about not being mentioned in the last edition. Al o the
mechs would like to welcome back Sgt 'Chunky' Mathieson on hi return
from hi six months holiday down at Airfield Tp. Last but not lea t
goodbye to LCpl Andy ' Happy' Dodds, wife Karen and the kids who
have just started on their magical mystery tour posting to 220 Sig Sqn via
8 Bde. Goodbye also to LCpl Al Hayhurst who is off to join his better
half at IS Sig Regt, and also to LCpl Elvis Hemstead and Mel who are off
to 11 Sig Regt.
Sadly the Troop has to say goodbye to SSgt Mick Senior and his wife
Mel and children Hannah, Thomas and Grace, if he had stayed any
longer he would have become part of the furniture. New arrivals to the
Troop are Sig Alma Baldwin, Ian Farrow and Tomblin, all fre h from
the production line. Have a good one lad . Congratulations to SSgt (FofS)
Marc Findon for receivi ng his Army Squash Colours for the second time.
EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Phil ewton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Fudge MacPhee
Tp FofS
SSgt (Fot'S) Stu Meldrum
Over the last few weeks there have been lots of changes to the Troops'
manning. We sadly say goodbye to our two resident Geordie Cpls Sid
Barrass and 'Paddy' Duffy and also Cpl Steve Reeves, all of whom are
posted to Ireland. The Troop also says goodbye to newly promoted LCpl
Bob Cope who has been posted to 216 Sqn for his sins! Arriving in to the
Troop are Sgt Jan Seymour, Cpl Jules Upcraft, and LCpl 'Izzy' Izzard
who take up the Tp Radio Tech positions. Filling the vacant Tele Mech
positions are Sig Owen 1rimble and Chris Petch. The Troop would like
to welcome all the new arrivals and hope they enjoy their tour.
Congratulations on his engagement to LCpl ' boring Wire notes ' Williams.
HODGSON SHIELD
The penultimate event in this years' competition was the Rugby IO's,
held in Dhekelia on the 14 March 1997. Dhekelia Tp thought they were
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Cpl Hughes and Cpl Wainwright supervising morse during the
Communications Through-the Ages Challenge.

EPISEVEN'S
The Episkopi 7' annual rugby tournament took place on the 5 April
1997 in Happy Valley. The Squadron entered two teams despite the
defection of some members of Dhk Tp to their Garrison side. The first
team tarted badly, narrowly lo ing the first game to the UN. The econd
game tarted badly when Capt Wood and Sig James each produced a
great tackle, at the same time, on the same man. Both fell to the ground
injured and took no further part in the day' play. A it happened the team
won every game that followed and qualified for the plate competition.
They continued their winning treak and won the plate final again t Epi
Gar 'A' team. The econd team were not so succe sful but they enjoyed
them elve , with notable performances from Sgt 'Bradford orthern·
Rothery and SSgt 'but I can't play rugby' Cauldwell. Thanks to all the
supporter that turned up on the day. especially those that brought their
boolS, just in case.

2 Sig Sqn (V)
Sqn Comd
PSAO

Maj Bryan Gilfether MBE
Capt Bill Naismith

PSI TEAM
W02 (YofS) Andy Dobson
SSgt Tony Doherty
SSgt Phil Skene
Sgt teve Goodyear
Sgt Aidy Gamei
EXERCISE TARTAN S OW 4-6 APRIL 1997
Many thought that planning a Skiing exercise in April was typical of the
training wing. Well, the uccess of uch brave moves pivot on a ingle
letter. 'Dear big fella in heaven, please provide now during the 31 March4 April and a little sun over the weekend would be just dandy '. What a
result we had.
Dressed in the be t gortex Thatcham could provide, with tru ty wooden
planks to guide us down the slope , the troop et about learning those
important les ons which can only be learnt at 200mph. Sig Liam Parry,
Cfn Rod Hamilton and Pte Chris Kelbie were the dangerou brother of
the beginners group, causing alarm and despondency all around them. By
the end of the fir t day, all the group had t.earat the ba ic . The dangero~s
brothers then proceeded to tell all who 'd h ten how good they were. (a 1f
people from Aviemore can't ski!).
Those of the Squadron, who 'knew a few move ', kept moving .all
weekend, topping only when enjoyment was surpa sed by exhausuon
(ten minute before the kilifts clo ed). Sig Woody 'I've got a snow board
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and J'm not afraid to use it' Woodcock passed on hi local knowledge to
the others, hewing them where all the jumps were! Cpl Billy 'I t Prize'
Morris kept the miles wide, with his u ual teady flow of area m and
wit. W02 (Yot'S) ndy 'measure that ' Dob on progre ed onto one plank
kiing following an ambitious jump with a dodgy landing. After 200m
stopping wa his only problem. Sig Tam Ramsay re. cued the mi ing ki.
saving a tiresome climb back up. A sncce fut weekend all told. which
will be repeated next year. Brave in tructors from the Corp are reque ted
to forward their requeslS to as isl, along with a certificate of insanity to the
Sqn Trg Wing.
EXERCISE EA Y DRIVER 8 MARCH 1997
Teams were given maps and differem methods of navigation, uch as
Tulips, Spot heighlS and Out of Bounds in order to get around the route,
which had several manned check poinlS. A the first tean1 left the TAC,
Sgt Ronnie ·eagle eye ' Thom on sugge ted to the event organi er. MT
S CO Sgt Aidy Garner that he had made an ·error'. he had. A number of
·naughty words' were forthcoming. The problem was quickly put right.
and fortunately the error made the early team return pa t the T
(how
bizarre). Lunchtime came and went, the organiser wa feeling. plea. ed that
none of our ageing fleet had retired. ot long after this crazy thought the
phone started to ring. Sgt Bruce Singers began nur ing hi. poorl
Landrover back to camp. And oon after Sgt Joe MuGugoon phoned to
ay that his pilot, Sig Jenny Randall. had unfortunately left the road and
hit a barn door'. This had occurred at slow peed while turning around.
Looking on the bright side, Sig Randall . hould do better on the next
APWT.
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Prize giving took pince in the evening ~uring a quiz night, (there were
no ~tT type question luckily). The wmners were .Sgt (YofS) Bob
Da' id on and ig Dave Adam. who were presented with a ca e of beer
and their ta. 1 fare home. This event was enjoyed by all participants and
\qll be repeated in the future, gt Aidy Garner promises to make it harder
. ince there were no really really lo. t team .
E "ER ISE ROVERS FLING 21-23 FEBR ARY 1997
The fir.;t comm. e. of 97 proved to be a good shake out of cobwebs
after the Chri tma fe tivities. The weather held out for the weekend that
meant that the OC 1aj Bryan '007' Gilfether didn't need his brolly
during the visit of Dep Comdr Col . Foulkes a they toure~ the
deta hments in the field. The Dep Comdr wa takmg a keen interest m the
well being and aspiration of the oldiers when Sig T. J. Thomson said
that hi. an1bition was to be a Forklift Truck Dnver ... PSI gt teve
Goodvear had to quickly exit the tent unable to contain hi emotion . The
weekend proved to be too much for PSI
gt Phil Skene after trying co
para roll from hi ERV onto razor wire, ju l to take another week off.

After a weekend on the S.AT range at Chelsea in January, live firing
weekends have taken place m January and February, with more due in
March bcfor~ th~ competitions start. Bisley, watch out. As the Corps
SAAM requires iron sights and the London District SAAM require~
SUSAT, shootmg team members have been issued with three rifles
each-one with iron sights for competition, one with SUSAT for
competition and with one iron sight for exercise purposes.

Sgt Bob Murray wondering why this tent is full of holes

44 Sig Sqn (V)
qnComd
SSM

Maj Nigel Thomp on
W02 (SSM) Peter Froggatt

ANNUAL CAMP 96-ALTCAR
A comprehensive modular programme had been put together of range
work, a comm ex and the famou (or i it infamous?) Krypton Factor
assault course, all of which were done on a squadron basis. This wa
topped off by a final infantry-type exerci e that the whole Regiment
participated in (more of which later). Mo t of the Squadron member had a
day off in the middle of the week. This was with the exception of the
officers. RSM. FofS and YofS . All of whom attended the 11 (ARRC) Sig
Bde study weekend at Donnington and could not therefore experience the
dubiou delights of Southport town centre on a Saturday night.
The Squadron had been ta ked to provide two peakers for the study
period to talk about their experience in IFOR. Capt l\1.ike White had
returned from Croatia three weeks previou ly after a tour as Op Offr for
230 Sig Sqn and Cpl Pumphrett was due to fly in from Sarajevo where he
wa till serving with 7 Sig Regt at ARRC Main. Come the day, Cpl
Pumphrett was not pre ent, having been told that he was suppo ed to
report to Blandford. where understandably perhap they knew nothing
about him! Mutters of 'March him in, RSM' were quietened by the
reali ation that he may have been given slightly erroneous joining
in troction .
A team from 749 Tp gained sewnd place in the Inter Tp Competition
gt Back.house. Our lingui tic abilities were tretched to the
well done.
limit when one of the three German Signal Reservist we had with us on
camp gave a peech on the final night. We as ume it was friendly as they
did hare a beer with the boys in the bar afterward .
On the injury ide of' life. the Squadron management team was
decimated. The OC fell at the first hurdle on the assault course and wou ld
have been hot if he were a horse. The 2IC cracked a rib prior to camp on a
dry ki slope. The Ops Offr already had a broken big toe from a
parachuting cour e. SSgt Ward managed ( omehow) to end up in a full
leg plaster cast after a game of volleyball and we haven't seen him since. It
wa unanimou ly voted that the next years' camp should be a nice gentle
comms ex.
The CO's exerci e at the culmination of camp involved a low-level
tactics patrol and advance to contact. There were obviously a number of
rain dances carried out on Holcombe Moor that day as it absolutely tipped
down, ju t as an attack was going in at midnight (up a very steep hill).
oah would have had a hard job keeping afloat. The move back to the TA
centre took a relatively long time but will probably be looked back on
with fond memories when we are moving convoys all over Germany later
this year on Ex Rhino Replen.

Barker provided the culinary expertise. A gue t kier in the shape of the
CO, Lt Col Brian cott-Morton, managed to fit in several appearance
on the slopes and participated in two of the races.
There was very little now on our arrival but fortunately a daylong
blizzard on the Sunday provided the be t snow condition of the season
and this tayed all week. The cold and wind were up to the usual level, ie:
rather na ty ometime . The re ults will be publi hed next month or
o-suffice it to ay that the Squadron will not have to increase their
in urance premium for extra ilver.
Extracurricular activitie involved exploring the ocial opportunities
provided by Aviemore (whoever aid it i ·a one-hor e town i
exaggerating!). Clay pigeon shooting. sauna and swimming were
welcome alternative to kiing, as wa buying ski . poles, binding , boot
etc from Duggie the lodg manager. Every ki meeting should carry a
credit card health warning.
At the prize giving on the Saturday night, it sounded like a
disproportionately large number of trophies were won by a
disproportionately mall number of people, none of them ours. However,
we were not far away from w[tming the R Signal team competition and
finally came third (admittedly out of three teams. but it is a tart). The
'Golden Maggot' award goes jointly to LCpl Blacklock, the CO's driver
and Pte Barker, the cook, who declined the offer to go skiing during the
day on the grounds that it would interfere with their leep. The 'Roles
Chronometer' award goe to S gt 'Ski Monster' Backhouse who would
insist on ju tone more run down the hill before the competition started and
wa inevitably disqualified as he mi sed his starting po ition. Padded
knee were the order of the day as he had to explain why he wa late to the
judge , but luckily they were merciful and allowed his time to tand.
This week will hopefully become an annual event and it was agreed that
the team who won the mo t prize all had matching Gortex sui ts and
woolly pullies-point to note there, Colonel!

EXERC E BLUE HAZE 18/19 JANUARY 1997
The first Squadron exercise of the ew Year was an MT/Convoy
dnlVmovement exercise ba ed at Grays TAC. This concentrated on driver
training on the Saturday with ome maintenance on the Sunday and was
Sgt Ray 'Billiard Ball' Bishop. Vehicle
mainly organised by
maintenance was programmed for Sunday morning. LCpl ally Howson
ga\e a demon tration of how to fill in an FMT3 for real! After a tour with
!FOR, please remember that we drive on the left over here.

44 Sqn Ski Team With Guests:
SSgt Backhouse, Capt White, Sig Cole, Mrs White,
The CO, SSgt Nichols, Capt Brown
IFOR VOLU TEERS
The Squadron has had a significant percentage of its members volunteer
for ervice with IFOR and has provided two officers and Cpl Pumphrett,
Cpl Williams, LCpl Bland, LCpl Howson, LCpl Staples, LCpl
Thorndike, Sig Curtis, Sig Ellis, Sig Kerr, Sig Partridge, Sig mith
and ig Start. Congratulations and welcome back to those who have
returned and see you soon to tho e whom extended until the end of Op
Lodestar.

EXERCI E

' OW LION 1-9 MARCH 1997
Following la\l year's attempt to enter the TA skiing championships (the
race wa~ cancelled due to rather inclement weather), a number of intrepid
~kier made their way to Aviemore with the intention of pending the
whole week competing in Giant Slalom and Slalom events. Initially billed
a~ a Regiment event, it turned out that all the participants were from 44
qn. The~e were Capt Graham Grown, Capt Mike White, SSgt
Richard Backhouse, gt 'Wingnut' ichols, who comprised the team.
ig Ian Robinson and ig Eugene Cole skied as individuals. Pte 'S lops'
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PROMOTION
LCpl Andy Bathurst has metamorpho i ed into Cpl Bathur t with
effect from December. Your round then!
FAREWELL
A very sad farewell mu t be said to Sgt Bob Andrews from 749 Tp and
indeed from everyone in the Squadron. He is one of the mainstays of the
Troop and he attends every Troop function, be it drill night or ocial event.
Unfortunately, the years have caught up with him and after receiving his
third clasp to his TEM, we must unwillingly ay goodbye to Bob. You will
be orely mi sed but we hope to see you around for year to come. The
Troop will no doubt make its own inimitable arrangements to say goodbye
to you in a more private forum.

54 Sig Sqn (V)

Q ADRO CHRISTMAS WEEKEND 14/15 DECEMBER 1996
Thi took place in the traditional venue of St Martins Plain and
consisted of a range and round robin skill competition . The officers and
senior~ erved the tradn1onal dinner on Saturday evening.

OFFICER MOVEMENTS
The Officers' plot at 44 Sqn has been fairly active in the past six
m?nths. In .Octo~er, C~pt Mike White ~eturned from his paid holiday
with IFOR in Split and 1s now 2IC/Ops Offr at SHQ. (Congratulations are
due on passing his recent Capt to Maj promotion exams.) He ha managed
to avoid telling too many war stories so far, unlike the other LFOR veteran
Capt Graham 'Porridge Bandit" Smith, who ran out of people to telJ
tories to within the Squadron and therefore left 747 Tp to take up the job
of Regt Ops Officer in Ilford. Good luck, Graham (and RHQ).
Continuing with Captains, Mark Smith left the 2TC slm to take over the
job of2IC/Ops Offr at 54 Sqn in Cambridge.
Lt Neil Bowskill was de patched from SHQ late last year to Southend
TAC to run 749 Tp and Lt Adrian Marshall will move from 748 Tp to
Warley TAC to command a Troop in 45 Sqn.
Congratulation are due to Stewart Rowson who made the leap from
Cpl to 2Lt at the age of thirty-something. Welcome to the Me s and guess
who is Mr Vice? He was learning the rope in OSC 148 (this is the kettle.
That's the toaster) on Ex Winter Eagle when difficulties with comms saw
him spending a lot of time in the Mux-plus ca change . .. After a period of
attachment LO RHQ to perfect the art of tea making, he has now taken
command of 747 Tp.
A recent addition from outside the Regiment ha been 2Lt Paul
Whitehouse who is transferring from the Royal Anglians. Hi knowledge
of wiggly amp matters will no doubt be increased, a will the Squadron's
knowledge of how to dig holes and run around looking like a tree. He is
748TpComd.

JNCO CADRE COURSE JANUARY 1997- STUDE T' TORY
by LCpl Monk 44 Sig qn
The Regiment runs a JNCO Cadre to qualify people for promotion once
a year and this year it was held over two weekends in January and
February on the Stanford Training Area. l was nominated for the course
and duly turned up late on the Friday night to be met by the friendly
reception committee of SSgt McNally and gt tidwell with WOI (RSM)
Bywater MBE assuring me that the course was merely a gentle
introduction to being a JNCO.
Reveille was at 0530 hrs and our introduction to the course was a BFT
designed to acquaint us with the local countryside and to en ure we were
all up for breakfast. Throughout the first weekend we were caught and then
tested on numerous military skill such as weapon handling, drill, map
reading, .internal security and a few more as well. Much was learnt by all
and credit mu t go to the PSls involved. The second weekend soon arrived
and once again the programme allowed for us to be up bright and early for
PT under the sympathetic guidance of LCpl SmHh, our friendly PT!. Drill
assessments and a vehicle navigation exercise closely followed this. We
were then briefed on exercise 'Pilgrim' Progress' which was to be our
validation exercise, putting into practice the skills we had been taught the
week before; we soon realised that 'ou1 on the ground' there is no place to
hide.
We started off the night's activities with a night navigation exercise with
only a ~sty, or not so trusty in some cases, Silva compass working purely
on beanngs and the fine art of pacing between check points, an eye opener
for u all. The next phase involved the occupation of a comms site, which
included deploying EUROMUX, and Triffid assets, defence, cam and
concealment and numerous other tasks. 'Stand to' po ition were soon
occupied due to the fi.rst attack of the evening by the 'enemy'. Having been
left alone for mo t of the night our expected 'Early Call' came and we duly
era hed out only to be ambushed 'expectantly' by the 'enemy hordes·.
We then deployed to a safe location only to be greeted by an Internal
Security scenario, with Mortar blinds, base-plates and other devices
thrown in. All designed to test many of us to the full, even the stroppy
journalist who looked like our Adjutant, Capt Hunter, had his part to
play; it is plainly obvious why he only work for the local ' RAG'. Having
been debriefed on the IS phase we gratefully returned to Stonebridge
Camp to complete the normal turnaround of vehicles and equipment,
weapon cleaning and making ure the camp was ready for handover.
A special mention must go to the admin staff for both weekend ,
without who e help the cadre could not have taken place.
I was lucky enough to gain the top Student award and have ub equently
been promoted, which for future cadres within the Regiment is an excellent
incentive to do well. It has to be aid that everyone who attended the course
seemed co enjoy themselves and collectively it was agreed that a great deal
of knowledge was gained by all concerned. The course was well run from
the outset and the programme well put together by the RSM, who as we
speak is bu y putting together next year's cunning plan.

SHOOTING TEAM
The CO at annual camp decided that it would be a good idea to rai ea
Regimental Shooting Team to put some silver on the table, as this aspect of
training had been dormant within the Regiment for some years. Thi has
now been done under the management of Capt Mike ' Gunslinger' White
with support from the Trg Maj, Maj Graham Lewis-Taylor, SSgts Stan
Haynes and Gordon Brogan. It i pleasing to see that 44 Sqn has provided
nine of the 11 members so far with 54 Sqn providing the two other .
THE WIRE, JUNE 1997

757 EXERCISE REPORT 1997
Over the weekend of 14-16 March Ex Milky Way, a Regt FTX took
place. Setting up in our first location . .. Cherry Hinton TAC, was an
artificial experience, but getting the comms in still proved hard. Thi wa
becau e 755 Tp, who we were supposed to be communicating to, had been
delayed in Norwich due to tractor failure and arrived in location two hours
late. In hind ight, the deci ion to locate a Triffid in the middle of254 Field
Ambulances' ornamental garden was perhap not the wisest of move , but
at least it gave 2Lt Jones the opportunity to practice preparing DAM CON
forms.
On Saturday morning the Troop deployed to Wisbech Airfield, south of
Saffron Walden. Here we were joined by a detachment from 749 Tp
manned by LCpl Murdoch. There i an old Chinese proverb, 'When shots
come in and siting perfect, neither CO or RSM visit' and on this occasion
it held true. However, we were graced by a po se of dynamic, although
slightly less glamorous visitors, including Majs Thompson and Clegg
and their respective SSMS, OCdt Sykes al o made a celebrity appearance,
although our calm and efficient operation failed to sate her desire for more
exciting war photography.
By Sunday morning we were taking five hots and feeling slightly smug
as all were working perfectly. However, our feelings of joy were deflated
when OSC148, led by Capt White, arrived to critique our efforts. Unable
to pick us up on either comm or siting they ettled for a damning
assessment of the untidiness of the array of masts et up. Some people are
never pleased!
The close down order came al a pleasantly early time and the Troop was
home by lunch time, fortified by Sgt Cole and Sig Carter' mushroom
and tomato auce andwiche . Delicious, I think not. It had been a
valuable weekend, particularly from a comms points of view, but Sigs
Ellington and Cooks' thirst for action was till not fully satisfied and they
volunteered for additional arduou gardening dutie on 254 Field
Ambulance's front lawn. Cpl Sollitt. you may have been ill, but you
missed a good one.
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NEW RECRUIT FOR THE G ARD LIST
On I4 November 96 LCpl Eddie Allen and Sig Linda Allen received,
on permanent i ue, a bouncing baby girl. Born at 2308 hrs, ju t after the
bar close!!. Charlotte be~ame 54 Sqn ' youngest recruit. When asked,
' How i parenthood?" the proud parent replied, 'It i worse than being on
exerci e. You get woken up every three hours and everywhere is wet and
dirty!'
Linda is currently getting back into the swing of it all by leaving Eddie
looking after Charlotte and auending her All Arm Store course at
21 Blackdown.
Congratulation from Granma Fluffy, Uncle Bav, Uncle Glen and all in
756 and 754 Tp .
Eddie and Linda would like lo thank everyone in 36 Sig Regt for all
their kind thoughts and best wishe .

W02 (SSMl Kikas 54 Sqn explains the role of a sentry to
LCpl Griffith 756 Tp during Ex Milky Way
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Maj John Crackett TD
W02 ( M) John Lloyd

RR1\

Wei ome to
gt Glen Martin. who joins u a, MT PSI. The .sho k of
JOllling thi . unique TA umt i beginning to wear off a he doe ll1s best to
\\ear out the ne\.\ rowing ma hine.

CO. 'GRATt;LATIO
flurry of presentation have een Territorial Efficiency Medal or bar ·
for newly-promoted
gt Halewood, Sgts Dawson and Ralston , . gt
Hogan. Cpl Harrison and ig Jollife; and UN medal for Bo ma erv1ce
for Cpl Bat and L pl Bell. Citation-reader and part-time OC Sp Tp Lt
Ged McCann can no"' be booked a an MC for private functions. (And
well done for pa ing the promotion e am!)

The quadron as usual added tone to 11 (A RRC) Sig Bde by providing
VHF rebros for Ex Winter Eagle. Cpl Hogan is still trying to decide
whether it is more difficult to drive up The Wrekin or to drive down (when
he wa only half-way up he wa neither up nor down). Radcon was so
carefully concealed on an airfield by Op Offr Capt Kenny Sirr that the
Sqn omd took an hour 10 find it. Ex Ai_ntree Spring w~s meant 10 blow
off the cobweb in Mar h. and Leek provided weather suitable to the task.
Sterlino effort in the cookhou ·e by Cpl Fahey and (pre sed help) Sig
Woodford fed 91 ranks 10 an excellent standard. Mention must be made of
the RQMS . W02 Jim Brebner, and hi high-priced team of sandwichmakers. Meanwhile ingle detachment deployments have taken in
Germany and Belgium, and the Squadron · Para ection took part in Swiss
Raid Commando-the flrst !lied jump into that country.

shown by the Polish people. includ111g a chance meeting with an old
gentleman who had erved with the RAF during the Battle of Britain (who
wanted 10 get u a poli ceman for some reason').
Th~ team returned to their old home on spot height 163, the highe t
point in the area, and set up home. A few quantum leaps were made on
learning how our system is built. due to the attendance of the YofS, SSgt
Pete van den Broek, on an OS/2 course at the London Hilton and the team
provided its normal service of intercept ion and deception throughout the
exercise. LCpl 'Aus' Gamble and the three Siggics were able to attend a
DFWE demonstration for the Poles. For the uneducated, DFWES is the
Direct Fire Weapons Effect Simulator, which is a load of boxes. doobries
and thingies attached to the person or the vehicle and tell you when you

University of London OTC

oc

PSI
JUO

CaptJ. Dodd
W02 (SSM) D. W. Craig
I. Curphey

R. IGNALS TROOP
ULOTC VISIT TO 1 (UK) ADSR AT HERFORD GERMA Y
by 2Lt arah Williams
The ULOTC R Signals Tp vi it to l (U K) ADSR began with a 600 mile
journey on Thursday 13 February from our TA Centre in Handel Street,
London. We were full of optimism for what would prove to be an
extremely informative and worthwhile trip to Herford , Germany. Even the
l 0 hour journey did not dampen the enthu iasm.
Towards the end, however, somewhere on the Route 2, Tom Jone , the
Sgt Major' CD, was wearing a bit thin!
The ULOTC visit was organi ed by Sgt Maj Dougie Craig in
conjunction with Lt Col Pratley, CO of I (U K) ADSR (and a former OC
from days pent with 8 Inf Bde). The aim wa to provide the OCdts with
an inimitable insight into the working of a regular Signal Unit, giving
them a chance to meet the Officers and Soldier and to participate in Me
life- very different in BFG to it's UK counterpart! We had a unique
opportunity to glimpse this Armoured, Ptarmigan equipped Regiment
fresh from it 's Bosnia exploits.

Comd 11 (ARRCl Sig Bde, Brig D.M. Wills,
fails to extract a new pair of lightweights from
SSgt (SQMS) Di Halewood, despite giving her a TEM.
RECRUITS
The last recruit · course was of record size-with two dozen surviving
the course LO bring the Squadron up to full strength. ig Davies wa
judged Best Recruit, and a rather stunned Sig Walters won Most
lmproved Student. The Honorary Colonel, Col Colin Herbert, gave both
of them award . Hi tory does not record which 4 recruits were told to ' get
down' during the final night patrol. and were found an hour later by the
Sqn Comd and SSM, loyally guarding a 5-bar gate ...

An apprehensive but enthusiastic 12 Tp (R. Signals) ULOTC
is met by 2Lt Barnard
Capt ' Mac· McCrindle
Sgt Pete van den Broek

The second week of February aw LCpl Andy Johnstone, igs ' Andy
2' Po"ell, 'Vic' Vernon and Scott Yuill back at school as they deployed
to the Army Education Centre in Fallingboscel for a Computer Literacy
and Information technology course. Despite their tinkering with the
COMSEC computer based equipment, they were still able to learn a great
deal from the course, including how to lose all your work as well as crash
computers. The general consensus was that the classroom equipment was
'primitive' and 'quaint'. We've got better kit in the back of our trucks!
Ex Green tar, a pre-Bosnia exercise for HQ 7 Armd Bde and 2 RRF,
wa~ the fir. t field deployment of 1997 to a wet, wet, wet Sennelager
trninmg area. While the OC, YofS and Cpl Mick Murphy put the kit
through its paces, the remainder of the team helped out the Armoured
Infantry Training Advisory Team (AITAT) by playing other character in
the plot.
LCpl nd John.stone and ig 'Vic· Vernon teamed up with Col
Tehman from the German civil police, on leave from the International
Police Tru.k Force in Bosnia, to masquerade as international policemen.
They were able to wear some very nice black plastic noddy suits that
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crinkled and rustled every time they moved. They al o assisted SFOR
troops in their ta. k by searching civilian police stations for illegal arms,
supervising the burying and exchange of bodies and also (not in the script)
managing to stop a mob of unruly civilians from entering the HQ. I. n' t
that the job the gate guards are supposed to do?
Sigs 'Andy 2' Powell and cott Yuill a i ted the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees and were able to wear ome very nice white
plastic noddy suits which al o crinkled and rustled every time they moved.
They were given a Gucci Frontera to drive around as they mediated
between warring faction when they were not burying the dead.
exchanging bodies and handing out food. The exercise culminated in
hostilities between the warring factions and the stage was set for a battle
between SFOR and the faction , duly witnes ed by the COMSEC team.
The exercise was a break from the ordinary and gave us a good insight into
the roles of other organisations.
The next deployment was Ex Prairie Eagle, a Kings Royal Hussars
battlegroup exercise in Poland. The COMSEC team deployed with the
advance party and managed to visit the nearby towns of Drawsko
Pomorskie and Kalisz Pomor kie, known a · Dramburg and Kallies
re pectively by previous occupants. A visit to Kolbrzeg on the north coast
enabled u to see where the expression 'It's Baltic!' originated a the wind
howled along the beach.
A befits our role as combat communicators to the Briti h Army, we
demonstrated our ability to obtain money, chips, drinks and other strange
and weird foods (mo t of which Sig Scott Yuill would not eat on the
ground that he's fussy, picky and awkward). All this despite the groups
inability to speak, or even pronounce, Poli ·h. A great deal of interest wa
TH E WIR E, J UN E 1997

. The customary Saturday night 'Subbies eye view' of Herford complete
with Go Park and Gyros resulted in 13 very poorly (and by now very tired)
but extremely happy cadets tackling Ptarmigan on Sunday morning.
Ptarmigan is not omething we of the OTC get a chance to learn about
very often. So the day spent with six Radio Relay detachment5 on each of
the three camps-Wentworth, Hammer mith and Harewood-allowed the
cadets to gain a unique chance to ce first hand the problems of 'getting
the comm in' . Many thanks to the Det Cmds whose wealth of experience
and knowledge proved invaluable as was the expert coaching received
from the COs, thus ensuring that ULOTC Signals Tp will achieve
victory in this year's Lightning Strike Ma t Race!

Miss Penny Johns leads the way in the Mast Race

Cpls O'Sullivan and Gil banks guide wheelchai r-bound
Mr Chris Peters down a charity absei l in aid of
Fazackerly Childrens Hospital.

Combined Arms COMSEC Team
(Germany)

SqnComd
YofS
Cpl '1.ick 1urphy
LCpl 'Aus' Gambles
LCpl Andy Johnstone
ig ·Andy2' Powell
ig 'Vic' ernon
ig cott Yuill

ar~ dead. It' sort of like laser quest or quasar. only with big tanks and
thmgs.
The team attended Commander CAFTG(G)s' briefing for the final
battle of the exercise which assisted the operators listening to the
battlegroup nets to have a greater understanding of what was happening on
the ground. It.also gave a source of black amusement as they saw the
gro~nd ~he umts would cross and the little surprises the engineers were
puttmg 111 for them! The end of the exercise saw a quick but thorough
turnaround and then clouds of fumes and dust as the team departed on
leave, all set to back to Poland for another few weeki..
Congratulations go to LCpl ·Aus' Gambles and arah on the birth of
their on Callum.

On Friday morning a very tired (if unremittingly cheerful) group of 15
arrived in Herford. Here Lt Sue Barnard with her 'flexible' programme
greeted u (obviou ly he had had ome experience of OCdts before!). The
rewarding, varied and extremely bu y vi it began with AFV driver
trnining on what was soon turned into one of the muddiest training areas in
Mmden North. OCdt Smith proved her driving really i a eventful as
people say it is, whilst OCdt Elliot Harper demon trated that Univer ity
student he may now be but Royal Signal trained he remains - fir t, faste. t
and mo t daring around the course! o sati factory solution was found as
to how to di. po. e of the trees felled by OCdts David Brooks and Harriet
Smith-de troying the evidence rather than ·replanting' eemed the
favoured method but l think the Burgemeister had us anyway! Without
even feeling their fatigue through the adrenaline, everyone returned to the
Mess for the fir t Regimental Dinner ight ince the Regiment deployed
to Bosni 1 in 1996. The Subalterns wasted no time in teaching the Cadets a
thing or two about Mc s games a OCdt Penny Johns and the CO's · purs
will attest to.
Saturday began with an extremely rewarding and informative look at
Fwd HQ set up by 211 Sqn under the auspices of OC, Maj Harwell. Thi
wa particularly enjoyable becau e as members of the OTC. it i not an
opp~munity frequently awarded to us . This wa closely followed by a
11htary Skills Competition- Orienteering, AT, Vehicle Recognition and
Weapons Drill formed Lhe events (courte y of the Regimental Training
Wmg). Although JUO Ian Curphey and OCdts Tracey Parrott and Paul
Hughes won the competiLion. that missing checkpoint remains a bone of
contention!
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A Bosnia Briefing was quickly followed by a Troop meal in a local
German restaurant (aptly named ·oatmatien' but then it was a Balkan
Grill). A wonderful evening was had by all, entirely representative of the
hospitality and welcoming rreatment we received from all at l (UK)
ADSR. Everyone got the mo tout of PT the next morning (we knew it was
bad when Para-wannabe OCdt Gareth Lambert turned pale and asked
for water). Thi didn't top the obligatory duty free purcha e that proved
invaluable 12 hours later when tuck in Calai by striking Frenchmen!
The four day trip to I (UK) DSR was an extremely beneficial,
informative and rewarding one. The programme wa both intere ting and
enjoyable .and gave the Troop an enviable in ight into the working of a
Divisional Signals Regt. An even more admirable feat considerino the
visit was hosted over the weekend! Many thank~ for the hard work ~fall
those involved in making it uch a complete ucees .

Lancashire Army Cadet Force
Four Army Cadet from the Ormskirk Detachment of the Lanca hire
Army Cadet Force have achieved the coveted Cadet Signals Award. The
course which took place at their detachment and during weekends pent at
42 Sig qn (Liverpool) over a period of four months was adjudicated by gt
Ian Cawson (33 Sig, Regt). Our phot graph ·how him with LI Col
Moreland (OC 33 Sig Regt.) and RS I Ke' in Hallett (33 ig Regt)
during the award ceremony which took place in April at the deta hment hut.
The Cadets are (Back row) Liam Fairley aged 14, Cdt ergeant tephen
Lowry (17) and in the front row twin · Stephen and Johnathon Walsh (15).
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Off hore
Din~hy & Dayboat.
Windsurfing (UK )
Yachtma 1ers (U K)
(Germany)
Secretarie :
General
Dinghy & Dayboats
Wind urfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Member Rep
Soldier Rep (Offshore)
Dinghies & Dayboat
Wind urfing

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION

Maj Gen J. O. C. Alexander CB, OBE
Col J. E. F. Kirby OBE
Lt Col J. R. S. Amberton

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The Master of Signals

1aj M. Butler
Maj D. C. A. Ellis
Lt Col J. L. Fletcher
Maj G. Neil: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt I. Gray Glasgow Mil

Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area 1· B · W H B· kh
Brig K. H. Olds Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE
Col

Are~ s~1f.t

General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Nicholson

Capt P. G. M. Atkin on Bland ford Mil 2849
SSgt Bungay Blandford Mil 2409
Capt J. Coleman Colchester Mil 4220
SSgt N. Finnegan 0 nabruck Mill 2225
Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
Cpl D. Sangster Bulford Mil
Sgt P. Downie York Mil 2346
Sgt A. Varney Bulford Mil

Association Office, RHQ Royal

The .eason i about to tan for the Off bore, Dinghy and Dayboat and
ha already got off to an excellent tart for the Windsurfers. Watch our
next entry for the announcement on a replacement for S/..')wai•e

WINDSURFING

R Signal Wind urfing i now well undenvay for 1997. The sea on
opened with two day of training at Thorney I land where Jane Clague (a
profes ional windsurfer and Olympic 2000 candidate) coached some I 9
Corps members. The quality of the training was first clas and the fun and
the atrno phere generated by all carried through to the evening .. .
The first of the inter-Corp events wa held al Hayling Island in
conjunction with the UK.BSA southern region eries, totaling over 100
competitors. The previou Corp training certainly paid off. The R Signals
convincingly beat our main rival the REME by over 30 points. Once again
we dominated the Army effort by entering 13 Sailors just for our Corps!
The Corps now ha six brand new Fanatic Board for 1997, complete
with 7.5m' ART Sails. In addition. the Mi tral board which were due to
be old off have remained in the Corps (due to the high demand for
boards) and are going off lO our up and coming fleet of excellent ailors.
If you have not received a newsletter and would like to know more
abouc what is going on, either competitively or oa the instructional ide,
contact Capt John Coleman on Bas ingbourn Mil (765) 4220.

CORPSFOOTBALLRESULTS
ROYAL SIGNALS v ARMY MEDICAL SERVICES
Result 3-1 . Scorers: ig Stephenson. Sig Galliford (2)
Due to injurie and unavailability of regular players the Corps fielded a
much weakened team for this Merit League fixture. Tl took the whole of
the ftr t half for the team to settle down and neither team produced a ooal
scoring chance. The Corp started the second half with more commi~ent
and understanding resulting in a goal after five minutes by Sig Galliford.
The Corp now took control of the game and scored two further goAls
through Sig tephenson and a second for ig Galliford. A lack of
concentration in the Signals defence allowed the AMS to score a
consolation goal in the last minute. A good result considering the players
not available.
ROYAL IGNALS v ROYAL LOGI TIC CORPS
Re~ult 3-1. Scorers: Sig tephenson , Sig Galliford (2)
Thi was a much improved performance from that against the AMS the
previous day. Signals dominated from the first whistle and were rewarded
with an excellent volleyed goal by Sig GalUford after five minutes.
Signal continued to dominate play and Sig Stephenson scored a second
goal midway through the half. The second half started much as the first
had fini hed with the Signals on top and but for ome excellent saves by
the RLC goalkeeper would have added further to the score. A third goal
was however cored midway through the half by ig Galliford at the
second attempt his fir t shot having been saved. Signals play became less
urgent after this goal allowing the RLC to start lO control the game which
resulted in a goal. Although the RLC had more of the play in the last 10
mmute they were unable to add to the core. Thi was a very professional
and controlled performance by the Corps team.
ROYAL IG AI v ARMY AIR CORPS
Result 4-0. Scorers: igs tephenson, Galli ford, Johnston, Miller
The Signals got off to a good start scori ng in the first minute through
ig Johnston after a scramble in the goalmouth. The Signals continued to
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Dinghy Sailing 1997
BLANDFORD CAMP SAILING CLUB
HAVE NOW INCREASED THEIR
HIRE FLEET SIZE FOR 1997.
WE NOW HAVE A FLEET OF
12 TOPPER DINGHIES
(ON 2 ROAD TRAILERS),
COMPLETE WITH BUOYANCY AIDS.
For Further Details Contact

SSGT STEVE BUNGAY 0
BLANDFORD MIL (737) 2409 PHONFJFAX.

dictate play and scored a second goal midway through the half through Sig
Stephenson. Sig Miller scored a third goal before half time with the
Signals well on top. The econd half started as dramatically as the first
with the Signals coring in the first minute through Sig Galliford.
Although the Signals continued to control the game play was scrappy with
very few chances created. After the excellent performance against the
RLC this was a rather mediocre performance but a good result.
SPONSORSHIP FOR CORPS FOOTBALL
In recent years ETS Communications Ltd of Wakefield have kindly and
generously spon ored the Corps football team. This year we are delighted
that they have again agreed to continue their ponsor hip in conjunction
with Crane Telecommunications of Burgess Hill, West Sussex.
ETS have their origins in the Corps as Frank Hall, who et up the
Company in 1980, is Ex Royal Signal . It is his daughter Allison who now
holds the reins of the family business.
The Corps is grateful for this very generous offer of sponsorship.
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BEDFORD BRANCH
Secretary Trevor E. Holyoake

~edford Branch en1oyed a very good ye~r in 1996 with a variety of
Social ~nd other E.vents. We started the year m January with a visit to the

Mayor s Parlour in Bedford Town Hall, the Mayor being ex-Signals
23394088 ~alcom .Evans, l957/59 serving, at sometime, in Cyprus. We
had a very 1meresung evenmg on the history of Bedford from a wellinformed Malcom.
In Fe.bruary: Our Annual Dinner with the Mayor and Mayoress as our
guest with ~ember.s from as far afield as Portsmouth , orth Yorkshire and
Worce te.rshue, with wives and friend s totalling 53, in the pleasant
surroundings of Bedford & County Golf Club.
In March: a group of members with, once again our wives, were guest's
of Yeoman Warden Ray Saunders-Crook at the Tower of London for
the e~ening Key 's Ceremony, with gory, stomach churning tales on the
tour given by Ray.
In April: I attended the Reps. meeting at Blandford. this time due to the
cost of extra travelling and overnight stay in London, our Branch was
unable to fund another member to go with me.
. In May: some of our Branch members who were with 54 Squadron, 36
Sig Regt (V) attended an 'Old Boys' Reunion Dinner at Letchworth.
In June: I and Bob Sher~dan , due to a la t minute cancelled pace,
attended the Blandford Reumon, several more member would have liked
to come along but cannot afford the extra B&B cost's. I know it i a sore
point with other Branch 's.
. ln July: Instead of our usual monthly meeting we held a Social Evening
with a very profitable raffle. There were I I very 0oood donated prizes and a
nice buffet.
In August: A Peace Day Service arranged by Bedford R.B.L was held in
our local Bedford United Services As c,;iations Club following the
successful V.J. Day service last year to remember the end of the War.
Local Branch member attended and it i now to be held annually.
_In September: Several members with wive , families and friends
en1oyed an outing to Norfolk. On arrival at Ayl ham we boarded a train of
the Bure Valley Narrow Gauge Railway for a 45 minute trip to Wroxham.
After a hon walk we boarded a boat for a 2 hour cruise on the orfolk
Broads, returning. back via the railway to our coach for the trip home.
stoppmg on route rn Fordham near Newmarket at the Royal Briti h Legion
club for an evening buffet.
In . October: With kind permis ion from the R.S.M. at the Royal
Hospital Che! ea and our guide ex-Signals WO Ken Coombs 25
rnem.bers,. families and friends enjoyed the ho pitality of a tour and the
evem.ng m the In-Pensioners Club, joining us was ex-Bedford PSI, InPens1oner Tommy Goldsmith.
In November: our members at tended Remembrance Fe tivals and
Services held in and around Bedford.
La tly in December we held our Annual Chri tma Draw and Social
evening. Originally started in I 982 to raise money for our Branch
Standard when tickets were sent to every Branch, now it is kept to Bedford
Branch ~embers only and i till very popular and making our main
source of income, 20 very good donated prize' this time. Another good
turn out.
. '.h.e entire outing' buffet are supported by Branch funds to keep
md1V1d.u~l costs down. As you can ee a very busy 1996 but very
entertammg.

BRIGHTON BRANCH

Col Cliff Walters, President of Corps Football,
at the presentation of a cheque for £2,000 by
Mrs Allison Hall-Jackson , ETS Communications Ltd and
Mr David George, Crane Telecommunications Ltd.
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Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow

S~iiils~~~ndf~d C:amp,::an~ford Forum, Dorset DTll SRH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48

All contributions for The Wire

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members through the medi11m of The Wire, which regularly prints a fo recast of events, accounts of
activities and coma ins details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to the Corps ftmds is a11tomatically a member of the Yacht Club. If you are an active sailor or interested in
becoming an active sailor then register noll" with your unit Sailing Officer or alternatively with one of the Club Secretaries.

·

J. ~~ Bi~~~::a:~~~gJ~jGR.~~~~~~~c'U~~~~tland

Sad t.o say Brighton has not contributed very often to The Wire. Your
new scnbe hopes 10 improve matters. What can 1 ay about this Branch? Tt
has made me very welcome and at the Annual Dinner Dance I presented a
solid silver Rose Bowl to the Branch. It commemorate the theatres of war
in which the R. SIGNALS Carrier Pigeons were u ed in World War II.
We ha~e 120 member but are always anxiou to recruit more. We meet
at the Dnll Hall in Dyke Road, Brighton, on the firs t Friday of the month,
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Mr Joe Morrison with the Rose Bowl
but not August. Anyone interested in joining u hould contact Phillip
West (Sec) on OL903 530431.
Our January meeting wa held in the middle of winter we were colder
than Moscow! So we just had a general chat. la Febru'ary we held the
Branch AGM. Our AGM was very well attended and we had to use our
large hall. Perhaps I should explain that we u e 8 4 Tp' room, which ha
a very p~easant bar and a splendid barman (volunteer), but it can only hold
about thirty people. Under new arrangements we can now use the lecture
room which can seat up t? two hundred people. The AGM went moothly
~1d ev.eryone eemed au fied. Our thank go to Brig Colin Brown for
our hard working
his acuve upport as our Pre 1dent. Nor mu t we foroet
0
officers and committee. In March our two Guru , Barry and Blanche
organi ed our annual Quiz. Rumour ha it that they pent a month
searching out the mo t awful que tion . eedle to ay there was. of
course, argument about the an wers. 'Which i the large t i land?"
•Australia.' · o. It' Greenland.' "But Australia i · an i land. It has ea all
round it.' · Ye , that ma) be so but it is a continent.' 'Oh no it" not.' 'Oh
yes it i .' At thi point Joe Soap who it at the bar dozing, apart from
~hen he wake u~ 10 call for a large gin and tonic. woke up and said
Au tral1a! Au traha! Do you want me to tell you about Australia and the
la t war?' • o. o.' wc all hout in uni on. Afler a tie-break Ken Brown
and Bill Barlow were the \ inners. Our great thank. go 10 Barr)· and
Blanche Foreman, the dreaded Gurus. In April Inspector Chri Poole
from the ussex Police Air Support Unit, came to talk about the "chopper:
which often eems to hover over m) hou. e. What a crowd turned up-we
made £43 out of the raffle that was organised by harlic and aomi
Barr. Thank you both. A plendid speaker Chri is one of the few people
who do nm have their slide up ide down. on edge or back to front and he
certainly knows hi tuff. We are very proud of the Su . ex Police force
that has to cope with a lot of crime. The "chopper'. which is on hire, does
one thousand five hundred tasks. It costs about one penny per per on per
wee.k to opera1.e. won~erful value! Chri al.o told u many humorou.
stones. He d1 hke police dogs. One day he put hi hand in a police carboot and promptly got binen on the backside by the nearest police dog! On
ano~er occa ion the chopper landed at the bJ e of Beachy Head 10 rescue
a child. The crew kept an eye on the tide. which was coming in. a. it would
have been a bit difficult to explain ll) "the Chief' that his chopper had
floated off to France. Many thanks to hris Poole.
Finally we m.u t not f?rget ~hat we had a mo. I welcome vi 1t from Roy
Andrews and h1 charming wife. We hope to see them again. It is good to
know that wc have such active people.
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EAST KENT BRANCH

!'here \\.I. a di;,appointing turnout for the Ten Pin Bm~ling but the
Commmce con,idered it wa~ probably of there own makmg! We had
im uc:J m ·mber.. lll Bo'' l off al l I 00 hrs. To do so Bill Lovett left home at
O 4 -hn. that
a noble effort for a undU) morning. The re ult was that
n•arl_ .11l th parti ipant,; were from the lo al ~ea . We .will have a later
-.tart ne t year. However. there wa , no lack of enthusiasm. or for that
matter c pertise amongst those rre ·ent Fred Oaten, last years' winner,
wa. a littl off form though K in certainly . howed style. There were
plent) of other . t le too om cau ed by arthritis or rheumati m and
otheri; through h er joie de vivre. From all. tin eme~ed a new wmnerPat Andrew who mas ed a core of 144 (without the aid of fenders!) and
I point ahead of her neare t rival, the Hon ec was the be t man! he
" :t pre ented with the Branch Trophy by the Chairman who then went on
to pre. ent the wooden .poon, in Corp colours (d~n a ted .by Roy
ndrew ). 10 Bill Causer and a Kit- Kat each to
U1erme Albson and
Hilda Watkin-Ed\\ards as compensation for their valiant but
di. appointing effortS.
.
.
Di11i11g 0111 the Clrain11a11. To say thank-you to Roy And rews tor ht
work on the Committee . ince it inception in 1992. In particular for h1
Chairman hip in the last two years, the Committee and their wive dined
him out on the 6 February. The dinner wa held in the Hon Sec' house
where the 20 diner gathered. A hort Committee meeting was held before
itting down to the fe tivitie . There wa good humour, good food and
verv i!ood company. Trevor Allison thanked Roy and presented him with
a photocopy of the Branch Photograph Album. The evening was lightened
b) the Hon Sec going through the bottom of hi chair. Gor don Alexander
tried emulating a gho t by attempting 10 walk through a plat~ glas d?<Jr
and the whole company on their knee on the floor playmg Racmg
Demon.
Donald C ri p actually produced the cartoon before our Sunday event
took place and we are glad to report that the general knowledge of the 40
members pre em was a bit better than that depicted! It was perfectly clear
that it was Mothering Sunday as downstairs in the main dining room ome
250 people were enjoying a matriarchal lunch. Our thank go to Bert
a"'1·er who organi ed the quiz. The que tions ranged from the crossword
type to tho e connected with the Co11>s. Who can remember what TDPLS
tand for? The winning group wa made up of the Bewseys, Castles.
Hughes and \'l'eets, each of whom received an Ea ter Egg as their prize.
Who is able to recogni e Maj Gen John Badcock and L t Col Bert
a wyer from the cartoon? Afterward we enjoyed a delicious roa t lunch.
Sadly it is au revoir to Colin and Mary Smith who have moved away to
Bishop Storrford and o have re igned but wi ll be joining t11eir local
Branch and we hope lo ee them at Blandford. Jimmy Hands has gone
into the Royal Marsden for a mall operation and hope to ee him back
very oon. There eems to have been a plethora of wedding anniversaries
of late. the most notable of which was George and Bernadette Cooper's
Golden Wedding. It hardly seems po sible for uch a young looking
couple. \ e wish them every happiness for the fu ture.

'''L

GLASGOW BRANCH
December 1996 the branch held a social evening in the JRC's mess
which included a Christmas Draw, the proceeds going toward the
'Blandford Fund'. It will allow some member who have never seen the
new museum at least one opportunity in their lifetime to make thi visit,
and offset the expense of travel.
February 1997 a social evening was held to allow the members 10 say
farewell to WOl (R M) Gr aham Reith and his wife M oira. The RSM
has been posted on com missioning. He wa presented with a bronze
coloured statue of 'Jimmy' by the Branch Chairman Bill Taylor on behalf
of the members. In his speech, Bill thanked the RSM for his upport
during the time he had been with the Regiment.
The RSM replied that he had enjoyed his time with the Regiment, and
been happy m his association with the Branch members at their functions.
He was pleased that hi efforts 10 assist in any way were appreciated. He
thanked the members for the gift and said it would have pride of place
"herever he went.
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Moira was then presented with a bouquet by Jim Prentice who
thanked her on behalf of the members for her suppo11. We wish ht!r well
and every happines in the future .
The AGM of the Branch was held on Tuesday 15 April 1997. The
Honorar) President Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB presided. In hi
foreword. he aid: ' It gives me great pleasure to see the branch
maintaining its excellent record on membership, finance and activity. This
reflects very creditably on the commitment of individual member., and the
continuing efforts of your hard working committee. Your monthly
meeting and social events were all well auended. The St Andrew 's Day
Dinner and Ball was e pecially popular and Maj Gen Yeoman and his
wife were a irnpre sed with this Gala event as I was. It was self evident
that everyone who came enjoyed the occa ion greatly. 1 understand that
the Chri trnas Draw wru. also a big uccess again last year. Your strong
contingent in the Arrni tice Parade on LO ovember was very creditable
and all those who took part are to be congratulated. As always the branch
is indebted to 32 (Scotti:h) Regt for their continuing support and
encouragement. 1 wish you all well in the corning year.'
Bill Taylor in hi Chairman's report tated that tl1e efforts on Channel
Four Teletext and local media had resulted in some new members. The
membership tand at 82 with 12 associate member and he thanked Jim
Prentice for his help in thi . He mentioned the visit of Maj Gen A.
Yeoman CB and Lt Col I. Hamilton and the vi it to the Edinburgh
Military Tattoo accompanied by the Hon President and Mrs Anderson.
The visit to Warcop by 15 branch members. and the smart turnout of 28
members at the Remembrance Day ervice in George Square, Glasgow.
with the Branch Standard paraded. 116 members, friends and guest
attended the St Andrews Dinner Dance, our large t gathering yet. He
mentioned the excellent eveni ng of the Chri tmas Draw and thanked
Dominic and hi team for their hard work, and members who donated
prizes. On behalf of the members Bill welcomed the new CO of the
Regiment, Lt Col Alan Lapsley and WOl (RSM) Jim McLachlan, both
well known to some members. Wishing them and their fami li es a happy
tay in Gi a gow and a long association with the branch. He al o wished to
thank everybody at 32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V) for tl1eir help last year, the
use of the TA Centre and it fac ilitie , Mr and Mrs Dollan, Eric and
Ivana, the Social Committee. all new members , their families and friend ,
for the support given to him in making it a uccessful year.
E ric McWaters the Branch Treasurer can go on hi s holidays in the
knowledge that he ha left the branch fund s in the black. He al o indicated
hi willingne to erve a further term as Trea urer and, after the meeting,
et up hop elling tie and ladie scarves with the branch in igni a.
Ivana Hamilton Branch Secretary, in het report aid that there were 40
full members and 12 associate member attending monthl y meetings
regularly. She old tickets in the Chri trnas draw to her workmates which
won two prize . (So maybe next time she could ell double the number?).
She reported that the buildings hould be ready for occupancy in
Blandford, in time for the 1997 reunion, and we may be granted re erved
pace. Ivana will be attending the area meeting to obtain the late t
information from RHQ. Ivana thanked the members for their support, and
intimated her willingnes to tay on as secretary of the branch.
Dominic Sh eridan the Social Convenor, reported on the variou
function arranged la t year and thanked the members for their support.
But he pointed out that any future functions to be a ucces and profitable,
must continue to have much more support. He acknowledged thanks to 32
(Scottish) Sig Regt (V) for u e of their accommodation and facilities free
of charge, to Mr and Mrs Dollen for all their help. to the WO's and Sgfs
Mes for our monthly meetings with bar facilities. Thank to the PMC and
members of the JRC, and the Branch Committee and entertainments
committee for their hard work over the past year. A special thank to all
member attending function , for donations of prizes and for setting up
and clearing the hall.
Thi being the election year of the committee, the President asked for
nominations to fill the offices of Chairman, Secretary and Trea urer. There
were no new nominations and the exi ting committee were asked if they
were willing to stay on. They did agree, but with the proviso that members
be appointed to act as understudies. Led by the Branch Chairman Bill
Taylor, this committee has made the branch such a success from its
inception, that they were voted in office unanimously for a further term.
It was ernphasi ed that all the branch members mu t give their help and
ful l support to the committee for continuing success.
There being no other busines the President then clo ed the meeting and
was given a round of applause in appreciation of hi s attendance. The
members then adjourned to enjoy a buffet provided by the entertainment
committee with Mrs Dolla n at the bar to serve refreshment.

GUERNSEY BRANCH
Our AGM, which was held on T hursday 13 February J 997, was the la t
for our Branch Chairman who did not tand for re-election. John Rudkin,
who has been at the helm for the last l 9 years, expressed his thanks and
appreciation, for the support he had received from all Member of the
Branch duri ng his lengthy tenure. In his turn our Hon. Sec, Torn R ernfr~y,
paid tribute to John's exemplary ervice which included:-Serving with
the Covps: January 1943-September 1947 (RARO unti l December 1961 ),
R. Signals Association: Joined March 1969, Branch Chainnan 1978-1997.
In 1993 10 mark 50 year of service 10 R Signals he was presented wi th the
'Award of Honour Membership', the As ociation lapel badge berng
presented by the then Bailiff of Guernsey, Sir C harles F rossar d . Tom
aid, 'I would like to place on record the thanks of the Guern ey Branch,
and indeed of the Corps, for the exemplary record of our retiring
Chairman. John has, amongst a lot of fai ling ex-service a ociations, kept
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our As~oc.iation alive and kicking. That is a record to envy but, of his
ma~r. achievements, his tenure of office has been characterised by his
unfailing concern for all members of the Branch and particularly tho e
who have needed support and assistance. Thank you. John , for all that you
have done.' All members present echoed his sentiments. In the absence of
any fo1mal n?mination and in response to the request of the outgoing
Chairman, Mike Brock has kmdly agreed to take the Chair.
Social events la t year included a very successful Dinner Night at the
Cobo Bay Hotel on I 0 May and a most enjoyable Christmas Dinner on 13
December at which a raffle and auction rais.ed the sum of £172.99. Finally
we wish a speedy recovery to our dear friend and Committee Member
Vera Falia and hope that she is soon able to join husband Stan at th~
committee table.

LINCOLN BRANCH
It is with much regret that we report the passing of a respected comrade
and founder member Dick Fox who died on 28 January I 997 our deepest
sympathy was conveyed to Mrs Emma Fox and family at their great loss.
'We will remember him.'
The Branch held it's first AGM at the new venue of Sabraon Barrack
Burton Road, Lincoln. Our Branch President, Maj F rank Philp, chaired
it Our report on the activities for 1996 is as follow , the two Curry supper
and social evenings were a great success. The highlight of the year was the
Annual Christmas Dance and Social held on 25 overnber 1996 at the
Sabraon Barracks. Ann and Dave Metcalfe did us proud with the lay out
of the tables for the buffet decorated by the Lincoln hire Regimental
Silver. They also put on a marvellous carvery tyle buffet. to put in a
nutshell the music was great the food was superb for all this our
wholehearted thanks go to, Maj Vic Clark and Maj Derek Wood MBE
for their organisation of the event.
At the Christmas Dance the Presentation of a 50 Year Badge was made
by the branch President. Maj Frank Philp to the Branch Secretary. Frank
Robinson. On the arne occasion we were honoured by the pre ence of the
new CO, Maj McComb and his charming wife. Also five members of the
399 Signal Unit Digby, they being W02 (SSM) Mick Tait, (SS)
Sutherland, (SS) Trethewey, LCpls Ford, Long, Christen they were
warmly welcomed by our Branch Pre ident and a good time was had by all
who attended.

(Right) Branch President Maj Frank Philp presents the
50 Year Badge and Certificate to the
Hon Secretary Frank Robinson (Left)

1997 is a important year in that it will be 2 1 year ago we formed the
Lincoln Branch of the RSA . The date was the 27 May 1976 and our first
meeting was at the TAVR Drill Hall ewport Lincoln on 9 Augu t l 976
and was attended by 19 Ex Signals. We are still goi ng strong. Comrades
have pas ed away but new face fill the ranks.

MIDDLESBROUGH BRANCH
After a couple of false starts the Branch, under the Chairman hip of
Colin Dadson ably a i ted by the Honorary Secretary, Mar garet
Dadson continues to thrive and ha now been in existence ince 1988.
During the past 12 months we have enjoyed visit to Scarborough to see
Joe Longthorne, to Tetley Brewery Leeds and to the Kearton Gue I
House in the Dales. In each case we managed 10 almost fill the coach with
member , guests and wive , and a the annual balance heet how we
actually made a small profit.
The Annual Raffle and Buffet Supper proved a huge succe a usual
and was held in November 1996 rather earlier than usual, but we were
dependent upon the avai lability of accommodation in the JRC. Continuing
the subject of food our Ann ual Dinner was held at the Claxton Hotel,
Redcar in March and proved a huge uccess. Some 50 members attended
With friend and in anticipation of Easter, everyone received an Ea ter Egg.
Our Annual General Meeting was held on 27 March 1997, a few days after
the Dinner. We celebrated this with a Pie and Pea Supper that was organi ed
by our Vice-Chairman Dick Grainge and Audrey Grainge. Colin and
Margaret were re-elected as Chairman and ecretary respectively and Dick
Gr~inge and Audr ey G rainge continue to erve as Vice Chairman and
As 1 tant Secretary. Billy Watson i al o on hand if needed. John G ra nge
continues a our loyal tandard bearer and in identally has actually carried
the tandard on 18 occasions already thi year.
Any Signall er or fo rmer ignallers interested in joining u hould
~omact Margaret on 0 1642 478347.
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READI G BRANCH
My thoughts- Why do you uppose I wa.s stood on a cold wind} comer
in Windsor at 11 a.rn. on Remembrance unday when [could have been at
Reading (Brock Barracks) or even near home at Caversham (War
memorial). I could even have been watching the Cenotaph service on TV.
If you are like me you'll have more questions than answen.. Let me
explain. !joined the Royal Corps of Signals in 1944. Did my time and wa\
demobbed. I had a career .. . I needed the money to feed our 5 children and
my wife and myself, so had to work. Jn fact not much time for much else.
Then when I retired 1 once again remembered that I was a Life Member of
the RSA. (I had a little blue card somewhere among my posse sions). and
thought maybe 1 ought to 'give 'em a call'. I think I must be among the
majority who didn't keep in touch. I was welcomed to the Reading Branch
and accepted their culture .. . and that's why [ was in Windsor. The
Berkshire Yeomanry is there . .. and they're wearing the badge of the
Royal Signals. It is our nearest unit of R Signals so we just went along and
marched with them. I was given a history lesson that made me realise that
you can't ju t pick up the threads where you left off. Too much has
changed.
The latest news:
Reading Branch has given up meeting in the Brock Barracks (at night).
and has begun meeting in more congenial convivial surrou ndings (on
Saturday mornings). If the first meeting is any measure, we JI soon be
looking for larger rooms.
Brig and Mrs Olds attended the Reading Branch of the R Signals
Association held on Friday 2 1 March where the members st0od in si lent
tribute to their colleagues who had died ince the branch was formed.
Members travelled from as far as Colchester and Brighton to hear the
Pre ident compare the branch to a Cruise Liner where the majority were
enjoying the ride. He aid, 'The hip would sin k without the crew that
navigates and organises the day to day running. 1 salute the crew.'
Pauline Tennant the retiring Hon Secretary was presented with a
personal memento by the retiring Chairman, Alan Foot. Col H. Shorter
was elected Chairman and Alan Foot volunteered to change his hat to that
of Hon Secretary. The usual excellent Buffet and Raffle followed the
meeting.

SOUTHPORT & DISTRICT BRANCH

The ftr t quarter of the year is alway a busy period for the Branch. The
Annual Dinner & Dance was held on 3 l January and a usual was fully
attended. The guest of honour was Col Dudley Moor e RA. He spoke on
the subject of 'Communications'. sharing some of his remini cences from
El Alarnein, through the desert, Sicily. Italy and orthwe t Europe.
Naturally referring to his involvement with 'The Signals'. Our President.
'Murdo' MacLeod, proposed the Loyal Toast, Secretary John Reaney
gave the Address whilst Vice Chairman, Graham Krinks. was the Master
of Ceremonies. The Standard wa marched into the function room to the
accompaniment of the Regimental March by Bill W halley. The dinner
was attended by the Branch Member and their guests including those
from the Poli h Combatants As ociation. the Anglo-Poli h Society, the
Royal Engineers. the Royal Artillery and prominent member of the town
community.
At the AGM held on 20 February there was a reshuffle of appointment .
The Chair i now occupied by Bruce Gillingham (ex SAS. so no
malingering allowed) with the Vice-Chairman now being Dave Carrier.
John Reaney has given up the Chair to enable him to devote more time 10
the dutie of Welfare Officer. Tho e who are continuing in office are
Pre idem 'Murdo' MacLeod , Vice-Pre ident and Standard Bearer
G rah am Krinks , Secretary Roger Sta nforth. Treasurer Berna rd
Moorcroft and Padre Rev. John Roberts.
The Branch Annual Church Parade took place on Palm Sunday at the
Unitarian Church, the Minister being an ex-Royal Signal Radio
Mechanic, Rev John Roberts. Flowers for the church were kindly
prov ided by Mrs Hornby, the widow of a past Chairman of the Branch.
The Parade was well attended and a cu torn the Members marched into
church behind the Standard that wa carried by G raham Krinks.
Chairman, Bruce Gillingham , gave the Exhortation and Pre. idem,
'Murdo' MacLeod , gave the Kohirna Epitaph. After the Parade the church
officials kindly invited the Branch to refreshment .
All thought. are now being directed to the Branch Repre entati ves
Meeting and the Blandford Reunion. In conclu ion, the Branch wi he 10
thank Maj C. Reynolds-Jones for all his intere t in our affairs during hi
term as Area 2 Representative. We hope he and Bridget enjoy their new
life in E ex.

)1
Don't be dlsappointedll
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFOR
PUBLICATION I
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SWINDON BRANCH

The windon Bran h led by its President. Lt Cot D. Gent (Retd).
, i ned the Royal Wiltshire Yeoman!) at work. A Squadron i the u~lear
and Chemi al uney quadron of the Royal Yeomanry. Its ta k 1s to
de1e·1 and mark out area. of chemical and nuclear contamination in the
event of th u. e of th e weapons.
The quadron i equipped w rth . the FUC_H a high!_ oph_isticated
German vehi le that tin;t saw operauonat use 111 the Gulf\ ar. It 1 totally
ealed and air ·onditioned and i equipped with advanced detection and
anal} is equipment. The members of Swindon Branch were very
impres ed with both the equipment and the men of the Unit .

TUESDAY of each month. Whit t with Liverpool Branch, how good it i
to hear that Hon Secretary Jimmy Carruthers is well on the mend after
hi seriou injury. We alt took forward to eeing Jimmy at the reunion . As
a re ult of injurie · received in a motor accident, Bert Harber has stood
down as ecretary of the Swindon Branch, we welcome Tom Davies to the
post. Thank you Bert for your part in getting the Swindon Branch off to
uch a good start. Tom Davies" address is; 39 Valleyside, Swindon SN I
4 B. Pauline Tennant having spent 10 years in po t and 26 year on the
committee. has tood down a secretary of the Reading Branch. Pauline
wilt continue serving the branch as the ocial Secretary. Mr Alan Foot
ha been elected as the new secretary, handing over the Chair to Col
Harold Shorter.
ROYAL BRITISH LEGION CENOTAPH PARADE
A per usual, I should be receiving a limited number of (grati ) tickets
for thi years' Cenotaph Parade on Sunday 9 ovember. Mo ·t branch
members parade in their local town on the day, but any member who
wi hes to join the Cenotaph Parade is welcome to register their name with
me (first come, first served).
The BBC are keen to give more accurate coverage of the Parade and
therefore the RBL will arrange for all members of each association to
march together. Accordingly, the RBL have requested the appointment of
one member from each a sociation who can act a coordinator. Hi /her
tasks are:
a.
To report to Horse Guards Parade at 0900 hrs.
b.
Collect a marker board and tand in the space provided under
direction of the Parade Marshall.
c.
Return the marker board prior to marching off.
A volunteer for thi task would be appreciated. ame to RHQ please.
NATIONAL ARBORETUM UPDATE
All but two Regiments/Corp have contributed to The Army Grove.
Proposed opening i now early ummer 1998. An '~b ie Procera' _(Nob_le
Fir) has been planted to mark the Royal Corp of Signals plot, which w1tl
al o contain the Corps plaque. Anyone wishing to know more about the
project or who would like to spon or a tree should contact the Director on
01722-716310.

YORK BRANCH
The Branch Annual Dinner was held at the Sergeants' Mess, Imphal
Barrack at York during ovember, by the kind invitation of WOl (RSM)
W. Gray (2 Sig Regt). The members, their ladie and gue ts under the
Pre idency of our new Branch Chairman. Tony Spray. enjoyed a very
plea ant evening. Tony has taken over from John Varlow, who has been a
taunch RSA upporter since the far off po t-war days. As Chairman,
John was year by year unanimou ly re-elected with acclaim and without
oppo ition. A we all know it does happen, but in this case with very good
cause. The Branch owes a debt of gratitude for John· long and succes ful
tenure. IL was fitting that the Master at our Annual Dinner hould present
hi 50-Year Badge to him in 1994.
We al o have a change of Branch Secretary, Mel Dawkins having taken
O\'er from Tony LeaYesley. Tony, a Branch Member since 1947, took over
as Secretary in 1964. This after stints in the other committee chairs and by
hi effort and dedication has ensured the continuity of the Branch. He was
awarded Honour Membership in 1982 and al o had the privilege of
receiving hi SO-Year Badge from the Master. Tony Leavesley served with
the Y Service from 1942147. After demob was for some years a member of
the Voluntary Intercept Organi ation. ( ever heard of it? That was
probably the intention!) Thi background encouraged him to arrange a
visit to the Royal Navy communications station at HMS Forest Moor. This
is located in the ullu west of Harrogate. Tony was actually tationed there
immediately after the war when the site was in Army hands. It has now
changed out of all recognition. This was a most interesting visit and our
party was warmly welcomed by the Royal Navy and offered generous
hospitality.
The ix members who travelled down to Blandford by minibus, for the
Reunion last year, much enjoyed the occasion. Our ad hoc Branch
entertainment committee are working on delectations for 1997 to
supplement our last Wednesday in the month Branch meetings.
Afrer a low rainfall in January, the River Ouse in York has now flooded.
This being cau. ed by huge volumes of warer descending from the
Dales-stand by for a ho epipe ban!

RSA AO's NEWSDESK
BRA C H NEWS
The I AB Div Signals OCA has been retitled 'The Airborne Signals
OCA'. apt teve Morgan (Adm in Offr 216 Sig Sqn) is now the point of
contact at Alder~hot on 01252-349547. Mr Jim Brown has been elected
the new . ecretary of the Hull Branch. His addre is; 11 Greater Gutrer
Lane, Willerby, . Humberside HU I 0 6DE. Mr Norman Riley has been
elected the new secretary of the Newark Branch. His address is; 5 Brecon
Clo. e. Rainworth, otts G21 OHU. Due an overseas posting, Tony Bird
ha\ had to stand down as secretary of the Scarborough Branch, Derek
Rigby (Chairman) is holding the reins. Sadly George Colclough pas ed
away in 1arch and Mrs Ruby Price is now holding the secretarial reins of
the Glo op & District OCA. Sadly we also lost Gordon Pickard in
farch. ,ordon was secretary of the Ex Boys OCA, and a member of the
Dor..et. Brighton and Reading Branches. Mr Peter Brown has been
elected as secretary of the Torbay Branch to succeed Tom Evan who has
stood down. Peter's address is; 8 Berkeley Rise, Torquay TQ2 7LD. The
Liverpool Branch\ monthly meetings are now being held on the FIRST
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REUNION
All who wi h to attend hould by now have received and returned their
application forms. It is important that we know how many members plan
10 attend, so that meal can be ordered from the caterer . It is embarras ing
for both parties when member tum up on the day expecting a meal,
without having previously ordered it. (There, that's off my chest!)
THE NATIONAL EX-SERVICE ASSOCIATION (NESA)
I have received the first edition (March) of the ESA News. My fears
of yet another 'tin pot' attempt to get the government to do something for
ex- ervice men and women have been proven groundless. This i a
thoroughly professional looking new paper, which has countrywide
distribution. Amongst its aims i a petition for the creation of a Minister
for Ex-Services Affairs. A well as pursuing its aims, the paper has plenty
of interesting reading. Membership is £5.00 annually, which include
regular copies of the newspaper. Details from the Membership Secretary,
Rayner House, High Hillgate, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3ER.
CONDUCTED PILGRIMAGES TO KOREA
A further series of two-week conducted pilgrimages to Korea has been
announced by Korea Specialist Travel. Bookings are now being accepted
for these pilgrimages, which are scheduled for the autumn of 1997 and
both spring and autumn of 1998. For information, write to; Korea
Specialist Travel (BKVA Section), Rayner House, 23 Higher Hillgate,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3ER, enclosing a SAE.
AGM

100 members, from 48 branche , attended the Association AGM, which
was combined with the Branch Representatives Meeting at Donnington on
Saturday 19 April. Items of interest from this desk are that Maj (Retd)
Mike Sexton, of the Norfolk Branch, was elected as Area 3
Representative, vice Capt (Retd) J im Preston. Lt Col (Retd) Jo~n
Billingham was elected as Area Vice Chairman for Wales to succeed Bng
Curl. Maj (Retd) Ronnie Sampson was confirmed as Area Vice
Chairman for Scotland. Well done to Dave Walker for organising a raffle
on the day, which resulted in £121 being donated to the Benevolent Fund.
NEW MEMBERS
The list below shows new life members, who joined since the last issue
of The Wire. Hopefully most of those in ' RHQ' branch will by now have
joined their local branch.

Former

Name

Branch

Served

J. Dougla
J.F. Walter
A.C. Carter
J.E. Bailey
K.P. Taylor
J.M. Sheridan
C.E. Timson
H. Howard
J.A. Oldfield
A.G. Godfrey

RHQ
RHQ
Middx Yeomanry
Middx Yeomanry
Middx Yeomanry
RHQ
Catterick
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

1955-57
1942-47
1939-46
1937-46
1939-46
1948-53
1946-86
1946-48
1945-48
1940-46

Rank

LC pl
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
WLCpl
Maj
Sig
Sig
Sgt
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Sig
Sig
Sig
Lt(now Rev)
LCpl
Sig
Sig
Sgt
Sgt
WPte
Sig
Sig
Cpl
Sgt
Sig
Sgt
Cpl
LCpl
Sig
WLCpl
Sig
Sig
Sig
WCpl
Sig
LCpl
Sgt
W02
Sgt
Sig
ig
Sgt
Cpl
Dvr
Cpl
LC pl
Dvr
Sig
Capt
Sig
LCpl
Cpl
WCpl
Sig
LC pl
WOI
Sgt
Cpl
Sgt
SS gt
Cpl
WPte
Sig
Maj
Lt
Capt
Sig
LCpl
Cpl
LCpl
LC pl
W02
Sig
Sgt
Cpl
SS gt
LC pl
Sgt
LCpl
Sig
W02
Sgt
WO!
SS gt
Sgt
SS gt
Sgt
LCpl
WPte
Sig
Sig
Sig
Sgt
LC pl
Sig
Cpl
Sgt
WLCpl
Cpl
;)gt
Cpl
LC pl

E.W. Anderson
K.C. Cattell
R.A. Hodges
G.H. Paton
R.V. Brook
A.E. Funnell
J.T. Carter
R.J. Honour
C.H. Williams
A. Shoesmith
A.J. Gribben
G.P. Wragg
G. Wood
A.S. Gardner
G. Fitzpatrick
M.F. Court
D.A. Haynes
D.G. Hayne
J. Abbot!
J. Davies
J.D. Hallett
L.F. Winter
A.C. Keen
S.S. Burch
K.T. Jones
G. Drew
J.E. Harris
L.R.Elliot
G.S. Rolfe
A.E. Davis
W.G. Devereux
S.D. Wall
K.F. Seymour
W.G. Hands
H. Henthorne
G.R. Tyler
K. Birt
D. Thome
A.G. Taylor
S. Starkey
R.T. Smithers
J.W. Batt
I.E. Walker
K.W. Edward
I. Cowan
C.R. Ager
C.T. James
S.P. Slater
B.G. Crew
P. Skinner
G.S. Evans
M.L. Evan
P. Bennett
R. Taylor
C.F. Lander
A.F. Seymour
G.D. Gardner
R.G . Moyse
T. Crook
M. Johnson
G.W. Jones
W.G . Metcalfe
R.E. Ford
G.D. Duffy
B.A. Dundas
M.W. Scott
P.C. Tighe
A. Liddle
D.L. Morri
R.J. Whichello
F.E. Small
M.J. Davis
P.A. Willams
R.M. Hooper
C.J. Otl1en
R.M. Frape
K.D. Wright
C.J. Hard
M.G. Phillips
V.J. Brown
A.H. Haycock
B.A. Jone
D. Spencer
B.W. Blair
F.S. Dowler
F.G. Grace
F.J. Conlan
A. Stuart
J.S. Walker
C.H. Franklin
A.R. Bunnage
K. Hayes
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RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Middx Yeomanry
Middx Yeomanry
South Staffs
Hull
Hull
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Peterborough
RHQ
Peterborough
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Lincoln
RHQ
RHQ
Norfolk
Leeds
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
RHQ
Darlington
Cots wolds
RHQ
West London
RHQ
RHQ
Spennymoor
Spennymoor
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
East London
219 Sig Sqn
Middx Yeomanry
Dorset
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Eastbourne
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
East London
Brito!
Bri tol
Bristol
RHQ
RHQ
Torbay
RHQ
Liverpool
Liverpool
RHQ
Shropshire
Winche ter
Middlesbrough

1951-53
1950-56
1948-50
1941-46
1947-53
1942-46
1945-48
1939-46
1940-46
1941-45
1995-date
1995-date
1941-46
1965-75
1955-57
1958-82
1980-94
1956-62
1945-48
1991-97
1992-96
1942-46
1945-46
1942-46
1942-47
1942-47
1967-81
1939-46
1949-64
1943-47
1942-47
1975-89
1953-64
1944-47
1947-50
1978-93
1942-47
1940-46
1967-93
1943-47
1955-57
1949-67
1946-51
1938-46
1992-date
1970-92
1970-79
1973-97
1946-48
1974-96
1943-47
1941-46
1992-97
1945-77
1938-52
1951-67
1992-97
1939-46
1973-97
1987-97
1985-97
1962-86
1942-48
1972-97
1991-97
1974-97
1983-97
1941-46
1945-48
1974-78
1972-97
1974-97
1951-74
1964-89
1966-88
1973-97
1935-46
193 -46
1970-71
1949-50
1956-58
1950-55
1973-97
1991 -97
1943-47
1942-46
1948-89
1944-47
1962-72
1939-45
1944-48
1985-97

219 Sig Sqn (Tripolitania) OCA
I have a _feeling of deja vu a1?<>ut thb months' article. My computer has
crashed, bnngmg back memories of comms to Malta and Benghazi on a
Saturday night. othing works! The good news is that we welcome Maj
Roger Taylor and his wife an to the Branch. We will greet them m the
true 219 fashion when we next get together. Hopefully, this may be at the
end of July, if negotiations with the 'new 219' work out.
If anybody knows the whereabouts of the 'young' chaps of the 1964
rugby team, or if you recognise yourself, please drop me a line. They are
(L-R) Back Row:
Andy Jamieson, Ken Silk, Jim Taylor,
Bob Treasurer, Roy Andrews, Bill Pritchard,
·wally' Hammond, Roy Sutcliffe
(L-R) Front Row:
Brian Firth, Tom Evans, Tom Wiggins,
Norman Troughton, Tony Payne,
'Red' Matthews, 'Dick' Beresford

I might add that the ex-scrum half, your correspondent, was freezing in

KD at the Earls Court Radio Show when thi was taken. Still, I met Lulu
who had much more to offer. Life does have its compensations!
A friend of Capt Cliff Hesketh was kind enough to phone me and
inform me that Cliff had sadly passed on. All members of the Branch who
knew him will mis him. Especially me. I uffered many a tongue lashing
from Cliff rather than a 252. He respected his Operators and they
respected him. A very ad los .

12th, 15th & 18th Air Formation
Signal Regiment Association
What an important part coincidence plays in life. An ex-AFS comrade
who rang u a short time ago was extremely excited at having come aero s
information on the 12th, 15th and 18th AFS in a Saga magazine he had
picked up by chance in a dentists' waiting room. We are awaiting bis
returned pro-forma to add to our Ii t of members.
First and foremost we are giving ample notice of our Informal reunion
dinner weekend, or only the dinner itself if so desired. Several of you
expre ed regret that arrangements for holiday . visits etc., had been made
before confirmation of last year' date had been circulated. Hence this
early notification. It will take place on Saturday 6 September and Sunday
7 September at the Regent Hotel Leamington Spa. a per last year. So
many of you expre sed your plea ure at the venue that we thought it be t
to retain it for at least another reunion, and to place it once again in the
very capable hand of Saga, who managed it so elCceUently in 1996. But
plea e understand, participation in the entire weekend i not an obligation,
only a suggestion. The Saturday night stay at the Regent i not obligatory
either, as when we had our reunions at Pratt' Hotel in Bath in 1994/95 a
number of member found their own bed and breakfa t accommodation.
We feel ure that the Touri t Office at Leamington would provide
information in this field. Incidentally, Pamela and my elf will be u ing
our touring caravan. so it really i what uit you and your pocket.
econdly, we have had official notification from Lt Col D. M. teele
MBE. CO of 21 Sig Regt ( ir Support) that owing to elCerci e and
continuing operational commitments it will not be po ible to hold an
Open Day at Colerne at all thi year. It is a pity after the enom1ou ucce
of the 1994 event. But these are circumstance beyond our control and it
appear to be becoming a biennial affair, a he is planning a big Open Day
for 1998: owe have lost the chance yet again of putting Tony Williams·
bike on our tand.
ow we have ome news of a different nature. We ha e asked you all
for some feedback on anythi ng that would be of intere t to the rest of our
members. Well, Don EUingworth. our Dunkirk and ormandy veteran.
has come up with something again.
pparently Iii father had the
di tinction of being awarded the George Cro
(posthumou ly) in
December 1940. During the heavy blitz of thi. year Don' father was one
of a parry of naval ratings who were deactivating parachute mine that had
been dropped by the enemy and adly was killed in the process of thi
dangerous operation. He wa 42. Sadly at some time in the family'.
hi. tory, and due to events beyond Don" control. the medal wm. . old in
1968 for £720 and wa lost track of until very recently. However. the
Imperial War Museum traced it to Yorkshire, from where it had actually
been taken to Canada. ow Don i waiting for it return to Yorkshire a,, he
and variou members of his family have agreed to buy back the George
Cro s and pre ent it, in memory of its recipient. to be put on displa} at the
Imperial War Mu eum. The ta ff there are ab olutcly delighted.
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We mentioned in our Chri tmas ew that Chri Collier wa going to
Au tralia. Well. besides visiting the tulle t building in the Southern
hemi. ph re, panning tm ·ucc~sfull) for gold. experien ing a 24 hour train
JOurney and \\Utching hundreds of penguin coming up a beach to feed
their )Oung. the} had the pleasure of attending a Remembrance Day
en i at the Cenotaph in Darwin. Thu keeping up their unbroken
tradition of 35 years. The occasion was organi ed by the Returned
en icemen'· League. members of which were al o there. and after the
·en·ice and the ounding of th Last Po t one wreath was laid by a very
'bemedalled local old oldier'. ,\pparently the event i alwar rather small
m)\\ a
the ustrolian main ervice parade i held on A ZAC Day.
However. both hri , and hb wife Marion were very proud to have
attended a Remembrance service on the other side of the world. wearing
the poppie they had carefully taken with them from Britain. It wa for
them a da) to remember.
Another e,·ent of intere. ti to take place at 1el broek, Belgium. on 14
June. ·D KOTA' 15th Wing i a relatively new Belgian organi ntion
concerned with the hi tory and documentation of 15th Wing. Following an
arti le placed in ·Air Mail', (the journal of the RAF). a great deal of
information and photographic material wa fonvarded by their expersonnel. Thi. included members of 64 Wing 12th AFS. ' ho operated
from Mel. broek between eptember 1944 and April 1945. Particularly
included were detaiL of the heavy ·traffing of the mainly British/US
airfield there by the Luftwaffe on I January 1945. On account of this
enthu ia:.tic re·pon e aJI Briti h personnel. either involved or interested.
have been invited by the Belgian to a large and impre _ive reunion in
June. You can re t a ured Air Formation Signal will be well
repre ented-in the person of Chris Collier. Don E llingworth and Colin
and Pamela '.\II.organ.
You wi ll be intere ted to learn Lhat your committee recently made an
application to the ational Lotteries Charities Board for a small grant.
which was, actuall y, refused along with requests from many other
on1ani ation . However. thi has not deterred u a nd we are at the moment
formulating another claim for 1997. Apparently we must how that we are
helping ourselve , and we would thank al l of you who have "ent us
donation , however mall. in the past. Your management committee have
to date ub idised our A ociation in time, effort and finance, bu t without
your donational suppon we could not have survived the main expen e of
po tal and photocopyi ng charges. THA K YOU AGAIN. Should our
late t application also be turned down we may be forced in the future to
reque l a mall contribution to a si t u in mai ntaining thi service.
Again. may we repeat, we would be grateful for any feedback on
subject of general interest. Finally. don ·t forget the dates of our reunion in
September. Put them down in your diary now so that they don' t clash with
your other acrivitie . We a ure you . you won·t regret atte nding. In due
course you will be receiving the detai.led information, co lS etc. of our
gathering.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ...

31 Signals Regimental Association
At the moment we are preparing our bod ies for a trip to Antwerp, more
of that next time.

pril ·aw us attending our Annual Dinner with a very special guest
from France. 1adamc Gondrec-Prichetl owner of the famous Pegasus
Bridge cafc. On our visit to the ormandy Beaches last year, we noticed
that there was very little on the cafe walls depicting the Royal Corps of
Signals. We decided to put that right. Our Chairman, Col Donald
Crawford presented Madame Gondree-Pri chett with a specially made
wall-shield.

Madame Go ndree-Pritchett receives t he shield
from Co l Crawford
Madame ha kindly invited u back to her cafe on the 3/4/5 October
1997. Anyone who would like to come along hould contact 'Dusty'
Mille r . 6 Barry Terrace, A hford, Middlesex TWl5 3BB. It would be nice
to get a few ' Paras' along. (Start saving your pennie folks).
Our AGM went well followed by a fish and chip supper, thi years' fi h
and chip member was Sally Bentley. We welcome two new members on
to the committee (lambs to the slaughter?), Maj Bob Simpson and Maj
John Robson. The Light Entertainments team, continue to beaver away
led by 'Du ty' M iller. Sgt C hristine M ills and Ste ve Bland assist. Our
next outi ng will be at the Royal Star and Garter Home, Richmond, on the 7
June 1997. On this one we have 'in ider information' wi th M aj Jim Mill,
our treasure r, and the Homes' Director of Finance arranging one or two
goodies.
Our be l wishes go to all ex-31 Sig member where ever they may be.
More next is ue folk ! !

REUNIONS
3 DIV SIG REUNION CLUB
Col Andrew Carter MBE. the General Secretary and Treasurer of tht:
Royal Signals Association. accompanied by his wife. Debbie. was the
Gue. t of llonour at our Reunion Luncheon and AGM held at the Victory
Services Club in Lo~don on Saturday 22 March 1997. There was a good
attendan1.:e of 78, 111clud111g guests, some of which had travelled a
considerable distance to be presem. It is always very gratifying to think
that people have enough feelings left for one of their old units to attend our
Reunions, sometimes at considerable trouble and expense.
The AGM part of the Reunion lasted about even minutes. During
which time our Chairman passed on the information regarding the
appointment of Maj Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling OBE as Mru.ter of Signal in
succession to Maj Gen A.C. Birtwistle CB CBE DL with effect from 30
June 1997. Then it was back to socialising and meeting our guest who, in
addition to Col Andrew and Deb bie, included Lt Col G raham Leach,
the CO of 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt, with his wife F iona and the new
RSM, Kevi n F itzpatrick accompanied by Debbie, his wife. Also present
from the Regiment ';"ere Capt Ma rk W right-Jones and Stu art Simpson,
winner of this years E.E. Bayley Award.
After the usual excellent lunch provided by the Victory Club our
President, Brig Ronni e Stonha m , introduced Col Carter and asked him
to tell us how things were at RHQ. The Colonel replied by explaining that
at the moment he was till a 'makee learnee' General Secretary but that
with the help of an excellent staff and a good briefing from his predecessor
he was getting into the . wing of things. Blandford Camp was still very
much a building site but gradually one could see things coming together
and before long we should be able to see the re ults of years of planning
and work. He mentioned that one of the things that had per uaded him to
take on the job had been the prospect of visiting various Branches and
meeting RSA member enabling him to renew old friendship and make
new ones. Col Andrew made the point that though the Corps was now
down to a strength of around 9000 all rank our percentage of the overall
strength of the Anny remained at the same level, about 10%.
The Pre ident then called on Lt Col Gra ham Leach, the CO of 3 (UK)
HQ & Sig Regt, to give the Shareholders Report to the Club. He began by
telling us that all wa well with the Regiment, that the Staff were still as
demanding as ever. but that the Regiment just kept on producing what was
asked for, and still found time for port and all the other thing a Signal
Regiment has to do. Bosnia had given a lot of young ignallers the
opportunity to test themselves in an operational role and they had all been
well sea oned by it. He thanked the Club for its generous contribution to
the cost of the painting, commi ioned by the Regiment, to commemorate
it~ participation in events in Bosnia. Col Graham concluded by inviting
the Club to join with the Regiment in Bulford for a Regimental Weekend
in July.
Our Chairman, M aj Derek Roberts then performed his pleasant duty
of introducing our Ttrst footers' to a Reunion. This year they were M r L.
Collins, M r P. Corrie. M r Doug Kay, Maj Len W hite and Capt M ark
Wright-J ones.

lie then called forward the Secretary, John Templeton, to present him
with.his R Signals A sociation 50 Year Badge and Certificate. J oh n had
spec1fically asked that Derek perform the honours on this occasion so that
he, J?hn,. could get a little dig in at Derek in continuation of a longstanding JOke between them. This led on to the raffle, organised this year
by Ernest Packham who had only recently recovered from a heart attack
which had him in ho ·pita! until shortly before the Reunion. The first prize
to be chosen in the raffle was a wooden bowl made by Bob Piper and
presente~ by him to the Club. The raffle raised the tidy sum of £100.
Attenuon, anyone reading this who is, or was, a member of 3 Sig Regt
in any of its various titles from the 1920s to the present, whether R Signals
or not. Should any of them who ha~ not already joined our Club, would
hke to do so, please contact the Secretary, J ohn Templeton , on O181 654
8408. You will be made very welcome.

176 COURSE, ROYAL SIGNALS O CTU, CATTE RIC K SO-YEAR
REUNIO
by David Geary
The 19 March 1947 saw the passout parade of that particularly fi ne
body of men known as 176 Cour. e, 150 OCTU, Royal Signals. The 19th
March 1997 saw the bulk of u muster. accompanied by our ladies, on the
quarterdeck of HMS Belfasr in the lee of Tower Bridge for a highly
enjoyable reunion. A chilly wind gusting along the Thames encouraged us
to make for the wardroom area without delay. and was a mall reminder of
50 years earlier when 'training' was primari ly a matter of achieving any
form of movement in that winter's exceptionally deep now.
As was to be expected, anecdote and remin i cence were the order of the
day, as we progre sed from the coffee-and-biscuit tage, via somethi ng a
little stronger, to a delicious lunch that we felt rather had the gastronomic
edge on our 1947 passing-out din ner.
Our thanks for bringing 176 together again must go to Derek Brown,
who spent hours of patient research in order to track us down: hi wife,
Anne, deserves a medal for her support in that worthy cau e. Also present
were Brian and Sheila Beirne, Pat (aka 'Jock') and Hazel Cooper,
David and Sheila Geary, John and Mavis Philpott, Ted and Joy
Vou den , Brian and E lizabeth Whittet and George and Anne Willis.
Unfortunately the MO had prescribed a spell of light duties for Tony
Knight. so we were unable to ay, 'Hello, again,' to him and his wife
Hilary.
Our 1947 po tings took u to We t Africa, igeri a, Ceylon and Burma.
Later, our careers took us into the realms of banking, hospital ity,
broadcasting, local government, engineering, oil and tea (unblended !). In
uch fields we all had our moment . However, we agreed that none of
them could match the thri ll of laying line across the frozen wastes of
Yorkshi re or amp ling the exotic delights of the Darlington AAFl Club.

[I]

~
Kidney Soup
Fillet of Plaice

The Middlesex Yeomanry Association

ROYAL SIGNALS,
OCTU

The As ociation continues to tick over wi th a band of regular attendees
led by our President, Col Simon Beazley. It is with regret that we record
the death of one of those regular attendees Maj Ted Hughes, on 13
January. T he funera l was held at St Swithins Church Southsea. Among l
those present were Maj Gen J. Hellier, Lt Col P. Sowa r d , L t Col H.
Hancock CO 39 (Skinners) Sig Regt and a number of his friend from the
M iddlesex Yeomanry A sociation. A Royal Signals Trumpeter sounded
Last Post.
Thi s year sees us celebrat ing the 200th Anniversary of the Regiment
and our Chairman George Key would like plenty of . upport for the
various functions . so here are a few dates for you r diary:
Summer Ball
Ux bridge TAC
5 Jul y
200 An ni versary D inner
D uke of Yorks' HQ
LO October
St Pauls' Cathedral
12 October
Lafone Day Parade
Other celebrations in the melt ing pot at the time of going to press are:
The March through Harrow
The March through Uxbridge
Drin ks at the ' Whi te Hor e Inn ' Uxbridge
lf you want to know more, keep in touch with our Secre tary Andrew
Brid ges, 17 Q ueensbury Place, Blackwater, Surrey GU 17 9 LX, or our
Light Entertain me nt Officer Ron ' Dusty' M iller, 6 Barry Terrace,
Ashford, Midd lesex T Wl 5 3BB
DON'T DELAY MA KE CONTACT TODAY !!

176 COURSE
SQUADRON

No . ~

PASSING-OUT
DI NNER

Lamb Cutlet
Creamed & Roa t Potatoe
Savoy
Carrot
Plum Tart
Cu tard
Savoury
Bi cuits and Chee e

13 MARCH 1947

Coffee

DON 'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Ou r Secretary, Henry Holman,
trying to look disappointed at the free wine
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Copy must be received six weeks
before the publication date
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Maj Derek Roberts presents John Tem pleton
with his RSA 50 year Badge and Certificate
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THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL
BURMA STAR
REUNION EVENT
27th - 29th.

NE 1997

All holders of the 'Burma tar' whether or not they are
members of the A ociation, their familie and friends are
invited to attend.
All events will be held in the Empress Ballroom, in the
Winter Garden . The co t per person for the full weekend of
event i £5.00 (excluding accommodation).
For further information and tickets please contact:
Mr J.F. Nield
18 Whitegate Drive, Blackpool, FY3 9HJ
Tel: 01253 763134
We look forward to welcoming any Signal personnel who
erved in the Burma Campaign or South East A ia Command.

'F' Boys Company 6th Reunion
24th September 1997
The 6th reunion will be held at the very comfortable Union
Jack Club in Sandell Street. just behind Waterloo Station, on
the 24th September 1997, from 1100-1500 hour . Individual
invitations will be sent out on 1 June to those on our current
Ii t. Ex boy apprentices who joined ·F' Company from 1920
to 1942 who are not yet li ted but would like to anend bould
forward their detail to the Treasurer :
Maj D.J. Cbetwynd,
17 Parmiter Way,
Wimbome,
Dorset BH21 2BS,
(Telephone: 01202 885908).
Plea e enclo ea cheque for£ I 0.00 (made out to him) to cover
the co ts of a curry lunch and for use of the club facilities.
V.L.R.D. Secretary

Airborne Officers

REUNION
DINNER

i

FRIDAY 3 OCTOBER 1997

216 Paracute Signal Squadron are hosting the annual
Royal Signal Airborne Officer Dinner in Aldershot on
Friday 3 October 1997.
lfyou are a serving or retired Royal Signals Officer who
has served with Airborne Force you are more than
welcome to come along.
Invitations have a lready been sent ou4 should you not
have received your or would like further information,
please contact the Admin Officer, 216 (Pa ra) Sig Sqn,
Arnhem B arracks, Aldershot, Hants GUU 2AU

ROYAL SIGNALS KREFELD
60' 16er's 1997 reunion to be held in Krefeld,
the weekend of the 19-21 September.
For details send a SAE to:
Chris Bartlett
45 Whitehouse Road
Leigh on Sea, E ex SS9 SSR
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CORRESPONDENCE
64 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) SHEFFIELD

30th Birthday Party
A 30th Birthday party for the Squadron will be held
on Saturday the 12th July 1997 at Manor TA Centre,
Hurlfield Road, Sheffield to celebrate 30 years of the
Territorial Army and 64 Sig Sqn (V).
All ex-Squadron members are very welcome.
An open day will be held on Saturday with variou
di plays and an evening programme, further detail
from Kath Howse on: 0114 2396979.

SIDNEY C. HOOTON
Royal Signals Manning Control Division, based in
Glasgow would like to trace Sidney C. Hooton who
erved in the Corp in 1941/42. We would like to
pre ent him, albeit a little late, with hi Warrant and
Commi sion Parchments. If anyone hould have any
information would they plea e contact:
Lt Col M . A. Stevenson on
Glasgow Mil: 3270 or 0141 224 3270

'WHERE ARE THEY NOW?'
Name of oldier: John Newman
Anny number: probably 238 or 239 series
Background- Ex boy soldier-served in Munster Area of Germany with
4n RDGs from 1963 to 1965. Wa a radio-technician Cl2 at the time. Left
in 1965 to join the Para . He was a good mate of ex-Cpl Rodney Spicer.
Contact: Rodney Spicer on 01689 855265 ; or Steve Bland, Secretary
of 56 Div (City of London Signals) OCA Branch, on 0181 656 9740.
Mr Derek Morris would like to make contact with his old pal Tony
Middleton, from their time together in No. 3 Trg Regt, Bourlon Line ,
Catterick Can1p in 1946-1948. Anyone who can help, please wnte to
Derek at 'Littlemead' , Offwell, r. Honiton, DEYO , EX14 9RY.
M r Vic Barry would be pleased to hear from anyone who remembers
him from his time in Support Gp, 7 Annd Div in the Western Desert
during 1937-1942. Vic can be contacted on 01695 632697, or at the
Reunion at Blandford.
Mr Richard W hichello i seeking to contact his former pal Mr Eddie
M ooney. They were tationed together in 30 Sig Regt from 1976 to 1978.
Edd ie is Scottish and was a Radio Telegraphist. Anyone with information
on Eddie, please call Mr Whichello on 01 273 401573.
Mr Jai Singh is keen to make contact with two of his former comrade
from 7 Fonnation Regiment in Singapore in 1946. Anyone with
knowledge of Maj Vivi M ugla rm or Capt E llis-Nor ton is a ked to ring
J ai on Cardiff (01222) 224806.
Mr Terry Smith is seeking contact with anyone who remem~rs him
from his days in 30 Sig Regt, Blandford, in the early 1980 , 202 Sig Sqn m
the mid 1980 also in Paderborn and 254 Sig Sqn (UN). In particular he
seeks the whereabouts of hi s best man Fred Walker , last heard of in 22
Sig Regt in 1986. Ter ry's contact telephone number is 01703 392466.
M r F. W. W hitla m of Rotherham is seeking his old pal Nobby Lowe,
who was attached to B Sqn, 13/18 Hus ars, as a wireless and Signal
Operator in Aden during 1957/58. Any information to be sent to Mr
W hitelam on: 01709 815622
Mr D. Clarke of 200 Chantry Crescent, Great Barr, Birmingham B43
7PG, is seeking his old pal J ohn Meehan , who served in 2 L of C Regt at
BadOeynhausen, Germany in about 1946.
From: Ex-Sig H . J . Hammond
Dear Editor
ram ex 22995827 Sig H . J.Hammond, radio mechanic attached to 36
Corps Engineer Regt. Initially based at Ripon, then Osnabruck 1955/57,
and wish to contact our former Section Head, Sgt D enzil Freeth
Hemmings. Please write to: 13 Stirling Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH3
?JG. Tel: 01202 528842 (eveni ngs only)
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From: Mrs Jane S. Stockill
Dear Editor
Maj Mike (M.H.W.) Cooper and I are trying to locate Maj Keith
Reggler and hi s wife Lillian. I spotted your item in the February Wire on
page 74, offeri ng to lry to contact friends from the Corps.
All I know about the Regglers 1s that they were super neighbours in
Changi, Singapore, when my late husband, Maj Jim Hewson and Keith
were in 19 Air Formation Sig Regt, in 1964-65. After corresponding for a
few year to their home at 2 Exford Road, Pett Wood, Orpington, Kent,
we lost touch. We heard that they emigrated to New Zealand, but have
since heard that they have now returned to this country.
Mike and Sheila Cooper are, at present in New Zealand combining
holiday and business. They are trying to find the whereabouts of Keith
and Lillian through the Auckland Signals Association, I said that I would
try at this end. Hopefu lly between them and your magazine we will find
them.
From: Capt (TOT) Jack Cooper (R Signals Rtd)
Dear Sir
Recently a ray of sun hine by way of the April 1997 copy of The Wire
dropped on the mat and, having reached my allocated span of three score
years and ten, many of the names mentioned therei n mean little to me
(unle. s they, too, have reach their allocated span!).
However, the photographs often do prompt old memories and it was
while reading ' News from Blandford' and looking at the accompanying
photograph that l noticed the qualification badge worn by gt John
Mc eill. This immediately took me back to the middle 50 when I was
serving as an In tructor at 8 Sig Regt and was 'selected' to fill a vacancy
on a training course.
othing unu ual in that, except that this was on a Weapon Training
Jn . tructors Course at The School of Infantry at Hythe. I had qualified on a
Regimental Drill and Duties Course and that was about all. ' We dbn't get
vacancie on this cour every often, o put up a good how!' and ' It can
rake the place of a Drill Course for promotion purpo es'. Hythe did not
sound o bad as Pirbright faded into the distance. The last icing on the
cake was 'And if you get an 'A' or 'B' grading you can wear cros ed rifles
over you r chevrons'.
The eventual arrival at Hythe brought me down to earth with a
bump-discipline was strict, hours long, exams hard (at lea t to me!) and I
was greeted with ' Not another Corps type. You won ' t get past the midcourse exam. They never do. '
A far a I remember the cour e consi ted of about 160 students divided
i010 two syndicate with one Royal Signals 'type' in each syndicate. There
were a number of Commonwealth Force including one that became a
very good friend ·sabu' who came from Ceylon, but was actually a very
young CSM in the Malay Regiment.
Most of the students were senior NCO with a prinkling of Corporals.
The administration of the cour e was excellent. and such things as the
Demonstration Platoon breaking camouflage cover and ru rung acros the
ranges with bayonets fixed toward our section taught one what it wa like
lo be on the wrong end of a bayonet charge and the importance of good
camouflage!!
The senior COs lived in ·spider' barrack room and friendship oon
developed. fn the bed opposite to me wa a Sgt John Barwick of the
KRRC and further up the barrack room was Sgt ' Geordie' E land of the
DLI. John Barwick was a very good hypnotist and would give
demon trations in the barrack room in the evening , but only 'Geordie'
Eland and myself ever volunteered to act as tooges. It helped break the
tension and provided a laugh.
Eventually, the mid-course exam arrived with two major pos ibilitie -a
Pas (and leave) or RTU . The exam consisted of both theoretical and
practical exams lasting most of the day (I wa really never much good at
fully stripping a Bren and re-as embling same within a time limit-whil t
blindfolded), but at the end of the day I felt that I had done better than
expected.
Next morning on parade my name was called out and I was told I wa to
report to the sy ndicate senior instructor, a WO! in the Small Arms School
Corp . I had vi ions of a 'Failed with Honours' Certificate and a railway
ticket marked ' Hythe to Cauerick-Single' . At thi time no one had
received their final mark and I just didn't know what to expect. What did
happen surpri, ed me. ' We have reason to believe that you took yesterday '
exam under hypnosis, and if proved you may be charged with taking a
School exam under hypnosis.· Many question fla hed aero s my
mind-' How did they know we had dabbled with hypno is?' 'What ection
would I be charged under?' I couldn't remember hypnosi being
mentioned in Queen Regs or the Army Act. T trongly denied the
accu ation and remember aying that if I had failed it wa by my own
efforts and nothing to do with hypno is (f felt that John Bar wick should
not be involved). There was a painful ilence. 'We have two or three ' A' ',
all due for posting to the SASC as instructors, we have (l think it wa ) 9
'B's', some 'C's' and 'D' 'and quite a few failurei ·. 'What has thi got to
do with me' I thought. ' You- · he paused ' have got a ' B' . I aid the only
thing r could think of saying 'Pardon. Sir?'. ' Yes. you have a 'B", now
explain how you got such a high mark without hypno is" . Again I aid the
only thing T could think of aying at the time 'You asked me to do the
practical things I had practised and the que tions to which I knew the
answers IR! ' 'Fall out, Sergeant, and see if you can do the . ame at the
final exams'. I fell out and was glad to do so.
To cut a long story . hart, I managed to do the same at the end of the
course and returned to Catterick and a visit to thr. barber at Kemme!
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opposite the YMCA-not for a haircut but for a couple of sets of brass
crossed rifles (usually used as lower sleeve badges for qualified
marksmen).
The badges were worn until promouon to W02 and during the
following 19 years service Tdon't recall ever seeing another set of cro sed
rifles over chevrons, although there must have been many.
It is strange to think that the above reminiscence came about by one
small part of one photo in the April 1997 Wire.
A MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE BY AN EX- IGNALLER
I am on a visit from Sri Lanka to see my son in London. During the last
four months, one of the highlights of my holiday was my stay with a friend
of mine, Maurice Matthews, who had been in the Royal Corps of
Signals-I was with the Sri Lankan Signal Corp for 21 years.
Whilst I was with him, he arranged through a friend of his, Linda
Stanley, a Sister at Blandford Camp, for me to visit the Museum. The trip
was arranged for Wednesday 12 February 1997, and although the museum
was closed Thad the opportunity to see some of the exhibits. I fou nd this to
be an emotional and moving experience, to see the Headquarters of the
Royal Corp of Signals for the fir t time.
Following the visit to the museum, i ter Stanley had made
arrangements for us to vi it the Officers' Mess, where we were entertained
in the Bar, and had the pleasure of meeting Brig Nigel Wood , Col Leon
Deen, Lt Col (Retd) Valder, Maj (Retd) Lafferty and many other
Officers.
1 would like to thank Sister Stanley and everyone at Blandford Camp
for giving me such a wonderful day, with so many memories to take back
· to Sri Lanka of my frie nds in the Corps. When I visit my Regiment back in
Sri Lanka I will pass on to them the greeting and goodwill of everyone at
Blandford. My gratitude to all the Officers and the other Rank at
Blandford Camp, together with all my Good Wishes.
Yours Sincerely
K. G . Mettapala
From: Mr & Mrs Pearce
Dear Editor
I am writing on behalf of my husband, to thank your Welfare Secretary
very much for the help she gave towards hi electric scooter. He's unable
to write for himself, as his right hand is nor very steady since hi stroke.
Thank you once again for the help you gave u through Mrs Childs
(SAAFA). Having the scooter has made an enormous difference to my
hu band, as he is now able to go out on hi own.
Your Gratefully

Mr Pearce enjoying a new measure of independence
From: Mrs Dawn Gould
Dear Sir,
l was ' born' into the Signals in 1927. My late father. 2315688 T homas
·Bu ty' Ya rdy was in the Corps from the early 1920 . He wa a ·HorseBreaker · at fu t, a funny job for a lad from the !urns of Poplar. He later
became a telephone/linesman. He had a wonderful phy ique and wa an
Army Champion Boxer. He wa a member of the really trong rugby team
adopted and fo tered by the then Prince of Wale . At the Prince' reque t,
a photo was taken of the team and l gave my copy to the mu eum. He had
an officer called 'Boileau ' and they were alway breaking each other·
bone on the rugby field.
In 1929, when he left the Army. he wa promi ed a job with the GPO
but was on the 'dole' until 1939. He got his fir tjob and wa then promptly
called back into the Army in eptember 1939. He wa a di patch rider in
Yorkshire and trained younger fellow for the 'Rike' life.
In orth Africa he was in the 6 L of C Signal . Wounded and . ent home
he pent eight months at etley Hospital (what a place!) and was then
demobbed.
I am Signal born and bred. I'm proud to be the Liai on Officer here.
. ince 1994, between all vi iting veterans of all nationalities and the locals.
l very much enjoyed the Video and the magazines. ·o 'Begone Dull Care·.
a the Regimental Mareh ays!
Yours Sincerely
102 ew tead Road
WEYMOUTH
Dorset
DT40AR
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From: Capt (Retd) Gordon Park
Deur ir,
.
.
·
f R d.
Bad. in 1973. 22 ig Regt ran an Exer 1 e which consued o . a 10
Rela) chicle. & Dets communicating fro_m eu tadt on the B~luc ~a,
abo\'e Lubbecke. and eustadt on the w1 border. The exer 1~e ' as a
u ess for the Regiment. I Sqn deall Nith the orthern ??? this ' a aboul
.
.
larch 1973.
Whilst on the exerci e the quadron made a lot of fnends m eu tadt
and Pel1erharen and allowed the off-duty personnel to u e a local Ga Hitte
for a drink and a meal if required. The place wa called 'Gn Hitt~- n
'Kiebitzberg' and wa run by a young German couple Peter and Lie ell
\ollenbroich . All were made \'ery welcome. and lot of m ages and
good time were remembered in the Visitors· Book. On completion of the
Exen:i e and back in Barrack • it was decided that the qn would go back
10 'eu 1ad1 for it ummer Camp 1973. A recce party, Capt Paddy
tringer Oater Maj) and \ 02 ( SM) Gordon Park (laier Capt) went _up
to find a suitable ite. e found an area owned by the German nvy which
had it own pri,ate beach. al o running water and toilet were a ailable.
ln Augu If eptember the Squadron duly arrived in Pelzerharen and -et
up camp. It was an excellent camp with plenty of exerci e. game on the
bea h and even deep- ea fishing trips. Lo of course many of ~ie qn
members headed over to Peter and Liesell ', Gastatte- An K1eb1tzberg.
Real friend ''ere made. plaque pre ented etc. Once again lots of
me .. age and prai e were written in the Yi itors' Book.
On the I April 1997. Peter and Liesell held a 25th Anniversary par:y at
the Gastatte. Capt (Retd) Gordon Parks, who ha _been back many times
O\'er the years. wa invited to the pany. A good ume ~va had by all. It
tarted at \lam and finally fini, hed at about lam. All dnnk were free and
there wa' a free running buffet all day and night. Peter and Leisell wo~ld
like to end their be t wi he to all the lads who they met on both v1 its.
The Visitors' Book i still going well, and the plaque are till in pride of
place on the Bar wall. The addres for tho e who may wish to drop them a
line i :
Peter & Lei ell ollenbroich
Gastiine-An Kiebit7.berg
eu tadt
0 tsee
GERMANY
Infonnation for Ex-Squadron members: Peter Paustians' Camp~ng ite
is now a big new Hospital. The orchard where al! th_e tent were 1s gone
and now pan of the ho pita!. The Summer Camp 1te 1s now a FKK Beach
(nucli t) and al o has a fiuie centre and auna there. The old naval
barrack i now closed and bold refugees etc. from the Ea l.
The Beer i till good.

Peter and Leisell Vollenbroich (Left)
and Celia and Capt (Retd) Gordon Park

From: ig Brett Barber
Dear Sir
I am writing to you to ask if you would give a mention in The Wire
about my two brothers and myself. 01 o long ago l passed out of the
Army Apprentice College at Arborfield, thus keeping up what has become
something of a family tradition. Started by my eldest brother, Cavin
Barber, who in 1989 decided that the Army was the career for him, and
after much effort joined the Royal Corps of Signals as a Jnr Leader
!Ca11erick). Al the end of his training he was a Jnr/Sgt and won Best
oldier of hi intake. One year later my brother Stephen Barber kept the
ball rolling and joined the Royal Corps of Signals. Now a LCpl he is
<;erving in 'I stationed not far from my eldest brother Cpl Cavin Barber.
Six ) ears later I decided that I too would join the Army. I found it quite a
struggle to get into the R Signals becau e of my grades. However, with
hard work I got a shading reference but I couldn': go as a Jnr Leader like
my broth rs so I went for an Apprenticeship. My time at Arborfield was
tun. I'm now at Blandford to complete my trade traming.
Your Faithfully
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From: Des Wiggins (E. Lt and 6 AB Div.Sig .)
Dear Editor
I am a wartime member of Airborne Signals and lasl year my daughler
eat me a tankard that she had found in an antique shop in Wales. TI1e
tankard bears the engraving of the pre 1947 cap badge and underncaih
143rd ignal Section and below that, 5 Sept '40
J have had corre pondenee with the Director <;>f Royal S_ignals Museum
and he i unable to find any record of a 143rd Signal Secuon without any
qualification of its army connec ti o~. Hi guess _i that it would be for _143rd
Independent Infa ntry Brigade Signals ect1011 although there 1s no
evidence that uch a ection ever existed.
the tankard was made by nnada Pewter in England it would follow
that the ection wa in the UK at that time. Reference to Winston
Churchill's 'History of the Second World War' shows that 143rd Brigade
of 48th Di . was in France, clo e to 1he Belgium border, on 28 May 1940
with Panzer di s approaching it from the outh and other units of the
Gennan sixth army from the north east. 48 Div were on the beaches of
Dunkirk 29th and 0th May but had embarked by the 3 1st. Is the ignal
ection of that 143rd Brigade the one I am looking for?
What did they have 10 celebrate on 5 September, only three months after
Dunkirk. other than their del iverance. and cause to have a commemorative
tankard i ued? Indeed what would any section have to celebrate in those
day . The more I con ider it the more intriguing the earch bC<:ome . If any
of your readers were a member of the 143rd section I am trymg to trace I
would be delighted to hear from them.
~
Yours incerely
From: E. G. Heasman
Dear Editor
In an earlier letter to you I mentioned the fact that my grandson had
persuaded me 10 put my memorie to paper and had made a tart. \\_'ell
after quite a few interruptions, I had progres ed through my hfe reaching
at long last my posting as a PSI 10 GHQ Signa_ls SR, Gia. g~w and ~e
outbreak of WWTl. T have ju I fini hed the Section dealing With leaving
UK for France and the fall of Calais. I am sending you a copy 10 see if it
has any intere t for Wire readers.
·
I plan 10 make a stan on the next section that will be the passage to
purgatory ie: Calais to Thorun in Poland. From then on to events 111 the
POW camp a they affected me, followed eventually by the long trail back
in the ice and snow from January to April.
Your incerely
PS. I always have vivid memories of those days when 'Dad' Army' i
shown on television. The Operations Map that shows the German Army
cutting off the channel ports and in particular. the column t_hat swung
around and cut off Calais. Unfortunately that enes 1s popular JUSt now! I
never did find out what our ta k was to be. Cheer !
The 26 May 1940, Calais had fallen to the might of Hitler's army. Now
was 10 be the tart of the long. long slog back to Blighty. Tho e who had
urvi ved the onslaught were to be driven finally, onto the ands of Calais,
10 look aero the water of the Channel to those white cliff knowing that
there was no mean by which they could be reached. There was plenty of
activity in the Channel to and from Dunkerque but none of it would be
coming to Calais. The enemy was between Calais and Dunkerque as he
was to the we t with Bolougne having fallen. There was no way out. What
was 10 be the end?
My unit in the Royal Corps of Signals was GHQ Signals SR. A
supplementary re erve unit based part in Glasgow and part in ~nburgh .
The unil was omewhat based on the same system as the Terntonal Army
unit , with the exception that it would be completely mobilised within
three days of the declaration of war. Thus, after a lot of effort, we were on
our way pas ing through Aldershot, stopping only to pic_k up some
supplies and inoculations. On to Southampton to be ferried o~er to
Cherbourg and after some tribulation we found ourselves billeted 111 and
around Arras.
l had been posted from 'A' Corp Signal a a PSI to 2 Company of ~he
unit becoming, on the outbreak, Section Sergeant to 24 Construcuon
' Section. 2 Company was billeted in the village of Dainville, a.couple. of
kilometre west of Arra . The normal complement of officer 111 the hne
and construction sections was two lieutenants. This, however, was
changed early in 1940, one officer leaving for other duties and the section
sergean t being promoted to wom with the likelihood of being enl to an
OTU in the near future. It should be mentioned that the re ervist members
of the unit were for the most part linemen and printer operators from the
po t office engineering department. Driver and other personnel were
from the Glasgow Corporation Bu and Tramways Department. 24
Con truction Section were mostly concerned with the installati_on of what
was going to be a main artery cable from the French and Belgian fr~nuer
back to Amien and work had begun on it, with a mechanical 1rench digger
to bury it six foot under. The Section was moved about a bit , until 1hc
enemy began the offensive. ormally referred to as 'when the balloon
went up'!
.
The Section moved back into the Arras area, and ettled down for a bit
to see what wa going to happen. lt was hard to assess the progress.of t~e
offensive. The BBC news did not help much and the cloak of ecunty did
not help at all. However, 'Lord Haw Haw' eemed LO manage _to know
everything. aming name and where units of the force were tat1oned. In
Dainville lit trenches were dug at the approaches to the village, and we
uddenly became aware that the war was coming our way. It had a_lways
seemed o distant but now things were changing fa t. German rurcrafl
began to appear. Arras airfield was bombed and not a shot fired as the two
Heinkels sailed round the town.
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[ wa' sen1 for and was given instructions to take my section to
Boulognc, and not 10 stop for anything. l was to repo1t to the headquarters
iwatcd in the Hotel Splcndide. We complied with these instructions and
.,e1 off alllng the mai n coastal road, puzzled by the fact that all the roads
leading south that we passed had been barricaded. We thought that the
enemy was behind us in the cast so why all the blocking of the south roads.
When we arrived in Boulogne I reported our arrival to the HQ. Here I was
told 1hat the CinC was ex pected to arrive shortly but I should take my
Section and find food and accommodation for the night. Apparently the
Gennans abo knew of the Cine's movement because an aerial torpedo
was dropped on the top floor. Early next morning I was told to take my
Construction Detachment to the small town of Wimereux a few miles
along the Calai~ road. It wa a mall seaside town and as we drove down
wwards it the first sight we saw was the local hospital on a rise above the
town. There was a large Red Cross painted on the roof and some German
pilot had used it as a target. It had received a direct hit. I reported our
arrival at the local telephone exchange and a message was passed to me
ordering me to standby for further orders. There was a lot of military
traffic in the town with high ranking staffs moving in and out of the small
ho1els, but nobody eemed to be interested in us.
Late afternoon came and we were told 10 report back to Boulogne,
which we did to find u11er confu ion going on and nobody could tell u
what was happening. The only message we received was to report back to
Wimereux in the morning. Next morning we set off back to our de ti nation
as ordered, after having fuelled up and fed ourselves at the transit camp.
Looking back it seems incredible that the Base Troop were performing
their duties as if they were on a weekend camping exercise. o word of
evacuation or anything unthinkable like that. It was queer.
Arriving back al the turn off for Wimereux a military policeman
stopped u to enquire where we were going and what we were going to do.
I told him we were to report at the local telephone exchange for order . He
said I don't know who will give you any order because you will be the
only military people in town. I told him there was plenty of activity here
yesterday and he replied maybe but they all cleared out overnight. We
made our way into the town and ure enough there wa not a soul to be
seen, o we weal and waited at our friendly telephone exchange. After
about three hours we received a message to pack-up and go to Calais
where we would be met at the outskirts, o we et off along the much
traveled coa t road to Calais passing our Redcap acquaintance. l
ometime wonder if he was still there when Jerry came through! When
we came to open country, on both ides of the road, I potted two Heinkels
coming in from the seaward side making directly for us. or o I thought. I
gave the order to stop and di perse away from the vehicles. This we did.
We had nothing that would make them change their minds, but they ju t
calmly cru~ed over u probably laughing at the Englanders, going to
ground like rabbit . Once they showed no sign of returning we continued
our journey.
At Calais, an officer who then guided us to a town quare, met u . Here
we parked our vehicles ready to move off, 1hen we were taken round to a
street of large hou es. Entering one, we were told to stay and wait for
further instruction . The hou e was the home of the British Con ul, he and
his family were long gone leaving the furniture stacked and beeted, We
had a place down in the ba ement or cellar with a few other Royal Signals
CO and Signalmen. Firing could be heard in the distance to the
outhea t, which showed that the enemy was not very far away. We could
do nothing but wait for orders , and drum up a drop of tea and a mouthful of
food. When dawn came, after an apprehensive night, I went 10 the front
door and tood listening to the firing that had carried on during the hours
of darkness. It was much nearer and the mortar fire wa. distinctive
becau e when the hells reached their maximum height and bur t, on their
downward travel, after the burst came the rattle of the hrapnel bullets on
the slate roofs of the hou. es below. Therefore it could only be a few treets
away. At lasl I received orders to take the Section to the citadel. An officer
came to point out the way leaving us when we were in sight of the
fortificat ion. When we entered the French army was there with a rank unit.
Two tank went out as we came in. There was activity al l round u . ln front
of the actual entrance there were five-people landing under guard. Three
were civilians, the other two were strapping young fellows dre scd as
priest . An ominous gathering, l thought. The officer who had eat for us
came up and took us in ide. The place wa full of Briti h and French
officers and a mall group were gathered round a mall telephone
witchboard. I think it was an army type of about twenty line that folded
in on it elf. As we stood there they broke up and made their way toward
u . I heard the highest ranking officer say, ·well that', it gentlemen r have
!Oki London that we are closing down , and it i every man for him elf.'
So thi. was it. Now what? We had no time to talk, our officer aid,
'Right Sergeant Major follow me,' and off we went. Leaving the c_it~del
area and pas ing aero s the harbour and docks toward tl1e Gare ~ar111m~.
Halting where the railway lines enter the 1ation. the officer said to wair
and off he went along the rail into the ration. We were left tanding on
1he level cro. sing o, eeing a bit of a wall nearby I told the men to get
behind and keep under cover. We waited for some time and I became a b11
apprehensive, because there wa quite a bit of firing going on ome of n
coming our way a1 times. Then l said to the men 10 wait there, under cover
and I would see if l could find the officer. 1 went into the ration and
sc:arched around although there were quite a few troop~ in the place. there
did not eem to anyone in charge they were just wandering ai·ound keepmg
away from the outside. They did not appear to be arm~d. I had been &one
about 1cn minutes and decided to "et back to the ecuon, When l arnved
back they had gone. I had no idea ~vhere to, o I made for the timber yard
aero s the harbour where I could see ome of our troop. firing from behind
limber stack . They were mostly Royal ignals men. There were two
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officers with them and I asked 1f they had seen my lot. They had seen a
small party pa s along behind the stacks but had no idea a> 10 where they
intended to go so I followed on until I came out into the open near the
commencement of the sand dunes. I wa-. beginning to feel devastated and
lost. My St!Ction was gone, l had no idea where I was and I knew nothmg
of Calais harbour and its environ . I came to a raised bank, and clambered
up it. It ·eemed to be part of a canal system, some eruptions in the water
nearby told me it wa not a place to be in. Turning back down the slope l
went further eastward and found my elf in the dunes, followed along by
them back toward the sea and came to an open area where the ground was
gravelled. The ground rose up as l headed towards the sea and I saw two
large cannon mounted on turrets. They had no armour round them and
looked to me like WWl guns. ot far from them I saw two 30cwt army
vehicles, their canopies shot through by mg fire. Leaving them waving
like lace in the gentle breeze, l noticed that the gravelled ground where I
stood was striated from being swept by automatic fire. Turning back I
made my way back to the central part of the harbour, cros ing a road to
arrive back towards the timber yard. As l looked down the road I saw a
number of copper coloured shells or heavy bullets lying along on the
ground. They were about the size of a 2 inch antitank weapon. They had
all been flattened in the head, obviously they had hit something and fallen
off! Then I aw some firing going on up in the dunes and made my way
towards it, struggling to make way up in the soft sand. I hoped to be able to
join a group firing at the enemy. 11 was at this stage that I realised that I
was unarmed, the only weapon l had was my nice new .38 revolver. My
.45 Webley had been taken off me the .38 and i sued in it place. o
ammunition was available it would be issued later and the .45 ammo was
handed in. There was no point in hanging on to it. I hould have to try to
find a weapon of ome sort. First of all 1 had to jettison the .45 ammo in
my pouch as the Geneva Convention banned it. because of the heavy lead
bullet, so l did not want to be found carrying it. ext a weapon, I made my
way up the dune to where I had seen ome troops firing over the harbour. I
think they were 'QYR's' men of the rifle brigade. Queen Victoria's Rifles.
There were no spare weapons there. They were nearly out of ammo
themselves, and Jerry had spotted them. as the arrival of ome mortar
shell testified. Throwing up great gout of and obliterating trenches and
some bodies too. Scrambling over the dune I came to the bank where the
ea, at high tide, scooped a hollow into the gras y end of the dune and l
found myself on the sea and looking up the hore towards Dunkerque.
Fires were burning, enemy plane were active over the shore. There were a
few troop making their way in that direction. My no e was very sore.
becau e my steel helmet had been jammed over my face when diving for
cover. Standing up on the sand I looked down to the ea and was surpri ed
to see a vessel had been beached. The ea having drawn away the and
from its sides leaving it sitting in its own small pond. There was no
activity on it or around it. Going nearer I could see two holes that had been
punched in her side amid hips, just about on the waterline. Near where I
was standing wa a ship' lifeboat, a heavy tee! one that had been emptied
of all the gear. While I tood three oldiers drifted toward me coming from
the harbour area much as I had done. We tood for a bit di cu sing the
chances of getting the boat afloat, but r aid there was no way with just a
few of u we could not even rock her. Then we heard an engine. thinking it
was an enemy vehicle we got down right martly behind the boat. and
waited. Suddenly a revving up of the engine told u or me anyway, that it
wa a tracked vehicle. Then from behind a pur of the dunes uddenly
appeared a Matilda tank, I ran along the sand towards it and a ked the
driver where he was going. He aid he was ao1 going anywhere in
particular but it would not be very far he was nearly out of fuel and hi
ammo was expended. I asked hi m could he tow 1he lifeboat down to the
sea o that we could get it afloat and maybe get away in it. He aid he
would try I jumped up on the vehicle, and held on by the turret burning my
rrou ers on the hot exhaust pipe. By thi time a few more oldiers had
appeared from the dune with mo tly the same torie of no ammunition,
and being outflanked, o we took the tow and made it fast to the hackle on
the prow. The little tank took up the slack and began to pull but only
ucceeded to dig itself into the and. I called a halt and told the troop to
gather round and give a hand, that did the trick and the boat tarted to
move. We kept it moving right down into the ea. it was only about ten
yard as the tide was coming in. Although the boat wa in the water no
way could we get it to float, o the tank hooked up again it wa track deep
in the water. The valiant little machine kept chugging away until the driver
uddenly came out of the turret and dropped into the water. A the tank
di appeared under the water so the boat became buoyant ju t clt:ar of the
and. We got her loaded with ome troop , four elderly French civilian
and two wounded chap and he tuck again. My elf and ome others had
to staning pushing again I took off my boots, sock , and banle dre ~
blou e put them on the bow and we all got heaving till he broke free and
was away, the crew paddling away with any bit of wood they had found.
We had un hackled the tank a - oon as it went under and the towline
carried on till it too vani hed. I . ometimes wonder how far it went before it
was choked to death. There were four of u left and I sugge tee! we . hould
have a look at the hip to ee if there wa any mean we could u ·e to get
our elves away from this hore, I wa thinking of ships boat or rafts. 'i e
made our way 10 the hip, and paddled out 10 her ide. she had a rope
ladder hanging down the ide. Looking up to the de k rail. it eemed
impo ible 10 climb that great height me in bare feet mo. 'Bare feet'. of
course daft me had left his boot ocks and battle dre s on the boat,
tooether with a wallet containing aniong. t other thing ·even thousand
F.;nch franc . impre t money! Well there\ a nothing l could do about it.
l would have to ·ee what I could find on board if I e\'er got there 111 my
bare feet. A it turned our it wa not so bad. The ladder rungs were flat
about three inche wide. but th ide · of the ship were not al\ that mooth
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I led the \\ay and as I neared the deck I began to fear what I was going to
·ee \\hen I rea hed the top, becau e there was a smell of death on the ship
not being carried awa) by the light breeze. and o it wa.. The.re were two
dead oldien; on the deck. They had been there for a day or two expo ed to
the un in thi fine May
11her. We ·couted round but could not find
anything e cept a heavy li feraft which we would have had a job moving.
Further searching found more dead bodies below deck appearing to have
been killed by the hellfire explosion , also the fact tl1at the hip had been
y,ell and truly looted. There was quite a lot of oldiers gear around l don't
knO\\ y,hat nationality but either Dutch or Belgian troops had been carried
on it. On the upper cargo deck there was a let of kit lying around. having
been gone through by the looters, I found a pair of boot but no ocks. I
\\ent up on deck and a ked the others if they thought we could get the raft
over the side, o we decided 10 have a try. By dint of much heaving and
levering with planks from hatch cover we got it to t11e ide but it was too
heavy to clear the rail. We rigged up a hoi t and managed to get it o er the
ide but could not manage to control it de cent and it landed with a pla h
in tlie pond the tide having retreated. We humed round for a ma t ails and
anything to help u on our way, to sed them down and made every thing
ready for the return of the tide there was no way we could haul the thing to
the ·ea. it mu t have been fifty yards away. ow uddenly the same
thought hit u hunger, none of us had eaten a meal ince the day before. o
down 10 the galley and food tore. The looters had beaten u , there wa
nothing what oever eatable left. The crew' drink of red wine had been in

a container something like a fifty-gallon cusk but not even a dribhlc wa~
left. Now all we could do was sit and wait for the tide. I fell asleep and was
woken. by a shake of the shou Ider by one of the others. It' nearly daylight
and I've been to see the raft. It's gone. The tide came in and omebody else
has got away because I can't see anything at sea.' That was it, our last
chance that we had worked o hard for, gone. I blamed myself for not
seeing to it that our raft would be guarded against others who would come
along.
Our little party broke up leaving the ship and drifting away toward~
Dunkerque. I took a last look round till looking for sock . The two dead
men were till there but I could not for the life of me take a pair of ocks
off one of them. The time would come when I would wish that I had. I had
some tring for lace and hung my boots round my neck Lo make the
de cent to the sand. r got to the side and looked down for the ladder, when
suddenly my gaze became locked on the apparition landing by the edge of
the pool. His gaze was locked on me. There tood tlie perfect sold ier, from
helmet to boots he was kitted out a the perfect fighting man. He poke
one word ·Komm.' with a slight heft of his automatic weapon. J complied
at once. I knew he would only peak once. down I clambered. l must have
looked a sorry sight barefooted, burnt trousers. no jacket or helmet.
Reaching the sand he motioned me to go up the beach and join a bunch of
dejected oldiers. We were taken to a gras y place up on the dune and
made to lie down and di card our tee! helmets. I just lay looking up into
the blue heavens. wondering, wondering ...
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THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS

EAE Group are a leading provider of Telecommunications and Information Technology
services. From our offices in Wallington , Surrey and Aberdeen we have vacancies for short
and long term contract assignments and permanent vacancies. Our specialist technology
areas are:-

•DATA NETWORKING
• PC & NETWORK SUPPORT
•TELECOMMUNICATIONS • SATELLITE SYSTEMS
• RADIO SYSTEMS
Your skills will be in system design, commissioning, installation and support. Candidates
should have left or are considering leaving the Corps in the next few months.
Please reply with C.V. enclosing a C.V. to:

EAE Info Staff Ltd,
Chervill House,
28 Stafford Road,
Wallington,
Surrey,
SM69AA

EAE Info Staff Ltd,
Offshore House,
Wellheads Way,
Dyce,
Aberdeen,
AB21 7GD

Focused in Telecommunications
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Bridle
-Maj E.H.J. Bridle
Served 1942/68 Died Febl997
Colclough -Cpl G. Colclough
Served 1939/46 Died 18/02/97
Cowsill
-Maj G.H. Cowsill
Served 1944n4 Died 03/03/97
Edge
-Lt Col M.R. Edge
Served 1946/83 Died 16/03/97
Served 1937/60 Died 19/02/97
Galloway -Lt Col A.L. Gal loway
Gibson
-WOl (RSM) E. Gibson
Served 1945/68 Died 23/02/97
Served 1936/46 Died
Gillibrand -Sgt H. Gillibrand
Groom
-Sig G.E. Groom
Served 1929/45 Died
Heaton
-Maj W.G.Heaton
Served 1942170 Died 01/03/97
-Maj M.G. Hishin
Served 1942/46 Died June 1995
Hishin
MacSwiney -Maj J.F. MacSwiney
Served 1935/56 Died 01/03/97
Maslin
-LCpl G.C. Maslin
Served 1931/46 Died 24/03/97
-Sgt D.W. McLeod
Served l 95 ln3 Died 21/03/97
McLeod
Milner
-Col E.W. Milner OBE, TD Served 1939/65 Died 24/03/97
Mountford -Col H.D. Mountford CBE Served 1925/ Died 06/03/97
Murray
-Maj D.A.L. Murray
Served 1936/68 Died April 97
icholson -Col W. Nicholson
Served 1939n5 Died 22/03/97
-Col J.P. North CBE
Served 1931/64 Died 29/04/97
North
Oakes
-Maj F.W. Oakes MBE
Served 1941n5 Died 28/03/97
Pickard
-SSgt J.G.G. Picka rd
Served 1947/87 Died 16/03/97
Reddall
-Capt J . Reddall
Died 11/04/97
Reeds
-Sgt H. Reeds
Served 19??/46 Died 01/12/96
Shepherd -Sig G.T. Shepherd
Served 1939/47 Died
Colclough-George Ed ward Colclough. Born on 3 June 1920, George
was educated at Glo~sop Grammar School and on 8 May 1939 he was
recruited at Glossop mto the newly formed 2nd (Nortl1 Midland) Corp
Signals, under command of that great and good man Colonel G. J.
(~erry) Under wood, C BE, TD, DL. Embodied eventually in 4 Corp
Signal on I September 1939, George served with great distinction as an
Operator .Wireless and Line in the Unit This unit gave rise to many
famou Signal Regiments and, in ovember 1941 , it became I I Armd
Div Sigs, which played so prominent a part in the inva ion of
Normandy and the subsequent Victory in Europe.
. George, in the Signal Tp of the 29 Armd Bde of the Division, landed
111
ormandy o~ D-Day + 4. After many famou battles, the Brigade
was urgently withdrawn from its po ition in December to fight in the
dreadful Battle_of the Ardenne , better known a the Battle of the Bulge.
h~l~t~g the bndges at Namur, Dinant and Give!. Following this the
D1v1s1on made the longest Divisional advance in history in one day, to
An.twerp. !n all the e actions George played a distingui hed part and
finished h1 wartime service as a Sergeant in the Brigade Armoured
Command Vehicle.
. In . the years of peace, George wa a member of the Glo sop and
D1stnct Royal Signals Old Comrades A sociation. of which he was
Chairm~n at the time of his death, on 18 February 1997. It wa with
gre~t pride that he ecured the kind attendance of the Master of Signals,
MaJ Gen A. C. Birtwistle, CB, CBE, DL at the 50th Reunion Din ner
m Glossop in October 1995. George was Chairman of the Glos op
Branch of tl1e Royal British Legion and its Poppy Day organi er.
The Parish Church of Old Glossop was packed for his funeral. A
Guard of Honour formed by members of the Royal British Legion and
t~e Royal Signals OCA, many of whom had erved during the war with
him .was present. George portrayed in magnificent manner the great
qual~t1es of Care, Compassion and Courte y, Courage, Endurance and
Fortitude.
To hi wife Mary and son Miles we extend our deepe t ympathy.
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Warren-Maj . !· Warren MBE TD. We, the Reading Branch of the
RSA, have received the very sad news of Nicholas Warren 's death on
3q Novem.ber at his home in Lyminglon. Most of us first came acro~s
Nicholas m 199~ ~hen he pla;:e? a. full. part in the official Royal
Signals Associations party part1c1pa11ng m the commemorations in
France of l~e 50t~ Annive~sary .of the .Normandy Landings. icholas
had _a particular mterest m this An111versary as, during the actual
landmgs he was a Staff Officer in the Signals Branch of HQ Corps
located on board HMS Hillary off-shore, and he had been the author of
the Corps' Signal Instruction. Others of our Branch knew Nicholas
from the days when he commanded IQ ASSU, once part of 63 Sig Regt
TA. He had attended some of our recent Annual Dinners as Chairman of
the Southampton Branch of the Association.
Haylock-George Haylock, who lived in Sidcup, Kent, died on the 12
December 1996. He was a member of 56 Div (City of London Signals)
OCA Branch. He ~as posted in from the Signals Training Centre at the
Mushroom Farm rn 1942 and went overseas in 1942. He was an
Ope~ator Wireless and Line and spent most of his service with Brigade
Secuon No 3 Company. He was present at the Battle of Enfidaville and
took P'.111 in Operation HUSKY, Anzio and the rest of the Italian
Campaign. H: was a keen member of the RS Amateur Radio Society.
He leaves a widow, Helen.
Hubble-Bill Hubble, who lived in Barking, Es ex, died in ovember
1996. He was a member of 56 Div (City of London Signals) OCA
Branch. He was a pre-war Territorial who joined 'B' Cable Section
before 1937. As a lineman he went overseas with the unit in 1942 and
was _present a.t the Battle of Enfidaville. He took part in the Salemo
landmgs, Anz10 and the re t of the Italian Campaign. He was seriously
wounded a few weeks before the end of the war in Europe and spent the
rest of 1945 and most of 1946 in ho pita! recovering from his wounds
before demob. He leaves a widow, Kathy.
'
Man n-Tommy Mann. Tom passed away suddenly at his home on 30
January 1997. He ""'.as a good friend to the Liverpool Branch of the RSA
and although suffenng from emphysema, it did not top him giving help
to many ex-servicemen and their families in the Liverpool area. Tom
served rn the Corps from 1939/46. He lo this wife a few years ago and
is survived by hi~ two sons Rober t and Stephen and daughter Pat, to
whom the Assoc1at1on offer thetr condolence . All his friends in the
Corp will sorely miss Tom.
Unwin-:-SSgt Va1_1ghan 'Pickl~' Unwin-passed away peacefully in
hospital near.his home 111 N1ederbergheim, Germany on 28 February
199_7, followmg a _brave . battle agai nst cancer. 'Pickles' joined the
Jumor Leaders Regunent m 1959. After trade training in 24 Sig Regt.
~e moved_to 217 Sig S9n Germany and then back to 24 Sig Regt a an
mstru~tor m 1?65 and .111 July 1968 commenced a two year tour with
255 Sig Sqn rn Bahram. From October 1970 until August 1973 he
head~ 'D' Shift, HQ BAOR Sig Tp, gaining promotion to Sgt and
marnage to Maureen 'Mo'. August 1973 aw a move to AFNORTH
and in Nove_mber 1976 'Pickles' moved to 3 UK Div for a short stay
before formrng part of the advance party to St Seba Lian Barracks,
Soest. He then saw further ervice in 229 Sig Sqn Berlin prior to a
re~rn in 1978. to HQ BAOR as SSgt IC FAST (Freq/SCAN
as 1gnments) ..His final posting was a return to 3 Div Soe tin February
1982 as families S CO. He completed hi service in March 1984 and
remained in the Families Office as Mr 'Pickle ' unti l the unit returned
to UK. He then moved to Dortmund to assist in the final move of
familie out of the Garrison.
'Pic~les· wa warm but extremely rude to anyone he liked, re pected
o~ con 1dered harmle~s. Those, whom he con idered did not live up to
h1 own extremely high tandard were treated to his own brand of
polite h~lpfulne s. _He n~ver made arbitrary judgments and alway erred
on the 1de of charity with the young and inexperienced.
Wber.ever he i now, I hope he will keep on growling and that hi
companions, whoever they are, wi ll cherish him a we did. Our
sympathy and condolences are extended to hi wife Mo.
Reddall-The Southampton &: Di trict Branch of the RSA, regrets to
~eport the death on 11 Apn.1 1997 of M r J ack Reddall. after a long
lll n~ . He erved as Captam of '1' Section, Royal Signal in orth
Afnca, Italy and Greece. He wa mentioned in di patches.
Our sympathy g~ out to his wife and daughters.
Maslin- George Cyril Maslin wa born in 1913, and erved first of all in
the Brighton Squadron of the Royal Signals TA as from March 1931 .
when he trained as an Operator ignals. He was embodied into the
Regular Army at the outbreak of war in 1939, and the quadron formed
pan of the BEF in France. After Dunkirk his Squadron was reformed in
England and posted to Malaya, where the Japanese captured him in
Febr~ary 1942. Mr Maslin w~s discharged from the Army in July 1946
a bemg no longer fi t for erv1ce. Regrettably owing 10 hi captivit), he
contracted t11e eye disease Rctrobulbar euriti that i - cau ed by
mal nutrition and deprivation. Thi i a lo\\ acting eye disease and he
was not regi tered as bl ind until July 1994, at which time he became a
full beneficiary of St Dun tan ·s. He was al o deaf which wa another
result of malnutrition and deprivation. His wi~ unfortunately
predeceased him in 1994 and he became a re ident at t Dun. tan\
home in Brighton.
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Pounds-Lt Col D. L. Pound . Donald Pound died after a long illnes at
his home in Horsham on the 30 December 1996.
He left 104th E sex Yeomanry Regiment shortly after Alamein and
.... enc 10 the 11 Arm OCTU al Mahdi in Egypt. He wa eommi. ioned
m ovember 1943 tlr-d was repatriated to the School of Signals.
Canerick where he be<;:ame an In tructor in the Regimental Wing. In
1947 he became TA Adjutant in Wan t ad, Es. ex. In 1949 he wa ·
po 1ed 10 C ·renai a. In 1952 po ted 10 Germany to I 1 Corps Signal
Regiment and then 10 the taff of Corp al Bielefeld. His next
appointment wa - with the J9 Inf Bde and Sig Re gt, Colchester. Jn 1959
he became British Liai on Officer to the US Signal Corps at the
Pentagon. Washington DC. In I 961 he returned to Catterick to the
Planning Wing. 1962 he wa. po ted a CSO Guards Divi ·ion London
Di trict. The highlight of thi po t wa being responsible for all
communications. for Win ton Churchill' funeral. Afterward he wa
on the staff for two years at Epi kopi, Cypru followed by two years of
Officer Recruitmenl for the MoD. Finally there wa a spell with a
'ATO Committee when he commuted frequently to Bru set . He
finally retired after a long and happy ervice in 1973.
He i adly mi ed by his wife and all who knew him.
Pickard-SSgt Gordon Pickard wa born in ewton Abbot and at the age
of IS he joined the Amiy Boy ervice. He enlisted in the Royal Corp
of Signal . He travelled the world and mo t of England a well. He
pent a lot of time at Canerick having been posted there on no le s than
4 occasion . He also erved at Bulford. Ascot, Tewk bury, Blandford,
Corsham and Aldershot. He al o served in Egypt, Cyprus and Gern1any.
For ix years he w in Kenya, during the time of the Mau Mau
uprising. Gordon retired from the army in 1987, after 40 year of
ervice. with the rank of Staff Sergeant.
He was immen ely proud of hi a sociation with the Army and
regularly attended Old Comrades and Royal Signal A sociation
Reunion . He would at every opportunity wear the uniform of his
Regiment as it was during the First World War, his Old Comrade
uniforn1. After his retirement hi wife J ean thought that perhap he
houldn't be under her feet every day. even though she enjoyed his
company after everal long periods of eparation. whil l he wa in the
Army. She aw an advert in the paper for a custodian at Alfred's Tower,
a ational Tru t property near Stalbridge. Gordon applied for the job
and got it. During the time he wa custodian he increa ed the time he
pen! there from rwo days to five day a week. It i largely thanks to him
that the Tower i now uch a tourist attraction. Our thoughts are with
Jean and the rwo children M ichelle and Duncan.

Gibson-W01 (RS1'1) Ernie Gibson died on 23 February 1997.
Ernie enlisted into the Corps in January 1945 and served in North
Africa in 1947. and Barnard Castle in 1949. where he met and married
udrey. In 1950 Ernie served in Cauerick and was then posted to East
Africa in 1952. He returned to UK in 1955 to serve in Ripon and then in
1958 returned to East Africa. E rnie was posted to Germany in 1959
moving 10 yprus in 1962. His last tour was as R Min 10 Sig Reg! at
Hounslow. having given 26 years ervice to the Corps. The Manche ter
Branch wa repre ented al the funeral in Warrington to pay their last
respects. The Branch and Regimental Headquarters offer sincere
condolence to Audrey and daughters Christine and Karen.
Milner-Col (Retd) Eric W. Milner, it was during his tenure as
Commanding Officer of 64 Sig Regt (57-62) that ational Service
fini. hed. He then had the task of rebuilding the Regiment from it
remaining strength of 30; he left a Regiment 300 strong. Those were
heady day and it was both in tructive and fun to erve under hi;
somewhat unorthodox regime. Hi then wife, Catherine, commanded
the WRAC Sqn of the Regiment and, during Annual Camps. the
officers got quite used to di covering, over breakfast, that sign ificant
deci ion about Regimental Policy mysteriou ly seemed 10 have been
taken overnight! Eric first met Catherine when they were both erving
in Germany at the end of the war. She was then a Lt ol and he was a
Capt; what more needs to be said.
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Carpenter-Sgt. A. C. arpenter. Alex Carpenter joined the Royal
Corps of Signal in 1936 having previously served a a Boy Soldier for
three year in The Cambridgeshire Regiment TA. He trained a a
Wirele s Operator at Catterick and for two years served in Egypt. Al the
outbreak of War, he was po ted 10 7 Armd Bde and erved with 7th
Hu ars as Rear Link Operator. In 1941. Alex went with 7 Armd Bde 10
Bunna and after their tanks were de troyed he participated in the 220
mile 'march out!' of Burma, completing the journey 10 Poona via
Calcutta and Bombay by train.
Alex returned to UK in August 1943 and assi ted in training and
preparation for the ormandy Landings. He landed on Sword Beach on
D+20 and wa involved in the battle for Caen. He was then posted to
6th Airborne Sig and following the breakout at Falaise, he moved with
them to Eindhoven, Arnhem and the Reichwald Forest. La tly to
Hamburg and the final surrender on Luneburg Heath. He left the Army
in 1946.
Ale.x was a keen member of the Royal Signal Association which he
joined in 1950. He was a member of the Reading Branch from 1972 up
to his death on 28 January 1997 at the age of 78. During this time he
erved for many years on the Branch Committee; wa Vice-Chairman.
Chairman and Vice-President in succe sion and made a most valuable
contribution to the Branch. He will be greatly missed and incere
condolences go to hi wife Myrtle and his on C harles , who al o
served for some year in the Corps.
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McLeod-Sgt David McLeod. It is with much sadness that I have to
inform the Corps of the udden death of my cousin who died on 21
March 1997. He joined the Corp in 1951 and completed 22 years of
ervice, erving in the UK, Hong Kong, Aden and BAOR. He ended his
career in the Royal Corps of Signal a a recruiter in Leicester and
latterly Aberdeen. His enthusia m for the Corp changed the mind of
many a young 'Highlander' to join the Royal Signals rather than the
Gordons or the Highlanders. when he worked in Aberdeen.
David was a true and loyal amba sador to the Corps. to him. the
Corps was always the 'be t'. He per uaded his brother, on-in-law and
myself into ervice with the Royal Signals. On hi retirement in 1973 he
et up a removal busine s and his vehicles were proudly adorned with
the Corps colours and the •Jimmy '.
Sadly hi second daughter Gail, (wife of W02 (SSM) D. Fraser.
pre ently serving in Blandford) died in 1996. Hi wife ita, 1wo
daughters and seven grandchildren will sadly miss him.
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AND MUCH MUCH MORE
ADMISSION

ADULTS - £1.50

CHILDREN - £1.00

A DAY FOR ALL THE FAMILY TO ENJOY
Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned ,
unless they are irreplaceable.

For More lnfonnation iii' 01455 - 2225511222553

Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions , they should not risk losing a
photograph that cannot be replaced .
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OTES ON THE TRUSTEES REPORT O

THE ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND
The Roy~I Corps of Signals B~nevolent Fund is a regi tered charity
con 1sung of The Royal Signa ls Association Fund, The Royal
Signals s>fficers Fund, The Royal ignals Corps Fund and The
Royal Signals Museum Fund . The Corp Committee are the
Trustees of the Charity.
2. The Corps Committee are served by a number of sub-committees
with objectives such a :
a. The Finance Committee - financial policy and control of funds.
b. The Royal Signal Association Central Committee - welfare
and benevolence for the whole Corp both serving and retired.
c. The Royal Signals Institution Council - maintainance of high
professional .standards and the pre ervation of Corps hi tory.
d. The Royal Signals Games/Yacht Club - the promotion of
sponmg and adventurous activitie .
3. Objects:
a. To promote and maintain the physical efficiency and morale of
the Corp .
b. To relieve either generally or individually by way of donation,
grant or loan, the following who are in conditions of need hard
ship or distress
'
i) Pa t and pre ent Signallers and their families and
dependants.
ii) The familie and dependants of deceased Signallers.
c. The payment of donations, subscriptions or grants to charitable
organi ations concerned with the employment or welfare of
Signallers or their dependants.
4. Financial Position:
a. The Co rps Fund - The Accumulated fund has increa ed
by£29.7K. Corps Activities were under pent by £12K again t the
budget. The value of fixed assets was reduced by £44.3K with the
transfer of property to the value of £37.SK to The Royal ignals
Mu eum Fund and the revaluation of The Royal Signals Display
I.

lll\\
flill'

Team property downwards by£ I 5.3K. A £I 5K grant was made to
the Headquarters Sergeants' Mes towards the co t of the purchase
ofa new bar.
b. The Officers' Fund - Recognised gains through investments
of ~25K. and ~xpenditure again t Officers activities being
marntamed w1thm budget that re ulted in a £3 l K increase in the
value of the Accumulated Fund.
c. T he Royal ignal Associatio n Fund - The Accumulated
~und increased b)'. £87K primarily due to the recogni ed gains on
mvestments totallmg £83.9K. Expenditure on Benevolent Grants
was £18K more than that for 1995.
d. T he M use.um Fund - A further£ I OSK has been spent in 1996
on the rnstallation phase of the con !ruction of the new building.
Receipt of £107 .SK from the National Lottery Grant of £200K has
offset thi .. The Corps continues to support the Mu eum by
contnbutmg £23K towards the Museum ' running costs in 1996.
Donations to the appeal and other fund-rai ing activitie provided
£79.4K and £39.3K respectively, for wh ich the Trustees express
their appreciation. (See inside back cover.)

MEDAL CORRECTION
In the April Wire 'News from the AO's Desk' we
included reference to the British Forces Germany
Commemorative Medal. We now understand, from
the Army Medal Office, that this medal should not
be worn with official awards.
We apologise to anyone who was
confused by our Wire entry.
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CORPS LUNCHEON
CATTE CK
The 1997 orp Luncheon in Catterick i to be held. as u ual in
the old Headquarter Me . Vimy Lines, Catterick on
unday 7th eptember.
Application for ticket to RHQ Royal ignals.
Blandford Camp, DORSET. DTI 1 SRH
The clo ing date for applications i 11 th August.

REGULAR FORCES
EMPLOYMENT
ASSOCIATION (RFEA)
Assists ex-regular men and women to resettle and find
employment, any time up to the national retirement age and
as often as neces ary, provided they...... .
•
left with a character a sessment of satisfactory or better.
served a minirnwn of three years in the ranks.
were medically discharged regardless of time erved.
This service is now also extended to ..... .
• tho e who were ub equently commis ioned.
widow widowers provided the spouse died in ervice.
Our E mployment Consultants, have all had a full and
successfuJ ervice career themselves and have worked in
commerce or industry, placing them in a unique and strong
position to offer..... .
•
registrants free personal counselling and local job finding
advice.
employers access to a responsive free recruitment service.
During the period 1 April 1996 - 31 March 1997..... .
•
11,605 men and women joined our register.
•
4,791 left it having been placed in employment. Of those
placed 2, l 05 were from the Anny.
• many more will have secured work following our job
earch advice.
This service is available from thirty-nine Branches throughout
the nited Kingdom ..... .
Branches are listed in Yellow Pages or Local Directories.
*
• alternatively contact Head Office at 49 Pall Mall, London
SWlY 5JG or ring 0171 321 2011 or fax 0171 839 0970.
or better sti ll contact our Branch nearest to your
Headquarters - call Cynth ia Pettit in Salisbury on 01722
334872 and see how she can help you.

•

FOR SALE
Mess Kit Jacket
£125.00
Chest 40" - Sgt's Chevrons and 'Jimmy'
Mess Kit Jacket and Waistcoat £175.00
Chest 42" - W02 (SSM) Crown
For more details ring: 0 I 869 244242
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THE 15TH BLANDFORD TOWER
HALF MARATHON

SSAFA Forces Help
SIG ALLERS - JOIN UP!!

Under BAF Rules Permit No 7475
Incorporating The Royal ignals Championships
unday 19th October 1997 at Blandford amp, Dorset
Timetable of Events
Half Mara thon
£4.50 Affi liated
(Limited to 400 runners)
£5.50 on Affi li ated
£6.00 On the Day
111 Sh rs
l mile Fun Run
£ 1.00 entry on the day
( 11 years and under not covered
Pri zes and Certificate to
by BAF permit/ln urance)
all finishers
l130hrs 3 Mile CrossCountry Run £ 1.00 entry on the day
( 12-16 years and under not covered
A new undulating and
by BAF permit/Insurance)
interesting well marked
one lap course.
Pri zes/Certs to all
finishers
The Half Marathon Course is multi-terrain,
and not officially measured.
Afternoon
Presentation of Prize
Commemorative Medal to all Half Marathon Finishers
Griffin Memorial Trophy to fir t Military Runner to Finish
Refre hments, Changing Facilities, Extensive Prize List
pon ored by
MA DRAKE A SOCIATES
A sisted by REEBOCK
For entry forms and further information contact:
Race Secretary, P&RTC 11 Signal Regiment, Blandford Camp,
DORSET DTl I 8RH. Telephone 0 1258 482653
I IOOhrs

ATTENTION ALL
"Y" SERVICE PERSONNEL
PAST AND PRESENT
A Branch of The Roya l British Legion, known as the
Garat HaY Branch, has been formed for personnel,
serving and retired, who have a "Y" service background.
Have you served with I, 2 or 3 Wireless Regiments, 9,
13 or 14 Signal Reg iments, Comms & Sy Gp (UK), 223,
224, 225 or 226 Signal Squadrons, or during the
second World War at Bletchley Park or Beaumanor Hall, ·
to name but a few. If so, then you may be interested in
joining tbe newly formed Garats HaY Branch, whose
.current membership span a lifetime in "Y" service work .
To obtain further details and membership forms, please
contact the following:
Bob White
The Old Manse
211 Forest Road
COALVILLE
Leicestershire
LE67 3SP

FOR SALE
A Garrard's 9ct gold, silver and enamel 'Jimmy ' brooch,
32mm high . There is a slight amount of damage to the
blue enamel surrounding ' Certo Cito'.
This item originally sold for around £ 190.00. If you should
wish to make an offer please telephone - 01691 610218
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AFA Forces Help need more volunteers from the R. Signals.
Caseworkers to offer practical help, advice and friendship to both
serving and ex-serving men, women and their families. Supporters
to be administrators, treasurers, visitors and fundraisers. We often
need team leaders to be responsible for our 102 Branches and 700
Divisions.

SAFA Forces Help offer training, all out of pocket expenses,
team work and we guarantee JOB SAT!SFACTJO . More than
85,000 people call on our dedicated volunteers every year. We need
more good people to cover most of the villages, towns and cities in
the UK.
Please pare a little time to help a comrade and contact:
Ann eedle
Branch Recruitment Officer
19 Queen Elizabeth Street
LONDON
SEI 2LP
Tel: 017 J 403 8773 ext. 223
Ann can send you information and put you in touch with your
neare t team.

(J,cl/al( l11~bO~l(e !Jiv-1J'itJ1f
{Jfcl Co/l(~aclM A~~oeia titl1t
To mark the 50th Anniversary of the
ending of the Raj in India a memorial
plaque is to be dedicated. This will take
place at Northampton on the 27th
September, although the memorial will
eventually be permanently installed at the
Airborne Forces Museum at Aldershot

WRITERS WANTED!

£1000 REWARD
The Ex-Services Mental Welfare Society in conjunction with the
Royal Armouries, Leeds, are sponsoring a £ 1,000 Short Story
Competition for 1997. The prize will be awarded for the best entry,
fiction or non-fiction, on one of the following three themes:
Military Life
Wartime
Peace
Entry is open to all ranks, serving or retired, their relatives or
friends and must be no more than 1000 words in length.
A panel of distinguished judges will invite the winner and their
family to a prize giving at the Royal Armouries on 29th December.
The winning entry will be advertised in the Daily Telegraph on
Christmas Eve, the 24th December.
Each entry should be accompanied by £5.00 (which includes a
£4.00 donation to the charity and £1.00 for administration). The
deadline for entries is the 29th August and should be sent to:
Competition Secretary
Ex-Service Mental Welfare Society
Broadway House
The Broadway
Wimbledon
LONDO SWl9 IRL
Tel: 0113 243 3300

ATTENTION ALL GOLFERS
Your problems are solved Golfballs that are truly
"SWIFT AND SURE"
The Museum arc now selling the following Golfballs inscribed with the
Corps Logo
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s
TITLEIST PTS WOUND - COST £6.50 PER PACK OF 3 *
PINACLE GOLD
- CO T £4.00 PER PACK OF 3 •
Also Golf Gloves - Excellent quality all weather glove at £5.00 each•
* All costs are subject to change

Details of the Dedication Reunion can be
obtained from : Mr Ken Flint
77 Lydia Road, Deal
KENT CT14 9JY
Tel: 01304 359538
The Indian Airborne Division Old
Comrades Association will undertake
searches to find particular veterans of the
Div Sigs.

TEES TOTAL

High St,Wootton Bauett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX:(01793)849890

PAYMENT BY DIRECT DEBIT
lf you would prefer to pay your WIRE subscription by Direct Debit plea c te!ephone RHQ Accounts for the neces ary form .
Telephone umber: Blandford Military 2087 or 0125 4 2087
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THRILLS AND ADRENALINE IN THE MOUNTAINS
b~ ~laj

Jon Dakin R igual
Which would ou prefer to do? Dangle over a bottomle s creva se by a
rope arrying a 35lb pack and skis. fly in a fl in y harne · 3500rnetrcs
above the ground before spiral diving to the ground or walk uphill on ski
for 2 hou~ to admire the view? Well we did all three and more.

A VOLUNTEER ON OPERATIONS - OP RESOLUTE 2

The '110W was hem y and difficult to ski and at about the halfway point
Capt te\C Jee Inter Corps completed an exciting trick that resultt:d in a
broken ski. Fortunately the group wa carrying sufficient equipment to
patch it up and make a turdy repair. The group managed the rest of the
descent without incident.

Maj Jon Dakin, Sgt Tim Bird and Pte Dave Pearce
standing on the summit of Mount Telliers

Pte Dave Pearce cresting the Col du Tour
approx 2900m above the Chamonix Valley, France

During tbe laner half of April four adventurer et off from Epi kopi in
earch of thrill and adrenaline in the high mountains surrounding
Chamonix in the French Alp . The team led by Maj Jon Dakin wa
selected for their alpine kill , phy ical fimes and 'dare devil" anitude.
The expedition aimed to introduce the concept of ki touring and
mountaineering. Thi type of skii ng is a mixture of downhill kiing and
ordic kiing, and requires a high level of fimes . Individuals are required
to carry and ski with approx 351bs of equipment, cope with all types of
weather and be able to climb and ski in control and safely at all time .
Chamonix i widely acknowledged a the capital of the Alp . It i the
home of Mont Blanc which is the econd highest peak in Europe (Mt
Elbru is now the highest). More important it is a town that encourages
adventure. When el ewhere people are content to ki double black
diamond runs, in Chamonix they ski down where others are ice climbing.
Elsewhere people are content to paraglide from the mountaintops, here
people use paragliders as platforms to bungee jump and kydive from! It is
a vef) intere ting town.
C?ur typical day started a 0700 with breakfast and prep of the
equipment. Followmg a check on the weather, avalanche danger and radio
reports, our vehicle was loaded with skis, boots and rucksack . The
intention was alway to tart by catching the fir t lift of the day to the
highest. possible point. Thi allowed for swift height gain into the
mountams and meant that the group could finish the day' tour early
dunng the afternoon and could be clear of the mountains prior to the
avalanche danger significantly increasing with the hot afternoon un.
Often our goal would be a certain high col or peak which we would climb
w?uld try to descend via a virgin snow slope. This is
to befor~ lunch.
the. magic of ski tourmg, y~u are able to spend the entire day without
seemg other people or queuing for a lift and you have the privilege of
~k11ng on untracked. now. Dunng one phase of the expedition we travdled
nto l Bernard, Sw1t:i:erland to a mountain hut and pent two days touring
the local area. The hut offered basic food and bedding a well as an
excellei:it ba~e to tour from. During the two days we climbed approx 2500
metres m height a~d covered approx 40km. It wa a fantastic experience,
although slightly btzarre as monks (who use the hut as a religious retreat)
ran the hut. The chmax to the trip was an ascent of Mont Tellier (2985m)
followed by a superb de. cent on perfect · pring' snow.
Duri~~ the course of the trijJ the group became more proficient sk iers
and alp1111sts. Although the minimum tandard required an individual to be
able ~o ski ~rallel ~urn competently in all conditions, skiing on untracked
terram ~eqwres a higher level of competence than on pi te kiing and the
emphasis 1s on afety rather than on style and speed. Using crampons, ice
axe ~nd ropes, real dangers, which are frequently encountered, have to be
neg~llated. Crevasses have to ~ crossed, rocks climbed and gullies
ab,e1led m order to reach the desired col or peak. On one particular tour,
the group had climbed over 800m in two hour to find that the reverse side
of the col could only be crossed by abseiling for approx 75m (on a 50m
rope'~ whil\t wearing ski , with the final member of the party backwards
chmbmg the slope using ice climbing equipment. The dangers of this
manoeuvre are amplified by our isolation from potential sources of help.
For th1 rea~on t~e gr~up had to build up their confidence and tru t;
confidence m their ability to act safely on the mountain and trust each
other. In addition. they all had to be fit enough to cope with this activity at
approx. 3500m. The final saga of this epic day occurred during the descent.

When the weatber or our bodie gave out the group continued with
alternative activities. The Cyprus Hang Gliding and Paragliding Club
kindly allowed the group to use their dual paraglider. This provided plenty
of entertainment and excitement.
Dave Pearce lRGBW managed a 15km cross country flight gaining
1500 metres above take off, at one point climbing at over 6 metre per
second u ing only the thermal for lift. Sgt Tim Bird RLC also u ed hi
kill as a Joint Services Rock Leader to great effect organi ing several
climbing ses ion on some of the many crags that urround Chamonix.
So what did we achieve? Technically we all improved our alpine skills
and we were all fitter than when we deployed. More importantly we had
enjoyed some unforgettable experience -some good and some not so
good. Finally we have all got a few more war stories to tell!

yve
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Climbing at S ervoz
Maj Jon Dakin knitting climbing ropes whi le Pte Dave Pearce
cli mbs b e low

Front and back cover.

The Editor is grateful for the
stunning photographs provided by
Major Dakin which we have used as
front and back covers of this edition.
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by Capt Lynne Colan - O'Leary
40 Ulster Signal Regiment (V)
Mobilisation began on I May 1996 at JTC Canerick with medical and
dental exammations an~ the issue of Combat 95 uniform. After seven days
and a small pre-tour tra1111ng package, theory was turned i1110 practice with
the somewhat anachronistically titled United Nations Training Assistance
Team (U TAT) on Salisbury Plain Training Area. Five days were spent
either living in the FIBUA village, Copehill Down or Westdown Camp
being given briefing and demonstrations which were both succinct and
relevant to our tour with !FOR.
A day off in Salisbury allowed us to buy those items which we realised
were essential to a good tour and after collecting the now vast numbers of
kit bags, boarded bu es in accordance with our departure dates to take u
to the Air Mounting Centre at South Cerney. I flew on 14th May 1996
directly to arajevo from RAF Lyneham courtesy of 'Maybe Airlines'.
The 20-minute journey along Sniper Alley a we travelled in the back of 8tonners to Zetra Stadium wa made in total silence. The once impressive
Olympk Stadium was now a shadow of its former elf with many of its
pons pitches turned into makeshift cemeteries. Where once there had
been athletes, now there was the BSG of HQ I (UK) Sig Bde and ARRC
TAC.

Our arrival at Zetra Stadium
We had received many briefings, !ides and pre entations of what
Bo nia was going to be like and had een an especially good BBC new
video, with the accompanying oundtrack of 'Crazy' by Seal. Despite
these briefings we still weren't quite prepared for the total de truction that
we saw. A few people managed to take photo , however many more did
not, probably out of re pect for those trying to make these shell like
buildings their home.
After an in-theatre brief and further admin processing, we were taken to
our new home. For the fir t five days this wa to be a CORJMEC (a prefabricated building that resembled a put-up shoebox). We were all stunned
to receive apologies for the standard of accommodation, after a fibua
village this was five- tar! Within a few days we moved into the Hotel
Serbia. Our hotel was one of four which had previou ly made up a spa
hotel complex in a suburb of Sarajevo called Tlizda, itting directly under
the gaze of the lgman mountains.
I was working for HQ I (U K) Sig Bde in the G l/G4 cell based in a B
Staff Vehicle (BSV) on the ' ramp·. The 'ramp· wa built of24 BSV all
back to back and rai ed on wooden blocks. Running down the centre were
a cries of trailers, similarly rai ed and covered with a track of metal to
join the wagons to each otl1er. This was then attached to the back of the
hotel in which I lived and which also hou eel HQ ARRC. For the first three
month we worked a pauem of 12 hours on, 24 hour off. Thi tran lated
a a rotation of day hi ft, night shift and what was loo ely termed time off.
In fact thi was spent sleeping and recovering from the hift before. There
was a lot to learn, despite having already fulfilled a G 1/04 post,
information peculiar to theatre needed to be absorbed. Being pan of the
mo t technically advanced Corp HQ al o meant learning new kills to u e
all the available system . The only way to learn everything was to get on
with it and quick, everyone else eemed to know what he or she wa
doing!
. Many per onnel took every opportunity to see more of the C?untry
either by road or by air. Bo nia and Croatia are incredibly seem and
n~edless to say most vi itors to Sarajevo requested a battlefield tour of the
cny. To relax after hifts and when the ituation would al low. per onnel
;-vould either go on ' physops ', pby. ical operations. These eventually
included being able to run on three route of varying di tance around
llizi.!a, vi it the ECHO (a charity run coffee hop/re taurant) within the
HQ, watch SSVC or perhap attend a barbecue/party. A, HQ ARRC is
multi-national, mo t nations held parties to celebrate a national holiday or
mdependence from the British o invi te were alway welcome! Po t R
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The Scene at HQ ARRC post TDA and the 'Ramp' being
dismantled
and R, the G l/G4 workload within the HQ began to increase. We al o
began permanent 12-hour day shifts. This meant long days, even week ,
but the end result was that all in the cell began to specialise in certain areas
of G 1/04 and units had a direct contact for all area of re pon ibility.
Rumours that LA DCENT would be replacing the ARRC turned into
recce and my boss spent much time on meeting and travelling to
Heidelberg. G 1/04 was the busiest of all the cells within the HQ-really!
At the beginning of the tour work fell heavily on the GI ide of life. l
particularly found compassionates to be one of the most gratifying and
rewarding aspects to my job. De pite never meeting the oldier involved,
it is hands on action to coordinate the call from HQ UK ational Suppon
Element ( SE) with the oldier' unit and help them to arrange transport
to meet the flight arrangements.
Whereas for the first three months of the tour, G l had been the
dominant area of our wo.rk, G4 replaced it in the la t three. It began with
the return of variou piece of equipment from the Bde to Germany and
UK via Split using roulement ships. Then within two month of Transition
of Authority (TOA) ARRC to LA DCE T we began the larger job of the
withdrawal of the Bde and ARRC HQ. equipment and personnel. It was
my responsibility to reque t the aircraft required from Sarajevo and Split
for all personnel and freight. Then, in particular. air movement during
TOA from Sarajevo. This all involved long hours and many meeting ,
however the Bde wa well assi ted by other personnel with technical
expertise which ensured the ARRC raff flew from theatre uccessfully. In
respon e to a request from HQ I Sig Bde I eventually extended my tour by
three week to leave a week after TOA and demobili e through HQ RLC
Grantham on 28 ovember l996. Moving from a state of working 12
hours a day, an wering phones. working on the computer. giving briefs,
representing the Bde at meeting , being in a po ition of respon ibility to
nothing was an adjustment which took about two weeks to make. I
thoroughly enjoyed my tour for everal rea ons. The chance for omeone
in the TA to do such a thing wa a great experience. Anyone that thought
that we wouldn·t play a full part in the operation were wrong and in fact I
can only remember one occasion where I wa asked if I wa TA. Their
reaction wa noticeable and only went to prove that they genuinely were
too naive not to ee all the good work the TA was doing there or appreciate
that the(e wa n't a regular doing our job a well. The tour allowed me to
meet many genuine people, who were also very grateful for the work that
the TA was doing.
·
Would [ recommend anyone to take part in mobili ed ervice? Yes,
definitely. And would I do it all again. go 'on op ', go 'up countr) · or be
'iu theatre'? The an wer i probably yes. though perhap not Bo nia again
if at all po sible. To do o would be to ruin what was a great tour. Anyone
who ha returned to the same place twice will appreciate that, but perhap
not ju t yet!

Wou
t Unim pl s&
ALL PHOTOS accompanying A
The Wire, MUST have CAPTIONS arid an
indication where they are to be placed in the
text, otherwise they
MAY NOT BE USED
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EXERCISE LIGHTNING STRIKE-1997
E; Lightning trike. the annual Royal Signal University Officer
Training Corp weekend. was held over 19-20 April 1997. TI1is year 18
out of a po . ible 19 UOTC took part from all around the Bri tish Isle .
Th team of 10 Officer Cadets had to negotiate a challenging eries of
·tands provided by regular R Signals Units covering everything from
urviYal to electronic warfare, line laying, sat om, radio controlled
movement and vehicle rigging. Th odd log race thrown in for good
measure al o helped keep morale up.
A in previou years the Officer Cadet competed with a mixture of
determination and hilariou good humour. The variety of team ma cot
was e~ten ive, but the plaudits must go to Leed UOTC with their man
ized wooden Toucan!!
The E ·ercise culminated m a final race provided by 2 ig Regt. The
team were required to negotiate a tricky course under ·imulated battle
condition . carrying a Scam Ma t and then erect it in the fa test time 10
win. The proud winners in thi case were Queen UOTC from Northern
Ireland.
Prizes were presented for the best team performance at each stand. The
prize for the overall runner up in the competition wa won by orlhumbria
UOTC. However, thi year · overall winners were Wales OTC.
Congratulation to them for their hard work. A special mention must be
made of East Midland UOTC who won the peckled Jim Pigeon Prize,
for the team that be t represented the spirit of the competition. We look
forward to another torming uccess next year.
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There were no ringers for expert skiers, despite the COS hiring the
longest skies possible and everyone had their share of falls. especially at
the drag lift!! A good day wa had by all and a few 'die hards' made sure
that Mick was seen off in style many hours later amongst the night life of
Newport. Mick in particular cemcd to enjoy hi last day with the Bde
before going off lo join 2 Sig Regt. What about my original mis ion from
the Commander? The less said the better, let' just say that it was not
exactly what he had in mind when he tasked me with organising a ski trip!!

HQ 11 Signal Brigade
PTAR\tlG
TRAL I 'G ENTRE
The Ptannigan Training Centre, which was introduced to the Corp in
the la. l i . ue ha' ome along at a fa t pace. The photograph below hows
the progre. of the build, which i. lightly ahead of the chcduled
·0mpletion date of 15 eptember. The bone of the 162 eat trainina
theatre. the 'ingle bay garage and 3 of the 6 lecture room can clearly b~
een. On compleuon, the building will have 2 . torey ~ ith 3 lecture rooms
on each floor. The building will have the facility to import 18 x 7 Way
Quad. and a capability that can be dLtributed throughout the centre by
means of a trunked network. The facilitie are built in toe ·port Single and
3 Pha'e P?wer and 2
DC to the vehicles parked on the urrounding
hard- tandmg areai.. All of the interior room., including the theatre. will
be tined for Ptarmigan communication and a fibre optic L
that will be
connected to the CA H L
in the Bde HQ.
The facility offers a aluable training as et to the Bde' Ptarmigan units.
the Bde . taff and, when not required by the Bde. an excellent
lecture/training facility for the Corp . The official opening of the centre i
planned for January 199 . when it is hoped that Her Royal Highne The
Prince Royal will carry out the opening ceremony.
'

The exercise printed on into Saturday night and began again in earnest
at 07~hr on Sunday morning with more ucce. -ful practising Of the
Ptarmigan to Euromux (and Brummie to Cockney) interface. The exercise
closed with a hot wash-up and a debrief by the Media Ops team who had
been filming throughout the exerci ·e, they al o had their hare of
'bloopers· including. a particularly fine golf swi ng demonstrated by Maj
Ford (Trg Ma.I 35 Sig Regt). Overall the exercise wa a short , sharp and
effective test of the Brigade's procedure , many valuable le on · were
learnt.

EM

ELECTROMAN

Manage a communications contract in the Sultanate of Oman for the
Ministry of Defence. The contract is in the process of expansion at the
moment to accommodate a Tropospheric Scatter link and a ·ew
Communications Switching centre. Therefore they are looking to
employ people with necessary experti e to fill the following po ition :

. RADIO/TROPO ENGINEER
Knowledge of, Line of ight radio links and Marconi Tropospheric
Scatter systems. Be able to manage a small team of multi national
technicians, would suit Royal Signals Radio Technician.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER
Knowledge of, Line of Sight radio links, Marconi Tropospheric
Scatter systems, PABX's and Data Communications. Be able to
manage a team of multi national technicians, would uit ex Foreman
of Signals.
Both positions enjoy competitive tax-free alaries, free medical care,
free accommodation, company car and three (3) free flights to UK per
year. Personnel who wish to apply or enquire about either of the two
positions can send their C.V's or enquire to the following numbers:
Fax 00 968 510605 or 00 968 619985
Tel 00 968 619985 or 00 968 5 I 0315/617/8
Or write to me: Contract Manager
Static Communications Contract
Electroman LLC P.O. Box 82
SEES I ll
Sultanate of Oman

RACE THE SUN 1997
This years· Race The Sun event, that covered 120 miles in and around
York on 13 May. aw the entry of another composite I I Sig Bde Team.
The Team. ~ 11~ the past. wa drawn from both Regular and TA personnel
m the Bdes u~n . 34 Sig Regt opted to leave the fold thi year and entered
a Regt Team 111 tead. Thankfully the lo of their talent to the Bde Team
wa off ~t by the dozen.or so_ volunteer from 40 Sig Regt, who had joined
the Bde ORBAT earlier th1 year. A change to the rules from previous
year allowed smaller team to enter. and had the de ired effect of
attracting more team to the event. All in all, a total of28 teams. including
one all female team, competed in Race The un 97. The Bde Team came
9th. 34 Sig Regt having beaten them by 56 ec !! Thank you to those who
~ntered the event and to all those who provided the Team with the uppon
It needed to compete.
·

Capt Mick Boxall, pleased to be going?

Defence Special Signals School

Aerial Photograp h of The Ptarmigan Training Centre
The aerial view of the PTC hows the po ition of the Bde HQ, in the top
left comer of the photograph and shows the work completed after eight
week.

E ERCISE
M 1.ER E GLE 97
Ex Summer Eagle was a Bde CPX held in Donnington over the
weekend of 17-18th May, de. igned to test and train the communications
management and engineering skills of the Bde's units prior to deployment
on E\ Able Condor in Germany.
TA and regular; alike travelled from all over the country: 30 Si<> Regt
from B~amcot~ (who acted. rather schizophrenically as both H'i and
L_9C0 ), 33 Sig R~gt from Liverpool, ~4 Sig Regt from Middlesborough,
3:> Sig Regt from B1_nnmgham and 36 Sig Regt from llford. With all those
~rce nt. It wa. am~mg that we communicated al all! Complicated further
by the scenano \Hiter Capt Sar ah Allan, who managed to dream up the
wamn¥ l3:le~ of ~inin ki~. Wodk~ , Ruminskia and the Former Republic
of D1~t1llenes. we re all fairly certain of her state at the rime!!
The_ more ~erious bu iness of de igning an exerci e that would practi e
the Bngade m the deployment of a combined Ptam1iran and Euromux
networl.: was finally ~nishe? with seconds to spare. ~an ks go to the
ureless efforts of l\faJ J a ckie Allan with extra help bemg provided by
ome of the TA members of the HQ-Maj 'Willie' Brown, Angus M aude
and Ia n Puddy.
The Donnmgton Station Community Centre was taken over for the
~urauon of the exerci e. ~ut went the Wen?)'. House and Ping Pong Table
and m came sub~et and Bird tables .. A surpnsmg amount of Ptarmigan and
Euromux wa still required to provide authentic facilities and structure for
the player' and thus the sandwich wa5 created. The break of HICON and
LOCO.· trappe~ the meat of the players. Everyone hit Start Ex at a sprint
· . exerc1'>_e ume el~psed four times faster than real time, therefore
commumcauons planmng and move had to be done at warp speed factor
9. Best 'Blooper' award goes to the Trunk ode whose on ly report on a
fatalit} was a demand for a smashed Landrover Windscreen! Obviou ly, a
future QMS' Or the case of the very optimistic troop commander who,
when asked ab ut a, rec~ntly dec~ased soldier, said "he's all right, he's still
brcathmg m fact hes alive and kicking"?

SSgt D ~v~ A rn~tt from 89 S ig S qn, 35 S ig Re gt,
claiming his co mplimentary Yorki e Bar
after completing the Orie nteerin g Leg of Race Th e Sun 97

CO
Lt Col I. F. G. Henderson
RSM
WOI (RSM) D. Clark
DSSS has formed as an amalgamation of Communication and Security
Group (UK), CATS RAF orth Luffenham and the Royal avy SCU
Leydene. Currently DSSS remains located at Loughborough (fom1erly
Comms and Sy Gp (U K)) but will move in ovember 97 to form part of
the new Defence Intelligence and Security Centre (DISC) which i located
at Chick and , Bedford hire. The unit in ignia is a hunting Barn Owl
which reflects the Defence Intelligence (Signal Intelligence) modu
operandi of be the 'silent predator who hunt through the en e of ound'.
The background reflects the truly tri- ervice nature of the DSSS~ being a
Royal Navy, Army and Royal Air Force e tabl ishment. Currently the unit
has 23 Royal ignals per onnel on its strength. These are drawn primarily
from the Tele Op (Ling) and Tele Op (Spec) CEO, the remainder of the 94
permanent taff (total crength) are from the Intelligence Corp , Royal Air
Force and Royal avy.

FAREWELL TO MICK BOXALL
, When 1 received on~. of the commanders infamous memos saying
Sarah, arrange some k1mg somewhere, sometime for some of the Bde
staff' 1 thought not a problem, the perfect chance t~ combine one of our
'b?nding' ession. with a farewell lunch for Ca pt 'escape committee'
Mick ~oxa ll . So ll wa that the Bde HQ found itself taking part in ·Ski
School o~ one of Telford' _local excuses for a dry ski slope. Despite 39
years erv1ce between them 11 was the first time RQMS Steve Buxton and
Chief mith had ever been skiing (what no Snow Queen ?), never mind
there were a couple of locals keen to show the way ...

adly loses its tar of the football. rugby and athletic team , LCpl
·Macw· Mc elis and LCpl Dawn 'Michael Jordan' Poole.
lt is with sorrow that X Wing had to bid farewell to SSgt Dave Ha ll, he
recently left the Wing upon complet.ion of 22 years ervice and i deeply
mis ed. Our silver lining with regard to thi rather dark cloud came in the
form of gt Steve ·Zeu · ewton-Roberts. He join the team con i ting
of W0 2 Steve Rofe. SSgt Paul Duddy, SSgt Craig Shri ves and Sgt
Russel Foster. Sgt Russel 'you definitely need my expeni eon this one'
Foster ha recently returned from an enterpri e which has taken him on an
arduous mi ion in the United State .
YWING
SUPERVISOR RADIO COURSE 0 27
May 1997 saw all ix member of Super i or Radio course o 27
ucces fully pas ed and were awarded the Corps appointment of
Supervisor Radio and promoted 10 S gt by Col R. J . Evan QBE ADl(S I)
on 1 May 1997. The Top Student Award was presented to Sgt
(Supervisor Radio) Glen Cuthbertson at the end of 1.:ourse dinner. To the
various establi hment · throughout the 16 week that ho ted Course 27
thanks are extended.

XWING

Th e ROMS and Ch ief Clerk be ing g iven s o m e loca l instructi on

Three course· involving R ignal per onnel have already been held in
X Wing: two basic courses and one Tl upgrading cour e. June aw the
drpanure of the adult-entry basic cour e. Thi course compri ed of gt
Phil 'Taff-I'm not Wei. h' Evans. L pl ·Mack' Mc elis and L pl
Dawn Poole. gt ·office new boy' Evans wa rather hoping 10 briefly
trade real locate to Telecommunications Operator (Golf) before joining the
next upgrading course tarting in Ju ly, wherea the remainder were posted
to RAF Digby. Once again, more sporting talent to R F Digby a. D ,

The Supe rviso r Rad io Co urs e No 27
Rea r Row (L to R): Sgt Pe s te ll, Sg t Mc Nally, S gt Fogg,
Sgt Cuthbe rtso n, SSgt Du nn, S gt Howard.
Fro nt Ro w (L to R): W01 (S u pvr R) T. Malley,
Lt Col l. F.G . Henderso n INT CORPS, ADl(S 1l Col R.J . Evans
QBE, Maj A. Weaver R S IGNALS
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Tl 7 OtR E

TI 197 proved to be a u ce. sful course not only in an academic sen ·e
( har') but al o donunated all sponing eYent. that occurred during the
cour"e durnu n. Many thank. to the three top in tm tors: Ken 'The Ci ·
gt Matt · ot o haf England and
gt Bryan
Cheetham.
· , (j, h1eviou · lason. fa) the teddy forever live on.
D ' 'P RT
The Royal ignal Golf hampion hips were held on 29/30 May 1997
at ~shle} Wood Golf Club near Blandford. The DS
team con isted of
gt · tan· taniford. gt Rob Hare (Captain), Sgt ick Roberts and
gt '.\ lark ha\1.

team and were hopeful of a good performam:c. Succc. s wa' 'oon gained in
the fir t e\ cnt the IOOm with a credi table first from LCpl anale and a
good third from LCpl Wilks in what wa · a very strong field. With the rain
continuing to hammer down LCpl Waites took to the trac k and destroyed
his ri vals in both the 200m and the 400m.
LCpl.s Dixon and Cross c?uld not hold o ff th ~ s tr~ n g th of the X Wing
runner m the 5000111 but ull managed to ma1111a111 seco nd and third
posit ion. A broad smil e wa creepin g over the face of the 0 and an even
bigger smile was cros ing the face of team captai n Sgt Smith. This sm ile
grew even bigger when the captain him el f won the long-jump. It was then
the turn of LCpl Wilks to trut his stuff in the J500m. Hi s X Wing
opponent took an early lead but LCpl Wilks was not shaken, by the end of
the second lap LCpl Wilks wa ahead and pull ing away with every stride.
He cros ed the fini shing line a clear winner and duly took the appl ause.
Sgt O'Doherty and LCpl Chester in the t ecplecha~e blew apart all in
their way, thi · dominati on continued when in the 4 x 400m LCpl Chester
handed o er the third leg to LCpl Waites ome 300m ahead of his nearest
contender. LCpl Waites stormed the finishin g line and accepted the
applau e of the drenched pectators. ln the field and on the track Y Wing
were superior and romped home as overall winners.

ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Kev Mosby
Tp Sgt
Sgt Roy Carter
Farewell to Sgt Kit Knight and hi s wife Elaine posted to 16 S1_gs and
welcome to Sgt Roy Carter and his wife Lynn posted from 16 1g;. Lt
Kev Mosby is on a temporary detachment to RMCS Shri venham 'Good
Luck second time around ' . The Troops· charity event was a day spent at
Meldreth Manor, a local school for children with special needs where the
school made good use of the recruits to paint, decorate etc.

'The Dining Out of Cpl Brenen on Ex Final Fling'
From (L -R): Sgt Bennet, Lt Taylor, Cpl Sorbie, Cpl Brenen and
Cpl Bickerstaff

YA KEETROOP
DELTA QUADR01
Tp Comd
Capt Gareth Marsh (Sleepyhead)
Tp Sgt
Sgt Bob Wallace
Welcome to Cpl Sheard who has arri ved from 2 Sigs. FTR. Other
Signal news from around the Regiment. Congratulations to Cpl Davi
nee Richardson on her recent marriage and al so to Cpl mudge Smith on
hi s promotion and fi nally to Lt Duncan Parkinson who came econd 111
the 2 Di v Orienteering League and who is po ted to 3 Div.

CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Tom Crapper
Tp gt
Sgt Brian Turner
Farewell to Cpl Billy Lilburn and hi s wi fe Lyn who are posted to 220
Sig Sqn and welcome to Sgt Brian Turner and his wife Sue from 3 Div.
The Troop carried out a Sponsored 24hr Marathon Row and ra1 ed £ 1,000
for Leukaemi a Research and ME CAP. Well done to Capt Tom Crapper
on his succcs at Captain of Corps Rowing.
DSSS Golf Team-1997 Unit Team Win ne rs-Co rps Cham p ionship
After the fir t day gt Har e was lying econd with a gros r behind
Cpl Rogers of 11 Sig Regt. gt Rober ts was also in a fine po ition for the
Handicap competition lying ju t outside the prizes. Overall the team were
lying fifth. however. the econd day proved to be ucce ful for the DSSS;
Sgt Hare continued with a gros 76. tied for the lead with Cpl Rogers on a
total of 151. eventually beating him on countback. Sgt Roberts had an
excellent round in the Handicap bringing him up to fini h econd overall.
pecial mention should be made to Sgt Shaw and SSgt taniford who
played a vital pan for the team. DSSS going on LO win by one shot. Sgt
H ar e and faj Floyd (243 Sig Sqn) won the Greensome Trophy
competition with a total of 43 points.
~TER-D EP RTME T ORIE. TEERING CO 1PETITIO
WED IE D Y 2 PRIL 1997
. Within 4 hours o~ being re-named Y Wing. the new unit had acquired
its first trophy! Y Wmg won the Inter-Dept Orienteering Competition on
Beacon Hill. Leice tershire. The event took place in ideal conditions and
involved vi iring a~ many checkpoints as pos ible within a set time: this
nearly proved to be an easier task for ome than other (giving an unfair
advantage to those who remembered to set their watche !). Member of
the winning team were W02 (Supervisor Radio) Andy Marchant, Sgt
Brian Mason, gt J ohn Winn and LCpls Richie Canale, 'Chez'
Chester, ·Ed' Dickson. Ia n Russell and J ason Waites.

Y WING \ IN THE ATfilETIC
The_ next sporting achievement was Y Wing winning the athletic . A
torrential downpour was not the ideal weather for the athletic
competition. However. undeterred by the rain Y Wing fielded a strong

Y Wing-winners of the 1997 Inter Unit Athletics Competition

5 COMMUNICATIO
COMPANY (V)
5 Comms Coy (V) ha had an extremely good year: it retention rate i
high and wa tage rate low (po ibly the lowest in the TA). Some of the
Coy achievement throughout the year have been outstanding. On the
sporting side the Company whippet- better known a C pl Andy Herd has
hone in many areas. This included fir t place in the open category for the
TA in the Army Olympic Di tance Triathlon held in July 1996. He ha also
registered the faste t BFT in the Unit including the Regular element of
DSSS. On the military side WOl (Supervi or Radio) ' Dickie'
Henderson, W0 2 (Supervisor Radio) Andy Ma rshall, WOl Ted
Rober ts and SSgt ' Marina' eighbour (the latter two being Intelligence
Corps) continue to serve in Bosnia. We wish well to them all and hope
they notice on their return that we will have moved to Chicksands!
Congratulation to ex LCpls Darlington and W hite for pa ing the
Detachment Commander ' course and al o for your promotion to Cpl.
Well done.
Recent new arrivals to the Coy include WOl ( upervisor Radio) Ellis
Page and LCpl Westerman. both joining direct from their retirement
from Regular Service. 5 Comms Coy (V) look forward to a bu y autumn
and the challenge of relocating to the DISC at Chicksands.

1 Trg ~qn Royal Signals
Army Training Regiment, Bassingbourn
HQ
Sqn Comd
Maj Steve Vickery
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Anderson
I Trg Sqn ha\ as always been extremely busy during the Ja~l few
month . The OC and his wife, Michelle have. however been bu ier than
mo ta they are celebrating the birth of their first child, G r ace.
A lot of training h~s been carried out for the forthcoming Lanyard
Trophy, the team consists of: OC, Ca pt Cra pper, Capt Mar h W02
Richard , 'gt Wa llace, gt Tuck er, gt Read, Cpl Church wa; d , C pl
Eva~, C pl Watts, C pl Ma rriott. Not forgelling the importance of the
Adrnm support, carried out by W02 Smoothy. no doubt he wi ll bore the
team sen'>Cless with hi tale of life on the All Arms Drill Course. The
team 1s wished lots of luck and hopefully those early mornings on
Thertield Heath will pay off.
~~I the rec~it~ in the Squad ron take pan in a charity event during their
trammg, that 1s euher fund-raising or carrying out some manual labour for
local charities, during the past year the Squadron has raised £32,000!
L PH T ROOP
TpComd
Tp. gt
Farewells go to

Lt Richa rd Byfi eld
gt Karl Tucker
pl Al H a nlon and his wife, J anjce who are posted to

2 Sigs and LO C pl Trev Allan and his wife Ga bby who are posted to I Div
and are very happy to be returning to Germany. A warm welcome is
exten.ded to C pl McBean due_to arrive oon from 216 Para Sig Sqn and IO
1:-t Rich Byfi eld w~o must wm a prize for spending the honest po ible
11me at RMCS Shnvenham. The Troop did a sponsored climb of Mt.
Snowdon and raised £1,300 for the Special Care Baby Unit at
Addenbrookes Ho pital.
BRAVO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lisa Taylor
Tp Sgt
Sgt Dave Bennett
Farewell goes to Cpl ' Budgie' Brenen AA who return to his
Regimen~ afte~ a six-month attachment. However, he liked the place o
m_uch hes trymg to transfer! Unfonunately C pl 'Camouflage· Sorbie
tned to escape but i not being released until October. Welcome to Cpl
'Care Bear' Bickerstaff and his wife. Debor a h from 249 Sig Sqn and Cpl
Mark E~ kd a l e from 7 Sig . The Troop ·pent an excellent day at Luton
Fir~ Stauon learmng to be fire-fighters and gening very wet, in return
ra1s111g £750 for The Fireman's Benevolent Fund.

DELTA TROOP
Tp Come!
Lt Mark Harrop
Tp Sgt
Sgt Kev Read
Farewell to Sgt Kev Read and hi s wife Diane who are posted back to
216 Para Sig Sqn and congratulations on hi s promotion to Staff Sergeant.
Welcome to Cpl Mick Aver and his wife Dawn from I Div. The Troop
followed in the tracks of the Memphi Bell e which fl ew from the camp
during World War 2. They cycled round the Airfield for 300 miles
equaling the distance of one o~ thi fam ous plane's bombing mis ion . The
sum of £ 1,200 was rai ed which also went to the Addenbrooke Special
Care Baby Unit.

Pass Out Parade of Alpha and Bravo Troops, 16 May 1997
INSTRUCTORS WA TED
The ATR ha a continual need for SNCOs and JNCO who have the
aptitude and commitment to be a military training in tructor. The job at the
ATR is challenging and all instructors derive immen e job ati faction .
Pre-Tour requisites are attending and pas ing the Royal Signals Corporals
Course and the All Arm Skill at Arms Course.
Further information can be obtained by telephoning 765 4269.

263 (Harrogate) Signal Squadron
Army Apprentices College
Arborfield

oc

SSM

Maj C. S. K . Paterson
W02 (SSM) D. Forteath

THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIG ALS APPRE TICE INTAKE 96C
PASS 0 T OF THE ARMY APPRE TICES COLLEGE,
ARBORFIELD
by Capt G. P. ewell
Earlier this year on the 18 April the fir t group of R Signals
Apprentices. member of 263 (Harrogate) Sig Sqn completed their
training at the Army Apprentices' College at Arbor~eld. On a bright
pring morning, the 89 young male and female Appren11ces pa sed out of
the College in front of their familie and friend . ready to move onward to
Blandford and beyond.
.
.
Momentou change have taken place to the Army Apprenuce hip over
the past year. Following the clo ure of the Army Apprentice ' College at
Harrogate and the discontinuation of the two year course it ha now been
treamlined to the Modern Apprentice hip. All Apprentice will be trained
at the College in the future . Currently both the R Signals and REME train
at Arborfield and complete a course that is plit between the phase I
element at the College, and the pha c 2 element at their re pective trade
training centre . During their time at Arborfield , pprentices are trained
over a 28 week, 2 term course.
On the 9 September 1996 the firs t R Signal intake, 96C arrived at the
College. Entering a new environment both for them elve and the recently
arrived permanent staff, many challenges were faced and uccessfull y
overcome. The first te1111 is predominately CMS(R), but differs from the
ATRs in it inclusion of character development and leadership train ing.
Fol lowing a short break the Apprentice move into th~i.r enior 1ern_1. T~e
emphasis then focu es more upon technical and 1111htary educauon 111
preparation for their eventual movement to the Corps' centre of excellence
at Blandford. Leadership and initiative training continue to be an important
focus, di tingui hing the modern Apprentice from hi
TR coun~erpart.
The young men and women privileged to train as an Apprenucc itre
selected with a view to developino their latent leader hip potential.
The permanent taff are form~d from a variety of military di cipline .
They are predominantly R ignal but al o with an infantry. in flue.nee al
~ccuon level. AGC (ETS) Officers pro ide much of the educauon gu idance
m their enior term e cntial to the Apprentices ' development. 11 these

varied influences form the Modern Apprentice into a well-rounded oldier
with the seeds of leader hip and ambition fmnly own.
On the Pas off Parade all of thi wa evident: A squadron of well
di ciplined and proud oldiers left the College for Blandford and ucce sful
Army careers. In front of a crowd of over 1500 family and friend the R
Siona! Apprentices tood ide by ide with their REME counterparts. For
th~ Corp the day was marked in hi tory ev_en mor~ by the auendanc~ of the
OinC (A). Brig . F. Wood DC a the 111 pecung officer. Followmg the
review of the Troop , a number of important awards were pre ented to the
Apprentice who had left their mark on_the College by exce!ling i~ Yariou
di cipline . The parade was an appropnate end to a succe tu! penod pent
a Apprentices. The display of drill wa of an exceptionall) high tandard
before the Apprentice marched off the quare for the last time. The
Apprentice ' atisfaction and pride at completing the 2 week ~ours~,
whil t maintaining the high tandards of their two-year Apprentice hip
predecessors was clearly evident.
They move on now to Blandford to join their adult entry counterpart .
The first of many contingent .

T he Roy a l Corps of S igna ls Ap prentice Inta ke 96C pass out of
t h e Army Ap prentices College, A rborfield
Rawson and S c ott Troop lead the march past
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Overall ii wm, an cx1remel_ uecessful trip enjoyed by the Apprentices,
all of \\ hom now have their fir~l adventure tru1niag qualification under
their bell and the ki bug firmly implanted. No doub1 some will form the
basi of future Regimental teams.

The Official Re-Opening Of The Corps Museum-28 May 1997

A novice s kier looki n g exceeding ly professional

Rice Bowl Award for best Appre nt ice in College for sport in g
activities p rese nted to AT Stoja n ovic by t he SOi n C
APPRE TICE INTAKE 97B, INITIAL W EEKS
by AT 'Paddy' Townley
Penney Tp, intake 97B. commenced their training here al the Army
Appremice College on the 6 May 1997. On thal day 49 young men and
women arrived al the fronl ga1es of 1he College ready 10 embark upon the
mo c difficulc and challenging 14 weeks of !heir lives. Some arri ed
looking bemu ed and bewildered. ome cocky and confidenl. and ome
looked as thou.gh they had taken a wrong tum during a Green Peace
march.
The initial weeks proved to be a huge culture hock. ln lead of pending
their evening glued to the televi ion or playing on their intendo 64'
a11empting 10 defea1 ·Bowser' . they were being bawled and creamed al by
ome oversized human being known 10 them as ' Yes Sergeant'. After the
initial induction package the scruffy and solemn looking rabble were puc
through thei r paces in a manner 001 unfamiliar to the reader. Bui of course
'It was much harder in my day!'
After about two week , thi motley crew of shell- hocked and 1imid
individual began to develop a ease for what li fe in the Army actually
mean!. and o they began to bear a distant and vague re emblance to the
modern day soldier. Al the five week poinl thi developing and pulsating
chry ali of Apprentice Trade men marked with pride 1he pas ing of every
oldie fir c and mo t memorable hurdle-Passing Off the Square. With
eight weeks to go ua1il the end of the Common Military Syllabu (Recruit)
the end of the tun nel i a distanl 1arge1 in an otherwise uninterrupled
downward trajectory 1owards Blandford!
EXERCI E ' O\' EAGLE TIGER 97
b) Capt E . P. Dri coll
The Army Apprentices College partici pated in Ex Snow Eagle Tiger, an
alpine skiing adveniurous training exercise. 41 AT and eight staff
deployed 10 the Siubai Valley in Au tria over the period I 8-26 April 97.
The aim of the exercise was to irain novice and competenl skiers to Joim
Service Bronze and Silver Alpine Ski Award standards.
Of 1he six in uuc1ional groups there were enough competent ki'rs to
form a top group to follow the Silver yllabu . The majority of th is group
had had around four weeks skiing experience and were at the b<mom end
of intermediate. There was then a second group with experience ranging
from _one '-° two week . The rest of the group were complete novices and
1he. a_1m with them was to reach Bronze standard . Despite intensive daily
trammg. only o~e from 1he top group (who had had 12 weeks skiing
ex~nence) qualified for S ilver. The real uccess, however, came wi1h the
no\'1ce groups who, due to excellent in. truction, reached a standard way
abo"e that normally achieved in one week. All passed the Bronze syllabus.
The exped1uon an:a was fou nd to be ideal for 1hi form of adventurous
training. The ma in concern . o late in the year was with snow condi1ions,
however the obvious beaefil of going a1 the tai l end of the season was 1he
reduced cost of accommodation, ski passes, shorter lift q ueue , travel and
food. The snow conditions and ski area fa r surpassed any expecta1ioas 1hat
anybody <including some very experienced skiers) had. T he Gasthof wa
at l 200m. lhe ba'e station at I 700m and the glacier ski area at 3200m.
Daily. fresh snowfalls and excellent phling led to fa ntast ic snow. The area
had a very new. comprehensive and quick li ft system allowing rapid
acce s throughou1. Due to the time of year we had all of this 10 ourselves
\ 1th n queues v.ha1<>oever. The majority of the runs were rated blue and
red making it an ideal beginners/intermediate re ort. However, the red
runs were no more lhan blues with the odd steep seciion and I do nol th ink
they would have passed 1he criteria of a red run in France.
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LEADE RSHIP CADRE
by AT Andrew and AT G reen
Tue day 27 May wa the tarl of the Leadership Cadre for the Royal
Signals quadroa. We siarted the day with 3 briefing , the firs! from Maj
J ella rd on the principle of leadership and what was expected from the
AT over the week. Then we had a briefing from L t M icallef-Green,
which covered the procedures we would learn on how to con ider a
mi ion and give orders to a ection. This was related to ta k we might
have 10 perform a a future J CO. Finally, we had a briefing from Lt
Gibbs on what wa expected of us over the next few days.
The next thing we did was go to The Military Training Wing for some
cla room work. Thi involved theory and prac1ical exerci e in
con ideri ng task · and coming up with a olu tion to them. Thi helped us to
think about the command task which followed in the next few day ,
without imply trying the fir t obvious method of approach. I! was
urpri ing to reali e ju l how much detail needed 10 be thought of before
attemp1ing a task.
In the afternoon we had a log-run which included gelling the log over an
a ault course withoul ii touching 1he ground! Thi was very tiring and got
u working together as a tean1, which was pan of the overall aim for the
week.
Wedne day was the tart of the real command !asks. We went to the
Adju1ant General Corps centre at Worthy Down 10 undergo a et of
command tasks and comple1e an Orienteering course. For this each
leadership group was split into two mailer groups. one of the groups had
to attempt 1he command task whil t the other group did the Orienteering
cour e. Then in the afternoon we wapped over. These command tasks
were to show how well we work as a team and to how who the potential
CO's are. as we all had a turn at being in command of a task. We were
debriefed ai 1he end of each task, both on our team and individual
performance.
On Thur day we deployed to Bramley Training Area to undertake a et
of more challenging Command Task based on Military aspects (i.e.
cro ing ·minefields' and ·ravine ' whil t being put under pres ure). La1er
that night we were enl on a navigation exercise, which proved our skills at
map reading and walking on a bearing were not as good as we thought. We
had lO achieve thi exercise wi1hou1 the assistance of a member of iaff,
which made it quite daunting when we went wrong. eedless to ay, some
of us got more leep than others!

Jt is a very uninformed member of 1he Corps who is not aware thal the
Corps Museum has undergone a major refurbishmenl, including the
building of a new extension 1hat wa opened by The Princess Royal in
1996. The excellent news is that the refurbishment programme is now
complete and the Museum was officially re-opened by 1he Adjutant
General, General Sir M ich ael Rose KCB CBE DSO QGM ADC Gen,
on the morning of 28 May 1997. There were over 200 guests present who
repre ented a cross section of sponsor , Friends of 1he Museum and
member of the serving and retired Corps who have played such a major
part in raising the funds thal allowed uch a comprehensive project to
succeed. Many wi ll recall that from the eight contraciors who originally
competed for the Museum , projecl tenders were submitted thai ranged
from £ 1,200,000 to £2,200,000. In fact the projecl to extend and
modernise the building has been completed for £1,150,000 and a vi ii to
ee the fini hed product is mos1 strongly recommended.
You will find that the majori1y of the display have been rehoused in up
to date cabineis that et off the contents to best effect. Additionally over
£100.000 has been spent on lighting and audio/vi ual effect . This has
changed the whole atmosphere in the building and m~ny of the m?re
experienced member of the Corps will have memone of operaung
procedure brought back to them with the audio representations 1hat are
now very much an integral part of a visi1_ to the display . M.any of.the old
favourite are still pre elll, of course, but ma far more effecuve etuag and
of the e the Cable Wagon ranks amongst the mo t impres ive. This is a
building which truly has something for everyone and whilst it i well
worth a visit for anyone it is of particular iatere t for those who still or
have served in the Corps.
Following the re-opening ceremony al the Mu eum those pre ent were
invi1ed to a buffet lunch at the HQ Mess where Maj Gen Last CB OBE
welcomed tho e pre ent and !hanked all for their involvement with the
project in variou differing capaci1ies. Gen Rose wa _asked to ~ake
certain pre eatatioas to the retiring member of the fund rai mg committee
whilsl no1ing that 1he need to continue to rai e an annual income to keep
the Mu eum going would remain a priority. one receiving the e
pre;entations had prior knowledge that they would be cal.led forw'.l'd. It
was a delighted and very urpnsed la t rec1p1eat. MaJ Gen J immy
Hellier. who wa awarded the Royal Signal lnstitution Silver Medal for
his enthusiastic involvement with the Corp culminating as Chairman of
the Museum Fund Rai ing Committee. The Regimental Colonel, Col
Walters, read the citation for his presentation as follow :
Gen J immy H ellier 's di tingui hed military career spanned the years
from 1948, when he was comm1 sioned into the Corps after already
serving three years in the Royal Navy, until hi retirement in 1982. He
immediately took up a new career promoting the sales of defence
equipmenl for the MoD. Throughout his career Gen Hellier ha been

noted for the zeal, energy and enthusiasm which he brings 10 all ht~
endeavours and from his reurement until the presenl day he hm. worked
tirelessly for the benefit of the Corps.
He was a member of the Corp Committee for nine years, serving for
five years as Chairman of 1he Royal Signals In 1itution. During his tenure
he was largely re ponsible for driving 1hrough the production of the Corps
History. The Vital Link , a project which required all hi. energy and
persistence. o sooner was this his1ory complete when . because of the
very qualitie for which he is renowned, he was invited by the Corps to
take on the Herculean ta k of raising funds for the building of the ew
Museum. Over the next seven years from 1990 until this year, he and his
fund rai ing group have collected over £I.I million. a truly astonishing
achievement. At the first meeting of the earlie t fund raising commiltee he
stated:
' It must be accepted thal the climate for fund raising has turned agains1
us, for well known reasons. and ins1ead of the original plan for a relatively
hort appeal Juration, a long haul has now to be faced. The time may co~e
when a complete reappraisal of the objective may be neces ary, but th1
time i not yet.'
These were prophetic words and it is only due to Gen Hellier ' tenacity
and ingle-mindedness thal the fund rai iag campaign has ucceeded. M aj
Gen Hellier·s service and conlribu1ioa to the Corps over a period of fif1y
years has been outstanding and wonhy of recognition by the award of the
Institution Silver Medal.

Ma j Gen Last CB QBE, inv ites Ge n Sir Mic h ael Rose KCB CBE
DSO QGM ADC Ge n to offic ially re-open t h e Corps M use u m on
28 May 1997 watch e d by many of th e 200 guests present.

How many Apprentices does it take t o pass up a plank?
Friday. Today ~as the day to be feeling strong, a the time for the
siretcher race arnved. Once again we worked in o ur syndicates, and
const:uc1~ a strelcher on.io which we placed a rai lway sleeper. before
ca!"f>'mg 1t around a two mile cour e. We then wenl back 10 cam p for a deb~1 efing and prizegiving. All in all it was an enjoyable time and boih R
S ignal Troops loved every minu1e of it (apart from the log-run and
stretcher race).
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Members of the fund raising comm ittee , past and presen~, together w ith the Chairman of the
Royal Sig n als Institution a nd the Reg1ment!"ll Colone l.
.
.
Front row (L-R): Mrs Sunderland-Pincott, Maj Gen Hellier, Mrs Smitherman, Mrs King , Mai Gen .La~t
Back row (L -R): Brig (Retd) Stonham, Lt Col (Retd ) Soward, Lt Col (Retd) Pate rson , Col W a lters, Ma1 Fri e nd
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WEEK IN THE LIFE OF THE CORPS REGIMENTAL SERGEANT MAJOR
WOl (RSM) D. A. DEEGAN
One morning in mid

pril. l was summon d

10

and I visiting ariou · units, the School of Signals and
Qin
ommunications firm where the SOin gave some presentation on our
and the Bowman project or was that rossbow or even Archer?

the oftice opposite to be

a ked by the OinC what wa I doing during the end of the month. 'What
e\'er )OU want me to do' 'v as 'Tl reply. He then explained that he wa going
on a ,i.,1t Lo outh fric:i and would like me to accompany him. could l
·h I.: Ill) diary 1 see if I wa · free. Having spenr one micro ·econd checking
m) diUI) and ten minute clearing it with the ' ife I found I was free to go.
The aim wa. to \i.iL the outh African Signal orp and rekindle ome of
the link,; lo t during the years of san tion due to apartheid. Having left a
me 'age on the an. werphone telling the world where l ' a I found m elf
on a 747 (club clas. of course) bound for A. The in night movie was
excellent not to mention the food and' ine (it' amazing how much you can
con. ume in a 12 hour night). On arrirnl we were met b. our accompanyi ng
office~ who e:.coned u to our 'digs· the VIP Suite at the Intelligence
Training Centre where we were the only gu t with a taff of five to look
after u .
After an office call with the DA at the High Commi ion followed by
lunch at hi · 2 up 2 down ·c type man ion we went on to vi it one of the S.
African ignal Regt . It was very interesting to note that they had the ame
problem as us ... manning, training, budgets etc need I go on. The day
ended with a Bu hveld Braaivlei (large barbecue ' ith a few beers). The
following day we vi ited their mobi le Regiment. the vehicles were older
than the RLs at 7 ig Regt however the equipment was far uperior to the
D 11 at 7 ig . The communication equipment on the whole was very high
te h and made to a very high standard, as we were to find out during a vi it
to the firm who make the equipment later in the week. 111i day' visit ·
fin i hed with a ride arou nd a mall game reserve in a rate! fighting vehicle
and another Bri and more beer. Thursday we were up and on our way at
0500 hr heading south to Durban. an eight-hour journey with a SA R M at
t!ie wheel who managed to hold two mobile phone conversation , eat lunch.
and drive at the ame time. On route we called in to see one of the 'TROPO'
communication tation . then continued to the Umfolozi game reserve were
we went on a night drive. We were very lucky ro see a leopard as well a
many other animal ·.
The following morning we were up very early to go on a morning game
drive. \! e managed to see rhino, giraffe. zebra, and many more type of
game too numerou to mention (I al o don't know the nan1es as I am a city
bo) -o they all look like deer with horn to me). Ha ing pent the night in
Durban at the Holiday Inn v e then drove back to Pretoria to be guests at the
super 12 (SA equivalent to the five nations) Rugby march between
Canterbury and orthern Transvaal. That night I managed w meet up with
an old Corp CC W02 Pete Street now AGC who is attached to the
BMATT for three years (what a life). After a days rest. when the SOinC
went to visit the DA, and I managed to squeeze a game of golf in (it had to
be done). then it was back to ·work'. The next two day were spent with the

(L-R): W01 RSM van Heerden (Spanners), Col CO EW Regt,

Maj James Langley, Col Ian Fordred, W01 RSM Deegan ,
Lt Col Bobby Keller, SOinC Brig Nigel Wood, Brig Broekhuizen.
The vehicle in t he background is a RATEL fighting vehicle
Our final day was spent with a very intere ting vi il to the Vonreke
Monument at Pretoria and a little hopping trip, to buy souvenirs. To
summari e the visit was a very interesting one during which we were able to
exchange view on a variety of topic , and open new line of
communication wi th the changed South African Army especially the
Signal Corp , who e generosity and hospitality wa econd to none. They
are also the only nation that eat and drink more than the Briti h, not that I
would know of course. l believe the next vi it i to Australia later in the year.
if I am still in thi po t my diary i free. Sir.

(L

to

R): ATs Hillyard, Berry, Ferguson, Rowbottom, Hill,

Ashmore, Harper-Ronald and Hill
WOME S RUGBY!
'A women's rugby team!' yes that's right 11 Sig Regt has finall) decided
to form a women's rugby team, at last a bit of rough sport for the lasse . our
chance to take on the men so watch out tough guys! Capt 'Will Carling'
Kirby together with SSgt Ann Adams organised it and so far it has been
successful, with plenty of hotheaded females. raring to scrum down and put
in those tough tackle . Obviously the training had to stan from cratch. from
learning to pass. scrum ming, line outs and onto a game of full contact rugby.
To be honest it's all down to the hard training e ions and excellent
coaching from a number of the male rugby players.
Soon there may be a new fully-fledged England rugby squad with AT
Cpl 'Bruce' Lee flying down the wing. ducking and weaving, we also have
AT Heathcote the new British bull dog. Now we have to find a Rob
Andrew!!.

OinC ~

POST CRIPT
Thi was a really excellent vi it. the first of its kind for many years. There
are great opportunities for advenrurou training. joint communications
exercises, poning tours and individual exchange . all of which I intend to
follow up in the month to come. I would like to thank our ho ts: Brig
Broekhuizen Director of Signals, Col Fordred CO 2 Signal Regt, Lt Col
Keller CO I Signal Regt and WOl RSM van Beerden (Spanners!) for their
wonderful hospitality and al o our thanks to Brig Murray Wildman DA
Pretoria and Maj James Langley for arranging the visit.

11 Sig Regt
Blandford

Back Row (L

to R): ATs Claire Heathcote, Zoe Dolan, Zoe Dorey,
Kelly Lee, Diane Brad ley

EXERCI ES OWSCAPE-B LG ARIA
by Al's Allen and Nicolls
.
A we arrived at Gatwick Airpon on Saturday 22 March the preflight
nerves staned ro how but al l were relieved when we arrived at Sofia Airport
in Bulgaria safe and ou nd. The weather wa overcast and the .temperature
was a cool 0 Celsiu . After being proces ed by the Bulgarian pas p_ort
control in their usual efficient fashion we set off to the hotel. The first th mg
that struck u en route was the amount of poverty in the country. On arrival
we were initially impressed, until it came to the meal-time. The mo t
impres ive bit was the bread that was always tale. TI1en there was the
shower and toi let which occupied the same space, which did mean thar you
could kill rwo birds with one stone but the toilet-paper was too wet to hold
together when the time came to pre it into action.
Sunday morn ing came and we were i ued ur kiing kit, split into gr:oups
according to ability and off we went to the lopcs ._ Bemg a c~)lnplete begmner
my ski' got very little u ea I pent mo t of the time crawli ng around on the
floor trying to stand up. By the end of the day howe er, myself, T Cpl
Kelly Lee. AT LCpl Hayley Fo ter, AT Ian Hill, T Andy Allen and T
Helen Johnson, who made up my group had all mastered the fine ~rt of
walking on skis, now ploughing and al l the ba ic thank to our professional
instructor, Yanni. As the week progressed o did our skill . The lopes got
teeper and . teeper until they were no longer lopes but , heer drops, ?r o 1t
appeared to us. In the evening we were given time to relax and enJOY the
pica ures on offer from this wonderful country with most of the
entertai nment provided by the permanent staff. On the Friday the.ski chool
laid on a party for us and awarded u witl1 diploma for our achievements.
On Saturday we were brought back to earth again witl1 a vi it to o~a. t~e
capital city where we witnessed the amazing amount of poveny 111 th1
country.
.
The final Apprenti e • ski trip wa. brought to an end with the return to
Blandford. The only thing remaining being to thank the PS, Mr Rod
1'renam. Col Walter . Lt Joth Heywood. S gt Jeff ~orris, Sg~ John
Reid and Cpl Carl Peters f'or a1Tanging uch an enjoyable tnp 'nd
providing the ente11ainmen1.

Sig O'Connell - Triple Jump

to Rl : ATs Sheryl Richardson, Jess Limbert,
Jodie Wood, Hayley Foster

Front Row (L

Maj Dave Lumb being 'gunged' by AT Gareth Ayto,
watched by AT Ruth Kennedy

2SQ ADRO
qn Comd
faj G. Deans
SSM
W02 (SS 1) P. Christie
, ew arrivals the Squadron cadre includes Capt W. J. Kirby as 21C,
replacmg Capt D. Drinkall and Cpl Elvis Hemstead who replaces Cpl
Tueddle. The Squadron continue to provide the Field Army with oldiers
m the Operator, Mechanical and Driver Trade Groups as well a looking
after those oldier. on their Cla s I and Crypto course to name but a few.
Cpl Hemstead soon made hi mark in the Squadron by volunteering(!) to ,
orgam~e the quadron learn for the unit swimming competition. Several
me_m.bers of the S9uadron dedicated early morning and evenings to. wim
trammg_ .and whilst the team were nol victorious at the wimming
ompe1111on several were selected for the Regiment team. Still the subject
of port. the quadron fiel ded a scratch team for the Lnter Sqn athletics and
Tug of\ ar competition on 14 May 97. The Tug of War team were runner
up to a heavyweight HQ qn t~ whilst the athl etics team produced some
excellent 111d1ndual results. Sig ·scouse' O'Connell (Triple Jump Shot)
ig _Winder (Javelin). ig Greenhill (High Jump), Sig Jones 630 ; nd Sig
Maitland (I OOm. 200m) were all . elected for the Regiment Team which
went on to ~·111 the Divisional Champion hips at Andover on 20 May 97.
Congratulations LO all 2 Sqn personnel who took part at these even ts.
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permanent staff were in Okehamplon. the remainder enjoyed themselves
with 111 uch financia l benefit going to omic Relief. It all began with all
Apprentice making a pers?nal contribu~ion that allowed th,em to wear
civilian clothes for the day mstead of u111form. Cpls ·Bobby Sand and
Vicky Hopkins took things one step further by wearing outrageous nares,
wigs and nower power hirts but even that was mild compared to events
carried out on the 'knock off parade'.
first. W02 (SSM) Eric 'B utch Dingle' Udell sat patiently in 'The
Chair' with a towel wrapped arou nd his neck. Then came the shaving
foam and rawr. AT' Ang' Graham rubbed in the foam to ease the shaving
of his moustache carried out by AT Leah Snell. He was very brave and
deserve a medal, especiall y as he admitted afterwards that the whole
affair was very painful.
WHAT THE SSM CA DO, THE OC CA GO 0 E BETTER! This
is what the ATs were waiting for! With Maj Dave Lumb poised in 'The
Chair', two buckets of an awful concoction appeared, carried by ATs
Ruth Kennedy and Gareth Ayto. which were poured slowly onto his
head. down hi shirt and onto hi~ lap for all pre ent to enjoy. 3 (Penney)
Sqn' total contribution was £400. Well done!

MAYHEM T CLAYESMORE
by AT Ange Graham
.
.
On Friday 9 May 1997. a number of Apprenuces from 3 Sqn . 11 Sig
Reat. took pan in a charity event, in aid of Muscular Dystrophy, at
c1:yesmore School. 16 team of iive took part in the challenge. eight of
those teanlS being Apprentice . 12 events ranging from: 'Cares The
Cu tard' which involved a bath full of cu tard. and jelly at1d a packet of tictacs emptied into it. which we had to find. An Apprentice team called ·Tue
Sruds' seemed to go to great length to find the tic-tac and got in t!1e bath
for a closer look! 'Virgin the Ridiculou · on which you had to kip on a
trampoline. Each team had to have a 'You Bet·: one team bet they co~ld
keep a traight face for l minute. Well they did 11 through all the Moome
and face pulling, but when a member of the 'Drag Queen ' T A hley
Beardsley, began tripping from hi dre revealing a bright blue b~. one of
the team members be"an cracking up! There wa one event that m\'olved
suckingjelly through !: traw and then going to another bowl. liquidizing tl~e
jelly in your mouth and blowing it out. Most of the tean1 got a fine for thi
aame because they were caught eating the jelly!
0
It was an enjoyable evening and all the teams put loads of effon into each
event and the P gave lot of uppon and encouragement. The final event
was the yard of ale where AT Gordon Thomson e celled. \Ve then of
cour e looked up to our Troopy, Sgt Innes, (Dangerou Kev) but hi attempt
wa far from dangerous. Over all :T and PS all had a good time. The
Apprentices rai ed a total of £250.

'The Village People'
(L

to R): ATs Martin, Nicholson, Cpl Greenwood, Gordon , White
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TO R. DENBO

H '97

pril a group of 0 enthu-ia, tic Apprentices left Blandford
Camp for a 4 da) Rugby Tour to Denbosch Holland. fter a tiring 11 hours
on a cooch we arri ed at our Hotel for a quick 'hower and change before
heading out to Denbo h to sample the local nightlife. Saturday morning was
to be a lat ,tart. or owe thought. Cp 'Bobby' 'ands decided that an early
m ming training ' . ion wu in order to clear our heads from the previou
d.l). fter a fe\\ hou running round a rugby pitch we headed for
Am. terdum. an event we will remember fore\'er. We arrived in the early
afternoon and rel<txed ta. ting the local fruits and looking around the end!
amount' of hop .
undn) brought our trip to Ro endaal Kommando , who agreed to give u
game after a pre' iou fi:1.ture was cancelled. A clo:e game left the core
Blandford 21-R~ndaal _o. but 1 think we were well beaten in the fun and
ga~e' which followed in the Clubhou e. ong were sung. beer wn drunk.
whi h con luded a day of adrenaline and weal. Monday brought another
long journe) back to Blandford and the end of the tour, great fun was had by
all anendee . a ucce. ful Lour

every girl. apai1 from AT McKenzie fa ll in. The water was freezing and up to
your neck. and OK the fir. Ltimc was fun. but the lads decided it would be
good to do it again and 1 was not amused. Frect:ing cold and soaking wet! So
around we went. 1 was straight in tl1e water jump on my knees and straight in
the water again on the monkey bai .
Tuesday was spent zeroing and attempting our APWT. We did not do very
well at this. all we can say is 'at least we tried'. On Wednesday. after another
attempt m the APWT we all had a go on the moving target range tl1at
everybody enjoyed. For t11e aftern oon we had 'another' ession of rifle
cleaning al which we were all becoming expe11S. TI1ursday we all had a go at
pairs fire and manoeuvre: it w great fun and everybody was ready for the
night ambu h. The night ambu h went off with a bang, trip flares. para-illum.
mini flares and everything el e which made a bang went up in the air. The
night went well and everybody was in good spirits as we were going back to
Camp on Fnday ai1d on leave aturday.
Scott Tp with the Inter Tp Athletics Cup.

AT Bradley being presented with her medal
by the CO, Lt Col T.W. Canham.

RAW 0 ' TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Oliver
Tp gt
gt Ke In nes
Raw ·on Tp welcome their new Tp Comd, Lt Gareth Oliver who has ju t
arrived from 1 ( K ) Div in Herford.

F REWELL TO LT JOTH HEYWOOD
On aturday 8 1arch, Raw on Tp held a function to bid farewell to it'
Troop Comd, Lt Joth Heywood. It was an entirely Troop affair. with
entertainment being provided by AT Dale Richardson and AT Chri
Crossle) (our 2 budding DJ' ). a recited ode by AT 'Po, ' Postlethwaite.
followed by a pre entation and humorous peech by AT Carl Walker. The
eYening ta11ed with loud cheers. rapturou applau e. and a standing ovation
(But why? They said. What did he do?).
Immediately the scene was et for an enjoyable and relaxing party. So
relaxmg that, Lt Heywood even managed a dance with hi girlfriend Julie,
(we ne~·er kne\\ he. could). Which only leaves us to ay, congratulations on
promoaon to Captam and Good Luck in the future from Raw on Tp.

Happy Birthday to AT Damien 'Dime Bar' Chorlton

AN ODE TO LT HEYWOOD

Hei ourOC
We all call him Joff.
His interests include shooting
but hi number one is coif.

He is our hepherd
We are his little flock.
ju tone thing about exercise
Where did you get that mock.

He doesn ·1 always talk.
But when he does he· loud.
He·s not what I'd call big.
But he ticks out in a crowd.

A week has seven days
We see him one or two.
the bigge: I que: Lion of them all
i what does our OC do.

Looking round the Mes
you· 11 find him at the bar.
And with that 12 bore that he own
l think he'll go far.

When ever he goes hooting
It's a guaranteed bull eye.
Don't **** off Mr Heywood
·cos he can make you cry.

If your asking me

You·ll have a lot to drink tonight
tomorrow will be a blur
but if you remember anything
it will be CHEERS SIR!

the paras would uit him.
But all he does i volleyball
when he' down the Gym.
He goes out hooting pigeon .
pheasants, ducks and geese.
But if he· going anywhere
he· d bener loo e that fleece

COTT TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl Bob Banner
Tp Sgt
Sgt Lee Johnston
A Scott Tp go through life sweeping aside all competition in all that we
do, we pause for a moment to bid farewell to the out going Tp Comd, Lt
J~hn Torrell who goes with our best wishes to become a helicopter pilot
with teeme weeme airwar: In his place we welcome the new Tp Comd,
wo1. Bob Banne ~ who JOlllS us from 30 Sig Regt. Due LO his wealth of
expenence. he ~.as 1mmc:<hately detailed with taking Oil responsibility for the
quadrons m1htary trammg and final exercises before the Apprentices'
graduauon.
WEEK 0 DARTMOOR
b)' T Ruth Kennedy
1ilitary Trai~ing 3 ~tarted great!! Sunday morning and everybody felt
good after the mght before. All ATs paraded at 8. 15 am but the DS decided
I 1.00 am was better. b~t we were not to know. We got on the coaches at J 2.30
pm read.Y_ to st~ ou; JO!!rney to windy Dartmoor, everybody was in quite
i:ood \pints cons1denng 11 Wa5 a Sunday. When we got to Dartmoor we got
mto our accommodauon and did some nne drill ready for firi ng the next day.
On . fonda) when we .awo~e you could not see 5ft in front of you. As we
could not fire the DS decided 11 would be a good idea to do some le sons then
the a.\..:tUlL cour.e m the afternoon. Good fun, that's what I thought! after
domg a walk through I realised what was involved. A 6 ft water jump lhat if
you lcl_I ~n yo_u had to keep your mo~th clo ed, and the monkey bars! We
were dlVlded mto four teams, and while we were waiti ng Lo go we watched

AT Jenny Wood w as later hea rd to say 'I want my m ummy'

INTER TROOP ATHLETICS
by T McKenzie
Sa_t!!rdaY 10 May dawned bringing with it wind and rain, not the mo t ideal
condmons for an Inter Tp athletics competition, Scon Tp ver us Rawson Tp;
a fight to ~he death! Who would be the champion Troop? The weather didn't
dampen either the competitors or the pectators spirits and there was great
support for both Troop . The first event was the 400m hurdles won
convincingly by AT ~ones o~ S~on Tp, naturally. AT Beardsley ho\~ed his
namral talent, yet ~gam, by wmmng the 3000m teeplecha e, showing that he
has mdeed settled m to Scott Tp very well. He showed his loyalty by k.i ing
the T~oop emblem, much Lo the envy of Rawson Tps, Sgt Innes. Both
Troop showed a lot of talent m the track and fie ld events with the overall
result going in Scott Tps favour, tl1eir points being over double those of
Raw on Troop
A number of Scott Tp received medal , AT Dourley won three gold, AT
McKenzie won four ~old and AT Dolan also three gold. to name but a few.
The presentanon of pnzes by the CO. Lt Col T. W. Canham went well with
lots of cheering and clapping from both Troop . The proudest people there
however, must. have been WOl Banner and gt Johnston, who were heard
to uuer arcasuc com1~1ents throughout the pre entation about ju t how many
medal Raw~on Tp didn 't have! AT J ones went up to collect the winning
trophy, he bemg the loude t and most animated of the Scon Tp competitors.
A loud ch~r was heard as AT Jones held the tr0phy aloft, Scon Tp was again
the Champ10n Troop!!

CHANGE Of ADDRESS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk at RHQ,
IN WRITING, of any change of address.
THIS INFORMATION SHOULD
NOT BE TELEPHONED

At the time of writing the Team are a month into the how season and
loving every minute of it. Despite treacherou weather conditions-very
unfair after month of sunshine-the Opening Show was put on in front of an
appreciative crowd of families, friends , spon ors and miscellaneous group
from the Camp. The opening ride produced a few palpitations when a
collision threw Sig Tony Annetts and Cpl Rob Downton dramatically
acros the arena. Fo11Unately, neither was badly hurt and they were both able
to continue in subsequent ride much to the con temation of their respective
parents. The incident eemed to pull the team together even more and. _much
to their credit, the ensuing performance was faultles . The lunch m the
Semaphore Arms was a much enjoyed occasion and a week-end before the
road trip to Germany was greatly needed.
The four-day show at Rheindahlen was a re ounding ucces and the team
returned with only one injured man ig 'Togs' Teague, who managed to
di locate his (already dubiou ly formed!) right arm. The trip finished with a
certain degree of 'cooperation' between the QRH Pipes and Drums who
piped their way around the arena- in their kilts, on the back of the bikes ridden
backwards! Trade were exchanged with the aforesaid Pipes and Drums, and
the RAF Falcons, in the end of show frivolities and a six-bike fan built in a
marquee, on chairs.
We ay a fond farewell to LCpl 'Tat' Jenkins who leaves for greener
civilian pastures. The teai11 wi he him and Sharon the very best of luck.
Also we remind him that we are still here should he have econd thoughts
about his next employment!
The team have completed a number of extremely-well received how
including an anniversary Beating of the Retreat at 35 Sig Regt. a Royal Star
and Garter Military Spectacular in front of HRH The Duke of York, and the
three-day Devon County Show. Article about the team have appeared in
numerous local new papers, radio tations..and even the Daily Express. AL tJ_ie
time of writing, we await an article in the Daily Star on the theme of ·Girl
Power and the Team Captain' and a promised write-up in the Daily Mail.
Plans are afoot for a cheduled trip to Australia in September I998 Lo perform
in the Brisbane Tattoo-the team remains cynical but hopeful.
All in all, a busy but fun-packed start to the season and another, regular
reminder to any soldier out there to get in touch with either Capt Giles or
Maj Ru ell on Blandford Mil Ext 2365 if they wi h to iind out more. Don't
be shy!

SITUATIONS VACANT!!
THE
ROYAL
SIGNALS

Are recruiting new riders to fill vecancies whl!'h

MOTORCYCLE
DISPLAY
TEAM

No pievlou• txperian« Is neceua ry · all you

oce<1r In the team. Two week selection CO<Jr>es

w\11 teke place at Blandford.

need Is guts, detennination, fitness and .......
a sense or humour.

omce.

App/l<:alion forms art k•pl in rour O<dfll1y Room/Sqn
Get one.
Apl*f now and gel on the next selection course

T HE WHITE HELMETS
WANT YOU!!

ROYAL SIGNALS WIDTE HELMETS
POTENTIAL VOLUNTEER
REGISTRATION
Royal Signals White Helmets, Blandford Camp
Blandford, Dor et
DTll 8RH

Trade ... ....................... C la

................................................ .

Unit ........... ........ .................. ........... ..... ................ ............... ..
Please register me to receive further information on selection for
the Royal Signal White Helmets when derail are available.

Bespoke Clothing
for Men and Women
Hand cut to suit you.
Fittings at your home, office or club
costing less than you might think.
For an appointment
ring our Head Office on
01132 880 880

Vernon Rees & Goodalls Ltd
Civil, Military & Livery Tailor
40 Commercial Street, Rothwell, Leeds, LS26 OAW

Fax: 01132 880 864
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lt took a few days to gel on my feel, to gel lo know ~y way .round camp
, n<l become familiar with all the road routes and certam locanons that we
~ould make weekly visi~s to. We visit the Vitez arC'.1 on Th~rsday "."hen .the
Colonel visits radio statlOns t? broadcast m Travmk, Novi Travnik, Vitez
nd Busovaca. The reason behind the broadcasL~ are to keep the local people
~ware or what SFOR are. doing in their area, other ge~1e~al information,
advice and finally, worldwide ne~s. Another regular detail ~s lo take people
on a tour of Hamburine. Hambunne is locate.d about one.kilometre ?uts1de
Prijedor. It was originally an area that contained three villages but 1s no~
reduced to empty, uninhabitable structures or rubble, a produ~l of ethnic
cleansing. The daily use of the vehicle soon _clocks up the mile~ and the
53.000km mark wa5 reached. M_Y predecessor informed me th.at this was l~e
servicing point so a tnp to Sar~Jev? was needed. Th~ first l~ing 7ou s~ as
vou enter Sarajevo is a sign saymg Welcome lo Sarajevo ~4 . Th~s conjures
pictures of Eddy 'The Eagle' Edwards. Then Y?U turn mto Smper Alley.
The speed limit is somewhat slower_ than a.was in days of old but 1,soon
arrived at my destination. Zetra Stadium. This was the place that h~d . done
the Briti h proud' when Torvill and Dean won_ gold. What an an11cltmax!
Scaffolding, shell holes in the roof and the nn_k itself wa~ no l?nger a home
for ice but for corimecs and vehicles. The service was fin1 hed ma day and I
left Sarajevo with a feeling of disappointment. What a waste!
.
Next on the ~genda was the CSE show, a change ~rom the norm and time
10 bring on the dancing girl . A well deserved good mght was had by_all. The
Stranglers topped the bill and, although they've been around for awhile, they
still knew how to gel the crowd going. And that about ~ring ~e up to d~te.
Only five months left to go. Doesn't time fly when you re having fun? Wish
you were here? I doubt it.

I

L
MND (SW) HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
OPERATIO LODE TAR
The quadron -arrived into theatre. by air and by train. during mi~- pril
and immediately set about taking over from -0 Bde and 200 Sig Sqn
('wappmg ·mailed fists' for 'desert rats'). We knew we ~vere m for a
um mer tour and o the initial . now took u a ltttle by urpn e. However.
fan have no\\ replaced the heaters a · the ummer heat kicks in. We are
nO\\ ~ettled in to our corimec . our ky di~h e are wired in and we are
almo t u ed to our daily fix of ~moke from the local burning rubbiJ1 tjp
here at the Banja Luka Metal Factory. Visitor to the Factory o far have
included the pop group. The Stranglers. the M!ni ter for Armed Force .
the ecretary of tate for Defence and more importantly. nderwrap ,
tho. e cantily clad female dancers from the C E how.

up

Sg t Caulfield and Lt Carter
with Malaysian Signallers at lvovik Hill Top Site

200 Sig Sqn hand over to 207 S ig Sqn
Majs Cameron-Mowat and Richardson and
W01s (RSM) Atkinson and Jones
QM' DEPARTMENT
The QM' department, uncharacteri tically, has been working long
hours. seven days a week and mumbling about water rationing, air
conditioners and early morning PT. It ha been noticed that even Maj
Drain (QM/Camp Commandant/long di tance runner/guitar player) and
RQMS Catchpole were putting in eight hour days. Cpl ' Percy' Percival.
with hi chameleon-like hair, informs everyone that he 'has to go to Split
to liaise with the right people who are able LO ensure we get the right
equipment". Meanwhjfe, on return from ms well publ icised visit to the
Cannes Film Festival, gt Al English continues 10 ·pack them in' during
hi film night .
TECHNICAULINE DETACHMENT (PROBLEM TERMINATORS)
The detachment is enjoying its tour of Bo nia with the guys working
very hard and gaining lots of experience in their chosen fields. LCpls
John Ford and Scott Marlow spent ometime adventurous training down
at Brae and returned co the workshops with skfo the colour of beetroot.
Mo t of the time is spent trying to educate people on how LO use their Sky
satellite y tern or trying to tune in the TV to the video (the RD element
of the Squadron bei ng the worse culprits). Goodbyes go to Sig Paul Clack
who has been given a free transfer to MT along with Sig Jason Knight.
Promoted to the Tech/Line Det is Sig ' Daz' Burns. He will enjoy hi stay.
0 '1M TROOP
Alpha and Bravo Tp have amalgamated for the tou r and seem to be
working well together even though Alpha Tp are having play-station
withdrawal symptoms and Bravo Tp are having the alcoholic equivalent.
LCpls Lee Cox and George Johnson and Sig John Tran are just three of
the TA/Reservist augmentees who are helping with the ama lgamation.
Cpl ~ick ·Mad Dog' Hatton deployed to Sjenoko ica rebro along with
ig Mark Young and immediately "briefed up ' the other cap badges coIocated on the site as to what he expected of them in hi. own 'softly,
softly" style. pl 'JC' Cordery and ig ' P ycho' Smith went lo Li ina
hill top (which is so close, yet o far from the Metal Factory). Li sina had a
white stone, 20 Bde ' mailed fist' etched into the hill ide for all to see. 7
Bde were contemplating a neighbouring 'red rat' equivalent until the land
owner charged us rent. If that wa n't bad enough, the summer weather has
produced a jungle-like coveri ng of fem which has blanketed all the hard
work of 200 Sig Sqn.
pl 'Taff' Hamblin went co Gola Pljesovic with LCpl Simon tadden
where the) live underground in tunnels and have not een daylight for
\Orne weeks now. Rada ljici hill top si te is fortu nate enough to have LCpl
'Wo\ • Glea'e (congratulations on promotion) and ig 'Gaz' Jennings.
The \hort Mraw, lvovik rebro, went to LCpl 'Twitch' Meakin, Sig Dave
toore and L pl 'Shaky' Blackburn.

a large tent inside the factory. The two days soon passed and b.!fore. I knew it
l was jammed into the back of a Land Rover and taken alongside LCpl
Mick 'The Governor' Hatton to 'SJ' The ride was, to say the lea~t. a little
bumpy. lt took some three hours to reach the site as conditions were less than
ideal for a jaunt uphill in a fully laden Land rover._Ho~vever, we were ~n
introduced to the other element on the sne, LCpl Gaz Flatman, 1g
'fishmong' Fisher and two lads from the G~een Howards. Cpl Hatton and
myself soon got into a fair and unanimou~sh1ft system where l got the 21000900 hrs and Cpl Hatton got the rest . Within the firs_l week ~e had three
feet of snow which caused great problems for the vehicles tryml:f to get up
the hill to do resupply and such like. Then the weather began to pick up and
within a few days we had a barbecue.

However. once the now had melted. they managed to get all the
important things done 10 the ite (Sky set up, dart board hung etc). ig
Chris Moore and Sig 'Gorgeou · Broderick enjoy the pizza , doughnuts
and choc-ic that are available to them at rear-link CANBAT, Coralici
whilst LCpl Kenneth Birl>ett and Sig 'Chocolate Mouse' Alston opt for
their own cooking at MALBAT, Livno. LCpl 'Daz' Mordecai and Sig
"Blair' Jones get Dutch chee e and mixed hower at DUTCHBAT,
Sisava and LCpl 'Gaz' Woolley (congratulations on promotion) and ig
Darren White have half of the UK female. teenage population writing lo
them at CZECHBAT. Ljubija. Cpl Dave Rimmer has been heading up the
radio room and all his hard work will no doubt earn him a stint at the
lvovik holiday camp. Cpl ick Ulley ha pent his time here banished to
the depths of the COMCE , only coming out al night when civili ed
people are asleep.

BOS IA-MY FIRST MONTH
by ig M. Young
.
.
With all our training completed, the flight details confirmed and all of our
lads fitted out in the very impressive 'Soldier 95' kit, we set out on o~r
journey to the Former Yugoslavia. The majority of the Squadron went ~y air
whilst a few chosen men loaded the fleet of wagons (wah fre. hly p_amted
'Red Rats' and 'SFOR' motifs) onto an ageing flatbed tram which, if
adverti ed in 'Exchange and Mart'. would have read 'high mileage hence
low price' or 'spares or repair' .
.
.
We left Hohne railhead al lunchtime on 12 Apnl 1997 on a Journey that
would take us through five countries and vast changes i~ culture. On board,
we settled in a best we could. We pas ed most of the time grabb1.ng some
well earned sleep but played 'Risk' when awake. The game which ~ms
friends into enemies. After a few warm-up games the atmo phere certamly
became a little heated. SSgt 'Slightly Un table' Ferris won most of the

ga~C:·finally arrived at our destination, Novi Gradiska, to be greeted by a
few grinning faces belonging to 200 Sig Sqn. We offloaded_ the wagon and
set off for Banja Luka Metal Factory. I w~s due to deploy m two days to a
rebroadcast station at Sjenoko ic. This hill top 1 dir~tly kyward from
Donji Vakuf. We were placed in temporary accommodation that cons1 ted of

'NAAFI IN
PARTNERSHIP'
S ig Moore, LCpls Blackburn and Meakin at lvovik Holiday Camp
BOSNIA-MY FIRST MONTH
by Sig J. Doughty
The roar of the engine and the final small adju tments 10 our earplug
and we were off. The ti me wa5 around midday, the date wa the 15 April
1997 and the venue was Han nover Airport and the beginning of our ixmonth tour of Bosnia Herzegovina. As the Hercules sped down the runway,
there were ome very unsettled and nervous looking faces, it was easy to cell
what was goi ng through their mind as the same thing was going through
mi ne. What if something goes wrong? But no, nema problema, we were in
the safe hands of the RAF and now they were providing us with
approximately three and a hal f hours of glorious sleep. All right. so l lied.
three and a half hours of restlessness, painting a picture in your head of how
it's going LO be. Until, that i , you step off the plane at Banja Luka airport
and the reality hits you. Gone were the thoughts of green rolling countryside
and hot sun but, in tead, whi te rolling countryside and freezing winds. II was
snowing! After a three-quarters of an hour coach drive, we arrived at the
Banja Luka Metal Factory, home for the next six months. After being
processed into theatre, it wa straight co the cookhouse for a mea l before
locating corimcc 'G4' for a well deserved nights sleep. A if it wasn't
already obv ious how long we had left in Bosnia, small reminder left by the
previous occupants told us and in formed u of what we would be getting up
to in the month al1ead. Cheers lads!
The nex t few days were spent eltling in and making the rooms as homely
as pos ible and then it was onto the hand-over/takeover of jobs. I wa given
the position of Chief Liaison Officer driver. After being introduced to my
new bo. s, Col Pickup, I was shown my vehicle, a Mitsubishi Pajero
(Shogun ). I became the happiest man in FRY.

Reports of the demise of Naafi are
unfounded. Instead people will see a new
Naafi, a professional and dynamic
organisation offering choice, effi~iency ~n_d
value for money. To achieve this Naafi is
working in partnership with l_eaders i_n
particular business areas, using theu
expertise to help provide an unbeatable
service.
In March Spar was awarded the contract to
convert Naafi's 200 UK shops into a world
class operation. Newly refurbished shops,
with longer opening hours, will have a more
extensive range of stock, focused on what the
customer wants.
Naafi, not merely content with modernising
its clubs, is going into the fast food business.
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Cpl Hatton (left) inadvertedly gives his age away
to Sigs Alston and Moore
Soon after I left the hill top for Comms Tp during the first rotation and
returned to the Metal Factory to take over a 'eras~ out' Land Rover. I was
pleased for the change in scenery and a room with a few luxune . Well
chat's the first month of the tour gone and l am looking forward to my R
and R. I'm restricted to how many words I put lo paper so l' It end wnh the
well known aying, 'You're better in than out'.

The Wire is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views ...
Share YOUR views

In conjunction with Eurest, part of the
Compass Group, trial partnerships are being
conducted to introduce a number of leading
branded foods to clubs, for example Mama
Mia Pizzas and Not Just So Donuts.
Other initiatives from Naafi include the
creation of Naafi Select, Naafi' s new mail
order catalogue and a new financial services
company, Warrior Group. Naafi Select offers
non food goods to Service personnel
worldwide at high street prices while
Warrior Group will offer all of those services
currently available through Naafi Financial
Services as well as many new products.
The Armed Forces can be assured that aafi
will continue to service as it has done ince
1921. There is a positive future for Naafi and
most importantly, its increased profits are
returned to the Service' s welfare funds.
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Mick and his wif~ Ann-Marie. 111e Troop wishes both of them happme.~~
with their new arn val due in December.

HQNland
15 Sig Regt

BFP0801
CO
Lt Col D. E. Rowlin on
RSM
\ 01 (R 1) . J. Pel lant
The Regiment ha' had a busy two month ; having finally relinquished
the 'ball and chain' of Li burn Station re. ponsibilitie , we have taken the
opportunity to nddre long overdue internal re ·tructuring. The new,
leaner HQ qn i taking shape from it plu h. albeit temporary, SHQ
portacabin tucked in at the back (or i it the front?) of RHQ. Comm
Branch ha been the victim of workers' drill to create more offices from
their previou ly exclusive la atory faciliti ; they now have to hare with
the re't of u. ! 233 Sig qn . too. are engaged in radical changes to create a
more efficient organi ation.
Of course thi . has not detracted from the Regiment ' main function in
upport of operation in the Province and all the quadrons are gearing up
towards the po . ibility of a hot ummer ahead (not ju t in meteorological
term ). The Regiment ha continued to excel on the pons field with the
female ba ketball team winning the Army Champion hip and the
waterpolo team winning the I Championships. The Regiment also gained
a tring of econd places for the hooting team at !SAAM , the athletics
ream at the I Champion hip • and the orienteering team at the Corp
Championship . Hard craining i ongoing for the Lanyard Trophy and by
the Tug-of-War team which i about to commence the ·eason, including
participation at the Royal Tournament and the Royal Braemar Games.
A prinkling of officer from the Regiment and R Signals units in the
Province al o found time to conduct a management eminar with BT. This
was a great ucce , not least by virtue of the venue for the event: The
Cau eway Hotel on the north coast (thank you BT!). Maj Gen J. D.
tokoe C BE (late R Signals) addre sed the eminar and, in a separate
function, presented LS&GCs to W 02 (SSM) C. F. B. Hymas and SSgt G.
R. Weavers. He also presented Mrs (formerly LCpl) L orraine
~kGreg.or with the GOC' Commendation for her outstanding work here
m the L1 burn Commcen: her husband, Sgt McGregor, is still erving
with the Regiment.

HQSQ ADRO
qnComd

s

~

Maj G. N. Hegarty
W02 ( SM) . Cheslett

THE DAW ING OF A NEW HQ
The eeds ' ere sown ometime ago to put the Regiment back to its
original hape and after much thought it wa agreed that ti e Station ide of
life were now old enough to stand on their own feet. The planner set about
relocating the resurrected HQ Sqn HQNI & I 5 Sig Regt. but ala all was not
to run smooth. 11ie tory tarted back in the beginning of March, the hu hed
word wa that the portacabin would be here by the end of March, it came it
went. o did the Sqn Comd. to sunny pans for a long overdue rest (holiday).
The SM was left to fend for himself, homeless and on the streets he took
refuge in the Trg Wing along with another lo t ole (Sgt Chris Davies) who
had been lo t for a great deal longer. Times were hard: with little food and no
money they whiled away the hours with a few potential Sgts and Cpl doing
the usual things, like running and running with heavy things and then running
fast without heavy things. Before long the portacabins arrived and were
quickly put out of ight of the local living in their tower block as thi may be
een as lowering the tone. It wasn ' t long before the new Squadron began to
flex its mu cle, coming a charitable ixth in the Mercury Cup athletics
followed by a creditable fourt~ in the CO's Cup Swimming (both equating to
last). however a pec1al mention mu t go to Capt Fred Whichelo who ran
well to win both die 1SOOm and SOOOm against tough opposition, and the
team Captain, Sgt Tony Martin who organised the Squadron athletic team.
ow the Squadron has settled into its new found premises (with a great deal
of help from MT ' fatigue' Tp) thmgs will get better cru t me.
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
The Squadron says hello to Capt Geoff Williams and hope he settles in
well, and enjoys himself, and goodbye to Sharon and Sgt Mick Kilburn
who have now gone to Blandford to undertake hi YofS course, we wi h him
and his family well in their future.
225 SIG AL SQUADRON- MAY 1977
Sqn Comd
Maj D. Whimpenny
SSM
W02 (SSM) C. Hymas
The Sqn Comd continues to lead from the front, through the lnter
Sq~adron Rugby, !SAAM an.d now Adventure Training, while the Tech
Adjt/21C has been extended agam. There has been a fre h round of poi oning
cares, as the Ops Offr, Capt Dave Dolling, seek out new victim for his
latest consignment of Bacardi 151. The SIO, Capt P hil Cla rk, has fallen in
love with a woman this time, and Georgie the mutt is looking dejected.
Woul.d anyone like to take her on before she is dragged down to a range
pracuse? The Squadron welcomes Capt Lynn Burrell, who will take over as
Sqn Comd E Tp, ometime in the future.
Thi~ month's articles are from E Tp, who organi ed the Mercury Cup
Athletics, A Tp and G Tp, who are nearly up to establi hment at long last.

Maj Gen Stokoe and the CO w ith LS&GC re ci p ie nts
W02 (SSM) C. F. B. Hymas and SSgt G . R. Weave rs and their
wi ves
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ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
W 0 2 (RQMS) Sa rtorius
Tp Sgt
Sgt Concepcion
Alpha Tp has undergone its usual change in personnel. Capt Bob Bunten
USO, SSgt 'Swifty' Swift and Sgt eil Wheatley have now left for pasture
new. Capt Bunten is not being replaced whilst SSgt Nicky Goddard
replaced ·swifty' and Sgt Andy Purdy escaped from 233 Sig Sqn 10 replace
Sgt Wheatley. The farewell drinks and barbecues were excellent· even snow
and heavy rain couldn' t deter the scrong turnout. gt Bob Palme'r and LCpl
Helen olan are congratulated on organi ing the events. Congratulation.
also mu t go our to W0 2 F iona elson on her election for promotion to
WO I. ( ot sure about the posting to 233 Sig Sqn though. Still you can ' t win
them all!!)
The CO's cup has come around again, .with the usual array of activities.
The Squadron came a gallant second in the swimming, after many hard
fought races. The high standard of all swimmers could easi ly be identified as
the final result rested on the. la ~race. ~IJ swimmers are to be congratulated
on a great ~esu lt . The !roop 1s sull prov1d mg both competitors and supporters
in all Regunent sporting events! W 02 (SSM) C hris Hymas is still boring
everyone to death with tale of Tug of War. On a more serious note he
continues t? .raise mo~ey for Great Ormond. Street Hospital and to that end i
now orgamsmg Ex Silver Child. This con 1sts of a walk and bike ride from
the Midla~ds to London. We wish him well and hope that you get loads of
sponsorship money.
We are sti ll .waitin~ for the departur~ of the Tech Adjt, Capt Charlie
Cooper who still hasn t gone. He was onginally due to leave in March. then
May and now who know when? Weare all enjoyi ng his leav ing do ' though!
On a final note, an immaculate conception has occu1Ted between our Tp Sgt
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GOLFTROOP
.
.
Yet agai n anoth~r hectic penod has engulfed us and welcomed GolfTp to
the month of Apnl. As usual we have had another new batch of young
thrusting technicians posted in, and none posted out. GolfTp is now so large
that next week we declare war on China. ew arrivals include Cpl Matt
Quirke from I Div, Sgt Dave Baddely, who it would appear had a very long
paper round somewhere within the Arctic circle (either that or he has a
second hand head), and la t but by no means least Sgt 'Gez' Walker also
from I Di v. Already we can see a problem, as we also have a Cpl ' Chez'
Walker in the Troop. Thankfully there are no physical si milaritie · between
the two. however for tho e who till cannot tell them apart Cpl 'Chez'
Walker has three ears and six fingers on each hand. The operation to remove
the webs from between his toes has been a complete succes and he now feels
confident enough to wear sandals in public. The down side i that we have
lo t a valuable member of the Squadron swimming team. Other goings on
have included various Troop members having fun and causing mayhem on a
pistol users cour e, e pecially it would seem SSgt John Greenwood , who •. as
a weapons in u11ctor and all round keen follower m the ways of the warnor
was seen to demonstrate his skills to the Troop and leave them frozen in awe.
Basically, as a wearer of the coveted cross rifle , John could not hit water if
he fell out of a boat (obviously pistols are not de rigueur in Bosnia). We can
only hope he is a better shot with the rifle. I would at thi stage like to point
out that J was ordered to write this last paragraph as day on day off dutie are
not the way I wish to pend my last remaining month here. Cpl Dave
Brown deserves a mention after one of those odd quirks of Ii fe. After a freak
accident in which he nearly had hi feet cut off when the chain on hi motor
bike snapped, he yet again dodged death in a more social context; suffice to
ay that he won' t be representing the Squadron at boxing.
For those of you who are interested, Sgt '70' ' Muggleton was finally
charged with the wearing of hair from a past decade, and was sentenced to a
Max Wall haircut.

ext to face the talented IO were India Tp. the only team to <>core a goal
pru,t us. However, with players like Cpl Wayne Robson the 3-1 rc>uh wa'
inevitable. The last game against TM Tp ended goalies> and on the final
whistle the celebrations began.

Commcen Tp-McKelvie Trophy Hockey Champions
Back Row (L-R): Cpl Fursman, LCpl Sharon Rogers, LCpl Cox,
Sgt Corlett, W02 (YofS) Drummond
Front Row (L-R): SSgt Manktelow, Cpl Robson, Cpl Newman,
Sgt Robson, LCpl Lloyd

NI ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS
Thi brought the Finies out of the woodwork and stars like Sig Alvin
Black were born. He proved his worth both in track and field- winning the
400m hurdles. long jump and high jump. The girls also did excremely well
with SSgt Linsey Manktelow winning the 200m, the 400m hurdles, long
jump and high jump. LCpl Sharon Rogers and LCpl arah Fursman ran
the 400/800m respectively with some fine results.

233 SIGNAL SQUADRON
SHQ
The mall but elite team which make up Sqn HQ would like to welcome
LCpl Graham as the new Squadron clerk and say a sad farewell to LCpl
Pugsley who has departed for Romeo Tp.

CO' CUP AND NI ~G COMPETITIONS
Finally swimming with LCpl Sarah F ursman playin.g a ~uge part in
winning the CO's Cup for the Squadron. In the I Champ1onsh1p . he al o
won the individual freestyle.

INDIA TROOP
TpComd
SS gt

ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Rich Rumsey
YofS
W02 (YofS) Binghan1
A the 'Marching Season' commences the Troop continues to be heavily
tasked in all a pects of its role in Province. ln ~ddition to the u ual
commitments, work has recently started on the rebmld of the Troop lines,
expertly co-ordinated by
gt Paul Brown-ear defenders are now an
essential part of the working dress-in. SSgt Paul Brown·s case.an extremely
large et of amplivox. ! After the 111mates of the Maze pnson recently
attempted an un uccessful tunnel escape fro~ thei~ c~m~und, R~m70 Tp
has just been issued the perfect counter to this tactic. Micro Tech - m the
form of LCpl (ex Cadet SSM) ·Jnckle' Scott Davis. During the Inter Tp
wimming (obvious whale joke alert) the Troop led.ably by Sgt Polly 'He
not lira' Perkins came fourth. out of four. 1l11s obvtou ly wa not where the
smart money would have been if a wager were to. be pla~ed on the
competition, however. if there is anyone out there who w1 hes to mvest a few
thousand pound in either Gin ters or Bowyers in Blandford now may be a
good time to ink your money into this potentially lucrative field ......Wh:,:?
Well Sgt Danny Heakin has tarted on hi mi ion not only to complete h1
Yeoman' course but to eat the 'Interesting Georgian Town· of Blandford out
of all convenience food! Should there be any ighting of Sgt H eakin
(pictured in the now mandatory YofS ' walking out attire' ) feel free to wish
him every ucce along with: Sgts teve Buckley, ·Bear' Convery and Bob
'Sanke Pliskin' Bleasdale.

Capt Richard Newhouse
Sgt Frank Corrigan

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
A belated farewell to Cpl Brent Rushton who has gone to Bo nia and is
currently working in a COMMCE and also to Sig Helen Mulloy who has
left the Army to be with her hu band in Blandford. The final belated good~ye
to ig Andrew Wood who has left for Civ Div after many years loyal semce
to the Corp . Belated welcomes go to Sigs Brett Holdsworth and Bobby
Betts and C pls Dave Knapman and Dave Burke who e arrivals have
previously gone unannounced.
.
The Troop had a bit of a barby on 16 May to ay farewell to two of their
longest erving members-Cpl ' Dinger' Bell and Cpl Vince Saunders both
going to 16 Sigs. All the best fellas and thanks for all you. have done .. ow ~o
ay Hello to Capt ewhou e and to congratulate ~1m on p~ing his
Captain course. Also Hello to SSgt Frank Corngan and 1gs Dez
Simpson, ' Daz' King, teve McCluskie and Steve Massey.
CO GRATULATIONS
The e go to Sgt McNeill on hi promotion and t<_> LCpl Callaway on
reaching that first rung on the ladder. Congratulauons also ~o to .C pl
Saunders on his recent marriage to Zoe and LCpl Rycroft on his marnage
to Jackie.
TpComd
21C

W O l (YofS) Andy Drummond
SSgt Lindsey Manktelow

CO GRATULATIONS, HELLOS AND GOODBYES
..
Firstly congratulations to LCpl 'Boo!s' Mc~regor for recently rece1vmg
the GOC' Commendation for outstanding services dunng her tour with the
Troop. There have also been a few recent comings and going .
Jeff
Hyland and Jimmy Mathieson have both gone to ee ~f die gras 1s really
greener in Civvy treet. Meanwhi le LCpl Tracey ~endm kept herself bu Y
by getting pregnant, promoted and po .red to 16 S1& Regt all .in one month
(they say things happen in 3' ). Also gammg promouon was 1g (now LCpl)
Richie 'Scou e' Lloyd . Congratulation and good luck. to all. The Troop
would al o like to extend a warm welcome to the followmg new members:
Cpl 'Jonno' Johnson and his family, L Cpl A. J. Peters, Sarah F ursman,
Sigs Alvin Black and Carrie Whitworth.

!gs

SPORT
McKelvie Hockey. It all started a few weeks prior to the competition
when l (LCpl Lloyd) was given the unenviable ta k o.f not only w111mng, but
retaining the McKelvie Hockey up. othing but a w111 would uffice.
Training se sions were a must and were taken on by LCpl Greg \ hat do
I do now' Cox. Over the next couple of week a team wa · selected, and what
a fonnidab le team it was! The day of reckoning eventually came. round and
tension was high. We had three games to play with the oppos1u?n ~mg
Romeo Tp, India Tp and TM Tp. Having destroyed Rom~o Tp.earlier in th~
week, a win would be inevitable- it was. thanks to Phil ·Ha and Hope
Robson.
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S gt 'Bear' Hea kin in YofS 'walking out attire'

Tl ROOP
Tp Comd
apt (TOT) Gig Plumb
Tp :!I
\ 02 (FofS) Ian Rutherford
Th re ha\ e been ever.ti change to the Troop since the la. t is ue of our
illustriou. magazine. e\\ addition - have been numerou and we would
like to welcome pis 1att Cla rke. 'Geordie' Robi nson, Stu Murray
and L pl I Hayhurst.
ongrntulation~ ax definite! in order for
pl • tan ' Stanbur. on
pa.. ing P Compan) ; his po ting to the 216 Sqn. Al o all the best to Sgt
Brian Large and farrtily who are on their way to 30 ig Regt. A well done
al. o to gts 1att larke. 'Georgie' Robinson, tu Murray. Bernie
teadman and Harry Dunlop on their recent promotion . A pecial well
done to Ha rr. Dunlop and hi "ife ikki on the birth of their daughter.
With prom tions and arrival the ocial side of life ha al o ocen bu y
with the Troop proving that de ' pite having the best looking bunch of
bloke m Provin ewe can't bowl for toffee. Thi fact was borne out in the
ten pin bowling match organi ed by Sgt Le C rowder. Even though the
bar clo ·ed ai 2030 hn. the competition continued until the early hours of
aturday morning. The gladiators of the Troop,
gt J im Dunca n, Sgt
J on :taxwell , 'Taff' Drew, lick Opensha w and LCpl Brian 1cClean
vi ited Windsor on the world Tug of War tour and came a creditable
econd de pite coming up again t formidable oppo ition. They ha e
promi ed to win the Royal Tournament-we hall see.
1ERC RY C P THLETIC CHAMPIO SHIPS 1997
Thi years hampionship got off to the ideal tan when the organi er
actually managed to book perfect athletic weather condition : yes Ireland
actually managed to go a whole day without rain. This wa a welcome
bonu after last ~·ear ·four ea on in one day'. 39 Bde got off LO a flying
tart with t\ o wm and two econd m the fir t four event , fine victories
for L Cpl Goulden (Di cu ) and Cpl Mantle in the 400m hurdle .
However, the loudest applause in the 400m hurdle went to Cpl Campbell
(225 Sig Sqn) whose leg failed him in the home tretch and after
collapsing to the ground after hitting a hurdle managed to pick him elf
back up _and ~omplete_the race. 39 Bde' lack of strength in depth began to
show with d1sappomung performance in the 400m, J 500m and 5000m.
Their early eight poim lead wa quickly being whi ttled down by 233 Sig
Sqn who very rarely came outside the top three placing . The mo t notable
field performance oming from Sig Black in the High Jump. who havino
comfonably cleared I .80m decided 10 retire o he could concentrate on th~
Long Jump. 233 Sig qn' best track performance clearly came from Capt
R~ey. who managed to do the 400m and 800m double, as well as
havmg . ume to have a quick chat to his fellow competitors whil t
overtaking them. However, the outstanding track performance came from
Capt Whichelo (_!-{Q qn) who decid_ed _co take on the challenge of doing
the 1500m an? :>~m double. Behevmg he would cruise to a fairly
comfortable victory m the 1500m, Capt Whichelo set off at a fairly
comfonable pace. However. he oon reali ed he wa in for a hard race
when LCpl Burke (8 Bde) decided to step up a gear and push the rac~
along. _The _race went right to The Wire, with Capt Whichelo only just
natching_ victory by the finest of nostri l hair . The 5000m proved to be a
much easier run for Capt Wbichelo, winni ng by just over one mi nute.
The be_ t and clo trace of the day was the 4 x IOOm relay, the first
three placmg eparated by only half a econd. Victory eventually going to
225 Sig Sqn who after a iJOOr first leg handover managed to claw their way
b~ck after an excellent third leg from LCpl Wilkins and a fine glory run to
nctory by \'\102 teele. At the end of the competition no one could touch
233 Sig qn, who ended up runaway winners.
MERC RYC p
Placing
Squadron
J t
233 Sig Sqn
2nd
39 InfBde
3 Inf Bde
3rd
4th
8 Inf Bde
5th
225SigSqn
6th
HQSqn

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

co

RSM

WELCOMES A D GOODBYES
We warmly welcome the new QM Capt Dave Chrystal and Suzi to the
province. Also, we welcom~ the new Adjutant Capt Dominic Sharkey.
May their time with the Regiment be an enjoyable one.
Farewell to the QM Capt John Standen who now returns to his old
stomping ground in Loughborough. Mandy wi!I be glad to have him ~ome
but not so the mobile phone companies which John kept m busmess
dunng his unaccompanied tour with us. We wish a fond farew;ll to the
Adjt Capt David Cathro and Pen ny. We always thought 11 wasn t entirely
coincidental that a Scot should marry someone named after money!! The
future of the Corps is in good hands with David in Blandford as are the
profit margins of local hamburger joints. Troop Commanders will have no
trouble recognising him- he's the one with the offensive eyebrow and
blackthorn stick!!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,...-.LCpl Risdell (39 Inf Bde Sig S qn)
getting some air time in the long jump

Handing over the 'In-tray'
David Cathro (cream shirt) hands over to Dominic S harkey

Com m~ nder Comms Nt Lt Col D. E. Rawli nson R Sig na ls,
p resents S ig Bla ck o f 233 Sig Sqn w ith th e Winn ing Team S hield

Sq n
225 Sig Sqn
39 JnfBde
233 SigSqn
233 SigSqn
HQSqn
HQ Sqn
39 TnfBde
39 lnf Bde
225 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
3 Inf Bde
8 In f Bde
39 Inf Bde
HQSqn
3 Inf Bde

CO GRATULATIO S
Congratulations to Capts _Mau rice _S tanley and . Robin Finlay on
comm is ioning. Not only is thi a defection for the patr of them from the
Sergeant' mess but also a defection_to HQ Sqn fron~ 66 Sqn! Nonetheles
the Regiment is all the bener for their continued erv1ce and all the be t for
the years ahead.

Time/Dist
11.50 secs
24.19 secs
55. 10 ecs
2. 13.33 secs
4. 14.81 secs
15.59.86 secs
17.44 sec
I .02.87secs
48.30 secs
3.48.86 secs
80m
5.98m
12.78m
3S.2Sm
12.30m
46.50m

First Day 'Blues'
The Instructor is looking back down the slope for t he ones left
behind
270

SSgt Gary Shaw demonstrates how to lie down with skis on,
closely watched by (L-Rl: Cpl Mark Reilly, W02 Robert Dixon,
SSgt Mark Barass
RACE THE S N 1997
The Regiment provided even team members for the 11 Bde compo ite
team. The team travelled over to Srranraer early on Tuesday 13 May to
Strensal Camp where they prepared their equipment for the next day. JI
team member acquitted them elves well in what was a very difficult
competition. It was obvious by the times recorded that they had tramed
hard for the event. Our thanks must go to 34 Sig Regt for their excellent
admin upport including the po t race barbecue which was mo t welcome.
The team member were: WOl (RSM) Black, W02 White. SSgt 'Gi nge'
Coburn. SSgt ·M' Ba rass. Sgt 'Spence' Ord, C pl ·Army Barmy'
Anthony, LCpl 'Who needs a map· Am o , LCpl 'The Fish' G iles. L C pl
' Biker' McKay and Sig ' peedy' Lin dsey. The main aim of the event was
to raise money for York based charities and al o for individual unit · local
charities. All the team members would like to thank tho e who gave
money and the Somme Hospital in ewtownard will benefit from the
fund raising events. The gauntlet has now been thrown down to other
members of the Regiment to upport thi worthwhile and physically
demanding event next year.

EXERCISE AN DORRA Fl N 1: 16-23 MA RCH
Report by W 0 2 (SSM) G . E. Cook
Having tested the delights of Aviemore and Bulgaria in recent year , th_e
intrepid kiers of the Regiment decided t~ be more adventuro~ for their
annual ski training. Seventeen members ot the Regiment et off to sample
the more challenging lope of Arin al and pal in orth~rn Andor~a. The
aim of the week was to introduce as many people a po s1ble to lpi~e and
Nordic ski techniques as well as the ability of the talwart . The tnp wa
organi ed by W0 2 (SS) George Cook an? WOl (SVWO) Barry
Skinner founder members of the Clona er Ski Club. All enjoyed a week
of excelient skiing al though by mid afternoon the heat mad~ the lower
slopes rather sticky. However this gave the OC LAD Capt Victor Beggs
ome respite from what i not his true vocation in life (Victor ~as ba~k
. quadded from the under S's group). SSgt Gary_S_haw was accredited ~ 1 th
honorary instructor tatus for hi help to the tram111g staff (Certtfi_cate is m
the po t). For our more experienced people the rac~ were o unng a re t
wa what wa needed most. W02 (Fo ) Robert Dixon and W0 2 ( SM)
Derek Irvine are still wondering were SSgt Donald (the old man)
Holmes get his energy from . He till found the energy to help ou~ ~t the
Ski Reps Cabaret turning out to be the star performer with his abihty to
encourage audience participation! By the end of the week all the . tudent
were te ted and awarded their proficiency certificate . The a1111 of the
week wa achieved and all went home with not only their new found kills
but an excellent suntan and a promise to return next year.
fii!iiiiY~'.,l;W!illiiilr'I

Points
80
70
65
57
54
51

INDIVID AL EVE T WINNERS
Event
Competitior
IOOm
W02 Steele
200m
LCpl Ridsdel
400m
Capt Rumsey
800m
Capt Rumsey
ISOOm
Capt Whichelo
SOOOm
Capt Whichelo
llOmH
Cpl Mantle
400mH
Cpl Mantle
Relay 4 x I OOm
Relay 4 x 400m
H/Jump
Sig Black
LCpl tranks
UJump
L Cpl Mcilroy
T/Jumo
Discu~
LCpl Goulden
hot
W02 Durrant
Javdin
W02Meggit

Lt Col . C. Beacom TD
WOl (RSM) J. S. Black
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SSgt Ma rk Ba ra ss st ri d es o ut

NI FIRST AID COMPETITIO
Team: Sgt 'Doc' Sherwood (captain)
Cpl Raby
Cpl 'Nurse' Cullen
LCpl Fisher
Cpl McKeowii
LCpl ' Paramedic' Martin
Sig Parker
Sig Hoggard
. . .
.
Once again it wa5 that time of year for 111d1v1duals to show off t~eir
CPR, EAR and triangular bandages. o not Comm~ Tp annual funcuon
but the NJ First Aid Competition. Once the R~~ had orted through the
hundreds of volunteers the elite team began tram111g . The d~~ of the event
arrived and the team was raring to go, but we had no c~oice.and had to
attend, so off we set for Magi ll igan Trainin~ Area. We arrived 111 plenty of
time to get the kit prepared, focus our mmd and have some lunch. At
Ll OOhrs we started off and as we passed the other tea~s you cou Id see the
worry on their faces: we were heading in the wrong d1 recuon.
.
There were six stand consisting of every day events such as a shootmg,
a car bomb, an RTA, an air crash. a sea re cue and a farmhouse fire. Our
medical standards were high and many lives were aved that day. Not
enough however, there was just one unconsciou c~u~lty who 111 the chao
and smoke of the air cra~h we failed to fi nd unt;l 1t was too late. T~e
competition was a great success but unfo~aately not for us-we did
however learn and practice many new ski lls 111 what wa a fun and well
organised day.

85 (ULSTER) SIGNAL SQ ADRON
1997 CORPS S Al\f
The 1997 Corp · SAAM saw a massive ga1heri ng of the Corp: a1 Ash
Ranges near Pirbright. The Squadron entered a team for the Regiment after
onl);-one weekend of zeroing and geling as a team and came back with five
oold bars for each team ·member and the prestigiou APWT Trophy for 1997.
Team members included 2Lt 'I will dcmonstra1e how to clean a ritle barrel
and get anention· Demp ey. LCpl 'I am not getting married. Hone tly! '
Anderson , LCpl ' Bosnia Vet' Giles, LCpl 'Clarkes mate?' Miskelly. and
Ia 1but not lea 1Sig 'chocolate biscuit belly' Clarke. Well done team we will
return next year to lift more ilverware.

Cpl Anthony finishing his forced march

66 (CITY OF BELF

T) SQ ADRO

Thi has been an extremely bu y period for 1he City of Belfast Sig Sqn
"hich ha covered many activiti including arrival ', promotion and the
u ual ocial event . In March the Squadron held it first ever fo rmal dinner
during which we aid farewell to SSM tanley after 2 year service with
the quadron. At the ame dinner we aid farewell 10 Lt Ian Craig a he
mo,·ed 10 5 qn-thank for your livel_ service with u Ian. It was also a
LO
the
plea ure to welcome two new Troop Commander
Squadron- Janette Ferry and Andrea Bowen (both ex QUOTC). 01her
promotion during the period were Sgt Johnston to SSgt and igs
Barclay. Fulton. larshall and Ouldlield to LCpl-our congratulation to
them all. We al o ay welcome 10 new recruits who have ju l fini hed their
recruilS cour e and joined the Squadron ig tewart and Sig Lee.key. The
quadron. together with the re t of the Regiment. deployed on Ex Eagle'
Fire (the 107 Bde FfX) in April and on Ex Executive Stretch in May
when. as the ponsoring unit, we made sure all the young executives were
tretched 10 the full. Both exercises proved to be a great ucces . Lt Jenj
Ballagh has ju t returned from Canada and is attacking her social life and
dutie with a new vigour. We have despatched OCdt ·Paddy' Watson LO
andhurst and wi h him well. well. well.
As we write the Squadron is working furiously in preparation for Ex
Able Condor in Germany. There is a definite air of excitement as this will
be our fir t deployment with I I Bde which all of u are looking forward to.

EXERCISE PIED PIPER
Further di playing their military kills to the full the Squadron represented
the Regime111 in thi 107 Bde military . kills competition narrowly mi ing
the ilver award but ·coring highly on a score of J0,256 points. The team
consi ted of 2Lt raig, Cpl McCann, Cpl Curry. LCpl Anderson. LCpl
Sanlon and LCpl Giles.
1l1e quadron are sending away even new recruit on their recruit course
to Coleme training camp. On their return they will begin their allocated trade
trai ning cycle. The e recruits have joined us a result of the new recruiting
campaign that ha been implemented in the Squadron. This proce s ha been
an invaluable 1001 for the Squadron to enable u to achieve our target of
trained soldier for the end of the year.

69 (NIH) IG AL Q ADRO
Over the period ll-13 April 1997, 69 ( fH) Sig Sqn (V) provided HF
Comm to HQ I07 (U) Bde (al o known a CSSG(U) for the duration of the
exerci e) taff for Ex Eagle' Fire. Eight members of the Squadron deployed
a day early to et up, remoting 12 lines into the HQ and EXCON u ing 2
FFR . Comm were al o established by the quadron for 204 Fd Ho p
RAMC (V) and maintained by Cpl Bromfield and LCpl Golligher.
Ex Eagles Fire i the first time that the Squadron has deployed in a Bde Sig
role. Operators had their first experience of dealing with the staff and
likewi e it was probably the ffrst time HQ I07 Bde taff had been advised on
the oice procedure and u e of BATCO by a Signaller. Secure comms were
al o provided by the Regiment u ing EUROMUX however more traffic was
passed using HF. We are please to say that comms tayed in well and we did
not receive any complaints. The exercise was an excellent experience for the
Squadron and de pile being utilised in an unfamiliar role, we proved that thi
was also well within the capabilities of the Sqn. We look forward to Ex
Eagles Fire-the summer camp!
The Squadron would finally like to send their wanne t congratulation 10
SSgt Lyttle on receiving hi Loni Lieutenant' Certificate.

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (203)
BFPO 809
Sqn Comd
RSM
OPS TEAM
Op Offr
Yof

Fors

Maj C. R. Owen
WOI (RSM) K. R. Winkles
Capt R. J. Webb
W02 (YofS) R. Rutherford
W02 (FofS) S. Steven

WALLACE AND GROMJ\.UT DEPLOY TO SOUTH ARMAGH
Jn the unending que t for better communication in our TAOR no
potential ite i neglected. ' o military or RUC base is free from the
attentions of our Sites Manager SSgt Andy Dick (RUC Canteens
apparently have great COUGAR potential). Recently our horizons were
extended yet further with a trial of a green field site in South Armagh. This
unit i not established for uch a deployment and equipmFnt and
manpower had to be gathered from acros the Corps in order to conduct a
site trial. I ( K) Arrnd Div and Sig Regt are particularly thanked for the
ervices of ig Lowe, Dvr Elec. Having seen the work of the lri h Tourist
Board ig Lowe was looking forward to a trip to the Emerald Isle.
Unfortunately. he did not realise it was the output of the Republic's Tourist
Board he had een and that South Armagh does not feature in A 1Y tourist
brochure>.
Follo\l.ing a helicopter insertion Cpl Dave Hannam and ig Si Lowe,
operating from a T-MAT Sangar teadfastly provided COUGAR
commu nications for two weeks, enabling assessment of the worth of their
location as a permanent site. Our boys received defensive protection from
variou multiple drawn from the Armagh Roulement Battalion, who
rapidly nicknamed them Wallace and Grommit. 'We like cheese and
cracker\', and speculated endlessly on the contortions neccs ary for two
per;ons to live and work in the confines of a T-MAT. A remarkable
reluctance to leave the .30 calibre protection of the T-MAT almost
certamly enhanced their natural gymnastic ability. During thi deployment
our team worked hard to maintain communications and, despite some
characteri tic Ulster weather, morale remained high. With the trial now
afely concluded TM Tp would jut like to point out Cpl Hannam's lack
of mail whilst deployed was due to the failure of anyone to write to him,
not a break down in administrative support!

Cpl Ted' Heath clearly impresses Her Majesty the Queen and
the GOC at the Secretary of State's Garden Party

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt L. Launders
Tp Sgt
Sgt S. Parke
The past few months have witne ed comings and goings in Comm
Troop on a grand cale. Changes at the top include Sgt Sam Parke and
Bernadette who have recently arrived from Colchester (we don ' t exactly
know where!). Sgt ' ick Oldcroft and Rachel headed off to Germany to
show the Gunners how to communicate. Hello also to Cpl Lee Johns from
16 Sig Reg1, Cpl 'Ted' Heath and Ali on from 17 Port and Maritime
(Hello ailor!), Cpl Steve Bartlett from 20 Bde, Cpl ' Billy' Bremner
from 21 Sig Regt, LCpl Ian Cowan from 30 Sig Regt, LCpl Stan Martin
all the way from 8 Bde, and last but not least ig ' ot So' Smart from the
factory.
All the be t 10 those de. erting the . hip for civvy street: Cpls Paul
Wray, John Seaman, LCpl Mick Ross and Kelly, Sigs Paula Haddock
and Mick Robbie and finally our resident pugili t ig ' KKY ' Kirkbride.
We especially thank KKY for his freelance performance in the Whynge
Lnn (now renamed the Bermuda Club) prior to turning professional.
Finally moving on but not out are LCpl Sean 'Rigsby' Oliver off to 7
Sig Regt, LCpl Andy Armstrong going to Donnington (presumably to
put out fires). Then there's LCpl Mandy McHugh who is going airborne
in Aldershot, Sig Dave Parker who is stayi ng in Province and Sig James
Reginald Hunter Smith (Jim) who has managed to charm his way into I
Sig Sqn-Well done. Those of u who haven ' t run away continue to stagger
on providing the cutting edge of the Squadron's comms support to 3 Inf
Bde and recovering from all the goodbye bashes. We do manage to find
time for some extra cu rricular activities-Cpl ·Ted' Heath was the hand
picked amba sador for the Squadron at 1he Secretary of State' Garden
Party at Hillsborough Castle. He was disappointed not to meet Mo
Mowlam who was called away to We tminster but somewhat comforted
to find that Her Maje ly the Queen had taken her place.
LCpls 'Lestor' Richardson and
cott Harriman successfully
completed the Belfast Marathon raising £350 for Cystic Fibrosis and
proving that the rumours of couch potatoes in Crypto aren't entirely true.
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Sqn Come!
RSM

Maj R. J. Healey
WOl (RSM) D. McCluskey

RQMS DEPARTMENT
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) S. F. M. Lawes
.
It ha been a somewhat hectic period for the department with the
handover/takeover and PRE. Time was found though to despatch Sgt Se.a n
Hyland on his Sergeants Course from which he has)u t returned. We wt~h
him congratulation on the pass. LCpl Lynn Sheridan managed to ~t m
her Cla s 1 course well done only the Corporals Course to cl'.'ck now . We
would tike to wel~ome W02 (RQMS) ' Brummie' Lawe , .h1 wife Anke
and daughter Shelley from 1 Armd Div, Sig ' Sticky' Bunn Joii:is us from 3
Div and Sig Tm a Telemech not a toreman ' Ufton from 9 Sig Regt. We
hope you all have a pleasant and safe tour in the Province. W02 (RQMS)
'Gaz' Stoker has left us and joined 7 Sig Regt at Krefeld as the RQMS
(A). we wish you. Joni and Lauren all the best for the future. We hope
that your fingers don 't get too tired from tacking all those blankets.
COMMSTROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Last

Lt Paul Merry
SSgt Kev O'Neill

ACTION!
· Rid d I h
sed
The combined team of LCpl Si and Sig Laurie
s. e ave cro .
the lrish Sea for the la t time on their way to HQ ARRC m JHQ, a~d with
them go their two mad do~ , Li sburn Station has ne~er been so qmet. All
the sports team in the umt will sorely miss LCpl Rulsdel , we are a man
down in every discipline now! Cpl Steve Clarke now recovered from a
broken arm ( ee last issue of The Wire) and ha departed for 19 Mech Bde
at Catterick, he even managed to lift a pm~ glas 111 the Hor eshoe before
leaving. Cpl Cowa!1 joins us from C~ttenck he ha been here for a~ut
two econd and is already lookmg a little bemused. Cpl R?yston Davi~
ha latched himself into the unit from 4 Armd Bde along with Cpl Mane
McChesney from Donnington. She is proving to be greener tha~ ~he
greene t green soldier. Sig Docberty ha ~ocked up from .Herford an as
within the first month co~11peted i~ the Sw1mm111~ Champion~{\,~ot ~~r
been deployed in the mamland with the Royal Irish to act a
•
rock throwing ki tis are of the highest order!
.
.
SSgt 'Wee Jock' O'Neill has been educated and. 1 now quahfie~ for
promotion having pa ed his EFP2, he was mo t defimtely the teachers pet;
he hould pay extra, extra me sing, for .all the.apples he took from the ~essci
The girt from the COMCE mi ed him wh!le be was aw~y. The Tp oi:n
was feeling brave one afternoon and decided to ~low the nggers to prac~ce
him in rapid descent off the ma t, wings or no wmgs they managed to care
him. Where is Cpl 'Muz' Murray? Apparently he was la t een on a course.
but which course? Answers on a po tcard please to · · ·
INClDE T OF THE MONTH
..
The Commanders' Rover Group continue to be 11.nxcd. La t month -saw
the foot down the rabbit hole epi ode, thi month it 1 entirely diffe~ent.
The Rover Group were escorting the new Secretary of State for ort iern
Ireland around ome of the hot spot of Bclfa t when they had to stop a
red light. The Jntelligence world keep warning u of the c~ance 0 .b~n
attack on stationary vehicles at red light . So on the look out .or possi . e
attack the new JC of the Group, Sgt ' .cotty'. Cain, on ?ne ?f h~s ~~~Jn~t
saw a youth heading toward the vehicle with s.omcthmg; m h1 . ·
firs! he thought it wa a 'coffee jar bomb' but quickly reali sed that~!
~
tube of hoe whitener. The youth sprinted to the. front Am1ou~e
atro
1
Vehicle and proceeded to write lAR on the side 111 two foot h 0~ letters.
The future of PIRA i obviously in the hands of Dyslexic children.

r

;a

YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE, ARE YOU GETTING IT?

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
S gt teve Hodgson
There has been only one new arrival, LCpl eil Wardale from 1 Armd
Div who i to replace Cpl Evans. Cpl Evans ha already d~parte? for
Blandford and his Tl course. Talking of Tl 's Cpls Bevan and Ro Y Lee
have both been ucces ful in passing their Tl crammers at Worthy Down.
Cpl Bevan and Sig Dryden have pa sed their rigging. co~ es at RAF
Digby. they apparently can't wait to get up the mast ! ~highlight for some
was the vi it of an SSYC camera team to shoot some p1ctur of J>l'.rsonnel
doing what we do. Cpls Reeve, and Davidge and LCpl Ship have
apparently appeared in front of the whole SSYC populace of Gerrnany and
Cyprus. You might have tl_iought they would have preferred ome better
lookina members of the umt.
.
but not least we would like to ay far~well t~ Lt Steve Hutchm on
who has been on his Officer anachment before gomg to Blandfor? to do
his Troop Comd' cour e. Although only with u for a s~or: ume he
managed 10 make quite a considerable contr1buuon LO umt bfe. Good
Luck.

Sig Allison Lloyd the first female employed on Rigging Duties
in 39 Infantry Brigade
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ORTHER: IRE \ 'D FlR T ID CO lPETJTIO (NIFAC)
b)
i:t Ke' ' eill
\ temo arril'ed on my de~k one winters' day, it had Jiff Job written all
O\er 1t. · taff.' it ' aid. ·Ru tie up a team for IFA . the detail are in the
dmin In truction attached. Any prob! ms come and cc me in a month
''hen I get back from a cour. e · igned WO I (R t) 'Good Bloke·
i\1 Ju key. R 1'. note: A little bit of poetic licence in the last
paragraph'
H,1, ing a fair bit of lca1· ro fit in my·elf, I looked around for a suitable
candidate and found a will•ng lemming in pl 'Kildare' Pryme. Cro sing
out staff and insening Cpl Pryme I lefl him to it and went on leave,
managing to fit in a EFP'.! cou1 e into the bargain. The day before the
competition the R M ask me. "Ho\ are the team doing?'' Having
completely forgotten about it, J bluffed him and told him that it wa all
quared away. not a problem on the horizon. Luckily for me the now fully
qualified Team Medic and re ident member of ER. pl Pryme. had
'cracked on' and had recruited the cast of ca ualty to give u a fighting
chance. The team con. i ted of LCpl Lee Asquith, LCpl ·Fergie· 'La t
minute ~ub' Fergu on. Sig Jim Dryden. io 'If me tab don't kill ·em me
first aid will' Haggath. ig. now LCpl, 'Geordie' Tonks. and Pte Adam
'I'll do the CPR' Harman. plus Cpl Pryme and me.
The team arrived at McGilligan Training Camp in good pirits due to an
unu ual bout of sun hine rather than the normal rain. The competition
con,isted of six stands. To talk you through all of the stand would be like
watching everal episode of 999. \! hil t marching around the
competition we were continually impre sed by the way in which the
casualtie. died before our very eye . After various amputation . heart
failure • era hed plane , wailing infan~ and numerou ca e of bums and
hock. the team were very conYersant with ATD 5 (First Aid). A special
mention to Cpl Matt Pryme who dashed about better than any trauma
doctor. Without hi effort the team could never have achieved the very
creditable po it ion of evemh out of the 21 team taking part. An excellent
effort by everyone that took part. Well Done!

WANTED-AMBASSADOR FOR THE ROYAL CORPS OF
SIG ALS
by Sgt Brown

Back row: Lt Paul Merry, Maj Healey (Sqn Comd), W02(RQMS)
Gary Stoker MBE, SSgt Colin Maguire, LCpl Wayne Goulden .
Front row: LCpl JC Moses, Cpl Dav Davidge, Pte Baz Jutson.
VISIT OF COMMANDER COMMU ICATIO S . IRELAND
Lt Col D. E. Rowlinson vi ited the Squadron on 29 April 1997 for his
first visit ince relinquishing command of Lisburn Station. After short
brief by the OC, and W02 (YofS) Jerry Hughes, he was taken to two
site in We t Belfa t where work was being carried ou t by the unit.
Afterwards high tea was consumed in the WOs' and Sgt • Mess where the
two member of 15 Sig Regt won the cake eating competition!

THLETI
TEA 1 NEWS
The Athletics Team has had ome ucce s. A winners of the Mercury
Cup again tall R Signals Units. we were feeling quite confident going into
the Minor Units Champion hip . Unfortunately we were ju t beaten into
econd place by 3 Bde. 'o excuse . but next time we'll definitely have a
Pole Vaulter. Well done 10 tho e who took part and a special mention to
Cpl Ja on Mantle for hi excellent performance.
ORTHERN IRELA D KlLL AT ARMS CO IPETITIO
( I AAM 97)
Early in April. six members of the Squadron took part in NlSAAM 97.
gt Colin Maguire the team con i ted of Lt Paul Merry
Managed by
(Team Capt), Cpl 'Tech' Davidge. LCpl J. C. Moses. LCpl Wayne
Goulden. and Pte 'Baz' Jutson.
The weather at Ballykinler was a kind as ever and proceeded to rain
testing the team's Goretex to the full. The tandard of shooting varied
the per on that came last the
greatly. Pte ·Baz' Jutson headed the Ii t
mo t. LCpl Goulden was placing bet on doing the two mile March and
Shoot in 16 minute. in reality it wru 2.5 miles and took 23 minutes to
complete. The team was much better for the experience after listening to
LCpl J. C. 1oses· theories on life and were pleased with the position of
econd in the Minor Units Champion hips to a very talented 5 Regt Army
Air Corp Team.

RLDSgt
· omc' late nights and may have to work ' ome'
weekends.
JOB DESCRIPTION
Day to day life will be varied and interesting .
MUST BE ABLE TO
I . Work well with Crypto.
2. Be able to discuss the finer points of ECM
cover within a riot base line to an irate
Company Commander.
3. Instruct and be the resident expert on every
thing to do with Signals and ' Wiggly Amp •
including: Cougar Radio. Northern Ireland
Callsign matrix. EW within the British Army.
Keyboard skills.
4. Be able to liaise with the British Telecom
Liaison Officer and the homicidal wive
asking why their phone hasn't been connected
yet.
5. Act as the liaison officer between the Battalion
and tho e 'things' up at Brigade.
6. Be fit and keen to show the Infantry that not
only are we good tradesmen but professional
soldiers as well.
7. Be diplomatic when asked ' You're ignals.
can you wire up my car stereo or fix my TV?'.
8. Cope well with operational fastballs and
pressure.
9. Socialise well with the endless round of
Battalion and Brigade Cocktail panie (only to
fo ter good working relation ).
I 0. Be able to carry out the normal roles of a
Troop Sgt.
But above all else have a sen e of humour to deal with the different
head-dres and custom of the In fantry. lf you think thi type of job would
suit you, you should apply up the normal chain of command.

JOB TITLE
110 RS

'Top of Div is OP prior to the RSM being thrown off by
Commander Communications for being better looking than
him'. (L to R): W02(FofS) Pa ul Redmond, W01(RSM) Darrel
McCluskey, W01(RSM) Steve Pellant, Commander
Communications, Maj Rob Healey, Lt Paul Merry.
ORTHER IRELAND SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Squadron wimming team took part in the N. Ireland Swimming
Champion hip and came away as N. lreland Minor Units Champion and
go into the zone final in a bid 10 make the Army finals for the fourth year
in succes ion. Well done and good luck at Bramcote.

PORTSMA S' DINNER
What better way to honour the Squadron's sporting legends than to
make them look smart, wear a collar and tie (yes, even Sgt Des 'Mandate'
Eldridge) photograph them looking all lovely and then to get them
'MASHED' at a sit down dinner. The order of play was a sembly, a few
diet lagers, the photograph with our lovely Sybill, and then onto the meal.
What a photogenic bunch the sportsmen are with Cpl Rob ' Eubank'
Pointer and Cpl Cav 'Gel Boy ' Baber looking panicularly gay, I mean
bright. A special mention must be made of gt Carl 'The Ref' Budding
and hi ball boy helper who provided outstanding service throughout the
evenino and certainly kept the wine flowing. With the meal over it was
time fo~ the presentation , too numerous to mention individually. However
it would be unfair not to mention Sgt Col 'Cluster' Bentley's wooden
spoon for falling over at the start of the IOOm race during the Mercury
Cup. The Sportsman of the Year Award went to a deserved winner, LCpl
Shaun Mcllroy for his all round contribution throughout the year: The
evening was rounded off nicely by the guest speaker who prud parucular
attention to Cpl Stu 'Soup' C rossman . We cannot give the gue t speakers
name, because he told us not to. The players then moved off to the
Waterside Bar to dance until the early hour of the morning.
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Maj M. J. Perry MBE
WOI (RSM) Fisher MBE

CORPS AA 1/NISAAM 1997
by Sgt ·Dez' Eldridge
April saw the Squadron participate in two major Skil l at Arms
Competitions. The first was the Corp. SAAM held at Ash and Pirbright
ran~es between the 6-1 1 April. All of the Corp was represented by their
vanous Regt and Sqn • culminating in the best hots shooting it out, for
best Corp<,, best Unit and best Individ uals. There was more silverware on
show than at an Antique~ Roadshow special. However, Hugh Scully
would be hard pres!><!d to date some of the trophies. The Squadron's team
was ably led by gt John O ' Hanlon who i a veteran of this sort of thing.
gt 0 . ~· O'Hanlon RLC went on to win best non R Signal shot, within
~he R Signal competition. Sgt 'Dez' Eldridge wru. often heard asking,
Right O. J. what 1s the 3rd expo ure of the 2nd practise on the Roupe!
\hoot.' at breakfast, apparently because he wa always on first each day
and JU'>t wanted to be sure he got the shoot right. lt was not because after a
heavy night at the 'fox' in Bisley he cou ld hardly remember his own
name. Th~ team also comprised of Cpl 'Tripper ' Smith, Sig 'Mince'
Brown. 1g 'Wallet' Hellyer and Pte ·Browning' Catchpole, who also
\\On a trophy (but we won't go into that).
The \\hole competition was very well organised, it was a big learn ing
cune for the younger members of the team, and a really enjoyable week.
There were plenty of hot dog stands and shooti ng stalls to interest
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everyone and there was obviously a lot of effort put in by all part of the
Corp , to promote shooting in the Army.
!SAAM took place at Ballykinler from 21-25 April and by contrast, it
rained most of the time. However, with the lessons learnt on the Corps
SAAM~ _8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn were in high spirits prior to the
compet 1uon. We had lo t Sgt 0. J. O 'Hanlon, Cpl 'Tripper' Smith and
Sig ·wallet' Hellyer, but we were glad to hear that 2Lt Cochran was
coming straight from Sandhurst to join us! She arrived at work her first
working unit, at 0830hrs and by J400hrs he was on he1: way to
Ballykinler (Did she mess up her rifle drill at the Sandhurst graduation or
what?). Also onboard was LCpl ' Daz' Smithurst, who wi ll do anything
fo~ a good 'sessio~· away from SYSCON. We were the only team in the
Minor Unit iron sights competition that met the criteria laid down by the
organisers. The aim of the criteria was to promote this competition among
the younger members of the units . Unfortunately other teams seemed to be
a bit t_op heavy with senior Cpls and Senior , but li ke the Murphy'. 'I'm
not bitter'. Another well organised week with ranges negotiated and a
mar~h and shoot, which 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn did particularly well in.
beating all major and minor units in the March phase.
Within orthern Ireland each Infantry batta lion ha a R Signal
Sergea n ~ attached as their Rear Link Detachment (RLD) Sgt. Sgt teve
Brown 1 the present incumbent of the job with the Ebrington Re ident
Battalion, pre entl y the First Battalion the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers.
Here is his job specification.

Attendees at the Squadron Sportsmans' dinner
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MERCURY CUP ATHLEUCS
The Mercury Cup is a R Signals (NI) competition involving events a
diverse as Military Skills w Potted sports. The latest event was the
Athletics and even though the Squadron didn ' t win the competition that
didn ' t stop our resident poet laureate S gt Keith William writing this
little ver'>c.
They came from far and wide,
to represent the 8 Bde side.
down to Li . bum for a bit of a nin.
getting our butts kicked. oh what fun .
The throwing game was hard and tough,
we couldn't throw the discus far enough,
the spear fell Oat, the shot fell short,
we' re getting good at scoring nought.
The lads who played the jumping game.
went all out for a bit of fame.
poor ' Biscuit' jumped, but never scored,
nobody watched as they were bored.
The running game goe round and round,
weating, per piring. that panting sound.
All of the runner went off really fast,
Colin tripped and came in last.
The relay was the fin aI race,
our last chance to ave Squadron face,
the finish line, in the distance, it beckoned,
we thought we could win, but only came second .
The race winners got up to receive their prize.
to say we won nought would be telling lies,
uper Shaun was our triple jump champ,
we'll be back next year. after a major revamp
EXERCISE SALTY SEADOG FINN 1
by Sgt Mark Fitzpatrick
Day One: Twas a wet an' windy day when the curvy crew met at
Bangor marina. the craft we sought, ailed under the carriage Ram Harry,
• he be on jetty d I · came the dusky tones of the old seadog harbour
master. (Well to be truthful he wa a 24 year old po t graduate, but alty
seadog ounds more romantic.) The motley crew et off down the jetty.
pas ing all the drean1 machines, you know the ones, the ones that look
more at home moored in Rio with half a dozen cantily clad minx's prone
on the coach roof, the ones that you would not get any change from £150k.
With the crew floating dreamily down the jetty all anticipating what po emobile we would be hunting in thi weekend. Then we aw her, a 28 foot
ruffian commissioned in the year of our lord nineteen hundred and seventy
nine. with a gleaming livery of burgundy and neon (hang on. hang on. let
get this tale into it · true pro pective. Ram Harry is a claret and blue 18
year old boat, which has definitely seen better day due to the fact he'
had more quaddies through her than Belfast Cuy ATLO.) .
Luckily enough Ram Harry was u/s, broke, knackered. in proper terms
un eawonhy. We had no option but to wait for her ister hip Lady of
Movie (the Lady) a larger ves el built by the Victoria boatyard of Go port
length overall of 34 foot. to be mega truthful a much better craft. with a
pose factor of oodle . She was on h_er return leg of her previou c~aner. ~
there was ample time to crack on with much needed admin. gt Shu~gy
Hughe and LCpl 'Mane' Singleton deployed ?owntown to g~t rauon ,
whil t the rest of the crew waited eagerly on the Jetty for the amval of the
Lady. With the un ju t past the yardarm the Lady arrived, and after a hasty
ho/to we were on our way. The weather wa fair, the state of the sea 1~a
calm ahd the crew eager. The course was et Portpatnck. Scotland. With
the confident purr of the Volvo die el, we motored out into open water.
after a quick crew brief the sail, were set. Thi. was no easy task as
gt
• huggy' Hughes and LCpl ' Mane' ingleton were on their maid~n
voyage. Lunch was next on the agenda and gender played no pan in
allocating that specific ta k. 2Lt Cochrane was only too happy to be
chained to the galley. However. words failed me ~hen I_ glanced down t~e
companionway to ·ee the entire content of the fridge laid out on the cabin
table. with the wind getting et for a good blow. Job on deck were next up
for orab . The afternoon sail we 1~t well but it wa oon time to set about
haking out the ·ails and getting ready f<?r our run into P_ortpatrick. To : ay
the leadino marks that show the channel into port were difficult to ·pot 1.· a
lioht understatement. But with the great ,kill and seaman hip of the
skipper we lowly motored into port, with , u t 60 cm of water below the
keel of the Lady. With the Lady afely put to bed for the evening, It wa
the turn of the crew to switch off from the fi~t day' ail. The fir t day wa
u. ed as the crews introduction to the noble ,1rt of offshore ailing. so with
afety firot, man overboard drills were d!scussed then pracuced follO\\~d
by basic manoeuvres .such as . ·ail ~ettt~g. ta ·king and. helmsmanoh1p
(steering) before dropping all ails ready _tor port. Portpamck. cotland 1
a tiny quiet fishing port, which wa, used in the 17th and .1 th century as a
embarkation port for the troop deployed to Ireland. wuh treets named
'Garri·on Rd' and 'Barrack St'. obbled streets lead to half _a dt,zen pub~
and hoteb, serving a mixture of tourists and local . _o ·a~ in Rome the
motley crew made their way to the nearest food-servmg _ho telry. ~1 here
we enjoyed the et menu for a modest fe~. folio.wed by a JOiiy .:vening of
banter and beer. With the final ta k ot the night. the checkmg of the
securing warp . all wa well and time to retire.
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Da) 1\10: lost uf the crew prang ut of their bunk at the crack of
da\\ n. then promptly returned. due to the fa t that the heaven · had opened
and lhe wind wa. picking up. But we were here to ·ail and • ail we did. The
'mell of coffee \OOn g t th crew together, and the boat was oon prepared
f?r ~ea . t 0 00 the line were slipped and we motored out of port on th
n mg ude. On ewe were clear of the protection of th harbour defences
the full force of the wind over ti e. caused the boat to pitch and roll. Due
to the fact that we had lhree novice sailors on board. the kipper decided
that 2Lt Cochrane wa. not a. ure footed a he thvught he was. o adly
the helm wa wung and the bow punched through the wave wwards
port. The day wa. not completely ' a ted. becau e the crew did a great
impre. io.n of Enid Blyton ',Famous Five. e. ploring the caves lhat riddled
the coa,tltne. \ e can defiantly recommend the nightlife of Portpatrick. the
local friendl:.. in fine voice and enjo)ring a good sing . ong.
Da) Three: hat a gloriou day it turned out to be with load of wind
and load· of sun. To make thing · more intere ting we were challenoed to a
ra e b) the crew o~ Maximise a boat out of Carrickfergu . The co~ e wa
decided. and the ails set. The ra e ended some 40 nautical miles later with
' the Lady' taking a sub tantial lead over Maximise. There were sad face
all round when we came along ide for the ta ·t Lime. The boat wa
unpacked and cleaned. \ ith ' the Lady' put to bed the crew left for their
journe) back to sunny Londonderry.

Skipper (Sgt Mark Fitzpatrick) at the helm
with 2lt Kerry Cochrane looking on
The first of l~e Salty Seadog Finn exerci es went extremely well, all
who took part enJoyed tt and all will be back.
Skipper
gt Mark Fitzpatrick
Capt Colin Vandin
Mate
Crew
2Lt Kerry Cochrane
Sgt 'Shuggy' Hughes
LCpl 'Mane' Singleton
EIGHT-HO R PO ORED WIM
by LCpl Minns
Following the death of a local two-year old boy, it was decided to raise
money to supply a pecialist. t~ansportation. vehicle for the local hospital.
The Squadron has taken a5 tt s mam chanty effort for the year to rai e
money toward. the equ1pmenL The eight hour span ored swim was the
Squa_dron ' first charity evem wwards this goal. The team was due to
consist of 12 member but due to operational commitments the eventual
number was even.

First Hour:
Second Hour:
Third Hour:
Fomth Hour:
Fifth Hour:

Slightly delayed start and then 'The Fish· was off.
All is fine with length after length being polished off.
Everyone is imo the routine and we're well on our way.
404 length gone and we are half way there .
Another 118 length gone then Capt Watts get a bright
idea? Reaching I 000 lengths in the eight hours.
Mission Impossible i well underway.
Mis ion lmpo sible is becoming Mi._ ion Possible.
The IOOOth length was completed just before the end of

Si. th Hour:
Seventh Hour:
Eighth Hour:
the eight hours.
25km were swam by the team and we arc well on our way to rai ing the
£1000.
ROYAL SIGN L (Nn
QUARTERMASTERS' DEPARTMENT LUNCH
The Squadron's QM' Dept recently ho ted the R Signal (NI) QM's
Dept lunch and judging by the letters of thank the event was a great
succes . The aim of the lunch wa for all Royal Signals Officer and
s. CO _working in the.Q_M 's Mafia in Northern Ireland to get together and
d1scu s important QM s t sues. It also acted a a good meeting and get to
know each other forum for all the QM's representatives. It wasn't just a
good excuse to get together for some good food and drink whilst
reacqu~inting yourself with old friends and telling a few war wries. To all
the Umt that attended, thanks for making the day a great success and see
you next ume.
COMMUNICATIONS TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Griffith
Tp Sgt
Sgt Wareing
Life within Comms Tp certainly cannot be defined as predictable, as
SYSCO and COMMCE start writing edition 19 of the monthly shift
ro ter. However, a the old saying goe , 'Variety is lhe spice of life! ' So
thanks to all those faithful uppl ier of fastballs (Sir , FofS and YofS). The
!ast mom~ or o has been quite a phy ical time, the Troop being actively
mvolved m a plethora of event . The Mercury Cup athletics team would
not have been quite .the sa~e without LCpl Sean 'Daley Thomp on'
Mcllroy fresh f~om ht AI.PT Cl 3 cour e. The Lanyard train ing continued
with L~pl Sm1~h1':rst, Mcllroy and Williams with Sigs Archibald and
Barr hill walking m the Three Peaks. However, the highlight of recent
mont~s. especially for SYSCON wa the grand opening of the brand
p_anking new ·sYSCON Kitchenette'. This no expen e spared facility
with all Mod Con has meant lhe YofS was actually witne ed making a
bre~. In order to wind down from such a momentou event the Troop had
a disco and barbecue. This event wa organised and run by LCpl 'Mac'
Mc\'Vha and Sig 'Stroppy' Barrs.
would all like to welcome LCpl Steve Birch and his wife
El~zabeth and ~pl Jim Toms to the Troop. We wish you a safe and
enJoyable tour. Fmally congratulations to our re idem chippy Andy Carr
on his promotion to LCpl.
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'DR ROBERT'

I.Cpl ' Mane ' Singleton was admitted to hospital recently and in a
change round from normal procedures he donated his grapes rather than
receive any.
'YELLOW
BMARINE'
gts Keith Williams and ' Shuggy' Hughes were on a well deserved
R and R (?) recently and found themselves on a water sports adventure,
luckily neither drowned and are now completely dry.
'HAPPI ESS IS A WARM GUN'
Sgt Mark Fitzpatrick completed hi Field Firing Qualification whilst
at the ·ame time beating the world record for the 60 yard dash. Thi may
have had something to do with his vertical 51 mm mortar launch-scatter!!!
'HERE COME THE SU '
On a gloriou day (a rare thing in Londonderry) TM took on Comms Tp
at football. Amazingly the Troop could field 12 players whilst Comms Tp
complete with several ringers could only field ten. The more kilful
Comms Tp took an early lead but were unable to cope with the unorthodox
TM Tp football style epitomised by Cpl 'legs akimbo' Crossman. With
top goal keeper Cpl Gareth 'the cat' Dearden aided by Sig 'chopper'
Setchfield, TM Tp held Comms Tp at bay and them found themselves
with a sizeable lead thanks mainly to Cpl 'Josey' Wales and LCpl 'Zico'
ingleton. Inevitably part of the team had to deploy for an urgent
operational reason but by then it was to late for a Comms Tp come back
and TM Tp held out for a tunning victory. ot that we mention this every
time we walk into SYSCON.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT
OC
W02 (RQMS) Higgins
Tp Sgt
. Sgt Chivers
.
Fir t thing on the agenda 1s LO welcome LCpl Jason Steen RLC and h1
family to the Dept. LCpl Steen ha recently been posted in from SP BN
HQ ARRC and we all wish him a happy and uccessful tour of duty in
sunny Londonderry. The RQMS in particular is happy with ~e new arrival
becau e of his devotion to the cause (Man Utd). Any md1v1dual out there
in the stores world who are also devotees to the cau e and require their
career prospects to soar hould contact the RQMS with regards to their

po>ting LO Londonderry. IL follows therefore that if one has com!! in then
one has to go. Though the possibility of LCpl Holloway reading thi i'
very remote, this Dept would like to thank him for all his hard work during
his tour.
The Squadron recently held an Inter Tp Clay Pigeon competition at
Ball ykelly, the home of I Cheshire. The resull could have been pre~1cted
before the competition took pl ace because as everyone knows QMS is lull
of cowboys. It goes without saying that QM 's Dept wiped the tloor with
the competition and finished a well deserved first. A special mention goe'
out to the 'Three Amigos' Cpl Carl Duncan, Cpl Eddie Porter and LCpl
Dave Wardle on their e~pecially good shooting. It was just a pity lhat
LCpl Wardle isn ' t a good all round sportsman. read on!
Congratulations also to the dept for finishing runners up in the lnte1
Troop BFT competitton which considering the ize of lhe Dept was qutte
an achievement. IL must be said however, if we didn't have LCpl 'The
Slug' Wardle with us we may have won.
MOTOR TRA SPORT DEPARTMENT
OC
W02 (MTWO) Simpson RLC
Tp Sgt
Sgt 0' Hanlon RLC
The MT Tp has been involved in many different competitions an_d
renovations since the last edition of The Wire but before we tart, there ts
some new blood in the Dept we would like to officially welcome.
Welcome therefore to Andy Green, ' Pompey' 'Sticky Fingers' Pearson,
Mark Moffat, 'Taff' 'Flip Top' Besley and Dan 'Fore t Gump' Canning,
we hope you all have a successful, enjoyable and peaceful tour.
On Sunday 11 May, 'Robbo' (the Dept's Tom Crui e lookalike) and
PEC of the Waterside bar, organised a Squadron Familie BBQ day. Thi
turned cut to be an excellent afternoon of mayhem, with rug rat in the
corner playing in the Bouncy Castle and all the parents attempting a sing a
long with the karaoke. Paul Allen and 'Scouse' Woo ey were the DJs for
the afternoon and belted out some popular tracks that had the entire club in
hysterics. ln particular a mention must go to the QC, Maj Perry .for his
rendition of the Gary Glitter clas ic 'Leader of the Pack'. An enjoyable
day throughout and thanks to everyone involved in making the event o
succe sful. including the bouncers for removing WOl (RSM) 'Old Blue
.
.
Eyes' Fisher from the karaoke machine.
We would like to congratulate Sgt John O'Hanlon on his promouon to
SSgt and Pte Debbie Uttley on her promotion to LCi>l. La tly
congratulations to LCpl Si ·Sebastian Coe' Burke RLC on com1~g fir lat
lhe Northern Ireland Athletics Championship l500m. To wm thts he beat
all the Major as well as Minor Unit teams and will now go forward to the
Army Champion hip .

yve

TM TROOP
TpComd
BT ILO
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SSgt Hughes
Sgt Williams

HELLO, GOODBYE
Having ucces fully completed hi EFPI cour e, Cpl Jim Burnham
has left the Troop for education on his T l course. Don ' t worry it's only 12
month~ long. and Wegberg can work wonder . To replace Jim , straight
f~om his Tl 1s Cpl 'Mou e' Lever. ' Mouse' is a Rodeo Tp vet but thi
time he has left hts false beard and no eat the airport and is ready for a real

tour.
'HELTER SKELTER'
The rigger. have got to the bot.tom and then back up to the top of most
of the ~~st5 m the Bngade area m recent weeks. Sig Paul Creely as his
last pos1uve acuon was up and down them like a dervish , while the site
manager, gt Andy Craig, deposited a new denso llke substance on the
ean~in~ point of the nortbern most legs. Cpl Mark Butler has advanced
to nggmg by numbers but cominual ly got his canoe caught up in the
hauling lines, ig 'Pip' Roberts just looked on aghast.
'A HARD DAYS NIGHT'
After another re-rig, Omagh Ops room was ready for refitting. As i the
way over. here X hour was set for dark o'clock. The lucky team con isted
of Cpl Jim Burnham and Sig 'Noo Noa' Miers on tools and spanners
aid~ by Capt 'COMMO' Vaudin and SSgt 'Shuggy' Hughes on
poltuc~I bac~u~ and kettle duty. An initial forward recce on KFC Omagh
w~ ~~sappomtmgly unsuccessful. and proved an omen for the nights'
actt~1ttes. A two-hour JOb turned mto a nightmare scenario and as if by
magic dawn soon appeared. On leaving, Comms were in and the mis ion
successful, however they proved to be a forerunner for the horrors of M
day.

The Swimming Team
Back Row (L to,R): SSgt The Fish' Hughes, Cpl 'Duncan
Goodhew B~tl.::r, LCpl 'The Octupus' Pointer,
LCpl Anet the mermaid' Utley
Front Row (L to R): LCpl 'In at the deep end' Minns
W01 (RSM) 'Paddle Hands' Fisher MBE
'
Capt R. J. 'The man from Atlantis' Watt~

restored and a particular ouL~tation was informed of exactly what was
required an<l by a simple tlick of a ~witch the correct nets appeared. We
will nol mention here which out tation it was but you know who you dre!

'LUCY IN THE SKY WITH DIAMONDS'
A chang_e in Battalion TAORs meant a change in Net configurations,
the.day of JUd&emen~ ~eca'!1e known as M Day. Teams were deployed to
van?us strategic. pos1t1ons m what appeared at the time to be an overkill
taskmg. Everythm_g was relaxed as _M hour approached. Suddenly a the
change . occurred mstead of the des!red _new nets coming into existence a
huge m1s'!1~tch of net aplleared whtle simultaneously the radio cabinet in
O~agh d1smtegrat_ed leavmg Sgt Col Bentley balancing eight radio on
various parts of his body. After everyone had calmed down , order was
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RSM

Lt Col P. A. Pratley MBE
WOl (RSM) T. J. Keates

HO OURS AND AWARDS
Soldiers of the Regiment have received the following award for their
outstanding contributions to the Regiment's work in Operation Resolute 2:
Joim Commander's Commendation 2Lt A. S. F. Hutton ; WO! (RSM) T.
J. Keate Commander MND SW' Commendation: 2Lt S. Gough; LCpl
K. E . Hannon; LCpl R. D.Tilley RLC, Sig B. K. Gallimore.
And we also congratulate LCpl C. A. Wight of 32 Sig Regt (Y) who
was attached to the Regt, on her Commander M D SW' Commendation.
REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS
Winning the British Army (Germany) Athletics final and earning a
place at the Army finals has already guaranteed that the Regt has had a
great 1997 Athletic ea on, and it' only half way through. It was a . ea ~n
that kicked off with an Inter Sqn competition held in the Jahn tad1~m m
Herford. Cunningly di guised a a mean of conjuring up inter Sq~ nvalry
it was obviously ju t an attempt to spot new and emergmg athletic talent.
HQ Sqn cleaned up most of the individual prizes: They won the, whol~
competition with some great performance com111g from Cpl Buck
Rogers who tole !st place from W02 CRqMS) G~ry Smith in the
SOOOm. Sig 'Chappie' Chappell, new out of tram mg. gamed first places m
400m, 400m hurdles, 4x tOOm relay and 4x400m relay and of course
. .
instant acceptance into the Regiment Athletics team.
The Regiment team then did a franti~ pen?d of trammg b~fo~
competing, against the two renowned spornng umts .28 and 35 ~.ngmeet
Regts, in its Zone B qualifier for the BA(G) Athlencs Compennon. An
excellent day' athletics saw the Regiment qualifying for the BA(G) final,
puiting the Engineers quarely in lheir place. The eight team men._' fin'\l,
held in Sennelager Stadium on a gloriou Sat~rday, aw the Regiment s
athlete gaining some excellent re ults. be~nn~ 2 CS Regt ~LC a_nd
regaining the trophy. The womens' team fim hmg a very credible third
place in the hard fought 5-Team competition held concurrently. Perhap
the most noteworthy result was LCpl Andy Howe. who leading in the

400m hurdles, fell injuring himself al the econd to la t hurdle but got ~p
lO fini h third. The team demon trated trong all round performance. with
individual win by the likes of Cpl Andy George (now the Army num~r
one hammer thrower) and Cpl 'Bra sie' Bray ford . To end lhe day, and m
celebration of their ucce . the team threw lheir manager Maj 1ick
Pawlak into the teeplechase' rancid water jump, infecting him wilh
some viru from which he Lill ha n't recovered!

1 (U K) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt Athletics Team,
BA (G) Champions 1997
ARMY HOCKEY FINALS
An excellent second place in the B (G) championship', for a team that
was newly formed and had not played together. earned a_ trip for t~e
Regimem' Women' Hockey Team, to the rmy Inter mt ftnals.hel<l m
Aldershot. The majority of the team headed back. to the K. wuh 1g Lulu
Turnbull behind the wheel. whibt the remam<ler cul short 1.:ave to
compete. Clad in a parli ularly attractive trip (m re uita~le for a football
match) the team sallied forth onto the pitch under the gulllance of coach
LBdr ,'H' Hunt and put inane. cellent performan e. Only failing lO reach
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th final b. two goals to the Ro) al Irish Regt. tar pla ·ers included Sgt
Berni ,' mith con-.olidating the defen ' and the ne' ly di overed Sig
manda Wright. co-ordinating the forward with a bit of cheeky
u l..worl... A: with an) decent sponing event. the players put in an equally
sterling performan e off the pitch and might even have been mistaken as
· p1ce Girl · in downtOI\ n Aldershot. The succc of the team this eason.
ha' generated great hopes for the future and witJ1 the expectation of doing
e'en better ne:1.t ) ear.
E, R I
RHI 'O LI. K-THE TR
K PERSP CTIVE
( HEET H TP. 201 IG Q )
E\ Rhino Link pr vided the Trunk Sqn their first opportunity ince
returning from Op Re olute to retune their kill . which had lapsed lightly
becau e no-one moYed whilst in Bo nia. Minor problem . alway to be
expected. \\ere en ountered and overcome. T 051 wa. confromed by 50
German Panzers on their initial location. who were ratJ1er jaded, (largely
becau e they were in their own barra k ), were .oon ent packing by the
Op team of gt Jeff Clarke and SSgt Andy 'the kier' Brown. As the
rain poured down the Relay Ops. LCpl ·FJo' Watts. Sig Gavin Cooper
and Andy Gallagher. battled in a cene remini cent of their last day in
~ D . \ to keep both detachments and ma t from sinking in the evermcrea mg mud. gt ·Loz' 1oore, LCpl Joe Smith . Sigs iki Hannon
and ig Paul Heywood (on loan from 20 Sig qn) achieved minor
miracle in keeping the witch from era hing. Despite numerous crypto
and te hnical fault and all amid t the mo t luxuriou of location
'Tengerne Barn' (a barn pe ifically built by an entrepenuerial local for
Trunk Nod u ing the proceed from former exerci. es).

Sig Karen Gunn driving the first panze r on Ex Rh ino Link
EXERCI E Rill 0 LINK
A ARMOURED HEADQ ARTERS PERSPECTIVE
(212SIG Q )
.With the cobweb firmly wept out from our Panzer and adopting the
third hape for the Headquarters since recon titution at the beginnina of
~e year, .Ex Rhino Link was our first real chance to try out the ·~ew
1mprove_d form of the headquaners. A new command team in the guise of
OC MaJ Mark Adam and W02 (SSM) Steve Hughes and the skill of
the DMl , LCpl. 'Tri ' Dunbar being one of many. The Squadron et off
and from ob.scunty th:re came new stars. Sig 'Rosie' Rose proved himself
to b_e a dnvmg force m the message centre with claims of having passed
copious amount.s of me age traffic whil Lon the move, which was almost
i:ommendab!e, _if o~ly for the fact he. was uppased to be driving at the
ume. LCpl Wmdy Gale ucceeded m ma tenng the art of the high dive
?ff p~nze~ although unfonunately broke hi leg on his fir t auempt. Cpl
Da~ Batley who managed to get the new ATacC demon tralion
equ 1pmen~ to wor~ on the third attempt and then achieved a personal best ·
on Sohtatre wh1l~t condu7ting _f~miliarisation training. LCpl Ivan
1uckle, demo~ traced a desire. to J~rn the Army Mountaineering Society,
although we ~hmk his application 1s likely co fail when he fell off a not
pan1cularly high wall. Finally congratulations to Capt James Anderson ,
who fou~d the only dry, non melly exercise locations in onh Rhine
Westphalia but fo~ol that panzers being notoriously noisy can easi ly
annoy nearby housing estates, hence our depanure two days after arriving
hastened by the local residents committee.

2Lt Paul Buck and Sig Kelly Wellburn

try out the newly arrived ATacCs terminals
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Tales rushed around the Regimelll on the cxerci.sc grape v.inc, capping
them all was 2Lt Paul Buck. who newly arrived m the Reg11nent. made
hi s marl.. after becoming temporarily navigationally challenged and
leading panzers through tile market town of Enger. Turnin~ them around
Jed to one panzer breaking down in the centre of the bu ie t junction i~
town, and as i; on call, t~e ~O arrived t<? take.photos. 211 's Rebro Tp,
notably LCpl Smudge Snuth, w11 • fend111g oft German student with a
big stick a ' they found their detachment deployed on the Lubbccke Ridge
on the bank holiday. A large crowd gathered around their det for an
impromptu festival and the rew naturally refused to consort at all. ot far
away Cpl Stevie Stoker and his team found thcmselve inconvenienced
when the German contract0rs left the Portaloo with the door jammed
firmly by a tree. And finally. Sig Stacey Payne managed to get herself
casevac · d by dropping tJ1e hatch of a panzer on her mouth. She sh altered
two of her front teeth and ended the cxerci e chaning up the denti t who
wa trying to save her from having a permanent lisp.
PROJECT R MA IA Report by Sig Karl Knowles
For tJ1e past four years the Regiment has visited the town of Baia Mare
to carry out renovation work and to deliver aid to needy in Litutions within
tJ1e town. On th~ first trip of 1997 •. 14 member of the Regiment, after a
week spent orung aid (clothes. patnt and furniture) and loading the blue
painted DAFs, el off on the lengtJ1y journey which didn't see us reach
Baia Mare until three day later. We travelled from Germany to Austria
the~ omo Hungary and finally imo Rumania. The majority of our tim~
dunng tho e three days wa spent waiting at the borders while Lhe
m.ountain of cu tom paperwork wa orted out. De pite PXR on each
Lnp the Regiment ha made to Rumania each de cribing what paperwork
1s needed, mo t of .the border cro sings have a habit of changing their
pro edure every ume we arrive, which continues to give Sgt Bob
ln gl ~a nt , the main tay .of the trips, no end of headache . Fortunately,
despHe the cu tom . the Journey o~t passed fairly moothly and we only
had to call on the service of Cfn 1ck Brand on one occasion to look at a
flat tyre.
While we were in Baia Mare. the work concentrated on two institutions.
Fir tly we were invo lved in the renovatioo of ome of the bathrooms at the
'~eado~ · Orphanage, which. caters for children with learning
dtfficulues. The bathroom were tn a bit of a me s when we arrived and
before we could begin Sig Pete Knapman had to turn hi hand to a bit of
plastering, t<? give the paint something to stick omo. With the painting
underwar. S1gs Andy 'Longman' Carter and Jim O'Mahony, caused
only a mmor ·faux pa · when they di covered that in a former communist
country like Rumania, the locals for ome rea ons have something again t
red painted d?ors! It ~a ho.wever SO?n rectified. Secondly we tried our
hands at a bit of painting rn the children's ward of the local general
ho p1tal. _LJnfortunately, having not been paimed for 25 year the wall
were a bu dry and we lost count of the number of coat of paint which
oaked tra1ght m and had to be redone. Apart from all of the re toration
"'.ork, we also delivered aid to various other institution . At many of these
Sig Faye Woods omehow ucceeded in keeping the sweets she had
brought for the o~han hidden and out of the grasp of the rest of the
group, thus allowing her to give them away to those who were more in
need. We a.lso vi ited the local TB clinic" a baby cli nic and a nearby Gyp y
sch<?<>!. Thi la t school w~ set m the middle of a gypsy village and was a
pan1~ular eye opener. It ~1 11 had rows of wooden de k of the type last
een m the re . t of Europe m the la t century, not that the village it elf was
~nr better, bemg mo tly made out of mud huts. A Sig Louise Neblett put
1L, tt finally made you appreciate living in the block. In the two weeks that
we were there, we think w~ achieved an awful lot and al the very lea t
c~rtamly bngh~ened up the lives of ome of the children. However, there is
ttll a s~b tanttal amount of work to do to bring these institution up to
ome kmd of Western standard. The next trip later this summer will be
able to continue where we left off.
EXERCISE DO BLE DIAMO D by 2Lt Caroline Skillman
With the Regiment foo led into believing that we were going on a
particularly arduo~s advemure training expedition, myself and five other
members of Specialist Tasks Troop collected ou r e sential belonging
• (h.a.tr dryers, rollers, 'HELLO' magazines ... ) and set off on Ex Double
D1a!nond. This is a ten-day sail ing expedition on the Baltic Sea. After an
anxious few days prior to the trip wondering whether we could still go,
caused by kipper Cpl ' Windy' Gale's panzer-dive a last minute
replacement wa found in the hape of LCpl 'Lee' harp. A Halberg
Ri~ssy 31 fl yacht, named Mallard, and the Corps yacht, Quicksilver
skippered by LCpl 'Del' Whyman (on detachment to the Club from this
Sq!1~, wer~ chanered from th~ Advemurous Sai l Training Centre, at the
Bnush Kiel Yacht Club. This was to be an intrepid expedition into
unknown seas (well al least to those of u on the expedition).
~ y the end of the. first day everyo.ne fou nd thei r sea legs and Sig Sally
G~1ffiths had on ly JUSt narrowly missed performing the man overboard
dn~ls. '!"e averaged. seven hours sailing per day and each evening we sailed
to ~ d1ffer~nt Damsh port for a run ashore. Cpl Kev Cooney used his
culmary. ski ll to full effect and LCpl Al Joy excelled himself with daily
egg banJOS. Other members of the expedi tion were not quite as ucces fu l.
Prev1ou ly .unknown talents were discovered, including Sgt ·oouoie'
Do.ugla~'s 1~pre~sive h.e~ming ability and Sig 'S hacks' Shacklei.;n's
sw 1m~m g skills. rhe sa1hng value gamed from the trip was tremendous,
espec1al ly the 32 hour return leg involvi ng ni ght navigation and shift on
the h~lm w1.Lh LCpl. ' Paddy' Briscoe and LCpl Al Joy leavi ng the
occas1onal signature m the water along the way. Ex Double Diamond
turned out to be a great tri~ which everyone enjoyed regard less of whether
they spent all their money tn some Danish port or left a little omething for
those who will undoubtedly follow.
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2 Sig Regt
York
Ex Ban ff Ebor saw elements of 2 Sig RegL jetting off Lo Canada for I 0
days skiing. The first test, of ensuring everyone arrived at Heathrow, was
uccornplished but ensuring everyone was on the same fli ght wa' a
different matter. Capt Lynn ' l must get on the flight. I have all the money '
Burrell and Lt Rachel ' snow is cold when you touch it' Harvey shunted
everyone onto the round the world flight but decided. a direct route would
be more civilized. The rest of the group finally touched down in Calgary
late in the evenin g to be greeted by the above-mentioned duo that had
scammed a flight that was four hours shoner! The 18 degrees and heavy
snow was quite a shock and Trails End somewhat re embled lee Station
Zebra. Sunshine Village was anackcd the following day for the group to be
scrntinized by Maj Stuart Mc eish , Capt Katrina ·can I be mentioned
in The Wire for this' Glasgow and Cpl Paul 'Cheesy' Robertson . Lake
Loui e and akiska were visited during the week as the task ma, ter
instructor made sure the group did a lot of skiing. The hope that everyone
would be too exhausted in the evenings to go out was not achieved and
Line Dancing was a popular eveni ng activity.

As the group became more adventurous and ventured further acro'>s the
slopes the reorg call of ·Moose?' or 'Caribou' could be heard. 'Elk' did
not have quite the same ring but if all else failed SSgt Bob ' 1 2 3 up' King
and SSgt Paul 'Maclad· Gardner entertained us as we froze on the lifts
with their rendition of 'Old Y, rk. Old York.'
The 10 days wru. topped off with the more reckles'> donning of
snowboards and annoying all the skiers by sitting in the middle of the
pistes. The final night was spent in Calgary with 2Lt Helen Martin
acquiring a baseball cap and a sweatshirt. The question is what did she
give in return? Sgt 'Gaz' Corrigan topped off the hands across the water
exercise by demanding of the pilot. 'Are you driving this ** **** bus or
what?' San Fran i co Duty Free shops were raided with Cpl 'Evil' Edna
Bullivant buying the much sought after 'Moo e!'

Da ily ' O' Group
Quick take the picture before somebody falls over !
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HQ QUADRON
CO
L t Col G. R. Leach
RSM
W01 (R M) K. Fitzpatrick
' Ease up Captain, the engines won't take it-The Regimental programme
i overheating.' said Dr Spock aka the 21C. But Captain Kirk knew how to
change the law of phy ic and with a deft touch of the controls launched
the starship ·Tricorn' into comer of the We sex Galaxy wh.ere no man ha
gone before. That' Life in 3 Div Jim , but not as you knew 1L
202 SIG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Complin
SM
W02 Geoffrey Hawkin BEM
With the OC, SSM and Yof fa t approaching the final furlon~, the
quadron gears up fo r the bigge t hurdle yet ·Ex Lion Sword'. With .no
time to reflect on past glorie the troops knuck le down Lo the preparauon
stage for exercise.

W02 {YofS) Hawley, Maj Graham Complin and
W02 SSM 'Onslow' Hawkins relaxing at the end
of another grueling Ex Red Tricorn

OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alan Garrett
Tp SS2t
SSgt Jim Stillie
And o Overloon Tp move into Spring. The highlight of the eason o
far was the Troop Outing: ten-pin bowling with a ' lap up meal and a Troop
Polaroid. We cannot remember which team won. but ig Richie Hay had
the best core of 206. Unfortunately, the Tp Comd had to leave early for
dinner with the CO-by no mean was he wimping out!
Although the Squadron came last in the Regiment ~kill t Arm M~et.
conoratulation oo Lo Lt Alan Garrett and LCpl Bnan Owen for being
sele~ted for the Regiment Team. Should be a good . kive-it' about time
after all tho e football players getting more time off than Santa Claus.
We deployed on Ex Red Tricorn 2. which wa much better than normal
a the Squadron now has another Troop to set up as Divi ional Ma.in.
'They' can't give us the has le all the time anymore. We also had a mce
Lime when the CO killed off many of the Squadron hierarchy. The problem
was that everythin o went far more moothly than normal.
The Tp Comd ~eem to have developed a jinx; he commanded two
panzers on the final move and they broke down within half-an-hour of
each other both from overheating. He broke two more when he let the
rudents drive around at breakneck peed on the OTC competition. E
Liohtnino trike. It was rather . tre fu l when they both packed up due 10
ov~rheatlng (again) within thirty . econds of each other. \ hat do you do
when your panzer-driving tand ha no panzers to drive? You borrow some
ratJ1er smaller, more Land Ro er shaped one If you thought officer cadet
in 4 6 were dangerou , then you should 'ee them in roYers. ~ . pecial
mention must "0 to L pl Briggs and Edwards for co-dnvmg Wtth them.
Tho e boys de~erve medals and/or valium. Other job. inclu~ed ~cuing up
ome FFRs at a nursery school for a bit of !<; PE. Obnou I). due ~o
recruiting problem , we are trying to get them m early. Cpl To\\ er <ltd
very , ell pretending to be on a mdio in tlle Falkland 1 lands and the l..1ds
enjoyed playing with the horns.
HELLO A D GOODBYES
We extend our bio hand of welcome to ig ·Barron· Knight and Sig
Ronnie Allan. We ~Lo. on of, ·aid goodbye to Sig 'Gibbo· Gibson.
though we don't wam to talk about that.
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222 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd

SM

Lt 'let's see if I can break this Panzer' Garrett
\ TERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt John Harrington
Tp g1
SSgt Crawford
The seemingly endl
1ask of reconsti1uting the Divi ional Alternate
Headquart~r ha, all but fini hed (apart from the odd map board) and i
now officiall) known a Wa1erloo Tp. The Bowman trial have been
comp!e1ed and the Troop i now a more wholesome ize. Capt John
Harrington has re1umed from hi brief training role al ATR Winchester 10
?ead up 1h~ _team of . gt Andy Crawford, Sgt ·Mo' 1orris. and Sgt
IW? exped1uon . as l m the only JSMEL' Dillet, just in time to see the
maJonty of the work C?mpleted! Thank go to Capt Blair Mitchell and
gt Crawford for thetr llme and effort in resurrecting the Troop.
. Three week _after Easter Leave the Troop was on Sali bury Plain in all
11 glory to gam the seal of approval by the CO. The exercise was
e1'tremely . ucc sful apart from one or two mi haps that are worth noting.
S gt _Stevie Cooper was yet again foiled by the elements namely
'. Humcane Pennings' which physically upturned the whole of' the taff
JU t before the Sqn Comd was due to inspect it. SSgt Cooper' heroic
attempt to hold down the temage by bim elf wa to no avail, and the
wreck~ge was cleared, eventuaJly. Sgt ·where wa that water rank?'
Morns managed to become lightly disorientated on the night move of the
headquarters aero Sali bury Plain and finally made the correct location
two hours late. As the other 1wo packets had made it on time he did not
have _much of a leg to stand on, and took the barrage of abuse well. On a
po~ng no1e, the football players (they know who they are, and are
menn_oned all ~oo often) were !lf3C1ous enough 10 only mi s one day of the
exercise, but l m .s~re they will do better next time. The Inter Squadron
Athlenc Compeuuon proved to be a rumbling block for 1he team (the
Squadron came fourth), but there were some fine performances from the
Troop. namely Cpl 'Allie' Alford, LCpl ' last hurdle' Wilson and LCpl
Ro .
'
B SA OTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Katy Caie
Sgt Jon Clarke
Tp Sgt
Our first suu; of th~ day in the Inter Sqn Athletic was LCpl 'Judith '
C~almers who d obviously been trying to keep hi pole vaulting talents
qu1e1. On the day he trutted his stuff and earned a well-de erved third
pl~ce. LCpl Andy Wils~n howed just wha1 he could do with a pair of
pike althoug~ he wa n t really fast enough and finished second to the
sre per~on twice. ever mind Andy, maybe next year. The loudest round
o. app_lau e came for Sgt · ~octor' Martin when on his 1hird allempt in the
mple JUmp acm~lly ma_de It into the pit Jonathon Edwards watch ou t!
It has to be said that 1f 11 wasn'rfor Sig ' Fester' Westerman 's fight with
the fifth h~~dle he would have one by a country mile. If that' possible in
l IOmetres .. The female of the Squadron dominated the field wi th some
exc;ell~nt first place for Capt Jayne Appleby in the IOOm and 2Lt Katie
Ca1e m the 200m. ~ere were some impressive ~econd places for LCpl
atal1e ~emp (Javelm) and LCpl ikki Wilkie (Long Jump) We saved
the be<.t 11ll I~ t for the relay_s, females from 202 Sqn won the 4 ·x J OOm b
a clea~ margm. \ ell done girls! The lads came fourth in the 4 x JOOm an~
thtrd m the 4 x ~m. A lot of effort went into the events to make it a
succe~~ful occa..~1on, although the beer tent could have stayed open a b.t
•
longer!
HELLO A D GOODBYES
Welcome back to ~h~ _Army to ig ' Petty' Officer who has re-enlisted
after four years as a c1v1han. We ay a fond farewell to LCpl Andy Mille
who has left for orthem Ireland, LCpl Holden off to 30 Sig Re 1 an~
Milnes who is leaving the Army after nine years vaTuable

;~~~1ackie

Sig Sa nds and Sig Hal l
demonst rating that 'Linies' do occasionally work
206 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj P. W. Glibbery
SSM
W02 (SSM) T. P. Crane
After an extremely hard exerci e ea on 206 Sig Sqn will be flying off
to French ~3!1ada m October to sample life in the Canadian Army on an
exchange v1 11, Ex Maple Exchange. The ucces of any exercise depends
on the R_ecce. Ex Maple Exchange is no exception. The Sqn Comd Maj
Paul Ghbbery and W02 (SSM) Terry Crane sacrificed work (it was
hard but omeone' got to do it) in Bui ford to fly off to Quebec for a week
to ensure that th_e ~-quadron make best use of their relatively short visit in
October. After initial problems due mainly to the language barrier the
obstac!e was fi~ally overcome through the successful u e of the' Sqn
Comd Fran.glru and the SS _1's emphatic ign language. The Squadron
can.now look forwru:d to a varied t~vo weeks that will include white water
rafttng, pony _trekking and the inevitable odd challenge against our
Canadian cousin .
MO STROOP
TpComd
TpSSgt

Capt N. C. Bruce
SSgt C. D. Kidd

EXERCISE RED TRICORN III, SECOND FORAY AND LIO
SWORD!!
The culmination of_ training over the pa t IO months was the
deploymen_t of the Regiment on Ex Lion Sword. Once again Mons Tp
played an m_tegral part, as the Troop responsible for the building of, and
commun1cauons for, Hq DSG. SSgt C hris Kidd had tears in his eye as
he watched, for the last ttme, DRASH being erected. Mind you the e were
tears of laughter aime~ at his replacement, Sgt Richie Bell.' a the new
D~ASH Circus Tent Rmgrnaster. Not content with having his own empire
w1thm the Com,ms Op, DSG part of the HQ, SSgt (YofS) Graham Moody
~Groceeded to poach a number of per onnel for the newly forming
raham Tp.'
Sgt Andy Mapstone oow part of the aforementioned Troop is to be
congratula_ted on breakinfi the World Sleep Accumulation and Food
Con umpuon records. He 1s now so fat that he registers on the Richter
~.alke B
when he walks. Ha anybody seen the Squadron Reece Officer, Capt
, 1c
ruce? An wers on a postcard please!!!!
CAMBRA! TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. Fennell
Tp SSgt
.
SSgt S. Day
th O~ce agam 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt represented the Divi. ion with
e on?ur Guard _made up from the Lanyard Trophy team members
along with a conu~gent from the QLR at the anniversary of 'Th~
~or~andy Landmgs on_6 June. After arriving on the afternoon of 5 June
e ?nour Guard earned out a number of rehear al on a omewhat
alarmmg par~d~ ground at La Breche which till resembled a building ite.
As LCpl Phil. look at my pees' Maybury commented, 'They've had 53
years to put It together and they sti ll haven't managed it! ' Once the
rehea~sals were ov~r 1t was time to hit the town of Caen under the
11lu str1o u ~ leadership of Maj Adam 'Count Dracula' Ewell The
Ceremonies went very smoothly and were very moving. Most of us ·didn' t
get back to the accommodation until 4 a.m. due to the hospitality of the
locals and the Veterans. Some eyebrows were raised among ·r the veterans
at the spe_eches delivered by Padre Kevin 'Loose Cannon' McGarahan
~~ pun intended) ~nd the ~nique sa luting of 2Lt Joe ' Bergen Bell y'
rv?. Everyone mvolved m the trip enjoyed them elves and it was a
r~a P easure and honour to meet the ormandy Veterans who were more
t an happy to see us and talk about their experiences.

Maj R. A. Mulholland
W02 (SSM) A. Campbell

RACE THE SUN 97
The team left Bulford with the intention of having a good time. They
would train each day and then do our be. t during the event. We expected to
be in the top five. However, early on in the day we realised that there was a
rc~1l chance at winning the event. So it was 14:03 hrs later that we were
handed the trophy at Imphal Bks. We traveled to Ripon on Friday 9 May
giving us five days to settle into the accommodation and train. This gave
the admin party a chance to familiari ·e themselves with the cour~e.
memorising routes to and from the drop off points. Competitors were able
to train on their re pective legs o on the day there would be no surprises.
On Tuesday 13 May we had a day of rest, l sugge ted a vi it to the
museum of the Harrogate District but this was met with little enthusiasm.
The event started at 0500 hrs on the river opposite Imphal Bks. Up until
the end of the fourth leg the lead swapped between our elve and 2 Sig
Regt. Then from the Hill Run, Sig Andy Dunn charged up Sutton Bank to
capture a lead we maintained to the econd massed start. Between legs
. even and 12 we did not drop below third place with the team clawing
back the lead. SSgt Dave Rook (Cycle Orienteering) finally stole the lead
back as he ran across the finish line with his bike on hi back after a
puncture. Over the nex t four legs we maintained our excellent result
finishing no more than a couple of minute behind. The tension mounted
a the scores were added up, we knew that we had done well and were
quietly confident. Overall the team had an excellent week, enjoying the
time away, training and having a few quiet beers, all with the bonu of a
trophy to bring home.

r
So, do you see many Daleks around here Sgt Beel?

The winn ing team
HQ TROOP
Tp SSgt
S gt V. Kimber
The Troop ' coming and goings seem to have quietened down over the
last couple of month , with fond farewells to Cpl Andy Vause, leaving for
civvy-street. and C pl Dave Sangster for the hustle and bu tie that i
COMMCEN Wilton. Al o Sig Andy Keatley returning to the White
Helmets and SSgt Vince Kimber who is off to Belfast recrniting, having
asked for the south coast of England!! We welcome into the Troop LCpl
Andy Anderson and Sig Adam Burman from Blandford. Most of our
recenc effort has been geared toward Ex Lion Sword, with many long
hours being put in by our variou departments to ensure the serviceability
of the Squadron ' equipment for the Exerci e. Al o during thi period a
few of the Troop members were away helping the Regiment win the ·Race
the Sun' competition. Congratulations to the following on their efforts
S gt (SQMS) Dave Rook (try riding the bike Dave), Sgt Jim Robertson ,
(don't a k about the prize), Sgt Neil Sorley and who could forget LCpl
Rog 'Jaw · Teasdale. Finally congratulation to Cpl Kev Waring for
passing hi. 2-1 entrance exam-that"ll be another lab then-cheer Kev !
ADE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt N. Morris
Tp SS gt
S gt B. Hogg
The Troop is currently out on Ex Lion Sword and all i well. ew
arrivals include Cpl 'Jimmy' Frew from 33 Sig Regt- Welcome to the real
world. LCpl Parkhill, LCpl Appleby. Sig Johnson, Sig Hemley all from
7 Sig Regt and Sig 'Foes' Davis from I Div, and last but not least ig
'Pocahontas' Mates from Blandford. The Troop is planning several jolly
days for a change, as we all know, all work and no play et . ig ·Porky'
Longsword continues to baffle everyone and was last een in the middle
of a Dorset field finding hi bearings. Don't worry Longsword we all love
you ' Really" . A couple of sad farewells al o for this bulletin Cpl "Stevie'
Davis leaves u for I Div and Sig ·Birthrill' Bithell departs fo r unny 7
Bde. This Troop is like a change parade. Finally LCpl HazeJhur t leaves
the Royal Corp for Civ Div. Good luck to all until next time.

Lt Nick Morris prepares to kiss the CO at the RSAAM
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OMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt F. Hay
Tp SS gt
SSgt S. Hill
Oman Tp has had another busy fow month on exerci c and then going
on exercise again! A number of Troop members have been poMcd on to
better things. Good lul:k to LCpl 'Bobby' Ball, ig 'Victor Meldrew'
Buckingham, Sig 'Devo' Stenens and Sig ' Kipper' Kilpatrick.
Congratulations also go to 'Tweedle-Oum' and 'Tweedle-Dee' {AKA
LCpls Luke and Hoggart) on passing their RSCC.
With Spring in the air a number of the Troop have taken the plunge and
de erted the single life for the married patch. Good luck to pl teve
Croft, and Amanda and to Cpl 'Tomo' Thomson and Lou. The
memories of what they have left behind are summed up in the photo of a
recent visit by the SOinC. He is een discu sing accommodation outside
the si ngle oldiers· block with gt Beel.
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SHARJAH T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. J. R. Stead
Tp SSgt
Sgt R. Lang
The new team were put to the test for the first time in April on Ex Red
Tricorn 2. This wa a build up to the Regiment main effort Ex Lion Sword.
Thing ran smoothly for the majority with only a few minor mi hap . A
night move tested everybody, especially the night vision of the drivers.
Comm proved a little problematic in our new location. It compared to bad
television reception. If you tand in the right place the picture improves. It
wa with this reasoning that the witch crew were ordered to move around
until the link came in and then tand perfectly till for the remainder of the
night.
The Troop had five member involved in the succe sful Race The Sun
97 team. They included 2Lt Andy Stead (Orienteering). Sgt Ian Blair
(Moor Run) and Cpl Steve F ord (River Run) competing with Cpl 'Eve·
Eden and Sig 'Taff' Jones a part of the admin party. A couple of day
training in Ripon and on the cour e both during the day and at night
proved the deciding factor. Sgt Blair, streaked pa t all the oppo ition
hocking them by choo ing to run in his underwear. On the other hand Sgt
Robertson (SHQ) hi running partner was obviou ly impre ed by the
size of hi Yorkie Bar.

Sgt Ian Blair compares the length of his Yorkie with
Sgt Jim Robertson
257 (REAR) Q ADRO
Contrary to popular belief ince the quadron ' departure to the
Falkland the remaining members of the rear party have been extremely
busy. Headed by Maj John Hornby MBE the rear parties achievements
have been impres ·ivc. We managed 10 break the old Foreman SSgt (FofS)
'Hank or Frank" Potts. who is now employed at 34 ig Regt ( ), we wi·h
him the best for the fumre. Stepping into his boot is SSgt (FofS) Rick
·Stormin orman· Gorman, fresh from the Foreman ourse, welcome to
the Squadron. Also at the helm b S gt Dave "the rave' Haley who ha'
well and truly been through the baptism of fire (which is the rear part))
and is now 90% a besto . QMS Dougie ·fishman· Piper aided and
abetted by his approachable little friend LCpl "Taff' ' tnnty" Dilling are
currently che king the worlds CE , good work. The little dvc;. who liv m
the garage have been Carr) ing on with their noctu1nal visit , :neaking
about in tallations, doing econd line in pe tion and A job;,. much to the

relief of pl Ritchie To'' rtSend . Tim mi th. Joe adcn and LCpl
'1adg "ick onion and Warrilow. collectively known a ' the workers·.
The con,en. u. of opinion is that pl Ritc11ie To" nsend ·hould be put
forn ard for a decoration for bravely offering his jelly babie. for sacrifice
on the el\e' lru;t noctumal visit. pl 1ark · cou. c· Fairclough and LCpl
nd) Pursglov are currently mi . ing in action having been sent into the
old toreroom \\ ith the h 1ef from the FofS, · ort it out and make it work.·

ATERJ, G DEP RT IE T
R WO
WOl Beaumont
. faster Chef
Sgt l\lepbam
Life 111 the Catering Department ha. been <>oing al full • wing ince the
return from Easter leave. Fir. tty we bid farewell to the Ma ter Chef Sgt
Graham Le" is on promotion, 10 take up po ition as RCWO of the Green
Jackets next door in Kiwi Barrack . In his place came
gt Garry
lepham again on promotion from I Stafford . Life out ide of the kitchen
ha ~een ucce · with Pte ' Roger ' Ioore and 'Jacko· Jackson
repre ·enling HQ qn at the Regiment kill a l Ann: and ultimately at the
D1' AAM. The Regiment athletics saw representative in the hape of
Cpl Linda Wa. OOOm and the up and coming tar in the porting fi eld in
the hape of Pte 'Remmie' Rem mington. After a disappointing 100111 he
went on to fini h a close econd in the 400m hurdle and won his place in
the Di' semi. at Plymouth later in the year. He was al o part of the team
featuring another of our tars gt Chris Trowbridge who journeyed to
York. hire for the Race the Sun competit ion coming away eventual
\\inners. Well done to them both. On the dome tic front we hortly ay
good-bye to Pte Kirsty l\lackintosh albei t temporarily to ha e her baby
in eptember. We ' i h her and Chris all the be l for the future. A if you
needed to be told the exerci e .ea on arrived with its usual force in the
shape of Red Tricom 2 and Red Tricom 3. Second Foray and Lion Sword
which involved the whole of the platoon being deployed into the fie ld.
With the adventure training season now upon u and e ·erci es at Squadron
level till being run there won · 1 be any let up in the work load until a well
de erved leave in Augu l.
Q I (T) DEPARTME T
CaptJ. 1acKay
QM (T)
RQMS (T)
W02 (R QMS) G. Ritchie
The department i at la l tarting to find its" feet once agai n after a very
bu y year. Bo nia. moving location. ORBAT 97 and recon limtion to
name but a few however, we have _come through with colours flying and
look forward to a more peaceful fint h to the year.
Welcome to the new arrival . We have a new QM (T), Capt J. MacKay
who join u from orthern Ireland. Hope you enjoy your tour.
We say farewell to Cpl Helen O'Connor and her hu band Paul who

are off to orthcrn freland . lso farewell to Sig Alison "bigger bump
now· Read who i po. ted to ci vy street as a mum 10 be. Sadly we also say
farewell to . enior members toward. the end of the year. W02 (RQMS)
Gary Tm only 35 honest' Ritchie on completi on of 22 years service.
SSgt Derek 'when was that block inspection ' Livesey who is hoping to be
posted up north for his final two years ( ORRY). Sgt Alan Tm throwing
the towel in· Hunt on 23 years . ervice. Sgt John ·Bilk o to hi s friends'
Edwards on 22 years ervice. LCpl Steve 'my poor o ld back' Pettitt who
is 10 get a medical discharge after 16 year service. Good luck and best
wi . he to you all! Finally congratulations to LCpl Jenny 'who put that
gate there' Holden on her promotion-Keep smiling Jenny.

The Workers-QM Tech Department

Your best friend in Germany

7 Sig Regt
BFP035

Lt Col Mike Oyer
WOl Pete Griffiths

RHQ
f
· ··
A usual the Regiment has been involved in all manner o acuv1ues
over the last few month , the mo t memorable b_eing the r~cent visit of the
Ma ter of Signals and hi s wife Sylvia w the Regnnent. This will be the last
official visit of the Maste r to the Regiment that he once commanded back
in 1969. Naturally we tried to make it one that he would rememher.
The visi t began in fine sty le with the Regi ment Boxing night. The flute
and drums of the !st Bn Coldstream Guards provided the pomp ~nd
ceremony during the evening, in between the se~en hard fough t. boxmg
bouts. To their cred it all the boxers tayed on their feet, and provided ~he
Regiment with an ou tstanding spectacle of novice boxing. After th7 pnze
giving it was off to the Sergeants' Mes for a curry and beers with the
team. Day two of the Master' visit wa . pent is 1_1ing a large number of
medals to what seemed like half the Regiment. Wnh many ull due their
!FOR medal it was too good an opportunity 10 miss. Then again to the
Sergeants' Mess for the LS&GC pre entati~ns._ Along with the
presentations were 3 HQ ARRC Commanders C1tauon to Sgt Ronald
Clark SSgt David James and Cpl Gordon Stenhouse.
Ne;l the Ma ter was taken to see the delight of the Rheindahlen how
held in JHQ. By chance, the White Helmets display .team wa on han~ to
give a fine display of mad motorbiking, finishing with the Master .taking
the alute. Then it wa back to the Officers' Me for a ladies mght to
formally ay goodbye to both the Master and Sylvia. We wi h them the
very best in their retirement.

On sale every week - only BOpfgs

The Troop Admin is again left in the hands of gt teve Puhnan
because SSgt Huw Evans , gt Tim Mayner and LCpls Evans and
Hudson have all escaped to Cyprus on Ex Lion Sun. Othe_rs are a"'.'ay on
their Sergeants Course or sweating over future FofS Selection. leavmg I0
workers on the shop floor on a good day. We h_ave been blessed .with some
new prisoners direct from Blandford in the torm of . gt JlL~tm March ,
Cpl 'Gaz· Watkins, LCpl Brian Su therland and 1g Helen heffield
and we wish them and their families an enjoyable tour. We also welcome
our be t store-man the one and only Cpl Mick ' Barnsley' Potter who
likes to swing the 'tamp and identify the less positive points abou~ t~e
department. all young soldiers and the Troop stores .. Cpl R1ch1e
Musgrove and fami ly have escaped back to the UK. for hi s Tl c~urs~.
farewell and good luck. Our congratulations also go out to Cpl o~ 1t
hurts· Thomas who recently returned from the Army Boxmg
Championships with a hiny silver medal, well done indeed.
HQMT
MTO
Capt Barry Spiers
Tp SSgt
gt Jimmy Rock
Between 3-20 May 1997 the Troop deployed on Ex ~agonwheel
Back top for an Adventure Trg period at Penhale Trg. Cami> 111 e"'.'q~~y,
Cornwall. In glorious weather, the Troop .t?ok part m .van.ous acuv.1t_1es
including a two-day mountain bike exped1u?n, rock cl1.mb1~g, ab_serh~g
a nd walking. Other activities included Clay Pigeon hootmg (111 which 1g
'Geordie' Harrison found hi true vocation) and golf, where the Troop
hold the course record for the most balls lost in the lake. Has the MTO
received his shares from the Dunlop Golf Ball Company? Many .t~ank g_o
out to Sgt Les Tobbell and Cpl Calvin Kielty for organt mg this
e njoyable event.

The A Team during the coastal walk

(L

to R) : Sgt Les Tobbell, Capt Barry Spiers, Cp.1 Al~ Beeson,
Cpl Paul Deaville, Sig Daz Smith, Cpl Calvin Kielty,
Sig Naza Pybus, LCpl Kev Welch, LCpl Stu Mead and
Cpl 'Geordie' Harrison
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Master of Signals presents LCpl Nick Chapman
with his IFOR meda l
TECH lCAL MAI TENANCE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) • oddy' Ba~gh MBE
Regt FofS
WOl Carl (FofS) ·Bon Shead MBE
Tp Sgt
Sgt Huw Evans
The Troop ew desk, managed by Sgt Craig Brankin. find · some
interesting news to update you all o n. We cenamly w.ould have had a Tp
photograph with many of the 25 p rsonncl pre enl 1~ ~elaxed po e but
unfortunately, the Unit Press Officer, Capt Gerry Knight. decided to
have a camera print failure for the fir. t time in a~e . The photograph will
follow in clue course. On the hoplloor, the Reg11nent FofS has recently
been seen cowling as he trugglc to try and plea~e all of the p7ople all of
the time with the Unit UWI Progra mme. 'Bori · has been lookmg thmner
and gaunter than eve r, truggling to get th~ough 111 . paperwork to the gold
at the bottom of the in-tray- his future po ung to Wilton.
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The MTO asking for instructions in English .

Finally, many congratulation g to SSgt Jimmy Rock and hi wife
Jacky on the birth of their on James Jnr . the fir. t of the Rock rugby
squad.
229 SIGN L SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan tringer
S M
W02 (S M) Tony Barry
There are e era! new member of HQ Tp since the last edition. s? a
welcome to Capt 'Trncker' Ru ell' ho take O\er as qn 21 , replacmg
Capt ndy Knott who make the step up to djt. Other recent . 1gn111g._
include LCpl 'Don't worry Mr. Mannering· Jones and L pl 'Wood ·
Woodward who eem to reside omewherr in th' qundron dungeons
practi ing various torture techniques in readiness for quadron PT
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e io . But we mu.1 abo sa goodb e to
gt •\ here' m umfonn '
Hurg -'.\1o~ "h move to a dimly Iii part of the Regiment to join the
ne\\ I) fom1ed I Tp.
The poning member.. of the Squadron ha e al~o been ery busy during
thi: lime. o ongratulations to SSgt Rob Hood, Sgts 'Gaz' Williams and
· plinter< .McKinnon a well as LCpls ·Ron' Dixon and ·Scotty"
H ayn for helping the Regiment football team 10 it most ucces ful
-.ea. on e"er b) winwng the BA (G) Cup in fine ·1yle. The Squadron wa
al. o well repre. enied in the recent waterpolo tour of the UK, with Sgt Kev
Wood and L pl 'Dolphin' Barr eleckd 10 join the quad.
With summer upon u , the Squadron i in preparation for Ex Able
Condor, quadron ummer amp and nol forgening block leave. o, with
the promi ·e of un, and and OSC there • hould be few dull momenl over
the .ummer.
T R NK i 'ODE 011
TpComd
2Lt · ot o' Young
Tp gt
gt Neil J am es
Firstly, welcome to ig Sean Suffield and farewell to Cpl Eddie
ggar , off to lovely Hohne ju. t in time for another tour of Bo nia. SSgt
i 'eil J ames spent the whole of the recent Regimen! Exerci e (Ex
Woodland Flight) trying to find Mary-apparently she \ orks in a Switch
omewhere. Al 1he same time, Cpl Gill Ra iley discovered a major
in the Army r pirator-apparently it doesn't prolecl you from
weakn
ilie persi tent agent in a Ponaloo. However, on the porting front, the
recent Regiment Boxing ight had triumphs for the Troop: Sig Matt
'Haymaker· Dudman and Sig 'I play football' Lord both won their fights
convincingly.
The threat of UWT (Unwelcome Inspection) thi month ha prompted
half ~e Troop to de en u in favour of the unnier cl im of Cypru and
E. 1:-ion un. pl George M0'finn doesn't mind though, as there i
nothmg he loves more than working on the vehicle park.
TRUNK ODE 012
Tp Comd
Lt Trudy Robinson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Paul Robson
What a couple of month ! In between vehicle inspections from hell our
first.Regiment Exercise and ATD , the Troop has managed to repre ent the
Regiment at Boxing, Football and Swimming-where do we get the energy
from? The la t two month have een another massive change around in
personalities. Goodbye to Sgt Kev Greenwood who has been selected to
exe~cise ~i vocal ch~rd as the Provo Sgt, S ig 'The Fi h' Green who has
decided hfe as a Radio Relay operator is far too easy and wi hes to retrade
at B lan~fo~. A fond far~well t~ f:Cpl Stevie Banks who is po Led to I
(UK) Div Sig Regt and 1g 'Stupid· Stewart, off to 24 Bde and last bm not
least Sig Gav 'Gi nger' Bevan who has been posted to 2 Sig Regl. All i
not doom and gloom, welcome to our new member , Cpl 'Geordie' Smee,
LCpl ·Perry' 1ason. ig Claire Churchill and Sig Stevie Buckingham.
Posted in from traini ng are ig ' ige' Rowbottom, Sig ' Ruby' Murray
and Sig ' Hoppy' Hopkinson.
Thanks to Sigs Matt 'Gimp' Smith and Gav 'Ginoer' Bevan in their
panicipatio~ and achievement in. the Regiment B~x ing competition.
Congrarulaoon also to Cpl Robbie Love and Sig 'Ruby' Murray who
have managed lo pend more time on the football fie ld than the vehicle
park.

deploy on Ex Lion Sun. Ycl despite the depanure of many members of the
quadron to Cyprus (to top up the sun Ian !) , the activity on the ' tank
park' ha. been fa t and fu rious with !he continuing programme of DTls
and UWI and j u ~ l when the clusl was settling DT arrived .. . resul!s 10
follow!
Sport has featured strongly in Squadron events with 232 literally
sweeping tl1c floor with 1he Regiment Boxing night, held in the presence
of the Master of Signal . The controlled aggression of Si gs Da nily. Flook
McPherson. ru~mer and Simms provided _a win in almost every
category. The wunmmg and Waterpolo fraternity have been undergoino
intense ( unlan) training and competing heavily thi month and the Go~
wingers of 1he quadron al o seem to be getting plenty of practise in.
The Ii l of Hail and Farewells i a extensive as ever. The Squadron
has worn out the current Op team that will hortly be replaced by a new
dynamic regime. Farewell 10 tl1e ea y going . tyle of W02 (FofS) Lloyd
Bowlb.. who i po ted on promotion 10 Army ClS Eng Group (CPD
LO-Cyprus) and a very warm welcome 10 his replacement. W02 (FofS)
Andy Rickm an. Goodbye to the boyi h good look of SSgt (YofS) Mark
Whiting who i al o po ted on promotion to 39 Sig Reg! (V) and good
luck 10 Sgt 'Gaz' 'l didn't faint' C lapham who is off to RSS on his
Foreman's cour e. Della ' ickies· Tp have had to say goodbye to far 100
many to mention (not lea t of which wa SSgt ' Badge Collector' 'Doc'
Halliday) and a hello 10 an equal number! Romeo Tp ha been hedding
Dets wherever It can and ha shrunk from quadron size to almost single
figures. A very successful Troop Exercise proved the hioh standards of
D~t drills, including being able to erect a 9x9 in P\tch black (or
blmdfolded) and almo t losing Sig Nex in a mast erecting competition. As
for !he comings and goings of Romeo a big welcome is extended to LCpl
'Ollie' Oliver ai1d Sig Fallows. Congratulations to LCpl 'The Colonel'
Bagnall posted on promorion to 30 Sig Regt and farewell to LCpl
·cru ty' Hobb , LCpl Fletcher and L Cpl Pollock· all the very be. 1 in
'Civ Div'. Finally Lt 'I want that done by ye terday ' Lloyd ha warned
the Troop to leep with one eye open from now on after they put her
forward for ·out ofU e Troop· Comd.
The f~ture of .'Satdown' Sierra Tp hangs in limbo awaiting
re trucmn ng, returnmg fu ll circle back 10 HF comms and creating eight
Hf'. I?eis fro~ cratch.for the next Regimen! exercise. However, Satellite
trammg conunues with Cpls George Sutherland, 'Sid' James and
Morgan Kielty wangling a 501 course in Blandford. The Troop also say
good luck to Sgt Good and hi family on 'Goodie's' posting on promotion
to the land of sheep dropping and harp knives (s hh).
Tango Tp ha been pretty much untouched following the Regiments'
mo t rec~nt c_hange-arounds. However, they still have to make their debut
on exerc1 e smc~ the return fro~ Bo nia a~d Ex Able Condor might ju 1
be the opportun~ty to show the new and improved' version of ARRC '
Tacucal HQ. Will they really be able to put up the 18 x 36 in recordbreaki~g time? The pres ure is on! With the Squadron focused on the
upcommg Ex Able_ Condor: and beyond . . . wil l the pace ever slow?
Fmally,. c?ngratulao.ons MaJ Mark T horek , Royal Austra lian Signals on
Au traha s outstandmg effons m the Texaco One-Day eries!

231 IGNAL Q ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Keith Whitehead
SSM
W02 (SSM) Chris Ward
Oscar Tp would like to welcome Sig 'Shaky' Taylor and Sig ' Hoggie'
H?ggett. fresh from the factory, along with LCpl 'Slim Jim' Lyons from 3
Div. Papa Tp ne"". arrival ~ncl ude Cpl Middleman from 2 Sig Regt, Sig
Cr~ven from trammg and Sig Johnson from I ADSR. They also welcome
their ~ew Tp Comd, Lt Stuart Scott. Quebec Tp welcome Cpl Sheridan
and 1~ Murray: The Troop al o congraru late LCpl Taylor and his wife
on ili~i r n.ew amval-Chloe Danielle Taylor, and Sig 'Smudger' Smith
and hi wife on the arrival of their second child amuel Thomas Smith.
There were, sadly, everal farewells in the Squadron: Oscar Tp tiaid
goodbye to gt teve Pope, who i off 10 Corsham and Sgt Mick Paining
posted t? Bla~dford. Sig 'Fergie' ~erguson left Quebec Tp and the Army
for _unnier ch me and the Troop wish him every success in Australia.
1g Kev Dade represented the Squadron on the Regiment Boxi ng Nigh!
?n I Mar and put on a first class fighc. Comm iseration's go 10 Sig
Clanker
lancy, who e fight with the SSI, SSgt Ian Philips, was
can~elled. M~ybe_ the challenge was ju t too much for the SSI! The
Regime~! Swimmmg ~nd Wa1erpolo Teams are to be congratulated on an
out. tandmg result duri ng the BA (G) Zone fi nals, held a1 JHQ. The male
team swe~l the board at ev~ry ev~nt, winning the UKSC (G) and BA(G)
Zone trophies whilst the ladies swimming team won 1he UKSC(G) events
and qualified ~o go through to !he BA(G) fi nals. We wish the whole team
every uccess m the BA(G) Finals laki ng place in Hohne on 18/J 9 June.
232 IG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Mark Thorek
SM
. .
.
W02 (SSM) Chris Naylor
Happenmg~ m ~ad10 Comm Are U ' Squadron have been as diver e
as u~ual. sianmg. wnh a three week exerci e period which culminated in
fa Woodland Flight. Amidst implementing a new 'Concept of Ops' and
rewnung SOP\, the Squadron quickly rose ~o the challenge, when tasked
at _the l l th hour, to supply five detachmenis m suppon of Ex Prairie Eagle
3 m Poland. More aboul that later. Two weeks afler their depanure the
crew> returned to achieve the fastest mm around in history in order to
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Sig 'Sperm' Firth shows Cpl 'Dusty' M iller
how the 'hamster wheel ' should be done.
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EXERCISE PRAIRIE EAGLE 3
by 2Lt 'Ostrich' Rae
232 Sig Sqn was recently given the opportun ity to send a composite
Radio Tp to Poland in support of a Baltic Group exercise for I RTR,
conducted by Combined Arms Field Training Group (Germany) . As Twas
already anached to the Squadron in-be!ween leav ing Sandhurst and
tarting Tp Cornds Course at Blandford, it was decided thi s would be a
perfect ? PP?nunity for me . to see ho~ t!1e .Royal Signals provides
communicauons support. Besides, they said, 11 will be fun .
Tue first problem was getting 10 Poland and thi s is no mean feat. We
drove to 1he edge of the BAOR road map and then, with the aid of the sun,
one more packed meal and a route card kindly donated by IADSR we
continued East. Al least, we did until Cpl ' Barnsley ' Crookes and Cfn
Crompton decided to park their LAD Bedford into the back of LCpl
'Scouse' Maher's Land Rover. They were obviously concerned with not
getting enough work during the exercise ru1d decided to create some.
Despite not being expected at the staging post at Prenzlau, we were issued
yei another packed meal and esconed !he last few miles to the border.
Once into Poland, the local police esconed us lo the Drawsko Pomor kie
Training Area (DPTA), our new home for the next two weeks. Despite

being assured we had been booked mto the best hotel on the Trainmg
Area, space was light and so we spent our first ni ght cuddled cosily under
the stairs.
The training area itself 1s unlike anything from my Sandhurst exercise.,
spent in Wales, not least because of all the relics left A., well as the
battered tanks left on the skyline, we got a look at the pre-Cold War assault
course for the Polish Paras. Unfortunately, my attempt to look cool while
demonstrating the 'hamster-wheel' failed miserably, hence the new
nickname! Our comms support took the form of providing the equipment
for EXCON and HICON (where the Bde staff pretend there are another
two Batlle Groups to command), Rebros for the Observers and the Battle
Group, and a couple of dels with operators for the observers. I then took
the opportunity to ask as many questions as possible with the excu. e 'I'm
just out of Sandhurst' . LCpl 'Colonel' Bagnall kindly made sure I knew
how to put a mast up, while Sigs 'Sperm' Firth and Kelly Turner taught
me all I know about different antennas. There was also the chance to help
play 'enemy' with the Coldstream Guards. along with Cpl 'Rollmat'
Martin and Sig 'Mru;r Boy' Ainge. The lesson of the day was don't try
and stand on a bridge when a Saxon wants to take it. I do hope he's feeling
better!

9 Sig Regt
BFPO 59
DOWN F ROM THE CLOUDS
Every now and again the serving personnel and ilie families based on
Troodos station pluck up the courage to venture down the hill to the land
of bright lights, fast food and 1wo-way road . The occasion tl1at warranted
thi bold move was 10 provide assi tance 10 the ew Nicosia Dog Shelter
located in the Athala sa area of ico ia.
The dog shelter is a Cypriot registered charity and for the last two years
it ha been ilie adopted charity of Troodos tat ion. The tation comprise
of JS TC, ESG, Mountain Tp 259 Sig Sqn and Golf Tp 9 Sig Regt.
Throughout the two years the station ha provided as i tance to the shelter
whenever pos ible and ha raised in excess of £300. In addition we have
re-homed four dogs here al Troodos with another possible uccess if the
arm-1wi ting pays off. Sadly 'Ben the twin cab chaser' came to an
untimely end. The helter is run on a purely voluntary basis with both cash
and material being in hon supply. On occasions our vi its have imply
been to take the dog out for walk , an experience 1hat some of them have
never had. Recent visits have been as glamorous a clearing the ces -pil
and digging a soak away and drainage ditch. This charity work has its plus
points you know!
The helter has now reached bursting point with some heart rending
decisions to be made about its residents. Fortunately they have been
generously given the use of one of the buildings within ilie UN buffer zone
at Nicosia airport to u e as an overspill and last week we ventured down to
set about building a perimeter fence and kennel runs. An impre sive sight
we made a stripped to the wai t to enjoy the sun we set about our task. It
is generally considered tl1at we were all too white to go brown as we
simply reflected the un.
Our task completed we returned to the balmy climate of Troodo to
reflect on our effon , windle a bil of cash out of people in the bar and
compare notes on the phenomenon of the icosia dual carriageway tl1ing.
lf you feel you could help in anyway, even laking a dog on its fir t \~al_k
ever, then give Cordelia a ring on 02-362092. Tt may not be local but 11 is
wonhwhile and Tbet you don t have a far to go as u !

BABES 0 TOUR!
Ex Maidens' Revenge began at 0830 hr wi th all recruits on parade. Oh!
Oh! Recruit Inshaw had left her bike leant against the flag pole!! Off to
gaol he went. T he drill then began with SSM 'Mutant' Slane.y leading ihe
parade for inspection by RSM 'Screecher' Duckworth; .t~e msul~ .began
culminating in a journey to Melanda Beach for further m1l11ary trammg.
We arri ved-fai rly relaxed. Debus and bergen on our back we marched
into unknown territory (at lea 1 200m), 'This can'. t be it,' wa heard all
around . 'Line up!' was crceched loudly, o the mai?en obeyed. We w~re
pul into Section , i sued our survival kit that con ISied of a 24 hr :-i1ton
pack and a peculi ar rubber th ing, apparently fo_r ho!di ng water. Now 11 wa
Pete ' the snake' Mills ' 1urn to take us under hi wmg and teach u ho\~ 10
urvivc. Very intere ting! Now on to map reading, fi rs! aid, PT and driver

training all the Maidens performed exceedingly well and felt confident
that if they were 'called up' they would have no problem . It may need at
change of tack though as rising at 0530 hrs after a bu y night fighting the
enemy is just nol on; panicularly when you ' re ordered into the sea at very
low temperatures!! A big thank you from all the Maiden to the Staff who
looked after us, a tl1oroughly good time was had by all and as soon as the
bli ters have healed we'll be fighting fit for MNMR2. Beware. revenge i
sweet!!!

WIVES CLUB GENERATIO N GAME
W0 2 (SSM) A. V. Slaney ta 1efully removed his kit recently and rai ed
the princely sum of about£75 , for Cancer Research. The 9 Sig Regt and 33
SU Wives Club held a charity 'Generation Game' and the evening 'took
off' wilh this impromptu performance! The SSM input to the evening
wa invaluable but his strip brought the house down, along with his
trousers! Purses were emptied on the stage. notes wedged into the SSM'
trou ers-what a mover-Imperial Cancer Re earch will benefit to the tune
of£700.
After note: W02 (SSM) A. V. Slaney will be available for Ladie
ights when he leaves the Army no resettlement advice needed for this
gentleman of the night!
T R UE BLUE IN A EA OF GREE
by Sgt W. A. Smith RAF
.
.
.
Where was 9 Sig Regt I asked myself when my posung nonce came m?
Ir was in Cyprus. I would have three years of sun, sea and to my horror the
Army. Yes, I wa going to work wiili those green, keen and very military
minded people. By Sherpa and by plane the 'crab', his family and the
world record for unaccompanied baggage made their way to Cyprus.
I found myself working in RHQ as the Chief Clerk looking after all
admini tration for RAF Element Per onnel at 9 Sig Regt. An Army of
ureen uniform urrounded me. True blue had finally met the sea of green.
But what did they make of me-cries of 'crab' were heard. My close ally.
the navy clerk briefed me on the dos and don'ts of Army life. I was
prepared for anything or o T thought. I wa~ Royal Air Force and nobody
wou ld change me. I would not change my view about the Army-ye I wa
narrow-minded.
Well what a hock I had, those 'green job · were no different to
mine--0nly the women of course. I am ashamed to ay that our per pective
in the RAF of Army personnel i that they are mi ndle individual who
cannot think for themselve . Th is I can confirm i not true. Maybe the
Army ha some strange way of doing thing -but don't we all? For
example, the Army like to keep themselve fit by amusing tl1emselye
with CFfS and BFf . They laugh at our level of fime . I am now gomg
to remind all you green jobs that the RAF has the beep te t-a te ·t known
for its beep, difficulty and sometimes impo ible achievement level to
which only RAF pe onnel can match. Regimental Orderly Sgt, now that
i an intere ting duty. My first ob tacle to overcome wa ·_the par~dmg and
in pection of the guard force. a duly not normally a ociated with a RAF
Orderly Sergeant. M limited drill skill- had finally been put to u e and as
a oood RAF Sergeant I gave ir my all. You name it I did it. There were no
co"'mplaint from the troop , in fact ! think they liked me becau e they keep
a ki ng me back to do ome mo~e!
And there is more. I have now been appointed a the unpopular RHQ
Sgt. known a ·Tp gt'. l have to allocate additi?n~ d~tie wi thin the
Troop and prepare nominal rolls for the SSM. The JOb 1 ume con ummg.
reque ts are alway last minute one and yo~ can become ~ery u~1 popular.
Give me more-'I'll clean your weapon. I II ru n a BFT - I thmk I am
lllm ing Army barmy-NOT!! Fooled you.
.
To be seriou for a minute do not j udge a book by its co er. The Army
li fe has <Tiven me a chance to u e kill I otherw ise wou ld nol have u ed in
the RAF. I have been mad 10 fee l welcome at 9 ig Regt. The job i
excellent and I am living on a Paradi c l land-what more can a man'crab'
a k for-more LO . a pay rise and a free flight home for the family for
taners. Do not be narrow-minded. Be a conven like me andjom 1he rm·
now-well that might be goi ng a bit too far! \ atch this pace.
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14 Sig Regt (EW)

RA ETHE
14 ig Regt ( \' ) entered a team into Race The un, a charity event
organi ed b _ ig Regt. The night before the event we looked at a map in
the coa h and devi ·ed a logistic plan. Then the team .at on floor mat in
the gym and received infantry tyle orders detailing who' a driving what
"'hen. where. ho' and with whom. When a ked to confirm hi part, Cpl
·Pat' Patrick replied ' On the bu-, off the bus. on the bu . off the bu . Sir! '
The plan\\ as ri ky but de pite traffic jam· and changes in tart timings we
adapted and overcame. The team tarted the econd leg fourth out of 30
thank>. to
gt Wright' - canoeing effort. Sgt Phil troudley flew on the
cycle part of the biathlon: even a puncture only delayed him for two
minute due to hi · hi-tech miniature ga cani ters to re-inflate the tyre. ig
Li a Ruck ran well on the half marathon: ig Spr. gained numerous
pine on the cro -country mountain bike leg; and LCpl Tim Harrison
got slightly geographically embarra- ed in a 'thick Chri tmas tree forest
on a 45 degree incline'.

ROYAL IG A
CORPS SAAM 1997
h was a wet April morning a the 14 Sig Regt (EW) hooting team
clambered aboard it battered blue minibu , d tinarion ATR Pirbright
Thi wa the elite. the ·creme de la creme' of the Regi ment's
harpshooter ... or o we had been telling anyone who would listen for
the last two weeks. ow was the time to ·put up or hut up· .
At the forefront of our expedition was Capt Harvey ·can' t 1 have just
five more minute in bed' Woods. helped along very nicely thank you by
gt Richie ·Didn't you get the admin instruction?' Plummer. ext up in
the Rogue ' Gallery were Sgt Mick 'Make mine a Dog Bolter' Pryce and
Cpl Chris 'Di co Queen· Dunn. Bringing up the rear (!) were LCpl Al
'Lurve machine· Doyle. ig ick · ew boy' Clift and ig Steve 'Deadly
with the LS\ · Ri te.
Despite the almo t complete lack of competition hooting experience.
the team hot extremely well. achieving particularly cred itable results in
matche that they'd never fired even io practice. Morale remained high
throughout the week. thank to the exceptional weather (the ice cream an
did a roaring trade) and the comic effortS of tho e 'set room warrior ' at
our i ter unit, 399 SU. Final cores left the Regiment in eventh place out
of 18 Regular Royal Signals teams.
160 (WALE ) BOE AAM (WALSAAM 97)
B~ly had CORPS SAAM finished than it was off with the iron sights,
on with the SUSATs and back to the ranges. Needles to say, the good
weather failed to last, but despite the wind, rain aod fog yet another crack
team was a em bled to take on the challenge of WALSAAM 97. As well
a the CORPS SAAM ' Regulars' , the team wa joined by everal new
faces, including Sgt Mick 'I love Rad Ops' Heslop , Cpl Cam 'Good Lad'
Logan, LCpl ndy Preen, LCpl Laura Shaw and ig 'Annie Oakley'
ey.
Anyone who has ever visited Sennybridge will be able to vi uali e
exactly what the weather was like for the 10 days that the team pent on
the ranges there. eedless to ay, for tho e that had remembered 10 pack it,
the Gorte~ went on an~ pretty much never came off .. . De pite this. the
team put m a good ohd few day shooting. culminating in the meeting
itself. Apart from the many TA teams present, there was only one other
Regular team competing. which would have been good new had they not
been ITC Wale , an all Gurkha team of budding snipers. Whil t the 14 Sig
Reg1 (EW) team had the odd disappointing shoot on the day, the same
sadly could not be said for our opposition, who virtually swept the board.
Almo t, but not qu.ite, thank 10 ome excellent hooting by Cpl Dunn,
LCpl Preen and 1g ey, who between them came away with the Pistol
Team trophy. Other good results were achieved by Sig Riste in the LSW
~atch. LCpl Doyle in the phy ically demanding March and Shoot, and
1g • ey and LCpl Preen in the Moving Target Match . The ie s said about
LCpl Doyle's and ig Riste' results in downtown Brecon, the better.
REGIME T L Q A H
f!u h Y..ith two attached personnel with considerable experience, the
Reg1m~nt confidently entered the Army Major Units Squash Rackets
chal!lp1on hip held over the period January to April 1997. gt 'G inge'
Whiteman AGC (SPS), an Army player and Lt Colin Jackson AGC
(SP ), a Corps player, added strength to an already strong R Signals
squad. W02 · titch ' Woollard, LCpl Dean Stewart and LCpl PauJ
Todd we~e the most tal~nted Signals players, but the CO, Lt Col Ian
Mackenzie and WOl Mick Keech also showed great promise.
The first round was. an away match against an equall y trong 22 Regt
RLC side. The fi~st stnng match saw Sgt Whiteman up against the Army
under 25 hamp1on Pte McQuilkio. After a determined effort over the
fir\! four games the stamina of the youngster faded and Sgt Whiteman
took the match 3-2. Jackson and Woollard failed at second and third
~tnng but L pl tewart stepped in .it four 10 tie the match 2-2. WOl
Keech fought hard to take his match to eight all in the fifth and the match
wa~ on a k111fe-edge. However, with a fine display of nerve he took the
mat:h and the long journey home was all the more bearable. The
Regiment we_nt on to reac~ the finals at Deepcut on I 0-11 April, and were
matched again\l I Cheshire. the . Ireland Champion , in the second
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semi-fina l. The Cheshires proved to be a one-speed idc with most of their
players being of similar standard . The top two fixtures were easy wins for
14 igs, but the Che hire proved too strong at four and five. On this
occa ion therefore it was all down to 'S titch ' Woollard at number three to
produce the goods. 'Sti tch' overcame his opponent 3- 1 and a place in the
final wa ecured.
Our opponent in the final were EAS . Arborficld. who turned out 5
REME Corps player and were clearl y favourite . De pite gallant fights
from Jackson. Woollard. Stewart and the 0 the REME proved too
trong. gt Whiteman won well in the top match avoiding the whitewash
but the Regiment had to ettle for the Runners Up slot.

he's here or he 100 will leave looking like a L.A. Sgt 'Rocky' Rock since
arriving has already shown what an asset he is to the Troop. He's already
fi ed the candy no~s machine for the cook.\ and has an ice cream van
coming in for first line inspection this afternoon . LCpl ·wally' Waldron
straight in from training hit it strai ght off with Sgt Bob Pace when he
turned up for PT in hi s Celtic away strip. Another new arrival LCpl 'Tina'
Turner is quietly sitting in the corner wondering what have I got myself
into after four years of university. The Regiment says a sad farewell to one
of its legendary boxers, Cpl ' Dave Boy' Owen and the Troops' main
function organiser Cpl Matt Galley.

MT
MTWO

W02 ( SM) T. Gaston
In the last six months, the Regiment has channeled a lot of its resource
into driver training. With 70 passes of one class or another, this has been a
good ucces rate, mainly down to hard work by Cpl 'Gaz' Sinclair, ably
aided and abetted by LCpls Lee Lester and ' Matty ' Mathews. The MT
has had to open a new section within its walls known a ' K' or
' Kindergarten ' Section. Thi s i due to an influx of raw but keen recruits,
su·aight from the farm . A big 'MT Welcome' to Sigs Bingham, Brown,
Dempster, Gregory , Hall , Hawks. Lovell, Oldfield and Taylor (Phew!).
The MTWO W02 (SSM) Tony Gaston (Wallace) continues to restore
clas ic bikes and cars. aided in his task by a couple of new boys Sig Paul
'snap on' Oldfield and Sig Andy 'wet & dry' Hall. A fond farewell is
extended to LCpl James who move 400m away to 226 Sig qn , LCpl
Lee Lester (some people will do anything to get out of the Dvr Trg Wing)
who is off to 238 Sig Sqn (London). Finally to Sig Dave Agnew, the Tp
Romeo. who has left behind a di straught WO I ' daughter for pastures new
in Bulford.
QM DEPARTMENT
QM(G)
QM(T)

(L -R): Lt Jackson, W02 Woolla rd, CO, Sgt Whiteman,
LCpl Stewart

14 IG AL TROOP (EW)
OC/S03 EW
Capt M. Smith
Op WO
SSgt R. Angove
14 Sig Tp (EW) is the operational element of 14 Sig Regt (EW), and
works in direct upport of M D SW, the Briti h AO, on OP Lode tar. The
Troop i concerned with Forward EW and is re ponsible for conducting
Clo e and Depth EW operation . The Troop was officially formed in
October last year, and under the guidance of Capt Mark mith and SSgt
Dave Bousfield were trained and prepared prior to their deployment to
Bo nia in December.
Working from Banja Luka, the Troop cover the whole MND using
Armoured EW platforms and Land Rover borne Mobile EW teams. The
working .C!) format basically follow a set routine. In itially Capt Smith
has a brain- torm (very dangerou ), then SSgt Richie Angove rationalises
the plan and gets extremely excited, and claims EW i better than sex . Sgt
Bob Ackland-Snow then fiddles with hi genetically attached computer
and comes up with target information. SSgt Jude then claims to have a
comms plan, although to date comm never have worked as planned.
Orders are then passed to the det , usually a MEWT manned by Cpl
·Paddy' Brown and LCpl 'Kit Monster' Potton. They in turn 0oet bombed
up and pa admin requests to the TCP. It i at this point that SSgt ' Mad
Jock Cockney ' McMalt, on hi first operational deployment, reannounce his belief that drill is far more beneficial than offen ive EW,
and that a right turn on the march will benefit the G2 cell more than real
time intelligence. The MEWT then deploy, working in conjunction with
an Armoured Barracuda det-headed by either Sgt Mick Black or Sgt
Andy Davies. After an irregular period in the field, the teams report their
find111g to the DEWCC, and report to Sgt 'Chippy' Pomfret with a
broken vehicle.
Various int:rested individu.a~s regularly visit the Troop, the most
memorable be111g the recent v1.11 by the CO, Adjt and RSM. The week
long event consisted of a round robin visit of all dets and a visit to
Sarajevo.
HQ Q
ORO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. Whitehead
SSM
W02 (S M) M. Rouse
The last six weeks have been fairly hectic, with the Squadron empha is
mov111g from. the CO's cup .competition to the preparations for the visit of
Her Royal Highness the Pnnces Royal , and the Regiment Fete (Cawdor
Fayre).

TM TROOP
TOT
Capt T. Prince
FofS
WOI (FofS) G. Blondel
, The s_un is out and the bo~s are smiling, what more can you ask for?
Sgt Aimer here' your po ung order to Cyprus,' said the TOT. Life can
be cruel s<;>meumes! The workshop are filling up with new faces on a
steady basis, but now Cpl 'BulleL5' Brundle is off on hi Tl there's a
chance of.someone else g:t~ing on the pool table!
gt Stevie Hughes is
bac~ looking after the farn1he , so no doubt the families office will now be
hav111g doughnuts with their coffee mornings.
Hell~ and ,we l.c~me lo ~gt (FofS ) Dean Brier in to replace S gt
(Fof ) ZOO W1lhams. Hes been warned to lay off the doughnuts while
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Maj F. Bancroft
Capt R. Young

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
It was a sad day in the dept when we had tO say farewell to Maj Fred
Bancroft, who ha decided to hang up his boots and move on to .civvy
street. Everyone who knows him will echo our sentiments that he 1 till
too young and too fit . to leave so oon. Our best wishe are e";tended 10
both Fred and Chris tor the future . Capt ' Rab' Young has also JOl!led the
escape committee and is off to Brunei for two years. We wi h 'Rab' and
Kim all the best, watch out for the nakes! We hope our new
Quartermasters, Maj Tim Craven and Capt Tom Dean, enjoy their stay
in Wales. We also welcome both our RQMS ' , as well a Sgt Paul
Houghton. Cpl ·Jacko' Jackson and LCpl Michael Rees and their
families.
ig Joe Day ha been off hang-gliding (agai n!!) and
gt Shane
Wright never eems to be out of his canoe. Sgt Ben Batley has now
replaced LCpl ' Alf' Garnett in Bo nia and wilJ, him elf._ be replaced by
Sgt Paul Houghton in July. As the Welsh 1000 competmon near , Sgt
' Daz' Mumford has been beasting all of the department, up and down the
hill in the area .
LAD
OC
Capt D. Richards REME
ASM
WOl P. Ma rsh REME
The LAD took part in 'Ex Western Approache · over the weekend of
10-11 May. The exerci e is the annual test. exer~i e for TA. and Regular
LAD units within 5 Div. The exercise i marnly aimed at testing the TA 111
their operational 'Wheeled Fitter ection ' role. S~an~ inducted ' B~ttle
Damage Repair', 'Recovery', ' Local Manufacture , First Aid and 1ght
avigation.
A team was put tooether from the LAD, and pent two month training
with the Regt Trg Wing, whilst till maintaining Re~t Op' : fter ~n
exhausting weekend the team achieved eventh place, JUSt beh111d 30 1g
Regt (LAD). Everyone eemed to enjoy the exerci e, and they all
concluded that it had been an enjoyable weekend. They had learned new
method in adapting their trade ski ll in a te ting environment.
TRAININGW G
Capt B. Brennan
.
Trg Offr
From as early as mid '96 plans were afoot to create the mo l gruelling
and arduous competition ince the formation of the R:giment. Yes! You
have it the ·co·s Cup Competi tion· . Month of plannmg and graft went
into euing up the competition. For l4 miles, each Squadron team.
especially handpicked (yeah! ) were briefed on the. fun to c?me: All the
Gucci military traininn items such as 'runn ing with full kit'. cro sing
ob tacles', 'fir t aid Utnds and river cros ing '. lt was en~ugh to make
men cringe, and training wing taff the world over, rub their hand with
~~

.

.

The day of the compct iti n went very weU. with many form . O! dre
adopted for the particularly deep river cro smg. 237 Sig Sqn B . team
opted to strip down to underwear, traine and berets .. However, wluls~ all
their kit remained dry, they lost loads of time dress ing and undre mg.
while the stalwarts from HQ Sqn 'A' ploughed on through and on, on o~!!
Sgt Steve Roberts who could not but tine a laugh at some of ~he anuc
at the wet cros ing ably supervi ed both wet and dry crossmg . ~Vhy did
Lt eil tokoc put his beret on for the wet cro. mg and not wear •.t for the
remainder of the day ? Who know. !' Five miles down the road from the
wet cro sing. aw Sgt ' couse' Peters and Cpl Paul Po tance managing
the First Aid tand , with injurie ranging from a cut finger, to evere
abdominal wound . Many a casualty was aved, but we also lost one or
two.

W02 (SSMJ Rouse (Jumping for joy) accompanied in the HQ
Sqn team by Sgt Peters, Maj P Whitehead, Cpl Postance,
LCpl Blowes, Cpl Davidson and a U/I REME Fitter.
226 SIGN L SQUAORO
Sqn Comd
SSM

(EW)
Maj R. Clapp
W02 (SSM) M .Couston

QUADRO PAI TBALLING
The Sqn Comd aid 'Do something different with the lads', so Sgt Al
' Baldy Man· Elderbrant arranged a paintball day. This was held out in
the deepest, darke t, wilderness they call Pembroke hire. Some 20 or so
brave lads took on the challenge including such characters as C pl Rick
dead eye' Wolley, LCpl Nick ' niper' Berry and Cpl ·foggy' Forshaw.
The day was a roaring succes with plenty of bruised bodie and pride ...
just ask the Sqn Comd, isn't that right gt E lderbrant '
COl.\-IMS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Roberts
With the tart of the good weather the number of Troop day out has
increased starting with deep-sea fishing organi ed by Cpl 'Tes' Blakeley.
The day was a great ucces with most of the participants catching at least
one fi h. Sig G ibson and Sig ' Das' Kitching di covered life isn't all plain
sailing when they went for one week Adv Trg in the Channel. The cour ·e
was a Yachtmaster as essment so they were made to work hard by the
potential skippers. The quadron deployed to Penally Training Camp late
in April where Sig Ruck found that not only could she hit the target. but
al o quite well. LCpl Cavel! ha gone to the dogs, literally, now that he
ha tarted working for the MGS Dog team on camp.
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Brown
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dagnall
The Troop are looking forward to the return of personnel on class
upgrading and operational tours. o that we may be. omewhere a.ear ~o the
manning we hould have, al o the Adv Trg that w1ll be happening 111.the
near future. Al o congratulations go to LCpl Carl Wat on on promotion,
obviously his numbers were up (it' you). and to LCpl Graham
Honeywood on hi~ engagement to E lizabeth.

640 SIG AL T ROOP (EW)
Tp Comd
Lt Stokoe
Tp Op WO
W02 (Supvr R) Watton .
Congratulation go to LCpl ' pud· Fawcett hav111g ucce sfully
completed P Company. almo t an airborne warrior (ju t a l?botomy 10 g.o
now)! Congrantlation al o to Cpl Steve Bottomley having pa ed h1
EFP with flying colours.
.
With the HRH vi it looming 640 Sig Tp (EW) are not an excepuon and
have spent mo t of their time etting up and tearing down tents. Some
member of the Troop have managed to get away fro~ the Regi~ental
responsibilities-LCpl J.aura hnw has been away with the Regiment
hooting team. Cpl Pnt Patrick. LCpl Jay Aid re? and ig Paul Pettman
took part in the annual ' Race the Sun· event held 111 Yor~ and h_e~ped rm. e
a Reoiment donation of over £250 for the York children char1lle . LCpl
De~ ' tudent Grant' tewart ha been a~ ay playing Army Squa h in
Alder hot and Cpls Simon Green , Aidan Pntrick and LCpl Jay Aldred
have been hard at training in the Brecon Beacons. To enable them to
compete in the Lanyard Trophy next month-what lengths will people go
to, toe cape painting Rover !
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI Dave tapleton
Tp Sgt
SSgt.l upvr R) Dave Fuller
.
On the porting front L pl Ronme Fardell, gt Mark Harbm and gt
·Loz' Hill continue to grace the quadron football team. though how a
Sunderland and a Watford upporter can play football remains to be een.
Sgt Steve 'Geordie' West and gt ·Loz' H!ll have repre ente~ the Corps
at rugby league. Although gt West ha n t spent as much tune on the
ruoby field a he would ha e liked after having a mild case of nearly
ha~•ing hi · head removed whil t in the • rum (a~ything to get out ~~the
Lanyard Trophy team). With the cricket ,ea.on JUSt .· tartmg, ~I ".mn~
·MT' Shepard, L pl ·Buster' Keeton and yes you gue :ed 11. i;t Loz
·can anyone direct me to the 226 hangar' Hill, can ~ seen rubbmg their
balls and oiling their bat regular!. on a Wednesday atternoon.
The Troop has been hu y preparing fore. erci\e ("hat'. one of tho,e)
under the friendly guidance of WOI Dave ' there aren't enough hour' 111
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the da) · taplelon and gt ( upvr R) Dave 'a few admin point;·' Fuller.
Finall} t\\O member--. "ho like to pop in on the odd occa ion are SSgt
( upu R) Dave 'let \ tab it out' Fuller and gt lark ·pathfinder'
Harbin \\ho :ire urrently training for the Lanyard Troph in Brccon and
~ho" i'h the) had never . tarted it. eedl s to say. they are now cmrentl y
hghung n out a~ to who . hould man the admin tent on the day.
ARRIYA
'D DEP RT
. Fi'.'tly qood~~e to L pl .' cuu e' Parry who' off to JCU I and Cpl
D'.12 ollms oft on pro1~1011on . Cpl Jim Tm gorgeous' Reeves is off on
a s1. month tour of Bo nm and he ha till not done a day work ince he
got here., pl "Pep i' 1attacola i relu ·tantly off to I. LCpl Paul
H} nard 1-. off on promouon. and W02 Cli ve 'Oil Of lay' ' ard i off
to EOD. _ad f rewell. with departure of LCpl ·old git ' 'lcCarthy. LCpl
teve Qumn to c1v\ y treet and LCpl F lanagan. igs Kelly O'Neil and
Emma Dobb off to Bo· nia-Enjoy! Helloo al o go to ig Jo Gallagher
f~m C)pru and to ig Gavin ~obin on who are fre h from the factory.
\\e welcome to the Troop 1g ·Gaz' Ro coe al o to LCpl 'Jez'
Hold ri~ge an~ Joh ~on-~ope .you enjoy your ' tay. We welcome Sgt
lark parky Harbm, wife L mda and family who have been uffering
in. Cypru these la t .two year . We al o welcome LCpl ' Bu ter' Keeton.
wife Zeena and family. \ e also welcome LCpl ·scouse' Littler hi wife
Babs and family from 7 ig Regt.
'
237 IG
qnCom
SM

L Q

ORO ' (E\ )
1aj A.G. Hill
W02 (SSM) J. Cox

EXERCI E DEEP B TILE
'f!1e L~WT has recently t~en part .in. the ~ou ehold Cavalry
Reg1m.ent Ex Deep Battle on Salisbury Plain m Apnl. The Exerci e wa
a Tacucal Effect imulation Exerci e, where la er add reali m to free
pla} e\'ent as they unfold. In the first phase two LEWT team deployed
mto the Deep Battle Area by helicopter in upport of each of the Sabre
. qn . The power of EW ~as demon .tr.ated when C pl Bradbu ry
mtercepted a friendly ftre m1 ion conta1111ng h1 own orid referencel
During the econd phase the LEWT command po t deployed with th~
Sabre qn commander. Thi proved highly effecti e a almo t real time
EW .identifie? the OPFOR command net and locarion of command
call .1gn locauon . LCpl G_illett di c~vered that jungle boo are good in
the Jungle but ~ad on Sah bury Pla111. Overall the exerci e proved the
concept of E\ 111 the Deep Battle and we look forward to the forlhcomino
exerci e with the HCR in Egypt.
"'
Q ADRO DRIVI 'G KILLS COMPETJTIO
On 9 April the Sqn ~T organi ed ~n lncer Tp driving kill competition
to be ~n on.Cawdor airfield. The vanous tands included parallel parking,
reversing with a trailer and driving blindfolded.
Sgt Sid Yule and 'The Beetles Bonnet · looked to get off to a flying
.ta:L• much t~ the urp!1 e of the MT, them only being pen op after all.
Hill Angel were u mg t~e tand back and di cu s everything method,
they were relymg on expenence to get them through. However, it wasn' t
enough ~o gel them pa t 'The Ballantyne Bashers' with Lt Balla nty ne up
~mnt do111g al! the houting, they picked-up fir t place much to the upset of
Hill ~ngel , namely the OC and SSM, 10 points isn't much maybe next
year Sir!
'

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
A very l ~rbulent ti me for the S~uadron of late which has seen the
departure of the mfamous Capt Kmg on JCSC. Accompanying out of
Cawdor Bk were. S gt Drew, Sgt Winfield and LCpl Collinson, all of
who ca n now enJOY the deligh ts of the Engli~h weather. New to the
~qu~d.ron are the following: Capt 'Taff Edwa rds, SSgt Ramsay. SSgt
Ollie Cambell. LCpl James, LCpl Dimmack, LCpl McDiarmid. Sig
Lee. Sig Cox-Davies, Sig Whytes and ig Veall.
245 SIG AL QUADRO
qn omd
SM

(EW)
Maj M. Davis
W02 (S M) M. Fisher

EXER I EDR GON SDAW
.The late t of the . quadrons' exerci e was carefully timed to coincide
with yet more un oc1able Wei h weather. and the fir t week of shirt sleeve
order. Cpl 'Rab' ~rice a n~ hi crew of. ig 'Scou e' Bacon and Sig 'Tom'
Hank wereyamcularly 1mpre sed with the now that fell whilst they
deployed the.1r detachment. LCpl 'baldy' Upcraft certainly surpri ed the
Squ.adron w1~h h1 new image: hair by stag ni ght. Following the OC
~h1skey T~ early departure from the exercise. to do his ironing, SSgt
I m wffed Pou lton rescued Troop morale by either placing assets close
to chip hops or by. deploymg them to desolate, wind swept lay-by .
Yankee Tp were parucularly excited during the exercise a they were able
~o take out Barracuda, their 'new toy', which even enticed OC Yankee Tp
mto the field: Frnally a mention mu t go to Juliet Tp who had a very
mten e exerc1 e, they certainly seemed to have ma tered the operational
pau e.
INTER-SQUADRON SWIMMING
_With only a c.ouple of .es ion of training/bea tings led by Cpl 'Jeff'
Hirst. the 245 Sig Sqn wunmmg team was transformed into dolphin like
~ol demon ..From the start of the competition Cpl Hirst set the tandard
with out tand1ng performances in the individual and relay events. Another
notable performance was by Sig C hapman , who gave strong
performances 111 the relays. despite spending half his time waving to the
(female) .members of the crowd. A the competition drew to a clo e with
the Cham of command race, the Sqn Comd gave an in pirational
demohuon of the other Squadron commanders. Obviously spurred on by
his comn~ander LCpl Burns gave the performance of hi li fe that allowed
the remainder of the team to torm home. With all the excellent effort
pr.oduced. dunn& the competition, the Squadron came away convincing
wmner , 111crea mg further the Squadron 's lead in the Ru Cup.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Squadron has yet again gone through its teady chan<>e
of
0
per onnel. A welcome to the Squadron goes to WO Hancock, SSgt
(FofS) G ro es, Sgt 'Jez' Clar ke, Sgt ' Daz' Midd leton, Sgt Dave Oliver.
Sgt Trev Foster, Sgt Bev Parry, LCpl Edge and to JT Andy Dove.
Welcome back to the member of the Squadron returning from Op
Lodestar, and good luck to those from tl1e Squadron heading out to Bosnia.
F?nd farewell have also been said to Cpls ' Muz' M urray ' Wez'
S1mpso!11, LCpls 'Dom' Reagan, 'John' Pa rker, Lyon and Ibbetson and
to J. T. Coope ' Cooper.

16 Sig Regt
BFP040
The Royal Corps Orienteering Championships took place at Blandford
th.e weekend I 0-11 May. Although condition were far from ideal
w:th wmd and rain lashing acros the ew Forest the ladies team from 16
Sig Regt were in fine spirit . A very good run from 2Lt Kate Simmonds
on the C course provided . an excellent start for the team and with Cpl
Donna e~e ns also runmng well the team was looking hopeful. Cpl
Donna ca lfe was first off ~n cou~e D and had a solid run that spurred on
Ca pt Mel Rayner who finished rn the fastest time on that course. Thus
wnh day one complete the 16 Sig Regt .team were .in fir t place. Day two
l~k the team to a different area with even bigger hills. 2Lt Kate
1mmonds was the fir;t to finish with Capt Mel Rayner a few minutes
behmd her, but where was Cpl ev~ns} After a few nail-biting moments
C pl Donna evens was seen spnnung over the horizon . The team
managed to return to JHQ having beaten HQ I/IS Sig Regt by only 4mins
30. ec~.
O\~er

255 JG, AL Q
ORO
qn Comd
M aj Ross
SSM
W02 (S M) Oakley
!~e. last few i:nont~ have een 255 Sig Sqn engaging in a multitude of
ac.unue~. Hav1~g JU~l recovered from the Squadron Temporary
Disbandment Dmner to mark the Squadron going into suspended
ammallon we went thr_ough the trauma of a Post Bosnia Board of Officers
(wh~re had all that kit gone?) The 'luxury' of being placed out of us~
d1dn t last very long at all as we deployed on Ex U-turn without a ingle
te(;h 111 the quadron ..A~ we limped back into JHQ there were day (few)
to prepare for the Regiment work up exercise prior to Ex Able Condor (a 1
Sig Bde Ex.) The Squ.adron would like to extend a very special thank you
to Regt Ops for ~ovmg the MAI every night for a week! Who need
sleep anyw~y. Am1dM all this exercise activity the Squadron has been able
to <.queeze 111 some extra curricular training.
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255 GO BO WLING
. A_lthough there were no world beater strutting their stuff at the
Rhe111dahlen Bowl , t.he Squadro~ T~n Pin Bowling afternoon was a great
succ~ss. Congratulauon go to Sig Buzz L1ghtyear' Worra ll for scoring
the h1,ghe t total of the afternoon and commiserations to C pl Andy Paul
for wm!lmg th7 Wooden Spoon: more practice required there I think, or
allernat1.vely suck to repamng genes. A few well earned refreshments in
the Regiment Bar and a sausage and chip supper followed the high jinx at
the Bowl. 255 do it in style again!!
BA(CJ ) J UDO CHAMPIO SIDPS
'f!1e champion hips took place in Gutersloh on 2 May with the
Re.g1menl team compri ed almost entirely of 255 personnel. Under the
guidance o.f Cpl 'Tel' Rogers the. team managed ome training essions
before sett111g off for the compet1t1on . Although most were novices all
gave gutsy performances to achie".e coi_nmendable result . ig Cooper
from Kowloon Tp only JUSt made his weight hav111g to weigh in wearing
onl)'. a thong! Sig 'junior liney ' J enkins a~ h ieved a third place in his
n?v1ce category. The glory for the day went to Cpl Rogers who won all of
his seven fights and emerged as BA(G) Champion. The two remaining
member of the team were LCpl 'Dunc • Mar h and Sgt M ickey
Ha rman w~o ca.me third and fourth respect ively in the over 78kg
category. With skills courses and more competitions on the horizon the
Judo Club appear to have a promising future.
HELLOS A D GOODBYES
The Squadron has. a few new arrival , so welcome to Sgts Bell and
Hudson, LCpls Seville, Clark and Tipping, Sigs Gontier , Spea kman
?nd Pe r~y . Goodbye and good luck to C pls Pat Howie, 'A lbert' Tatlock,
Scouse Reeves, ~ohn Kelly, LCpl 'Geordie' Watson, Sigs A. Mackay
(posted on pr?monon-congratulations) and Andy Nunns. Good luck in
your new postmgs.
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(L-R): Sig Cooper, Sgt Harman, Cpl Rogers, Sig Jenkins,
LCpl Marsh
230 JGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj J. Wood
W02 (SSM) K. Sykes

SHQ TROOP (REVISITED)
by SSgt Ian Davies
Those brave and hardy ouls who took the time to read my last offering
will have noticed one great difference, the Squadron now ha a 16 Sig
Regt brand on its backside! The move to JHQ was a resounding success
(l>ut we would say that, wouldn't we), despite the best effort· of nearly
everyone we came up against. The Sqn HQ has been lodged in the
Regi ment FLBUA training building. the vehicles housed in a et of nearly
secure garages and altogether we have been issued with the not to be
sniffed at ·um of three telephones. Havi ng moved only recently. it was
thought that another move to yet another location would be beneficial to
all concerned, and o the Squadron is set to move again to a new suite of
offices, and very salubri ous they are too. This accommodation boasts uch
features as closing door , running water (not down the wall s) and drinking
water that you can see through , rather than the colour of tea!
Personalities within SHQ have remained remarkably stable with onl y
SSgt (FofS) Rickardo Griffiths departing. We ask ourselves, are 280 Sig
Sqn really ready for him ? Hi replacement is SSgt (FofS) Jimmy Harper,
fresh from hi s indoctrination on the Foremans Course; we wi h him well
and look forward in eager anticipation to see him getting a quart from a
pint pot! The only other movement i the 21C. Capt L. V. Tomkins. who
has recently leapt at the chance of another all expense paid trip to
Sarajevo for a few months. Keep smiling. at least the accommodation
can' l be as bad a here.

T 014

2Lt T. Grey
TpComd
SSgt K. Curiett
Tp SSgt
by Sig D. Hague
As 230 Sig Sqn say goodbye to 7 Sig Regt and hello to 16 ig Regt a
hectic couple of weeks begin. When the move began, Trunk ode 014 lo l
most of its' hierarchy (2Lt Grey, Sgt Wood. and Sgt T hompson) to 7 Sig
Regt Board of Officers. Thi was good new for the Troop because it
meant fewer senior watching over u ! Most of the single bloke were
quite upset becau e they uddenly have to share four man room between
four people. Sig ' Lucky I'm Gorgeous ' Lockwood had only one concern.
whether hi new waterbed would fit into hi new room! Once the move
was fini hed, the Squadron wa ted no time in ending u on exerci e. Yet
again we went to some of our favorite location like Ar beck. Lueth. and
Ayreshire Barrack .
Al least on this exerci e T 014 was very lucky with the food , thank to
Cpl Theresa Hynds none of u · uffered with dickey tummie for a
change! Comms between the three odes were up to the Squadrons usual
'high' standards. After five days of camming up and tearing down we
arrived safely back in JHQ to turn around the vehicle . When this wa
completed we all went to the Tp offices to be told that on our next
exercise, earth spike should be covered with an old boot before
hammering them into the ground to cut out t11e noise. Can' t wait to ee the
new noi se free generators!

T 015

2Lt J. Balfour
TpO
SSgt . Bell
Tp SSgt
by LCpl J . Ward
ince returning from B nia the Squadron and T 015 have been
preparing for the move to 16 ig Regt. The wagons were sent off to
Ayreshire Barrack to be sprayed and ser iced. Thi gave u , time to
prepare the block, offices and work area ready for the hand over to 7 ig
Regt. Once the Squadron moved t JHQ and ettled in some particular
advantages arose- the improved social life for the single olclier and SSgt
'Fingers' Bell in particular.
During this time the Troop per. onne l changed dramatically. Leaving us
was Lt 'Daz' au! and coming in to replace him i 2Lt J amie Balfour.
straight from the factory! gt ·Gaz' Williams and C pl Pete Levick ha e
left. Troop technicians are seriously on the proggy ide with gt ·Pukka'
Jeane , C pl 'Si ' Piercey and LCpl 1 ick Sutton coming in to join pl
'Jase' C rossley who is leaving to join Mike Tp. On the Relay side of life
LCpl 'Jack' Hawk ins and G ra ha m Pa rkhill have both left to join 3 (UK)
Div (to be joined by me in October). oming in to the troop i LCpl
'Hardly' Hare and numerou proggs, Sig ·Gyp y' 'J epps, ·Big Feet'

Macfarlane, 'Wan· King, i 'Er, Sir f'm married' Ross. 'Bruce' Lee,
' Marty' Mar den, and finally ' Virginia' Wade who ha\ now left to join
T 014. Two more new welcomes to the Troop are gt Richie Morgan
and Sgt 'Sarge' White-a thoroughly nasty piece of work. Also
congratulations to LCpl Tony Orange with the birth of his son.
Recently the Troop took part in Ex Instant Whip which was our first
exercise in nearly two years proving many people to be rather ru tier than
they thought. On the funny ~ide, the proggs proved to be as gullible as
expected with Sig ' Yogi' Jepps still not knowing 'whata matta booboo' is
for! Sig ' Harry E.nfields' ' Kevi n' Macfarlane successfully managed to
confuse the CO with his amaLingly complex and complicated explanation
of ju l what wagon he is actually crewing on.
With the exercise safely out of the way, the Squadron took part in the
Regiment Athletics day and swept the board with an impressive display
winning most events and the competition by a clear mile. which goes to
how enthusiasm can beat talent. 'ig icky Ward received the trophy on
behalf of the Squadron from the CO, Lt Col James. Looking forward
briefly to a ummer DTl'S, Exercises, and eventually the RSIT. or more
realistically, barbecues, Sports afternoons, Summer Camps, and hot
weather. Last and by no mean least, l would like to thank Cpl ' Kru ty'
Wilson for dropping out of doing the e Wire Notes at the last minute and
jiffing me to do them in his place. Cheers mate.

T 016

Lt K. lcAnuity
TpComd
SSgtFisher
Tp SSgt
by LCpl D. Collins
On return to the Squadron after a long and arduous Class One course at
Blandford, LCpl 'Fizz' Thisby and myself LCpl ·Daz' Colli ns arrived
amongst masse of change. Unfortunately, for us. we mi ssed the move
from Krefeld to JHQ and all the hard work it involved. we returned to find
the Squadron ettled into it's new environment.
ot only have
urrounding changed, but the amount of new faces around and about
make u feel like trangers .
As if times have not been busy enough. recently the Squadron were
deployed on Ex In tant Whip. Thi was a lot along the lines of a shake out
and a very steep learning curve for mo t of the newer members recently
arrived from Blandford. It was nice to ee that LCpl T hisby remembered
to Earth his vehicle this time- it' a pity he didn ' t on Sy Ex! On a Troop
level the exerci e wa as ever a success, Sig Andy Adams breaking many
records in time to re-engineer links. It wa for many, their first exercise
with the troop, thi included our new Tp Comd Lt 'Mac' Mc nulty.
Unfortunately we are to lo e ome members of the Troop to HQ Sqn. o
it's a brief hello and goodbye to LCpl ielson, and al o to Sgt ·Roy-Ston'
Parr. On. a brighter note hello to igs 'M itch· M itchel, A. Cowen, Rob
Varley. and Welch. LCpls David Hodgkinson and Ray Holdsworth,
Cpl ' Kitchy' Kitchen and finally Sgt Dave Kemley.
252 SIG AL SQUADRON
Maj T homas
Sqn Comd
W02 (SSM) McKenna (SSM)
SSM
SYSTEMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Dave Boxhall
W02 (FofS) John Dennis
FofS
Sy tern Tp i till langui hing in the cellars of the big house ~n
Rheindahlen with no ign of daylight breaking through. The Troop 1s
busier than ever with the addition of an sec to complete the uite of
Ptarmigan proces ors. The in tallation of IARRCIS Ver 3.1 give u the
HQ ARRC L
and WA management function on top of everything
el e. Rumour has it that on a recent local exerci e we were o hort of
bodie that the Bo s wa manning the radio relay hack while the Foreman
held the front desk. lmpo sible I hear you cry but they both like to get
hand -on now and then and believe it or not the link worked.
Recent departure from the Troop include unexpected holiday in FRY
for Sgt Dave ·Bonehead' Cox. Cpl Vicky ·Ski-bob' H ardisty, C pl ·Gaz'
·civvy· Ford and la.tly LCpl Grah am ·shot- houlder· Henne ey. How
could we forget the newly promoted jailbird. LCpl Kev · Motormouth '
Young also posted to 280 (U K) ig qn. C pl Stu IcNeil took a ·ideway
tep into RSSST(G) and Cpl Claire Leeds joined her hubby in Blandford.
ew arrivals include four brand new Sgt straight from Blandford on
completion of their T l. Thank you I hear the Bo s cry. \i elcome to :J:ick
and Donn a Knowles, ndy and Sarah Lloyd , ·Gaz' and Jan Dun lone
and Paul and Cher Henderson. We mu tn' t forget gt Tony and Iii on
Law who have been po ted in from I.
Congratulation to newly promoted C pl Dale Armitage and the two
new baby techs LCpls Toby Brooksbank and Paul Ha r r ison. At la. t gt
Adie Butcher ha . omeone to give all the niff naff and trivia to. The new
Tp Sgt. Stu H ui e i making a name for himself with the 'numero uno'
haircuts and his fondue · for windsurfing and ki-biking, maybe hi
reddish complexion was due to the beer after all. Well done to Mick and
'Gaz' for organising a fun night out in one of the local Chinese
Restaurant , a pecial mention mu t go to Sgt F ra nk e ens the 'Chop
Stick Kid' who had a close run in with Hong Kong Fuey.
Ju t to prove it not all work and no play, Sgt Tony Law re ently pent
three da at the Rhein Army ummer Show promoting the Army Bob
leigh and Skeleton team , apparently he i an international referee. We
look forward to eeing him on Sky Sport ne t winter.
At long la t the Remote Ml has arri ed and been in tallcd and the
Operator can now it in comfort rather than up at the shack in sub zero
temperature as was known in tl1e winter. pl tu le eil and L pl lick
Kenning are , till practi ing for the B (G) fi hing team but nO\\ the can
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HRH shares a joke with Cpl Camp whilst the CO and OC look on

WOI Stapleton and Lt Jim Brown Int Corps respectively. Cpl Dunn
obviously made an impression on HRH as he spent some time listening
to him enthuse about all matters HF!
Having finished her review of the static di ·play HRH moved on to
Hanger 3 to see HQ Sqn. They had been tasked with assembling a
number of stands to reflect the role and work of the supporting element'>
of the Regt.
Operations: This stand displayed a pictorial record of all the ~ the
Regt has been involved in, from the Falkland! conflict to our most recent
deployment, whtch was to Zaire.
Catering Department: This department was tasked with setting up a
Field Catering Equipment Display, for the vi it. The chefs present were
W02 (SQMS) Brain who as the units' catering manager, co-ordinated
the entire di play. Sgt Jimmy Kirkpatrick, Cpl Donee, Cpl Cornwell
and LCpl Monley ably assisted him.
Training Wing: Of all the displays Trg Wing's was definitely the most
colourful. Rather than give HRH the usual military hardware display, it
was decided to how her the delights of Pembrokeshire through the
Wing's Adventurous Training pursuits. SSgt Robert assembled a
cornucopia of delights under the watchful eyes of OC. Capt Bill

The Royal Visit to 14 Signal Regiment (EW)

Brennan.
Medical & Dental: The Medical and Dental Centre assets were

d 11 111dool'>. Final! welcome back into the fold for Sgt Ray King after
)ffic um spent on the Kha11 and gt Tm the oldc t swinger in town·
Roelf Bruin~mu ·1ft ·r 11 seriow. back operation.
BERL! 25K:\I OTHERWISE KNOW AS
'12GOM DI BERU1 '
b) Cpl Donna • e' ens
.
The time 0925hrs. the pl:ice Krefeld Lmes guardroom, the rea ·on 12
''illin!! 'oluntee!'> in a fit ul madne s aereed to participate in a little jaunt
round-the city of Berlin. \
i (
I) i'ick kKenna. V 01 (FofS) ige
ullen. 'gt Frank e\en , gt Daisy l\lundy. gt hri
el on. Sgt
'Doc' Docherty. pl i ichol ·on. LCpl ·Ho bo' Hobson, LCpl ' Daz'
arh1right. , ig athan Acott. ig Dave _S torey and my. elf: Once
ever.one made "urc they had pa . ports and u kets we all set oft to the
airp0rt, (ye we were travelling in tyle no minibu trek for u" finely
tuned athletes).
On our arrival in Berlin all the team got ettled into the hotel , then off
we all went to the Olympic stadium to collect our numbers for the big race
the next dny. then e eryone went off to do ome ·ight eeing. Some people
enjoyed the tram o much they kept going up and down the same route.a
few time . After a good nights leep it wa time to et off to the Olympic
tadium for the main event. At lea t the weather was reasonable and after
a few la t minute da ·he· to the loo everyone was lined up ready to go. I
think the thought, 'Why did I volu nteer to do thi · entered a few of our
head 3 the thought of running 15 miles round Berlin was actually about
m happen. Off we all went. A J et off the words 'Don' t worry Donna I'll
catch you up' were ringing in my ears from my better half gt Frank
'evens. The race wa on and J had to get in before Frank. All in all, the
course was quite good we ran past our hotel \ ith at lea t 6km to go but
didn't manage to top.

Finely tuned athletes?!
The worst point was when we approached the stadium: it never seemed
to get any nearer. Then all of a sudden there you were entering the tunnel
to the last IOOm in the . tadium. What an amazing feeling, everyone did
rea lly well. we all fin i hed the cour e, whether we all enjoyed it is
debatable! but we all enjoyed the after-run refreshment in the bar later.
Sgt Docherty had an excellent run . he wa 144 overa ll. FofS C ullen and
Sig Acott both did the run in under rwo hours , I did ju t over and the race
between the evens wa won by my elf

-..,..;

21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne
2~ IG AL Q ADRO '
Maj Frank Roberts
Sqn Comd
\ 02 (SSM) Dave Whitaker
SSM

LPHA (AMFL) TROOP 0 EXERCISE ARDE T GROUND 97
by LCpl Lutkin
Ex Ardent Ground 97 took place in orthwest Turkey and compri ed of
elements from eight nations. These included even Gun Batterie . six
Mortar Platoons. I l Support Heljcopters and three Fast Jet Squadrons. In
total, 2.500 troops took part in what was to become the biggest Ex Ardent
Ground yet. Our advance party deployed to Turkey on 27 April I 997.
Our Troop upplied communications for both the Support Helicopter
Force and the Offen ive Air Support Cell. The offensive air upportside of
the exerci e became the bu iest for several exerci es, and as a re ult the
Troop Forward Air Control (FAC) detachments oon disproved their
reputation as the '20-minuters'.
A the exercise progressed, LCpl 'Squirrel ' Lutkin and Sig 'Au
'atural' Cogram were oon having to cope with up to 20 ortie a day
from three nation ' Air Forces and pent a con iderable amount of time
deployed as a direct link between the mul tinational FAC team and the
aircraft. On the whole. the exerci e was a valuable boost LO Troop training,
whil t al o providing the opportuni ty for some intere ting cultural vi its.
EXERCT Emo 1 GA 1BrT
by W02 (
1) \ hitaker
The Red Hand Gang (244 Sig Sqn) conducted Ex Jron Gambit from
7-11 April 1997 at Tregantle Fort in Cornwall. Planned and organised by
W02 ( M) Dave Whitaker, the exerci e was designed co complete
Anny Training Directive (ATD) mandatory training for all availably
personnel of the Squadron. The fort was bui lt in the 19th century as one oT
a serie of fortifications to protect Plymouth, although it wa ne,•er used in
anger. Recently fully refurbi hed and with range. directly out ide, it wa
the ideal location for the training camp. As luck would have it, the SSM
had previou ly poken to the RSM and arranged some glorious weatl1er
for the week; and thus training commenced!
The range team, led by Sgt Jack ' Bullhorn' Payne, so called for his
attachment to his loudhailer, did a sterling job. As the 12-lane gallery
range was built on a hill, after three day of walking up and down it, the
team had calf muscles like Garth 's. The aforementioned loudhailer did
come in handy later in the week, when some civilians wandering along the
beach. trayed into the danger area obviously halting firing and causing the
following rebuke to be i. sued from 'Bullhom'-' YOU, civilians, get out of
my danger area!' It was amu ing to watch the oblivious tourists looking
around and wondering who was shouting at them. Special mention must
go to \ 02 o ) 'Butts' Herbert who, together with his team, worked
hard at ensuring the targets went P and DOWN at the correct times. The
quadron Top hot has yet to be decided by a hoot-out between W02
( \1 ) Dave Whitaker and gt haun Gibson. Despite Sgt Tony
'Dcadeye' 1ann, who although not scoring enough to pass at his fi rst
auempt, appeared to have assisted LCpl 'One Shot, Two Kill ' Payton to
score three points over the Highest Possible Score (HPS).
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Other activitie · during the week included Fieldcraft revi ion, in which
ig ·Pointy' Ryan delighted hi ection with his Fire Control Order
delivered in hi West Country burr, and AFV Recognition, in which Sig
·spotter' Johnson decided that a 172 tank was in fact a 852
(aircraft)-clo e, but no cigar 1 LCpl ·Rear Drive Sprocket ' C lancy then
took thi particular recognition feature to be applicable to all AFVS! Cpl
Harry Harrop who conducted First Aid 2 training planned a particularly
reali tic Battle Exerci e with some ·props' obtained from the local
butcher's. SSgt Tim 'Champion of the Universe' Abbott and Cpl Mick
'Gas Guru' Rutherford kept all entertained with their CS ga . The latter
also demon teated that he was a bit of a guru on Powerpoint (NOT!). The
PT Staff planned the CFT route so well along the Corni h coast that the
OC, Maj Frank Roberts did both the CFTs, clearly enjoyi ng the views
and particularly the hill 1
The aim of the exercise wa achieved a all personnel had passed their
ATDs whilst having had an enjoyable time away from the routine of
barrack . The week wa rounded off with a barbecue and a few drinks,
everyone having recovered in one way or another back to Colernc: ready
and waiting for the Squadron Adventure Training Camp in June at, ye ,
you gues ed it, Tregantle Fon!
EXERCISE IRON SPRI GS 97
by W02 (YofS) Herbert
Ex Iron Spri ngs 97 was a 21 Sig Regt (AS) expedition that took place in
the Colorado Rockies from I - 15 May 1997. The expedition, led by W02
(YofS) ·Herbie' Herbert and his 21C, SSgt Phil 'Stores-R-Us' Fluck,
took 24 members of the Regiment to the US Army base of Fort Carson,
from where they conducted a ho t of adventurous training pur uits. Fort
Carson accommodates 22,000 soldiers, so, a one can imagine, the
infrastructure easily coped with its new occupants. The ba e al o boast
the usua l PX and fast food outlets, all of which were quick ly recce'd by the
party.
The busy training programme included trekking, horse riding. white
water rafting and much more. The students were asked to remain
enthusiastic, committed and make the most of the opportu ni ty. This they
did admirably. Even the white water rafting gu ide commented on how
enthusia tically the teams boarded each others' rafts and threw one
another into the cold mountain water! Working at altitude w~L~ made easier
with the help of two weeks of good weather (it had been booked 6 weeks
in advance!). This must have helped LCpl Kim Leonard and Sig Mandy
Smith and Ca ria Halsey, who returned o tanned they immediately
auditioned for Baywatch.
There were some incident of special note. Cpl 'Tommy Hellfighter'
Robinson managed to cycle hi mountain bike through mud above hi ·
crossbar! ig 'Cliffhanger' Prothero scaled rocks that scared the local
mountain goats. Sig 'Charming Boy' Coate howed the US Army how to
Karaoke, and LCpl 'Scotty' Pearson proved to the exped ition's ho ts that
he could till be understood with a Yorkshire accent ! In conclusion, the
Expedi tion leaders will be forever indebted lO Fort Carson, and in
particular, SSgt Steve Desourdy US Army, for making thi s dep loy ment
such a big success.
Comin11ed 011 p.295
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outlined and HRH was briefed on our
After a wet and windy CO's rehearsal
basic capability and peacetime role. Capt
on May 20th and a hot and dry Master of
Edmondson RADC explained that the
ignal · rehearsal on May 29th, there was
main focus of the di play was a casualty
a bomb scare on the evening of June 2nd
simulation at a Regt Aid Post, with one of
and a broken down AFV432 at 0900hrs
the unit technicians Cpl Jeanette Price
on June 3rd. JOOOhrs June 3rd finally
giving suitably timed moan and groans
anived and, as ever spot on time, HRH,
on the stretcher.
The Princess Royal arrived by Royal
LAD: This tand was built to how the
Helicopter and was met by Maj Gen
contrast between the two mi ion
Archie Birtwistle (the outgoing Master),
essential tasks of providing equipment
Col Andrew Carter (the Regt Sec) and
availability and training the LAD for war.
the CO. Lt Col Ian McKenzie. Lt Ian
A Land Rover was plit down the
Ballantyne had the honour of being her
middle. One ide representing the
workshop, with the clean working
ADC for the day.
245 Sig Sqn (EW) were respon ible for
environment and latest tool . The other
organising and mnning both a mobile and
ide depicted repair in the field complete
with mud and cam. Having delivered
tatic display for the Colonel in Chief
HRH back to the awaiting helicopter and
visit. The bulk of th.is fell upon the
said our farewell Maj Robin Clapp, as
houlders of SSgt Peter Kennedy, who
vi it coordinator, breathed a final igh of
pent two weeks prior to the vi it en uring
everything would mn like clockwork on
"' relief that the day had gone o moothly
He then joined the rest of the Regt in
the day. The equipment demon tration got
Brawdy Lanes for a post visit barbecue.
underway with a dramatic entrance from
to celebrate the conclusion of a very
the Light EW Team (LEWI} They
ucce ;;ful day.
abseiled from a Lynx and then patrolled
into a hide. 640 Sig Trp then drove onto
the display area accompanied by a
running commentary from Capt Andy
Lucas, explaining how 14 Sig Regt (EW)
monitors the 'electronic' spectrum. 245
HRH unveils a plaque to open the new RHO bu ilding
Sig Sqn (EW)' rumour then rolled into
the arena with Cpl Peter Zambuni
The picture shows: HRH meeting members of the Saturday
driving the OC, Maj Mark Davis.
Chi ldren's Bowling League. She accepted the posy from
Everyone breathed a huge sigh of relief, as they had la t been seen
Miss Charlotte Harns.
headino off lookincr for a spare Panzer and helmet for the OC. The
accom~anying vehlcl were driven by LCpl Si Upcraft and SSgt
Andy Evans. They were commanded by Cpls McCaliion and Mil
ler. Sgt McGuinness, Cpls Page and Logan and LCpl Rigg drove on
with two Bromure Jammcrs and demonstrated the 'Jam and Scram'
tactic u eel by J Trp, followed by the TAR det driven by Cpl Pounder
and LCpl Gray. Finally the RAF Air Intercept det closed the Armoured
Sqn's prut of the sh w, d1iven by Cpl Tubbs, commanded by JT John
Winwood and crewed by WO Hancock an<l Sgts Foster and Barry.
Elements of 226 Sig Sqn (EW) then completed the mobile part of the
di play. Once the mobile di play had finished Princess Anne toured the
static di. play of the Regt' equipment. Cpl Arundel bnefed HRH on
the Kipling system and the PRC 320 HF Radio at .the LEWT tand. A
special mention must al o be made of LCpl Leishman who coped
admin1bly with a dead generator and a computer breakdown on his
Barracuda stand. The depth as ets of 226 ig qn (EW) were
represented by Beady Eye and Kingfisher detachments headed up by
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1997

THE ASSOCIATION REUNION
28/29 JUNE 1997

lh ta. 1 r of ·1.,n.11'. :'\laj Gen \. . Birl\\istle B, BE. DL. relinqui,hed his :.1ppoint111ent on 29 June 1997. A farewe ll Dinner ight was held in
lkadqu n~" . k ~1n 27 June The oc a,ion "a' graced b) the pre,encc of Her Royal Highness. The Prince Royal, accompanied by her husband.
Captain Ti moth) Lrn rt>nc1:, :'\IYO, R •. .ind 150 p:.1st and present officers of the Corp~.

...

The Master's wife Sylvia enjoying the occasion with
Col Mike Galloway and Brig 'Paddy' Evans.

The Master with Lt Col Bruce Beattie and Maj Pat Lafferty.

The Master receives a bron ze of the Double
Jimmy from 'Hee' Bennett of the
Magnificent Men on their Ancient
Machines. The Captain of the Display
Team, Lisa Giles in attendance.

The Master, complete with White Helmet,
shares a happy moment with Lisa who is
unreservedly forgiven her errant pip
having just completed yet another
splendid White Helmet's Team Display.

The Princess Royal supervises the transfer of the Sword of Office
Three Masters -The Master Designate,
Maj Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling, Past Master, Maj Gen J. M. W.
Badcock and the Master in animated discussion after dinner.

Th~

Master leaves the Mess through the line of torch bearers .

The 50 year Pennant is awarded to the
Cardiff Branch .

.
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The Master is awarded his 50 year badge
by Brig Conrad Garton.

wind. However, for the last crew, there wa5 too much of the last. gale force
winds forcing them to shelter in Yarmouth. There were onl~ two case'> of
seasickness, LCpl at Turney proving to have the strongest stomach,
judging by distance covered. The award for the bt:st meal on board goes to
Cpl Kev Wyatt fo r his ' Baby's Head' Roast with Tomatoes. A special
mention must go to W02 (SSM) Dave Whitaker fo r hi s 'Chicke n Curry
wi th and wallpaper paste'. Cpl Kev Wyatt and ig.~ John White. Jeff
' Best Yet' Ford and Al Taylor all showed good skills for first time sailors.

21 Sig Rt!KI • Cu11ti1111ed

21 IGNAL REGIMENT (AIR SUPPORT)
The Royal Visit 4th June 1997
The single mo t important event during thi year ha, been the
\CC) welcome visit of HRH The Princess Royal to Azimghur
Barracks. Coleme on \: edneiday June 4th 1997. The Colonel in
Ch ief arrived on a warm unny day : ,d wa · met by a Re eption
Part) which inducted the Ma ter. the SOinC and the CO. After the
re.:eption. the visit was ba ed largely around a di ·pay of the
Regiment' operational role. Thi took place on the airfield. TI1e
prin ipal aim of the di play \ a to how the unique operational
capabiliL, of the Regt. in it' po ' t Option · tructure after the draw
dO\\ n from Germany. Many of the tand were manned by a
combination of both regul:ir and olunteer oldier ba ed both in
thi counrry and Germany. Moreover the di play illustrated the
HRH accompanied by T he Master, CO and Mrs Diane Steele
leave the Community Centre th rough the massed ranks of the
clo e relation~hip that exi t between 21 Sig Regt and the RAF.
local primary school.
After an initial briefing on the role of the unit by Capt
l\lacTaggart and the outline format of the di play by faj Roberts,
The final element of the military di play wa concentrated on
the demon tration commenced. 2Lt Finnie briefed HRH while the
the
support function delivered by Echelon. HRH wa met by Maj
Mobile Air Operation Team (MAOn marshalled a Chinook
Connors, who then presented the variou elements of Echelon
helicopter. which had completed a tactical in ertion of a Forward
including the MT commanded by Capt Richard , the LAD
ir Controller (FAC) Team, part of HQ Tp (V). Once the team had
commanded by Capt Warner and the Technical Workshops
taken their po ition in the trench, they laser illuminated a imulated
commanded by WOI (FofS) O'Brien.
target (ZSU 2:?/4) which wa then ub equently attacked by a low
flying RAF Fighter/Bomber flown from RAF Bo combe Down. In
Families Presentation
between
the
helicopter ,..."l!l"'"""ll-- ----=
After lunch, which was
di play and the fast jet
wonderfully prepared hy
bombing run, HRH was
W02 (RCWO) Baker
hown the communications
RLC and hi s excellent team
upport elements for the
of chefs, The Colonel in
RAF Support Helicopter
Chief was e carted to the
Force (SHF, Field HQ. The
Gymnasium to watch a
introductionary brief was
mu ical pre entation of
conducted by Capt (GCO)
" Alice
Through
the
Krishna Gurung thereafter
HRH toured the HQ and
Looking Glass" perfom1ed
by chi ldren from the local
received detailed briefing
on the role of RADCO by
primary school. Almo t
Sgt Payne. SYSCO
by
60% of the chool children
W02 (YofS) Herben and the
are dependent of members
Ptarmigan
Secondary
of the Azimghur Barracks
Access
ode
by
Sgt
community. Finally, HRH
had the opportunity to meet
Weeks..
After a
brief •#'c~!!I
di cussion with the FAC
a number of the Regt'
Team consisting of Capt
wive and their fami lies for
Bird (Para), Sgt Sheerin
coffee. On departure from
and Sig Singer, HRH was
the Community Centre the
e corted to the Airfield
Colonel in Chief was
Damage Repair stand. This
pre ented with a posy by
tand demonstrated within
Miss Phillipa Wallis (5),
an
BC environment, the
after which HRH walked
unique skills in both 81 Sig
.
SYSCO".'J - WD_2 f:!er~ert presents SSgt Solomons.
to her carflagthrough
Sqn (V) based in Colerne Meanwhile LCplWeaver is ear-wtgg1ng in the comer and wondering if he'll get to meet HRH cheering,
wavinga
and 220 Sig Sqn tationed
crowd of school ch ildren.
in Germany. HRH was then driven to the Arctic Stand where Capt
Lovett and member of A Tp gave a demonstration of the AMF(L)
capability.

"You. put your left leg in ....... "Capt Richards showing how to
really impress HRH. Clearly the members of MT Tp can see the
funny side of it.
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The TA Recruiting Team being introduced by QC 43(Wx) Sig
Sqn Maj Craig Treeby
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'Looking good at 14,110ft'
LCpl Nat Turney, Sig Vic Szolin, W02 'Herbie' Herbert,
Sgt Jane Marsden and Cpl 'Speedie' Speed
EXERCISE SUSSEX SAIL lRO 23 MAY-3 JU E 1997
hy gtMann
Mitra . a yacht chartered from JSASTC at Go5port was used to introduce
16 members of the Squadron to sail ing. The skipper and his mate for the
IO-day sailin g exerci e were Sgt Tony Mann and Sig Matt Jobson
re pecti vel y. Four crews of four members each had two to three day of
line ailing. For once, the weather wa excellent- warm , sunny and lot~ of

'Sailing Signallers!'
(L-R} : Sigs Matt Jobson and Rob Mason, Sgt Tony Mann,

Cpl Kev Wyatt and Sig Brian Milne with the needles in the
background

30 Sig Regt
Bramcote
PPORT SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Pete Doherty MBE
SSM
W02 {SSM) Pau l Ellis
A degree of calm has persisted over the last couple of months that has
enabled the command team to draw breath and consolidate. That aid , all
three of the hierarchy has been warned about po ting over the next couple
of month . The OC is off to Krefeld , the QMS to Corsham and the SSM
all the way upstair to 258 Sqn. Was it something we said??
The Champion Squadron competition got off to a flying start with Phase
1 of the CO's Challenge. lt was perhap the wor t kept ecret in the world
that each of the Squadron would have to fie ld two team s. in the Race the
Sun Competition nm by 2 Regt in York. In brief the competition starts at
dawn, from Imphal Barrack . with terun racing over 16 different legs,
ranging from a half marathon to a lkm swim with all orts of nasties in
between , to the fini sh. The rule governing the competition are somewhat
complex but from the Regiment perspective each Squadron had to field
two teruns with two different competitors in each leg. In addition, and part
of the te t, we had to raise sponsorship money.
With the limited time frame much of the diffi ulty experienced was in
findin g enough able bodied and willing participants. but after much
cajoling and encouragement sufficient volunteers were dragged kicking
and creaming from their far flun g corners. RQMS Keilty perfonned
outstandingly on the bike ride, as did the Adjt. Capt Pete Drew on the
March and Assault course phase. The RSM 's Fore t Run effort was widely
applauded and the CO made hi contribution by compering on the Fell Run
ection (well the whole thing was his idea! ) Unfortunately we lacked the
youth and exuberance of the other Squadrons and our spon orship effort
re ulted in us dropping from econd place to third overall , in the Regiment
Competition, which on the face of it we were delighted with.
HMS ALDERNEY
Through the Regiment's affiliation with the island of Alderney. we have
managed to build up a relation. hip with HMS Alderney, one of the Royal
Navy's ti hery protection ve cl ·. Due to the nature of HM Alderney'
role he quite often has at least one watch away on leave at any one time,
leaving at least six paces in her normal complement of 36. During the
month of May 1997 she was to be involved in a Fi heries protection
Squadron exercise to Iceland, something which was new to them. o they
offered the Regiment the chance of sending ix oldiers on the trip. As p
Sqn is the lead Squadron where Aldemey is concerned the OC very kindly
offered me the chance to take up their invitation. 'The Sergeant Major
never gets out of camp normally, o why don't you go?' ever being one
to look a gift hor e in the mouth I du ly applied my name to the list, and
having pointed out to the det that it wa over the period of CO's
Chall enge, l soon had more than enough volunteers.
We departed Bramcote at 0630 hrs on aturday l 0 May to join the ship
in Portsmouth. After all the safety brief' and a quick run down on routine
we found our cabin to sort otwelve out. This was to be the last time that
we would see Sgt ' De · Brown until reaching Iceland. o amount of
'Quell ' seemed to do the trick. The remainder of the party then settled
into the Navy routine. Sig Andy Middle being a driver by trade painted
the hip' gear-box, Sig 'Cush' ushing and ·Baz' Still took a turn at the
helm. Pte 'Stan· Standen howed the avy chef how to turn ration int
edible food as oppo. ed to omething you ju' t put traight into the swill.
Thi wa borne out by the Coxswain trying to produce a draft order to get
him onto the hip's complement. The remainder of the trip was pent
trying to get u ed to the avy ustoms and technology.

The Regimental Contingent at the start of the journey
On arrival in Reykjavik the Senior Rates Me s was introduced to Sgt
'Des' Brown who endeavoured to cram 11 day of hi life into five . Many
of the trips that had been organi eel prior to depanure had been cancelled
due to public holiday in Iceland, o it was down to the US aval b e to
produce the majority of the entertainment. That i if you were allowed to
get away from the hip. ome more quaint aval cu tom . 'Moo e Milk' ,
not for the faint hearted, or weak of tomach. o wonder they ave that
until they ' re along ide. With all the Pub and Club of Reykjavik vi ited
we left Iceland for our return trip that wa a little les lumpy on the way
back, so everyone got a breath of fre hair whil t homeward bound.
There are some thing that are obviously Tri-Service. a Thursday night
we an.chored ju t off the Scotti h coa t for a barbecue, although I mu t say
the fire fighting equipment wa more evident than we· re u ed to. The final
couple of days were et a ide for man overboard drill with both my elf
and Sgt Brown taking charge of the ship to recover the notional body and
the remainder of the lad getting soaked in the ea raiders. We eventually
pulled alongside in Liverpool dock . With all future meeting and social
fun tions provisionally organi ed we bade a fond farewell to HM
Alderney. We then got our heads together as to what we were going 10 ay
about how bad it was for the next time they a ked for volunteer... o our
name could go traight to the top of the list.
REGI 1E 1TAL MT
-!TWO

W0 2 Riddell

WELCOMES A D F REWELLS
We say a 'Big \i elcome· to L pl Tom F ife, po ted in from 25 qn to
replace Sig Ian Slocombe. We al o welcome ig '
rthy' Worthington.
fre h from the factory (but with a su ·pect warrant •). A huge farewell goes
to Sig Ia n locombe, who's been relegated to 25 qn to try and get a few
more tour of Bos under hi line belt.
ROUTI E
A usual p Sqn MT are o en orked , nd underpaid.
busy period
from collecting our new fleet of WOLF (Wheel On Left Front) Land
Rovers one day. to running in the co· Challenge the next. We now have a
well-desen•ed re ' t period in the fonn of Battle Camp. gt Gi nge · wive!
hip" l cNeilly in the meantime has managed to mi ; all the excitement
with a 3 month tour of Bo .
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RE
TAL O RlE TEERI G
Ille Regimen! Orienteering 1eam capped an excellenl eason by
wmning the Royal ignals Champion hips m fay. gain. with all 1he
e. temal commitments. it proved difficult to keep 1he impelu going
throughout !he ea. on. Wuh no league in 5 Div the Regiment competed in
th '.! Di' oulh Leagu which gaye addi1ional problem particularly in
1erm of di. 1an ·e lo some t f lhe venues\\ ith a 5-hour round trip being the
nom1 . one1hele the qualily of e ent compensated for the effort. The fi~l ,u o.;e of the 'eason came in lh 5 Divi$iOn Champion ·hip
"here both 1he male and fema le team picl..ed up the honours. The girls
team in particular acquitled 1hem elve well with Capt Debs underland
reiainmg her ladie lille and ig laire All op wi nning 1he D Course.
f1er lhe 5 Di' Champs :ill indica1ion were thal perhap . after the
disappomlments of the la5t couple of year , we may do omethi ng at 1he
Corp. . Cloud
larted gathering over our a, piralions when on the
preceding Wedne day Capt Chri Wood turned his ank le and wa ruled
o~l. A . _hris was running well on the B learn thi wa extremely
d1sappo1nnng. _However. 1rength i_n depth and the absence of any bush
wars re uhed m a trong team gomg 10 Blandford and becomi no Male
Champion ·. The girl team unfortunately found that the 16 and Regl
team. were LOO trong and had 10 ettle for a cred itable third place.
However, newcomers ig Claire Burrows and annie Sturdy are far
better for the experience and will be back 10 figh t anolher day.

2

Corps Orienteering Champions
Front (L-R): Capt Allen, Cpl Goodman, W01 Benson, Sgt Pellett
Sgt Dixon, Sig Govinda
'
Rear (L-R): Lt Colly~r, ~pl Brewin, Capt Sharkey, Lt Col Odlfield,
SSgt Higgins, Capt Owen, Maj Doherty
250 G RKHA IG AL QUADRO
THE ROYAL SIG ALS KILL AT ARMS MEETING 1997
OR 'TRAIN HARD-FIGHT EASY'
by LCpl Som Bahadur Chochangi
The ~ Signals Sk!ll at Arm Meeting (RSSAAM) 1997 took place over
the penod 7-1 1 Apnl 1997 at A h R~g~: Unlike prev ious years, 30 Sig
Regl e_ntered three teams and two md1V1dual firers 10 compete in the
champion hip. Each _team consi ted of one young officer, one Clas B
s_ho~, on~ young soldier and the other two of any class. Al though we had
hm~t ed ~ me for pracnce e s1ons, we were determi ned to retain the 1i1le
agam this year and _not l~ t our standard lip. The main reason for entering
thr~ teams was pnman ly 10_try and encou rage younger hoOlers in the
Reg1m_ent to ~e an mtere t m shooling and maintain a teady stream of
expertise w1thm the Regiment
Our lim ~ted day of hard and rigorous training and 1he determi nat ion to
do w~ ll paid off m the end a we managed to wi n all the team event and
also .mcrease the tally by wi nni ng. ome indi vidual trophie . gt Yam
Kumar Gurung won the overall Rine Champ1onsh1p Trophy and in 1he
process pu hed me to econd place! igs Lilasi ng Gurung and Dev
Gurun~ won 1he Bes1 Clas B and Best Young Soldi er trophies
respecuvely. It was a t;e men do~s ach ieyement especially for Sgt Yam;
and for those who don t know, 1t was hi s second win in succe ion. We
were part 1~ul ru:ly eroud of his unique achievement as he had been 1he main
source of msp1ra11on l~ u all over 1he last few year and indeed for his
expel'. coach1!1g techni ques when he took us fo r traini ng whether in
sunshme or ram.
It _goe without sa}'.ing that the reason for our success this year like the
pre'.1ou. years, wa m no small way due to the amount of support we
received fro m 1he Regiment, a_nd for 1ha1 we are all very gra1efu l. We have
had a very successful sho01 1h1s year and wi ll be going for more gold next
year

Th e victori o us 30 Si g Re gt Team with 2 S ignal (NC) Bde, the CO
an d the Gurkha Major w ith t he t rophi e s

Sgt Yam is carried away by his team
as the Champion Rifle Shot of the competition
FAREWELL TO MAJ R. G. C. SPARSHATT FROM 250 GSS
by LCpl Surendra Gurung
Members of 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn gathered together al the Ram Jham
Kotha on Saturday 19 April 1997. to bid fa rewell to Maj R. G. C.
Spar hatt (the outgomg OC) and h1 fami ly. Sparshatt Sahib had been
with the Sq uadron for almosl two and a half years in his capacity as the
OC and leave_s for the USA on posting. The usual farewe ll speech from the
Sqn 2IC Salub, Capt C. M. Wood , not only hi ghlighted the uccess of his
l~ ur . bm much to lhe am usement of other , also included the many
h1lan ous moments that the OC Saheb had endured whil t with 1he
Regi ment. The garl anding ceremony and a presentalion of a memento by
the SQGO,. Capt (QGO) Sh iva Kumar Rai , on behalf of the Squadron
fo llowed thi s.

EXERC ISE CH ITTO ISK
U
by ig J alaj T hapa
The phrase 'C hillo Ni skunu ' in epali li1erall y means to scurry oul. and
so it WU\ with 1h is theme in mind that lhe Squadron deployed over the
period 7- 11 Apri l 1997. The Exercise was aimed al achi eving two di tincl
purposes: 10 eva lua1e Squadron comm s and admin istration procedure .
The dcpl oymenl consisted of the fu ll Squadron SCARAB assels and
included the 501 (Nectarine) det, 1wo EU ROM UX de1 , two Radio Relay
dets. one Radio Relay det and a C R det. The fi ve phases of 1he exercise
included 1he initial dep loyment 10 the fi eld , the recce and siting of 1he
Euromu x Access odes (EA 's) the exercise it elf, the terminati on of the
EA connectivity and lastly, the relUrn back lo the Port of Disembarkation
(POD).
We lefl ca mp in packeL~ in the earl y ho urs of Monday 7 April 1997 and
reached Nesscli ff Traini ng Camp near Shrewsbury we ll in lime lo set up
dels wi1hin the predelermi ned localions. Apart from 1he communications
the exercise also served to give us the opportunily to cross train on various
different equipment. The Seni or COs were al so given the opportunity 10
sharpen their C PX ski ll s during the 24-hour exercise 1ha1 ran concurrentl y.
The fin al day of the exercise consisted of the closure of all comm , a short
debrief and a round of orienteeri ng LO fini sh off a mosl successful bout of
Squadron !rain ing. One of the highlights of the entire exercise was the
fa nta ti c food 1he chefs fed us and il wou ld not be proper not 10 th ank them
for the hard work that lhey put in.
E ERCISE UGLYD UCKLI G
by 2Lt J eeves
The Regiment leadersh ip exerci e is aplly named. ll is de igned 10
develop leadership skill s in junior commander and po1ential
commander , helping them 10 metamorphose from ugly duckling into
gleaming swans. Victims (I mean participants) in the exerci se ranged from
Sigs to Lts. As two of us had onl y recently come from Sandhur t we were
pleased as punch to be back at Sen nybridge laking part in a leadership
exerci e. Controll ing the ugly ducklings took the formidable combination
of Maj Grant (OC 250 Gu rkha Sig Sqn) and WOI (YofS) Ben on, who
tried their very harde t to obtain transport and accommodation.
Unforlunately their efforts were in vain and we were forced to tab
everywhere. Still , thanks for trying. The exercise began with wrilten work
as an ever more anxious SSgt Ohan (250 Sqn) began to real i e that Ugly
Duckling 1997 was going to be vastly different to it predecessors. His
fears were confirmed as W02 (QMSI) Morton pitched us headlong into
an exhau ting ses ion of ball le PT. An hour and a half later we were on our
way to Sen nybridge. Well , nearl y lo Sennybridge as the bu cou ldn't make
il up the hi ll onto the trai ning area .
Day one involved a lot of walking and navigation with the aim of
improving the !alter and destroying the former. However, to the credit of
all, everyone survived with the trength of mind left lo tackle the mental
lasks that lay ahead, including 1he combat estimate. A you may know thi
i the process whereby one conducts a logical thought process and then
comes up wi th a plea that bear no resemblance to it at all.
Day 1wo began with the fearful Sennybridge a sault course on which
one of the obstacles was a dead sheep. Approximalely 13 minute later we
were struggling fo r air and soaked from head to toe. The day ahead
became one of mental effort with a lired mind. However, at lea l we had
dinner Lo look fo rward to. Although hav ing been instruc1ed in how IO cook
a rabbi! I fo und that there was still a surprisingly large nu mber of boi l-inthe-bag wrappers to clear up. When we lefl Sen nybridge that evening we
were confident that the exercise wa not yet over. The final a pect of the
exercise was to pre em a communications estimate to the CO and other
enior officers of the Regt early the fo llowi ng morn ing. This effectively
denied us sleep for 1he econd night in a row. After a few gentle ques1ion
from the CO, Endex wa called and a champagne breakfasl fo llowed,
accompanied by some fi ne impre sions of a noddi ng dog. We all learnt
somet hing from the exercise. S gt Ohan learn! that exerci es change from
year to year, the rest of us learnt o nly to eat rabbit a a la t resorl, and 1
learn! that Sennybridge wi ll haunl me for the re t of my career.

RACE THE
- CO 'S C H L L E GE 97
by LCpl C rouchm a n
The CO 's Challenge forms part of the ln1er qn Competition which
runs annu all y in 30 Sig Regt. This year it took the form of the Race the
Sun competition thal was held in York on 4 May. After i.everal weeks of
training and preparation, everything finally fell into place with the arrival
of the Squadron at Stren all Camp, York, ready lo take part in lhe Race lhe
Sun competilion. The admin team ably led by Sgts Ran ta and Budd hi met
us and then briefed us as to where and at whal time people had to be the
fo llowing day. The competition itself started at 0500 hr the nexl day for
those who were taking parl in the first of 1he 16 events laking place that
day. A lot of effort was put into the competition by all members of lhe
Squadron wi1h a few people putting in some very respectable umt!s. Those
who deserve a menlion are ig Manbahadur Thapa on the river run who
managed IO put in the quicke t time in the Regiment and Sgt
Dhanbahadur Gu r ung who on the IOkm final run was the first person
from the Regiment to cross the fini sh line.
Part of the CO 's Challenge was also to raise money for charity, a task
which was taken on by 2Lt Jeeves, C pl
nirit, Sigs Anil and
J ayaprakash who spenl the day in Harrogate town centre dre sed m their
No 2 Ores collecting money for children's charitie in the York area. The
amount raised was far more than wha1 wa expecled and thi um. added
to what had already been rai ed within lhe Squadron came to a total of j ust
over£ 1,200.
The pre entation of the results followed with 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt
being declared the overall winner~ of Race the Sun and 2 Div Sig Regl in
second place followed by 258 Sig Sq n, 30 Sig Reg1 in a respectable third
place. Later that evening was the presentation of the re li lts for lhe co·
Challenge. It was quite close unti l the amou nt of charity money rai ed was
added to the scoreboard and the times adjusted it wa clear to see that 250
Gurkha Signal Squadron were the winners of the CO's Chal lenge 1997.
The prizes were then awarded- a few well deserved beers.
G OLA PLEJESVICA DET-VISIT BY COMD 11 SIG BDE
by L C pl Tilakbahadur Rai and Sig Rudra Kumst Lim bu
The Commander 11 Sig Bde, Brig D. J. Will , paid an official vi it to
the Gola Peak (Radio Relay) Del, 30 Sig Regl on 29 April. The CO 30 Sig
Regt. Lt Col P. J. O ldfield , accompanied him. Al o the OC Theatre Sig
Sqn, Maj Metcalfe, the outgoing OC Theatre Tp orth , Lt Jeffrie and the
new OC, Lt (QGO) Santa Pun. LCpl Tilakbahadur Rai with Sig Rudra
Subba as the crew commands the detachment.
The Gola Peak Det i itua1ed on lhe border of Bo nia and Herzegovina
and Croatia. At the moment there are three di fferent de1s who are colocated haring the tunnel and livi ng quarters. The det are Radio Relay of
30 Sig Regt, the Rebro manned by 207 Sig Sqn and a Rebro man ned by the
Canadians. As it i the second highe t peak in thi country, our Rad io
Relay links are working very well. We have got four different hon links
uch as the Super High Frequency 481 shot to Coral ici-a Canadian ba e.
Then there are three Radio Relay links to Li sina unmanned Radio Relay,
Ljubja. the Czech base and the longest di stance for a li nk of ome 1301..m
to Yitorog which hou es the 2nd Bn REME and 32 Sup Regt U K. The
vi itor landed safely (even though the weather was nol very good) much
lo their and our relief! T hey were urprised to see the geographical and
natural condition of this place. The mo r amazing and intere ting thing is
1he accommodatio n. radio room, kitchen and Op room which are down
180 teps, '.!OOft under the mounlain runnel y tern . This mnnel wa built
during the Second World War by the Yugo !avian and u ed by the erbian
Army as the main Communication Operalions Centre during the Bo nian
war.

At fi rst we took them to the Radio Relay Det where LCpl Tilak gave a
det brief in ide the ISO conta iner. Then we tepped down lo the radio
room where we manned all four links programmed into the Euromux. We
then had a quick brew and escorted 1he vi i1ors around the location. The
day fi nally came ro a close with the fo rmal handover/takeover between rhe
new and ou tgoing OC . We look fo rward to anyone wi hing 10 vi il u
with a large re- uppl y.

Maj and Mrs Sparshatt with the farewell present along with
the Squadron hierarchy
The occasion was naturally tinged wi1h adness al having to say
goodbye to S_parsh_att Sahib and hi s family and to ee them leave af1er a
long assoc1auon wuh the QG Signals bu1 we hope they have an equally
suc:essful tour in the S!ates and. wi sh ~hem all the very best We welcome
MaJ G. ~· Grant Sahib and his family in his pl ace as the new O 250
Gurkha Sig Sqn and look forward to an equally successful tour wilh 1he
Squadron.
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SSgt Ohan tends to an injured victim
of a traffic accident with his buddy
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(L-R): LCpl lilak, Lt Santa, Maj Metcalfe (front), Lt Jeffries (rear),
Brig Wills and Lt Col Oldfield
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Maj . P. Metc.alfe
\ 02 ( M) Lockwood
RRlV LS
Hello 10 apt ick Poet wking over a. 2J Sqn. Cpl Booth and hi
'' ife Rachel. i Dev, Jiwan (ju t promoted), Dilip and McAllister.
Other ne" arrival include
gt Thorburn (B Tp), Cpl Lloyd. L pl
Rom. L pl Holden and i Taylor.
DEP RT RES
Farewell 10 ..,gt Bu:don who ha gone ·Gurkha·, C pl Thylor to 11 Sig
Reg!. LCpl ooney to 251 ig qn. LCpl Dummett who has gone to
niversit). and LCpl Ke\' Brown and Sig Tubb to I. pl Harrison and
L pl k.,lillan have no\ bo!h served their las! day in the Army. Good
luck 10 all in 1he future. ig Hem and LCpl Tej have al o lefl the
qundron 10 go on long leave in 1epal.
EXERCISE LIGHT I G TRIKE
A part of the annual Universi ty OTC competition. 256 Sig Sqn we.re
!asked with providing 30 ig Reg1' s1and. The !eam deployed to !he
delights of K.uook Camp under the command of Capt Ian Owen (on
loan from 25
ig Sqn) and gt Andy Winek.le. A few ha ty rehearsals
and an early morning et up aw the ·1and ready for the fir t !earn to
arrive. The teams had to clear a safe route into a minefield 10 rescue a
tranded driver in a Land Rover. Sig (now LCpl) Tej wa a willing
casualL) after the girl in the first team thoroughly cudd led him to make
him feel better, and all thi TLC more than made up for the hectic
e\·acuation on an improvi ed tretcher! The challenge of making a
tretcher for a 5ft tall Gurkha wa sligh1Jy easier than making one for Sig
Harris who i much longer. Meanwhile LCpl ·sonic' Harding was on
hand to offer advice on VP and PRC320 to the challenged OTC
ignallers. Quote of the day included 'Don' t worry if you get blown up
there are another nine in the team to Lake your place'. Once the task was
fimshed 1here was a quick opportu nity for the studellls to chat LO the troop
and see the FFR and 501 de! . Overall it was a fun weekend which wa a
good experience for both the OTC and 30 Sig per onnel.

mouthfuls of muddy water on returning our heads into the lake. We
eventually emerged from the water to be confron1ed by the deepest mud
known to man. Thinking it was all over. we were urged to carry on running
down a linle track that was supposedly 200m long. (felt more like a mile!)
We eventually fell into the finishing box with what seemed like a mixture
of hypothermia and drunkenness. to the point that we were even slurring
our speech. It was over!
LCpl Lucy 'I've got gills' Ma on came fifth overall and ig Mark
·who ·aid it was warm· Palmer came tenth. We were placed first and third
re pectively in 1hc Regiment. We were extremely glad when it was all over
and are obviou ·ly looking forward to nex! year's event. OT!!
ECHO TROOP
Tp Cornd
Lt John Collyer
Tp gt
SSgt Ian Carter/SSgt 'Doc· Halliday
Welcome to Sgt ·Doc' Halliday . Cpl 'sound. uspiciou ly French'
Gregoire, Cpl 'Scou e' John tone and Sigs Wood and Leyland.
Congratulations to Cpl · igel Man ell' Waterworth on his promotion.
Tnis has been another busy period for !he Troop that has seen members
deploying to a total of JO different countries. (Who said it was boring
·
here!)
EXERCISE CYG ET GOOSE
A !he UK amble into the warm summer months. the military and
civilian inhabitams of the Falkland Islands are banening down for another
Antarctic Wimer. A team of20 penguin hun!er from 258 Sig Sqn et out
for the Falklands cleverly di guised as a stra!egic comm troop. After a
close have at RAF Brize orton involving Sig Dave imms and the
ladies mile!, the Troop arrived at R F Moun! Plea ant in good order with
vetting largely imact!
After a 30 second tour of Pon Stanley in the rain, the busine of
communicating to nearby ships, outh Georgia and the UK began. Thanks
mu Lgo 10 JCUFI , in particular the crews of Radcon. for putting up with
the invasion of 25 Sig Sqn per onnel and the mys1erious disappearance
of numerous teabag . The activities out of hour included such delights as
horse riding, penguin hunting, helicopter nights and planning to drown the
bo s, Lt John Collyer, in lager on his birthday. (Two cans of course!)
The Falkand was a fa cinating place and the whole Troop gained a
great deal of experience. Congratulation go to ig 'Able' Mayhead for
·chirping' over HF all the way back to Lanca hire and to LCpl 'Gaz'
Hobson for actually geuing his toolkit out and fixing omething.

•

31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields
RHQ

Lt Col R. T. Weston
WOI (R M) D. E. Hall

co

RSM

MAYOR MAKI G DI NER l997
This year's Mayor Making Dinner took place at Southfields TAC on
Thursday 22 May 97. The Field Officers of the Regiment hosted invited
gues!s that included the Mayors and Deputy Lieutenants of the four
boroughs contain ing Squadrons of the Regiment. Other welcome guests
were the Secretary of GL TAVRA and the Master of the lnnholders, our
affiliated Livery Company. Credit for a succes ful evening must be given
10 the 21 C, Maj Bob Davis TD who was ably supported by numerous
assistants especiall y Capt Chris Mahony and W02 'Radar' Keefe. The
ever-willing assistance of the PS!'s from RHQ that helped move
everything to and from Southfields wa particularly appreciat~d. T~e
evening was all the more notable for the fact that the RMO, MllJ Chris
Kelsey RAMC, managed LO beat other on arrival perhaps. it had
something to do with the fact that he had been told that the function was
sch.:duled for one hour earlier than everybody el e!

The CO and QC 83 together with the Mayor of the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea and
Sir Michael C raig-Cooper (Dl of the Royal Borough).
HQSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

'If you don't tell us where the mines are
we will tickle you some more Tej'

258 SIG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Gary Smith
SSM
\ 02(SS 1:) Gordon Hitchen
This has been an extremely ·productive' period for the Squadron.
Congratulations go to the following members on the birth of their chi ld ren
gt Ian Carter and his wife Rachel. LCpl Ian Waterworth and his
wife Bev, Sig 'Daz' Wilkes and hi wife Gail. Also, farewell and good
luck to Cpl Jenny cott who leaves the Squadron on maternity leave.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ian Hargreaves
Tp SSgt
gt Kev Belam
W~lcome back to Capt Ian Hargreaves, recently returned from
Bosma. Commg back to 1he Regiment must have given you something
·~xtra' to look forward to'
RACETHES
by LCpl Lucy Mason and ig Mark Palmer
As part of the CO's Challenge we 'volun teered' to represent the
Squadron on the I 31h leg of Race the Sun which was a 900m lake swim
followed by a 200m run. After !ravelling over most of Yorkshire under the
expert driving and navigation skills of LCpl ' Beaker' P hillips and Sig
' Batman' Bateman we finally arrived at Great Lake, on ly 10 be told that
!here was a two hour delay. Being keen (well, kinky really), we had been
dressed in wet suits and vaseline since 0900hrs and ome parts of our
bodies were starting to lack circulation. At 1400hrs we were evenwally
1old to get mto th~ water. or should we say ' break the ice'! It was freezing!
After we had forcibly relocated certam parts of our anatomies we started to
wim. What looked to the spectators like front crawl wit! actually us
wanng our arms about trying to get warm.
The \w1.m itself ~e~med to go on forever through dead fi h, strange
noaung things and bizarre plants. Occasionally when we were able to
breathe we could hear shouts of support from the bank, only to receive
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Members of 258 Sig Sqn double the population of Port Stanley

RSYC
DINGHY HIRE

Maj M. Jack on
W02 (SSM) J. J. McMahon

COMMANDING OFFICE R 'S CU P COMPETITION 97
The annual gathering of the Regiment for the CO' Cup this year took
place at Stoney Castle near ATR Pir~ri g~!. The event wa~ headed up by
HQ Sqn in the form of the OC Maj M ike Jackson as 1sted by W02
(S M) (RJFM!Ex PSI) Jim McMahon and the current PSI SSgt Craig
Bruce. The teams arrived on the Friday evening to find that the locauon
had been uperbly set up by the ever-eager QM 's Dept (all three ?f them)
with a little assistance from a handful of PSI . The team captains were
briefed and the Troop arranged their sleeping/admin area in prepara1ion
for the demanding day ahead.
.
Early in the morning a ki! check. was followed by the troops deplorng
out on!o the training area to put their expert k~ll to .1he ~e ton the van?u
stands. The e included advanced dn v111g kill with SSgt Roy Smith.
lieldcraft wi1h SSgt Craig Bruce. NBC and First Aid with SSgt ick
'Di co dancer' Wood , Comm with SSgt ' Willie' ' Best RT~ in Wal.es'
Loch , an introduction to shotguns by ~aj Mi.ke Jackson , an. mtroduc~1on
to pi LOI shooting with Sgt 'Cod' Travis, veh1~le recovery wuh S gt Art
Yeh' Pete Jones, and command ta ks w11h Maj Steve Baker (41 qn).

TOPPERStrom £2 per day
Contact SSgt Steve Bungay

737 2409
01258 482409
SSgt Craig Bruce in charge of the Fieldcraft stand at the CO's Cup.
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The stands were a huge success, being enjoyed by all the teams, with
SSgt 'Tiffy Spice' Jones and hi gang being voted the best stand of the
day (the other PS! 's being adamant that it was only because they had the
fancy vehicle ). After a lot of hard work and tabbing in !he hot 'un, the
teams finished the day by competing in Sgt Neil 'I fancy the ~TT Fisher's
orienteering competition. The second day commenced with a forced
march down one of !he many ranges in the Pirbright area and culminated
in a falling plate competition co-ordinated by the Sqn Comb, 'gt Bruce
and gt Richard Travis. Spectators for the day included 1aj Gen (Reid)
l.O.J. Sprackling OBE our current Honorary Colonel who was also krnd
enough to tart the final stage of the shoot and present prizes at the post
competiuon ceremony. Winners during the competition were:
Overall competition:
41 Sig Sqn
Falling plate compeiition:
83 Sig Sqn
Orienteering compe1ition:
41 Sig Sqn

The Winning Section at the CO's Cup
Back Row (L-R): LCpl North, 2Lt Whitworth,SSgt McAuliffe,
Sig Starbroo k
.
Front Row (L-R): S ig Hunter, S ig He nsen, LCpl Davis and
Sig O'Driscoll
The Permanent Staff orien1eering team wish it to be noied that they
performed much better than their counterparts in the Regt v }A hoot!ng
competition. There again perhaps ii would help the hooters 1f SSgt 1ck
Wood ae1ually loaded round into hi magazine before next year'
challenge.
41 (PLK) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj S. Baker
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paine
EXERCI E PYRE EES CHALLE 'GE
On 26 April 97 member of 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn plus a few thrown in
from 56 and 3 Sig qn departed from Port mouth for an adventure of a
lifetime. The intrepid party moved from Coul don TA<; to Port :mouth
where 1hey joined !he Pride of Bilbao for a 30hr ea cro mg 10 Spam. The
ea crossing went pretty smoothly unul the second d~y when 1he party. was
hi! by easickne (TA we may be, Royal avy de.fi~ l!ely no!). There 1. no
truth in the rumour that 1hi was caused by the hip • bar bemg open unul
2am (apparemly).
We eventually docked a! Bilbao at 0730hrs on Monday and gradually
face n1med from a pale bade of green to a whiter bade of pale.
Approximately 4hrs later 1he party hi! ba e camp. and began LO squelch
around in the mi t and rain in order to ·et 1t up. A local hosielry was !he
perfect place to find a medicinal drink and meal. Tuesday mo~ing dawned
and with trepidation we looked 1owards the heaven., !he mist hung low
and 1he rain drizzled , but we began our a cent ever onward an~ ever
upward to meet the rain halfway. The party plit ~nto two te.am with the
first team compri ing the old (and bol ) led by Maj Bob Dav1.s T~ and the
econd 1eam con isting of the mouniam g<:>at led by gt e1l F1~her. A
the un and blistering hem developed. an extremely arduous. chmb was
undertaken. The bergen's were h ·avy when we .se!. off. but the
combination of heat and sweat en ured that the 111tnke of nuid reduced the
weioht rather quickly. With lighter load we were able to lift our heads and
take°in the breathtaking cenery around u . A usual the de cen! pro,cd to
be far more rapid, wi!h knees cracking and hot po! ge!ll n?- hou~r.
Wednesday and Thur day con isted fa two-day trek with a n1~ht spen!
on the mountain. A"ain the weaiher \ a: in our fa our and to top 1L all gt
eil Fisher's tean:' of mountain goats celebrated
gt P~tter· ·:!hi'
birthday (well almo ·t) amid a splendid un. el around a camphr!!. The t111al
de cent wa greeted wi1h load. of relief." uh hot spots getung CH~n honer
and the shoulder. be oming ore. The c pams were !empered by the sen'
of achievement and furthermore b)' a qui k refreshing. howcr and a hug
barbecue.

Sgt Fraser is now more appro, chablc having suffered the end of the
financial year troubles with pay and bounty but through her stamina and
detem1ination everyone is now happy-almost.

EXERCISE LOWLAND HIKE
Day one of Ex Lowland Hike. providing comm for the Boys' Brigade
annual Adventure Training weekend, saw the walkers ground to a halt a
their Marshalls were unable to locate checkpoint two. C pl 'We-arc-in-theright-place-and-we-are-not-moving' Paula McLean finally persu~ded the
race organisers to move the Marshalls who had set up camp a kilometre
away from where they should have been. Just for a change, C pl Ja_ne
Chish olm found herself in a compromising ituation when the local police
took an interest in her Gucci sleeping system: she till claims that the
inflatable double airbed sticking out of the back of her Rov~r wa on a
10/33. It turned out that the boys in blue were ex-TA and had JUSt topped
for a chat with the girls in green.

Capt George Devine t ests the strength o f his wa lking s tick.
SSgt Pete Lovett sta n ds by in case he lp is requ ired
An alternative return journey saw us take a l 3hr drive to ormandy
with Warren 'Man ·ell ' O'Driscoll proving that. ou can change gear from
fifth to ·e ond whilst going at a speed of 70mph. SSgt Pete Lovett wa
not particularly impre ed a he almo t ended up sining behind Warren
\\hich was a bit worrying a he was driving the 2nd minibu ! Meanwhile
LCpl Ogle decided that he would alway drive on the left no matter what
country he was in. Fortunately we managed to arrive in orn1andy in one
piece ( ave for the lo of weight). A moving end to the trip came on the
Saturday morning when we visited the local \ ar cemeteries that contain
graves of PLK oldier . The remrn aili ng was a mere 5hr cro ing bu t it
looks a though Capt Steven Ong wi ll never be able to get hi s ea leg !
There were ome lightly green face when Sgt Traynor purchased a
Spice Girl tape-it wa for his daughter (honest)! Finally there mu t be a
big thank you given to all tho e who toi led to make the lrip po ible. All
tho e who went have many unforgettable memories.

Summer Training in the h eart of S cotland
61SQUA DRON
Sqn Comd
PSI
Ca pt (TOT) Henry Tay lo r e nte rin g th e s n ow li ne on
Ex Py re nee s Ch all enge
56 IGNAL SQ ADRO
CO NGRATUL ATIO
Our warmest congratu lations go to LCpl Amanda Blackiston on being
announced a the win ner of the Soldier of the Year Award. Well done to
her. a very well deserved award for a J CO who ha worked very hard and
been an important asset to both the Squadron and the Regiment.

Maj F iona Fa rquharson
SSgt John Leach

EXERC I E APOLLO SWORD
A 'testino weekend' (it wa official) was had for the Squadron a par1 of
the Bde E; Apollo Sword, with our antennae blending nicely into the
land ·cape of the rather dangerou ly low pylons ac Dreghorn Training
Area. Hats off to YofS .Jeff J eph cote for defying the laws of physic with
the conslraint of Edi nburgh's power supply running . in uch clo e
proximity. LCpl Raymond Park produced a troke of wizardry- nothing
technical, but in providing a copy of FHM magazine the lIOops w_ere kept
amused at the Op Officer (Maj .Jan McLean) fightrng to the bitter end
for the pin up of David Duchovny.

42 (MANCHESTE R) SIGNAL SQ ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Kennedy TD
SSM
W02(SSM) Paul Williams

DEPARTURES
A· we approach what i laughingly called a 'summer' here in Aberdeen
we have co ay farewell to our PSI SSgt Ray Ramsay. He has been posted
to 14 Sig Regt co erve in a country where the local accent is almost a
unintelligible. Thank you Ray for all the hard work you have put in for the
Squadron-we did appreciate it.

ARRIVALS
We have ju t aid welcome to our new PSJ Sgt Tim Abbot with his
wife Judith and the boys--0n his inlroduction to the Squadron. taff
bbot casually men tioned his involvement with mountains-wrong thing
to do up here-we have an embarra sment of the things on our doorstep.
One hour after his bold statement the OC had Staff Abbot planning to take
the Squadron up ome God for aken rock in the wilds somewhere.
The Squadron had a big recruiting drive in February and we are reaping
the benefit now with ome very good quality recruits entering the system.

SPORTS AND SO CIAL
Congratulations to Sigs uzanne Malloch , usan 'Shoe· Traynor.
John Robertson, Pea rl ethna and gt Lyndon ·Ree' Box who braved
the thunder and lightning to complete the Five ~ile t;ivvy ~oad Race at
Sil verknowes. ew subby 2Lt Julie Knight hasn I qu ite forgiven Sgt Box
for beating her time and has tepped up her training accordi ngly.
P ROMOTIO S
Lts Jackie Lockhart and tuart Middleton are Captain (at la t);
cott Fair wa the only LCpl for a long while to be doubled into the OC'
office minus belt and beret only to emerge as a very relieved full Corporal.
Apologie for last month's welcome to Cpl Box- the 2TC has been sui tabl y
replaced as the Wire otes Officer for not realising that three lripes means
a Sergeant.

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

51 (HIGHLA D) SIG AL SQUAD RO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Morna Strachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ian Walker

EXERCI E LAP LEV'S LEAP
The Scots Yeomanry Ex Yeoman Wadi got off to a ~ood stan wh~n the
Squadron decided to close the Fonh Road Bndge by tacucally
camouflaging the bottom of a Land Rover half way through the contraflow
system. Nice one, Sig Alan Drugan (' othing to do with me'-Det Comd
LCpl Park). Due to a lack of traffic-Ex Traffic, that is-the detachments
were left to rely upon their powers of creativity, li~ite_d only by the
conservative is uc of the Batco sheets in supply (this 1s of course a
political reference .. .). Sig Glen Davidson took first prize in the ' o use of
Spelling Box' competition.

P.S. LC pl Dale Urwin interrogated everal suspects but they ' fell down
some steps' and u tained severe injuries-mo t of them fatal.
SOC IAL SCE E
The social scene is till to the fore here in Aberdeen and a nu mber of
event are planned for the summer. The main func tion is the Sum mer Ball
in late June-the first in our new location, so we are all looki ng forward to
it very much.
FINALLY
A fu nction ju t held was a pyjama party in the JRC and a you can ee
from the a orted dres the company i porting-the PY people may wi h
to recon ider previou categori ation-especiall y RRTT Sgt Nigel Allan in
the bunny suit (without beret).

VISIT O F C OMD 11 (ARRC) SIG BDE BRIG D. WILLS
The highlight of thi reporting period wa~ the visit to the Squadron of
the Comd J l (ARRC) Sig Bde, Brig D. J. Wills. He was met and escorted
throughout his visit by the Sqn Comd Maj Bdan Ken:°edy. The Comd
toured the TA Centre and viewed the old1er tackling a number of
command task scenario while the recruits were put through their paces by
our effervescent PTJ Sig (soon to be LCiJI) ~ackie Coker . .
Finally the Comd pre ented the Terntonal Army Efficiency Medal to
SSgt J. McDermott and joined all ranks m the Sgts Mess bar for the
medal wetting ceremony.

Team are Capt Bill Wyper (Master Coach) the Sqn 21C, Lt Bill Dixon
2IC Trunk Node Troop. Sgt Paul Corrie, Sgt I~n .Coburn and Cp~ Paul
Duffin. ever one to re t on hi laurel . SSM W1U1ams 1 now gearmg up
for the TA SAAM at Sisley in July for which the Regi ment Team has
qualified. Other notable events on his shoo~i~g ~lend~ are:
June 97 international hooting compeunon m M1chelgrombach near
Fulda in Germany. Germany Reserve Forces event.
Augu t 97 Reserve Force A sociation lnternational Shooting
Competition held at Bisley. September 97 International competition to
be held in Eide in Holland.

TRAI iING
quadron lraining goes on apace in preparation for our big exercise in
September and, on Ex Apollo Sword we had detachments in the fie ld. A
our photograph ~how~ we have ig ' Rosie' Reid without headress-as
e)(plained to the 2IC ·A rabbit ran off with it', o if you see a bunny in a
beret, ask It to return it to this location.
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams
competing in the 42 (NW) Bde SAAM May 97

52 (LOWLA D) SIG AL
Sqn Comd
Maj Andrews
SSM
W02 (SSM) McVey
First thing on the agenda is to extend a warm welcome to W02(SSM)
M~Vey and bid a fo nd farewell to W02 MacKay we hope that they both
enJ ~Y their new posts. Cpl Boslem took time off over the May Bank
Holiday t? get ome extra TA time by organising a walking expedition to
the Isle of Skye for fo ur days. Typical to TA lradition the mi t topped pl ay
on the fi rst day, so many happy hours were spent in the local- for four
day ! Cpl Bowden has done one better than Cpl Boslem and is jetting off
to Lanzarote for seven days. However, she has no pretence about go ing on
exercise and will also head for the pub on the first day.

SSgt McDermott receives his TA Efficiency Medal
from Brig D.J . Wills
FOCUS ON SHOOT! G
.
The Squadron j very much to the forefront when it omes to shooung
and the S M, W02 (S M) Paul William , is the main mover and haker
behind the succe of the Regiment Tea m. At the recent 42 W Bde
SAAM, held at Altcar Ranges, the Reg iment prac11call y wept the board
winning the Champion Rifle Team erie B match 2 and 6, Champ1011
Team series B, Unit Championship serie B, !'i\atch 34/SAT team combat
snap and Match 3 l B Section in Defence. Jnc1dentall y, the S M took fir t
place in the Champion Shot eries B Match 2 and 6. that 1, no small
achievement. Ocher noteablc shots from the Squadron also 1n the Regt

EXERCISE NITY CHALLE GE ll-33 SIG REGT ( ) DELI ER
AIDTO KRAi E
The Team:
Maj ' tan Quayle
Maj Tom Ponton
W02 Rick Gooley
W02 Bob Paterson
S ' gt Dag Dagnall
Sgt Mick Da ies
gt lo Aarons
gt Ron Stowers
pl Gary Critchley
Sgt Tony Wylie
LCpl tu Green
Cpl Dave Kerr
I ith:
Lord Mayor of Liverpool, ounci_llo~ Fr.a uk Doran
Operation Manager for Fa! on 01 ·tnbu11on. M1· De'\ter Loftu
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border. where we were met by Yuri who was tu become a good fri end tu
the team over the ne · t four days. Preciou time wa · lost al the border that
set us the ta k of covering a many mile as possible before dark . With the
aid of our armed guard we began to make good Lime again, only to be
hampered by another snow blizzard, icy roads and not forgetting the so
called bandits who apparently placed a dead body on the road in an
attempt to stop u .
We finally arri ed in Odessa on the morning of the 18th and were met
by members of the Odessa council who were to accompany us through the
next four days. o time was wasted from the moment we parked up we
were off on our tour, starting with a visit to a new hospital for children
with pecial need . Thi. was followed by lunch and then we returned Lo
unload the arctic with the help of ome local tudenls. The next few days
were taken up on gu ided tour of the city. visits to the maritime mu eum,
art gallery, the famous opera house and the champagne factory. This was
followed by a vi it to one of the five orphanage on the outsk.irt. of town
and that's when we saw the real reason for our journey.

Ex Unity Challenge II. . aw a return vi it to the k.rainian port of
Ode.. a, delivering much needed medical aid to a children'. ho pita! and
orphanage. of which a . imilar exercise took place two years ago.
Liverpool and Ode a became i ter cities in the 1950' , but in the 70'.
Liverpool City Council as a prote t again t human right violations
evered links. fter the break up of the oviet Union. new Briti h
Embas ie were establi. hed in some of the new Republics including the
Ukrainian capital Kiev. Links were re-e tabli hed when Sgt Ron Rus ell
AGC (SP ), a native Liverpudlian who was erving in the Briti h
Embru yin Kiev at the time, was posted back lO Liverpool.
This years vi it took place in March. After long deliberation a team
con. i ting of the Regt QM. Maj Tom Ponton. team leader. nine TA
oldiers from the Regiment. two interpreter from 14 ig Regt , a civilian
driver and the Lord Mayor of Liverpool, Councillor Frank Doran made
the long arduou trip aero s Europe to Ode a. Each member was ta ked to
seek £ 100 pon orship towards the cost of fuel for the journey. This was
amazingly ;;chieved in a very hort Lime. with ome of the members
exceeding well over £300, includ ing, everal item of medical aid and
medicines provided by local busine e . During this time knowing money
wa tight. the QM was saving the Ukrainian Emba y po tage on the vi a
application by travelling to London and collecting them in person.
Tran port for the journey was arranged with the as istance of Maj
Fidler. OC 0 Sqn (Runcorn). Hi contact at Ford and Falcon
Di tribution Group. provided u- with 2 x Ford Galaxy and a 40ft arctic
"'hich came with it's very own civilian driver. honorary Signalman now
honorary A/LCpl Dexter Loftus which included the use of Falcons very
own ferry service from Felix towe to Boulogne. The fourth vehicle was
generously donated by the Merseyside Regional Ambulance Service, a gift
to the people of Odessa. Before the team departed a photo session was
called with the local pre and regional new broadcasters who insisted on
taking dozens of photos of which only two made the media coverage.
After three or four retake LCpl Stu G reen. 42 Sqn (Manche ter) finally
briefed u on the route which would take us through France, Belgium,
Germany. Poland and into the Ukraine to Odessa.
In the early hour· of Friday 14 March 97, our journey began. piclcing up
Dex and hi artic on route, transferring W02 ( S 'l) Bob Paterson. HQ
Sqn over to co-drive with him. The SSM was heard to say, ' Don't worry
tru t me I'm a policeman!' a likely story, our journey was well under way.
On arrival at Folke tone we were met by a reception committee, the
Chairman of Falcon Di tribution. and the Mayoress of Folke tone who
gave u an excellent send off at the port. We arrived in Boulogne a little
after 4pm, and set off aero s France and Belgium arriving in Herford at
OIOOhrs on the Sunday. Thi was our last opportunity to have a good
night's sleep a hot shower and decent food . We et off around mid
morning and made good time considering being slowed down by the road
works on the former Berlin Corridor, eventual ly arriving at the
German/Poli h border.
Up until this poim things were gomg well. The Polish authorities
insisted that all paperwork be translated checked and double-checked and
re-checked again. ot forgetting to open the trailer several time by a
similar amount of customs officers before they decided to seal the trailer
\\ ith !I our food and per;onal kit inside. However. not before a bit of
tactful thinking from our very own cu toms officer, Maj Sta n Quayle.
2IC of the Regiment, who managed to leave enough slack cable in order to
get in and out of the trailer. After making a nominal payment the fir t of
man) we were allowed to proceed into Poland and after some light
refreshment we bedded down for the night. W0 2 Ric k Gooley, our
ma5Ler chef en ured that everyone tarted the day right with a good old
boil in the bag. and so our journey across Poland began but not without
event. Firstly we had a few scary moments negotiating a series of very low
bridges, \\hich . lowed us down considerably. By mid-afternoon things
appeared to brighten up as we traveled through Krakow taking in the
fantastic scenery. but the weather began to fade rapidly and within a
couple of hour; we found our elve in a snow storm and the road
c< nd11ions became treacherous. We finally reached the Polish/Ukrainian
border and stopped overnight ready for the long drive through the Ukraine.
Once again our master chef burst into action and conjured up a meal that
had us bur ting at the scams. This was just as well, because as the two car
and the ambulance pas\ed through customs with both our interpreters, the
an:tic \\ ith Dex and the Sergeant Major were held for over 12 hours . After
a rie of official \lamps and payment.s we were allowed through the
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The orphanage holds some 350 children of which 300 have behavioural
problems. We went from class to cla s to ee them at work and at play.
Then we were taken LO the main hall where we were greeted by the whole
chool waving Ukrainian and British flags. Afterwards the children, with
traditio nal inging and dancing. entertained u . We all agreed, by the Lime
we left the orphanage. that we would like to adopt it on behalf of the Regt.
It was al o decided on route back to the hotel that the boxe of medicines
which were donated by the community where the Sergeant Major work a
a local bobby, should be given directly to the orphanage, so a detour was
made to pick them up and take them back urpri sing them with a econd
vi it. The Director of the School was overwhelmed with the various
medicine and Lated that a simple box of aspirin cost a month 's wages.
The last day saw the hand over of the ambulance Lo the Deputy Mayor of
Ode sa on behalf of the people of Ode sa. by the Lord Mayor Councillor
Frank Doran and Maj Ponton, and a dinner night wa held with many
speeches from both parties. At the end of the evening it was time to say our
farewell to the people who became our friends and showed their lcindness
and genero ity throughout our stay and the team would be going home
with fond memories of Odessa. Some of which could not be repeated nor
believed.

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

49 (WR) SlG AL Q ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Alan Grindrod
W02 (S M) John Buckler

LORD LIEUTENA T'S ERTIFICATE
Three members of the Squadron were rewarded for their excellent
service recently when they were presented with the pr~stigiou Lord
Lieutenant's Certificate. The presentations were 10 recog11111on of the hard
work of W02 Allan James, SSgt Mick Pollard and Sgt Dawn Malloy.
In total these three people have put in over SO years ervice with the TA.
Well done, the certificate. are thoroughly well de erved.

{L-R): Maj Alan Grindrod, Sgt Dawn Malloy, SSgt Mick Pollard
and Lt Col Paddy Crowley
PROMOTIONS & CO GRATULATIO S
The Squadron is plea ed to announce promotions for the following
people Sgt Stuart Key, Cpl Debbie Openshaw a.nd Cpl Kerry Webb.
Our warm. congratulations go to LCpl Ian ·clmt Eastw~d and ara
who recently tied the knot and added to the hort list of mamed per onnel
in the Squadron. A good night was had by all at the funcllon afterwar.ds.
especially as people from the Squadron rarely get tog? to a party. Talk.mg
of partie. . the Squadron celebrated Sgt J udy Adcock s 30th birthday and
her Sth wedding anniver ary to St.e ve at a very sma.11 party which mcluded
only a few hundred family and friends, but I do thmk the 56- eater coach
load from Nottingham was gomg a little over the top. Some people will do
anythi ng for a party.
HELLOS A D GOODBYES
.
We welc01ne two new SPSls and their wives Sgt Baz Rame and
Claire, and SSgt Nick G inty and Tracey. We hope you will be very happy
in 49 Sig Sqn and we look forward to teach mg you some of our T ways.
Sadly we are sayi ng farewell to Cpl Al Barker and. a m as Al has
decided to try his hand at being a 'civvy". However th1 1 not the end of
the Barker dynasty because Al's younger brother Anthony Ba~ker has
recently joined us. We managed to queeze a farewell party mto our
hardworking . chedule.

Next morning we had an early tart, our armed escort met u and the
long drive home had begun. The.weather was a bit !cinder thi s time, but on
arrival at the border the guards were not. The cars again pas ed through
without any trouble, but Dex and the SSM who were old sweats at being
held up were delayed for 6 hours. Fortunately they had got wise to the
situation and took along SSgt Dagnall leaving S gt Mic k Davies to
interpret for the others and without them who know what problems we
may have encountered. Dags managed to get us th rough the border.
however, it appeared to be customary to make donations in the way of a
fine for carrying nothing. As the other made their way to the
Polish/German border the lads in the arctic were bu y again parting with
their money to the Polish police along the route, on ly to be fi ned again at
the Polish/German border and to top that, a German customs officer was
heard to say in perfect English 'You are now entering Germany the home
of the European Champion have a nice day'. We then made our way
across Germany final ly meeting up with the rest of the team at St.Tonis in
Krefeld some I0 hours late but safe nevertheless. T he rest of the journey
was completed together and we all arrived back in Liverpool safely having
covered a mere SOOOKm round trip and very tired , but work did not stop
there. The lads then set about preparing the vehicles for handing back to
their respective companies.
All the lad had worked incredibly hard in the past 12 days, with job
satisfaction knowing that the medical aid taken to Ode sa will be saving
many hundred of children. The e lads can be proud of their achievement
as not only ambassadors for the Regiment, but for their country.
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BOSNIA UPDATE
Having had three people serve in Bo ni.a from 49, we have recently ~ad
an update of their performance out 01ere, 111 parucular Special Agent Dick
Barton. Secret photograph mugglcd out of the country how exactly
what our intrepid agent has been up to. As you can tell from the before ~nd
after shots, ' Dead-eye Dick' ha. conq~ercd. the •kill of .~mbu h111g
ambulance and then in his spare tune he hve m the Bat ca e .

Cpl Barton sights onto the t arget

On a more erious note we wi h Cpl Kerry Webb happy day as he
tarts her tour in Bosnia.
50 SIG AL SQ
ORO (V)
.
There· been mixed new on the Permanent Staff front. We have w1 h~d
farewell to FofS 'Tez' Brown and hi fami ly who have moved to 30 Sig
Regt. Since they are a recent: ignin.g to 11 Sig Bde ther~ · a good chance
that our paths will cros again which wou ld be fine with u .. pl Jo~n
Morley has left to join 7 ig Regt. Both will be grea.tly m1 sed. 1g
' Dutch· H olland ha now left the Regulars to JOlll Comcast 111
Middle brou<>h but. whisper it . oftly, there are strong rumours that he
plans to don"uniform from time to time. in order to do a. httle freelance
con ultancy work for us. We'll keep you mformed. To parllally redre: t~e
balance we have recently welcomed FofS Frank P otts from 3 Div 1g
Regt. The sooner Gia go~ ble e his work.hop· with . ome ne\' Techs
the happier we'll all be.

FofS Brown {ri ght) w ishes FofS Potts well with the challenges
ahead
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On the \'olunte r front. Lt teH Coates has j o ined the quadron a · 21C
of Tnmk • ode Tp and 1. rapidly di covering the difference between
Ptannigan and th kit he u~ed \\ i1h the RAF' · Tact i al Communication
\\'ing. Leanung curve · don't ome much tecper than that. Cpl tc e
Brack finally found hi pru.sport so ha. been able to return from Bo nia
havmg .pent a full year with IFOR. Continuing the Bosnia- tyle theme of
re·ent e. erci e we joined th re. t of the Regiment at atterick' FIBUA
com pie over the 4-6 pril t practice our urban fighting skill. on Ex Lyke
Wake I. We tormcd buildings. clambered down tunnel . yomped f r
mile and lobbed lolotO\ cocktail. at a conveniently tationary target.
L pl Tony Hotchen e caped erious bum when the range officer
-.topped him ju t in time from trying to drink hi de i e in ·tead of
throwing it: that' tudent for you . mention cocktail and instin t take
o'er.

90 SIG ' AL QUADRO
IT'S GOOD TOT LK
Member. of . 4 ( orthe rn) ig Reg1 (V), a TA unit ba eel at Brambles
Farm, Middle brough regularly arranges miliiary displays in !he local
area . RecenLly it orchestrated a demonstratio n at the Training Advice and
Development Ce ntre in orth Ormesby. Some of the Regiment's comms
equipment was on show along with an array of respirators (gas masks).
webbing and co king eq uipment. The demonstration was very popular
with local children. who particularly e njoyed wearing the military
respirator and helmets. much 10 the an1Usement of the team. Lt Simon
mith, sho\ n here demon trating part of 1he telephone system di splay
explained ·we u e res pirators for training with CS ga and after prol onged
wear they become Yery uncomfortable. clearly the children find it more of
a novelty than our o ldiers' !

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
xxxv
0 E BUT THE BRAVE
On route to Germany back in ovember 1995 the last thing SSgt Phil
Weaver and Cpl Richard Jones of 95 Sig Sqn expected was to be
confronted with a life and death ·ituation . As they travelled along the A 14
near Tywell orthamptonshire, their Landrover was struck from behind by
a seven-ton good vehicle. Chao ensued as their vehicle was violently
pushed into the vehicle in front and then bur t into flames. SS.gt Weav~r
and Cpl Jones, miraculously unscathed, escaped from the velucle but Sig
Jamie Walker, in the rear was engulfed in flames! Disregarding their own
safety they reached into the now fiercely burning vehicle and dragged Sig
Walker clear sustaining burn in doing so. It later emerged in hospital that
ig Walke r sustained quite serious injuries and was found to have
multiple fractures of both arms and legs and evere burn to his upper face.
IL became abundantly clear that cheir prompt and extremely brave action
saved Sig Walker' life who was in no po ition to help himself. Their
tcarle s and courageous conduct was formally and finally recognised at a
special ceremony conducted at Su.ndorne.House Shre~s.bul)'. on Tue day 3
June. Here they were pre ented with Certificate of Distmgmshed Conduct
from the Society for the Protection of Life from Fire by Rich ard Elliott,
Deputy Chief Fire Officer of the Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service.

pre-camp function much to the delight of all members of the Squadron.
The remainder of the group. gt Surendra Kumar, Cpl Bal Bahadur
Pun and Cpl Shree Bahadur GurungJoin 48 Sqn based in Birmingham.
Other Permanent Staff change have also taken place recently and we have
welcomed W02 Steve Davison, AGC our new Chief Clerk who join us
from the Int Centre and also to SSgt (FofS) Al Holyoake and family who
joins 58 Sqn newly graduated from hi FofS Cour e. We wish all our new
arrivals a happy and rewarding tour of duty.
FAREWELL TO ALMS
The Regiment has bade a sad farewell to WOl (RSM) P hil Cl!fford
who, in addition to his many other duties, made quite a ~ame for h1m~elf
as the Regiment's front man for the Birmingham Children s Ho p1tal
Appeal.

The tired but relieved survivors
(L-R): LCpl Mel Nelson, Cpl Alison Lewis, S ig Ashley W ill iams,
S ig Lee Mall inson, Cp l Ka re n Jemmett, S ig ' Iggy' Patterson and
t h e aforesa id LCpl Ton y Hotchen .
Mo t of our ijmegen quad managed to complete the RAF Be11 on
qualifying march in April. 13 of u earned the right to suffer in July, and
there was ab olutely no extra charge for the bli ters and un-tans. Sig Ka rl
Harding and Tpr Alec Braithwaite (late of the Squadron but he just can't
keep away) completed che Wendell Marches at orthampton in May.

SSgt P h il Weaver, Cp l Ric h ard Jo nes w ith PC Brow n and
Richard Elliott
T he demonstration i part on an ongoing recruiting effort from the
Regiment who are located on the Trunk Road at Brambles Farm. The unit
is manned by local volunteers who are always pleased to welcome new
recruits. The Regiment offer a wide range of training facilities from
cooking or driving to typing as well a technical trai ning, Thi together
with conventional military skill are al l available free of charge to any
potential recruit . Anyone requiring any further information on joining the
Regiment can ri ng 0174 8-87403 6
The RAF Benson Survivo rs
L-R ( Fro nt): LCp l Me l Nelson , LCpl 'Cmon!! ' Bake r,
S ig ' Dagge rs' Davies, LCpl Neil Walker, Cpl Alison Lewis.
(Mid dle ): Sig Cra ig Hors ley, Cpl Mic k Jemmett, Sig Ian Patterson.
(Bac k): S ig Sea n Byrne , S ig Ashl ey Will iams, Maj Mike Holman ,
LCp l Tony Hotc he n (hi m aga in) and W02 S teve Ti nkle r
IJME GA -HERE WE COME
Ye • you mu t have heard about the ijmegen March ... not quite a
Sunday outing as ome might think. • ijmegen', Where i it held. what
. ignificance i it to me? The march is located in Holland. 'A bridge too
Far', prings to mind or perhaps operation 'Market Garden'. Either way l
refer of coun.e to the Airborne operation to seize the bridges at ijmegen
and Arnhem in September 1944. This was a costly operation with the
allies losing some 17,000 men. Of the I 0,000 who parachuted into Arnhem
only 2,000 returned home.
The Dutch nation has never forgotten the sacrifice made by Alli ed
oldiers. Even today some 53 years later, British soldiers are made very
welcome. ot long after the Second World War the Dutch nation began to
host an international marching event in Nijmegen with the aim to bring
people of ~II nationalities of the world together in a spirit of peace and
understandmg. The event 'pans five days, four of which consists of
marching over a distance of I 00 miles carrying a minimum of 25 1b . The
event require~ good feet, grit and determination. The recen t team trials at
R F Ben on. held on 12113 April saw teams from every branch of the
<.en ices competing. Two teams were entered by 34th ( ) Sig Regt (V) one
from 50 Sig Sqn and one from 90 Sig Sqn. Both succe sfully completed
the -;elecuon te't of 50 mile in good style and look forward to competing
1n this year's' ijmegen'.
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TA SEES ERVl CE IN BOSNIA
2Lt Bill Holbrook, a member of 34th (N) Sig Regt (V) was accepted
for a short service voluntary comm is ion and service in Bo nia. He was
selected to serve with 200 Sig Sqn who were undertaking cheir second ixmonth tour of Bosnia inside I 8 months. T he Squadron have been out
setting-up Tactical Headquarters at several location close to Banja Luka
ready to receive key staff officers. He is currenLly due to return to
Germany before being granted some well de erved leave in UK.

They were al o pre ented with GOC' Commendario~s . by Maj G~n
Robin Shearby, General officer Comma;'ldm~ 5th ~1vi !on who paid
special tribute to their bravery and professionalism. Thi ~b.ute was al o
echoed by the Police Officer who took control of the mctdem PC 89
Brown who travelled e pecially from orthampton to be present at the
ceremony.
SWAGATAM
In May the Regiment wa delighted to greet the fi~ t ever Qu~en
Gurkha Signals soldier to erve with any TA urut. Thi rather unique
occasion was marked by a special ceremony at Cateswell House on Fnday
9 May. The CO, Lt Col Ricb a rd T hurston officially welcomed ~ve
Gurkha Tech nician who were piped in by Pipe Major M anga!sm g
Tama ng courtesy of 30 Sig Regt. Following t~e ceremony they qu1c~ly
joined their allotted Squadrons and are now actively en~aged 111 en unng
the Reg1's technical equipment i maintarned at the h1ghc t operauonal
standard. gts Lal Bahadur G aha and Sa.nukaji Pant join 89 Sqn ba .ed
in Rugby. They recently prepared a genume Gurkha Curry at a urpn e

LEA YING THE ARMY OR
AtfADY IN THE TA?

264 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRON
PHONE (747) 2381
Th e Gurkhas arrive

G iddy-U p W0 1 Ph il Clifford p repare s t o rid e into t he su nset
Phil leaves the Regiment on commi ionin¥ and join 7 Sig R.egt as
their fan1ilies officer. Like all RSM' he had a umele charm and urele
energy and will be sadly mi . ed. by all ran~ and indeed the local
population in Sutton and B1rmmgham. Phil handed over to h1
replacement, W Ol (RSM) Pa ul Horton who beamed in ~rom 30 Sig
Reat. on Thursday 22nd May. Following the hand-over a pec1al departure
cer~mony wa mounted by V 0 2 (RQMS) C live Sear. He wa aware of
Phil 's fondness for hor e and after a quick gallop poll among t the
Permanent Staff the form of departure wa agreed. M r Clifford '
nightmare unfolded as he wa escorted from RHQ on ly to be confronted
by a panto horse-a they ay the photo finish tell th~ tory! The fun
however wasn' t over and conti nued after he \ a. d111ed out by the
Sergeant ' Mes on Saturday 31 May. The now L t Clifford .after leavi~g
hi farewell function was promptly arre ted by the MOD Police. placed 111
hi-ho ilver handcuff and escorted to the Officers' Me . Here he was
welcomed bv the CO and fortunately tood a round ~fore he w~s
relea ed. He \vas la t seen riding off into the sun et! We w1 h him and h!
fami ly all th very be t for the future and warmly wclcom• h1
replacement.
FUND RACING
.
. .
.
,
The Regi ment' effort to rai e ca. h for the B1rmmgham .Ch1ld~n
Hospital Appeal continued unabated during !\fay and June. Fi ~t .oft t~e
tarting block was our pon ored team entered mto a number of C\ en.t . m
Race T he Sun-an inten · i e and exhaust1 e sixteen leg coml11'.1111on
organi ed by 2 ii! Regt and held in orth York hire. Our contnbuuon to
gt Den
this event as part of t11e 11 Bde team, wa well orgam~ed b
Nicol. He\vas ably supported by Lt nna Jiff, SSgt Dave Arnot. gts
Phil Joyce, Dean icl10ls, Steve Pickerin& and Rob Thomas, pl Taff
Yelland. who performed magnificently d~nng the final 1.eg~. and finall)
Sig ·screw' Drive r.
ub tantial sum ot money wru. ra1 ed ~y the Bde
team. ome of whi h will go dire ti to the BC H Appeal. A JOmt HQ qn
and LAD team' a- next off the block as they entered the utton oldfield
Fun Run on unda I June 97. The team put up a pi rited performance and
have collected over £500 in sponsorship donation ·.
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traming programme. campin g overnight in Snowdonia. Planned by the
OC. the instructors were: ·
Canoeing
Top Ropin g and Abseiling
Trekking
Moun tai n Biking

Teams from the Regiment relaxing at Cannock Chase after the
event

The joint team from HQ Sqn and the LAD

Cpl John McCarthy
Cpl Steve nowman
Capt Dave Cooper
SSgt Pete Da wson
WO I (MTWO) Jim Smiley

Mo>t enj oyed the acti vities and one or two incidents caused a bit of
mirth. Sgt Dennis ' Hotpoint ' Wood was always on the spin-cycle in his
canoe W02 Eddie ·Pocahontas ' O ' Connor paddled off on his own and
Sgt Paul Skelton auempted ubm arining. After a night in Kinmel Park it
wa off to Sealand Ranges near Chester. S gt Paul Skelton devised new
drill movements for the formation marching team to add variety to all the
walking. Shooting was good but some inj uri es happened in a game or two
of softball. And so back to Kinmel Park for a novelty assault course
competition and potted sports, run by Cpls John McCarth.y and ' Bel'
Bellamy, with the rules made up as they went along. The ranges had been
run by the SSM and W02 Barry Weaver and both ended up at a table for
two at an excellent smoker at the end of the week.

30TH A
IVERS RY CELEBRATIO S
This year the Regiment celebrate it 30th Anniver ary and many
events have been organi:ed throughout the year to mark this occasion. The
celebr:11jon were tarted with a bang on aturda JO May at a Beating
Retreat Ceremony at Packington Hall. Before the ceremony Regt gue ts,
who in luded Lord and Lady Guern e.. The Ear l of Aylesford ,
Councillor Da,id Roy the Deputy Lord Mayor of Binningham and Maj
Gen R. earby, GOC 5 Div, were treated to a thrilling di play by the
Wh.ite Helmet Motor Cycle Di -play team. The Corp Band played at the
ceremony and they were explosively upported during the 18 12 overture
by 16 Bty (Sandham's Coy) RA from 26 Fd Regt RA who travelled from
Gutersloh to participate. Many other members of the Regt al o anended
thi huge! enjoyable event. Looking ahead other celebratory function
have been planned by each Squadron and these should culminate with the
Freedom Parade in eptember.

Sgt Ian Sewell and SSgt Kevin Conti
stand by the Warwickshire Bear and Ragged Staff
93 SIG AL SQ ADRO (V)
BLACKB RN
Sqn Comd
Maj Ross Parsell
SSM
W02 (SSM) J im Walshe
93 Sqn's Annual Camp began with the moves from Blackburn and
Manchester TA Centres to Capel Curig Camp in Snowdonia that was their
home for the fir t week. Meanwhile Sgt Jim Holmes had et off to
Heathrow to collect visitor Sgt Jackie Shepherd from 28 Sig Battalion of
the US ational Guard.

ORIE TEERING CHA.MPIO SHIPS
April and May saw the Regiment add many more triumphs to it
orienteering roll of honour. ln April team from the Regiment mounted a
valiant a sault on the 5 Div Orienteering Championships, which took
place at Cannock Cha -eon Sunday 20 April. achieving mixed results.
De pite a brave effort the Regiment pennanent taff team, becau e of an
individual error, was unfortunately disqualified. However, as expected 89
Sig qn put on a tremendou · performance and achieved TA runners up
!!1: Dave Arnot becoming 5 Div TA Champion. The
po ition with
orienteering assault continued with the Corp Champion hjps that took
place at Blandford over the weekend 10/11 May. The Permanent Staff
team achieved a very creditable ixth position in the minor units category
and the 89 Sig Sqn female team achieved ninth overall position out of 13.
The honour once again are reserved for the 89 Sig Sqn male team who for
the third time in a row carried off the TA Trophy. To all team members
very well done!

A novelty assault course team.
What is Cpl Bellamy pointing at?

The Corps TA Champions

37 Sig Regt (V)
Redditch
co

RS 1

Lt Col Alan W hittle
WOI (RS 1) Paul Edwards

Brig Ross, M aj Duggan and Lt M iddleton share a lighter
moment

ALC M P 1997
Regular readers will know that W02 (YofS) teve Townsend rewrote
the _plan for. Week 2. the Regiment phase, in the lull between Training
Majors. MaJ tewart McConnell confinned the plan and the main parties
>et off on the last day of May. 96 Sig Sqn (V) deployed for the fortnight on
Ex Marble Tor in Gibraltar and The Wire deadline precludes detailed notes
of. th~ir activities in this. issue. We. understand, however, that they are
enjoying the change of air and Mediterranean sunshine. 10-15 personnel
from each of the other Squadrons have joined them o th.e experience is
shared around the Regiment. Tales of their activities should follow next
time but in the meantime an account of a recent 96 Sqn range weekend
follows the annual camp news.
Q ADRO

Four evening recce patrols wer then mounted at S~nnyb.rid,ge.
followed by two dawn attack after a ~ool ni¥ht. out. Image inten 1fy11~g
equipmem enhanced the recce patrol capab1httes. Fon~nately the ram
held off and after a full day on the range everyone was t.ired on return. to
Crickhowell. Thursday aw the start of the move .to Kmmcl Park w~th
another vehicle-borne exercise, ending for the fir t night near Capel Cung.
And so into Kinmel Park in good heart.
67 (QO WWY) SIG AL SQ UADRON (V)
STRATFORD-UPO N-AVO
Maj Roy aylor
Sqn Comd
SM
W02 (SSM) John Downie
67 Sqn were based for the first week of Camp at Tidw~rth on Salisbu~y
Plain. Sgt Ian Sewell collected US auon_al Guard v1 11or
G Kevm
Conti from Heathrow, while most of the senior and offic,ers mo~ed do~vn
directly to Tidworth. Capt Malcolm Cooper and S gt Monty Walker
brought the re t of the quadron down to Tidworth on unday and all
enjoyed fitness training in the gym. On Monday the Royal School of

( )

Maj Les Por ter
W02 (S M) J oe Krikorian
HQ Sqn took over for.Week I the whole Regiment's ba e for Week 2, at
K1mnel ~ark near Rhyl. in orth Wales. After ettling-in, recces, military
kill\ training and basic tests, they deployed on a two-day adventure-

SS. 1
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53 IGNAL SQUADRO (V)
CARDIFF
Sqn Comd
Maj John Duggan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Carl Walker
Firstly the Squadron welcomed back (for the fir t week of camp). Lt
Fiona Middleton after tarting her family. Secondly W02 Tony Gd es
found himself in the Officers' Mes a little earlier than he was expecting,
on commissioning as a Captain. Congratulations go to both Fiona and
Tony. 53 Sqn spent the first week ba .ed at Cwrt-y·G?llen, n.ear
Crickhowell, but soon got away for a vehicle mounted radio exercise.
Back in Cwrt-y-Gollen to prepare for foot patrols, the Squadron was
visited by Comd 160 (Wale ) Bde, Brig D. J . Ross CBE.

Sgt Jackie Shepherd and Sgt Jim Holmes take a break from
abseiling

ORJENTEERI G
CCE S
67 (QOWWY) _Sig Sqn's female orienteering team , led by SSgt 'Fred'
Hughes, were dehghted to follow last year' succe s in the Royal Signals
championships by this year winning the 5 Div competi tion at Cannock.
1eanwhile, 67 Sqn' · male orienteering team achieved second place in this
year's Royal Signals TA competition. SSgt (FofS) M ick Cowie fro91
Rl-!0 m~de it a :-veekend to . remember by becoming the Corp
Onenteenng Champion for 1997 in the event, held in the lew Fore t. He
has no~ been pos.ted '? I (LTK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt, Germany. Our
best w1~hes go with him and we welcome S gt (FofS) Andy Burns from
71 (Yeomanry) ig Regt and family in his stead.

HE<\DQ ARTER
RED DITCH
Sqn Comd

Signals kindly ho ted a visit m the morning and the new orps tu~eum
prov ided a fasci nating insight into our history in the afternoon: On
Tuesday, back at Tidworth, HF voice communications were establ!shed
with 96 Sqn in Gibraltar while the other avail able per.onnel enjoyed
driving FV 432s with 16 Armd Field Ambul ance. On Wednesda} I RHA
came up trumps by letting the Sqn onto their gun line. 'I ~1 s. was a new
experience for all hut the OC, whose Gunner past came v1v1dly back to
him. Thursday saw the Squadron visit the Fleet Air Arm Mu,eum at
Yeovilton and there was si mply too much to see in the time available
before the R 's Sea Kings provided a taste of fl ying for the Squadron . The
road-move up to Kinmel Park took most of Friday.

SSgt (FofS) M ick Cowie displays his hau l of troph ies
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93 Sqn' progran1me for the first week was devised by apt Jeff Do~an
and was ba ed on the theme of earch and re cue. On unday, the first full
day in Capel Curig. S gt Dawson fr?m th_e . 9 RA C trained ~he
Squadron on Sec nd Aid. The three mam acuv111e over the follo~vmg
day were Top Roping and , b eiling, Canoeing and an Exi:iedmon.
Divided into three groups. all ol the Squadron _took part. The cunning plan
wa that the third group would become casualue and ~ave to bee ~cuated
by helicopter. So at 0330 on Thursday. the two group m Ca~I Cung were
rou ed to earch for the group who had not returned to the pick-up pomt.
At 0500 the two group launched the earch_and re. cue mis ·ion and the
·mi . ing · group was found at 0800. Ca ualtte were treated and ev_eral
climbers were rescued from a quarry. The CAS TM ~1~ and extr~ mu?n
were delivered by the 0 and J eff denie all re pons1b1hty for h,11!1 bemg
left on the ide of the road! RAF Valley flew off the ·ca ualues m three
lift· back to Capel Curig and all rerui:ned there by the ~nd of the day. On
Friday the Squadron a , isted the auonal Park authority by lay mg tone
on the path on the north face of Tryfan and drainage piping on the Pyg
Track up nowdon. fter moving to K.inmel Park, th quadron enjoyed a
vi it to the RNLI offshore lifeboat •tati n in Rhyl.
NNUAL C MP-WEEK TWO
After 36 hour R&R, the . econd pha e wung into action. Cros~ training
and adventure training were the theme . T~e. cro · training had the more
mil itary empha. is and took place on the tram111g area next to K111mel Parl..
Can1p. It provided an excellent opportun~t~' to remind each other wh~t all
parts of the Regiment do and look at addiuonal equipment borro\\ed trom
other units. Vi itors Day on the Wedne day was enjoyed by the ne\\
Mayor of tratford and Warwick; DComd 2 ( C) ig Bde. ol . Foake
TD and the President of \Vale TA R . Col George Goode~on T D.
Comd 143 (West Midland) Brigade. Brig J. P. Weller MBE \Nted on
Thursday. The Officers' Me - dined out the CO, l_-t Col St:imfo rd
Cartwright T D on Tuesda:r nig~l. with Cor~1d 2 ( C) 1g Bde. Bng . ~1.
A. Lee also pre. en! to wish hnn well. Fmall). the RS 1 and \IT\\ 0
organised the CO ' hand-over parade and motorcycle escort on Fnda}
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mt ming before the Regt left ~ r home TAC . In all. it was anot her busy
nnual amp but on" that mo ·1 ·eemed to enjoy. We arc sorry to ee Lt
Col artwright go but wi h him and Kate all future sue ess and
happine . . We welcome back Lt Col Ian Whittle and Pa m and ho pe that
h1 time in command will be . ucces fut and enjoyable.

96 IG AL SQ ADRO
OV E TRY
E XE RCISE RIFLE WARRIOR
On a bri ght and cheerful day our illu trious heroes went racing off to the
range ·. Their first day wa one of mi xed fortunes. for some the happi ne s
of victory, like the amazing L t 'Lethal' Lysak. the hand:ome Sig
' Floggum ' F lynn . and the great Sig ' Killer ' K ellard, who achieved top
core. Unfortunately for other the depres ion of defeat. But all was not
lo t for our wonderful heroes. good old Cpl ' Bl indeyc' Brookes was not
going to be defeated and with a hopeful heart she and the others waited for
the -econd day.
The econd day wa overca't with an ev il wind in the trees and many of
the Squadron had hea y hearts with the thoughts of the day' events to
come. But a hero in our midst ro e forth . the dashing Capt · Bazooka'
Bowden was there to save the day and coach us all toward the ometimes
elusive APWT. On that now fa ir and j oyous afternoon all passed with
stupendous cores. The young Sig ' Co uld not hit a barn door' King passed
along with C pl ·Blindeye· Brookes.

PUBLISH IT IN
THE WIRE
THE EDltOR 1S ALWAYS PLEASED tO
RECElVE JNtEREStlNG ARt1CLES

accounts of CO, Trg Maj, RSM and CO's driver are all to be believed, they
each accounted for most of their team's plates-somebody is
exaggerati ng!) Best Overall Shot was Capt Neil Makepeace, the Adjt,
and Best Overall Female Shot was Sgt M ichelle Marsden, of 64 Sqn
Best Fema le Young Soldier was Sig Louise Ru ell, al o of 64 Sqn and
Best Male Yo ung Soldier was LCpl Steve Furniss again of 64 Sqn.

Th e CO, ass isted by RSM , p resent prizes t o
HQ Sqn's w inning team
(L-R): Capt Simon Kirkh a m , W02 Andy Medl ey,
Lt Col Ian Griffiths (back to camera ), Cpl Wayne T h o rp ,
SSgt Kev Clark (partly obscured ). W01 (RSM ) Mick Boyle,
Ca pt Neil Makepeace and Sgt 'Johno' J o hnson

Lt Col I. W. Griffiths
WOl (RMSM) M. P. Boyle

RACE THES
-14 1AY 1997
The permanent taff entered a team into · Race the Sun' , a 2 Sig Regt
multi-event relay in orth York hire. With the NRPS providing support,
the team was selected from the Regi ment's cadre of Regular Army
per..onnel. There were. in fac t, eleven members of the Regular Army taff
fi t and available for selection. All eleven were fortunate enough to be
selected . It is un li kely that any other team in the com petition had such high
average age (35 years, with a maximllm of 48 years}, nor had been
selected from so few. evertheles . the team completed the event and had
a thoroughl y good day in the process. Tho e personnel who had
conveniently arranged courses encompassing the day ,of the event,
precluding their participation, are already pencilled-in for nex t year - as is
a TA team.
Back Row (L-R): Maj Dav id Larkam (fell run and mountain bike
orienteering), W01 (RSM) Mick Boyle (biathlon, orienteering
and final road race), W01 Ben Bentley (in charge of support
team) , Sgt George Pendrich (canoe with run) , Maj Steve May
(half-marathon), LCpl Andy Wilkinson (forced march with
assault course), SSgt Keith Dunk (moor run), Sgt Mick King
(forced march), SSgt Martin Hoolachan (mountain b ike),
Lt Col Ian Griffiths (moral support)
Front Row (L- R): W01 (RQMS) Bob Ingham (support team) ,
SSgt Steve Erskine (cycle orienteering), Capt Neil Makepeace
(hill run and lake swim), W02 Dave Paterson (river run)
SSgt Dave Burton {support team chef)

Sgt Mick King wondering how he got talked into this.

The Big Yellow Helicopter Raft

COAST-TO-COAST CYCLE RIDE
Cycli t : l\'laj Stan Fitzgerald, Capt Jayne Hindle, Lt Maria
Hawksworth, W02 Jimmy Mee , SSgt Phil Horton, SSgt
Vicki Hardy (87 Sio Sqn), Cpl Andy Hall, LCpl Alan
Hunter, LCpl Fras:r ewton, LCpl Vinnie Shay, Cpl
Andrea Bilton.
Admin: SSgt Dave Burton, Sgt nn Simmons, Mrs Lisa Hunter.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

RSM

?Y

The other HQ team did not fare so well . A not-so-well constructed raft
disintegrated in the back of the '4 tonner' during the journey t<;> th.e start.
With much hard work and initiative, the craft was re-a sembled m lime fo r
the race. Unfortunately the dynamics and stability of the craft ~id not
make it a competitive entrant. Still. it did provide plenty of entertainment
value. In particular. au eful ejector seat omersaulted W02 .< SM) Ga.ry
Cundy into the river, much to everyone's amu ement. A with all chanty
events. it is the ta.king part that count . Between the two teams, a total of
£400 wa raised.

Lt Col Cartwright is cheered out of camp at the end of an era

co

KIDDE RMINST ER RAFI' RACE-17 MAY 97
The an nual Stourport-on-. evern Raft Race, in support of the chanty
PACT (Parents Association for hi ldren wnh Tumours). wa~ held duf! ng
May near Kidderminster. HQ Squadron, always to the fo re m uppo~mg
good causes, entered two teams to take o n the best of the local popula!1on.
The LAD, with their Big Yellow Helicopter Raft constructed
gt ean
' Johna · Joh nson, were confident and eager for success. Attired. 111 sk1_ntight wet suits. they cut a professional though a somewhat exh1b1t10~1st
image. A heated competition with the local fire brigade ensued, wh1c.h
included several clashe throughout the first half of the race. This
culminated at the half way tea stop with the firefi ghters boarding our
helicopter. In true Fire Brigade fas hion, they proceeded to douse the LAD
with gallons of water. Wet, but undeterred, the LAD ba!ed_the water out of
the raft and continued with the race, eventually fim shmg a creditable
second and taking a £ 100 prize.

REGIME TAL SKILL AT ARMS MEETI G-12-13APRIL1997
Yet agai n, the Regiment's Skill at Arms meeting was a huge succe s.
Thi year the event was held at Warcop, a suite of range in
orthumberland which, as well as including an ETR Range, provides lots
of opportunity for Stage 4-5 Firing. Foll owing a zeroing range and the
APWT, those firers who pas ed went on to a FlBUA shoot and a Section in
Defence shool. Finally, the usual fa ll ing plate competition was held. Once
again , the best team wa HQ Sqn, who also won the fallin g pl ate
competition, and went on to defeat the CO ' challenge team . (If the

The CO Lt Col Ian Griffiths, presents the prize
for The Be;t Female Soldier to Sgt Michelle Marsden
2 DIV AAM-17-18 MAY 1997
Havi ng origin ally bee n 2nd Re erve. the ~hooting Officer wa '
omewhat urpri ed to be invi ted to attend the 2 Div S A~M prec1 ely one
week prior to the event . Unli ke the .lst Reserve unll , which felt that oneweek notice wa not adequate, we Jumped at the chance to.attend w!1en a
team dropped out. The hooting Team, ~elected al the Regiment .kill .At
Arms Meeting, held in mid-Apri l, leapt 11110 gear. Through a combmauon
of bore ighting. firing on indoor .22 ranges and a hasuly arranged range
day in the week prior to the event , the Team eventually. managed to tum up
at the competition with zeroed weapon and an outside cha1~ce of ome
degree of succe s. The meeting wa much like any 0th.er, and 11 ~ould not
be accurate to say that the Team fi red to theu· potenti al. Howe, er, Capt
Neil Makepeace, OCdt Dan Milnor, W02 Andy Medley.
~t Kev
Clarke, gt Paul Parker, gt Michelle and John Marsden, Cpl Wayne
Thorp, Cpl Drew Hall and ig PauJ Har!ley. uppor~~d ~y
g~
Malcolm Rooney . achieved the success they d been lo?kmg for. Thi;
Regiment was placed 'Be t TA Major Unit ( . on-In fa ntry) . and theref re
qualified to attend the TA Skill At Arms Meetmg at 81 ley, to be held earl y
Jul y. Thi is a considerable achievement and all .of th~ Team are looking
forward trcmendou ly to the experience of attendmg Sisley.

On the Bank Holiday weekend of 24-28 May 1997, 13 members of 64
Sig Sqn and one from 46 Sig qn et off to cycle the Work111gton-~o
Sunderl and Coast-to-Coas t route, a distance of ome 140 miles, to ra_1 e
money for the Talbot School for Children with Severe Learnmg
Difficultie .
.
After the cu tomary 'dip your bike in the sea· ritual on the Cumbna
coa t we left behi nd the indu trial landscape of Workington and et out
into the countryside, following the River Derwent through the ~narket
town of Cockern10uth . From then on, everythi ng el e can be de c~1bed a
' upward ' .
pward past !3assenthwaite Lake. upwards again P'.15'
Ba e 1ithwaite, ince a certarn officer with a map took us un~eces anl y
down a very long, evere hill which we then had to go up agam. After a
lunch top in Kew ide. the afternoon ride was teady a_nd took us through
open country idc and Troutbeek wh: re we !11e.t up with the admm staff
who had tents up and kettle on. Thehr t day .'"!de had been excellent. the
weather very hot and everyone was m good pm t . ft .also turned out to be
Capt Jayne Bindle's birthday and he wa mo t 1mpre ed when we
produced a cake and a song.
Day two tarted with pain. Everyone wa addle ore. ~nd the firs t
couple of miles aw everyone peddling 111 the sta_ndmg_ P? 111on. ~ay two
incorporated the worst terrain. with four major hill w1thm 20 nules. The
first and the teepest of these was Harl ide, which i_s al o the water hed
between the fri sh and orth sea . Follow ing Harts1de, th~ ~ou le pas ·e
clo e to Al ton before reaching Garrigill and the old lead m1111ng towns <;>f
enthead and Allenhead. The highest point on the Coa,t-to-Co.asl 1
Blackhill , at 609 metres . Thi ection of the route is where W02 J1mm)
·Faste 1 to the Back' Mees got his name. The gomg wa ex tremely tough,
but 1he views of the land cape were pe tacular and the excellent weat~e r
condition meam we could ee for mile . Everyone, that i . c cept for
LCpls Ian Hunter and Fraser Newton . They had st<;> pped so that L J?I
Ian Hunter could grab a spanner in order to fiddl e with some part of his
bike that didn ' t need fiddl ing with. This had become an hourly n tual. On
this occa ion, they had become separated from the pack . but. hanng
·potted a group of cyclists i1.1 the di tan~e: they ·et off 111 puf'-utt.
Unfortunately. the aid cychsls were ndmg from underl and to
\ orkington. The admin vehicle eventually picked up a rather cmbam1,,ed
couple of riders. They\ ere gtYen a lift t~ rejoin the r~mainder ol the team.
We continued the journey. complete agam. Havmg ridden over lien head
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be seen all over uch as the Engineers rebuilding bridges and schools
ecetera. The local population now ha~ a good chance of getting back to
normality and h pefully leadin g normal lives and being part of that peace
process is something to be proud of. When I was given my dates to
mobilise in October 1996 I really did not know what to expect but one of
the member in our Squadron had ju t returned from Bosnia and he told
me not to go with any ideas. Just go and take things as they come. He was
right, and that was good advice that can be passed to all other TA soldiers
who want to volunteer 1111he future.
Bu t one point i clear. I now feel that 1 can be a better asset to my
Squadron with the experience I have gained and knowledge of what I have
seen and done.

to Rookhope. we wt!re at the end of the rough hill terrain of the
onhern Pennines and the tan of the indu trial land - of the ortheast.
On th final e,· mng. we camped along ide the astleside Jnn, ' here
the landlord made us very welcome. Before departing for the final leg. he
,·ery kindly presented laj tan Fitzgerald ' ith a cheque for£ I03 that
had been donated by the tafT and regul ars of hi . pub.
Th re wa a ch ice of two m .tes for the final leg. and we se lected the
main road through tanley to connect u. with undcrland and eventually
the orth ea. This wa. the easie ·t ection of the who le oa. t-to-Coast
rout<!. being either downhill or flat. \i e made good time and arrived on the
bea h in underland at 1300 hours. We dipped the bike in the orth ea.
had our photograph. taken and ,et off for heffield- just in time for Drill
1ght. E\ erJone thorough! enjoyed the experience and in exces of
£I 000 was raised for our very de erving charity.

The Lord Lieutenant speaks with LCpl Dawn Miller

The Lord Lieutenant of ottingham. hire. ir Andrew Buchanan,
visited 7 ig qn on 15 April. After in peeling the Honour Guard, the
Lord Lieutenant attended a briefing given by the Sqn Comd, 1aj Tom
1cCappin. before going on to watch variou activities. The evening
culminated in a pecial parade at which SSgt Peter Cooper wa presented
with the Lord Lieutenant' Certificate in recognition of the hard work and
dedication he has di played for a number of year .

THE ROYAL SIG ALS ORIE TEERI G CHAMPIONSHlPS10-11MAY97
Four team from the Regi ment competed in the Royal Signals
Orienteering Championships 10- 11 May 97. As always, the weekend wa
ucces ful and hugely enjoyable-a well as hugely exhau ting. The HQ
qn male team of Maj David Larkam. Capt Neil Makepeace, 2Lt
Andrew Whalen , WOI (RSM) Mick Bo le and ig Dean Oxley wa
placed third in the TA Competition. The female team of OCdt Helen
Smail. Cpls Andrea Bilton. Sue Wright and Sig Jackie Spong was ninth
overal l ( ince there wa no TA competiti on). 7 Sig Sqn also entered.
Their male team of Capt Andy Smith , Cpl Stuart e bitt, LCpl 'Baby'
Paton and Sig Andy Doran were fourth, one place behind the HQ Sqn
team. The female team of Sgt Carol Lee. LCpl Heather Blair and Sig
' fbby' eville were 12th overall. Particular praise goes to Cpl Stuart
Nesbitt who was awarded a Cup as TA Corps Champion. We ll done to all.

LCpl Carl Bowdidge in his accommodation in Bosnia.
SQ ADRO POSTSCRIPT
LCpl Bowdidge was given an excellent end of tour report by the
Quartermaster of 200 Sig Sqn- Well Done!!
BA BURY 15 MILER
On 30 March 1997, six members of 5 (QOO H) Sqn (plus one other half)
took part in the Banbury run . There was a range of experience between the
competitor , but there was alway going to be an internal race between our
two chefs. Sgt Les Kavanagh and Cpl 'JC' Jarvis-Cleaver, on whom
there were a number of side bets. Sgt Andy Baird (PSI ops) ran around
the route with his wife, Dawn, who generally beats him running. and SSgt
(YofS) Debbie Frankham ran with LCpl Tina Strachan. W02 (S M)
· o Mate ' George Simpson, our resident PTI. ran on his own. hoping
that he might manage to keep up with the younger. fitter chef .
Mr Andrew Crawshaw, The Master of the Skinners, presents
Best Female Soldier to LCpl Paula Goddard

39th (Skinners) Sig Regt
CO
Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock
Thi has been a hectic period for the Regiment including vi its, the
culmination of this year's trade training, comms exerci es and mil skill
training. In addition the Regiment has said goodbye to the now Capt Pete
lcElwee and Mel has he leaves on commissionino to command 30 CIT
in Wrexham. We wish them all the best. ln retu~n we welcome WOI
(R M) Mick William and hi wife Denise as they arrive ' hot foot' (Ha
Ha) from Kuwait.
On Saturday 10 May the Regiment was visited by the Master and
Warden of the Worshipful Company of Skinners along with our Honorary
Colonel. Lt Gen ir John Foley. The Regiment has been affiliated with
th~s great livery• company since 1954 and among t other work they present
pnzes to the best male and female oldier from the Regiment each year.
This year the Master. Mr Andrew Crawshaw, presented the pri7..es to Cpl
Andy Cunnfogham and LCpl (now Cpl) Paula Goddard. The day was a
great ucce with all the visit0rs seeing the huge range of training
undertaken on Regiment Training Weekends.
·ow the interesting bit, new~ from the Squadrons:
S!Q EE
Sqn Comd

OW OXFORDSHIRE HU
Maj P. D. Wenlock

ARS) SQ ADRO

(V)

VI IT OF COMMA DER 2 D ( ATIO AL

0'-1 I

ICATIO ) SIG BDE
Brig ·. 1\1. . Lee OBE visited the Squadron on Tuesday 6 May 1997
'Whtbt the Squadron was holding a training evening. After an initial
bnefing on the Squadron and Banbury by Maj Paul Wenlock the
Commander visited training and aw a mock comms ex and visited the
late't intake of new recruits going through their final preparations prior to
attending the final recruit training weekend.
Brig Lee spoke at length with Cpl Paul Milner about his exploits
dunng his six months tour of duty with LFOR. Cpl Milner thoroughly
enjoyed the tour and thought it worthwhile and if hi s wife would let him ,
he would have no hesitation in doing it all over again. The ommander
then met Capt Alan 'Bodie' O 'Coy and Lt Ruth Emp on in their shared
troop office. Capt O'Coy explained the set-up !!

If responding to an); advertisements in
Tile Wire please mention that you saw it

in your Corps magazine

(FANY). Tribute must be paid to
gt Andy Cumm ing.\, the RP
SQSM and LCpl 'Baldrick' Howe for their efforts in decorating the Drill
Hall and acquiring all the tables, chairs etc to make the event a memorable
one. The celebrations will continue with an all Ranks Dinner on 5 July,
planning for which is already well advanced by S gt Brent Copsey and
his committee. It is hoped that as many ex-Squadron members as possible
will attend, what b expected to be, a fairly good thrash. Watch this space'
It has not been all celebration however, and April saw the Squadron
heavily involved in Ex Apollo Sword, the 2 NC Sig Bde Exercise. As well
as upplying dets to operate with 5 <QOOH) Sig Sqn at RAF Bicester, the
remainder of the Squadron had to cope with the demands of the Bde Staff
at the TA Centre in Uxbridge. Which for part of the exercise. was where
Bdc HQ was based. gt ndy Hutchins decided to stay awake for the
duration of the Exercise and Cpl 'Fresh from Bosnia and everywhere else'
Cheshire managed to control his temper! Overall the Exercise was very
beneficial, particularly to the younger members of the Squadron, for
whom this was the first opportunity to put into practice their newly
awarded trade skills (and pay!).
The Regiment. Training weekend at Longmoor in May was well
attended by the Squadron. The SSM Steve Prance and gt Jim Bole
attempted their BFr and managed to pass both the start and fin i~h points
with, by conservative estimates, some 40 minutes between points. The
highlight of the weekend was the award to LCpl (now Cpl) Paula
Goddard, of the coveted Annual Ski nners award given to the best Female
soldier in the Regiment. Thi was thoroughly well de erved and the whole
Squadron congratul ates her.

Capt Alan O'Coy 'There's no sleight of hand Brig, I just did it!!'

IX MO THS IN BOSNIA ... AN EXPERIENCE?
by LCpl Carl Bowdidge, 5 Sig Sqn
Serving six month in Bo nia was the best move I ever made as far as
my military career is concerned. The experience I have gained was of a
level that would take me years to get from the TA- that is not a critical
view of the TA but one of important value for being a TA soldier. I served
in a place called Banja Luka in northern Bosni a where temperature can
reach arctic conditions and the land cape re emb les something out of the
film Dr Zhivago. Being posted to 20 Armd Bde, into 200 Sig Sqn, as a
dnver/storeman saw the beginning of a great new venture for me. A
chance to learn a trade that I was interested in with lots of other
experiences.
After a lengthy and boring mobilisation proces at Sandhurst I was keen
to get tuck in and learn. Some of my early days were spent being shown
how to first works a 436 Panzer, which 20 Bde used in theatre, this took a
lot of time which was one thing r had a lot of. As well as thi I did manage
to get out with the Infantry and go on patrol to other regions of the
country. The Devon and Dorset Regt are also part of 20 Bde and they al o
fed me lots of great experience. Bo nia is such a beautiful country and to
see every house burnt and bombed on such a large cale brings a tear to
every oldier's eye and words cannot easily describe those sight . As I
served under both !FOR and SFOR the development of the country could

W02 (SSM} George Simpson, SSgt (YofS} Debbie Frankham,
Sgt Les Kavanagh, LCpl Tina Strachan , Cpl Davy Jarvis-Cleaver,
Mrs Dawn Baird, SSgt Andy Baird
The weather was fairly kind to the runners, being mild with a fa irly
tron o bree7..e but the cour e turned out to be a lot hillier than the
participant e~pected! onetheless all the runner put in a valiant effort
and compl eted the cour. e. Sgt Les Kavanagh an~ Cp~ 'JC' JarvisCleaver were together fo r most of the race, but Sgt K JU t _piped Cpl JC at
the post, both coming in the first 100 finisher , and to give hun ht due,
SSM George Simpson wa not far behind. For _their fir t. long ~n . Sgt
Debbie Frankham and LCpl Tma trachan dtd excepuonally well but
were sufferino- afterward . True to form. all the runners managed to make
it to a local pub with S gt Ray and Sgt Judith Phillip (non-ru nning
upporters) for some food and a few beers. Well done !
RECRUITING
.
Recruiting in the Squadron ha improved dramatically with the ~rn~a.!
of 2Lt arah Hunter. Thi has nothing to do with the fact that she 1 6 I
and blonde! The PSAO Capt Bob Sheldon thinks it i entirely due to the
design of his new poster showing members of the Squadron look.mg
warlike- we know different! The Squadron is now at I05 %.
47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMA RY) JG AL QU ORO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. . Willmott T~
.
Thi s year see the 200th Anniver ary of the formation of the Middlesex
Yeomanry Cavalry, which wa formed in Uxbridge, i~ 1797. eedless to
ay celebration of thi event are well under way w11J11n the . qua.dron .
They tarted with the officer of the Squadron having a celebrauon dinn r,
held in the Drill Hall and attended by many of the past Regt Comd ' of the
47th ig Regt and p;1st O 's of 47 ig qn. The principle gue t was our
Honorary Colonel , Corps Commander A. Whitehead of the WT

The Squadron provided a strong contingent at the. Annual Cavalry
memorial Parade held in Hyde Park on Sunday 11 May in the presence of
Her Maje ty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother. nfortunately the
weather was the wette t and the windiest in living memory, but this was not
allowed to mar one of the mo t important Squadron parades of the year.
Cpl ·vE' Vincent-Edwards has recently completed hi Unit ~xpediti~n
Leaders course, and no doubt is already planning fairly sad1 uc way 111
which he can inflict pain, portrayed as fun. on a many Squadron members
as he can during the Squadron Adventure Training later in the year. Wellde erved recent promotion in the Squadron are LCpl Paula Goddard to
Cpl and Sigs Cathy Corcoran and Allison Ellis to LCpl. Our new P~I
Tech, gt Ian Wheeler has hit the Squadron like a bomb. a very, ~ery big
bomb. He has a pas ion for doing training in river and stream . Ht late t
wheeze, a bayonet as ault course along the ri verbed in RAF Uxbridg~. was
very much enjoyed by all. In particular the bit where he fell flat on his face
in the deepest part whil t giving a graphic demon trauon of how
underwater bayonet fighting i not a practical pro~ ition. .
Finally the quadron look forward to Ex Capital Pur. u1t at the _end of
June and the imminent departure, on a two week exchange, with the
US G, of Sgts Dave Lambert and Andy Hutchins in the middle of June.
What did they do to deserve that?
57 (CITY AND COUNTY) IG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj H. Aston
TE1 TORS 1997
For tho e amono t you who are not familiar with the Ten Tors annual
event. allow me to °;:1aborate a little. Ten Tors is a walking event for teams
of 6 people aged up to 20. from variou. youth organi ·ation. including
school , cadet force ·, Scout , youth club etc. The teams walk route of
between 35 and 55 miles over two days. aiming to check in at Ten Tor, to
oet a _tamp on their route card. The overall organism ion of the event is
~arried out by 43 (Wessex) Bde and as part of the task, co-ordination of the
Control Centre ·omms fall to 57 ig Sqn. The quadron provides
telephone <Uld radio operators to take the team detail dO\\ n as they come
in. data operat rs to enter it all onto the master computer system and
upervi or to keep it all g?ing.
.
The appalling weather m l 996-ho~1L.ontal n~wstorms and . tonn force
winds out on tlle moor- led to the cutting short ot the e\ent on untlay and
made the communi ations more vital than e\·er. a' large numbers ot team .
were ooino down with problem . The comms pel'lionnel did not leave
Oakha':npt~n until all the team' were accounted for. leading to a 3am
Monday finish at Bri tol! (Definitely my late ·t ever fimsh_ to a TA
Weekend.) So it was ~ ith some trepidation that a group ot 40 or 'o
individuals from 57 and HQ qns (who :ay driver electri..:ians can't t pe!l
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made their" ay down the MS. with ever in reasing fog a we got closer to
Oakhampton.
aturday morning brought a comm check at 0600hrs ready f r the
0700 tart and the
hift led by apt Paul ·Ha anyone een my leeping
b;Jg' F°'\ler mith, gt Jane Burn and Cpl Kim Williams were on the
ca: . The first couple of hours is alway bu. y a the fa ·ter team race
through the tors and the data syster.1 struggled to ope with the speed of
input. The un came out and made feeble attempt Lo burn off the fo o. By
lu~ch11me it had given up in di gu. t and the famou~ Dartmoor r;lling
mists had taken O\'er. In fact while I was vi iting one o.- ur 11Vs (Mould
Jn. ertion ehi le) out on the moor. a ea King almo t landed on top of u
in extremely poor vi. ibility (well it eemed close to me). A usual Sgt
Mike White and hi . Ml crew had all the comfort of home with them
(real coffee and the FA Cup Final! ) By I 130 on the Saturday (long after
e\ery bar on camp had lo ed) all data wa finally in the ystem and we
prepared to tart again 6 hours later! Comm check at 0530. with the B
hi ft Lt lark 'Ju •tone thing· Carter and Cpl 'Taff Davies (now gt) on

the case. The un rose and burned off the fog. yes reall y! W02 ·Dickie'
Lee ha been coming to Dartmoor for more years than he cares to ad mit
and even he had never see~ L~e view from Oakhampton Camp this good.
We made everyone look at 1t, m case 1t never happens again.
The good weather meant that most teams completed the course and by
1630 w.e were. scaling down to mini mu m manpower. Finall y at half past
seven, 111 glorious su nshine the fi nal COMMCEN per. onnel and MlVs
pulled out. arriving back in Bristol j ust after 2115 hrs, which must he ~
record for Ten Tor: . If on ly we cou ld have such weather every year!
ince our la t contribution to The Wire the Squadron ha aid farewell
to P !(Ops) SSgt ' Brad· Bradley who left us on po tin<> and has
welcomed as his succe ·~or SSgt 'Ton · Bentley who (lucky man) ha~
erved with the TA befo re. We hope he and hi famil y will enjoy their time
with u_s. We _must also at this point congratulate Cpl Andy Cunningham
\ ho, tollowmg on fro m last year succe for Cpl ' Mina' Zamparelli as
best femal e oldier. ha been awarded the Skinner Award as the best male
oldier in the Regi ment for this year.

HQSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Cortield
SSM
W02 (RQMS) Taylor
7 1 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt Shooting Team arc pictured right with the
trophies they won at this years TA Corp SA AM held at Ash Ranges,
Pirbri ght in April. There was some healthy competition between the A and
B teams especially on the much practi sed APWT shoot. A special menti on
goes to Cpl Si_no~e.r who ~von the best female shot. OCdt Downing who
won the best 1nd1 v1dual pistol shot and the Tea m manager, Maj Barrie
Corfield who ensured the hi ghest standards of fi tness and marksmanship
were maintained throughout the training year. Plans have already been laid
to build upon thi s years' succe s to fill the gaps in the trophy cabinet;
watch this space.
The team members and support staff.
(L-R): Sig Foxwell, Cpl Wood, Cpl Charter,
OCdt Downing (B Team Captain) Sig Handley, Sgt Feather,
Maj Corfield, (Team Manager) Cpl Smoker, Cpl Charter,
LCpl Brace, Sgt Allen, Lt Walker (A Team Captain) Cpl Jules
and Sig Henderson

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexley heath

co
RSM

Lt Col R. K. Wilkinson
WOl (RSM) A. . ·Dos· Martyres

265 (KCLY) IG AL Q ADRON
Sqn Comd
1aj S. Malik
M
W02 (SSM) 1u toe

EXERCI E EA TER TROT 97
The Three Pe~ of Yo.rkshire Challenge Walk was organi ed by SSgt
Lynch (PSI '.!65 Sig Sqn) m sunny orth Yorkshire. Ei!!.ht keen volunteers
took part in it. The Challenge wa a 40km circuit of three of the high t
peak m R1bblesdale to be completed within a day, being clocked in and
out at the local village cafe for official validation.
Th_e aim of the '~·alk wa not only to practice map-reading kills but to
take m the fanta uc scenery of the rolling hill and urrounding . The
group had a~ added bonu . Sg;t Wise who i a bit of an expert on WW2
'.ffid '''.orld d1ct~tors ga\'e conunuou lecture throughout the day. Sci the
mtrep1d group 1 now. not only better at navigating and traversing up hill
but th~y can al o; for example tell you chat the German took only one day
to. gruo con_trol of f?enmark. The group travelled up to Horton in
Ribble dale m York hire on Good Friday, set up the tent at the camp ite
and prepared for the ta k ahead with the comet Hale Bop looking over
them.
In the morning after a good breakfast the team under the guidance of
SSgt _Lyn~h e~barked on the walk ahead. 'i ith techniques on pace
countmg, ume/d1stance um and bearings we made our way towards Peny-ghent a 694m peak. With the peed of the 'Last of the Summer Wine'
spiri~ we gl?riously m?ved towards the summit. Stopping frequently to
admue the view. On am val at the top a quick photo shoot by the Trig point
and the group moved off but reali ed if they were to complete the course
then the rest of the d~y would be spent head down tabbing with few
breaks. So a more lei urely approach wa taken (which makes a nice
change) and opted to climb the third peak. After about lOkm 's more the
group topped for lunch by a mobile tea wagon that boasted a great view
of a 750ft viaduct.
In the afternoo~ the third peak Ingleborough wa completed at 723m
and the added ach1ev_ement .of Simon Fell_636m. All in all a great day was
had by everyone m which the passion and spirit of Yorkshire's
breathtaking hills were captured by all.

TA CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIO SHIPS
The TA X-Counrry Championship were held at Vimy Bks, Catterick
on 15 March 1997. The fe male and male teams were feeling confident ofa
good result, having already fini shed first and third re pectively in the
District Champion hip earlier in the year.
The girls team was the first to run and tarting as London District TA
Champ!on were looking to do well. The cour. e wa dry but con iderably
more hilly than anythmg that the team s were u ed to training on in their
local areas, with tracks and countryside repl acing buildings and
pavements. Fi.nal . team placings were 16, 13 , 12· and 5 with LCpl
Donahue commg 1~ econd and runner-up in the TA Competition. These
excell~~l team placmgs _en ured that the girl literally ran away from the
oppo ltlon to be TA auonal Womens' Champion .
The lad. put in a great effort but knew it would not be ea y at thi level
of com~nuon. With the added incentive of thi being the last chance for a
TA Soldier to beat S gt PSI 'Q' Rose during his three year tour but failed
too (hard luck lads! ), t~e team came in a very creditable eighth place out of
24 team . Congratulauons to both teams and next year the male team will
reflect the female team position by coming fir t too .. .

(L-R): Sigs Wheeler/Gomersa ll, S Sgt Mu rphy
Lt Col lngleby-MacKenzie, LCp l Donahue, Cpl Ireland.
EXERCISE SOUTHER CRAFTSMAN 1997
Sputhern Craft man i an annual competition between REME volunteer
unit _within Southern Region, which is held on Longmoor training area.
The aim of the competition being to test units on:
a.
Movement and Deployment.
b.
Military Skills.
c.
Technical Skills.
The competition starts on the Friday night with teams arriving at
Longmoor Camp, and then being deployed into a hide location. During
Sa~rday the teams are directed by radio to carry out various technical and
m1lnary ta~ks. At the same lime, the team 'Metalsmith' is given a
manufacturing task to complete. The task this year was to manufacture a
copy of a 19~3 - motorcycle fuel-tank. On Sunday there was a march +
shoot compeu11on, part of which use the tunnel complex under the
FIBUA area.
The LAD team from 7 I st (Y) Sig Regt (V) enjoyed a hard weekend and
~on. the a~a~d for 'Best Minor Unit' for it's efforts, beating one or two
Ma1or U111t 111 the process. The 7 I (Y) Sig Regl, LAD REME (V) team

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)

BFP0538

Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj EA Davis
WOl (RSM) Waters

EXERCISE SHARP POINT 97-KENYA
by LCpl Sirignano
How would I fancy going from the cold, wet climate of Germany to the
dry, hot climate of Africa, wa an option given to me one day whil t I wa
'stagging on' on exercise. It didn ' t take the brains of an archbishop to
work out which one to choose. Thu I found myself deploying a few days
later to Kenya on Ex Sharp Point, with 2 Armd Field Ambulance. An
exercise designed to bring medical aid to the nomadic tribesmen of that
country, who otherwise ·would not receive any medical a i tance at all.
My part in the exercise was to provide the VITAL power, both for lighting
and forthe denti t's drill!
The exercise started .on 26 March 1997, with a not so comfortable 2day flight in a C 130 Hercules. The only plu point of the flight was the
overnight stop in Egypt. On the second day we landed at airobi,
whereupon I pent the next four day preparing the generators for the
exerci e. ot only wa this the usual 4.5kW generators and the
accompanying cabling, but also the dental equipment. The structure of the
exerci e was such that Kenya would be plit into two sectors. with a
Forward Operating Ba e in each ector. north and outh. The Regt HQ and
Sup Tp were to be located between the two at aoyuki. a place straddling
the equator.
At first Tdeployed to the outhern ector in a village called Entasopia. It
wa~ here that I had my first ta te of what Kenya had to offer. Mother
ature playing a full hand and te ting our driving and recovery kills to
the limit. On the second part of the exercise the dental section wa
deployed to the northern sector, which proved to be even bu ier than the
outh. The trip took three day to complete and took us through some of
the most beautiful land cape I have ever seen. Something l will never
forget. Unfortunately the exercise had to come Lo an end and con equently
the flight back came all too quickly. Ex Sharp Point 97 was f r me an
experience of a lifetime that 1 am proud to have been a part of and would
be keen to do again.

WINNERS-MINOR UNITS SHOOTING COMPETITIO
by Cpl Bell
Once again due to Squadron commitments, the shooting team had very
little opportunity to train prior to the Corp Skill At Arm Meeting. Four
day at Bulford ranges wa all that could be arranged, however the e were
used to the maximum effect. and consequently set the team in good tead
for the competition. The week of the Corp SAAM itself was an excellent
experience. with the shoot coming hard and fast. All the team put in
excellent performance . with Cpl Bell performing exceptionally well!
eedle s to ay from the outset it became obvious to the team that we had
a chance of winning something. Thus with a Jot of encouragement and one
or two 'fluke ·.we eventually ran out winners of the Minor Units' Cup.
The hooting team con isted of 2Lt Hopcraft (spectator and
cheerleader), Sgt Brown, Cpl Bell. LCpl Ba pty, Sig Dodgson and ig
Rhodes. The team would like to thank the QC, Maj Davi and the re t of
the Squadron for their upport.

wa~:

.
At the top of lngleborough
Cloc:kw1se from top left; LCpl Keeler, Sig Risley, Sig Mckenzie,
Sig Keeble, Sgt Orr, SSgt Lynch, Sgt Wise, Sig Dunsieth,
LCpl Pryke.
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Sgt Kent (Team Capt)
C pl Steptoe
Sgt Gosling
C pl W heatley
Cpl hilling
LCpl H ursey
Cpl Aldr idge
LCpl Mountford
C pl Carp enter
C fn Peter s
The team would like to thank Maj Fern (Regt 21C) for hi support on
~e Saturday. Thanks also to Cpl Smoker (HQ Sqn) for her le sons on
Signals procedures.
T HE WIR E, AUGUST 1997

LCp l S irignano-in the Northern S ector

Front (L-R): LCpl Bapty, 2Lt Hopcraft, Sig Dodson
Back (L-R): S gt Brown Cpl Bell, Sig Rhodes
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P PA TR
Tp omd
Tp gt

P

2Lt A. • Hopcraft
gt 1 • Finnigan

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

The la,t couple of month . as u ual. have been hectic both in terms of
ot only have the Troop deployed on
Prairie Eagle I to Poland. upported a ground to air e ·ercise with the
Dani h rmy. but they haYe al o helped pro ide the Di Lional Rear HQ
(,omething about the ig Regt un le to manage it!) and undertaken a
ionallers cadre. II this and it has also bid farewell to the Tp Comd. Capt
A~derton-Bro\\ n and L pl Davies and ig Knowles. However. it seem
there 1- no time to re, t on our laurel . with a new Tp omd, 2Lt 'Loose
Cannon· Hopcrafl et on making his mark and the imminent approach of
a low profile (ninety plu brigadiers!) ta ff College vi ·it. and the
requirement to provide Divi ional Main HQ (where is the ig Regt?).

e ·erci e· and per ·onnel moving.

ROY L IG
L WlND RFING C HAMPIO SHIPS
(GERM NY) 29/ 30 M Y 97
The Royal Signal. Wind urfing Championship took place at the
Dumersee Yacht Club on 29/30 May 1997. A total of 20 competitors
entered the competition with te.am from 7 ig Regt, 16 i.g Regt. 2 o. Sig
Sqn and 204 ig Sqn and also a large number of gu t entne fro~ vanous
cap badge . gt orman F innigan organised the event and with YofS
teve Firth
gt Paul aunders (REME) and ig Gus ygrove formed
the quadron team.
Racing tarted on the first day with ideal conditions, however the new S
type course proved to be very difficult t0 master, "".i~h a number of broad
rea he and run into gu t of Force 4. The.!e cond1uon got the better of
Paul aunders and although he had completed a section of the cour e, he
u tained an injury 10 hi knee (Ahhh!). However. not before he had been
awarded ome much needed point . Steve Firth and Gus Sygrove faired
better and toward the end of day one, their po itions improved. However,
it was orm an Finnigan (or hould it be Mr Dead!) who stole the how,
winning four races and coming econd in the fifth. Final position were:
Team
Individual
I. 16 ig Regt
I. SSgt Finnigan (204 Sig Sqn)
2. SSgt Maw ( 16 Sig Regt)
2. 204 Sig Sqn
3. 2 0 Sig qn

SSgt No rma n Finniga n 'do in g the w ild t h in g '
204 IG
L , Q ADRO -SIGNALS C ADRE COURSE
The course was planned for a two-week period. but due to Squadron
programming it had to be cut short to one week. My name i Sig Mat
Hughes, as an eight-month ignaller I was on the course for the experience
only. I will be telling the tory of the 16 Signallers chosen to panicipate.
The course date were from the 11-16 May. At fir t nobody was at all
keen about the idea of going on a cadre course, but all aw the nece sity of
doing the cour e. When they were told that the course dates had changed
and it ould be for one week only, they seemed LO cheer up. There were a
ft:w misconception at fir t about what the course was aiming to achieve,
but 1ajor Da' is the qn Comd soon cleared all of these up and we were
read} to deploy. The course staned immediately on arrival at Haltern
Training Area with entrance tests havi ng to be undenaken in BC, Ftrst
Aid and Fieldcraft. Once these were fi nished the rest of the evening was
left to us to prepare for the following day.
On the Monday the day began with a B FT, conducted by LC pl
La under. This posed no problem , however thi was onl y the beginning.
Immediately after the physical strains of the morning WOI RSM Waters
took a o. 2 dre s inspection. Again every little detail was commented
upon and marks were awarded, or not as the case may be. When the parade
was finally over, we then got down to the nitty gritty of the le ons, which
were explained to us as being usefu l in becoming NCOs in the Corps.
Many people found the moM useful pan of the trai ning was the Method of
Jn truction taught by gt 'Lovegod' Dyer. Following this lesson we then
had to produce our own 20-minute lesson, on subjects which were chosen
for us by the Trg Wg and the Sqn Comd. The course found this quite
difficult, however we all did our best and after a whole night's work most
of the les\On~ were not too bad.
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Maj ick Pope
WOJ (R M) John Howell-Walmsley

Sqn omd
RSM

(L-R): Sig Grills, Sig Hughes, Sgt 'Lovegod' Dyer

At 7 o'clock on Wednesday morning we went into the field pha e of the
e ·ercise. For thi phase we were eparated into two sections, surpri ingly
called Section l and Section 2. There were eight people in each ection
with a member of the Trg Wg a the ·afety and al o a the as essor of the
exerci e. I was in section I and Sgt Dyer, who was in charge, lost his teddy
a few times: once becau e he wa not challenged when coming into
location and another for ome per on Jeeping on sentry. We were
immediately bugged out. and then went for a short tab wearing full camo.
(Hurrah! At least he had a reason to run us ragged). Thi annoyed
everyone. and from that time onwards, we began to pull together as a
team. On that first day we got into a routine sending out recce patrol and
oathering data on the enemy force around us. My per onal favourite was
~n the BC recce, we were bugged out by an airburst and then had to tab
to another location. carrying Sig Cowie who became a casualty due to
bli rer agent poisoning. At our new location we had to decontaminate
our elve our equipment and our rifle (which made for intere ting
cleaning). We then treated the ca ualty and returned to our harbour
location after completing the demasking drill . We got into our night
routine by 0030 hrs, and were first attacked at around one a.m. by one of
the OPFOR personnel. After thi was succes fully dealt with. we got back
into our night routine and at around 0300 hrs we were again attacked by a
force of two to three men, all carrying automatic weapons. Once again we
were bugged out and made our way to the ERV location. From there we
then tabbed to a pick up point, to be met by a waiting vehicle to take u to
our new location. Oa arrival, we dug in and then began our routine again.
Ar la t light the good work and effon continued from everyone a we were
now u ed to sleep deprivation. That night at approximately 2130 hr , we
went on a fighting patrol, led by Sig Slater . the whole ection was
deployed and we ucces fully took care of the enemy without a ingle
ca ualty. We returned to our harbour location at around 0100 hrs from
where we tood to for 30 minute while the clearance patrol did their tuff.
At 0300 hrs we were once again attacked by some more OPFOR (Who
eemed to be multiplying at thi point).
S ig Doran (The Radio Relay man) was screaming orders very
effectively at the troop and we fought like madmen , and completely
annihilated the enemy. Sig Doran shouting, ' You ' re dead sonny'
rimulated this. We were then told to pack up our shell scrape , and
prepare for moving. We tabbed a hort di tance where we placed our
equipment on the ground and were told to unload our weapons as this part
of the exercise was over with. At this point LCpl Sy 'The Psycho'
L a under, with the OPFOR team, came running around the corner
screaming, 'Get on your faces now! ' The escape and evasion pha e of the
exerci e had begun. for the next hour or so we were tied up and put into
different stress positions before we finally escaped. We then had to run to a
fi 11al location for endex and a large breakfast, which we hadn ' t had for
quite a wh ile. After 54 hours of no sleep at all, combined with eating 24hr
rat pack , the idea of a full English fried breakfast was welcomed by all. I
was dropped off at around 0520 hrs, with Sig' Grills. We formed a plan and
et out on our intrepid adventure. We tabbed across hill and valleys
looking for a dead letter post. But before that began ig G rills neede? a
quick half an hour kip, unti l a large swarm of mo quitoes tried to eat hun.
We left in a big hurry. On route, we ran into a herd of large wild Boar, in a
troop of around 20 (larger than the Troop back at camp). There were al o
Deer that were scared off by the ight of ig G rills. We managed to get
wi thin 400m of our objective before being captured again by OPFOR.
T HIS WAS OUR E DEX. Only fo ur out of the 16 people made it to t~e
dead letter post. T hese were Sig Sayers, Sig Angus, Sig Cowie and Sig
later. We then returned to Haltern ATA, where we packed and cleaned
the kit we had used. The most welcome part of retu rning home was the hot
shower, which awaited all of us.
On the final debrief, the Sqn Comd told u that we had outl ived all of
his expectations and everyone had put in 100% and more. The final
position did not matter either to him or the staff, as we had all tried very
hard. The only things left for us to do wa to pre ent the top student wi1h a
prize. The top tudent was ig Cowie. After the pre entation, we settled
down for a few beers in the bar. From all of the 16 Signallers on the course
l wou ld like to say a big thank you to the staff for a good week. had by all
of us.
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MRS SYLVIA ROGERS
This month saw the departure of Mrs Svlvia Rogers MBE the Families
'Clerk' and a sistant Welfare Officer to both the ITC and for many years
before that 8 Sig Regt.
.
.
..
Sylvia has almost 42 years of unbroken erv1c.e with the Mm1stry of
Defence with the exception of four weeks maternity leave when she had
her baby in 1964. She entered th~ Ci.vii Service as an ind~ strial worker m
Augu t 1955 working with 21 D1str1ct Wor~s~op . .In Api:il 1959 .she w~s
promoted to a non-i ndustrial post as an. adm1mstrauve a . •stant with 8 Sig
Regt where she remained until Apnl when the Regiment moved t?
Blandford. She wa promoted to Administrative Officer in 1976. In Apnl
1995 she transferred to the Infantry Training Centre and it is from there

Squadron and Corps matters in general by the OC: followed by a tour of a
modern armoured brigade headquarters. For some. it was an eye opener, for
others a distant memory, and for a few a recollecuon of recent mghtmares.
After coffee, and the opponunity for younger members of t~e Squadron Lo
listen to Association members, the programme conunued with a chance to
drive cros country in the armoured vehicles a.cro5'~ Catteri~k Trainmg Area
and look at the modem weapon that Royal Signals are tramed on.

..

~~~~~.

Throughout her ervice she has been to~lly devo~~d to the ~am 1hes of
the units for whom she has worked and m recogmt1on of th1 she was
awarded the MBE in the 1994 New Year's honours list. Such is her love of
her work that when she ha finished her days work she does volunl'!-ry
work as a SSAFA vi itor. In recognition of her long and dedicated erv1ce
a farewell party was held in the Whi~e Rose Community Centre where
Sylvia was presented by the Royal Signal , with a fra~ed copy of the
well-known picture 'THROUGH' and, from her many friends throughout
the Garrison, a diamond ring,
.
.
,
,
The photograph shows Sylvia bemg pre ented with a copy ?f Through
by Lt Col (Retd) M . Deverill on behalf of the Master of Signal . ~apt
'Brandy' Weatherburn, the Families Officer of the ITC follow~d th1 by
presenting her with a diamond nng on behalf of all her friends and
colleague in the Garrison.

Drill Wea p ons
.
Sgts Enderby, Williams and RS M HolJl.'.e.11-Walmsley v-;1th
Association members at the, 'Correct p os1t1on of At Ease sta nd

CHA GEOVER OF RSMs
In May 1997 the Squadron aw a change in RSM. WOl (RS~) Dave
howell is leaving to join 34 Sig Regt (V), the new mcumbent is. WOl
(RSM) John Howell- Walmsley. Thank to RSM howell.for all hi hard
work during his tenure-We can till hear the ou~d of the pip~ !!
A warm Catterick welcome to John. Julie and family to what,
hopefully, will be a succe sfu l tour.
-
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'Blow don 't suck! '
.
Dave Showell getting another piece of good advice
from the Squadron badge collector
VISIT OF THE CATTERI K BRANCH OF THE RSA
On 28 May 1997 members of the Catteric~ Bra~ch of the RSA were
invited to spend a morn ing wi th the Squadron •.n an m~ormal e~change of
view and experiences. T he vis i1 kicked off with a brief overv iew of the

'W hat h appens if I p ull this?'
Bill Barnes and Cp l Dave Le a sk-who 's more nervou s ?
A thoroughly succe sful. momi~&· we thank Bill B~rne and. the
A ociation for find ing the ume to v1 1t our young Royal 1gnals . old1er>.

E XE RC ISE IL ER SHOT-SQ
~ ~~~

ORO

BATTLEC

1P

.

An 'Oh my God it' early' 0500 hours break-fa t parade .wa · the prehm
to the qn deploying on a week long field firing exerc1~ e on War op
ranoe . The ranks of lpha and Bra o Tp were swelled by upport .TP
and"SHQ element to form two ' Infantry' platoons. The concept of havm,g
enough men to fill requirements took some gettmg us~d lO but a'> u ual ~e
got there in the end. During the week mo~e ammumt1on and .~yrotechmc
were fired than many of us had een, ?r will ~ee a~am. e pecial~) after ~e
defence cuts made by the QC m h1. prenous JOb and the 1mpendme.
Defence Rev ie' . We worked our way through variom. mnge' and 'ta~d'>
during the day with Ie ·sons in the evening, then returmng to our reSJ)CCU\ e
basha areas for the night. Live firing ' a~ e_xtens1\'e. _,'.'~rung :'1th the
individual and pair fire and manoeuvre, bmldmg up to section attack' and
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culminating in a ection in defence night shoot. QB ranges included the
BrO\\ning pi,tol and Rem ington pump action shot gun !ired from the hip.
The adage targeb will fly to piece. when hit, ·pring to mind.

KAPETOUR
The Squadron ran a week long KAPE Tour in the fi~al week o~ ~pnl
planned and led by Lt ' Cindy' Crawford . Breaking wnh the trad1t1onal
format of travelling between towns, th.e tour was. centrally located on
Stanford Training Area with schools bemg bus ed m from the local area
on a daily basis. 14 soldiers were involved a~d.ran a number of stand;
including; a vehicle familiarisation stand an.d d~vmg co.urse, fiel~crafl and
static small arms weapon display, commumcauons equipment display and
practical activities. a sensory deprivation assault course and a number. of
command tasks. The Corps recrniting caravan was used to provide
information on Corp activitie and careers, and provide~ Cpl Topps with
an opportunity to practice his wheel changing after 1t had shed large
chunks of rubber all over the A 12. Cpl Topps, as expected of a mem.b er of
the Sqo MT, then did his best to destroy another ty r~ by forgetting to
release the handbrake! Six chools and three ACFs v1s1ted the tour and 11
was a great success. with over one hundred requests for further
information on recruitment.

consi ted of even team from both major and minor units predominantly
in the. atterick area. The Squadron. despite being a minor unit, has
always had a nucleus of inten:: tcd and keen players and augmented with a
trio from Bde HQ were hopeful of a linal placing. Over the season
(October-March 97) the team had to play a total of 12 matches, a tall order
within a busy organisation. however, off we went, each match wa the bet
of Ii e gam s. with points being allotted for any ga mes won.
Despite the heavy discus ion at the start of each ga me about who was
playing at which seed and at what time players were avai labl e for their
game the season progre sed rapidly and somewhat succe, sfull y. The odd
game was lost albeit 3-2 with the majori ty of games won convinci ngly due
to the depth of players witl1in the team. At the conclusion of the season the
unit squash officer received a u pect package from HQ 2 Di v, which
when opened contained, much to his amazement, ix individual winner..
medal for the 2 Div inter unit quash league. De pite its losses. the team
won the league becau e of their enthu sia m and endeavour to play all of
the matche within tl1e allotted time. They had ama sed a total of 118
point , seven point clear of the second place team (TTC Catterick). With
an average age of 36 and an extremely busy ca lendar the team are to be
congratulated for their out ·tanding efforts.

ALPHA TROOP
Welcome to C pl Duplock from RSS Blandford , C pl mith from 39 Inf
Bde, Cpl Turner from 7 Sig Regt, Cp l Samuelson back . from
Bas ingbourn, LCpl Horton from 21 Sig Regt (AS) and LCpl Robmson
back from six months dreaming up war stone m Belfast. Welcome also to
Sig Lawson from 3 Di v, a lone Signaller for all !hose JNCO to bos
around. Farewell to C pl ' Judas' Ter rett defecung to S~p .Tp,. pl
T homson and LCpl And erson to 3 Di v and Sig Webb to C1v Div. A
special mention must go to C pl ' Guido' Gidd ens who ha .finally left
Colchester after seven years to discover the ~onders o~ hfe m Bulford.
Congratulation to Cpl Milne and L . pl H ill on their well deserved
promotion . And finally, congratulations go to .SSgt
lge~on for
discovering how to apply the han.dbrake ~n the new wide-track tra~l~rs. He
was so excited that he wrote to kit magazme to tell them all about 11.

Cp l Shaun Fardy ta king ai m with Cpl Mac MacDonald looki ng o n
Evening activities were arr:inged to revi e and practice the drill we
hould know. After clearing a wooded trip of tl1ree enemy po itions in
mutual upport. few in the ection were able to speak and were thankful
that a fou11h position wa n't to be as aulted. We covered methods of
judging di ranee under Sgt ·Gaz· teel who refu ed to believe ig Jack
Nicholson that a mast on a far di Lant hill (at least 2km) wa a couple of
hundred metre away. Ba k in the basha area Cpl 'Loggy' Wright wa
, hown how to erect a basha by LCpl Steve Birchall (well, he i a tech! ).
igs John Atkinson and ·Scotty' cott. not to be out done, built a rather
impre ive log cabin that they inhabited for the week. Sig ' Johno'
Johnson was able to join us occasionally when he couldn 't think of a
uitable exc u e to tay at the DS camp! To sum it up, it was a succes fu l
and enjoyable batllecamp with a lot of worthwhile and valu;ible training
that was much needed. Fi nall y, a note of thanks to RQMS. W02 John
Gib on. for runni ng the · ticky wagon' at very reasonable prices which
went a long way to relieve the trauma of the Warcop 'four ea on in one
day' climate.

Q ASH-2ND DIVISIO CHAMPIO S
After much con ternation and cti cu ion it was decided that despite
heavy commitment the Squadron would enter a teain into the 2 Div inter
uni t squash league which commenced in October 1996. T he league

J

BRAVO TROOP
.
Welcomes to Sgt Fairfield from JCUFJ. Cp l Poole fro!D 30 Sig Re&t.
LCpl White from 264 Sig Sqn, LCpl Barringer fro m 7 Sig Regt and !g
Childs from 4 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn. Farewell to Sig Tattersall and 1g
Stevens, off to try their luck in 'Civ Div. ·

T h e 2nd Div is io n Squash Ch a m p io n s
T h e t eam c o n sisted of: {top row L-R)
W02 {FofS ) Mark Edw a rds, W01 (RSM ) Dave S h owell,
Capt {QM ) Chas Dale, (bottom row L-R) SSgt St u Co nw ay
Sgt Pete W ilson, W02 {SOMS ) Steve Ev an s

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CCX

~

Sqn Comd
Maj T. J . P. Watts
RSM
WOl (RSM) Pocock
The Squadron has had a busy period ince Easter Leave, with a nu mber
of commi tments in addition to our normal training and exercise .
including Op Fre ·co (provi ion of emergency fire ervices) and a KAPE
tour. The highlight of the training programme wa Ex Gryphon's Lift. a
week long Brigade airmobility exercise based on Stanford Train ing Area.
The un hone (for a day at least), the RAF flew and the Squadron had all
the helicopter suppo11 we could u e-training heaven. This wa an
excellent opportunity fo r the Squadron to pract ice airmobility skills and
our SOP procedures without the restraints of provid ing support to the Bde
Staff, and the opportunity was exploited to the fu ll. Both Bde HQ
complexes and Tac HQ deployed to a number of locations and the
complete recce, ai r movement and change of control procedure was
practiced by day and night, and in a variety of weather conditions . All
airmobile detachmen ts withi n the Sq uadron (including the 0 ' beloved
16124 generator) flew at least once during the week. T he new members of
the quadron, accompanied by a number of Soldiers Awai ting Training
were introduced to the joys of helicopter flight by a particul arly
impre ive di play of Lynx low level tactical flying. The new Sqn 21C and
Reece Officer, Capt Mark Hanby. maintained his predeces or ' tradition
of not finding enough time to complete any recce~ , whilst managing to
find the time to ensure that the Squadron motorbikes were fu nctioning
correctly. There was one notable difference-Capt Hanby failed to fin d an
excuse to return earl y from the exercise. Capt Dea ns mu st have fo rgotten
to include a list of uitable excuse in his hand-over notes!
' PPORT TROOP
Welcomes go to apt Hanby from 21 Sig Regt (AS), Sgt Croxon from
AFCE, T, pl Hoskin from 39 lnfBde, C pl Walker from Bde HQ, Sigs
omecy, Harris, Mc all and McTeer from RSS Blandford and ig
ampbell from an 8 month vacation in 'Civ Div.' Congratulations are due
to pl White, pl Lodge, pl Wyatt and LCpl Partridge on becoming
fathers· nights will never be the same again!
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SQ ADRO STEEPLECHASE
This was no ordinary Friday PT se sion. Capt Dave Worden and Lt
Andy Parfitt had done ome scheming and devised a 'short' cro s country
course over ome jump (horse jumps) and through some strean1s in the
infamou Friday Woods. At the end of this short but extremely strenuou
race, the winner was Cpl Bob White, narrowly beating Sgt Jim
Pritchard and ig Fletcher. Once everyone had recovered suffic iently to
smile, the Sqn Elder, W02 (FoS) Cooper took a Squadron photo. All of
the ru nners were extremely wet and dirty and it was dec ided to thank Capt
Worden for hi planning by play ing ' King of the Pi t' in the stream, with
him at the bouom of the pi le of bodie . Strangely, Lt Parfitt fail ed to turn
up!

Ho o ki ng u p on Ex G ryphon's Wing
OPERATION FRESCO
.
.
Op Fresco was the provision of emergency fire ef".1ces by all umts
within 24 Airmob Bde during trikes by the Es ex Fire Bngade. The
Squadron was warned of the impending strike prior to Easter leave, and
training in fire fighti ng skill s began immediately on return to work._ The
quadron was ta ked to man ~hree ' Green. Godde es.' and establish a
Temporary Service Fire Station m GooJerat Barracks to cover the
Colchester area. Each Troop provided three crew of five, comm~ded by
a Cpl, and a three day hift sy tem was orga~i ed w.ith crew working a 24
hour hift on immediate TM , a econd shift on 1xty m1.nute TM and
the third shift stood down. Member of the RAF Fire Service and the local
police force a sisted the Squadron crews .. A number of strike took. pl~c~
over a month long period, with trammg for each sh_i ft contmum,,
throughout, and the crews were kept busy tackling everythi~g from. mall
forest fire to false alarm . Thankfully no life threatening mc1dent
occurred and the crews were able to deal profes ional ly with all the fire
they were called to deal with, and enjoy ome of the more unu. ual
incidents. The citizens of Colche ter appear to have a strange habit of
burn ing down their own garden hed.. Cl.early there are a number of
amateur inventors in the area whose expenment went hgh~ly wrong and a fa lse alarm at Debenhams in the earl y hours of t~e morn ~ng al.lowed
one lucky crew the opportunity to u·y on the latest fa luons m lmgene.

.
SPORTS
The Squadron has managed to find time to a~hieve a number of sporung
ucce ses despite the high number of commitments over the past two
month . Squadron teams have reached the 0nal of the. 4 ~tv (E)
competition in three different ports; football, cncket and w1mmmg. The
football team has had an excellent eason helped by ~ influx of fresh
talent from Blandford. and the coaching of the ~SM. Thi ra~er you.thfol
side faced the experience of a team from the Military Corrective Trammg
Centre (MCTC) in the final, and the. team we~e out-played m the fir t half,
trailing by four ooal to nil at half-time, despite the athletic endeavo~rs of
Sig Glen 'The Cat' Brunskill in goal. The team performed well m the
econd half but wa unable to make up the deficit and the game ~m hed
with a core of S-1. A special mention mu t go to C pl Bob White and
L Cpl 'Tam ' Bremner who e performance have been particularly strong
throughout the eason.
.
.
The cricket team also faced MCTC m the final and again ~dl y lo t. The
team batted first and achieved a score of 132, a con 1derable 1 mprovem~nt
on last years' aame again. t the same opponents, but was unable to .resmct
CTC to a lo~er score. In the wim ming final . the Squadron w1mmers
performed extremely well. The team won the min.or units honours and '~a
placed second overall, beating three ma1or umts. In the Bd~ athletic
meeting, the Squadron ream wa runners up m . the mmor umt
competition, being robbed of victory by the CS Battalion who claimed to
be a minor unit.
.
Finally. on a more military level the Squadron Shoonng ~earn placed
fourth in the minor unit ranking at the CORPS~AAM, and 1g ooley, a
novice with the pistol, performed outstandmgly m the p1 tol hoot to e~rn
a ilver medal. If only he had remembered the sequence of practice five.

GOOD NEWS
TRAVELS FAST!
Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles

Lt 'Cindy' Crawford struggling to avoid that last place in the
Squadron S teeplechase
T HE W IRE, AUGU ST 1997

Op Fresco crews on parade with their 'Green Goddesses'
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lMechBdeHQ
and Sig Sqn (215)
Tidworth
Q ADRO
qn omd
R 1

PERSO

LITIES
laj P. J. Davies
WOl (RS 1) R. Bray

HELLO
D F REWELL
.
quadron ha een quite a lot of new faces arri ing over the pa t
t\~.o month. a~d we \ armly welcome the following to the fold: Sig
Kinsella and 1 ~ Rutter who ~rrived in April from The Royal chool of
1gna~· an? 7 1g Regt rei;pecuvel .. May aw the arrival of C pl Jenner
from ~I _ig~. Cfn Levett .from 28 Engr Regt. Sgt Smith from a cushy
~>Ung with 17 Cadet Training Team and last but not lea t Sig Britton
trom The Royal School of Signals.
V/e said farewell to LCpl \ all RLC (31C Egg Ops) to 39 Regt RA and
also to L pl 1cGregor to the QRH. Two member of the Sqn opted to
embar~ into. the real world and we wi h ig McKay and SSgt Graveson
be t w1,he in their new career-.
BE G LTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Nick henow
gt Dave 'Hair· Go ney
gt
The wacky adventure of Bengal Tp can finally be publi hed for the
world to ee. '.he Troop has ~n involved with the rest of the Squadron in
regular exerc1 es on the Plam. Our favourite enemy Generia (Funn ily
enough the) come from France} have been beaten every time. All these
wars have meant that the pace of life has been neck breakingly swift,
fortunately the old1ers have been comfort.ed by the words of Manning and
Record and Army recru11ers who on their recent visit aid. 'If you can't
take the Arn1y you houldn't have joined a joke'.
. We ay .farewell to LCpl 'Boz· Borril who certainly couldn't take the
J~~e and 1s o~ to ~ te~~communication company (name and addres
withheld), th~t 1s doing ll damnede t to recruit most of Bengal Tp. The
rece~t flotauon on the Stock Exchange ha boo ted Troop fund
con 1derably and our hares are providing a nice dividend, unfortunately
we ~annot park the ~anzers ~o"'. the garages are full of complimentary
m~b1le phon~ . Cpl
o h~
1cholas has been posted to 7 Sigs. Cpl
Mick Gregoire has been di patched to 30 igs. We wish the e chaps all
~e be t in_ their new po LS. Congratulation to Sig ·Geordie' lcGuire and
hi- new wife !ane who got married on or around the 3 J·May and will also
beoffto21 Sig.
By the time these note have been publi hed LCpl Robinson will be

lea ing. us w marry the now Mr 'Boz· Borril, (L pl Robinson is a
female Jut 111 case you thought we'd gone all liberated because of the new
government). Good luck . .La .t but, not .least we say goodbye to our
estee.med Tp g~, Jaso~ Adjuster Sm1thur t who ~ill be going to
Brusin~bourn to Knack recruits. No longer on activation of Bde Main
~Q ~viii we. find that happy trio of hcnow, Go ney and Smithurst
giggling. ~a~mg ginger cake tCour~esy of wiv~ and mother) and talking of
the R, M s Germany Adventure huddled 111 the back of the GS rover
That' all for thi month. Eye Front Carry on Please.
·
B:. 1ck name added
pecially for publication in The Wire
'Geordie· 'Taff", ·smud.ger', _'~halky_' and 'Jock' are registered
trademarks. Reproduction 1 prohibited w1thou1 the permission of Bengal
TpComd.
SABRE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lloyd Golley
SSgt John Rutland
Tp SSgt
The Troo~ ha conti!lued its .bu y start to the year, contributing to
everal exercises both with and without our illu triou Brigade Staff. Most
re_cently we have .completed . 'THE' Divi io~al Exerci e of the year, Ex
Lion Sword. Ex Lion Sword in th.e main con 1 ted of a hectic build period
follo~ed by. three week of manning a static communication network and
fini. h111¥> with a hectic tear down period. In between thi to quote the
~CmC 1t wasn't 'exactly stimulating' from the quadronrTroop point of
view.
. To further timulate the Troop Lt Lloyd 'tru t me!' Golley has shifted
mto tabbmg mode. to prepare the Troop for Ex Primary Cygnet, a 22km
force? march w raise fund for Bui ford CofE School and further ahead for
~x Lion Sun m August/September 97. Due to this the Troop ha renewed
Jt acqua111tance.w1th the orth Face of Sidbury Hill and many other areas
of Sah bury Plam.not yet discovered. To escape from all this LO members
of the i:roop are in Switzerland adventure training on Ex Iron Shadow;
gentle hill w~lking, plenty o.f lederhosen slapping and the ampling of the
local Hooe~ 1s expected. \hi all depends however, on the organisation of
gt_J~hn
0, Tru tMe Rutland, a full report will follow from one of
the VICtlm .
. The !r?op the~efore, soldiers on regardles and says a fond farewell to
1_g ell Village Farn.sworth to AJdershot and Cpl 'Taff tell you thi '
1chola to Germany mto the fold come Cpl Si Jenner LCpl Dave
Saunder. , Sig Rutter, Sig Copeland and Sig Wild.
'

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot
SqnComd
RSM

Maj D. G. Halstead
WOl (RSM) . Turnbull

EXERCI. E ANTIPODEA VENTURE 11-29 MAY 1997
Ex A_ntipo?ean Venture was a 216 Para Sig Sqn organised Rugby Tour to
Austraha dunng May. On the afternoon of Sunday 11 May, XX members of
the Squad!on met and depaned on the long journey to ydney. A 5 hour
~top over. in Japan gave us a break from flying and Sgt Jones a chance to
change h1 clothes! We arrived it Si.d ney, on Tuesday morning and were
met by our ho LS, 3 Royal Australian Regiment (3 RAR) who are the
Au trahan Army'
Airborne Battalion. After settling into our
a commodauon the team went out for a leg tretch and training ession to
~hake out the long plane journey.
Wh had .the opportunity of a couple of days training before our first
mate · which was again t 3RAR. A closely contested match saw the
quadrnn team narrowly beaten by I try and a score of 26-21 Team
Captain, gt ·Taff· 'Quoff' Jones scored one try and succ~s fully
convened that. a!ld the tw~ others. The next few days were taken up with
some more training and gomg to see the Super 12 match, Auckland versus
e~ South. Wales. That wa< a very impressive game with the unbeaten
Auckland side showing a convinci ng win.
The. following week we played some more rugby, again narrowly
conc:ctmg defeat agamst a variety of Australian Regimental sides In
~dd1uon ~e went parachuting with 3 RAR and managed to get two ju;.,ps
in to. qualify for our Australian Wings. 22 personnel successfully completed
th~.JU!"P'» but no thanks to the. Aussie navigator who saw to it that the
m~1onty of people co~pletely m1~sed the DZ on the first pass, as ig Firth
realised ~hen he put h1 tree landmg dnll into use.
After two ~eeks there was the opportunity for a couple of days R&R
pnor to returning to England. Some took the opportunity to travel further
afield "h1l.~t o~her~ c~uld no~ probably re-write the 'Lonley Planet' guide
to S.>~ney and m 1>art1cular Kmgs Cross. Over all everyone had an excellent
tour om~1 erauons go ~o Capt Jason Gunning who mi sed out at the
la.~t minute and spent the ume on an African holiday in the Congo instead!
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Ready to enplane and gain our Austra lian Wings
EXERCISE ARNHEM DROP
by Cpl Jack on
Ex ~mhem Drop was an initiative exercise held from 23-25 April 97.
A~ I available members of the Squadron were involved. The exercise started
with a f~ll Squadron recall in the earl y hou rs of the 23rd. We were ·paired
off and m tr~ cted to change mto smart civvies, pack a bag, between pairs,
with was~ kit, spar.e clothes and a sleeping bag. We were then briefed on
the exerc!se. The aim wa to complete as many initiative tasks as po sible
o.ut of a hst of fifty .. we had to ge1 proof of com pleting each 1ask by photos1gned document, ticket etc. We were then earched and relieved of all
credit cards, ~hequebooks, mobile ph~ n e . and cash, bar five pounds per
mfaf~· ln o_ur pairs ~e were then placed in different mini-buses and dropped
o in vanous location around the country.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1997

My partner in crime ig ' Dai' Barns and I were dropped off in
Weymouth . We hitched a lift to Salisbury where we started our task\. Our
tir. L stop was the library where we worked stamping books. Next J was
dressed up in sportswear and sat in the window of lntersport where I stayed
for some time acting as a rather ugly mannequin. We then worked (slaved)
in a charity shop called Scope. One of our tasks was to feed a lion, we
found a statue of a lion in the cenu-e of Salisbury and we were
photographe~ force-feeding it a Snickers bar. This dre~ a considerable
crowd includmg a passing motorcycle cop. After explaining what we were
doing he agreed to breath al ise us as another of the uc,ks was to prove that
we were no! drunk. Our next port of call was a Hospital where we worked
in the kitchens. We could not understand why they would not let us on the
wards until on leaving we found it was a Psychiatric Hospital. ext we
made our way to a farm just outside the town where we milked a Jer ev
cow called 'Bramble' and mucked out a pig ty, whose occupant was a rare
breed with ginger hair, (not un like the RSM it was noted).

The rest of the exercise went well for us and amongst other things we
worked in an abbatoir, appeared on BBC Radio Southern Counties, helped
on a milk round, interviewed a stripper. worked in a girls school. drove a
steam roller and skippered the Gosport to Portsmouth ferry. In conclusion
the exercise wa enjoyed bv all, and the reception we got from the
members of the general public was very good indeed.
BRAVO TROOP-APRIL/MAY
The Troop has, as usual, been extremely busy. due to exercise
commitments both internally and with ouL~ide units-namely providing HF
comms for Pathfinder Platoon's recent exercise in BeliLe, a Hunter force
for Hereford and attachmenL~ to I PWRR for possible deployments. The
Troop has also contributed to a sorted pre-Battle Camp training including
P-Section and Combat Survival.
P-Section involved most of the Troop at one stage or another. Most
notable was C pl Mick Brown's instruction, Cpl 'Mad' Jackson's
frenzied bayonet drill , the top acting from Cpl ' osher' Brown who once
more lost another part of his anatomy in the name of First Aid and Cpl
'Goma' Goddard for running around 'fiddling' to make sure it all went
smoothly. The week included harbour drills, battle drills, cal>ualty
imulation, recces and finished with a Platoon attack that started with a
bang (thanks to the Troop bomb factory) and finished with a stretcher run.
The mall part of the Squadron that was around on 28 June took pan in a
day"s Combat Survival training near Godalming. SSgt Karl Weaver was
in his element killing and kinning thing but ig 'Del' McDowell
preferred to keep out of the way.
Finally congratulations to the newly promoted LCpl Nick anders,
goodbye to LCpl Patmore. LCpl Steve Baigent and Cpl Mac McBean
and welcome back to LCpl Henderson and Howe from their Au tralia
tour-apparently they got their Australian wings but they're keeping it
quiet.

Cpl Jackson ' Getting to Grips'
with the challenge of the initiative exercise

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

249 SIG SQ (AMF(L)} D ET
ATTACHED TO 280 ( K) SIGNAL SQUADRO FORWARD
Cpl Si Ferrer, Sigs Jamie Brown, C hris Cant, Dave Howie, Rich
Littler, 'Gaz' Prydie and Mike 'Tips' Tiplady made up the Squadron's
detachment to 280 (U K) Sig Sqn Forward. Initially we were deployed to
Sarajevo, Bosnia. After arriving at Zetra Stadium in Sarajevo, we were
given a brief overview of what 280 Sig Sqn were trying to achieve and
then we were dispatched to our individual detachments.
Cpl Si Ferrer and Sig Dave Howie went to flidza where they became
part of the O+M (operator + maintenance) team, which was respon ible
for telephone maintenance and for CODA , an HF radio er. igs Rich
Littler and like 'Tips' Tiplady went to the Residency (Sarajevo), where
they made up the Quick Reaction Comms Team, and were re ponsible for
anything slightly comm related! igs Jamie Brown, Chris Cant, and
'Gaz' Prydie were sent to Mostar. Tuzla and Banja Luka r pecrively,
where they operated the Video Tele Conference y tern .
We all experienced different hard hips at each location, but the main
common factor were the har h winter month , ba ic (to say the lea t}
living condition , then extremely warm temperatures toward the end of
the detachment. Everyone enjoyed their detachment and was made to feel
most welcome by 280 personnel, and at least ii make you appreciate
sunny Bulford-on-Sea.
PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Duncan Noble
Tp SSgt
SSgt Frank Flaherty
Salutations from the Troop go to Cpls Wright, Stone and Foster,
LCpls Howell, Tones, and Sig Gibson. Tho e recently departed are gt
(I'll never go there) 1\Jrner who has disappeared off to the training wing,
pl 'Drudge' Coate -3 Div, LCpl Bound-216 qn. and L pl
Chandler- Army Apprentices at Arborfield. The roulement to Bo nia is
still con tinui ng with four lucky old ier having descended on the region.
They are Cpl Grassick, Cpl Stone and Sig Shore ( atcom tours}. Sig
Dytham has been detached to 280 Sqn. Tho e even more fortunate to be
returning from the region to continue their time withi~ the Sq~adro!1 are
Cpl Ferrer, LCpls Butchart and Sigs Calvert. HoWJe, Pryd1e, Littler
and Tiplady.
Since returning from Norway in March the Troop ha been invol ed in
a variety of acti vit ie such a training for the Lanyard Trophy and the
annual Battle Camp. oming up the Tr op also ha an AMF deployment
to Sardinia and ummcr Camp to look forward to.
0 CARTROOP
Lt Jeffries
TpComd
Sgt Martin
TpSSgt
Welcome to L pl Spearpoint from 14 Sig. and al. o ig Richards and

Tierney from 11 Sig Regt Blandford, LCpl Hamblen from 3 Div and
LCpl Henson from 1 (U K) Armd Div. Farewells to LCpl McDiarmid to
14 Sig , LCpl Tailford to Ci Div and Sig Copeland to 1 Mech Bde.
Congratulations to Sig and Mrs Copeland on the birth of their baby and to
Cpl Hilton on becomi ng engaged.
After re-deployment from Ex Hardfall 97 the Troop has been bu y
getting operationally turned round. Phy ically the Troop built itself up in
preparation for another demanding year in the AMF. Cpl Smith, Sig
Brown, Sig Cant and Sig Copeland return from Bo.nia on Op Constant
Guard, welcome home. Taking their place for the summer will be Cpl
Elliot, Cpl Mick Dundee Robjant, Sig Lark, Sig 1i1ne, ig orth Sig
Reed and Sig Tierney. ln May the Troop was deployed on battle camp in
Barry Budden con isling of lots of live firing which was greatly needed.
Six of the Troop idiot (member } were hill walking casually around the
Brecon Beacon in preparation for Lanyard Trophy, tocking up on ice
cream every afternoon. The Troop deployed last Wedne day to cover the
'Three Peak Race' race the highlight of our exerci e alendar.
UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt. John Marriott
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Colin Dennis
Since returning from orway the Troop ha had a bu y time. Adju ting
to the Troop acquiring ome new departments as the Tech workshop nm
finally join upport Tp. The cea·ele programme of Tech in pection ,
LAD vehicle inspection and 1he routine ervicing of the Squadron's
vehicle fleet has kept the Troop very busy. We have had many new arrival
in the Troop over the last few month . Welcome to Cpl Dave Atherton,
LCpl Pat Ca ey , LCpl i Hurst, LCpl lartyn Rudland. LCpl Rob
Townsend and ig Paul Kemp. Congramlations are due to LCpl i
Clayton on hi recent promotion and passing the fir t week of hi AI.PT
cour e.
The month of lay ·aw the Troop in olved in major effort. for the
quadron. The annual battle camp where mo. t of the Troop was put
through their pace on the 4-5 ranges at Barry Budden in cotland. Capt.
John Marriott. Sgt's ·Ga7· Greaves , ndy Lothian and LCpl Si
Clayton and Sig ·Popeye' Do le were away in Brecon training for
Lanyard trophy over thi period. The quadron athletics day wa another
resounding succes for the Troop. Well <lone to gt ·Jock· astle in
organi ing the day and for winning hi events. LC pl Rob To\\ n end made
a great impression by doing the 5000m and the 3000m steeplecha e back
to back. Sgt teve Kew proved to be the quadron's own Hercule> by
winning most of the throwing event . gt Andy Lothian manage<.! to
come third on the 5000m after rdering ig lubb not to overtake him
upport Tp were victoriou needle to ·a and won by a country mile.
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B TTLE
MP 15-31 IA 1997.
b} pl ·Geordie· Wright.
rm \\ nting thi with a fre h perspective. a. I am a new boy to the
qu~dron . Battle camp .' a h Id at Barry Budden Training Camp. ju t
ouu 1de DLtndee. urpn · mgl the weath r' a good over the entire period,
which helped to keep morale high . The advance party. which had departed
on 16 Ma •. was read) for the main body's arrival on unday I 8 May. We
immediately moved into ection room .. and training began on the Monday
morning. con i ting of ATD training. and upplement •d with battle shoots
and introdu ti on 10 variou other weapon y tern., • ome of which were
new to man) of the quadron . Thi period la ted for five day .
The quadron then moved into a combat pha e, with each ·ection in
separate location . carrying out indi idual tasks. ome funny incidents
occurred. due to other unit al~o u. ing the training area, with my own fire
team trackmg a Royal Artillery ection to its hide location. Meanwhile,

back at the platoon HQ. plum. were a.foot to move into a pl atoon harbour.
Thal night. ull five sec u o~s moved mto the planned locati on. From the
platoon harbour, each secuon earned out 111d1v1dual tasks and missions
cons.i ting of umbu he· , OPs, patrols and recces. over the next two .days'
leading up to the platoon in defence live shoot. Once this was completed'
the secuons. n · a platoon moved back to our harbour area to carry ou;
furtl~er ~atrols and ambushes .Endex was called at 2am on Thursday 29. by
gt Ez. Ezard. who narrowly e ·caped being butchered by the platoon- as
he p~ev1ously led us to believe that we were staying out longer than
anu 1pated (oh that old one!). Then he ended our tormcm (only joking
ergealll Major) wilh that wonderful word "ENDEX".
.Many thanks go to the D . for a varied training programme, with new
thmg for veryone, and congratulations to section 2. winners of the best
section competition, well done pl Al Bell and all hi lads.

251 Sig Sqn
RACETHES
97
'TE 1 PHOE1 IX'-FE IALE TEAM
by gt P.A. T. 1illar
Race the un i a 16 tage multi event relay race over 150 mile of
1 orth York. hire country ide. The event include running, cycling. forced
march. canoeing. orienteering and wimming. The competition i a high
profile charity event. which i held annually and organi ed by 2 Sig Regt.
Each team mu t con i t of Lhe ~inimum of 16 competitors (one per leg).
However, due to_ the complexity of Lhe ompetition-an admin upport
team of around 1x personnel and three vehicle i e ential. The aim of
Race th.e. un i that all competitors enjoy participating in a challenging,
compeuuve and novel event whil t rai ing money for charity. The 1997
ompetition wa. held on 14 May I 997. This year. 25 1 Sig Sqn at
Aldershot. organt ed the first female team ever to compete in Lhis event.
THE STORY
The signal from 2 Sig Regt York. adverti ing the event, was initially
potted by Mr Derek Keen . the Civilian Traffic Officer (CTO) 251 Si<>
Sqn. He hasti ly pas ed the information to my desk-suggesting that
entered a female team! Good idea! The information was tudied , and a
plan was put into operation immediately. I had exactly ix week before
the event, o variou- ignals and a Race The Sun booklet was ent to all
units unde~ HQ Aldershot Garrison. HQ 4 Div. and also to all Royal
Signals untts UK. The reque t was for any 'brave' female soldiers LO
compete in thi trenuous event. The re pon e was excellent. Within four
weeks I had a team of 24 competitors and 6 admin upport personnel.
V:olunteers for the admin upport team was easy-a they all came from 25 I
Sig Sqn. Howe'."er, the co-ordin~tion and release or the 24 competiwrs was
omewhat ta kmg. The compeotor were from un its spread aero s the UK
from Blandford to Catterick, and not all were R Signals. Finally the team
was complete, with all co-ordination and liai on with competitors agreed
over the teleph~me! ow for th~ team n~e ... well all the staff in the Ops
Room. 251 Sig qn. collecuvely decided on the name ' Phoenix'.
Evidently the name Phoenix derives from a mythical bird wh ich rose from
the ashe with renewed youth to live a<>ain. The name 'Phoenix' is
d~ribed as being unique-one of a kind. "
With one week to go, we were hit with the fir t blow-5 team members
couldn't compe_te. The reasons were varied ... broken arm, sick,
de ~rately. required for duty... etc etc. However, I remained optimistic,
and 1mmed1ately rang my res~rve competitors. They were kept in re erve,
becau e I had to draw the hne tnttlally at 24 competitors. One reserve
compe.titor, 2Lt Anna Cliff, 35 Sig Regt, came to the rescue. Well the
~vellmg day 12 May 1997 arrived. I waited wi th baited breath to ee who
(tf any) would tum up for the transport. All went well, nine competitors
and all. 6 admm upport personnel set off for York. The remaining
competttors promised to meet us there! The second blow came on arrival
at York, with ju l l day before the event I was informed that two
comf>elltor ~ere. not coming.... illness and injury!! However, again I
remarn~d opum1 uc. i:ne day arrived, or shall I say 0500 hrs on 14 May
1997. Team Phoemx was complete with 18 competiLOr and 6 admin
up rt per onnel.

The first leg a 6km canoe wem off wi th a cracking start. Two
competitors, Capt J ules Waister R Sigs and Capt Woo Allen 28 AEC
canoed. An excellent start for Team Phoenix with Capt Jules Waister
fini hing I I th out of 28 in a time of 54. 17 min . Capt Waister promptly
handed over to the leg 2 runner ig Anderson and Pte E lliott both of 19
Inf Mech Bde, Catterick. The entire team performed excellently, Capt
Allen of 28 AEC competed in two events, Capt Waister achieved
remarkable re ult in three events and ig Wilkinson of 25 l Sig Sqn had a
brilliant performance in the half marathon and the forced march plus
a sault course. Team Phoeni completed the course in a total time of 18
hrs 20 min , and for our efforts wa presented with the 'Sporting Team'
hield. The admin support team worked con tantly throughout the day.
Thanks. to a ma~ter plan devised by Sgt Dave Whiting, 251 Sig Sqn, all
co~peutors amved at the tart of their leg on time and with the correct
·
eqmpment.

I

Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Steve Turnbull
W02 (SSM) Chris Hardwidgc

YPR S SERVICES ROAD RACE SERIE 1997
It is amazing that when there is a free T- hirt up for grabs there is never
a problem fielding a team of runners. But it was not until the interested
parties had turned up for the first race that they were informed that they
had to complete three out of the five race in the series to qualify for their
·freebie'. The races were run over a three-month period (Jan-Mar) and we
had perfect running condition for the time of year. The distances should
have begun with a five miler, gradually increa ing to 8, JO, half marathon
and finishing with a 15 mile race from Dhekelia to Ay Nik. We managed to
enter a team in all the races. Cpl Ian Hughes did the front running for the
Squadron, and he managed to produce ome excellent results. Chasing him
were the two new arrivals to the Squadron SSgt Steve Casson and Sgt
Steve Lynch who were busy having their own battle for the econd place
lot. With three races gone there was no catching Sgt teve Lynch and it
looked as though SSgt Steve Casson would have to accept defeat to the
'younger ' runner, but all wa not lost. An emergency call of nature in the
half marathon and an injury from Inter Tp rugby saw the last two races
being lost to a delighted SSgt Steve Casson. After all the competitivenes
both runners finished with exactly the arne points.
The Squadron were never going to be able to compete with the might of
the United Nation contingent, predominantly the Argentinians. who
collected virtually all the prizes. We till achieved a creditable result and
can only improve next year. Finally, a mention to Sgt eil Blenkinsop,
who at his age hould only be concerned about ATD training, well done
and at lea l you got your free T- hirt. Sig Jim Lang now knows not to
approach Sgt Lynch the day before a race saying that he i unable to run
due to the rehearsal of ' Richard the Lionheart' being on at the same time.
Any other excuse imaginable would have been more acceptable.

25 YEARS TYPING FOR LITSA

On Friday 2 May Pantelitsa Nicolaidou completed 25 years of service
to the Squadron. She celebrated by taking a urpri e flight in a Gazelle
helicopter. It was a flight through the age , touring the various place he
had worked over the 25 years, and flying over Limas ol to see her house as
she had never seen it before. 1nevitably she returned to Episkopi for a drink
at the Jimmy Club. Litsa joined 261 Sig Sqn in May 1972 as the typi tat
the Airfield, joining 259 in 1975 when the two Squadrons amalgamated.
She has worked in SHQ ever since. Congratu.lations Litsa.

SSgt Dave Wh iting offerin g support to 2Lt Anna Cliff
p rio r to starting Leg Three 'The Biathalon'
Entering 'Team Phoenix', the ftr t female team in Race the Sun wa a
deman?ing ta k. It wa n_iade possible with the help from the staff in the
Operations Room, 251 Sig Sqn. In particular, Claire Silman, Mr Derek
K~n and Capt Tommy Baldwin-who provided unlimi ted advice and
ass1 tance. We have now opened the path for other fema le teams-maybe
Race the Sun 98 will see a few female team challengers. WELL DONE
TO EVERYONE.

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your
home town ACIO for 5-10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school
and ACF to tell them about life in
The Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting
soldiers into The Royal Signals?

YESll
Then contact your Troop Office for details of
THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
Capt Jules Waister- Isn 't this fun, will I win?
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259 Sig Sqn
BFP053

AIRFIELD T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Mark Finneran
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Yogi' CaudweJJ .
.
At last the proper Cyprus weather is here, which 1s great 1f you have
time off but not o funny if you are working. Our daily routine tarts off
every morning with the communal ceremony of liberal suntan lotion
application . As we all know it is a military offence to be unburned o the
odd organised Troop unbathing e sion ha appeared in the programme. If
ig Wilkinson carries on as he is he will be a general before long. La t
week the troop had their summer party at the beach. It wa a great day out
for all the families with an excellent freei h barbecue and drinks. Well
done 10 Cpl Wainwright, Cpl Webster and their team of fix-it for the day
that was enjoyed by all. A number of hidden talent came to the fore that
day: Sig James, the whitest man on earth . Lyn Hardwidge, the best
volleyball player on the beach, Sig Kelly. the best bikini, Sig. Bennett, the
econd best bikini, Sgt Rothery, the finest red nose. D.esp1te the hecuc
lifestyle of Airfield Tp it still remains the best Troop 111 .the Squadron,
consistently performing well, keep those inter troop po tmg proforma
coming men - but be warned the selection process i · tight !

the major projects and take part in ome of the porting events around the
Island. Sig Owen Trimble led the way at the minor Unit5 Athletics
champion hips taking first place in the individual 400m, while ig
' Knuckles' Sheppard and 'Flan' Flannagan eased their way to victory in
the shot putt and long jump respectively., The troop the pian ig 'Sam
Dingle' Lang played the part of a crusader in the widely acclaimed
Richard the Lionheart currently running at the Curium monument.
Budding actor Sig Simon Davies the backstage roadie ably as isted him.
The Hodgson shield is now underway with Episkopi Tp leading the way
after Cpl 'Who ate all the pies?' Baz Pickles captained the team to victory
in the cricket. The Epi Tp dolphins are already practising for the next
event, swimming. There has been a massive change of per onalities within
the Squadron, thi has had the usual effect on the Troop. We welcome
SSgt Kev T ierney, LCpl Cooper and ig Darke. we wish them and their
families all the be t. We say farewell to Sig Chri Evans and shortly to
leave the Army LCpl Michelle M itchell who has enjoyed her tour so
much in Cyprus that he has decided to live here.
GAZELLE FLIGHT - 654 Q ADRO
4 REGIME T ARMY AIR C ORPS
On the 27 March 1997 Cpl E ddy Smerdon and Cpl Mat Loo emore
were among twelve tudent pilots to be presented their Army Pilots Wings
by Gen Sir Michael Walker KCB CMG CBE, on successful completion
of the I 2 month long course. Candidates come from all Corps and
Regiments and ranks range from LCpl to Major. A multiple stage selection
process and thorough medical must first be completed, before beginning
the Fixed Wing phase of the course. Ground School reinforces the ' hands
on' learning, giving the oldier a ound understanding of the Principles of
Flight. Navigation. Meteorology, Aviation Law and the Technical aspects
of the aircraft. The e ubject are consolidated as the tudent progre se
from Fixed Wing, through a Survival stage and on to Basic Rotary
training. Advanced Rotary next where the recently acquired ability to
handle the helicopter i applied to the military environment. For example
Instrument Flying. the procedures for flying into and our of confined areas
and the use of ight Vi ion Goggles.
A further phase of ground school takes the student through a yllabus of
Tactics and an understanding of the ·targer picture' in which they'll be
expected to operaie. Thi i then applied in the final cage. where the
1n tructor flie as pilot and the student acts as Aircraft Commander. ow
in the left hand seat, with the Gazelle optical aid co hand, the tudent must
command ingle and mu ltiple aircraft sorties, including Reece patrol and
Air OP to guide Artillery fire. This culminates in a week-long tactical
exercise in Devon, and the final course te t, the Aircraft Commanders
A es ment.
The cour e i both mentally and phy ically demanding, however the
'fun factor' i a great motivator. A well as a dashing badge and learning a
lot about yourself. Tho e who are successful receive Flying pay. Qualified
Royal Signal pilots are po ted by RSM+RO to Army Air Corp Regts for
a flying tour of three to four year . Option during that time are to tran fer
or remain Signals badged, with the po ibiliry of being po ted for a further
flying tour or returning to Corp Communications.
.
Like driving. it' a great relief to pas the te t but once qualified the real
learning has only j u t begun! You may wonder. but you'll never know
unles you try! I hope thi gives an insight without starti ng a tidal wave of
defection.

DHEKELlA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Cath Waudby/2Lt Kath Honan
Tp SSgt
Sgt Ken McGirr
.
Dhekelia Tp would like to say a fond farewell to two of 1t me~ber..
LCpl 'Col' Davies who i goi ng heep worrying at unny 14 1g 111
Wales, and Cpl Ian " the nice PTl" Hughes who i off to beast ome prog
in Blandford. We also ex tend a warm welcome to Sig Barney Barnett who
ha arrived from Lhe factory. Thank to 2Lt Honan who did an almost
upstanding job tanding in for Capt Waudby who wa away at Head ley
Court. There eems to be a strange affl iction which effect OC's of. the
Troop, it . eems that after a few beer they fa ll over and break var1ou
bones. We all hope that the new OC can tay on his feet a the MRS are
running out of crutche .
EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Phil ewton
Tp SS gt
gt ' Kev' Tierney
. .
.
It's all work and play at Epi kopi Tp, the heart of communtcauons 111
Cyprus. The recent innux of new recru it has enabled u to tackle ome of

Cpl Smerdon (Left) and Cpl Loosemore w ith
Gen Sir Michael Walker KCB CMG CBE
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detachments-ju tin time for TUV and first line inspections.
The Troop has been very busy, tak ing an active part in the Bmggen 10
where Cpl lcke came a very re pectable 841h ou t of over a 1,000 entrants.
At the KSC(G) kill at Arms Meet tlie quadron team co nsisted of Lt
Lamb. C pl Keith. Sig Edwards , Sig Foulkes and Sig Hillson from
Bravo Tp. Although not entering the main competition we achieved ome
good score . Sig Edwards making the final of the Rifle Competition and
the Falling Plate team achieving a re pectable fourth place without the
A'l'·.
benefit of S
On 31 May the Troop enjoyed a famil ies barbecue and paintball day in
gloriou
unshine. Congratulations co all those with
lovely war
wounds-they won't leave quite so much flesh showing next time!
After this we had a week's drill practice in preparation for our
Squadron ' medal parade. where Brig Shaw presented all the Troops
ATO medals. T his was held on 5 June with the Summer Ball
commencing when the parade wa fi ni hed.

1 J Ian Condie
·wo1 (R 1) Ivan hiels

IT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Dougie Wright ( ITO)
Tp gt
S gt Tony Barker
As u ual the phone call come 'Cpl M, ye it' the MTO, Sgt H i once
gain on one of hi linle trip down to Bo nia and o you have to do The
Wire note .'
o here goe ... first of all we have to ay well done to Sgt Dave
Honeyman on his promotion to Tp Sgt. Hello to SSgt Tony Barker on hi
move from Trg Sgt to the MT SSgt. let' hope he can handle the
workload and find out where the office i located: abo part-rime stand-in
Tp gt/Cpl Paul Meredith (who took time out from the gym 10 help).
Thank to pl lly lunro who ha nov take n over the po t of Families
gt but till gets dragged over to help out in the MT due to his va t
knowledge and experien e.
Cpl Dennjs JcDonnell (Mick) ha gone to . houlder the workload in
Bo nia . Cpl Keith Betts ha ju t got over hi little accident of breaking hi
ankle while trying to show the lads how to play rugby ... hone t guv.
We have to ay a few goodbyes: SSgt 'Big' John Fisher. who i po ted
to the UK; gt Brian Green to 14 Sig Regt and LCpl 'Daz ' 'Tommo'
Thomas who i po' ted to 30 Sig Regt. We wi h the m all the best. Al o we
ay goodbye to ig 'Jock' \Velis and ig ·Po lley' Pollock who are both
going to civvy treet. \ e wi h them all the best in whatever the • do.
\ ith all the up and down in the Troop we also had an abundance of
drivers ·em to u from the factory with the likes of ig Custy, Lister.
1cDougall. Molden and not forgetting our very own Serb Siggie (Sig
Radivoj a) all the way from UK.
\i e are now e t to do our TUY with all our fl eet and o thi i <>oino0 to
be probably our busie t time of year. Al o we had to help out ~ith the
Squadron Summer Ball and the Medal Parade for all those who have ju t
completed their Bo nia tour. After all thi the MTO till manage to get us
out onto the football pitch where we all see the great Rangers winger, that
man ye , Capt Dougie Wright trying to run like a 25 year o ld and his idea
of playing for 30 mins lasts for about two hours and by then the MTO i
the only one till running around.
After all the hard work we do. we still manage to have some time off
and we look forward to Friday and having a few drinks in the rest room. a
mo t excellent end to the week. So if you want to have a good time and see
how we keep ATO up and running. then get your dream sheets in now.
Do not delay, do it today.

BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jo Evans
Tp Sgt
SSgt 'Tommy' Davies
. During the pa t tliree months Bravo Tp ha been completely reformed,
with many old members returning from tour on Operation Lode tar and
several new members posted in. After a brief spell of po t tour leave the
Troop i back up and running a normal as possible with half of the Troop
ti ll deployed in Bosnia and the other half due to redeploy in August. Due
to little time and much work we are constantl y occupied at the moment
preparing for the medal parade. TUY (German MOT), and forthcoming
exercises.
The reformation has meant a change in per onalitie within the Troop,
S gt Tom Davies come in to replace SSgt Terry Murrell who moves
aero s to the Trai ning Wing, Sgt Rob Barnes ha easily fi lled the gap left
by Sgt Al Peel and Sgt Martin Stebbing finally escaped the PRJ to come
and do a proper job. In addition to these plendid S COs the Troop
adopted everal urchi n from the facto ry, LCpls Phil Gavan and Ronnie
Radford, Sigs Andy King and ·Damian' Sherriffwelcome one and all.
Ala a always we mu t al o bid a sad farewell to LCpl 'Eddie'
Cochran po ted to Aldershot and Sig ' Bellies' Benham po ted to 16 Sig ,
goodbye and good luck.
Congratulati ons are in order to Sgts Karl Scaife a nd Desmond Jenkins
on their ucces at the recent Foreman of Signal election board. good
luck to you both in the future.
Alongside this the Squadron had to prepare for a training exerci e on
our RMA equipment in order to give the new arrival valuable hands on in
the operation and maintenance of the in tallation and also to enable the
experienced personnel to pa s o n their knowledge, before redeployment in
August.
Hello to _S ig Foulkes and Sig Ellison on their arri val in the Troop and
congratu lau on to Cpl lcke and Cpl ' Chippy' Chipperfield who received
their second. Be t w~ hes also to SSgt Melotte and his fami ly, and we
hope to see you back 111 the Troop very soon.

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Lamb
Tp SS gt
SSgt Rob Melotte
Many Troop members have returned to the fold following their Bosnian
tour. Upon returning, all spent their five day cooling off period doing
ATD training and debrief before our much needed two weeks leave. After
thi we were very much back to normal when reunited with our

Joint Communications Unit
Falkland Islands

OC

Maj M. J. Fensom
W02 S. Mitchell
~57 Sig Sqn are presently providing the Army Element of the Joint
Comrr unicauons Unit in the Falkland Islands. In the blink of an eye, we are
now halfwa)'. through our tour. Hopefully the next three months will pass by
as quickly. It not that we don't want to be here of course it's j u t that we
Even Bulford
could think of a thousand other places we would rather
sounds appealing at the moment! So over to the Troops for their
observations on life at MPA.

group .or four boy who shou ld not be allowed out without parental
superv1s1on. Cpl Kutzner, newly promoted LCpl ·wayhay' Bonham, Sig
'Let' party' Hodgson whose driving skills leave little to be desired and not
~or&enin,g ig ' ~irnbar ' Saunders. Thi leaves our new Tp Comd, Flt Lt
Shirley Valentine who was dubiou to say the least about taking over as
OC RADCON, but after much tension and a few slabbing fine for having
too many bluey he has finally settled in.

LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Flt Lt S. M . Valentine
21C
SSgt I. F looks
The ups and. down at the 'RA DCO · Road. ide Cafe are still ongoing.
The h~ppy f~tly that. we have now become ha been te ted to its limits, but
we ~t~ll remam work111g as a team. Our illu trious leader SSgt ' Squared
away Flooks has turned out not only to be a man of action, but also a bit of
~diva on the dance floor. gt ' Richard Gere' Patterson has not only been an
1maluable so~rce on the technical side, but his s kill in horse riding have
abo come ~n 111 k~ps and bounds. Hi& duty ~ech LCpl 'Spuddy-1 can eat 12
bov.b ot \\~ta~1x Murphy ha~ been trackmg close on hi~ heels. LCpl 'we
don t do th~! R1~hardson ~as kept a tight rein on her shift, consisting of ig
Staff Staff Kmght and 1~ 'Houseproud' Gardyne who in ists on waking
up at 4am to do the hoovenng. Next on the lit;t a1e the likely lads, a small

BRAVO TROOP
Mount Pleasant COMCE i Navy led using mainly Royal Navy
~ys~ms, b~t is manned by all three e1vices. The army element i led by Sgt
JP Partridge (known as ar1dge, as there is no PT in Partridoe unle s
Guinness drinking is now a recognised sport). He is ably assisted by LCpl
'Ski ' Mckie the 'Queen Vic' nude dancing champion, LCpl Paula Scully
t~e ~arc~ and shoot heroine, Sig 'G inga' Wright, Sig Kerry Angus and
Sig Mac Matthews who is off to the lT cell.
The Troop recently took part in the Falkland Islands march and shoot
competition with LCpl Paula Scully the only women to take part. Her effort
was admired by all and he certai nly put ome of the lads to shame. Well
done Paula!
Life here goes very quickly and it is hard to believe that we are over
halfway through our tour already. The recce team from I Div have been out
and they can be sure of a warm welcome on their return in August.

USM

be.
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CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt H. L. Bosley
21C
S gt M. uttall
The Troop continue to make steady progress in the Falklands and are well
clear at the top of the OC Units ' interview' league cau&ing SSgt Matt
uttall to prout more grey hair than is probably normal. Lt Helen Bosley
took the sensible option and upted for a two week exchange visit with the
Navy. The on ly drawback being the fact that she had to endure a two week
cn1ise to Montevideo. LCpl ' Mansell ' Porter has learnt the hard way that
Landrovers are not q uite designed to drive on BV tracks down a 30ft drop.
Sig 'Allbran' Mason has become notorious within t~e ~nit for his Muffing
cereal in the roof? Cpl Al Dawes and LCpl Richie Bryan arc now
conlirmed as the Troop fashion kings after their performance at the Troop
70\ night. Rejects from the set of 'Shaft' had better dre s sense! The
'mountain men' continue to prosper. Sgt Phil Cooper now looks more like
the RAF than the RAF do and that i an achievement in itself. C pl Paul
Drysdale is coming to term with the heinous crime of tampering with the
CSE show comedians jacket and Cpl Mark Wilkinson is rumoured to have
put in a generou offer to secure the long term lease of his bunk at Alice.
IT CELL
De pite what you may have heard, the Falklands are not a group of
barren. cold and wind swept islands in the South Atlantic. They are more off
to one side of the middle. evertheless, it's not enough to get good men
down and after our arrival we have settled in nicely in our new found home.
As for the personnel in the cell , everyone seem fine and bearing up to the
SA summer well. The ta k has been made easier for some than others. Sgt

'Gav' Henderson and L pl Tony Carter are the lucky ones becau..e they
are going back to the UK on 31 May. Thi\ could aho explain the smug faces
around the office. LCpl Tony Carter has a pres ing engagement in the form
of his upgrading course at Blandford. Luckily enough though gt 'Gav'
Henderson has tu come back after a week but no doubt we will have to
endure his stories of McDonalds and draught beer! The remainder of the
Cell, Sigs Ian haw and Ian Dodds, will just have to muddle through
without their glorious leader.
MARCH A D HOOT
JCUFI has certai nly not been re5ting on its laurels in the last few weeks.
The recent march and shoot competition saw to that. The fim was the
Falklands Islands Defence Force competition which was a nav1gauon
march/run of I0 miles cross country followed by a falling plate competition.
Two teams from JCUFI took part. Curiously. the 2 FIDF teams came first
and second followed by the Gurkhas. The JCUFI teams came a well
deserved fourth and a not so well deserved eighth (mainly due to the
shooting of Lt Gray's team!) This was useful practice for the competition a
week later which was organi ed by the Reinforced Infantry Ccmpany.
Teams of 24 were required. JCUFI ju t about managed a team. draggi ng in
not only men from the mountain ite but also the USM. It was a truly triservice team. We had one member each from the avy and RAF! Thi
competition was more of a sprint than a march and we did well to be the first
non Infantry team, coming sixth after the five Gurkha teams. A special
mention must go to LCpl Paula Scully fo r completing the course with ease,
much to the amazement of the Gurkhas.

55 Sig Sqn (V)
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj J. Crackett TD
W02 (SSM) J . Lloyd

IVERSARY
30TH A
by Cpl Davies
Where do we tart! Some time around ovember 1996 it was noticed
by Cpl 'Adonis' Doyle whilst reading the Squadron hi tory (the OC or
SSM must have been c lo e by) that the Squadron would be 30 year old on
1 April 1997. It was then that the idea of planning ome sort of event o a
not co let such a distinguished date pas by unnoticed was born. The
following Thur day there was much iliscussi~n. mumbling and finger
pointing, and it was decided that a new commmee hould .be formed to
concentrate solely on a charity day to celebrate the anmversary. The
committee would consi t of Cpl ·Bos' Davies, 'Adoni · Doyle, 'Billy the
Kid' Halewood and Sigs 'Gumby' Hilton , ·1 used to be a Colour
Sergeant' McCourt and ' Doe my bum look big in this' Woodford.
Fir t on the agenda was to pick a date, and the 22 March was the closest
we could get to the actual anniversary date. Venue-Altcar Training Cam~.
Activities-we decided to et up a full show111g of the Squadron
equipment/roles: RRB , RLD and para support. ext some ort of c~o~d
pulling activitie . We went for the traditional Coconut. Shy, Face Painting
and a Gladiator Pugel Stick Bouncy Ca tie (the ~oor_k1d never got a look
in). There. wa a football match against the Radio C1ry XI. fr~11_1 the local
radio station. There was al o a normal Bou ncy Castle. M1111 AssaultCourse, Inter Sqn Tug of War, It' a Knock Out and Dunk the Bos~. Then
there wa also a car boot ale a a peripheral event. It wa al o dec1d~d to
hold an evening function and invite a many ex-Sqn member as po 1ble.
A fu1ther committee was et up to arrange thi and Sgt 'I'll be a Yeoman
one day ' Coleman and · Driv ing Ass Daisy' Hankin were r~ pon 1ble. So
two committee were establi shed with Lt ·Barry Sheen Reardon as
overall commander.
Everything wa running alono moothly (honest) when it wa decided
by the powe rs that be that the w~ather could play a crucial element in the
day event., o a new date had to be found. So 3 May w_a cho. en as the
new date but thi s caused proble m with the venue. With le than 1
weeks to the anniversary we were frantically trying to find a ne:v venue
when a Mr J. aville from Jacob Bi cuit factory acros the road trom the
TAC offered some real estate within the factory. The Radio Ciry XI pulled
out from the football match so an alternative opponent had to be found.
Saturday 3 May fin ally arrived and W02 (SS •I) ·.Don't kt your elf do~ n'
Lloyd wa seen to do much shouting and creaming, try111g to ort out the
delivery of the equipment from the TAC to Jacob . By ~ IOOhrs the sun
was beaming and the turn out was good with much local 111tere t. as well
as Squadron members and families and friend in attenda~ce. There was a
great deal of interest around the ' Dunk the Bo · stand with the OC qn
S M, Lts Mason, Reardon and McCann lining up to be ' dunk~d-. l ha e
never. een o much intere: t and money spent by so many to ga111 revenge
on so few.
.
.
Next was the football mat h with the Squadron team look111g hke .a
cene from E cape to Victory with most of the team having ju t _had the~ r
head shaved for chari ty. After a low tart the Squadron got 111to their
stride with goal from Cpl Davies. ig Goulart and an ex-Squadron
member Mr Jinuny Orme and ran out 4-nil winners. nfortunately the
rain tarted at about I 500hr and the Tug of War and the It's a Knockout

had to be cancelled but neverthe less a great day was had by all and
everyone was looking forward to the evening's function in the TAC. _The
evening function was a great success and plenty of ex-members _am ved
and spent the night remini scing with old comrades. The buffet prov1ded_by
W02 Goolie and a si ted by ig Woodford was econd to none, catenng
for 180 guests. It wa a great evening and rounded off a great ~ay. Special
thanks must go to all the Squadron member who gave up theu own ume
to man the tall and provide guard both for the day and the evening
function. Roll on the 40th anniversary!
CO RPS AAM 4-6 APRIL 97
by Sgt Swan
.
This year 's Corp SAAM had a record 21 team entered and a first ~1!"e
entry from the Squadron. The ai m was to get a taste for compet1t1on
shooti ng which wa certainly achieved. All Squadron team member
thoroughly e njoyed the experience and it i hoped t~ e~ter rwo team next
year. Lt ·This way' Mason was a notable succe s w111n111~ troph1e for the
best officer. joint APWT winner and overall Champion at Arm -an
our randing achievement.

(L-R): Pte 'I'm not really with it' Pethard,
Sig 'I can shoot better than that' Bradley, SSM 'When I' Lloyd,
Lt 'This way' Mason, Sig 'Sorry I'm late' Murphy,
Sgt 'Calm down' Swan
STOP PRESS
The QC, Maj Crackett, experienced a bad_fall _from the back of the
Radcon store veh icle on 3 1 May resulnng 111 a broken ankle.
Unfortunately he will be unable to go on the qn ummer camp. Ex ble
Condor thi. year and he will be dearly mi . 'd. All the qu:idron \\Oul_d
like to wi h him all the be t and a peedy recovery. Remember there is
alway- next year!
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laj Simon Palmer
\ 02 (
1) Paul Humphreys

F REWELL

D WEL OMf
The Esse'\ Yeomanr) ig qn bids farewell to Sgt George Farrar and
his w1~ Gill on po. ting to 7 Sig Regt. We thank them both for their
interest in the quadron throughout their tour and thank George for hi
help and guidance that i appreciated and remembered. We wi h them a
plea.ant t ur in Germany. The quadron welcome.
gt te e Matthews
the ne\\ P 1 from 3 Di\ . \ e hope he enjoy hi tour with the E ex
Yeoman£) .

arduou , which is the nature of these exercises. the Troops enjoyed the
experience and are looking forward IO putting into practice at Annual
Camp les. on. learnt. apt Craig Tallcnts and Lt Andy Austin controlled
the Ex. The SP I and hb team of SSgt Liz Murphy, Sgt Dave MrCready
and Brian Malyon as isted them.

but the OC and YofS decided the alternative sleeping arrangement\
weren't quite adequate and demanded the tent back. Plan~ are currently
underway for the construction of a log cabin, due for completion during
Ex Ulan Eagle 1997.

0 ' GRAT L TIO
Our Congratulation go to LCpl Joanna mith who was awarded the
·Be t Soldier of the Year Troph_ · by the Es ex Yeomanry A ociation
Harlo" Branch at the Annual Dinner held at the TA Centre.
The Trophy i awarded annually for the young oldier who ha . in the
opinion of the Committee, active!. promoted the quadron in recmiting.
ocial and welfare throughout the year.
EXERCI E ORIE T DA\
The quadron deployed to tradi hall Training Area on an Infantry
Tactics Ex in preparation for Annual Camp tl1at is to be held in Belgium.
l\1any le son were learnt on thi Exerci e. Whi l t it was e ·tremely

Cpl Murphy's field oven
Sgt Dave McCready-How do I open my sandwich box?

Combined Arms COMSEC Team
(Germany)

Tp Comd
Capt ' Mac' McCrindle
YofS
SSgt (YofS) Pete van den Broek
Another thrilling period in our li ves was pent in Drawsko-Pomorski.
before Ex Prairie Eagle 1 came to a welcome end. The teain were in some
need of re t and recuperation. So we had ome leave in an attempt to u e
up ome of that ·carried over· stuff we mi sed out on last year.
Sig ·Andy 2' Powell entered the London Marathon for the fourth time!
He completed the gruelling course in 3hr. 28min. Well done to him.
gt Pete van den Broek, LCpl 'Aus' Gambles aad Sig 'Vic' ernon
returned after leave. quickly retracted their statements that 'Skippers were
ippers' ( ee Wire FebruSIJ' 1997) and departed to Kiel for their Day
kippers cour e.
·
The ailing \ as definitely different compared to the trip on Flamingo
wi th much more mental effort required. The weatlier was also a lot
different, with near torm force winds keeping the crew on their toes and
the boats on their ides. A day spent in Aeroskobin, storm bound. passed
lowly (very lowly, in fact). Although the local cinema put on a film
especially for the crew . it was in English but with Danish sub-titles and
we don't know the name! Something about Hugh Grant being a doctor and
uncovering a perver e clinic experimenting on tramps spines LO find a cu re
for paraplegia. An wers on a postcard please!
The second night in Aero kobin passed quickly enough with much
inging and merri menL Unfortunately the wind was bl owi ng more water
into the harbour. The re ult-the water level of the non-tidal Baltic rose by
nearly a metre, leaving the boats in danger of being grounded when the
water dropped agai n. So the fearless twosome, and crew,
gt Pete van
den Broek and Sig 'Vic· Vernon waded knee deep across the now
submerged jetty. through the freezing Baltic to get on the boat and move
her to safet). LCpl 'Aus' Gambles crew, from the other boat, were much
more switched on (or sissy) and avoided getting wet by using their dinghy.
Once the boats were ·afe, the bar was enticing them back but one small
task remained. Capt Roger Ayres (from 204 Sig Sqn) calve had swelled
to the size of a normal man;' thighs and it took the whole crew to pull his
trou er· back over them. The day skipper crews returned to the bar and
proceeded to tell tall tale of extreme winds, eas and temperatures.
The course was littered with events such as thi , far too many to
mention here. However, in sum mary, S gt Pete van den Broek and Capt
Roger .\)res ate all the bacon ration while the rest of the crew were
partying to t~e wee hours in Svenborg. LCpl 'Aus' Gambles fell asleep
tandmg up m a Sve.nborg ni~ht club, although he redeemed himself by
wakmg up and dancmg the night away after hi brief ' power wob' . Sig
' Vic' ernon finally got over hi s fear of the boat tilting when it suffered a
' knock -down' by an extremely strong gust of wind!
~e day after the sailor returned to Hohne, the learn deployed on Ex
Prame Eagle 2 and 3. o rest for the wicked, at least, not during most of
April and May.
Alter the 23 hour drive (48 hours for the OC and YofS , who happily
munched their Yorkie bar while quoti ng EC driving regulations to the
movements staff, before refusing to truck another kilometre) we found
our.el\'e marooned on planet Mars, also known as the Brigade Support
0roup CBSG J. A neat, temporary pad wa orted out and the Sky y tern
m tallcd. The days m the BSG passed slowly, with routine maintenance on
the generator> and general pottering about in eager preparati on for getting
out of BSG. The team. always making the best of a situation, promptly
erected a volley ball court, using mine-tape, tent poles, cam string and
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some pegs. Many hour were ki lled playing volley ball, and many injuries
to hand u tained a the ball wa a little flat! The next door neighbours, a
few dets from 204 Sig Sqn, declined the offer of a game for some reason.
Cpl 'Mick' Murphy and Sig 'A ndy 2' Powell were tasked with
providing an orienteering cour e. The cour e, like ome of the distance ,
wa ably dreamt up and con i ted of running to checkpoints, reading the
clue to find tlie next checkpoint, getting the next part of a long
matliematical problem and at one point building a box. The cour e
definitely pointed out ome weaknes e in the team's abilities. On tlie
whole. a great deal of imagination was required lo believe that ome of the
construction left at tand 5 were actually boxe !
To complete the team ' entertainment facilitie , LCpl Andy Johnstone
brought hi pride and joy, the complete collection of Star Trek film ! (Yes,
he i a trekkie, there's always one, isn't there). Much to Sig Scott Yuills
di gu t, the team proceeded to watch them all, starting with the motion
picture, during th cold, dull night in BSG.

COMSEC Team and LCpl Meakin (Ce ntre)
We soon moved to our location, colloquially known as 'COMSEC
Corner'. This is our very own, re erved 100 sq uare metre of Poland. It
even has symbols denoting it as ' Out of Bounds' on the maps. Except for
the HVM battery from a certain Air Defence regiment who thundered
through one ni ght, until the OC showed them where they were and told
them never to disturb our ni ghtly dose of 'Trek' aga in.
Sig 'Vic' Vernon managed to build an (even bigger than last time)
wa bing table while Cpl ' Mick ' Murphy con. tructed an earth oven. Built
from a Warsaw Pact trench, a Trabant door, drip tray and some assorted
training area debri , thi s cooker cooks chickens with ome surpri sing, but
tasty, results, It al o cremates pies which aren ' t checked regularly. Feeling
pleased with himself, Cpl ' Mick ' Murphy branched out into recreational
facili_tie . The Commander of our organisation, an ex-infantry Colonel, is
ever 1mpres ed by our abilities. During a visit he was heard to mention that
we would benefit from the addition of a sauna. Take one Cpl ' Mick'
Murphy, one 9x9 (formerly the OC and YofS tent), one steaming Burco
boiler and hey presto, a sauna. The Commander wa suitably impre scd
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The YofS arranged a navigation exercise named Cunning Plan. The
team became a group of crack (crack~d ?) commando types who had. been
dropped behind enemy lines. Unsurpnsmgly, the RAF dropped ~hem m ~he
wrong place, leaving them stranded all over hosti le terntory wtth nothm_g
but a map, compa and absolutely no idea where they were. Their
mission, should they choo e to accept it, was to find out where they were
and return to 'Cafe COMSEC' by the quicke t route and brief the others
on how they did it. All pair arrived afely, including, omewhat
surprisingly, Cpl 'Mick' Murphy and Sig .' Andy 2' Powell who ha?
worked out their location as bemg some kilometres distant from their
actual drop off poi nt.

LCpl Andy John tone waved a fond farewell to Poland tor the la\t
time and the team returned to Hohm:. During the drive home. the power
vehicle decided it had had enough and broke down and the tandrovcrs'
gearbox began acting rather strangely. We had a brief. respite t!om
exercises and it was Sig 'Andy 2' Powell's tum to organise our Friday
afternoon PT event. It consi ted of an individual run, following a map
(which showed the route and nothing else) with the aim of getting back to
camp as quickly as possible. Simple. o. ig 'Vic' Vernon got lost , found
himself in a local village called Walle and ran 6kms, away from camp to
Winsen Aller. On arrival he realised what he'd done and set off LO run the
I 6km back to camp. The search party of Cpl 'Mick' Murphy and Sig
·Andy 2' Powell picked him up near Bel sen memorial site, a mere. 4kms
from camp with a time of nearly three hours and a 20km run. This was
compared to 45 minutes and about 8km for those who could follow a
sketch map. one of this deterred our three intrepid singlies from
venturing off to Denmark for a well deserved long weekend.
We then deployed on Ex Armoured Eagle, during which our complex
was visited by Command Troop of the Queens Dragoon Guards, every
sin<>le one of them! The ite had more Sultan command vehicles than you
ev:r knew the Army had. They all gained from their visit and left much
more COMSEC aware than when they arrived, especially after Ii Lening to
recordings of themselves on our hard disks. The battlegroup commander
popped in and was persuaded to top using yet ~nother one. of tho e secret
codes which the comat arms invent to keep our JOb mteresung.
The end of Ex Armoured Eagle signalled the end of our first rush of
exercises which have kept us in the field since February and we now have
a few weeks before the next onslaught. The OC Capt ' Mac' McCrindle i
till expanding his horizons with the Open University while the YofS . gt
Pete van den Broek is re-building our local area network m our skill
trainin<> room. Cpl 'Mick' Murphy ha been sent on a crypt0 cour e.
LCpl ?Aus' Gambles is training like ten men for his ~et ~ommand_er
course and LCpl Andy Johnstone is counting the days ull his promouon
to Mr Andy Johnstone. Sigs 'Andy 2· Powell and Scott Yuill are on
truck drivin<> at our newly opened garrison driver training school and Sig
'Vic' Verno~ has one week of this before being despatched to join a leg of
a UK-based sailing expedi tion.

COMSEC Monitoring Team (UK)

oc

2IC

Capt Terry Crosby
SSgt (Yot'S) Mark Hogan

Since the teams' last inclusion in The Wire, there have been two
noteable change . First and foremost, the Team has said goodbye to Capt
Steve Roden and hi wife Bettina, who have departed for a warmer
climate. Our best wishe go to them both. Seco~dly, the Team have. now
moved to Warminster from their long Lime home m Hullavmgton. which i
where PJ HQ turned up for a presentation!
OPERATION BERLIN
On Sun l l May, under the command of LCpl Wilman , four members
of the team deployed to Glasgow on a monitoring task in upport of a
friendly Government Agency. This experienced team had an average age
of23!
After an 8hr cabbie in the slowe t minibus that Warminster Support
Unit had to offer, we eventually arrived feeling a little wor e for wear.
Deeper into Gia gow and we found that our di~s for th~ week wa a 4- tar
hotel kindly upplied by our hosts. It was a sli ghtly higher ~tandard tha~
we usually have to put up witli - except S!g 'I've.got a plum m my mouth
Dunbavand who found the Gia gow Thistle a lmle under par. We et up
the equipment ready for an earl y tart on Monday. then et off to check out
the local drinking establishment . The even mg g?t off t,o 9u1te a low tart
until we came across a karaoke bar! The talent m the bar wa
unbelievable and the singing wasn't bad either. Wanting to fly the flag
whi lst in bonnie Scotland , we decided to get omeone out of the team to
show the Jock how to really ino. After much deliberation , we came to
the deci ion that our mu ical tale~ts were limited to Sig ' Renbo' tuart
with 1\vinkle Twinkle Little Star or ig Sara 'Dime Bar' Glasspool with
her version of La Bamba. Willi Ren not wanting to wa te at1y t_ime fr?m
investigatino if Gi a wegian women ton ils were the ame as their Engh h
counterpart ~ Sara and her croaky version of La Bamba, flew th~ fl~g. On
another night couting the bar f~r local _talent, GeolT fat boy Wilman
decided to take time out and ee 1f cotu h bars were more comfortable
than Engli h bar by sleeping on them .
After a week of some very hard work and even harder ocialising. we
reluctantly had to pack up the kit and make our way back outh to reality
and rejoin the rest of the team.
ORIE TEERING
Not many unit can boast that 25% of their. unit. trength arc Cor~s
Champions - but we can! At the Corps Chan:ip1onsh1p on 10 M_ay, Sig
Ren Stuart won the Junior under 21 Champion hip at the fir t attempt
having only been orienteering for a month or o. whil. t hi bos and coach
Capt Terry Cro by captured tl1e M40 title.
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Corps Orienteering Champions
Capt Terry Crosby (M40) and Sig Rennie Stuart (U21)

Tayforth UOTC

604 Sig Tp
PER
LITIES
Tp Comd
Capt Richard pencer
YofS
gt(YofS) Paul utcrffe
FofS
gt(FofS) Martin Flalher
The Troop ha. been through a bu y few month . of\ hich the highlight
are below. On the domenic front we have welcomed ig Mary
Farn \\Orth \\ho joins u from 1 Mech Bde and our congratulations are
extended to L pl ·Davrog· Rogers and hi wife Chri tine on tl1e birth of
their on aron .

E ER ISE R TI EXPRE S 97
by LCpl ·1r Harrison
On a windy londay morning. Sig ' ath . Had ley and myself set off for
249 ig qn and three days of Cold Weather lecture . this wa to be our
fi~t t, Le of conditions in orway. Jn good humour on
January we flew
out to Berg.en (South orway) where we found out the rumours of a mild
winter were totallv untrue. ext we were taken down to the talilhiem
Hotel and another.two day of lecture-. then on to ix days of ordic Sl:J
Training. where ig Hadley perfected the ·head plant' on numerou
occasion .
The urvi\•al Cour e and Arctic Warfare Course flew by with a mixture
of weather ranging from ·bras monkey' · to 'where· my sunblock· then
the real worl.. began witl1 gelling the det's ready for the orthern
deployment and exerci e. The move up north wa to be by road over a
period of two day . Thi went very well apart from my Ro,·er·s heater
packing in 20 minutes into the journey. We had a week Sqn Ex practising
tactical deployment then onto a feny for the tl1ree day trip up to the Arctic
Circle. \ e deployed immediately from there. I wa attached to the
German BC unit who proved to be a good ho t even if the food wa a bit
su peel (pa ta and boiled cabbage).

EXER I 'E LOG 0 IMS 18 • 25 APR 97
by Cpl' i. Link
Ex LOG OMMS was the Troop Commander · annual communication
te t exercise, which this year took the form of a call-in deployment and
sl..ills exerci. c. Once called in to barracks the Troop deployed onto the
local area under the watchful eye of Sgt 'of the snake· Mullen. Once ,ct
up the Troop commenced tl1e PA EX in preparation for the next pha~e
that was to test the Troop·s m vement and long range communication
kill . The movement and communication pha e turned out to be the mo\I
beneficial for the majority. as over the next three day the Troop were
tested on procedures. antenna and equipment reaffirming. expanding and
te ting previous trade knowledge.

Comd Comms (LAND) meeting Cpl Pete Byrne during Ex Log
Comms with YofS Sutcliffe and W02 Phil Lord looking on
During the exercise the Troop were vi ited by Brig Kerley (Comd HQ
CSSG UK) and Brig Griffin (Comd Comm LA D). They were briefed
by Capt Richa r d Spencer and SSgt (YofS) Paul utcliffe on the role and
layout of the Troop in a deployment. Afterward they were then let loose
on the Troop' s detachment commander and also Sig 'Shaggy' Watkins.
All in all tl1e exercise was a great chance to practise kills that under
normal circum Lance would not be po sibl e.

LCpl Harrison takes the plunge in Norway
Our flight home wa booked for the 17th so we had a two day wait in
Bardufos Air Base where we caught up on exercise gos ip and had a few
very expen ive beers in the local town. All in all we both had a good
exercise with 249 Sig Sqn and wou ld like to thank them for the
opportunity to go out there on exercise and experience the conditions.

EXERCI E. ATl E TRAIL

by Sig ·oar· Merry
Sig Mer ry and orton were attached to the I st Bn The Queens
Lancashire Regiment for 10 week to do jungle warfare training on Ex
1 ative Trail in Belize. Both of us went to 2 Sect 2PI to learn and improve
on our infantry skill . It wa an interesting exerci e with many phases
including a comprehensive live firing package. survival phase and Final
Te. t Ex rci e: Both of u did well and proved that Signals can tum their
hand to anythmg and come out on top. Many thanks to the QLR for taking
U\ and ju'>l managing 10 get u. back again.

RACETHES ' 1997
by Sig Chris Howell
The Troop entered a team in the annual 2 Sig Regt charity race with no
expectations except tho e of enjoying the outing and giving LOO%. With
uch a small cast to c hoo e from the entire Troop was involved. whether it
be competing in one of the legs or providing Admin upport.
The day started at around four in the morning with the first event
tarting at five, a 6km canoe race, and ending much later in the day with a
ten km road run into lmphal Bk . All the team competed with great
determination and spirit a one would expect. All the performances were
outstanding in their own right, however a special mention goes to Cpl
Pete Bryne. After a plendid hill run he donned his boots and bergen to
finish an excellent econd in the tab and as ault cour e event. The day's
performances were shown in the final result with the Troop finishing
fourth out of a total field of28, which is quite exceptional considering the
size of the Troop. Another mention goes to the Admin support team
headed by gt Pete M ullen which managed to get equipment and team
m~mbers to each leg without any hiccup .

Sigs Merry and Norton assisting 2 Section . 2 Platoon
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REPORT 0 EXERGSE WILD STORM
. .
Basic Wing: Ex Wild Storm took place at Barry Buddon. which is one
of the coldest parts of Scotland. We set up basha and prepared for sleep
after a comforti ng cup of soup. The followmg day we le_arnt many a
mnemonic and how to set-up patrol harbours and also the various methods
of patrolling.
The real action came after the sun had fallen from the sky. We were
cammed-up, loaded into a truck with our wcaponsyrepared for action and
driven off into enemy territory. This was fantastic, we could ha".'e been
anywhere on any mission . We attacked Adv~nce ~mg. The operauon_was
not particularly successfu l but for my first lime, m that son of scenario, 1t
wa exhilaraLing.
The weekend was a great success and every one enjoyed it. The only
duty left was to return to HQ for kit return. a wash and brush-up followed
by a jolly good evenmg m the. mess.
. ..
.
[ntermcdiate Wing: Posiuons of responsibility determmed and order
given, Intermediate Wing embarked on Ex Wild Storm. Ably led by 2Lt
Lorriman. as Platoon Commander and 2Lt Hoy , as Platoon Serg~ant, we
ventured into enemy occupied Barry Buddon. In the dead _of mght we
e tabli hed our Platoon Harbour and set-up a rota of two entries. We were
armed camouflaged and eager for action.
..
The following morning most of u woke well re ted, an unfamiliar
feeling for a UOTC weekend. Nol only were we sober but it had_ neither
rained nor was it cold and contrary to expectauons we had r~ceived no
noisey vi itors during the early hours. Indeed, none of the sentnes had any
enemy movement to report, nor weird noises with the excepti?n of the
gnmts, which were believed to have emanated from the basha residence of
OCdt Blyth and WOCdt White. Mjss Wh ite has made ub equent
assurance that DPM wings are not necessary.
With the continuing variation of Section ICs and 21Cs the Plmoon _set
about the day ' ta k of con olidating our knowledge of patrolling skill
which were to be used in ensui ng reconnaissance patrol on a suspected
enemy po ition. It was difficult to establish from these patrol the exact
position of tl1e enemy but the overall area was surveyed and p_lans drawn.
More importantly, the patrols gave all the opportunity to expenence the he
of the land that. theoretically at least, wou ld benefit u dunng_the a sault.
The que tion that remained was how was the attack to be earned out? For
this no expense was spared and for the penod of one hour, SecU?n !Cs and
21Cs were to make helicopter recce over the a sauh zone, mi.nu OCd t
Reid! The 'heli-recce' wa a complete succe s providrng ~ immediate
remedy to over indulgence on bi cu it browns. everthele s, w1~ regard to
pinpointing the exact po ition of the enemy they were les fruitful. Sand
trenches can look curiou ly like the dunes that surround them and we aw
nothing. We were up against ome cunning ' gook '.
. .
The as ault began that evening at 2100hr and the long t~m lme that
wa Intermediate Wing set out into the darkness. Some d1 tance wa
travelled and the moonlit scenery consisted only of sand dunes. It was then
that I had recollections of pa t lectures and the emphas1 that had been
placed on the practice of pacing. To muttering of, ·Are we lo t?' tho e of
us at the front end of the line re ponded that we knew exactly where we
were. We were of cour e in the Southeastern comer of Barry Buddon and
would, naturally, have located the enemy had they not located u first. In
our defence we were equipped with night-sights.
The battle that ensued. I suspect, would in reality have been rather
bloody, with perhaps more of our blood being spilt than that of the enef!lY·
We charged in good order but most of us had expended all our ammumu_on
before we reached the trench line. We were further exasperated to realise
that in our haste to engage the enemy we had forgotten t_o d~aw bayonet ! 3
Section giving covering fire from the left flank. _1g111te_d flare_ that
unfortunately drifted in the wind, and whil t we_ were ht-up hke Chri tma
trees, the enemy trenches lay in darkne s. Despite the overwhelm.mg ~dd
we were uccessful with only one ca ualty who had picked up a light hmp
and at OIOOhrs we victoriously returned to camp.

The evening proved to be no le s of a di appointment than the days
competition. Team from 18 UOTCs were wined and dined by the officers
that had been dragged along to represent the Corps. The highlight of the
evening would have to be the Corps band, who delighted the gue ts and
host alike with their stunning performance throughout the meal. The
party went into the early hour with CEUOTC l~ading th_e way on the
dance floor under the guidance of OCdt Jeremy Hill. Then n was back on
debauched return coach journey to Knook camp. Many thanks from the
whole team 10 both those from SORLS and the visiting units that made the
day, and the evening, such a memorable succes .

Angus and Dundee Battalion ACF
Royal Signals Detachment
REPORT1997
Last year we revealed the exi tence of our Royal Signal Troop. who
hare ewman House, the TA Centre of 2 Sqn (V) in Dundee.
Since we last met, the Troop has held another open night. Thi time.
though the number of proud parents. grannies etc. were lightly down on
last year' record 50-plu , there was a valuable spin-off, as no fewer than
10 youngsters joined up a a result. bringi~g the Troop strength past the 30
mark once again. Thi will be of con 1derable help as the T~~op has
recently had to lose several eniors on age grounds (cadet retmng age
being 18 or o). And there was another bonu - unlike the last time the
Troop Open ight appeared in The Wire, it wa .n't snowing!
Inspecting officer thi year was Col Alastrur Dor ward, TD ADC. the
TA Colonel for the Highlands, in one of his last appearance m that role:
from I April thi year he stepped up to the po l of Commandant ACF
Scotland and the rank of Brigadier. Col Kenny Simpson MBE TD, Cadet
Comma~dant of Angus & Dundee Battalion. welco.med 7veryone to
Newman Hou e, and thanked 2 Sqn· PSAO, Capt Bill ~!111lh . who
was pre ent (to count the s~n , perhap ?) for the fac1ht1e on the
evening and for the Squadron conunutng help and upport . After
in peering the cadet , Col Dorwa rd pre ented award for ac~evei:iient. as
follow : Cadet of the Year, 1996-97. Cdt J amie Fra er . CO Pnze, C pl
Karen Bal four (who al o received her Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
Award); Signals Proficiency, C pl K irsty Mills (who al o lifted the Dnll
Trophy). Most Improved Cadet, Cdt Lindsey Ander on. S('.Ort Trophy,
Cd t Paul Denh am ; Troop Best Shot, C pl Gem~a C nffiey; Be t
Turnout, Cd t Ter i Th omson. Teri T homson and Jar me F raser , already
flu hed with ucce , had another cau e to celebrate, a they were made up
to LCpl that evening. Another popular award presented 1?Y Col ~~rward
was the Cadet Force Medal to Troop Commander Lt Phil Tanbtm .

City OF Edinburgh UOTC
EXERCISE LIGHT l G STRIKE
by OCd t Sarah G ilchr ist
.
The Ex Lightning Strike team from CEUOTC had a _fanta tic weekend
on Salisbury Plain under the guidance of W0 2 (SSM) Jim G ray and team
captain OCdt Pete F ranklin ... that is o_nce we got there. The map to
guide us to Knook Camp had been left m the capable hand of O Cdt
Kieron F r a ncis who had left it in the bu headmg u_p to Cultybrag_gen m
sunny Scotland. So after a cenic tour of Hamp htre and Wiltshtre we
finally arrived at the camp.
.
.
.
The weekend competi tion was made up of nme tand illus~atmg the
diversity of fields covered by the Corp , rang111g from Electron ic Warf~e
with 14 Sig Regt to the more physically exerti ng log run _from 216 Sig
Sqn. The latter of these rapidly que tioned any ecret ambmon _that the
conte tants may have kindled for taking ·p• company, a _after JUSL 300
metre all the team were knackered. The teams succes vaned from _stand
to stand but when it came to the crunch the team pulled through to wm the
Tr~op Commanders cour e command ta k stand, for whic~ we were
awarded the on ly alcoholic stand prize. The team proved to be m a league
of its own in tl1e final race as well. CEUOTC was the on ly team who
managed to push a SCAM mast under the camouflage net and eventually
pull it out four metre. longer! I don't think any_ of the team memb~r ar~
still cle r as to how it happened - maybe 11 was JU t J 0 Tazo
Broadley's famous pulling power!

Last year one of our ca ptions read, 'It's f~n t_o be in the Signals.'
This picture shows that rt still rs
After the parade and the ·grip-and-grin· es ion. the Ba!lalion Pipe &

Drum entertained cadet and vi itor , before all enJoyed a b~ffet m the
Sgt Me , courte y of 2 qn. Le t puri _ts and AB 397-consc10~1 peop!e
tut-tut over uch large se, it hould be pomted out that ~q~adron 1111eresl m
the ACF Tp i by way of an inve, tment - thi year's d1 1d~nd 1 thrt;e e. •
cadet signing on for the quadron: C pl Car ol 1cKelvte, C pl Ki rstin
lacaskill and Cdt J ackie Kidd .
.
.
Thi year, however, there is more to report than JU t the Open 1ght.
Cpl Kirstin M acaskill , of igning-on fame abo e: auended her _po t·
qualification ignaller' cour e _at Blandford. ~nd. enJoyed the e~perience
thoroughly. e pecially the pracucal a peel . Kir tin , who 1 I . JOmed th.e
cadet le s than three years ago, and hru enjoyed the experience great!) ( I
wi h I'd joined ooner.' he told Tire Win?). ~n her 2 years and some
month , he has achieved t' o tape . two proficiency stars. and a Duke of
Edinbllfgh Si lver. ow an H D student ~t Dundee ollege. ~e _ho~ to
enter the Univer ity of Dundee and gam a Regular comm1 s1on after
graduation.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
dmiral
Commodore
i e Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offshore
Dinghy & Dayboat
Wind urfing (UK)
Yachtma. ters (UK)
(Germany)
Secretaries:
General
Dinghy & Dayboat
Windsurfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Member Rep
oldier Rep (Off hore)
Dinghie, & Dayboat
Wind urfing

Maj Gen J. 0. C. Iexandcr CB, OBE
Col J.E. F. Kirby OBE
Lt Col J. R. S. Amberton
Maj M . Butler
Maj D. C. A. Ellis
Lt ol J. L. Fletcher
Maj G. eil: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt I. Gray Gia gow Mil

Royal Signals Games Club
AWARD OF CORPS COLOUR
Corps colours were awarded to the following members of Corps ports
teams for their out tanding contribution to their sport:

Capt P. G. M. Atkin'on Blandford Mil 2849
SSgt Bungay Blandford Mil 2409
Capt J. Coleman Colchester Mil 4220
SSgt . Finnegan 0 nabruck Mill 2225
Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
Cpl D. Sang ter Bui ford Mil
gt P. Downie York Mil 2346
Sgt A. Varney Bulford Mil

RUGBY
ION
Sgt Piears
Sgt Kay
SSgtDay
Sgt Gar ide

The Royal Signals Yacht Cl11b com1111111icares with irs members thro11gh rhe medi11111 o/The Wire. which reg11larly prinrs a forecasr of evenrs, accounts of
acril'iries and contains derails for club officials.
Any member of rhe Corps who subscribes 10 the Co1ps funds is au10111atically a member of 1he Yacht Club. If you are an active sailor or i111eres1ed i11
becoming an actil'e sailor then register now with yo11r 11nit Sailing Officer or altematil'ely with one ofrhe Club Secreraries.
O FF HORE AILING
In the la t edition of The \Vire I aid that I would inform you of any
progre in the replacement of SJ..1·wm•e. which was sold in December
1996. ince then, there ha been a dedicated team of 'sailing experts' who
have been couring the page of the mall adveni ement in the yachting
magazines. and have worn out the floors in numerou ya ht brokerages in
the outh and west of England. Finally, it i ucces that I have to report.
On a bright and bri k morning on 24 May 1997. the Corp' took delivery
of its" new acqui ition, a Dehlar 35 CWS, from Hamble Point Marina.
Although not new (it was originally launched in 1994) the yacht wa in an
'a new· condition. as the previous owner had used it for weekend ailing.
only putting in 87 hours on the engine from new. (Petasus Ill. the Corp '
Victoria '34 is expected to run for about 750 hour in a season.) The new
yacht wa officially commi sioned by the Corps and named at the Royal
ignals Yacht Club Off hore Rally weekend by Mrs M. Alexander. wife
of the Admiral of the Royal Signals Yacht Club, Maj Gen (Retd) J.O.C.
Ale.xander. The Corps, for the new yacht. has retained the name Sk")'wave.
Skywave is very well appointed with many of the modem conveniences
expected of a modem yacht. As sailing enthusiasts will know. the Deblar i
a light di placement yacht with a fractional rig, and as such is expected to
be very quick and competitive again t the oppo ition when sailing in the
SOR and ASA regarcas. For thi reason. Skippers will need to be holding
ac lease a RYA Coastal Skipper qualification, and have the usual backup of
at lea cone Competent Crew on board.
The Corps yachts are available to all Corps per onnel. serving or
renred, co charter at very competitive rates compared with a civilian
ailing orgaai acion. Qualified personnel can take the yachts ·bareboat'
but non-qualified personnel can u e che services of the Corps Bo un at n~
extra co t. Cpl Martin Kendell , who is a commercially endorsed
Yachtmaster Offshore and RYA Yachtmaster In tructor. For funher details
on booking term for either of the Corps yachts, or their availability,
contact the. Yachtmaster Royal Signals Yacht Club, Maj Graham eal, on
Bulford Mil 2616 (or 01980 672616)
INTER CORPS DI GHY LEAG E
After a dismal start to the Dinghy League wich a lose to the RA at
Thomey Island. admittedly we had two novice crews and a crew that had
never set foot in a boat before. the Corp helms started to get their act
together and had convincing wins over the AGC. RE and AAC winning
the Wakeham Trophy again t the Royal Engineers.
The Corps Helms and Crews have been
H_ELMS: Lt Col (Retd) Keith Powell, Maj David Ellis, Maj George
Odhng, Maj Scott Workman, Capt Simon Spiers and Sgt 'Chas'
Cowell (out of Heavy Pres).
CREWS: Maj Tim Pender Johns, W02 Chris Arnold , Sgt Pete
Blagg. gt "Taff Davies. Cpl ' Mitch ' Mitchell, LCpls Jones and
utherland and Sig 'Stu ' uthern. Our OOD' for our home matches
have been Lt Col (Retd) Keith Powell and gt Phil Ha~kins (RLC)

Maj George Od ling and his motley crew - Seaview '97
The Keelboat Regatta was held at Seaview JOW 21-22 May 97 with an
excellent turnout of 10 boats and Helms from Cyprus, NI, Germany and
~K, ome m.aking a return after many years. Col Bill Roper wa sailing
his lase Seav1ew Regatta as a serving member. Maj David E llis and Maj
George Odling dominated the Regatta, but racing wa very inten e for the
remaining places. Sgt 'Chas' Cowell decided to take the scenic route
round one of the marks while in a very strong I st place and had to come
back and round it properly. Maj George Odling wa een with a grin from
ear to ear a day later a this put him in first place and he went on to win the
race. The Racing was, as ever, run uperbly by the Commodores Past and
Present (wi th a small bit of influencing from Major Ellis)
TRIANGULAR KEELBOAT REGATIA
The Triangular Regatta comprising of The Royal Signal , Royal
Engmeers and Royal Artillery was held the week after our Corps Regatta
' and all our crews were brimming with confidence. The first race was
against the RA that was won in style. Retribution for the dinghy league!
However, on arriving back ac the club, we were found to have two boats
over the line, but after redress one was rein taced to second place. The nexc
race was again won convincingly agai nst the RE and so at the end of day
one the Corps was in a commanding position, they continued their
winning ways on day two to retain the Glover Trophy.
Notes for your diary, The Corps is hosting the Triangular next year on
the two day following our Corps Regatta.

LADIES HOCKEY
Sig Burkitt
i~Smith

Sgt Graham
gt Calabrese

9 Sig Regt
14 Sig Reg!
3 Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt

HOCKEY
ARMY HOCKEY ASSOCIATIO MAJOR U ITS CUP FINAL
11 SIG AL REGIME TV SEAE ARBORFIELD
The Regiment Team played The School of Electrical and Aeronautical
Engineering (SEAE) on the 9 April 1997 at Alder hot. The cene was set;
fast year ' winners against last year ' runners-up, glorious unshine on
the hottest day of the year so far. at 26°C thi was going to be a hot one,
game included.
SEAE immediately pu hed forward and put pres ure on the 11 Sigs
defence for the first five minutes of the game. The defence marshalled by
Sgt 'Bru' Baker coped with all that SEAE could throw at them, 2Lt John
Fraser and W02 (YofS) Paul Sexby performing man to man marking
which was econd to none. After the initial pressure, 11 Sigs started to
play ome excellent hockey, with Maj John Stuart and Sgt Gaz Duffy
playing some incisive passes through to Sig Matt Salmon, who created
some excellent chances with LCpl Dusty Dryburgh. With these chances
and the support from Maj Nick Hammett and Sig Jamie Butt the
Regiment wa very unlucky not to score. Only solid defending on the part
of SEAE and the 2.5" of metal post kept a goal out,
Half way through the first half. di aster, a ra h tackle from one of the
defence resulted in a penalty being awarded to SEAE. The REME's be t
penalty stroke taker stepped up. gt 'Taff' Davies made a pectacular
save to keep the Regiment on level pegging and proved co the crowd
(thank to C Tp) that he's the Army's o I keeper. Both team should
have capitalised on the short corners, 11 Sig having six and SEAE
having I0. This failure to score proved the quality of both teams'
defences. W02 (YofS) Sean Sutton proving that the old men can till do
it when required, bravely tood with the rest of the defence in front of
some strikes. which were coming in at frightening peeds. The game
developed into a pitched battle in midfield, with neither team coming out
on top. This wa a game where a lucky goal from either ceam would be the
winner. With seven minute left to play, SEAE followed up a short comer
and the ball took two deflections to bounce in off the under ide of the
cro bar, leavi ng no chance for anyone to prevent it cro ing the line.
SEAE, having cored and with only six minutes remaining, u ed th.eir
experience to consolidate their slender lead and fru trate the 11 Sig
midfield and forward line with a posses ion game. l l Sig didn't give up
and fought to the last but it was to no avail, the little cup was going back
to Blandford. not the big one. Overall, it wa an excellent team
performance. with some superb hockey being played by both ides
including Sgt Baker saving a goal off che line. The support from all tho e
who sweated it out on the bench was excellent, C pl ' i' ice in panicular
who acted as bench manager.
On a brighter note, Sgt ·Taff' Davies was voted Man of the Macch by
Maj Gen . W. F. Richards OBE, General Officer Commanding 4
Divi ion and President of Army Hockey. Sig J amie Butt has been
elected to move from the Army U23 side into the sen ior quad and Sig
Matt almon elecced for the Army U23 quad. Well done. everyone.

GOLF

NOTICE
t1t
Ute WfrB, MUST have CAPTIONS and an
Indication where they are to be placed in the
text, otherwise they
MAY NOT BE USED
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Corps golfer have been bu y during the past two m?nth with th~e
major tournamencs throughout the UK. The Arm~ Golf ~hamp1onsh 1 p
were held in May thi year at The West Lanca h1re_G~lf. Club, Cro by,
near Liverpool. 10 Corp players entered the tough md1v1dual knockout
stages. Cpl Dave Rogers did extremely well, he played fine golf to .reach
the quarter final beating Maj Martyn Allen, the Army Golf Captain, on
the way.
Royal Signals entered two team in the Inter Corp Competition , the
Royal Irish Ranger Bowl and the Si ngapore Trophy. Our 'A' team,
captained by gt Rob Hare, faltered in the fir t round and narrowly lo.st
to the Intelligence Corp . Thankfully they regrouped and went on to ~Ill
the Singapore Trophy. The team played excellent golf 111 the final beatmg
the Adjutant General's Corps, who were the favo urites. The ' B' team wa
just not strong enough and did not progress past the fir c round. however.
they gained va luable experience playing at this high level.
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(L-R): Cpl Dave Rogers, SSgt Andy Harriott, Lt Col W illie Brewin
Sgt Rob Ha re
gained valuable experience playing at thi high level.
Two weeks later, the Royal Signals Golf Championships took place at
The Ashley Wood Golf Club. Premature midsummer conditions prevailed
making the annual sports gathering extremely enjoyable for all those who
entered. A full field of 96 player did battle. The general standard of play
was high, however, a u ual. certain individuals excelled further still. The
pre cigious scratch event was won once again by Sgt Rob Hare, who beat
Cpl Dave Rogers into econd place by the very narrowe t of margins.
The handicap event was won by Mr Paddy O 'Conner, a military guard
officer at the school, who obviously has had far too much time off hift to
practice. Sig Nigel Brennan won the Junior Soldiers Trophy.
Unfortunately che trophy has temporarily di appeared, probably to
Bosnia!

(l -R): Sgt Rob Hare, Lt Col John Macfarlane
Our thanks go once again to Maj (Retd) Len Yates for organi ing the
event. To the invaluable Christine for her patience and coolnes under fire
and to Sig Warren Yates for helping out everywhere! Many thanks to Lt
Col John Macfarlane for pr enting the prizes and the humorou
anecdote! We mu t not forget (again) to congratulate gt L. Chapman for
'holin o out' in one for the first time. well done and thank you for the
whi ky.
.
Finally and most recently. the Royal Signal officer howed they
meant bu ine by winning the Inter Corp Trophy at the Army Officers
Golf Champion hips at orth Berwick & Luftnes Golf Club on 12/13
June 97. cotland' heavens opened throughout the two day , however.
both cour e remained in excellent playing condition. Armed with
umbrella , Maj (Retd) Len Yates und fe llow team mate , ol (Retd)
Mike Hales Maj Jon William , Maj (Retd) Brian oung and Capt
teve Wats~n, ucce ·fully captured the highly regarded 'Ordnance C~p·
from the gra p of the REME in the final. Maj Brian Young had a crackmg
match pinyin<> controlled accurate golf under the pre. ure of a play off. He
birdied the I Sth to halve the match and had another brilliant birdie at the
fir t play off hole that halved it yet again. A thoroughly . plendid ~e ·uh
considering that the Royal Signal, were not. at full trength. M~ Jon
William made a flying tart to the fi nal by dr!vmg from Glasgow airport
to orth Berwick in 50 minute (exc lam). He d1dn 't top there and went on
to pleasantly urprise u all with a splendid performance. winning his
game by three hole .
Dates for Diaries: II members are requ ted to note the proposed dates
for the next meetings:
The Autumn Meeting- 10/1 1 eptember 1997
The hampionship - 2 /29 May 199
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LT FROM THE ORP CHA IPIO SHIP
The Corp, Orienteering Championship · (R 0 1997) were held in the
e" Forest area on 10/J l May 1997. A cro.s-country event on unday 10
1ny 1997 wn followed by a 'Harris· e ent on Sunday 11 lay 1997.
!most 00 runners took part on eac h day. The. full result will appear in
the October issue of The \Vire.

Corps Champions for 1997 are:
Male Regular
S gt (FofS) Cowie 96 ig qn (V) (P )
3 (UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
Female Regular
Lt arr
7 ig Sqn (V)
!ale TA C pl
bitt
45 Sig Sqn ( )
Female T
S gt Walker
COMMSECUK
Junior
ig tuart

along with · the Corps
hooung medal which incorporates a round bronte medal with crossed
5.56mm Rines on a ribbon in the Corp colours. Appropriate date and
match bars are issued for the medal fo r each prize winner. 1996 National
Rifle Association
ervicc Rifle Medals were also presented at
CORP AAM to the fo llowing who shot for the Corps:
SSgt J.P. Johnston
11 Sig Regt
SSgt Rideout
I I Sig Regt
Sgt Copley
11 Sig Regt
Sgt Yam
30 ig Regt
Cpl Brotherston
3 Div Sig Regt
204 Sig Sqn
Cpl Bell
Cpl Nirmal
30 Sig Rcgt
LCpl Bharat
30 Sig Regt
S gt Rideout was also presented with a
Rifle Imperial meeting.

RA medal for the Target

R SIG ALS 1997 TA SKILL AT ARMS MEET! G
The TA meeting wa he ld over the weekend from 4- 6 April 1997 and
had an exce ll ent attendance with 2 1 teams from 12 units at the
competition. Thi compared with the previou year that only had six teams
competing from three units. For many of the TA this was their first taste of
competition shooting and all thoroughly enjoyed the weekend were very
keen to compete aga in nex t year. 71 Sig Regt (V) won the overall TA
Championship but the individual and match prize were pread across
mo t units.We hope to have enough room to publish the full re ults in the
October is ue of The Wire.

CONTINUE
THE ACTION
The 1997 Corps Champion - SSgt (FofS) Cowie
receives his Trophy fro m t he President of Orienteerin g,
Lt Col Rich ard

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

SHOOTING

T HE REG LAR MEETI G 7 - 11APRIL1997
The Regular Meeting started on Monday 7 April unti l Friday 11 April
1997 and had for the econd year running an increased number of units
entering the competition. A total of 18 teams from 13 different units
together with 20 individuals participated. The following units were .
represenkd:
I (UK) Armd Div Sig Regt. 2 Sig Regt, 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt,
11 Sig Regt, 14 Sig Regt, 16 Sig Regt, 21 Sig Regt, 30 Sig Regt,
204 (4 Arrnd) Bde Sig Sqn, 210 (24 AM) Bde Sig Sqn,
21 ( Inf) Bde Sig Sqn, 223 Sig Sqn (RAF Digby), 243 Sig Sqn
The Rifle competition was shot with iron sights and again 30 Sio Regt
dominated the competition with their teams of Gurkha Signal .
Sig
Regt Teams were 1st. 2nd and 4th in the competition with 11 Sig Regt 'A'
Team commg 3rd and 21 Sig Regt 5th. 30 Sig Regt continue to set the
standards for shooting 111 the Corps with outstanding examples of per onal
an? team marks~anship. Although 30 Sig Regt took most of the Major
Pnzes, most umts went away with either individual or team prize .
Congratulations to 204 (4 Armd) Bde Sig Sqn who won the Minor Units
Cup.
Thanh must go this years' organisers and admin team, Maj Body and
Capt Reith together with W0 2 ( M) McVey and his team from 32 Sig
Regt. (V) ass1. ted by the Soldiers Awaiting Trade Training (SAT'Ts) from
11 Sig Regt. A great deal of work before and duri ng the meeting en. ured a
\'Cf} succes.,ful CORPSAAM . There was generally a high standard of
Range Management on all ranges but R. Signa.ls were praised, for the
~econd year running. by the Joint CORPSAAM Commillee for providing
the beM run ranges of the meeting. Brig S. M. A. Lee OBE, Commander 2
(. 'C) Sig Bde presented the prizes on the final day followed by a curry
buffet aucnded by mo~t CO , RSM and Team Captains. Engraved pewter

:30

Patron: HRH The Princes Royal
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area l; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3;
Brig K. H. Olds Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billing.ham Wales; Maj R. amp on CBE cotland
General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. ieholson

TA

TERRITORIAL
ARMY

Have you left, or are
about to leave the
Regular Army? Do
you feel you still
have much to offer?
Do you mi the life?
Will you be ettling
in the North West of
England?

Join Us ...

Contact:
The Adjutant
33 Sig Regt (V)
Alamein TA Centre
Liverpool Road
Huy ton
Liver pool
L363RW
Tel: 0151 489 8331

THE MUSEUM SHOP
Since the clo ure of PRI the Mu eum Shop now stock the
following item :
Stable Belts
Badges of Rank Slide
Embroidered Beret Badges

ssistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow

As ociation Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Mi.litary System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contribution for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
The Association communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages ofThe Wire, which contains acco1mts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast of Association evenrs.
.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered i11 bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribu1io11 if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be submitted to the Editor. We also welcome let!ers, req_1~ests to contact o_ld
comrades and annow1cements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of lls ac11v111es, preferably w11h
photographs, at least once a year.

There will be no new from Peter Cuckow this month as al present he'~
got his hands full, with helping to organise the Corps Reunion Weekend.
By the time this publication hits the streets Peter will be a gib~ring wreck
in the corner of his office, and the Reumon Weekend wtll be over.
Hopefully there will be a full report and photos of the Weekend in the
October Wire.

WELFARE NOTES
Ju ta few of the grants made during recent weeks:
Ex LCpl erved from I 964nO, grant of £700 towards purchase of
artificial limb.
Ex Sgt erved l947/54 and recalled for Suez grant of £950 towards
purchase of electric wheelchair.
.
. .
.
,
Ex wartime LCpl served 1939/46, both him and wife m their 80
decreased mobility and can no longer manage tairs. grant of £400 towards
stairlift.
74 year old ex National Service, Regular and TA ~oldier, had a stroke
now in ursing home grant of £200 to purchase es enttal clothmg.
Ex TA member, has severe pinal problem , grant of £660 toward the
purcha e of specially de igned recliner chair to support spine in reclining
po ition.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH

THE R. IG ALS CORPS SKILL AT ARMS MEETlNG
(CORPS AAM) 1997
The Royal Signals were the lead Corps on I.his year ' Joint
CORPSAAM Committee being chaired by Lt Col Peck R Rignals
(Captain of Corp Shooting) and M aj I. R. C. Brown R Signals being
appointed as ecretary. Thi is the fourth year rhac R. Signals CORPSAAM
ha been hoc at Ash ranges near Aldershot as part of the Joint
CORPSAAM. The meeting was an outstanding uccess with nearly 900
TA and Regular competitors hooting from the following Corp : RAC,
RE. R Sig . RLC. REME and AGC. The competition i run at minor unit
level and allow units lo combine their Regt SAAM with their Corp
SAA 1. Top teams from each Corps also compete on the final day for the
·
inter Corps matches.
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tanka~d were pres~nted to individual winne

ORIENTEERING

At our Spring Luncheon at the Army Gol! Club we were hap.py to
welcome Maj Gen Gor don Oehlers and Rosie and many other friends.
We always are glad to see Member of the Reading Branch . and on this
occasion their President, Maj Gen Bill Macfarlane, who al o 1s a Member
of our Branch and Helen. The Luncheon wa followed by our AGM. at
which Col J immy Ward was elected to the Branch Committee and also
WOl Joe Fairbairn as our Serving Member. To him we O\~e thank for the
facilities accorded us for ome of our Meeting by the Garn on WO & Sgt
Mess.
We were very glad that Eileen Murray wa able to attend and to receive
from our President, Maj Gen Henry Hild the 50 Year Badge awarded her
husband , Col Ron M urray shortly before his. death. It wa a yo1gnant
occasion, sad but bringing 10 those who knew lum happ~ memones of the
many years of his service to our Branch and to the As oc1auon.
ln March we had a most informative talk by Col Gordon Barnett on
The Chunnel Communications, Our mo t recent gathering, our Quiz ight
also wa a night to be remembered. It wa attended by Member of the West
London and Reading Branche , a well as lad1e from th.e local Squadron
and many others. The victors were the H1 IQ of the Gamson WOs & S~ts
Me .. We have always known the CO are the backbone of the Brm h
Army, but could they also be the brains?

and taken to Crete and another retreat - thence to Egypt, Yugoslavia and
Russia.
We are expecting to hold a barbecue at 2 ignal Bde HQ at.Co:-;ham on
31 Augu t 97. As this coincide with the 2 Signal Bde Tern tonal Camp
period, we are hopeful that members may meet some of the current T.A.
and, who know , may recruit a member.
We have to report the death on 18 Mar 97 of MrJohn Boylan , a member
for many years and Chairrnan from 1981-91. As a mark of respect member
tood briefly in ilence at the AGM.

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
It is with great sadne that we have to record the death of Mrs Mari_e
Farlow. widow of Maj Reg Farlow, Mrs Freda Sma rt and Mrs lns
Thorpe, wive of Mr Charles mart and Lt Col Leofric '!~or~. ALI
were proud members of the Corps family. alway part1c1paung 111
A ociation and Branch activitie al Catterick, Blandfor<l, Cheltenham and
elsewhere whenever they were able to do so. Our deepest ympathy goe to
their familie .We hall mi them very much.
.
.
On a lighter note. our May meeting a usual con 1 ted of a s.oc1al
Evening when a goodly gathering of ~embers and their .wives and friends
enjoyed an evening of Paper games, Bmgo and Rem1111scmg.
A umptuous Buffet, prepared by the Stewardess of the Victory Club,
was enjoyed by all, including a 'doggy bag' to take hom~. -r:ne whole
evening was organi ed by our hardworking Secretary, MarJorte Cr.opp.
Conoratulation to the Victory Club (where we hold our monthly meellngs)
on ~aching their 50th Anniver ary of ervice to Ex-Service Men and
Women.
week long celebration was greatly enjoyed by members and
friends.
Our Chairman laj Arth ur Cropp and his wife (ou~ Secretary) attended
the Annual General Meeting at Donnington and found It to be a good venue
with easy acces by road.
.
By the time these notes are printed. several o.f our Member will have
attended the Blandford Reunion, our tandard will be earned by Mr Alan
Wingate and we hope he doe well in the compe~tion. Membership of our
Branch· is decrea ing due to natural wastage so Lf there are any ex Royal
Signals living in the Cotswolds and reading the e notes, please co~e along
and join u at the Victory Club, Cheltenham on the second Tue day 1n every
month at 7.30pm (l930hrs). To con~lude we wo!-'ld like to mention l rs
Farlow's interestino account of her hfe and experiences a a young erv1ce
wife with two smali dauohters. in India. both before and during the econd
World War. This i contitined in her ·Memorie oflndia 1937-1947 a copy
of which has been kindly donated to the Corp 1u eum by the Family.

DORSET BRANCH
BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Bath and Di trict Branch ha once again held its AGM at 21 ignal
Regt HQ, Colerne, Wilts, on 9 April 97. The Branch Officials w~re reelected en mas e, and Mr Roy Baldwin was elected to lhe Committee to
replace the late M r Tom Evans.
.
.
. .
On 17 May thirty members and guest enjoyed an rnformal .but dehc1ous
lunch at Pockeridge Hou e, 2 Signal Brigade, Corsham, Wilts. Our la t
Chairman, Edgar Harrison OBE M C ~BE was unab_le to be at.~he lu~ch
as he was attending and giv ing the Orauon at the Reunion of the Vete1ans
of the Greek Campaign 1940/4 1". This commemorated the Battle of
Kalamata the last battle on t.he Greek Mainland after the Retreat from
Albania i~ 1941. The Head of the Greek Force and H.M. Ambas ador
auended it. After the battle the majority of the Briti h .Troop were tak~n
prisoner. Edgar, a a member of the Special .Operations Group wa m
particular danger. o with no knowledge of a1hng, he tole a small boat
and with a small amount of water, bread and fetta cheese, et out to, ea. ~e
was picked up two uncomfortable days later by one of His MaJe ty s hip.

Attendance at our monthly meetings held in _the ergeants· Mes
Blandford Camp, by kind perini ion of the RSM. WO l Dave acree.
arow . We now have an average of about 30 m mbers who attend regularly.
~nd th bottle of whatever which i raffled help our fund . Thi. year we
reluctantly moved the venue for our nnual Dinner from the ergeant.:, ·
Mess to the Crown Hotel, Blandford. Some 94 members and gue.ts
attended. We enjoyed an excellent m al and everybody had a mo>l
enjoyable evening. The Corps Band played throughout dinner. than~s to the
Direct0r of Mu ic, Maj David Wall. The al ·o played for th~ dancing t~at
took place afterwards. A ever the Band were up to theu usuu.I htgh
standard both in mu ic and entertnmment. Our thanks go to the Band for
their mu ic. We were fortunate to have as our ·enior guest. ol ._ L. ~e
Gallais CBE. the commander f the Royal chool of 1gnals and hi. wife
M rs Le Gallai . The Commander gave an interesting talk on the orp'
al 0 Blandford Camp as it is today and in the future. !so the much
travelled Corp RSM. WO J Dave Deegan and 1rs Deegan 1..mdly
attended as our guest .
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The Bran ·h pro\'ided a bottle of port that wa. raffled by our S cretary.
Da' Walker. at the Association GM held at Donnington in April. Thi
rai..,ed £ 120.00 for the Corp · Benevolent Fund, a worthy-cause. We are now
looking forward (it'. onl. May) to meeting many of our friends at the
Reunion in June. Lt will be over by the time you read thi ·.but it wa. nic to
meet you all.
~--.~;;-~E:;;;;;:::;;::!~~

'He did say sm ile'
Col John Francis, Col Le Gallais, Mrs Le Gallais, Maj Pat Lafferty
Mrs Deegan, Brig Evans, Mrs Lafferty

EAST KENT BRANCH
Talcing your own picnic anywhere Sunday 4 May was not a very
promi ing outlook, nevertheles nearly event)' members howed their
determination to tick to their plan by turning up a if there wa no rain in
ight! We had a vi itor from the Aldershot Branch, Jane Knight and it was
good to ee Jimmy Hand and John Raymond after their treatment in
ho pita!. The Hon Sec had crambled a 'wet weather programme' together
and in the event a lot of fun was had. Everyone with their chairs and
hamper packed into the Atrium where at first they were invited 10 look for
450 pennie · which were hidden within (and 50 without). For every ten
pennie which they had 10 put in a Pilgrim Ho pice collecting box, they
received a mall prize. Judging by the weight of the box. most must have
been found.
The hampers were opened and the raffle tarted which gros ed £42
which prompted Roy Andrews to present Edith Thomas with a Life
Membership of R Signal Association Certificate for ber support for the
Corp over the years and the East Kent Branch in particular with much
applau e from the members.
The children then braved the rain in competing with John Badcock our
Hon Sec at croquet whilst Bert Sawyer ran another excellent and amusing
quiz in which Doreen fitcbell and Jimmy Hand were co-winner .
UNDAY 6 APRIL.
We ha\'e all been gening u ed to seeing a cartoon that when 1t 1s
mi ing, there must be a good reason for it, especially as the visit to
Finchcock mu eum would have given Donald Crisp plency of ideas. The
fact i that early in the week before Easter, Donald of all people suffered a
heart attack, a mild one fortunately and having spent several days in
Maid tone Ho pita!, is I'm glad to report making good progress and is
back on the Commillee.
About 30 members attended Finchcocks Mu eum. All we can ay is that
anyone who has not been, hould make a point of going. The house itself
and the garden are full of history. It is also full of the large t number of
working hi torical keyboard instruments, chamber organs, virginal ,
harpsichords, clavichord and a large range of early piano in Great
Britain. We were entertained to an extremely witty and interesting
d~scription by Richard Burnett but better till , they were played by
h1m~elf and another leading concert pianist, on top of that John Hall, a
leading tenor ang to their accompaniment One member remarked 'lfthey
had been _dressed in Evening Dre s we would have been paying £25 a
head'' Children are welcome at Finchcocks and there are pecial sessions
for them too.
Afterward there was a umptuous lunch in the re taurant and the
oppo~nity to walk round the house and the gardens in the spring
sunshine.

'EW OF BRA CH MEMBERS
Pete~ . Foakes has kept up his record in the veteran swimming
compeuuons. Recently at Crystal Palace he achieved two Golds in the
IOOm free. tyle and backstroke, a Silver in the 200m freestyle and Bronze
in the 50m free and backstroke. He ay that this is hi last year in the 7074 year olds; promotion next year.
We are glad to welcome Mr Phil Dawkins of Tenterden. Phil served
from 1942-47 with the rank of Sgt. After initial training he erved for a
short while with 115 Bde Si gs before going to the S0E Special Forces Del
'o 2 ignal with the Canadian in orthern Europe until 1945. His final
po ting was with the Indian Signal Corps HQ
ad 10 say that George Woodcock continues to undergo serious
treatment at Kent & Canterbury hospital and as in the pa t, we wish him a
peed} recovery.
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MANCHESTER BRANCH
II is a few years incc we ubmiued our Wire notes for publication. so ju\t
to let you know that CERTO CITO is still alive and well and thriving on the
first Sunday of every month at the RBL Ladybarn Branch. Beverly Road
Fall wfield, Manche ter. For further information please contact ou;
ecretary. The Jovial Jock, Mr Harry Ferguson, 2 Furness Grove, Heaton
1er ey. Stockpo11 K4 2AU. Tel: 01614422054
'
Our format for the year now runs pretty moothly. We usually plan our
ocial Calendar from Xma to Xmas. We have refined the organisation by
electing an Entertainment's Rep by the name of Ian Ashworth-Davies. He
i actually an ex RE but we took pity on him one cold and nowy night a few
years ago when we found him begging outside a hostelry in Manch~ ter. We
took him home cleaned him up a bit. fed him and elected him. eedlcss 10
say under threat of banishment to that draughty barmaid apron he has
proved an asset 10 the Branch. He surpa sect him elf in Xmas 1996 by
organi ing a wonderful Xma dinner night in the Hopkinson Suite at
Man hester Unive1 ity. The table decoration and menu's set the tables off,
and were decorated in U1e Corps colours. We eagerly await thi years detail .
We alway try to have a weekend away as well as the Annual Reunion,
funds permitting. Our previous Trea urers and present Branch Trea urer,
Mrs Ida Harvey, deserve a special vote of thanks for their diligence in
making ure our funds are well looked after. In the past few years we have
been 10 Blackpool a couple of time and had a great time in 1995 when we
booked into The Grand Hotel in Llandudno to take part in the Bullin VE
Day celebrations. I had the honour of presenting 50 year cenificate to Ernie
Gib on. Bob Dunn, Harry Bailey and Mr Ida Harvey. Unfortunately
since then 1 have to report U1e sad lo s of E rnie and Bob our thoughts are
alway with their re pective families and it i pleasing that their ladie
Audrey and Trudy still regularly upport the Branch and ultimately the
Corp.
Ju t a a little aside to any Corp members past and present who are
thinking of joining a Branch in whatever capacity. Plea e don ' t hesitate a
you will be pleasanUy surprised by the warmth and friendlines with which
you will be greeted . Esprit de Corps i very obviou in all the Branches I
have come into contact wiU1 and I urge you 10 make contact with your local
Branch.
In clo ing ince our AGM in April I have pleasure in informing you of the
following appointment : Hon Life President Maj (Retd) J. Holmes (Mr
America). Pre ident M aj (Retd) C. Reynolds-Jones. My elf Mr Ron
Taylor Chairman. Mr Peter Griffin Vice Chairman. All other appointment
a previously mentioned. I look forward to meeting many of you at
Blandford thi year and extend a warm welcome to you all should you be
passing through Manche ter.

Col K. R. (Ken) Smith OBE, TD, DL, ou~ Branc~ President, and Mrs
Margaret Smith who were present along with MaJ Bob Rowland , our
Chairman met everyone as they arrived. An excellent raffle was organised
by (ex-W02 RQ~S) Michael Eady BEM, with a range of prizes which
included a telev1~1on set and a microwave oven .
.
Our Branch Standard, generously donated by a member 111 1995, was
•on Parade' under the care of (ex-Cpl) Reg Briggs our Standard Bearer,
who also took most of the photographs during the evening. Two of the
Branches fou nder members were present. They were Maj Gilbert Davy
who proposed the Loyal Toast, and ~ob Rowland . Our ol.dest mem_ber .Mr
Len Voller, also with us at the beginning and _now well mto his mneues,
was unable to be present but a letter of good w.1shes fr<_>m him was read out
to everyone. The Chairman' . wife. Dorcie? a hllle indisposed. th~.t even~ng
was advi sed to pend most of the ume sat 111 her chair. She said. I felt hke
royalty sitting there, whilst people came 10 me to sit and chat with me."
The Branch presently has 31 member and 18 associate members who
live in the Peterborough area, and also as far south as Huntingdon and St
Ives, and west 10 the Kings Lynn area and as far ~orth as Gra~tham and
Spalding. Everyone enjoyed a good evening of eaung and dancing. and a
few drinks! We send greetrngs to the Corp and other Branche of the
Association as we become 'of age'.

READING BRANCH
Reading Branch of the RSA were beaten oundly into 7th place at the
Quiz held recently in the Aldershot Garrison Sergeants' Mes~ on 21May.
lt was good fun and we all had a good laugh. We've continued to hold o_ur
monthly meetings (now) on Saturdays in pubs. It has proved to be quite
successful, and as predicted, we do need bigger pubs to hold our ever
increasing numbers of attendees.
We have travelled to Winchester and Southampton 10 Dinners and
Luncheons, to Donnington on business, and to Kneller Hall for the Band
Concerts. Our immediate plan include a trip to 'Britarns' Be t Kept
Secret', ie: Bletchley Park. Here we hope to S{:e the Colossu. Computer,
all 3.000 valve of it. It was u ed to break cypher codes dunng WWII. We
are not forgetting the Annual Reunion is the weekend of the 27128/29
June, and are looking forward to meeting old friend and making new
ones.

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH
There was good support for the Annual Reunion lunch which was held
at the Avenue Hotel. Lodge Road, Southampton on 27 April. Our
President Brig J. C. C linch and Chairman Mr G. Pac~er were pre. ~nt
together with the Area 4 Rep. Mr R~y Andrew a~d his wife Patri~ia .
Visitor were also present from Winchester. Salisbury, and Readmg
Branches. A tribute was paid to our late Chairman Maj N. T. Warren. The
usual toast were proposed, and thanks were expre ed 10 our Trea u.rer
Capt Christine Cluett and our Secretary Tony Dear for the organtsauon
of another succes fut Reunion.
For the benefit of tho e who read The Wire and would like to know
where we meet. it is at the Ex-Servicemen' Club. Archers Road, on the
fir 1 Tuesday in the month, when we enjoy an excellent lunch. Sine~ we
have attracted a few more younger retired ex Signallers, some ex auonal
Service, we are currently looking at ways of increasing our activitie ! .
There may be people out there who might r~member the following
name from L942-1960 who in recent year have JOmed the Southampton
Branch: Tony Dear, Jack Mackenzie, Brian Burt, Sidney Smith, John
Ashman, Tony Hull, Tony Hulse and Ron Bailey.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
Since last writing we held our Branch AGM and elections of Branch
Officers. For health reason Fred Holmes retired a Vice-Chairman. Our
thank to him for hi very regular attendance and support. John Lucas takes
the Vice Chair. John Loveday is As i tant Trea urer and Brian NesbittClarke is Property Member. All other Officers were re-elected.
Sadly Gerry McCullough, who for several years represented the Branch
at HQ meeting until ill health intervened, has lost hi wife. We extend our
sympathy to him.
The highlight of the year so far was the visit of the ational Chairman.
Maj Gen A. Yeoman, ' CB to our May Branch meeting. Our Branch
President Maj Bill Douglas and Vice President Maj Noel Johnston
entertained him to dinner prior to the meeting, along with Maj Tony
Lomax, Training Major, 40 (U) Sig Regt (V). We are indebted to Maj and
Mrs Lomax for kindly acting as hosts to the Chairman for his overnight
tay. At the Branch meeting the Chairman gave a most intere ting talk in
which he outlined the aims and object of the A ociation. After presenting
'Honour Member' certificate to Maj Bill Douglas and Tom Maguire the
Chairman spoke to every individual pre ent. Everyone found him very easy
to talk 10 and we really did appreciate him giving up hi s time to visit u . As
far as we know he i the first Chairman to do so. Thanks also to Hon. Sec.
Ian Wolfe for malcing arrangements for the visit and to Debbie Wolfe for
looking after the post meeting catering.
It seems no time at all ince Blandford Reunion 1996 yet here we are in
the throes of organising the 1997 trip in a few weeks time. Unfortunately it
clashe with TAVR camp but uch is the emhusiasm of our TAV R Members
that ome intend to travel straight from camp to Blandford. Branch
Chairman Tom Maguire hopes to lead 16 stalwart aero s this year.
Finally a reminder to all Regular, TAVR, erving or ex-service
Signallers-you will be welcome at our Branch meetings on the third
Wednesday of each Month.

SWINDON BRANCH

(L-R): Cpl (Retd) Reg Briggs (B:anch Standard Bearer)

Brig Stan Gordon , Ma1 Bob Rowland,
Col Ken Smith QBE, TD, DL (Branch President)

The Fir t Anni ersery of the formation of the S'_vindon Branch was
celebrated at the meeting in May. The Branch Pre·1den1. Lt ol Gent
(Retd), welcomed Col Carter (Retd) IBE and Peter, Cuckow from
Headquarter . The Pre idem then poke <_>f. the Branch s fir t y~ar of
operation and of hi pride in the Branch. L1sun~ the aume~ou . fir t that
had been achieved by the Branch, he parucularly h1ghhghted the
participation a . a B ranc~ in t~e Remembranc,e Day Parade, the ~ial
Even ing and a JOint evening with the Local RE Branch. He al o praised
the efforts of Robin Sheppberd who produce the Bra_nch ~wsk11er and
appealed for more member to submit article for 1nclu ion m fumre
i sue.
The election of Branch Officers took place and fut~re i:itan for Branch
acti itie were announced. Members were very enthu 1a Uc about plan to
carry on with the peaker after Branch busine ha bee1.1 dealt w11h. Past
subje t in the last year have included: Tales of an Ex-~ohceman, Coalpon
Pottery, Life of a Bentley Mech. He who would a Magi trate be.

PETERBOROUGH BRANCH
. Almost 21 years to the day after a gathering of ex-Corps member , living
m the Peterborough area met 10 look into the possibility of forming a branch
of the RSA, we held our 21st Anniversary Dinner Dance on Friday 25 April
1997 . The venue was Woodlands Lei ure Centre in Ca tor near
Peterborough where we had a first class function room . 60 Branch members
and guests enjoyed an excellent meal, during which some of the Corps
Bands' recorded music was played. Brig Stan Gordon, our Area Vice·
Chairman. and Mr Gil Gordon joined u for the eveni ng, having travelled
up (and back afterwards) all the way from E ex, and pent much of the time
talking to members and guests.
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Brig Stan Gordon talking to retired Sgt Bob Ro!;Jers (Wartime
SOE) and an active member of RSARS-Call sign GO CNL

Branch members before the start of business
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WEST LONDON BRANCH
The Annual Dinner Dance of the Branch was held at the Ci vie Centre
at Hounslow in April\ e were joined by Members of the Reading Branch
and many other friends and it was a great ucces .
'
In la) a p~) ~rom the Branch went on a most enjo_ able weekend to
Belgium. taymg m ntwerp and vi iting Bru<> - and the battlefield of
Wa~erloo. Thi "a _organ.i ed by 3 1 ~ig Regt, Maj Ron Miller being our
L1a1. on Officer w1th ht. old Reguncnt. Unle, report have been
exaggerated, everyone enjoyed it. ·Dusty"!

·REUNIONS
56 Div (City of London Sig) OCA
DRs CELEBRATE THEIR 60TH A NIVERSARY
. On 12 April the De patch Riders' Section of 56 Div (Ci ty of London
1gnal ) Branch held their Annual Dinner/Dance in Eastbourne and
celebrated the 60th Anniversary of thei r first performance at the Royal
T?umament. ~rrent team member -average age 80-who attended the
dinner were Jim Law (team captain), Arthur Overton (21C). Jack Tyler
~FC (~ne of the original team _
before joining the RAF), Robin Thyer,
Tubby G on. Geoff Putt, Bill Barry and 'Hee· Bennett. The i<Tnal
O~c~r in Chief, Brig 'igel Wood and hi wife Wendy, were"' the
pnn_c1pal Guests of Honour at the dinner. Maj Keith Rus ell. OC of the
White Helmets and hi wife Joan; gt Don Brebnor. the White Helmet
team captain, Mrs Ilene White. the White Helmet' secretary and her
hu. band ~o~n . Unfortunately OC White Helmet!, Capt Lisa Giles, wa
unable to JOm the celebration ince he had to keep in trim for the London
marathon the next day!
.
fte~ a ple~did meal. and after Arthur Overton had made some
mte~ung matnmonial readju, tment in welcoming the gue ts. the SOinC
rep!1ed ?n beh.alf of the gue t and brought member up to date with
topical 1 UCl. m the Corps. A dance and. (surprisingly) more drinking
'.o.llowed tht and the 60th anniver ary was well and truly celebrated. Jim
I m not_Of!1an! mg another one' Law, who organi es the event each year.
thought H d1dn t go too badly; the 64 other attendee considered it to be the
best yet and are looking forward to next year!

The SOinC with members of
the 56 Div Signals Motorcycle Display Team and others after
dinner

219 Sig Sqn (Tripolitania) OCA
MUA-MUE-MU13. All Telegraphists recog11ising these Call Si <>ns are
request.ed to contact the Secretary 01101925481024. Teleprinter Op may
recogmse RBTBA-RBTBAA or RBTBAB.
T~rry has to keep a fairly low profile this month, having forfeited
C~airman Roy Andrews photog:aph .of the 1964 Rugby Team to The
.iii1re. It may well be the only one m existence, and it would be no urprise
if .he puts a Contract ou~ on me! Sorry Roy, honest! Mayhap the Editor
will be touched by my plight and return it.
Our Treasurer '\1uriel Hearldon was presented with her Honorary Life
Memberslup by Gen Yeoman and Mr Peter Cuckow. Thi s was at AGM
where. a lot of new friendship were made and many old ones renewed. '
L~t .s hope this new format for the AGM continues, I'm ure all will
admit 1t was a resounding success.
Yours Sincerely
Terry Hearldon
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31 SIG AL REGIME T ASSOCIATIO
Of~ we trundled , into Europe, again thi time to Antwerp . It was 11
orgam~ed by our Tour Operator Maj Ron 'Dusty' Miller. We all h~da a
gr~at lime. The Secretary, Henry Holman said that it was a laugl
minute. as far a he can remember. We even managed to stay on Plan ·~·a
Our Chamnan, Col D?nald Crawford, remarked tha~ he ees more of
Europe wnh. the A. soc1auo~ than he ever did on Exercise. Despite Steve
~land wanun~ t~ look at ~t. we managed to steer clear of the dreaded
Grobbe.n donk. 1he word Grobbendonk ' will put fear into the heans if
some Wire readers. sorry.
<
, We had a Tri-Ply of ~ol~nel on, thi. trip. the other two being Col John
Eversfield and Col Keith Goldie M.orrison. A special mention must go
to Mrs Jea1.1 Crawford. who havmg JUSt had a hip operation managed to
mak~ the trip \~1th t~1e help of a wheelchair, walking sti cks and a highl
quahfi.ed ursmg Sister 111 Mrs Beryl Eversfield . The walking stick~
c~1e m very handy for keeping order at the rear of the coach. Maj Bob
Simpson was heard to say, 'Ouch!! ' several times.
Our Pic~ure hows some of the group out ide the beer tent. Spot the ten
foot tall dnver at tl~e back. Our conduct~d tour of Waterloo was fir ·t class.
followed by lunc~1111 .Bru sels. The evenmg saw our nerves being tested b
the Antwerp .taxi dnvers , one of whom even knew Stirling Mos . Th~
move. ba k ~1a Brugge .and Calais was j u t as mooth. With the ' Duty
Free well hidden_. '~e zipped through cu tom , (it was never li ke this with
the Regiment), arnvmg back at ba e right on time, brilliant!
Our next func tion wa the Military Band Concert at the Royal Star and
Gar:er Home. ~i chmond. This took place on 7 June. Our man on the in ide
MaJ James Mill en ured that we had a good day, met lots of interesting
i>:ople and .gave them all our money. l suppose we had to how willing
?fter all he 1, the Financial Di rector at the Home. I'm off now to drink
Duty Frees , do not feel orry, omebody"s got to do it.

my

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY ASSOCIATION
Since our last Wire note we have attended the Cavalry Memorial
Parade at Hyde Park. The salute was taken by HM The Queen Mother.
The weather wa cold and damp .(someone forgot to say their prayers).
Halfway through the Parade the skies opened and down came the rain. The
Q~een Mother stood firm, so did we, a somebody remarked, "If he can
stick 1.L out, o can we". Our numbers were good and there were 72
marchmg led by Col Ted Scarlett BEM, TD. Also on parade were several
members from the Squadron led by Maj Paul Willmott. He in his tum
brought along his Sergeant Major, W02 Steve Prance to keep everyone
under control. ~fter the Parade lunch was taken at the Duke of York 's HQ,
this was organ1 ed by Maj. Ron 'Dusty' Miller. Our Chairman. George
Key, wa unable to make It for lunch but he promises to do better next
year.
Our photograph hows s.ome of the good looking chap who were on
parade. Ple~se note the highly ~ob hed medal , almost matching the
colourful M1ddlese~ Xeomanry Tie. The gentleman with the armband i
not our team captam, 1t 1s Len Smith, one of the tewards for this well
orgamsed .event. ext year the massed bands will march up from the
Km gh tsbndg~ Barrack. at 1O. l5am on ·' 0 May 1998, try 10 be there.
Tile next big event 1 the 200th Anmver ary Summer Ball at Uxbridge
TA Centre on 5 Ju ly I997, but more about that next time. J will now saddle
up and nde off into the sunset, towards Uxbridge.

LOSTCOMMS

The Fourth
ENIGMA Reunion
This will take place at Bedford on the weekend of 19/22 September.
It will be accommodated at the Swan and Moat House Hotel
A full programme of talks has been arranged and
there will be a visit to Bletchley Park.
All ex-Royal Signals or ATS 'Y ' Service per onnel are invited.
For detai ls telephone SAGA on Freephone 0800 300666

MEETING OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS KOREA VETERANS
I have in the past attended many mi litary functions, reunion and branch
dedications, oversea revi ·its etc and not fou nd many wearing the Corps
badge, except on Remembrance day parade in London.
So it .was a great plea ure today, Sunday May 25 1997, whi le attending
the ded1cat1on of a new branch standard of the British Korean Veterans
Association .THE ESSEX NO I COLCHESTER BRANCH. This was held
at the Garrison church of St Alban the Martyr in Colchester. The church
was packed. to capacity and from the many branches attending from all
over the Umted Kmgdom I found SIX wearing the Corps badge. Some 40
Standards were on parade. Three Royal Signals member were carrying
their branch standards of the BKVA.
If you wou ld be o kind a to publi h their names addresses, units
served etc, whil t in the Korean conflict, as there may be someone out
there who would like to make contact.
28 Bde Signals
Ron Larby
178 Braemar Ave
easden
LONDON
NWlOODS
Ron Batchelor

28 Bde Signals
8 Fullwell Ave
Barking ide, Tlford
ESSEX
1GB 2HT

George Quigley

29 Bde Signal
26 St Mary's Road
Southend on Sea
ESSEX
SS2 6JS

Reg Briggs

Royal Signal attached
28th Field Regt R.E.( an Troop)
157 Chaucer Road
PETERBOROUG H
PEI 3LS
When in Korea my home town was then Bo ton in Lincolnshire.

Two of the standard bearers were Arthur Store, attached to 45 Fld Regt
RA and Pat Brieley, attached to 20 Fld Regt RA. I was unable to get their
addre e . Alan Campbell 29 Bde Signal unable to get his addre . l
have photographs of them carrying their Standards should they like a copy
please write or phone me. Dignitaries attending were, taking the alute
Maj Gen P. A. Downward CB, DSO, DFC. President of the Association
Lt Col Thomas Grant, US Army-Assistant Army Attache American
Emba sy-For and on behalf of the American Amba ador, the Korean
Military Attache Col G. Gadd, Lt Col P. G. Raven SBM, Lt Col H. B.
Orpen-Smellie, Lt Col I. Jung Korean Defence Attache.
The present member hip of the BKVA i about 4000 and growing. If
you qualify for member hip and wi h to join please apply for membership
to National Recruiting Officer, BKVA, 4 Lightoaks Road, Salford,
Manchester. The a sociation hold many functions each year including
revisits to Korea. There are at present ome 55 branches and the BKVA
publi hes a journal 'THE MORNING CALM' four time a year. Anyone
wanting information can contact me on Peterborough 01733 701963.
Membership is open to all rank who erved Korea 1950 to 1953 and
the subsequent Peacekeeping Forces. (Men & Women)
Reg Briggs, Member Peterborough Bran h RSA.

Mr Joh~ Edward. Johnson would like to hear from any ex-comrades
that served 111 I Ith Air Formation Signals, 2 Squadron, 115. D.R. Section
from January 1943 until May 1946 at Colwyn Bay. Gatton Park, Purbrook
and thence to. o~mandy. Passing through France, Belgium, Holl and and
Germa.ny endm~ 111 Hor en Denmark. Then from I 946 until August 1947
based m the ~tddle East. Serving in Cairo, Tel a Kebir, El Bala. 7 HQ
Signals, Palestine Command Signals Jerusalem and Haifa. He wou ld like
to r~ceive any information of the personnel or members of the DR
Sections of the aforementioned unit~ . Please contact him at:
2 Eckington Close, West Hallam
lLKESTON, Derby hire DE7 6NE
Tel: 0115 9309512
.Harry . Marshall of Tooting (Letchworth Street?)-Joined the TA
(Signals) 111 1939 at Atkins Road, Balham. Please contact teve Bland
Secretary. 56 Div (City of London Signals) RSA Branch, 222 Wickh~
Road, Croydon, CRO 9BJ.
Sidney Skinner served in the Corp during the last war and was based
!n Venice. Anyone knowi ng the whereabouts of Mr kinner or his family
1s .a ked to contact Maj David N. Philip at 161 The Keep. King's Road,
Kmgston-upon-Thame KT2 5UF.
VETERA S OF THE GREEK CAMPAIG 1940-41
I write to. eek the support of. The Wire in tracing member of the Corps
who served m the above campaign. My reason for so doing follows:Almost wholly due to Edwin Horlington RASC who was determined
that those who fought in the Greek Campaign should not be forgotten. we
now h~ve the ' Brotherhood of the Veteran of the Greek Campaign 194041 ' . Smee 1995 the veterans have made pilgrimage to Kalamata in the
Peloponnese where the la t battle on the Greek mainland was fought on 27
and 28 April were the Allies surrendered on the beach there.
O~r. co~memoration takes place at a monument given to u by the
Mumc1pal1ty of Kalamata that 1s part of the province of Messi nas. There
we participate in a service imilar to but much smaller than that which
take place at tbe Cenotaph annually in ovember. Thi service. led by the
Metropolitan of the Orthodox Church in Me inas, i attended by the
Heads of the Greek Armed Force , Amba adors, Mayor of Kalamata and
other Civic dignitarie . A Greek guard of honour and a military band
greets our arnval at the memorial stone. After the ervice i over we retire
for an al fre co lunch behind the old railway station. courtesy of the
Municipality of Kalamata. This year it was my privilege to deliver the
'Oration' and lay the wreath "For all who did not return'.
My retreat in Greece started at Jannina on the Albanian border and
ended at what is now the old railway station at Kalan1ata after as i ting in
commandeering and running a train from auplion. During the fighting
around the port and on the beach l met up with a Sgt Long whom I had last
seen when we were Signalmen together in the Shanghai Signal Section
1937/38. Apart from Sgt Long. I do not recall any other Signaller at
Kalamata but feel there may have been some. Almo t all the exervicemen who make the pilgrimage to Kalamata are ex-P.O.W's., mo tly
R.E.'s and R.A.S .C. I was fortunate to escape and be picked up at ea by
H.M.S. Kandahar after the surrender.
So, if there are any Signallers around who erved in Greece in 1940-41
a Mr. Edwin Horlington would like to hear from them. Hi addre s i :163 Walton Road, Walton-on-Naze. Essex. COl4 8NE. Tel: 677178 or
they could contact me, Edgar Harri on .
From: Lorraine Binnie
66 Porterfield, Comrie, Dunfermline
FIFE KY 12 9HJ
Dear Sir
l sent you a letter in the hope that you could trace my mother' father
for her. Unfortunately I gave you hi name a Capt Michael Kelly when it
i in fact Capt Edward Michael Kelly. 1 would like to apologi e for thi
error and hope that you will be able to help. I look forward to hearing from
you.
Yours Lorraine Binnie

CORRESPONDENCE
From: W02 F. E. Roberts R. ignal
Dear ir,
I an1 the Royal ignal, Permenant Staff In tructor at outhampton OTC
and one of my current ideline i to look after all training publication in
the Unit. We ha e ju t entered into a full check of the librar) which
includes a limited amount of communication material.
Here in Southampton we are lucky enough to be one of the few OT >
which sti ll retain a dedicated ignals Troop. 1 am keen that thi ·hould
remain the ca e and would like to enhance the ignal library within
Sarawak Troop.
I am writing to you in order that. 1 may request the help of serving or
pa t member of the Corps. If any reader i in posses ion of an
ignal
type publications for which there is now no n ed, the nit in outhampton
would be keen to take them off their hand . Perhap. anyone wi>hing to
help u out could contact me on 0 I703332'.!11 or (Military) 727 8023.
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DONATIONS
Friends of the late !rs tella J. Lynch .......... .......................................£ 110.00
ol (Retd) Jam Proudman In memory of Col John ol1h ..............£15.00
I.. A. \loignnrd ln lhanksgiYi•P for the life of Col John orth ............£50.00
fr. B. Hugh In memory of " I John ol1h . .............................. ...... :£25.00
Friends In memory of Col Joh:i ol1h ............................... ..................£ 111.76
lfl> A. \lawson In memory of aj R. . law on ..... .........................£I 0.00
In l\temon of 1r. H. Jones ex-RAMC. ......................................... .........£20.00
252 ig qn. 16 ig Regt .................................................................... ..£114.63
Geo~e Brew of 19 io Regt 0C .........................................................£27.70

~\~~d~:~~"..::: : : :~::::::~::::: ::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::: : ::: : :::::::: : : : : :: : ::: :::::::: :::g~:gg

~~~~~R8::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :t~g:~

gt BJ . Halliday (7 ig Regt) .... .........................................................£50.00

~!~jT~~~1~~~~:.~~.~.~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::g~:gg

'Cerio ito Lodge' .................................................................................£20.00

LAST POST
Arno Dvr J.E. Amo·

Bell- gt F. Bell
Boylan- ig J. A. M. Boylan
Burley gt W. S. Burley
Cash-Dvr . A. Cash
Fisher-W02 D.E. Fi her
Goose-Sig B. C. Goo e
Jack-W02 Jame Jack
Palfrey-Maj J. \V. Palfrey TD
Pocock-Sgt K. J. Pocock
Pringle-Maj R. C. Pringle
weet-Sig R. E.W. Sweet
Timpson-Maj C. E. Timp on
Truscott-Lt Col M. E. E. Truscott
Wright gt J. Wright

erved 1942/46
Served 1942156
Served 1940/46
Served l 949n
erved 1941/47
erved 1941/46
erved 1992197
Served 22 years
Served 1932146
erved 1942/47
Served l 939n3
Served 1952/56
Served 1946/86
Served l 934n 1
Served 1931/46

Died 1997
Died 27/02197
Died 18/03/97
DiedMay97
Died 17/06/97
Died 18/05197
Died 21/03/97
Died 19/04/97
Died 05/12196
Died 15/05197
Died 28/04/97
Died 29/04197
Died 23/05197
DiedMay97
Died 07/05/97

Maj . \ . Mawson. Died October 19 1996. Bill Maw on joined the Royal
Corp of Signal at the age of 20. He did a preliminary course in England
before leaving for India. where he ucces fully completed lhe Officers
course. in !he Indian Academy. The war years were pent in India and
Burma.
In l9.i5, he was ent to Germany, repairing and replacing radio
communications. Hi knowledge of the language was helpful. wilh a
workforce of 2,000 people. Later he served in Khartoum, and joined the
Sudan Defence Force in the South. He was made a Bimbashi (Major) met
his Swiss wife Annette there and married her in 1954.
After a spell in Aden and Somaliland. wilh the Air Formation Signal .
he went to Freetown, Sierra Leone. Sierra Leone had become independent
in 1961. and the Royal Sierra Leone Military Forces compri ed one
Battalion. rrained and upervi ed by British Officers. Hi experti e and
work there earned him lhe M.B.E. By 1967, only lhe Paymaster (Col
We t) and the Signal Officer, Bill Mawson, remained !here. The Army
mutinied twice, and Bill fou nd himself in the position of virtually running
!he country. for almo t a year. The last few years wilh the Signals were
spent in Germany.
Bill was also a keen and knowledgeable gardener and enlhu iastic
beekeeper. He leaves his wife, one son, lhree daughters, a son-in-law. and
two grandchildren. His wife Annette, family, and his many friends sadly
mi shim.
Brig Richard Brian ·Dick' Ridley-Martin MA MIEE. died on 17 January
1997 aged 98. A. a boy, he lived in Purley. Surrey, was a member of the
local choir and had a lifelong love of music. He went to Malvern College
from I 923-1927. followed by The Royal Military Academy. Woolwich
from 1927-1928. He was commissioned into The Royal Signals on 31
January 1929 and was promoted 10 Lieutenant two years later. He went up
to Cambridge in 1932 to read for lhe Engineering Tripo at Kings College
and obtained a degree in Mechanical Sciences in 1934. Whilst there, he
gained an half-blue for fencing and went on to represent England at
fencing in the European Championships in Turin in 1933.
He met hi future wife era, (nicknamed Peter), at Tidwonh where, at
fencing he wai. expert wilh sabre and epee, and Vera with foil. They were
married at St. Mary Abbott, Kensington in May, 1936 at which time he
was an instructor at the School of Signals Catterick and whilst there, he
found time to obtain a Civil Pilot's License.
He was attached to the Sudan Defence Force from ovember I 937, and
he and Vera were at sea, returning from leave en route to Cairo when war
was declared. He left the Sudan in July 1940 and joined the I st Armd Div
Sig Regt in Egypt as acting Major. 'Dick' spent the war largely in the
1iddle East moving the lenglh of North Africa from lraq and Pale tine to
Algeria before ending the war in Italy. He was mentioned in dispatche in
1941 (London Gazette. 5 July 194 1). From February to September 1943,
he was GSO I HQME ai. acting Lieutenant Colonel.
Immediately after the war, he returned to Egypt as Chief Signals
Advi or to the Bmish Military Mission in Cairo where he remained until
1947. He then returned lo England as SO Royal Signals in AAComd
followed by G 01 War Office before returning to Cairo a5 GSOI GHQ
\liddlc Ea.\t from eptember 1952 to April 1954. He was promoted to
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Colonel in 1954 and ervcd again in the War Office before movi ng to the
Briti h Joint Services Mission in Washington D.C. in November 1957
Returning from the SA in Murch 1960. he wa promoted to Brigadier for
his last posting 10 HQ Eastern omd in Houn low.
After retiring fro m the Army in 1962, he worked at Bracknell before
joining ADG ECO, a ATO divi ion co-ordinat!n~. ull European early
wanting • y. terns where he had ovenill respons1b1hty for all security
aspects. He was a keen sailor throughout his life and wa a member of the
Royal ignals Yacht lub as well as the Royal Lymington y;ucht Club.
He and era relllrned 10 Brockenhursl in the New Forest in 1977. He
wa a trong member of lhe Church, alway working around the churches
in lhe pari h and he made it his particular mission to maintain the organ at
St. ichola '. He wa. also Chairn1an of lhe Service Committee of the
Royal British Legion. projectionist for ADFAS, and at the Royal
Lymington Yacht Club. He was frequently found working on
improvements. with regard to the electronic equipment.
The Service of Thanksgiving was held at Parish Church of St. Nicholas.
Brockenhurst on 31 January. He is survived by his wife Vera and sons
Michael and Patrick.

,-..

Goo
ig B. C. Goose. Brett Goose joined the Corps on lhe 16 December
1992 as a Junior Leader, and ucce sfully completed training a~ a Driver
Lineman on 20 January 1994, with 8 ig Regt. He joined I (UK) Armd
Div HQ & Sig Regt on 11 February 1994. He deployed wilh the Regiment
on Op Resolute 2B in I 996, and on his return joined 211 Sig Sq n's MT.
Brett will be adly missed by all members of lhe Regiment. Our deepest
ympathies go out to his friends and family, especially hi parenis and
brolher LCpl Clive Goo e.

e"-•

Luckett-Mrs Mary Luckett. It i with deep regret that T have to repon the
dealh of my wife in ottingham City Ho pita! on May 14 1997.
Mary joined the WRAC in 1970 and wa affiliated 10 the Intelligence
Corp . She had the good fortune whil t erving in 13 Sig Regt (R}, to meet
an ambitiou and sporty signalman who, deferring to her senior rank,
agreed to get married. Mary was an astute, intelligent and truly supponive
~fe who was alway deeply involved in Regimental life wherever we
erved. She will be fondly remembered by many past and present Corps
cricketers as the lady who did lhe scoring and operated lhe fines book. A
generation of Apprentices from Harrogate knew her a the lady in lhe PRI
Shop who i ued lhe tracksuits, sold lhe cuddly toys and helped them with
!heir new cheque books.
My con tant companion for 28 years and molher to Martin and Karen,
he will be greatly mi sed by all her friends and family.
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Pickard-SSgt Gordon Picka rd was born in ewton Abbot and at the age of
15 he joined the Army Boys Service. He enli Led in lhe Royal Corp of
Siwals. He travelled the world and most of England as well. He spent a 101
oCtime at Catterick having been posted !here on no !es lhan 4 occasion .
He also served at Bulford, Ascot. Tewksbury. Blandford, Corsham and
Aldershot. He al o served in Egypt. Cyprus and Germany. For six years he
was in Kenya, during the time of lhe Mau Mau uprising. Gordon retired
from the army in 1987, after 40 years of service, wilh the rank of Staff
Sergeant.
He was immensely proud of hi as ociation wilh lhe Anny and
regularly attended Old Comrades and Royal Signals Association
Reunions. He would al every opportunity wear the uniforn1 of hi
Regiment as it was during lhe First World War, his Old Comrades uniform.
After hi retirement hi wife J an lhought that perhap he shouldn't be
under her feet every day, even though he enjoyed hi company after
several long periods of separation, whil the was in !he Army. She saw an
advert in the paper for a cu todian at AJfred· Tower, a ational Trust
property near Stal bridge. Gordon applied for the job and got it. During the
time he was custodian he increased lhe time he spent !here from two day>
to five days a week. It is largely !hanks to him !hat lhe Tower i now uch a
tourist attraction. Our lhought are with Jan and the two children Michelle
and Duncan.
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Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned ,
unless they are irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing a
photograph that cannot be replaced.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS
CHENEVIX-TRENCH PRIZE ESSAY
COMPETITION 1998
PRIZES
First Prize £750
Available to all entrants

•

All correspondence and matter
for publication in The Wire
should be addressed to
The Head of Publications,
The Wire, RHO Royal Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum, DT11 BAH
Dorset. Tel No: Blandford mil 2079
STD 01258 48 2079

I

Matter for publication must be
received by the 15th of February,
April, June, August, October and 10th December
for publication six weeks later.
All enquiries regarding subscriptions/despatch
should be made to ext: 2087

Remittances should be made payable to
Royal Signals Benevolent Fund

Editor Lt Col (Retd) P. Valder
Assistant Editor Mrs J. A. Herring
The Wire is a member of the Association of Service Newspapers

SOinC's Special Award £125
Available to non commissioned ranks of Royal Signal .
Young Officer's Award £125
Available to Ro) al Signals Officers below the rank of Major.
Non Royal Signals Award £125
Available to the Retired Corps, civilians or officers and soldiers of other arms and services.

one of the la t three awards will be awarded to the winner of the first prize.
The objective of the competition i :
'To encourage the study of all aspects of relevance to The Royal Corps of Signals and, in so doing, enhance the reputation of the
Corps and its Institution and provide a fitting memorial to its benefactor".

RULES :
I.
The Competition will be known as' The Royal Signals Chenevix-Trench Prize Essay Competition".

2.

Entries will be welcomed from anyone.

3.

E says may be on any topic of relevance to the Corps . In addition the SOinC (A) has nominated one subject of current
interest for those who wish to use it: Digitization promises to revolutionise the way the British Army conducts its
business. It will present many challenges to Royal Signals. How should we ensure that our officers and soldiers are
equipped to meet these challenges?

4.

All essays must be submitted complete with duplicate. They may be of any length, and preferably sho uld be typewritten
in double line spacing, but manuscript entries will be accepted and will not incur a penalty provided they are leg ible.
Es ays will be judged on quality, not quantity, bf reading matter.

5.

Cla ified matter must NOT be included.

6.

When a reference is made to any work, its title and author must be quoted. Quotations and extracts must be
acknowledged as such to the title and author concerned.

7.

Every author must write under a nom de plume and must submit with the essay a sealed envelope with the nom de plume
on the outside and name and address inside.

8.

Essays hould reach the Secretary of the Royal Signals Institution,
Regimental Headquarters,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum,
DORSET DTI I 8RH
NOT LATER THAN 1ST APRIL 1998.

9.

Adjudication will be arranged by the Council of the Institution.

10.

The Council of the Institution reserves the right to publish any essay submitted, in the Wire Journal, whether it wins a
prize or not, and will pay the author at the current Institution rate.

Subscription rates
1997 (Bi-monthly)
(Feb, Apr, Jun,
Aug , Oct, and Dec).
Individual: Yearly £9.00;
Bi-monthly £1 .50.

CONTENTS
Editor Notes
Special Articles
Movements ...
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News from Blandford
News from Bosnia
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New from Regiments
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Journal Article
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The Royal Signals Association News and News from the AO
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Donation
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FRONT COVER: Cpl Stephanie Gibbons, of 35 Sig Regt ( ): P.utting
the fini hing touche co one of her exceptional meals-and providing u
with a bright mile for the Front Cover after a ombre month.
BACK COVER: 249 Signal Squadrons' Lanyard Trophy Team en
route to winning in fine style.

THE LONDON LECTURE
THURSDAY 13TH NOVEMBER 1997
Speaker:

Mr Richard Marriott OBE, Director, Office of the
Chairman and hief Executive of British Telecom.

Place:

The Merchant Centre,

Time:

l 730hrs- l 800hrs

upper:
Ticket :

ew treet quare

Available afterwards with wine £27 per head
From RHQ, Blandford

~~
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ROYAL SIGNALS
9th HERITAGE LOTTERY
The winner of the 9th Heritage Lottery drawn on Saturday. 28 June
1997 were:
Winner
Prize
erial
Col (Retd) G.\ .A. tephenson
£1.500
I
Central Bank. 8 Inf Bde HQ & ig qn
£ 500
2
MrA . . Smith
£ 500
3
Mrs T.E. Knight
£ 250
4
Mr J.A. Bmterfield
£ 250
5
gt R. Carter, 251 ig Sqn, Alder.,hot
£ ~so
6
Maj (Retd) Frank Kem ey-Boume
£ 250
7
LCpl P.A. Chaplin. 216 (Para) ig qn
£ 100
L pl P.. . Kinsey, 216 (Par~) ig qn'
£ 100
9
CPO .P. a. h. I qn, 9 Sig Regt
£ 100
10
Ir H.D. Carston
£ 100
II
Lt Col (Retd) J.J.H. Swallow OBE
£ 50
12
Mrs C. Bentley
£ 50
13
PRI. 21 ig Regt (A )
£ 50
14
Brig D. . Pringle OBE
£ 50
15
Mr P.R. tan ford
£ 25
16
l\lis. . McCartne)
£ 25
17
Mr A. Cr1rbie
£ 25
18
Mr G. Hick.more
£ 2
19
Maj P.M. Kell) . R. ignab
£ 25
20
Lt Col (Retd) P.R. Bre" i'
£ 25
21
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Royal Signals Institution
Blandford Lectures 1997/98

AFCEA(UK)
SOUTHERN CHAPTER

The Blandford ' ectures are held in conjunction with the
IEE outhem Centre and AFCEA ( K ) Southern Chapter.
TI1e Lecture are held in Prince Mary Hall commencing
6pm, with tea beino erved in the foyer at 5 .30pm. Member
from out ide Blandford Camp who wi h to attend hould
contact Lt o l (R etd ) R. P. Shiner, Army ClS Engineering
Group. Blandford Camp, Dor el DTl l RH. (Tel : 01258
4 5407 or AT 737 5407)
The programme for October and ovember l 997 i, :
Wed Oct 97
·Digital Broadcasting'
by Mr C. Gandy, BBC Research Department, Tadworth,
Surrey.

(Lecture sponsored by IEE Southern Centre)
Thu 20 ov 97
'Abo e u the Waves-Strategic Communications'
by C dre J.B. Sadler RN, DSWS MOD (PE)

(Lecture spo11Sored byAFCEA (UK) Sowhem Chapter)

Forecast
of Events
October 1997
6-8

RSM's Convention

7
8
19
31

RSI Council Meeting
RSUIEE Lecture (IEE spon ored)
Tower Half Marathon
Scotti h Dinner

HQR.
Signals/
I lSig Regt
RHQ R. Signal
RSS (Tech Div)
MAA 11 Sig Regt
RHQ R. Signals

November 1997
6
9
13
20

Opening of the Field of
Remembrance
Remembrance Sunday
RSI London Lecture
RSJJAFCEA Lecture
(AFCEA ~pon ored)

RHQ R. Signal
Gar HQ/11 Sig Regt
RHQ R. Signals
Army CIS Eng Gp

Programme for
October and November 1997
23 October
''Defence eed Analysis"
Speaker: Maj S.I. Andrew , Project CAPITAL, HQ LA D
Venue: The Vine Hotel. Ower ( r. Jct. 2 M27)
Time: 18.00 (Drinks and Supper followed by Lecture)
20 November
'•Above us the Waves - Stmtegic Com munications"
Speaker: Cdre J.B. Sadler RN , DSWS MOD(PE)
Venue: Prince
fary Hall , Blandford Camp
Time: 18.00 (Lecture followed by Supper in HQ Mess R. Signals)
(Held in conjunction with RSI & JEE Wes ex Area)

The Corps Carol Service

RSlllEE Lecture (IEE Sponsored)

RSS
(Sch Technology)

March 1998
4
17/19

R IJJEE Lecture (RSI Sponsored)
R I/IEE Lecture (RSI Sponsored)
(To be decided)

Army CIS Gp
At Blandford

A financial review has recently been carried out and the combining
of The Wire and The Journal, which are both su bsidised by the
Corps, will bring about a considerable saving to the Corps.

The Wire will still be published six times a year but twice a year,
probably about October and April, there will be a fat Wire that will
incorporate Journal type articles. Many of these article shou ld
prove to be of interest to potential Foremen and Yeomen of Signals.
Other will be of historical interest.
The annual subscription will not increase and is only £9.00 per year.
This can be paid either by Direct Debit or by Cheque. To obtain
further details return the proforma to RHQ.

12

Royal Signals London Dinner

June 1998
20
27/28

Royal ignal Corps Luncheon
R A Weekend

The WIRE
Subscription Proforma
From:
Name: ..... ................................ .
Army umber .... .. ........... .. ...... .. .

Rank ............... ... .. ..... ... ... ....... .
Address . ......................... .. .. .... .

May 1998

At Blandford
Al Blandford

effective venn1re which has provided a challengmg pastime for man,y and
has promoted the image of the Corp . His presidency of the Aldershot
Branch of the Royal Signals Association has fostered esprit de corps and
has encouraged retired members of the Corp family to retain contact and to
be on the lookout for those less fortunate members in need of material or
other help. But his greatest contribution to the domestic affairs of the Corps
is in the management and control of Corps funds as Chairman of the
Finance Committee. He has been involved in the Corps' financial affam for
over a decade, during which time he has 1mplemenled many innovative
measures. It has been a long. evolutionary proces. and is a mark of his
fore ight, energy and determination to ensure that the voluntary
subscriptions from members of the Corp are u ed effectively and for the
purpose for which they have been donated. The sy tern of management and
control of funds i the envy of other Corps and Regiments, who recognise it
as being their ultimate goal. The Corps at large owe a debt of gratitude to
him for unselfi hly devoting a great deal of time to this crucial a peel of the
Corps' affairs.
Maj Gen Hild will be recognised throughout the Corps as a thoroughly
profes ional. talented and genuine officer who has alway had the best
interests of the Corps family at the forefront of his priorities. The award of
The Prince Mary Medal has marked his contribution to the Royal Corp
of Signals for the past 47 years.

Do you subscribe to
The Wire
or are you reading
someone else's copy?

RHQ R. Signals
London

FebrualJ' 1998
4

Maj Gen Hild is an officer of the post-war generation who joined the
Army as a ational Serviceman and decided 10 stay on for a full career. He
spent much of his early service in the Far East and wa 'mentioned in
despatches' when he commanded a unique joint unit during the Indonesian
Confrontation. This was fo llowed by command and staff appointments in
the 1-'ar East. the United Kingdom and in Germany, culminating in hi final
appointment as Commander Communications British Army of the Rhine.
Throughout his career, General Hild was recognised for his very high
~wndar<l and his interest in emerging technology. His blunt. direct advice
was not always popular, but it came from a genuine belief in professional
integrity and in his interest in the good of the Corp and of the Army.
On retiri ng from the Army, Gen Hild joined the Board of Siemens
(UK) Ltd and for four year ran their defence business. He promoted the
need for local content in product and project , and for co-operation on a
European basis. In this he wa an excellent ambassador for the Corps and
his influence and connections enhanced the reputation and standing of the
Corps. As a direct result, many members of the Corps have found
worthwhile econd careers and are grateful for his forthright advice and
support during a difficult transitory period.
He has shown a deep intere l in the domestic affairs of Royal Signal and
took up a number of key voluntary time-consuming appointment . As the
Admiral of the Royal Signal Yacht Club, he laid the foundations for a cost

AFCEA Members and their guests are welcome.
Reservation must be made through:
Maj A. Gibb, Secretary AFCEA (UK) Southern Chapter
BMDT
Blandford Camp
Dor et
DT118RH
Tel : 01258 482621 Fax: 01258 482620

December 1997
I

Maj Gen J.H. Hild MBE

HRH T he Princess Royal p re s ents the medal to Ma j Gen Hi ld

To:

RESETTLEMENT
Subscription Secretary
The WIRE
RHQ R. Signa ls
Blandford Camp
DORSET
DTl l 8RH

Please send WIRE Subscription forms to the above address
Date: ......................... Signed: ..................... . .................. .

You will probab ly be aware that the Corps Re e ttlement Cell has
returned to RHQ. We were able to do thi fo llowing the establi hment
of a new post of S03 Coord RH Q at the beginni ng of the year and thi
is now filled by Lt C ol (R etd) A lan Browne.
The function of Corp. Re ettlcment adly remain a 'black
economy' activity carried out in addit ion to the other work a . ociated
with the po. t. Whit t th i. lim it." the extent of what we can do the feedback that we receive from tho e in the Corps re ettlcment chain i
mo t positive and clearly the ervice that we are providing i both
appreciated and merit the time spent o n it. T he main func tion of the
Cell are to provide a focu . for re ettlement, to provide advice and to
provide information about jobs of which we become aware.

Thi i carried out primarily through the production of a monthly
ew. letter augmented by ignals to unit where the time frame
nece itate, it. The e activitie are in addition to the other en ice
re ettlement featur where the Regular Forces Employment gene
and Officer A sociation provide job matching for individual.,
something that we cannot do. We work ver clo ely with all involved
and the good new · i that the commu nications in<lu try L
under tandably keen to emplo those from the Corps of all rank. and

1

trade .
You may iew thi activity as having a degree of irony a. sociated
with it ince we pend o much of RHQ's time and effort on
recruiting. However. viewed in the broader terms of providing \\elfare
and full career ad ice I am ure that re ettlement is properly located
among. 1 my respon ibilitie a · Regimental Colonel.
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SHEFFIELD SOLDIER RECEIVES MBE
But soldiers are beaten 12- 0 by John Quinn·
heffield soldier ha. been honoured in the Queen ·s Birthday Honours
Li t. W02 Bob Ingham. the Regimental Quarter Ma ·ter ergeant at 3
ig Regt. 1anor Top. wa awarded th MBE for hi. work with local
.:haritie and young people a well as ht e ndeavours wtth the rmy. Bob
(. ) i. the Group cout Leader for the 7'.!nd t ndrew' Beaver , Cub
and
outs whi h meet in harrow. \ lien he is not attending their
meet in!!.. church parade or aturd · ) morning football with the
voung;iers. he and hi wife Pal ·upport I al charitie . He a i ted .in the
recent building work ut the Ryegate Children' Centre when: ·taff upport
and care for children with mental and physical di abilirie . He has also
been involved with famil upport group at heffield Children ·s Ho pita!
and is a hard workin!! supporte1 of For
Beller Life with Epilep y
(FABLE). FABLE recently organised a football match agai n t John
Quinn' All Star ·, a team of former profe ional footballer , at the Aurora
port~ Complex in Rotherham . When the original opposition dropped out.
the TA soldie from 3 Sig Regt came to the rescue of the organi er and
fielded a team for the match. Organi eel and captained by Bob. the Signal
Team ranged in age from 16 to 48 years. The All tars t~a~. which
includ d former England players Emlyn Hughe and 1el Stirhng. won
the tos and cored their fir't goal within three minutes. By the end of the
first half the core wa, +-0.
·we till thought we might make the score look re pectable at that
point." .aid Bob. In the econd half ome eriou football wa played
amidst a torrential downpour and the final score was 12--0. The match
rai ed £400 for F BLE. ow the Regiment plan to tage a 3 km march in
aid of the Ryegate Centre.

II tars

w
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The White Helmets ' activities have been tragically overshadowecl by
the ~udden death of one of the most stalwart members of the team- the
.
.
.
Team Cpl 'Elly' Elson.
·Elly' joined th~ Ro~al ~1~nals 111 ~eptember_ 1984 as a Driver
Electrician, completmg h1 trammg at 8 S~g Regt. His career took him ~o
'.!I Sig Regt in RAF Wildenrath, 8 lnfBde 1n ort~em Ireland ~nd 229_ S_1g
n in Berlin where he also served at the Exped1uonary Base 1n Sa;dm1a.
4
He joined the White Helmet in ovember 1991 and ha been w11h the
team ever since. He became the Team Corporal and was one of the most
experienced and highly regarded. member_ of the team. He v:'as an
incredibly knowledgeable rnechamc, spendmg endless _hours fixmg 12
year old Triumph Tigers- a thankless task ~t the best of tunes. He w?s an
extremely accomplished and courageous display nder who to_o k part m all
the most dangerou and difficult part~ of the show. In add1u.on he was a
motorcycle instructor, one of the team s coach dnvers and an m ·tructor on
the annual selection course. In short he was an mvaluable member of the
team who could never be replacecl. Hi firm belief in the . differ~nce
between rioht and wrong and the upholding of that belief, combmed with a
wann-heartedne s and good humour have earned him the respect of
everyone wit~ whom he came into contact. Since the ~e.ws of_his death was
publicised, tnbutes have poured 111. At the time of wntmg, h1 funeral had
not yet taken place, but the indication is that it will be attended by an
enormou number of friends, family and pa tan~ present team.members.
'Elly' i already dreadfully mi ed a~d heartfelt sympathy 1s passed to
Pat and Dave and all hi family especially smce they were a urro_gate
family to so many member of the Wh~te Helmets. His death m a
motorcycle accident on the road was a terrible tragedy and one that \~as
particularly ironic con idering hi enormou prowe sat the wheel. He 1s a
tremendous loss to the team and we hall never forget him.

r

THE ARMY & NAVY CLUB

s

Fourteen-year-old Cheryl Ingham (centre) wishes her father
W02 Bob Ingham good luck as he and his team play
John Quinn's All Stars-a team of ex-professional footballers
captained by Emlyn Hughes (right)

NEW MUSEUM PROJECT
FUND RAISING CAMPAIGN GROUP
EPILOGUE
By The Chainnan, 1aj Gen E. J . Hellier CBE
At the 33rd meeting of the Campaign Group, held at the Royal School
of ignal on 3 July. 1997, we were able to announce not only that all the
capital co ts of the ew Mu eum Project had been met, but al o that a
surplus balance of ome £25.000 arising from variou planned mea ures,
would accrue to the 1u eum Fund by the end of the year. So ended a
protracted period of fund raising effort which can best be described as a
'roller-coa ter' experience of highs and lows. succe sand failure, pleasant
urpri es and bitter disappointments, good decisions and bad deci ion ,
fruitful initiatives and embarra ing mistake all contained within periods
of frenetic activity and quiet days .
Yet despite this inu oidal experience. a successful outcome to the
raising of £1.15 million was achieved-an outcome not attributable to any
one person or group of individual for. to a very large extent, uccess wa
founded on the continuous support and abiding faith in the need for the
Project by the ·family of the Corps' . Throughout what became known as
our 'Heritage Venture', the Corp Comminee, the Signal Officer-in-Chief,
the Royal chool of Signal . Regular and TA Units of the Serving Corps
together with the Royal Signals Association Branches and the Retired
Corps. Corps Widow and Reservists all gave, in their respective ways, the
guidance, upport or help-both moral and actual-to enable the Campaign
Group to fulfil its appointed task. In this respect it is important to make
special mention of the Celebrity Amateur Golf Event (CAGE) organi ing
team led by Lt Col P almer and ably assisted by Brig Butler-for their
uperb and substantial fund raising efforts over several years whilst, at the
same time, raising the profile of the Corps with British Industry.
Other major fund rai ing initiatives also had additiona l benefits. The
series of 20 Commemorative Postal Covers, meticulously researched over
fhe years by Lt Col Pater son, fom1s a unique record of the development
of anny commumcation over almost 200 years and the original artwork
has been framed and i on display in the HQ Officers' Mess. The Grand
Heritage Lottery mail hots proved to be an excellent vehicle to raise
awarene of the museum amongst the serving and retired members of the
Corps 01 e of whom were not even aware that we had a museum! The
publicity attending both of these initiatives attracted the attention of a
number of past members of the Corps who have subsequently become
RSA Branch Members and who have attended regimental and other
reunion . Hand-in-hand with the fund raising, potential prime contractors
were interviewed by the Corps Heritage Committee under the
chainnanship of Br ig Griffin ; contracts were placed and, as fund became
a\'ailable, building and modernisation proceeded. As we were seen to be
translating our a ·pirations into bricks and mortar, so the fundamental
support from the 'family of the Corps' was supplemented in large
measure by contributions from Industry, Charities and the National
Hentage \1emorial Fund. These benefactors are too numerous to list here
except to note Briti h Telecom, iemcns, GEC-Marconi, The Foundation
for port and the Arts, 'AAFI and the Holbeche- orfield Charitable
'ettlement as bemg particularly generous. All are recorded for posterity on
the Bcnefacto~ Board over the entrance Lo the new display area and also
111 the display area. that they have sponsored. We are, indeed, most
gratcfill for thi fulsome and practical support.

.
•
~

TRIB TE TO CPL 'ELLY' ELSON

The co-ordination and management of these fund rai ing acti vi ties and
responsibility for endeavouring to have monies in place to meet the
building ca h Oow requirements was the ta k of the Campaign Group.
This comprised a mall nucleus- the Chainnan (initially Maj Gen
Badcock), the Project Manager (initially Brig Stonh am and later Lt Col
. owa rd), Lt Col Pater son and the Project Secretary (initially Mrs
Conway and later M r s King). The remainder of the Group was composed
of three civilian members from the London area with wide ranging
indu trial, political and fund-raising experience together with serving and
retired officers from the Blandford Area that meant that frequent changes
were inevitable. All those who served with the Campaign Group, whether
as the ' nucleus talwarts' or as co-opted 'volunteers', are to be
commended for the diligence and enthusia m with which they carried out
their particular ta ks. In particular Brig Trulu ck, Br ig G ri ffi n (a tower of
trength for long periods), Col C haddock, Col de Bretton Gordon, Lt
Col Relph, M r s mit he rm a n, Mr Allick and Mrs Pincott rendered most
valuable service during their various tenure .
So, now that the Campaign Group' appointed task has been completed,
it no longer exists: it disbanded on 4 July 1997. Whilst all who worked for,
or with, the Group have every reason to be satisfied that they were an
important part of thi 'Heritage Venture', the credit for its uccessful
conclusion rest mainly with the 'Family oflhe Corp 'aided by the support
of external agencie . The task now is not only to maintain but also to
enhance that which has been e tablished. For whilst today we read in the
Museum the aims and ambitions, the ideas and ingenuity, and the crafl and
creativity of those who went before us we mu t not forget that tomorrow it
will reOect with brutal honesty the vision and value , the aspiration and
achievements and, above all, the courage and genero ity of our time to
those who follow us. I have no doubt that the new structures, to be
described in a future article, now being et up will en ure that this is done.

Lt Col Sow ard, M aj Gen Hellier and Mrs Ki ng
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The only London Club exclusive to
officers of the three services

•

Free membership for the first three
years of commission

•

Inexpensive accommodation
in comfortably furnished rooms

•
•
Spacious & styl.ish public rooms
•
Located in London's West End
•
Family membership encouraged
•
Annual membership rates 1997:
Superb catering facilities

London £280
Country £195

.. -Please send-me_a_ mem6ers"h/p-pacf tor the Army & Navy Club.

Name .... ... .... ..... ............. ... ............ ....... .
Mailing Title ......... ....... .. ...... .. .. .. .... .. .... ..
Address .. .......... ........ ........................... .

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ARMY'S
RAPID REACTION CAPABILITY.
yntegra, the y terns integration bu iness of BT, lrn been appomted by
the MoD a. the prime contractor for a new £25m project called the Land
System Reference Centre (L RC) .
.
..
.
nny
The L RC is designed to promote th~ mte~operab1hty of
ommand Control, Communications and Jntormauon _ystem . Reqmred
to be completely operational within the next four y~ars, 1~ It 1 based at the
Royal School of ignals in Blandford. The LSRC s mam role wil! ~ t~
test multiple system operating together, rather than m~le. ~ t<.;ms 11
isolation. To help achieve this it is planned that the L RC 1 _ll~ked to the
Procurement Execu tive's Ptarmigan Reference Centre at Chn t1,;hurch and
additional re t facilitie at Larkhill. The Computer As 1 te~ upporl to
Headquarter (CASH) operation in Blandford will also be 111co1'.'omted
into the resource of the new centre. Addmonally, R and RAF .-yste~1 will al o be incorporated into the testing centre to en ure robust U'I- erv1ce
·
.
armers
interoperabi lity.
.
. .
·
yntegra is leading a con ortium of specrnhst defence industry .P
which include. BAe S MA, Vega Group. Hunting Engmeenng and
DERA.

····· ····················································· ····
Post Code ........ ..... ................. ............. ..
Mail to:

Major DB Taylor, Secretary
The Army & Navy Club
36 Pall Mall
London SW1Y 5JN
Te l: 0171 930 9721
Fax: 0171 930 972{)
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Af gt D.J. Thomas
A/Sgt D.R. Taylor

OFFI ER
A G T 1997
,'l/ a11re and Rank

l;tj J. 1.G. Billingham
r.laj K.E. lark ...
laj G.J. Complin
Maj P.J. Doherty MBE
Maj M.D. Fogg 1BE ...
Maj ~I. . John ton
1aj , '.H. Colville .. .
C:ip1 J.J. Cole
...
Capt lf.C. Cornell BEng (Hon ) .. .
Capt W. Dott
apt DJ. Foulkes BEng (Hons)
Capt J.C. Gray ...
Capt C. Greig
Capt .L. Hayden
Capt T.P. Langford
Capt R.T. O' Hara
Capt D.K.Pawlow
Capt '. H. Range
Capt D.l. mith .. .
Cap1 RJ. Spencer
Capt R.G. Stm bridge
Capt R.B. Wyllie
Capt .S. Youngson
Lt P.E. Connor .. .
Lt D.A. Deegan .. .
Lt G.E. tranon .. .
Lt . Turnbull .. .

Uni/ Jo which Posted
. . .2 ignal Regimeni
... 31 (City of London) ig Regt
... BDLS Canada
... 7 ig Regt (Corp Main HQ)
.. . 16 Signal Regimem
... 2 Signal Brigade
... 32 Signal Regiment (V)
. . . 14 ignal Reg iment
. . .604 Signal Troop
... H 11 ignal Regimem
. . . 3 (UK) Div HQ& Signal Regt
... DERA
... 30 Signal Regiment
... 38 Signal Regimem (V)
.. . 63 Signal Squadron (SA
... 7 Signal Regiment
... 264 Signal quadron (SAS)
... 33 Signal Regiment (V)
. . . I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
.. . 16 Signal Regiment
. . . Welbeck College
. . . CIS Eng Gp. Blandford
. .. 36 Signal Regiment (V)
. . . 7 Signal Regiment
... H HQ Royal Signal
.. . 7 ignal Regiment
.. .40 Signal Regiment

EPTEMBER 1997
Rank and Name
Col S.M . Siddall...
Maj J.J.S. Adam
Maj AJ. Bouerill
Maj R.J. Freeman
Maj P.K. Gorford
Maj A.G. Hill
Maj A. Hickling .. .
Maj R.L. Holt .. .
Maj H.A. Jenkins
Maj D.J. Kinnaird
Maj P.WJ. Whitehead ...
Maj C. Yeoman ...
A/Maj C.D.G. Storey ...
Capt P.C. Baker ...
Capt P.R. Barron
Capt DJ. Bizley ...
Capt P. Bosher ...
Capt J. Caesar (BEng (Hon )
Capt A .. D.E. Cameron BSc (Hons)
Capt TJ. Carmichael ...
Capt T. '· Crapper BEng (Hon ) ...
Capt J.C. Gille pie
Capt I. . Humter
Capt R.S. King ...
Capt J.M.P. Leggate
Capt J.M. orris .. .
Capt S.A. Ree .. .
Capt T.P. Waitc:s BSc ...
Lt A.H.T. Garrett

Unit to which Posted
... HQDFTS
.. . RMCS Shriven ham
... RMCS Shrivenham
. .. RMCS Shrivenham
... RMCS Shrivenham
. . .IUv1CS Shrivenham
.. . ATR Bas ingbourn
... 2 Signal Brigade
... RMCS Shrivenham
... RMCS Shrivenham
... HQARRC
... 16 Signal Regiment
. .. 33 Signal Regiment (V)
...DOLS PM/SP
... 30 Signal Regiment
. .. D/CIS3 DGCIS
. .. HQ l Signal Brigade
... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
... CIS Eng Gp
. .. RMCS Shrivenham
.. .Royal School of Signals
... HQNI
... RMCS Shrivenham
... Cambridge UOTC
... HQARRC
. .. 3 ( UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
. .. Ex Officer, Australian Sch Si gs
. .. RMCS Shriven ham
... Cambridge UOTC

\ O and
CO
AUGUST 1997
Rank and 'ame
WO I R.C. Bray
...
A/WOJ DJ. Catchpole
A/WO I .R. Holt
W02 G. Hodgson
W02 (FofS) M.G .F. Dighton
W02 (FofS) MJ. Drake
W02 CFofS) MJ. Hardy
W02 (Fo ) .I. Taylor
A/W02 J.T. Cauldwell
A/W02 S.A. Dickson ...
gt A.G. Aimer
SSgt G.R. Crozier
SSgt R.G. Dalton
S gt D.B. Evan ...
Sgt P. Gille\pie
SSgt J.S. Hogan ...
S~gt C. Holme~ ...
S. gt S.A. Jackson
Sgt D.C. James ...

Uni/ 10 which posJed
. .. Royal School of Signal
... 5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
... HQ J & 15 Signal Regiment
.. .7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
... CIS Eng Gp
... 21 Signal Regiment (AS)
... 35 Signal Regiment (V)
... HQ R Signal
... C IS Eng Gp
. .. 21 Signal Regiment (AS)
... 9 Signal Regiment {R)
... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
. .. 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
... 399 Signal Unit
. . . Royal School of Signals
...220 Signal Squadron (V)
... SHAPE RSSG
.. .3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt

Sgt P.A. Landsbury . ..
SSgt P.P. . Mackenzie
S gt P.W. McDonald
SS gt K. Merrie ...
SSgt \ J. coots
S gt J.A . mith .. .
gt G.T. Tin. ley
A/SSgt J.P. Marsden
Sgt B.J. Alderson
Sgt R.P. Atkinson
Sgt J. Barr ...
Sgt S. Beverley ...
gt . Blenkin op
Sgt J. Boreman .. .
Sgt . L. Cain .. .
Sgt L.C.R. Chapman
gt J.R. Coupland
Sgt D. R. Covey ...
Sgt P.T. Davies ...
gt P. Dean
Sgt P.W. Doherty
Sgt S.T. Gibbins ...
Sgt C.J. Gleadow
Sgt A.S. Glover . . .
Sgt C. Gould on .. .
Sgt J . Griffith .. .
Sgt M. Meaden .. .
Sgt T. Pickergill
Sgt G. Rahman ...
Sgt W.P. Ratcliffe
Sgt B.J . Roberts ...
Sgt L.O. Thomp on
Sgt E.S. Tunca ...
Sgt D. Uttley
Sgt D. P. Wilson .. .
A/Sgt S. Gib on .. .
A/Sgt W.J. Pool .. .

... HQA CENT
. .. 7 Signal Regiment
... HQNI & 15 Signal Regiment
... 243 Signal Squadron
. . . I (UK) Div I IQ & Sig Regt
... 242 Signal Squadron
... HQ AFCENT
... 30 Signal Regiment
... UK Nat Mil SHAPE
... 16 igna l Regiment
.. . HQNI & 15 Signal Regiment
. .. 30 ignal Regimem
... HQ I & 15 Signal Reg iment
... 30 Signal Regiment
.. . 220 Signal Squadron (V)
... 220 Signal Squadron (V)
. .. I (U K) Div HQ & Sig Regt
.. .4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
... 6 Signal Regiment
... I KOSS
... I Signal Regiment
... 3 Commando Brigade
... Royal School of Signals
.. .209 Signal Squadron
... RSIT
. .. CIS Eng Gp
.. . PHQ Comm Coy
. .. CIS Eng Gp
.. .2 1 Signal Regiment (AS)
. .. 259 Signal Squadron
... UK at Mil SHAPE
.. . ABSDA Es Org
... 35 Signal Regiment (V)
... 2 Signal Regiment
... 259 Signal Squadron
... Royal School of Signals
.. . 3 RHA

Uni/ to which posted
...3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
... Royal School of Signals
... 2 Signal Regiment
. .. UK Sp Unit SHAPE
. .. 12 Signal Regiment
... Birmingham UOTC
... l (UK) Div HQ & Sig Reg1
... 642 Signal Troop
... Garats Hay Support Unit
... HQNl & 15 Signal Regiment
. .. 642 Signal Troop
.. . 19 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn
... 3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
... I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
. .. Balado Bridge
... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
... 7 1 Signal Regiment (V)
. .. 16 Signal Regiment
... l (U K) Div HQ & Sig Regt
... 7 Signal Regiment
.. .259 Signal Squadron
... I Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
. . .40 Signal Regiment (V)
... Joint Service Para Centre
.. . I I Signal Regiment
.. .1 1 Signa l Regiment
... 16 Signal Regiment
... l I Signal Regimem
...24 CTT
. .. HQ DSF
.. .1 1 Signal Regiment
... 3 Bn REME
... 11 Signal Regiment
.. . 36 Sig Regt (V)
... l(UK)Div HQ & Sig Regt
... 9 Sig Regt (R)
. .. Royal School of Signals
... RMAS
... 600 Signal Troop
... 11 Signal Regiment
... I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
... Royal chool of Signa ls
... I Signal Regiment
. . .40 Signal Regiment (V)
... 238 Signa l Squadron

SPECIAL COMMS
EXERCISING THESE DAYS?
AUSTRALIA
DENMARK
CYPRUS
SOUTH AFRICA
BARBADOS
BERMUDA
CANADA
ORWAY
USA
GIBRALTER
ANTIGUA
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
BENEVOLENT FUND
The Perfect Gift
Carefully selected gifts to
satisfy every occasion
CHRISTMAS - BIR11IDAYS - ANNIVERSARIES - VALENTINES DAY
WEDDINGS - CHRISTENINGS - MOTIIERS DAY • FATHERS DAY
~pride ourselves in giving special aaenrion UJ the presemarion of every
gift ensuring pleasure and delight UJ all your family and friends.

* D eliveries Worldwid e *
- - - - SEND FOR YOUR BROCHURE TODAY
The Perfect Gift, Hill Farm, Gt Dunham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE32 2LP. UK
Fax: +44 (0)1760 755634 email: gifts@btinternet.com
Name:

.. ....... ...................... ..... .......................................... ......... ....... .

'NAAFI IN
PARTNERSHIP'
Reports of the de mise of Naafi are
unfo unded. Instead people will see a new
Naafi, a p rofession al and dynamic
organisation offering choice, effi~ie ncy ~ n_d
value for m oney. To achieve this Naaf1 is
working in p artnership with l:aders i_n
p articular business areas, using their
expertise to help provid e an unbeatable
service.
In March Spar was aw arded the contract to
convert Naafi's· 200 UK shops into a world
class operation . Newly refurbi shed shops,
with longer opening hours, will have a more
extensive range of stock, focus ed on what the
customer wants.
Naafi, not merely content with moder~ising
its clubs, is going into the fa st food business.
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WHERE ARE

All Cheques shou ld now be made payable to:

Address: ............................................ ............................................. ..... .

SEPTEMBER 1997
Rank and Name
WO! R.G. ixon
WO I S.A. McElreavey
A/WO I D.A. Whitaker
AIWOI D.W.H. Richards
A/WOJ SJ. Lock
A/WO! BJ . Alexander
W02 (FofS) M.A . Solomons
W02 (FofS) A.J. Bain
W02 (FofS) DJ. O'Brien
SSgt Q.M. Ro e
SS gt K.R Quinn .. .
SSgt G.J . Low .. .
SSgt A. B. Lothian
SSgt P. B. Haynes
SS gt D.B. Gill ...
SSgtA. Dick
SSgt B. P. Croxford
SSgt A.P. Brown
A/SSgt K. P. Greenwood
Sgt D.T. Whitfield
Sgt P. L Warren ...
Sgt P., Storey
Sgt M.J. Simcock
SgtJ. Scon
Sgt K.S. Scaife .. .
Sgt M. P. Ri ley .. .
Sgt J. M. Partridge
Sgt .A. McGregor
Sgt J. E. Lyons .. .
Sgt L.A. Linton .. .
Sgt P.A. Leach .. .
Sgt K.M. Johnson
Sgt D. P. Jenkins
Sgt L. Jarvis
Sgt K.P. Innes ...
Sgt D.G. Hender on
Sgt C.J. Heath ...
Sgt M. Hayward
Sgt D.M.A. Doody
Sgt R.A. Dickinson
Sgt D. R. Crowther
Sgt R.L. Clifford
Sgt M.D. Arundell
Sgt P.J. Arnold ...
Sgt F. H. Anderson

A/Sgt DJ. Scragg
A/Sgt R.T. Lee ...
A/Sgt M.A. Jones
A/Sgt T.B. James
A/Sgt P.R. Howlett
A/Sgt A.J. Hartley
A/Sgt L.S. Ford ...
A/Sgt P.A. Elwood
A/Sgt D.W. Carpenter
A/Sgt T.J. Bicker ta ff ...
Sgt R.D. lnglesan t
Sgt 1.M. Giles ...

.. .4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
... 7 Signal Regiment
... 5 AB Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
... IIQ I Reece Brigade
... l(UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
... 5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
... 3 (UK) Div & Sig Regt
... 33 Signal Regi ment (V)
... HQ British Gurkha's Nepal
... 259 Signal Squadron
... 7 Signal Regiment
.. . Royal School of Signals
. .. 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
... l(UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
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602 SIGNAL TROOP
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATfO S)
ARE STILL WORKING AROU D THE GLOBE AND
THR!Vl G UNDER A NEW TITLE

1 (RBY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS)
WE

OW HAVE VACANCIES FOR MALE AND FEMALE
ROYAL SIG ALS TELEOP (TG)
Presentations will be hown throughout October
at a Unit near you
See SOinC PD 206 for detail about our asses ment
and select ion cour es
Or telephone Mil 724 8510

In conjunction with Eu rest, part of the
Compass Group, trial p artnerships are being
conducted to introduce a number of leading
branded fo ods to clubs, for example Marna
Mia Pizzas and No t Just So Donuts.
Other initiatives from Naafi include the
creation of N aafi Select, Naafi's new mail
order catalogue and a new financial services
company, Warrior Group. Naafi Select offers
non food goods to Service p ersonnel
w orldw ide at high street p rices while
Warrior Group will offer all of those services
currently available through Naafi Financial
Services as well as many new products.
The Armed Forces can be assured that Naafi
will continue to service as it has done since
1921. There is a positive future for Naafi and
most importantly, its increased profits are
returned to the Service's w elfare funds.
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HQ 11 SigBde
EXERCISE STAFF SAUNTER-TA RESEAR HI TO STAFF
OFFl 'ERS
AL cnormou personal cost to your occasional correspondent the answt:r
can now be given to the perennial questions: Why are there staff officers?
What exactly i it that they do?
The occas ion for thi s blinding insight into the ways of the great and
good was Ex Staff Saunter, a Bde HQ look at high ~pot control in and
about orth Yorkshire.

HQ North Stavanger Norway
R ignal Personnel at HQ orth:
laj Ton)' Burgin
0 Comm Cr Division
Circuit Control LCO 1 orth (Tele tech y )
gt Martin Bain
gt Eddie Palmer
Comm Specialist Op p Branch (Tele Op data)
UK (Tele op Data)
gt Kev Holland
S UK (Tele Op Data)
pl Rod Hood
gt Dominic Cooke upply Speciali t (Procure) (Stores Accounran1 )
Cpl Grahem Deller
upply pecialist ( hip) ( tores Accountant)
There ha. been little or no input to The \Vire from thi organisation for
the last fe\\ i ue . As uch the enior Royal Signal Officer orway
( R O ')ha decided that the ituation hould be rectified and the rest of
the Corp enlightened as to what i actually done here in orway. The
personnel Ii ted above are all regular. erving R Signals personnel and are a
mix of trade and rank . All have po tings lasting 30-36 month . All
posting are accompanied. For those ou t there that do not know anything
about 1orway here are a few facts:
The po ts arc all
TO posts and a uch you will be working with
ATO personnel from the
. Germany, Denmark, Canada and orway.
It i a Lri-service en ironment. predominantly RAF but with a mix of avy
and RM thrown in. The Army ha e\•eral Corp and Cap badges
represented with the R ignal ha ing one of the high Lrepre entation .
The work i different and challenging as well as being frustrating at times,
ATO doe not do thing in a hurry. The environment i excellent with
opportunities for all kinds of port and outdoor activitie . Contrary to
popular belief orway does ha,·e a wide range of cultural and tourist
activities that are ea ily ac es ible. The Skiing. whit t not of European
alpine resort tandard is plentiful and varied. and goes on until mid May!
The sailing opportunitie are huge ' ith a well run and establi hed ailing
club here in Stavanger.
Quartering i of a high tandard with all ranks living in 2, 3 or 4
bedroom hou es. Singlie are given a fully furni hed 2 bedroom flat for the
duration of their tour and there have been no complaints o far! There is
education (Briti h chool) for children from the age five up to the age of
I l.5 years. There i al o an International School run along US line that
caters for education up to the age of I . On the down ide the opportunities
for wive and children to work are very limited bur not impo sible.
orwegian language kills are advantageous. The cost of Ii ing i high and
the culture is markedly different from other oversea tour . Transport to
and from the UK is either by ferry from ewca tie or flight in and out of
Stavanger and can prove to be expensive. There are however com pen a.ting
facto such as LOA! Enough of the sales pitch if you want to know more
then you can always ring!
Again. the SRSO decided that all R Signal personnel should get
together every few weeks to compare note and see how things were
progre ing elsewhere in the HQ. To thi end a few excursions were
organi ed and run with the expres intent of getting together and having a
bit of a laugh. The first of these 'japes' was an 'Off site eminar' (very
popular in ATO) LO allow the new SRSO to interview the troop and
find out what wa going on.
This involved getting into the 14' motor boat or 'Snekke' (Weekend
Boat) that the HQ run and going ea fi hing. The trip tarted early one
sunny morning from the marina at Hundvag. Everything boded well for a
fine day and the party of hunter-gatherer left the harbour in search of
;ome orwegian od. l.nitially the u·ip started rather badly for ome of the
fishermen with laj Tony Burgin and C pl Rod Hood failing miserably to
catch anything. Cpl Graham Deller proved to be the ·expert' by catching
two small cod. He obviou. ly peaked too early a5 this was all he was to
catch for the next five hour ! gt E ddi e Pa lmer, a complete novice,
start I rather badly by catching Maj Burgin 's jumper and Sgt Ma r ti n
Bain·s glas es. He was however LO have the last laugh by ending the day
havmg caught a total of 12 Fi h. Cpl R od Hood and Maj Bu rgi n started
~lowly and maintained a steady pace throughout the day, catching five and
SC\en Ii h re pe Lively.
It was in the latter tage of the afternoon that C pl Deller caught what
could have been the largest cod of the day, but unfortunately(?) SSgt Bain
\\.a.~ unable to get it inside the boat before attempting to club it to death, so
not surprisingly it got away! Then Maj Burgin did a fine impres ion of
how • OT to juggle a large cod on the side of a very small boat. This one to
·Got away'. gt Palm er has now just about forgiven him. The day passed
all too quickly and having landed on a small island LO barbecue some of
our catch we headed back into Hundv~g with a total of 42 Cod and
pollock. a successful day.
Postscript-Inter . ervice rivalry has raised its ugly head here in the HQ
with the RAF and the . avy attempting to beat the total, suffice to say that
the Corp 1s maintaining its position at the top of the fi hing·league!
Following rapidly on the heels of this successful day a second jaunt was
planned. This time it would involve a low level trek and overnight camping
tnp for 3-4 days. · nfortunately this had to be postponed due to the
absence in K of two individuah on courses. ILwas then decided by the
'management' that we should not waste the opportunity and "Why don't
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High Spot Control

Cpl Rod Hood with his first (and biggest) catch
we cycle from here to Ly ebotn ? To the uninitiated this involved a cycle of
I 50km to catch a ferry back down one of the more scenic Fjords. As
many of you know Norway is not renowned for its rolling plains and the
route was to involve a bit of uphill cycling. Preparations were made and
the day dawned bright and sunny (and early) and off we went. The plan
wa to stop every 20km or so for a quick drink and food stop.
This went well for the fir t 35k.m when we left the main road and
ventured off up the valley . Here we started hitting a few mall hill s and
the pace slowed omewhat. AL the proposed breakfast stop, Bjerkdal,
50km into the route we had a lready lost one man to cramp and the weather
was clo ing in. The next leg was up a fabulous glacial valley called
Hunnedalen. When driving thi 45km tretch the view are excellent and
the waterfall, uperb. When cycling thi route the views are nice but it's all
up-hill! Add to this that it now started to rain and the wind was in our face
meant that we now stopped every I Okms. It was halfway up thi s valley that
we passed the 75km point and there was then no turning back. The final
stretch wa a stiff climb up a double hairpin bend followed by a 50-60km
descent to the lunch top.
After a quick lunch, due to the wind and rain, we set off again and had
pos ibly the nicest leg of the journey. With the wind behind us we made
good time down the I ?km of valley and. oon reached the turning over the
top of the mountain for the Ly. ebotn valley. This stretch wa. only short
38km but included climbing from . ea level up to 950m then down the
other side with a few more climbs in the middle. The rain and wind
persisted and it was now ju L a question of keeping the wheels going- if
slowly! It was then an exhilarating ride down to the ferry thrnugh 17
hairpin bends and a pa11icularly dark tunnel- with a hai rpin in it! The end
was reached in a total time of lO and one half hour by four member of the
original group. All who took part agreed that it had been a good day
de pile the weather!
As can be seen life within a ATO HQ is not all work and committee .
The HQ managed to provide a NATO 7 a side rugby team for the
Stavanger 7's competition, where the eventual winner Oslo beat u · in the
semi-final. At time of going to press the football team is also rather
successfu l in the local league. We do also do some work as well , with a
Partnership for Peace Exercise involving troops from several countrie
with whom we had a rather le s friendly relationship a few years ago. As
stated before life here is interesting and varied.
As a final note we would like to say farewell to Kev Holl a nd who
leaves us for the not so sunny climes of 39 Inf Bde and we wish him well.
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Think of Bellerby Ranges and the generally squalid heep infested
grandeur of the exercise area will spring to n_iind. The_ idea wa to walk for
miles and miles up (never down) endles hills carrying mcred1bly heavy
weights. Some people of course didn ' t carry any weights: they were the
one in Ops. Ops Officer , generall y, are so important that they cann? L
carry weights as to do o would disturb what they are pleased to call their
brain and in any event the carrying of weights is what the RLC was
invented to organi e. The removal of the 02/3 element would have left the
weight-bearing role to G 1/4 had they not all been afflicted with_ gout or
overcome with lazi ne s. To them fell the ta k of map readmg. lntnns1cally
there is nothing difficult about map reading and certainly once one has
grasped this along the corridor and up the s_tair . ~usine s and ha a n_iap
showino broadly the right area all can be plam ·ailing. Presumably havmg
the wro~g maps wa all part of the team building proces ~taff Office~s ~c
o keen on. Another thing that Staff Officers do, apart that 1 from avo1dmg
hard graft and getting lo t, i have dog . We had a dog, of s_orts. On
balance it wa n't a bad dog ince it didn't do much on the pooping front
but that presumably was because its owner didn ' t feed it. The dog came
from Australia and on balance one couldn ·1 help eeing why.
else that Staff Officers can do. How el e do they
Drinking is omethina
0
get gout? Al o that is pre umably why after a Staff Officer ·
barbecue-daret. alad nicoi e and omething called beefburgers-everyone
went to a pub to talk about how incredibly far they had walked carrying
heavy weights and how in redibly far they were gomg to walk the next
day. Drink does funny thing to Staff Officers :
. .
.
Day 2 of high spot control began lowly with a v1 11 to a steam tracnon
fair in a valley. The only high spot was a helt r-skeller o all the Staff
Officer without gout climbed to the top and slid all the way_down on door
mat tucking into Mr Whippy's offering as they went. Style 1 a word often
as ociated with Staff Officers and one can ee why.

Styl e
TH E WIR E, OCTOB ER 1997

After that there wa a lot of walking, cleverly avoiding footpath
towards ever receding summ its. Heat fatigue. backstrain and gout all
began to take their toll and a drink became neces\ary. Fortunately i_n
Masham there are two breweries, Theahton's and Black Sheep. and thus It
was that the answer to the question, 'What is it that Staff Officen. do'!'
became blindingly obvious. Despite everything they can, with sufficient
warning, organise a trip to a brewery.
EXERCISE LEMMI GS LE P OR 'A LEAP OF FAITH'
Tl was decided al some meeting of the powers that be. that the staff: f~om
HQ 11 Sig Bde should take advantage of the excellent Adv T~g f~c1h11es
offered by 14 Sig Regt. There was al o some talk of expenencmg the
delight of the much raved about 'Cove Steering' that seems to have
become all the rage in certain pan of Pembrokeshire. o it was that
crammed into the two Defenders the staff were banished down to Wales
for tw0 days of fun and frolics, waved off by the Commander and hief of
Staff. The Commander mi sing thi s golden opportunity to throw him~elf
off sea cliffs because he wa~ being ent on an UEL course. the CO
muttering omething about pre sures of work (or was it scared of
heights?).
Following a dubious start where once more the officer ' transport
strangely took twice as long to arrive as the other ranks (no thanks to Capt
Allan who remained comatose throughout the journey), the secrets of
Cove Steering were revealed. The port basically entails dre sing in
wet ·uits, sw imming around the coast, occasionally gell ing out in ~rder LO
throw your>elf back in and eeing who is going to get hypothenma fir t.
So why was it that at ome stage during the proceedings l thought I caught
a glimpse of the entire group grinning like Cheshire cats? Maybe in my
weakened state [ imagined it. 0 , they were grinning. the whole outmg
was bark.ingly good fun. We were all tough e!1ough to ju_mp off the 60ft
wall, no refusal . (This may have had something to do with the group of
eight year olds. ha.ming u by throwing them elve in with complete
disregard to life or limb.)

More in than out!
A night of recovery at the local alehou e en ued , with half the g~oup
playing liar dice (why was DCO o good?) and the other half Pub Bmgo
(Cpl Cleathero kept nearly winning).
The next day wa . pem with Capt Brown ~emonstratin~ _how to
cap ize a canoe, again, and again, and, agam. The Ch1~f Clerk
demon trated hi prowe on the rock face- ever **** agam Wa!' _the
quote after the fin attempt-ten minute later he wa. back_ arurday 1ght
Fever mark 2 (he could feel the beat. but not hear the music).

Chief after his first climb-'NEVER AGAIN'
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Ian) thanl;. mu t go to 14 ig. Regt. in panicular
. ta ff for all their a. :i,tance and humour.

gt Roberts and hi~

EXER ISE ABLE C NOOR
E: ble Condor I Q97 sa\\ the 33. 35 and 40 ig Regt (V) along with
55 ig qn (\') deplo). with element of 2 and 30 Sig Regl · and the Bde
HQ to Gem1an) m order lo practice 11 ig Bdc' ARRC role. Following
tmdition. I routes established b) the TA of old. the Bde converged on
Leuth training area in order to conduct pre exerci e train ing and exchange
\tories about the journey. For example:
'Hal'<'-rou lreard abow tlrl' soldier who ll'GS o keen to attempt
his basic swimming tesr that tlu· Engfislr cha1111e/ at I o'clock in
tire morning was mon? arrmcril e rlran rhe local swimming poof?'
Reader.· hould be aware that 11 ig Bde not onl ha the role of
pro\iding communication_, for the ARRC: it aL o ha ' the role of uppo1ting
a JFHQ. It wa in thi latter cenario that the Brigade conducted it · pre
e:-.ercise training. cunn ing!) de\i,ed by the ommander in the form of a
mind map (either that or a .eriou' attempt al Leonardo Di-Will. rendition
of the Mona Li a). The deploymem of 40 Sig Regt with Euromu x lo
upport a fictional JFHQ and Land Component Commander, wa followed
by reinforcement with Ptarmigan provided by 33 and 35 Sig Regt . This
pra ti. ed man) of the procedure e tab Ii hed by the Brigade and proved an
extremel) u~eful e erci e in confirmi ng the TA's flexibility in adapting lo
unfamiliar role and procedure·. Trying not to confuse the oldier too

much. once pre training was completed. the Brigade reverted to its ARRC
role and joined in with the re l of those units deployed on Ex Able Condor.
This phase suw rapid movement of Trnnk as ·ets. imerfacing with US
Tropo caner detachments plu real life staff pre sure at our Access Node ,
·upplied by officer of HQ 143 (WM) Bdc. The whole exercise was
certai nly challenging, nm only for the staff but also to the oldiers and
proved excellent training. We now look forward l the next time we can
cros. the water and rai ·e the I I Bde nag.
ote: In order to update our 01 the fo llowing quc tions now need
to be answered:
I.
In the event of an electrical torm, do you really swi tch off your
Trnnk ode especially if it coincides with Chief I ARRC
evening conference?
2.
Whal do you do if pl Cleathero is unable to have a hower run
every day?
3.
Who is re ponsible for providing the slippers at BSG and what
form do you indent for them on?
4.
A the Commander gave hi end of exercise conference via his
SCRA(T) whilst moving from Bde HQ toward BSG. which of
the conferee can an · wer the fo llowing que tion:
' What did he ay?'
Answers should be directed lo the origi nator of this piece who e name
being withheld pending a quick posting. Signed Bde YofS

drc~-.ed.

equipped and ready for their first lesson in tieldcraft taken by Sgt
ige Back and C pl Paul Lowe. The fieldcrafl covered bru.ic cam and
concealment with a little movement. Then lo finish a small stalking
exercise which left the girls a liule blotchy from the cam cream and a fair
amount of nettle rash. Hopefully they can now relate to their husbands'
tale when tl1ey appear on the doorstep al endcx and make them undress
before heing allowed into the quarter. The girls were then marched awny
for coffee before being unlca\hed on the . quare for an introduction to Foot
Drill by our resident Sergeant Major W02 Duncan Forteath and L/Sgt
Hugh Weir (Scots Guards).

,--

263 (Harrogate) Signal Squadron
Army Apprentices College
Arborfield
The Squadron Wives enjoy some military training
Maj C. S. K. Paterson R SIG
LS
WOI ( SM) D. Forteath
The past fe\\ monlJ1 have seen a continuing bu y period at the College
where we have continued to train Royal Signals Apprentice and have now
. em two intake . 96C and 97 A to Blandford. Since the e tabl ishment of
the new Army Apprentices' College at Arborfield over 300 Royal Signals
oldiers have come through the gate . Currently training along ide two
RE lE companie we look forward lo the Royal Engineers and RLC
Apprentices joining u early next year.

OC

SS~!

E, D OF TER..'\1 CELEBRATIO S FOR 96C APPRE TICES.
Rawson Tp Comd
2Lt Gibbs AGC (ETS)
Tp Sgt
gt A. Burdus
A part of the celebration at the end of Intake 96C' time al the Army
Apprentice College. Arborfield. all the AT were taken for a day'
paintballing at Skirmi h Lasharn, near Basing toke. It was particularly
imponant to mark the end of term. as the e were the fir t Royal Signals
Apprentice to complete the new two term Modern Appremiceship at
Arborfield.
Skirmi h Lasham ite is set in 180 acres of woodland that have been
landscaped to include original World War II bunker . lit trenches, bomb
craters and air raid helters. Thi meant that there was plenty of scope for
daredevil acts of bravery' All AT and Permanent Staff from the Senior
Term. Raw on and Scou Tps attended and took part. The day was
organised as an Inter-Tp competition with the PS changing ' ides' after
each game. so that ATs had an equal opportunity of taking 'pol shots·
against their favourite staff. We played a total of even games in all. These
included missions such as relTieving the opposing team' flag and
returning it to your HQ, whilst defending your flag and preventing them
from doing likewi e. Each game had a different mission and was et in a
slightly different area of woodland.
There was a welcome lunch break half way through the day's events,
when the Paintball Organisers provided an excellent barbecue. Thi
provided a good opponunity for the opposing team to swap war stories
and compare brubes. of which there were plenty of both! The momentum
continued after lunch with a move to a slightly differem area again. The
end of the Troop Competition saw Scott Tp (Techs) victorious, whilst
~awson Tp (Ops) felt they had been robbed in the dying minutes of the
fmal game. E\erybody had had an excellent and exhausting day, just the
beginning of a very memorable week at the end of training.

96C, Bru ised Warriors
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SENIOR TERM VISIT TO THE ROYAL TOUR AME T
AT Alder on , Scou Tp
On Tue day 15 July, my elf and about thirty' other Apprentices et off
for an evening at lJ1e Royal Tournament that wa being held al Earl Court
in London.
We left Arborfield at about 1730 hours and drove into town. The trip
didn't take long and once we arrived we eparated down into groups and
looked around the tands that were spread around the arena. There eerncd
to be plenty to ee and learn. The actual how started at 1930 hours. We
took our seats, and the how began. This year the Army was pon oring
the event with firepower as the theme. The first display howed us how the
arrow had changed and evolved into the rocket ove r the centuries. After
this came the mu ical ride di played by the King's Troop Royal Horse
Artillery. All of thi wa on hor eback and pulling large gun s-they howed
a lot of kill. 1 thought this display was really quite impres ive but it lasted
j ust a bit too long. ext to appear were the Royal Artillery Motorcycle
Di play Team. Thi al o involved a lot of kill wi th the motorbikes doing
some extremely dangerous manoeuvres, both on the ground and in the air.
I lllink the next display was probably one of the best and one of my
favourite . Again it was the Royal Artillery, their mission was to deploy a
battery at night behind enemy lines. They then had to engage a target
accurately in re ponse lo a call for fire upport. All thi wa very
impre ive will1 men dropping dow n by parachute from the roof of the
building and then quick ly getting intO position, etti ng up the gu n with
great peed and quickly taking om the target before rushing back lo afety.
ext came the Maoris from ew Zealand. Hunter from the Gladiators
came on LO challenge a member of the Armed Force to the Duel. Needless
to say Hunter won after about three econd . While thi s was goi ng on
children from the audience were invited to go down into the arena to meet
Hunter. I could not resi t o a couple of u made our way down into the
arena-we got a good view of Hunter but didn't manage to speak to him.
There was a shon interval for 25 minutes, thi gave us an opportunity to
get a quick bite to eat and then take a short tour around the variou tands
which was quite intere ting. After the interval the Navy Field Gun
comp~tition was on. The team work and skill that was shown were
amazing. This was followed by the Tug-of-war but unfortunately the
Royal Signals lost in the fin al. The Essex Dog display wa next which
seemed to go on too long bul il was a urpri si ngly good event. The show
then ended with the RAF Motor Sports A sociation involving cars
whizzing around the arena al great speed . I enj oyed the Royal
Tournament and I would definitely recommend people to go and see it. h
is different to watching il on TV and you appreciate the difficulties and
skills involved in purring on the bigge t military tauoo in the world.
SQ ADRO LADIES TRAINING DAY
S gt (SQMS) T. Smith
On an overcast un ettled Saturday in Arborfield , 13 wives and partners
arrived at the Squadron in good humour but a little apprehensive for an
introduction lo recruit training. The morning tarted with an opening
address from the Squadron Commander, Maj C hris Paterson which fell
on Es ex gi rl like ears, but was to the point and even at times slightly
humorous.
The initial equipment was i sued and fitted with the help of the local
saddle club which al times proved a little awkward as you cannot fit three
horses into a NAAFI carrier bag. However, 40 minutes later they were
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

FI AL EXERCI EAT THE ARi'\1Y APPRE 'TICES COLLEGE
AT Croft and AT C rutchley, 97A
The whole of the semors in the Squadron were looking forward LO the
final exercise here at the College. ll would be our last chance to get out m
the field and escape from the classroom~ before the end of term. Onl) ever
having been in the field for three nights before, the prospect of being out
for a week was to be a totally new experience for us-and \\hat an
experience it was!
We left Arborfield early on Monday and headed down to Bulford and
Tidworth. It was a really interesting day: we visited two Royal Signab
working units, getting a taste of real life and a chance to take part in
different activities. We all had the opportunity to 'peak to Royal Signal\
operators and technicians asking all the stupid que. tion that had been
playing on our minds. It seemed strange 10 imagine us doing their job' in
just a few year time, but at the same time it gave a much clearer picture
and secured our ideas of what our trades really were. It was fabulous to
know exactly what was wailing for us after Blandford. Monday evening
was when the real military exercise Maned. We moved out of Bulford and
headed into our locations on Salisbury Plain, selling up our harbour. Our
role was to defend a communications site on Sidbury Hill. The RLC
Apprentice Caterers were also there and so in effect we had an on site
restaurant. They were on their fina l exercise too and we were their gumea
pigs. they had to provide us with everything we needed to cal. The food
wa absolutely fabulous, better than in barracks. The location was an
important communications site. It was the first time a lot of us had ever
worked with field telephones or radios, as you can imagine we had quite a
few laughs al the messages being passed.
Troop Commander and Sergeants were nominated from the
Apprentice . Both of u were to be Tp SgLs and we were looking forward
to the experience but knew a lot of pres ure would be on u lo get things
right In tead of the Directing Staff bei ng in charge of us, it was up to us
what happened and we had to deal with the con equences. A Sgts we had
to lead a recce patrol, one was in the day and the other at night Orders had
to be prepared and given. navigators. radio operators. Charlie and Delta
fire-team had to be detailed, it was really hard work and it made us reali e
ju l how much work the Directing Staff normally did on all of the other
exercises that we'd done at the College.

This proved to be very entertaining, as co-ordination was not issued due
to cut backs and the Squadron cattle prod were already signed out. By thi

tage a leader wa corning to the front in the form of Mr Mickala Lowe
who was in tantly promoted to LCpl. After numerous demonstrations the
girls started to perform like a fine body of puppets with tangled strings, by
now they were realising that those trange word ' left and right' really had
a meaning.
The Drill was quickly followed by an introduction lo Driving and
Rever ing with a big well done to Tracie Back and Geanine Weir who
mastered the tand excellently. SSgt ( QMS) Tom mith and Cpl Martin
Cowlard conducted this and they should be equally congratulated fo r their
patience and skill by ensuring the large building remained tandi ng
throughout.
.
First Aid was the next stand conducted by Cpl Rob McCorkell. Thi
entai led a degree of humour mixed with a more eriou ide ~ea.ling with
First Aid in the home relating to young chi ldren . that the ma1only found
very useful. To finis h off the morning Sgt Paddy Townley put the girl
through their paces in the Small Arm Trainer with very good re u_lts._ It
was also noted that the girls, if po ible, hould be allowed to stand m lor
the men on the pennenant taff APWT. To round off the morning a
Squadron barbecue wa organi sed in the Cpl ' Me s with a grand display
of cu linary delioht prepared by pl Paul Johnstone. Thi turned out to
be a much enjoyed afternoon social. Special thank to AT Croft and AT
Crutch ley who provided an excellent creche facility that allowed the day
lO go unllindered.
EXERCI E IGNAL DEFE DER
THE Fl AL EXERCISE FOR INTAKE 97 A, 21-25 JULY 1997
Capt G. P. ewell R SIG ALS
.
_
The final exercise for intake 97 A took place over the pen od 21-2:i Jul y
1997. It was an opportunity for the Apprentices to show off the kill ~at
they had learnt at the College and also introduce them Lo a few new skill
which would be heading their way in the future once. lJ1ey ~ave left
Blandford. The exerci e was pl it into 3 pha es, the first bemg a v1s1t to the
Royal Si•rnals units ba. ed at Tidworth and Bui ford. The Apprenuce had
ample opportunity to a k que tions and ee 'rear soldier- at I lnf_Bde HQ
& Sig Sqn and 202 ig Sqn . The visit were extre_rnely producuve from
.
.
both the pprenlices and Permanent taffs perspecuves. .
The second phase of the exercise began that evenmg with a full
deployment onto ali sbury Plain Training re~. The_ Troofl role w_a
primarily defen ive dwelling on Key Point de~ens 1ve kill~. Thi la ted tor
48 hours and practised the soldier in the ma1or~ty of their CMS(R) skill
with a Royal Signal flavour. An attack on the hnal mornmg brought th1
pha e to a succe sful conclusion.
The final pha e was based back at Hawley Training Area. A short turnaround in camp was followed by u wift redeplo~rnent. The pha _e had a
light-hearted but exciti ng cenario with the obJecuve of e _capm~ tro_m the
make-believe island they had become trandcd on. D_welhng pnmanly on
leadership and initiative based traini ng and pracuce th1 . part of_ the
exercise proved to be both popular and successfu l. ul111111at111g 111 a final
log race on the Friday morning, the Apprenuce returned to camp
e peciall y tired but thoroughly pleased with the week tra1111ng. A final
note should be made to the Permanent taff who were tested to the
ex treme in order to produce a well planned and flowing excrci~e which
benefi ted the Apprenti ces trernendou ly.
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Welton, Whatmough and Co enjoy a brief moment of
relaxation out on recce
The cxerci e rotated around a variety of ta ks that included a pell in the
HQ. the QRF and in defence. The cenario wa getting_ more and more
inten ive and by the final morning we knew an anack wa. 1111111ment. fany
of the patrol had come imo conta t and it wa to be our turn to get our
own back on the enemy. t 0400 hour all hell broke loo e and we had an
imen. e firefight with the enemy which la ted for about 20 minute . We
won the ban le and on closer in pection of the enemy we di . covered the)
were actually member; of the troop who'd been covertly e>.tracted through
the mght.
.
ft had been 4 hour · ince an of u had had any sleep and ·o while we
waited for the coaches we had a well-earned re l. It was now Wedne. da)
morning and we were all glud LO be going back into camp LO have a hower
and get changed for the ne. t part of tl1e exerci e that was at Ht1~\ le). Upon
a well- lept trip back to camp we had to re-pack o;ir Bergens !or the ne>.t
pha e of the exerci e.
.
.
Thi · phase ' a more relaxed. taking on a leaden.hip sl) le exercise
rather than a military one. although it was still very hard work. 1:he
scenario was different: we were British Force. from the nny pprenuce
Collene who had been in a plane era h and ended up :..tuck on a former
flalia~ island called · ardo'. We wer hiding from the enemy the '1\\ ful
·Enjineerio ·· who lived in the town of 'Gibralto Bnracsio' and look111g for
lhe more friendly ·1rnl iano · who could get us back to England. The
·1talianos' were willino to help use cape but fir t we had to\ m their trust
nnd help their leader""· rmani ersuce '. This wa the mission or the
cxen..:i ·e.
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A long time ago in a camp far. far away at the end of February, a group
of Young Officers were about to embark on the course of a lifetime. They
were to be known as Troop Commanders Course No. 38. This is their
~tory . . .
2Lts Allan, Ashton, Crnpper, Bowdler, Chambers, Gurung,
Pritchett, Tynd,a_le, Todd,, "Yong, Murphy, eil,. ewson, Sherry,
Fraser, Hawes, I homson-Sm1th and Odhng knew little of what was w
be expected .of them over tl~e next seventeen weeks, but under the guidance
of Capt D~mkall and MaJ Russell they would survive. The pressures of
the academic work provided by the R Gp and the Trunk Group instructors
along with the information that wa · required to be assimilated by the other
departments. Command Group. CIS, EW, etc. had the potential to make
even the brightest pirit dull. However, the combined energy of the course
shone through and surmounted the obstacles that appeared before us.

Along the way the course managed to fit in several notable function,,
the Gymkhana, PO visit,, Ex Lightning Strike, Cocktail panies. and
Dining in to name but a few. Many visiton. to the Mes' were mtroduced to
the pond, following 2Lt herry's admirable example, and quite a tew
were treated to the smooth, heaven like dance moves of 2Lts Fra..,er and
Hawes. 2Lts 'Baby Spice' Sherry and 'Wookie' Newson~· pa'iston for
furniture moving and picture arranging was well tolerated by the Mess
staff once they realised it was nurtured by Capt Barker.
Over the 17 weeks that comprised Troop Commanders Course 38 there
were times of great stres~ that were punctuated by moments of memorable
significance. On behalf of TC 38 I would like to thank all of the Mess ta ff
and the Officers and Soldiers of the Royal School of Signals and
Blandford Garrison including 11 Sig Regt who contributed so much to
making our course so memorable.

11 Signal Regiment
Blandford
The tired retreat from Sidbury Hill-AT Saul leads the way ...
Winning the ltalianos tru t wa hard and we had to olve various
problems (like on the ry tal maze) and gain clues. We had to travel
around the area solving one clue that would lead u to the next. All of
Wedne day and Thu.~day wa pent picking up clues and learning how we
could please Armam Ver.;ace owe could oet back home to En<>land This
involved everything. )'.OU can imagine f~m log runs. climbing. blindfol~e_d, Land.rover dnvmg, canoemg and nver cro in gs were part of these
acuvllle . Eventually we made our way to the hideout of Armani Ver ace
and were rewarded by a ceremonial barbecue to end u off the Italian
island the next morning.

1

River crossings at Hawley Lake-Limbert and Green
enjoy getting wet
The. whole exerci e was very hard work and tiring but it wa amazing
how high morale wa throughout. We all enjoyed ourselve. and that is
\ hat kept u all going. The exerci e wa very rewardino for u all even the
°'
'
Directing Staff enjoyed them elves.

llL U:lli lI l!llLU.lL
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GBBIES \ ITHO TA TROOP-TROOP COMMA DERS COURSE 38 by 2Lt Mike Wong

THL TICS EASO
The athletic season in Blandford began with a small but very
profes>ional group of amateurs huddled together in a mall office in the
gym, consi ting of Capts Wendy Kirby and Mal Shaw, W02 (YolS)
Kev Fowler, and S gt Andy Slack , organi ing the Blandford Garrison
Athletics Meeting. The competition itself, wa a re ounding succes . ot
only was the weather good. but performances were of the very highest
standard. In the end the Apprentice of 3 Sqn won a resounding victory in
both the mens' and ladies ' events. with the oldie from HQ Sqn tying for
2nd position along with I Sqn in the mens' competion, with I and 2 Sqn
coming 2nd and 3rd re pectively in the ladies. The scene was now set for
the season ahead.
The 3 (UK) Div Athletics Champion hip took place the following week
at Andover. with the ream trialing some of our unte ted athlete in other
events. Again a marvellous day produced ome out landing results, a
divisional records were broken time and again. The re ult being that both
the men 's and women 's teams won easily. otable record breaking
performances included: Sig Karl Greenhill in the High Jump. Capt Terry
Inman in the Triple Jump, Cpl Trev McSween in the Di cus, AT Matt
Howland in the 400m. Sig Chri Kelly-Rutherford in the 800m and
1500m and AT Ross Dourley in the Long Jump. For the ladies, AT Jodie
Wood (800m). Sig 'Sunny' Hardy (1500m) and Capt Bobby cott.
The team now brimming with confidence saw a return to Andover. for
the Army Team Unit Semi-Finals. The competition was getting tougher.
and included last years runner up 7 RHA (Para) and RMA Sandhurst,
whilst the ladie had to contend with Alder hot Garrison and RMA
Sandhur r. Sterling performances by the print kings-C pl Bobby Sa nds.
Cpl Tony Ramsay, AT Ro s Dourley, and al o the throwing prowes of
Maj Graham Deans, W02 Aidy Goudge. Sig 'Tall Per on· Hart. and
Cpl Trev McSween en ured yet another clo e victory for the men. The
women' team had a real battle on their hand , but gritty performance
from Sig Julie McKenzie in the 200m. Sig 'Scouse' O'Connell in the
Shor Putt and Sig 'Mags' West in the new evem of the Triple Jump gained
the team a 2nd place ju t behind Aldershot Garri on
Onwards and upward , both teams had now qualified for the Army
Finals to be held at the Portsmouth stadium belonging ro the Royal avy.
The teams were now up against the 'big guns' in rhe form of 2 Sig Regt
who were the Army Major Unit Champions and were firm favourires to
retain their title. On a miserable day (Typical English Summer) both team
from 11 Sig Regt displayed outstanding tean1 pirit, and con i rcntly good
performances throughout the day kept both teams in contention right up to
the final relays . The eventual winner in the Women' cup were York
Garrison, with our ladie ju t pipping Aldershot Garri on to 2nd place-the
4 x IOOm team (Sig Julie McKenzie, AT Marie McKenzie, Sig Kathy
Hermitage, Sig 'Mags· West) clinching the vital two poin to take them
into second place. apt Bobb. Scott in the Di cus and Javelin and 2Lt
George Tyndale in the Long Jump and I !Om Hurdle al o collected vnal
point.
It was no surprise to anyone that 2 ig Regt were the eventual overall
Major Unit winners. after shared points in the relay . However, there were
some startled expression when it was announced that the winning margin
wa only 7 poin ts to a second placed 11 Sig Regt and that the Regiment
had won the Field Events Cup. pecial mention has to go to the jumper ·
Cpl Trev Mcsween and Sig Karl Greenhill (High Jump) and Capt Terry
Inman and Cpl Rog Doak (Triple Jump) our resident javelin man, W02
QMSI 'Gaz' Easter and the long distance men- W02 (YolS) Paul Sexby
and AT Ian Bailey.
It was an exce llen t day for Corps athletic . with The Royal ignal
providing the Winners and Runner -Up. l (UK) D R just mi sed out on
providing a clean sweep. Two rather big smiles could be een on the face
of the SOinC(A), Brig Wood and Comd omm Lan_d, Brig Grit:iin.
The athletics season culminated for both team wnh the Mom. on up
held for the fir t time on home oil here at Blandford Camp. Expectution.
were high. cou ld we beat the Army Champions? The weather did it's best

to ruin an excellent day. A final concerted effort by every member of the
quad meant that It was neck and neck with 2 Sig Regt. again right through
to the relays. The ladie just missed out, coming within four point.s of the 2
Sigs team. However, for the men it wa a different story, the Army
Champions were defeated and in the end by the comfortable margin of 12
points. TL has been a outstanding season for the Royal School of Signals
and 11 Signal Regiment with every member of the quad producing
personal bests; a true team performance.
3 (PE NEY) SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj D. J. Lumb
SSM
W02 (SSM) C. J. Udell
Another bu y period for the Apprentice of intake 95. The Squadron
woo the Regiment Athletic and apprentices went on to repre ent the
Regiment in the Morrison Cup, Army Inter Unit and Army Individual .
We were repre ented in the Regiment swinuning team. both male and
female. The lads completed ucce sfully the Lanyard Trophy and two
female . T Sgt Amanda Verrall and AT LCpl Jodie Wood were in the
Regimental Ladies A and B team. The term ended with the graduation
parade for 95B. ably commanded by ATS M Steven Pritchard .
LANYARDTROPHY1997
by AT ' Donk' Berry
The pprentice Team:
2Lt Thomson-Smith
2Lt Ashton
AT Sgt Dunlop
AT Cpl Dinsdale
AT LCpl Healey
AT Cpl Williams
AT LCpl Yates
AT Chorlton
T Berry
T Allen
AT herrington
AT Cros Icy 076
l first heard of the Lanyard Trophy in .lanu3r) thi year when a number
of ·Apprentice ' were pre ed into action training for the event and l wa
per uaded into taking part by my so called friends. The fiN ign of thing
to come was the lo of port afternoon and aturday a we entered
preparatory training. which wa • teeply progre sive. as we tabbed the
length and breadth of Dor et over the next five months. The team aim wa ·
to build up to marching a disrance of 40 miles over rough terrain with
40lb of weight on our back . whil t taking abu e from the team S CO and
Officer. A the team was made up of young Apprentices' we realised that
it would be unlikely that we would win. owe et our igh t on completing
the cour, e and hopefully beating a regular unit. The ta k of winning the
glory for the Regiment wa left to the 'A' Team ' ho' intent wa' quite
clear as they were being trained by the R M and he obviously wanted to
win. A the five month of training drew to an end our trainer , the qn
Comd. Iaj Da e Lumb and the SSM. W02 Eric dell handed the team
over to two young ubaltern-, 2Lt Craig Thom on- mith and 2Lt Dan
sh ton. To all of whom we m e our gratitude for dragging u through thi'
ordeal. We fin i ·hed the course in a very re pectable time . eventh out of 1
Regular Army Teams.
LA YARD TROPHY 1997 LADIES ' B' TE
by T gt Amanda Verrall
The Lanyard Trophy was omething that 11th Sig Regt took vef)
seriously. The RSM had a team, as did the apprentices. and the females.
Due to ihe number of female wanting to take part in the competition. 1t
wa. de idcd that we c uld enter two team . The month leading up to the
competition ·howed the detennination of all tho. e wishing to compete. It
would also determine' ho were the fitter girls amongst us. The end result
was a girls' • ·team, who without a doubt were a 'ery, vcr) lit tcam.111cn
, e had the ·a· team. fit enough to complete the competition, however in a
time that suited us.
The distance to complete wa 30 milei.. arr) ing 2"lbs oi weight. with
food and water thi totalled around 301b.. The
team set off at 0636hr
on a dull morning. Having got up at 0400hrs. it wa surprising ho\\ high
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re1urn to Blandford. Lots of people were sore fro111 sunburn. but that didn ' t
stop them enjoying the weekend. Thanks 10 the permanem staff. the troop
weekend was a great succes and a lot of hard work was pul in hy all
concerned.

our 'pint. \\ere. The team con,isted of comp! tely mad fe1~~ules. rang~ng
from an apprenuce (m ) up to an officer. Capt \ end. Kirby. Havmg
~en O\t'r ti\> route during trninmg weekends, we kne" e:-..actly where we
''ere going and ju. l aimed for the c~eckp int. . rrivmg _a~ each
che ·kpoint was an achievement, and this would keep our spmls up.
. ,kmg after our · · Team wa. '<omething ' e did at each checkpoint. a
the\ had taned -;ix minute· before u . Arriving at Checkpoint 6 we were
<>reete<l by numerous high rankinJ!. officers, our support team. and man
~ther support team .. There wa. als a helicopter sweeping aroun_d us wi~h
a televi. ion cam ra. Our Bergen· 1 ere weighed, and we were given a pie
~fore ,enin!! off along the five mile of road around the re ervoir to
Checkpoint 7. sking after the 'A' team gave us a great ·hock, a · they
hadn't come through the che kpoinl. llhough Lhi wa bad new , it did
lift our spirits. a there wa · a small thought aying that we could win the
e\enl for the female . The five mile of road eemed 10 go on forever
although the helicop1 r kept a watch on u . making u · laugh and how off
for the camera . Gelling 10 Checkpoint 7 was a relief. as we knew we were
halfway there.
c thi" time. the male team carted to overtake us. having . carted I 0
mile. behind us. The first team to pa us wa · 11 Sig Regt fo llowed by 216
Para ig qn. The journey to Checkpoint 9 pro,•ed 10 be very difficult.
having to life your legs very high over the heather wa tediou .. a wa. the
journey tO Checkpoint 10. However our team ·till had high pirits, we'd
found out the · ' team had gone wrong on the route am! had to drop two
members of their team. Thi news meant we'd won the competition (if we
fini hed) for the female . a. the third female team had got lo l right at tl1e
t.art. The route to the last checkpoint wa very hard, a 101 of team by this
time had pas ed u . including the 'A team and the apprentice team. The
la t 3 mile were Yery difficult. although it wa commented on. how happy
our team seemed. b. pa ing team . We were till having a lau!!.h, and
chatting 10 other teams as they passed, which I think. cheered them up. h
cook u a very long time to complete the la c part of the course and it wa
extremely difficult. Getting to tl1e FINTSH line was one of the biggest
relief ever. We were greeted by a lot of people and a bottle of
champagne. tarting witl1 eight girl and fini hing ' iLh eight girls meant
we were the Lanyard Trophy ·female team' winner 1997. The first year
the competition wa:. opened for an all female team. Unfortunately the 'A
team fini hed with only fi e people meaning they were disqualified as a
team. After 14 hours and 35 minute of walking. we ju t collap ed into
bed. vowing we wouldn't be there next year.

R.\\ SO T RO OP WEEKE D
On the morning of Friday 13 June. an advance party wa em down to
ewquay LO take m·er the accommodation for the Raw on Tp weekend.
Prior to thi was the packing of es emial equipment for the activities that
were to take place. thi included cookhou e ration and variou sporting
item . At 0700hrs we tarted our journey to ewquay. the weather wasn ·1
exactly perfect. but we were praying' After three hours of travelling we
eventually arrived at our location, a mall cadet camp on the coast at
Holywell. orth Cornwall. On our arrival Sgt Kev lnnes and Lt Gareth
Oliver managed to get the key 10 the accommodation and then we were
et too orting the place out for the arrival of tl1e rest of the Troop. There
were loLS to sort out, all the ration needed unpacking and the ports
equipment 10 be sem down to the tore . In the afternoon we were allowed
10 go into ewquay LO carry oUL ight seeing and hopping. followed by a
trip back to camp for the evening meal. The final La k of the day wa IO
"'elcome the remainder of the Troop 10 thi lovely linle camp! So al
2000hrs two people were ent to the guardroom to welcome them, two hrs
later they eYentually arrived!!!
Saturday was a busy day. we were all up early to have breakfast, and get
ready 10 go abseiling. 1o l enjoyed a good dangle off a cliff whilst ome
were still c.rying LO recover from the final operator exerci e, Radex. Lunch
war put on for us at I 200hrs and after this everyone wem to their cho en
activity for the remainder of the afternoon. Activitie. ranged from horse
riding. deep-sea fi hing, surfing, sunbathing, golf, clay pigeon shooting
and cycling with a member of permanent taff supervising, or a lea I trying
to upervise. The weather improved greatly throughout the early afternoon
"ith liulc cloud and plenty of.hot unshine. Most people, male and female
alike got their kit off, the mo t popular activity was . unbathing, hardly
urprising due 10 the inten ity of the heat. looks as though this will be
another sport we can win al, on an inter-troop level that is. The Tp Comd.
Lt Gareth O li ~e r , was supervi ing clay pigeon shooting, while the Sqn
Comd. Maj Da\e Lumb, enjoyed a round of golf with ome members of
the Troop, as well as gt 'Dangerous' Kev In nes, who seemed 10 be
aiming forthe local houses! 1On our arrival back at camp a cold buffet wa5
put on for us in the cookhouse, and after this people prepared to go into
'e,\quay for a few quiet drink . AL I 930hrs the buses departed to
'ewquay and the night commenced with a lot of lads ogling the bannaids
at the local ewquay Arms. After thi we all wem our separate way 10
other bars and clubs in the area, namely Bertics and Sailors Night Club.
Q\erall 1t wa\ a very succe sful night-or a1 lea 1 what we can remember
aboUL it!!!
On unday morning we crawled out of our nice warm beds to face
breakfast, and at 0930hrs we began a 6 mile journey out of the camp, ju t
to \\all.. back!, ol everyone wa~ ecstatic about the idea of walking so using
the ~kive to survive method we made good use of public transport, by
I OOhr everybody had arrived back at camp and a barbecue wa put on
for U\ "ith other essentials ... need I say more. It wasn't only us who
enjoyed the meal, but the local seagulls/pterodactyls decided to join us for
a hon v.hile, luckily there was no bicarbonate of soda, otherwise it would
ha'e been used. After the barbecue all except tht> advance party packed to

958 GRAD ATIO D1
ER
by Sig Thorn (Ex Apprentice)
On 6 August 1997 Rawson Tp descended on Humphrey's Restaurant
and Bar for our Graduation Dinner. A last minute drill ses ion
beforehand made things a bit hectic but somehow most of us managed to
arrive in good time. dre ed in our evening wear. Guests were greeted at
1he door by their host of the evening; AT SSM Steve Pritchard , AT gt
Bradley Fox. AT Drum Major James amuel and AT Sgt Amanda
errall, who later joined them on the top table for the dinner. At 2000
hr everyone wa called forward into the restaurant and eated at their
variou place name . After the SSM W02 Eric dell had aid grace the
first cour e arrived. everal boule of wine (and trips to the bar) later the
meal had almost finished . At chis point Sgt Wringe acquired mo t of the
place name cards and et about trying to embarrass everybody by
adorni ng them with suggestive commen ts and distributing them 10
various members of the PS. eedle to say there were a few red faces by
the end of the evening. The meal was a success and greatly enjoyed by
all. Gia ses were once again filled ready for the after dinner speeches.
Led by AT SSM Steve Pritchard who after a few words introduced AT
Po tlethwaite"s wiuy composition, thanking Sgt Kev I nnes and other
members of the Squadron staff for all their support over the la 1 two
years. Thi was concluded by a presentation of a crystal decanter 10 Sgt
Innes from all of Rawson Tp. to thank him for everything he had done
for us during the apprentice hip. gt Innes then thanked u and
remini ced for a while over past memorable event . Emotion were high
after this point, a it finally began to ink in that in just three days time
we would all be graduating and going our separate way . Needless to say
a few tears were shed, (and not ju t by the lasses 1 !) but as the evening 's
fe tivitie continued with a disco and bar ex tension the mood was soon
li fted. After the speeches everyone moved through into the bar 10 end the
evening.
The evening wa a great succe , thank to the effort put in by all the
apprentices, especially the AT enior . in ·Organi ing the evening. On a
final note, a pecial thanks to all of the three Squadron staff for all their
support and en ouragement over the last two years.

~

958 GRADUATIO DAY
by ig Torode (Ex Apprentice)
Saturday 9 Augu t saw the final parade that the apprentice of 95B
would ever perform together. Early that morning a PT session wa
cheduled. of cour e nobody was looking forward to ii, but faces were
oon lifted when we were informed it was to be a quick run around camp
picking up litter before the arrival of our parents. Upon collection of rifles,
people were beginning to realise thi might be the last time they would be
eeing their friends. and emotions were running high. After some running
around. the time came for us to be on parade. A quick inspection of our
uniform, rifles and bayonets, to ensure a high standard, wa · completed.
We then waited while Sgt Kev Innes gave us a debrief on the pa t 2 year
that we had pem a a Troop, this was very emotional for some. AL I 012
hrs our final drill order was given by our Tp Sgt, gt Kev Innes 'Parade,
by the left quick march', the band began 10 play and we marched on co
Hawke Square. The general feeling at thi point was a great sense of pride,
. eeing all our parenLS watching us on our final parade as apprentices. They
had watched us from day one. growing into mature, adult soldiers. It
seemed to take a long time to get the parade underway, but when it did, AT
SSM Steve Pritchard and the apprentices, not forgeuing the members of
2 Sqn who upplied the supporting c.roop , put a lot of effort into it. The
guests and YIP's then arrived, followed by the Reviewing Officer, Maj
Gen J. D. tokoe CBE and Col C. L. Le Gall ais QBE.
An in pection of all those involved in the parade then cook place, this
also seemed Lo take a long time. The band gave an impre sive performance
throughout the inspection and parade a a whole, which helped in keeping
the parents and children interested. The march past in slow and quick time
was out tanding, all the rehearsal. before this day certainly had improved
our standard . We put ome effort into the marching, and ii showed, with
proud parents smiling as their on and daughter marched past and the
face of all tho e who helped us to get through the pa 1 1wo years looking
somewhat amued. After the general alute, a speech by Maj Gen Stokoe
wa given, stating his interest in the apprenticeship and tho e who were
graduating that day. Finally, intake 95B was marched off the quare in
slow time under the control of AT SSM Steve Pritchard to the tune of
'Auld Lang Syne· . Emotions were certainly showing at thi point-who
say men don't cry!
This was the end of the parade and we were led down to the gym nasium
for the presentation of prizes. The prizes were being presented LO those
people who had achieved high tandard throughout their apprenticeship
and sporting 'career '-they were obviously well deserved. A speech was
given by the Commander, Col C. L. Le Galla is QBE and then we were
allowed to leave. All the parent. were waiting outside for their sons and
daughters and from there people went for lunch and others for a quick
beverage in the Semaphore Arms. Member of the permanent staff met up
with some of our parents and chaued to them for a while about how their
'young soldiers' had improved throughout the two years. By 1400 hrs ,
people were going their separate ways, it wa a very emotional ending 10
the time we had pent together. Hopefully we will be meeting up ome
lime in the near future and remini cing on our past as apprentices.

The General Salute

AT SSM Steven Pritchard receiving the SOinC's Prize and
Master of Signals Award for the 'most outstanding tradesman'
and the 'best all round Apprentice'

AT LCpl Jodi Wood receiving her award for the 'Apprentice
considered to have achieved the most on an Adventure
Training Exercise'

T h e Reviewin g Offic e r, Maj Gen J. D. S takoe CBE closely followed by AT Sg~ Amanda Verrall,
wit h (L-R) AT Cpl Rich ard s on, AT Cros sley, AT Dawson, AT Hill
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7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFP030
14 Sig Tp
(Electronic Warfare)
O PEIL TIO LODESTAR-B
J AL KA
apt Katrina Reynolds
qn Comd/ 03 E\'
Tp g1
gt 'Geordie· sher
14 ig Tp (EW) i 1he Theatre Electronic Warfare Troop. 1a~ked with
pro' id mg EW suppon to the Commander. We currently man the
Di' i~ional Elec1ronic Warfare Coordination Cell (DE\ CC) and the Troop
CP (TCP). both al Banj:J Luka 1etal Factory, HQ M D ( W). We have
111,0 '1a11 hill lop sil at Li ina Ea t and jenoko ·ic both Barracuda
equipped. The Troop al o have 1wo 1obile EW Teams (MEWTS) to give
mobile EW ·uppon as required.
The Troop arri\'ed in theatre on 21 May. af1er a gruelling journey of
some 23 hrs from Ca\\dor Bk . Brawdy (wi th one small diversion-1hank
to LC pl ·r think rve forgotten my pa spon' La w on ) to the Metal
FactOf) . Banja Luka \'ia RAF Brize onon, Hannover and plit. The
ad,·an e pany of the incumbent 14 Sig Tp (EW) were met by tJ1e
·~miling' face of Sgt 'Dick· Mall briefed and ent off to bed.
The next few day were a hectic blur of handover/takeover of ite, .
deta hmenl\ and equipment. On 27 May the outgoing Troop departed for a
well-earned break (or wa it a pon ored run? People will do anything to
ge1 out of theatre two week early!). Left to our own device we staned to
hape the Troop in our own likene . In our first week in the driving eat.
highlight> have included:
- g(Kit C lement and hi MEWT taking pan in a 20 day joint operation
with EW spe iali t from I02 (NL) E\: Coy.
L Cpl Craig Dodge' - MEWT doing daily deployments in upporl of the
ongoing SFOR operation .
ig 'Willy· Raye volunteering for a retour after on ly tllree day in
theatre!
The Tp Sgt, gt Vince Key. got RSI from playing Minesweeper and
olitaire.
Winning the BLAS ix-a- ide rugby competition.
The movement of one of the Troops AFV 436 from Sjenoko ic. after eioh1
month tatic ervice on a hilltop ... to BLMF and not to the Corp museu~n.
LC pl Phil Farrar (ED). who thought that Crypto was the tuff that
killed uperman ...

All in all we have had an interesting and enjoyable fir t month and if the
next five and a half are a good, then this will be a very satisfying tour for
u all.

OP LODESTAR
Sqn Comd
RSM

BLMF R GBY SIXES COMPETITIO
On a delightfully warm unday afternoon, it wa decided to have a
morale boo ting six-a- ide touch rugby competition. as a break from the
normal routine. Mo I unit in the HQ and a chosen few guc ·t entered
team .. 207 Sig Sqn en1ered teams from their MT. Comms Tp and the
QM 's depts. (with thi much manpower how come 14 Sig Tp (EW) get so
many dutie we a k?) After much deliberation we managed 10 put together
a cratch team from the Troop consi ting of. W0 2 ' Mo' Fisher , Sgts 'Jez'
Cla rke. ·Ben· Batley, 'Vince First op' Key, 'Sandy the gwar' Sand er on.
LCpls 'Thomo· T hom as. 'Smudge' m ith, and our secret weapon Sig
' Willy ' Hayes. who was made Captain elect for the competition.
After 1ruggling through the pool stage of the competition by winning
all three matche , we were glad of the two hour enforced rest allowed u
by the organiser in 1he blazing sun, before embarking on 1he knock out
tage. Our first match was against a team called "The Four Ace ," a team
made up of officers. Brushing them aside in a three one victory, scaring a
few of the team who fancied them elve by our ilky mooth ball
handling. electrifying pace and unpenetrable defence. Our next victims
were a bunch of Antipodean officer . They pul up one hell of a fight in
probably ilie be t and closest match of tJ1e afternoon. but lost out in extra
time to a uperb try by Sgt ' Ben the handgrenade' Ba tley. The final was us
again tan out ide unit calling them elve . 'Slip in a ditch ' an LAD unit
from Sipovo. They quite fancied their chances. but try a they might (even
with the help of the Referee) tJ1ey were always second best and went down
two tries to one. Thu allowing a bunch of no-hoper brought together on
the day to walk away with the much appreciated winning plaque and the
even more important phone card . (I wonder how the Corps Team i
fairing up with ome of its members deployed on Op LODESTAR?)
On the whole it wa an extremely enjoyable and well organised
competition, with the be t team coming out on top, 14 Sig Tp (EW) of
course!!!!!

SQ ADRO HQ
If the title, 'Commander CIS (Balkans)' was not enough for the QC, Lt
Col, will be the next one to add Lo his name. Congratulations! Capt Matt
Graham left us with a smile on hi s face as he completed his half-tour and
wa then prompt ly posted to Sarajevo for another six months! He was
replaced by Capt Keith Mannings who will al o be buying · labs' on his
promotion.

Maj I. Cameron-Mowat
WOl (RSM) P. Atkinson

NEWS FROM THE REBROS
C pl 'Mad Dog' H atton left Sjenoko ic and the Squadron and Cpl
Ada m Harvey takes over the det. Cpl H atton and family leave Hahne
behind for unny Cyprus. We wi h them the very be t of luck. The place
will be very different without C pl Hatton irting in the tore next to LC pl
· ticky' Allardyce remini cing about how The Corps had been -o years
ago when they joined. At Li ina. Cpl J. C. Cordery (congratulm~on on
promotion) will go to Sipovo to see how 2 Bn REME operate (or 1 1t to get
POHR as Sgt?). Meanwhile. Sig J ase Court. when asked by GOC
MND(SW) what his name was. replied ·Jase'! Sig· o Mail' Dough ty
made an international plea on BFBS for anyone out there to write to him.
expected, no blueys were forthcoming and so he made his w.ay 10 th~
mountain retreat known as Gola P. LCpl Ross Gleave and Sig ·Jock
Devenay remain at Radalijce and LCpl 'Gaz· Woolley pend his time
giving CNR le on to LC pl Dunc Rodgers and ig H. Griffiths. Tele Op
(Radio Relay) wallah up on lvovi k.

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
(Fwd)
Chief Ops & Maint
Capt F. E. Hargreaves
Ha\'ing ju. l returned lO sun ny Sarajevo after two mon1h I've cenainly
nouced.~lenty of changes here in theatre. To stan with it' HOT-give me a
wet Bnush summer any day-aHhough ilio e tJ1at tan and worsh ip King
utella wou ld probably beg to differ. There are al o mo sie which seem
to find my delicate Celtic skin very desirable. Work in the SFO R HQ is
geared toward> the fonhcoming Municipal Elections and the changeover
of COMSFO R (where we had another multinational parade where every
national it)' drill i completely different and ou t of synch).
For those of you who remember Ice Station Zetra the lease has run out •
Cwe actually paid lo stay there?!?). Occupants now live at Butmi r (that is a
recently de-mined site next to the civilian airfield). The French are still at
Mo,,1ar and the ·power.. that be have agreed that the French food is that bad
that we n?w have a chef to feed the Brits and Americans (j u t as an Echos
was opemng there). The Americans have actuall y chilled out at Tuzla and
!hey no longer have to walk about camp and shower in helmets and nak
Jacket~ and the Banja Luka det are practising their infantry ski ll s by
patrolling with the RAF Regt.
Back in the m~ltinational environment of Sarajevo the Brits seem to be
the only nationality trymg to reduce manni n<>-the Irish have even arrived
nuv.. There is still a healthy banter betwe"en all the different nations
especially with the Americans (probably because they nearly speak the
same language) and the Dutch whom we work alongside (probably
bccau~e the lads feel that they need to be reminded on occasions how a
professional Army opemtes). ow that our second rotation is over, I would
hke to welcome all those old faces back in Bosnia and I will be seeing
those that have just left back in camp soon.

Goodbye and thanks to the outgoing SSgt Melotte who has made a lateral
move to the QM's stationary cupboard, and hello to Sgt Barker who i
trying to extract as much as po ible from SSgt M elotte's head before he
take over. Goodbye and congratulations on top tudem at RSCC oo to
L Cpl Cochran who leave for 2 16 (Para) Sig Sqn. Goodbye and good
luck to the following Troop member who are leaving the Army
altogether: LCpl Howarth, C pl Willis, Sig Spurgeon. Sig Sta nwix and
Sig .J ervis. Welco.me to Sig Styles, Sig Thompson, and Sig Lowe who are
begmnmg to realise JUSt what they have let themselves in for. Welcome
also to gt Duffy. who may one day be forgiven for being so fit. and
finally, welcome to Lt Todd who wi ll take over command of this fine band
of men and women as soon a he has been treated for shock!
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The RSM gives th e t humbs up to t he newly elected Secret ary of
State fo r Defence (Gen eral Guthrie looks on)
Comm Ops officer orbat is becoming slightly confus ing but, in short,
we bid farewe ll to Capt Bob Strawbridge who goe to teach army
students, Lt Caroline Woodbridge who become a tudent and say hello
to 2Lt Helen Murphy, who wa a student. Goodbye Capt ·JC' Caesar to
14 Sig Regt and hello to Capt Richard Moir from 14 Sig Regt.
Fonunately, W02 (YofS) G raham Pardew and
gt (FofS) Andy
Ga rret remain at the helm alongside Lt ·Chimney' McDowell. The FofS
has made the gym his second home bu t his new bulgi ng biceps were not
enough when he tried to remove his bergen from under the kid of a
Gazelle on the Vitorog. SSgt Gary Roddy. SSgt Karl Daniels, u:; p1 Lisa
Hud on and Pte Lisa Mangan of the UAO have never bee n mennoned m
The Wire before. W02 Neil Roome, the plit LO. i not forgo tten. H1
42nd po itioning in tJ1e Briti h Triathlon Champion hips i a testament to
the work he i doi ng down in pl it.
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. J. Carter
Tp Sgt
SSgt S. Ferri
What with grenades. hooting , bombing , PlFWl arre ts ~dead or
alive) and presidentia l protection, things were gett ing a little bonng unul
fir t line PRE and Board of Officers were all completed within the same
couple ot! week . ot being able to ru n out ide the Metal Factory Ba e is
taking it toll and some fi tnes fa natic were seen ru nning arou nd the camp
circuit whil t rounds were tlying overhead! In thei r defence, they would
quote you the defi nition of 'effective tire'. T he Troop soon found 1hat the
best way of fi ndi ng out what was go ing on wa to wa1ch ky cw. . or
better still , N , where one could ee omm Tp 'on ops '.

'\LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt G. B. Lamb
fp SSgt
gt A. Barker
s usual, most of the Troop is moving between St Tonis and Sarajevo.
but we also have a large number of hellos and goodbye's to announce.
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EWS FROM THE FACTORY
The Troop has had a few hellos and farewells that would take too long
to mention due to 1he turnover of TA and Reservists that we have.
However, the newest arrival. LCpl ' Brummie' Brant, yet another West
Midlander, was drafted in. it i rumoured , by Lt Rich 'Brummie' Carter
and Sgt Adam ' Brummie' Yafai. She seems to have seuled in quite well
into Brummie Troop. LCpl ' Brummie' Meak in is very impressed with her
trade kills. She arrived with Sig 'Scouse' Stodd art (not from
Birmingham), who i crazy enough to be doing his second ATO tour.
LCpl 'Mac' McCormack left us after having the SOP barbecue lo the
backdrop cenery of Apaches and Black Hawks. The event was made all
the more special by 'An evening with Sig "Barnie" Beavers' as he gave us
song after song of the all-time greats. It was enough tO bring a tear Lo man)
a battle-weary eye. SSgt Paul Boughey. SQMS aka Alpha Tp Sgt has left
us for 30 Sig Regt and we all hope tO see him out here soon! Best wishes to
him and his family.
LCpl 'Jonno ' Johnson continue to run Profitable RSM lnve tments
and made a quick fortune whilst element of 2RRF were based al the
factory. Apparently, after seeing the troop on C
. the Fusiliers bought all
the Squadron T-shins, leaving none for the Squadron it elf. Signed
merchandise, . uch as LCpl Swayne and Sig Plunkett Work Out videos.
are making their way down to their BG HQ as we go to press. S gt !eve
Ferris. with the help of LCpl Lee Cox have been running a driver training
package on the panzers and have slowly been wearing out the track up to
Lisina Hill Top Site. C pl Kerry Webb, Sig ' Rusty ' Zimmerma n and Sig
'14 Sig ' J ohn were the first to go through the 'Ferri Four-Three Factory'
turning them into expert track-bashers.
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E WS F ROM THE REAR-LI KS
Sio Rob Gittins thought he had comms problem and went faultfindi~g on his EVHF kit on top of the building housing 1he Canadian BG
HQ. He could not find any fault .. In fact, he could not find h1. mast.
antenna. pineapple etc. We await the theft report. Sig ·scousc· Tran used
his Mersey ide charm and 'gift of the gab' down in Livno to pur~hase a
can of having cream for just DM 5-1. At le~ l 1t ga\'e the ~l:day ian BG
oniethi ng to laugh about after lo ing all their mone} to the Sqn PRI and
the bearded entrepreneur. C pl ' Impetigo· T harby.

Fwd (Lt) HQ deploying to Glamoc Ranges by Chinook
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Q'I DEPARDI

T

Q I
laj (Q '1) W. J. Drain
RQM
W02 (RQ I ) atchpolc
· gt ngli h. I hn' e a PRIORITY 0 E ta. king for you . Draft a , et of
\\In note !.. aid faj Wally ·Priority I' Dr ain.
O'er the last three month . . life in the Banja Luka Metal Factory has
entirely consi ted of priority om: ta king for the bu · y QM ' Dept.
Ho\\e,er. all ha. not be n doom <UJd gloom with some lighter moments
along the way. Entertainment ha. been provided by Cpl 'Per y' Percival ,
the Bosnian veteran and tour guide who breaks into a tall . tory at any
opportunity. ig 'Bart the tud· imp on is now not . o shy and has been
h ard :a) ing more than three words in one go and Sig ·tis not my fault I'm
Webh and I didn't know the) 'old jean: in the PX' Davies have kept
e\eryone on their toe .

HQNI and 15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801

CO
Lt Col D. E . Rowli nson R Signals
RSM
W Ol (R M) S. J. Pellant
The Regiment ha been busy in preparation leading up to the Marching
Season, but fortunately the esca lation that occurred last year has not
happened and the current 'ceasefire ' allows some room for optimism.
On the sport field, the Tug-of-War team has gone from strength to
strength, while other gladiatorial successes have been achieved on (and
be~ide) the athletics track and in the Welsh Mountains. The Lanyard
Trophy team came a creditable 8th on the day, de pite having finally met
as one for the first time that morning! The athletics team came second in
the l Championships and performed well in the Zone event at Colche ter.
The football team too was narrowly robbed of victory in the I League,
but seem sure to take the cup next year.
After ome deft changes were made to Comm Branch, 233 Sig Sqn
have been busy on their own restructuring plan and their new Control
Centre has now ' gone live', while 225 Sig Sqn are celebrating their return
to full trength after a couple of ' lean years'!

RQM S's Dining-out
The Officers, WOs and SNCOs of MND (SW) HQ & Sig Sqn (207 )
During the tour we have een the departure of W02 (RQM ) Dave
Tm going out the wi ndow· Catchpole. who leaves us on promotion to
join 216 Para Sig Sqn (yes, you know! The un it we beat at box ing) a the
RSM. We wi h Da\'e, Jane and the family al l the be t for the future and
extend our thanks to Dave for all his hard work and guidance over the last
two years. Welcome lO the Squadron. W02 (RQM S) Geoff Hodgeson
and family on their arrival from IS Sig Regt and lo ig ' Robbo' Robinson
and hi ~ ife, Karen . Congratulations on the birth of baby daughter.
Francesca.
Last. but not least. thanks go to the rear party for all their hard work.
Cpl Jim "the attitude· Green and LCpl ·cas· Castano .
TECH WORK HOPS
Life i hard in the Tech workshops based in Banja Luka with the tech
tretched to breaking point. We are olving problem uch as. 'My SKY

W02 (RQMS ) Dave Cathpole en-rout e to his dining out
doesn't work!' to a crash move to in tall a ba e station in the pre idential
p~l ace at 0200hrs.
igs M ark Streven . 'Taffman ' E lston, Da nny
Richardson and Lt McDowel deployed to ovi Grad to monitor the
tran it of a train from Croatia into Bosnia which. for two day , never
arrived. The lad made good use of the pare time to get ome number for
their 'Techs Spotters Handbook·. BFBS (another thorn in our side) needed
ome alteration . gt 'Si' M urray traveled all-round theatre to remove,
in tal! and repair tran mitters all in one day. The following day, Sgt 'Titch'
McG1ffen led a party (and by al l accounts 1t was a party) to Zagreb to
realign a satellite dish and enjoy their fir t bath in months. Cpl 'Geordie
Bloke· Hession managed to extend hi R and R from two to three weeks
by getting hi s wife pregnant ni ne months ago. Excellent forward planning!

HQ SQUA DRON
Farewells: Good luck to Maj (Q M) J . A pinall MBE on your posting
to 71 Signal Regiment (Y).
Arrivals: Welcome to Maj J. Hega rty in hi dual appointment as
QM/OC HQ Sqn. Also welcome to Sig Clai r Dawson from 233 Sig Sqn.
Congratula tions: The Quartermaster Department would like to end
our warm congratulations to Sgt 'Spike' Hughe and wife Sarah, on the
birth of their daughter E mily, also C pl Brian Rob on on hi marriage to
Denise, all the best for the future.
Sum mer Camp: Well done to the QM' Admin party especially lO
SSgt Gr aham G r ay UC Admin. who managed to complete four weeks at
Halton T/C without losing l pay, by returning for a week in the middle.
This wa a uccessful Summer Camp and enjoyed by all who participated.
Tug-of- War : Well done to W0 2 (RQM ) Pete Huzzey and Sgt
'S pike' Hu gh es in the Tug-of-War in achieving silver at the Royal
Tournament in the 620kg and 640kg cla es.
225 IGNAL SQUADRON
ALPHA T ROOP
Over the last month things have been relatively quiet. despite it being
the marching season. Some members of the Troop have taken advantage of
this quiet period, and have been mis ing the fight against terrori m by
getting back across the water for a jolly and a bit of 'rug of war' (no name
gt
mentioned but who exactly are W02 (SSM) Hymas and
Concepcion?).
Congratulations to the OC. Maj David Whimpenny on actually
bumping into W02 (RQMS) ' Lord Lucan ' artorius. apparently they arc
arranging to meet and ta lk re-bui ld on a daily ba is, or i that rugby?
Further congratulation are extended to Cpl 'Taff Brown, who whil. tout
on the lash watchi ng the British Lions in South Africa, was selected for
promotion to Sergeant. Well clone 'Taff-216 await you, Ha Ha Ha!!!
Fi nall y the usual hello's and goodbyes, the T roop welcome Capt Dave
Worden fro m 2 10 Sqn to take up the illustriou po ition of2JC, and Capt
Rees-Deacon and his wife Debbie from 33 Sig Regt to take up the
po ition of heartache as Tech Adjt. Sadly the Troop bid a farewell to Ca pt
'Charlie' Cooper off to sunny 34 Regt and Cpl ·Lu cious· Lindy
Lawrence on her on/off/on/off po ting to SHA PE. All the be t for the
futu re.

ur old school or
ACF and teltthem about Royal Signals?

YES?
THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS

ECHO TROOP (BRAVO WAT H )
A very big Bravo watch welcome to gt Dave White and hi · wife
Anita, who have joined u for a two year (nobody's got that long!) tou r.
Leaving the watch and goi ng off lO pa tures new are Sgt Paul Rowlands
and hi fam il y, Ruth . Rebecca and baby Peter. who are going off to
where the gra s i defi ni tely greener- 14 Sig Regt (E.W.0.) at Brawdy, we
wi ll surely mi ss them. A bi g fa rewell to LCpl icky 'cabbage patch'
Snelling who after five yea rs of Army life has dec ided lO join the rat race
and go civ div. Last but definit ely not least i WOI Mick Hartley,
Corinne and the kids who are al o returning to 9-5 style of life after 22
years in greens. The Squadron wishe them all the very be t for the fu ture.
A big well done to gt Paul Rowland who succe sfu lly passed hi R C
and al. o to LCpl Jay Owens wh passed the RSCC and enjoyed it o
much he went onto complete the Lanyard Trophy as well (is he totally
nut ?). We ll done lads.
Even with the re tricted way of life in l Bravo Watch still manage to
get out and about and try to organi se as many outings a possible. One of
the more regular feature i the B watch sea fis hing trip. (. ee photo) which

have been organised by 'gt Paul Rowla nds and Cpl Adie Russell.
Fishing off the coast of Bangor, Co Down. a variery of fish are caught,
anythi ng from cod. mackerel and whiting etc and po sibly the mo t
obscure fishy thing-an octopus, was caught by LCpl Phil Crocker . 'ot to
be outdone Sgt ·it was this BIG' Rowlands landed a fine dogfish which
landed him the 'catch of the day', which did not impress our most
ucce sfu l lady fisher LCpl Angie Ca id y. The fine haul of fish was
promptly cleaned and gutted and then stuck on the barbecue to end a
perfect day's fishing.

Bravo Watch with their array of fi sh of course t he
really big one got aw ay!
GOLF TROOP
Golf 'Men in Black' Tp would like to welcome Cpls Ian Kingsbury,
Chris Warren, Tony Lythgoe and fatt Quirke and to say a fond
farewell to Sgts Ca rl M cNulty and Lee Linton. Cpls ngi e etchtield
and Tam Ewart. Good luck for the future and thanks for all your hard
work. Another hard working period where it eem mo t of our Tp
members are away on courses, most notabl. Malone Golf Cour<>e. Theda)
started off well once gt Keith Tm not Tiger Wood · Muggleton
received ome ba ic golf tuition and term such as club. ball wing and
hold. For all ·Muggie · height advantage he displayed the manual
dexterity of a pink flamingo on acid. It wa left to gt Don ' l am Tiger
Wood ' nderson to . ave the day playing an outstanding eighteen hole'
hi only handicap dragging 'Muggie· around the cour e.
Our thanks go out to gt Dave E vans. hi contribution to Summer
Camp amazed everyone especially C pls Dave Brown and Iatt Quirke.
The two JNCO' were convinced gt Evan · ' a trying to kill them b)
walking them off the edge of a cliff. Hi words, 'Tmst me lads Chris
Bonnington is one of my be t mate .' inspired nothing but the urge to turn
and run. Hi. attempt to redeem him elf by organising the mounta111
bikintr did not endear him elf to the junior rank . The comment ' It 's a
, hame to wa tea good hill.' did nothing for morale. At thi. point we
hould mention W02 ·Tommy' teel who wa. last heard screaming
' Help. my brake are fai ling,' his on ly method of stopping wa> to take
advantage of an ancient dry stone ' all. ·Tommy· tick t \ hat you are
good at-Chri Boardman you are not 1 !
Finally lo finish about Summer Camp we have to mention gt Keith
M uggleton who while oul canoeing received amorou. advance from a
wan. can that boy paddle when he has to. To end this month• contribution
we would like to thank the operator for nearly poisoning the whole of the
tcch/mech , we do apprec iate a good barbecne but plea c cook the chicken
next ti me-sa lmonella we do not need!
BIRG ELE TROPHY HO KE Y TO UR
1E T
For the fir t time since its inauguration 15 ig Rcgt entered a team in
this years Birgelen Troph) held at RA Digby in Lincolnsh1rc on the
19/20 June 97. 225 Sig Sqn formed the majority of the team ''ith the
follow ing per onnel repre cntmg the unit. Capt Lynn Burrell, • gt Paul
mic , Sue Jackson and Da\'e White. pis Graham ampbell. ·ounc·
McBa in. ·scou. e· Meehan and L pl Dean Lenton. One per-t)n -,orel)
mis ed from our starting line up " a. our pi.ritual (and drinking) leader
Capt Dave Dolling who had to unfortunately drop out at the la;,t minute.
The tournament started in earnest and after plenty of · arbo · lo•lding the
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nt!!hl befon.'. the team ma<lc a good iart with wins again~! D
and 14
ig Regi. There were ,u,picion that our keepcr Graha m Campbell had
been pai<l off h) 1h op(l('. it ion after some of 1he so~t go:il he let in during
1ha1 game. The nc:'\t da) aw !lie team ge1 back to winnmg ways to end the
tournament with' it'wri 'tH'cr RAF orih Luftenham and 9 ig Regt.
The unit fini:he<l a (,>mmendable sei::ond place just 1wo points behind
RAF Digb). Th.: t:111dar<l of hockey the whole way through the
1oumamen1 wa e. cellent. but ii was clear from the tart that RAF Digby
would be the e'entual winner (that wa, probably why the first place
prlle. ''ere so good an<l there was nothing for second plat'e-nice one
gu) !). Thank must go to our host and organi ers. in panicular gt
·Charlie· Bnnrn an<l Cpl ·Gaz: King who laid on an excellent
tournament-Thanks guys next year the troph) will be ours.

that Jes,, people will be needed to man 24 hour duties. that is as soon as
Capt Martin Bever gets round to pulling a secure door on the Brinton
S\\ itch room!

233 IG, L Q ORO
HQ
On behalf of the whole quadron a big thank and good luck 10
1
Geoff Hodg on who wends hi merry way from here to 7 Armel Bde and
from there to Bosnia and ongra1ula1ions 10 his wife ha ron on ach ieving
first cla honours on her recent graduation. ll the very be-1 10 you both.
Congratulations aLo 10 Capt lartin Beyer and hi wife Millie on the
recent birth of their econd on Harvey.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt kk !fas ey
Tp gt
SSgt (RD) Paul Brown
Bu.) times in Pro,·ince cannot lop the con tam round of po ti ng in
and out of Romeo Tp. Starti ng off the hello and goodbye i the sad
farewell to Capt Rich Rumsey. off to 249 S ig Sqn as 21C and wi nter
frolics in , 'orway, and the Troop welcome Capt ' ick 1a ey in hi
pince. We are also pleased to welcome Cpl Steve ' Monty Burn ·
imp on, Cpl 'Del-boy' Trotter. Cpl 'Selly' elkirk and gt Dave
tudway. Hello!
ome"th ing has obviou ly been in the waler here in Provi nce, a fe rt ility
is enjoying a high spot. Congratulations to Cpl Ian Gall oway and his wife
ue. Sgt ·Monty' Farrow and his wife Jo ephine and Sgt Mick Payne
and wife :\liriam. all on the binh of their new arrival . Welcome 10 t11e
youngest members of the Troop. Finally. congratulation to Cpl Pete
La\\n on hi ' ucces fu l election on the recent Cpl 10 Sgt board and good
luck lO tho, e members of the Troop on 1he way to Yeoman' election. you
know who you are!
TM T ROOP
Tp Co md
W02 (FofS) Jan Rutherford
Tp Sgt
gt Ged Keane
The Troop welcome the follow ing into the ranks: Sgt Martin Ind. Cpl
Richard Webb both straight from their Tl. Sgt Pete Kelly ha arrived
from 11 Sig Regt and Sgt Buckingham from RSIT and finally Cpl Bob
Bowden-we welcome you all. We also have to say goodbye to gt Les
Crowther and hi wife larlene who are po ted to 11 Sig Regt. Dean
DaYis who is going to join the ranks of 1he unemployed in civvy street,
Cpl Alan ·where is the golf course' Costello who is doing hard labour in
AFCENT and fi nally to Cpl fark Stanbury who is posted w Aldershot.
Hope you all enjoy your new postings and career .
TM Tp is now undergoi ng dramatic change . with both it manpower
and procedures. A lot of time and effon has gone into the pl anning of the
new TM Tp and we all hope it goes wel l. One fi nal note, TM Tp have
an_nounced a beer call which has cau ed the di appearance of Sgt Dave
Kilgallon . Can people please check their locker for any igns of him.
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Rich ' ewhouse
Tp SSgt
Sgt Frank Corrigan
Th i has bee ~ a busy time in India Tp for coming and goings. Welcome
and congratulallons to Sgts Al ewman and Billy Fagan fres h from their
T is at Blandford. Welcome al o w Cpls Paul Hughes, Adr ian ' the Fi h'
Fi her. Richard ' Willie' Wilson and Sigs J ase W hitehead, Stu
McCluskie. ' Daz' King, Des ·Ban · 'impson, Steve Massey and Andy
Adam. Goodbyes to gt ' Dinger' Bell . Cpl Vince Sau nders and Sig Tom
\kLoughlin . off to Germany, and Pau l Currie off 10 the real world
outside along wi th Tony Byrne.
Congratulation to W02 Sinderberry and SSgt Dave William who
ha"e been promoted on 1he tough ADP roster-don't worry Andy Forbes.
your., w,ill come through in the end. Congratulations must go to Sgts Mike
' Mac' McNeill and Da\e 'Tu' Alderson on pa5sing the gts Course.
Well done to Capt Rich
ewhouse and LCpl Phil Ca llaway on
completmg the Lanyard Trophy, coming a very credi table eighth (in front
of 216!). Finally thank to ig Jimmy Cun ningham for an excellent
Troop b~rbecue.T~is is_ a time of c~ ang~ fo~ India Tp, formerly Victor Tp
and Whiskey Secllon. fh e Troop 1s gomg m10 the Squadron melting pot
next month to re-emerge as pan of the Province erwork Control Centre
l n~h 'allah. Watch thb '>pace.
'
, TOP PRES !!-THE ETWORK CO TROL CE TRE
That revolution in orthern Ireland fixed comm un ications, the etwork
Co~tro! Centre. went live ~l Sam on Friday I August 1997. Opened by
'\taJ '. •.ck Keen, oc. 233 Sig Sqn, the NCC brings together operator and
technicians from Indi a Tp and TM Tp into one Ops Room. From there all
the fi. ed secure communications and compu ter systems across the
Provmce can be moni tored. and most faul ts can be fixed over the
telephone. The p.:rformance over the first weekend indicated that the CC
ga\e a much better service than was possible before. The other benefit i
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T he new NCC a w a s h w ith termina ls
Loo king in to t he camera a re M aj Nick Keen, OC 233 S ig S qn,
Sgt 'S kippy' S teve ns and the new NCC O ps Offr,
Capt Ric h ard Ne wh ouse
COMMCE T ROOP
Tp Comd/Sqn 21C
Capt Martin Bever
Tp SSg1
SSgt Lindsay Ma nktelow
Ye the manning i finally getting oned. A warm welcome goes out to
W0 2 (YofS) Russ Darlington who will not be working in the Troop but
pop across for the occasional brew. Also arriving were gt ·Robbo'
Robson, C pls ·Rentboy' Ha nbridge, Daye G reenstreet, L C pls Sam
B o\~man . Gloria Fagan , Rod Rouchy. AJ Peter and Ma rtin Tve only
been here a week but already I have an extra' Campion. Finally Sigs
Carrie Whitworth. Alvin Black, Tanya Webb and last but not least
·Tommo' Thompson . Farewell go to W0 2 (YofS) Andy Drummond
po ted 10 sunny Canerick. Sigs C la re Davies. J eff 'look a1 my muscle '
Hyland , Carol 'Sun Queen' Watson. Jimmy M athieson and Anton
Psaila 10 Civ Div, M artin ·Scally' Perkin lO 30 Sig Regt and Pete ' ew
Age Traveller' fcM ahon to 16 Sig Regt.
Congratulations to Sig C hris Bradford on his .marriage to Sophie and
Cpl Wayne Robson who took L Cpl Sha ron Rogers all the way to the
Empire State Bui lding to propose-luckily she said YES 1
The Troop recently had a barbecue although normally the weather in
orthern Ireland is wet, we did have some sun. It was an occasion to kick
back and let your hair down with the other hift . A specia l mention must
go Sgt Lind ey M anktelow who, although he had just found out she
was pregnant, came up with the idea of a few games and of cour e made it
lad again t la e with !110 e immonal word -'we' ll beat them
easy'-better luck next time girls. The chefs for the day were Cpl Wayne
Rob on and Sig 'Porno' Allen so naturally all major food group were
pre em-there was FAT, BLACK CR C HY B ITS A D WHlTE
BLO BBY BITS. Amazingly enough no-one went down with almonella.
The whole day and night was a success thanks to C pl 'Jonno' Johnson
who arranged it. Well done, hopefully with all these good idea flooding in
for theme nights there will be more good times ahead.
EXERCISE MERCURY FIN 97
Between 18 May and 14 Ju ne the Regiment depl oyed on its annual
Summer Camp to the Lake District based a1 Halton Camp near Lancaster.
The following contribution. are from personnel who attended on one of
the fo ur weeks:

Capt Dave Dolling and Capt Martin Bever (above), Sgt Clark,
LCpl Hami lton and Cpl White (below) on the top of Scafell Pike
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WEEK 1-BY SGT JACOBS (ADP SPEC)
'Ah Sgt Jacobs I am looking for a UEL instructor. I have seen your Unicom
printout and you seem to fit the bill'. A look at the calendar confirmed my
worst fears-it was confidential season. Mustering a sickly smile I accepted the
single honour of two weeks hill walking in the Lake District.
It all started rather badly with half the students and instructors forced to
cancl!I due to operational reasons. The trip to Halton was uneventful, but
not so our arriva l. Guard? But I am an instructor-six people per day to
guard the camp-a quick head count of one ins1ructor and seven tuclents
and tht! idea of camping out seemed very attractive. Scafell Pike seemed
taller than the last time I climbed it-perhap., l have shrunk. The weather
remained clement for 1he whole of the week, much to the relief of the
~wdenL~ and the instructor. T can't think of anything worse than climbing
up a mountain in zero visibility, whilst being pelted by horizontal rain.
Glorious sun hine, fresh air and scrumpy. whai more could an ADP Spec
desire? A quick mention must go to gt Alderso n who kindly provided
the sprinkler system for 1he lads accommodation and also thanks for the
!:Ile night entertainment he laid on.
WEEK 2 BY CAPT BURRELL
A strange phenomenon called sunshine greeted the second week of
Summer Camp and many anaemic bodies were di played in the
Lanca. hire countryside. The taskmasters were Maj David 'I will make 1he
beer festival" W himpenny, SSgl G ra ham 'Whal no water' Weavers and
S gt John 'let's pitch our tents by tJ1e chicks' Greenwood.
The venue for the climbing was Shepherds Crag in Borrowdale. LCpl
andra T hompson decided 1hat the bottom of the climb was not a sunny
en ugh spo1 o scaled the dizzy heights for a quick sunbathe. Sgt igel
·Father' F ra ncis decided that abseiling backwards was for wimps but after
a succe sful head first dive, the antiseptic spray on 1he blistered hands was
too much to bear. Wasdale Head lived up to its romantic reputation and the
'Legends' will live on' A point learnt from the nights out camping was that
ii is essential to be correctly prepared and dressed for every eventuality.
The weather encouraged everyone to 1op up on liquids and ensure that the
e sentials for life were replaced at the end of 1he day. A top night spot in
Lancaster offered a suitable eight pint challenge to encourage till further.
Sgt G r aha m Weavers found very little water by day but plenty of the
brown fizzy stuff at night.

Blackpool was a popul.ir place tor a visit for all bul laj \\ himpcnny
and Capt Burrell who ~er.: both offendt:d by the poor hkenessc\ o the
Coronation Street Stars Illuminations to the real thing. Blackpool mav )OU
forever sell chips and rock.

WEEK 3 BY LCPL HA\1fLTO
The hillwalking phase was open to all, however a clique of mountam
goats were present throughout. Walks included the ascent of Scafell Pike
and traversing the Bowfell and Langdale Ridge . Capt Beve r <Our
glorious leader) also threw in a 'nostalgia' walk from his childhood that
mus1 have been some time ag<) as the trail was doubtful m places. LCpl
'Rock hopping' Hami lton and Sgt ·scree sliding' C lark p.:ele<l off to
finish the week with an arduous climb. Suffice to say it looked ea'>ier on
the map and there were definitely some hair-raising moments on the rock
ledges just below the summit of Pillar. Respect must also go to Sgt
'Charlie' Brown who was still smiling on return to Lisburn despite having
been wounded in battle. Also 10 Capt Dave ·one for the road' Dolling
who should definitely donate his body to medical science when he no
longer has a use for it. Well done to everyone for a cracking week.
WEEK 4 BY SGT JACOBS (ADP PECA DEX GU NE R}
Horror. The Officer in charge of week four i · none other than my OC
Maj Keen who calmly mentioned on his arrival that hill walkmg is a
favourite pastime of his. Doom. Time to rethink my plans for the next six
days. This week managed to improve in all respects on the fir t. Guards
were mentioned and then forgotten about. there were more student'> and a
full complement of instructors.
gt G ra ham 'Fi h' WeaYers was on
hand to teach canoeing, though after day I the wi dom of this was called
into que tion. His pupils were exhausted after a day on the water, come to
think of it ome were so exhausted that they could not even walk straight read into that what you will. The weather held out until the last day and
then visibility dropped to 10 feet. Time to put the map away and rely on
instinct. Unfortunately 1he OC did not like the way my instinct'> were
leading me and vetoed us spending the whole day in the Wasdale Head
Hotel. Oh well, worth a 1ry I suppose. Special thanks must go to SSgl
Grey and the boy from the QM depl and MT for their special help all the
way through the exerci e and to all the instructors and camp leaders.
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Sqn Comd
RSM

M aj C. R. Owen
WOl (RSM) K. R. Winkles

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
W0 2 (FofS) S. Steven
SSgt I. Pennell
Tp SSgt
After a few hectic weeks with the marching sea on (pat on your back
lads for all your hard work!) the Troop adult decided to organi e ome
morale boo ting entertainment, including a boating trip to the lake , a
Brigade barbecue and not forgeuing one or two block in pections!
ow a big welcome from the ·happy day · Troop to Cpl Billy Boston,
LCpl 'Gaz' Watson. Cpl Tony 'I'm a bit helpful' Raby and la t but not
least big gt Ian ·nice 10 be back' Noble. A ever there are a few
goodbyes. LCpl Stu 'the treaker' Street w Cypru . C pl Yorkie 'can't
cli mb, won't cli mb' Sowden to Gibraltar and L Cpl Matt Eades to
Chel ea barracks. Good luck w the oon 10 be civv ies: Mr Graham
'porridge sti rrer' Wood , Mr Justin Searle and M r James Boon . Goo<l
luck guy !
Finall y a message for Sgt 'megaphone" Sherwood , 'Why i n't that mast
rigged yet?'

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt L. Launders
Sgt . Parke
Tp Sgt
The per onnel in om ms T p contin ue to ebb and flow on a regu lar
basis. Over 1he last 1wo month· we have aid goodbye to Sgt Rob Fogg on
promotion to I Para, LCpl Steve Whitehead to 30 Sig Re~t. ~ig Ro~
Mastin to 2 1 Sig Regt to get a taste of the fie ld army, a ~d Sig Thomo
Thomp on who is going to J 6 Sig Regt. LCp l cott Harnman wi ll leave
.
,
us ·honJy for a hi ghly paid job in civvy street. (so he tell s us).
As usual there arc fewer welcomes than goodbyes but LCpl Beaker
Ph ilips, LCpl 'Taff' OaYies and Sig Chris Moore are we lcome
nonetheles .. T he rest of tJ1e Troop have not been idle: ig Karen French
was thrilled at the opportunity to escape fro m 1he COMMCE for a week
to help on the Youth Serv ices ummcr Camp i1~ Ballykin ler. att~ra ll y she
led from the fro nt in see in o that the liule darl mgs had a goo<l tune rock
climbing. hill walking, cm~oei ng and body boarding. Having enjoyed 5
star tented accom modation fo r the period of the Drumcree march the
Troop are now we ll euled into their new ly refurbi hed Y CO ,
COMMCE
and Crypto Cell. The made to mca ·ure offices come
complete with air conditioni ng but no au na yet
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Cpl Lee Johns showing what a pleasure it is to work
in the newly refurbished COMMCEN

Q ADRO ' PORT ' REPORT
Contrary to popular belief a po·t ing to I does not mean that )our
sporting career i'> pm on hold
t 1he begin ning of another bu') spo n s.
eason we thought 1hm it wa time that the rest of 1he Cofll s \\ a' aware of
the quadron 's sporting prowess:
Football: Wi nner· of
I Minor
nih Championships w1th a
devastating end of season pu h leaving both 8 and 39 Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn in our wake. Star of the >!ason was the top scorer W02 Hane).
Rugby: Cont inuing in the tradition of exc.ellence the qn X won both
the I Minor Un its League ha 111p i o nsh1p ~ and the I Mmor Unit
Challenge Cup. They reac hed the quarterfinals of the nn) halkngc
Cup.
one player makes the team but LCpl ·w oody' Wood a1 pMp
de erves a pecial ment ion as most 1mprmed and becau. e the back'
alway get the glory.
, quash: Another succe ~ s fu l side <le. pile some uncv.:n pla) mg ,urface .
tJ1e tenm managed to wi n 1he' I :'vlinor U!1its hampion hip' and r•ad1cd
the q uanerfi nal of the rmy Chall enge up.

o
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of the road . the Comd. Bodyguard. RSM and two of the top covers went
for what i., know n as a gazelle trot down the road - the Commander is not
known for walking anywhere slowly. The RUC had taken up positions
along wuh the Grenadier Guards on both sides of the road , tu try and quell
the sporadic rioting. As the Commander stopped to talk to members of the
securit y forces a crowd of approxim ately 30 ationalists started to gather
dose to where the RSM and Cpl Butler were positioned. As the RUC
were busy wi th other things they informed Cp l Butler that he mi ght wish
to disperse the crowd. Luckily for him hi' 5'2" fram e mu st have made the
crowd think twice as they moved on LO try el sewhere.
Due to the large media coverage of the eve nt members of the Rover
Group keenly watched all the local and national news broadcasts. Several
claimed Hollywood status but Cpl C r aig Dudley and LCpl 'Thomo'
Thomas were the on ly confirmed sightings. After the march the Rover
Group was deployed on many more, but less exotic details and were finally
stood down on 14 Jul y. All members showed great professionalism at all
time> and were a credit to the Bde and Sig Sqn. The selection process is
now beginning for next year.

thleti : \\ innel" of th
I 1'1inor Unit Champion; hips. the talented
but untnuned te m rernrded 3nl place in both the Mercur) Cup and Land
Comd 'emi-finaL compelllion. To be congratulated are W02 (RQI\IS)
Dine Meggitt for hi polc-\auhing prowe sand L pl tan · pikes are
for poof·· lartin.
ro
ountry: D<! pitc only ha' ing a I h mi le circuit round camp on
"hich to train. the ros. cou ntry team won the
I Minor
nits
Champion hips and a hie" d 2nd pince in the cros' country rela
c hampionships.
Golf: nother arduou, ~eason produced few trophie.~ but a great deal of
enjoym nt!

E.' R I E RADI I FIN -OR TE GO MAD IN A
DA
by pl raig Dudle)'
H Hour. 0800 on '27 1ay 1997, after nine month , of planning and a lot
of hair pulling the time lrnd arrived for 10 adven turers to jet off to the
Canadian Rockies for a ·pot of adventure training.
fter a most
memorable nine hour flight courte y of BA the e.xpedi tion arrived in
Vancouver. The next morning e\eryone was up bright a nd early and after a
visit lo Denny' for breakfa. t (one of many vi ' its to Denny· !) we were
raring 10 go. The vehicle were collected and we et off Eastwards. After a
brief vi. it to the town of hope. the town made fatuous by ly tallone in
the film 'First Blood' . and a ni!!.ht under the stars next to the trans
Canadian railway we arrived at Canyon Campground in Radium Hot
pring . Thi would be home for the next two days during whi ch some of
u vi ited the hotsprings. The remainder. Sgt Bob Fogg, Cpl ·JB' Butler
and LCpl Tiger Wood · Fisher and Matt Eades headed off to the local
golf course. We al o vi ited Lake Loui e with the intention of hiring some
boat onl) co find it frozen over!
• ow acclimatised the expedition began. We did some final kit prep
before heading into the mountain fo r five day . The word on the treet
"a>. ' Keep talking and make plenty of noise and the bear will tay
away- keep your eye:. open!' Fine in theory but not in practice. After only
5km we were no longer able to talk-all was ilent apart from the obviou
panting with e' eryone ju t keeping their eyes on the boots of the person
ahead. After ix hours and 18km we finally arrived at our camp ite at Dog
Lake. The la t 2km were omewhat hard going with now up to 4ft deep,
almo t over C pl Butler' head! Camp was eventua ll y ' truck and everyone
enled down for . ome wel l deserved hot food. apart from LCpls Fisher
and Eades who had a mall technical hitch with their stove. The next four
day saw us move down from the now li ne a nd continue with the route on
more low level trai l -. We pent nights at the exoti sounding Porcupine
Camp. cout Camp and Surpri e Creek Cabin.
On return to civilisation we pent two day in Banff. mostly in the
launderette but with ome time for white water rafting on the Kicking
Horse River. Thi was a day that will be remembered by everyone on the
Expedition a the ri\er was almo t the highe t it has ever been and the
rapids were graded as 4+. The day was rounded off with a cla ic
performance by gt Bob Fogg inging in one of the local bars. something
el ·e that will be remembered by everyone-I wonder why? We the n moved
to Calgary for two day R and R where we were very well hosted by the
Canadian Forces Cavalry at Currie barracks. All too oon it was time to
head ba k to Vancouver for the return flighL but not before stopping off
for a night in the U A. A memorable night was had in Seatt le with the
night' emertainment organi ed by Sig Bri Stewart and Pte ·coop '
Cooper.
On return to the Provi nce we were greeted with the ine itable rain,
ome thmgs never change. Head are now deep in brochures. planning a
>imilar adventure next year.

Cpl Craig Dudley on the trail
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The expedition at Lake Louise
Standi ng (L -R) : Cpl Eades, LCpl Thomas, LCpl Whitehead,
Cpl Dudley, S ig Stewart, Sgt Fogg, Pte Cooper,
(kneeling): Sgt Woodray, Cpl Butler, LCpl Fisher
DRUMCREE MARCH-A POTTE D HISTORY
The Loyal Orange Lodge wa formed in 1795. Soon after it held the
first commemoration of the Banle of the Boyne which took place on 12th
July I 690. There has been a trad ition of marches on or around the
'glorious twelfth ' ever ince. Parade are very much pan of the Orange
tradition and heritage which they believes an appropriate medium to
expres their fai th a nd culture. The fir t parade to Drumc ree, the origi nal
parish churc h for the Portadown area, was held in 1807. This is the o ldest
recorded e rvice in the hi story of the Orange In titution and Port adown
District Lodge i the olde t Orange Lodge. The Orangemen believe that
thi parade. which take place o n the Sunday before 12 Jul y, is one of the
greatest in thei r tradition.
- As een over the past three years this i now one of the most contentious
parades in the marching ca le nder. After many year · of marching the
traditional route alo ng Obins Street, whic h wa a predominantly
ationalist area a deci ion wa made by the Chief Constable in 1985 to reroute the parade o nto the Garvachy Road. Thi was a major thoroughfare
pas ing through a mainly Protestant area. This decision was welcomed by
both communities and the lri h government. By 1995 the Garvachy Road
was a predominantly ationali t area and the re ident called fo r the
parade to be rerouted again. The RUC decided that to allow the parade to
pas would result in eriou public di order and o began the first
Drumcree standoff. Since then the march ha re mained contentious
making the beginning of the marching sea on a busy time for the Squadron .
ROVER GROUP-1997
IC Rover Gp
gt C raig Wrath
Top Covers Cpl John Butler
Comd's Radio Op
Cpl Craig Dudley
Cpl John Bithell
Comd's Bodyguard Cp l Neil Bott
LCpl Chri T homas
Comd 's Driver
LCpl Jez Lomas
Sig Ch ris Hoggard
Yeh 2 Dri ver
Cpl Ian Homer
Having no Rover Group established, the elite band chosen to safely
tran port the Bde Comd during the marching ea on came from across the
Squadron. As tho e remain ing in the Troop spread themselves even more
thinly the chosen few pent many arduous days at Ball yki nler Training
S:amp in the months before the summer marching season. Training
included ranges, FRG firing , car drills and many incident cenario u ing
the natch vehicle . Traini ng finally culminated in arrest and re trainl
techniques and dealing with minor aggro. Thi wa a bly demon trated by
Capt F red Payet who, after turning the Rover Group into Bruce Lees.
eventually came off worse for wear after tack li ng Sgt Cra ig Wrath 's
combatJ a~ke t : As a fina l preparation the group deployed wi th 22 Regt RA
and 3 R ~n h 111 ~n.d around Lurgan and Portadown. Now operational and
armed wuh televi ion and kettle the Rover Group quickly commandeered
the OC 's a nd Comms Tp office for accommodation and settled down to
await whatever the Drumcree period may bring.
As the day of the Drumcree march approached the atmosphere became
very tense as no deci ion had yet been made as to whether the march
h<;>uld be allowed to go ahead or not. In the lead up to the parade the
Brigade Comd deployed with the rover group to various checkpoi nt.
around the ationalist areas and the Drumcree c hurch. WO! (RSM)
Winkles was always in attendance with his tru . ty Kodak instamatic. Word
somehow got around that there was a spare seat in the rear natch vehicle.
Thi _led to . a 1~ad rush of Japanese tourists e merging from Sig Ops
cunmngly d isgu ised as W02 (YofS) Dick Rutherford and W02 (FofS)
Scott Stevens, 'Yes Foreman you do need those heavy plates for your
LN !BA vest!' Sig Ops will never be the same again. Deployment until
no~ had been largely incident free. The only exceptions being the R M
d~mg a swallow dive out of the rear vehicle in hi s eagerness to catch up
wah t~e Bde Co!11d and .LCpl 'Thomo' Thompson deciding to let hi s
magazine fall off in the middle of a Nationali testate.
Finally the big day came and news was ou t that the parade would go
down the Garvaghy Road. The Rover Group deployed at 0500hrs o that
the Bde Comd could assess the ituation. After parking at the northern end

Vernon Rees & Goodalls Ltd
Civil, Military & Livery Tailor
40 Commercial Street, Rothwell, Leeds, LS26 OAW

Fax: 01132 880 864

The Rover Group 1997
(L-R): Cpl Homer, Sig Hoggard, Sgt Wrath , LCpl Thomas,
W01 (RSM ) Winkl es, Cpl Butle r, Cpl Bithell, Cpl Dudley,
LCpl Lomas.
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (213)
BFPO 801

qnComd
R \1

Iaj R. J. Healey R ignals
WOI (R 1) G. Hawkins BE 1

C0\1\1 TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Fraser
Tp g.1
Sgt Kev 0' eill
On.:e again thi. has been a \ery bu y period for the Troop, with the
preparation' for the marching ea on taking up a huge chunk .of our
re ource .. All the members of SY CO and the COMMCE contmue 10
perform stal\\ait .en ice to the igmtl quadron and all rl1e Brigade unit
"ithin our TAOR. Cpl lark Holden has admirably worn the two hat ' of
CO JC Y CO 1 and the Trial · , CO. Well done for all the hard work
1hac cominue~ to be a hieved by the, e unsung heroe of the Troop. Ro\'er
Gp ha\e a.· u ual been kept bu y carrying out training for the M<trching
ea,on. gt · cotty· Cain and the lads all performed admirably and kept
the Commander \'Cl} happ) during the larche . They also managed to
end their fir>t contact report and get their first non-accident entry onto the
. IREP.
On the pon and ocial front. Cpl larie 'You·re Out' 1cChesney
ran the Inter Troop Rounders competition. which Comm Tp excelled in
coming la ·1. S gt O' 'eill a isted all the other team . by not catching a
ball or coring any rounders, well done StafT. they all appreciated it HQ
Tp eventually won !he competition.
The Troop has -aid a ad farewell to the following people. Lt ·courses'
Merry. on promotion to Captain, po, ted to Cypru . along with Cpl Matt
Pryme. who wasn't complaining when hi po ting 10 Bulford was
changed. LCpl 'Jonah · Jones off 10 7 Bde. along with licbelle and
Ryan, and finally Sig Janet Edward who i fini hing off her last few
month in the Army, with a posting to 36 ig Regt (V). We wish tl1em all
the be l for the future. The Troop i now unde r the new management of
2Lt John Fraser. who take over the Troop after fini hing his Tp Comds
Cour~e at Blandford. SYSCO has also been infused with new blood in
the hape of LCpl Ke" Brown and LCpl Kim Leonard. welcome to the
Troop. hope you have a good tour. Congratulations are in order for Pte
Martin Walsh on hi promotion to LCpl. and LCpl Ja on Spencer and
LCpl Dean Jenkins on being elected for promotion to Cpl.
Tl\ITROOP
Tp Comd
gt Steve Hodgson
rll tart with the Troop farewell . We have lo 1 four members of the
Troop and they will all be mi ed. well almo t all of them. First 10 go was
Cpl Bill) 'Man from Atlanti ·. 58 pattern, mittens only' Evans who leaves
u 10 go on hi Tl at Blandford. ext to go wa Cpl Pete Sorrell who has
also left us 10 go on his Tl. Since his departure some of the Troop have
recei\'ed tar Trek mementoe from Cpl Sorrell' personal collection and
they would like ro thank him for these. Everybody here wi he them all the
be,1 and hope they are ucce sful in their tudies. We have al o lost gt
·Tiny' Ti ndal e who has joined our exchange cheme with 7 Sig , we·re
ure he will enjoy hi time there. Finally a goodbye to SSgt Penny
Lan bury who has left u to join AFCENT. How he got away with that
nobod) know , thank go 10 Penny on her organisation of the Caribbean
night \\ hich was a great succes .
There are also a few welcomes 10 take care of. First to arrive was Sgt
·Tex· Avery who bas arrived straight from his Tl. Since arriving he has
i.enled down well and some of the Troop were glad 10 help him with his
problem of trying to work out what rank a Brigadier is. ext 10 come was
Cpl Andy Ward who also arrived care of our exchange scheme with 7
Si gs. He caused a lot of problems ince arriving as we have had to make all
!he doonvays a foot higher. Finally we welcome SSgt ·Si ' Jones from I I
Sig Reg1. He takes over from S gt Lansbury and lam sure he will enjoy
his time here.

The last month ha~ been one of the bu, iesl times of the year and a 101 of
late nights have been put in by all member of the Troop. After all the
work that ha been going on we mu t praise the rigging section for totally
redccomtin<> the shack. They have spent a lot of time in the hack and it
now looks like all members of the Troop will be able to go in !here without
contn1c1ing a lethal disease.
111e Troop had a team in the 'It a Knockout' competition which was
captuined by LCpl ' 1udley' Mureott. 111e team dres. ed a~ workman and
did well 10 fini h third. Congratulations mu t go 10 LCpl 'Geordie' Tonks on
getting in e'•ery photo taken on the day and oh yes on his promotion 10 LCpl.
RQMS DEPT BIG BREW
On 11 June 1997 al 1530 hrs the Squadron did its bit for charity, in
as i ting in the organisation of a world record attempt of how many cups
of tea could be drunk at the ame time. The idea being that, imilar events
would be held all over the world in aid of SSAFA. The event was a hectic
affair logistically supported by the RQMS Dept. The event was put
together by Sgt G unny Hyland, (apparently helped by 2Lt 'Flash'
Hutchinson). All in all the afternoon went well and once the wet weather
plan kicked in. Lt 'Fla ·h' Hutchinson had covered the whole Airhall in a
very pretty blue leatherette supplied by Brummie & Gunny Ltd. The
whole Squadron at down to enjoy !heir cup of tea with anyone who cared
10 tum up. Point 10 note at thi time. in the great and varied celebration,
Brummie & Gunny Ltd were not lo be een anywhere, probably becaw,e
they were manning the Squadron!! Well at the end of the day once the
teabags had cooled and the leatherette had topped shining, Fla h had
achieved hi mis ion and had made the whole of Lisburn Garrison want to
go 10 the toilet, !hanks Fla h !!
EXERCISE KILTY Fl
by gt Stu Vernon RLC
Ex Kilty Finn wa a Hillwalking Exerci e across the Highland of
Scotland between 9-16 June 1997. Seven members of the Squadron. Royal
Signals and Royal Logistic Corps alike participated and conquered uch
feat a Ben evi and Ben Macdui. After a long drive from orthern
lreland 10 lnvernes . we arrived at [nverne s Training Camp at Cameron
Barrack . Once enled and briefed on the oncoming weeks' events (about
five minutes) we et about Inverness Town for refreshments. Myself, SSgt
Rick Hughes. Cpl 'Dav' Davidge (UEL). LCpl 'Johno' Johnston, LCpl
Paul Henry, LCpl ·Charlie' Brown and LCpl John Quigley felt
thoroughly refreshed about five hour later and awoke the following
morning ju t slightly le s than eager to set off for the Cairngorms for our
fir r challenge, Ben Macdui. We set off from the Ski Centre at Aviemore
and trekked into the Highland . The route we elected was challenging and
offered about the best scenery in the area, it wa a good tart to the week.
We even cheated a liule on the last leg down from Cairngorm Mountain
when we found the Ski Lift up and running but it was a nice way to finish
the walk.
We walked a variety of mountains around the Lochs of the Highlands
and on the fourth day we were joined by the Sqn Comd. Maj Healey and
WOl (RSM) McCluskey, when we walked Ben Nevis. We paced up to
the peak in four hours and cruised down in two hour . That evening we did
a pizza tour of Inverness town and lept for NATO that night. We had a
recreational day during the week. We tarted with a couple of hours in a
swimming pool. then drove to Aviemore where we tried our hand at Go
Karting. We also vi ited Culloden Battlefield before hilting the nightclubs
of Inverness town. Everyone enjoyed the week in Scotland and it wa. a
welcome break from work in orthern Ireland. Highlight of the week:
LCpl 'Charlie' Brown walking across a field of heather then suddenly
disappearing up 10 hi chest in a swam p.

CHARITY WEEKEND 19-20 JULY 1997
SATURDAY-IT'S A KNOCKOUT COMPETITIO
As well as its Operational Tasks the Bde spends a great deal of time
focu sing on raising money for its chosen charity. The charity is Friends of
80 Malone Road, which cares for mentally and physically handicapped
people. Maj Healey tasked his S co·s with the Charity Weekend and in
turn they passed the jobs down the chain 10 the fodder, ~o ~long wit~ the
usual commitments the Squadron became a regular little beehive of activity.
The weekend kicked off with the 'll 's A Knockout' Competition
organised by S gt Rick Hughes. It's been noted that Rick must have
carried out special favours to a higher being, as the week before had given
u nothing but rain, but come Saturday morning it wa the hottest day of
the year. The competition hosted nine teams, some from outside the Bde &
Sig qn such as 15 Sig Regt and 2LI. The fancy dr.ess ':"'as interes1i.ng if ~iot
sometimes puzzling. Some of the teams had entries !Jke: The Spice Girls
(yeurgh !), The Page 7 Fellas (chunky hu~ki~s), St.Tri.nians and not
forgeuing Tm Tp who pent a.lot of ume. thmkmg about 11 to '7'ear th~1~
'Original' Road Gang look (third year gomg). However. LCpl Geordie
Tonks did look as though he should have been on a Road Gang.
There were four games during the day in which only one didn't involve
the laroe water tank although the teams looked ju ta stupid trying to ride
a bike"with flippers and coveralls on. Capt Rennie now speak with a
higher voice due to his 'One _ize fits al l' coveralls. _During t~e
intermission the children took part 111 some races expertly laid on by Sig
Rick Hartley. There was then the unofficial Wet T-shirt competition as
everyone who wasn't wet, got wet. Throughout the day our expert bar staff
(Sgt Pete Barber and Cpl Andy Ward) and chefs persuaded us all to part
with our money and as a result copious amount of alcohol and food were
consumed (All in the name of charity of course!). At the end of the
competition the Deputy Commander pre ented the A ·ii to the Winning
Team, The Best Fancy Ores and !he team who raised the most
pon orship money.
SATURDAY IGHT-CARIBBEA
IGHT
After lots of running around and geu ing wet it wa time to relax and
party. This was left with SSgt Penny Lansbury and the Horsesho~ Club
Committee, who all worked like Trojan 10 transform the bar 11110 a
Caribbean paradise. As you entered the bar you were greeted by Cpl
Mark 'Big Momma' Holden and Cpl Roy ·Big Mamma's Momma·
Davies. This would have been enough to put even the most hardened
drinker off bur they were handing out a complimentary free beer or punch.
As the evening progres ed a number of the Squadron began cross-dres ing
( amely TM Tp members) and funnily enough they didn't look out of
place. Everybody noticed the RSM had shaved some houlder hair and
made a plendid Rasta wig with it. The party was organised and decorated
exceptionally well and was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone that went
along.
SUNDAY- CHARITY CAR BOOT SALE
Sgt Stu Vernon (RLC) and his MT quad arrange? the Car. Boot Sale
and managed to raise a great deal of money for charily. De pile the fact
almost all the people that turned up had been at the party tbe night before
and a few never turned up because of the same reason.
Overall the weekend was not only a great deal of fun. it raised over£1500
for charities in the Province. The Squadron would like to thank the
organi ers and all agencie who have contributed to the succes of !he even~.
Footnote: Why is it when the Brigade lads wear a female outfit 11
alway fit chem perfectly?

LCpl Tonks, LCpl Murcott and LCpl Wedge
negotiate the 'Its a Knockout' Course
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Brig Short OBE being shown the ropes by Sgt Andy Maylett

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (218)
BFP0807

qn Comd
Maj M. J. Perry MBE
RSM
WOl (RSM) Fi her MBE
The Sq uadron ha had an e ·pecially busy two months upporting the
military involvement with the Drumcree and Apprenti e Boy~ Marc~e .
De pite !he cea efLre, the workload on the Squadron ha 1f any thmg
increased and !he per onnel continue to put in .long hours. As ~ ual, the
quadron not only works hard but play hard, with perso.nnel havmg t~en
part in a triathlon in Jer ey, sai ling around the Scottish I le·, commg
second in the Lanyard Trophy, refurbishing the Junior Rank Cl~b and
three members of the quadron attending a Royal Garden Party. W11h the
outlook in the .Province sti ll uncertain, the Squadron conunues 10 look
forward to an intere ·1ing few months.

Ben Nevis - A welcome break at the half way point
Maj Healey and W01 (RSM) McCluskey pretending not to be
t ired . (L-R) : SSgt Hughes, LCpl Brown, Maj Healey,
LCpl Johnston, Cpl Davidge, W01 (RSM) McCluskey,
LCpl Henry, Sgt Vernon

VlSIT OF BRJGADIER J. H. T. SHORT OBE
On l6 June 1997 Brig J. H . T. Short OBE. Commander 39 Inf Bde
visited TM Tp for a spot of rapid de cent training with the Rigging
Section. After being assured by gt Andy Maylett that all would be okay,
and that the ropes being used were still within their safe workmg life (by
all of three hours!) the Brigadier was promptly issued with a climbing
harnes .
The procedure for a rapid descent was rather straight forward, all the
Brigadier had to do was climb to the top of the mast and then throw
himself off. The Brigadier agreed that this would be quite a simple ta\k
and after a few moments of nervous he itation began his ascent of the
ma ·1. On reaching the disembarkation platform roughly 35 metres above
the ground, the Brigadier was greeted by ig J im 'Remington Farquar
Browning· Dryden. Sig Dryden reassured the Brigadier that all was OK
and that he could begin rapidly descending as soon as LCpl 'Sem' ilcock
had sorted out the stitch plate at the bottom of the mast On the count of
three the Brigadier was to begin his descent, it went as follows:0 E: plenty of bravado.
TWO: a slight nervousness.
THREE: 'AAAaaaaaaarrrgghhh · !! !! '
On leaving the platform the Brigadier reached terminal velocity before
having his fall arrested by the capable hands of LCpl 'Sem· ilcock who
managed to reduce the Brigadier's speed by smashing him into a metal
storage hut under the mast! The Brigadier left TM Tp after thanking all
involved and showed interest in repeating the process again some other
time (not).

THE LANYARD TROPHY-' A STROLL I THE PARK?'
by LCpl can Mcilroy
After dozen of people fell at the feet of Sgt 'O.A.P.' Griffiths, begging
10 do the Lanyard Trophy he finally got hi team, but only after everal
lengthy career chms with the people he wanted t~ :volunteer'. Prior !O.the
competition the enthu iasiic and happy team set off tor s~veral day · trammg,
con isting of a spot of hill walking around the 3 Peaks 111 North Yorkshire.
The training entailed plenty of picnicking and igh1 eeing as SSgt ·Goot1
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Bloke' Griffiths provided a gentle yet stimu.laling training programme i:~·
up at 0600 with the dulcet tones, 'Good mom111~ gentlemen, the hill await .
LCpl · icotine' Burke RLC agreed each mornmg that he was 111deed lucky
to have been given the chance to repre,ent the 'Royal Corp ' in such a
pre tigious event. Mercifully the driving rain, ind and snow kepi u ool all
-:-.
. .
day as we trolled around the hills.
After training, the evenings were constructively pent m the bu~ldmg. of
1eam morale with ·uncle Toby' and the company of 'Fo ters'. chief bnck
layers being Sgt 'Throat' O ' Hanlon. gt ·~aw .' Eldri?ge and
J>l
'Foghorn· mithur t. a tounding the team with 111gh1ly d1 play of their
drink ing prowe s. The conversation wa riveting. kept ali"e by our Welsh
contingent comprising of Capt 'Taff' Watts, gt tevc Brown, .L pl
Matt Williams and our driver Pte Besley RL . The team was captivated
with the fascinating fact and yams about Wale ' really imere:-ling town .
and not forgetting their world cla s rugby team. Ala there Wit! one team
member \VOL from thi training. Sig Sharon Barrs \ ho wa' unable to
join u due 10 prior commitment, involving an apron and a big thumb.
D-Day finally arrived (The D naturally , tanding for DEATH ). The 12
June dawned and 40 miles awaited u . A the alarms ounded at 0300hr..
everybody leapt 0111 of bed in the anticipation of the day' f s1h·itie .. The
team et off at 0620 hr (fifth from la t). with a '>pring in our tride. a hou c

!-
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on our bad: and v. ith whal 'eemed like K2 and E\'ere. t wailing for us. A
\\c pnigre. ed through the cour.,e and passed 01her teams it slowly became
apparent tha1 we were doing well. which gave an added injection of morale
and peed. With LCpl ·L g, · kilroy moYing the pace along. the team
kept the momentum going. dri\'ing through the last few remaining
checkpoint and managing 10 1akc several teams in the dying sl:lge . After
completing the final checkpoint 1he team charged on to 1he end. kno' ing a
~1rong fini. h could pul us up with the leader . I ju I under I'.! hours we
finished and 1h whole team had put in J 10% over the full dis1ance. o
when we were 1old our tinal finishing
ition wa econd. :I.I I the blisters
and cramp were fo!',;otten. That evening wa pent eating accompanied by
,e,eral quiel beverage and everybody commen1ing on how much they
enjo~ed it and couldn'1 ''ail un1il next year!

couldn ·1 get you out of that one! Lastly. au revoir to our auachmcnL\, Sig
Vick) Moran. Sig 'OJ' Olejnik and Sig Tony Richardson. from 24
Airmob Bcle ig qn ( r France?). who helped u send so many of our
manpower away on other vital missions. Apparently they enjoyed
themselves so much in Londonderry they wan1ccl to tay. ( ad, sad people!)
SQUADRON FAMILIES DAY 1997
The Squadron re ently ran a families day at Ballykelly Airfield. The
QM's Dept was responsible for the day, or at least that was how W02
(RQM ) Higgins put it when he was individually told to arrange it by the
OC. The weather wa kind to u and a good day wa · had by all. There were
the u ual type. of stalls. an excellent display by the orps Band. di plays
by the RUC and the Fire Brigade and finally human table top football. won
of course by the QM'. Dept. All these festivities were accompanied by a
barbecue and gallon. of Pimms and Beer. A superb day all round and the
quadron's thanks go to the RQMS and his team.

SH KE IT ALL ABO T
One of the more ancient mast. within our TAOR was well due an
overhaul and o a crack team was assembled to blitz the site. The journey
out proved very tiring with LCpl Steve McBride panicularly out of it.
The next day rigging started in earnest and the majority of it was cracked
before a well ea rned rest. Whilst ampling some of the areas finest cuisine,
Sgt Andy Craig demonstrated his diplomatic skills while Sgt Mark
Fitzpatrick stunned everyone with his amazing conjuring, managing to
make the ·ix largest naan breads on the planet disappear before everyone's
eyes during the meal whilst Capt Percy Broad and SSgt Stan tandaloft
were off adm inistrating ... something or other?
SARTORIAL ELOQ ENCE
ig ·Noo oo' M ier landed back in Province. however his luggage
decided to go on its own excur ion to Zimbabwe. Cpl 'Mouse' Lever was
willing to help out, offering the u e of his exten ive wardrobe, but ig
lier declined afraid that he may be arrested for vagrancy hould he
accept.

The Runners Up In The 1997 Lanyard Trophy Competition
(L-R): SSgt Griffiths, Capt Watts, Sgt O'Hanlon, LCpl Mcilroy,
LCpl Smithurst, Sig Barrs, LCpl Burke, LCpl Williams,
Sgt Eldridge, Sgt Brown

W TER IDE CLUB RE OVATIO AND RE-OPE I G
by LCpl Andy ·Bodgit and carper' Carr
The Water ide Club commillee was allocated a budget of everal
thou and pound to be spent on renovation and upgrading of the interior
of the club. Work commenced on 20 April 1997 and the grand re-opening
was planned for 12 fay 1997. The first phase began on a warm Satu rday
morning. when the committee began to gut the interior to the bar. We built
two wall to make a powder room for the Ladie and a cloakroom for the
Gentlemen. A you can ee 1he club i definitely going up marker. The
exi ling partition between the bar and disco area was a curtain. which we
remo\ed and replaced with a wall with tiding doors.
On Phase two we got to work in the di co area, by firstly removing and
re-po itioning the stage. We then artexed all the wall and put up timber
beams on the wall to give it that authentic Tudor look. Once the club was
fini. hed it was officially opened. by ome miracle on schedu le. by the Bde
Comd. Brig S. D. Young CBE Late D & D.

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
gt 'Shuggy' Hughes
The Troop have taken on a couple of FNG's recently. Firi.t to arrive was
L pl Trev Stamford from Oznatraz. He joins the rigging section so is bound
to have ~omc high points on his tour. Cpl Martin Coles has arrived straight
from having a frontal lobotomy and his legs worn down by several inches
thanks to Blandford and Hereford. Welcome, bienvcnue, willkommen.
C pl Martin Dixon has finally left after a long tour back to 21 Sigs from
whence he came. His tour was so long that the AS role involved Sopwith
Cumels when he was last there. We also say goodbye to the gruesome
twosome ig Paul Allan and Sig 'Pip' Roberts. Sig Allan left us
plastered (leg), nothing new there then! Sig Roberts finally took the
plunge (thankfully on ground level) and has opted for life in civvy treet.
Good luck to all of you in the future.

LCpl Mick 'Fat Controller' King and Two Passengers
on The Thomas The Tank Engine Ride
COMMUNICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Griffiths
The pa t everal month within the Squadron have been busy to say the
least. and thi ha been reflected in all area of the Troop. All ection
upervi ors have applied for accreditation to the Magic Circle for the
amount of conjuring they've had to perform with the hi ft ro ter . The end
result were worth it as the Troop managed to enter more team. than 1he
Premier League a. can be seen from the variou other articles in this
edition of The Wire. We produced good results across the board. The
proliferation of Shakespearean art.ides this month only leaves room for a
mention of the incoming and outgoi ng personnel. (See Welcome and
Departures).

WORK, REST A D PLAY
The marching eason is upon us at time of writing and the change in
net. has kept the Troop extremely busy for the last fortnight. Luckily
enough many of the new radio locations are sighted within bases where
Egon Ronay would be proud to eat. This has caused a light problem with
waistline mea urements but is being controlled by regular football
matches against Comm Tp. Contrary to what might be written el ewhere
TM Tp are currently unbeaten. winning the la l match 94-6 (ish).
HARD AS ...
The Troop recently held an inter ection 'nail ' compettuon.
Outstanding performance were from ig ' oonoo' Mier who won be t
elf mutilation and Cpl Martin Coles who failed to finish even with the
aid of the sledgehammer.
IT'S A DOG'S LIFE
The Troop staffies, SSgt 'S huggy' Hughes and SSgt Keith Williams

INTER TROOP BIT COMPETITION
When the QMs Dept suggested an Inter Troop BFT competition it came
as quite a hock. as the QM are believed to be far too busy for such trivia
as BFT . However it seemed like a good idea at the time! The competition
compri ed of a team of five runners completi ng 2.4 kms each on the
Squadrons' running machine. The team with the lowest total time was, not
urpri singly, the winners. Cp l ·cav' Baber was nominated as the team
manager, and promptly picked five runner . anybody would do as long as
their name wasn·l Baber. After months of hard physical training (honest).
the Comms Tp Dream Team wa finally ready. The team put in five good
olid yet not pai1icularly fast times. The Trophy was down the swanny. But
no. wait, it"s not all over until Cpl 'Cav' Baber sing . Fortunately for us
the other teams had greater slugs than us running, and the Trophy was
ours, Surpri e, Surprise.

The Grand Re-Opening of The Waterside Club
(L-R): Brig S.D. Young CBE, Pte Canning, LCpl Utley,
Pte Pearson , LCpl Carr, Pte Priestly
WELCOMES AND DEPART RE
. Cpl ·Mac· \tacGibbon ~nd family from 11 EOD, LCpl ' Fozzy' Foster
from 14 Sig Regt (EW), Sig Jas Kent from 21 Sig Regt AS, (welcome
back to the real world). and Sig Kelly Mcculloch straight from Blandford
Cdon·t forget the te'>t on nit Standing orders). It goes without. aying that
we welcom~ you all with open arms and wish you all a safe and happy tour
with the unll.
Finally the sad farewells. Cpl Rob Atherton and wife Maggie, who
'reluctantly' ga\:e up his poM a~ RLD Ballykelly to go on promotion to 7
S1f! Regt. An; mce golf courses in Krefeld'! Cpl eil Hunt, on promotion,
ta~es Rob 's place just down the road. o doubt we'll be seeing you again,
ti you can drag yourself away from the greens. LCpl 'Sumo' Mcwha
finall} finished hb escape tunnel but found he couldn't fit down it, but is
P'"ted an~w~y to I~ Sig Regt. Watch out for those killer schnitzel ! ig
1.egtonnairc Archibald who, '>hould he do any more time here. will
become part of the I .. r T. • .'Archie's' dream came true with his posting to
19 1 ch B<lc who arc oft to Bo1 shortly. Even voluntecnng for P Coy
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The Comms Troop Dream Team
(L -R) : Cpl 'Cav' Baber (Team Manager), SSgt 'OAP' Griffiths,
Sig 'Sharon' Barrs, LCpl Matt Williams, LCpl Sean Mcilroy.
Absent On Duty Cpl Rob Atherton
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

volunteered to look after the Comms Officers dogs in exchange tor
crashing at a pad for a fonnight. After a few days it wa~ obviou who had
got the better of the deal. After several more days they were no longer seen
flitting off work to walk the dogs but looked very dapper m Alsatian jacket
with matching Labrador cross trou~crs
BEST OF THE REST
Other Troop personalities who deserve a mention arc ig 'Setch'
Setchfield who has broken with tradition and actually gone on leave. Cpl
tu Crossman on his new long division concept, LCpl Rob Pointer who
finally passed his T2 upgradmg and Cpl Josey 'Chesh' Wales who ha'
finally come out of the closet and admitted that he is really from England,
strange accent. 'Chesh · !
MT DEPARTME T
MTWO
W02 (MTWO ) Kemp RLC
It's out with the old and in with the new al the MT. as we say goodbye to
W02 (MTWO) 'Geordie' Simpson who makes way for the new Boss,
W02 (MTWO) Kemp. This is the MTWO's second tour with the
quadron so it's a fond welcome home. The Dept al o welcomes the new
Squadron Barman, Pte Chris 'I eed A Calculator' Heathcote. The Dept
would like to congratulate Cpl Stevie Page on his selection for promotion
to Sgt and Pte John Hankey soon to be made up to LCpl.
We have to say farewell to Sgt John 'Wingnul' O'Hanlon who is
posted on promotion to 2 Armd Field Ambulance in Osnabruck. Cpl Page
who is off to collect his LOA at SHAPE and LCpl 'The Dmgles' tley off
to Rheindablen. Despite the various postings in and out the Dept has
managed to maintain it" operational commitment to the Brigade and the
quadron with our drivers covering over 70,000 mile per month. The
driver training team of Cpl Roberts and LC pl Utley managed to get three
drivers away for a week to Scotland. After an inten ive driving cour e all
three passed their motorbike tests. congratulations.
QM'S DEPARTME T
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Higgins
We start thi edition by welcoming home the Boss, W02 (RQM )
'Send More Money. ot Coming Back , Even Played A Game Of Footy'
Higgins from Au tralia, where he spent 16 days as part of the Combined
Services football team. Moving on to ome real football, the Dept recently
won the Inter Tp ix-a- ide football (agai n). the team consi ted of LCpl
'Lanky' Minns RLC, Cpl Eddie Porter RLC, LCpl 'Geordie Shearer'
Knott RLC, LCpl 'Beckham' Steen RLC. LCpl ' Paddy' IcGreechan
RLC, Pte ·Killer' Kilpatrick RLC and Sgt "Rain Man ' Bromley RLC.
This might seem difficult to believe but we do have ome Royal Signallers
in the Troop but to give the Squadron a chance we fielded our econd team.
Staying on the sporting front, Sgt Mark Chivers deployed to Jer ey with
hi bike boxe in tow to participate in the Jersey Triathlon. The Squadron
Team con isted of Cpl Martin Coles, Cpl Stu Cro man, LCpl Si Burke
RLC, Pte O'Keeefe RLC and Sig Kent. Some very good performances
were put in and a special note mu t go to gt Mark Chivers on his
excellent result.

1 UK Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15

CO
Lt Col P. A. Pratley MBE
RSM
WOI (R M) M.A. chofield
lt came as quite a shock to the new RSM . WOt Mark Schofield, who
took over from WOI (R M) Trevor Keate when he left u en roule ~o
the relaxed, easy life of an officer. just how involved he was to become m
our diver e Regimental life. The Regiment ho ted the Corps Regatta at
Kiel Yacht Club and rather unfairly went on to win all honours. .
.
The GOC pre ented his own and the Joint Comds. Commendat1?n for
Bosnia to ome of the individual who really hone m Bosma dunng our
last tour. Then amidst a flurry of adventure training expeditions. the_
Regiment held its Summer Fayre, a ummer Camp and hosted a_ v1sn ot
the 4th Battalion the Welch Fu. iliers (A rmy Cadet Force). Add1uonally
the BFBS ummer road-show entertained many of the Echelon party on a
particularly nasty day in Herford, whi lst the rem~indcr of the Squadron
excrci cd hard in the Div' fost major fie ld exercise for two year on Ex
Rhino Spear.
.
Both Lister School and Prince Rupert School have celebrated their 50~h
Anniver aries and the new ursery chool cheme was confirmed m
Herford Station and finally a new lnteract.ive Learning Centre and an
Interactive Learning Facility were e. tabli hed m Hammersm1~1 _Barrack·.
It is no surpri ·e that a· soon a new arrival . straight ouc of trammg. reach
Herford they are wept away to Ru mania, ~he Falkland. l lands, the
Mohnesee or Sennelager wichin minute of findmg thetr feet m I D R.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

DVE TURE TRAJNI G
In a little over two week about 200 oldicrs enjoyed, de pile what wa
uppo ed to be glorious weather (boo~ed w~th the appropriate autho~ity
but the QM(T), Maj ·Butch· Maycock ts ob\'lou ly out of favour). turnmg
out mi erable and thundery. canoeing. windsurfing, climbing, sailing, hill
walkino and numerous other activi ties based on or around the 1ohnesee
on the eRee.iment ummcr Camp Ex Mercury Diamond and a \ariety of
other expe-ditions. The Trg \: ing bobtered by instructor· in the form of
Cpl ·windy' Gale and igs 'Daz' Kirby. Sean Adams. Michael Holl and
Lee Gough_pulled together a ren~arkably tiring a~nount of actl\ ll) that
culmmated m a Quadrathlon organised by W02 tSSl\I) Ian Balsdon. In
a five mile run, a 300m swim, a five mile bike ride, and finall) a half mile
canoe paddle Pie Norman traw RLC. narrowly beat Cpl Ke' oone}
and LC pl Ivan Muckle fo r 1he winner's trophy. It was just a :ham' that 1n
the improvi ed raft race onl) one raft survived . it·, launching. and ~hen.
only ju t long enough for everyone else not on It to destroy tt 111 a ltt ol
jealou y. As everyone staggered ba ·k onto th_e c~aches. damp. stufl_ed
from numerou · barbecue .. and pleasantly achmg lrom all the actmt1c'
many were heard to utter a thank you to the Trg Wi 1~g for the whole
exercise althou"h muny were also heard to utter a lew other choice
..
phra ·e . Probably the best um mer Camp organised for a while.
As the place on the ummcr Camp were hard to get. other e ped111on'
left Herford for pans foreign. The L D . et off for Ba' aria an<l managed to
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gel lh ·re "'i1hou1 breaking down. but only ju t. doe anyone know a good
me.:hanic? 20, jg qn based themsel\'eS in the Kean, Lodge. Gurmisch
for a \\' k hill \\Ulking. white \\aler rafting and mountain biking. Sig
· tac· '\le ulloch had great difficulty on 1he sleep lopes of Moum
Kmmcr and nO\\ hu"ing lo I a few pouml look definitely like pa ·~ing hi
BFT and gelling into hi. Levi·. again. Pte Emma Fuller proved lime and
again that h r culinary kill can upport her claim of being a Ganni ch
· laster Chef' nnd didn ·, food poi ·on anyone not even during the
barbe ue. Whilst ig icki eedham. proved !hat gentle persuasion an
O\ercome an aYersion to cold water during the white water rafting (if you
can call being bodily thrown in gentle persuasion). Even S t hri
)monru learnt that rank doe~n·t ha\'e it privilege- and lo ing at rafting
game. means an in lanl dunking. o woe betide ig Lance Buckle if he is
eYer again caught cheating on the -ame games or even ig Paul Lomas.
\\ho reputedly eats a much ru 2Lt igel Francis lcGann (212 ig Sqn).
because the mf1 i ·n'1 big enough for all of you! Another great expedition
njoyed by all
~1ore !>pectacularly
gt Andy Brown took I members of 201 ig
qn paragliding al the Army' Centre in Kranzegg. Soutl1ern Gennany. All
beginner achieved their aim of earning their elementary pilot. licence
whil. l
gt Brown and ig Frank 'ash won their pilot grade de pite
bad weather. Sig 1ark Rayne had to be almost urgically remo\'ed from
a barbed wire fence whil t de cending into the wrong field. Clo e by ig
Rick'\' Curran al o mi ed the DZ but not the cows he landed on, who
then ch ed him rapidly from pasture. All the new paragliders learnt the
nature of fear as the) took their first teps and launched themselves into
1he air. However. LCpl 'Bobby' Ball and Sig C hris fark. 'Shifty'
Ba r ker and the re. 1 of the expedition all achieved their goal . Whether it
be ru. ig Frank ash had to prove, that he could till do it (after a very
na. ty accident last year) or imply 10 ee what it was like. o if you haven 't
para-glided before-get to it.
INTER Q
DRO SCX-A- IDE CRICKET COMPETITIO
After two false start the much anticipated lnter qn ix-A-Side finally
kicked off (if that's the correct term) with the league phase on a unny
'i e<lnesday morning in Herford. A number of hitherto unknown cricketer
had appeared from the woodwork-the lure of leather on willow perhap ?
Or the chance of a couple of hour away from work? The ix team were
organi ed into two league for the fir t pha e, with the plate final, semifinal>. and final taking place on the Friday of the ame week. HQ Sqn: the
favourite . made an impre. ive tart. Cpl Mick Botha and Pte S imon
Bickinson overhauling 201 Sig Sqn' total in the fir t match with four
O\ers to spare. There was plenty of good if unorthodox cricket during tlie
league macche . mable performances included: gt Bob Breheney·s 39
not out and 2Lt igel F ran cis-McGann' 29 not out against 20 I Sqn. The
Plate Pia) Off was contested between 201 and 208 Sig Sqns, with 208
batting fir 1. Their total of 116 included an unorthodox 30 from SSgt Steve
witbenbank and a rapid 3 from C pl Steve Pengelly. Despite an
excellent SO from gt Dave Mitchell the total proved ju t too large and
208 qn won the Plate. 2ll Sqn' excellent balling perfom1ance in their
semi final again t 212 qn en ured their place in the final again t HQ Sqn,
who beat the Div HQ team. Their core of 133-tlie highest of the
tournament included 60 not out from SSgt Dean Ri cha rdson. and 6 1 not
out from Sig Lee Good win.
211 Sqn set HQ Sqn a target of 70 to win the final, which included a
olid 32 from Sgt Dean Richardson. But HQ Sqn proved equal to the
1a k. and Pte imon Bickinson's unbeaten SO saw them safely home with
two O\'er to spare. The CO was there to wirness the final overs and to
present. the prize . The Competition was a great success, although the
ugge uon that next year's should take place in Antigua may 1ake a bit
more organi. ation.
HE RFORD STATIO
UM.MER FAYRE
The Training Officer, Capt Dave Wilson earned his title of 'Rain God '
when he managed to have the most gloriou weather for the Station
Summer Fayre after almost a month' wrrential rd.in before the event and a
fortnight's contmuou~ torms afterwards. T he fayre in a fever of activity
wa\ pulled together as bunting, stalls, lighting. power and various pieces
of gym equipm!!nt were transformed into Raflles, Tombolas, a Steam
Train. a Carousel, Pimm Stall, Beat the Goalie. Pony Riding, Throw a

Wellie, the Stocl..s and a superb arena display. Sgt Dougie Wood
feverishly ran a. many children through hi. mini range as he could (and
still probably had to turn adult away). W02 (QMSI) Gar Roderick and
his gym staff got decked out as the 'Village People' (we query their
affi limions). Thi · o they could avoid the RAF police dog di play team 10
throw each squadron's 'Its a Knockout' team around water filled
swimming pool., grea y poles, trampolining goal kicking and tummy
sliding bar bungees in a great finale to the days events. The fancy dress
was easily won by 212 Sig Sqn as Cpl 'Daz· Uailey , LCpl 'Slim' Scott
and igs Jo cal and ·Shacks' hacklclon petrified chi ldren (and not a
few adu lt ) all over Wentworth Barracks with their pirate outfits and cries
of 'Ah Ha hivcr Me Timbers'. The Tug of War again ended in a 212 qn
vi tor, a Cpl Justin Carter, L pis Paul Wa lledge and Andrew Lay
helped drive the team to an overwhelming victory over allcomers.
Fortunately the overall prize for the ·tts a Knockout' went to 20 1 ig qn.
The celebrations in the rubber water tank by Cpl Mark Tench. LCpls
Shirley Mountain, teve Reilly and Sigs Dave Sinclaire. Mickey Kiers,
Bob Bartlett and Mark Raine must surely bring into que tion the
potabili ty of our exercise water for the foreseeab le future.
YPRES SA LIE T IJATTLEFIELD TOUR
by LCpl Whipp
Led by 2Lt at Baker our imrepid party of 13 members or I (UK)
AD R arrived at Talbot Hou e in Poppergcc to be warmly welcomed by
the warden. who gave u an in ight into the va l hi tory of the building.
During the First World War the hou e wa named after Gilbert Tal bot
who was killed in July 191 S and wa se1 up as a short rest from the terrors
of war in a totally rank free envirornmem. This it did with great ucces ·
mainly due to it fir t warden, Chaplain Philip layton, who due to hi
lightly rotund tature was nicknamed Tubby. Talbot Hou e, which was
shortened to TH (Toc-H). and Tubby' are till name we all know and
love.
After a hearty breakfast. cooked for us by Karen 'B londe have more
fun' Hender on we departed for the first stand in the exqui ite town of
Ypre in the blazing summer sun. The Cloth Hall Mu eum i widely
credited with being one of the best wartime mu eum and certainly lived
up to it reputation. With a greater understanding of the brutality of war we
moved on to the Menin gate memorial and met the CO. The huge arch
itself i impre sive enough but when we aw how many name of the fallen
and unrecovered dead it became even more awe inspiring. The monument
hold the names of S4,000 of the fallen and there are many more recorded
on other monuments in the Ypres area.
Throughout the day we visited many ite of historical battle but none
bad a larger impact on the group than the Tyne Cot Cemetery. It is the
largest Commonwealth War Cemetery in the world. More shocking than
the number of the dead was their age . a many were even younger than
the baby of the group Sig Kirsten Thompson.
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or do 33 soldiers normally play five different Bde Sig Sqn as the
EXCO crew were expected to do. So when faced with building an
EX CON for HQ ARRC and HQ 4th Armd Bde con isting of 74 Ptarmigan
sub ets, 12 radio nets, 6km of line and an inexperienced staff (made up of
infantry battalions); they responded 10 cries of there being
communications problem with the following answers:
Minor communications problem are when a Bde Staff Officer
i complaining that he ha no Ptarmigan subset, his cell are not
fined out correctly and anyway hi whole organisation is in the
wrong part of the building. Simply orientate his EXCO layout
map the right way and point to hi subset correctly labelled in 4"
hi gh letters;
Major communication problems are when another nation·
officer decides to initiate his own exerci e erial for jamming by
playing music down a secure radio net- imply removing the coax
from the rear of the set allow only the CRA to hear the music and
all unauthorised fiddling with comms cease. ;
Real conununications problem are when an Jnfantry CO is on
another phone when he' uppo ed 10 be on the GOC' Ptarmigan
conference and the General's asking for him-solve it or 'your
ar e i grass'.
And repre entative of the Trunk network-well under the careful
guidance of Capt Al Long, FofS Bob ichol backed OSC 141 int? a
convenient wet pot in Augustdorf Bu Depol. lt bore more than~ pas mg
resemblance to a di u ed brick works-part of the Decepuon Plan
apparently. After four at1empl he was safely po i1i~ned-the E PROT
lecture was still fre h in the mind. and no one wa qmte sure how much
cover tlieir kit in urance gave. How much doe an OSC co t?-an wer on
a postcard please. There was a pi le of what looked liked coffin underneath
the little wriggly tin heller that was to be our borne for the next
or so
days. Someone had obviously mi sed E DEX on the last exerc1 e-no
wonder the Army's hrinking ! A quick investigation revealed that the
coffin were empty- ounds like a job for Mulder and cully to me.
Following a brief discu ion on the virtue of Gillian Anderson. the team
sprang into action.
gt Bob Sq uires carefu.lly c_aJ~ulmed the pot whe~
the earth spike would cau e the mo l lower limb lllJUnes, and cemented ll
in. Half of the O C crew now have one leg horter tlian the other and walk
around in circle - nothing unu ual there some might ay..
After a brief honeymoon period when 0 C 131 were m command. the
re ·ponsibility came OSC 141 'sway. YofS ·Ge?rdie' ~artl ett commented
'There ' more to Ptarmigan 1hen meets 1he eye -amazmg what they teach
you on the Yeoman ' Course! A few problems came to light-t~e map
being too short being one of them. Ther~ _were two soluuo~ to
this- remove tlie map from the board and repos1uon 1t, or cut a hole 1n the
floor of the OSC and unroll a bit of map to poke through underneath tlie
vehicle. eedles to say common sense prevailed, the only snag wa
having to crawl on the wet floor outside the vehicle to e_e where EXCO
was. We oon settled into a routine of day aad night shifts. LCpl arah
Pickfo rd tlie Sqn Clerk made a key contribution to clearing the Brazilian
ational Debt by purchasing half of their coffee export . at the expen e of
bi cuits. Concerned that the YofS was lookmg a bit emaciated Capt Long
unselfishly bought ome more, which were promptly eaten ~y tlie .night
hif1. Revenge was extracted by changing all the stat?board JUSl pnor to
the shift changeover. and then tell in~ them a pack of hes ab?ul the • tate of
the network-can ' t have people geumg bored. The late arrival of Cpl I
ottingham provided welcome reinforcemem to the team; not only doe
he make an excellent brew and, unlike SSgt Bob Squires. he can update
the stateboard without the need for a resupply of Lumicolours.
As a new O C team we returned 10 barracks plea ed with our
effort - having coped well with an exponential learning curve in ome
cases. As a final note the ·White Fi t' may feature heavily now on . ome of
our panzers but the Rhino will have the la t laugh!

Sig Michael Hepworth-Cheetah Troop.
Ex Rhino Spear, aligning the trunk network in a farmyard near
Werther
4 BATIALIO THE WELCH F ILIERS (ACF)
Being hosted by a Signals Regiment is not normally the done thing for
an Infantry Battalion's Army Cadet Force Unit. However. when one of that
units own officer is the Divi ion' Chief of Staff (who shares a barracks
with you). who from 1st (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt is going to argue.
To the 17 lads and lasses from the Denby Region of orth Wale. who
descended on Herford in early July 1he R Signals were al o a bit of an
unknown commodity. ow that they have gone, and a Maj Gen, amongst
others has written letters of thanks. More importantly 13 of the 17 are
vehemently exclaiming that they want to join the Corps. The vi. ii can be
judged a uccess (although probably an ex RWF Chief of Staff would wi h
a light change to that criterion).

tq

Sanctu ary W ood CWG C
80 year&, on a peacefu l spot, but b itte rly contested 1914 - 18
In the evening we returned to the Menin gate to wirnes the last post
ceremony which occur every evening. Almost 200 people !Urned out IO
see the local fire brigade pay thi most poignant homage to the dead of all
countries in World War I .
After a delicious restaurant meal we decided to indulge in the local
hospitality and found the locals to be incredibly warm and friendly when
they discovered that we were soldiers. On returning to Herford, I believe
that we were left with a whole new outlook on 1he battle that took place in
those dark year . ' Lest we forget'.

Winners (minus the drag fancy dress) in a tub
201 Sig Sqn's team-Herfo rd Summer Fayre

HQ DSG makes an inaugural appearance
211 Sig Sqn and the chicken factory near Steinheim

EXER C ISE RHI NO S PEA R
The Div's first major exercise for nearly two years saw 4 and 20 Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn usuall y playing the roles of Divisional Main and Alternate
HQ (212 being on JCUFl pre-tour leave) and 2 11 Sig Sqn play ing HQ
DSG. That they survived wa a testament 10 their resourcefu lnes .
versatility and in no mall part sense of humour. fl isn't every day DCOS
throws away hi HQ admin tables and is caught eating all hi food whilst
iuing on his webbing. or is it u ual for a ingle HQ to be a step up for
both ~ain and HQ DSG simultaneously although 200 Sig Sqn was given
the opuon (tactful advice from M aj Jim Richardson oon put paid to that
idea).
TH E WIRE , OCTOBER 1997
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ACF
The cadets spent a few day on the Mohne·ee adventure training with
the re. l of the Regiment joining in with the ca~oeing. climb.ing and l~ill
walking with a gu to before returning ~o Herfor~ and .a mthtary skills
package laid on by gt James Burns ot the :rra111L11g \: mg: A ran¥e da.y
on Schwarzen moor range .. aw Cdt 'Compo Compton 1rymg to hre l11s
pi. 101 two handed like a rifle but was swiftly corrected before he ·hot ht.
fingers off. Whilst all were a!naz~d with .Cadet 1:-Cpl ·Ginger' Hugh
knockincr down 9 of h1 10 ule Lil the p1 tol falllllg plate. adet LCpl
·Tank' "',Iorri tried 10 impre everyone with his leopard crawling.
although probably over did it during the patrol compet!tion as he ~O\ ered
400m in a inole <>o. In all the whole team seemed to nJO} everythmg they
did, even th; di~aster prone Cadet 'Calamity' Jones who on top of
numerou accident , · plit her lip on a piece or wood-well at least the
shoulder of Sgt Dougie Wood.
It was a privilege to ho 1 everyone. who never once tray ed from the
careful eye of Sgt J oy Davi and who tackled everything thrown at the~1
with enthu ia m and spirit. 17 miling face. and a fe\ ~ad goodbyes can t
be wrong. And a potemial bonus for Corps recruiting.
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EXERClSE DIV\GOON DROP 16-26 J
E 1997
by Sig Rhodes and Sig Johns
219 Sig Sqn was tasked lo play hunter force for 216 Para Sig Sqn on
their annual Baille Camp. As they needed a bunch of hardened
mcrccnarie~ they tasked Eagle Tp led by Lt Bob Seymour, SSgt Andy
Allon and Sgt Da nny Fielding. The ex~rcise was run on the Isle 's of kye,
Coll and Tiree 111 the Inner Hebndcs ot Scotland . The Troop wai. split into
two groups. one to stay in RAF Machrihanish to do PoW handling
techniques and the other group look the ferry over to the Isle of Coll.
The ta. k of the men on Coll was lo sel up a fictitious HQ to be observed
by OPs purely as an information gathering exercise. As they weren ' t due
10 carry out their serials for three day~. and the HQ took a few hour to
build, many days were spent supplementing the profits of the Coll Hotel's
bar. Once things got underway patrols were deployed and subsequently
several OP' were discovered. In one such instance a patrol was taken by
gt Danny Fielding on Gemini inflatables to investigate a pinnacle
overlooking the HQ. A group of two, four-man OPs were found and as
expected Danny had emptied a full magat:ine before anyone else had
taken off their afety catches! Another serial involved building some kind
of structure and a children's playground was needed on the Island.
Somebody put 1wo and two together and decided we could kill two birds
with one stone, so the Troop set to work sawing and lashing wood in a
cloud of midges. The end product wasn ' t quite the Krypton Factor As ault
course but it was ok.
The next stage con isted of the Troop being transported to the Isle of
kye to act as the Hunter Force for the E+E phase. Convincing the runners
to leave their transport to begin the E+E pha e was no easy task,
fortunately we posses. eel the talent. of ig 'Boom-Boom' Brown who e
persuasive talents convinced many to leave. The next few day went
without hiccup and a small percentage were caught and duly experienced a
few hours in 'The Pen'. When the exerci e was drawing to a close it was
noted that a certain runner had not made the last few RV 's. Fear for his
safety were soon dashed when a search party found he had been taking
refuge in a posh Skye hotel. This individual shall not be named but his
tory made several national newspapers. ln conclu ion the exercise was a
succe sand a good time was had by all. The per onnel of Eagle Tp would
like to extend their thanks to the locals who made our stay very enjoyable.

2 Sig Regt
York

2, l G REGT
Y FARE\ E LL TO LT OL J . L. FLET H E R
b) Capt J on Badge r AG ( P )
The formal goodbye to ol Jo tarted at lunchtime on Friday l st
..\ugu t and he wa, e. coned. eje ted from Imphal Barrack in a manner
that he ;ippreciated. on a trailer borne wmd :urfer. The Regiment lined the
route to appl:md him as he sailed down the road . whiL t the otlicer · busied
them elve preparing water bombs to l.hrow at him from the Offi ers'
:\1e.-. pagoda-hi pride andjo). (Thi lot mu t be Gunners al heart becau e
nearly all the bomb· dropped short). However, the dripping wet former
commanding otlicer w, allowed to return to his old me 10 change and
have hi final 2 ig Reg! .:urry lunch.
-

Quoting direct from 30 igs ' leaflets:
. Trail Walker was establi hed in f-!ong Kong in 19 I. Annually
s111cc then competitors have enjoyed the team spirit and
camaraderie in completing the lOOkm Maclehose Trail. (This I
·eriously doubt.) Following the move of the Queen's Gurkha
ignal Regiment to UK, Trail Walker will be run along the
cenic rolling countryside of the South Downs Way. (Running
IOOkm of country ide is not beautiful ! as ure you.) However
beautiful the scenery. the event i a daunring challenge that
requires competitors to tra el through the night to complete the
course within the time. (Two team finished in day light thi year!)
2 Sig Regt'~ team con i ted of Capt Billy Bad ger AGC (SPS), Lt Bob
Seymou r R ignals. LCpl Ma ni Man QG Sigs and LCpl Belf H olmes.
Bob is keen to let everyone know that he is a Tp Comd in 219 Sig Sqn and
not in HQ Sqn like the the others-so were the rest of the team by the end of
the race!
We based ourselves at Thorney I land, home of 47 Regl RA , for four
day of extremely useful recce's and training runs. Almost all the hills
major road junction. and admin area were checked out. Those few day~
proved to be invaluable ~ thmug_hout the race we alway knew exactly
where we were heading for with virtually no need co refer to the map. this
was a mas ive psychological advantage over other teams who'd turned up
for the event the night before. Another important as et is a full admin team
con i ting of one admin man for each runner. Thi may seem excessive but
by the time you've nm 30 miles with another 30 to go you begin to 0oet
tetchy and demand total attention from the chap bringing you oranges and
foot powder.

EXER C ISE FIRST VENTU R E 6-13 J ULY 1997
l>y Sgt 'Ollie' Oldroyd
Ex First Venture took place at Onerburn Training Area,
orthumberland over the period 6-13 July 1997. The aim of the exerci e
wa to give 42 bewildered cadets from Hulme Grammar School (CCF):
in ight in lo the many varied roles of a Royal ignals oldier.
Early Sunday morning the long drive from York took place with Lt
Wi lson a little worse for wear after the Officers Mes · Summer Ball. The
cadets were greeted with knowing smile from the taff. They were then
shown their accommodation and given a general outline of the week
ahead. The week started off well with a plethora of weapon training from
the 'Wet Rifle Team' to enable the cadets to pas the weapon handling
test with the pistol, rifle and LSW. The pistol range came first with the
on ly heart murmur being produced by Cpl Bur l, by falling over
backwards whi lst acting as a safety upervi or. I thought at the time. how
was l going to explain this one. 'NCO SHOT BY C DET', but luckily on
my part and sadly not on the part of C pl Burt. he had twi ted his knee and
had to return back to York (more ick leave Burty)? The remainder of the
exerci e enabled the taff to in true! the cadets in minor tactic and map
reading, llrns allowing the taff to don partisan attire and go back to their
youth. The staff acted a the enemy in a 24-hour field training exerci e, in
which the cadets could not understand why we tayed out in the field all
night.
Overall the exercise seemed a ·ucceis. due to the hard work and diligence
of each cadet. The exercise was clo ed by Lt Col Fletcher. who completed
an excellent week by promoting Cpl O'Connor to the rank of Sgt.

Lt Co l Fletcher relinquishes command of 2 Sig Regt and his
w indsurfer
We are a ured by the RSM that Col Jo was dined out of the Warrant
Officers: and Sergeants· Me~ in a loud and expen ive manner. As for the
Officers Me dine out, '' hatever happened there was his own fault-after
all he _did permi t the entertainment!. member to go on a psychological
operations course.

RSM : 'S ir, t here's n o need for a speech-just buy us a round .'
2 Sig Regt wbh Jen.ni and .Lt Col Jo Fletcher well in their next posting
1
to ANGCOM,
Saudi Arabia. Send u a picture of your sand castl e.
Colonel'
l IG. AL REGI:\1E. T T TRAIL WALKER
b) Capt J. Badger GC CSP )
Currently 2 Sig Regt has 13 ~oldiers and one officer from The Queen's
Gurkha Sig~. It \\as Ca1>t Santa Pun 's predecessor Capt Bikram Jang
that I blame entirely for our involvement in the tortuous Trail Walker.
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Capt Bikram prete nds to be part of t he running t e am
Throughout the training period the weather had been awful, at times too
cold and wet to run, however on lhe day of the event the weather wa
perfect-gentle breeze and plenty of un. The tan of the race was, as with
all large events, total mayhem as everyone jostled for posit ion . We were
not chuffed to realise that our clever recce had been on the wrong track for
2km h owev~r, afte1: thi everything came together a pl an ned. At check
point one B1kram infonned us we were 2nd out of the mi litary teams, al
check 1>0111t 3 '!"e had dropped to 3rd place but somehow after that point we
only bn efly slipped down to 4th only to return to 3rd aoain soon after. The
team, now had two_ aim ; fini h by dusk and siay in th~ top 3 at all costs.
S?mehow we achieved both these aim -at a cost, LCpl Holmes got
himself po ted to 15 S 1~s after the race. Lt Bob Seymour is now trying for
a tour v.:uh the Army Air Corps and LC pl Man wants 10 do it next year! (F
Med 8 is on the way for him). The fi nal tip for any future competitors i
REMAIN AS A TEAM AT ALL TTM ES . Tho.e who do not do thi and
fail to finish as. a 4 will not get any team poi nts and remai n unp laced. You
need to tay w11h111 sight of each other at all times for poi nt , morale and
afety.
214 IG AL SQUADRON
Maj Ian Bucklow
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Bob Forshaw
It ha been another period of change as th e two trunk squ adrons have
amalgamated to fo rm one fo ur-troop squadron, this being due to a general
shortage of manpo:-ver. 2 17 S ig Sqn wi ll one day resurrect itself, we are
told .. In lh~ meantime we have been busy orting out al l the necessary
adm 1111strauon and tak ing a brea th er before our five- week jaunt on Ex
Ulan Eagle after leave. The Squ adron's Yeoman has changed (aga in) o
fa rewell . gt 'Stu' Jackson and hello 10 SSgt John Wright, straight fro m
his Yeomans course: d1!lo ~ e Sqn Foreman. Bye to Sgt Dave Jones and
welcome to . gt Mick Ohver. Al o 2TC, Capt 'C iao' Phil Abram . Hi to
Ca~t Tan Eilts. What was that flas h? T he Squadron Op Officer, Capt
Coh~ Ru~scll w~o did not even get into the Regiment before goi ng to
Bosni a (w1tne s sighs of relief from the 2IC).
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997
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Exercise First Venture
CO, Lt Col Fletcher to the Cadets ' Look how well the grass is camouflaged as grass!'
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SA CAMP-ALTCAR TR I. I G C 1P 21 APRH -2 M Y
ln preparation for the forthcoming Corps and Div S A\-1 thi.: Rcgt
Team, made up completely of volunteers (okay only a few where prcssganged) deployed to Altcar in Liverpool for a comprehensive training
package. The fledgling team soon got into a hcctic routine learning the
rudiments of Competition shooting. Sig 'RSPB' Rennie was reminded
several times not to shoot the pheasant next to his 300m target, after
rounds began lo fall suspiciously close. Cpl 'Old & Bold' 'hepley taught
everyone the tricks of the trade before shooung badly on the Roupell only
beating Lt 'Barn Door' eymour. Slowly the washouts became scores and
the atmosphere and morale of the team rose, maybe we did h:ave a chance .
LCpl 'Gaz' Williams being a local lad introduced the team in the
evening to The Grapes pub which quickl} became our local and
eventually we dragged the chef down there after he had sci fire to the
kitchen. After a hard two wecks training it was time to see if the trammg
had paid dividends.
CORPS SAAM 5-9 1AY 1997
With some trepidation the team went to Pirbright hoping to hold our
own and to see if we could win any individual prit:es. LCpl 'Dead Eye'
Warnes was our great white hope. The Corps SAAM was a definite step
up in level but the team thrived in the competitive atmosphere and it was
great to meet familiar faces from other Signals units. With good shooting
from LCpl Warnes, Cpl C umberland and Sig Rennie, the 2 Sig Regt
Team got a creditable mid table place just missing out on the bc'>t young
soldier medal. For the entire team it was their first experience of
Competition shooting and with the Div SAAM coming up we were
determined to collect some silverware this season.
DIV AAM 24-25 MAY 1997
With a new addition to the team LCpl Fa rnes who reckoned he was a
dead shot with the LSW the team went into the Competion in a buoyant
mood. Sig 'Linford' Chri t ie amued everyone by being the first onto the
point on the falling-plate and then failing tO knock anything down. LC pl
Wa rnes and Lt eymou r shot well and the competition was tight with 36
RA at Catterick, but with great tenacity and a few sub titution (Thankyou
Cpl Un and Sig T ham) the team won the Major Unit Other Arms Trophy
and qualified three people for Bisley. This Sea on proved to be a steep
learning curve for all involved but the team will bounce back even stronger
next year.
2 SIG AL REGI 1E T & HQ YORK GARR! 0
LADIES ARMY ATHLETI CS CHA:YlPIO S-AG IN!!
by Lt H arvey OlC Athletics
1997 was another highly succe sful year for the athletics team. Training
began early with the Army standard athletes jetring off to California for
warm weather training while the remain ing mere mortals made do with a
fortnight of the ame in Cyprus. Tanned and toned the athletes returned to
England and began their pursuit to repeat our 1996 win in the Army
Championships. The Divisional Champion hips clashed with Ex Lion
Sword and the team tole away from Salisbury Plain ju t as Saxonia wa
dealing a fina l blow to Mercia. De pite 10 days on the fine t compo the
victory was decisive-Saxonia didn't do too badly either. The Semi finals
in Colche ter two week later proved more difficul t but not
insurmountable and our place in the fina ls was as ured ... And o to
Portsmouth and our tiffest competition yet.
Rumour were rife that 11 Sig Regt were looking trong and were hot
contender not to mention 7 Para RHA who had proved problematic in the
past. So much for warm weather train ing-the day began with me plodding
around the 5000m in torrential rain desperately trying not to get lapJXd.
the echoe of Lt Col Fletcher· voice, · ... surel) we ha\"e somebod}
better to run the 5000m." ·rill ri nging in my ears. As the day progressed
our performance improved Sig 1ichals ka won the 200m. Sig Jones won
the 400m, Sig Hawley won the OOm. Sig Morris won the I500m and ig
Read won the Di cus. T he men made a reasonable effort as Sgt Dob on
and SSgt Killen won the Discus and Shot with Sgt Curti econd in the
Hammer. Sgt Vincent and LCpl 'ohm won the lOOm and 200m A and B
trings and Cpl Tomkin on and SSgt Killen won the I !Om Hurdle
and
B iring . Despite l11e monsoon Sgt Davey .ecured an admirable second
place in the 3000m Steeplecha e A tring ~ hil t ig mith stormed to
victory in the B tring. As the relay team took to the track late in the
afternoon the point· difference between ou1 elves and 11 ig Regt wa.
till dangerou ly clo. e. I hifted nervously from foot to foot at each
handover dreading a red disqualification flag. Fortunately it didn't appear
and l11e re ult was sealed at 194 points. 7 point clear of our clo e. t rival on
the day. I could breathe ag11in ... well at least until next year.
RO 'IA TROOP RACI G DAY
Following a very busy period of exen.:i:es l>t and 2nd line in,ixcuon
(j ust fo r a change) the T p omd. Lt ed Caddy, decided it wa' time that
we spent ·ome of our hard earnt money on a day out of a competitive
nature.
With the aim establi hell the task of organi ing th.: eve111 wa' given to
L pl Wilt' Warnes who organi sed a day's du ne buggy racing. Thi.
con i ted of each competitor taking part in four heats. with the fa-,1e\l four
competitor taking part in the final.
fter many 'tlyi ng hour.· and many non fatal prang., had been logged,
the cho en me n were L pl ·Colin-the-Bullet'
ealey, , gt ·wilt"
Wilford. LCpl Wilf \ arne and , ig ·Hopp:( Hopkin . Due to the
dubious standard of drivi ng et by the 4 Radio Rein) Op.!rnlo~ the
organi i.:rs of the event d cid.:d to add an extrn twi'>t 10 the final rn1:.: to
rea ll y te·t the ski ll of the drivcrs~hange the direction of the couN: .111d
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build a f \\ more mound . Thi. howe,er Jid not deter the four fi nali t.
"ho mana!!ed to pend more time Oying through the air than on the
!!round. \\'hen th ch uered nag finall) came down and, most of the mud
had been ' raped from their face~. the winner: were an110un ed. In fi rst
pla -c. thank. to an intcre ting blocking mo e by . ?l ealey on gt
Wilford and to cri , of 'fix'. wa LCpl 'Hone t \ 1lf \ arnes. econd
place went to gt 'Wilf' Wilford ~en LCpl. ·col-tl~e-bullet '. ealey and
la\t but b) no mean' lea t came 1g ·Happy Hopkm . All in all a good
da) wa had by all and it made a finite change to the norm .

EXERCISE STEELY EYES
by 2Lt R. A. Wilson
· Emphas is fo r this year's Battleca mp was on the revision o ~ so l di~rs'
knowled!!e of tact ics and to introduce them to combat survival 'k1 lb
(Sleep o'eprivation and Star ati on). Deployment was at earl y o'clock on
Monday 7 Ju ly. The buses were full of everyone tr~ i!1 g to force that last
item of food clown their throats. before tJ1e ever so fri endl y searchers got
familiar with you. The Regiment split into two, Group A, the Starvers and
Group B the In mniacs. The Starvers wem to the clutches of W02
(SSM) 'The Chef' McGil~ l ey . who regularly .rustled. up urpr! ses. Rabbit,
chicken. and Ii h all prov ided free and suit hv111g clmncrs. Sig Rhodes a
member of the chicken pre ervation society di splayed an extremely
humane method of putting the bird to leep. During. the survival phase the
oldicrs were given tasks to carry out uc.h as build shelters a1~d m ~ ke
clotJ1es. The latter provided the oldier with numerous pair of hessian
underpants ( lightly itchy fo r those who have not tried them). A tJie clays
progre sed the kill · to c roon~ . and hunt . improved although Cpl
Birendra Rai had no trouble surv1v111g and putting weight on through the
delicacy of rnbbit brains. As normal, tho e with the skills. to hide their
contraband item were able to create a black market en unng vast beers
awaited tJiem on return to camp! Classes were taken at irregular interval ,
one of which was about evasive kills. This meant the use of police tracker
dog . Their di splay involved the demon tration of a dog chasing down a
runner. LCpl 'RSPCA' Dorking tried to impersonate a hammer thrower
witJ1 the dog, unfortunately the dog changed it' point of hold and went for
hi ... ankle, lucky man could have affected the family allowance! The
last day of the survival pha e was in the form of an E+E exercise. The
friendly agents provided one map and rabbit for the night and the team
split to the four comers of the training area to hide. Each team employed
it' various kills to feed them elves, some ale more than others. On return
from the urvival phase the groups wapped around. However. not until
after a quick meal and shower were enjoyed. The tactics pha e started with
a night navigation exercise where Cpl 'Superman' Middleton and. Sgt
·Pathfinder' Hough, took their teams on the ce111c route of the Pennine ,
One Hill too Far! Scout Cpl ' haron Davies· Stevens displayed pinpoint
accuracy in hi ability to locate streams. On hearing tJie question of, 'Can
you ee the tream?' he replied in action rather than words, by falling in
iL The following couple of day consisted of instruction and numerous
impersonation of Capt Mannering tyle assaults. On the conver ion co
free play the 'Zulus' di played the effective Beirut unload drill as they joy
rode around the country ide. The tactic of the enemy varied from group A
to B, Lt 'Balaclava' Carroll chose to be proactive in hi war and managed
to attack a ta h of bergen with great stealtJi and cunning.
During thi pha e the oldier had tJ1e opportunit~ to go through the
night patrol range. ln the range many ob tacle are hidden to tnp up the
patroller , unfortunately for Sig 'Salmon' Bennett one of these mean
flying from a bridge into the water. During thi phase there were three
main battles, a find, fix and de troy, a bridge assault and a hou e as ault.
The bridge assault was watched by a Member of Parliament who nearly
jumped out of hi skin a Maj 'Stormin Norman' Jenkins accidentally
dropped a thunder Oash under the bridge.

LCpl 'Honest Wilt' Warnes trying a near fatal (for the
cameraman) overtaking manoeuvre which failed due to
Cpl Craig Stevens pulling rank and claiming all of the track

Cpl 'Taff' McTavish to Hugh Bailey MP
'You put your right arm in .. .'

Sgt 'Wilf' Wilford logging in a few more flying hours
whilst passing Sig 'Odie' Odling
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On the hou e as ault the 'Zulus' had tightly sec ured tJ1eir area and the
friendly forces formed up in line and charged. Although the assault wa a
success, we managed to 'kill' Lt 'Ginger Warrior' Harvey. Telegrams are
till being written to the parents of all the friendly forces soldiers. After the
final as. ault just like in the war we all came together and played football,
drank beer and wapped chocolate!
Battlecamp provided the environment where the soldiers were able to
te t them elves and improve their skills, it also helped tho e who cou ld not
fit into their swimming costumes look slim in preparation for summer
leave.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt

RHQ
CO
Lt Col G. R. Leach
RSM
WOl (RSM) K. Fitzpatrick
All members of the Regiment hope that the CO makes a speedy
recovery following the accident in which his Right Index Finger was
injured during the Re~iment Fete. Needless to ay the cruel m~litary se~ se
of humour in the Regiment has brought a full hand of finger Joke which
Col Leach ha tolerated with good grace. More recentl y our
congratulations go to him for having worked his finger to the bone at
Regiment duty he has been selected for promotion to Colonel where he
will have to knuckle down to ome more hard staff work.
EXERCISE IRONMA TREK-CALIFORNIA
by 2Lt Joe Harvey
Early on the morning of Sunday 15 June 1997 a motley crew of 19- all
from 202 Sig Sqn bar two, were standing outside the guardroom bergens
and bags packed ready to set off. We fl ew from Heathrow .on three
different flights, due to the size of the group, and met up agam at Los
Angele ten hours later (but eight hours behind) without any difficulties.
Capt John Harrington, S gt (SQMS) Tony Manktelow and Sgt Bob
Dillet collected the three hire vehicles and we all climbed aboard and set
off down the Los Angeles freeway. After final confirmation of the trail at
the ranger station, we moved on to ba e. camp_. This was situated a_t the
bottom of the trail leading up to Mt Whitney, 111 an area called Whitney
Portal (elevation 8300 ft). The drivers then left for Los Angeles with the
vehicles, as only one wa required to act as a upport vehicle for the
duration of the trekking phase of the expedition. Those of. u left. behind
sorted out our kit ready to begin the trek the next day, having divided-up
and distributed the rations. medical kit and fuel for the stoves. We were
also enlightened about wildernes etiquette and food and rubbi~h disposal
when dealing with the native wildlife and the local bear populanon. By. the
time the drivers returned it was the early afternoon, o we set off tra1ght
away in order to get to the camp ite bef~re dark.
.
On arriving at the camp ite it was neanng dark, so we qlllckly erected our
tents and had some food , before getting to bed. The next day we were .woken
bright and early by the dulcet tone of gt Bob DiUet (an ~ piercing
'Wakey Wakey' at 0645 hrs) which was to become the one thing that llie
group ~ould learn to hate. Our task ah.ea~ was to continu~ along. the trail and
ascend Mt. Whitney itself. Even at this ume there was ttll a frur amount of
snow to be found on the trail, hindering our progress. By tJie ttme we
reached the pass where the trail pl it (to conti~ue on the John Muir Trail or
climb the la t two miles to the peak of Mt. Whitney), most ofllie group were
very tired and feeling it all the more as a result of ~e alti_rude. ~owever,_ a
small number, including Capt Harrington, Sgt DiUet, S1g.~allifor?, Sig
Watts and myself wanted to get to the summit (at 14,495 ft 1t .'s the highest
peak in the contiguous United States). We left our ber~ens with the otJiers
and taking just water and jackets w~ set off._ The final climb wa hard work.
All of u were suffering from the altitude with extremely bad heada.che and
exhau tion. but it wa mo t definitely worth it for the en~ of achievement
and tJ1e pectacular view . We could not tay for long _as 1t was .genmg late
and the other group wa waiting below. The ?ay fimshed havmg left the
mountain and finding a suitable ite for carnpmg overnight. The next few
days were spem following the trail to Kearsage Pas ,_and the~ o~ to Omon
Valley. where we met up with
gt Mankt~low , Sig McGmms and the
support vehicle to resupply us for the next penod of walking. Over t~e fin~l
five days trekking we covered a further 60 miles or so of the John Muir Trail,
taking our total distance covered to over 110 miles out of the 220 nule .length
of the trail. The trek wa blessed wi th gloriou weather all the way w1tJi our
only problems being unborn and mosquitoes. Everyone survi~ed the trek
un cathed until the third day of the econd tag~. I manage~ to hp down the
ide of a mountain, breaking nothing but my pnde and causmg a delay to the
group. J could not continue much further that clay and so we topped at the
fir t uitable site after the accident. We remruned on schedule and on the
fourth day met up again with SSgt Manktelow and the injured. The en e of
achievement (and even more so relief) that wa felt by everyone on reaching
the car park on the fmal day was considerable. We then knew that we no
longer had to carry our heavy loads day. in. day out, and had ome more
'enjoyable' activities planned. The followmg day we drove up to t;AammotJ1
Lakes 60 miles further north along the Sierra and found a camp 1te near to
one of the lake . Mammoth Lake itself i a ki resort dunng the .w_mter, but
in tJie summer it transforms into a mountain biking resort. The k1 hfts allow
you an effortles ride to the top witJ1 your bike before you hurl ~ourself
down ome of the lopes as fa t as your nerve will allow. LCpl Flm~ha~
had much trouble staying on his bike even on ~he flat! Afte~ that exertion It
was good to participate in some l~orse r_idmg! even with sad~le . or~
backsides. We managed to fit in a lot 111 the little time we h~d left, v1 1t1ng a
theme and water park complex, Univer. al Studio and takmg advantage of
the bargains to be had in . ome of the discount factory outlet tores. On ~e
final clay we arrJ.nged to pend a few hours soaki ng up the su n .on Venice
Beach, before flying home late that afternoon. All in all t11e exped1t1on \~a a
great succes . Even though many whined and whm~ed at the time,
e pccially on some of the teeper trekking, everyone will doubtless look
back on it as an experience never to be forgotten.
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Ex lronman Trek
(L to R): Sig Hills, LCpl Kemp, Capt Harringto.n, SiQ Lancaster,
Sig Westerma11, Sig Shackleton and Sig Knights

202 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Tim Carmichael
SSM
W02 (SSM) 'Dougie' Tait
At last the time has come to ay a fond farewell to Maj Graham
Complin, W02 (SSM) Geoff Hawkins and WO~ (Yo~) Nick H~wley .
We wish them and their familie the best of luck t11 their new po ungs to
Canada, . Ireland and Blandford re pectively. It was a marathon farewell
session and everyone breathed a igh of relief when it \~as _finally ov~r and
the hangovers ub ided. ln their place we welcome MaJ Tim Carmichael
and hi wife Kate. W02 (SSM) 'Dougie' Tait and bi wife Lynn and
W02 (YofS) Phil Anderson and hi wife Tracey.
.
.
.
It has been yet another hectic three month for 202 Sig Sqn startmg with
Ex Lion Sword and culminating with the Regiment Weekend. In between
times we have squeezed in a couple of additional exerci e (~~ Fir l
Crusade and Ex Pegasu Strike), the Morrison . Cup. an exped1uon to
California, the ijmegan Marches and some senously hard graft 111 the
garages preparing for second line in pections. Block leave now looms ever
clo er and will certainly prove a welcome break.

Ex Iron Sword
Reversing Panzers on a moving platform requires nerves of steel

OVERLOO 1 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alan Garrett
Tp SSgc
SSgt Jim Stillie
.
The Troop ha just returned from Ex Lion Sword, .otherw1 e kno" n .as
'Pork' . Although it wa Lhe Regiment' main effort, It wa. actually quite
easy with the staff. They were being exerci ed ~y _Land o they w_ere more
interested in keeping them elves afloat than g1vmg u a hard ume. Just
give them a cup of warm cocoa and_ they 're happy. We mu t pa on our
appreciation to Waterloo Tp for tummg up. They are now to be known a
tJ1e Irish Vampires-coz they're cared of the dark. Overloon be~a.m~ O' 1
Tp with the amount of night mov ~hat we 1~ade. They did a !~tr JOb of
gi ing the taff somewhere to lay their hat wlule we were out bein~ bra'
doing beach landings, getting filmed by the BB , and generally bemg the
tar of the show. Special mention must be made of the beer won by the Tp
Comd from Yeoman Hawley. The bet wa that the Tp Comd would take
off his spec for the BBC camera crew. Of cour he did. and p~omptl)
turned round and walked into a bu h. For part of the e ·erc1se. the
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Regim nt pra tised l:tnding its as ·et in ·upport of a frie ndly country. Thi.
re. ulted in o,·erloon going for a 'trip around the bay'. starti ng from
1archwood and landing at Lulworth. The boat trip was a lovely and
elcome pau. e in the nom1al routine of the HQ tearing down and setting
up. omc of u. were luckier than other and got on the British ves el. with
1t.· bed\. ·h wers and liquid refre hmenl. The rest were carried just like
Ja,·e on an American craft and ' ere ubjected lo rather strange food and
an open deck to sleep on. We had just : tarted a nice game of volleyball
when the ship'. tanno) said, · top me . tlig about.' The beach landings
were good fun , although we had a bi t of a care. We started engine five
minute. from the bea h-all. that L . except for G2 l nt at th., front (LCpl
·Eddie" d\\ard and· toddy' tothard). Lt Garrett saw what wa. left
of his career lipping away as every man and hi camera were waiting on
the beach. We had a Yision of the ramp going down to reveal a stationary
panzer covered in bloke with it in ide on view. A it wa . we all rolled
off with rather a dashing bow wave and everything went swimmingly.
Recently. we have aid goodbye to Sig Ro e who has gone 10 more armour
at 19 Bde and LCpl Bri O" en who, after many fine years of kiving. has
left for civilian life. We all wish him the ery best and . ay thanks for his
help. Oh, and Lt Alan Garrett is off. to civilian university for a year the
lu k1· b**** r. A big welcome to Lt Dunca n Parkinson from
Ba ~in gbou rn-e njO) tho e 436s in winte r.

Ex Iron Sword
Overloo n Tp ca rrying out a beach land ing at Arish m el Gap
WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Joh.n Hanington
Tp SSgt
SSgt C rawford
The Troop at last i up to full strength after the return of the Bowman
Trial personnel and ome additional po tings. The armoured vehicles have
been brought back to life and the acid test for the Troop came on 22 May
1997 with a trio of exercise running concurrently. Ex Red Tricorn 3 was
the Regiment exerci e designed to hone our skill s. followed by the
Divisional Staff 'plug up' of Ex Second Foray. During thi ti me the Troop
were ·bounced' around Salisbury Plain with amazingly few breakdown !
We also had a brief pell at Bovi ngto n for which we had to be transported
by Low Loader. ig Fildes gave everyone a shock when hi loading
procedure nearly went horribly wrong. T he final week wa HQ Land's test
for the Divi ion with Ex Lion Sword and as far as the Troop was
concerned it was a thorough uccess.
On 16 July the Troop embarked on a Damage Repair Cour eat HMS
Excellent in Port mouth. ineteen budding Navy recruits were thrown
into a large metal container (resembling the in ide of a hip) which then
proceeded to fill with water through large holes in the ide. We the n had to
'plug' the holes with anythi ng we could lay our hands on. SSgt Andy
Cra""ford u ed his head a few times muc h to the crew's amusement. Sgt
·Mo' 1orris had lo remove his glasses for the event which is always a
dangerous move! Everyone survived the trauma and actually enjoyed
the mselves. so the other half of the Troop will be going at the end of Jul y.
Finally, some farewells and greetings to old and new-LCpl Russell
leave for 24 Bde (LCpl Rogers is mi ing you already) and LCpl
Measey leaves for civvy street. ig Johnston has now left for N. Ireland.
A warm v·elcome extends to Sig Greenwood and Sig Brakewell .
B SSA OTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Katy Caie
Tp Sgt
Sgt Jon Clarke
ot unlike the other Troop in the Squadron, Busacco Tp has had its fair
share of exercise commitments including Ex Lion Sword a nd Ex First
Crusade. During Ex Lion Sword DCOS's planning cell was yet agai n used
to its maximum; moving nine times and supplyi ng the DCOS with his cell
for a whole two hours! Du ring one of the moves, due to LCpl ikkie
Wilkie's excellent map reading we took a good look at the FIB UA vill age,
regardless of the fact that the locat ion we were heading for was in the
opposite direction by about I 5km. Sig Graham Brown and ig Joey
Collin.s had a really hard exercise, doing 8 hrs on and 8 hrs off in camp,
with showe r~ ever) day and the comfort of their own bed (hard life).
Whibt the rest of the LO driver were over-do ing on Pro Plus, (th ree
cheers to . ig Anne Wilson ). A big than k you to the wonderfu l
'Ltne} 's'for keeping the girb sane over the duration, and we can't forget
th ma,hing ED\ who kept the DCOS crew in brews ~II exercise. (Well
I. pl \.\.ilkie anyway).
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quick turn around was fo llowed by another deployment, thi-, time in
support of I (Mech) Bde on Ex First Crusade. On completi on peopl e were
detailed off to their new jobs for the next I 0 days. A guard force was set
up. the operators were detailed and everyone started gelling into the swing
of a non-tac exerci ·e making max imum use of the AAFI bar. SSgt Andy
Crawfor d ran the reception (CP) in betwcc:n helping hi s wife look after
his new born . o n Troy (Congratul ations from ull of us). It was a non-tac
exercise o you can imagine LCpl Kenny ·w he re is my posting' Purdie
had a . hock when sent home for hi kit 10 play rea l soldie rs for two day to
the amu ement of the rest of us.
Goodbye' go to Cpl Clive Evison (afte r 22 yrs serv ice) and Martin
H un t, LCpl Tony Darkes, Sigs 'Paddy' Maxwell and Dave Wyn ne. A
hello goe to ig Ian Blowes who has ju. t arrived from the fac tory.
206 JG AL QUADRO
SqnComd
SSM

Maj Paul G li bbery
W02 (SSM) Terry Crane

SQ UADR O CAMP
During the third week in June the quadron embarked on Ex Rhino's
Relief, an Adventure Training Exerci e at Tregantle Fo11, Plymouth.
Spirit were high for the fir t day's activities following a night of local
familiarisation in Plymouth . Unfortunately all the activitie · were n' t to
everybody's liking. particularly the mountain biking, where after a hard 12
mile cycle to Looe Sig Jackie Davies and C pl Ma rk J ones decided they
had had e nough after a hard day' sunbathing and took a taxi back to
Tregan tie Fort. Later both commented on how it wa the be t £ I 0 they
spent all week! The wind urfing wa. one of the more technical activities
which demon trated ome people are more at home in the water rather
than on it , Sig J a mes Kemp leading the way (stick to tabbing James !).
There were notable ucce ses though . many Squadron members managed
to urf around the lake by the end of the day and Sig J ohn Morton gained
his RYA Level 2 award. The two intrepid rock climbing instructors Cpl
' Daz' Cattle and LCpl Ben Ri gby had et a rather challenging climb,
which all attempted but adly no-one completed. However, everyone did
complete the reverse and forward ab eil's (some with prompting
admittedly). The hill walking al o proved a popular day, led by Capt
' Bog' Bruce. It did not seem to matter what group 'led IJ1e navigation tage
as they all seemed to take the same rome through the bog. Thi s added up to
I 0 time for the hill walking leader. who re c ued the day by alway
fini hing at the good old P.H. The 'Unluckiest Man Of The Exerci e'
award mu t go to S ig 'Parky' P a rk who, while windsurfing, fell in pulling
the mast onto hi head which left a scar for many weeks. Then the next day
he fell rock climbing and badly brui ed hi s thigh mu cle, putting him elf
on crutches for the rest of the week. He is now fully recovered and claims
he did enjoy the Exercise ! After a frenzy of activity the Squadron returned
to Bulford tired but happy having enjoyed an excellent week of training .
Finally, a special thanks must go to Sig Si M ullins on the excel lent way he
ran the bar and with great opening times.
M O S TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ick Bruce
Tp SSgt
SSgt Richie Bell
My baptism with Mons Tp has been to conduct a study in cns1s
management over the last eight weeks, with consecutive exercises (Iron
Bar and Pegasus Strike), Second Line Inspection , Vehicle Servicing and
PRE. T he Tp Comd has continued to impre s the troop with his ability to
avoid any work. by going adventure training and carrying out a mess audit.
He did manage to fit in ix hours on Ex Pega us Strike but then hi mum
cal led him in for tea (a medal in there somewhere Sir I'm sure). Sad
farewell to be said to Sig ' Billy' Bond and L C pl ' Bottle' Le Boutillier
both now erving in MacDonalds. Warm Hellos to Sig 'Trevor' C arter
and ig 'IQ Spice' WardJey, fre h from training.
C AMBRAI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Liz Allan
Tp SS gt
SSgt Carlos Sinclair
Thi month ha seen a complete change of the Troop hierarchy. After
o nly four months in the job 2Lt Alex Fennell has moved across to Tnkem1an
Troop to make way for 2Lt Liz Allan who i fresh out of Blandford. Joining
her from Blandford is SSgt Carlos inclair who takes over from SSgt
' Doz' Day who goes to 15 Sigs as the SSM of 233. Recently the Troop
seem to have been on non stop exercise as we have seen men disappear to
places ranging from the south coast of Eng land to Southern Scotland.
Fortunately the exercises were completed just in time for everyone to get
into their glad rags for the Squadron 70's night disco. Wi th the majority of
the Squad ron dre sed up a good time was had by all with plenty of long
wigs, wide collars and nares in evidence. The older members of the
Squadron had a distinct advantage in tenns of co tume as they could simply
pu ll out an old clubbing outfit! How W02 (FofS) 'Wide boy' Ball ever went
out in his defeats the imagination. Cam brai Tp' own Sig Mark ' Dancing
Queen' mith won the night's award fo r the ' most funky groover'.
222 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Capt Mead1>wcroft BEM
W02 (SSM) Campbell

OMA TROOP
T p Comd
Lt Hay
SSgt Allen
T p SSgt
Over the last few months Oman Tp has seen a big change in
personalities with the arrival of SSgt Allen fro m I Div and the departure
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of SSgt ·Badger' Hill 10 the Div SQMS. Good luck. The Tp Comd
continues on her mission to find ' Man Friday' on the round Britain yacht
expedition. Sgt 'S HF' Beel successfully organised and led an expedition
w conquer Mt Snowdon. Along with Sig 'Chubbs' Claridge's amazing
scouting skill the trip was a success and ten members of the Troop can say
that they did it. With the usual busy time ahead this year we must say good
luck to all those leaving and also welcome to those arriving. Finally,
congratulati ons 10 Cpl Andy Hayler on recent promotion to Sgt and also
to CJ>l 'Ba ldy' Lester o n his recent good news .

Everest later this year. Fortunately the intrepid , · ' gt Foster mad tour
descents on the death slide, two of them backward\. much to the delight of
the local female population~ he struggled to regain his shorts after hitting
the water al Mach 2. Safely returned from the depth~ of onh Wales. \\C
are now finalising preparations for the Regimental Fetc, then we·re oft for
some well earned summer leave.

SHARJAH T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. J . R. Stead
Tp SSgt
gt Lang
In an effort to stay out of camp as much as possible, not only do we have
our own exercises but al owe join in other peoples. So it was that we spent
a semi no n-tactica l exerci e on the pl ain supporting I Mech Bde. T he
highlight of the IO days was a visit by the MGO Lt Gen Sir Robert
Hayman-Joyce. After a tour of the ode he joined us for lunch. The
Troop then left for Ex Iron Bar in Wey mouth. After settling into the camp
we set out for the first recce of the establishments in the surround ing
environs. Sig 'Elvis' Ga rret and Sigs ' I'm too sexy' McDouga ll and
Lynn howed why they should not give up their day job . Similarly. later
in the week while walking the Coastal Path, Sgts ' It's my party'
Rober tson and 'so I'll cry if I want to ' T homson, stumbled upon and
joined in a private party!
ADE T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt N. J . Morris
Tp SSgt
SSgt Hogg
With yet another glorious exercise under our belts Aden Tp are back in
camp for the lull before summer bl ock leave. The Regiment Weekend is
loom ing and the Troop will provide an air rifle stand to entertain the
loca l , armour plated trousers required . Many of the Troop are away on
variou cour es , both career and recreational as well as joining Lt Hay on
her monumental voyage around the British I les. All thi s adventure
training, with India on the horizon as well will make 'Frank' wish he had
never NTT'd. We must welcome C pl Puncha rd , hi wife and two boys.
Congratulations go out to C pl Woods for his recent promotion to
Sergeant. Aden Tp bid a fond farewell to Sgt 'Weasel' E mmer on, C pl
'Stevie' Davis and Sigs ' Heed ' Codling and ' Marcello ' Wallis all going
to found the fourth Trunk ode, ' Masirall ' Troop.
257 (REA R) SQ UA DRO
Sqn Comd
SQMS

Maj J. W. Hornby
SSgt (SQ M ) Piper

EXER CISE WEYMO UTH SWORD 5/12 JULY 1997
Ex Weymouth Sword was a Sword Tp adventure trainin& ~xerci e that
took place in and around the Weymouth area. The acuv1t1es included
Windsurfing, Div ing, Ab eiling and Hillwalking. The Wmd urfing was
run by C pl ' Reg ' Varney and as isted occasionally by C pl ' Burnout"
Townsend when he managed to drag him elf away from the clubhouse.
Althou<>h the winds for the period weren't ideal everybody managed to get
on the ~ater, and as normal some progre ed more than others, one in the
shape of LCpl 'Danni ' Boyle who after a morning of instruction wa
heard discu ing the finer points of ailing with LCpl 'Clown: Dilling.
ext time ·Dan ni' make ure the board i in more than two inc he of
water, and the carrying handles are called Foot Stra~ . The Diving was
done in and around the harbour by Sgt ' Crabs' Piper who took two
people a day and tried in vain to drown them . a pecial thank mo t al o_go
to C pl ·Hand-grenade' Kerr for his tip on buoyancy control. don't give
up your day job 'Handgrenade'. Finally we mu t mention the
entertainments committee, in the shape of SSgt ' Lion ' Haley: L C pl
'Clown ' Dilling, L C pl 'Whiplash' Bulley. L C pl 'Turtle' M adgw1ck and
LCpl ' Miss Haven ' Pursglove who' main ta k during the week was to
increa e the bar profits and entertain not only the can1per but the
permanent staff on the camp site.
LAD
OC
Capt H. Harrison
ASM
WOl (ASM) Tiffin
Duri ng the past quarter the LAD have been invol ed in num~rou Regt
activitie and everal major exercises. We have had repre e~tau~e at the
Inter Squadron and Inter Uni t Athletic a well as entering the Regt
Shooting competition as one of two team from HQ Sqn. The first d~y _aw
mixed fo rtu ne for the team although we stood a good chance of wmmng
the LSW shoot unti l our ill u trious team leader, SSgt teve Foster told the
la t competitor, Craftsman Chri 1iles, that if he cored well we would
wi n. eed less to say the aid Craftsma n, not used to the inten e pre sure of
Inter Sqn hooti ng, did not achieve the requi red scor~. However, LAD
honour was not completely lost as our clerk. Cpl 'Stan Mat~ews came
second in the L W shoot. At least the team achieved the ASM s aim of not
co ming last! Shootin g im proved overa ll o n the econd day with a tight
fi ni sh in the pi to l shoot meaning IJ1at the LA D came 3rd helpmg HQ Sqn
to ai1 overal l victory.
,
More recent ly 20 member of the LAD took part in HQ Sqn s
Adventu re Tra ining in Capel urig, orth Wale . Despite no~ma l Wei h
weather (ie rain) during the fi r t two week , we managed t~ c_h_mb, canoe,
trek and drin k as well as att empt some more unu. ual acuv 1t1es su.ch a
aorge walki ng a nd a huge death lide near Tywy n. The on ly per on in the
LAD who was unable to complete the death slide wa Cfn · mudge'
Smith although we hear he wi ll be making up for it by an auempt on Mt
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Cpl Shepa rd and Cfn Duke just returned from Ex Lions' Sword
TM TROOP
RegtFofS

WOl (FofS) R. Lifton
SSgt D. McKie
A we approach the urnmer leave period, TM Tp i beginning 10 eule
down after a hierarchy re huflle. We ay goodbye to ap~ (TO!) Tony
Sarginson and WOt (FOS) Tony lullen and welcome in their place.
Capt (TOT) igel C ullen and \: 01 (FO ) R_u • Lifto_n. Thanks to pl
·Daz' Cattle for organi ing a memorable leavmg fum:uon!
gts Da,~n
M ckie and Phil lcmullan al o leave u and we await thei r replacement-.
Sgt Jase Harvey escape for a twelve-month attachment to the chool of
Signals as an instructor. Congratulation · go to the ne\".I} promoted LCpl
'Trotty' Trotman who wrangled an inter squadron postrng to 257 1g qn .
Recently the Troop ha · been on ad~·ent ure traini ng: to C~pe l ung. " here
Cpl Guv Padfield kd an exped1t1011. codename certain death. along u
rather precariou leJge. The_ ledge: Crib Goch. had_a 1090111 drop to either
side and a ridge onl) two feet wide. It was at this point that one: of the
members of the group (no name mentio ned-S!g ~oodc of th_c Regt \IT)
informed Cpl Padfield that he wa scared ot heights.
qmck de_c1s1on
wa required as pl ·Mountain Goat' J:Iutchinson \\ as hcadmg !Or the.
next . ummit leaving Sig Goode on all to urs. Fort unutel) the t e~s 10ns of
the day were relieved in the bar later. t present we arc a ti\ el}' 1mol\cd
with exercLe Pega u' trike. where L pl ' te\e Pilmer "ill hopcfull)
pa s his chicle night nm i11a1 ion ~fter hilling a generator hht u~1e out:
Final! , e welcome back. from !us second tour of Bosma. pl noop
Fincham.
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Lt ol Mike Dyer
' 01 (RS 1) Pete Griffiths

RHQ
The Regiment ha added yet more BA(G) trophie to the cabinet in
RHQ. the late 1 courte y of the RSM and hi. \ ater Polo and wimmi ng
team .. Th Regt i now proud holders of BA(G) Champion Cup for:
Rugb). Rugby 7' , Football, Volleyball. Men' and Ladie Swimming, and
Waterpolo and Army Champion Cup for Ladies Swimming. The Trophy
cabinet is no'' buri.llng at the earn and it', probably just a well that the
rricket team i performing on a par with the England team , lest we had to
bu\ a new one.
}.1uch ha been happening over the la t two month . The Regiment has
deployed on it fir t exerci e with I Sig Bde in over a year wi th many
les. ons being learnt. in ome cases. re-learnt. ow that the summer is upon
u . the quadron have been busy planning and conducting adventurous
training throughout Europe. One of the highlight of thi year wa tl1e
deplO) ment of over I 00 member of the Regiment on Ex Lion Sun in
Cypru .
FARE' ELLS
The Regiment bas bid a fond farewell to Capt Ja n Heath who leaves us
on retirement from the Army. He is moving on to a new challenge in the
civilian communication indu try. Having pent hi entire Army career on
public dutie . attachments to other units, and on all manner of 'jollies in
the sun' it is hard to imagine what Ort of communications experience he
gained after four years with the Corps. Hjs new tart in civilian life has
coincided with hi marriage to Ali on, one of hi more informed decisions
and we wi h him and hi wife all the best in their new Hfe.
REGIMENTAL FOOTBALL
The Regimental Football team enjoyed unprecedented ucce t11j year
culminating in beating the reigning Army Champion -28 Eng Regt-one
nil in the BA(G) final on 19 March, with a wonder goal by Sig 'Lordy'
Lord . And for the first time ince the inception of the Army Germany cup
way back in 1946, 7 Sig Regt i now engraved on the magnificent trophy.
A smattering of experience, a disciplined approach to crajning and an
exceptional team >Pirit paved the way for a clean sweep in the orth Rhine
Inter Services Football League as well as the BA (G) Cup. Despite playing
the early cage of the eason with key players deployed to Bosnia, the
manager-Maj Rick Licence, team coach-SSgt Terry Parle and team
captain-Sgt Ga ry Will iams felt very optimistic-particularly after coming
back from being three nil down at half time against our first round
opponent , I RHF. in the BA(G) Cup to win 4-2 on penaltie . Our path to
Aldershot to take part in the Army Final ended in a 2--0 home defeat at the
hand of the I t Battalion The Argyle and Sutherland Highlanders. o
excu e ! The Jocks had done their homework and applied che pres ure.
adly. a Jack of di cipline and a touch of naivety in our own team enabled
the Jocks to domjnate the early stage . Frustration grew and the Regt had
two key players sent off. Despite thi , the remaining nine men showed
tremendou guts and determination and threw everything at the Jocks in
the remaining 20 minutes. but their resolute defence held.
However, the season was far from over and winning the orth Rhine
Inter ervice Football League (NRJSFL) Cup and NRISFL Challenge
Cup dulled the pain lightly. An excellent season was rounded off with the
end of season bash on 28 July which saw Sgt Si Booth winning the
Player's Player of the Year award and gt Gary Willi ams the Manager's
Player award. Three of the squad have since left the Regiment- Cpl Calvin
Bent to Blandford, Cpl Gav Hayhurst to Liverpool (TA not FC) and Cpl
'Jon no' Johnson to Civ Div. Good luck to you and thanks. Rebuilding the
team mu t now commence, so if any aspiring footballers wish to join a
good footballing ~et up, put your dream sheets in.

The Jubilant team look forward to celebrating
compliments of the sponsor for BA(G) Challenge Cup
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SEASO
TATISTICS-ALL COMPETITIONS
Played Won
Drawn
Lo t
For
Against
19
16
2
1
69
31
Winner -British Army Germany Challenge Cup
Winner -North Rhine Inter Service League Challenge Cup
Winners- orth Rhine Inter Services League Cup
KREFELD BARBARIANS RUGBY
The Krefeld Ba baa· were first formed three years ago Lo compete in the
thriving German Bundesliga. The club is made up of player from 7 Sig
Regt and local German Rugby players. Thi year they were undefeated
throughout the eason. becoming Regional League Champions. The next
tep is the play-offs with the champion of other regional leagues to
determine who i promoted to the ational Bundesliga, the Premier
Divi ion. The fir t match thi s ea on was against RC Baunatal where the
Babaa' showed their metal by winning 34-12. Lt 'Scotty' Scott wa
noted for his outstanding rocking. while there was some tremendous
forward play by Cpl Jim Coomb and 'Eddie' Edward , SSgt Si orris
showed his ver atility by playing in three different positions during the
game.
The final game this sea on was against Heidelberg on 13 Jul y. With
promotion already guaranteed for both team , it was pride and unbeaten
records at stake. Early reports about the size of the oppo ition forwards
were not exaggerated and even Cpl Jim Coombs looked smal l in
compari on, but with the Babaa 's fielding one of their strongest team of
thi ea on, they quickly taught Heidelberg a lesson in rocking and ball
retention. Ail the scoring came from penalties until the dying minutes of
the game, when Sgt Dave Coffey intercepted a wayward pass and had a
clear run of 40m to score a magnificent try, although by !Opm that night it
had rurned into the full length of the pitch! The final score was 20-6 in
favour of the Babaa' , leaving all the player and upporters
enthu ia tically waiting for the forthcoming season to start in September.
TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Baugh MBE
Regc FofS
WOI (FofS) Carl Shead MBE
The Troop bas recently enjoyed a week long 'swan ' on Ex Eibelle Start,
an adventurou training programme held in Bavaria. Those holding the
rein were SSgt Huw Evans, Sgt Justin March, Sgt Jamie Chambers
and Sgt Craig Brankin. Activities included rock climbing. mountain
biking, canoeing, white water rafting and the main challenge, climbing the
Mindel Clettersteig, an event that left Sgt Justin March walking as if he
had had a romantic encounter with a donkey! All those involved enjoyed
their time and returned enthu iastically to the piled high 'Awaiting Labour'
helve ! SSgt Huw Evans recently won a powered chi ldren' bike in a
Sgts Mess Draw. ot feeling the need for it him elf, he kindly presented it
to a local Krefeld Orphanage and even fo und his uniform to make the
pre entation. In yet another piece of luck, he ha also been cho en to take
part in an Joint Services Hang-Gliding expedition to Spain for six week .
Hopefully he'll be back ju c in time for the next exercise.
A couple of congratulations are also due, firstly to Boris 'Becker'
Shead and his family on hi recent election for a commission and
secondly, minutes before going to press, to Debbie and 'Noddy' Baugh on
the birth of their baby boy, presently being considered for the name of
Elliot.
229 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Gomd
Maj Alan Stringer
SM
W02 (SSM) Tony Barry
The Troops have suffered a collective identity crisis of late, having been
through no les than three name change in the past year. ln an effort to
provide the Troops with something more in spiring than electronic
identities, the latest three name have been cho en to reflect the
Squadron' long association with Berlin. TN 012, commanded by Lt
Trudy Robin on, has become Wilmersdorf Troop-229 Sig Sqn has the
freedom of the borough of Wilmersdorf in Berlin. TN 011 , commanded by
2Lt Peter Young, has become Charlol!enburg Tp-Charlottenburg is the
neighbouring borough to Wilmer dorf. The currently 'out of ORBAT' T
013 will be known as Brandenburg Tp should it ever re-form. Brandenburg
is the province in which Berlin lies.
The Squadron has also been on it annual challenge pursuit training
camp, Ex Bear Backstop, which this year took place in the Allgau region
of Bavaria. Over three largely sunny week in July, around SO members of
the Squadron rotated through the exercise, participating in activities uch
as abseiling, klettersteig, rock climbing and trekking. During periods of
relaxation, our intrepid adventurer enjoyed the delights of mountain
biking, water sports, beer tasting (of course) and even amateur
photogr~phy. A number of very artful pictures of nude male subject being
taken wnh the camera of the trusting (but now somewhat embarra sed)
Unit Photographer, Sig J ason 'Snapper' icholls.
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First through tl1e mill were Wilmersdorf. or ·Whiskey' Tp led by Lt
Trudy 'action gi rl ' Robinson and right-hand man, SSgt Paul Robson .
The 'Wh iskeys' proved that they are a very aptly nick-named outfit, adept
al creating their own entertai nment-be it stand-up humour in the gui e of
natural comed ian Sig Jim 'Clyde' Bonney, or good old 'chicken-in-abasket' karaoke. Next on the scene were the 'Charlie ' of Charlottenburg
Tp. ably commanded by their big chief, 2Lt Peter ' follow me lads, I'll be
right behind you' Young. Head brave SSgt eil James took ' white
knuckle' mountain biking to new heights (literally) when he managed to
take-off and fly through the air like a two-wheeled ' Eddie the Eagle' . His
awe-struck subordinates were delighted to see him carry out a perfect
landing through the middle of a hedge. Bringi ng up the rear were the SHQ
crew, with SSM Tony Barry at the helm. A close-knit team at the best of
time , the men of the Tech Workshops and the Ops Room shared every
gut-wrenching experience together-including Sgt Mark 'Old Mother'
Riley 's stomach bug.
By general consensus, Ex Bear Back top 97 proved to be a great
succe s - an enjoyable and rewarding experience for those who attended .
As is always the case, the lion 's share of the cred it should go to the
organiser , instructors and chefs. amely abseiling and rock climbing
instructor Sgt Kev ' Lardy ' Eaves, who showed off hi s tackle technique (so
to speak) at the rock-face for the entire three weeks. Sgt Stuart ' Big Mac
and chips' McKinnon, SSgt Gaz 'Oooh, Gary Davies' Davies, Cpl 'Taff'
Evans, Cpl Mark ' Jonno ' Johnson and definitely not forgetting culinary
wizards , Cpl Gordon 'Connery' Stenhou e, LCpl Dave ' Fergie'
Ferguson and LCpl Stewart ' Michael ' Kane. Very well done!
231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The Squadron has had a hectic period over the last few months, with
members enjoying trips to various areas in the world at the Army's
expen e. While a platoon 's worth of people took part on Ex Lion Sun, the
remainder of the Squadron pent a week in Bavaria on a challenge pursuit
camp under the watchful eye of Capt Bill Anderson. Everyone had plenty
of time to compare suntans on the I Sig Bde Exerci e with the lot from
Cyprus who joined straight from flight. The introduction of time heets
proved member of Quebec Tp were somehow managing hallucinogenic
56 hour shifts.
O car Tp has recently returned from advenrurous training in the
Pyrenees. Rumours are they may be renamed Mountain Tp following a
number of 'We've got to go up THAT! ' moments. Quebec Tp are al o off
to Scotland soon for a cenery and culture trip. providing Lt ngela
'Officer with a map' Galli can navigate them up the MI.
232 SIGNAL SQUADRO
The Squadron ha recently returned from its 'Annual Military Skills
Camp that was conducted at Laven um Camp and based around a section
competition la ting one week. There were a n~mber of stands each
contributing to the overall core , with the first bemg a two day shooung
package, whjch culminated in a 'section in defence'. Everyone appeared to
enjoy Sgt 'China' Cooper's 'Battle Bonanza', especially Sig ' H'
Aitchinson, who had to be reminded that empty magazine were as
effective as live round . The ections then deployed into the field for the
econd pha e, a twenty-four hour exerci e. There were various tasks to be
completed during thi time, such a OP's and fighting patrols, before a
night ambu h and a dawn attack. The final pha e. ~ook pl.ace back at
Lavesum in the form of a march and hoot compeutton. Thi last pha e
was beg~n with surprising enthu ia m, but WO~ (S.SM). Chri 1'.'laylor
and SSgt (SQMS) Jim McNaught soon dealt with 1t. with the aid of a
water bow er.
The final winner were led by ection commander Cpl ·Bruce' Findlay
and the Best Signaller Award was plit threeway between Sig Fielding,
Mears and West all of whom worked extremely hard throughout the
week. With the ;wards out of the way, the floor was cleared for Maj
'Skippy' Thorek and his harmonjca to entertain eve~yone with rendirjon
of 'Waltzin a Matilda ' and other Aussie Greats, unul the un went down
and the bar ~an dry.
EXERCISE LION SUN 97
•
The 7 Sig Regt deployment on Ex Lion Su.n 4/97 under the command of
Maj Keith Whitehead marked the culm1nauon of many months plannmg
and endlessly changi ng nominal role .
.
.
.
On Tuesday 13 May, three Platoons from the Regiment ar~1ved at Radio
Sonde Camp, Episkopi Garri on, to be greeted by a usp1c1ou I~ tanned
advance party. Immediately we were ubjected to the intense Cypnot ale
pitch of Mr Tonibell our ever-friendly ice-cream man. who was to
become an honorary 1~ember of the Company D.S. Our illu ion of a
holiday were haltered on t11e first morning at OSOOhr when the Company
wa rudely awoken for P.T. Althou~h ver'j keen to ~et. to the beach, our
idea of re erving our beach pace did not mclude spnnun~ and pre -up .
However, according to SSgt 'Adoni · J:'hillips. ( ST}, ~ wa merely a
gentle introduction to the delights of his Ph~s1cal Trammg Programme.
The day conti nued at a ferocious pace wllh s~me rather gruesome
briefings from the RMP, Int Cell an~ Med Op.s, .who mduced some nervous
twitching with ta les of snakes. espionage, v1c1ous d1sea es and, wor t of
all, the local taxi drivers.
.
.
Our week of dry training was an excellent refre her to ba 1c. medical,
navigational and infantry skill . Also on the programme were heh and boat
drills, which provided an enjoyable alternauve to . sect101; attacks a!1d
harbour drills. pecial tlianks are to be extended to Sig ·Taff La~1 gley tor
'volunteering' to te t the immer ion suit provided on the land~n~ craft.
Further thanks are owed to ig ' Matt' Moye for h1 apparent w1lhngnes
to don the 'padded gimp uit' to be 'hunted and re trained' by t11e niffer
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dogs during a demonstration by the R.A .V.C Without a doubt. the most
taxing element of the week was the beach brief! The excuse for this
inclu ion in the training programme was to te5t courage through clifl
jumping and banana boating. as well as to practice practical camouflage
ski lls through tanning in preparation for exercise. Field cooking kills
were honed by a demonstration by the chefs in the form of a Beach
barbecue. However, the best was saved for last: a Platoon attack on the
Paramali FIBUA village. following careful instruction from the Kings
Regiment. Despite a lack of experience the attack, although arduous, wa~
successful and the highlight of a demanding week. A rest was deserved by
all, which came in the form of a weekend of hill-walking and mountam
biking in the Troodos Mountain Range. A ' lie- in ' until 0700hrs and the
cancellation of P.T. ensured a full recovery from the Platoon 'bonding'
session the previous evening!
. The range week provided a good opportunity to pass, regardless of the
number of attempt , our APWT. In addition to this, variou background
activities were on offer, varying from a 9mm pistol and LSW moving
target shoot to a Close Quarter Battle range. Throughout all this. blood
cu rdling crie · could be heard from Cpl Mick Heathcote's Bayonet range,
under the watchful eye of the omnipresent tr Toni bell. A night shoot and
a night navex provided us with an excuse to avoid the lures of nightlife in
Limassol. Following a 0400hr start on Friday, our week drew to close
with a live grenade range and an Inter-Platoon shooting competi tion at
Dhekelia ranges.
A weekend of Adventure Training followed and was much enjoyed by
all. Activities included parachuting, scuba-diving, water- kiing, canoeing,
hillwalking, windsurfing and for the lunatics within the Company, a 24
mile uphill bea ting and tea drinking marathon at the tender hand of Lt
'Scotty' Scott. More fool them! All this joviality was brought to an abrupt
end with the start of our first exercise: Ex San Moritz. This wa a Platoon
level exerci e designed to practjce the kill learned in the Dry Training
Phase, with the Platoon Commanders pitting their wits again teach other.
De pite being a low level exercise, the rough terrain and Mediterranean
climate ensured that all involved had their work cut our to achjeve their
goal . Each Commander had their fair hare of hiccup w_ith. I Pla.t~n
suffering long tab in the afternoon heat, 2 Platoon negouaung sU1c1de
valley and 3 Platoon experiencing ration difficulties. It was then a
welcome return to Rad io Sonde camp to clean up, relax and prepare for
our final exerci e.
Following a briefing by Maj Kieth W hitehead, the Company was left
in no doubt that Ex Monte Carlo would be challenging to ay the least. The
Exercise tarted with a bang as 3 Platoon assaulted a beach u iag their
Geminj Landing Craft (otherwi e known as Bedford four tonne trucks)
and ecured a beachhead uitable for the remaining troop to land on.
Activities progres ed quickly over the next four days, with a helicopter
insertion and plenty of action from the enemy to keep u on our toes.
Thjng became a Little heated on our third day when the Company laid
down their weapon and picked up fire-beater to assist the local Brigade
in combating a bu h fire. A soon as the blaze was under control, It was
back to the field to continue our mis ion. Event culminated, on the last
day, with a Company level attack on the Paramali FIBUA village.
defended by a Platoon from I Bn Light Infantry. With the village taken.
everybody tucked into a urpri e cooked breakfa t, with entertainment
courte y ofSSgt Al Martin and Sgt ·Tam' Reardon, otherwi e known as
the 'Cam-cream Shy Green and Brown Min trel Show' . The evening of
our return aw the Company Smoker at a local restaurant by the ea. The
evening was a ucce. s, with good food , kinny-dipping and one or two of
the hierarchy, including the OC. taking an involuntary dip in the sea, much
to the amu ement of 1aj Coupa r . the vi iting 2IC Regiment.
With everybody fed. watered and rested. the time came to have ome
seriou fun. An early morning tart signalled the beginning of the
Adventure Training/R & R Pha e, with the majority of people continuing
the porting activitie they tarted earlier in the tour. Many of the Company
took advantage of a four day Cruise to I rael and Egypt for their R & R.
while other preferred to taste the delight of local Cypriot ho pitality.
Exercise Lion Sun has provided members of 7 Sig Regt with a once-in-alife time opportunity to take advantage of the facilitie available on Cyprus.
and all involved have gained invaluable experience. Our grateful thank
mu t be extended to everybody who assisted u . no matter how small a part
they played. Work hard, play hard has been our m?tto for th.e past fo~r
weeks, and all involved have put a great deal of effort mto en ·urmg that this
has been a very challenging, but enjoyable experien e. (See over).
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14 Sig Regt (EW)

Lt 'Scotty' S cott Looks O n As 1 Platoon P repare Fo r
T he Final Attack

226 SIG AL SQUADRON (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. . C lapp
SSM
W02 (SSM) Couston
Another busy period for the 'fighting 226th' -bouncing from fastball to
fastball. Activities have included satisfying the usual operational
commitments posed by N. Ireland and Bosnia, supporting the Freedom of
St Davids parade, upplying manpower to Pembroke fete, impres ing
Comd JRDF with our equipments, and organising a variety of Adv Trg
escapades. Lt Brian Johnston qualifies for a welcome and goodbye, a he
has now completed his attachment to us from RMCS Shrivenham- the fir t
real work he's done for a while! It is safe to say that he has left with a few
fond memories, primarily made up of Adv Trg, Golf, Welsh lasses and
Alco-pops.
TRAILWALKER 28-29 J UNE 1997
Trai lwalker is an annual chari ty endurance event over a course of
approximately IOOkm across the South Down Way, and is open to both
military and civilian four man teams. Originally established in 1981 , in aid
of the Gurkha Welfare Trust, this year was it's first in the UK, the event
having previou ly been run in Hong Kong over the Macleho e Trail. The
Regimental team consisted of Lt Niall Stoke, 2Lt Charlie Roberts, SSgt
'Dags' Dagnall, and gt Jason Meek, all from 226 Sig Sqn (EW), with an
able support/ admin team featuring Cpl ' Brufen' Hambleton, and ig Lee
Roberts, of HQ Sqn.
The morning of the 28th dawned, with all in a mood of ten e
anticipation. The massed start was at 0900, the majority of the course
being shared with a similar civilian event which was to be run over a
distance of 80 miles. Two major factors made the civilian and military
competitors easy to differentiate, firstly the military per onnel had shorter
hair. and secondly the civi lians tended to dre s like Belgians. The team
made good going, and completed many of the legs between the 11
checkpoints al a faste r pace than anticipated. The cut-off time for the event
was 30 hrs, and the target fo r the tean1 was 15. Up to the 75km point, the
team's estimated time was a low a 13 hour . However, due to a number
of factors, including tiredness and nightfall , the team reached the finish
point in ju t over 14 hrs. Of the 37 team which entered the competition,
12 fini hed the cour e with all four members, and of these we finished
ix th.
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Roberts
Tp SSgt
Sgt Jude
Comm Tp give a hearty hello to SSgt Jude fre Wy returned from
Bosnia, LCpl Nick 'FofS' Berry R Tp and congratulations to Cpl Stu
Lovely and his wife Heidi on the birth of a bouncing baby girl E lisha. Sad
farewells go out to Cpl Tez 'A irborne' Blakeley who ha left u for le ser
things in 237 Sig Sqn and LCpl Kerry Cavell. who after a dog handling
course, i po ted to .1. Our final goodbye is to Cpl Stu Latham· driving
licence which has gone on a three year det to DVLC Swansea.
June started with a visit from H.R.H. The Princess Roya l-we then
went straight into Cawdor Fayre where Sgt Bri Heslop and Sgt Ja on
Meek provided a very colourful goldfish tand. Several member of the
Troop played happy familie as CIVPOP on Ex Far Flung in lovely
Sennybridge, with officer cadet from Sandhurst. The Troop ha ju t
returned from a week' Adv Trg where a good time was had by all those
taking part. Activities on offer included coasteering, ea fishing, rock
climbing, sea canoeing and surfing dude !!

Capt Heath Takes Command of The Company For The Last
lime Befo re Retiring From The Army
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1 Platoon In The Aftermath Of War
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226 Sig Sqn Advance Training at St David's
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640 SIG AL TROOP (EW)
Tp Comd
Lt tokoc
Ops WO
W02 ( upvr R) Watton
The Troop has been quite busy over the last couple of months,
struggling to find a compromise between the commitments, manpower
and equipment available to complete the tasks set. On the social front the
Troop put together a beautifully crafted duck pond for the summer fete and
when the Gods decided to open the skies, it was one of the only stalls to
benefit from a little ' unexpected' Pembrokeshire rain.
Hello and goodbye to LCpl Gregg 'Elephant Man' Mulley who join
the Troop and straight away is sent on his Tl course. Hello also to LCpl
·Riverdance' Johnston who i another new arrival to the Troop.
Congratulation to LCpl 'Spud' Fawcett on pas ing P Coy and also to
Cpl 'Stu' Burton on pas ing the All Arms Cdo course (their new
knowledge was invaluable on Ex Pegasus Strike, if filling up sandbags is
your cup of tea). Congratulations also go to Cp l Dave Rome and his wife
Tracey on the birth of their second child, Chloe.
EXERCISE PEG S S STRIKE
On 10 July the Troop deployed on Ex Pegasu Strike. a 5 AB Bde
deployment via AMC South Cerney, red beret heaven for our budding para
LCpl 'Spud' Fawcett. After days of waiting around , the Troop finally
received its orders for the road move to We t Freugh airfield. On arriving
in Scotland the Troop was greeted by thousands of hungry mozzies, too
much for two of our Intelligence Corps personnel LCpl Chris Bou field
and Cpl Sarah Jenkins, who needed to lie down for a while to recover al
the field ho pita!. Cpl 'Denny' Denton lost several pound in weight,
mostly liquid and had a seriou sense of humour failure when
thunderflashes began bouncing off the fuel cans he wa carrying. He was
ambu hed by French friendly forces who had mistaken the orange hazmat
ign on the back of his trailer for enemy orange forces. The REME
recovery guys were kept busy with Sgt 'Angry' Harriott being to blame
for rwo incidents. LCpl Laura Shaw and Sig 'Chuck' orri al o came
clo e to losing one of our Wildcat jammer vehicle to the bog, that wa
before their engine blew up on the road move to the Otterburn training
area. Over the two week the Troop performed well. with the OC, Lt
' Road Atlas' Stokoe, more than happy with our results. The Troop
however were di appointed with the OC 's navigation skill on more than
one occasion, how anyone could mi s the M5 turnoff when travelling at 20
mph in a traffic jam along the M6 left the Troop in awe. A pecial mention
must go to the troops two ED' Cpl ' Denny· Denton and LCpl ·Freddy'
Starr for all their hard work!! Congrarularion on winning the golden
blanket 'Freddy'. The Troop is looking forward to it next couple of
exercise in Belgium and Gibraltar, a little more exotic than Scotland, no
offence meant Jock.
HOTEL TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Lt Jim Brown
SSgt Richie Angove (French exchange
tu dent)
The Troop would like to bid farewell to a few valued and memorable
members. These include, Cpl ·Pepsi· Matacola. who has left u · for a not
o distant Isle across the ea, meanwhile. LCpl Paul Hynard has left u
for ' unny' Yorkshire and the town of Catterick and last but not least, Cpl
Chris Gunn. who has left u to carry on hi work in Digby. On a happier
note, rhe Troop would like to welcome back tho ·e from upgrading
course , from tours of Bosnia, and Det in .r.! Welcome too. to Sig
Robinson who ha ju t arrived into the Troop. Welcome one and all!
The Troop wa fortunate to have an merican pre ence for the period of
a week in June. Ken and Robert were our Texan Duo from Menwith Hill
in Harrogate, who were on exchange to experience the running of our dayto-day rourine on camp. A Troop ' DAY OUT was organi ed by LCpl
Honeywood at Heatherton Park. and great fun was had by all. This
included Laser Clay Pigeon, Pi tot hooting. Archery for the budding
'Robin Hood ', Ba cball for the 'Babe Ruths' , and Go-Karting for tho. e
who enjoyed the ' Road-Rage"' experience!
Many members of the Troop ha e been kept busy ' ith port recently.
The e include gt ' Fi' Fielder. LCpl ·r \ aite . LCpl ·H' Hone) wood .
LCpl J. Gallacher. LCpl C. Wilson. Sig . Wilson , and ig G.
Robinson . All of whom comributed by repre enting the Regiment in
either: the Morrison Cup, held at 11 Sig Regt: Regimental Swimming or
Regimental Waterpolo. The Troop would al o like to extend it
congratulation to Cpl Sarah Jenkins for achie\'ing her promotion. and to
LCpl Jo Gallacher on the return of his promorion . A special
congratulation i al o given to Cpl Chris Dunn, on the nchie, ement of
pa si ng his Driving Te t !
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl Dave Stapleton
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Fuller
The Troop ' ould like to welcome the following pcrs nnel; new am,al
LCpl Colin Davi and Dianne, returning from Bosnia gt Bob cklandSnow, Chris Gibbins and pl tcve tiller. and from HM Fearles1 pl
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te' L\ ne. on<>mtulation' to gt ,...hri Gibbins on his recent marriag to
Joann ·and to LCpl lartin Barker and Dawn on their new arrival Tara.
Troop activitie ha'e included a ·uc
ful e ·ercise, 'Brilliant Foil'. at
R F padeadam. "here ig 1\1·ells ru; ked if ~1~ plan s fl . ing over were real
or simulated. The Troop also queezed m a v1 11 to the uwarfare Centre at
RAF Waddington. Finally well done to g · 'Loi" Hill and 'Geordie· West
"ho represented the Corp at Rugby League and to Sgt D;n•e Fuller and
gt Mark Harbin on their third pru ition in U1e Lanyard Trophy.
245 lG AL

Q

ORO

(ELECTRO 1 \ RFARE)
laj I. Davi
,1
\ 02 (SSM) 1. C. Fi her
A \\ell as the usual round of exerci e., equipment demonstration and
life in the garage·. mo. t of the qn has at long la t found time to take pan
in variou. dv Trg exerci es. Z Tp pent a week in orth \i ales whil t
members of J and Y Tp were the first from the Regiment to complete the
I 6 mile of the Pembroke hire Coastal path. This wa · followed by 50
memben> of the quadron pending a week on the highly ucces ful
Reoimental Adv Trg exercise b ed at t. David . The sun shone all
we~k-unu ual for Wale I know-and tho e who participated sampled ea
fishmo. rock climbing, urfing and the wild and wacky port of
Coa t~ering-the art of throwing yourself off 75ft high cliffs!! We mu t
also mention element of the quadron who represented the Regiment in
the 160 (\ ale) Bde kill at Arms meeting. The team did extremely well
overall and ig · nnie Oakley' ey d erve a special mention a he won
the Pi. tol event for the team.
qn Comd

HELLO A D GOODBYES
A ever. thi nlre article would not be complete without the usual
round of ·Hello and Goobye : We bid farewell to S gt ( upvr R ) acting
YolS Martin Bo ton who hand over the Yeoman· job to Sgt ( u pvr R)
acting FolS · hrubby' hrubb who hand over the Foreman·s job to S gt
lex • ailor Boy' Grm•e who really i a Foreman. Also farewell to SSgt
'Grant" Johnston who having trained up the Lanyard Trophy team and
ju t come off the recent SSgt to W02 board then received a week notice
to deploy to Bosnia a RQMS of TEDY We wish him and his family all
the be t. Fond farewell have al o been aid to Capt Harvey Woods and
Capt Ritchi e '.lair, Cpl 'Swampy' Page, LCpls ·Ferret' Leishm an,
'Dom' Regan. 'Killer" Kendrick, ·Pep ' Pepper and Sig Michelle
Ginger. Hello have been extended to 2Lt Thomson- mitb and 2Lt
Crapper who have been po ted into Zulu and Whi key Tp re pectively.
Finally ... Congratulations to Cpls 'Jock' Marshalsey and Rob Tubbs on
their promotion to Sgt and to LCpl Crockett. Sig Adair and Sig Kirby
who have all decided to tie the knot.
LA rY RD T ROPHY 1997
\ 1th thi year· Lanyard Trophy competition reverting back to its
normal summer time slot, training started in earnest during early spring.
The newly formed quad soon realised the extent of the task to come with
ome arduou initial training conducted over the Brecon Beacons (being
based in SW Wales doe have its advantage after all!).Under the watchful
eye of team captain Capt Andy Lucas. places within the team were
keenly ought, although volunteers to drive the support vehicles to the next
checkpoint were never hard to find! With competition day fast
approaching and hard training behind u it was with disappointment to
find the team's 21C.
gt Grant Johnston , a major conrributor to the
overall fitnes and well being of the team, unable lo compete due to Bosnia
commitments. The day itself started well with the team moving off at good
speed, ready for the (not so) gentle ascent to the first trig point. With no
early injury problem the pace was maintained and spirits kept high as we
passed a number of teams en-route. By half way the squad was down to
nine men but with a hot brew and anything resembling carbohydrate or
protein shoved into our mouths it felt good to have the hardest pan of the
course behind us. With checkpoint 8 came our next casualty, if anyone
harboured any thought of joining the support team at this stage it was now
too late. An unexpected morale boost came in the form of one of the
competition favourites taking a break and watching us bang on past them
during the latter stage of the course. With a time of l 2hr I 7min the team
eras ed the fini h line coming third in the overall regular unit competition.

Standing (L-R): Sgt Chris Coates, Capt Andy Lucas,
SSgt (Supvr R) Dave Fuller
Sitting (L-R): Cpl Si Green, LCpl Jay Aldred,
LCpl 'Badger' Arundel, Cpl Ted Page and Cpl Rob Tubbs
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EXERCI E DRAGO
MOLAR
by Capt Bill Brennan-21C HQ Sqn
How do you rganise anything around Cawdor Barracks without the
Quarterma ter (QM) knowing abou t it? Well. that was the ta ·k OC HQ
qn, Maj Peter Whitehead set himself, and the QM (T) Capt Rab
Young, when the qn Offrs, WOs and NCO prepared to say goodbye to
the QM. Maj Fred Bancroft. Yes! Fred (the dark one!) had decided 10
call it a day, after 33 years man and boy. The lure of civvy street proved too
trong for Fred and Chris. and they decided to move back to their house in
Harrogate. How do you say goodbye to someone like Fred? Initially. with
difficulty! Fredi one of the old school, no nonsen e, few goodbyes, just
pack the bags and go. He had already declared h.is hand by sta~ing ' no
bloody farewell partie · so there was the hkehhood. on eemg any
preparations that even re cmbled the spoken word 'goodbye!' that he
would turn around and walk out. o how do you counter that?
Well, first and foremo t, you get the CO on your ide. No problem with
Lt ol Mackenzie. he wa all for 'doing the right thing' and eeing Fred
off in tyle. The next question wa how? After much deliberation, it was
decided to hold a 'Squadron Breakfast a la 14 ig -Tactical!' Because f
the poor weather conditions on Brawdy Airfield, the arrangement were
tran ferred into one of the vacant hangar . To ·et the cene, a field kitchen
wu set up inside 12 x 12 . in ide the hangar. GS Tables were laid with
ilver cutlery and candelabra ' borrowed from the WO' & Sgts Mess. The
chefs had been slaving away over breakfast since 0530 that morning, inside
the hangar, and boy did they do the QM proud. If it wasn' t on the hotplate,
it wa n't wonh thinking about. Everything from croi sants to kippers, fresh
orange juice. champagne and fresh ly baked bread roll s. All that was needed
wa the gue t Ii t. the Offrs, WO and S CO . They duly turned up bright
eyed and bu hy tailed at 0730 hours. Fred had been primed for a meeting
with the CO, and a building in pection of the hangar. With the lookouts
po Led, it was hurry up and wait time. At the appointed hour, no Fred! Had
he u ed out what wa happening and said no way Jo e?
Well the CO did his bit and walked him in through the 12 x 12 gate into
the hangar and against a backdrop of HQ Sqn vehicles. Spontaneously,
everyone to a man tood up and applauded him. To ay he wa shocked i
an understatement, he wa stunned! Bul to hi credit, he walked in and
took hi place at the breakfast table, whereupon a good time was had by
all. After a very emotional speech, Fred was presented with a ilver
photograph frame, to match the one presented to him from the officers
earlier in the month, and whisked away to the CO's office. Fred and Chris
will be orely mi ed by everyone in the Squadron and the Regiment. We
wish them well in their emi-retirement in Harrogate, and hope they don't
pine for Army li fe too much.

with no wickets left. Sadly they got run out on the last ball losing by 2 runs
und 237 Sig Sqn were the cricket champions with Cpl Mick Hallam
collecting the trophy from the CO.
JOI T SERVICE HA G GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1997
The event was held at the Inter Service Hang Gliding and Paragliding
Club at Cwrt-Y-Gollcn Training Camp in Wales. As the sole Corps
representative, W02 (YofS) Steve Potterton competed in the very
competitive Novice Class with a field of 15 fellow 'Crash Test Dummies'.
Not so much a flying contest but more of a glidi ng with style test. The
YofS finished as second Anny and third overall. One of the funnier events
in the competition was a RAF competitor's imper onation of one of
Barnes Wallace 's inventions amongst the sunbathers of Rhossili Beach,
which earned a 10 for effort but 3 for effect. Next year the YofS will be
competing in the intermediate cl as for the AGC (Defector! !).
ARRIVALS A D DEPART RE
The Squadron will say a sorry farewell to the OC, Maj Alan Hill and
his wife Carolyn in Augu st as he i posted to the ·College of Knowledge'
at Shrivenham. The quadron also says farewell to W02 'Sti tch '
Woollard and hi wife L iz on posting to Civ Div and W02 Potterton and
his wife Sam on commiss ioning to the AGC and posting to the 9/12
Lancers (Hoorah). Also a fond farewell to SSgt Chris Drew on promotion
and to Sgt Kev 'Whinger' Baxter, LCpls Martin Gillett and Rob
Stepney on po ting.
The Squadron welcomes W02 Dave Devine, gt (YofS) Phil Tonks,
SSgt 'Ollie' Campbell, SSgt Jim Spiers, Cpl Bembridge, LCpls
Dimmack. James and Dean. Al o welcome to igs Cox-Davis. Veall,
Magill , Terron, Gregory, Lee, Whythes and Bingham.
CO GRATULATIONS
Congratulation go to W02 Bullimore and Sgt Hynes on their recent
promotion. They also go to Cpls Burrows. Bradbury and Brown on

selection for promotion to Sgt. Finally. congratulation~ go to L 'pl Paul
'Rabbit' Warren and hi5 wife ' Pip' on the birth of their daughter Paige.
FREEDOM OF THE CITY OF ST DAVIDS PAR DE
On Wednesday 16 July the Regiment paraded through the city of St
Davids, having had the Freedom of the city conferred upon it. In the week
previous, the Squadrons practised their Troop with copious quantitie~ of
foot and rifle drill. This was usually under the critical eye of Sgt Di k
Malt who took obviou~ delight in making the Troops 'unfix bayoneL\' and
then leave them with their rifles clamped between their legs to see who
would let go first. Highly undignified! The Regiment paraded. on the
airfield. for the fir t and only rehearsal on Monday 14 July, with Mr.
Glenys James, the Mayor of t Davids present. After an initial 'rhythm'
problem from the Drum Major was rectified. the practice went well. Once
finished. the Troops dispersed for two final nights of frantic polishing.
On Wednesday morning weapons were collected and everyone stood in
full o 2 dress, eyeing up other peoples efforts on their boot!. and mentally
noting what medals were on di play. It was obvious that time and effort
had been spent on kit (and in collecting medals). On arrival at St Davids
the Regiment attended a special service at the Cathedral. On completion of
the service the Regiment formed up and began their march to the citysquare. A large crowd of people had turned out to watch the spectacle and
as each Squadron appeared they lap ed into applause and cheer . Having
halted in the Square the Mayor. flanked by the Master of Signal . Maj
Gen prackling, and the Lord Lieutenants representative, conferred the
Freedom of St Davids upon the Regiment. The Regiment then fixed
bayonet and marcheJ through the City amidst much cheering and
applause. The parade had been a complete succes.. The afternoon was
given over to a potted sports competition and the Mayor pre ented the
homemade trophie (thank to the LAD) to Maj C lapp 's team. The
barbecue was an end to a succe sful day in which the Regiment had put it
best foot forward and hone in the public light.

237 SIGNAL QUADRO (EW)
Sqn Comd
Maj A. G. Hill
SSM
W02 (SSM) J . Cox
The Squadron has had a very turbulent time over the last two months. It
has exerci ed on Ex Lion Sword/2nd Foray on Salisbury Plain, Ex Fox'
Blood and al o as OPFOR for the major FTX in Scotland and Otterbum
called Ex Pegasus Srrike with 5 AB Bde. Not only have we carried out this
busy six weeks of exercising, but during this time have turned in excellent
result in a hectic period of first and econd lines and concurrently moved
the Squadron Garages and offices. The Squadron is now looking for a more
ettled time in Barracks and a well earned period of leave and adv rrg.
EXERCI E FOX'S BLOOD
Thi Squadron exercise was a plug up in anticipation of Ex Pegasu
Strike. Once again the location of the si tes were driven more by the
location of land clearance and Portaloo delivery than by tactical
consideration . The wind wa no le strong than at Brawdy and was
enough to topple a couple of Portaloo . Templeton Airfield provided a
homely feel to the exerci e and allowed people to go back to barracks to
pick up kit that they had forgotten . Sig Jo Mu rphy was subsequently
known as ' Lucky ' Murphy. He progressed from bogging in vehicles and
running out of fuel lo erecting a mast below a power line. As the hock
threw him across the field he must have been thinking 'Not me again!'
Sqn Mini Triathlon- In mid June the Squadron competed in a triathlon
event for the much coveted Mini Trophy. There was a short sw im at St
David' Pool fo llowed by a cycle Lo Cawdor Barracks and a run within
camp. Cpl 'Abba' Abbot won by a comfortable margin and Kilo Troop
were the winning team. gt Sid Yule enjoyed the experience but 'vowed
never again, Sir!' Three weeks later he was representing the Regiment in a
triathlon at Bramcole.
R uss Cup C ricket-The Russ Cup Inter Sqn cricket tournament was
held at the beginning of July in what can now be classed as typical Wei h
weather: rain! Wet weather programme was simple: get wet. The draw was
made and play began in a normal 20 overs match with HQ v 237 Sig Sqn
and 226 v 245 Sig Sqn. The results for the 1st round matches were
resounding victories for 237 Sig Sqn and 226 Sig Sqn. The Squadron
tarted the match and bowled out HQ Sqn for less than 50 runs (sounds
like England) and were then batting against a low core which C pl M ick
Haltam and LCpl ' Dot' Perkins ratt led off in 15 overs. LCpl Paul
Warren turned in bowling figures of 4 overs 5 wickets for 7 runs that
impressed even Shane Warne. Then onto the final ver u 226 which was
not the one sided affair everyone thought especially when put into bat we
were soon lefl struggling with 3 for l off 2 overs after lo ing SSM J oe
Cox for 0 second ball . However we went onto make 93 for 9 off 20 over·
with LCpl ' Dot' Perkins scoring 23. 226 made an excellent sta1t with
W02 Nige Watton and LCpl 'Toddy' Todd making 60 between them as
an opening partner hip. However with those two despatched, coring
slowed down to nail 's pace and they eventua ll y required 3 from I ball
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21 Sig Regt (AS))
Colerne

Thi period has been one of sub tantial change within the Regt and
relentless acti\ ity-the pace never lacken • ! Principal acti itie have been
the deplo)ment on Regt Battlecamp, Ex Gryphon \ ing with 24
(..\1m10b) Bde and E. Pcgasu
trike '' ith 5 (AB) Bde. in addition to
upponmg the detachment deployed with FOR. For all tho e who 've
been complaining that they spend too much time in the hangar, the pa t
f,rn months . eem to have been a comprehen iYe an wer. Immediately after
a well earned ummer LeaYe period. we are off to Germany. with our TA
colleague for fa. Rhrno Replen. In among t all thi. militar activity. the
Regunent ha> abo found time to excel on tl1c sporting front. The Regiment
were Runners Up at both the Divisional and Morrison Cup Athletic
Competitions. and a very creditable 2nd place in the Arrny Mino~ Units
wimming Competition. Well done to all tho e who found the tune to
compete.

Bavaria for a pot of hill walking. Brealh taking scenery and excellent
weather made Lhe lrip a great ~ucce s, anolhcr one i planned hortl y. then
the snow~ will arrive and it will be skiing again, oh what a bummer.. life's
a drag over here! H Tp down in Bruggcn have been organising water
. kiing day for the quadron at a local lake, the outings are exlremely
popular and are always over ub cribed. ll' amazing how easy it is once
you get going. the ramp can cau. ea few problems though. The Squadron
i in a unique position for adventure training and sport in that it can take
advantage of Army resources and at the same time call upon the facilities
of the RAF at the two main operating bases of Laarbruch and Bruggen.

EXERCISE DEYO IRO (SQ AURO SUMMER CAMP)
by Cpl Phil King. Bravo Tp
June saw the Squadron deploy to Tregantle Fort in Devon for two
weeks· adventurous training. The activitie~ covered hill walking, rock
dimbing. absei ling and sai ling. The Squadron was split into groups
spending a clay on each activity with a day's R & R consisting or mountain
biking. go- karting and quad-bikin g. Strangely. the latter two proved the
most popular activities! The hill walking took place on Dartmoor, wit h the
first day having mixed results (which way do you hold the map?). The
second day however was an all-round success. The sailing was carried out
in Plymouth harbour playing ·Dodge the Warships' under the able and
watchful eye of Sgt Tony Mann. who e infamous retort. " If we use the
motor, it would be called motoring and not sailing!" can sti ll be heard
echoi ng through our ' riggi ng' (ear ). The rock climbing and abseiling was
carried out at a crag used by the local RM Commando to practice their
climbing techniques, so it was a good challenge for our lads and lasse .
Special mention however must be made of Sig 'I don't like heights'
Donaghy. who took some I5mins(!) to be convinced that abseiling really
is fun, all of it spent hanging precariou ly over the edge.

CHA 'GE OF COM IA D
B) the time thi. edition i printed. command of the regiment will have
hanged. Lt ol Don teele MBE will have handed over to Lt Col John
Terrington, who join" u from MOD PE at Abbey Wood. A hearty
welcome to you and your family. We also wi h Lt Col Steele and hi
famil) all the Yery be t for the future as he start hi ne:1.t tour a SO I G6
CIS Div at HQ L D in Wilton 'Out of the frying pan into the fire· they
a).

REGIME TAL REORGA ISATIO
econdly, 220 Sig qn. based ia Germany reduced recently by a Troop.
as part of the closure plan for RAF Laarbruch. Oscar Tp. that previou ly
prO\·ided the communications for the Laarbruch based ·upport helicopters
of I qn RAE has returned to Colerne. joining an enlarged 244 Sig Sqn.
Thi enlargement of the Squadron has prompted the long awaited internal
re-organization. creating a more cohe ive and u tainable grouping.
REGL\fE, T L BATTLE CA.\fP
From an anonymou panicipant
Picture thi . Four o·clock on a Saturday morning, what would you be
doing? Lying in bed. nursing a hangover? o. deploying on Battle Camp!
It "as time for our annual migration to Sennybridge. We were all
breathles with anticipation wondering what the next two weeks had in
tore for us (hone t).
First came the confim1atory APWT. with best hot going to Sig 'Sniper'
Garrett notching up a very impres ive score. this was followed by lhe
moving target range. A bit ambitious considering the number that
<,truggled with Lhc tationary targets' However, the fun wasn·t to end there.
As darkne ·s clo ed in. we all et off on our fir,t task-the night navigation
exerci e. obody wanted to be in Cpl 'Pathfinder' Scott' eel.ion. as he
even gets lo. t going to the AAFI: nonetheles . we all deployed and
miraculou.,Jy returned in the early hours.
Monday morning tarted off with the move from Farm I to Sennybridge
Camp. , ot content with the normal routine. we also had to get up at 'early
o·clock· for our daily intake of PT, taken by the RSM and Regimental
Fol . Week I taned with Individual Fire and Manoeuvre. building up,
through Pairs and Fire Team . to Live Section Attacks. This culminated in
two separate platoon attacks; tl1e build up for which wa inten e, thrilling
and well-planned. The final result was a huge succe with all enemy
·killed· and the rest of u caked in mud and weat. but thoroughly elated.
ice to get one over the DS !
The middle weekend aw us involved in a little hill-walking exercise,
taking in all the best (and highest) features in Brecon, de igned to practice
navigation skill under arduous conditions. The aim was well and truly
achit'\ed. J he route, suppo. ed to be ome 36 miles (if you took the shon
route) \\a'> challenging but nonetheless enjoyable; virtually everyone
completed the coul'ie, albeit with a few blisters and sore bits! Other
memorable moments included the ight-Shoot with the GPMG. Seeing
Lhe weight of fire generated by 4 GPMGs, with tracer bouncing off the
target was something to behold. The RSM. u ing his contacts, managed to
obtain all manner of interesting weapon . ranging from MI 6s, through
piMols to Remington shotgun (fired from the hip of course). Sleep
deprivation featured largely during th.e second week and on the final
morning, we finbhed with an inter-section battle run over arduous ground.
As if b> magic, a stretcher appeared at the bottom of the hill (steep)
"'hereupon the largest member of the section wa required to get on the
stretch.:r and be carried, by the remainder, to the finish!
Particular congratulations should go to Cpl Robinson and his ection,
in wmning the hampion Section Trophy. The following photos show
some of the highlights. Looking back. a good time was had by all, we're all
ho!Jing our breath for next year!
220 'IG AL Q DRO '
In bct\\et:n the huge downpours of rain and massive flood here in
Gcnnan}. the Squadron has been managing to fit in a bit of spon and
aihcnturc training Earlier in the .;;ummer OC H Tp. Lt Toby Heath and
the enieant 1ajor. W02 H. Well took some of the Squadron down to
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The 244 Sig Sqn Formation Quad-Bike Dancing Team
getting some practice in

Time for a rest and to take in the Bavarian view

It's not all play though, the Squadron still has trade men and women on
detachment around the world working on projects for various agencies and
of course the daily maintenance of airfield communications is of
paramount importance. Once the summer leave period ends we will be into
Ex Rhino Replen with Oscar Tp returning on a duty free trip to Germany
providing commu nications for 18 Sqn Sp Helicopters, until then it' back
to making the best of this summer break!
244 IG ALSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj F. P. Roberts
SSM
W02 (SSM) Whitaker
SSM(Des)
W02 (SSM) Dickson
Fir t of all, our warmest congratulations to the OC on hi recent
marriage. Frank married Anne at Corsham on 21 June 1997. We wish
them ell the best in married life together.
The Squadron has recently undergone a major reorganization with the
addition of Oscar Tp from 220 Sig Sqn in Laarbruch. From Alpha, Radio
and Systems Tps, the Squadron has now become, quite logically, Alpha
(AMF L). Bravo, Charlie and Delta Troops, with A, C and D Troop being
radio and B Troop comprising the trunk as ets and upport trade .
Concurrently. we have seen a con iderable changeover of the Squadron
hierarchy.
ARRIVALS A D FAREWELLS
Fir tly, a big welcome to SSgt Steve Gorton and hi. merry band of Tele
Op TG from Oscar Tp who have recently joined u from Laarbruch. Then
its hello to Capt teve Abram, the new OC Alpha. 2Lt 'Georgie'
Tyndale, OC Bravo, 2Lt Leanne eill. OC Charlie, W02 (YofS) Steve
Firth,
gt (FofS) Paul Moore, gt (SQMS) Lee and last but by no
mean least, W02 (SSM) Dickson, our new Sergeant-Major. Once again,
a warm welcome to al l and hope you have a splendid tour here!
We bid adieu to Capt Bob Lovett, who leave us after two years as OC
A (AMF L) Tp who leaves to be a Sqn 2!C at 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt. Then
to W02 (SSM) Dave Whitaker, who leaves us, on promotion, after only a
year to take over as RSM 2 Sig Regt. Then to W02 (YofS) 'Herbie'
Herbert who a~sumes the appointment of YofS of the newly formed
ARRC Reece Bde. It good-bye and congratulations on promotion to
W02 (FofS) 'Solly' Solomons who goes to I(UK) Armd Div Sig Regt ,
and likcwi. e to W02 ( M) 'Paddy' Morrow, who takes over a SSM
243 Sig Sqn. Finally its good-bye to Sgt Shaun Gib on of Charlie Tp.
who is off to Blandford. We wish all of them and their familie the very
best at their new units.
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The ·quadding' and go-karting fini shed without any fatalities . although
the machines got a little worse for wear! An audible igh of relief could be
heard as the Squadron finally left the site! In conclusion. Ex Devon lron
wa a complete success and fully enjoyed by all. The Squadron i now
looking forward to next year's quadding and go-karting fortnight!
EXERCISE TRAILWALKER 28-29 JUNE 97
by LC pl Preece
The week prior to the event. the Team wa looking very trong. fit and
optimi tic. Unfortunately, things go pear- haped and the team
disintegrates. only 2Lt Owen Fi nnie remaining from the original team. In
step the worthy replacements, yours truly and Cpl ·Badge ' McCarthy to
make up a team once more (albeit of 3). We depart for the South Down
Way in the morning of Friday 27 June with Cpl ·commcen Dweller'
Robinson and Mr Finnie's other half. Miss Leslie Yeung, as our valuable
admin/back up team. Arriving at the camp ite mid-afternoon. we et up
camp, had a quick brew and moved to check out the social cene. Straight
to the nearest pub for a Guinness or tllfee, in preparation for the next day
and some good old pub grub.
The morning of the run, everyone wa feeling tired a nerves prevented
much sleep. We registered at 07 0. had a few more banana and slurp~ of
lsotar and then off in a mas. start ac 0900 hrs. All goes well to the first
checkpoi nt, where we meet the Sqn 21C, Capt Krishna Gnrung, who ~a
turned up to support us and boo t our morale. Then on we !l<o, c~ec.kpomt
after checkpoint. During the cour e of the race we were rehably rnlormed
that we had completed the first marathon distance 111 four hours.
Checkpoint 7, 69km completed and a chance for a little bite to eat, ·
warm pie for me, chef' and some more bananas. Leg 10 to 11 ; \ e we·re
delighted to see the li ght of Brighton only 7km away. We get a boost
when we ee the 11 Sigs team in the di tance, and find it in ourselve to
spri nt the la t 7km to finish ome 30min in front of them. We finally
finished at 2 130 hrs, weary and exhau ted. but with a huge sen e of
achievement, after 12 and a half hours of running.

A spot of light relief
Clay Pigeon shooting under the watchful eye of SSgt Cousins
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30 Sig Regt
Bramcote
,I IENTAL HEADQ RTE
9 ta" sa\\ 1he Regiment . ay goodbye to the old and hello 10 the new a
WOI (Rs:\n Pau l Horton handed the reins of R t-1 30 ig Rcg1 over to
fre. h-faced WOl (RS!\!) John ·on. With the cu 1omary re pect hown to
,omeone of h1. nmk and e perience. Ir Horton ' a thro' n out of the
front gates ha' ing been pelled with flour and water b ' ome very brave
memben. of the Regiment
Congratulation. to WOl (RS i) Horton who moves as R M to 35 ig
Regt from where he will be comm is. ioned in the next promotion year.
R

Members of the successful Regimental Triathlon Team
showing off t heir S ilverware

RSM 'J ean- Luc' Ho rto n is bidden a fon d fa rewell
UPPORT SQ UADRO
qn Comd
SSM

Maj Pete Doherty MBE
W02 (SSM) Neil White

• ·Ew FRO'.VI THE HEADSHED
The activ1tie. of the Squadron have been dom inated by the preparation
and implementation of the Regimental Open Day (known in the trade as
the Fete worse than death) more of that later. We did however have some
movement on the leader board a we bade a fond farewe ll to W02 (S M)
Paul Elli . Paul ha been elevated in life. well from the ground floor of
SHQ to the Fir~t Floor. as he moves upstair to 258 Sig Sqn. Paul and his
Y.ifi; EIJai ne will be orely mi sed after all their work and endeavours over
the la t year and we wish them all the best for the futu re. A big welcome to
W02 . 'eil White who takes over and joins u after a tint in Belfast as
training warrant officer with 40 Sig Regt.
5 DJVJ JO
PRI T T RIATHLO
The Regiment played host to the above event in June and, as is the norm
m these things, encouraged as many personnel as po. sible to have a go!
The response was fair to middling with members of Sp Sqn predominantly
fl}ing the flag. I am delighted to report that we made a reasonable showing
and the Vets team, comprising of Support personnel, won the team trophy
with R '.\1 Garry John on winning the overall vet title. In addition a
Regimental composite team won the female class.
R EGI\fE, 'T LOPE, DAY
\\.e found out. through U lCOM, (it doe. have its uses) that there arc a
total of 14 different religious persuasions within the Regiment, not
counung agno'>tics and atheists. We then summoned one of each to a small
corner of the Parade quarc and encouraged them toe tablish contact with
th.:ir re pecuve Deities and put a request in for fine weather for the
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Regimental Open Day. programmed to take place on 6 July. ow
con idering that the fortnight before the great day was the ·wette t June in
living memory· according to the pundit and every time we rang the RAF
long range weather mob some wag kept whi tling ' Stormy Weather' the
Deitie cam wa about the last resort. Now call it what you will but by
ome act of something or other the Thursday before aw a glimpse of blue
sky and those that record such tatistics will acknowledge the weekend
itself turned out to be gloriou -and so to the Fete.
Well to ay that the day itself was a uccess would be somewhat of an
under tatement. A fairly rigorou advertising campaign coupled with the
uccess of la l year mixed with the ·wette t June in living memory' need to
get out at last syndrome, aw a fair percentage of Warwickshire descend
on the barracks lO enjoy the fruits of the organi ers endeavours. With a
high percentage of the Regiment away either in the Fornier Republic of
Yugo lavia or Ex Xenon Mercury in Qatar, manpower was fairly light and
the onus fell upon Sp Sqn to provide the brain with plenty of brawn from
the re t. By the time the QRF, stallholder . mar ha! , car park attendants
and the like had been detailed off Sig S mith and his family apparently
enjoyed the day.
It was a full aod intere ting package that was put on for the public. The
arena displays included the White Helmet , The Royal Signals Corps
Band, The Band of the Brigade of Gurkhas and a military display by our
own 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn. The sideshows and other attractions were
dominated by a number of military stands provided by a host of local TA
and Regular units with a few of the general recruiting and Army Youth
teams thrown in for good measure. Of cour e no fete would be complete
without some form of torturous method of eaabling the younger element
to humiliate their peers. The fact that the ducking tool was unavailable
thi year te ted the Light Aid Detachmem' initiative to the full as they
came up with an alternative method of torture 'The Stock '. The u ual list
of newsworthy personalities received their comeuppence in the stocks with
the CO, Lt Col Paul Oldfield raising plenty of money during his rs
minute stint. The RSM, WOl Garry Johnson emptied his piggy bank and
at the same time jet1isoned all aspects of furthering hi career by being,
perhap , a little too accurate with the sponges. Capt Deb S und erland had
worked out that her period in the stocks coincided with the Gurkha
Military Display in the mai n arena and was reckoning on the focu of
attention being elsewhere-, he even brought a book along to relieve the
• anticipated boredom . She was absolutely right of course but had not
reckoned on the local Air Training Cadet Detachment 's ympathy as she
stood alone and looking decidely dry. This coupled with 10 pounds worth
of spon orship from Sp Sqn ensured he had a fruitful experience.
It was estimated that a total of 10,000 people enjoyed the day. After all
expenditure had been taken out, omewhere in the region of £7 .000 will be
distributed to charitie and other good cau e .
TM T ROOP ADVE TURE TRAI ING
T hanks 10 Cpl Robinson
This years' TM Tp adventure training took place over a two-week
period in Great Langdale in the Lake Di trict. Once we'd fo und the
campsite, it was time to set up the camp. Tentage was no problem, a we
had bags of Vango Force Tens, litera lly, and we were wcl I tocked for food
and drink. The sun was shining, the tents were pi tched and the pub was
only a few hundred metres away. What more cou ld you ask for? In the face
of insurmountable boredom, as was common for the evenings. we cracked
open the can of beer before cuing off for the pub. By this time we had all
gathered at the campsite. As well as Cpl Robinson , who in tructcd on
climbing and wa lking, we had Sgt Chris ' Dad' Higgins as a hillwalki ng
instructor.
The training itself event ually consi ted of two days climbing insu-uction
a two-day expedition and a day of wet weat her activities. The cli mbi ng
it elf was challenging as most of us had very Jillie experience of th is at all.
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We started off on a Difficult Climb (which i~ climbing speak for easy) to
get us used to the gear and progressed from there. On the final day 'ig
Cushing and LCpl Brooks completed a two pitch 60m climb wh1IM Cpl
Dean Leach and LCpl 'Barny' Gray completed a single pitch Hard
everc climb (which is climbing speak for tricky). It was an enjoyable
experience and one we wou Id probably all volunteer for.
Whilst the climbing was happening SSgt Higgins Jed the others on a bit
of a ramble to break our walking legs in. This consisted of a pleasant
circuit of a tarn (Lake District . peak for a lake) followed by a very steep
(walking speak for very steep) climb of Jacob\ Ladder. 111is walk is a
short harp ascent of a path that follow a crack in the mountainside.
However. it is worth it for the excellent views it offers of the surrounding
countryside and the rich potential for 'Legend' photos. The expedition was
a IO-mile walk on the first day followed by a five or six mile trek on the
second, bivvying out for the night just below Scarfell Pike. The walk itself,
whilst not particularly long wa hampered by two factors. The first was the
presence of some rather huge mountains, which our route just happened to
cro s. The econd was the heat that beat down on us for most of the walk
ensuring a con tant intake of water and regular resupps from mountain
streams. For the start of the walk our gue ts, who had tayed the night,
accompanied us . These were the CO, RSM, Tp TOT and the Tp FofS.
They left us just after lunch. It has to be said the RSM was very keen to
carry someone' Bergen and in hindsight, 1 wished I'd handed mine over.
The other 'guest' who stayed the whole week was Cpl Robinson's dog,
Ofer, who was a ource of constant amu ement, trippings up and general
all round personality.
The day of wet weather activities had two themes. The first was a
morning learning how to cro s rivers, u ing feet , sticks, and finally using a
rope, two Karabiners and a Prus ock knot. Blue Peter eat your heart out.
uffice to say it was very enjoyable, very wet and even colder. The second
part of the activities wa a pub lunch that went down extremely well. All in
all the Adventure Training was a very ucce sful week with several varied
activitic , much socialising and loads of fun. On the Self Confidence ide
of the training it would be fair to ay that it wa po itively overflowing by
the end.
258 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Gary mith
SSM
W02 (SSM) Gordon H itchen
It is all change for 258 Sqn as W02 (SSM) Gordon Hitchen leaves u
after 24 years service. We welcome W02 (SSM) Paul E llis from Sp Sqn.
Also leaving i W02 (YofS) 'Geordie' Holt who i po ted and promoted.
We look forward to W02 (YofS) Ji m Knight joining us from 250 Gurkha
Sig Sqn. Congratulations to our Op Cpl, Cpl Tim Parkins, who has been
elected for promotion.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Harvey Woods
Tp Sgt
gt Kenny Barker
The past couple of months have been a busy time for the Troop amid the
Regt funny season of exercise , and the on the bu off the bu refit of the
CNR fleet. A detachment from the Troop led by LCpl Paul Strong was
deployed to epal to work along ide TCW during Ex Xenon Mercury. A
501 and 322 in the capable hands of LCpl Pete Ashcroft and Cpl Jeff
T homas, were deployed to Cyprus for Ex Cygnet V_iae. A good ex~rci e
was had by all involved, and it was an excellent envir?~ment m which to
carry out all forms of adventure and recreauonal training. Many thank
must go to 259 Sig Sqn for the game -night they put on, though they
eemed a bit reserved for a bunch of lineys and telemechs!
The Troop bad many people deployed at the harp e1~d on Ex Purple
Strike. Cap t ·tall bloke' H a rgreaves and C pl Russ Craig led a team of
501 to South Cerney upporting a JFHQ deploymeat. Someone's got lO
do it.
Finally some hellos, aoodbye and congratulations, goodbye to Capt
Ian Hargreaves who g~ to Sqn Op , SSgt Kev 'sideburn ' Belam on
promotion, Sgt Tom G ibbins back to 3 Cdo Bde and to two of the fat full
screw - C pl Steve Bishop and C pl Ted Heath . A big hello goes out to
Capt H arvey Woods from 14 ig Regt, gt Kenny Barker from the
QMS departmem, C pl h a ron Speers fre hi~ tanned from Hong Kong,
Sig ·scolly' Scott from 216 ig Sqn and Sig Robert Maxwell from
training.
. .
.
Congratulations to Cpl Mick Preston and his wife Gaynor on the birth
of their new baby girl.
EXER ISE XE 0 MERC RY
This was the first Tri Service exer ise to the Kingdom of epal.
Although t11e majority of the manning wa provided bj tile RAF' _Tactical
Communication Wing, a even trong party from 30 tg Regt
accompanied tllem. The very hard working C pl Gary Lean led t~c 258
Sqn element. The aim of the exerci c was to pro;-re a variety of equipment
from the different services. The Squadron provided a HF detachment in
the form of a TRC 322. L C pl Paul Strong proved himself to be the HF
'god' that he is and Sig Lee ' no comms: Kemp didn't d~ ~uite s~ well
despite having a medal. A well as te ung and cro trainmg om own
personnel we were required 10 train a party from the Royal _epale e
Army. Fortunately ii wa n't all work a the RAF had orgam.ed an
adven ture-train ing package which involved the three-day Royal Trek - so
called because HRH Prince C harle had made the Journey ome year
before. The detachmen t renamed it the ig Dave 'The Great' Kyle Trek
because he believe it sounds more impressive. This wa ' fo llowed by a day
of white-water rafting. Beau tiful cenery. dige tive pr?blems and the
mon oon. made thi a memorable, if somewhat wet exerc ise.
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(L-R): LCpl Dean Morgan, Sig Dave Kyle, Cpl Gary Lean,
Sig Lee Kemp, LCpl Paul Strong

ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Collyer
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Doc' Halliday
The Troop has been very busy (again) with tile Tp Comd away on
foreign exercises more often than he is in barrack. . gt Ian Ca r ter ha
left on promotion and we welcome gt ' Doc' Halliday from 7 Sig Regt.
We al o welcome Sgt Jill McKay from the COMMCE world.
EXERCISE DVENTUROUS BEA R
258 SQ S MMER C MP
Eager face and bright enthusiasm greeted our annual adventurou
training camp. Between the date 13- I8 July 1997. members of 258 Sqn
vi ited Fremmington Training Camp in ortb Devon for a week of
trekking. climbing, canoeing aad mountain biking.
Day one arrived with a mix of ucces and di appointment; the un
graced us with it pre ence all day but the brand spanking new 1s u~
mountain bike failed to la t five hundred yards down the 'Tarka Trail
track witll pedals. brake and oldiers flying in all ?irection .
.
Day two embarked with more succes as the bikes managed to tay m
one piece for the whole day! The uo refused to make an appearance and
so the canoeists and hill-walker returned without the suntan that they had
hoped for. otable performance were made throughout the day with C pl
J im Gray continually announcing that he wa a cockney and \ 0 2 (SS 1)
Hitchen gaining a birdie on the fourth.
.
. ..
T he final days continued on a par with day two, with good acu,·1ue but
poor weather.· Many thank mu t be given to all tho e involved.
particularly SSgt (SQ M ) 'Gaz· Cole and W0 2 (SS 1) Hitchea who
acrificed a whole afternoon to ho t the CO, L t Col Oldfield and the
RSM. WO l (RS D J ohn on on the local golf cour e.
EXERCISE PURPLE STRIKE 97
by Sig Indra Gu rung
.
.
Ex Purple Strike i 5 Air Bde's annual FTX involvi_ng ~he deployment of
around 3.500 troop through the UK. The commumcauon phase of the
exercise wa called Ex Pega us Strike and it wa the 30 ig Regt role to
provide a robu t communications network covering all the m~in exerci.e
locations. The J 8-day exerci e involved other ATO co~ntnes . and was
succe fol in pa ing ccure comm (Euromux) over atclhtc and in le ung
new CIS sy tem . It \ a excellent training for all who 100J.. part and we
look forward to future exerci e .

Detac h me nt Dri ve r El ectrician S ig Indra Kumar
re-pointi ng t he satellite and managing to lose the 'bird'
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\\ HI KE\ TROOP-250 G RKHA lG 0
b~ LCpl Darren Ed\\ard
Another he ·tic fc\\ month' has been and gone in Whiskey Tp with
• ercisc,. op.:n da
and 'arious other task:. Mid June saw the
C501 ectarine on Ex Able Condor. \Ve were given the
dcplo)ment of
job of uppl) ing 16 ig Regt with a PtarmigRn atelli te Bridge, in the
pn: ·e-., almost losing the 501 down the ide of some hill in Gennany. The
<.econd we k was ;pent with 7 ig Regt T C tep Up. Th y decided to . ee
ho" many time they could mo\-e location in a week and needle-. to say
e'eryon got ma imum ,1eep. eve 1 though it was usuall behind the wheel
on the Autobahn. nfortunately h.1r the crew of 1ectarine we were forced
w ·ut hort our fun Exc;rci'e ai the det wa needed for pearhead dutie in
UK.
'Hong Kong ha now clo ·ed down. 250 Gurkha ig Sqn ha the duty
of ho. ting fa Tmil Walker. Thi. year the' alk was done aero · the outh
Downs and a good time" a had by all attending. Lt wa also the tir. t time
that the qundron deployed with the new\ olf Defender Landrovers.
Fovant Badge aLo came up again in July and Sgt Gyan and hi · troop
of Badge cleaners left 250 qn for a week of grafting down outh. Am1ed
with gras cutter and lots of chalk. a good job was done as alway and the
troOp celebrated with a barbecue. beer and a late nigh t. 1eanwhile back
at Bramcote the quadron ha been undergoing a lr'Jining week to bring
everyone up to . cratch with the Regiment's unique equipment and some
ATD's were thrown in for good mea. ure. ot to worry as Augu t i
adventure training for most. Gnrelochead. Co ta Del Scotland.
EXERC I E TRAIL\ ALKER
by gt Joh n Blyth
Ex Trailwalker follow the format of the Hong Kong e\'ent in which
teams of four attempt to compete a 100 kilometre course in the fa ·test
po 'i ble rime. This wa the event first ever year in UK and took place
O\'er the period 2 -29 June. The event ran along the South Down · Wa
from Peter field to Brighton. fini hing at Brighton Racecour e. Thi year'
e\'ent ran alongside the last run of a well-e tabli. hed trail run DW 80.
The race wa designed as a challenging exercise. which offered ideal focu
for fime training. team building, a en e of achievement and a chance to
enjoy one of the mo t cenic trail in UK. (Bargain).
With all this in mind. 37 team of four entered Trailwalker and 700
ivilian- entered SDW 80. The quadron were given the task of organising
and providing help to the SDW 80 event whenever possible. Come the day
of the tart of the race. with all checkpoint manned between the start and
fini h poinL Excon began counting down to the start of the race over the
net (Fors Bain and ·Tez· Brown under the direction of LCpl Tom
nscombe) it was all in the lap of the god with regard to the weather.
Sarurda) 28 June at 0900 hrs. the horn blew and they were off.

Each team had to pas, through 10 checkpoints along the way, where
they had lo check in and could get water or sports drinh. At checkpoint 7
Cpl Tika also gave them a hot meal. Along the route teams could also
meet with the ir suppo11 team for food, change of clothe' etc. Once team
members finished at Brighton Racetrack they were presented with a
medal. a certificate, a T-shirt. a hot meal. showers and a bed if desired .
The event wa, open to all and on the day all three services were
repre entecl. or the 37 teams entered 12 finished complete with four
persons with 63 individuals linishing from the other 25 teams.
First place went to B Coy I RGR
- 9hrs 54mins
- IOhr 25min
Second went to 11 Sig Regt
Third went to 2 ig Regt
- 12hrs 26mins
All money raised from this charity event goes toward the Gurkha
Welfare Tru't' ith money o far reaching over £3,000.
Thi year was the first time Trailwalker wa held in UK and as such it
was to [e,t the water, with regards to future events. ext year. ' event is
O\'er the period 29-30 June 199 . o dig out your diaries and watch this
space ...

The winning team running to the finish point at
Brighton Racetrack

31 (CofL) Sig Regt (V)
RHQ

co

RSM

Lt Col R. T. Weston
WOI (RSM) D. E. HaJ I

ROYAL TO RN 1E T 1997
The Regiment \'ery kindly \'Olunteered to be the organisinu unit for the
TAVRA Special Event at this year's Royal Tournament. whi~b took place
on Fnday. 25 July 1997. The CO, Adjt, and RSM were the organi ing
team. and 16 other member of the Regiment joined force with volunteers
from 12 other units from all over London to take pan in the event in front
of a packed Earl' Court arena. The event depicted the support given by the
reserve forces to the regular army in Bo nia during the last two years, and
u ed assets as diver e as a 105mm light gun, BV206, Saxon. and civilian
aid.vehicles. Members of the Regiment had cwo role to play, either that of
an mfanteer (somehow including SSgt "Dinger' BeU) or that of a civilian
volunteer. They re ponded to the commentators call for people to join the
TA by running through the audience, vaulting the arena wall, and climbing
mto the back of some 4 Tonne vehicle which whisked them away. Exactly
"ho collecte~ the dozen . or o children who also decided to join tJ1e TA
from_ the audience. remarns a my tery, but it is believed that they were
reumted with their parents oon after their first taste of the TA.
Unfortunately the little chaps from the Field Ambulance unit were unable
to carry gt Bro 1~ nin g so he was not able to play the role of the minefield
casual~y-despite a convincing screen test! It was agreed by all that the
final d1 play was a . uccess and much enjoyed by tho e who took part not
least because we all enJOY bemg the centre of attention and you don't get
man} bigger events than the Royal Tournament.
HQ Q ADRO
SqnComd
M

M aj M. Jackson
W0 2 ( SM) J. J. McMahon

H ELLO
0 GOODBYES
A vi:ry warm welcome goes to all new members of staff, in particular Maj
Ken C1ark a~ QM. Capt Paul Sam ways as PSAO, W0 2 Geor ge Coffin as
RQ:i . gt Loxley Trype as the Sqn Fin Clk and C pl Martin Oliver as the
Sgt s Mess Barman. Unfortunately the influx of personnel is counterbalanced
h) ~he departure of Capt Don Pawlow on po ting back to 264 Sig Sqn, Capt
Brian 1cAneny who alt~ough still a TA Officer is now working for Help the
Ai;ed and lookmg alter himself, and finally W0 2 (RQM ) John Middleton
on retirement. We wish them all good fortune for the future.
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Soldiers from 31 Sig Regt (V) taking part in t he TAVRA Special
Event at t he Royal Tournament
VISIT TO BOVI GTO
Since .the las.t i.s ue of The Wire, the Squadron has been busy completing
progressive tra1n1ng for our annual camp in Belgium. Whi l t it ha been a
~usy period ensuring that we are properly trained prior to the deployment,
1t ha not all been work and no play. During June our PSI, Sgt C raig
Bruce arranged an excellent weekend at Bovington where member of the
Squadron had the opportunity to apply their tank driving skills on the
ar~oured school's simulator. There proved to be many budding Damon
Hills, but very few who are destined to become tank drivers. The weekend
also included a vi it to the tank museum and recreational time in Poole
where a ccr:ain officer from the Squadron, allegedly on a sailing course.
wa een enJoymg herself on hore!
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EXERCISE JOCOMMEX
by Cpl Carey (LAD)
1\1esday 15 April 1997; Ist Parade, the PSI announces that the
forthcoming JOCOMMEX to ta_kep lace th is coming weekend has ~lightly
changed 10 format. o longer did 1t comprise of a week-end jaunt around
the Solcnt but was now to last ten days taking in Casablanca and ending in
Gibraltar, from where we would be kicked off and flown home.
Wednesday 16 April 1997: Fin.tly l ask permission from Kate. my
other half who luckily didn't mind, then I try work to see ifl can take leave
at such short notice. Luckily my Senior Manager is an ex-squaddie and let
me go as he felt it was an experience I shouldn't mi ss! ow I had got the
OK from work 1 phoned the PSL to see if there were still vacancies for the
trip and whether or not I would be eligible, as a 'Spanner' and not
technically in the Royal Signals (since been rectified). TI1e PSl said he
would check with the Training Major and would get back later on.
Thursday 17 April 1997: The PSI phones to let me know l was. to use
his words, ·cooking on gas.' I'd been cleared to go but there was one
minor change, the hip wa leav ing Plymouth a day earlier than thought at
0700 hrs. Hang on a minute that was tomorrow, and the PSI still had to
arra nge tran port and confirm the detail s with the hip. I agree to arrange
my own transport to Plymouth and leave the PSl to do the rest. which he
did in double quick time; of course I sti ll had to get home and pack as well
as arrange transport to the ship.
Friday 18 April 1997; After having stumbled around in the· dark the
previou · ni ght trying not to wake the others in my 'gulch' l wa woken by
a strange sound (which turned out to be 'cal l the hands' played on a
bosun' call) on ly to find that the other bunks were in fact empty. With
some trepidation l got up for a shower but kept wondering why people
kept houting out, by the third day I realised they were actually shouting.
'Switching on,' and ' Switching off,' as they operated the showers.
aturday 19 April 1997: 0800 hrs let the JOCOMMEX begin! The
whole thing got off to a haky start with comms first being establi hed via
Cellnet! It turned out that 56 Sqn had a few technical difficulties but once
they were resolved it looked like it was going to be a good one, that was
until we tried to go secure! Luckily the avy resource were uch that we
were able to get around a minor hiccup. Later on we discovered that one of
the frequencie allocated was actually a Dutch hipping frequency and
they politely asked us to bugger off. l decided to get ome shut-eye and left
it to the Navy. On my return ·a few hours later it all seemed a bit quiet,
apparently they had lost the ecure link. A couple of fill later we were
back on line but by then we were running out of time o we each bid our
farewe ll.
Th u rsday 24 Apri l 1997: After having assisted a few matelot's see off
the mess beer issue the previou night l wa glad to reach Ca ablanca if
only because the ship topped moving! We docked in the morning but
leave was not due to start until 1600 hrs as we had a few dignitaries
visiting the Skipper. At 1130 hr we received that day's beer i ue with
nothing much to do but sit in the me . There eemed like only one
sensible thing to do so a few 'snags' were had which led onto the United
Seaman's Services club which was to be our ' local ' for the duration of the
visit.
Friday 25 Ap r il 1997: With the hip on Sunday du6es we had from
Lunchtime to explore Casablanca. The city was certainly different from
the old town of the old Mehdina, part of which eemed to resemble Beirut
on a good day! Where ever you eemed to go they were trying to ell you
omething whether it be a watch , carpet, or their sister (very young, very
cheap!). The STANAYFORLA T fleet had al o just arrived in town o it
seemed like sai lor were overrunning the place and the local touts were
be ide themselve .
Saturday 26 April 1997: A day trip to Marrakech had been organi ed
for those who were interested, thi got off to a slow tart as we were to
share our coach with ome Yanks off the USS Stark who it seem couldn't
wake up in time. A good day wa had by all but I think the most
photographed sight of the day must have been the belly dancer who
entertained us over lunch (and I'm gening paid for thi !). When we arrived
back on board I di covered that six of the radio operators had climbed a
crane over on the far side of the docks the day before and bared their
behinds to the entire STANAVFORLA T contingent. Thi wa done
whilst shouting out ·STANAVFORLANT kiss my xxxx' and whil't the
Canadian Jimmy saw the funny side, the British Commodore
unfortunately did not!
Sund ay 27 April 1997 : The STANAVFORLA T five (they never
caught the 6th man) dre s up in o. I' to be marched around the fleet to
apologi e to all concerned. After that another hard day of sighL~eeing to be
had by all (well apart from those on duty and the famous fi e), our last day
in Casablanca and a chance to purchase ome last minute bargain and
catch ome rays down at the USS club.
Monday 28 Apr il 1997; We et sail for Gibraltar which. although a few
hours away, took u the whole day as we practi ed convoy drill with the
Moroccan avy. 1 spotted omc do lphins and ran off to g_et my camera but
by the time Tgot back they'd disappeared. Whilst wandenng around takmg
photo. I wa shown around the ship armament by Tex who explained how
the "bullets' were fed from the magazine into the I l4mm gun.
1\Je day 29 April 1997: We docked in Gibraltar and found out that we
are 10 be the first hip to undergo the CDT. it would ·eem that random
tc ting means random bip in the avy! I tagged along which eemed to
cause some confu ion for the personnel carrying out the che ks, "What are
the REME doing at ea?' I get asked. they look even more perplcxe~ when
I an wer, 'Comms exercise.' l only had one day m Gib so I decided to
make the mo t of it- first port of call was the Rock. Les. one of the QM 's,
and my elf caught the cable car to the top although halfway up Les started
turning a funny bade of green! After a slow bimble down to the bottom
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we decided to taki: in some refreshments which \eemcd like the p..>ffCL1
way to end the day and my short stay with the ,'lav).
Wednesday 30 April 1997: Waking up feeling a bit wor c tor the
weather, I packed my bags and went off to organise transport to the airport.
After saying a few farewells I disembarked. I have received an open
invitation to hop aboard when they come to London in ovembcr and I
think I might just do that!
41 (PLK)SIGNALSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj S. Baker
SSM
W02 ( 'SM) Paine
COLO EL'S CUP 30 M Y-1 J
E 1997.
Congratulations to the 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn team who won gongs galore m
the recent Annual Regimental Military Skills Competition held at
Pirbright. The successful team consisted of 2Lt Rob Whitworth
gt
teve McAuliffe, LCpl Paul Starbrook, Sig Chris Hunter, ig "\tartin
Henson, LCpl Paul Davis and Sig Warren O'Driscoll. They were tested
on their military skills. fitness and initiative with challenges varying from
command tasks to pistol shooting. Advanced dri' ing skills.
communications and first aid were thrown in for good mea\ure. The
Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, Maj Gen I. O. J. Sprackling OBE
presented the team with the CO's Cup Shield and per5onal plaques.
CROYDO CARNlVAL 5 JULY 1997
At this year' Croydon Carnival. 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn was tasked >Nith
producing both a static military di play. and an HF link between Croydon
and Arnhem (Croydon's twinned town). Lt Liz Fitzpatrick was in charge
of setting up the static display whilst Capt Steven Ong. Sgt Bob tan ton.
LCpls Maria Traynor, Paul Starbrook and Andy Wallace made up the
Arnhem detachment. They reported that the trip over was rather uneventful
whil t good comms were achieved throughout, and Capt teven Ong was
not easick for a change. What a surprise they were to ha,·e though on
meeting their Dutch counterpartS-somehow I don't think that long hair
stubble and earrings will ever be accepted by the British army! Goodwill
mes ages were succes fully exchanged between the people of Croydon
and Arnhem.

Capt Steven Ong on 'The Bridge Too Far'
56 SIG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj G. l.\I. Bryan TD
W02 ( Sl\-0 P. B. Waterhouse

EXERCISE POLAP LOD
· The annual Ex Polaplod which is a 40-mile team race over the South
Down Way was held during the weekend 8-9 June. The Squadron a\ u. ual
provided both a communication · net over the course. expertly managed by
SSgt Paul Ha ttemore, and the breakfa t stop. by our chefs
gt Fred
Bra mble and C pl Steve Howell. In addition the ra ing team. which due to
la t minute injuri was reinforced by the PSAO of 3 Sig qn, Capt Dave
Th omas. can1e a cry creditable fifth overall. despite lo ing t\\tl members at
the 5th checkpoint. Special mention goe· to LCpl vril Tough on winning
the event. and the weekend was seen a a succe · by all that took part.

Th e 56 Sig Sqn team (including PSAO 83) on Ex Polaplod
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E. 'FR I E HAPPY RA IBLER
Thi annual e'ent organised b. the quadron for units of 2 ( C) ig
Bde was held on Tue. day July over the outh Down \ ay in very hot
unn) condition .. Despite the ab ence of a number of unit thi year. ome
l 00 '' illing \'Olunteen. , embled at Bea hy Head for the tart of the 15mile course. Pr ceding at a lei urely pace, the rout went from Beachy
Head toward Belle Tout lighthou. e. before a quick top at Birling Gap
and then the delightful ight of the Seven i. ter hill •. Lunch wa taken in
Fri ton Fore 1. organi ed by pl tevc Howell and Sgt andra Burns. A
left tum back into the fores t took the participants into the illage of
L1tlington and Jevington, before heading homeward via the golf course to
Beach) Head. The QM. Capt Don Pawlo\\ . obviou ly on a high with
·da) s to do· before po ting took hi · merry team round the rout in true
tyle by running it. Well done to all who participated. in wh· t was a
splendid da) .
0 GRAT L TIO S
Finally our wam1e I congratulation go to Lt Sarah Streete for her
e cellent A grading on a recent Advant:cd Map Readi ng lnstrnctor
Cour;e. and on her u ces as a member of the ladies winning team in the
recent Army Orienteering Champion,hip .

Lt Sarah Streete (left) member of the ladies winning team at
the Army Orienteering Championships

33 Sig Regt (V) ·
Liverpool
EXERCI E ABLE CONDOR 1997-13-28 J
E 97
FIR T I 1PRE IO
by 0 dt tephen Clark
Annual Camp took place in and around the Leuth trammg area in
Gennany with -l2 Sig qn helping to provide Ptarmigan Comms in -upport
of 11 (ARRC) ig Bde. Jt wa Ob\'iou from the beginning that it wa not
to be an ea y Summer Camp. Rather than opting for the nice pleasant
overnight trip from Hull. the Regiment decided that a challenge was
neede.d from the outset. After being told. ·rf what we·d have to do in war
time.' Then swallowing more pro-plu than i recommended in peacetime.
we drove all the way to a tiny pon in the South-East of England. It wa my
fir;t exerci e and a chance to see the Squadron's signal equipment in
action. For two week I was bombarded with infom1ation and I tmggled
to come 10 term with the effects of Jeep deprivation-a cheap alternative
to drinking heavily blurred vi ion, lo of balance and the inability to hold
an intelligent conversation.

Relays and omeone awake enough 10 exp lain what they do. Our final
move wa to Wuppenal. and wh ile the weather deteriorated our Comm
improved. On the rare occa ion I was allowed back into Node Command. I
wa amazed to find that green light had replaced the red. The shots were
in and morale was high , they even let me have a bi cuit! Finally, after
everal guards, pan bashes, POL and Resup run and about two hour
leep, it was all over. I began the long journey back to England with a
quadron that had worked extremely hard and proved over two weeks that
it was fully capable of completing any objective a signed 10 it.
42 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

(V)-MA CHESTER
Maj Brian Kennedy
W02 (S M) Paul Wilhalns

COMI GS A D GOINGS
A warm welcome to Lt Gillian Hughes who ha been lured back after a
3 year abbatical and take command of Trnnk Node Tp (031 ). Sad
farewells to Lt Bill Dixon cro po ted to 80 Sqn at Runcorn. Capt Bill
Wiper. who return from whence he came, to HQ Sqn at Huyton in
Liverpool and last but no means least Sgt Chris Gouldson our Regular
Tech Sgt on posting to the RSIT team at Corsham. He had a particularly
good farewell present from the Squadron a he i back next year as part of
the annual inspection team.
PROMOTIONS
Congratulation extended to Cpl Dave 'Scudbuster' Welch and LCpl
Jackie Coker who have recently been promoted.
HOOTING
Two member of the Squadron took part in an international shooting
competition at Michel rambach, Wet Germany over the period 13-14
June 97. Lt Bill 'bottle ends' Dixon and W02 (SSM) Paul Williams
managed 10 persuade the OC to allow them 10 take part in the competition
and then to join the Squadron in it exercise location during the two week
Germany camp on Ex Able Condor 97. By doing this they missed all the
precamp aggravation and arrived after all the work had been done. Never
the le s, they acquitted themselve5. very well competing against teams
from the USA, Sweden, France, Holland and Germany and managed an
incredible second place behind the Dutch regular infantry. It ought to be
mentioned that the Regimental 2IC Maj Stan Quayle and SSgt 'Taff'
Alden completed the four-man team and deserves some of the credit.

Cpl Bird flaps around a Genny
apt Titheridge and gt Corrie took me under their wing and allowed
me to \\ itness the marvels of ode Command, I was told I would ee the
bigger picture; how everything works and fits into the overall scheme of
t~ings. I watched the two master• at work as they sat for hour around a
big hox wnh red lights, trying 10 will chem into turning green through
JlO"er of mind alone. After a week, they kicked me out saying I had jinxed
them. but I I.new better. They wanted OCdt Clarkson in there; they found
her much better looking. While they enjoyed warmth and hot coffee, I was
forced to stumble around in the dark looking for the Switch and Radio
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EXERCISE MA 'C
TA DRAGON-1-3 AUG 97
Mancunian Dragon wa the Squadron ummer Adventure training
weekend at 1)enton House, Keswick in the Lake District. The Adventure
Training Centre, owned by the King Own Border Regiment and ideally
situated a five minute walk from the town centre, proved to be the perfect
ba~e to explore thi beautiful part of the country. Element of the Squadron
travelled up to Keswick on the Friday evening 10 join the advance party led
by gt Al 'Rottweiler Spice' Keen.
. Saturday morning dawned and the forty strong Squadron party was split
11110 groups to undergo trekking (a 12 mile, in parts vertical bimble around
Skiddaw). climbing, ab eiling and water-skiing. The trekking, led by our
intrepid instructors Cpl Dougie ' Pathfinder' Pepper and Cpl 'S pider'
mith , with the PSAO Capt Gerry Whelan leading from the front and
Sgt ue 'Legs' Edge bringing up the straggler , proved 10 be anytl1ing but
the gentle bimble to view the scenery promi ed by the in tructors.
LCpl Rich Hathaway, on loan from the King Own Border Regt at
Lancaster, took the climbers and abseilers up and down the delight of
Brown Slabs and Shepherds Crag. One Squadron member was heard 10
say that he was particularly adept at handling the girls! Unfortunately the
speed. boat belonging to our Yuppie Foreman,
gt Colin 'Pieman'
H~.1111lton , developed gear box trouble and wa only avai Iab le for waterskung on Saturday. The officers, led by the Sqn ommander, Maj Brian
Kennedy, cooked a barbecue fo r all and sundry on the Saturday evening
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On Top of Skiddaw
Rear (L-R): Capt Whelan (PSAO), Cpl Lonergan,
SSgt Al 'Rottweiller Spice' Keen, LCpl Albert Hicks,
Sgt Chris Gouldson , Cpl Dave Kerr, Sgt 'Rooster' Coburn,
Sgt Bob ' Pookie' Duffield .
Front (L-R): Sig Ben George, Sgt Sue Edge, Cpl 'Spider' Smith,
Cpl Dougie 'Pathfinder' Pepper, Sgt Kev 'Corky' Westam,
Maj Brian Kennedy(OC)

Ladybird Ridge-The end of the Trek
and the Squadron commander used the occasion to make a farewell
pre entation to Sgt Chris Gouldson to mark his posting to RSIT. The
weekend proved to be a complete uccess with a lot of les5.ons learned and
ome people di covering the 'bottle' they never thought they had. We now
look forward to our next Adventure Training weekend cheduled to take
place in the Caimgorm mountains.

35 Sig Regt (V)
IT'S RAINI G SO IT M ST BE
UAL TRAINI G!
The Regiment's deployment on Annual Camp on Saturday 14 June saw
the beginning of torrential rain that wa to hound the UK for the following
three weeks. As we headed towards Ramsgate and Harwich the weather
deteriorated and the pro pect of a rain free exercise was becoming remote.
Thoughts depressingly turned to vehicles being bogged down all O\'er
Germany a the weather front was expected to cover Europe as well! o
mauer, we are now accu tomed to operating in harsh conditions and as we
approached the coast of Holland and Belgium our confidence and morale,
despite the conditions on the Ram gate ferry, was at its highest.
The move to the Bde concentration area at Leuth was uneventful and
thanks to the efforts of the RSM ' advance team the Regiment moved into
its initial location within the concentration area with the minimum of
di ruption. This bright start to the exercise was a good omen as the cloud
cover over the exerci e area thinned and the sun broke through . The good
weather fortunately per isted up until the R & R phase when we were
greeted with evere thunderstorm . By that time the vehicle had been
turned around , l st line in pections carried out, Det Folders brought up to
date and, even though wet, we cou ld at lea c relax and enjoy the time off
and look forward to going home!
The Exerci e it elf was a huge ucce and once again the Regiment
shone amongst it contemporarie , establi hing and maintaining vital
links. At one tage confidence in the Regiment's ability was o great that
an Access Node from 58 Sqn commanded by Capt Ashley Dillon, wa
detached to I Sig Bde to provide a contingency link between I Bde and 11
Bde. This again was a great ucces and i expe ted to be repeated on
future exerci e

visitor from 33 Sig Regt to the Regiment' Hide Location near Langenberg
may not have seen the funny ide of Life when he~ ked gt Dave ·Compo'
Bullin for some hot water. The Signaller was directed to the Water
Bowser, told to u e the red tap and help him elf-which he did!
Meanwhile Sig Liz Judge at ome tage in the future is really looking
forward to a tour with Banlebus in Category in Canada-at least that i
what she told a visi ting Media Op team who were conducting a video
interview. Maj Steve Pell on the journey over wa appointed OTC Ship on
the Ram gate route and, judging by the amount of time he u. ed it during
the night, fell in love with the Ferrie PA sy tem-all that he didn't do was
reque ts. He has ju tifiably earned the nickname ·Ping de Pong Pell' and
even offered hi er"ice on the return journey! SSgt Charlie Walker a
notable Regimental comic who likes a tipple received an unintentional
do e of hi own medicine on conclusion of the exerci e. Charlie i still
experiencing severe withdrawal ymptom after di covering the Bicburger
beer he brought home. having spent a large proportion of hi TA pay, wa
low alcohol. A imple ca e of 'Bitte nein Bit' rm afraid. Continuing the
humorou theme, on arrival at Herongen Camp (which cover a va t
amount of real e tace) the RSM' team like good oldiers religiously
followed the TAC ign 10 the Regi ment ' harbour location to no avail.
Sheer de peration and frn !ration cau ed them 10 wave down a pa . ing
landrover the occupant of which advised the team to follow tho e TAC
ign marked 40 Sig Regt! o our friend in the prO\'ince were not 10
blame, but it is widely believed that this circuit breaker was one of Bdes
effort to boost morale. Finally, a word of advice to Sgt Kevin Parkinson,
Maj Colin Meikle and all tho e un ung recce party heroes-if you travel in
tbe right direction it can cut your journey time by more than half. PSAO 89
Sqn will put hi hirt on it!

VISITOR'S PHASE
otable visitors to our Annual exerci e included DCinC Land, Lt Gen
Hugh Pike. He made a flying visit to Acee
ode 664 ba ed near
Wuppertal on Wedne day 25 June and wa clearly impre ed by what he
saw. Prior to this vi it, GO 5 Div, 1aj Gen R.V. earby accompanied by
Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig D. J. Wills vi ited Trunk ode 03 located on the
Eggleberg on Monday 23 June. The GOC was e coned throughout hi
vi it by the ode Comd, Lt Alan Wh ite and took time out to peak to
many of the soldiers on ite. Although what he thought of ig Barry
A hford's civilian occupation as a Male Stripper remains unrecorded.
Over the weekend 21122 June the Regiment wa visited by the Lord Mayor
of Birmingham, Councillor Sybil Spence and her consort Mr Dante
Spence. The Lord Mayor'. vi it concentrated on meeting soldiers from
Suuon Coldfield and Sparkbrook. During her visits to HQ and 48 qn
locations he thoroughly enjoyed talking to as many oldiers as he could
from the Birmingham area and sampled some excellent field cui ine
prepared by the RCWO, W02 Mick Cairney and Cpl tephanic
Gibbons at RAF Bruggen. On the Saturday evening of her visit she was
entertai ned by the Regimental Officer's at a specia l dinner at the Reacuon
Corps Me at the Joint Headquarter ba ed in Rhei1\dahlen. Here he was
joined by our Hon. Col, Brig Ian Sim who was also visiting the Regiment
during the weekend.
LA GHTER I THE BE T ...
Morale depends on many things from the way omeone is treated to
address ing and under tanding an individual' personal needs, that can lead
to a happy contented and revitalised oldier. One po itivc way of
improving the pirit of the Regiment i by promoting and maintaining a
sense of humour. Happily thi exerci e wa no exception and was full of
humorous incidents, , ome of which ure repeated here. evertheles. , a
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Sig Barry Ashford, with his kit on, explaining his civilian
occupation to GOC Div
Sig Jackie Sheldon in the background cannot disguise her
amusement even with those dark glasses!
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ongratulations and thanks are due to all the team members \•ho have
taken part in the training and competitions, as well as to all those at RHQ
who have given their lime and support to the team.

Sig J ulie Wil ls (why has my SCRAT not move d )
an d Sgt Micky Mann

The TA family-No trad ing places here, LCpl Martin Winsta nley
with his father W02 (SSM ) Clive Winstanley

A rare photograph of Comd 11 Sig Bde together with
W01 (RS M) Paul Horto n.

PERMA E T STAFF RO UND-UP
To begin wi th it give the Regiment great pleasure in congratulating
WOI (RSM) Paul Horton on his selection for commi sioning. Staff
changes a usual continue and during July and August we bade a sad
farewell to Capt John Speake who leaves the army, W02 (FofS) Martin
Drake, Sgt 'Willie' coots and Sgt Tom Brand. All have erved the
Regt well and we wi h them well in their new profe ion or appointment.
As normal a special welcome ha been extended to their ucce ors and we
have welcomed Capt Jason Kennedy our new Tech Adjt who promise to
change our Rugby fortune , SSgt Derek Adams the new SPSJ in 95 Sqn
and W02 (Fofs) Mark Hardy our new Regt FofS.

36 (E) Sig Regt (V)
Ilford

LO DO Dl TRI
RIFLE ASSOCIATIO MEETING
{LDRA'.\1) 97-25TH-27TH APRIL
'HOOTJ 'G T EAM:
Capt White
44 qn <Team Capt) ig Cole
44 Sqn
Cpl Bliss
44 Sqn
Sig Gowers
44 Sqn
Cpl Byrne
44 Sqn
Sig Ha rper
44 Sqn
Cpl Child
44 Sqn
ig icholls
44 Sqn (Res)
ig Elli ngton 54 Sqn
SSgt Haynes 44 Sqn (PSI)
Buoyed up by recent succcs!>es at CORPSAM the team made i1's way
down to Pirbright mnges on the Friday evening. However, thi time we
lme\\ we would be competi ng against the infan try and other people who
have SUSA1\ permanently attached to their ri fles and generally do a lot
more \hooting than the Corps does. There were 18 teams competing, each
wnh firers. Including individual entrants there were over 150 firers.
aturday morning dawned and it was dull, overcast and drizzling. Thi
wa' a decided dhadvantage as we had only practiced in bright sunshine! The
PWT, Roupell, FIB A, MMTT and LSW matches were shot on the
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Saturday. The scores of the four rifle matches were aggregated to find out
the top 24 individuals, who then went inlo a shoot off on Sunday morn ing.
The 24th person had a total of 480 pts. From our team, Cpl Byrne was in
3 lst place with 469 pts, Capt White took 35th place with 45 1 pis and Cpl
Child came 40th with 441 pts. Congratul ations to Sig Gowers who won a
medal for the best New Soldier score in the Moving Target compe1i1ion. The
Fire Team Asse sment, Seclion Match and Falling Plate matches were fired
on Sunday morning. The team did reasonably well in the first two infa ntryorientated matches, consideri ng we have never shot them before! Indeed, in
the FTA, Charlie Fire Team' core beat tho e of both I 0 Para 's fire team .
In the Falling Plate, our plates unfo rtunately did not fa ll as quickly as
requi red. Overall the team came ninth from 18 teams, which is a very good
performance and we were beaten by team from the Infantry, RLC. RE.
PARA and the ULOTC. If we discount the Infa ntry teams and ·professional'
RLC team, the only ·Other Arm ' team to beat us was from 135 Topo Sqn
(RE). We were placed ahead of teams from the RMP, Royal Yeomanry,
London Regt, 1nt & Sy Gp, I 0 I Regt RE, I00 Regt RA and 3 I ig Regt.
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INTERNATIO AL MILITARY SHOOTI G BIELEFELD (IMSB) 97
Due to the withdrawal of a British team, three member of 44 Sqn ( pl
Byrne, Sig Harper and Ca pt White) were able to participate in this event
<is representatives of a Reserve Forces Association (RFA) team. After a 12
hour journey on the Friday, we arrived at the German barracks in
Augustd rf to register. As we only had three firers. we were given SFC
Green from the US National Guard, Little Rock , Arkansas, to make the
team up to the required four.
The barracks held a variety of Bundeswehr units and the hoM unit for
the event was a Panzer Grenadier Battalion. We found out that, if we had
arrived there earlier that day, we could have driven a tank simulator as well
as training tanks (a tracked chassis with a fake gun and glassed turret).
Copies of the course of fire were available in English which was just as
well, since all the range commands were given in German! This led to a case
of watching everyone el ·e to see what 1hey were doing, then copying them!
We were on the exercise range complex at Sennelager Training Centre.
There were four courses of fire, all u ing Bunde wehr weapons.
Namely the 7.62mm G3 rifle (a bit of a shock if you have only fired the
gently-recoiling rine 5.56mm before) the Uzi 9mm SMG and the 7.62mm
MG3, which fires o quickly it is impo sible to let off less than a three
round burst. The G3 Precision match consisted of three sighlers at IOOm
on a coring target. being told where they had gone and adjusting point of
aim accordingly for a further six round . The best six of the nine rounds
were counted for score (HPS 60 pt ). Thi wa followed immediately by
an ETR match which started with a 70m dash {up-range) to collect an 18
round magazine and a 70m dash back to the firing point, load, make ready
and fire at a Fig 12c at IOOm, all within 60 ecs. This wa followed by a
further 5 x Fig I 2c at I OOm , 6 x Fig 12 at 200m and 6 x Fig 11 at 300m
(HPS 18 hit = 72 pts). For the Uzi match. we had 3 ighters at 25m on a
scoring target. followed by 12 rounds in 60 ecs to count (HP 120 x 0.5 =
60 pts). The MG3 matched required 14 target at distance from IOOm =
450m to be engaged by the team in 60 ecs with each member having 20
rounds (HPS 14 hits x 14 = 196 pts).
The day 's shooting was differently organised, in that the range staff
knew on which range the teams were uppo ed to be and at what time.
Unfortunately, this important information was not communicated to the
teams. so a sort of laid-back chao reigned. The shooting wa followed by
the presentation ceremony. A this was all in German, we relied on ome
friendly English-speaking competitors to provide a running commentary.
We had the following notable ucces e :
G3 Preci ion Individual
I t Place
Capt White (Trophy)
G3 ETR Team Aggregate
I t Place
RFA Team (Trophy)
MG3 Team Aggregate
4th Place
RFA Team
Overall Team Aggregate
4th Place
RFA Team
Overall Individual Aggregate 2nd Place Capt White (Trophy)
Thi is a very re pectable set of re ults, considering that 80 team
participated (from nine countries) with a total of_ 317 individual firers
competing. We even beat individual firers competmg. We even bea~ ~to
their embarra ment when they found ou t we were TA) four Bntt sh
Regular teams from the RRW, RGJ and RAF Regt. There is alway nex t
year. lads!
The expo ure to different nationalitie Regular and Re erve team gave
us some insight into the way different armie operate:
.
l. The standards of drill would have ent a Guards RSM mto a tale of
apop lexy.
2. Dress standard were of variable quality.
3. Earrings, long hair and beards apparently r:ule OK!
.
4. Salami , cheese and black bread every day tor breakfa t bnng back the
full fry.
5. There mu t be many unemployed dietic~an in Europ~.
.
In ummary. it wa a very fun but testmg compeuuon, w~ 1 ch wa
topped off by a successful re ult for the team . On the. ocial side, new
friends hips were made and potential exchange tnp negottated. We hop to
attend next year and go for the team I ~t prize, which is a trophy that is 3ft
high and called . .. 'The Herman·
45 (E) SIG AL SQUAD RO (V)
.
On Thursday 12 June, Maj Bob Appleton, O_C 45 S t~ Sqn, _who are
based at the TA Centre in Colche ter, present~d pnze to hts wmmng team
of three women TA oldier. . who took part 111 the attonal Onenteenng
even t held at Penh ale near Newquay, Corn wal l. Competing ag~inst everal
hundred competitors, including nine female teams, S gt Lom e .\Yalker.
gt Janet Lindsey and Cpl Rose Prince won the Relay ~ompet 1t1on and
were awarded the Harris Cup fo r the econd year runnmg! 32 year old
Loui e, who lives in Colchester and ha. bee n in the TA for nine year • and
a Civil Engineer in her civilian li fe. is currentl y work ing on the Mil link
road. 33 year old J anet. who lives in East Berghoh, is_ a. BT ~count s
Manager in London. and 36 years old Rose work for Bn1v1c. Louise and
Janet (who joined the TA together 9 year ago) and .Rose all compl~ted
1h1: gru elling course in record ti me. aid Louise, "Thi wa the first ~tme
we had used the course in Penhale and it was one of the mo, t d1 01cult
maps (because of all the sand dunes) 1 had ever had to read.' he added,
'The Internal Orienteering ompetiti on wa held th:re at Ea ter and I can
.
certainl y say that it wa, challengi ng to say 1he lea t!
The CO said. 'The Team were marvellous an? my pec1al
congratul at ion must go 10 Louise who has. al o won th1 year's Royal
i gn a l ~ TA Orienteering Womens' Champi onship and th~ Army T
Orienteering Womens' hampion. A wonderful ach1e eme nt.
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SSgt Louise Walker Royal S i gnal~ TA Or~enteering ~omens'
Champion 1997 and Army TA Orienteering Champion 1997

Change of Address?
Have we demoted you?
Spelt your name incorrectly?
Got your address wrong?
Not receiving your copy of 'The Wire '?
If you answer 'Yes·, to one or more of the above
COMMUNICATE!

Write to the Ed itor and let him knov.
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by. 64 Sqn was origmally formed on I April 1967 as part of 38 Sig Regt
(V). Our long-serving admin officer, Miss Kath House, who commenced
work as a civil servant for the Squadron in 1965 and who also sened 27
years in the TA. had the most busy day. he had served in one capacity or
another with each and every one of those in attendance. Jn recognition of
her long service to the unit and her involvement in tracking down exmembers for the guest list, the CO presented her with a basket of flowers.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

co

R \1

Lt Col I. W. Griffiths
WOI (RSM) 1. P. BO\•le

HOOTI 'G TEA I-BI LEY 1997
The Regimental hooting Team attended the TA kill at Arm Meeting
at Bisley on the 4-6 July. All tho e selected had made great effort to be
relea ed from their ciYilian job . in order to be able to tra\el down on
Thur;da~ eYening. The team were actually accomm dated in Lhe Inns of
ourt Pavilion, owned by 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt, and were grateful
Lhroughout a rain) weekend that they were not accommodated in tentage.
a, were other..
Through Friday and aturday, the competition wa no different from
most oth<!n.. In two day . team completed the Combat Team Snap, Lhe
Whitehead. the Roupell. Lhe Service Pi tol Match, the Whittaker MTR
Match. the Robero.. the Parachute Regiment Cup and Lhe LMG Match. Of
course. there were ups and do'' ns. Sig Paul Hartley, a B Cl
hot wa
joint third overall in the Whittaker MTR Match. He ·cored 47 out of 50
and beat over 100 infanteers and A Cla shot , not to mention all of the
other B Cla s shots. OCdt Dan Iilnor and Cpl Wayne Thorp bolh had
good shoots in the LMG Match to come half way up the t.able of score .
Cpl Wayne Thorp cored 122 while OCdt Dan Milnor broke 100 for Lhe
first time. Meanwhile.
gt Kev Clark . cored 149 with Lhe pi tol, and has
ubsequently been selected as a re erve for the TA Team to travel to the
United tate. National Guard Skill at Arm Meeting. That is to name but a
few of the excellent perfom1ance ; everybody did exceptionally well but it
was Cpl Drew Hall who was the team' best individual hot. while Sig
Paul Hartley was Lhe be t B Clas hot. In their first major hooting
competition. LCpl teve Furness. LCpl B. P. Paton and Sig Mark
Griffin. the oLher B Cla
hot . all fired exceptionally well.
On Saturday the team spent a well-earned and enjoyable evening
vi iting neighbouring lodge . The highlight of Lhis particular evening wa
the presentation by the Canadian Re erve Forces ShooLing Team of a
Canadian flag. The team Lhen began Sunday with a hearty breakfast at
·Jenn)· '.the infamou mobile cafeteria which its near to Century Range
in Bi le) Camp.
Sunda) , the final day, aw the arrival of the CO, Lt Col Ian Griffiths
just in time to waLch the SecLion Match. Like the ParachuLe Regiment Cup.
tbe Section Match i · an excellent match involving all members of the team
who mu l both concentrate and hoot well throughout. Once again , and in
common with the preceding two days, Lhe team fired very well to gain a
good position in the overall table. Following the hoot, the Learn po ed on
Century Range for the photograph below.

E ROPE
IRO MA TRIATHLO CHAMPIO SHIP
The IOLh European lronman Triathlon hampion hips were held in
Roth , Bavaria on 13 July 1997. WOI (RSM) Mick Boyle and Sgt (SP I)
Andy Baird (5 qn , 39 ig RcgL) went out to rub shoulders wilh the
pro~ • ional s and try 10 improve on last year· performance. At Lhe top end
of Lhe race the Belgian, Lue van Lierde smashed Lhe world best time in 7hr
SOmin . Andy Baird completed it in 12 hour 40 minute · and Mick Boyle
beat hrs previous besL time to finish in 13hrs 45min . Mick and Andy
would like to thank everyone who donaLed LO Lhi year' chosen charity,
which wa Lhe Leukemia Research Fund and helped Lo raise£ I000.

W RCOPTROPHY-12-13JULY 1997
Following on from their succes in winning Warcop 96, the LAD
entered a team imo Warcop 97 in a bid 10 ret<tin the trophy. The Warcop
Trophy was originally de igned 10 be a purely TA REME competition held
over a weekend to test military kill . Over the year the event ha grown
and now include a number of team from Regular REME units. The event
thi year was different to Lhose that had gone before, ince the format had
changed. Previous compeLition were predominantly a te l of military
kill . while thi s one te led a greater number of trade discipline , under
extreme pre ure. in reali ·tic combat scenarios. The stands included
recovery ta k , battle damage repair. command ta ks and manufacturing
task to name but a few. The team finished second amongst the TA teams,
an excellent re ult again l fierce competition.
The LAD won Lhe following stands and Lrophies:
Overall Runners Up TA Team
As ault Cour e-Be t TA Team
Fir t Aid-Be t TA Team
Driving Skills-Best TA Team
Serco Defence Trophy

fae~tually, the co~petitor:,, senior officers and photographer met in

the panhon ballroom 1or the presentaLion of prizes by Lt Gen Hugh Pike.
The team was presented with a number of prizes. Firstly, the Mercury Cup
presented 10 the Best Royal Signals Team at the Meeting. Better till was
to come third amongst all non-Infantry unit! , for which Lhe team were
a\\arded bron.re medals. ig Hartley was al o awarded a bron7..e medal for
coming third in the Whiuaker MTR \!latch, as mentioned earlier in this
article. Thi\ W:t.\ an enjoyable weekend and a uccessful one. The Team,
along "".tth ·hanger.-on' Capt ell Makepeace. and Sgts Paul Parker
and Phil Preston, and butt markers L pis inny Shay and Fraser
ew ton. returned by late on Sunday night to Sheffield, Derby, ottingham
and Le1ce~ter.
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Of the 96 walkers. 76 elected to suffer the Long Walk with the fa test
team arriving at Lhe finish in a time of 5 hrs 55 mias. In all, five trophies
are presented annually for variou categories on the Walk. Thi year 46
Sqn ran away (literally) with all but one of the prizes (hone tly). The
noLable exception was Pte 'Betsy' Bett of HQ Sqn who won the Rita
Warburton Trophy for the be t female performance on the Short Walk in a
time of 4hrs 3mins.

SSgt Stan Kelly on the receiving end for a change

Back Row (L-R): Sgt 'Jonno' Johnson, Cpl 'Harold' W ilson,
Cpl Wayne Thorp, Cpl Lee Swift
Front Row (L-R): Cpl Norman Elliott, SSgt Kev Clarke,
Cpl Dave Moffitt, Cpl Peter Allen

Back Row (L-R): LCpl Steve Furness, Sig Paul Hartley,
Sig Mark Griffin, SSgt Kev Clark, Cpl Drew Hall.
Front Row (L-R): LCpl B. P. Paton, OCdt Dan Milnor,
Cpl Wayne Thorp and W02 Andy Medley

(L-R): Cpl Sue Wright, LCpl Sarah Wilde, LCpl Angie Elliott,
LCpl Alex Darbyshire, LCpl Claire Furness, Sgt Julie Potts

REGIME TAL WALK 1997
46 Sig Sqn ran and administered Lhi year's Regimental Walk. Sgt
Graham Fleming, our resident PSI Tech, and Lhe OC, Maj Kevin
Flanagan, then took it upon themselves to tart the planning and route
selection and getting the various nece ary clearance. . Team training
started under Capt Thelma Ward and Sgt Pete Beedle. The even t took
place 4-5 July. A in previous years two walks were available. the Long
Walk consisting of approximately 37km and a Short Walk of about 21 km
for those people who are more phy ically challenged than other. For a
change, thi years event was organised and run from the TAC of 46 (Ci ty
of Derby) Sig Sqn (V) and look place in the Derby hire Dales Peak
National Park a a charity event Each squadron nominated its own local
charity. Opening the event up to non-Regimental teams meant that 17
civilians (the olde t being 70 year old Mr Hirst of Sheffield) were able to
participaLe in the Walk. The abundance of good walking trails in the Dille
me~nt that the Long Walk could take place along the High Peak Trail
whilst the Short Walk took place on the Tissington Trail.
A walk briefing on the Friday evening by the Squadron 0 , Maj Kevin
F lanagan, ensured that everyone was fully prepared for the very early
breakfast and departure the next morning. Fortunately, the weather held for
the duration of the event. By mid-morning both walks had begun, wilh
som~ .141 people involved in both walking and providing the necessary
admtmstrauve backup. Indeed, the medical cover provided by Lt Rachel
Ash~on from 212 Field Ho piLal RAMC (V) in Sheffield and the upport
provided to the checkpoint personnel by taff Commande·r Vicky
Barkaway and her ladies of the FA Y ensured that Lhe event ran smoothly.
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Sig Sharon Newton of 46 Signal Squadron receiving the trophy
for the Fastest Overall Time for the Long Walk and the trophy
for Best Individual Effort from the Mayor of Derby,
Councillor John Fuller

OPEN EVE I G FOR BU INESSES
87 Sio Sqn worked hard to make Lhi Open Evening a ucce and were
pleased ~hat the Lord and Lady Mayores of ottingham. Councillor and
Mrs Greensmith , and many of the Squadron' olher friends could attend
on 24 June.
Capt ndy Smith gave a pre entation on Lhe Role of the Regiment and
Benefits for Bu ine e . Then all of the vi itors were allowed LO tour the
TA Centre and talk to the oldiers who were operaLing their equipment
in ide and out ide of the Drill Hall. The Lady Mayore · wa pre ented
with a cheque for £275 payable to ottingham Mencap that wa rai ed by
a team from the Regiment who entered the Mencap Challenge
Competition. The ream called ·Girlpower" co~ isting o~ Cap~ Jane
Hind le, and Lts Jaria Hawksworth and Bev Swift. were d1 appointed to
be beaten by a team of Hairdres ers!

The Commanding Officer, Lt Col Jan Griffiths, and Training Major.
David Larkam, who both did the 37km-route were heard to ay the last
6kms were the killer. Aaahh! The pre entation of trophie by the Mayor
and Mayoress of Derby, Councillor John Fuller and Mrs Gill Fuller.
took place on Saturday evening in the Derby TAC. Thi was followed ~ya
barbecue meal which was gratefully received by all, as were the drink
which were available from the well upported bar. A an event Lhi yea~·
Regimental Walk proved to be a great u cess and howed, .once agam,
that 46 Sig Sqn i well able 10 provide a phy ically challenging but well
supported activiLy.
JOTH A
IVERSARY CELEBRATIO S-64 IG
L SQUADRO
Thirty year of 64 Sig Sqn (V) were cel e~rated at an open day followed
by an evening di co on 12 July. Approx11nately 400 pa t and pre ~nt
member of the Squadron and their guest attended the celebrauons which
brought togelher old comrades and forged new friendship .
Amongst Lhe day' event wer~ a numbe.r of tand.s which incl~ded
everylhing from modern artillery pieces and 1gnals equipment to veh1 le
and equipment dating from Lhe 1940 to our current up-10-the_-mmute
sophi ticated communications detachments. All the quadron hierarchy
took their turn in the tocks a did our PSI , S gt tan Kelly. gt Anne
immons ru ·tied up the hambur<>er and hot dog for our guest . whilst
Sgt Dave Burton kept the be~r both cool and flowing, much to the
appreciati on of Lhe 'Old Comrade ' as Lhey reminisced abouL times gone
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Cpl Nesbitt with the Lord and Lady Mayoress
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counlry. The standards varied but it was more than obvious that all the
cadets enjoyed the pride and rivalry such organi ations bring to them. The
training centred on teaching the cadets ba~ic communications principles
using VRC32 I and PRC320 Radios. This involved Voice Procedure,
selling up and tuning, mast erec1ion. line laying and ra lio procedure.
Training culminated in a simple communications exercise passing
information both over radio and field telephone. The quadron has had a
number of recent successfu l recruits from our own adet Force at Banbury
o the work is definitely productive.

39 (Skinners) Sig Regt

co

. R. Hancock
. 0. P. haw

Lt Col H.

Tt¥ \taj

laj

PER!\IA E 'T TAFF D ENT RE TRAI ING
b) gt Ian · nd ano1her thing· \ heeler
With the rain lashing down and the un on a temporary abbatical there
''as a se,·ere Jack of holida) atmo phere upon our arrival at Capel Cu rig
training camp. There wa • . however an underlying feeling of trepidaiion
among't the pernianent taff when it was announced thai the Training
htJor. Maj Tony '1\"o top. hon Of Dagenham· haw. was re ponsible
for the election of the hill walking route .
The first day wa. dedicated to walking a J3km route taking in some of
the n10>t breathtaking ight~ the Wei h countryside had to offer.
nfortunatel} for u we didn ·1 see a thing as the cloud ba e \\'3 at about
3ft for the whole of 1he day. On 1he plu ide, 1he mist topped us no1icing
ju t how hard it wa raining! It is now obvious why all the photos available
in Betws-Y-Coed were all taken in 1963. as that was the last time 1he un
made an appearance! gt Robbie ·Judas 1 cariot" Hall made a aliant
attempt to avoid the whole day out by 1hrowing himself off a rock in 1he
first 100 metre . Thi proved not to be a ucce sful as S gt Richie ·JR
Hartley' r undeJr excu e tha1 hi knee was poorly. which it wa -very.
At 1he end of the walk. when a ked if everyone had got something oul of
the day the unanimou an. wer wa ye' . . . ex1remely we1!
Day n'o aw the completely in ane again put their name down for hill
walking with Chri Bonnington ' fitter brother whil t tho e with more
en e enli led to go canoeing or climbing on the indoor wall. The highlight
of 1he climbing was \\atching the Adjutanl. Capt ·Trapper' John orris
demon trale hi amazing cat like agili1y under the direction of Sgt
Danny ·Piltdown Man· Daniels. Howe\'er. the highlight of the canoeing
was watching Sgt A lfon o ·Made Up ame· Tocker trying to find
omewhere dry to keep his fag .
The tart of day 1hree was marred by an amazing admini trative error
that re ulted in the three men voted ·Lea t Likely to Hill walk Again·
being elected co accompany the Training Major on an as ault on the orth
Face of the Eiger. Sgts Ian ·You Promi ed us a cafe' Wheeler. lick 'Are
We There Yet?' Jer vis and Robbie ·r1 was a joke .. . Hone t' Hall were
impres ed with the walk. the blisters and the way 1he Training Major
disappeared leaving them with only a compas 10 find their way back. A
they couldn ·1 think of a use for perfectly drawn circle on the top of a
Wei h mountain. they ended up selecting the mo t difficult route for the
de cent and fell down that in tead 1 Apparently everyone else did some
clim bing and canoeing but a I wa on the Training Major jaunt I wa too
tired to ask them about it on their rerurn!
At the end of the week it was obviou that everyone had had a great
time. thi wa illu trated by the deafenin!? silence that !?reeled the Trainino
Major\ enquiry about whether we had all enjoyed ourselves! So, a th~
pu~ in Betws cancel their temporarily increased beer orders the Training
Major and RSM. WOl Mick ·Adjt-Please insert nickname here. he won't
shout at you· Williams are sorting out next year adventure training trip.
The remainder of u it with finger cros ed and pray that we end up
omewhere flat. perhap , orfolk!
HQ Q ADRO
THE 200TH A
I VERSARY OF THE ISIT TO BRISTOL
BY THE POLI H PATRIOT TADEUSZ KO SCJUSZKO
by gt ick 1arsh

On aturday 14 June five members of Ll1e Squadron formed an honour
guard in Queen. quare LO commemorate th 200th an ni ve r ary of the vi it
to Bristol by the Polish Patriot Tadeusz Kosciuszko. The ceremony wa.
held out ide 37 Queen quare the a tua l hou se he stayed in . It consisted
of a Po li sh choir in national dress and trumpeters from 6 LI. Bath. The
honoured gue ·ts were Ll1e Con ul General of the Republic of Poland and
the Hi gh heriff of Bristol. The ceremony wen! very well and we all
retired to the reception held at the Poli h Church Hall on Cheltenham Rd.
We were received and treated ery well indeed , in fact their gratitude was
at time · a little o erwhelming. We met and spoke 10 a number of ve1erans
and managed to recrui1 a 75 year old 10 the Royal Signals Association who
had served witl1 I I Sig Reg! during the times when everyone was issued
with real bullet . Rumour ha it 1hai we were enl on this job as they did
not want us old one in 1he Lively Lynx team for the Lafone Cup
competition.
5 (Q EEN'S OWN OXFORDSHIRE H SSARS) SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Wen lock
2IC
Capt Da i Jones
EXERCI E SIL ER LYNX
by gt Sarah Sacbno
The Squadron deployed on Friday 11 July to provide communication.
u ing CRS, MOULD. DUST and FFR to Hullavington Airfield as part of
a Regimental Exercise. gt C h ris Mi nchell a was put to the fulle 1 test of
ability in her new senior CO rank coping with a larger than average
number of new members. igs McGhee, McClu re, Morga n, Priest and
S u mner were among 1 tho e discovering their first taste of the
communication equipment. De pile this a couple of them are off to join
the Regular Army Royal Signal . Sgt Sarah Sachno accepted the role of
'pro-tern· Yeoman of Signal for the exerci e and the only panic she
cau ed. as far as we know. wa to mi lay her complete kit for the whole
weekend. ft turned up 36 hours later-saturated and siuing in the long gra s
where it had been left when he unloaded it on the Friday evening.
The weekend was a succes and tho e who auended enjoyed a
ucce ful communications pha e despite having 10 cope with torrential
rain during the early hour of Sunday morning when SSgt Aru ndel, the
Regimental Training S CO, was seen moving like a fi sh through the
puddles.
EXER C ISE HAPP Y RAMBLER
For the fourth year running the PSAO Capt Bob S heldon and Smudge.
hi Cocker Spaniel. have encouraged a number of permanent and civilian
staff around the South Down on Ex Happy Rambler organised by 56 Sig
Sqn from Eastbourne. In order to ensure there was ample representation
from the Squadron, Sgt Judith Ph illips and LCpl T ina Strachan, SSgt
An dy Ba ir d and hi wife Dawn went along. Sgt Rob bie Hall encouraged
his civilian technician Matt Kidney to join u . Matt i proud to boa t of
hi achievement of completing the walk. however when asked about nex1
year-tran lated into publishable text- NO!! wa the an wer.

THE MAYOR 'S SU DAY-BANBURY
2Lt a r a h H unter, OC RRTI for the Squadron, set up and ran an
excellent recruiting 1and at the Town Mayor's Sunday on 6 July. Sgt
Ch ris Minchella achieved her life long ambition to appear in the local
pre s with the Mayor, a life-sized dog and two future recrui1s! !
EXER CISE KIM EL C PER- O RTH WALES
The Squadron attended a weekend of Adventure Training in the Rhyl
Area of onh Wale staying in Kimnel Bay Training Camp. The weekend
wa organised by L t Ruth Empson, ably assi red by the PS!s. The
activities arranged included hillwalking, swimming and dry lope skiing.
To round tt all off the Squadron tried its hand at Go Kaning with a number
of pe.ctacular incidenL~ that may see the future Formula I racing
champion as a member of the AGC. Pte E lizabeth Matthews entered 1he
pit lane from the wrong end and till managed 10 re-enter the track ahead
of the others. LCpl 'Paddy' Fe rguson blindly fo llowed much to
everyone's amusement. C pl J arvis Cleaver our RLC Chef, a landscape
gardener by trade, is having his mowers converted, or is he having a gokart converted to a mower!! LC pl teve 'The Video ' B r a d y has the whole
event on tape. However, as he had 1he slowest lap times, no one ha yet
been privy LO viewing it. Needless to say it wa fun and both P te E liza beth
Matthews and Lt Ruth Empson wamed to tay and have another go.

Polish Patriot Celebrations
(L-R): LCpl Mark Taylor, Sgt Mick Jervis, Sgt Bob Gleed
Sgt Nick Marsh, Pte Paul Frowde
'
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ATTACH MENT TO ARMY CA DET CAMP
by C pl Pa ul Milner
_Unable to attend camp due to having 10 work in the USA, Cpl Paul
M ilner volm~teered to take an active pan as a Member of the Royal
Signals Tra1~1ng 1eam at an Army Cadet Force Summer Camp at Wathgi ll
over the penod 28 June-19 July 97. The cadets were from a variety of
pon ored unit from both tale and boarding schools 1hroughout the
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TRO MA ROTH 1997
by SSgt Andy Baird
Our PSI (Ops) SSgt ndy Baird took part in the 10th Anniver ary of
lronman Championships at Roth. r uremberg, in Southern Germany.
Ironman corn,ist of a 4km swim, I 12km cycle ride followed by a full
marathon. It's a world class evelll al which this years winner Luc Van
Lierde broke the world record by coming in to fini h in 8 hours 50
minute. .
Competing for the third time were WO! (RSM) Mick Boyle of 38 Sig
Regt and SSgt Andy Baird of 5 Sqn. o records were broken, however,
de~pite work and injuries (A ndy had just taken a leading part in the
winning TA Team in Lanyard Trophy for 39 Sig Regl) a creditable finish
time was achieved with the added bonus of Mick Boyle beating his PB
with 13:45:46. The chosen charily this year wa Leukaemia Research
Fund and a final ·um of £1000 was rai ed. ext year it is intended to form
a Corps Team (Names to Andy Baird on 724 8032) and also a 5 Sqn TA
Team.
47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMA RY) SIG
L SQUADRO
OFFICERS 200TH ANNlVERSARY DINNER
As part of the Squadron's Bi-Centennial celebration , the Squadron
Officer held a formal dinner in the Squadron's new palatial HQ to mark
the founding of the Middle ex Yeomanry. Ho ted by the current OC, Maj
Paul W ill mott and his wife Tara , the Squadron welcomed all surviving
former Sqn Comds and the COs of 47 Sig Sqn. Gue ts of honour were our
Bde Comd, Brig S. M. A. Lee OBE, Sqn Hon Col, Corp Commander
(WTS FANY) Mrs A. Whitehead OBE, and the Secretary of the Greater
London TAVRA, Brig Marchant-Sm ith .
The occasion was a 1errific uccess thanks to the considerable hard
work of the permanent staff under direction of Capt David Gib on (late
Coldstream Guards) and SSgt (SQMS) Andy Cummings and the fact that
the OC Maj Pau l W ill mott decided not to give a lengthy peech on thi
occa ion. PMC was Capt Chris Gillespie and the Me Manager for 1he
evening wa SSgt Cy nthia Jackson from 31 Sig Regt The chefs were
provided by the Household Cavalry Regiment and the Lucknow Band of
the Prince of Wales Division played throughout the dinner.
COURT AND SOCIAL
farewells are extended to SSgt 'Taff' Dav ies (PSI Ops) who i now on
his YofS Cour e and to Sgt Pete Reeve (PS I Tech) who bas left to join 15
Sig Regt. ln their place we welcome SSgt Mark Tocker from I Div and
Sgt Ian W heeler from 15 Sig Reg1. Welcomes al o to Sgt Simon Loftus
who after three months with 81 Sig Sqn has decided to return to the fold,
LCpl An gela Rich who join from 57 Sig Sqn in Bri 101, Lt Matt Watts
from 35 Sig Regt (V) and 2Lt Mike S m ith from Tayforth UOTC.
On the ocial front congratulation to Cpl Paula God dard who won the
Regiment's 'Skinner Award' a the best all r?und female oldier ~or 199697. who got promoted in May and engaged m June. CongratulatJon also
to other promotee LCpl Cath Corcoran and LCpl Alli on Ellis and to
2Lt Rod 'Not Rodney' Hook on pa ing hi Commi sionjng Course at
Sandhursl.
EXERCISE CAPITAL PUR UIT 97
After being informed by the SQMS, SSgt ·Grumpy Grandad'
Cummi ngs, that the quadron Gore-Tex was for stonng and not ~or
issuing, 37 member of the quadron departed for Stan!a. The torrentrnl
rain only served to make taking part in Ex Cai>ital Pursu11, 1he only maJor
London District TA exerci e 1his year, more enjoyable.
The role of the Squadron was two fold, establi h comm for both enemy
and friendly force and provide a platoon to be auached to I 0 P~a to act as
enemy. The comms . ide of thing proved to be no problem for the Sqn
Yeoman in waiting, Sgt J im 'Roy Orbi on' Bole, once four people had
a si ted getting his bouffant hairdo into his helmet GS. All of the ~FR det
managed 10 set up and establi h comm within a few hour of an;1v~I. Th~
temporary infan try platoon. commanded by Lt ia rcus B1ggl
Scnescal, with help from his sidekick, O Cd t R od 'It not hort for
Rodney' Hook, managed to get completely soaked auemptJng to erect
basha. in the middle of their location. Despite numerou word of advice
from the ever cheerfu l PSl (Tech) Sgt Ian 'T don ' t have to be h~re you
know' W heeler , the intrepid platoon commander refused 10. gel his head
down un1il he wa more drenched than the men under h1. command.
According to 47's an wer to Monty, gelling oaked for no apparent rea on
is a requirement.
The arrival of two RAF puma at EXCO caused. a degree of
excitement amongst 1he FFR de! who had never seen a hehcopter before.
Sgt Ian 'Golden Pertcx' ~heeler managed L? persuade the RAF, !Otake
tbe <let on a jolly by telling the pilot. that 11 wa C pl P a ula B lond~
Bombshell' Godda rd 's birthday. There 1s of course no truth 111.thi: rumou1
tha1 he wou ldn' t have tried if it had been pl Bob ·self Ba. t111g Young
who had 1hc birthday instead of the blonde, blue eyed. jll Paula
G oddard. rn the end the majority of the Squadron got to experience the
joy of airsickness with the 'Birthday Girl ' being flown in the cockpit
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jump seat and being attended to by the best the brylcreem boy' had Lo
offer! Commiseration to Cpl Bob 'Self Bas1ing' Young who mi ~d out
on the helicopter jolly. Sorry Bob, but it wasn't our fault that 1he RAF had
deployed without an under~lung load net!
Whilst EXCO <let were enjoying themsel"es. the infantry platoon
were locked in an epic baule to the death to defend a bridge of strategic
imponance. For this mammoth task, their numbers were augmented by the
PSI (Ops) SSgt 'Tock' Tocker and the PSAO Capt Dave ·Has anyone
seen my Pace Stick' Gibson. After a hard fought battle. the intrepid
warriors were beaten back from the bridge by the heroic friendly force~.
Capt Dave 'Pack Horse' Gibson was last seen retreaung with surprising
speed, considering he was weighted down with a platoons wonh of
Bergcns at the lime. I bet it wasn't like that at Radfan wa\ it Sir~ Cpl
Garry ' Bosnia veteran' Cheshire deserves special mention for his
ammunition during the ballle. With his rifle set on automatic he managed
to empty a1 least two maga7ines before the first empty case hit the tloor.
This was achieved whilst continuing to shout incomprehen~ible fire
control orders. At E DEX it was unanimously agreed that the exercbe
had been worthwhile with a lot of new skills being learned. With the war
over, the tired weary warriors headed back to the TA Centre juM in Lime for
tea and medals. on a more serious note, the Squadron are praying that the
OC. Maj Paul 'Thermarest' Willmott slops complaining about L 'pl
Dave Strevens nicking his bed within the next six months.
57 (CITY & CO
TY OF BRISTOL) IG AL SQU DRO
Since our last contribution, there have been a number of changes in
Squadron appointment . We have said goodbye to the 21.C. Capt Steve
Smith who leaves u on taking up a new civi lian teaching job but will be
staying in uniform with the CCF. In hi place we welcome Capt David
Watson who comes to u from 31 Sig Regt (V). We have al o welcomed
back 2Lt Jeremy 'Dan' Ackroyd a OCT Tp after some months overseas.
A reponed elsewhere by 1he Regiment, the Squadron provided 14 out of
the 20 team members of the two Regiment team that entered the Lanyard
Trophy Competition. The Regiment A team was the winner of the TA
trophy, and the B team were one of a very fe\\ other teams to fini h. The
Squadron also provided members of the admin and back-up team .
June saw the annual Inter Sqn military skills competition for the Lafone
Cup. The Squadron entered two teams and after two days hard
competition. the A team, led by Capt David ·Too new to have a proper
nickname' Watson and gt Mike White were the winners. The B team
led by Capt Steve Smith came equal fourth, beating the other quadron'
B team . a very creditable performance as the team included everal
oldier who had not yet done a recruits course.
THE LAFO fE CUP
by 'A Signaller'
After being split into team , Saturday morning taned with a erie of
trainino tands in preparation for the competition in 1he afternoon. The
morni.;'°g was spent practi ing grenade throwing, the u e of pyrotechnic .
zeroincr rifles and bayonet training. rm not sure 1f the enemy would be
scarect°by our war face or if they would be distracted with laughter-and it
eemed 10 be a competilion within itself LO see who could demoli h the
dummie first!
The competition con isted of eight different tands. These being
Casualty Evacuation Under Fire, Close Quarter Batlle Skills, Ob ervation
Skills, BATCO, Section Attacks. FirM Aid. Command Tm ks and live firing
on the range. It was an excellent opportuni1y to put into prac1ice ome of
the kills we had learnt about in a classroom and under tand the
importance of working a a team. Although exhausting, it was an .exce l~ent
weekend and I would recommend it to anyone if the opportunity an e.
again. You weren't expected to know everything, just to pul in a 100%
effort. and there was an opportunity after completing each tand for a debrief and di cu s any point about the exerci e.

Victorious Lafone Cup team
Back Row (L-R): Sig Rob Cornish, Sgt Mike White,
LCpl Ian Foster, Capt David Watson
Front Row (L-R): Sigs Dave Jones, Kevin May,
Ben Dutton and Dave Smith.
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\DYE. Tt;RE TR\l 'I. G
In -\ugu t, the quadron \\ent adventure training in Snowdonia and the
un a ·tuall) hone. aturdU) was pent walking on various routes.
including the no\\don horse hoe nnd the Glyders. Comments overheard
included:
-. o-one told me it was gomg to be thi narrow:
·ye,. don't "'Orr). l\e got my eyes hut.'
·1t ' mu ·h safer when it" foggy becau e you can ' t see how far it is to
fall."
Ho\\ ever. eYeryone arrived back at Capel Cu rig amp none the wor e
for wear and '' ith a sense f achievement and the beer in the local pub
\\ere well earned. 1 e t morning the group plit into three. according to
whether the preference w. canoeing. mountain biking or hor e riding. I
can't peak for the othen.. ut tho·e of us who thought hor ·e riding meant
the hor,e would do all the work soon fouu<l out how wrong we were.
lthough we "em mo t of the way at a walk or a gentle trot. the hor es
had a fixation with leaping off the road onto the gras verge and putting
their head do" n to eat at every po. ible opponunity despite their ride1
be't effons. omments overheard included:
'Help, rm out of control.'
'Yes. I'm trying to stop him.'
·1c ea ier to let him eat. he' tronger tlian me."
·1 don't think mine ha a econd gear:
uffice to 3) there were more aches and pains after thi epi ode than
after walking all the way up nowdon.

l 1PRES IO
OF THE ADVENT RE TRAI I G WEEKE O
by Sig Winterson
On th_e morning of Saturday 2 ugust, following our briefing of the
agenda for the day we et off for whnt I thought was a walk/climb to the
summit of nowdon. on the track of the nowdon Horseshoe. The que. tion
asked at our briefing, ' I anyone scared of heights?' did not really seem
significant at the start of the day·s walk. Stnning u1 around 1Oam every one
in.om: group of 14 wa enthu iastic to ge~goi n g. Most had 'done this type of
thmg before. only one or two hkc myself who had not. l was fairly surprised
to sec so many people climbing Snowdon. from fe ll runners to familie with
teenage children. I ~uppose thi variety put my mind al re! I a 10 what 1 was
about 10 tackle. The day was going well. a few photos for the album being
taken and breathtaking Yiews on what wa a clear and pleasant day.
After deciding the day wa going well, everyone st ill mi ling. we came to
the ·Knife Edge·. ot reali ing the extent of thi I can-ied on climbing with
the encouragement of .~y fellow. team-mate . Until 1 ~ound myself walking
along the top of the knife-edge with a huge drop each side. My breathing and
he<ut rate decided 10 double time and l froze for a while. l looked around and
took in the views and then decided to carry on. It wasn't the 'scared of
heights ' bit but lack of onfidence. Al this point I have to thank Sig Dave
Jones for his encouragement, even ugge ting I might buy him a pint that
evening. Hi 'It's not far now,' seemed 10 go on forever but once looking
back on what Thad climbed it wa n't t11at far after all. The rest of the climb
was great. o more knife-edges, o r grew in confidence all the time. Once
we reached the summit I could igh with relief, although wa baffled when r
aw a woman in a hort kin pu hing a push-chair. The team worked very
well toget~er and I mu t thank them all f?r encouraging me all the way. My
first expenence wa a good one, and look mg back l would do it all again.

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexley heath

co
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FAREWELLS AND HELLOS
The last two month has een a large turnover in the quadron. On their
way to new appointments are Capt Huw Jones from 2TC 265 to 21C HQ
Sqn, Lt Sarah Shelton from 0 884 Tp to OC M1T and W02 (SSM)
Mustoe from SSM 265 to SSM HQ Sqn. This has caused ;ome
restructuring within 265, with Capt Keith Duffy-Penny moving from OC
887 Tp to Sqn Ops Offr, Lt Penny Wood becoming OC 884 Tp and 2Lt
Penny C lements taking over as OC 887 Tp. The Squadron has a new SSM
in the shape of W02 (SSM) Keith Wrate and 887 Tp has a new Tp Sgt in
Sgt Steve Sefer. Sadly some soldier are leaving. gt Andy Westlake,
PSI (T), is leaving the Army after 12 years of service, good luck Andy,
and Sig Steve Turner is leaving the TA to become a police officer with the
Met Police, all the best Steve. Finally welcome to LCpl Tracy Bailey who
has transferred from 39 Sig Regt.
The Squadron has been very busy during the months of June and July.
training in preparation for our deployment to Belgium on Ex Orient
Express, our Annual Camp for this year. lt all started with a successful
range weekend at Pirbright to qualify the Squadron for their APWT and
ubsequent field firing in Belgium.
LEADERSHIP TRAIN! G
The following weekend aw all the officers and CO's going to St
Martin's Plain Camp near Folkestone to brush up on their leadership skills.
There were everal entertaining moments over the course of the two days,
not least a video, taken secret ly by the P I, Sgt John Lynch, of the
participant moving into and out of an OP ite, many thank from all
involved to OCdt Julia Lattaway for the view! The SQMS, Sgt Dave
Whitehouse, volunteered to be a casualty for the casevac tand, however
he hadn't anticipated the bumps, bruises, scrapes and cratches he' got
after being dropped on hi head so often.
EXERCISE RURAL P RSUIT
Ex Rural Pursuit saw the Squadron deploying to sites throughout the
south east jn our NCRS ( ational Communication Radio Sy tern) role.
After a painless deployment on Friday night all tations settled down to a
weekend of det drills and comm procedures. One det worthy of mention
was that run by Cpl ' Ridgy' Ridgewell. Not only were they navigationally
challenged, in locating the correct ite, but when comms were difficult.
ig Kenny Foxwell decided to enter the All Arms Mould Radio Bouncing
Championship by taking said radio to the top of the highest point, and
then rolling it all the way back down to the det.

Lt Col R. K. Wilkinson TD
WOl (RSM) A. S. 'Dos' Martyres

ARRIV L A D DEPARTURES
\~e bid a final farewell to Maj Steve Jones. our former Quarterma ter.
on his renrement from the Army. We welcome Maj John Aspinall Carol
and Samantha. We wi h them a uccessful and happy tay here. '
LA YARD TROPHY 1997
This year saw the addition of a TA 30-mile and a female 30-mile course
I? the normal 40-mile event. With much per uasion and encou ragement
trom the RSM and team leader the Regiment fielded three team . one iu
e:ach category. All three team finished their respective courses in excellent
time as hown below. The 40-mile team (the only TA team in this
category) was all from 265 (KCLY) Sqn led by Capt Keith Duffy Penny
and 2TC
gt John Lynch. They completed the cour e in 16 hour 30
minute and came a brilliant 10th out of I 9 teams.

265 (KCLY) SIGNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Simon Malik
SSM
W02 (SSM) Keith Wrate

30-Mile Male Team
Standing: OCdt Downing, Sigs Melvin Sparkes, Burke,
SSgt Rose, SSgt Murphy
Front: Sgt Feather, OCdt Picton, Sig Foxwell, LCpl John,
W02 (SSM) Pieper
The. 30-Mile Female Team of seven females came second. The group
ed of five members of 70 (E sex Yeomanry) Sig Sqn and the
remammg two from Regt HQ. They were the only female TA team to
enter.. It was a _thoroughly exhau ting but exhilarating experience, the
h1ghhght of which was beating a male team in on the final 20-metre
stretch! The ladies are keen to enter again next year and hope to bettertheir
completion time and have a boogie at the di sco afterwards!!
com~n

EXERCISE SHARP SIG ALLER 97
The Farnborough Freedom Fighter (FFF) were involved in a bitter
dispute with the government of Alderona and the Squadron was deployed
in upport of other British troop in the area to defend key points. The first
12 hour went without incident but a the CO, Lt Col Wilkinson was on
hi way to visit the troop in the field he wa kidnapped by the FFF. After a
quick a sessment of the situation the two Pl Comd . Lt Penny Wood and
2Lt Penny C lements deployed their forces to re cue the CO. The
remainder of the exercise went well. Although the FFF. pecifically Capt
Keith Duffy Penny the op offr and W02 (SSM) Keith Wrate, had ome
problems getting their a signed Platoon to come out to play on Saturday
night. Meanwhile the other half of the team, Maj Simon Malik, the OC
265 and SSgt John Lynch, had more busines than they at time could
handle. Sunday aw the final attack and dispatch of the FFF and everybody
home for tea and medals.
ON LOAN
.
The Squadron sent two of it soldiers to BATUS on auachment in
March of this year, SSgt Les Watts and LCpl Garry ·Ginger' Guest. Les
is an old hand on his econd auachment, but 'Ginger' i new to Canada. If
anyone shou ld come across 'Ginger' on their travels, treat with caution, he
has been known to con ume his own weight in beer and burger . A note to
the BATUS taff, when you've finished with him, plea e box up, label a.nd
return to this unit. Also detached from the Squadron 1 LCpl Lt a
Bartholomew, on attachment to 7 ig Regt, as yet we have no tories
through from Li a but we'll keep you informed when we do.
884 TROOP BEACH LANDI G BRIGHTO WEST PIER
As part of a recruiting drive in the Brighton area. local unit took pan in
an amphibious beach as ault next to Brighton' derelict West Pier. The
publicity event wa organised to coincide with the anni.ver ary of D-Day
on 6 June The local TV Radio and Pre s attended. a did many member
of the D-Day Veterans
ociation. The scenar.io was for the am~hibious
as aultiug party to rescue a ho tage held_ capuve on the We t Pier. The
landing craft beached next to the We t Pier, _the platoon .d1 e~barked, 2
ect ion gave covering lire supported by a pair of GPMG whtl t the 3rd
ection did a frontal a ault on the pier. killed the enemy and re cued the
hostage.
.
.
The dam el in di tress wa none other than Miss Brighton and Hove
1997. In order 10 reinforce the re erve force mes age the pier concealed
soldier dressed in the clothes of their civilian occupation , carrymg
weapon and wearing cam cream, th~s mimickin~ .t~e national TV
recruiting campaign of Soldiers exerc1s111g m their c1vtl1an ~lothes. 1:he
main a aulting party was made up of PWRR and Royal Engmee~ whtl ·t
the enemy wa provided by 884 Sig Tp, 265 qn .. rmy and ~1r cadets
collected money from onlookers for the We t Pier restoration fund.

Pictured are member; of 884 Tp unlucky enough to ha\C lo hold Mis
Brighton and Hove hostage for an hour and a half!

The enemy
(L-R): LCpl Darren Tanner, Sig Gavin Hall, LCpl Sean Tanner,
Sig James Boyden, Miss Brighton and Hove,
Sig Ben Casson, OCdt Alex Downing and Sig Gareth Hibbit.
70 (EY) SIG
Sqn Comd
SSM

L QUADRO
Maj imon Palmer
W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys

BRITISH LEGIO POPPY PPE L
The committee of the quadron Annual Ball decided to use the
successful event to raise money for the British Legion Poppy Appeal Fund
and The E sex Yeomanry A ociation. The total amount raised was
£470.25 for the Poppy Appeal Fund and £50.00 for the Essex Yeomanry
Association.
The committee was ably led by Cpl Colin Cavanagh and assisted by
Cpl ick Wilkes, LCpls Joanna Smith, Jackie Topley, igs Joanne
Pilcher, atalie Gratze and Simon Grace. They are to be congratulated
on not only producing one of the be t social events of the year but also for
their hard fund raising.

LCpl Jo Smith, Sig Natalie Gratze and Cpl Colin Cavanagh
presenting Mr Eric Seymore with the cheque.
CO GRATULATIO S
Our congratulations go to Cpl Rob Gratze and Sig 'atalie Gilbe} on
their weddino that was held at Chelm ford and fully upported by the
E ex Yeom~nry Signal quadron. The Bride had a~ I\\ o of her
Bride maid OCdt Sarah Coyier and Sig Joanne Pilcher. All three
joined the Squadron on the same day. gt Jim wain commanded the
Honour Guard and the wedding reception was held in the TA Centre. The
Squadron wish the happy couple a long and happy life together.

A

40 Mile Team
Standing: SSgt Lynch, Sig Keeble, Capt Duffy Penny
.
Sig Dunseith, LCpl Pryke, LCpl Keeler
'
Kneeling: LCpls Woodhams, King, Tanner (DJ, Tanner (S)
. OCdt Picton led the 30-mile male team and the 2TC was W02 (SSM)
Pieper The team was made up of soldiers from four quadrons and
~n.mg at fourd1fterent TAC's' Training together was a problem but it was
oYcrcome and the re;ult was an excellent second place which, but for a
-,cernc route detour for two hours could have been first place.

The 30-Mile All Women's Team
Standing: Sig C.loughton, LCpl Tapley, W02 Ramsay, Sig Gratze
Kneeling: LCpl Sm 1th, Sig Pilcher, Lt Shelton

Cpl Rob and Sig Natalie Gratze
now ' Mr and Mrs' after the ceremony
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS TEAM IN OMAN
1:->alaam al ykum l..ayf halak. Greeting~ from the Royal Signals Loan
ervice team in Oman. Oman shares its borders with Yemen. the United
.\rab Emirate and audi r.ibia and is the second large. t country in the
rabian peninsula. The mo t densely populated areas are the northern
coa t and the southern alah1h plain. The north bli ' ter under temperntures
that often climb abo>e
degree Centigrade in ine summer. the south ha
a mon,oon climate. The north i separated from the interior by a erie of
mountain range that are ·ailed Jabal which then give way to the imcrior a
mixture of IO\\ Jabal and de ert before evemually ri ing to the Jabal area
awund alal:!h.

-o

The team has undergone a lot of personality change in the la t two
months. The team i plit between two locations, Muscat in the north and
Salalah IOOOkm to the outh. The overall team leader i Lt Col Bob West
who i Royal ignal CO located with the I Sig Regt team in Mu cat. He
i the SOI Communications and Training Advisor 10 the Sultan"s Armed
Forces Signal . \ ithin the HQ of Sultanate of Oman Signals i Capt Steve
R oden. He i the only member of the team who is in the direct Omani
chain of command a the S03 COMSEC. ot contenc with the peed he
was getting a un tan he was per uaded by Maj Peter Grogan 10 play for
Muscat Rugby Club. Unfortu nately he broke his wri t, a cunning plan that
has enabled him to relax at home topping up hi tan and planning hi
finance . For tho e who want the whole tory ic involves a flat pass and an
overweight fly half.
The remaining elements of che northern ceam are al the coalface, Maj
Peter Grogan who i the Communication and Training Advi or to I Sig
Regt. Hi job is to identify areas of concern and provide advice and
po ible remedies. Thi includes a certain amount of involvement in the
te ting and production of procedure for new equipment. The econd pan
of the coalface i V 02 (YofS) Marc Ewart who is the advi or to the
Operation Officer. working clo ely with each of the five quadrons and
providing the same ervice ru. Maj Grogan. He i regularly seen riding
round camp on a bicycle much LO the amu ement of the Oman is (Mad dog
and Englishm~n prings to mind).
Finally but by no mean least is W02 ( SM) teve Johnson, who
works in the RR Squadron and i responsible for all training and advice on
the RR aspect of the trunk network. Steve is current ly heavily involved in
the training of new operator posted into the quadron from 2 SR. Second
Regiment Force Signals is located in Salalah, Dhofar. TI1is is the location

of southern team consisting of Maj John Gale about to be replaced by
laj Dick a nders who we extend a warm welcome to both himself and
his family, WOl (FolS) John Andrews and W02 (YofS) Chris utt .
alalah has a pace of life all of it 's own, but it docs have a lot of things
to offer the Loan Service soldier and his family. WOl (FofS) John
Andrews and W02(YofS) Chris utt continue to sweat it out on new
ba es, battle camp. annual signal inspections of units and the Regimental
FFR in, pection '. Both are looking forward to a spell of relaxation in the
forthcoming rugby evens competitions held in Mu. cat and Dubai. Capt
teve Roden ha been asked ifhe would like to keep his hand in.
There are a number of ex Royal ignal personnel here all working at
different level · within the communications network for either civilian
companie or on contract to the military as officers or Warrant Officers.
Two of which, pictured here, were recently involved in the Royal Army of
Oman exerci e. A quote of the exerci e by former Tclemech Steve Powell
'You never forget once you have been with 249' o why did it take you 2
hours to wa h and shave in the morning, perhaps it was all that Arctic
training at 249.
The last few months ha e been very busy with the lead up to the Royal
Army of Oman Ex umoud Arba, which is a di vi ion al size deployment to
an area south of Adam in the desert. Th is exercise will be the cu lmination

of much bard planning and work by all. So contrary to popular belief life is
not just a pay packet and sun . Jn fact as this is being written it is raining
very heavily! On to a number of goodbye .
Lt Col Anderson posted somewhere in London Di trict. Maj John
Gale and his wife Victoria and the girl5, who are off to the Ministry and
colder waters. The Dhofar diving and Hash clubs may never be the ame
again without you. Capt Lee ·soo dives' Pilling and his wife Jackie 'If it
i not pink I'm not wearing it', off to 14 Sig Regt (EW) a the diving
officer. sorry Traffic Officer. Oh and Lee do the following fi le sizes mean
any thing to you COMSEC 275K, Diving 16Mb. Finally to W02 (YofS)
Pete 'I've got an VQ you know' McKinally and his wife Marion,
posted to Corsham as a WO I. Pete OC 5 Sqn is st ill talking about you.
Thank you all for the hard work.

Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased to receive interesting articles
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20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16

Sqn Comd
Maj J. E. Richardson
RSM
WOl (RSM) K. Jones
Sqn HQ has ·een a significant amount of change since its return from
Bosnia. The 2JC . Ca pt Paul Smith , leaves for pastures new, or at least 11
Sig Regt. He ha been replaced by Capt Stu Boyne, who makes the short
hop from Ops Room, 4 doors down. W0.2 (~QMS) Mark. Sch.olfield
leave to as ume 10 role of RSM I (UK) Div Sig Regt. We wish hun and
his fam ily all the best and remember. everything is easy in comparison ~o
the QM dept in Bosnia. In hi s place. we welc?me W02 (RQM ) Chris
Drew and family. Finally, on the leaving front, It 1s goodbye and good luck
to Capt Ruth Pilkington. Not only i~. he leaving u · for JC. C, but al o to
oet married as well. On a more po 1uve note, congratulallons go to the
RSM, Kev Jones, on his selection for commi sion. The gras i not always
greener, however, we are sure you will . ucceed wherever they send you.
EXERCISE FIRST T RY 23 J
E-28 JUNE 1997
At 0500hrs on Monday 23 June. the troops mustered . in t~e garage~.
vehicles loaded, bids filled ready for the off-the first exerc1s~ since Bosma
and we're setting of at illy o' clock (according ~o Lt Dave Seymour~ or. to
beat the rush hour around Paderborn accord111g to the boss MaJ J1i:n
Richardson. In the six weeks that had passed since our return from Bosnia
the Squadron had reconfigured, enjoyed a well de erved three week leave
and recrewed .
.
Ex First Try was a Squadron level exerci e. wiLhou.t staff. covering a
period of three weeks. The Fir t pha e was the depl~ymg of bot~ troops
alon<>0 with Ech to the area around Soest m Germany, m order to highlight
both issued and personal kit deficiencie . rusty practices, po ible new
SOis and to remind u all of our conventional role. The econd pha e wa
to re-group back in barrack and spend a week ironing out .the problems
that had emerged. Training formed a large_ pan of the wee_k _mcorporattng
trade as well as oldiering skill . The vehicle were cruum ed hard and
new cam system developed.
.
.
The third pha e was re-deployment of the enure Squadron. with new ~nd
improved drills and skills. Unfortunately the weather wasn ton our 1de.
Following the glorious unshine of week one. _w~ pent what i:iust be the
wettest week in history around Sennelager Trammg area. C pl have I told
you about Norway' Pl ted was heard t~ put the world to right a record
number of times that week. Overall Ex FLr t Try wa exrremely succe ful.
It allowed the Squadron to readjust back into !ts role without the pre sure
of the staff and with time to study and improve all a pects of 1~
performance. LCpl Carl Payne howed Sgt T01_1y Taylor that ~e w~~n t
the only member of Bravo Tp who had ex_rraordmary m?p read111g kills.
by leadiu<> his packet throu<>h a German ·Pick Your Own trawberry
courtyard° at 0530hr on ; Thur day morning-with a bemu ed pyjama
dre ed farmer looking on.

farm

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. R. eymour
Tp SSgt
S gt Ware
.
.
The never-ending change in per onnel conun_ue apace m Alpha Tp.
Foll ow ing a uccessfu l shakeout from po t Bosma leave on Ex First Try,
the Troop has had to bid fare,~ell to a num_ber of ~hara_cters. A/Sgt I
Campbell i making up for hi short tour m Bosma w~th a 1x m~nth
attachment to 3 Para in Girdwood , LCpl Tom Anscomb 1s now well int_o
hi. epale e lessons at 250 Gurk~a Si9 qn: Cpl To~ Rothera 1 on his
way to 30 Sig Regt as well. whil t 1g M1ck.Y De~lm an~ LCpl Matt
McMuJlan are 7 Sig Regt bound. Meanwhile, Sig Chn Kirkman ,
clo ely fo llowed by Sig Martin Sleight, form the advance party of 2? Bd<:
operator who are moving to J_CV 1 m the_ near future. Cpl Mac
McGregor i also off to ~he Pr~~·ince to lend h1 experience to 8 Inf Bde.
We wish them all and their families well.
..
It has not been all one way traffic, LCpl Brookwell ha J0111ed the
Troop, at least briefly until his P-Coy. igs Coverley a~d Mac<?regor
have arrived, quite literally together, from Bl,a~dfor~ and Sig Bowrm_g h~
arrived from I Armel Div Sig Regt (they don t JllSt give u their exerc1 es.)
Amougst all the turnover of manpower. gt Mayell has. returned fro1!1
uccess ful completion of hi s Sgt' C e an.d LCpl 'Ronnie Mc~ona ld 1
spending half of hi summer in Batu dnvmg for ihe B?e Comm~nde1. He
has been able to call in on LCpl Godfr~y who is on a 1x-m.ontl~
attachment in Canada. For those of u left behind, we have had the delights
of Ex Fir t Try, I t Lines and Ex Rhino ~ear t~ k~ep u a111us7d:-not to
mention all the leav ing barbecue . The mult~-d1. c1phne Troop training day
provided a little alternative ·entertainment . Whilst ~ Tp played in t~e
mud in Sennelager, the boys from Alpha Tp_tned their h<~nd at mounta_m
biking, trailer reversing, shooting, fau lt findmg , genera l knowledge te t

and logic problem . Whilst the winners (the Rover queens of ' igs Abbott,
Coverley and Harris) were a little disappointed wit~ thei,r uv marker pen_s,
•econd placed Air/Aviation det (LCpl olan, 1g Kirkman and 1g
Booker) were rather more pleased with their afternoon off. The wooden
spoonists sadly picked up an extra duty.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt W. R. Holbrook
Tp SSgt
gt J. Crabb
.
When the 17 July 1997 was designated a 'Troop Commander s
disposal ' , Ex Bravo Challenge was born. Due to be the fi~st of many,
Bravo Challenge was designed to get paintbrushes out of their hand and
the Troop out of the garages. Bravo Challenge was held on Sennelager
Training area and the main aim of the day wa for ome thoroughly
enjoyable military training with the compulsory barbecue and beers at the
end.

Pre Ex Bravo Challenge DS Brief
(l-R): Cpl Wood , Cpl S huttleworth, Cpl Plested, Lt Holbrook,
Cpl Dixon, LCpl Thompson
The morning tarted at 0700hrs with none of the LCpb or S_ignalf!lan
knowing the exact format of the day. The lads h~d been given var1?~s hm
on what to and what not to take by the ' crews , who were orgam mg the
.
.
day under the direction of Cpl Jay huttleworth:
LCpl Thomp on organi ed the filthiest. melhe_. t fir t aid stan~. which
rather set the tone for the rest of the day. It con 1sted of extracuon of a
c'asualty through a bog and a wade through a ~ve~ to a waiting CASEYAC
chopper. Cpl ·aaz.· Dixon and Cpl _·Sport billy Wood maste.rrmnded a
·election of command tn k , omething many of the ne\\ s1gn~lmen had
never done before. Cpl Pie ted organised the struct~ red g~s mg of the
Troop (after they had completed a river patrol) to revise their ATD BC
skills. A aood tirino day wa had by all, and plan are under way for Ex
Bravo Ch~llenge 2 ~fter Poland. Can't wait!!

'Comd Task'
(L-R) : Sig Evans, Sig O'Leary, LCpl Haskell
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H1 'IC L WORfil HOP '
\\'1th the return from Bo m. and the reorgani ·alion of the quadron. the
\\Ork. h p ha. found it elf being moved from p Tp to Mainl Tp, with the
ba,ic outcom that nothing ha: changed except the name.
On the hello and goodbye front. it is with great regret that the Workshop
ay~ Adieu to gt. lartin Hcatllcote and his wife Petra after a hort eight
)Car-. in Paderbom. Good luck in Ci\\')' treet. and hopefully you will get
that dream job driving a forklift .tt the Warsteiner Brewery. Another
goodbye goe> to gt l\lark uddy and famil , al o to Civvy treet, which
leaves the \\Ork. hop with nos co· (except for s gt arney Patel. who
doc not reall) count). To replace thee two . talwart of Armour i Cpl
Alfie Da,•id on. po ted from an arduou
ix month Tl ourse at
Blandford.
Finally. congratulation go to L pl 1ike Parke on passing hi ·
Leaderillip course. However, you are not an Officer yet. o a bit of work
e\·eT) no\\ and then would be appre iated.

T

lOFFS YER
TO IS CRICK T 1 TCH
On a wet Frida) morning. the Junior Rank of the quadron took on the
Officers and
CO in the annual cricket challenge match. Conditions
were not ideal. ln addition to the frequent heavy. hower . the out field was
also being grown for hay and wa alway likely to hamper high coring.
The Officen. and S 1CO batted first and uffered a dramatic early order
gt (FofS) Lance Mar hall and hi twin? brother Tiffy
collap e.
Marshall re tored ome pride and lifted a fairly di mal total to a more

competitive 58 all out. Pick of the bowlers was Sig 'Crazy Hakim ' Abbott
with his dodgy. underhanded bowling. The Wisden book of cricket
coaching will now have to he re-written to include two new types of
delivery; the ' dambuster' which bounces 12 time before it rcache the
crea e and the ' hand grenade' . Both of these deliveries helped Sig Abbott
to rather ~urprising career be t figures of 4 for 4.
After an excellent lunch provided courtesy of Sgt 'Harry the Knife'
Baird con. isting of andwichcs, cream scone and Pimms ('wot, wot. wot,
wot'), it was the 'Toms' turn to bat. After a ·olid start by Sig 'Gaz'
'lanningham and LCpl Ian McCulloch. disaster struck due to the
Officers ' Strike bowling for e of 0 Sqn. Maj J im Richardson , Secondin-Command Capt Stuart Boyne. Ops Offr Capt Jason Hazelwood and
OIC Cricket Lt David Seymour. The shining light for the 'Toms' was the
teadying intlucnce of Sig 'Geoffrey Boycott' Kirkma n and Mr Extras
courte ·y of Sgt Tony Taylor' Teflon wicket-keeping gloves. The game
wa poi ed on a knife-edge when Cpl Toby Robin on came to the crea. e
to display ome trnly cultured stroke play. He set up the win that was
ecured rather aptly by the only boundary of the day. With only one wicket
in hand. Cpl Ash 'doe my hair look okay' Ingham dispatched a long hop
by the QC Sqn to the quare leg boundary and victory wa ours. Up the
Toms!
At the end of the day, a Lt Seymour pointed out, 'c ri cket was the
winner' and over a Fosters Ice in the Bar afterwards thought turned to the
one remaining question: will the OC Sqn' run up get any longer a the
ea on progresses.

the team was down LO the minimum eight men. We could not afford to lose
anymore of the team, but with LCpl Moore suffering this looked doubtful.
Yet again we did not get very far before experiencing another set back.
LCpl Moore unable lo go on we decided to get him down to the
checkpoint before we could leave him . So the team of elite super humans
were reduced to snail pace hobbling down the steep hillsides. LCpl
Moore's pain was other peoples gain. We all had plenty of time to catch
our hreath on what should have been one of the fastest sections of the
course. Once at Checkpoint 6 we were reduced to seven men and
technically disqualified. Checkpoint 6 to heckpoint 7 was littered with
school kids, a great time to show off. LCpl Rick Lightfoot (admin team)
would have loved this opportunity to impress with hi s Tm a hard guy
falling down trick '. Checkpoints 7 to 10 were extremely long and boring,
conver at ion was down to a bare minimum and the jokes had all dried up.
Everyone did manage a good laugh at 'psycho' trying to run down a
concrete road-definitely an entry for the Ministry of Funny Walks. After
marching (or yomping for the detol boy ) across marshy hilltops we
thankfully arrived at Checkpoint I 0.

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick
Enjoying the final stretch to the finish!

LANYARD TROPHY 1997
Lanyard Trophy time once again. and once again competition for places
within the Squadron was intense. After hours of thought by SSgt 'Robo
Spice' Simmons the team was selected: Lt Grant Peden.
gt Kev
Simmons, Sgts Rob Enderby and Terry M cintyre, Cpl 'Loggy'
Wright, LCpls Dave Berr., 'Foo' Harri , Dave McConnell. 'Gaz'
'.\Ioore and Sig Eddie Banks. Thi elite bunch of men wa wonhy enough
to wear the coveted red 19 MB ST-shirt kindly donated by the Squadron.
The general conYersation on the way down to Wales was, 'Why are we
ot one of u was looking forward to the race-least of all Lt
doing thi
Peden who had been 'training· whilst on leave in Greece. The night before
e\·eryone was full of nerves. Lt ' hort straw' Peden made the situation
worse by pulling out tart time 0530 hrs. We wou ld be the first team to
tart (nobody Lo overtake-everyone to takeover us!) The race tarted at
0530 hrs. by 0545 hrs one member of the team was reproducing last
night's tea (it looked bener coming out than it did going in). This

r,

entertaining sideshow lasted for half an hour, and from this early et back
we knew that we would be in trouble.
We lo l our fir t casualty (Mr Incredible Puking man) at Checkpoint 3.
ow down to nine the team started to open up the pace. We were crui ing
along like a well-oi led machine, when LCpl Moore tarted to suffer with
bli ters. Al Checkpoint 4 LCpl Moore took the decision to carry on (like
the true hero he is). Thi was a wi e choice a he would prove very
entertaining later on in the day. A we ventu red from Checkpoint 4 we had
the mightie t of hill in our ights. Morale was high with the odd joke or
two being cracked but this all topped a we gained altitude; the climb
gening steeper and steeper. We were almost at the top when LCpl Moore
started to truggle with his blisters. This did not impre s Sgt 'psycho' Rob
Enderby and the pair exchanged word in what was becoming a heated
discussion. Once at the top with the only way to go being down, everyone
began to cool off. LC pl McConnell cooled it more than the rest of us and
came very clo e to catching hypothermia. Unab le to carry on any further
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At Checkpoint 10 we were to follow mine tape all the way into the
fini h for safety reasons. So upon asking the marker at the checkpoint,
'Which way do we go?' the an wer we didn't expect was ·J don't know,
people have been shooting off in all direction .' We wandered off in search
of the mine tape and the Finish Line. We were now within three miles of
the fini h line, when all of a udden there was a massive growl. Everyone
looked at p ycho he was screaming, grunting, whinging, whining and
whipping himself with nettles. Even after this energetic outburst he still
had time to lap himself around his head and pick a fight with an innocent
local who wa walking his dog.
With the Finish in sight everyone made an extra effort. We all put on our
Tm not totally knackered face', stuck out our chests and crui ed over the
finish line. Everyone except 'Robo Spice' and 'short straw' were hanging
out. The whole team took a vow never to do it again, and most intended to
keep the promi e. A final thanks to the admin team for trying to keep
morale up - better luck next time! !
EXERCISE HIGHLAND EBOR 18-27 JU fE 97
Ex Highland Ebor was Bravo Troop · adventurou training for 1997.
After literally minute of thorough planning by Lt 'J.etski'. Peden the ~ay
arrived for the departure from Catterick, exe Uled wnh military prec1 ion
a always, with Sgt Rob 'cros dre sing' for real men ' E nderby in charge
of navigation-my word what an in pired appointment! I myself. had been
de patched a day earlier to orwich with Cpl 'oo~ it' spikey' Leask to
pick up a genuine salty ea dog. Mr Graham Rollms, \~ho wa to be our
sai ling instructor for the duration . Apart from a few tone of curvy and
mermaid hunting we all arrived within half an hour of each other at
Cameron Barrack , lnverne s.
Certainly an excellent location, the barrack go.t u into the .wing of
things straight away, streams of indigenous population, bedecked 111 che~k
skirts and furry pouche oozing from every crevice: The l?vely qua111l
sound of bagpipe filled the air, and did not. top unul well 111to the next
morning. There wa no rest for the merry band of Bravo reveller_ . By 0700
hr the next day we were divided into ~roups. and travelling '? the
organised activitie . These were to be ~1lh~alk111~ with , LC11l Taff.
tunred. twisted Billy Goat' Evans, rock cilmbmg wnh Cpl Radio Relay
rhymes with belay' Allen and mountain biking_with S~t Rob ' saddl~ are
for wimp 'Enderby . There was al. o dmghy sa!lmg wuh Sgt Terry. techs
are good for omethi ng' Mcintyre and canoeing with Sgt Mark w1m
test i a good test ' Swain.
,
Sgt Eric • Jeeping beauty ' Williams wa to double a the Tp Comd s
driver and the car rang to the sound of 'ooh ooh can't we go back for the
jet ki, pleeea e! ' The jet ki was origi nally suppo ed w be a back&round
evem but by the time the QC and Cpl Jon ' the body Cha!11berla111 had
used all of the fuel trying to out do each other. the nearest the re tofu got
was to catch their spray. A round robin of all the events en ued for the first
five day , until after a long re t, well-.a 111ght,_ we all embarked ,on o_ur
cho en three-day exped ition . I cho e htll walkmg because l hadn ~ 9u1te
seen enough of LCpl Evans' back ide the first time round and ~vas J?111ed
by Sgt Mick ' le nd u. a five r' Toe . We . et off to conquer the Five S1 ter
of Kintail. but low cloud ba e (my only hill walkmg catch phra e). topped
the as ·ault and we had to sett le fo r a 'low level ' ridge instead. All the
expedition went wimmiug ly (literally owing. to the weather), with the
ailors having the la t laugh; any sport that rehe on w111d to have a good
time sound a bit su to me.;!
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Looks can be deceiving- Cpl Dave A llen
On arrival back in lnvernes a barbecue wa waiting for u , o we at
outside in a thunder-storm, becau e we are Brits. We then devoured the
fayre before retiring to watch demon trations of trength by C pl Dave
lien and Cpl 'Taff' ·five can i enough' Mallaney, before our final
ortie into the town of pleasant mile and dazed expre ion . The Troop
agreed that an excellent lime was had by a~l.. and our thanks go to all
in tructors, particu larly tho e of non-Bravo on gm. An extra ally thank . to
Mr Graham Rollin , who gave up his spare time to teach the most novice
crew he can have ever encountered.

About to take a plunge-Sig Stu Paton
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ALPHA TROOP
Welcome to 2Lt Ashton stra ight from hi~ Troop Commdndcrs' Course.
and welco me back 10 LCpl Tarry fresh from his Class I course.
Temporary goodbyes to Sig Olejnik and Sig Mo ran. detached to 8 Inf
Bde, and Sig Perry detached to BATUS. Goodbye to L t Parfitt who is
goi ng back to school at Shri venham.

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CCX

OJI~

qn Comd
:\laj T. J.P. \ ·atts
R 1\1
WOl {RSM) Pocock
The quadr n ha. had :mother busy couple of months with a number of
activitie' in addition 10 our normal training, including ijmegen far he .
quadron ummer Camp and a number of porting events. The highlighl
of the tmining programme wa fa. Gr phon' Wing. a Bde exercise 10
confirm I RGBW conver ion to the airmobile role. The Squadron
establi,hed an e'lcon in the Bde ~taging area and deployed RRB and Tac
HQ in -.upport of a number of as,auh and aviation raids. There was plenty
of helicop1er support 1hroughout 1he exerci, e and the Squadron wa able to
practise airmobile skills. The Sqn 2IC. Air Adjulanl and Reece Officer,
Capt Hanby, continued hi personal conversion to role by remaining in
barracb. He has obviou ly discovered the page of Capt Deans' handover
notes titled, ·Excu es For ot Going On Exerci e.'

Th opening ceremony wns a speciacul ar event held in a large stadium
packed with thousands of spec1a1ors. It began wi1h the descen1 of free-fall
parachut ists carrying 1he national flags and conlinued for lwo hours,
fi n i~hing with the march pa t of all 1eams, both mili tary and civilian.

Sqn Comd
RSM

216 ATHLETICS TEAM
The Squadron's Athletic Team ha had a very ucce sful eason with a
101of hard work going on, to produce some well earned result . First in the
season was 1he 4 Divi ion competition where the Squadron was narrowl y
beaten into second place by ATR Pirbright. However, the team then went
on to win the Army Champion hips semi-fin al. Unfortunately the final
was not a repeat perform ance but till a very creditable third place.
Following on the Squadron ucce full y won the Morri son Cup de pile the
appalling weather condition . Congratulations to Sgt Jones. LCpl Clancy
and Sigs Good and Lowe who were elected and ub equently repre ented
the Corps in the Inter Corps Championship .

The hard work began in the early hours of the followin g morning with a
march-pa 1, out of the gates of Camp Heumen oord to the . ound of a
military band. The pattern was set for the fo llowi ng 100 mi le and 4 days.
with an early tan and march past each morning, followed by 8.5-10 hour
of marching. The route each day wa lined by thou and of spectator. .
with children offering weets and refreshment and aski ng for ouvenir
and autograph s. The atmo phere wa fantastic, with band playing in
many of the towns and villages, and the encouragement of the spectators
who stayed out in all weathers wa. a real lift to tired legs. The finishing
point at Charlemagne was a welcome sight, and team medal were
pre ented to the MN D(C) teams by Maj Gen McAfee, Comd M D(C).
This was followed by a parade through the centre of Nijmegen which
every resident of the city appeared to have 1urned out 10 watch. Despite the
wet weather this was an outstanding climax 10 a hard week, and left jus1
the all -night pany to endure!
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Maj D. G. Halstead
WO l (RSM) Turnbull

HQ T ROOP
A we draw 1oward leave we have fi nished another busy, yet ucce sful
period fo r the Squadron. Farewell and be t wi hes to R M Tu rnbull and
good luck in your new role as MTO of 40 Sig Regt (V). Welcome 10 R M
Dave Catchpole who return to the Squadron with his wi fe Jane and the
children.

Lt Parfitt and SSgt A lger lead the Sqn t eam on
Nijmegen Ma rc hes

, ' fJ'.\1EGE M RCHES
The Squadron was cho en 10 enter a learn to represent the Bde in th i
year\ . ijmegen Marches. The team entered as part of a larger
. 1ultinational D1v i ~ion <Central) team made up of teams from all four
nations 1>.ithin lhe Division. 111e Sq uadron 1eam was led by Lt Parfitt and
con,isted of I I marchers and a two-man administration pa11y. The ieam
tra•elled on the unday prior to theevenl and was accommodated overnight
by 280 ( K) . 111 . qn. Krefeld. A shooti ng festival in a local vi llage
pro ided an ideal opportunity to introduce 1he younger members of the
team to 1he delights <>f Germany. The team travelled on 10 ijmegen the
following day, in time to take pan in the opening ceremony that evening.

SUPPORT TROOP
Welcome to Capt Coulston from 3 (UK) Div, W02 (RQ 1 ) Cuppcr
fro m 1 Mech Bde and Sgt Willoughby RLC. Goodbyes to Capt Elliot, off
to complete JCSC, and Cpl Harvey off to be a civilian. Con gratulation~ to
1he QM, Capt Britton, on his selection for promotion and W02 (RQM )
Skimming on his promotion and posting to I Mech Bde a~ RSM .
Congratulat ions also 10 Cpl Lodge and Cpl Topps on their selecti on for
promotion to Sgt, and LCpl Hors will REME on hi s promotion to Cpl.

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Par a)
Aldershot

Q ADRO SUMME R C MP
The quadron ummer Camp was organi eel b. gt 1cKenna and
based ai Cawdor Barrack . Haverford West, the home of 14 Sig Regt
(EW). It wa held over a two-week period with all Squadron per onnel
taking part for one of the two weeks. The aim wa to involve e eryone in
as many activitie · as po ible. including windsurfing. ailing. climbing,
trekking. mountain biking and canoeing. Everyone took pan in trekking,
climhing. ailing and canoeing with a free choice of activitie on the
remaining day . The most popular choice was coasteering, which involved
climbing and wimming around parts of the coa 1line and jumpi ng into the
sea from ridiculou ly high cliff . Another popular activi1y was deep- ea
fi hing that was particularly enjoyed by Cpl Topps. who decided 10 bail
the fi h with the breakfast he had eacen prior lo gelling into 1he boat. The
QM, Capt Ben Britton. was the unrivalled fishing champion and kept the
chefs bu y with hi huge catches. ol norn1ally one to tell a tory. he
enjoyed the opponunity to tell a few ti herman · tale to the le s
experienced angler in the Squadron. Sadly he was les happy about LCpl
·r thought they were rubbish bag ir' Wilson ' midnight addition to hi
>lock of freshly caught fish!
The trekking wa led by W02 (FofS) Cooper who, having tried in vain
to explain the technical benefit of his walking ticks. entertai ned the
walkers with tale of his long lo t youth. Sig Brunskill demonstrated the
need to wear a helmet when mountain biking by hurling him elf into a
ditch and cutting his head. The stu nt would have been quite impre sive had
he not been pu hing hi bike at the time! With the exceplion of thi~ minor
incident, the two weeks ran extremely moothly thank to the hard work of
Sgt 1cKenna and all the in tructors. The activi1ie were an excellent
break from normal work and a good time was had by all.

Trekkers on Squadron Summer Camp

BRAVO TROOP
Welcome to 2Lt Bowdler from Blandford, Sig Steward from 7 Sig
Regt, LCpl White from 2 Sig Reg1 and LCpl Russell from 3 (U K) Div.
Goodbye 10 Sig Stevenson posted to 14 Sig Regt, Sig Chapman posted to
30 Sig Regt and LCpl Walsh, LCpl Latham and Cpl O ' Brien all off 10

try thei r luck in Civ Div. Congratulations to Cpl Korchel on her selecuon
for promotion to Sgt. and to LCpl Barringer on his effon, wi th the Corp~
Tug-of-War Team.

SPORT
The Squadron has had a busy sporting schedule with a number of
competition both internal and inter-uni!. The a1hletics tea m put in a good
performance at 1he Morrison Cup despite minimal tra ining time, fmishing
in third place in the minor-u nits compelition. ig Harris produced the besl
individual performance in the high j ump, beating hi own personal best by
a large margin . In the Cadman Cup Inter-Troop Sports Co111 peti1 ion, Sp
Tp have maintained their winn ing form of last season by winn ing three of
the four summer even ts. Havi ng won the athletics earl ier in 1he year, 1hey
also won 1he wimming and volleyba ll competitions. Bravo Tp managed
to poi l the party by win ning lhe cricket, whil st Alph a Tp's sporting talent
was absent repre. enti ng the Squadron in Nijmegen.
Five members of the Squadron competed in the Colchester JO Mile
Road Race in pu rsui t of the Military Team prize. The Squadron ru nners
were led home by Lt Parfitt. followed by Cpl Turner, Capt Hanby,
LCpl Pond and Maj Watts, who pul in a part icularly brave perfo rmance
after a good night in the Sergeants' Mess. The 1eam won the coveted
1rophy, beating our local spon ing riva ls from the Mililary Corrective
Train ing Centre.
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ALPHA T ROOP
The main effon for Alpha Tp for Jul y was Ex Pegasus Strike. which had
the Troop deployed to the fictional i land of ew Lothian, just off the East
coast of Africa to assist the Bde in humani1arian aid operations. In reality
we pent just over a week in i olation at South Cerney before moving up to
Onerburn to provide communications and the HQ for EXCO .
There has been a complete change at the head of the troop with SSgt
' eel ' eedham and L t ' Fat Boy' Quin ey both departing to be replaced
by SSgt Kev Read and 2Lt 'Which Tac Sign ?' Chambers.. Sgt Read
joins from ATR Bassingbourn and any rumours that he de tre to be a
guardsman foll owing hi performances on the RSM ' muster p~de have
been quickly denied. 2Lt Chambers come to .the Squadron trmg.ht from
the Tp Comd's course at Blandford and ha quickly become fam1ltar with
1he South Cerney area afler following the wrong Tac igns for a hort
whi le before practi ing convoy drill and correcting the direction of travel.
The Troop ay a fond farewell to Lt Quinsey and wi hes him all the best
on his degree cour. eat Shriven ham.
There have been a few Olher additions to the Troop with Cpl ·Ted' Page
joining us from 14 Sig after having pas ed both P Coy and his jump
cour e and LCpl 'Fish' Salmon from I (UK) Div. Sadly the only
opponuni ty for the Troop to jump was a Skyvan programme which wa ,
cancelled by high winds , allegedly cau ed by LCpl ' Paddy The Mouth
Neill talking too much. The Troop looks forward 10 1hree week of
summer leave before what wi II be a very busy mon1h of September.

If responding to any

LANYARD T ROPHY
The 1997 Lanyard Trophy Competition was held in the Brecon
Beacons, the centre of activity being Cwrt-y-Gollen Camp. This year, the
turnout wa the be t ever with twenty- ix teams entering. Five of tho e
were TA and three were female. As usual. the Regul ar team · route was 40
mile and the TA and female route 30 mile . However. one of the TA uni t
put fear aside and anempted the 40-mile rou1e, whi le a Regu lar unit
entered a mixed team. After an early ri e at just before dawn, all the team
crossed the start line and faced a gruell ing fi rst few mi les. which pread
the teams out. Separating the sheep from the goats! Fortunately, the
weather wa just right, staying calm and clear in the low ground and
saving the wind and mi ni mal visibility for higher up. A they made 1heir
way along the arduous route, the smiles and 1he morale gradually dropped
from peoples faces. However, everyone marched on to the best of their
ability and finally made it to the finish. Except for 3 Div, who were
obviously not that impressed with the planned route and so dec ided to
make it more of a challenge for them elve . . .
Congratulation go to each of the winning teams-249 Sig Sqn (AMFL),
39 Sig Regt (V) 'A and 11 Sig Reg! female 'B ' . Thank you very much and
well done 10 everyone that took part. whether competing or organi ing.
and we hope to ee you all and more next year'
MIKE TROOP

by LCpl Andy Fisher
Ex Pega us Strike in July is the Bde FfEX which involve an Airborne
In ertion. (ooer Mi sus) RAL and FAL. Cpl Wayne Braddock and my elf
had the honour of jumping in with the LPBG Para Tac element as part of
the four-man WR team. Sgt Steve Jones was the technician with Para I
and Sgt eil Paul joined 1he NWR learn during one of the as ·aults by 2
Para and for the Fly Forward pha e. The Troop wa plit between the two
HQ s a1 We 1 Freugh and Onerburn and for ome of ou r newer members it
was their first experience of a Squadron exerci e. However. it wa not a
normal Sqn deployment as it wa Bde orientated. Much was learnt by the
new bloke and especially by ig Andy Good who was unfortunate enough
to have an RTA in one of the brand pank.ing new Wolf Landrovers.
Congrarulation to our bo . W02 (FoS) Steve Bason and his wife
Shoni on the birth of their daughter, Jasmine. A big Mi ke Tp welcome to
Cpl Ian 'Airborne At Last' Dickin on and hi wife Kim . Ian gladl y
volunteered hi ervices to help erec1Tent Ci ty at South Cerney for Pegg)
Strike. Cheers !! Congratulation· also go 10 LCpl Glen Ruscoe ·P.
Coltrane', on pa in!! P-Coy and his Para course. Welcome back to gl
Steve Jones and Cpl ·Polly' Paul on after their tri p to Australia\ i1h the
Squadron Rugby Team. o prizes for gues ·ing who has been 'big timi ng·
ii with their Austral iw1 wi ng on 1heir mocks. 'Brad ' ha been very busy
with Rugby representi ng hi. Unit, Corp and Army tea m:·
The Troop would like to ay farewell to Cpl Tl)ny henda~ who has lefl
for 7 Sig Regt. Cpl Rob 'Mac· 1~cAdam who. has left for h1 Tl and Sgt
Andy ' Buzz Lightyear' colt who 1 off sky-d1vmg at J PC etheravon.
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The ladies team has had their fair measure of success and pictured arc
some of the team ' Racing Snakes cs'!

223 Sig Sqn (399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby

TH

OLO EL I
HlEF Vl IT R F DIGBY
We were recent!) honoured with a vi it to R F Digby by HRH The
Princess Ro) al. HRH \\a greeted on arrival by the tation ommander.
\\ g Cdr Bob llan OBE and the head of arm Maj Alan Mc omb.
Folio" ing an immm:ulate di play by the tation guard of honour. HRH
wa> briefed by the t:llion Commander in the Officers le . he wa then
in\·ited t0 formally open the . tations new A tro Turf pitch and enjoy the
station hocke) team beating the 'Auld Enemy' R F Waddinglon 4-2 in
the proce . A ·et of demon 1ra1ion by the Aerial Erector chool and 591
Signals nil wa. followed by an exccllen1 lunch in the Officer Mess
where she wa able 10 meet a cro s ection of all civilian and military
personnel of all rank · and from both Briti h and American contingents.

Malin who represented the Army in the I !Om hurdle against Surrey and
Hampshire. Well done to W02 (Supvr R) Trethewey on hi promotion
and on the birth of his on Jack. 10 LCpl 'Scotty' Hoffman on tying the
knot and 10 L pl Ding dale on 1he binh of hi son. Finally to LCpl Sue
Ford on a succe ful RCB, looking forward 10 RMA Sandhur t?
CHARLIE FLIGHT
C Flt Comd
Flt Lt Dave Hoyton
Senior upvr
W02 (S upvr R) Jimmy McGhee
A good few month for C watch! We took the CO' Cup and won the
oftball competition again! This year's fete saw us with two tails, many
thanks to Cpl Berry. LCpls Holmes, 'Sparky' Collins and JT 'Myra'
Hindley. Welcome to Flt Lt Hoyton, W02 (Supvr R) McGee, Cpl
Chadwick and LCpl Steward and goodbye to LCpl Jones, Hauxwell,
tkinson, ash, Lennon and Collin off on detachment. Congratulation
on marriage go to Cpl Chadwick, LCpls Warn, Collins and Vincent and
finally they go to the new OC on the birth of his son William.
DELTA FLIGHT
D Flt Comd
Flt Lt Jason Young
W02 (Suvpr R) Track Trethewey
Senior Supvr
Farewell to W02 (Supvr R) Randle, Cpls Mitchell, Elliot, Smith
and LCpls Coomber Welch, MacLaughlin Saban and to LCpls Dave
and Sam Kirton. Hello to Flt Lt Young, S gt (S upvr R) Fogg and Sgt
Morris and welcome back to LCpls Cross and Mc ellis.
TOP PRESS
Cpl· elly' Clifford get hi third! LCpl Booth recently married and to
SSgt ( upvr R) Owen for remembering tO bring hi cigarettes with him?

HRH meets the Station Guard of Honour
(L-R): LCpls Kerry Sly, hidden-Heather Smart, Michelle Colman,

RECENT EVE TS
LCpl Dave Kirton won the LSW , hooting match during the 2 Div
SAAM competition again t some very Liff competition. Well done to Cpl
Chilvers for the fele tall with 'gues the amount of !ego' (did your on
win I t prize Bert?) who was helped by Cpl Fishwick, LCpls Rimmer
and Waldron and JTs Anderson, elson and Proctor and rai ed some
erious money for the MRI Scanner Appeal.

'When shall we four run again!'
Ladies Team (L-R): LCpl Lisa Shaw, LCpl Sam Kirton,
W01 Jeanette Graham and Capt Jan Sykes
We became runners up in the RAF Logi tics champion hips with
notable performances from young and old alike featuring Sgt ( upvr R)
Worley, gt Hamill and Cpl Pat Mullen! Congratulations lo WOl
Gower on his I t place on the. Corps Champion hip 'C' Course- an
excellent result at hi first championship event. Capt Palfreyman
managed a creditable 12th place on the 'A' cour e despite a crippling
port injury from the night before. (Despite falling down 30ft eanh bank
and nearly breaking his collar bone, he still managed to hold onto hi
buny! )

HOCKEY CLUB
, gt ( upvr R) Alan utherland
OC Hockey
21C Hockey
Cpl Gary King
amcs for praise gt Longmuir,
gts ( upvr R) ' tockell and
Sutherland, pl filler and JT Welham who pumshed the RAF' Cup
favourites RAF Henlow in the semi final, with some great goab and saw
us running oul the winnt:rs at 6-3. Cup Final linal day at RAF Halton and
Digby fi elded a very strong side (consiMing of nine players from the Army
Element) against the odds on favourites RAF Stafford. The ..ee sa.... game
saw goals from Cpl Millar and JT Welham cancelled out in the dying
seconds by a Stafford equaliLer 1 Extra time and Digby a goal down
straight away but displays from Flt Lt Wood, Sgts Hepburn, Brown and
Cpls Berry, 'Miffy' Smith and LCpl 'Cam' Smith saw us core two
goal and Digby became 1he RAF Hockey Champions for the fiN time
ever. We hosted the Inaugural Birgelen Trophy between 9 Sig Regt. RAF
onh Luffenham, 14 Sigs, 15 Sigs and DSSS. Digby ran out the
convincing winners scoring 26 goals and conceding only three. 15 Sigs
second, 9 Sigs and DSSS joint third, fifth RAF orth Luffenham and the
wooden spoon to 14 Sigs.
399
FOOTBALL TEAM CO Q ERS EUROPE!
QC Tour
WO ,John Jackson
Team Manager
CT Dave Bues
In May. RAF Digby Football Club participated in the pres11g1ous
Signals Cup Competition held at AFCE T in Holland. 18 Service team
from Germany, Holland, UK and Cypru took part. The second team led
by Corp. player Cpl Benson and midfielder Cpl Coop suffered only one
defeat to finish runners-up in their group.
After some early jitters RAF Digby' fu t team, got their act together
with Cpl ·Mac' McLeod and LCpl Stephenson keeping the defence
together with keeper CT 'Toff' Purvey enabling striker Cpl Al mith to
net four goals lo win their group. In the semi-final we beat RAF Bruggen
the current RAF Soccer Champion . The final was against 280 ig Sqn
(formerly 28 Sig Regt ) the elite Army team in Germany. With a ingle
goal from LCpl tepbenson we appeared to be cruising but football is a
funny old game with 280 Sig Sqn scoring three and Digby equalising with
a goal from Cpl ·Mac· McLeod and then one from LCpl tephenson in
the dying seconds. Penalties again! JT Batey under con iderable pres ure
scored and left CT 'Toff' Purvey, as he did in the emi-final. to pull off a
brilliant ave and RAF Digby became the Signals Cup Champion at their
very fir t attempt! Our resident German 'Feetba Fan' WOl (Supvr R)
Chestnut has very kindly offered to organise next year's event on our
behalf. That's all for now and all I can ay is hope the mail get through
and the truth i out there!

240 Sig Sqn

Tarquin Kettlewell and John Myers
HRH was invited to tour 399 SU before meeting the ervice families
and their children who had gathered for thi occasion. HRH 1ook obvious
pleasure in chaning to parents and children alike and provided many a
per ·on (young and old) with a day they\ ill never forget Tl was just reward
for everyone involved in 1he planning and preparation that the vi it was a
huge succe . a were the myriad of loyal toas1s and celebration that
followed!
:\1AJ (TFC OFF (R)) JIM DODD BEM
With sad hearts we are saying farewell and bon oyage to Maj (Tfc Off
(R)l Jim Dodds and hi wife Carol after 35 years ervice with the Corps.
A true gentleman and friend 10 many. he has seen many chanoes to the
Corps in his ume but had the vbion and pa1ience to guide us th~ough the
turbulent water over the years. Hi wicked ense of humour and hearty
laugh will truly be mi sed (even though he still uppon ewcastle!). He
ha promised to keep the morse key in his hean and welcome old friends
\\hen he and Carol move up nonh to open the Shannon Coun Hotel for
busir '>S. Good lud. to you from all your friends around the world, within
the Corp> and here at Digby.
ALPHA FLIGHT
A Flt Comd
Lt Elly Goldsworthy
Senior Supn
W02 (Supvr R) Eddy Fisher
Hellos 10 2Lt Roberts, W02 (Supvr R) Fisher and Sgt (Supvr R)
Humphrie and fresh from the factory LCpls haw, McCracken, Fox
shton and ·Hutch' Hutchinson. Goodbyes to our great leader Lt
Golds\\ortb), 'Sgt (Supvr R) Worle) to a day job and Sgt Sayer on a
cour--e, a very very long course! Away are Cpls Marrs, owell and
'\1atthe\\~, LCpls Dunsmuir and Burgum. Goodbye 10 HQ Civ Div to
LCpl Gilli~an and h~nks . Welcome to fatherhood to the following
LCpls Henning, Duckermg and Appleyard , it is the Lincolnshire air!
BRAVO FLIGHT
B Flt Comd
Capt Adam Hillary
DSO
WO John .Jackson
\\elcome' to • gt ( upvr R) Pe.stell, LCpl Hobson and fresh from the
lactory LCpl~ Tresigne, ly and mart. Goodbyes to LCpls Lamb and
tephen on to c1Hy \lreet and detached Cpl Ghaut and LCpl Graham.
On the p<1rting front
gt ( upvr R) Sutherland and LCpl Johnson
"'ho helped to win the inaugural Birgelen Hockey Trophy and 10 Cpl
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DIGBY SUMMER CAMP 97
The camp un·ted (briefly)!! the Army and RAF which was split into
military training followed by windsurfing, hill walking, canoeing, rock
climbing and ab eiling. LCpls Booth and Siddiquee and JTs elson and
Jackson had the opponunity to try their hand at leading from the front.
Everyone gave their all and enjoyed the experience, including full AAFI
facilitie available on the camp!
RADIO ERVICING SECTIO (RSS) WORKSHOPS
Engineering Fil Comd
Flt Lt Steve Russel
S CO UC RSS
SSgt Bob King
Comings and goings and even promotions! All three Sgts have been
selected for promotion, Sgts Hamill, Lazenby, and Burton tandby for
posting orders. Goodbye to Cpl Flynn off on his Tl and that leaves Cpl
J3ond on his own (apart from SSgt King who runs the work hop when
he's not away on courses (or Golf cour es!)).
TRAI ING FLIGHT
Trg Flt Comdt
WOI ( upvr R) Eric Clee
SSgt Trg Flt
S gt (Supvr R) Frank Dalton
The Empire growth and the people cometh welcome to FSs Vance and
Curti , CT Bues, Sgts Stanton, Stephens and Whichelo and Cpl Pete
'Offender' Best. Training (Empire) Flight ha undergone some erious
expansion in recent times under the watchful eye of the latest Emperor
WOI (Supvr R) Eric Clee! (Who i the econdary duties king-Unfit
Fitness Officer, OTC Museum through to Deputy Health and Safety
Offic~r!) CT Bues had a footballing wan to Germany and returned wi1h
the Signals Cup! Sgt Stanton is back from a Skiing expedi tion to
Germany and walking expedition to Death Valley in the USA! Cpl Pete
B_est scared even more children on a walking expedition in Scotland with
his issue poncho! Sgt (Supvr R) Fra nk Dalton wou ld like to men1io11
that he works for the Spon Club and doesn't actually live there! For all
those concerned, YES, there will be another Digby In Bloom
Competition!!
ORIE TEERJ G TEAM
Orienteering Comd
Capt (Tfc Off (R)) Steve Palfreyman
21C Orienteering
Sgt 'Pi mpernel ' Whichelo
The learn bas competed in all RAF Orienteering events and ha
competed in the Royal Signals Championships. Stalwart Cpl Weston ha
left to take up a civilian post and congratulations on his engagement to Jo!
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SqnComd
21C

Maj Peter Baron
Capt (Retd) Joe Lovell

OPERATOR TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (Tfc) teve Watson
OPs Sgt
Sgt Caroline Gordon
CDA
Sgt Heather Mc air
As promi ed in the la t edition. we can now reveal that it wa Cpl
Donna Reynolds who had the twins, well done to both of you. and also to
Sgt Caroline Gordon on her addition to the Gordon clan. It" good to
have you both back at work. Our only remaining Relief Opera! r, LCpl
Cath Winder has deployed to Bo nia for ix months. we wish you good
luck and hope you enjoy Christmas over there.
TECH TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (TOT) Alan Eames
Tech Sgt
gt Paul Bowes
Maj Alan Eames ha returned from Hong Kong to find he wa not
mis. ed and W did not fall apart without him, he L now preparing hi
hand-over note ready for a po ting to Cor ham, hockey stick and ~ooth
brush in hand. Jn his ab ence Cpl ick Marcovic took the opportunny to
hand in his notice, and is well into the difficulties of re ettlement. gt Paul
Bowes is now wondering how he will cope on hi own, not being ure how
10 plug the kettle in.
EXERCISE OUTWARD EBOR II
Ex Outward Ebor II wa undertaken in May and wa an occa ion for the
member of240 ig Sqn to strerc~ their leg . Also t~ do ome map reading
(without having to involve 1hc Air Re cue team!)-m other word .. 11 was
1hc annual Adventure Trainino week held in the 5 star hostel Ill mble 1de,
in the Lake Di 1ric1. o 1hc~e we all were, first thing on the Monday
morning heading across country to the dark hodzom, ?f umbria. But
hoorah, on arrival the un broke through and remained with us for the rest
of the week. The O . 1aj Pete Baron had a sured u that he had booked
it for 1hal week, on the advice of 1he Adjt, Capt (Retd) Joe Lovell. who
for once got it right!
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Outside the Hut
(Back Row): Mr Paul Hadden, Mr Carl Butler
Middle Row: Mr Steve Boulton, Cpl Tony Brown,
Cpl Steve Guilford, Capt Steve Watson
(Front Row): Mr Gerry Colgan, gt Heather McNair,
Maj Pete Barron, Mr Tony Hewes, Sgt Paul Bowes
Cpl Tony 'all the gear. no idea!· Brown. our i111repid expedition leader
was awaiting our arrival lo brief us on the week's forthcoming acti\'itie .
So. anued ' ith puddles and wetsuits for the canoei ·ts and a prayer book
for the abseiler we set off for the fiNl of many actiYitie,. Cpl Ton}
Brown persuaded the canoeist. to wade into the freezing water 10 get u'ed
to the feel of it, unfortunately Cpl Steve Guildford had an ·out of-life
experience!' and the mo. l canoeing that he did wa~ to wear the suit. \Hlde
in, only to get dragged . traight bad. out! Freezing of the artcric. wa. hi-.
excuse! But everyone else man, gcd to brave the cold. do the .. roir· and if
need be, helped 10 do ,·o with gt Paul Bo\\ es prming that c;mocs real!)
can fly when he took off fr m the edge ~light!) higher than e:.pected !
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The Canoeists
The ab eilers had their fingers cros ed that it really wouldn't be a. bad
as all that-but again, they were disappointed as the height was more
as.ociated with parachuting and oxygen ma k than ropes and ·figure of
eight'! Capt Joe Lovell did not mile once during the whole time, while
managing to . moke numerou cigars in the hope that hi tum would never
come. but needle s to ay. he was oon roped up, cigar wa extinguished
and the last rite were given 10 him! Then it was Sgt Heather Mc air
who not only proved that abseiling could be done by going down headfim. but al o -howed that disco-dancing wa not only restricted lO nightclubs when the 'di co-leg yndrome' started to appear. he certainly did
not inspire the confidence of all around her with the OC. Maj Pete Baron
folio\\ ing next who in all hi years ·ervice had never partaken in thi socalled 'fun-&pon· before. In fact. he was o pleased in arriving afely al the
bottom. that he started moking again after weeks off on a ·give-up
smoking' campaign! Whal will-power!!!!

During the week. we h.1d two major walks organised . the firM one being
'Sharp Edge' \\h1ch Cpl Tony Brown hat.I assured the 0
wa., just a
·mere himblc ·.This wus easy for him to say as he had never done it before!
eedless to ay. the going was tough with hccr drops at either side, more
associated with Sir Edmund Hilary. although. a it was misty, the fact that
we couldn't sec how for we could fall wa definitely a benefit for the
fainthearted! Sgt Heather McNair had to be roped up al one occasmn
purely for afcty and not for enjoy me nt , or so she assures everyone'
Admittedly. the sen e of ac hieve me nt fell by everyone was worth it in the
end and prepared those for the next walk of the week over 'Su·iding Edge'.
This was a long walk incorporating steep climbs and scrambles which Cpl
Steve ' I need ·ome new underpant. !' Guildford man aged to cover on
hands and knc as he was under the impression that it was ju~t a nice.
easy stroll through some fields-NOT! And o it was. that 240 ig Sqn
pe onnel covered the di tance more like the 'Family Von Trapp ' than
anything else!!
The final activity of the week wa mountain-biking held in Gri edale
Forest. Thi was excellent fun with the group being plit into two, with
Cpl Tony Brown taking the 'faster' group and leading them into every
mud pool going with Sgt Paul Bowes again flying through the air. Thus
pro ing once again that it ' not ju l canoes that can fly but bikes can as
well ! The 'Slower" one kept a nice, teady pa e going up-hill , that is until
the top when it was a very uncontrolled de! cent with brakes squeaking all
the way! Capt Steve Watson. our duty photographer, enjoyed the bike
ride that wa the only activity that he managed to do due to a 'sore thumb'
although he wa unable to wear a hat due LO him not having a comb to
hand !
All in all. it was a very enjoyable week with the only injury being to Cpl
Tony Brown who wa 'clubbed ' in the face by a canoe paddle!
Unfortunately. he survived to tell the tales !
ARRI ALS AND FAREWELLS
LCpl Lorna Banks has been posted to Ba ingbourn on promoti on to
Cpl after completing hastily organised courses to make her uitable for
trai ning young and impressionable recruits. We wi h you a happy and
rewarding tour in your new po t, and thank you for the memories left with
u of a cheerful and willing soldier.

PERSO ALITIES:
qn Comd
SM

Maj Graeham Neal
W02 ( M) 'Paddy' Morrow

PA SI G OF TIME
June 1996! Our last entry in The Wire, my how time fl.ie .
Quite a lot has gone on ince then. Our single oldier (female)
accommodation has moved from Ward Barracks down to Wilton. much to
lhe rel ief of all the girl 's who no longer need to take the duty tagecoach trip
to and from work. Farewells Lo some whom have moved on to belier thing !
Last OC- Maj Mark Castle- mith , now with HQ
Last YofS-Bob Smith, now with civvy street, loads of dosh.
Last SSM-Colin Alexander again to civvy tree t.
Cpl Nicky Dunlop to the Y List ( I st child).
Cpl Fran Geddes to 9 ig Regt, lucky thing.
Cpl Donna even to 16 Sig Regt. to join hubby (at last).

EXERCISE PLOUGHMA 'S RIDE
by Sig Vincenzi
The crew; Maj Graeham ' Gizz a big one' eal. LCpl Trev ' Desperate
Dan ' Legg, LCpl Rachel ' Calm down· Cavanagh, LCpl Lesley 'It 's been
a few years since I've done this' Bell-Wigmore, LCpl Karen 'I'm not
scared, honest' C lifton and Sig icola 'l could 've been a jockey' Vincenzi.
There was an air of great expectancy. as the intrepid crew set off for a
day of horse riding at the Grovley Woods riding school. Although it wa

faj Dave Wright FISM

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
CO l Mr Vie King
21C
W02 (YofS) Wilf ·Martin' Wedge
During thi editorial period the Troop ventured south to the ewquay
area. for the quadron 's Summer Camp. The advance party of W02 Wilf
Wedge, gt 'Geordie' Green and Cpl ick Harrington ( ow Mr)
thoroughly recced all the training and ocial locations. The camp con i ted
of a fixed-pomt walk along the Comi h coastline. canoeing. urfing. rock
climbing and abseiling . The latter proved a laugh for everyone except
LCpl Jandy May who. a you can ee from the picture, decided to have
her back to the rock face . The Yeoman howed her how to abseil correctly!

only ten minutes down the road from camp. LCpl Bell-Wigmore's
navigational ski ll left a lot to be desired. After mastering a ten-point tum
on a narrow country road we finally made it to the stable yard. We were
each given a particular hor e/pony best uited for both our size and
capability. Obviously that meant both the OC and Trev were allocated the
two largest horses in the table (world)'!!
After half an hours exercise in the paddock. the OC. LCpls BW and
Cavanagh and myself were taken on a hack through the beautiful
country ide that urrounds Wilton. The OC led the way on a spirited
young thing called Hiawatha (we all came to the conclu ion that she had
desires of running in the Derby next year). I was left to bring up the rear.
omething Lo do with my vast amount of experience, so I could keep an eye
on the rest. The only problem was that J ended up needing eye in the back
of my head if we were going faster that a walk. Because Rachel
Cavanagh's pony fancied the day off!!
We oon realised once we left the wooded area that our fun and games
with Dobbin (Rachel's pony) had only just begun. Once in the fields there
was no stopping him. and I don ' t mean the physical exertion ense! Every
blade of gra had to be niffed, sampled and where po sible. wallowed. By
the end of the hack her hand were covered in blisters from pulling on the
reins so much and we think she may have had a mild case of whiplash.
caused by the udden pulling down for more tasty morsel . 1 eedless to say
we didn't expre any great d~ire to rerum to Grovley Wood in either the
near or distant future. Lesley BW however enjoyed herself o much that she
had thoughts of buying a eason ticket. whoops that' football i n'l it? Well,
the way Middlesborough played last eason there' no telling the difference.
A very appetising cup of coffee and a much needed meal of
ploughman's lunch provided by the taff of Grovley Riding Stable
followed. Even though 1 could hardly move the next day everyone agreed
that all-in-all we had a very good day out.

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

W02 (Yeoman) Wilf Wedge-' Abseiling at its best'
During the evenings .22 shooting and orienteering were the main
L pl Zoe Aldridge's hooting improved greatly when someone
mentioned that he hould look through both sights! On the orienteering
scene t.he Troop .became a liule worried when Sgt ' Geordie' Green was
seen with a map 111 his hand on the orienteering event. A mall orienteering
course uddenly became a longer course. Talking of walking, Sig 'The
Young One' Banks enjoyed tabbing the hills with Maj Jack Cowen.
Seem Maj Jack wa gelling in practice for hi year hike around ustralia
when he has retired.
The Troop wished Bon Voyage to Cpl Paula Kelson on her detachment
to Bos nia and then posting to ATR Ba. singbourn and a very fond hello to
Cpl Donna Scaife.

event:~·

LCpl Mandy May-' A Demonstration on Abseiling'

243 Sig Sqn
Bulford

WELCOMES TO SOME NEW MEMBERS:
SM ' Paddy ' and Arlene Morrow who join u from 21 Sig Regt.
YofS ' without portfolio' Bernie mith
S gt (FofS) 'fy and Lesley anderson

241 Sig Sqn
qnComd

Phil Leach who plays off a six. The Troop recently \aid goodbyt> to Cpl
Harry Harrini,>ton poached by one of th~e cable companies. we wish
him the best for the future and we have to say a big hello to pl tichell
Price.
The two Troops above are based in Donnington however the Squadron
area covers Brecon. Hereford. Sennybrigde. Bramcote, Kincton,
Ca>tlcmartin. Warcop. Shrewsbury, Liverpool, Preston and all places 111
between.

TECllTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Phil Leach
A busy period for the Troop with PA engagemems. SWS work and the
additional responsibility for IT networks installation and maintenance.
Thi: Troop is now some 25 strong with 4 military the rest being, P & TO 's,
TG I's and M ET'S. A finer bunch you have never met. From Longtown in
the North LO Castle M anin in the South (5 Div AOR) you see the warriors
of Ti:ch Tp improving the ir handicaps, following the leadership of Capt

LA YARD TROPHY
by gt Ade Sims
Lanyard training tarted in earnc t after po t orwa~ .block leave.
following the deployment to orway, with the qn Comd g1vmg Lt oblc
the incentive that he wanted u to win it-yea right! PT twice a day. five
day a week oon showed that leave had taken it toll but 18 'happy·
volunteers soon cracked on with pounding the mile and mile of
Sali bury Plain. The annua l Squadron Battlecamp oon arrived in May but
as the quadron deployed to Scotland the .18-man Lanyard Team moved to
Sennybridge camp to do some erious mountain training and_ route
selection away from daily work and to se lect a final team for the
competition. Capt John Marriot oon led the w_ay. ' been round . here
before, known a few route .' and sure enough our thighs were creammg.
Two training teams were formed, Lt Duncan oble wit~ the. bi&gest
walking gate and Cpl 'Tug' Wilson who used other means of nav1gatton chicken wish bones, spin the bcssel, dowel rods. heading up the team .
With two week hard tabbing and plenty of re-hydration being done in the
evenings, a team was lowly being formed. Unfortunately a: with all
training, injuries dido cur, the most notable being Sgt ·Gaz' Greaves who
wa apparently tabbing like the wind when he twisted hi ankle. Three
days before the competition tarted the team wa ann_ounced an~ o we
headed down to ennybridgc Camp on Wednesda). with the adnun team
being made up of all tho. e who were injured or not elected during the
..
training.
.
Our team wa elected to leave at 061 Shrs 1n 15th po 111on, the wemher
was cool with mi t o it was ideal for the days tab o someone was mi ling
on us. Having rccced the route vi ibility wa n't too much of a problem.

The ftr t few hours were a blur. apart from pas, ing team in the mist that
boo ted morale, although the ·figure of recce' didn't help on top of Fun
Gyhiryth. The team wa holding well together and taying as a group at all
times and pu hing each other along. The admin team doing an excellent
job upplying the energetic Polaris cake, which wa going down a bomb.
Sgt. ndy Lothian . oon found that his unlucky number was en~n and had
to , ray at that check point, that'. what Para training doe for you. Cpl · 1o'
Pay had to slop for a cigarene at check point nine o we had to leave him.
Having reached check point ten with all eight bloke it was time to catch
11 ig , but going down the dry river bed was a drama and we ne\er aw
them . We later found that they adn ·1 followed the correct route back
gaining ome 15 minutes on us between checkpoint ten and the finish. o
our team were judged lo be in fir l position in a time of 11 hrs 42min. not
the way we would have liked to have won. but rule are rule ..
Plenty more re-hydration wa done that night witl1 216 Para ig qn
opening the bar, thanks LO them for a well organi~ed and high >tandard
competition-standby for next year!!!!
DYE T RE TRAI ING-EXER ISE WHITE IRON
Ex White Iron \ as 249's annual quadron Adventure Training week
held over the period 4-1 July. The aim of the e. ercise \\;I\ to get all
available members of the quadron away on a challenging Advemure
Training Camp and hopefully have a_ bit of a laugh thro,,n in at the san~e
time. The ba e camp for the exped1t1on wa> Halton Tr.11n111g Camp 1n
Lan a tcr, a location th It i ·trongly recommended a. it is ideall) 'lluated
for acce , to both the Lake und Peak Distnct . not to memion the superb R
and R ·fa ilitie · that Lancaster it elf has to offer. After our arrival and
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tr.i.ining brieh on aturda) 5 Jul ). th Squadron were ~plit into three
groups for th ''eek .md rotated through three main acti' iues each lasting
t\\O da)' and all co-ordinated by the \\atchful eye of Lt Tim Jeffery and
h1 admin team. The activitie' '~ere canoeing. hill walking and rock
'hmbing.
The canoe phase was im,tmct.:d by ig Dave \\' ragg, hri
oviss.
Da' e Ni:\ and Ric-hie ' icoll and wok place on Rydal Water for the first
da} •ind De\ ils Bridge fl, the \econd. Unlike any canoeing any of us had
e'er done lx:fore thi plr e was n real eye opener. The instructors, after
puttmg us through our JY.l.Ce with ba ic technique.. rescue and · urvival.
put the cmphru;i. on ceam-work and 'balance· demornrating by variou
method' how . table our anoes really were.
a re ult we are all ma ters
of the 'P)ramid', a -l canoe high tack and a pectator , port for pas ing
touri. ts. eedle to say the challenge did not ju t involve canoe-.
jumping off De\'ib Bridge into the river 70ft below L an experience not
man) of u. will easily forget.
The next two day phase was hill walk and to be honest a pro peel mo t
of u. \\ere not over enthu iastic about. However the in tructor ·, Lt Jeffer
and gt die im made these two da
more enjoyable and more
rela.~ing than expected. Our route involved a teep. , harp (and quick)
n. cent of Helvellyn and once rhe height \ a. gained a relaxing walk down
to Glenridding via the knife-edge of triding Edge. That eveni ng wa
spent easing the pain of bli ters and sunburn in a local ho telry. purely
medicinal! The folio' ing day wa a ·flatter, honest ' route around part of
II water and by the time the transport arrived to collect u we were
knackered and a red a. lob ter .
Finally the rock climbing and ab eiling pha e aw u enduring the un
again. Sgt 'Ezzy' Ezard and ig Calvert in tructed u for the two day for
ome adventurou Top Rope and Abseiling involving viaduct . lake and
overhang : "hil t two guy each day went to Langdale for ome multipitch route with the qn Comd. laj Holliday. Th e 'volunteers· all had
a differenc tale of horror to tell upon their return, especially LCpl 'Quinny'
Quinn who allegedly told the QC (whil t !OOm up a cliff) exactly why he
hated climbing and what would be likel. to happen to the QC 'when we
meet on the football pitch'. onetheles thi wa all good team building
and challenging ruff. Although ig Smith evident ly did not feel that he
was being challenged enough and as a re ult woke the QC at 5 a.m. to tell
him he'd found another route and they were leaving in half an hour to
climb it.
umerous other tories could be told but we ju t don't have the space.
Ex White lron was a ucc sful and challenging expedition with ome
enjoyable 'relaxing· activities in between. especiaJly the vi it to
Blackpool and Lancaster. and it was an ideal break from the norn1al
routine of work.
EXERCISE OITFALL '97-249 SIG Q WIVES BATILECAMP
by Jacquline tavrinou
On Saturday 28 June a number of wive and girlfriends tood in 249 Sig
Sqn' compound. The atmo phere was jovial blll touched with a hint of
nervo.u ne s. This was not only because many of us were meeting for the
first nme but becau e we were about to experience an insight into what our
hu bands/partner do for a living. Thi was Ex Softfall-249 Sig Sqn'
wive battlecamp.
After a hort afety brief we were introduced to Sgt Joe Rowe, who was
running the exercise, and he introduced us to all tho e helping him for the
\\eekend. For the next hour gt Tim Haines gave us instruction on how to
u e the 5.56 Rifle. This le son was given in very simple term and in a
relaxed manner that in turn helped us to relax. 1t was then into the back of
a B 206 driven by LC pl John Love and off to the Small Ann Trainer, It
was amazing how uch ~ hort journey could tir up such a frenzy of
complatnb about how nor y and uncomfortable thi vehicle is. On arrival
at the SAT we were plit into groups and took turns in hooting (video
~ode. of cour e). Whil t morale was far from being low it certainly
tncreased as teams managed to hoot the men on the screen! Halfway
through we were t~ld that refreshments were outside and without sounding
ungrateful, we decided that the Army has a lot to learn about tea making. lt
was, weH ... warm and wet (what else did we expect)!? Needles to ay
"e hurned ~ack to the SAT for some night shooting (as if it wasn't hard
enough dunng the da)). Shooting over with and back into the BV's, wt
were on our way to Salisbury Plain. On another occasion I would like to
return to the Plain to collect my tomach after going downhill an
experience you find exhilarating in a BV only after the event.
'
It was now time to set up camp. Grouped together we were shown how
to erect a fi\e man te~t correctly, and a~rwards, armed with tents. pole ,
etc. we ;;et about maktng hm.ne for the mght. Having never been camping
before tn my hfe and havtng heard horror stories about tent I was
surpriS<!d how easy it was: It was funny watching other team deciding
whrch way they .wanted their doors to face. Following that it was time for a
cooktng and rauon pack demo. Sgt Rowe talked freely about each object
that came out of the box. Although all of the women were a little amazed
that the Army supplied a toothbrush, toothpaste, hairspray, small bottle of
bodywash, large tin of ~arv~l.. P_ringle , can of beer and not forgetting a
Mills a~d Boon book titled L1vmg Dangerously' amongst other things!
Alter this we all had an attempt at cooking our tea and whilst I don't think
an} of us would have ~ade Master Chef, we all had a good try. The food
ovf!r we rested for a while before learning how to read a map and compas.
pnor .to the night navigation phase. gt Rowe, Sgt Castle and LCpl Love
tnd1\ rdu~ll} helped each group and then we planned our routes to all the
checkpomts. nfortunately they were in peeled before we left so our plan
to 'RV' in the Ki>wi pub were stopped.
Map and compass in hand and torch in our pockets we were off. With
the hght on our side finding the first two checkpoints was easy and it was
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reassuring to kno\\ w · were being follo~ed ~nd would be informed of any
m<lJOr navrgutmnal err rs. The mght nav1gat1on was a good group honding
session and it helped when we were praised at one poi nt for not gomg
around. but waight through some gorse bushes. We were on a mi ssion and
a few. all right a lot of. bushes were not going to stand in our way. Also
along our path we were ambushed, although to Sig Greg Hardman 's
di sappointment we st ill carried on undeterred. finding all the checkpoi nt
and ain ering all the questions. Finally it was time to rest and before long
all the teams were back at the camp and 'debriefing' each other on their
navigation.
Morning upon us, I was up bright and early (well 1 had to do my hair
and make up) and feelin g apprehensive about the next task which was
driving. After breukfa ·t e\erything wa packed away and we were off for
another adventure. After a le son on how to drive the B V 2061 was picked
to go fir t. I found that the problem wasn't actually driving the vehicle, it
wa - getting into it . they arc not designed for a dwarf! The instructor, Cpl
Rob Lewi , wa ery calm and relaxed. luckily one of us was! Still being
annoyingly calm Cpl Lewis told me we were going down a ·lope and then
pointed to what looked like a cliff. However. my nerves told me otherwise
and we headed off in another direction . The groups that were not drivino
were practising reversing a land rover with a trailer attached or erecting a~
antenna. We all took it in turns for each event.
The final ta k wa the Assault Course. AL thi point we were introduced
to 'Mo' (alia Cpl Pay), the Phy ical Training In tructor. After getting
' anned up for the assault cour e, thi being an amu ing situation in it elf,
the ladies et off around the course. Everyone seemed to enjoy it, even
those who where cared of height . The participants were all praised by
' Mo' and tl1en given liquid refre hment to help cool down before
returning to Bulford for the Barbecue. With spirit till high on return , we
all sat to eat and relax. The sun came out at long la t and addre se and
phone number were exchanged. Conversation cea ed for the presentation
of achievement certificate and prize that were much appreciated. It was
evident to me and rm sure it wa~ to the other ladies what effort had gone
into organi ing and actuaJly pulling off thi weekend. I am more than glad
I threw caution to the wind and participated. It wa definitely a thoroughly
enjoyable and enl igh tening weekend and thank you to all who gave up
their weekends to make it o.
·

251 Sig Sqn
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj David Ellis
W02 (SSM) Kev Jenkins

HAIL AND FAREWELL
Farev.:ell Ops Offr CA")' (G) ov, SSM. Discharge Oct, Sig Reynolds,
LCpl Hill Dr sc harg~d. Sig Huggett 16 Srg Regt. Sig Reid 16 Sig Regt.
L pl Bowman 15 Srg RegL, LCpl Mason and Sgt MacKay 30 Sig Regt.
Hail- LCpl Cooney 11 Sig Regt, LCpl Mahugh 3 In f Bde.
0

GRATULATIO S
ongratulation to the OC on being selected for promotion to
ubstantive Maj and ig Reynolds who ha~ left to have a baby. .
UMMERCAMP
by LCpl Tracy Chambers
The first day of Summer Camp was dedicated to rock climbing. Myselt,
Cpl Pete Casson and LCpl Ali Hayes set up the climbs. We were aware
some of the group was afraid of heights so we kept the climbs to 30ft.
Once they arrived we showed them how to belay each other, so they could
crac k on. lt didn't take long for the 'Cliff Hanger' stars to appear Sigs
' Huggy' Huggett, Mick Loughran and icky Wilkinson leaping the
rocks in a single bound. On the other end of the scale there were a couple
of di sco legs, with Cpl Lynne Cunningham and LCpl Sam Bowman
becoming stuck for 20min half way up the rock. Once they had their feet
back on the ground they couldn't wait to get back on the rock. this time
without the Elvis impression .

VISIT OF BRIG J.C. MCCOLL-17 JULY 1997
Thi was the first vi it to the Squadron for Brig McColl the Comd 1
Mech Bde and more importantly budget holder for the quadron. After the
u ual briefings and a tour of both the accommodation and the garages, the
commander was hosted in the WO' and S CO' Mess. He was a ked to
present W02 (RQMS) Dennis with hi Warrant. The formal presentation
to Cpl Adam Wilkie of his Commander M D South West '
Commendation for Exceptionally Valuable Service in Support of the
Division in the Fornier Republic of Yugo lavia and finally the Sqn FofS,
W02 (FofS) Owen was presented with hi LS&GC for meritorious
service over the career outlined below.
W02 (FofS) Owen enlisted into the Annv in July 1980 at Grantham
and the joined the Army Apprentice College at Harrogate. After
uccessfully completing his training as a Tele Tech (Radio), he wa
promoted to LCpl and po ted to 16 Sig Regt in Krefeld, where he was
employed at trade in the Radio Sqn. On promotion to Cpl in 1983 he
moved into the main Regt Wkshps. During 1984 he completed an
emergency tour in orthern lreland, erving with Romeo Tp of 233 Sig
Sqn.
He attended hi Cla s I Course at Catterick in 1986 and on completion
he was posted to I Inf Bde in Tidworth where he wa promoted to Sgt and
selected for Foreman of Signal training. ln L989 he was posted to the
School of Signals at Blandford to attend the FofS Course. W02 (FofS)
Owen came top of tl1e cour e, and was then posted to 20 Annd Bde in
Dermold. Whil t at 20 Armd Bde, W02 (FofS) Owen wa awarded the
Royal Corp of Signal most outstanding SNCO award. With the
changeover of 20 Armd Bde to Paderborn he was po ted to I I Armd Bde,
remaining there during the amalgamation of the Bde Sig Sqn into I Armd
Div HQ and Sig Regt in Herford.
In 1995 .wo2 (FofS) Owen was posted to the Army CIS System
Support. ~.1v1s1on where he ~as promoted to W02 and given the
respo~s1b1lity for .the commercial support of several project , including
Ptarrmgan. He JOmed the Squadron in ovember 1997. Whil t in the
Squadron he has successfully passed ASSC and ha exercised with the
unit in orway.
'What Disco Leg already?'

Comd 1 Mech Bde with W02 (FofS) Owen and his wife Carol
after the presentation of his LS&GC
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

EXER ISE CHATURA GA
by ig Mick Loughran
For the 3rd Year running we foolishly set-off for the Charuranga A ault
ourse Competition, this year with a mixed and an all male team. The
competiti on i 36 obstacles, hooting stand using a snipers riOe, Belgium
E , pi tol and a cro. bow. Both teams put in e cellent times, although the
mixed team had a fal e start with Cpl hearcn forgetting to u e the rope
whi le absei ling. A mall strain to her foot was quickl.Y healed by apt
Baldwin bravely volunteering to take her to the hospital. Unfortunately
the mixed team no\ only had thrc members so Sgt Carter also bravely
volunteered to run the course twi<.:e, a feat which wa · recognised by our
ho t and re ulted in an e tra bottle of wine at th pre ·entations. Both
teams put in a . terling effort in the bar and managed to drink all the free
beer in the officers mes a well a keep our Belgian ho t amu ·ed. Well
worth the effort and training.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

Would ALL UhitS
ALL PHOTOS accompan)ril"'ig
The Wire, MUST have CAPTIONS and an
indication where they are to be placed in the
text, otherwise they
MAY NOT BE USED
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.EXERCISE TRAILWALKER
Marching IOOkm over the South Downs Way may not be everyone·
idea of a fun weekend, but four members of the Squadron took up the
chall enge when we sent a learn to compete in Ex Trailwalker. The event,
that until last year was run in Hong Kong has been brought to the outh
Downs Way by 250 (Gurkha) Sig Sqn and is run in aid of the Gurkha
Weifare Trust.
The Squadron team consisted of Lt Gareth Lamb (Team Captain) Sgt
Steve Spiers ~APTC infiltrator), gt Donal~ Ferguson (Red Bull addict)
and LCpl Kris Umney (Tractor spotter). 1 he team was kept on the trail
thanks to the excellent support provided by the Gurkhas and also our own
admin team consi ting of Cpl Kev Young (Racecourse Inspector), Sig Jo
Ell!so~ (all round constant source of anrnsemenl) and unofficially Sgt
Spier Mum (Tea and Coffee). After the 1111ual euphoria at the start. the
long grind soon. became very real and it was thank to people like the
mfa~ous Denms and .Eleanor who followed u all day, that spirits
remamed. o high. Despite lo 1ng one member of the team through injury.
the remaming three kept the pace up through the day and achieved the
initial team goal of making it all the way to Brighton racecourse before
midnight. In completmg the event, the team had a challenging but
worthwhile wee.kend and .raised over DM 700 towards the Trust. Finally,
1wo points for future Trailwalkers. Pre race kebabs do nothing for your
inside , and Brighton racecourse is not a continuous loop!

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFP035

qnComd

R 1

laj Ian Condie
WOI (RS I) Ivan hicls

ROY L DAY-2" J E 1997
b) L pl Rutland
Bram Tp 's sugge:iion of a quadron water- kiing even! proved 10 be

PRI

the mo 1 popular choice of how 10 celebrate Prin e • Royal Day with the
empha,is on fun for all. L pl Kev Young and Sig Lee Rickard were
quick 10 \'Olunteer. a term gt Davies applie. to all his rn ·kines. to run
the event and immedimely .el about the difficult ta k of co-ordination. The
da} arrived and as camp faded into the di 1ance at the 1ar1 of the journey
10 the Topper ee Lake. the individuals who had participated before in
watersk.iing gleefully told all the firsl-limer ju, 1 how much water hurt
when you hit it hard!! eedle · 10 say. ii was with ome trepidation that
the newer members of the quadron left the bu · and made their \ ay 10 the
lake.
After the i ·ue of wet uit and the izing of kis, board and di c etc. a
coup!~ of the more proficient skiers proceeded 10 demon trate just how
ea y 11 was. pl 'JR' Whitney pro ed · o adept at it that he cried to
dem?n trate the proce of carrying two people on one et of kis. They
d1dn t get very far and oon ·ank 10 the bottom of the lake but the ba ic
principle had been pas ed onto the pro peclive first-timers. Sig 'Omar'
herriff picked it up amazingly quickly and tarted 10 how off, with the
end re uh that e\·eryone now hate him! ig ·Mac· McLei h only managed
three out of the four-comers on every occasion and the lonoe t walk back
award goe 10 ig Penny Edwards \ ho definitely hould have taken fliptlop ! There were ome pectacular crashes and many ore bodies at the
~nd of the day, but everyone returned to camp for a well de erved drink afe
in the knowledge that they had personally achieved omethino. even if it
was only entertaining the remainder of the Squadron with so~e comical
acrobatic . Many thanks go to Kev '.1fld Lee for organi ing an exceptional
day om and to everyone el e for turning up on the day.
FOR 1ER REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA (FRY) MEDAL PARADE
b: Sgt Coughlan
With th~ir boots highly poli hed and 1o 2 smartly pre sed, one unny
Thursday in June the Squadron paraded for the pre entation of their first
batch of FRY medal . With Pf?Ud wives and children watching keenly the
Squadron marched on at 134:ihrs. Shortly after Brig J.M. Shaw MBE
(Comd 1 Sig Bde) was accompanied by the CO onto the parade quare to
present the medals. The Squadron citation wa read by the 21C stating that
the meda.1 wer~ to be presented to members who deployed in October
1996 until Apnl 1997. on Op Combined Endeavour in support of HQ
LA 1 DCE T as part of IFOR now SFOR. A landmark becau e no unit
pre\ io~sly during th~ camp's 50 years existence has had 10 deploy on an
~perallonal tour. Whil l pre entmg the medals. Comd 1 Sig Bde took the
ume to talk 10 every individual about their experience and this was very
muc~ appreciated. Se,·en other medal were also pre ented: five Long
Servtce and Good Conduct medal ; 1 Gulf medal and I Accumulated
Service medal.

Some Medal Recipients with their wives and Comd 1 Sig Bde
(L-R): Sgt Foreman (Accumulated Service) ; SSgt McNulty RE,
Sgt Sweet RLC (LS & GC ). Maj Condie, SSgt Barker
(Guy' LS & GC), SSgt (FofS) Griffiths, Sgt Coughlan (LS & GC)
IRT8-14 J LYI997
On the evening of 8 July 1997, 20men. both young and old (Cpl Ricky
All!1J ark), of 280 (UK) Sig Sqn_. amved at Westdown Camp on Salisbury
Plam. On arnval they were informed that reveille was at 0600hr .
Con~iderin& such a late tart to the day. everyone took the opportunity to
go 1ght eeing m the surroundmg area. All, that i , accept Pte Rob Pearce
who :remained behind in order to write the first of many letters 10 his
gtrlfnend back in camp. The week started slow but ended with a bang,
with two day on .the range and finally a test .day where everybody wa
a e ed on the kill that they had been taught m the past few days. If like
the Sqn Op Officer you have a pi tol as a personal weapon you spend one
day.on the ranpe~ an? one.day in peering the inside of your sleeping bag.
Unlike ~C pl K11l~r W hitehead who showed his section what a finely
runed. k1lhng_machme he really i . on the live field firing exercise. It was
al o 1.nt~re ung t~ ee LCJ>I ~an Wells demon trating hi diplomatic
negonanon kills, ma cenano mvolvmg some restle s natives on the final
day. In all it wa a worthwhile and enjoyable exerci e with ome very
relevant les. ons. These le sons will hopefully lead to a . afe and trouble
free !Our. for all, in Bo nia.

IRTTeam

Cpl Moore receiving FRY medal
After the parade Brig haw joined the other medal recipients in the
for a photo call before joining the rest of the Squadron in Club
2 0 for an informal c~at and drink. To round the day off the Squadron held
th Summer Ball. All in all a good day enjoyed by everyone.
The unit 1\ on roulemen1 again in Augu&t as part of its continuing
'uppon in the FRY until the middle of '98.

Sgt~ \,1e~~

MT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt D. A. Wright
MT Sgt
Sgt Honey man
_T~e MT's jolly boy outing thi year was an uneventful 3-day trip
dnvmg five of the Squadron's Land Rovers to Bo nia. It was led by Sgt
' I'll map read and drive .a ll the way' Honeyman. Although the exhaust on
one f~ll off at the Aus1nan border, and another was so thir ty it drank all
the 011, all five made it all the way. Sig Locke even saw a plane being
!Owed by another (it wa a long drive)!
lt's 1ha1 time again in the MT when the Squadron's fleet ofDAF are put
through two week of TUY. This year made harder due 10 the fact that the
Squadron is sull. curren tl y deployed out in. Bo nia. till . the busy two
weeks passed qmte qu ickly w1thou1 any maJOr problems and wa one of
the bes~ TUVs 1n past years. '.fhe Troop continue it long detail to
Rams1e1n and Hannover for fl1ghL~, due 10 the Sq uadron' rotation of
personnel. Morale is apparently high, so we've been told.
The MT wishes to congratulate gt Dave Honeyman on hi promotion
a~d Cpl McDon!1ell on his selection for promotion and LCpl Richie
Birch on 1115 mamage to Karen. We also welcome our newe 1 member Sig
'!don't look like Wayne Hilton' .Jackson.

Ex Trailwalker
(L-R): LCpl Kris Umney, Sgt Steve Spiers,

Sgt Donald Ferguson, Lt Gareth Lamb

Joint Communication Unit
Falkland Islands

OC
Maj M . J. Fensom R. SIGNALS
USM
W02 Mitchell
Thi will be the last set of Wire notes from 257 Sig Sqn before our
return to Bui fo rd in mid Augu t. ot too many days until we ee the happy
miling faces of the Sig Sqn from that other, less well known Divi ion
from Herford. The Army element of JCUFl, continues to have a mo 1
uccessful tour and have been active both at work and on the ocial cene.
We al o had the pleasure of a week long vi it from the CO. Lt Col G. R.
Leach and the RSM, WOI Fitzpatrick in mid June. We hope that they
left with a favourable impression of the Unit and the work that the oldiers
(not forgeuing the sailors and airmen) do. some time in the mo t
inhospitable condition . We have recemly aid goodbye to LCpl ' Polly'
Pollitt. who was o vital to the Regiment in Bulford that they demanded
him back. In hi place comes Pte Louise A hman. About time that we had
a decent clerk! So over to the Troops for their observation of the la t few
week.
A TROOP-RADCO
Tp Comd
Ft Lt Valentine-RAF
21C
Sgt Flooks
LCpl Chris Bonham ha finally remrned from hi three-week jolly
with HMS Leeds Ca tie to Montevideo. Al the time of writing no-one has
managed to work out what he did for three week , after hearing ome of
the rumours it's probably belier that way! The re t of Radcon have been
bu y grafting with two major exercise a well as everyday tasks. The fir t
of these exercises was Ex Purple Strike, which took place between 27-30
May. It was a joint live firing exercise and Radcon's roles were three-fold.
Firstly we deployed two Tac Rebro with I RGR to ensure that the Force
Command Net and Safety et were in and working. Lt Jason Gray, Cpl
Matt Kutzne1· and Sigs Tony Hodgson and Ian Shaw manned the det .
The second task was the manning of a static rover borne Rebro 1ha1
monitored all the nets involved in the exercise.
Thi det comprised gt Ian Paterson, and Sigs ·Finbarr' Saunder ,
Eric Gardyne and 'Taff' Butt. The QC Tp, Flt Lt Sue Valentine who did
her popularity no harm at all by gelling the brew on 1raight away, joined
the Det on the last night. She was al o handed a hand~el and a two-hour
radio stag for her troubles as well. The third and final. but by no means less
impoltant role was the 24 hr manning of the Op Room. Ii tening not only
for exerci e traffic but also real time traffic from around the Falklands. All
in all, it was a very uccessful exerci e in which Radcon reputation wa
enhanced.
The second exerci e wa Ex Cape Petrel that took place in and around
the MPA area. Once again Radcon was in the thick of the action and inbetween manning the ever active Ops room. feeding half of the Line
section and getting infilt rated by the enemy we still managed 10 fi t in a
lack handful of deployment . The most eventful of which in olved Cpl
Matt Kutzner, LCpl 'Spud ' Murphy and Sig ·Finbarr' Saunders in the
flying Rebro which was heli-lifted 10 Campito hill which had been ·1aken
om' by the enemy. A we landed we were attacked by a section of Gurkha
who told u that we weren't to . el up the Rebro. After much heated debate
they relented and in wen l the Rebro.
ow that the bulk of c ·ercisc arc over, we can . tan to look forward 10
Augu t and handi ng over to I Div. We arc not counting the days of course.
but rumour has it that there are about 63 10 go!

Posing for the Press vis it
(L-R): SSgt Flooks, Flt Lt Sue Valentine (A Tp Comd).

Sgt Patte rson
B TROOP-COMCE
by Sgt 'JP' Partridge
Since the last time of goi ng to press, things have been fairly quiet in the
Comcen. We did however have a vi. it from the CO and RS I and tried to
baffle them with ST . I think it worked! The girls in the Troop held a
very succe ful charit_ night in aid of cancer re earch. The theme wa a
M.A. S.H night and rai ·ed £432. ell done! ·01 long to go now and then
it's a months leave. What we will ' e do with all that time off?
CTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bo ley R lG AL
Yet another bu. y month for the over worked Charlie Tp. with C\eral
highly succe fut 'bas he:· in the nil bar ranging from li,·e band' and
curry afternoons to celebrnting the Falkland I lands Chri 1mas or Fixma.
as it i. known. The Troop ha been heavily involved in variou. e erci'e' in
and around MPA recent ly with one of the highlight. being S gt l\tatt
uttall. Sgt Flo Jarvi . L pl ·sweetcheeks' Porter and, ig Bell trymg
10 act like ·omething from Brnvo ~-0 ''hen mfiltrating the TA.er 'ile
Apparently they could have marched in with a brass band and a herd of
dephant behind them and the occupant of the ite wouldn't have noticed
a thing! They may consider turning down the volume on their play-,1a1ion
next time. Many of the Troop are no' taking R •R with one or t\\O luck)
ouls getting a trip 10 Ascension bland and they h;l\e come back looking a
healthy tan colour. pl Wayne Hilton couldn't be bothered w11h all that
and pend most of hi. waking hours on th.: sun bed. nfortunately hi. 1..in
tone resembles that of a Jaffa orange! Finally. it's well done and about time
to LCpl Randy Randcr on on promotion to pl. Onl) one 1h111g Rand) .
get that hair cul.
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DTROOP
rp ComJ
\\ 0 Blackburn RAF
D rp \\t!nl atx1ut it· bu ine's maintaining the aerials and masts wahin
th ~ltrt: and ke 'ping the airfield naYigational aids. for t11e most part.
r. 1ceable. The highlight of the month was the unqualified success of the
• f) \Ion ter" theme part) held at
harkies. lcmber of the Troop
arr.mgeJ the en:nt. They. for rea ons that will become obviou . . wanted to
remain anon)mou,. What made the oc a ion .·o memorable was the total
lack of m n. ter,. 'car.· or otherwise. \ hat wa probably more amazing is
that nobody. other than the OC JC Fl. .eemed to notice thi. oversight. lt
i, mmoured that after thb heady ta te of ~ucce s the Troop have plan to
arrange another theme part) ba. ed on unu,;ual pet.. If the pa l i anything
to gob~ I full) t>xpect to ''in by bringing a tin of salmon.
P TROLLI G WITH THE REI 'FORCED I FA TRY
CO\IP , \'
l ROYAL G RKHA RlFLE
b) ig Ian ha\1-IT ell JC Fl
HaYing seen the Royal Gurkha Rifle at work on everal occa ions I wa
more than happy to be accepted to work with them on patrol in the
Falkland,,, \ hiL t here a the Reinforced Infantry Company, their ta k ·
include the defence of 1P in the event of attack by an aggressor.
However, during peacetime they pend a lot of time exerci ing and training.
Part of this include patrolling throughout the i land to fami liari e
them elve with the terrain and condition that only the Falklands can
prO\·ide and more imponantl_. to carry out variou public relation tasks.
It wa u h a task that I had volunteered to join one of their patrol for.
Jn shon. the patrol would be dropped at Goo e Green and make their way
ba ·k to • :TA on foot. topping at the variou ettlement on route and
offering the ervice of the patrol to help and aid the people in any ' ay
the) could. After a hon preparation period of briefing · and then packing
and re-packing my kit, I was finally deployed with the patrol. A journey of
one hour in the back of a Bedford took us to Goo. e Green but a we
arrived we found the pre shad got there first. A film crew from SSVC' a
there to take ome footage of the life of I RGR in the Falkland . So, the
fir t afternoon was spent patrolling for the cameras and Ii tening to the
patrol commander being interviewed. As the interviewer wa German and
the interviewee epalese you can begin to imagine the fun and games they
had trying to understand each other!
On that first night we had not yet met the head man in the settlement who
would provide u with somewhere dry to Ieep and task u to work. so we
found ourselve filing into the woollen miU where we would Ieep and eat
The food was a taste of thing to come as the Gurkhas set about making a
briJliant curry. If you've ever tried their curry you will agree that it i a lot
better than the u,,ual you get from the Golden Dragon down the High Street.
On our second day we met up with our contact at the ettlement who already
had in mind the job he would ask us to do. It sounded simple enough when he
said that he wanted us to cut back his gorse hedges. He let us find out for
oursehe that hi hedge actually tretched for e,•eraJ miles and we would
pend not only that day but the next as well trimming it. We were rewarded for
our effons though with a leg of mutton and as many fish as we wanted from a
catch that had come in as we worked. All of thi food found its way into the
curry pot and we had a good feed with enough left over for the remaining
nights on patrol. After three days in Goose Green and with only tl1ree day left,
we packed up. food and all. and made the 17km march to the next RV. After
bein¥
ured that the pace wouldn't be too fast, we arrived there in the early
evemng and I was completely exhausted after three hours on the oo.
Having pent the night in a derelict stone shed we began o:r final move
t~ Swan Inlet, a ettlement roughly 7km from MPA. The only family that
lived mere were very fnendly towards us and asked u in for tea and cakes
on the evening that we arrived. It wa nice to know that even the people
here are ju t as Briti h as tho e back home. We were given our task for the
next day. moving some old wooden crates, and shown to our 'bedroom'-the
cowshe~! On our final morning we were woken by the noise of a cow being
herded into the shed where we had lept and were offered ome fre h milk
straight from source. It was still warm but tasted better man the UHT milk
at 1PA. After completing our task we aid farewell and waited for the
tran pon that would take us back. After a hon debrief the patrol was
offic1ally over. l was grateful to be back at TA knowino that I would not
have toyut up w!th the c~ld nights that you get down he;e, but I had m!iny
memone.· t~at will stay with me for a long. long time. I tl1oroughly enjoyed
my week with the patrol and hope that I have at least given something back
to the Falkland Islands whilst taking away the ights that I have captured on
film that are unique to this pan of the world.

Phase I-Golden Gonk Bag: During the four day passage to
Montevideo the main inten tion was to acquire as much sleep as is
physically pos iblc. The com petition for the Golden Gonk Bag was tough
and just slightly lost to Flt Lt ·John' Roylance who actually had no desire
to be awake at anytime. The Capt took me under his wing and made sure
that I benefited from the pas. age as much as possible. I gained knowledge
of some of the more intimate pans of the ship including being locked in
the laundry room for an hour!
Phase 2-Montevideo: hops , wine bar. . restaurants, neon signs and
Macdonalds! Returning to Western Ci iii ation as I know it after two
months in the Falklands was a welcome pleasure. Montevideo or Monty
for those in the know wa · not the mo. t attractive of citie but an excellent
time was had by all for the ten days that we were along side. Drinking
Champagne and eating Caviar out ide in the sun at the ambassador lunch
and l wondered if a tour to the Falkland wa. that bad afterall ! I had the
plea ure of meeting several Argentinean and Uruguayan aval Officers,
not forgetting the charming officers of HM Leeds astle.
Phase 3--Buenos Aires: The opportunity to tep into Argentina wa not
to be mi sed. What a great city and not dissimilar to London surprisingly
enough. To me this wa the highlight of my trip. A little hovercraft look us
over and back again which wa a plea ·ant change from the luxury of one
of Her Maje ty"s Warships.
Pha e 4-Along the Coast: After vi iting Argentina and exhausting
Monty it wa · time to venture up the coa t in search of new places of
intere t. By hire car we headed orth in search of yet more luxury.
obviou ly not content with ju t un, champagne and caviar. Our new
di traction was found in the form of an elegant hotel with a Jacuzzi. Now
we definitely had enough ammunition to wind everyone up at Mount
Pleasant Officer Me .
Pha e 5-Return to Work: The four-day pa sage back was welcome
recovery time. Many blueys home were written and it was soon time for
me to switch back to the life back in MPA .
Summary: All in all the trip wa a fantastic opponunity. I had a
wonderful time. I learnt a con iderable amount abou t the Royal avy at
ea and had ome excellent R & R. I would certainly like to mank
everyone on HMS Leeds Castle for their hospitality and would advise
anybody who i given the opportunity to ail with the Royal Navy, to jump
at the chance. Sig Chris Bonham had joined me on the trip and was
promoted on board which wa an added aspect to the trip.
Congratulation !
TRIP TO MO TEVIDEO
by LCpl Chris Bonham
During the four day it took to ail to Montevideo, I was employed in
the MCO (Main Communications Office). Thi entailed a serie of bift
through both day and night. Other dutie involved removing mst marks
from the out ide of the hip. This wa in preparation for it to be painted in
Uruguay. I al o took part in a number of other activitie e pecially when
the ship came into and left harbour . Probably the most unu ual signalling
work I performed was using the flags and pennant on the halyards. All
together I learnt a lot and enjoyed doing my work.
The social side was probably the highlight. Everyone onboard HMS
Leeds Castle was more than willing to help you if they could. They were
easy to get on with and enjoyed socialising. Montevideo was a fantastic
place to go. All the night-clubs were open until the la t per on left which
was nonnally well into the very early hours of the morning. Altogether r
had an excellent time and would jump at the opportunity of doing it again.
FIXMAS WIM
It is tradition in the Falkland [ land to celebrate Falkland Island
Chri tmas on 25 June every year. This milestone in the ocial calendar i

EXER I E LATI JOLLY 2 MAY-20 MAY 97
by Lt H. L. Bosley
WARNI GORDER
\1ission:
The mission of Ex Latin Jolly is to sail to
Montevideo in order to increase local liaison and
funher develop Tri-Service relat ions.
Orders:
Time 0900 02 May 97.
Location:
East Cove, Mare Harbour, Falkland Islands,
onboard HMS Leeds Castle.
MB:
0900
dmin:
For personal protection require sun glasses, untan
lotion, flick knife and rape alarm.
pecialist
equipment
required:
cocktail dre s, Lonely Planet Guide
mmunition:
Each man is to take Pesos, Visa and Master Card.
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celebrated by_ means .of a~! the local inhabitants stripping off and plunging
1he1r l1ly-wh11e bodies mlo the depths of the South Atlantic Ocean.
Hmmmm . Some of our more adventurous seniors and officer, partook in
this mc'.numental event. The day starte_d with member~ of Her Majesty's
forces trom all ranks and the local pan1c1pants making a mad dash for the
ocean, in various forms of fancy dress or not as the case may be.
Afterwards everyone huddled around a large bonfire lit up on the beach
before pilling into one of the many inviting Locals for a bevy or two.
CHAMPAG E BREAKFA T-28 JU E 1997
On Saturday 28 June the Royal Signal officers in theatre held a
champagne breakfast in order to celebrate Princess Royal Day. Sixteen
officers and seniors serving with J UFJ and JSSU (Joint Services ignal
Unit) were invited to the breakfast that was an excellent stan to our
working day. Scrambled egg and . almon to complement our cooked
breakfast. as well as Bucks Fizz wa a pleasant change. However, cenain
diners announced a preference for scrambled egg and bacon. The breakfast
was a most enjoyable occasion and enabled the unit to ·ay goodbye to
apt ' Oasis' Gamble and apt 'Dad' Stewart. All the best in Germany/
Bosnia to you both.

JCUFI at the Champagne Breakfast on Princess Royal Day

Combined Arms COMSEC Team
(Germany)

OC
Capt 'Mac' McCrindle
YofS
SSgt (YofS) 'Pete' Van den Broek
The team has seen out yet another busy period of exerci e , and finally
made it to ummer leave. After a quiet month in June, for exercise any
way, the team managed to get some much needed turn around time for the
vehicles after the previous bu y month . Lt was also a time for career
courses and other courses. With Sgt (YofS) Pete Van den Brock heading
back to UK for a Course reunion. Cpl "Mick' Murphy heading in a
imilar direction for a crypto cour e. LCpl ·Au ' Gambles left for hi Det
commanders course and the three iggies ('Andy 2' Powell, 'Vic' Vernon
and 'Scott' Yuill) heading off for Cat C and C+E driving course .
Sig ' Vic' Vernon al o managed to get in a two week ailing expedition,
with 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt. The expedition started in Gosport. at the Joint
Services Adventurous Sail Training Centre. before heading out to sea on
the first day, bound for Cowes on the Isle of Wight. From there. a
marathon 3-day slog landed him and the rest of the crew of HMSTY
Dashe1; on the I le of Man. Another night cruise to Liverpool and then on
to Fleetwood before finally landing in Holyhead and eagerly awaiting the
next crew to take the boat on the next leg. Highlights of the expedition
include Sig 'Vic' Vernon throwing one of the boats bowl overboard and
the rescue of an old shrimping boat which floated past the yacht one day
with a completely u ele motor.
The I July saw the opening of what we thought would be a bu y. three
weeks out of four, month of exerci e . Thi failed to materialise due to
training area re trictions o we contented our elves with a one-week
deployment to Bergen Hohne to suppon the Devon and Dorset battle
group prior to their deployment to BATUS. Sigs ·vie' Vernon and ·scoll'
Yuill were once again allowed into the Receiver Wagon (the heart of the
Defen ive Monitoring (Radio) y tem) Lo wreak unknown havoc on the
y tem. During the exercise the GOC UKSC (G), Maj Gen Drewry
vi ited the det, the second time this year. for an update on the team ·s
capabil ities and a look at the new equipment. He left suitably impre ·ed
for a lunch with member of CAFTG (G). We"ve been visited by the
DCinC, a couple of GOCS. various battlegroup commanders and two
Lieutenants from the Corp this year, don't believe what you hear about
Vic's tea making, come for a vi it in one of our exotic locations. We were
also able to practice putting up our new I OOft ma t, borrowed from 30 Sig
Regt. With a bit of patience, and real e late, we should be able to glean
even more radio signal from the training areas. The team i· looking into
borrowing spy satellites, from time to time, to give u that extra edge.
With leave looming over the horizon it wa a time for farewell , a
LCpl Andy Johnstone goe over the' all, in to civvy street. fter a slap
up Indian meal and a few drinks Andy wa presented hi 'Jimmy on a bun·
and Andrea (Andy 's wife) received her ·Piggin' pig. The pre entation
didn't end there. Andy pre ented the team with a model /12 generator
complete with one rear leg mis ing and wires hanging out, with the
in eription ' l don't have the power, Captain' (more a tute readers Ya'll
remember Andy is the team trekkie (see The Wire i sue May 97)). The
surpri es weren't over yet however. Andy had, a instructed, brought
along an engraved plaque, but he didn't know what for. His eye _po ·itively
glowed when a Land Rover door wa produced, painted red with the old
team callsion 6 painted in white, as per the team'. livery circa March-July
96. So begfi1s another OMSEC tradition. With the door being pre ented
back to the team, with plaque, for the next per ·on to escape the team.
Capl ' Mac' McCrindle and Sgt (YofS) van den Broek pent three
day on a CAFTG (G) study day. giving two pre. entations n the Corps
and COMSEC, before spending three hours tanding in a monsoon of
Polish proportion di u sing battlegroup ad ance to contact procedure.
The grand finale was a TEWf consi ting of a field visit in !he role of a
company commander re ponsible for a major reserve dcmohuon.
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In Poland with our Guard Force
A an added treat just before leave we gave up our hill-walking in the
Harz for the joys of a rapid. and last minute, deployment to another damp
forest to monitor Ex Rhino Spear for HQ I (UK) Div. This exerci~e pro\'ed
to be very different from anything we have encountered before. mainl)
because we were monitoring HF frequencie instead of the normal VHF
one . It proved to be a testing deployment. a we coerced our equipment
into receiving and recording HF noi e. With variou HF antenna\ being
tried and confirmed with RCHITECT. we Ii tened to a wide variety of
radio checks and et tuning but alas, and not vel) urprisingly. divisional
staff w too shy to u e HF. It is rumoured they would rather walk -km~
ove~ hot coal to the nearest phone box. Aside from the in:ect other minor
irritation included 100% Menu D goula ·h for the duration ( elf-inflicted
by Vic), mouldy bread (it' the humidity. aid the ma ter chet) and our
decision to deploy without the ky ystem for a change. The end of Rhino
pear aw the team di.per ·ing acros · Europe for \ummer lea:e.
anticipating September refre hed and looking for.vard ( o. but we arc) tor
another (really we ari::) month long. deployment to Poland for 20 rmd
Bdes Ex Ulan Eagle 97.
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Sussex Army Cadet Force (HQ)
Annual Camp 1997
AL A IP (1997) FRE II 1GTO , ORTH DEVO
AL A!\tP D TE: AT RDA 2
G T-FRID Y 15
AUGU T
\ 1\JPREPORT
u"ex Arm) Ca·, Forc>"s highlight of the training . ear and main
e'ent had arri\cd. ' , are off to Annual amp! 256 Cadets male and
female plus 27 Officers and 54 enior 1
arrived at Fremington Camp
after a jm1~ne) of i. houn.. Thi: was .he first 'isit to Fremington for
u' ex and for mim) ) oung cadet their fir t taste of nnual Camp. A ·
u. ual our vcl) bu.) Training Wing. led by •l aj DaYid olletl arranged a
"1dc ,·uriet) of training. m.ing to the full the many benefit:. of first clas
milital)· and ad,·enturous training focilitie: Fremington Camp ha to offer.
The training package included a brilliant, on camp 5ft aerial runway,
mountain bikes. ru- ault course. 22 shooting, air rifle shooting. ur1ing.
canoeing. climbing. first aid training. abseiling, D of E training. lot of
~pon. cro'. country running. White Helmet Di pla) Team motorcycle
riding and of course I must not forget to mention the very ta ·1y ' happy
bags· ... Cadet packed lunche · !
Two of the many highlight of camp wa · Land Yachting and Caving.
both pro,·ed to be great fun and a new experience for most of the Cadet .
The training programme dt!!>igned to bring out newly acquired kill will
re ult in many cadet returning from camp .porting new star badge on

A '.

o·s

th ir bra:aards. To keep us all informed and amused Maj Frank
Greenwood. the Camp djt produced the very popular Sussex ACF
n wspaper the · ussex Sentry' thi . informative daily paper put many
smile~ on cadets faces on u regular basis.
Our camp note:- would not be complete without expressing our Lhunks for
the tremendous effons on our behalf of medic. from 256 Field Hospital, 5
PWRR (V), 67 PWRR (V). Also the Guard:- adventure training team, based
at the camp. Royal Marine~ as ·ault boat from the Amphibious Trials and
Training Unit. Instow. Bideford. whose contribu tion made the camp so
enjoy:ible and fun.
number of distinguished visitors attended camp and
saw many of the different activities taking place, our Hon Col, ir Brian
Bartalott, BL, QBE, DL, 2 Bde Commander. Brig Godsal, MBE, GOC 4
Di'. Maj Gen . \ . F. Richards OBE, Col D. H. A. Shephard. they all
left our camp delighted to see so many cadets enjoying them elves and were
·ery impr ssed by the enthu ia m and courtesy in the manner in which they
responded to que::.tions asked. Our weather wa again dry and warm. plenty
of Devon · ~un hine'. At the end of camp we enjoyed our usual penultimate
day pre entation parade. again a sizeable array of silverware and prizes
presented by our Commandant. Col Chris Blessington, JP. Without doubt
our Cadets returned to Sussex all the better for good training. good spon.
good fun and good fellow hip ready to crack on with local training with
even greater elllhu iasm.

Although my Harrogate stay was \hon, memories abound: for 111stance.
of sharing a regular Saturday job with AT Gray cleaning the Red Shield
premises (~·or two-bob and a pile of cakes!) Also of producing a magazine.
the Clerks Gazette, wnh the encouragement of W02 Wilmore (RASC)
and our shorthand teacher. a civilian called Mr Petty and of the
encouragement of the camp c~aplain .. the Rev M~fl'att (he died recently
uged ~ 1). I rememb~r. too. be111g praised by MaJ Walker after taking a
battering from a hclty fellow AT (whose name I've forgotten) in a 'B '
Company boxing tourney. Walker, who wa Scottish and wore a kilt. was
often found in the company of CSM Harris, and, when there was a
problem, he had a habit of saying. ' It 's got to stop. lads!' I remember. too,
night visits from 'B' Company to the chip van. always parked just within
the camp on the road parallel with Penny Pot Lane, to fulfil orders collected
from colleagues who happily paid a 'tax ' of one half-penny for the service
in order to enjoy a late ·meal'! There was also a famous occa~ion when I
slept overnight in the church and returned to the barrack room without
anyone realising I'd been out all night. Then there was the flu epidemic of
December 1954 when, having caught the 'bug' lacer than most ochers, I
spent the first clays of Christmas leave still 'trapped' in the MRS!
Who can forget being on duty when the Queen visited Bradford in
1954, or preparing for an appearance at the Edinburgh Tattoo? (I missed
out on Ed inburgh, but the exercise sequence formed the basis of a daily

keep-fit routine for some months alter I left the arm}! J J could go on at
length about so many incidents: being frequently 'nabbed' (as Ml man}
were) by AT LCpl Melia for 'extrn' duties. Usually just when one was
relaxing with a book. writing a letter, or '>imply buffing one's boots or cap
badge; appearing before the CO. Col Carny, with RS\1 Lonsborough
whispering instructions in one's ear: prompting verbal abuse from
colleagues with one'~ choice of record on the YMCA jukebox. etc.
The 1996 visit brought home how young were those hoys parading
before us, and served co emphasist: that back in 1954 we, too, had been
similarly callow but equally enthusiastic. Yet how different the world was
then! I was sorry the video produced from that final passing out parade
was not more comprehensive and failed to incorporate something of the
history of the Harrogate School. It was an opportunity mi.,sed. Some old
footage and a few familiar faces and sights from yesteryear would have
made it a best-seller among old boys for whom the place will always be
special because that was where it all began and where they formed
friendships that have survived the passage of time. So many of my
Harrogate contemporarie went on to enjoy great progress and
success-mo tin the Signals. If any read this-and I'd especially like to hear
news of George lent and 'Weasel' Dixon-I hope they might be per uaded
to contact me at 5 Hill Top Rise. Grenoside. Sheffield S35 8FD (Phone
0114-2460474)-KEITH FARNSWORTH

The Junior Officer's 'Truncated Career'
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Foreword By Col M. J. C. Galloway OBE
Maj Jim Dryburghjoi11ed my team in January/997 following two years
as Second in Command of 3rd (UK) Div HQ and Signal Regimelll. During
his 23 year career he has served across a wide area of mainstream Royal
Signals u11irs or Co171s, Division and Brigade level. He has served 011 the
rrai11i11g srajf. borh in rhe special ro arm e11viro11me111. as well as in the
co111bi11ed arm arena.
There is 110 formal wri1te11 mission sratement for the S02 Officers,
(MCMD) R SICS & INT CORPS, in relatio11 to junior officer career
ma11ngeme111. Were I to write one then it would read as follows:
'To provide rhe opportunities for R SIGNALS officers to gain the
necessary experience and qualifications to be selecred for allendance at
The Joint Services Command a11d Staff Course, at the earliest opportunity.
With a view to those officers going on to compete for posls against other
Arms and Sen,ices at the highest levels of Command and Staff available to
RSIGNALS.'
THE TRUNCATED CAREER
There is much discu ion in the Field Army at pre em a regards the
management, or indeed mismanagemem, of junior officer ' career.. There
i an understandable tendency by commanding officers to attempt fir t line
management of their young officers careers, based on their own career
experience. Sadly, thi is no longer pos ible without an under canding of
the second line requirements. Perhap it would be helpful therefore co
highlight the constraint to managing a junior officer's career in relation to
what has been labelled the 'Truncated Career". There i al o much
consternation among junior officers being caused by a perception of the
requirement co promote to major at age 30. The aims of thi anicle are
three fold:
•To explain to a wider audience the 'Trun aced Career' and highlight
the challenge involved in the management of thi new "ideal career
pattern'.
•To alleviate the fears of those who are not promoting at fir t or even
econd appearance in the promotion zone as regard their longer term
careers and potential for promotion to Lieutenant Colonel.
• To iclenti fy tl1e challenge and promote di cu ion on the i sues
addres eel.

WHERE RE T HEY NOW?
Like 'Korky·. who o splendidly evoked Harrogate memories from the
1950s m the final issue of the RSI Journal (Spring 1997), the pull of the
past also prompted me to embark upon a sentimental journey to Penny Pot
Lane. l went in August 1996 for the final passing out parade that ended a
50-year era at the Army Apprentices College at Uniacke Barracks.
As he said. the old school wa5 much changed, with only the cinema and a
covered walkway on the far side of the barrack square the readily
recognisable surviving landmarks from 40 years ago. Links with the past
were at a premium; and there wa5n't even the consolation of seeing a few
familiar face. indeed. not bumping into at least one cx-54B apprentice
among the other visitor> was rather more disappointing than I cared to admit
at the time nlike 'Korky', my tay at Uniacke was brief and did not prove a
prelude to a long arrny career. Even so, one remember it as a ignificant
phase frequent!} recalled-and not without affection. As a clerk, based in the
'-ilmc ·s· Company a\ lads preparing for a career in the Signals, my
apprentice hip was cunailed by the break-up of the depanment. Some clerks
s\\itched to Alder,hot (RASC) and a small group. myself included, moved to
a RE. 1E d ·tachment at an RAOC Camp at Blackdown, where, within less
than a }car. my soldiering days ended with a medical discharge. The 1996
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rerum was only my second in four decades, the previous one being a long
ago as the summer of 1957 for the pa sing out parade of my former
colleagues. I have not . een any of them since. but many faces remain vivid in
the memory and, naturally, though a few Christian names have been erased
by the passage of time, one often wonders what happened to the boys of 548.
Like 'Korky', my introduction co army life in September 1954 began
when , having travelled alone the short di tance from Sheffield, I was met
at Harrogate railway station by a veteran sergeant from the Royal
orthumberland Fusiliers. He delivered me to HQ CSM Cole, who in turn
passed me into the care of dear old gt 'Tommy' Blad es, who took me to
the barrack room. It was here I first met the likes of Peter Gray, 'Weasel'
Dixon and other ATs including A rnold, F ra er, Goym er, G uest and two
great characters called Corbett and 'Bob' C hristmas , and a friendly LCpl
called J a mes.
I quickly came into contact with George lent , a boy erge11111 who was
later with me in 'B' Company, and who proved a major ource ~f
encouragement and a steadying influence in tho e early clays when 11
proved a truggle to adjust to a new way of life. Alas, I wa not a ·natural'
soldier, but, even with my limited experience, I recognised a 'born' leader
obviously destined for distinguished service.
T HE WI RE, OCTOBE R 1997

THE OFFICER FROM SANDH RST
The Regimental Colonel's aim i to recruiL from as wide a pectrum a
po 5ible, properly motivated candidates. with good officer qualitie , who
are capable of as imilating and putting into practice the technical a pect
of the Troop Commander Cour. e. Of tho e officers recruited 0% are
graduates although only 25% of the graduate entry have a 'relevant'
engineering degree. Thi high level of graduate is not a reflection of a
targeting exercise or a policy co produce an all graduate officer corps
within Royal Signal . It is merely a reflection of the avail~bUity of the
quality of candidate that we would wi h to attract and recruit 1n common
with other Corps and Arm . on-graduate are still actively recruited and
will usually hold 'A' level qualifications in nume~at~ sciences or in
mathematics. The average age of young officers on exll from andhur. t m
1996 wa 24.S years old. The officer i recruited to fit a manning strucmrc,
and is then managed durin 0 hi career, by year of birth.
THE EW IDEAL CAREER PATTER
With promotion to Major being available at age 30 and the average age
of entry canding at 24.5 the implication is that where pos. ible an oftic~r
mu t be gi en the opportunity. having had only 6 reports, to promote. This
may be compared again t officer who in previous yea1 , had an av.:rage
THE WIR E, OCTOBER 1997

age of entry of 21.5 and could amass up to 11 repons before going into the
promotion zone for the first time at 32; chi is a tall order! In order to
produce a career profile that will allow officers to compete for promotion
at age 30 it i necessary to move them through the regimental duty posts
quickly and appoint them to regimental staff po t earlier. The e sential
elements of the new ideal career pattern are hown here:
Troop Comd
24.5 • 26.5 (possibly 2 short tours)
26.5 · 28
2lC/Bde Ops
JCSC/fPSE
28.5 (ideally co allow for IPSE)
Adjt/Regt Ops/RM AS 28.5-30 (exceptionally some to Grade 3 staff)
Grade 3/Sub Unit Comd/ 30-34 (JSCSC zone 31 - 34)
JSCSC /Dagger/MSc
This i . as the sub title indicates an 'ideal' career pattern. Careers are
till manageable outside thi ideal pattern and young officer> reading thi
anicle houlcl not ee thi illustration as a hard and fast template but
imply a guideline.
DISCU SIO ISSUES
The new ideal career pattern elements give rise co a number of i ·ue
that may benefit from wider di cu sion:
Troop Command : During the April 97 APC road how of UK unit the
desk officer wa being asked constantly about the turbulent effect that two
tours in two years wou ld have on the oldiers under command of the Troop
Commander. We do not believe this to be an overriding i ue.
Commanding officer have always exerci ed the option to move young
officer within units to enable them to gain a wider experience aero s
regimental di cipline . Indeed during one tour as a young officer the
author managed to fit in Troop Commander. Second in Command.
Adjutant and even for a short time Squadron Commander. The only
difference now i that such move are likely to cake place as a po ting
between units: the aim being to create as wide a profile of experience a
po ible. It i imponant for commanding officer.; to reali e that the
MC ID do not ee two tours in two years a being a hard and fa_ t rule.
Each officer will be managed on a ca e by ca e basis in relation to their
personal competencies. experience and career requirements. The effect of
turbulence on the individual unit will al o be taken into account. What will
be required of commanding officer i an active policy of deconlliction.
between the junior officer, warrant officer and indeed senior noncommi ionecl officer plot. This rnu t be driven at unit level. in
consultation with Officer and Soldier Wing at ICMD.
Squad ron Second In Command: There is a perception that the
truncated career pattern i resulting in a considerable weakness in this
area. The majority of young officers will be promoted to captain onl) 30
month after commi ·ioning. Traditionally officer being appointed to
econd in command po t would have completed a regimental duty
'apprenticeship' of anything from four to six years. Young olficer' are
finding it dillicult co perform up to the expectations of quudron
commander· and commanding officer with only two to three year.
regimental experience behind tht:11 . In es.ence we have a tr.tining gap. It
may be po ible co clo e thi gap by re-thinking the current Captains' Core
Modular Course to provide the tool · a ociated with \lib-uni
administration and management of operation . Attendance would be a prerequisite to promotion or appointment to a 'quaclron econd in Command
or Brigade quadron Operation~ Otlicer post. Having di cu,sed this" llh a
number of officers from a previou generation, it has also been suggested
tliat there may be u case to risk re-inventing the\\ heel and return to a twopart Young Officer ' (YO) cour e in order to addres. thi trai111ng gap.
Attenda nce a t the r m) J unior Divi ion: The Junior Command and
taff Cour e at andhur,t i a critical component in the profe"ional
development of a y ung officer. The repon ah\ a ·s has been 1mponant:
• ince being included in the offic r' · confidential repon book it ha
as umed an even higher level of i111po11ance. Once again howe\er the
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truncated career provide~ a challenge f r the career manager. There i a
requirement to uchieH~ balance between endi ng officer: u ·oon a is
po 1bl . in order w mal..e them employable u · regimemal ~laff, and nm
ending th 'Ill before they have amu..,sed sufficient experience 10 allow
them w both contribute well in yndicate. and benefit from the cour ·e
·ontcnt lf all officers are to be given an opportunity to be pre 'ented 10 the
promotion Board in their. 0th year then they must attend JC C by the Jul y
of 1he1r 2Q1h ~ear. On a recent Adjutants· Board. . of the top coring
and had achieved
candidate . in age LOne 27- 0. had n0• attended JC
their ·core on three reports. This prest>nt- a dilemma, should these people
be appointed a. Adjutants pre-JC ? If they are a good :is the appear on
paper then the) should hm·e little difficulty. This bring harpl_ into focus
the need for accurate and honest reporting. llernatively potential fas!
tracl.. officers. who appear to ha\e the potencial to be promoted at 30.
mighc be identified and loaded to JC C as early a three years afcer
commi ioning. wuh the inherenc ri k that they ~ tru ggJe due to a lack of
field experience.
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PROl\IOTIO TO 1AJOR
It is imponanc that there i a clear under tanding about the reali tic
ch:m e of promotion at ages 30 and 31. On the recelll o 5 Bd
(promotion to major) R SIG ALS had 56 candidate in zone for
promocion with the followrng re ult :
A number of point can be drawn from the e result :
Only the very be l will promote in their fir t year in the zone.
The large l percencage of officers will promoce in the 3· year in zone
(normally 32).
ot all officer will promote. (Those who do not promote in 'Lase
Look' (4th year) will be directed to recire, as captains, al first pension
point.)
What i not clear from the result are the effects of promoting or
conversely no! promoting at age 30.
Promotion at 30: Under the pr ent manning constraints there i no
guarantee that a newly promoced major will find himself in a major's po t.
Indeed given the pre ure! highlighted previou ly in relation to hort
experience. attendance at JCSC and the policy on qualification required by
adjutanc., it i increasingly likely that early promoted majors will find
them ·elve · in order of priority as follow :
ub Unit Command: If the SOI Officers MCMD is able to employ
newly promoted major at sub-unit command, thi i the preferred option.
Thi option maintains profile for election for JSCSC and is valuable
experience that hould re ult in a very useful confidential report.
Grade 3 taff: Some officers will already be in po t at Grade 3 Staff
\\hen elected for promotion. As these officer are appointed by MS it is
unlikely chat they would be moved before che due end of tour date, unless
to attend JSCSC. Some officer may be put to Grade 3 taff on promotion
to maintain or elevace profile in an attempt to ecure JSCSC selection or a
a hedge again. t not being selecced for JSCSC. Under these circumstances
the career manager is employing a 'bell and brace ' policy which en ure
that those not selected will keep pace with their p e peer group. The first
option will always be for a weapons po 1 followed by traight staff where

an officer falls short of the \ eapons prerequisice qualificaciom,. In either
this is scill 1aluable in reporting term s.
On Hold in Current Post: It may prove necessary lO hold incumbent~
in post foll wing promotion. This may be forced cicher because there is no
one of ufficicnt quality to take over from the incumbent or becau'c !here
is no suicablc po t available 10 move 10. The penalty in this ~cen ario 1s that
the indi vidual will then find themselvc. in a fallow reporting year.
receiving a report as a substantive major in a captain's pose. We would
wish where possible to avoid this opcion. Unles there arc change to chc
policy on prerequisite qualification for adjutants and/or a greater
availability of either ub-unic command or grade 3 staff post~ it is an
inevitable occurrence.
ol elected for promotion al 30 or 31: There i ample cope for a
full career and promotion to Lieu tenanl olonel and beyond for those no!
being selected for promotion at 30 or 3 1. Promotion at 30 brings some
career bcnefics and i , beneficial in en hancing pension ri ghcs. A reports are
wriuen in sub tantive rank they may result in early selection for promotion
to Lieutenant Colonel. There is, however. no penally to c mplcting a
Grade 3 . caff job a. a Captain. There are two critical issue involved:
Selection to attend JSCSC: Promotion to major early, assuming a sta ff
pas at IPS E is in the bag, is a good indicati on of a likelihood of early
election 10 attend J CSC, bu! no guarantee. Similarly later promotion is
no indication that a candidate will not be selected for JSCSC.
Promotion to Lieutenant Colonel: In order to be selected for early
promotion a candidate muse be grading excellent (under 40). A psc officer
muse have 3 CR a q officer must have 4 CR -. The average age for the
promotion of R SlG ALS officers is Slill 4 1. Thi mean that even tho. e
being promoted Major in the last year in zone will have the neces ary time
available LO gain seven repons with which LO achieve promoc ion to
Lieucenant Colonel at the average age. Thi represents time for sub-unit
command. a Grade 2 earn ing Staff po t and either a second tour RD or
Grade 2 ta ff Po t.
ca~e

THE CHALLE1 GE
The challenge for R SIG ALS is in ensuring that, by mean of a
partnership between che young oflicer, the commanding officer at fir t
line, and l11e career manager leering a strategic plan, we continue to offer
a rewarding career for the junior officer. In doing so we mu t trive to
groom tho e who are qualified and able for higher command and staff
po t . In order to achieve thi all partie must understand the requirement
to recogni e success early. Commanding officer mu t take a long tem1
view a regards a balance in career management in relation to the interest
of the Corp and the individual. All panie must guard againsc practising
elf erving short termi m ... 'the needs of the many outweigh the need
of the few'. Those who grew up. in career term . in an era where there was
time 10 learn by mistakes and where reflection wa pos ible, must
under land that our young officer will have thru I upon chem the same
levels of respon ibility. at an equivalent age as in pa t year , but with
considerably le experience. We believe it is imperative that we move
quickly to addres the training gap at ub-unit second in command and
brigade operations officer level. ot to do o is to ignore a real problem
with the potencial 10 become an operational penalty in relation to combat
effectivene s. On a more radical note perhap the real challenge revolve
around a eriou tudy of the whole structure of R SIGNALS officer
manning to take accou nt of the constraints forced by the 'Truncated
Career' of the junior officer. We may also con icier that, as thi challenge
appear not 10 be isolated to R SIGNALS, an Army wide olution is
required. This may further lead us to con ider a complete change to the
method in which officers careers are managed. Lesson could be drawn
from oldier career management and point coward management by years
of service rather than by the pre em y tern chat is driven by an officer's
year of birth.

sufficient capability to assist the Hong Kong Governme111 in che
maintenance of territorial integricy, the maintenance of stability, ;ecurity
and confidence within the Territory. the suppo11 of the Royal Hong Kong
Police and the provision or disaster and emergency relief.
In July 1993, Queen's Gurkha Signals had a worldwide strength of a
fraction under 800 souls, deployed with an RHQ and three squadrons 111
Hong Kong. troops in Brunei and Nepal. four rear link detachments, a
number of Brigade of Gurkha..~ extra regimental employment posts, an
elcmenc on long leave and a burgeoning squadron in 30 Sig Regc. By July
1995. in concert with the reduction of the wider Garri~on's strength, the
Regiment had reduced through redundancy Lo a strength of 595. We were
left with an RHQ, a HQ Sqn, a Comms Sqn and an administracive unit
responsible for the then fort hcoming closure of the Sek Kong Garrison and
the Gurk ha Family Lines there. The major change for the Regiment in thi
period was che order to decamp from our parent barrach and home for
twenty five years in the ew Territorie to become, in all but name, the
British Force Hong Kong HQ and Sig Regt based in the Prince of Wales
Barracks on Hong Kong Island. This was a difficult and sometimes
traumatic period, as we foughc to re-establi sh our Regiment identity and to
retain some cmblance of our Gurkha way of life in che face of some quite
unnerving and unnecessary prejudice. In lime honoured Royal Signals
tradition the Regimen t inherited responsibility (and blame) for the
aclmi niscration of the HQ and the cru mbling barracks infrastructure.
WORKS
The Prince of Wale Building, the 1wen1y-eight storey 'upturned gin
boule' so often portrayed in photographs of modem Hong Kong. was
commissioned in 1978. Its central services (l ifts, pipe and electrics) were
uppo ed. in line wil11 normal Hong Kong building practice, to have been
overhaul ed at the 1993 fifteen year point. Unfortunacely, funds were not
available for the required overhauls al thi time. In fact, the whole of the
Prince of Wales Barracks had been carved of maintenance fund
throughout the 1980s and early 1990s. Something had to break, and break
ic did. Jn rapid succes ion the hot and cold water systems, the li ft , che air
conditioning and the fire alarm systems all suffered cataclysmic failure
and required immediate, emergency overhaul. I am not sure which cau ed
che mo t aggravation; whether it was trying to explain the third fal e fire
alarm of the day to a Commander British Force (C BF) who had been
forced to walk down and up on each occasion from hi 11th floor office (or
the hief of Staff who had come from his 28th floor penthouse!). or
having to deal with 5 feet (yes. genuinely) of water on the 8th floor of the
building, the third of four major flood caused by bur t, corroded high
pre sure water pipe in a three month period. The la t of the e regu lar
flood was saved until our la t ten days, when at the moment ic least helped
u the service lift electrics were submerged, putting it out of action for the
umpteenth time. However, che ·deepest joy' was re erved for the moment
when the original white tile cladding of the building tarted to come away.
Jn the end it took us four mi serable month to replace the tiles with a
special plasticaced paint covering; two of chese four month were taken up
wi ch teams of men spending ten hours a day, weekends included. jack
hammering every ingle one of the remaining tile off. le drove everyone,
particularly the shift workers, progressively mutinous. The final straw was
LO be inviced to ex plain why the pecial top cover paint wasn ·1 white or
even off-white, but a on of pink tinged creamy yellow! Fortunately, the
colour mellowed with time, although CBF' mood. when hi fellow
Tai pans phoned LO a k about the banana Headquarters. did not!

The Prince of Wales Building-soon to be renamed
In the meantime, work started to fill in the Naval ba in within the
perimeter of the Prince of Wales Barracks in mid 1995 as a part of a mullibillion dollar project to reclaim 75 metre or o of land from the sea in
front of the Barrack . It was a mas ive rwo-year undertaking that was only
ju t completed seven day before the 30 June Farewell parade was held on
it. It meant that the Barracks was the centre of a huge building ite. We
were be ieged even day a week by a cacophony of sound . . o loud at
time that the contractor were forced by che Hong Kong Government
En ironmental Protection Department to double-glaze our office and
accommodation building at their co t. I am not ure whether I was more
surpri ed thac we got the HK I million for the double-glazing or that the
Environmental Protection Department exi ted at all!

The Hong Kong Handover
L 'TROD CTIO,
Unle. s you ·pent the first six months of thi year closeted in monastic
isolation to avoid the General Election and still linger on in hibernation,
Y?U \\ill h.. ve reali. ed that Hong Kong wa returned at the end of its ninety
mne year lease 10 the Peoples' Republic of China at midnight on 30th
June. Hong Kong is now a Special Administracive Region of China with a
new flag and emblem 10 replace the Colonial insignia. The Governor
sailed on HMY Brirannia with the Prince of Wales after the hand-over
ceremony and Mr Tung Chee Hwa, a Hong Kong ChineM: citizen took
over as Chief Executive.
For the la5l 20 mon!hs or so the wider Corps has been deployed in large
numbers throughout the peacekeeping and humanitarian support world.
During che same period. a dwmdling band of communicators in our final
outpost of Empire have helped plan and execu te the Hong Kong Garrison
dray.down and withdrawal plan. The period has been full of intere t and
111ciden1 a' we have prepared our<,elves for departure. We have had unique
contact with the incoming Peoples' Liberation Army (PLA). We have al o
b.!en faced "'1th the complt:x pmblem of carrying out a withdrawal without
the cu~hion of a baulk period, with operations continuing until minutes
b.!fore our departure. Also wich a full extraction of our troop , families and
equipment being completed prior to 30 June 2359 hours witching hour.
11dmght Y.as an ab~olute and immovable guillotine for our departure. ft
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meant that the cla sic Pre-Advance Party-Advance Party- Main Body 1Main Body 2-Rear Party movement model could noc be followed.
As Hong Kong was saturated with all forms of media coverage during
ils final few months a a British Territory, you will almost certain ly have
formed your own impression about how thing went. There have been all
ort of report wril!en and view expre ed. This article is a election of
informal per onal jottings on a scrange and unusual period in the Country's
colonial and the Corps' own hi tory. It was a fascinaci ng experience, even
if it was not always as plain ailing as it may have looked, or as we had
hoped.

East Tamar Stadium-site of the 'Farewell Ceremony'
starting to fill on the day of hand-over

BACKGRO D
The trength of the Hong Kong Garri on was well over 10,000 until late
1992, when a review of the likely security ituacion in the four years prior
to the transfer of overcignty led to che announcement that the Garrison
would be reduced to a strength of 3250 in 1995. The G;1rrison stayed ac
this lower figure until September 1996, when the final phased rundown
began with the principal remaining elements being its HQ (and Sig Sqn
(+)),a Naval Pacrol Craft Sqn, an Inf Bn group, a Sp Heli qn and a Log
Sp Regt. Even with these reduced number , the Garrison's role remained
the provision of a tangible demonstration of che UK' overeignty and
comm11ment to Hong Kong until 30th June. It did thi s by retaining
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Beirut?
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COMM
I TIO S
Although our communications wichdrawal plan-was b) far and U\\a) the
mo 1complicated element of our~ ork in the last I month . . it wa in fact
the ea ·ie t to complete. Thi. was de pite the face that we retained
ufticient military communications infrastructure 10 operace completely
independencly of Hong Kone. Telecom within the Territory uncil r~ally
quice late on. We decided ac an early rage no! to trouble the HQ Bnush
Force taff with the minutiae of our plans. A we were able to maintain,
with the help of ome !eight of hand. a core of communicacion facilitie.
in che HQ throughout the period. we were allowed to gee on wich our O\\ n
bu.inc . and were rarely bochered. Occasionally. we a'ked for direcuon
and decision. over the dale for the drnwdown and withdrawal of facilities.
but this wa generally only a ruse to acquire a writt 'n re. pon. e or cdi l
from the J3 Branch, in order ro give ourselves formal ·cop co\er' go-ahead.
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H.ippily. n 'eemed 10 rm t our judgement and we rare!) had any
imp.:diment placed in our wa). For mo, t Branche. and Units. the proYision
of ·ommuni ·ation' upport remained an area of intense indifference and
m1 undcl'\tanding-a significant bonm,! The only area we had an) difficulty
\\Ith''" in priLing compute!'\. mobile phone and pager. out of the hand ·
of the taff. Hong Kong i the mobile phone and pager capital of the world
and the ince ,ant ringing. warbling and buzzing invades your sense
throughout the day. in the otlice. in the park . in the cinema. in the theatre,
m re ·1aurnnh. in meeung ... e\·erywhere. I am not a fan! Jn the Autumn
of 1995 a number of meetin~s were held in the MOD, chaired by IC
(Op,). to plan the \lrategic ·on1mu nicati ons requirements for our final . ix
month\ in Hong K ng. At that time. we really did not knm hm\ thing
\\ould go. We certain!) did not know whether the- .,eneml relation hip with
th People,· Republic of China (PRC) and the incoming People ·
Liberation rn1y (PL ) Garrison troop would be 'benign'. or whether
our e cellent relation hip with Hong Kong Telecom. who had provided
our day-to-day ,1ra1egic circuit for more than 20 year . would be
maintained until 30th June 1997. The problem wa compounded by the
decision that the Garrison would not go into baulk and that operation
would continue until late on the evening of 30th June. Given no rear party.
thi' gave us an initial pau e for thought.
Implicit in our drawdown ta k was the requirement to remove all
evidence of our trategic. fixed and tactical communications before
departure. but we al o had to upp rt HQ British Force . Government
Hou.e. the Foreign Office and other Government Dep<mment, let alone
the remainder of the Garri on, until the I t moment. Happil y. CT C
FLEET made an early decision ro provide CBF Hong Kong with HM
Chatham, a Type 22 Batch 3 frigate a his strategic and tactical
communications plarform co cover our final few weeks in Hong Kong and
to give u - U1e breathing pace we needed to trip and clear the
COM 1CEl .

Arrival of HMS Chatham
CBF Hong Kong's strategic communications p latform
Thi was a huge relief. not least as HMS Chatham was due LO be fined
with both a Flag Officer' and rhe ARMILLA patrol suite of
communications enhancements and would be very capable. Indeed. she
arri\ed in Hong Kong with all we had asked for, and more. At thi s tage.
we a urned that once HMS Chatham wa berthed alongside the Prince of
Wale Barrack CBF and hi remaining Staff would move on board. o
allowing u to strip the HQ out. A the months went by, the Staff'.
enthusiasm for living and working on board gradually waned. We al o
started to ponder what would happen if during the period HMS Chatham
was in our water a typhoon should arrive, as late June i well within the
South China Sea typhoon envelope. In the end, MOD JCS (Ops) agreed to
. ponsor the purchase of the late Lspecification Marconi Mobile Off-thehelf atellite Terminal (MOSD. This gave us the ability LO maintain our
full DC 087 strategic link to the UK, a heady mix of PATRO secure
phone . and standard and special handl ing telegraph circuits, independent
of the service provided by Hong Kong Telecom. Of course. our plans for
the MOST and HMS Chatham depended on the line of sight paths from
the top of the Prince of Wales Building and HMS Chatham's June 1997
berth and whichever atellites we would be allocated. This was not as
simple as it first seemed, as each of the three po sible satel lites had their
difficultie . The ~mericans c_ould not guarantee us the access we might
need through their DSCS Indian Ocean and Western Pacific atellites and
our own KY ET !VB both wove an inconveniently large figure of eight
tr~k across the ~ky and played up more seriously from time Lo time. But
this all paled behmd our real concern that the two transmi ion site would
be boxed in by several massive buildings under construction. An initial
trial T C 502E deployment by 30 Sig Regt and a later trial by HMS Exeter
were not fully conclusive but were nevertheless e sential in helping to ort
thmgs out Even so. we had not managed end to end trials on all three
atelltte before HMS Chatham arrived on 2 June 1997.
Dunng 1996 and early 1997 the new Permanent Joint Headquarters
IPJHQJ at • onhwoocl became an increasingly important influence on our
lives in the run up to PJHQ 'going live' and taking Hong Kong under
co~mand <_m I Apn) 1997. The formal command relation. hip between
Chief of Joint Operauons ( JO) and CBF Hong Kong was highly unu ual.
At the highest level, the Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS) vested full
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command of land. sea and air forces with BF Hong Kong, les the three
Peacock Cla. s patrol craft and the ix Wessex, full command of which was
Yested in CinC Fleet and Cin Strike respectively. In respon~e. CBf Hong
Kong vested operational command of these forces with JO. In turn. CJO
vested operational control of them with BF Hong Kong. F rtunatc:ly, this
·lightly bizarre arrangemelll caused us no difticultie . WiU1 the advent of
PJHQ two brand new CIS ystem . Pilot Joint · Operational Command
y. tern (PJOCS) and the Joint Deployable Intelligence Support ystem
(JOI ). were pressed into ervice in the Head4uarters as it prepared it.elf
for departure. It was ad that they were deployed with an early crsion f
the ·oftware (shades of WAVELL) and too late 10 have been of any u. e to
HQBF Hong Kong. Had they arrived fully modified six monU1s earlier
then thing might have been different That an agreement was struck for
the HQBF Hong Kong PJOCS terminal to be fired up for a Monday to
Friday. 1630 10 1800 hours schedule only spoke volumes for our
technicians who struggled manfully to maintain it over our MOST link on
a 24 hour ba~is!
PLA
We were asked in June 1994 to prepare a short written brief for the
PLA. listing the main site where our communications facilities existed.
This wa folio' ed by a more detailed oral pre entation in May 1995.
which gave them a more generou outline of our trategic. fixed and
ta tical communications in the Territory. The purpose of thi briefing was
to help the Chine e delegation sort out the factors they would need to
con ider for the future PLA Garri on' communication . We wanted them
to understand the planning and negotiation required not only with the
Briti h Force but al o with the Hong Kong Government and the Office of
the Telecommunication Authority (OFTA), as well as with Hong Kong
Telecom and other Hong Kong-based commercial communication.
providers.
Jn ovember 1995. U1e PLA conducted an in depth vi it to tudy U1e
civilian telecommunication infrastmcture in the Territory. A a
programmed part of th at visit we reiterated much of the May briefing and
accompan ied them on visits 10 the two hill top ite . Tai Mo Shan and
Victoria Peak, where we till retained permanel1l fixed and tactical
rebroadcast facilitie . Prior Lo the visit. we were given guidelines about
what could or could not be ·aid to the Chine e. The keys points were that:
a. The Chinese mu t in due course be. told everything about the phy ical
infrasrmcrure that they would inherit. This included detail about the
civil telephone network within their future barrack . and details of
any communications infrastrncture we would leave behind.
b. The Chine e could be told about the operation of our military
communication in Hong Kong where it was directly relevant LO their
own operations. For example, they could be given broad details about
our reliance on civilian firm , although nothing on any commercialin-confidence or contractual matter .
c. The Chinese could not be told anything about Briri h military
communications in general and could not, for example, be told about
our tactical communications equipments or our procedure .
Throughout 1996, the PLA conducted a series of Defence lnve tigation
Vi its (DIV ) and Do ier Visits. There were 7 or 8 D!Vs, each of which
generally lasted a working week and each of which revealed in great depth
how the Garri on has gone about it. business. There were, for example,
logistic , naval, air, medical and operations DIVs. The communications
DIV was left until the very last-much to the PLA obvious irritation.
There were Dossier Visits to each of the 14 military Annex I (roman 'one')
ites, which it had been agreed would be handed over to the PLA on 30th
June 1997. For the Do ier Vi its to each si te we had to produce Ii ts and
diagrams of all communications equipment and assets within the ite.
This meant U1at every manhole cover had to be lifted and every cable in the
cable pit had to be labeled. It was a very time con urning business, but
es ential as the PLA genuinely checked every cable pit during U1eir vi its.
Whenever we described a piece of equipment, we had to read our
description verbatim from a cript, it wa · then tran lated and then the
speaking note was handed directly to the vi iting team. Although a tilted
way of doing business, it meant that there wa no possibility of
misunderstanding what had been aid. There were some long and tiring
day , bur mo t of them were conducted with good humour. Occasionally,
they were not and more than once we had to make a formal complaint
about the visiting group's aggressive attitude and rude behaviour. We spent
the better part of ix weeks preparing for the communication DIV which
was held during the 3rd week of January 1997.

Although it was a major effort to get every word of the various script.~
right. we were certainly pretty wel l prepared by the time the PLA team
arrived. They were led by Maj Gen Dai Qingmin. During one of the
several banquets we had that week he confided in me that, 'The PLA can
do without food, they can do without accommodation but they can never
do without communications: The reason for the irritation over the DI V's
timing suddenly became clear: their centralised narure of doing business
demands good communications above all and they really had wanted to
get a head start a · early in 1996 as possible.
When the week finally arrived, we bombarded them with information.
We t0ld them all U1ey were ever likely to want to know about our fixed
communications infrastructure, some things about our strategic circuits,
but absolutely nothing about our tactical nets and nothing about the
frequencies we were w,ing or had reserved for us . lt was int riguing to see
how keen they were to know about our frequency assignment from OFTA.
We helped OFrA at every stage of their battle to resiM the PLA's demand
to inherit the Briti h Forces frequency assignment in Loto. Our usual
response was generally. 'No. Tell us what equipmelll you are going to
bring to Hong Kong and let us know its operating parameters, then we will
assign you appropriate frequencies.' They did in the end send u what we
had asked for. It came on two sides of paper and gave us numbers and
location of equipment as well as operating parameters. They also told us
when they wanted to bring the equipment into Hong Kong. The PLA sent
3 Advance Parties to Hong Kong prior to 30 June. they were known as
Batches I to 3. The discussions over the timing of the arrival of each Batch
and the numbers in each Batch lasted several months. The detail of these
discussions are sub judice, suffice it to say that the PLA were beaten down
to a Batch I of 40 on 21 April, a Batch 2 of 66 on 19 May and a Batch 3 of
90 on 30 May. Interestingly, the major justification for the Batch 2 and 3
numbers centred on the numbers of communication installation experts
hey felt they needed. This was where the importance of their ·rwo sides of
paper' came into play. We were asked to comment on the PLA proposal at
very short notice. It was obvious that they intended to install a
comprehensive network of satellite. trunked and mobile sy terns acros
much of the frequency pectrum prior to the hand-over, which would
afford them complete independence from the Hong Kong commercial
communications provider in time for the arrival of their Main Body
troops. It wa our view that much of what they were proposing LO do wa
of a quite different scale LO what they would actually need prior to I t July.
They were al o clearly overestimating the time it would take to install even
the systems we did think were reasonable. We were suspicious that this
wa a m e to boo t the numbers in their 'depleted' Advance Party. The
paper we constructed in re ponse was one of the key weapons used to keep
the PLA at bay for longer. However. the day for Batch 1· arrival was
eventually agreed. After a frantic few day preparation we were ready to
receive Maj Gen Zhou Borong, Senior Cols Yi Zeng, Xie Qiu Yun and
Zhou Ze Xiang, and 36 others. They swept into the Prince of Wales
Barrack in a range of brand new vehicles. led by Gen Zhou' Audi A8
staff car! They were also very smartly dre ed in the brand new Pierre
Cardin-de igned PLA uniform, which Gen Zhou later told us would
probably not reach all elements of the PLA until 2050 at the earlie t! Their
uniform nicely set off the three standard u piciou ly Gucci looking
uitcases and bag each man arrived with. During lhe ten weeks the Batch
I per onnel were with us in the Barrack before the Handover. both ides
got on extremely well with each other. One of our Mandarin peaking
officer acted as Liaison Officer to deal with any day to day problems they

had. and CBF and his immediate inner circle of officer met wnh Gen
Zhou and his team every Thursday morning to review the PLA's acuvlly
and progress that week. This meeting was also a forum for some more
difficult problems to be aired prior to the Foreign Office's discussions at
Ministerial level in London and at Ambru.sadorial level in Beijing. The
meeting was for instance where we first confirmed the PLA's intention to
arrive in Hong Kong in large numbers prior to 0001 hours on I July.
It was very interesting being one of CB F's team at these mceungs. It
was a wonderful opportunity to study a very different military culture at
close hand. That the PLA have a different way of doing things to us is
perhap a statement of the blinding obvious. but it really was an education
LO see the importance of 'face' at work, their difficulty over 'hot' planning,
their reticence to delegate and their acute sensitivity over the Press. There
was a kerfuffle over a simple border crossing incident which caused them
enormous ang t. as the Hong Kong media instantly assumed that the PLA
expected to railroad the Law. The Press's response was perhaps unfair. but
equally it was na"ive of the PLA to expect a completely smooth run from
the free pres in a democracy about to be swallowed up by the largest
communist country in the World. evertheless, as the final weeks of
British rule in Hong Kong drew to a close. the PLA and many long-term
residents of Hong Kong rightly became frustrated by the media's continual
emphasis on the potentia l for change after the handover. In reality, the
handover was not about change but about conti nuity in all elements of the
Territory's life.

The last flag to come down on Sovereign Garrison land
Note the West Country news and PLA Officers in the
background. The f lag is to be donated to the Corps museum
The Briti h Garri ·on did its level be t to prepare the PL for their life in
Hong Kong and to ensure a mooth tran it ion of defence respon. ibili11e . I
like to think that Queen' Gurkha Signals repre ented the Corps with a
certain style and panache, playing it part succes fully and profe sionally.
Jai Queen' Gurkha Signals.
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ATHLETICS

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vi e ommodore
Rear ommodores:
Off. hore
Dingh ' Dayboat~
\: mdsurfing (U K)
Yachunaster · (U K)
(Germany)
ecretaril!,!!:
General
Dinghy ' Dayboats
Wind ·urfing \ K)
(G rman
Retired Member Rep
oldier Rep. (Offshore)
Dinghie · & Dayboat
Wind urfing

Maj Gen J. O. C. Alexander CB, OBE
ol J.E. F. Kirby OBE
Lt Col J. R. S. Amberton
1aj f. Butler
1aj D. C. . Ellis
Lt Col J. L. Fletcher
Maj G. 'eil: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt I. Gray Glasgow Mil
apt P. G. M. Atkin on Blandford Mil 2874
gt Cowell Blandford Mil 2 IO
Capt J. Coleman Colchester Mil 4220
gt N. Finnegan Osnnbruck Mill 2225
Lt Col (Reid) . K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
Cpl D. Sangster Bulford Mil
Sgt P. Downie York Mil 2346
Sgt A. Varney Bulford Mil

The Royal igna/s Yacht Club comm1111ica1es with it members 1l11vugh rhe medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events. accounts of
ac1iv11ies and contains derails for club officials.
Any memherofrhe Corp who subscribes ro 1he Corp fimds i automarically a member of rlre Yac/11 Club. lfyou are an active sailor or inrere ted in
bea•ming an ac1il"e sailor 1hen regis1er now wi1h your 1111it Sailing Officer or alrematil•ely wirlr one of rhe Club Secretaries.

BT MATCH RACING
The Arm) entered three boat imo the Services BT Match Racing
Champion hip held at Queen Mary Reservoir on the -9 September 1997
in gloriou· sun hine and force 2-4 breeze. laj David Ellis was given one
of the Army's entrie and he cho e an all Royal Signal crew of Capt
Simon pier , Sgt 'Cha ' Cowell and Sig Stu u thern.
All crews sailed again t each other once this came to eight races. the
rew with the mo twins went through to the emi-finals. The emi-final
con i ted of three Army Crews and one RAF. We drew the RLC Crew. the
winners were the first crew to have two win , which we won 2-0. We went
on to meet the RE in the final which wa the first to have three win with
the Corp Team winning 3-0. However. the racing wru. very close and of a
very high 'tandard.

The Corp Team did try. to reduce the ize of their ma t by two metres
again t an RAF crew and were penal ised financially (£150) and
disqualified from that match. The Corps Team have now been given a wild
card entry to the ational Finals in October 1997 al Bew! lake.

STOP PRESS!!!
124 (GBR 4242) Hitchikers Guide 10 the Gala.\)'
Maj David Elli 2nd Overall 1997 J24 ational Champion hip
Plymouth (30 Boat ).
Maj David Ellis 2nd Overall 1997 J24 European Champion hip
Plymouth (42 Boats) 1 t Brit Boat.
REPORT TO FOLLOW I
EXT ISSUE.

R SIGNALS V RAF SIGNALS SPORTS DAY
The Corp ho ted the RAF Signal on the annual ports day at Colerne
and Blandford on 2 and 3 July. The competition wa preceded by a ·meet
and greet' function organised by the host for the evening 21 Sig Regt (Air
Support) at which the Corp team members did their be t to ·nobble' the
opposition by pro'"iding copious amounts of beer and a fiery curry.
The competition this year included Swimming, Waterpolo and Tennis at
Coleme, Sailing at Ringwood with Golf and Cricket at Blandford. The
diverse 'enues for the sports is an unsati factory arrangement caused by
the inability of Blandford to provide the neces ary accommodation.
Hopefully by the year 1999, when we are next due to host the competition,
this ituation will be resolved and the Corps will be better able to provide a
. ingle venue and the opportunity for a more formal presentation of prizes.
The Corps, with the RAF narrowly avoiding a whitewash won the
overall competition thi year. Tht: results were:
'"imming and Waterpolo-The wimming competition was clo ely
fought until the relays that were all won by the Corps making the Corps
the outright winners of the competition. The waterpolo wa very evenly
matched until the 3rd quarter when the superior fitness of the Corps ide
overcame stubborn resbtance from the RAF. In both these competitions
the Corps were fortunate that the wimmers of7 Sig Regl were in the UK
for the Army championships and the Corps teams were considerably
strengthened by their presence.
Tennis The tennis competition was another closely fought affair but
this went the way of the RAF 51/2 to 3112. This was largely due to the
Corps being short of one player who had to withdraw at the la t moment
and the fact that the Corps star player for many years, Maj (Rel<!) Billy
\tiles llCing ineligible. This result was particularly disappointing as there
1s a lot more tennis talent in the Corps than was available for thi
compcution.
Golf-The golfer~ of the RAF managed to . neak this one 8-7 de pite the
\aliant efforts of apt Len Yates et al. TI1e Four Ball competition played
111 th• mommg \\ent the way of the RAF 3 to 2 with the single· played in
the afternoon being shared honour. even at five each.

Sailing-This competition was reduced to two boats per team as the RAF
could only muster four sailors. The competition was over five races with the
Corps team triumphant in the last race to win the match 3-2. This in spite of
the ailing ecretary fielding a weakened side to give the oppo ition a chance.
Cricket-The cricket team enjoyed a comprehensive victory scoring a
runaway 188 for 8 with the RAF only managing 105 all out in reply.
R GC AWARD OF CORPS COLOURS
Corp colour have been awarded by the Chairman of the RSGC, Brig
O.J. Wills for the following sports:

Squash
W02 (FofS) Bason
Sgt Piears

5 (Airborne) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt

Womens' Hockey
Si:,>t Graha m
Sig Smith
Sgt Calabrese
Sig Burkitt

16 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt

Mens' Hockey
ig Butt
SSgt Davies
W0 2 (YofS) Sutton TDT
Maj J.C. Williams
Maj A.. Williams

I 1 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
HQ R Signals
DOR LAND (CIS)
HQARRCCIS

Rugby
Sgt Ga rtside
Sig Denham
Sgt Day
Sgt Key

2 Sig Reg1
2 Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)

Although the summer is now over we can look back on another
outstanding athletics cason littered with team and individual successes.
One or the most heartening aspects or the summer was seeing the
enthusiasm with which several key members of the Corps are currently
driving, encouraging and nurturing tho e young soldiers who have a
genuine interest in the sport.
That 2 Sig Reg1 emerged with yet another strong team was a surprise to
no-o ne, but the Army Champiom,hips at Portsmouth in June must have
produced groans of fru tration among those hoping to win a trophy or 1wo
over the next I0 or 15 years. The seasoned and well disciplined athletes
from York performed well, of course, and eventually look the Major Units
cup away yet again, but what must have hit the other Corps hard was that
the only team who could push them close wa from 11 Sig Regt! The
contrast between the two team was triking.
The York team included many seasoned and well-disciplined athletes
who have graced the track for years. Some were fresh from America where
they had honed their tans and their techniques to perfection beneath the
Westcoa t sun. Lt is a delight to watch them perform well, but one expect~
it. Jn sharp contrast we witnessed an exciting, fresh young team from
Blandford, most of them whipped together for one brief season. short on
technique but immensely strong on eagerness and raw talent. A fascinating
day 's competition in really foul weather saw 2 Sig Regt eventually run out
winners by a mere 7 points, but with 11 Sig Regt lifting the trophy for
scoring most points in field events.
The ladie competition finished in the same order when 11 Sig Regt
Relay Squad ran a storming race to wrest the runners~ up meda_ls from a
strong Aldershot Garri on team. The tandard of ladies athletics 1n the
Army has taken giant strides in recent sea ons and it is good to see that
there are a handful of individuals in the Corps who are determined to see
that Royal Signal remain firmly in the driving seat. Let us hope that
during the winter we can put together ufficient distance runners to
give the RLC a decent race in the Inter-Corps Cro -Country
Championships.
From atrocious weather in Ponsmouth the scene moved a week later to
even worse weather in Blandford for the Morrison Cup. A great deal of
planning and preparatory work had gone into making the first major
fixture to be held at the Corps' new athletic facility a succes , and even
continuous heavy rain couldn't dampen the athletes' enthusiasm. After
another day of hard fought competition the Major Unit event came down
to the relays with 11 Sig Regt and 2 Sig Regt neck and neck. A di a trous
baton change left 2 Sig Regt without a point in the 4 x IOOm and the result.
as they say, is history. 11 Sig Regt won by 12 clear pomts-a w~~y and
well-deserved result for their young team. The Women· Compet1l!on was
equally exciting with the Blandford girl a point ahead going into the final
event. Sadly their third place in the relay denied them a clean weep but
they can certainly hold their head high as they reflect on an ou1Stand1ng
sea on.
lf fu1ther proof were needed, that we pread our talent widely, 216 Para
Sig Sqn under the guidance of their able RSM , WOl eil Turnbull.
certainly provided it. They have moulded together a formidable mmor unlt
team. Althouo-h they couldn't quite win the Army Cup this sea on, their
trong and tal~nted team proved too much for 21 Sig Regt in the Morri_ on
Cup and the Minor Units' Cup will grace their Aldershot trophy cabmet
for at least the next 12 months. The final event of the season was the lnterCorp Championship hosted by REME at Bracknell. _ee_dle to say the
RLC produced an unbeatable compo ite team from wtthm their mas ed
ranks. However, we did ourselves proud with some ~utsy performanc~
both on the track and in the field events. We mu t contmue to upport th1
somewhat neglected competition at all co t .
A we look forward to the winter sea on-maybe to a spot of cro scountry or a few indoor meeting -we hould take some time to reflect o_n
two athletes who have given so much to their port _throughout their
careers and will be well ensconced in Civvy Su·eet by this time next year.
W02 J eff Martin ha been a bundle of energy and commitment
throughout his long and illustriou - porting life. Tirele both in hi own
punishing schedule and in his encouragement of younger distance r~nni:r ,
Jeff ha reaped a few rewards along the way. one can be more au f~mg
than having had the distinction of winning the Army and lnter-Ser ice
Marathon in FIVE succe ive years. It will be many, many year before
that unique record falls. Sgt Tremayn Dob on, known to all throughout
the Corp imply as Dobbo, i a strong and dedica~ed athlete behmd whose
smi ling face re. ts a bottomle s fount of 1echmcal k_nowledge. Dobbo
tarted life a a sprinter and high jumper (and a mean footb_aller a we_ll).
but later he took up the challenging and highly techmcal thro~vmg
disciplines and ha been a regular member of the Army quad_ e er mce.
Dobbo i alway willing to give up hi time to coach and ad 1 e younger
a1hletes bu t he will al o be known to many Corps membe1 away from the
track. An accomplished kier and a patient and knowledg~a~le coach .. he
ha · kept a watchfu l eye on hundreds as they've taken thelf hrst faltering
step on the Snow Queen slopes. and el ewhere. an~ he ~a helped many
brief flings wi th Skiing turn into hfe-lo ng relauonsh1ps. Both these
athletes have given immea urable service to Corp , rmy and Combmed
rvice port. and we wish them well as they embark on then· new
careers. We owe them a debt.
. .
A the niohts lengthen and we may be tarting to think about fitung ma
week' kiit~g ourselve during the winter, let u ju t reflect for a moment
on the achievement of thi eason and renew our commnmenr to ~ram
hard, to coach and encourage the newcomers throughout the. wmter
months, to fo ter loyalty and team spirit as a Corp , and once agam to fly
the nag of succes in 1998.

BAD MINTO
by Sgt Andy Ball
On Thursday 24 July 1997 the Army Badminton Team set off on a sixday tour of Germany. Three of the team where represented by orps
personnel, Sgt Andy Ball, LCpl Jint} Rigg and ig Mhairi \1.clntosh.
Our first match was against the British Force Germany Team the
following day. Both teams dived straight in at the deep end with ,Jinty and
Mhairi proving to be the backbone of' the female team. Both players won
all of their games to quare the match at 8-8 with one game left to play.
The Anny partnership of Pte Cindy Dougherty and gt Andy Ball came
out victors. winning the final Mixed Doubles game 2-0 to secure the first
match 9-8.
A local German Team wa the opposition for the 2nd match on
Saturday. With morale high from our first win we took the match b} the
scruff of the neck and battled through to a tremendous 12-5 ..., in. Our 3rd
and final match of the tour was against a Dutch Team that consisted of
wafer thin, 15 year old jumping gaLelle . We knew that this \\as going to
be the big one. Our ights were set. sleeve rolled up and we marched into
battle. The majority of the game could have gone either way however. the
Dutch youngsters played out of their skins and came out victors 13-4.
There were some excellent performances from the Army Team during
the tour, with ig Mhairi Mcintosh losing only one of her nine games. All
three matches were played with great spirit and in a friendly atmosphere.
The Team agreed that the Tour wa. a great succes . winning two out of the
three matches.
The team are now making preparations for the Inter Service
Championship in which we hope to give the Royal Air Force a run for
their money. Chief scout. Capt Terry, i looking to create a trong squad
from the Royal Signal Champion hips which i being held during 27-30
August 1997 al Colerne. In past years the _Signal team has alway
threatened to win the Inter Corps, but never delivered the goods. This year
will be different.

ROYAL SIGNALS CANOE AND
KAYAK CLUB

Yet again l I Sig Regt entered the Army Canoe Union Sprint and
Marathon Champion hips on the River Wye at Monmouth over the
weekend 19/20 July. Prior to the Championships Ca pt David _Drinkall
took 14 volunteers from Charlie Tp plus two Army Canoeist from
Germany on a training camp over the period 14--18 July. The weather was
excellent, the team wa full of enthu ia m and hope were high to retain
the Tropbie won in 1996.
.
.
During the week training camp. absolute novice canoe1 t ~earned
about different type of canoe and kayaks. underwent both pnm and
marathon training and had the opportunity to 'play' on the grade II whne
water of Symond' Yat, where Sig Grist found hi forte. a~ last! The week
was full of incidents ... being attacked by wans ... bemg electrocuted
... capsizing ... swimming ... and that' only one person tory!
The day of the print race dawned to find, again t all _the odds. a further
eio-ht 'known· canoeists had arrived from Blandford dunng the dark hours
and the chances of gaining a few tean1 trophies were now loo~ing _excellent!
The whole 11 Sig Regt Squad worked extremely_ hard, compenn$ 111 4 out of
the 6 team print competition . All the compemors from 11 Sig Regt had
reason to stand proud, and when. at the end of a hard day racing 11 Sig Regt
collected the Junior Racing Trophy, the Junior ovice Tr~phy and the
Ladie Racing Trophy as well as coming a very close 3rd 111 the emor
ovice Trophy. it wa obviou the hard work had paid off!

Sig Connie Turner learning to paddle a sprint K1

The aturday evening saw a fe, victory celebration before the unday
and of course the Mar, thon! With temperature' of 0 degree. F the
Marathon wa ooino to be a real test of both endurance and tenacity. but no
need to worr} ~ith ~he be t ·oldiers in the British r~y! Yet again the 11
Sio Reot quad won 3 out of 4 trophie entered. ommg a 'er} clo-.e _nd
in ~he Senior ovice competition to Land Command hool of Ad' enturc
Training! Yes they do canoe for a livmg. ~o e.xtremel} ' ell d ne our guys!
Congratulations go t the whole quad tor an excellent performanc •. but
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"'pn:iall) to the following. Capt Da,•id Drinkall, Cpl Rob sh, LCpl
Julie Portlock. ig ' icolu Burnip and ig Connie Turner on being
,e(ected for the .\rn1) quad 9719 . lso to AT Sgt Macelhinny, T Cpl
Din dale, AT LCpl larke, T pl Richardson, AT LCpl Dolan and
AT John on for a cl an sweep of all the Junior Trophies.
It al\O should be noted that SSgt Chris Lloyd. 3 (UK) Div HQ & ig
Regt ~ind ig Rich
tridge. 30 Sig Regt also' ere ,elected for the Army
quad. so for th first time in mail) year the Royal ignab are extreme!)'
\\ell represented at nn) level in print and Marathon Canoing. e"'\t year
we aim to build on these excellent re ults by running a orp Training
Camp the week before the Champ · . ·o watch thi space!

TRIATHALO

He has had the honour of Captaining the Army Team a number of times
and has been the Combined Service aptain for the pm.1 two seasons. He
has also been voted Army player of the year on three occasions.
198911990, 199511996. 1996/1997. He is the first player ever to have
gained thi honour in su cessive years. At Unit level he ha:. won one Army
Cup wmncrs medal. 2 runner. up medals and 2 Jubilee Cup winners
medals. all whi l t serving with 2 Div ig Regt. Playing for the Army and
ombined Services ha given him the opportunity to partake in oversea
tOUI ,·. To date he has played representative footba ll in Cyprus. Oman,
audi Arabia. Portugal. Hong Kong. Thailand. BAOR , Jersey and
Guem:ey
times and will tour Australia with Combined Service. in
June/July 1997.
He qualified as a FA Ad,aneed coach in 1989 and has recently attended
the fir. t UEFA · · conver ion course. As such he is one of the top qualified
coaches in the country. o report on W02 Ian Higgins would be
complete without memion of hi wife Meg who throughout her serving
car er and beyond hm. always been one of his. and the Corp ·, keenest
upporter . The Corps footballing fraternity wishes her well. W02
Higgin throughout hi military career has been one of those players who
never lets you down. It is thi~ attitude. combined with his footballing skills
that have made him one of the outstanding player of Combined Services,
Corps and Regimental Football. He is mo t certainly an example of
loyalty, dedication and team spirit.
Ladies' Ski Programme Team

SKIING
BRITISH LADIES RMY SKI TEAM (BLAST)
S 1MER TRAINI GA D SELECTIO CAMP 1997
For many the idea of two week um mer skiing mu ·t seem anything but
arduous-ho~ ould it possibly be called 'Adventurous Training'-but with
reveille at 0600hr every morning to be on the lifts for 0700hrs-it was
anything but a holiday! Training took place this year on the Plateau Rosa
glacier. The main aim wa to cover basic ski technique · as well as race
training. Maj Paul Ford, R Signals. ran the camp. As well a instructing
he had the unenviable task of 'controlling· 25 female skiers. The other two
in tructors were gt ' Dobbo' Dobson from 2 Sig Regt and 'Geordie'
Crawford-ex R Signals.

This year there were 5 Royal Signals member both from Germany and
the UK:
2Lt A. Cliff- 35 Sig Regt
Capt J. Wa l ter-SORLS RHQ
ig J. Neal-I ADSR
2Lt K. Simmond 16 Sig Regt
AT LCpl J. Wood- I I Sig Regt
Tho e attending the camp had to ensure they were fit before attending
as training was arduous and conducted at an altitude of over l I .500ft. ki
Training wa between 0800 and 1300hrs every morning. The first couple
of hours was dedicated to improving technique and allowed mo t member
to achieve either the 4 star or 5 star Gold Downhill award at the end of the
camp. After a quick bite to eat at I 000 hrs it was onto the race-course. Half
the time wa pent on Giant Slalom and half pent on Slalom. There is
something very daunting about standing at the top of a race course
knowing that shortly you would have pole whizzing past your head and
praying that you wouldn't 'dob out' before your time had been logged.
The improvement on times during the camp was extremely encouraging
for the team manager. l am ure that many were purred on by the presence
of the Swiss ational Men'steaml!
Once kiing was completed for the day it wa then running. wimming,
hiking or roller-blading (which 1 never got to grips with-where were the
brakes?)- to keep you bu y. The chalet we lived in was divided into three
floors with each floor cooking for themselves-anybody con idering going
hould definitely take a recipe book. A winter camp is al o held in Zennatt
for four weeks starting at the end of ovember. The ultimate goal of the
Ladies Team Programme is to produce a team to compete again t the avy
and the RAF. The team also compete in the Divisional, Inter Service and
Army Champion hip each year. The camp i an excellent opportunity to
improve on technique and race ski ll s and anyone interested in joining the
programme, who is up to the correct tandard. hould contact the Army
Winter Sports Association or Maj Paul Ford on Sutton Coldfield Mil
2407.

AR IY TRIATHLO,
H MPIO SHIPS-25 J , E 97
by W02 (Yol ) K. E. Emmerson
The Army Sprint Triathlon Championships were held, thi' year, at the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. The event was open 10 all-from
novices to the elite. As you would expect with the assistance ot the officer
cadets and Gurkhas, the organisation and marshalling of the competition
was excellent. Being a 'sprint' Triathlon the distance covered was S{)(Jm
swim. 20km cycle and 5km run.
Triathlon is an expanding spon, particularly within the sef\ices and it
promotes personal fitness coupled with endurance and mental toughness
as well as developing skills within each discipline. You arc able to
compete not only against others but against yourself. This has been
recognised and Triathlon will be included in the next Olympics in Sydney
(Olympic distance are I .5km swim. 40km cycle and IOk.m run). What
about us mere mortals? Some of us, remembering the sense of
achievement gained on completion of a Triathlon, volunteered; others
either naively volunteered or were press-ganged. Of course it would be
unfair to say which members of the team fell in to each category. After
some excellent race preparation the night before (namely carbo loading in
the fonn of beer. chips and the obligatory kebab) we were all ready to go.
Lt Paul Griffiths, being a trong swimmer. made his Mart with all the
'movers' and he really appreciated being over taken by all the fast athletes
on their expensive bikes. Perhaps you should give the butcher his bike
back now! What do you mean you borrowed it from the RSM? Another
fi h in the team, LCpl teve Birchall pedaled his way round on a
mountain bike. He did however complete his first Triathlon in a
respectable time and was heard to ay, 'That was all right. I'll do another
one-but not today'. A pecial mention to C pl Lisa Fox (AGC) who. after
some gentle per ua. ion from W02 (FofS) Mark 'highest paid PTI in the
Corp ' Edwards decided to try. Some more training in the pool and C pl
Fox will be challenging at the top of her level. Cpl C. J. Ba rker (602
TACP) enjoyed his day out. CJ went well in the pool and on the run but
was let down by not being able to use a racing bike. C pl 'Loggy' \ r igh t
(another Tri-virgin) who, once he had completed hi swim, made good
progress on his bike and finished very trongly on the run and had a good
fir t triathlon. Being a technician J am sure he will have the Gucci Tri gear
next time and will beat all of us ' o Fear' the old men of the team. the
YofS and FoS. duo did OK and just about managed it round with the also
Tri-ed!!

SWIMMING & WATER POLO

W0 2 Ala n Higgi~ . joined the Army in June 1981 and on completion
of ba51c and trade trmnmg was posted to 16 Sig Regt in BAOR. During this
tou_r he show_ed his initial I?ron:iise by play~n.g for the Regt and representing
Rhme Area m the Inter DlYISIOn Compeuuon and the Corps in the Lloyd
Trophy. He was posted back to 24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn in September
1985 and was selected for the United Kingdom Corps Squad that won the
Inter Corps Quadrangular Tournament in season 198511986.
Hi'> first appearance for the Anny team was in 1987. He was al o
elected for the Combined Service. Team during his first season with the
Anny and has been an ever present in both teams ince. He has repre ented
the. rm) more than 100 times and is one of only a few players who have
ach1e,ed this distinction. During thi period he ha~ won 4 Inter ervices
(Con ta~tmopl~ Cup) winners medals, 2 outh West Countie Cup
Compelluon "-Inners medal representing the Anny and 2 Kentish Cup
\\tnner medals representing Combined Services. The second one in
a'on 1995/1996 as Captain of the team.
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Ladies' Tea m Instru ctors
BLAST is open to Regular Army female skiers of at least Joint Service
Silver Standard (good parallel ). Female skiers from TA and Univer ity
OTCs may also apply provided they are committed to Regular Army
service in the future. About 20 places were available on the camp, elected
in the order of the following criteria:
a. Current team members.
b. Current programme member selected to attend from previous camps.
c.
ew trainee~ with known form or racing experience.
d.
cw trainee. up to the minimum standard.
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ROYAL SIG ALS V RAF SIG AL SPORTS DAY-3 JULY 1997
by Cap t Langford
The Annual Sport day fixture were held on 3 July 1997 with the
Swimming and Water Polo being contested in Colerne. This year, for the
first time. female wimmer were entered in a number of the wimming
event .
In the Swimming we agreed on eight individual event and six relays. In
the individual race the RAF proved very trong by winning the first three
individual races, with Sig 'Ollie' Oliver in the IOOm Freestyle, LCpl
Sara h F u r man al o in the IOOm Free tyle and ig Jack Homer in the
50111 Free tyle all finishing second. Sig Matt Lee then changed the
fortunes of the Corps by winning the 50m Brea 1 rroke. That wa followed
by uccesse for LCpl L ucy Mason in the ladie 50m Brea tstroke and
Cpl Dave Robins in the 50m Back troke. Thi left the team tied on nine
points each with two individual event remaining. Unfortunately C pl Ivan
Oakley in the 50m Butterfly, hi speciality, and LCpl Lance Barr in the 4
x 25m Im finished in econd therefore giving the RAF a two point lead at
13- l l entering the relays. ln the relay the Royal Signal proved 100 strong
for the RAF and won all six events comfortably. They were 4 50m
Freestyle for both male and females, 4 x 50m Brea t troke male, 4 x 50m
Med ley male, 8 x 25m Freestyle ma le and finally 8 x 25m mixed Free, tyle.
The final ·core wa Roya l ignal 35 point. and RAF 25 points.
Ln the Water Po lo the RAF again staned well holdi ng us to I- 1 after the
first quarter, with the Royal ignu ls auacking the deep end. The 2nd
quarter ·aw us start to work as a team and managing to fini h the quarter
with a slender 4-3 lead. In the 3rd quarter we built up a 8-4 margin and in
the final quarter extended the winning margin to 12-7. Our goal were
s ored by SSgt G rah am Weavers (5). WOl (RSM) Pete Griffi~hs (4)
and Capt Tim Langford , Cpl Rob Love and C pl Dave Robms all
contributing with one each. My thank to SSI Roberts and hi staff in the
Gym and 10 all the swimmers and Polo players who repr ented the orp :
especially the Iad ie and the 7 ig Regt Team who donated the maj rity of
our ompetitor. .
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FofS Mark Edwards, Cpl CJ Ba rke r, YofS Ke ith Emmers o n,
Lt Paul G riffit h s , Cpl 'Loggy' Wright, Cpl Lisa Fox
and LCp l S teve Birch all

TUG OF WAR

TEA 1 WIT H REAL ' P LLl 1G POWER !'
The ucce. ful HQ I and I 5 Sig Regt Tug of War Team have b en
nominated for the prestigiou Birtwistle Pennant for sp rt. They are
currently in eriou training for the end of sea on Braemar Game in
Scotland early in eptember. The coveted pennant is pre ented annually to
the Royal ignal unit with the most out landing achievement in , port.
Team Captain and coach, W0 2 ( S 1) C hris Hym as is delighted that hi
team ha been hort-li ted. 'It' ery encouraging and great for the morale
of the team:
The talented bunch i based in Li bum at the Army HQ 1. Formedju't
two years ago. the team ha enjoyed a large number of succe .. es. Their
achievement in recent months ha led to the entire quad being. elected for
the Royal ignals Corp Team. Three members have aL o been awarded
the Combined ervice Colour . they are gt l ick Open ha w, gt Mick
Concepcion and W02 Chris Hyma . uffering urpri. ingl) few teething
problem in their first year of existence, the octuplet came third in both th
1996 Prince Royal Inter- en ice Tug of War Championship' at Windsor
and The Royal Tournament. In the ame year, the , trapping '>Oldie!'l.
reached the emi-finul of th Royal Braemar Game .
Team Coach \ 0 2 hri Hym as commented. 'Thi year the team ha.
gone from rrength 10 ·trength: We were the fir.>t Ro al ignab team in ten
year 10 make the final at\ ind or. and were present~d wllh our medal b
The Princes. Royal in the main arena. We won the , lorri,on Cup and
ame third in the rmy hampion.hip :
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W02 H) 111 continu d. ·we have recently returned from The Royal
Tournament at Earl ourt with 2nd pla e in the 620ko and 640kg event.
and 3rd pla~e. in the 600kg and 660kg events. We are now setting our
ight. on The Bracmar Game , ' here we will be competi ng agai n t 12

HQNI & 15 Sig Regt in the final of the Royal Tournament at
Earls Court

other teams.' T he team ' ach ievement is even more impressive considering
that they are an operational unit. As 0 , Lt Col Rowlinson explained.
· omm itment to training can be difficult to achieve when serving in an
operational po t. The team get-together in their own time when they can fit
it in. but the dedication they have shown is trcmendou . They full y deserve
recognition for their ucces~e in such high profil e event s.'
\ ith the end of season fast approachi ng the tea m are pushing hard for a
fin al victory in cotland . Anchorman Cpl Lance Beaton co mmented.
' We've been. training very hard lately. Most of our time is spent worki ng
on the Gantry (tug of war .imulator) and that' how we got our nickname
' The Gantry Dog · because we're al ways niffing around there ! We also
do aerobics, weight train ing. individual work on static ropes and res istance
training, which involves runn ing around the athl etic track carryi ng
sandbag- LOugh going! ' The most important side of training, however, i.
the diet, as W02 Hymas (fondly referred to a 'The Pie Master' by his
team) e pl ain . ' The quad are on a very trict diet. and must keep their
weight under control. In the competition there is a set team weight on the
rope. o no member can ever be 'h lb over weight.'
Why do they do it ? Sgt Maxwell explains. ' It ' the best port in the
world when you win. because it 's eight guy again st eight guy , there are
no advantages. When the team reall y gets it together and goes for it. it's
the be t feeling. There' no room for individual , succe s invol ves eight
guy doing everything together at exactl y the same time· .
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NEWS FROM THE AO's DESK
New from the Branches: The Bradford Branch now meet at !pm on
the 3rd Monday in the month at the Polish Club, Shearbridge Rd. Mr
Barry Greenwood has been elected ecretary of the East London Branch.
Barry'> contact addres i : 5 Merlin Grove, Hainault, llford, Es ex IG6
2QX. Eastbourne Branch have elected Ron Brody as ecretary, Ron can
be contacted at: 'Rosewood'. Maynards Green , Heathfield, East Sussex
TN2 I OBU. The Colchester Branch now has Mr W. I. M. llan as its
secretary. Mr Allan can be contacted at 5 Foxhead, Rivenhall End ,
Witham, Essex . After a long ab ence, we have recently heard from 602 Sig
Tp OAF. fichael Hope is the secretary and hi addre s i ; 9 Hoyland
Clo e. Millhouse Green. Penistone. Sheffield S30 6 J. I am sure that
~fichael would like to hear from former member of the Troop.

Riley of the Coventry Branch for winning the standard bearers
competition and to Barry Moody from Scarborough Branch a runner up.
The re ults were very tight and Mr Bob Hendry our guest judge from the
Royal Briti h Legion Standard Bearers Association commented on the fin e
effort put in by all our bearers. One thing is for sure, next year, with all the
building work at Blandford completed, accommodation will be even more
carce. Even those Branches to whom accommodation will be all ocated,
could be severely restricted in their number of bed spaces. My advice is 10
, do what a lot of members did, and book local B & B or hotels. Finally on
the Reunion, may I pa on thank to W02 (RQMS) Dave Forbes, SSgt
(SQMS) Ann Wilde and SSgt (SQMS) Dave Old for all their hard work
and co-operation in getting our member into the accommodation.

C LLI 'G LL MEMBERS IN THE PLYMO TH AREA.
. laj (Retd ) ic Prees is trying hard to resurrect the Plymouth Branch.
Vic fully under~tands the problem over getting to monthly meetings, but
would like to hear from any former Signaller who are intere ted in regular
(or occasional) get togethers. Please contact Vic (phone or fax) on 01841540570.
O CI TIO
Mr . G. Romer. Treasurer of the I t London Corps Signals OCA has
mfonned RHQ that, due to the elderly age of its members, they have
disbanded. Although not an affiliated Branch of the RSA, they have
generously donated their remaining fund of £334.32 from their account , to
the Benevolent Fund. This donation i most gratefully acknowledged .

WHERE DID YO SERVE?
Following reque 1 from everal member . a trial cheme has been
started , to make a regi ter of who served with each unit in the Corps. The
idea i that this regi ter would be made avai lable to members in order that
they might see who served in any of their old units , po sibly with a view to
finding old pal . (Eventually a Ii t of any pecific unit could be printed)
The ervice will be restricted to Life Members and then only those who are
willing to participate in the cheme (ie, do not ask for the . ervice if your
details are not registered). Anyone wanting to participate shou ld contact
their local Branch secretary, or RHQ, for a registration form. It hould take
about a year for area onable databa e to be formed (so no req ue ts for Ii ts
just yet please). The initial response is very encouraging. All detail will be
stored under the protection of the Data Protection Act and no address will
be divulged without perm ission .

1997 RE '10.
The rain held off for the weekend at Blandford for everyone to enjoy the
Reunion. Around 900 attended, but with wives taken into account, r would
\a} that there were about 650 member there. Congratulations to George

EM PIRE FIELD OF REMEMBRA CE
A reminder that Her Majesty The Queen Mother intends to open the
Empire Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey at 1100 hours on
Thu 6 ov. As is customary. RHQ ha arranged for a cro to be planted on
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the Corps plot (No 57) on behalf of all Branche;. All members are
wel come to attend the ceremony and arc invited to join the bairman for a
buffet lunch afterwards in the Oflicers Mess, Mercury House, Duke of
York 's Headqu arters. Kings Rd, Chelsea (by kind perm ission of 83 Sig
Sqn (V)). To ass ist with the catering , please let me know if you plan to join
us for lunch, fo r whi ch there will be no charge.
CORPS CAROL SERVICE
hristm as see ms a long way off as these notes are penned amicl~ t the
summer sun . However a timely remi nder that all members of the
ssociati on and serving Corps arc invited to come along to the Corps
Carol Service, whi ch wi ll be held at St Stephen's with St Johns, Rochester
Row. Westm inster on 18 December. The service, which is our 10th , will
start at 1800 hours and everyone is invited to the nearby Napier Hall
afterwards, for sherry and mince pies. The service is a reall y enjoyable
even t and well worth the effort to attend . Agai n purely for catering
purpo e , please let me know if you pl an to attend.
NEW MEMBERS
A wann welcome is ex icnded LO the fo ll owing new members who
joined The Association since the June issue of The Wire. It is hoped that
some of those under the ' RHQ ' Branch will by now have become
members of their local Branch:Former
Rank
Sgt
Sig
W02
Cpl
Sig
Sgt
Sig
Sgt
ig
WSgt
Capt
Sig
WSSgt
WPte
Cpl
W02
Sgt
Si g
LCpl
Sgt
LC pl
LCpl
Cpl
W02
Cpl
LCpl
SS gt
Sgt
Sig
LCpl
Sgt
Sig
Cpl
Cpl
LC pl
WPte
Cpl
SSot
W02
Sgt
gt
Sig
Dvr
SS gt
SS gt
Cpl
SS gt
Sgt
W02
LC pl
gt
Cpl
SS gt
WPte
LCpl
Sig
Cpl
Sig
WPte
Sgt
pl
LCpl
Cp l
W02
LCpl

Name

Branch

Served

J.S. Griffi n
W.H . Burgess
B.F. Temmen
C. I. Walkham
R.E. Leech
W.F. Baron
M.C. Pavely
D.G. Wil son
A. Miller
W.G. Aitken
W,H . Jame
P. Good
P.T. Smith
M. Medhurst
B.P. Hyndman
M.T. Gue
A.H. Kirche
A. Pule
A. Latham
R.W. Mackay
J.E. Drake
LJ . Stone
B. J. Whittle
CJ. Whitehead
D. Fall owfield
M. Tombs
R. Evans
D.W. Bentley
A.R. Wi seman
DJ. Merricks
W.G. Saflin
T.W. Dite
L.E. We ton
K.R .. Ward
WC. Hill
J. Hill
R.H. Bailey
C.R. Bough
B. W. Mazey
G. P. Hopkins
G. J. Gardner
.G. Loft
S.S. Goodenough
S. J. Driver
M. Knights
P.R. Garvin
A. C. O' Shea
C. L. Jones
P. Smyth
D. T. Robson
L. Cowling MBE
A. Peat
S. R. Kent
J. L. Simpson
S. Smith
J. L. Miller
D. Brown
D. Artli ff
J. Neave
N. D. Tipton
M. C. Lucke
W. C. Hogg
P. Long
T. G. Fitzgeral I
D. . Friend

Royal Hospital, Chelsea
Chester
Preston/Bl ackburn
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
Dor et
Hull
Bradford
Middlesbrough
Middlesbrough
York
RHQ
RHQ (Au stralia)
East London
East London
East London
Torbay
Torbay
Birmingham
Birmingham
Birmingham
Birmingham
Birmingham
Birmingham
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Southampton
ou1hampt0n
Southampton
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Pre ton & Blackburn
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Hull
Bournemouth
RHQ
RHQ
Leeds
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Manche ter
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
windon
RHQ

1956·60
1944-48
1963- 8
1957-66
1946-48
1947-53
1948-50
1973-97
1961 -65
1975-84
1939-46
1960-69
1946-48
1945 -48
1969-78
1963-85
1949-68
1969-76
1970-78
1961 -74
1948-50
1951-53
1974-91
1968-97
1980-89
1984-89
1967-93
1967-91
19 6-96
1977-89
1950-62
1952-55
1983-97
1971-80
1938-46
1942-46
1942-46
1973-97
1972-97
1942-46
1975-97
1961-69
1950-52
1974-97
1965-89
19 0- 5
1975-97
1940-47
1966-96
1987-96
1944-47
1941-46
1964- 9
1946-49
1990-97
1945-48
1964-79
1959-61
1976-7
1965-7,
1975-97
1944-47
1950--9
1928-46
1983-95

Cpl
Sig
WPte
Sig
SS gt
W02
Sig
LC pl
Sig
Sig
Sgt
Sgt
Lt
WPte
LC pl
W02
SS gt
SS gt
gt
Cpl
WLCpl
Sgt
SS gt
Cpl
Sig
Sgt
WLCpl
Cpl
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Sig
LC pl
Sig
Cpl
Cpl
SS gt
Cpl
SS gt
Maj
LC pl
LC pl
Cpl
Sig
Sgt
SS gt
Cpl
WPte
Sig
2Lr
W02
W02
Cpl
Sgt
LC pl
Dvr
WO!
WO!
Sgt
Cpl
Sig
ig
LC pl
LCpl
LC pl
SS gt
Sgt
Cpl
WSot

D. Thomson
R. P. Millard
J. Nicholls
H.F. Head
J. P. Ogburn
B. Sinclair
F.D. Isaacs
L.A. Usher
W.T. Price
A.G. Pledger
H.G. Vennall
C.G. Warnes
P.C. Hoare
B. Hammond
E.H. John
A. . Fleck
B.M. Copsey
F.A. Smith
G.O. Pope
R.J . Bunn
C.E. Stephen on
M.A. Moorhouse
S.J . Hawcy
J.R. Lee
D.P. Marriott
J.E. Hadley
F.M . Cusick
J.J . Neagle
N.G. Timm
M.W. Colebourne
A.E. Thurl ing
M.A. Walker
A.O. McMorran
J.H. Gayton
R.D. Leach
J. May
S.S. Kent
D. Lee
D.G. Hughes
R. W. Lockwood
H.W. Cooper
E.A. Gilley
J.W. Collier
C.D. Hewlett
A. Harbord
R. Hill
T. Motley
C.P.Dewney
H.G. Miller
M.S. Adams
P.A. Cox
J.E. Stanford
R.I. Pryde
A.W.Legg
C.W. Taylor
J. A hcroft
R.A. Downie
B.H. Garner
DJ . Thoma
S.M. Hedicker
R.V. Baughan
J.C. Hill
G. Taylor
M. Redwi k-Jone
.P. Green
S. Brennan
C.J . Rumney
K.G. Bowne
A. iblett
M.R. Widdicombc
wol
P. L. Bawor
Cpl
S.L. Grave on
SS gt
D.E. Parker
LC pl
CJ. Hyde
Sig
S.M. Donaghy
WLCpl
J.M. Be ant
\: 02
G. Long on
Cpl
G.J. mith
gt
G.H. Greenwood
WPte
D.J . Howard
ig
BJ. Fuller
Cpl
J.P. Prigent
Sio
G.L. Hender on
WPte
L.E. Hilton
Sig
R.C. Knights
gt
J.P. Thornton
ig
.D.Hill
WLCpl
B. Coupar
WC pl
S.M. Lake
ig
M.J. Bowkett
Cpl
D.F. Hall
gt
R.W. Williams
Sig

RHQ
BriMol
RHQ
East London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
Cardi ff
Torbay
Torbay
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Middx Yeomanry
Middx Yeomanry
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Indian Signals As~n
RHQ
ottingham
ottingham
ottingham
ottingham
ottingham
ottingham
' ottingham
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Torbay
RHQ
Bristol
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Lincoln
RHQ
Lincoln
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Sheffield
RHQ
12.15.18 AF Sig Regt
RHQ
Dorset
RHQ
RHQ
Torbay
Torbay
Liverpool
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Cardiff
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
windon
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
hetlield
RHQ
Birmingham
RHQ
penny moor
RHQ
orfolk
Cot wold
Bristol
Bri IOI
Bristol

1968-80
1950-52
1966-6
1956-58
1972-97
1973.97
1954-57
1939-46
1956-58
1953-55
1942-47
1940-46
1943-46
1947-49
1963-94
1986-date
1960-85
1982-97
1945-48
1944-47
1944-53
1966-91
1969-79
1950-56
1958-?
1981-87
1968-75
1982-92
1970-77
1947-53
1953-55
1988-97
1952-54
1963-87
1952-55
1973-97
1973-97
1967-91
1961 -97
1947-49
1955-57
1957-74
1949-51
1983-97
1968-90
1954-56
1946-48
1946-48
1945-48
1981-97
1973-97
1949-55
1939-46
1952-68
1953-56
1975-97
1961-97
1940-46
1973-97
1940-46
1950- -5
1943-48
1974-81
19 5-97
1973-97
1972-97
1989-97
19 4-97
1974-97
1974-97
1985-97
1990-97
1945-4
19 9-97
1960-97
19 '2-97
1973-97
l947-49
1962- 4
19 9-97
1945-4
1947-49
W 1-63
1992-96
19 9-97
1942-4
19 5-97
19 9-77
1940-46
1949-51
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WPte
On
WC pl
gt
~t

. . tg
Capt
Cpl
LC pl
WCpl
'ig
ig
WO:!
Cpl
ig
ig
Cpl
WOI
Cpl

. 1. forri ,
1.D. Weir
1. Knox
L . Plummer
M.A. Bennett
D.W Henson
J.C. Bollin
D.C. Bowen
.J. \l anley Hud.on
V.E. Hopkin
R. Wal h
G. Knowles
C. Dought)
.\ 1. Clegg
H. Launder
1 • Pettit
.J. havW. Gray
B.J. Heane ·
M.. 1omtgomery
.M. Honeyman
W.A. Butler
R.A. Graves
tewart
B.A. Collin on

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
·,'atterid.
Loughborough
Derby
windon
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
R HQ
RHQ
RHQ
Cardiff
hesterfield
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Liverpool
RHQ
RHQ

•

1942-45
1943-47
1945-52
1959-96
19, 7-66
1946-4
1989-date
1947-59
19 5-97
1992-97
1940-46
1954-56
1973-97
1990-97
1942-47
1941-47
1983-97
1972-date
19 9-97
19 1-97
1980-97
1933-46
1939-46
1983-97
I 9c6-97

ALDERSHOT BRANCH

We are very proud of our President, .Maj Gen Henry Hild who h.u
been awarded the Prince Mary ilver MedaL In congratulating him we
al ·o e:1.pre s our thank for the enthusiasm with which he and J anet
support all the activitie of the Branch.
In July. inspired by a talk earlier thi year by the warden, we vi ited the
ruin of Basing Hou e that tands an high ground in the village of Old Ba ing
and was the ite of one of the longest banles of the Civil War. Although for
the p t three centuri ours has been a Royali t army it i intere ting to
reflect that it i tbe product of Cromwell' New Model Army. who were the
victors at Bming House. Howe\'er, we saw no gho ts and prior to our vi it
enjoyed a lei urely and vel) pleasant pub lunch in a garden by the river.
In Augu t we attended the Final Dre s Rehear al of the Sovereign·
Parade at the RMA Sandhur t. which Col ' Paddy' Verdon has been good
enough to arrange for u to attend for the past five years. Thi year aw our
largest anendance. We were delighted to welcome not only friends from
the West London and Reading Branch but no les than ten from East
Kent Branch, who had left home at crack of dawn to be with u . Among
these was our Area Representative, Roy Andrews with his wife Pat. As
the Men and Maids of Kent included Maj Tony Bewsey and Doris we al o
can claim attendance by the lndian Signals A ociation. of which Tom i a
hard working Committee Member. Their son Peter and his wife nn
accompaniel them. The) already were acquainted with some of our
members and a they recent ly have become resident in our area we hope
they wi ll join u on futu re occasions. After the Parade we retired to enjoy
our pic nic at a venue by the lake where Maj Hank Langford with his
usual efficiency had organised a Signals Bar and where our guests were a
delighted as we to meet the WOs and Sergeants of the Signal Wing.
On going to pre . ad new hru reached u of the death of Col Freddie
Winter, a Member of this Branch for many years. Our deepe t sympathy
goe to Faith and to their fam il y.

EPTE~1BER

DERBY BRANCH

1996
Three members of Derby Branch were invited to spend a few days wi th
46 (City Of Derby) Sig Sqn (V) during their Annual Camp at Redford
Barrack.,,, Edinburgh. Aftt:r a leisurely drive and an overnight stop in
Moffat. \\e arrived at Camp in time for lunch. Trips out to Edinburgh,
tirling and Portobello were organi ed. Members attended the WO's and
Sgts' Mess Regt Dinner complete with Piper. We were all made very
welcome and our thanks are extended to the QC. Maj Szulakow k.i and
tr RSM. WOI Boyd and to all who made our stay so enjoyable.

'

Hobbs, Maj P. \"lilliam , 2 I 38 ig Regt (V) and Mrs Williams. The
efTon of the ommittee and the attending ~ tafT provided by 46 ( ity of
Derby) , ignal quadron ( V). I06 Air Cadet~ and the chefs provided by 46
ig qn and HQ qn made a \'cry enjoyable evening. The 1998 Dinner
Dance i. on 21 March 1998.
With regret we announce the deaths of two upportcrs of our branch.
Kathleen wife of Lt Col Wright a past President of our Branch and Meg
wife of Capt Ernest Williams our Treasurer. Meg supported Ernest with
hi~ work for the Branch and was a regular attender al all our ocial even ts.
EWS OF SERVI G A SOCIATION MEMBERS
Capt Tomlinson and Sgt D. Fletcher both members of our Branch
have during the pa t year both served with IFOR in Bosnia.
Congratulation. to \ 02 teve Bolto n a former Senior PSI at Derby who
ha recently become engaged to Capt Julie Brid ge, 21C 46 Sig qn.
OTHEREVE TS
The hairman and Secretary of Derby Branch auended a Service of
Thanksgi ing to mark the term of office of Councillor and Mrs John
McG h•ern who were during their year of office as Mayor and Mayoress of
The Ci ty Of Derby Guests of Honour at our Annual Dinner Dance. We
have become affiliated to the Derby and Di trict Ex Services A sociation
and it meetings are regularly attended by our Vice-Chairman. Sgt G.
lhnan. This As ociation wa set up to repre ent the view of the ex
service community of Derby to the local authorities, to the medi a and
others. Thi year it ha paid for a memorial plaque to the late Col Sir Peter
Hilton Lord Lieutenant of Derbyshire 1978-1994, who had upported
many local forces associations. Several members of our Branch attended
the dedication.
ICK VISITOR REPORT
Our ick visitor Sgt G. Allman has made several vi. its thi s year to
members who have been ill or in ho pital to take a card and flowers or fruit
and to generally let them know that we are thinking about them . One such
vi it made was to our own Chairman. W02 (Retd) D. William on who
wi hes through thi s report to personally thank all those members of the
as ociation and of 46 Sig Sqn who visited her in hospital and ent cards
and flower and other gifts. We are glad to say that she is now recovered.
LATE EWS
An anonymous donation ha been made to the a sociation of £50 and
with thi we are taking some of our older members for a meal within the
next few week . Thank you to all tho e who have upported the
Comm ittee and Branch during 199617.

EAST KENT BRANCH

On Sunday 8 June de pite the obvious attraction of staying at home to
watch the final stage of the defeat of Au tralia about fifty members
as em bled at the Weald of Kent Golf Club to hear a talk given by W Comd
Michael Rich ardson, CO of RAF Man ton. He had brought (not only hi
wife Kate) but a drum full of photographs going back to the fir t days of
Man ton as a aval Air Station in 19 18. His talk took us all through the
war years-the mo t bombed airfield in the UK-up to the pre ent day as a
combined military and international airport. His talk ended in a well
deserved round of applau e, a carvery lunch followed , at the end of which
the Raffle although organi ed by Eadie T homas, was ki ndly run by
Bernadette Cooper and Chas Hughes. At the AGM Gen Yeoman,
Chairman of the As ociation, emphasi ed the importance of benevolence
and the need for Branche and individuals to donate now that the serving
Corps is dimin ishing and the One-Day Pay Scheme conseq uently reduced.
He went on to say the that the Corp is now 1.200 men hort and to redre s
this shortage the Corps is calling on retired signallers (both regular and
TA) to re-enlist, which prompted yet another cartoon from Donald Cri p.

.
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EWMEMBERS
We welcome Mr Mick Lloyd-Williams of Minster Nr. Rarnsgate who
served as a regular from 1966- 1996 ( 1988 to 1996 on LSL). Apart from hi
service with 260 Sig.Sqn, nearly all was in Germany with 2,4.7 and 22 Sig
Regts. We look forward to seeing him at one of our future functions.
A sign of the growing up of the Corps came in 1935 when King George
V chose the occa ion of hi s Silver Jubilee to appoint H.R.H. Princes
Mary The Princess Royal to be Colonel-in-Chief Royal Corps of Signals.
Up to this time a Colonel Commandant had filled this role. The earlic t
were members of R.E. Signals. some of whom had transferred to the Corps
on its forma tion.
The Princess Royal had been a servi ng officer in the ATS during the war
year . She was a reserved and kindl y person whose many visi ts to units
from the Mediterranean to the West Indies were carried out in the military
tashion of the day and perhap owed omething to the fact that she was a
serving Officer. There would be formal in pections with shining boots and
polished bras e , which had some younger Signalmen qua.king in their
boots, she al o had a chance to meet ome of the more senior officers.
This year marks the centenary of the birth, of Pr incess Mary the
Princess Royal, the only daughter of Ki ng George V and Queen Mary.
It is being celebrated with an exhibition at Harewood Hou e. r.Leeds,
York hire. Princess Ma ry married Lord Harewood in 1922 and adopted
Yorkshire as her home from 1930 until her death in 1965. The ex hibition
cover her childhood at Buckingham Palace and Public Duties through
two World War , but many visitors will be mo t intrigued by the glimpse
into her private life at Harewood, featured in painting and photographs
taken there.
The exhibition is on view from June until October 5 1997. For funher
details ring Leeds 0113 288 6331.

GLASGOW BRANCH

Eight members attended the Annual Reunion at Blandford in June and
the parade at the re-dedication ceremony of the Corps Memorial. All took
place in the march past. Bill Mc amara was the Branch Standard Bearer
and took part in the Standard Bearers competition.
The members were able to vi it the museum on the Saturday. On
Sunday they paid a further vi it when it was not so busy. which gave them
time to look further, at the exhibit and read the details appertaining to the
items on display. Many items were recognisable as being used during
ervice pre, during and post WWII. The impro ement in equipment as the
war progre sed, and operations since 1945 made it an intere ting and
enjoyable visit. The medal department is well et out, and one can get a
cup of char to boot, and rest weary leg .
The members agreed that with a large team the White Helmet gave an
excellent di play, and the Old Un 's still had the energy to enter the di play.
I remember, seeing them at Earl's Court in the Royal Tournan1ent in 1937
and wa determined to become a DO R. nfortunately or fortunately a
Captain dec ided he needed OW /L's more, after I had signed on of course.

The musical selection and the playing of Retreat was enjoyed, 1t \\a
especially so for our members as the band included members from 32 Sigs
Regt (V) with whom the Branch has a very close association. The
per onnel of the Corps made us very welcome. this made our weekend
very enjoyable. The Trainees addressed our members as Sir and this wa.
appreciated as a mark of respect from the young soldiers to the old
soldiers. The members thank Ir Peter Cuckow who. with our Chairman
Bill Taylor and our Secretary Ivana Hamilton, made the arrangements to
allow our members to attend from such a distance. We also thank the
President and member of the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess for their
hospitality.
Well, we made it a memorable fir;t time visit to the Blandford Reunion
and the new museum. It is envisaged it will not be the last, now we know
the way. Discussions were already under way on the return journey as to
how we will make it in 1998.

HULL BRANCH

Hon. Secretary: Mr J. Brown
The Hull Branch moved to the Halifax Barracks during 1996. changing
the monthly meetings from the last to the fiN Thursday of every month.
The meeting start at 2000hrs. We would like to thank W02 Alan J ame
and the Troop members for making us welcome.
Our monthly luncheons have een us visiting some new and not o new
venues, but it is pleasi ng to note the rise in numbers of members attending.
Eight members attended the 1996 Blandford Reunion. We all had an
enjoyable weekend and it was interesting to see the improvemenLs being
made to the Camp. ovember saw a good turnout at the Remembrance
Service in Hull which was followed by a buffet at the barracks. The annual
Christmas Dinner was a combined effort with 32 Association and Troop
Members and we all enjoyed an excellent meal . The etting, once again,
being enhanced by the Regimental Silver.
The AGM saw a change in roles for Mr Roy Drewery from Hon.
Secretary to Chairman and for Mr J im Brown from Chairman to Hon.
Secretary. The Branch would like to thank Roy for all hi hard work
during his role as Hon. Secretary. Member who have recently joined the
Association via HQ have been contacted and it is hoped that they will
come along to swell our ranks.
Ending on a sad note the Branch would like to pas on its condolence
to Bob Stephenson who e wife Betty recently pas ed away. Bob is one of
the founder member of the Branch and Betty was a great supporter of the
As ociation. She will be sadly missed

NORFOLK BRANCH

Secretary: Brian C Gibbs
We of the orfolk Branch are till enjoying a very good year and al o a
very busy one. In April myself and three other member • attended the Rep
meeting at Donnington which also included the A.G.M. Th i proved to be
a well organised event and a very enjoyable one. We met many old friend
and made ome new ones. The same month included our Branch A.G. M.
which went very well, all the reportS from the Branch Officers confirmed
that the Branch i in a healthy tate and thriving. Branch President, Don
Ellingwortb took the Chair for the election of Officers and variou
committees. He then handed the Chair back to Chairman, Maurice
Swetman to carry on with the meeting. In June, 12 members of the Branch
travelled to Blandford to anend the reunion which we all thoroughly
enjoyed. We arrived on the Friday and after booking in went along to the
Sgts Me to relax and enjoy a drink with lots of old friend . On Saturday
we all enjoyed the tatic displays and the arena events. The Corp-. Band
were their u ual magnificent selves along wit h the Pipe. and Dru m of the
32 Sig Reg!. We all thought that the White Helmets were e. pecially good
thi year all in all a very good di play culminating with the Retreat
Ceremony. On the Sunday we all attended the Church parade along with
our .Branch Standard carried by our deputy Standard bearer Peter Basted.
Our thank go to the RHQ Staff that organi ed the reunion. It is
appreciated al l the hard work that goe into these events.
On 19 July we are having a barbecue at the TA Centre in orwi h for.
member . familie, and friend . We are again being v i ~ited by the
South wold You th Band "' ho gave us a excellent display l a~t year. the Band
i organi ed by Vice Chairman, Frank tortlock he doe · a great job and
the barbecue i being, arranged by Vice President and parade Mar-;hal.
Gordon Royall.
Our bowl team has evernl matche to play thi year. We have made a
teady impro,emen t ince we started and actually had a win la't year. ft
wa a firs t step but a , tep in the right direction. \ e are open to any
challenge from other Branches.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

DECEMBER 1996
As in previous years ~veral of our older members were invited to
attend a Christmas Lunch at a local restaurant. This i now an ann ual event
paid for by the profit from the raffle held at ou r Annual Dinner Dance.
Older members prefer this an nual lunch a1 Christm as rather than
individual gifts as it enables them to keep in touch with old comrade .
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Hospital where Jennie spends much of her day. Everyone wishe him a
speedy recovery.
Don Prescott has just taken over as the Hon Sec of the Kent lnvicta
Branch of the British Korean Veterans Assoc. and attended the memorial
crvicc in St. Pauls Cathedral in the presence of the Ambassador of South
Korea and the Military Attache. Gen Archie Gibson has taken over as
President.

'OVEMBER 1996
With the permi sion of the OC, Maj Szulakowski we held our usual
Parade in the Main Hall at Kingsway TA Centre. Our guests being 222
Heavy Ac~ Ack Battery. The Salvation Army bugler played the Last Po t
and Re\e11le. 'i reaths were laid at the Memorial by the Signals
Association. by a serving member and a retired member and by the Royal
Artillery TA. Our President, Col A. Hawksworth TD DL, Capt T. Yard
and \ 02 ( M) A. Whittaker took the Parade, after which the Admin
Officer Capt C. Webb provided lunch. Our new Standard, ki ndly donated
b} RHQ. and refurbished wi th donat ions from A sociation Members. was
paraded for the first time, the Standard Bearer was gt G. Allman (Retcl).

M RCH 1997
We held our Annual Dinner seati ng 125 members and guests. Our
guesh ot honour v-erc Maj Gen P. Cavendish CB OBE DL, Col K.

/

EW OF MEMBERS
Gordon Alexander suffered a stroke at the end of June and was
admiued to the QEH, Ramsgate. He was parti all y paralysed down one side
but is gradua lly getting tbe fee ling and speech back. He's now in Ramsgate
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

Unfortunately Ivana Hamilton had to leave early
so was unable to be present for the photograph
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1997

The Blandford Reunion i ove r for another year and once again Br.inch
Chairman. Tom faguire. led a party of orthern Ireland member- to the
fes ti vi tie . Hon Sec. Ian Wolfe will not forget thi ~ one for a long time.
Previously it had been possible to arrange tra nsport b) mimbus (and ferry
of cour e) and the party \ ould travel together. Thb time the reu nion
cla:hed with 40 Sig Regt TAV R Annua l amp which mea11t that our
ervin o TAVR memb.!rs had to head traight (more or less) from camp to
Blandford, some others decided to take their own car> and ome decided to
delay their return for personal rea ons. All ' ery confusing but Ian got it
sorted with hi . usual efficiency. Then came the bomb hell . He \\a
informed that all those anending must be Life Members, We have ti.!en
represented at the Catterick/Blan~!"o rd re-union since it-. inception b) both
ex-service and crvi ng T R (Lite and An nual Members) and had ne,er
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heard of thL ruling befor'. Once again fan \ olfc pulled out all the lops,
onta ·ring those ·oncemed (goodness know whm hi phone bill will be
like). arranging Life 1embership application · in a hurry (in 1he
cin:um. tan c:: . we offered thi~ at hal f f e). Thank. to Ian' diligence all
e\entuall\ 'ork dour and them mb. rs who anended have no1hing bu!
prai'e f (tho. e who looked after them at Blandford particularly WOl Bill
Ogden who is still on of our Branch members and 1r~ Ogden. Due to
the long JOurne) 10 the ferry the orthern Ireland part had 10 miss the
unda) parade. Thi .· was unfortumue but unavoidable. The Branch ha&
mce decided thai a ·ub co111mit1ee will take the arrangement. for
Blandford 199 off Ian \ olfe '~ houlder and member are already
loo ing fornard 10 it.
The- ne ·1 i1em on our bu y agenda is our annual Formal dinner to be
held in eptember (it will probably be over by the lime this i pri nted) and
Ian and Debbie Wolfe are bu y making final arrangement . Jn pre iou
wars' e have been fortunate to have had the Royal ignals Band with u ~
at our Formal:. This year the dates are un uitable 0 a local prize winning
Flute Band will play during the meal. I understand that WOl Bill and l\lr
Ogden will be anending the Formal Dinner. We look forward to seeing
them again. Our long er,ing and well known (50 ear Badge) member
Harr) Stanley \\a for the fir l time unable to go 10 Blandford due to 11!
health. We wi ·h you well Harry and a peedy return to good heahh.
.
Don ·1 f rget, all ex and . erving Signaller (Regular and TAVR) you will
be mo t welcome at our meeting on the third We<l ne day of each month
in Clona,er T YR Centre, Belfast.

READING BRANCH

upreme Headquarters Allied fa.peditionary Force ( HAEF). 1944/45
The Royal Si!!nal element of the above Headquarters wa concentrated
mainly in 5 HQ Signals and I
ir Formation Signal . Th e Unit were
~ igned to HAEF during the early month of I 944 in preparation for the
, ormand) Landings and the first move of SHAEF Forward to 'ormandy.
5 HQ ignal included a 'ariety of Section (Section were redesignated
as 'Troop · in 1946) including COMCE , Cipher. Medium Wireles and
High-Speed Wireless (Golden Arrows). Al o probably Line and Di. patch
Rider Section' . Virtually all igna.1 trade were represented and per onnel
came from the Corp and the Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS). The
Briti h ignal worked alongside the 3 I 18th US ignal Service Group
who. among other thing . ran the Staff Me age Control (SMC). A 1he
Allied Forces advanced through France towards their ultimate goal in
Gem1any, SHAEF Forward moved from ormandy, firstly to the
Paris/Versaille area in Augu t 1944 and thence 10 Rheim in Febniary
19-t -. The Supreme Commander at Rheims accepted the unconditional
urrender of the German High Command at 024 I hr on 7 May 1945.
The Briti h SHAEF As ociation was formed only three years ago.
roughly pauerned on the American SHAEF Veterans A ociation which
has been in exi tence for many years and has a few hundred members. The
problem of the Brili h SHAEF A ociation i achieving uccess in making
contact with former servicemen and women from SHAEF. We are till
finding them and have enrolled three new members in the past month. We
now have 60 full members. a high proportion of whom erved in one or
other of the two Royal Signals uniis mentioned above. (All inquirie and
information, plea e. to Alan Foot of the Reading Branch, Royal Signals
A ociation.)
In fay 1997 a representative pany of Briti h SHAEF A ocialion
members travelled by coach to re-vi it some of our old haunt in the
Paris/Versailles area and the following report was prepared by one of the
party (Arthur Thoma ex-18 Air Formation Signals):
'o: I (Senior) Signal Section
Brici h SHAEF-Operation 'Bon Retour'
CO
Maj (Retd) Frank Chadwick
21 C
Hon. Maj Ahm E. Foot
CSM
W02 Lucia Whitehead, ATS
Planning for Operation ·son Retour' started in October 1996 during an
operational ortie to PlymouthDay I
Deployment
Day 2
Patrol and Reconnai sance
Day 3
Diversionary Exercise
Day 4
·Bon Retour'
Day 5
Return to Base.
An agent sent out sealed Orders, detail ing movement orders, to all
members of the Section.
Day 1-12 '\fay 97: Acting on in.truction . per&onnel converged on the
agreed assembly area. from home base. located in the orth and South of
the country. Medway Services on the M2 codenamed 'Farthing Corner'
was cho. en for the as embly point to enable the group 10 meet the two
civilian guides selected for tht>ir local knowledge of the exerci e area.
Identified to members a 'teve and Ken. Roll call was taken, kit was
stowed and we en bussed to set off to Dover to join the P&O Ferry to Calais
at 1815 hr~. Watches were adjusted forward one hour to bring us into line
v.ith French time. Our 75-minute crossing time enabled section member
to queue AA Fl-style (all part of our training chedule) to partake of what
was to be our evening meal. On arrival in France we cleared Customs
quickly and made our way to the A26 for our three and a half hour drive to
ou.- operational base near the Boulevarde Penpherique at Porte de St Ouen.
'elf-,ervice was necessary to tow our kit in our temporary quaners and a
fev. grumblings were heard a\ 10 the space allocated but it was generally
agreed !hat anything wa better than 1944 on 'Juno' and 'Omaha'.
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Day 2-13 May 97: On parade n1 09.30 hr. . A civilised tim · compared
10 07.30 at anenck . With traffic signs ind icating ' FLUIDE' we Jllade our
wav under the guida nce of Ken and Steve whose local knowledge proved
excellent. We drove 10 Porte de Berey where we headed in towards the
ce ntre of Paris via 1he Gart! d' A u ~ te rlitz. Place-names famili ar to us in
1944/45 flowed smoothl y fro m lhe lips of Ken as we J11ade ou r way to La
Place de l'Operu where we were allowed a 2-hour period of 'reorientati on'. Succe; for some in finding the Paris Branch of the R.B .L at
8 Rue Boudreau. and place. like Rue du Mathurin, Rue Auber, etc.. not
fo rgening Les Galleries Lafayene. Queuing AAFl-style again. a meal
was taken in the Cafe Moulin Rouge ( OT AAFI prices). followed by a
hort otop 10 . ee the acre Coeur. Then we continued to the River Seine for
an hour-long trip on a Bateau Mouche. It was a pleasure to . it back in
warm unshine a. we reconnoitered the lie de la ite- an activity not
available in 1944.
Day 3-14 ovcmber 97: With the connivance of our guides a
diver ionary plan was evolved to send a detachment 10 Chartres.
1canwhile others took the opportunity to eek out old contacts or prepare
for the evening 'd' mitie' at the Pari Branch of the Royal British Legion,
arranged by our 21C. Alan Foot All personnel that were instnicted 10
parade oul'ide billets at 1730 hrs equipped to move off for an 18.00 hrs
rendezvous at RBL. Due to unforeseen activitie in Chartres, the return of
the party sent there was delayed. A depleted force under Maj (Retd)
Frank Chadwick and CSM Lucia Whitehead made their way to o: 8
Rue Boudreau, having taken the precaution of sending the 21 C. Alan
Foot. on in advance to pay for the first round of drinks. This proved to be
unnec sary as our ho ts at the RBL decreed that the fir t round was free.
Richard Doggett (Chairman) and a group of hi fellow members
welcomed our party. An intere ting exchange of wartime experience then
followed a we enjoyed the ho pitality of our fellow RBL members. Our
visit of friendship was marked by !he presentation by our OC of a Bri1ish
HAEF hield bearing the famou SHAEF Flaming word emblem to
commemorate our vi it and our ervice in the area 1944/45. Richard
Doggett reciprocated by presenting Paris Branch tie to the men in our
party. with badge for our lady members. Regrenably our visit was all too
hort but we left with an invitaton 10 visit the Paris RBL whenever we are
again visiting the city. We then deployed back 10 billets for a memorable
drive round the City of Paris to ee the many example of the finest of
Hi mrical Building under floodlit condition . Our final recce and now is
all et for Operation 'Bon Retour'.
Day 4-15 May 97: VERSAILLES-A Journey back in time. We
enjoyed a pleasant journey 10 Versaille and the un was hining a we
debu sed on the huge parking area in front of 'Le Chateau' . Gathering our
bearing our Section quickly di persed in mall group to revi it the place
in which one or another had seen service from early September 1944 until
the end of hostililie in Europe (or until moving on to Rheim in Febniary
1945). Le Petite Ecuries, les Grandes Ecuries, L' Hotel Trianon- these
were the buildings in which SHAEF Versailles was established. It was
particularly exciting for Cipher Clerk Joan Garton and Sgt Frankie
Hobden, who actually found the hou e in which they were billeted whilst
erving in the ATS and were able to take photograph both inside and
outside the building . 2IC Alan Foot retraced his foot steps to where his
High- peed Wireless van was located in the cobbled yard of the Petite
Ecurres. LCpl Arthur Thomas vi ited !'Hotel Triainon 10 point out 10 his
wife (Betty), the place where the two Queen Mary Teleprinter vans were
located and for the fir Hime vi itor to Ver ailles there was the Chateau
itself with it wonderful gardens to explore. It was rewarding 10 reali e that
1he mall part we had played in the years of 1944/45 had made it possible
for the Armies of Touri ts from all part of the world to come to Ver aille
to admire the Palace built by Louis XIV. It was so different 53 years ago.
However, we had achieved our objective and lightly foot ore we returned
to our coach to drive back to our billets.
On the way our guides, Ken and Steve, outlined detail of timings for
our return to UK the next day.
Reveille
0400 hrs
Kit outside
0430 hrs
Breakfast
0445 hrs
Depart
0515 hrs.
Taking the one-hour difference off the e time we wondered whether it
was worth climbing into our bunks and with a thunderstorm to contend
with our otherwi e turdy group began to wonder why they had come!
Day 5-16 May 97: Despi1e all the hard hip , our Section were all up
and ready LO go at 0515 hrs, happy to have taken part in Operation 'Bon
Retour', and as smart as ever. There was an uneventful journey from Calais
Lo Dover with 'duty free' ration to collect. With a short wait to clear
cu toms, we arrived back at our Medway Service a embly area where we
bade farewell to our excellent local guides Ken and tevc and in true Anny
style we quietly et off for our home ba e . Thi time there was no demobsuit or gratuities, just happy memories of Paris and Versaille re-vi ited.

WEST LONDON BRANCH

At the end of June the Branch enjoyed their annual visit to the Tower of
London, undaunted by the fact that it was the night pri r to the Blandford
Reunion. The evening was fine and after a tour of the Tower with graphic
and gory details of it's history. retailed by our Yeoman Warden host, and
the impressive Ceremony of the Keys we enj oyed a buffet in the Yeoman
Warders' Club. A few doughty member urvived the late night to alt~nd
1he Reunion the following day.
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REUNIONS
PETERBOROUGH BRANCH
THE THIRD A GLO KOREAN FESTIVAL
The event took place at the Fairfield, Kingston-upon-Thames on
Saturday 1he 12th July 1997 in glorious weather. Invited were members of
the BKVA , British Korean Ve1erans' Associarion. Many Branch s ta~dard .
\\ere paraded also there was a good attendance of ex-Royal Signals
personnel . who had served in the Korean conflict.

BKVA veterans on March Past
Leading the parade were the BKVA veterans, marching to the music of
The London Irish Rifle , Pipes and Drums. by kind permission of Maj J.
MacLeod TD. The alute was taken by Maj Gen P. A. Downward CB,
D O, DFC .. . the retiring pre ident of the Association. Our new president
will be the recently retired Master of Signal. Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle
CB, CBE, OBE, DL.
There were many colourful event during the afternoon, Korean
dancing, a traditional Korean wedding, later John Boyd. se~retary of the
Colche ter Branch, and myself had a photograph taken with the happy
couple. John served with 'K' Troop. 28th Briti h Commonwealth Infantry
Brigade.

(L-R)

ARMY VETERA
0 PARADE
Old soldiers wearing blazers with badges of the Royal ignal,,
Intelligence Corps. REME and Army Catering Corps marched through the
town of Ko nig~ luuer to the cheers and waves of local people. These were
men who had served with 2 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt (later 225 Sig qnJ at !he
local Langeleben Camp before it clo~ed . Mo5t traveled from Britain but
some came from as far away as South Africa and Switzerland.

Maj Gen Peter Baldwin, who is President of the Langeleben Reunion
Branch of the Royal Signals As ociation, led the March. Their reunion in
Konigslutter. which is near Brun wick. coincided with the local yotks und
Schtitzenfest. The town invited them to take pan in the proce s1on along
with the brass bands. hooting club and other uniformed organi ations.
BUrgemeister Arnulf Baumann addres ed their annual mee~ing in
English aying: ' It is a great plea ure to welcome you 10 our. mce a.nd
beautiful town.' He added that the three most important events m h1 hfe
were:
• Fir t of all the presence of 1he Force who had provided more than 50
years of peace in his country.
•The uniting of Germany into a ingle country.
.
•The twinning of Konig !utter with Taunton who. as reciprocal gue ts
and hoslS in two different countries, helped to make a better Europe.
Gen Baldwin presented him with a Royal Signals Regt Shield. In return
Biirgermeister Baumann gave the qeneral a. town J?.la.que of
Konio luner. The Branch adopted a banner mcorporatmg the Komgsluner
town ';;re t of a lion and river with the name 'Langeleben'. This motif was
al o used on their new official tie, which was worn on the parade. The 2
Sqn of 13 Sig Regt and 225 ig Sqn (both forerunners of the
Communication and Security Group) were ba ed at Langeleben Camp
from 1951 to 1990. About 70 married local German girl , including
Gordon Banks, who was a driver at Langeleben and later goalkeeper with
the triumphant England team who beat Germany in the 19~6 footbal l
World Cup. Many even senled in Germany. several workmg at the
Volk wagen factory.

at rear: Reg Briggs and John Boyd

Other events were Tae Kwan Do. Irish step dancing, sword dance, food
stalls, ·ouvenirs and various exhibition . Either ide of the Fairfield arc
The Cricketer and The Albion, where we were made very welcome.
Any Korean Veteran reading thi and wanting information on joi~1ing
the As ociation please write 10 the General ecretary Frank Elhson
BEM, JP at: 12 Fields Crescent, Hollingworth, Hyde, Cheshire SKl4 8JR
or telephone 01457 763699.

A Schtilzenverein ( hooting club) banner i admired by !11ember~ of the
Lanoeleben Reunion Branch of the Royal ignals A ociauon.. Pictured
left i Branch e reiary Frank Mitchell. who comes fr?m Hahfa ·. _and
rinht •lick Forrester. who flew in from his home m outh Inca
e;'p..,cially for the reunion.

LANGELEBEN REUNION BRANCH

Secretary Frank Mitchell has single-handedly built up the Langeleben
Reunion Branch of the RSA. He has traced those who erved 111
Langeleben Camp by personal contact, , earching through telephone
directorie and placi ng notices in newspaper . Membership now _stand at
272 and Frank i hoping to increa e it to 300 by next year'. reunion.
For fur1her details contact Frank Mitchell. Branch ecretary,
Langeleben Reunion Branch, Royal ignal A ,ociation, 6 Derwent
House, Timber treet, Elland, Halifax, HXS OOH. H1 telephone number
i 01422 376915.
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THE MUSEUM SHOP
Since the closure of PRI the Museum Shop now
stocks the following items:
Stable Belts • Badges of Rank Slides
Embroidered Beret Badges
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THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION

to RHQ to sec the Op Resolute Room, full of Bos ni a memorabilia and the
Brett Room whi ch. under the new RSM . has come on apace. Prom inent on
display was Ernie Baylcy's scrap book, revamped in a fine new cover, and

It ee m' age since the ' elbourne Lunch · on 10 June. but then time
doe' fl) when ) ou are enjoying your elf. The lunch wa very well allcnded
and ve11 \\ell Or<Jani ·ed by our 1embership ecretar . Ted Hawkins. abl y
supported b) his wife farion. The guest of honour wa Mrs Ray Collins.
After lunch a convoy of cars I by Col Ted ' carlett made their way back
to ·Hawi.-in\ Manor· for tea, ti ame again next year plea e.

set out in a fas hi on he woul d have been proud of. Then it was time for
lunch.
The new Master of ignab, Maj Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling OBE, joined
us at lu nc h. He was mak ing hi5 first vi sit to the Regiment since his
appoin tment. The weather. whic h during the morning had been damp and
gloo my. started to clear up during lunch and by the end the sun was
shi ning and the Master was able to declare the Fete open in fair weather
wi th the Corps Band givi ng it's usual impeccable performance. The rest of
the Fete I shall leave to the Regiment to describe on ly mentioning that the
Ernest Bayley Award wa presented to Cpl Graham Beswick, for his
outstanding contribution to Reg imental life, by Brig Ronnie Stonham,
our President. The Club. and the Regiment, were particularly pleased to be
joi ned at the Fete by Mrs Jean Brett the widow of ou r late President. Brig
Bertie Brett.
Saturday evening saw us enj oying the entertainment in the Sergean ts'
Mc s Annexe with music provided by a preuy good band with a most
attractive ingcr. Sad to relate the onl y Club members to make use of the
good dance music were Bill and Margaret Barnard and the irrepressible
Pedler. For my part I fini shed the evening sitting outside in the cool putt ing
the world lO ri ghts with Stan Perkin. After breakfa t on Sunday morn ing
we gathered at the side of the Regimental Square to watch 13 O fficer~. 5
WOs and 200 Rank and File (I know these fig ures are correct as l heard the
RSM report them) fo rm up ready to march lo Church. Our President took
the salute. It was an im pressive di play by some very mart young men
and women. ll is times like that whi ch make you nort and paw the ground
till you remember it was all a long time ago and you are past it. The
Church service was what we have come to expect at Bul ford, rou ing
hymn , appo ite prayers and a good brief sermon. Then back to the Mess
fo r the final event, the Curry Lunch. Ju st before lunch Brig Ronnie made
another presentation to Cpl Beswick, this time the award of the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal. Cpl Be wick 's wife and family were
there to see the pre entation. After lunch it was ti me to go home.
It onl y remains fo r me to thank Lt Col Graham Leach, who sadly
mi ed the later part of the weekend as he had to go into ho pital having
sustained a na ty acc ident at the Fete, hi s Officers, WOs, Sgts. Sold ier
and their fa milie for a most enjoyable visit.

Ted Hawkins and his wife Marion (right) chatting to
Maj Fred Ruthven and his wife Betty
Several member of the As ociation attended the 800th Anniversary
ummer Ball at Uxbridge TA Centre. A lot of effort went into the
preparation of thi event by Squadron members. Well done everybody and
thank you. By the time you read this, the A sociation's Annual Dinner. at
the Duke of York· HQ will be there or thereabout . A more detailed
account will be gi en at a later date.
The Military Band continues to function , albeit at reduced capacity
these day . Band ergeant Major Bob Lowe keeps the A sociation up to
date with event and engagements. Col Bill Williams keeps the BSM up
to date from hi end of the telephone. The band are a very good
adverti ement for the Association and the Squadron when they are on
parade or in concert. On that note I will polish my trumpet and march off!!

COMBINED EX SERVICES ASSOCIATION
16TH ANNUAL REUNION &
CONFERENCE

The above was held at Bridlington in the Civic Ballroom of the Spa
Royal Hall and the church ervice at The Priory Church. There was a limit
on ticket ome 800 being old. 80 tandards were on parade. A splendid
ight to see. Around the balcony of the Spa Royal Hall, that reminded me
of the Blackpool Tower ballroom, were the badges of every Regiment and
Corps of the Briti h Army. including the old type Royal Corps of Signals
Badge. Al o there were the name of hundreds of HM ships and RAF
Squadron badges.
l have in the past, when writing to The Wire mentioned I did not see
many wearing the Corps tie or badge. Thi time l had to eat my words.
Four ex Corps members came up and spoke to me, their ages were 72, 72,
74 and 79. The MC for the evening, also the cown crier for the East Riding
of York hire was a !Jr Michael Wood, he had served 22 year in the
Corps. well done l thonght .. . the Corps u e satelli te communication but
ho nice to see an ex member using the earliest form of communicati ng
information LO the public, a loud voice.
The aturday evening saw the parade of standards in the ballroom, we
were entertained by an I I piece band and singer. In the interval The
Church Lads Brigade Marching Band entertained us. They were very
good. The old soldiers must have thought so too as they collected £534 for
them. The Priory Church wa~ packed to capacity on the Sunday and after
the wreath laying we marched through the town to conclude evenL~ at the
Spa Royal Hall. Those who were not returning home on the Sunday
evening were then entertained at the Bridlington RBL club and credit mu t
go to the Royal avy for the entertainment, we were doubled up with
laughter
Through the medium of your magazine. which is read world-wide I
would thank all concerned for thi s wonderful weekend. o matter what the
ages ot ex-ser\'icemen are they can still mix and enjoy themselves. My
wife Margaret was .with me, her weekend was made when the grand old
lady of the Ea\t Riding Hannah Hauxwell was there and he got in
con\'er~ation with her. We also had another surprise, we got the full load
when a ~eagull dive-bombed us. 1 had to buy another shirt immediately.
Reg Briggs, Peterborough Branch RSA
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of in the Hartlepool area, and Sig Robinson, last heard of in the
Middlesborough area. Anyone who ~an help, please call Doug on 01472873704.
Eric Jon es is trying to trace a Sig W. Fradgley, who lived at Brierley
Hill near Birmingham. He served in Berlin (I I AFS Regt) 1947/48.
Anyone who can help, please contact Eric at 17A Kenilworth Ave,
Gloucester GL2 OQH.
Mrs Frances Leeland is . eeking anyone who served with or remember~
her great uncle, the late Maj Robert Henry Tricker MBE. A Royal 'avy
man, he was seconded to the Corps at the begin ni ng of WW2 and served for
some time at Bletchley Park. He may al o have served in orw ay with the
Special Forces. Mrs Leeland can be contacted on: 0 1252 87003 1.

CALLING
Former members of The Royal Signal Arm
Wirele s Chain Sig Sqn
Mr Roy Hunt is try ing to locate former members of the football
team from the AWCSS in airobi in 1953. The name. of the players
are; Paddy Dlarcy, Peter Fourie, Billy Wales, Len Pachmore,
Maurice Willis, Bill Morton, Dave Ready, Ken Warner, Dave
Warren, Peter Brunsdon, Jock Bell, Paddy Shiel and Sig Moss.
Anyone who can help locate these and any other members of the Sqn,
please contact Roy at: 9 Milton Str, King ley, orthampton
2 7JG.

l am trying to organise a Reunion of

260 SIG

L SQ AD RON

apier Barracks, Dortmund, W. Germany

LOSTCOMMS

Mr Michael Wood (ex- W01 YofS1972/94). Town Crier
and Mr Reg Briggs

3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB

Once again 3rd (UK) HQ and Sig Regt extended its hospitality to the
Reunion Club and over 40 members and gue t accepted the kind
invitation of Lt Col Graham Leach, the CO of the Regiment, to visit
Picton Barrack , Bulford for the Regiment Weekend and Fete. I wonder if
any other Sig Regt or Squadron maintains such clo e link with it 's past
members? It i certainly an arrangement of mutual advantage.
We a sembled at Bulford on the afternoon of Friday 25 July to the usual
warm welcome in the Sergeant'. Mess, were allocated our quarters and
then the feeding. l've said this before but it must be repeated that the
Army. not withstanding cutbacks and financial restrictions, till knows
how to entertain its gue$ts and take evident pleasure in doing so. 2Lt Liz
Allen and Alan Hawes were our official ho ts and were most attentive,
particularly in the case of Harry Palmer, better known a Pedler. A le ser
' man would have let it all go to hi head but Pedler just accept it all with a
mi le. The fact chat he's a bit 'mutt and jeff' may account fo r it. After the
formal welcome by the CO and the RSM , WOl Kevin Fitzpatrick, we
retired to our rooms co wash, brush up and gird our loin for the evenings
get together In the Sergeants Mess. Which is, as I'm sure you will all
agree, a test of one's stamina equivalent to a 9 mile bash. It was in fact a
very pleasant evening where one, in that hackneyed phrase, met old fri ends
and made new ones, but if you can come up with a better or more uccinct
one please let me know it. Then l sha ll soon make it hackneyed. I . hall not
dwell on the activities of the evening except to report that with the
exception of the second youngest Club member pre ent, Graham Perkin.
all were present and correct eating a hearty breakfast at 0800hrs on the
Saturday morning.' uff said.
First stop on Saturday was a visit to Div HQ to view the window,
subscribed to by members and ex-members of the Div ision, fir t installed
in the church at Korbccke, and now brought back to the UK and in tailed
in a prominent position in Div HQ. Then down to the Officer. ' Mess for a
presentation of Ptarmigan and a demonstration, by members of 222 Sig
Sqn, of the equipment and it's u e. These you ng Signallers impres. ed me
with their professional efficiency, and their tact. In that they Ii. tened with
apparent interest to my story of the rudimentary form of battlefield
commun icati ons 4th Div Signals tried out, using rebro stations, back in
1963/64, before most of them were born, without allowing that glazed
look , indicative of boring, boring comi ng into their eyes. Next was a visit
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Mr Bruce Rhodes of Gloucester is look ing to hear from anyone who
remembers his father, whose details are: 14390 162 ig L. Rhodes auached
to 3 Sqn (Rear) 8 Corps Signals. Enli ted at Catterick in December 1942.
Served in France and W Europe June 1944/45. MEF in Palestine from
September '45 to June '46, wa hospitali ed in UK and di charged in
February '47. He may have served with 6 AB Di v at the Rhine cros ing.
Anyone who can help i a ked to call Bruce on 01 452 6 13869
Mr P. W. Priest of St lve , is seeking the whereabouts of hi old friend
Peter McMa nus from Sheffield. Peter erved a a arional Service Lt in
the Corps from 1955/57. He served in an Air Formation Signal unit at
RAF Changi ingapore. Anyone who can help plea e call Mr Priest:
01480 492687.
W. E. C. Delhi 1942/46. Seeking Royal Signals per onnel who were in
' E' Section at the Wirele s Experimental Centre. Anand Parbat. Delhi ,
India. Maj R. (Bob) alisbury already located. Please telephone 01509
263865 . (From Doug Mar hall- former Sgt, RAF).
Mr Cbri top her Riley of 22 Pinewood Garden , Hemel Hemp tead in
Surrey i eeking help in tracing some former Royal Signal personnel. All
were NCOs who erved in the Peloponne e in southern Greece during late
1943 and earlyl944. They worked as wit operator attached to Briti h
Liaison Officer , ent to that part of Greece by the SOE in Cairo. The fir t
five name have been confirmed as being R Signal but the fo ll owing ix
only may have been R Signals personnel:
Sgt Hender on
(no Initials available)
Sgt J. P. Demellweek
Cpl E.A. Scarlett
Cpl S. J. Thorpe
Cpl W. pivey
Sgt R. F. W. Taylor
Cpl A. Robert on
Cpl K . Faulkner
pl E Farelly
Cpl B Kerrigan
pl F. 1. White

for those that were there in the late 60s and early 70 .
Please contact a oon a you can:
Eddie Ridley
127 Hall Lane
Willington
Co. Durham DHIS OQD

I am trying to locate a few old colleagues of mine.
We served together in We t Gern1any in the early 1980' .
at I Sqn, 14 Sig Regt (EW), BFPO 33, in Langeleben.
The four people I want to get in touch with are:-

Paul Anderson, Alan Churchward,
Mick Hurn and Steve Russell
l have recently heard Paul was seen in Catterick on his pre-pot.YofS. or Yof cotir-e back in 1988. I went to Alan ' wedding. in
York hire, about 10 years ago. He wa then a gt. Was it really that
long ago! l bumped into Steve. when l wa at 13 and he wa at 16.
Then again. on the day I was signing off at Cattcrick in 1986. I
haven 't heard anything of 1ick' whereabou~· .
Jf any of you are reading thi . or anyone i-now of their
whereabout , rd be grateful if you could contact m.::
Jolrn Holt on 0 l 81 2446693 or 0171 56 1383

CALLING
Sgt ·Duggy' Douglas. Ship's ignal Troop, Malta. 1955/58.

M1· E. l. mi th of Southend on ea is trying to trace a friend of her late
husband. Anyone who can help Mrs mith trace Mr John l;lenry ~ich
who wa a National Serviceman 194 - 1950 and ervcd m Herford.
Germany, is a ked to call her on 01702-616743.

Don Crisp, at that rime Troop gt. M . with whom you
circumnavigated Malta on foot. would like to hear from you.
Several member , of the Ea ·t Kent Branch of the R . ask after
you. Plea e write to me at the following addres. :

CALLlNG RICHARD JAM.ES HOLMDEN
Anyone knowing the present whereabouts of Richard James Holmden,
is a ·kcd to ca ll his brother Charles on 0043 5213-5205 (Austria). Richard
was an apprent ice in 1960 and left the Corps in about 1980.

Don Cri p
65 Howard Drive
Allington
Maidstone
KE TME160QF

Mr Doug Mitchell is seeking two members of the 5 TRR football team.
From Callerick. Somme Lines in 1946. They are LCpl ewton, last heard
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We are cum.nil) re~earching material for a book on the
role of Pye of Cambridge in the de,elopment of military
radio.
I<, 19. 2'.! & 62 u,ed in World War 11. If any
reader. have interesting recollection (good or bad!). printed
material. ane dote. or photographs of serviceman with or
us mg an) of the e radi • el . l would be mo t grateful if they
would be kind enough to make contact.
Nicholas Stanley
19 Holland Park
LO DO WJI 3TD

ANYONE
knowing the present whereabout of

Sgt George Johnson
''ho er\'ed at 3 (U K) Div HQ & Sig Regt. Bulford in 1966/6
i asked to contact Joh n Tem pleton
( ec. of 3 Oh Sigs Reunion Club)
on 01 I 654 .W8

WHERE ARE YOU?
Urgen tly eeking Captain Ed ward M ichael Kelly
(nicknamed Ted and lri h ).
He served with the Royal Corp of Signal and wa
tationed in Edinburgh Ca tie until 1946.
Anyone with infonnation plea e call
Lorraine: 01383 852039.

CALLING
the former Cpl Don Collen
1r G. tock of Luton is trying to trace his old paJ Don Collen,
who erved in Korea a a DR. Anyone who can help is asked to call
1r Stock on 01582 735146

From: M r A. Cunliffe
I0 I Wolsey Road
ewark. ·
OHS

G242

My ycry sim;ere thanks to you all fo r your very hard work and my
cono1 atulations to those involved with the training of the young soldiers.
You"' have all done credit to the proud tradition of the Royal Corps of
Signals. I look forward LO 1998.
Yours Sincerely

z

Dear Editor.
I en-cd in the Royal ignals from April/May 1942 until August 1946
and was claimed from the We l Yorkshire Rcgt by my brother who ww, at
the time in 3rd (1st London) Corps Signals. That Uni t having been
evacuated from Dunkirk was for a time in Lisburn. Ireland before moving
to Lurgan. From Lurgan. the Unit moved to a camp in the Dclamere Forest
near orthwich and thenc by troopship from Liverpool to the P.A.1.Force.
The Uni t was camped on the side of a mountain in Kurdc tan near
Kermanshah . Iran. (then called Persia). Earl y in 1943, th e Unit moved 10
Lebanon. Pale tine and Egypt before moving to a transit camp at Taranto,
lt aly. From here they moved to Greece where the ta k wa LO repair and
rebuild the telegraph route from Patras 10 Corinth, Corimh to Athen' and
Atl1cns to alonika from December 1944 until I 946. The retreating
German Forces had drastically ·abotaged the te legraph system.
I have unsucce sfully tried to contact old comrade · from the Unit
mainly as I went back agai n in 1974 until 1979 to Iran and took many
picture of the old camp si te and surrounding area which would possibly
be of nostalgic interest to anyone survivi ng. Inciden tall y, the Unit had a
change of name and wa · known as J 18 Con truction Section. 18 L of C
ignal whil tin Greece.
Your Sincerely
From: Mr D. R. Stanforth ( ec. outh por t & District R A)
Dear Editor
r refer to the currem i sue of The Wire, June 1997. Vol. 51, No. 3. Page
237 give the RSA contribution by tl1e S & D Branch. Copie have anived
with the membership ince our return from the Blandford Reunion . So, at our
last meeting I ran into a great deal of flak. The first paragraph has a portion
mi ing. which make the ecretary John Reaney etc. etc. Thu the text does
not make sen e. A further printout copy of the text is anached showi ng the
mi eel wording. The Branch is a king. 'Is a orrection possible?'
(Editor: The correc1io11 is after Secreta1y 011 line 7-add Roger Stanforth
pivpo ed the toast to Absem Comrades, Chairman John Reaney ... etc.)
The next lot of flak r received was, 'Where is the group photograph?
Did I send it?' Obviou ly they ay thi . a obtaining a coloured photograph
from the local press is ex pen ive. 1 have replied tllat it was indeed sent, but
there i what is known as ' Editorial Licence'. A lthough in the past The
Wire has solicited Branche LO forward photograph of their activities.
there i now an element o f doubt whether this i~ a useful exerci e.
(Editor: It is still, most certainly a useful exercise. It is j11st that J1111e
was a 1•ery full Wire.)
Thus may I ask what explanation do I give to the nex t meeting?
Ou r kindest regards

Mr Donald Simp on is re earching the history of
2nd rmy Signa ls (later called 2nd A rmy H Q Signals)
and in particular 91 Telegraph Operators Section
during the period 194 l to 1946.
Anyone who thinks that they can help is a ked to call
Mr Simpson on 0181 7449895

M r. L e Lacheur i trying to trace a former member o f the R. Signals, a
Capt J . F i her , who served at AA Coll Harrogate in 1967. 1r Le
Lacheur can be contacted on 01633 450585.
Mr Fred e rick Dean is seeking the whereabouts of hi former pal Len
Wigham from their day~ together in Tobruk during WW2. Anyone who
can ' elp is ;u;ked to call: M r Dean on 01304 368608

:\1r E. W. (Jim ) Halli ng is seeking the whereabouts of his former
V.:W2 pals Sgt Di ckie Davies, Bill Kitchen and Don Rendell (believed
taken prisoner at Tvbruk). Anyone who can help is asked to contact Jim on
01793 762646.

CORRESPONDENCE

F ro m : Lt ol John Monta gue
Dear Editor,
fn the 'Correspondence' section of The Wire, June 1997, Mrs Jane
todhill is enquiring for the address of Maj Keith Reggler. I have just
spoken to his brother Maj Mike Reggler and have the address. lt is as
follo\.\s: :\1aj K.A. Reggle r
20 Fogart; Street
Cleveland
Queensland 4163
AUSTRALIA
Yours Sincerely
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F rom: M r A. F. . C urnow
Dear Editor,
On behalf of M r J. C urd , and myself, I would like to thank you, and
everyone who participated in the RSA Reunion weekend and made it. what
John and I considered to be a very enjoyable and informative occasion.
This wa the first time I had been back to Blandford since I left there in
1980. I had always said that it was a chapter in my life that had passed and
I would not look .back , I had had 22 year that have provided me with
wonderful memories of a very enjoyable period in my life. Had it not been
for John wishing to go, but having no tran sport or anyone to take him.· '
doubt that I would even have known abou t the occasion. However. as ll
turned out, l am very glad I did go, fo r both our sakes.
I know from previous experience, that the weekend takes a tremendous
amount of thought , organisation and hard work. In my opinion, everyone
involved did a magnificent job and they are a credi t to the Corps that r arn
very proud to have served with. r d id make a point of talking to the ·oldier
who were on duty as ushers, sell ing raffle tickets, directing traffic etc. and
was most imprcs ed with their courtesy, self-confidence a nd hone ty, so
refreshing when compared with the average civ il ian youtl1! T hree of those
with whom I spoke had on ly been in the ru·my a few months, having come
down from Arborfield. ll reminded me of my tour wi th the Apprenuce
College at Harrogate, the most rewarding time of my career.
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From: Mr O. Ellingworth
Dear Editor.
My late fathe r was recalled to the Royal Navy at the swrt of WW2. and
as one of the few experts on mines and torpedoes, he went to HMS Vemo11 ,
a shore base in Portsmouth . It was not long before he was in action with a
Lt Cmd R yan . They worked together rendering many lines safe. lt was
during the Blitl, in 1940, that they had to work in London with other
teams. They did what had to be done. I believe that they had cleared their
area and were in the office, when a telephone call came in to say that there
was a mine hangi ng in a warchou e in Dagenham. As they were on hand
they were given the job, which unfortunately was to be their last. Leaving
the rest of the ir team in a safe place, they went to assess the potential
danger. They did not know how much time wa · left on the fuse clock, but
they ran whe n it began to tick. As one of the team told me, 'They had I0
seconds to run 400 yards.' Even Linford Christie could not run that fast .
The mine exploded and c leared the area. taking two men's lives at the
ame time. This was on 2 1 September 1940.
It was at about thi s time that Ki ng George VI and the Prime Minister
decided that a civili an bravery award should be introduced and The
George Cross was born. Both Lt Cmd Ryan and my late father were
awarded with a posthumou G.C. on December 20 1940. My late father
was the fir t lower deck rating to be so awarded. al the time a ll other
G.C.s went to officers, so it was quite an honour. The fo ll ow ing year I
went to the Palace with my step mother, to be presented with the G.C. and
that was the first and last time I saw the G. C. I had thought that in time the
G.C. would come to me but on the death of my stepmother l found that it
had been sold in 1968. I found the dealer who had o ld the G.C. but they
refused to tell me who had bought it. I then started a earch of dealer .
medal magazines in fact anybody whom I thought might be able to help,
but all to no ava il.
[n I 995, when the celebrati ons of the e nd of WW2 were taking place, I
wrote to The Imperial War Museum aski ng if they wou ld accept copie of
my late father ' medals to put on di play, to g ive him some recognition.
omethi ng which had not happened in 55 year . The answer was no. I
accepted that answer in respect of the donor who had medals on dt play.
However, in February 1997 I had a phone call from a lady. at th~ ~u eum.
saying that my late father's G.C. was for sale at a dealer 111 Bndlmgton. I
rang my son. who was as happy as my e lf, ' Go for it. Use all the Pool
winnings,' he sa id. (I had won £ 10,000 o n the Pool a couple of years
earlier.) When I rang the dealer he told me that he had old them. I a ked
him if he would ask the person he had sold them to, would they ell the
G.C. back to the fami ly. Two hours later he telephoned to ay that the
medals had been sold to omeone in Canada. but for a price the medals
could come home. I asked what that wa and agreed to the £8,500 that they
wanted. Jt was some eigh t weeks later when, being rather worried, I
telephoned the deaJer to see if tl1ere was any news. He told me that when
the other per o n had ent the set of medal to him. he would let me know.
He finally called to say that he had them, they were the originaJs and he
would send them off to me that day. On tl1e Saturday morning the post
arrived, a large registered parcel. My hand were hak~ng and my heart
was thumping. I opened it and to my dismay. a r~ther dirty et of med.als
were on v iew. I never thought I would see them hke that. I know that 1f I
had had medal s in that state in the Army my fee t would not have touched
tl1e f1oor! J was on my way LO my Branch mee ting. where I told them of t~e
good news and let all there see them. I showed them to my son and h1
family. al o to all my friends who wanted to ce them. It was a truly happy
..
day.
.
I wa in touch with the Mu eum aJI through the eight ' eek of wrutmg
and it wa agreed that the G.C. would go on di play in the new V.C/G.C.
Room . When I took the medals LO tlle mu eum I wa given V.l.P.
treatment. HRH Prince C ha rles, who had many of the donors pre ented
to him . opened tlle new V.C./G .C. Room . l was first in line. not by choice,
but he had done his homework. After a few minutes he said. 'Ah ! You are a
Pools winner, jolly good show, you have . pent the money well.' After all
the peeche were over the a embled people vi itecl the V.C./G.C. Room .
They have done my lute father proud. It w~ a little hu'!lbling to h~ar
people saying. 'Ah! The Ellingworth collccuon, h1 son d id well gemng
them back.' For me it was a happy ending to a long hard search.
Yours Sincerely

DONATIONS
F r a nk C ha dwick In memory of Ken Harr ........................................ £25.00
Lt C ol (R etd) & M rs S kelly Jn memory of Maj F. Oake~ .............. :£20.00
M r J. E. Brice In memory of his mother Mrs Fra nce Bnce .......... £11 .00
M aj W. J. T homas In memory of W02 (RQM ) G.M . Birrell ...... .£ 32.00
Certa C ito Lod ge ............................................................................. £ ~ 0.00
49 (WR) ig qn C hurch Parade ................................................... £:>5 .00

~r~~~ne~~:;/!A.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::5o~:~

'Tarrant VaJley 10 Race' ... ... .. .... ....................................... ... .... .. ... £400.00
Collection at C hurch Ser vice R eunion weekend ... ............... .......£510.00

~~ i:'.~s~~~gb·~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::g~:~
Bournemouth RSA
for the Gurkha Bde Assoc Trn t for the S tatue
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ppeal ..................... £30.00

LAST POST
Archer-W/LCpl M. Archer
Ashcroft-Sig H. shcroft
Baker-Col A .P. Baker
Birrell-W02 (RQMS) G.M. Birrell
Bonner-Sig R. Bonner
Buckeridge - Lt Col R. Buckeridge
Chilvers-Maj (QM) P. Chivers
Dart-SSgt R. Dart
Elson-Cpl P.A. E lson
Gray-Sgt L .A. Gray
Grimes-Sig W. Grimes
Heap-Lt Col (Rev) E.J.F. Heap OBE
Jordan-Lt Col H.R. Jordan MBE, TD
Lci per-W02 G.A. Leiper
Leslie-Cpl R. Leslie
Livock-Sgt R. Livock
MacDonald-Capt G.S. MacDonald
McCread ie-Maj A.R. McCreadie
M u n r o-Cpl J.E. Mu n ro
Page-Mr W.G. Page
Parrish-Sig R.A. Pa rrish
Smith-Mr Phi llip S m ith
Taylor-Sgt R.D. Taylor
Williams-Cpl Tont W illi a ms
Winter-Col F.M .S. W inter MBE
Wythe-Lt Col .R. Wythe

Served 1941/45
Served 1939/46
Served 1946/80
Served
Served 195 1168
Served 1925/61
Served 1942/74
Served I 959n5
Served 1983/97
Served 1938/55
Served 1956/59
Served 1927/53
ervcd 1928/68
Served 1952/75
Served 1941/46
Served 1938/50
Served I 94Sn9
Served
Served 1939/45
Served 1959/81
Served 1940/46
Served
Served
Served 1961/67
Served 194In3
Served 1934/64

Died May ·97
Died 30/06/97
Died 23/06/97
Died July '97
Died 21107/97
Died 07/07/97
Died 27/07/97
Died 28/05/97
Di ed 09/08/97
Died I 1/05/97
Died 09/08/97
Died 20/08/97
Died 18/07/97
Died 27 /06/97
Died 30/07/97
Died 27/05/97
Died 03/12/97
Died 17/07/97
Died 25/05/97
Died 28/07/97
Died Dec ·97
Died 01/08/97
Died 26/07/97
Died 17/06/97
Died 12108/97
Died 16/07/97

Macd onald-G r a ha m died on 3 December 1993. He was born in Dundee,
Scotland on 24 October 1931 and joined the Royal Signals when he was
on ly 14 years old. He worked hi way 'up the rank 'and erved in many
overseas po ts. including Orth Africa. His service was acknowledged
in Di patches everal time . Hi first wife died of cancer in 1972. He
was medically discharged from the service in 1979 having served for 34
year . His last po ting being to Donnington. Shrop hire, where he
served a QM. In 1977 Graham married agai n and hi ·on Murray. from
that marriage, is studying engineeri ng at Strathclyde Univer. ity,
Glasgow. Murray intends to follow in his fa~er' foo1:5teps and is
hopeful of joining the RoyaJ Signal after ht graduation. Anyone
wi hing to contact the family please telephone 01250 874929.

G alloway- Tony, who died recent ly. was commissioned in 1937 arrived in
Catterlck for hi Q Cour e. which wn one later than mine. hortly nfter
hi arrival a bright blue Bugatti appeared in front of the Me . Thi was
hi fir t purcha. e, a car well known in racing circle open to the wmd . I
forcret if it w a ·monoposto' or did have a second ~eat. honly
aftt~rwards ru1 old Bentley appeared to increa~e Tony ' _table.
Unfortunately funds ran out and he di covered that he co_u ld not afford to
I icen~e either car. t this date quality cars of a certmn age could be
bouoht cheaply and YO' vehic le included many that created mtere. t.
Tony. who wa :m exceptional organi t. played 111 Church.e ~d
Cathedral where,er he happened to be tationed. We met bnefl) m
Iexandria during the war but it wa not until 1948 that he and I fm~nd
ourselve together agai n. at Cambridge."' here I was a year ahead o!h11n.
He had no\ transferred to Ro lls Royce. The muntierplatc U6 111d1catcd
that it wa not one of the late t models. His Colleg~ was Johns and ~c
wa oon well in with the mu ical frate rnity. A onv1vial cvenmg 1n h1-.
room wa likely to tran fer LO the C:ollege o~ga~ loft ''here Toe. at<h or
whatever thundered out. strangely wuh no objecUon from authority.
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t Cambridge one ·proceeded to one\ 1A' by pa_ ing a . mall fee
and attending a imple ceremony at the niversity. Thi~ happened five
yean. after obtaining one's degree. Tony rang me and , ugge ted that we
hould go up together for the occasion. by Roll s Royce of course.
Reporting to his ollege Tony \\a told a .at they regretted that he had
been incorrectly informed. He was not yet of Landing a · hi degree had
only been obtained four years earlier. Tony thereupon compo ed a letter
:aying that he wa glad that the nivcrsity was human enough to make
mistake and hone t enough to declare them. Perhap ·, he added, they
would be good enough to return him hi · five pound . ot many of us
can a-.pire to leave behind ~ u ch entertaining memorie . lt would be asy
to comment 'The do not make them like thi any more ' .
Pag
gt (Retd) W. G. Page. lt is with great regret that l have to inform
)Ou of the death on 2 Jul y 97 of Gordon Page. Gordon ha. for the la t
16 year: " orked a · an in tructional officer. fir t at Catterick and of late
at Blandford. teaching Royal ignals Technici;ui . He ser\'ed in the
Corp . which he originally joined a a ational ervi eman in 19S9
until 19 I. 1uch of his sen ice wa pent in Germany. but he erved in
other theatres. incl uding two years with 233 qn, . Ireland. On
completion of hi regular ervice, he joined and er ed with 34 ig Regt
T at Middle borough until 1989.
Gordon who rema ined a 'Geordie" to the end , will be remembered
by all tho e who came in contact with him for hi optimi Lie view of
life. hb humour, and hi vast repertoire of joke. with which he
brightened many a day.
He leave a ' ife. Arma and three children. Arma can be reached via
her . on at 7 orman Cloe, Brun wick Green, Wide Open, ewca tie
Upon-Tyne E3.

Livock-Bob Livock li,ed in Sittingbourne. Kent, and was a member of
S6 Div (City of London) Signals) RSA Branch. He joined S6 in 1937
and served in D Section o. l Company- the Divisional Signal Office
Section driving the Divisional ACV. He took part in the Battle of
Enfidaville, the landing al Salemo and Anzio and the re t of the Italian
Campaign until demob.
1aj R. C. Pringl~lin Pringle, known to many of u ~ as 'Tink', died on
April 28 1997. aged 77 years. He and I served in Pale tine with 6 AB Div
Sig Regt soon after the war. Although he was a brave man and a natural
adventurer, he was modest, light-hearted and full of fun. He was in a way
a self-_effacing man. I knew him for many years and, although I
appreciated of course that he had been a Chindit and Signal Officer of 77
Bde comma1 ded by Brig Mike Calvert, it was only of recent years that I
learnt any details of his exploit~. He was certainly never one to relate
them publicly, except in some joking manner uch as the story of hi
intelligence triumph. related on pages 49 and SO of Philip Warner's 'The
Vital Link'. However, I understand he has gi\'en some account of them
privately in the Corps archives. IL was fittino0 t11at his Chindit ' bush hat'
wa~ borne on his coffin. I believe that he was very proud of that hat. It had
a large chunk cut out of the brim by a plinter from a Jap monar bomb!
Colin was commissioned from the ' Shop' where he earned his
representative colours for hockey and swimming. Both, of which, are
spons in which he had distinguished himself at school. At the 'S hop' a
pointer to the future was perhaps that he should have been awarded a
·Be t Loser' medal a a novice boxer. Another pointer, maybe, was his
early wartime posting to a Royal Marine formati on, where the
watermanship training he underwent, coupled with hi s swimming
prowess. was Lo come in handy in the future. He later went to India,
where m 1943 he was accepted as a Chindit.
In :vi.arch 1944. he was Sig Officer of 77 Bde, which was flown in
~ome ISO miles behind the Japanese lines in a deep penetration role and
estabh.shed ~n operational base astride the Japanese comm , both road
and ra_il. \\.h1ch. they held for a matter of months. It was during the fl y-i n
for this operauon that the remarkable story of glider. 'chalk number'
ISP, took place.
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Cha lk 15P w:is Colin Pringle's glider. The story. as I understand it. is
the original US ' WACO" glider ISP was damaged during loadi ng. A
ubstitute wus produced and took off with Colin and his compa nions.
only to be fo und to be un crviceable when it was in the air. They were
on a short tow and the glider landed 'somewhere in Burma' . beyond the
Chindwin River. The party was faced with a jungle march, back to the
British lines and their rear base. which was to take them ten days. It was
at the cro. sing of the Chindwin, which was some 600 yards wide at that
point. that Colin ·s waterman hip bore fruit. A ran was constructed of
bits and pieces in order that they could cross with e sential equipment.
Colin wam the river no le s than five times. getting non-swimmers and
tho e essential items such as weapon and boots across. The survivon.
eventually reached an outpost battalion of our own troops . It was the
ea forth Highlanders and they looked after them and sent them on their
way. back to their original airfield. The next day they were flown back
in to the Brigade Operational Ba e in a Dakota aircraft and carried on
with what wa to be a four-mont11 operation behind enemy lines.
Perhaps one day a longer and more accurate account of Colin
Pringle·s e ·ploits will be published from his own accoum in the Corp.
Archive . What may not be in the persona l accou nt of this reticent and
mode t man is the story of 'The Medal that ever Was' . As l
under tand it. after the conclusion of the Chindit operations, an official
letter was issued detail ing certain awards and givi ng permission to wear
t11e ribbon. After a period of congratu lati on and celebration that letter
wa cancelled wit11out, I beli eve, either an explanation or an apology.
Coli n had been awarded the Military Cross and had worn the ribbon.
which he had to take down: a bitter humiliation. Thal l, who came to
know him so soon after the event. never heard him breathe a word of it
i a mea ure of t11e man. He wa no ordinary man and his pa sing does
not go unnoticed by his friends or his Corps.
Rupert I. Kinro , CEng, FIEE-Rupert was born in Hull on the 5
December 1908. After pas ing the lEE exam ination in the early 30 he
joined t11e Jnn of Court Territorial Cavalry Regiment where he
thoroughly enjoyed riding practice once a week with army manoeuvres
monthly near Aldershot. where ·Tent Pegging' and shooting blanks at
balloons was the order of the day.
He wa promoted to Sergeant after . ix years as a Trooper and on
meehani ation of the Regiment he succe sfu lly provided his Troop with
a couple of Tran mitters and Receivers of his own design for Field
Comms. He retired from the Regiment ju t prior to WWII. At the
outbreak of war he attempted to rejoin his unit but the Ministry of
Labour intercepted his application and he wa classified a being in a
re erved occupation as a Chartered Engineer. He was employed as a
development Engineer by EMJ. Then later in 1939, he received a
telephone call from Gen A. Butler, head of Branch (M 18), to trace
il licit transmi sion to the enemy.
The following week he was appointed a Capt in The Royal Corps of
Signals and econded to Ml8 at the War Office. Hi job was to track
down any unauthorised transmi sions in the UK. He also served for a
hort period with the BEF HQ in Paris looking for French DF (Direction
Finding) sites and equipment wh ich, it seem , proved difficult. The
work of MI 8 soon reduced to a trickle thank to the efficien t use of our
DF equipment and Rupert was invited to join the Army Radar
Re earch Establi hment at Chri tchurch. He was promoted to Major.
He became deeply involved in the use of PPL TFF, SLC. and becau e
of his work with EMI and hi experience in manufacturing of GL Mk 3.
Rupert wa demobbed in 1946 and joined Broadca t Relay Service as
a development Engineer. Rupert retired in I 973 as Managing Director
of Rediffusion Research Ltd. Rupert had two on and two daughters.
Chilvers-Maj (QM) Peter Chilvers was born on 12 October 1923 and he
died on 27 July 1997.
He enlisted at 18, in 1942 and saw service in Europe mainly in the
Italian campaign. Peter met Eileen in war-time Signals and they
married in 1944. After the war he joined the Metropolitan Police but
missed Army li fe so much that he re-enlisted within in few months. He
progressed through the ranks. seeing service in Palestine, Eygpt and
many other theatre and after appointments of SSM and RQMS at the
Junior Leaders Regiment Denbury, he became RSM o f 2 1 Sig Regt and
was commissioned in 1965 and served in 18 Sig Regt, then Catterick,
and with the TA in Bromley before hi s final appo intment in 28 (BR) Sig
Regt from where he retired a Major QM in l974.
He settled in Devon and became the Car Parks Manager for
Teignbridge District Council until his retirement at 6S. He wa also the
SSAFA repre entati ve, in Devon , for many year . Eileen died in 1990
and ou r sympathy goes out to his children; Frances, Kathryn, Jane
and Andrew and to hi six grandchildren and four great grandch ildren.
Williams-Cpl Tony Williams died suddenly at home in Wakefi eld, on the
17 June, 1997. He joined the Signal in June 1961 and served six years
with the Regulars followed by six years with the Reserves. He spent
mo t of hi s career serving in the UK and Germany. At one ti me Tony 's
two brothers, Dennis and Trevor, were also serving with the Signals.
When he left the Arm y, Tony became a miner and worked in different
pits in We t Yorkshire until taking early reti rement in 1993.
He was a very enthusia tic member of the Huddersfi eld Branch of the
RSA and wa our Sta ndard Bearer for many years, repre enting us on
many occas ions.
He will be mis ed by his many friend and colleague and leaves his
wife, Lynn. daughter Joanne and son Mark.
Lynn lives at: I S6 Agbrigg Road, Wakefi eld, WFl SBL
Dart-Ron Dart who lived at Bexly Heath, Kent , was an ex-S gt of Line
Troop in 83 Squadron of 3 1 Signal Regiment (V) and formerly in
332(City of London) Signal Squadron at Aitkin Road , Bal ham.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BRANCH SECRETARIES
Area 1
Arca Vice Chairman - Brigadier CT Garton (0427 612826)
Arca Representative: Major (Rctd) R Vasper (Newark Branch)
BRADFORD
CATTERJCK
Mrs . Hould sworth
Mr.ES Hunter
40 Kingsdale Crescent
39 Mowbray Road
Catterick Village
Bradford
West Yorkshire BD2 4DA
orth Yorkshire OLIO 7Ll
Tel : 01274 638814
Tel :

COVE TRY
Mr, C.G, Foster
Two-aye The II iron
Cheyle more
Coventry CY3 6HT
Tel: 01203 224229

LIVERPOOL
Mr. J.J. Ca rruthers
38 Beech Avenue
Upton
Wirral L49 4 J
Tel : O!Sl 605 1378

C HESTE RFIELD
Mr. C. Waddoups
20 Green Farm Close
ewbold Darlington
Chesterfield S40 4UQ
Te l: 01246 237S79

DARLI GTO
M r. C Cooke
95 Stooperdale Avenue
Darlington
Co Durham DL3 OUF
Tel : 01325 354611

MA CHE TER
Mr. H. Ferguson
2 Furness Grove
Heaton Mersey
Stockport SK4 2AV
Tel: 0161 44270S9

OLDHAM
1r. B. Macdonald
2 Denbigh Drive
Shaw
Oldham, Lancashire OL2 7EQ
Tel: 01706 845242

DE RBY
Mrs J. Elliott
144 Dale Road
pondon
Derby DE21 7DH
Tel: 01332 73S868

HARROGATE
Mr. P.C. Wood
23 Knox Way
Harrogate
North Yorkshire HG I 3JL
Tel: 01423 560646

PRESTO & BLACKBURN
Mr. I.W. Lorimer
Royal Signal Association
The Barrack , Canterbury St
Blackburn BB2 2HS
Tel: 0 I 2S4 261583

ALE
Mr. M.J. Quinn
32 Whitelake Avenue
Flixton, Urmston
Manchester M3 l 30
Tel:

HARTLEPOOL
Mr. G.D. Wilson
35 Caistor Drive
Hartlepool
Cleveland TS2S 2QG
Tel : 01429

HUDDERSFIELD
Mr. PG Smith
155 Grosvenor Road
Dalton Huddersfield
West Yorkshire HDS 9UA
Tel: 01484 Sl9413

HROPSHIRE
Mr. R.G. Aitken
76 Boscobel Drive
Heath Farm
Shrewsbury SY I 3DU
Tel:Ol743 3S7601

OUTHPORT
Mr. D.R. tanforth
93 Sefton Street
Southport
Merseyside PR8 SOD
Tel: 01704 S47156

HULL
Mr. J.S. Brown
11 Greater Gutter Lane
Willerby
. Humberside HUIO 6DE
Tel : 01482 6S5963

LEEDS
Mr. T. Smith
22 Packwood Crescent
Leed
West Yorkshire LS 11 SRB
Tel: 0113 2701587

SOUTH STAFFORD HIRE
Mr.A. Whiles
18 Clifton Aveenue
Tamworth
B798EE
Tel: 01827 657S8

BOLTO
Activities temporarily
suspended.
WEF January 1997

LI COLN
Mr. F.R.J. Robinson
346 ewark Road
Linco ln L 6 8RU
Tel: 01522 543020

MIDDLESBRO GH
Mrs M. Dadson
89 Canterbury Road
Redcar, Cleveland TS I 0 3QG
Tel: 01642 478347 ex

NEWARK
Mr. N.A. Riley
5 Breeon Close
Rain worth
Nottinghamshire G2 l OHU
Tel: 01623 79S l 85

EWCASTLE PO TY ' E
Miss C. Meikle
185 Brighton Rd
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear
E8 4PY
Tel: 0191 4204325

BEDFORD
Ir. T.E. Holyoake
54 Knights Avenue
Clapham
Bedfordshire MK4 l 6DG
Tel: 01234 349330

CAMBRIDGE
Ir. D. Watson
14 Stoneland Avenue
Biggleswade
Bedfordshire G 18 OEA
Tel : 01767 601305

SCARBORO UGH
Mr. D.C. Rigby (Chainnan)
78 Murchinson tree!
Scarborough
orth Yorkshire Y03 7DG
Tel:O 1723 370770

SHEFFIELD
Mr. R. Simmons
6 Pairfield, Birdwell
Barnsley
S70 SRR
Tel: 01226 2877 14

EAST LONDO '
Mr. J.B. Greenwood
5 Merlin Grove
Hainault, Uford
Es ex IG62QX
Tel: 0181 S003310

LO GHBORO GH
Mr. P, Bruce
557 ew Ashby Road
Loughborough
Leice tershire LEI I OEY
Tel: 01509 266272

YORK
Mr. M Dawkins
46 Starkey Crescent,
Heworth
York Y03 OSY
Tel: 01904 6S8928

1 OTTl GHAM
Mr. R. Toft
Al vanley Hou e
3 Rannock Garden
Keyworth, ottingham NG 12 5FQ
Tel: 01 15 9373326

ORFOLK
Mr. B.C. Gibbs
Dairy Farm
Trunch, orth Walsham
orfolk R28 OAQ
Tel: 01263 720 27

SPE NYM OOR
Mr. E. Cowa n
8 Gia tonbury Clo e
Woodside, Spennymoor
o Durham DL16 6XP
Tel: 01388-812907
AREA2
Area Vice C hairman - Brigadier W.H. Backhouse
Arca Representative - Maj (Retd) J.B. Iveson (Chester Branch)
BIR 1INGHAM
CHESTER
Mr. G. Hedge
Mr. W. Winder
18 RectoryPark Avenue
18 Willan Road
Sutton Co ldfield B75 7B
Blacon Chester CH I 5PU
Tel:
Tel : 01244 372649
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AREA3
Area Representative - Brigadier S.G.M. Gordon
Area Vice Chairman - Maj (Reid) M. exton (Norfolk Branch)

ORTHLO DO
Mr. B.W. C utler
16 Lynton Court
orfo lk Way, Bi hop tonford
Hertfordshire CM23 3E
Tel: 01279 501312

PETERBORO GH
Mr. R . . Rowland
23 t Michaeli Walk
Eye
Peterborough PE6 7 G
Tel: 01733 22 054

WEST L01 DO
Mr. W.J. Scurr
The Bungalow
The Law Court, KnO\ le Green
taine . Middlesex TWI IXR
Tel: 017 4 450915
Bu ine : 017 4 4S9261 ex 244

COLCHESTER
Ir. W.l. 1. llan
5 Foxhead, Rivenhall End
Witham
E. ex
Tel: 01376 513076
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R \4
Ar a \'ice hairman - Brioadicr K.R. Olds OBE
\rea Representati\'e - lr. R.F. ndrew (81. t Kent Branch)
ALDER HOT
BRIGHT01
\lrs Jane Knight
lrs D. Barber ( hairman)
4 Gra · ) Lane
3 i The Paddocl..
L. ncing
Maid.:nhead
\l'est us ex Bi 15 8D
Berk ·hir L6 6
Tel: 01903 767337
Tel· 0162, 26-l6,

E TBO R~E
\Ir. R. Brod\
Ro·e\\OOd ·
l\la,'nnrd Green. Heathfield
E. ·us ex
TN21 OBU
Tel: 01435 13724

EASTKE. 'T
1r. J. 1.W. Badcock
ntrurn Lodge
todmarsh Road
Canterbury
KentCT3 4 H
Tel: 01227 470340

READl'.'iG
lr. .E. Foot
96 hiltern re cent
Maidenhead
Berk hire
RG6 IA
Tel: 01734 61130

0 THA 1PTO
'Ir. A.A.T Dear
77 Lum den Ave
Shirley
outhampton
Hamp hire 015 5EJ
Tel: 0170377 017

B MBE DL

WALE
Arca ice hairman - Lt Col (Rctd) J.G. Billingham
C RDIFF
tr. W.C. Da\ ie
2 Hafod treet
Grangetown
ardiff FI 7RA
Tel: 01 222 374324
COTLAND
Area ice hairnrnn - Major R. Sa mpso n CBE
ABERDEE
TAYSIDE A1 D FIFE
1r. D. Bartlett TD
Mr. W.J.A . aismith
15 Abergeld1c Road
ewman Hou e, Mid Craigie Rd
Aberdeen
Dundee DD4 9PH
BI 6ED
Tel : Mil: 774 4737
Tel: 01224 596520
Home: 01382 457049
GLASCO\
'liss I. foir
Flat 9/6
75 Kirkton Avenue
Knight wood
Glasgow G 13 3EG
Tel: 01419595832

HETLA D
M r. R .Hamilton
The Old Manse
tovc
Sand wick
Shetland ZE2 9HH
Tel: 01950 431545

AREAS
Area vice Chairman - Brigadier P.J . Evans CBE
rea Repre entative - Lt Col (Retd) R.A. Peake BEM (Poole)
BATH
BOURNEMO TH
1rs P. Edridge
Mr. A.A. Hawke
14 The Firs
30 Coomb Gardens
Combe Down
Ensbury Park
Bath
Bournemouth
BA2 ED
BHIO SAG
Tel: 0 1202 771606
Tel: 01225 37746

AFFILIATED BRANC HES
Glossop and District
ignals O CA
M rs. Ruby Price
43 Kershaw Street
Glo op
Derbyshire
SK13
Tel: 014574 853743

BRI TOL
Jane Burn
63 Watch Elm Clo e
Bradley Stoke Somh
Bristol
B 128AL
Tel: 0117-9312192

COTS WOLDS
Mrs M.E. Cropp
18 Church Road
Swindon Vi ll age
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL5 l 9QP
Tel: 01242 231530

Middlesex Yeomanry OCA
Mr. P.D. Bridges
17 Queensbury Place
Blackwater
Camberley
Surrey GU 17 9LX
Tel : 01276 33345

Royal Signa ls Ex Boys

DORSET

G ERNSEY

3rd Div ig nals Reunion Club

Mr. T.D. Walker BEM
25 Marston Clo e
Blandford Fcirum
Dorset
DT117RR
Tel: 01258 455748

Mr. T. Remfrey
Solana
Route de Landes
Vale
Guernsey Cl, GY3 SBL
Tel: 01481 46974

1r. J. Templeton
6 Everton Road
Addiscombe
Croydon
CRO 6LA
Tel: 01816548408

56 Div & City of London
Signal s O CA
Mr. . M. Bland
222 Wickham Road
Shirley, Croydon
urrey
CRO SBJ
Tel: (OfT) 01712763947
(Home) 01816569740

JER EY
Mr. H. Bell
" anyukill"
La rue des Champ
t Brelade
Jcr ev Cl JE3 8EJ
Tel: 01534 41072

SHAPE
W02 (YofS) T. Burbidge
Regional Signal Group
SHAPE
BFPO 26
Tel : Belgium (0) 65-444050

31 Sig Regt Association
Mr. K.C. Holman
47 St Anselms Road
Hayes, Middlesex
UB3 ISO
Tel: 0181 848 4597

1st Airborne Div Signals OCA
Ca pt . Morgan
Admin officer
2 16 Parachute Sig Sqn
Arnhem Bks
Aldcrshot GU ii 2AU
Tel : 01252-349547

12, 15 & 18th Air
Formation Sig R egt OCA
Mr. D. Egan
19 Sycamore Close
Longmeadow
Dinas Powis
S. Glamorgan CF64 4TG
Tel:

602 Signal Troop
(SC) O AF
Mr. M. Hop e
9 Hoyland Clo e
Millhouse Green, Pennistone
Sheffield
S30 6 J
Tel: 0126 762510
ssoc

Indian Signals Assoc
Mr. H.J. C rocker
12 Queen El izabeth Clo e
Shefford
Bedfordshire
SGl7 SLE
Tel: 01462 812074

orth Africa L of C Signals
Reunion Club
Mr. R.H. Williams
34 The Mount
Rick:manswo1th
Hertfordshire WD3 4DW
Tel: 0 1923 775893

POOLE
'.\fr. J.J.F. Logan
69a Trinidad Cre cent
Parks tone
Poole
Dorset BH12 3 W
Tel: 01202 241098

SALISB RY
Mr. J. Shires
The Wardrobe
58 The Close
Salisbury
Wi ltshire SPI 2EX
Tel: (Works) 01722 4 14536

18 Div ignals Renuion Assoc
Mr. W.R. Partridge
22 Kingsmead
Small field
Horley
Surrey RH6 9QR
Tel: 0 I 342-842349

5th (London) Corps Sigs OCA
S.F. Prior
56 Racton Road
Fulham
London
SW6 ILP
Tel: 017138527 14

TORBAY
Mr. P. Brown
8 Berkley Rise
Torquay
Devonshire TQ2 7LD
Tel: 01626 64508

SWI ' DO
Mr. T. Davies
39 Valleyside
Swindon
Wilts S I 4 B
Tel: 01793-523256

AFFCE T
Mr. B. clson
Cuyleborg 164
6228 BP Maastricht
The ctherland
Tel: 0 103143619226

Langeleben Reunion Br
Mr. F. Mitc hell
6 Derwent House
Timb •r treet, Ell and
Halifax HXS OOH
Tel: 01422 3769 15
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19 ig Regt Association
Mr. C.W. Little MBE
I Trasavean
Vogue Beloth
lllogan
Cornwall TR 16 4ET
Tel : 01209 214132

219 Sig qn (Tripolitania)
Mr E.T. Hearldon
27 Goldfinch Lane
Oakwood
Birchwood
Cheshi re WA3 6NS
Tel: 01925 48 1024

ORTHERi'l IRELA D
Area ice C hairm an
BELFA T
Detail held in RHQ

WINCHE TER
:\Ir. G. Gilling
1 4 Leigh Rd
Ea tleigh
Hamp hire
0509DX
Tel: 01703-614173

AFFILIATED BRA CHES (Co ntd)
Ceylon High Speed Wireless COY
Mr. H. Moore
I Blue Granite Park
The Green
Mountsorrel
Leicestershire LE12 7AG
Tel: 01166 2375423
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A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM
THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
Maj Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling OBE
This is my first Christma Message a Master of Signals, and at the outset I must
ay how deeply honoured I am to have been appointed. I shall do my utmo t to
support the Corps in its activities and to Jive up to the exceptional standards of
commitment. understanding and charm for which my predece or 'General Archie'
wa celebrated. On your behalf I offer him and Sylvia our thanks and best wi he for
the future .
In my six months in the job I have visited SHAPE, mo t of our Germany based
units, and my old regiment 14 Signal Regiment (EW) in Pembrokeshire. Without
exception I wa thrilled by the profe ionalism, resilience and pirit of our troops,
and the quality and vision of our leadership. I witnes ed for the fir t time the
increased flexibility demanded of unit and individual in this post cold war era. I
can assure you that the way in which the Corp has responded to thi demand i
deeply and widely respected in the Army at large.
Thi mes age would not be complete without acknowledgement of the work and
energy of the Royal Signal As ociation not ju t for the excellence of its
benevolence work but for the part it, and the retired Corps, play in ustaining the wider Royal Signals family. This sense of belonging become evermore
important to the erving Corps under the greatly increa ed pre sure exerted by the ' ew Order' of things.
In the New Year ahead Annie and I look forward to getting to know you all. And for my part, 1 hall put at the forefront of my aim . the upport of the
SOinC in haping the de tiny of the Corps in the next millennium. Merry Chri tmas and a Happy ew Year to you all.

CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM
THE SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF
Brig N. F. Wood ADC
It seems amazing that , as 1997 draws to a close, we are till involved in what is now becoming a eemingly
permanent operation in Bosnia. While the drain on the Corp ha not been as great as it wa Ia t year. it still
remains a considerable commitment to which many of you have deployed this year. Let us all hope that a
permanent olution can be found in the near future so that the burden of thi endles roulement can be eased.
On a different front the fortunes of orthem Ireland eem to ebb and flow and we are till praying for a
permanent peace ettlement in that troubled Province. A ever members of the Corp erving in these and other
operations continue to do o witl1 detennination and di tinction, and my thanks go not only to you but al o to
your families and friend who go on supporting you and the Corps through ome very difficult times.
The e operational pres ures and the attractions of well paid civilian job . for which many of you have been
well trained in the Army, have cau ed an unprecedented number to leave the Corps ooner than expected. till
our recruitment of new Signaller remain buoyant and the Royal School of Signal is now training very
significant numbers in the magnificent facilities that have been built over the last couple of year . We have seen
Blandford grow into ·omething of which we can all be proud and i now the centre of a number of annual Corps
activities including the RSA Reunion Weekend and the Morri on Cup Athletic Meeting. If you haven't visited
~
Blandford recently, do come and see what has happened to the pla e-you will hardly recogni e it. Al o while you are there, make sure that you vi it the new
Museum, which wa finally opened to the public, in its revitalised form, in May this year. It i a piece of our Corp heritage in which we can take the greate t
pride and if you are not really impressed I'll eat my hat!
Again this year my travels have taken me far and wide, and. beside seeing many of you at work and play, I have been lucky enough to\ i it Italy. France.
South Africa, Canada, Malaysia, Australia and ew Zealand. Everywhere there ha been a great pirit of warmth and friend hip amongst the Signal
community. The e visits continue to develop the close relationship we have with other Signal Corp and there are plenty of opportunitie for traimng and
exchange through these contacts.
This is my last Christma message a the OinC as I hand over in July ne. t year and retire- hopefully not into ob curity! lt ha been a true pri\•ilege to . er.e
the Corp in this capacity and a real pleasure to meet o many of you wherever you may have been er ing. Wendy and l are mo t grateful for the friend. hip
and hospitality you have given u . not only over the past year, but in all our time with the Corp . We both send you our ' armest greeting for a Happ
Christma and a peaceful ew Year.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1997
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FRO IT COVER:
Lt Kate Simmond Adventure Training in the AJp - Cool !

BACK COVER: The Master of Signal and "the Ober Burgermeister
of Krefeld , rake the salute at 7 Sig Regt Freedom of Krefeld Parade.

AFCEA(UK)
SOUTHERN CHAPTER

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION
BLANDFORD LECTURES 1997/98

Programme for January and February 1998

The Blandford lectures are held in conjunction with the IEE
Southern Centre (Wessex Area) and AFCEA (UK) Southern
Chapter. The Lectures are held in Prince Mary Hall commencing
6pm, with tea bei ng served in the foyer at 5.30pm. Member from
ou tside Blandfo rd Camp who wish to attend should contact:
Lt Col (Retd) R.P. Shiner,
Army CJS Engineering Group
Blandford Camp
DORSET
DTl1 8RH
(Tel: 01258 485407 or ATN 737 5407)

15th January 1998
Title:
To be confirmed
Speaker: Merlin Communications/MAS Technology Ltd
HMS Collingwood
Venue:
Time:
18.00 (Drinks & Supper fol.lowed by Lecture)
19th February 1998
Title:
·communications for Bosnia'
Speaker: Brig J.H. Griffin, ACOS CIS, HQ LA D
Venue:
The Vine Hotel, Ower (Nr. Jct 2 M27)
18.00 (Drinks & Supper followed by Lecture)
Time:
AFCEA Members and their guests are welcome. Reservations must
be made through- Maj Tony Gibb , Secretary AFCEA (UK)
Southern Chapter, BDMT, Blandford Camp, Dorset DTI I 8RH.
Tel: 01258 482621 Fax: 01258 482620

SOLDIERS PEDDLE, PADDLE AND PUSH
THEIR WAY TO
GREAT ORMOND STREET HOSPITAL
IN LONDON
The event was a combined fund raising effort by soldiers from 15 Sig
Rcgt orthcm Ireland and 35 Sig Regt (V) from Sutton Coldfield for
Great Om1ond Strcel Hospital London, Birmingham Children's Hospital
and Lisburn Station Charities. The initial idea for the event was conjured
up by Mansfield born W02 Chris Hymas , currently based at Army
HQ l. He was heard to comment that:
"Our mission was to raise as 111uch 111oney as possible be.fore and after
the event, through indivic/11al effort and tea111 work. E1·e1y me111ber o.f the
team has been working ve1:v hard .for the pa t few months to rai e 111oney
by themselves doing a wide variety o.f activities on ca111p back in
Northern Ireland. They ·ve organised charity discos, a car wash, an iron
man challenge and a fancy dress co111peti1io11.
The three-day event in England was the culmination of six months
work by the soldiers. It was a hectic schedule but a lot ofJim . The first
day saw the teams racing to co111plete a total distance of sixty-six miles,
running and cycling between 51111011 Coldfield and Biceste1: The second
day of che event began with eve1yo11e pushing a 1.75 tonne Army trailer
approximately 2 lmiles and finish off with a 19mile run.
The final day started with a I 5mile canoe down the Thames beni>een
the Kew and Waterloo Bridges, which tired eve1:i·one out and finished
with the team joining forces to push the toy laden trailer through the
streets of London to Great Ormond Street Hospital to present the cheque
and best of all ... surpri e the children with the toys.1"
M r Martin Barnes, Fund Rai ing Manager of Great Ormond treet
Hospital Children's Charity commented:
"Great Or111ond Street Children s Ho pi1al has a proud tradition of
receiving help and support from the Army stretching back many years. We
are very pleased that members of 15 Signal Regimem ha1•e worked on
this flmd raising endea vow: Thi is the second time tha1 the Regiment has
raised money for the Ho pita/ and we continue to be most grateful for
their efforts. "
The energetic team received a warm welcome at the Ho pita!. Several
oldiers were allowed to visit some of the young patients in the wards
with the toys they had collected

Would all subscribers who pay by this method please check with
their banks to ensure that they have cancelled any previous
standing orders for Corps publications.

Wednesday 4th February 1998:
'Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multip lex
(COFDM)'
by Mr J. Mitchell, BBC Research Department, Surrey
(lecture sponsored by IEE Sowhem Centre (Wessex Area))

'"'-"'""-"'-"",,,.,.,IC>.£!~: Guidelines -

Major nits - 3 pages of The Wire (approx 5 sheets of single
linespaced A4J and up to 9 pictures.
Minor nits - I ~ pages of The Wire (approx 2~ sheet of
ingle line spaced A4) and up to 5 pictures.
All notes to be sent to the Editor as both hard copy and on di k, in single
line pace with rank and name as follow -S gt Harold 'Carpetbagger'
Robins. The format for the disk hould be one of the following Rich Text,
Word or Word Pe1fec1.
DEA DLINES: These are hown at the top left of the first page of every
Wire. Plea e adhere to them. We have heard LL the excu es for late
entry.

A BELATED THANK YOU
At last a orfolk war veteran, Aidan 'Sandy' Lovett, received a
medal fot his part in the ill-fated defence of Greece, 56 years ago. idan
ays that it erves as overdue recognition for tho e econd World War
veteran who fought in a 'forgonen war'.
"They just threw us away, ifyou will, 10,000 of us."
Aidan was a telephone technician serving ~ itl1 the Royal Corps of
ignals at the time.
'"Even when we arrived. it was practically all over for Greece."
He can remember there were l 0,000 troop ent to help defend Greece
again t the azi occupation, but he knew as soon as he arrived that be
would be lucky to come through it alive. Within three weeks of arriving
he was ordered to surrender and on 29th April 1941 he, along with many
others started the long march through Greece. Yugoslavia and Albania to
Stalag I 8A, a prisoner of war camp in Au tria where be was to spend the
rest of the war years. Many died on the march and those who urvived
pent the rest of the war living in poor condition with meagre rations
supplied by their German captors. However, the Germans weren't the
only worry the pri oners had. Aidan remembers how one day an
American bomber dropped it arsenal over Stalag I 8A killing 48 soldiers.
He was finally freed in May l945and wa handed over to the Allied
Forces after yet more marching aero the Austrian Alp into Gern1any.
There is little knowledge of the Greek Campaign, says Aidan , but he
hopes that thi will soon change with the introduction of service medals
by the Greek Government.
"The medal give us the recognirion to which we are emitted. We went
in rhere under impossible circumstances and did what we could. but we
ha1•e been forgouen. It is as though the whole thing is being swept under
the carpet".

NOW!
HQNI & 15 Sig Regt Team ready for the road

DIRECT DEBIT
Would all subscribers who pay by th.is method please check witl1
their banks that they are paying the correct annual subscription of
£9.00.

PICTURES: Most certainly. Preferably of ACTIVITY'. Pictures with
movement and "LIFE'.

MILITARY TRAINING
INSTRUCTORS
WANTED. • •

on their trailer push through London

STANDI G ORDER

I · To produce a magaLine that is informative. readable and hopefully
fun. Jn addition to Unit and Association otes, we will welcome
unclassified articles, on any topic of relevance to the Corps, from any
source.

ATR BASSINGBOURN

The programme for December 1997 and February 1998 is:
Wednesday 3rd December 1997: 'Airships'
by Mr P. Evans, DERA Farnborough.
(lecture sponsored by IEE Southern Centre (Wessex Area Young
Members))

SUBSCRIPTIONS

WIRE NOTES
EDITOR'S REMINDER

PLEASE OTE: All adverti ement are included in good fai th. The
publisher can n t be held responsible fo r either the quality of the good
or 1he serv ice provided by the adverti ers.

Well motivated?
Enjoy military training?
Need a challenge?
Wallt to Lead a section of 11 recruits ?
Want more job satisfaction?
Th en look no fi1rther . ..
A 2-year tow· at TR Ba ingboum i the place or you.
For further information, telephone 765 426
435

434
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HAUTE ROUTE EXPEDITION
12TH-17TH AUGUST 1997
bv Lt M.J. Crawford and 2Lt K.P. immonds
·After a preliminary two weeks tra ining at Haus Magnus , two
ubaltem from 16 ig Regt proceed
to Chamonix. the centre of
European mountaineering. After establi bing a ba e camp and ' ailing for
a break in the weather. they finally started out on Thursday 12th August
1997 on their expedition to complete the la si Haute Route between
Chamoni and Zermatt.
With ruck acks packed full to the brim with rop , crampon and ice
axe we a cended th first climb up to the Col D' Tour to a height of
32 Im. After an initial hard climb up and around the ere a es we were
on the first glacier of the expedition. It wa a long descent off the glacier
cro· ing the border into Switzerland and arriving at a mall valley village
called Charnpex. A hort bu ride took u to Bourg t Pierre where we
found a bed for the night and enjoyed a traditional wis fondue. The
illage has a hi tory dating back to apoleon- he topped to feed his men
there. eating the village out of house and home- this till cau es
arguments today about who is to pay the bill.
A hort. harp day aw u climb 2240111 over a distance of approx 2km.
We covered a total of only around 9km and at the end we were breathing
fairly hard but reached our de tination by I 230hrs. On atTival we found
that a group of climbers had had to rum back from our next days' route
due to bad weather and poor now conditions. The rest of the day was
pent heltering in a hut and playing numerous games of
backgammon-never again! An early tart was needed in order to get the
right no\ condition and we had to cro an expo ed tra erse on a slope
of over 50 degre . The conditions proved to be fairly hazardous with ice
co\'ered late and deep now and on a couple of occasion our hearts
were in our mouths as we narrowly avoided plunging head first down the
lope. The next stage needed a Young Officer with a map! - precise,
accurate map reading was required to avoid huge ice fall and heavily
creva sed area . A hard slog down into the valley floor and back up the
other ide aw us to our next bed for the night. Thi hut got the worst
food award, miss out the Chadon but if you can. After a map recce we
decided that it would be po sible to compre two days tTekking into one
the following day. In hindsight we had probably bitten off more than we
could chew. At OSOOhrs we set off and arrived at our next destination
11 hrs later (with no more than a 30min break) and a few frayed tempers.
The final glacier we climbed took us up to the Bertol Hut that was built
high up on a rocky outcrop. The last pu h aw us scrambling up fixed
ladders and climbing into our beds totally and utterly exhau ted.
The last day and again a 0500 sran saw a hard climb up to the summit
of the Tete Blanche to a height of 3872m. After reaching the urnmit we
dropped down a heavily creva sed Stockji glacier that requ ired us to
weave around huge crevasses and edge across precarious snow bridges.
The last hard stage was the bouldering over a moonscape at the bottom of
the glacier and down into the final valley. We arrived in our favourite
mountain village, Zermatt. We had covered 80 miles and had very sore
feet o we pent a night in the infamous Brown Cow bar and enjoyed a
few well de erved beverages! All we bad to do now was return to
Chamonix and we achieved this by using the hospita lity of the local
travellers, who had no reservations about stopping for two weary English

Lt Matt 'Cindy' Crawford
hitchhikers. On returning to Cbamonix, two very tired yet sati fied
officers reflected on a thoroughly enjoyable expedition. Both being
relatively experienced mountaineer , it had seen them improve their
personal skills and develop mountain leader hip techniques in a
challenging environment.

SHORT SERVICE LIMITED COMMISSION
When I di covered, to my delight that I had been accepted for a SSLC
with The Royal Signals my father joked that after seven years of
Boarding at Cheltenham Ladies' College I was going from 'one green
institution to another'! Although the tough selection process was now
ov.er, the traming and mental preparation before allending The Roval
Military Academy Sandhurst was onlv just beginning . . .
T.he first day of andhurst arrived and with it mixed feelings of
excnement and pure fear: fear of my military ignorance and of the
unknown l was about to face. However, although the next three and a half
weeks pron11 ed to be .arduous and somewhat of a vertical learning curve,
ll was thoroughly enjoyable and a great number of firm friends were
made. On 7th ovember 1996 we were commissioned from Sandhurst
accompanied by feelings of relief that we had made it and a huge sense of
achieven:ient and pride that we were now to be part of such a great
orgamsatton.
After a long weekend break, I attended a two-day introduction to my
ne.w Corps at The Royal School of Signals on Blandford Camp. Although
tht proved to be a very mentally challenging stay it was fortunately
much '!'ore relaxed! This was the last of my training before being posted
to 7 Sig Regt tn Krefeld, Germany. On arriving in Germany despite
being filled with excitement about the year to come, l was ;lso very
nervous about what wa ahead of me. This was partly due to having lost
~II safety in numbers, but T was also now fully aware of the extent of my
ignorance! Yet there was no need to have worried; l had fallen on my
feet. In the Regiment I was immediately assigned a Troop which induced
the reaction "l-!elp!" However .my ~rst task, to organise a Squadron
Potted ports, 1llu trated the fnendhness and helpfulness of all in the
Regiment. I realised that in fact I had not lost any safety in numbers but
d1 overed a greater safety within the Regiment.
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As I arrived, the Regiment was returning from Bosnia and I was
reassigned to a new Troop. This was the Regiment's Satellite Troop, Sierra
Tp, which was soon to move Squadron. This gave me the opportunity both
to meet more of the Regiment and learn about the role of a different
Troop. It also allowed an insight into how different Troops and Squadrons
are rurf.
In the run up to Christmas I was flung into a social and physical flurry
of activity, every minute of which I thoroughly enjoyed. l even had the
opportunity to play in some matches for the Regimental Hockey Team,
which I was thrilled about. Since returning from Chri stmas the Regiment
has been hectic both socially and at work! At the end of January I was able
to go Basic Winter Training, a ten-day course of skiing in Wertach,
Southern Germany. The cour e involved five days Nordic skiing, five days
Alpine kiing and survival skills. It certainly lived up to its reputation for
being hard work, but it was a superb time that you do not want to return
from!
A Regimental Board of Officers occupied the month of March. This
Board enabled each Squadron Comd to assess and sign for the equipment
within his Squadron after the return from Bosnia, and in tum for the CO
to sign for ihe Regiment. As a member of my Squadron team, together
with another officer and six SNCOs, I was heav ily involved in assessing
another Squadron. The Board was time consuming and hard work,
accentuated by the fact that my Troop Sergeants were al o being
employed away from the Troop and I needed to ensure that the needs of
the Troop were met. However, the Board wa particularly interesting and
enabled me, as a team member, to gain an important insight into the
equipment makeup of a Squadron, the paperwork involved with each
item and how to account for it.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1997

Durin g th e wee k fol lo win g th e Board of Offi cers, I did a very
in fo1mati ve and enjoyable attachment with 280 Sig Sqn at St. Toms. It
was part icularly interesting to experience life outs ide of a Ptarmigan
Unit , and it 's involvement with other nations' am1ics under LAND ENT.
Furthermore, it provided the opportunity to observe the organisation of an
independent Sig Sqn, as well as make a visit to the German 990 Sig Regt,
al so under LAND ENT. The latter introduced me to a means o f
communication that , despite involving the same principles as 280 Sig
Sqn , used very different equipment. This empha s ised the interdependence required of the armies under LANDCENT in order to
provide a complete and effecttve means of commumcallon for ATO.
Immediately after this attachment followed three weeks of Troop level
training, Squadron level training and finally Ex Woodland Flight; the first
Regt Exercise since Bosnia as well as my first Royal Signals Exercise.
Despite being nervous, mainly due to my ignora~ce of what was . involve~
111 a Signals Exercise, I not only genumely enjoyed the Exercise but 1t
also provided an invaluable opportunity to see Ptarmigan in action.
During the Exercise I did shift work, together with my ergeant, on the
qn CP. When not on shift I took the opportunity to visit my Troop's
detachments as well as tour and be briefed by other Squadrons and their
detachments, resulting in an immensely better understanding. of my
limited knowledge of Ptarmigan. Although mentally exhau tmg the
information and hands-on experience I gained from officers, seniors and
signaller alike was excellent and unobtainable within Barracks.
The month of May began with a vi it by another officer and myself, to
72D Sig Batt, 7 Sig Regt's sister American Unit. The aim was to di cuss
the use of their Troppos on the forthcoming ARRC Exercise. Ex Able
Condor and the future po ible use of the 83 and 91 satellite system as
well as 'enhance and encourage relations between the two units. Since my
Troop had worked with the Americans, on SO l detachmems during
Bosnia, a perk of the visit was that it enabl~d me_to see the equipment on
which they had trained and worked. AJso It clanfied the ~ecturertes th~y
had given to new Troop members and myself on ~e working of sate~hte
systems. The remainder of the month was filled with the annual aud1tmg.
The team of which I was a member had the biggest account to audit the
PRJ and it's accessories. Auditing wa new to me, as well as to several of
the seniors in the team and gave an insight to the financial side of the
Army, together with its implications. Like t!1e Board of Officer I found it
hard work, but at the same time very rnterestmg and worthwhile,
although I was one of the few!
At the end of the month began one of the highlights of my year, Ex
Lion Sun. This, an lnfanrry Exercise in Cypru , not only heightened my
already imrnen e enthu ia m and enjoyment of Infantry, but also enabled
me to experience work in adverse. and P.otentially dang.erous weather
conditions. It provided an opportunity, which I grasped with both .hands,
to practice previous and learn new Infantry, weapon , first-aid and
adventure training skills. The Exerci e consisted of one week of dry
training including heli and boat drills and FIBUA; one week of ranges
varying from a 9mrn pi tol and LSW moving target . hoot to a Clo.se
Quarter Bartle Range; a three-day and a five:day exerc1 e; together with
Adventure Training and Rest and Recuperat:Jon. The greater part of the
time J spent as a "grunt", due to the experience :e.quired to be Platoon
Commander. The exercise was a success, unsurpnsmgly far greater than
my three and a half weeks at Sandhurst! However, as a rifleman I l.earnt
a great deal, both from an !,nfantry po~nt .~f view as well as gaming
invaluable expenences from the other side , enabling me to learn from
other Platoon Commanders' mistake and also follow their examples.
During our stay in Cyprus I was a ked to ho t the Regt 2IC for his ?neweek visit. As he did not arrive until near the end of the final exercise I
had the opportunity to act as enemy for the start. This ~ot only gave me
the opportunity to learn a great. many c?mbat and tactic skill from the
seniors with whom I wa workmg, but 11 al o enabled me to. see events
from a different angle and, once again, learn from other's mistake and
follow their examples.
.
.
During the final Company Fibua Attack agam t a Light infantry
Platoon I acted as OC Fire Support of a section of men. My part entailed
recceing a route to Paramali village aDd leading my Fire Support Team
and a Platoon into their position prior to the start o~ the attack, thus
clearing the route for the remaining l\vo platoons._ My Fire-Support Team
wa then to provide appropriate Fire-Support dunng the hvo-hour attack,
and remove any enemy directly attacking us by means of fire-team
attacks. The whole task; from Recceing to OC Fire- upport were all new
experiences which empha ised the importance of acknowledgmi; adv.ice
from the very experienced so ldiers under my ~ommand. The e~1larot10n
felt by my Fire-Support Team and myself dunng the atta~k was 101men e
and increased proportionally by the amount of Pyrotechnics u ed and the
experience of a "real" enemy who knew .nothing of our plans. Our en e
of achievement, however on completmg our task havmg overcome
several difficulties, was even greater!
..
Next came time for some relaxation- Adventure Training and R&R.
One of my aspiration this year was to overco.me my fear of h~ight~ b_y
doing something l thought I could never ac~1eve-p~ra~hut111g. Thi 1
exactly what I did! A victory over myself, which has m ttlled confidence
and acted as an example to myself that no fear can s~and m my way. l
now hope to further this experience to fre~-fall! Dunng R&R I too~ a
party or forty to Egypt and l rael .on a cr~11se. Thi~ mv~lved collectmg
and handling £4,500 cash, arranging cabm , dealing with ~he ypnot
Tour Manager and acting as Officer in Charge durmg the crm e. It was a
superb way to finish an out landing e ·ercise.
.
•
Ex Able Condor began the following day after E · Lion Sun 1. This wa
a two-week ARRC level exerci e, thus enabling u the opportunity to
deploy with the French, Germans and Americans. a well a Support Bn,
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16 Sig Regt and 30 Sig Rcgt. The size of it amazed me ! As in Ex
Woodland Flight my role was as Watch-keeper in the qn P, as a result
of the formation of a new Troop in the Squadron, there were considerably
fewer Watchkeepers. This enabled me to do solo shifts, which I was \Cry
nervous about. However, it has not only furthered my knowledge and
improved my use of Ptarmigan, VHF and HF, but also of the running of a
Sqn CP. It has also enabled and inst illed confidence in me to make
decisions contributing to the running of it, and thus shoulder more
responsibility for it and become an equal team member. Then
immed iately following Ex Able Condor l am fortunate enough to be
going to Batus, Canada to participate in Ex Medman. This, I feel, is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. I am extremely excited and grateful to ~
going, especially as it enables me to see other Corps at work. However, 1t
does unfortunately mean I miss my Troop Adventure Training. I then
return in time for Sqn Battle Camp a parachuting cour e, Ex Woodland
Flight 2 and then sadly two weeks prior to the start of Univer ity in
September. l leave.
Throughout the year l have taken on challenges and re ponsibility
which I never felt J could have done a year ago. For example, I have
organised my Troop Adventure Training which include th.ree days
Klettersteig with stays in Mountain Huts, White-Water rafting. rock
climbing with abseiling and mountain-biking in Bavaria, Southern
Germany. I have also had to give a Squadron brief on the CFT Treaty,
write a military e ay, attend an R EP station after a soldier had a minor
RTA, deal with several compassionate cases whilst being Orderly O~cer
and even cows on the loose in camp! I have also had the opportunity to
do quite a large amount of trai!ling. Gaining the faste~t fe~ale .BFT time
in the Regiment as well as daily runmng and lunchume circuits. I have
also been a keen member of the Regt Hockey Team and Regt Swimming
Team that has included five days a week training. l also organised BFBS
Radio, BFBS- Television and newspaper advertising. As well ~s this. I've
participated in a 24-hour ponsored swim, in an outdoor pool m Apnl, to
break the World 24-hour Distance Record. For thi we needed plenty of
Vaseline and wetsuits! Without a doubt the Army has improved my elfconfidence and increased my leadership skills, enabling me to achieve
that which I often felt was impossible before.
During my year, although seemingly unapparent here, I have spent a
large amount of time with my Troop. I can honestly say that despite the
fantastic opportunities I have been lucky enough to bav~ and have
thoroughly enjoyed, it is the Regiment that I have been wnh and the
Troop that I have commanded which have. really. ma~e my year and
confirmed my desire to join the Army followmg ~mvers1ty. I thoroughly
enjoy the day-to-day work, the fimes , the Exerc1s1?5, the challenge , the
discipline, the variety, but above all the people w1th whom I work and
their competence.
. . .
.
J have discovered that the SSLC comrruss1on ts an opportumty not to
be missed and that the Army is an organisation t~at guarantees that _y~u
will certainly get out what you put in and possibly more .. In fact 1t 1s
becau e J have been o convinced by the people I have met, 1mpres ed by
the standards of physical fitness and opportunity fo.r adventurous training,
matched with the enjoyment of my work and its ?enefit . th~t I am
currently applying for an Army Cadetsbip. So after gomg to B1rmmgham
University to read Sports Sciences (BSc) I only hope to return for more.

1998 sees the 25th Anniver ary ofHeli-Tele
Former Royal Signal

ergeant Richard Doyle-Davidson

has produced the above embroidered badge
to celebrate the event.
All those who have u ed Heli-Tele operationally are in ited
to confinn their interest and quantitie of the above badge.
In particular tho c who were involved with the original
ORs, Operations Staff and all Aircrew who have 'flown the
eye'.
Final price and ha yet to be settled though the more badge
ordered the cheaper they will become. All tho e intere ted
plea e g ive your name and order to Mr Peter
RSA's

uckow, the

O in RHQ, Blandford Camp. Tel: 0125 4 2091
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RUGBY
The British rmy (G) Rugby Team have recently returned from a tour
of e'' Zealand and Fiji. In pite of a tough chedule. lasting three
''eek • the tourist turned 111 ome . uperb rugby again t some heavy
oppo· ition. There have always been strong links between the United
Kingdom and ew Zealand ever ince aptain Cook first ighted them
ome 22 years ago. Thi include· trong Jinks between our anucd forces,
which were recent! reinforced b~' erving ide by idc in Bosnia. It was
during this period that among the inany friend hips formed and sporting
fixture organised, an invitation wa i ued that we might like to take the
Kmi on at their national port. On their way home the Touri ts were
scheduled to take on the Fijian Military Force on the i land paradise of
m ·a, in the outh Pacific. And so the tour of a lifetime began for the 35
players and oftleiaL who et off from JHQ for the antipodean winter and
a , ·ery tough tour.
After an overnight top at RAF Uxbridge and a send off from Gen ir
Roger Whee ler the squad boarded their night for Auckland arriving
·ome 27 hours later. Aller a very hort break, to acclimatise. they were
traight into their first training e: ion \vith the first game just 4 hours
away. The following morning they flew south to Chri tchur h for the
match again t the ew Zealand Army outh I land side, '3 LFG
Commanders XV'. Thi was a tough match with the Kiwis turning in a
very physical performance. However, the BA(G) re ponded well in spite
of the long trip and Jack of acclimatisation. The team withstood some
heavy pre sure during the first half but they eventually found their game
in the econd half with Green coring two excellent trie . With the end in
ight they were trailing 30 points to 32 with a conversion about to be
taken. It mi ed and the ew Zealand side scored a try in the last few
econd to win 39-30. Following a ightseeing tour of Chri tchurch the
squad flew back to orlh Island and the next two matche . In the first
again t The Arn1y Training Group XV, they soon found themselve 17-5
down. BA(G) gradually improved on this with trie cored by Powell,
William , Fazackerly and Matheson taking them into the lead with a
score of 29-22 . The home side rose to the occa ion and in the final
moments they cored under po ts, with the conversion to bring the score
level at 29-29.
BA(G) took an early lead in their next game, against Cordite, only lo
find that they were 13-6 down half way through the first period.
However, they gradually picked up and tries scored by Inn is and
Berryma n, both converted, brought BA(G) back into the lead with a
core of 20-13. The final core was 25-20 to BA(G)- the first victory of
the tour. Then there was the game against the ew Zealand Infantry
Regimenl Within the first 15min the Infantry cook a 14-0 lead. BA(G)
fought back bravely but the final score was a crushing 60-12 to 1be
Infantry. With their defeat at the forefront of their minds they now faced
the full ew Zealand Army side. Follo\"ling the customary ' Haka' the
home team tarted very strongly. BA(G) responded well with the strength
of their pack proving to be quite a handful for the Z side. The tourists

Capt G.H.
Capt D.R.
Capt F.J .
Capt R.A.

DITMTC
JACIG (AE)
RCB
39 Signal Regiment (V)
HQ Sig Sqn, 7 Armd Bde
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
399 SU (Army Element)
ATR Bassingboum

'OYl::.MBER 1997
Rank and Name
Col A.W. Merrick

Unit to which posted
BLO France

Lt Col R.J . teed MBE

33 Signal Regiment

Maj A.R Blackwell
Maj I.G. Favager
\1.aj AG Hill

RMCS Shrivenham
RMCS Shrivenham
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Maj M.J . Fen om
Maj D.G. Robson

RMCS Shrivenbam
RMCS Shrivenham

Capt S.J . Baldwin
Cap C.D. Cook . . . . ..
Capt LG. Ellis BSc(Hons)
Capt L.C. Launders BA(Hons)
'apt J.M.P. Leggate ...
Capt K. Mannings
Capt J.E. Sunon .. .
Capt P.l. Turner .. .
Capt J.K. Waister

ombined Armed Forces
Training Centre
DRA Military Manpower
259 Signal Squadron
Royal School of Signals
HQ AR.RC
3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
2 Signal Regiment
39 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn (213)
15 Signal Regiment

Lt H.L. Bosley BSc(Hons)
Lt G.B. Lamb BSc(llons)
Lt L.A. Wookey ...

RHQ Royal Signals
3 (UK) Di v HQ & Sig Regt
HS HQAFCENT
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Rank and Name
WO I G. Woodcock

Unit to which Posted
HQ R. ignals

W02 . W. aylor
W02 C.N. MacKay
W02 M.C.W. McCorry
W02 J.G. Evan ...
NW02 Pickford
A/W02 J.G. Mc aught
NW02 M.A. Fleming

3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
CIS Eng Gp
ATC (South)
PATA
ATR Bassingbourn
251 Signal Squadron
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
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Un11 to which Po.11ed
ommi sion
7 Signal Regiment
3 lnfBdc HQ & ig Sqn (203)
238 Signal Squadron
249 Signal Squadron
15 Signal Regiment
220 Signal Squadron
7 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
259 Signal Squadron
37 ignal Regiment
Garats Hay Sp Unit
I 5 Signal Regiment
Royal School of Signals
Royal School of Signals
ATR Bassingboum
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
243 Signal Squadron
11 Signal Regiment
280 Signal quadron
I I Signal Regiment
HAPE Reg Sig Gp
16 Signal Regimem
15 Signal Regiment
Battlefield Eng Wing
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
249 Signal Squadron
7 Signal Regiment
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
l(UK) Armd Div Sig Regt
YList
242 Signal Squadron
251 Signal Squadron
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
20 Arrnd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
11 Signal Regiment
ATR Bassingbourn
Royal School of Signals
l(UK) Annd Div & Sig Regt
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
I I Signal Regiment
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
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Name and Rank
WO! M.P. Purves
NWOI L.V. Kei ly
W02 D.W. Craig
W02 LP. Wells .. .
NW02 D.A. Cumming
SSgt B.T. Gillie .. .
SSgt L.V. Bath .. .
SSgt G.T. Tinsley
SS gt S.P. Norris ...
SSgt E.M. O'Halloran
SS gt E.J. Head .. .
SSgt P. M. Lamont
SSgt DJ. Old
SSgt A.P. Staniford
SSgt D.J. Livesey
SSgt S.P. Wright.. .
SSgt G:R.-Grey ...
SS gt P.S. Gee
NSSgt C.I. Pomfret
A/SSgt R.E. olan
Sgt M. Openshaw
Sgt l. McEwan .. .
Sgt G.S. Roberts .. .
Sgt R.P.N. Allen .. .
Sgt G.l. Murray .. .
Sgt P.R. Woods . . .
Sgt .J. Turner .. .
Sgt J.R. Raybould
Sgt A.D. Jones ...
Sgt R.P.N. Wallace
SgtC. White
Sgt P.P. O'Brien ...
Sgt K. L. Lang
Sgt H. Mc air
Sgt G.S. Skeels
Sgt P. Rogers
Sgt C. Collins
Sgt I.R. Burton
Sgt B.B. Patel
A/Sgt P.O. Lagden
A/Sgt S.P. Fleming
NSgt A.R. Gutteridge .. .
NSgt M. . Campbell .. .
NSgt M.I. Cowlard
NSgt G. Sinclair
A/Sgt T.B. Rogers

1

~THE

Unit to which posted
SANGCOM
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
SANGCOM
Roya l School of Signals
Salmond House Trg Centre
600 Sig Troop
Garats Hay Sp Unit
Falkland islands Work Unit
2 Sig Bde

LtA.J. Gray
Lt A.P.H. Hillary
Lt S.J. Harri Id .. .
Lt L. O'Rourke .. .

Nine members of the serving Corps were involved they are
shown here with Ex- members of the Corps who have now
returned to and settled in Fiji
Back Row (l-Rl: Sgt Gordon M undie, Cpl Dill on Davies,
W01 (RSM) Trevor Keates, Cpl Steve Humphries,
SSgt Mark Neighbour, Cpl Jason Wood ,
Cpl Benny Bembridge
Front Row (L-R): Lauri Vula, Harry Powe ll, Maj Andy Hickling,
Brig James Shaw, Mr Mateyawa, Frank Dewa, Mr Vatu
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Rank and Name
Col R.J. Holme MBE ...
Col R.A. Wright ...
Lt Col J .L. Fletcher
Lt Col M.J.P. Collins
Maj A. Duncan .. .
1aj A.S. Eames .. .
Maj W.J.L Fiske! MBE
Maj \1.A. Kerr
Maj F.C. Running
Hume .. .
McSporran ...
ay
Scon BA(Hon )

played ome fine attacking rugby and aficr 30mins Mathe on fini shed
off a lovely mo e taking the score to 8-5. BA( ) maintained the pressure
right to the end and the final score wa 23-10. A finely balanced match
with the result being in doubt right up until the end . With the hard work
done they then boarded a night to Fiji, to th e palm fringed beache and
the cora l sea of the South Paci fie .
Jn the humid cond itions of the ationa l tadium in uva the tourists
took on the might of the Fiji ombined Service . The Fijians served up a
breathtaking di ' play of rugby. Their handling and improvisation being a
joy to behold and de pite ome excellent defens ive play, pa11icularly by
Podmore, BA(G) really had no answer to the onslaught. When the final
whi tie blew BA(G) had been comprehensively outpl ayed, however, they
hould take credit for restricting the core to 69 points. The hospitality in
both ew Zealand and Fiji had been almost overwhelming and it is to be
hoped that this can be returned should either country ever end a team to
the orthern Hemisphere for a return match.

7 Signal Regiment
220 Signal Squadron
7 Signal Regiment
8 InfBde HQ & Sig qn (218)
11 EOD Regiment RLC
20 Annd Bde & Sig Sqn {2 10)
21 Signal Regiment
5(AB)Bde & Sig Sqn (216)
Royal School of Signals
33 Signal Regiment (V)
2 Signal Regiment
36 Signal Regiment (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
251 Signal Squadron
Royal School of Signals
DASDCGS
280 Signal Squadron
R-oyal School of Signals
15 Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
R&LS (East)
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (2 18)
39 LnfBde & Sig Sqn (213)
238 Signal Squadron
7 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (207)
26 Field Regiment RA
Garats Hay Sp Unit
24 Air Mob Bde & Sig Sqn
JSSU Oakley
7 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (207)
7 Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
31 Signal Regiment (V)
!(UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
4 Regiment AAC
36 Signal Regiment (V)
225 Signal Squadron
259 Signal Squadron
Int Sup Unit
I 6 Signal Regiment
35 Signal Regiment (V)
I 1 Signal Regiment
9 Signal Regiment
2 I Signal Regiment
8 Cdt Trg Team
HQ RSA
16 Signal Regiment
Royal School of Signals
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
HAC
5(AB) Bde Sig Sqn (216 Para)
RLS Wales & West

AJW02 R.K. Hughes .. .
AJW02 G.D. Robinson
SSgt P.G. Griffiths .. .
SgtJ.H. Laffey .. .
SSgt E. Hall .. . . ..
SSgt M.C.W. Payne
SSgt M.E. Walton
SSgt M. Hawkins
SSgt K.M. Curlett
Sgt M.A. Henley
SSgt P.G. Haynes
SSgt A.H. Manktelow
S gt A.M. Keen . ..
Sgt .D. Dobbins
SS gt G. Watton .. .
SSgt T.A. Lake .. .
SSgt T.A. Ainsworth
S gt P.l. Carley ...
SSgt M .H. Horan
A/SSgt M.D. Newns
A/SSgt J.B. Smith
A/SS gt S.A. Oldridge ...
A/SSgt T.S . Skimmins
Sgt R. Coates . . .
gt S.A. Hadley .. .
Sgt P.A. Yates .. .
Sgt P.A. Chambers
gt T.A. Henry . . .
gt P.S. Latimer .. .
Sgt D.B. Longmuir
Sgt R.C. Douglas
Sgt Y.K. Tipple ...
Sgt D.L. Bennett
Sgt P.O. Eldridge
Sgt I. Barsley
Sgt M.H. Darling1on
Sgt .R. Back .. .
Sgt G. Shipman .. .
Sgt L.G . Turbitt .. .
Sgt A. Thomson .. .
Sgt R.D. Allen .. .
Sgt S.A. Alexander
Sgt .G . McKenzie
Sgt S.M. Foreman
Sgt L.S. Crossing
Sgt M.M . Wareing
Sgt S. Sidhu
Sgt C.M. Hanson
A/Sgt T.I. Bickerstaff . ..
A/Sgt M. McNeil!
A/Sgt S.I. Fardy .. .
A/Sgt H. Wilcox .. .
A/Sgt M.A. Woods
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GOODNEWS
TRAVELS FAST!
Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles

The UK's only Military Psychological Ope~ations (PS~OPS) Unit w~ll
become fully operational in late 1998 and 1s now recru1t1ng w.ell-motivated, lateral thinking personnel to fill a wide range of appomtmen!s
within the TA element of a small Regular unit based at Ch1cksands 1n
Bedfordshire. 15 (UK} PSYOPS Group requires personnel with exper. tise in one or more of the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

e
e

Desk-Top Publishing and Printing
Radio and TV Production
Communications and Information Technology
Freehand Illustration and Cartoonist Skills
Advertising
Physical Resources Management and Storekeeping
HGV 3 Driving

These appointments range from JNCO to Major level and o~er considerable opportunities for involvement in future military operations worldwide in a worthwhile and uniquely challenging specialist field.
If you are interested In becoming a member of this exciting new organisation please write enclosing a CV to:The Administrative Officer,
15 (UK) PSYOPS Group,
DISS,
DISC Chicksands,
SHEFFORD,
Bedfordshire. SG 17 5PR
Tel. (01462) 752838
Fax. (01462) 752821
Closing date for applications is 1 February 1998
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MINISTRY MATTERS- A REPORT FROM DGICS
by Col J im Blake
Re ently I played m answer-phone me sage to find that l had
received a call from Col Mike Ga ll oway who now head what i
apparently known a the Royal ignal and Intelligence Corp Manpower
and Career Management Divi ion at the Army Personnel entrc. Having
worked out who wa calling and from where, i.e: Col PB l l, The Gia gow
Royal ignal Manning and Record Office, I reali ed that I had been in
my appointment in the 1oD for more than 2 years and ought to be
thinking about my next post. Whil t contemplating this fact, l wa al o
truck by the thought that I had not een any report on DGlC in The
Wire during my time here. I recall only too clearly the helpful report we
received, very regularly. from Steve Tu rnbull whil the wa in PS. On
the other hand , one of the last ba tion of Corps influence and a key
member of the Central taff M aj ~ n Bill R obins and his team have not
featured at all.
Thi report i an attempt to redre that imbalance. It could not come at
a more appropriate time either ince. in January 199 , 1aj Gen Bill
Robins will be retiring. Perhap the most a toni hing fact regarding this
event i that this will end what has effectively been a run of 18 years in
Whitehall. truly a major achievement and a rea on to de ignate him a
'Whitehall Warrior ' . That is not to ay that he i jut another man in a
grey uit from the Ministry. He till run from hi pied-a-terre in
Battersea into the office and keep himself very fit for the exceptionally
long hours that are his lot. He al o keep in close touch with the Corps,
serving on va riou Corps Commi ttee and a Pre ideal of Corps
Basketball. Another of hi major intere ts is in Art and rafts and he
will, I am ure, be finding more time for thi activity when he vacates the
M inistry. ome of hi recent major challenges have inc luded getting
CHOT into ervice. erring up the DFTS organisation and contract not
to mention pres ing on with SK ET 5, Joint Battle pace Digitization
and many others.
He has he ld his pre ent appointment in two guises. First he was
ACD (CJ ) and then, in April 1994 he became the fir t D irector General
Information and Communication Services (DGICS) not to be confused
with DGCI who is almost an equivalent Director General in the PE at
Abbey Wood but who has responsibility for Com mand Information
y terns rather than Services. This effectively entailed the merging of
DGITS based in Swindon, and principally involved in 'non-operational'

I , with A D (CI ) in Main Building who pon orcd 'operational'
system . Thi merger ha helped to remove the division between
operational and non-operational sys tem s and was achieved with the
mandatory aving of posts. As might be expected, the workload was
markedly increa ed for the DGJ. He has combined all the e tasks with a
number of important international roles and has been responsible for
clo-e li aison being established with Micro oft in general and Bill Gates
in particular. Thi is enabling the MoD to feed in proposal to our major
software provider that can only be beneficial. He finds time to give
numerous presentation and to write papers support ing AFCEA and the
BCS amongst others. We all wi h him and Kathy well for the future and
are sure that he will not be hort of job offers!
Briefly to call tbe roll for the other Corps members of DGICS in Main
Building and orthurnberland House: Brig Tony R aper has been in post
as D OR(ICS) for almo t a year after arriving from his post Germany
R&R in India. On bis team C ol Ma r tin W ilkinso n head OR2 with
Me saging as a main focu , whilst C ol Davi d Ly n a m is the Project
Director for the Joint Command ystem Initiative . Other in the
Directorate include: L t Col Jim M cKee (OR)2(Land) and Majs Ad rian
Pearce (OR} la. Ti m Wadey (OR}ld and David Powell in (OR)2j. In the
Policy Directorate Lt C ol Bill L id ster lurks as an R02 ICS(Pol)Sec
looking after DERA Research, whilst L t C ols C olin W hittaker and eil
F isher fill Infosec Sys and Pol slots respectively the former supported by
M aj David Ba rn ett in Sys2. The author finds himself in an AD Studies
lot whilst PB! I-sorry, MCM Div attempts to sort him out a sw1shine
posting to recover from traumatic tres .
The Director Ops is Col Da vid L owe whilst Lt Col 1ick icol heads
up DCPB with its re ponsibility for Comm Procedure Policy and with
M aj Derek Cop eland filling an R02 slot as hi as i tant. The Defence
Radio Frequency Branch features four retired Majors from tbe Corps,
Peter C hase, Colin Rayner , Ron Fletcher and Desm ond L avender.
And we should not forget that we have a number of other Corps worthies
at our outposts in Swindon, Corsham and hrivenham at the DITMTC. I
shall get one of them to write tbe next Sitrep, assuming there is one after
the Strategic Defence Review Reports! Even I could not be that
pessimistic-or could I?!

HQ LAND COMMAND WILTON
G6 CIS i a General taff Div ision w ith in HQ Land Command
responsible for aspec ts of informat ion support provi d ed by
Communication and Information Systems (CIS) and Electronic Warfare
(EW). The principal responsibi lity of G6 CIS is the delivery of
communications and information systems to allow LAND commanders
to win the information battle. To achieve this we liaise closely with
Division and Di trict HQ staffs, UKSC (G) and the Signal Brigades in
UK and Gennany. We al o liaise with MoD Staffs on CIS and EW
matter , QMG over support of equipment specific to the Royal Corps of
Signals and AG Staffs in order to co - ordina te CIS strategy and
implementation . G6 C IS is a mu lti-capba dge orga n isation, but is
predominantly Royal Signals. There are 34 Officers, 8 Other Ranks and
57 civilians divided into three branches-Ops, Po licy and Plans and
Sy tems Development- all under the com mand of ACOS C IS/ Comd
Comms LAN D, Brig J. H . Griffin.
G6 CIS has been invo lved in the tasking of units to six operations so
far thi year. We have also been involved in the procurement of
equipment to support those operations. Most notably, the EUROMUX
Management And Data System (EMADS) was procured and delivered to
Op LODE TAR in July 1997. It has proved to be a significant
enhancement to the EU ROMUX System, providing the EUROMUX
OSC with a near real time network management tool and the operators, a
near real time status of their local communication links. An E-mail
system is also provided to all users for increased network management
efficiency. However, all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy (and Jill
a dull girl). Due to this several members of the d ivision have been
proving their sporting prowess in the inter-departmental General's Cup
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and the entire division was invited to an afternoon social function at the
Commander's house which was thoroughly enjoyed by all those who
were able to tear themselves away from work .

Capt Colin Turner making his debut appearance in The Wire,
after 25 years service, with two representatives from BAe
SEMA on the introduction of EMADS into HQ LAND

Comd
Brig G. Hughes
Con AFTs
Lt Col M. inton
OS
Maj R. Thomas
Following the fond farewell and departure of Brig Mervyn Lee after
the handover to the new Comd, Brig Hughes, in June, the Bde arc now
settling down to its role. The trial and development of the CRS HF
Radio sy tern is now almost complete after two years of hard work. The
regiments are now gearing up 10 re-e tabli hing their roles and expertise
in the Regional Comrns tasks. This will culminate in next year's Brigade
nationwide exercise: Purple Duster 3.

record ... a tall order in the best of conditions. The five runners proved well
up to that challenge and went on to smash the previous be t time by a
staggering 46 minutes, coming in within an imprcs ivc total time of
I 5hours and 14 minutes. Their efforts have raised over £ 1500 for CUC
Cancer and Leukaemia in Children charities.

THREE PEAKS V ICTO RY
Members of 600 Sig Tp combined with other personnel from Corsham
station to arduously train over the past six months, intent on claiming
victory in the Emergency Services Three Peaks challenge. This year it
was organised by the Wiltshire Fire Brigade and involved over 140 teams
of hardy stalwarts from both the Emergency Services and the Armed
Forces as well as many civilian teams. The team consisted of:
Mr Bob Starr (Manager)
WOl (YofS) W illi ams (Team Captain)
W02 R ose
Sgt (FofS) Docher ty
Cp l Matt Petts
Cpl Andy Baerd
JT Dave Hymers (RAF) (Driver)
Sig Juli an Sta rr (Navigator)
The event took place over the urnmer solstice on the weekend of 21st
- 23rd June and involved running up the three highest peak in Scotland,
England and Wales; namely Ben ~vi_s, Scafell Pike and nowd_on. In
order to avoid accidents en route a m1111rnurn total road rravelhng time of
IO hours i imposed. The team were intent on a erious challenge to the
title from the outset and Dave Hymers' rally driving qualification was
not simply a case of serendipity ('a happy coincidence' in plain
English!!). Needless to say. their road stages took precisely ten hour to
the econd in spite of a traffic jam on the ~6. This only left 6hr and _one
minute in which to cale the three peaks 111 order to break the previous

IF YOU WANT
ARMANI JEANS
LOOK NO FURTHER
If you are looking for Levi's,
Adidas, Seiko, Umbra, Fila, Reebok,
Diesel, Armani or Calvin Klein but do
not want the hassle of a Saturday
afternoon in the high street then
Naafi Select is the catalogue for you.
Naafi' s second mail order catalogue
has been expanded to 300 pages and
now includes leading branded
menswear, womenswear, electronic
goods, jewellery and toys.

L-R (Standing): SSgt (FofS ) Joe Doh e rty ..
(Sitting): JT Dave Hy me rs, W01 (Yo fS ) Bleddy n W 1ll1ams ,
Cpl Matt Pete rs , Mr Bob Starr, S ig J ul ian S tarr, Cpl Andy Be a rd ,
W02 S teve Rose

The catalogue offers free world
wide delivery which is normally
guaranteed to mainland UK within 72
hours and to Germany within 5 days.
Select also guarantees lowest home
shopping prices and has introduced
two new credit offers; interest free
credit on selected items and spread
payment plans.

GET YOUR COPY BY PHONING
LO-CALL 0345 023 753
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HQ 11 SigBde
Donnington
E 'ER I E JI I 1Y' DR GO -(YO 'RE

E ER TOO OLD)
ln mid eptcm T 1997 a small team from Headquarters 11 ig Bdc set
off on E' Jimmy·, Dragon to the French Pyrenee . The Ell'.erei c had
been planned by apt arah Allan, the S03 (W) Ops/ I durmg the few
tea break that h had been allowed, now her extensive planning would
be put to th e te ·t. The fir t hurdle. as ever. wa to get qualified
m>tructors. It naturall. followed that Brig Wills found him elf on an Unit
E. pcdition Leader course. tomping around the hilL near Ballachulish
"ith a group 20 years, and at lea t ix ranks, his junior (needless to say he
ran them ragged). Th other i1rtmctor wa Capt Andy Parsons the Adjt
of 33 ig Regt ( ) and the remainder of the team consi ted of 2 x TA
Majors. 2 x Late Entry Captain . I x W02 AGC( P ). I x Cpl
G ( P ) and I · LCpl Driver/Lineman. The ne ·t hurdle was getting
thi rather unu ual collection of individual I 000 mile over land and sea
to Bagnere de Luchon. Why el e take a 02 Log p on an expedition if
it i not to organise the move'? P&O were extremely helpful and I am ure
their bar has been restocked from the Casino profits. 34 hours and a few
cemc detour later (hone tly the Commander was not navigating) and
the group arriYed to be confTonted by the pleasures of tent pitching in the
middle of the night. Thank goodness tho e lovely orange Force Ten tent
have not changed in the la t 30 years.
The Pyrenec is an excellent enue for adventure training and in order
to get full benefit from the area John Howie, a local guide wa engaged
as both leader and mentor. On arrival he di played a ui table sen e of
humour by addre sing one group member a the Bde Tonie (he wa not
referring to apt Lee Brown. the TOT). From then on the team wa
thrown headlong into a programme of climbing. walking and scrambl ing.
urpri ingly, many had never previou·Jy been Rock-Climbing. however.
individual styles and techniques oon developed. The Commander and
TOT di played excellent team work in the 'i t may be three points of
contact bu t what' wrong with a leg up ?' move. The Chief Clerk
demonstrated an interesting variation of the Hand Jam-the Head Jam;
thi provoked Emmy into proving that it is impos ible to climb whil t
helples with laughter.

less said the better although Cpl Jasmine C leat hcro i till adamant she
docs not snore. The scenery was magnificent, blue skies, mountains,
circling vultures and bright blue glacial lake ; in fact the lakes looked so
good certain member of group one decided to take a closer look!
eedless to say by the end everyone wa ready for the R&R day. For
some this involved Re t and Recuperation , for others a pot of personal
climbing challenge and a chance of an educational tour of Paris for the
remainder.

PTARMIGA TRAINI G CENTRE-UPDATE
The Ptarmigan Training Centre (PTC) has been completed and handed
over to !IQ 11 Sig Bde by the West Midlands TAVRA . The Works
Superintendent, Maj (Retd) Ted oon has overseen the creation of a
magnificent facility that has been built primarily for the training of 33
and 35 Sig Regis (V). The centre provides a 162-seater theatre that is
c4uipped with the latest sound and video projection equipment available.
This has been custom built into the theatre and provides computer
graph ic projection, video pre. entations and 3d-visualiser projection as
well as all round stereo sound from compact disc or tape. There are 6
classroom-, each seating 12 students, equipped with a video presenter.
power point computer projection and overhead slide projection. In
addition there is a garage bay with an interior viewing platform which
allows tudcnts to view the externally mounted equipment on the
communications vehicles under instmction. Additional facilities include
exterior hard-standing with possible connection from the parked vehicles
to a number of Ptarmigan ports in the cla srooms and theatre.
There is al o the ability to power up to six vehicles from the external
power supplies built into the centre which provide single and 3 pha c AC
a well as 28v DC. The provision to import HFNHF communications
into the building has been added as an additional feature. All of these
facilities make the building highly ver atile, either for trade training, for
presentations/conferences or a the focus for CPX play. Although the
Centre is provided as a Ptarmigan Training Facility for the Territorial
Army units in the Bde, it can be made available for use by any other unit,
Reg or TA, by contacting the facility manager, W02 (RQM ) tevc
Buxton on Donnington military (748) 2722.
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Prepared for anything-the Commander displaying the heights
of fashion

The Commander and Capt Lee Brown
'It may be three points of contact, but what is wrong with
a leg up?'

The Team
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'How to end half your HQ on adventurous
training and still get the job done.'
'How to arrange an adventurous training
Capt . Allan
expedition to the French Pyrcnee in 2
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Capt A. Parsons
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All the objectives of the exerci e were achieved , the peaks were
climbed, glacie1 traversed, ridges dangled from and everyone generally
experienced a wonderful, if hair raising, ensation and returned with a
definite sen e of achievement. The stories and anecdotes are too
numerou to include here, suffice to say that the trip wa well worth it
and every member of the group thoroughly enjoyed it. But more
importantly a trong tean1 had been formed from the unlikely collection
of individuals and everyone had been reminded of the true benefits of
Adventurous Training. The average age of this team of adventurer was
38 - a tated in the title, you are never too old.

On the hand over of the Ptarmigan training facility, Brian Walker, the
M&E consultant trying to explain the 'glitch' wh ich created this door a
the main entrance to the building to a very di gmntled looking brace of
Brigadiers. Maj Rod Gladwin and Capt Lee Brown, the project
manager and the technical manager try to hift the blame to the facility
manager W02 (RQMS) teve Buxton . The real culprit. . teve
Robinson, the ite constmction manager, links away after declanng he
only followed the plans.

tylc was agam di played for all to sec on the hills. The Commander
fa~hioned a stylish 'pound stretcher' Cagoul and the Ch ief produced an
interesting camping water carrier instead of a water bottle (OK I did tell
him to take plenty of water. but I mean, a ga llon!).
All this training culminated in a three-day expedition with the aim of
n:aching three of the 3000m plus peaks. The team plit into two groups,
one with an a\'erage age of 42 and one with 32. Both followed
challenging routes that ensured that everyone on the expedition felt
pushed and achieved personal firsts or records. Even John Howie opted
t~ carry extra rock in hi Bergen in order to feel the challenge. Each
n11?ht the group met up at the refuge to huddle together in one bed: the

A
~

GOSSIP COLUM -EDITOR CPL JASMINE CLEATHERO
On 26th eptember 1997 HQ l I Sig Bde ta ff wagged off early to the
local ho telry where we bade farewell to Sgt Mick 'Flufl~ Alcock on
the completion of 22 exemplary years service with the Corps. Capt Jim
Sykes had organised a umptuous meal for all at a local re taurant that
wa washed down with the House Red and the odd glas of lager. Fun
was had by all, mo tly at the expense of Fluff as the Commander, Brig
David Wills encapsulated his career in verse.
gt ' Bazz' Roberts hi replacement wa welcomed into the ·~de
family' and he i now really looking fonvard to U1e challenge of filling
Fluff's shoes. Congratulations arc in order to Mr Alcock as al.I !he
re ettlement training paid offand he .has a job employed~ a !rammg
Officer with a large International Firm. Well done! Bng Will also
announced the promotion of pl J . . M. Cleathero AGC (SP ). to Sgt.
She appeared suitably surpri ed, although he had opened the mail a few
days previously. How he kept the information to herself is a my tery !O
all of us! She is awaiting a po ting and has volunteered for any umt m
any theatre as long as Royal ignal are not in the Orb.at.
.
The Bde HQ has recently completed the Operation R admess Test
(ORT) on 2 Sig Regt in York. During the deployment the staff had to
make themselves scarce in the evening and this was accompli hed by an
expedition to the bright lights of the York nightlife. LCpl imo.n Emmet
was dispatched by the ommandcr to rccce a pub with a founta1~ near by
a he was determined to accomplish a mis ion that be had . et himself on
the recent Staff trip lo the Pyrenee which involved Capt ~rah l~an
and taking an early bath. Fortunately for imon he took the nght turnmg
this time and found the nece ary facility clo e by. Although the
ommander acbie eel hi aim it wa at some personal co t, as arah
returned U1e favour by dragging him in with her with assistan e from Cpl
Jasmine leathero and Maj tcve Bellcrby. The ORT wa · co!nplcted
the next day to U1c satisfaction of the ATO ob crvcr.:; and 2 1g Regt.
though the journey home was uncomfortably damp for apt Allan.
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Army Training Regiment
Bassingbourn

HQ
qn Comd
Maj ten Vickery
M
\ 02 ( S 1) Paul nderson
1aj teve Vickery continues to congratulate the Sqn Lanyard Trophy
team on being the first team to fini h with all 10 member. Training for
next years· event will probably start soon. SHQ welcomes back Capt
Mick Bohanan from his QM' - course and warn all ubalterns that the
man in charge of money is back! Well done
gt "Taff' Furnival on
tanding in for the SM, you have done HQ (Ghost town) proud.

three new corporals. Cpl Simon Link from 604 ig Tp. Cpl Michael
McDonald and wife Terri from 11 EOD Rcgt and Cpl Dave
Churchward all the way from Echo Tp. Cpl Dave Churchward finally
gets away on a course; good luck on your UEL.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Mark Harrop
Tp Sgt
Sgt Dave Bennett
Charlie Tp ay goodbye to gt Dave Bennett who is off to 30 Sig Regt
and welcome to Lt Mark Harrop. On attachment from AIR 'Wingeche ter' come Cpl Mo Hudson AGC and from 216 Para Sig Sqn, Cpl
Andy Fisher joins the Troop. The Troop would like to thank all
concerned for helping to raise £500 for the Fireman's Benevolent Fund at
an activity day with Luton Fire Station.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Lee O'Rourke
Tp Sgt
Sgt Jason mithurst
A ad goodbye goe to Lt 'Home Alone' Harrop and C pl icky
Coom bs who make move of less than IOOm to Charlie Tp and AFS
re pectively. gt Jase mithurst is back in the big chair after the
successful completion of his Drill Course. Welcome to Ca p t Lee
O'Rourke from a year in Italy and Cpl Paula Kelson from 241 Sig Sqn.
Keep grinding away Cpls 'Brommer.;' Bromley and 'Daz' Kidd .

Maj Gen Stakoe DCOS HQ Land Comd presents
AT Sgt Sutton with his prize

Watched keenly by the CO of 11 Sig Regt, Lt Col T. Canham the
Signals ATs co ll ected several prizes, including best educational
performance by AT Harper-Ronald and best all round Signals AT by AT
gt Sutton. But life moves on apace in the Apprentice College and we
have welcomed over 100 new AT of intake 97C into both Penney Tp and
a newly reconstituted Bradley Tp under the bu y endeavours of Sgt's
Townley and Burdus. They work hard to keep their newly arrived ATs
(and OC's) on the straight and narrow. The main effort i now one of
instilling the attitudes and standards which are required within the regular

field Army today (no easy task with today's breed of teenager), and this
is usually achieved by judicious employment of various stick and carrot
techniques. As a Tp Comd and non-Signaller, the potential of the ATs of
the September intake is very good. They are the keenest of the school
leavers to join the Army, and this is reflected in their commitment in the
classroom and on exercise. Although this does not always seem to be
reflected in their own personal administration! With time and persist.ence,
intake 97C should prove to be a bumper crop of soldiers for the Royal
Corps of Signals.

ECHO TROOP
TpComd
Tp Sgt
Sgt Roy Ca rter
Sgt Roy Carter battles on without a Tp Comd and nothing can hold
him back from hi Tp lines decoration master plan. The Troop welcomes
Cpl Carl Seddon from stress free 7 Sig Regt and ays farewell to Cpl
Dave Churchward who moves over to an easy life in Bravo Tp.

The Sqn Comd, Maj Steve Vickery leads his team
to an impressive final resu lt
ALPHA TROOP
TpCornd
Tp Sgt

Maj Gen Stakoe DCOS HQ Land Comd inspects the
App rentices

Lt Richard Byfield
Sgt Carl Tucker

The Troop welcomes Cpl Andy Tinkler Royal Anglian and hopes his
infantry input will be of u e. Our other new arrival is Cpl Mike
'Sm udge ' mith from 721 Sqn Tidworth Tp; original nickname
·smudge' . The Troop recently raised a lmost £900 for the Army
Benevolent Fund whilst adventurous training in Wales and thanks all of
the parents of recruits who donated money. The Regiment owes a big
thank you to Sgt Carl Tucker for organising so many golf competitions
that almost anybody who can swi ng a club wins a prize.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lisa Taylor
Sgt Brian Turner
Tp gt
The Troop has just picked up their new recruits and also welcome

FOXTROT TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Richard G regory
Sgt Mick Aver
Tp Sgt
On the break up of Delta Sqn (a composite Squadron of all
Bassingboum cap badges) I Trg Sqn took on a new Troop. Previously
called 'Yankee Troop' it fell into line and kindly agreed to the title of
Foxtrot. The Squadron now welcomes Lt Richard Gregory 22nd
(Cheshire) Regt , Cpl Paul Walledge and Tan Fawcett. The Troop
continues to work hard in the Regiment and intend to carry out
'Community Work' at Addenbrookes Hospital for their regular charity
event. Congratulations to gt Mick Aver on his promotion and entry into
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess. Farewell to Cpl Steve Evans
who is off to enjoy German beer with 7 Sig Regt, Capt Gareth Ma r h
and Sgt Bob 'Ginger' Wallace to AFS.

EMC Division
Army CIS Engineering Group
ROYAL NAVY, BRITISH ARMY EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION
FARNBOROUGH 1-5 SEPTEMBER 1997
The EMC Division of the Army CIS Engineering Group recently
exhibited at the Rl\1BAEE, Farnborough. The exhibition was organi ed by
the Defence Export Support Organisation in conjunction with the DTL The
aim of the exhibition was to promote British expertise in defence related
manufacturing and services. The exhibition consisted of I 06 indoor stands
and outside static displays on a wide variel)I of military equipment. Our
aim was to advertise the service that we provide to the field An11y m terms
of support to projects or operations. The SOinC(A}, Brig .F. Wood, on
visiting the EMC tand indicated tliat he fu~l)'. _up~rted and encouraged
tbe Group in such enterprises. Army EMC D1v1s1on 1s located at Blandford

263 (Harrogate) Signal Squadron
Army Apprentices College
Arborfield
As the Squadron returns back to another busy period following a well
earned summer leave there have been a number of changes wfthin the
ORBAT. In the HQ Capt Gordon 'ewell takes over from the 21C, Capt
E a!"onn Dri~~oll: Eamonn goes <;>f to Headly Court to undergo some
senous rehab1htatton from slave-dnven-office work induced by the OC
Maj Chris Pater on. Congratulations go out to a very happy Capt
Gordon Newell, as it has recently become evident that he firmly occupies
the moral high ground following last year's turmoil.
The 8th September 1997 saw a full intake of I 00 ATs being received in
the junior term. Lt tu Barltrop AGC (EIS) has taken over at Bradley
Tp, enjoying the opportunity to get away from the classroom
environment and reliving his mad military l've-been-to-Bosnia-with-theWoofers experiences. His team includes many new faces from around the
Corps and Army. The Penney Tp team also saw a few changes. Arriving
int? ~he unit are C pl James Ayton (Ll), Cpl Col Brotherston, Cpl Paul
M1llmgton, L gt Glen till (WG), and newly promoted gt Dave
Taylor. A warm welcome goes to their families.
Sadly the Squadron loses Cpl Ian 'Jeb' Stewart, Cpl Den Wakefield
and L gt 'Spike' Brooke who go to civilian employment and a much
more relaxing and le s intensive lifestyle~o they hope! Returning to the
Corp following their tours at the College cheerio to Sgt ( QMS) Tom
mith , gt_ ' igel Back and Cpl Martin Cowlard on promotion. The
very best w1 hes to themselves and families in their new postings.
Finally a big congratulations is reserved for the Sqn Comd. Maj Chris
Pater on who happily announced his engagement to Lydia recently. The
marriage will take place next year.
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CHA GES AND CHALLENGES
Scott Tp, 263 (Harrogate) Sig Sqn passed off the sq uare at the official
Pass Out Parade on 15th August l 997. Having a sumed command of
Scott Tp halfway through their econd phase of training I was impressed
by their level of personal development and maturity. Under the watchful
eye of Sgt igel Back, 48 ATs from Scott Tp and 37 ATs from Rawson
Tp, intake 97B completed their Phase One trai ning in a flurry of activity.
This cu lminated in a five day final exercise, Ex Signal Defender, held on
Salisbury Plain and at Hawley Training Areas under the often flamboyant
direction of Capt Gordon ' Amani Versace ' ewell who was ab le to
introduce a larger e lement of leade r hip tasks to test the AT. As a
confirmatory exercise the ATs were also able to gain an insight into the
workings of regular units, in particular those of 3 (UK) Div based in
Bulford and I Inf Bde at Tidworth which whetted their appetites for the
future. But uppermost in the ATs minds was the Holy Grai l of the fi nal
Pass off Parade that assumed mammoth proportions as the end of term
approached and the officers under the command of Maj Chris Paterson
were required to fall in for rehearsa ls, in temperatures in the hi gh 80' .
The fact that no Royal Signal's ATs 'took a bow' during practices and
on the day itself was a demonstration of remarkable se lf-di scip line,
imbued within them by the Sqn Permanent Staff. The day it elf proved to
be the highlight of the term for the ATs wi th near perfect weather
conditi.ons and record specta tor attendance of many hundreds. Tbe
mspectmg officer, Maj Gen Stokoe DCOS HQ Land Command, himself
an ex-Apprentice and Royal Signals Officer provided the Co llege witb a
mercifully short inspection in appreciation of the rocketing temperatures.
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Garrison, it recently moved to brand new premises away from the main
School of Signals complex. The Division is split into 3 sections, each
dealing with widely diverse subjects. Firstly EMCJMI trials. they trial new
equipment coming into service. Recently they !ested the ne~v Bo\~man
radios that will replace the Clansman range of radios. The next 1 Radiation
Hazards section, they deal with personnel Radhaz problems such a the
affects on the human body from manpack radio antennas. The final secuon
is Spectrum Management Section, this has the only two military posts "".ith
Army EMC Division (S03 (W) and a Yeoman of Signals). The sec~1on
deals with Frequency Deconfl iction of the pectrum for theatre operanon
such as N1 and the Falkland Islands. They also produce and disseminate
Comms Planning software and terrain data to the field Army.

11 Signal Regiment
Blandford

3 (PE. E Y) Q ADR0 1
qn omd
Maj David Lumb
.f
W02 (S ·t ) Eric dell
adl} th1 i the last article that will be ' ubmitted to The Wire by 3
(Penney) qn. aturday I th October 1997 signified the demise <:fthe 2year apprentice hip with the graduatlOn of cott Troop, Intake ?:iC. The
ta_ t two week has een much act1 11y from the apprentice and
permanent taff alike.
011 Tp hosted the
ommander, ol C.L. Le
Callais OB E. the CO. L t Col T.V . C anh a m, the Cl TTD, Lt Col P.
Richard and a number of chool and regimental taff to dinner on
\ edne day 15th October 1997. The evening was chaired by AT SSM
Rodney Dunlop ably as · i ted by the PMC, W02 (S M) Eric Udell and
Mr Vice, AT Ruth Kenn edy. The Comd replied on behalf of the PS to
an excellent peech given by the AT SM. the night ended with the
mandatory di co.
The P i in the proce of moving office accommodation to allow the
current area to be refurbi hed- we hope to move back in the not too
di rant future! Our next Wire article' ill be · ubmitted under the banner of
3 (Harrogate) qn. Monday 27th October 1997 is (wa by t11e time you
read thi ) the day that we take over the management of all technicians
from I qn.
FINAL GRAD ATIO PARADE-SAT RDAY 18 OCTOBE R 1997
The apprentice of cott Tp, 3 (Penney) qn graduated on aturday
I th October 1997 on completion of their apprentice hip, wh ich began in
Harrogate, ort h York hire in October 1995. T he Reviewing Officer was
the Master of ignal , 'laj Gen 1.0.J prackJin g OB E, and wa
accompan ied through the day by the CO, I I th Sig Regt, Lt Col T.W.
Canham and hi ADC. Capt P.G.M. Atkinson. The parade was only the
eco nd of its kind in Blandford and sad ly the las t. Once again the
upporting troop were single entry soldiers, provided this time by I Sqn.
Tbey did an outstanding job-for ome member of the supporting troops
it was a case of second time around, having graduated themselves in
August. ig manda errall i unique in that he commanded an
apprentice quad in Augu t and came back (cou rtesy of W02 ( SM)
nderson) to command a supporting troop squad thi time.
The parade wa commanded by AT SSM Rodn ey Dunlop, who was
ably supported by AT S gt eil 1cE lhinney and AT Sgt Kelly Lee.
The Corp Band were once again in support and what an excellent job
they did. The parade was watched by over 440 parent , relatives and
friends and over 30 gue ts. The parade was outstanding, with a number of
guests saying that it was the best they had been to in a long time. 111e
credit must go to WOl Bob Banner, \ 02 (SSM) E ric Ud ell, W02
1ark Anderson and gt 'Johnno· Johnston who managed. against all
odds, to achieve the result they did . The Graduation Church Service
preceded the parade the night before when the apprentices re-affirm their
'oath of allegiance'. Padre Graham Hadfield conducted tbe service and
the ·oath of allegiance' led by the CO. The service was attended by a
number of parents and the quadron permanent taff. Saturday dawned
warm and sunny, much to the relief of Maj David Lumb- all the praying
had after all been worth it.
The parade was followed by the prizegiving, with the prizes being
presented by Maj G1!n prackJing and Brig D.J. Wills, Commander, I I

ig Bde who had kindly agreed to pre · ent the OinC Prize. Once again
tbe prize winners were well deserving of their awards. The prize winners
and their parents were then introduced to Maj Gen prackJin g and the
other guests. This concluded the graduation of 86 young men and
women the last of the Royal Signals 2-year apprenticeship.
MY THOUGHT
bv The Parade Commander AT
1 Rod ney Dun lop
·After working so hard for 2 years we had arrived at the rno t
ignificant day in our training, our Graduation Parade. The two weeks
beforehand had been very bu y, our final exercise in Sennybridge
followed by a week spent mo tly on the drill-square, handing in kit and
preparing our acco1m11odation for hand-over. The Friday night before the
parade wa our Graduation Church ervice when we re-affinned our Oath
of Allegiance. The excitement was immense, as some people had not
seen their parents for ome time. After a couple of beers we went to bed
at our 2200 hrs curfew to re t for t11e long day ahead.
After being rudely awakened at 0530 hrs we were out doing a final run
through of the parade and of course 'areas'. Then it was breakfast, a
shower and then changed for the parade and the collection of rifles . When
waiting at the quadron you could tell people' nerve were starting to go
as the toilet was a popular place that morning. ome final adju tments
were made to clothing and a couple of wigs of port for the Parade
Commander and quad Commanders then off we went. The feeling of
pride we had while marching on to the sound of the Corps Band wa
overwhe lming. The worst part wa the in pection becau e the Master of
Signal poke to almo t everyone and it was quite a hot day. Then we
were oJT again, marching around and then off the square. There was an
immen e igh of relief from everyone that it was over, especially myself.
We then went down to the gym for the prizegiv ing and to he
congratulated by our parents and Squadron staff. Then at last the 'kit-kat
wrappers' (apprentice tapes) and green tabs (shoulder fla hes) went
flying and we were fully trained signallers, well nearly, in some ca es.

The 'march past' in slow time

.1--

Marching down the Corps Memorial steps to 'Auld Lang Syne'

The Reviewing Officer presents AT Nick Hillyard with the
Commanding Officer's Sports Prize

PRIZE WIN E RS
E ducation Prize 'For the best academic achievement'
awarded to AT SSM Du~lop
Technician Prize
Operator Prize
awarded t? A1: McK enzie
T he Busin ess And Technician Education Coun cil Pnze
'For the Technicia n who has made most progre in hi BTEC tudies'
awarded to AT Boyle
T he City & Guilds Of L ondon Institute Prize
'For the Telecommunication Operator who bas made the most progres
in their City and Guilds Studic. '.
awarded to AT LC pl Holloway
Directo1· Education Training ervices. ( rmy) Prize. ,
'For outstanding academic progre s wh1 l tan Apprentice
awarded to AT L pl Clarke 739

The Reviewing Officer presents AT Sgt Kelly Lee
with the Commanding Officer's Conduct Prize
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The Reviewing Officer presents AT Ruth Kennedy with the
Corps Committee Prize for th e Best Telecommunications
Operator Telegraph
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The fo llow ing prize arc for Trade and Mi litary Training.
Royal ignals C orps C ommittee Prizes
'For the best Apprentice in each Trade'
Telecommunication Technician Prize awarded to AT LCpl Moore
Telecommunication. Operator
awarded to AT Kennedy
(Telegraph Prize)

The Director of rmy Training's Prize
·for the best all-round Mi litary performance'
awarded to AT L pl Hollo" ay
Commanding Officer's Prize
C onduct Prize
·For conduct. di·cipline and example' awarded lO AT gt Lee
Sports Prize
·
· ·
·
·For the be tall-round performa nce in sport and phys1ca 1 acllvthe
awarded to AT Hillyard
The Wnvell Prize
'For the Apprentice con idered to have achieved the mo ·ton an
.
awarded to T g1 lcElhmne)
Adventure Tra ining Exped ition'
Racal Prize
.
·For the Technician with the best performance in dvanced Technology
awarded to T L pl 'foore
Master of ignals Award
'For the best all-round pprcntice'
awarded to AT , 1 Dunlop
ional Officer in hief' Prize
'For the mo t outstanding Tradesman· awarded to AT Kenn ed)
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....
ome\\ hat even tful how -ea o n ha come lo an end. Having
trnvelled the length and breadth of the country perfonning to hundred of
thou ·and· of people, preading the Royal ignals word and recruiting the
potential among. I them, the •t>am are now ettled in Blandford for the
next 6 month . Preparation f. 1t the ovember election course are well
under way with wet and wind) weather booked.
The team ay goodbye to a number of their • embers. Fir. tly ig or
rather now '1r · obby' ummons leaves to join the rank and file of the
big ci\'ilian outside world. ig ·Togs· Teague trek an enorn10us di lance
to the ·1T next door whil l C pl ·Bone · Balkham goes to the other
e:1.treme and di appears acros the water to orthern Ireland and 3 (lnf)
Bde. II are wi hed the be·t of luck and reminded that there is always a
Tnumph Tiger for them , hould they wi h lo return! A couple of the team
have (foolishly) decided to tie the knot. Cpl Lance' Malin, ever fearful
that the team may somehow poil the proceedings. ha whi ked his
beloved Fi off to the Dominican Republi whil t ig 'Togs' Teague, i
marrying J ean in Blandford. Happy wi he are pa ed on and a . pecial
·welcome to the fold' for F i and J ea n. lightly fu11her along the line. ig
'Gaff Doctor Death Monkey Man· G affn ey and E mm a are to be
congratulated on the birth of their little girl, Paige Ellie, who wa born on
August 14th. (The team would have preferred her to be chri tened
·Bubbles'!)
Other excitement include LC pl "Charlie' C h ester ucces fully
completing hi AC!' cour e- we look forward to the twice a week
beasting e sions from him. The temporary disappearance of LC pl 'Daz·
Hankin to the black hole of the pay office-we look forward to more
favourable claim and advance (?). Then there' the anticipated medical
qualification of ig ' cotty' Eccott and ig ·Tony· Ann ett - we look
forward to being patched up by them. We al o trust that the OC had a
uperb well -de erved ho liday in Madeira with his wife, Joa n. Where wa
that tan?
Finally. a word must be aid about the week in Capel Curig, orth
Wales. Much to the di gu t of all the team, the Team Captain in i ted that
a ll members (every excuse ignored) take part in Ex team Iron. an
·arduou · adventurou training exercise. Activities involved mountain
biking, TR&A. canoeing. mine exploration, go-karting, stone-skimming
and going to bed early (because of fresh air induced tiredne s). L C pl
·Al' Haye is now an honorary member of the team-many thank to him
for helping out, and LCpl ·Danny' Cooper deserves a medal for surviving
3 day of instructing the team how to canoe. Unfortunately, the weather
decided to be unpredictably warm and sunny and the team was forced to
enjoy them elves- as quoted by Sig Tony An netts:

Back Row (L-R) : Mr M . Th ornton, Mr G. Hitchcock, Mr D. Dummett
M iddle Row (L-R): M r G. Cobb, Sigs Dodd, Davies (576), W!lki e, Har_ris (_572) and Day, Mr Al Cook
Fro nt Row (L-R): Sigs Dine, Armitage, Ellisdon, Herm itage, Krikorian, Scull and Excell
Cpl 'La nce' Mali n and Sig 'Togs' Teag ue perform daredevil
stu nts on an unmotorised can oe

··so there we were, after the show season. ready to do some
adventurous training. 'What?·. a voice cried, 'While Helmets and adv 1rg
- 1he two don~ mix! 'As it 111med ow , it seemed amongst the lads that it
was a thoroughly enjoyable week and the activities were pursued with
glee".
ardinia has been promised for next year (?).

OPERATING SECTIO -RADIO G RO P
WHAT WILL O UR FOREFATHE R THINK OF US?
The 6th October 1997 saw the end of an era. o more will we hear the
crie of 'l can take 5 letter groups, but when it comes to plain language

etc'. OTBR 820 became the last Basic Telegraphist course to pas out
with morse code a part of their syllabus. The photograph hows !he
course together with the in tructors responsible for teachmg/pracl! mg
their morse kills.

THE STORY OF A SOWIER

'THE FOURTH PROVINCE'
by David Griffin

Th is Adventurous Training lark is really hard work I

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine

The author served six tours in
Northern Ireland with the Royal Marines,
three on covert operations.
This is his story, using a mixture of fact
and fiction to bring out his points, from
which he draws serious conclusions on
the future of Ireland, on operations in
Northern Ireland, tactics, training,
weapons performance, mies of
engagement and much more.
For further information - publication
date, cost, etc - send an A4 SAE to:

HERMES PUBLICATIONS
PO BOX3237
BOURNEMOUTH BH2 5YP

Bespoke Clothing
for Men and Women
Hand cut to suit you.
Fittings at your home, office or club
costing less than you might think.
For an appointment
ring our Head Office on
01132 880 880

Vernon Rees & Goodalls Ltd
Civil, Military & Livery Tailor
40 Commercial Street, Rothwell, Leeds, LS26 OAW

Fax: 01132 880 864

Sig Tony Annetts propping up a 100ft rock-face
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EWS FROM THE REBRO
As the tour comes to an end its going to be quite hard lo wrench the
rebro crews from their homely mountain lops. ig ' Barny" Beevcr can
be found at Radalijca singing 60's favourites to the local's distaste. LCpl
'Them' Thomas is a new fixture at Sjenokosic rcbro and is rumoured to
have put Sig Dave Moore on a diet. Cpl 'Brummie' Hamblin at Gola
Plje ·ev ica is sti ll enjoying his mole like li festyle. ig Mark Young is still
at Ivovik as is Sig Jase Court at Lisina.

MND (SW) HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
OPLOD T R
Q
ORO HQ
qnComd
R \!

NEWS FROM THE REARLINK
As we sent our own harli c's Angels Cpl Kerry Webb and LCp l
Tracy Brant to the Dutch contingent, their craving for Dutch Marines
ha got stronger and they are happy to stay there regardless of what I 9
Mech Bde say. ig John Doughty is still going strong at the Canadian
battalion enjoying the strange world of Sig Rob Gittins . ig Gaz
Jennin gs ha just been joined by Sig 'Graduate' Danter so hopefully
someone will now answer the phone! LCpl Dale Petty has returned to
the Czechs to see the rest of his tour out.

Maj I. Camero n- lo" at
WOI (R I) P. tkin on

The quadron ha een ome action in it' long and illu trious career,
but Op hiva at the nd of Augu t certainly ·tretched the 'ma. ive' Op
team. o more, 'I t' a quiet day in 1 D ( W)' a FOR wa tasked to
upport on operatton by the International Pol ice Ta k Force (IPTF) to
democrati:;c the civ ilian police. The night of the 19th ran the quadron
ragged; not only providing ccure communication for the va t horde of
Fusiliers, Artillery. Czech , IPTF et al who invaded the camp before
imadmg Banja Luka it elf. but meanwhile organising the reception.
fcedmg and general logistic a ociated with their arrival.

Pte Johnson, 1 Green Howards
with the Barrett 50 Sn iper rifle at Manjaca Ranges
COMM TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Carter
Tp SSgt
gt Ferris
Well. after a couple of exciting month it ha all ground to a sudden
halt. Whilst the election were going on, which every other unit in Bosnia
were worried about, all Comms Tp were worried about was if they had a
complete tool kit fo~ the never ~mding CES checks. Armoured Tac HQ
was put on 2 hrs nonce to move, although everyone knew it wouldn't go
anywhere. Ho'Yever, as a lways, there wa plenty to do; football
tournaments agamst the locals, a couple of interesting range-day , cheeky
ports afternoon and the not so cheeky battle PT. As the last R&R
package comes back we .are. happil:i; looki ng forward to goi ng back to
Hohne and to that end we d like to wish 19 Mech Bde a Happy Christmas
and a very Happy ew Year: it's ace here in the winter-enjoy!

Armoured Tac HQ deploying to Lisina West Rebro SiteAugust 1997

Just a few of the weapons recovered during Op Sh iva
The morning of the 20th found calm restored once more and the now
non-functioning Ops team, containing the incoherent OC a nd the
bemused Ops c;>ffr (of two weeks) Capt Rich ·Bulging Biceps· Moir
were packed oft to bed. The net result of all this activity was to disgruntl~
a num.ber of local policemen and to recover four truckloads of weapons.
All this occurred whilst Yeoman W02 (YofS) Graham ' The Marathon
\!Ian' Pardew and R !\1 ' Pifwic' Atkinson were improving their tans on
R&_R. Perhaps t~ey s?o~ld be bamshed more often? During all tbe
exc~tement. the mass1ye half of t~e Ops team was concemrating on
gettmg e1cn more ,ma_ss1ve.
gt F,of S 'Hello Colonel my name ' Andy'
arrett and gt Prince aseem Adam Yafai were often to be seen
flexing m the .gym. In fact it was rumoured that the latter popped hi s front
~ooth out dunng a particularly strcn.uou~ pose. Between dangerous Ops,
-07 • 1g qn has fo~nd ttme to enjoy itself. An afternoon at Manjaca
ranees was spent !inng the Barrett 50 niper rifle. 2 RRF kindly let us
cmplo} a few rounds to the detriment ofa few tank hulks. This awesome
weapon had a recoil fit to knock a Lieutenant over as 2Lt Helen Murphy
found to the amusement of the guys.
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EWS FROM THE FACTORY
Like a bu y airport, there's always people comi ng and goi ng in Banja
Luka, so we'd like to ay a few welcome to: Cpl K ev H ea ton from 2 1
Sig , i~ '. Biff' Bit~ell from 3 Di v and ig 'Eyeliner ' Savage straight
from tramm.g. Early m September Cpl Dave Rimmer deployed a rebro to
Mostar havmg to put up with ga le force winds, snapped masts and Sig
' H' Griffiths ! Sig 'Psycho' mith is over the moon with his new job as
~adre 's driver although we' re not too sure the Padre is. Leading the way
m stu nt panzer driving is Sgt 'Can you take th is panzer off my hand'
Ferri~ who had a lucky escape when his student LCpl 'Fa ll guy' Thomas
( I 4 S1gs) rolled t~e 432. After a comedy of e rrors Sgt Ferris was
recover~d, suffering on ly a crushed ha nd, and gagging for a fag.
Meanwhile members of the Troop were forced stamping and screaming
to the l!2 c~ nce rt in Sarajevo as Sig 'Eye eye' Whetlor 'entertained '
them wi th hi s own merry melodies. Back from the Dutch contingent is
t~e ever gorgeous ig ' Harold ' Broderick keeping troop morale ·up with
his sty lish humour! LCpl 'Twitc.h' Mcaldn and ig 'Nancy' Corrigan
can be found down the LAD teanng wagons apart and then putting them
b~ck together w1lh I?arts left over. W~1le all this is going on ig 'Civvy'
Pmk can be found m Syscon munching pizza and drinki ng brews. After
R&R LCp~ 'G~eyma n ' wayne has jumped traight back into Banja
Luka life w11h hi s beloved crewman ig ' Jock ' Devenay.

SFOR U ITED
HQ MND (SW) were invited to take part in a six-a-side football
competition in down town Banja Luka. RSM 'that'll be 3 days community
service' Atkinso n nominated gt 'Andy Gray' McGiffin to take on the
managerial job to get SFOR United ready for war. The lads were a bit
wary of the 300 plus crowd that met us in the stadium. First time nerves
were quickly lost as we realised the competition was going to be a lot
stronger then we imagined- SFOR United were going to be in for a
thrashing. The strange thing was, kick off wa n ' t until 22:30 hrs. The first
match was a hard game and the locals were more organised as they beat
the FOR team 4-1. This seemed to be the trend for the next 2 matches as
we were beaten 7-2 and 5-1. As SFOR United came to their last game
team morale was obviou ly low and wa to be sma hed even further by
an oppo ition goal halfway through the fir t half. The score was to stay
1-0 until early in the second half when a defence splitting pas by ig
Dez White was collected by LCpl Ross Gleave who fired a memorable
goal into the right hand comer. SFOR United now realised they had a
game and minutes later ig Chris Moore scored, but to hi
disappointment, it was disa llowed. As our confidence couldn't be higher
LCp l 'Big Eye' Morri crossed a defence beating ball into the box to
connect with ig 'Bob' Zim merman's head to make the score 1-2. A to
be expected SFOR United were hanging on by a thread, and all the
pre ure in the last 5 minute came from the opposition, but the amazing
cat like saves from LCpl ' The mile' Woolley in the dyiag minutes
guaranteed us the deserved 1-2 win.

The ODA office wishes Paula the best of luck in her posting at
Bassingbourn as a Weapon s Training Instructor• Sgt , eil 'Oa~• '
Perham is now guarante.!d a civilian job as Qui/ Master General for h1
uccess in organising the famous Sgt's Mess Qui1 ·ights. We wish ·sgt
eil Perham the best ofluck in his new posting to 16 Sig Rcgt. Cpl eil
'Tacsat' Pollitt was glad to end his detachment as the General's per onal
telephone operator. His imml!nsc fear of flying was not taken into
consideration when he was called upon LO fly around Bosma with the
General, and he would like to extend his thanks to Yeoman Graham I
need a fag' Pardew for that one! The ODA oflicc wishes him the best of
luck in his new posting to I Mech Bde as Crypto Sergeant.
C pl Ralph • 'ever missed a Derby game' Farmer leave the ODA
after a succe sful job of sorting out 30 Sig Regt's crypto account so we
can forgive him for his one history mistake:
Cpl Farmer:
When Sir Franci Drake was playing bowls waiting
for the French to attack ...
Cp l Pollitt:
But Ralph, I thought that was the panish rmada!!'!
The ODA wishes Cpl Ralph Farmer the best of luck m hi~ new
posting to civvy street, and al o wishe I 9 Mech Bdc the be t of luck in
their posting to 'Smog City' Banja Luka for this coming Christmas.
QMS DEPARTMENT
QM
Maj (QM) W.J. Drain
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) G. Hodgson
It would be nice to start these notes saying that the department i tarting
to wind down ready to go home but nothing could be further from the truth.
Although the 'priority one' taskings from the QM have les ened, the
workload hasn't. ew boy Sig 'Robbo' Robinson was caught whingmg
about everybody getting away but him. however the RQ did remind him
that not only did he have an 18 hr drive to Split in a MK. he also has the
privilege of running the IT account. Talk about a learning curve. Everest
prings to mind. ig 'Bart' impson is the only guy on camp that's pul on
weight (although he blames the RSM for allowing a pizza place to open on
camp). Sig 'Blodwin · Davies came back from a firepower demo with a
face redder than hi Liverpool top and he blames the RQMS for giving him
time off to get ome un. It has also been noticed that there has been a lack
ofblueys for 'Blodwin', however we think the reason for this i because his
girlfiiend ha been addressing them to herself. The RQMS \ 02 'only 14
blueys a day' Geoff Hodg on has settled in now although he has been
known to an wer the phone saying ' Sgt Major 233 Sqn'. We would like to
extend a wann welcome to Bosnia to Cpl Jim Green who has come out
for the lat 31 day , much to his delight. The RQ 1 (A) W02 (call ign
!OB) Steve Tinkler after 2 days of carrying a PRC 321 around on hi back
(including run ) had great difficulties e tablishiag comm with the QM.
mainly due to the fact that the PRC 321 is not compatible with Motorola.
He just about twigged that it wa a wind up when he was tasked to attach a
I2m ma t to the rear mudguard of his mountain bike.
We would like to thank Maj or ·pivo' Drain for his input to the
Logistic Support In pection by ensuring that there wa fresb cream in the
cakes for the team. On a more serious note. a huge pat on the back for all
the member of the department who worked extremely hard in achie\ ing
the first atisfactory pass on the LSI in 6 years-WELL DONE. A pecial
thank you must go to Cpl 'Druggie music' Percival for all the hard work
he did on the MSA accou nt prior to his return to England for an
operation. We wish him a peedy recovery and look forward to eeing
him back in Hohne A AP.

SFOR Un ited Banja Luka Football Stadium
Back Row: SSgt Smith, S ig Zimmerman, S ig White,
Sgt McGiffen, Lt Carter, Sig Kn ight
.
Front row: LCpl Thirwell, Sig Alston , SSgt Wing ,
Sgt Corcoran, Sig Moo r
ODA OFFICE
Like mo t detachments who arri ed in theatre in April of this year,
there were understa ndably a few teething problem and this wa mo.'
definitely the ca e for the workers in the ODA (Crypto Office). S gt t e1I
Perham joined 207 Sig qn from I Di v to take over the runnmg of t~e
ODA in Banja Luka. Along with him came Cpl eil Pollitt from 207 1g
Sqn, Cpl Ralph Farmer from 30 ig Regt and Cpl Paula Kelson from
24 I Sig qn . Lack of experience in the world of Crypto how~d at the
tart of all our tours . Howeve r, with hard work and persistence th1 finally
changed after five month on the job! We each attempted to learn one
another ' jobs with some re ound ing succes . otably Cpl ' Pid ' Kelson
on learni ng how to use 30 Sig Rcgt 's equipment, the lnmarsat, a satellite
phone:
.
Cpl Farmer:
OK point the di sh towards the satellite, Paula.
Cpl Kelson:
Is that the one on the hill over there?
Cpl Farmer:
o Paula, that's a Pylon !!
At this early stage of her tour, we forgave her, but when she had been
with us for two and a half month we could not overlook her next error:
BFB Radio: The weather in the Balkans will be 32C.
Cpl Kelson:
Wow that' hot. I wouldn't mind being there. Where
is the Balkan,, Ralph?
Cpl Farmer:
You're in the111 Paula !!

QM Dept MND (SW) HQ & S ig Sqn
Banja Luka Metal Factory-September 1997
TECH/LINE DET CHME 'T
The Tango!Lima Detachment has had a mini changeover of per ·onncl
over the pa t couple of month in theatre. Fir t to go wa Cpl · l~n
hearer Walk on Water" Hession who departed the. c fine hon: lor
Blighty on c mpa ionate grou nds: ext on t~e Ii t wa our Tp omd
Capt Julius Caesa r or GW R to h1 mate , he off to 14 1g Re~t a. the
Adjt, we wi h him all the be,~ r t~e future . Hi · .replace~cnt 1 Capt
Richard ' I'm not a cousc Git loir, we hope h1: tay 1 a long and
happy one. We mu t al o say a fond farewell to gt Titch 'I miss m)
dog· McGiffcn . He has left for Hoh~e a few weeks ea~lier than the re. t of
the quadron, (is the quadron trymg to ·ay .. ,omctlung?). L~ t but not
least we say an evt:n fonder goodb_ e to Sgt \\ 1ck Da\ ey who 1, off to 11
ig Regt Tech Wk ps via l (UK) rrnd Oh . V e w1 h him all the be t
gt i ' Re on' l\lurray has kept the work hop on th71r toes \\1th .an
I l Km run that turned into a half marathon due to gcmng tcmporanly
geographica lly embarras ed. Howe\'e.r due to the ribbing . he htb bc~n
given the workshop - haYc been re-mtroduced to Basclmes PT 1g
·Almost A e. God' Elston ha. just retumt!d from R c • R \\ ith a note
from Wel -h sembly . aymg K EEP HIM.

!.
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280 (UK) Sig Sqn
(Fwd)

b) L

pl Whitehead

DIA .
PRI
OF W L -24 HO R SPO SORED R
On aturda) 6th eptember l 997 per. onn J of 2 0 (UK) ig qn
(Fwd) were watching the funeral of Diana, Prince s of Wales from the
. unny hot;;pot of araje\'O. unday evening whil I watching the new on
the memorial fund it ' a. mentioned that the quadron hould do
something! The e were to be the infamou words of gt Al Peel. Within
an hour he and W02 ( l\>1) Kev Smith had come up with the idea of a
team of 10 runner pounding their wa_ around the camp for 24 hours! o
came. ' Who will volunteer?' We got 12 name,, great that ga e us 2
reserve .
The t am wa plit into two. one being Capt 'Fred' Hargrca es ,
W02 ( M) Ke\ m it h, LCp l Jason Wh itehead, ig Bri llill son and
ig Gra n t Mc Douga l. Team two wa LI 'Rich' Todd, gt I Peel, Cpl
Rob Butlin. io harli e Lister, Sig ' ipper· \ ood. TI1e re erve were:
ig Reed and ig Ric ha rd on. The plan wa to run in shift of 6 hours
per team with each team member completing lap of the HQ FOR
camp before changing over. Thi meant that each person would run a
total of20 lap in the 6-hour period (ea y).
i\ lo nd a) 15th eptem ber 1997-The Admin Order had gone out and
each department had been detailed. At 0800 hour the RQM • W02
'Brummie' Cox pitched up the first tent and ome flag . at the same time
W02 (Ma te r C hel) 'Geordie' C hrisp brought out the carbohydrate
with lots of much needed fluids. At 0 30 hrs Brig M on ro HLDR gave
u the off and we all ran the first lap after which it wou ld be individual
until the last. Highlights of the day were to be ig ' ippcr' W ood and
ig 1ark Reed running 5 laps dre sed as Victoria n gentlemen and
receiving a wink from Kate A die as she passed through on her way lo a
pre . conference. After this it was L t ·Basil Bru h' Todds, W 0 2 (SSM)
K ev S m ith , gt I P ee l, C pl Rob Butlin completing a few laps in
towel and flip flop carrying wash bags. W 02 (RQM ) 'Brummie' Cox
(Jimmy aville) made loads of money running around with a bucket
collecting loo e change, however, the l1igbe t donation of the day was
made by ig Bri Hillson who while competing found time to run the

R M's runway and receive a hefty landing fee. Whilst the day went on
the RQM 3nd Sgt Pete Hepple et up the Barbecue area for all nations
to come and cheer on the rnnners . The Barbecue provided fun for all as it
' as free of charge. II we asked for was a don3tion for each burger or
beer consumed. The QM al o de erves thanks for retaining the attention
of the gu • l by auctioning off variou gift . The Barbecue finished and
we approached the early hours of the morning but the morale never
dropped due to a variety of visitors who popped out lo do a few lap with
u , these incl uded Brig Monro, QC qn, Op Officer. MTO, QM and
R M. l 0515hrs we were visited by Commander SFOR, Gen Sh in seki
(US Army), who poke to all the runners and gave us a quick photo call.
As 0930hrs anived we all completed the last lap together and came into a
hail of clapping and chee ring . Many thanks lo the following: QM ,
RQM . W02 Chrisp, UK IC. 30 igs Del, gt Hepple and Sgt Scott
who provided a great deal lo the logi stics of the event Final thanks must
be given to all the 11ation in HQ SFOR that upported us and dipped into
their pocket on more than one occa ion through the day and night. The
final amount rai ed was in excess of OM 13,000.

Leaving the Services? Want the opportunity to
save for the future? Want time for leisure pursuits
or study? If your answer is 'yes' to all t hese
questions we can help!

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
249 JG Q (A f F(L)) DET ATTACHED T O
280 (UK) IG Q F ORWARD
The Squadron uppon for Op Lode tar continues with C pl M ick
Robjant and ig '\1ark Reed , Paul Richardson and G r a ham Lark
deployed in Sarajevo on the elite O+M (Operator+ Maintenance) Team.
Whilst out here attached to 280 Sig Sqn we have mainly been working on
CRO 0 and phone y terns. The job have been varied from fault
finding and the laying of phone cable underground. to the ening up of
frame rooms where the phone line come in. Also we have spent a lot of
time working on fibre optic cable that are used with the CRO OS
System. Thi was a particularly tricky job as it involved not only the
laying of cables. but also terminating and fitting the heads. To add even
more variety. whilst out here. we have all worked on reconstructing
Butmir Military Airbase, which i now fully up and running.
ig ·Jez' T iern ey was based at Mostar away from the other quadron
members working with the video teleconferencing and fielding enquire
on the CRO 0 Sy tern for helples Staff Officers. Also in theatre are
the two quadron V C 501 SATCOM Dets ably man ned by C pls 'Nav'
Elliot, teve A rm stro ng, Jase Stone and LC p ls K evin Duggan and
Dann y 1ulher a n. Al o out there for the long hot summer were igs
'Ollie' 'liorth . Kevin M iln e, Dave Dytha m and Duncan Shaw.
EXER C I E D , AMI MIX 1997
20TH E PTEMBE R-4T H O CTOBE R
Ex Dynamic 'VI ix 1997 was an AMF(L) deployment to Southern
ardmia designed lo test the many contributing nations ' ability to deploy
a ~orce capable of operations ma semi-arid environment. A a PX many
units were l~kmg forward to getting ome beach time and tanning in not o 249 1g qn (AMF(L)) who started digging shell-scrapes and
erecting cam with appropriate enthusiasm. eedle to ay 249 Sig Sqn
had no problems with the change of pace, except for the 21C, C ap t
Richard Rum ey, who was so enthralled with the idea of his first AMF
deployment he flew home on compassionate grounds soon after Start Ex
to be clo. er to hi Jn-Tray.
'
The erious tanning was left to the professionals in the form of SSgt
C hri. \1 a rtin and W02 (Yo ) Rick Dickson (who never quite caught
up) and all those on the Rebros (no matter how much they deny it). The
1ze of the training area created several new problems for the quadron it
was far too small. Firstly the Comd Dets and the Rebros were so close
together that they could be visited fairly easily. Indeed C pl ' Fozzy '
Foster \\as almost driven to a nervous breakdown by the regular and
uncxplamed presence of the ergeant Major at his det! Secondly, to keep
the upport element at the quadron echelon bu y the QM, C apt John

Marriott. decided to diversify. Sig P a ul Kemp wa put in charge of car
valeting. where random unattended rovers were collected, clea11ed and
returned in a sa me day service much to the deli g ht of some rather
bemused cu tomers. Sig Dave Dytha m tried to gel in on the action by
setting up a food stall all over his 9x9, but on his return from hospital he
found that the demand was imply no longer there.
Finally a word about the AMF's very own recce scree11, Sgt ick
'Don' t call me Tucker ' Turn er who was on his final AMF exercise, wa
promoted from his usual job with the Rebro Reece to baby-sitting a
potential officer. P a ul a und e r s , the Scottish Junior Champion of
Admin. gt Turn er 's calm, steady and quiet manner proved ideal in this
potentially challenging appointment. Ex D y namic Mix 1997, was
certainly the highlight of my attachment to 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) as it
wa my first opportunity to see a Royal Signa l Unit deplo yed on
exerci e. The exercise wa also the ideal way of finding out about the
Squadron and the equipment they use. Unfo)iunately some of the other
little projects planned for me s uch as the Cambrian Patrol bad to be
cancelled because of exercise commitments but my lime al Bulford was
hopefully excellent preparation for the Troop ommanders Course.

Many of the specialists who have joined us for
contracts in the Middle East have enjoyed the
camaraderie, the lifestyle and the work - enabling
them to improve their own skills and study for
civilian qualifications whilst saving for that nest egg.
A number of contracts at a variety of locations
in the Middle East provide a range of
opportunities for ex Service personnel, such as:
• Foreman of Signals
• Radio and Systems Technicians
• Telecommunications Mechanics
These posts are unaccompanied, but may be
accompanied at own expense. and offer excellent
tax ~ salaries, free air conditioned
accammOdation, SJ9R8IQt,tS holidays and free

return holiday flights to the UK - or equivalent (air
fare cost). You should be physically fit and enjoy
working in a hot climate.
The Support Services Division of Short Brothers PLC,
a part of the Bombardier Services Group, has over
2,500 employees based in the United Kingdom and
the Middle East dealing with all aspects of
aerospace and defence contract support.
If you have the experience and skills and
would like to find out more about a tax free
contract with us then apply, quoting reference 043
and either telephone (01202) 365220 for an
application fonn, or send your CV to:
The Recruitment Manager,
Support Services Division,
Short Bros PLC,

Cpl M ick Robjant in a typical Wire pose
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Tommy has made a lot of effort to ensure the Troop plays as hard a it
works, and invited all the lads around to hi house for a spot of curry and
liquid refreshment. The food courtesy of Sgt ' Bahadur ' Graham and
Tracy tccl- was superb, however people did regret the curry powder the
next day. Sgt ' harlie' Brown proved lo be a bit of a black belt at
trousers down horse racing (for full explanation please contact thi unit
on secure means) and SSgt 'Tachy' Greenwood came close to losing his
gringo moustache in a combination arm wrestling and beer drinking
event. A final word must go to Cpl ' vii Kneival' Brown for his valiant
event to clear the Officer's Mess Annexe in one of the firm 's cars .
Allegedly those ramps in the road arc to low people down not for getting
all four wheels off the floor. But what's an oil sump between friends .

HQNI and 15 Sig Regt
BFP0801

225 IG. L Q ORO
qn Comd
Iaj D.l. Whimpenny
M
W02 C.F.B. H ma
After a few days pent on the range at Ballykinler and the Maze, t11e
even members of the quadron 's Mercury Cup March and hoot Team
for 1997 were selected. The team wa, Sgt Robbo ·We'll be running at
my pace· Robson , gt Mich ' o one can pell my name' Co ncepcion,
Cpl Graeme Campbell. L pl Dunc Hall and LCpl Jay Owens. with
the re erves being apt ' l u ed to be a mark man' v orden and LCpl
Boris ·crap shot" Wade. Tbe competition took place at Ballykinler
Training Centre on Wednesday 10th September with the team
a embling for briefing and a final ·Lubrication of weapon 'the evening
before.
The first event of the day for the Squadron Team wa the I Advanced
Pi tol hoot. We were very confident of doing well on thi tand. though
I ha ten to add not becau·e 225 Sqn per on nel conducted it!
ub equently the team went on to win the land only dropping 2 · ho
from the maximum pos ible total ('Who put the Lance Jack in the
team?!")
ext came the Judgemental Snap Shoot. We completed the tand
without too many hole through the baby, and finished joint econd lo
233 ig Sqn, who were to prove our neare t rival throughout the day. We
immediately returned to the other end of the range complex for the
Moving Target Range. Once again we fini hed joint econd. After a nice
long break for lunch, we then went onto the Fire Team Assessment which
con i ted of a 2 mile ma rch (plus quite a bit for luck!) with full
equipment, an additional 20lbs and varying shooting from 300, 200 and
I 00 metres. We were last off for the march and therefore k.'llew we bad to
beat a time of ju t over 21 minutes. Off we set at gt ' o l 'm not related
ro Seb Coe' Robson 's 'steady' pace and never lowed. We eventually
eras ed the line nearly 2 min utes quicker than the nex t be t time.
However, we took a ca ualty, after crossing the line with Cpl 'Give me
water · Campbell uffering badly from dehydration after being a sisted in
running a little fas ter than he wo uld have liked. He was unable to
compete in the shoot which , meant the team was given a hefty penalty
deduction and consequently only managed 4th place on the shoot phase.
This wasn't to matter though as the March and hoot was over and 225
ig Sqn finished up winning the Mercury Cup 3 points from 233 Sig Sqn.

ALPHA TROOP
Tp omd
W02 (RQMS) A. Sartorius
gt M. Concepcion
Tp Janitor
After the completion of the Squadron rebuild , members of Alpha Tp
have taken some well deserved holidays to many a far fl ung de tination.
These include uch places as Ops Officer to Tenerife (after 'ra in stopped
play' on his caravan trip to Gem1any), RQ to Lanzarote, W02 Ne lson
and gt Fitz-Patrick Lo the Dominican Republic (but not together!), Cpl
Brown to outh Africa and C pl Wardrope to Mexico. Not forgetting
LCpl Jimm y ·chuntcr Chunter' 1cLean to Costa Del Donca ter, the
Riviera of the orth.
On the party side of life, the RQ Tony artorius (after completing a
grand job on the organisation of the rebuild) is now able to represent the
Corp at rugby (when he isn't ick or at physio). In fact, since the rebuild
of the qn was complete, we haven 't seen him at all! Sgt Mich
Concepcion ha also managed to find the time to travel to Blandford to
take part in the Inter Unit ix-a- ide Football. Come on you Janitors!
ARRIVALS
Alpha Tp would like to welcome W02 Mick Brooks from UK.SCG
into our very bu y Small Sy tern Group. A lso a welcome goes to S gt
Dave Rook on promotion to W02 arriving to take over RQMS job, Sgt
Wooldridge arriving from Hong Kong into the Ops Bureau department
where he will join Cpl 'Cape Fear' Bob Blair for ome Scottish lessons.
Also arriving this month to the SRS are C pl Nicky Dunlop returning to
work after giving birth to a baby girl, Lauren, and welcome to LCpl
Carol Lambert who joins us from the unnier climes of 9 Sig Regl
(Radio), Cypru .
FAREWELLS
We bid a fond Au Revoir to W02 Fiona elson who is travelling
miles and miles aero s the compound to 233 Sig Sqn on promotion to
WO!. You will be greatly missed a our Unit SAAFA Rep, but we are
assured that her door is always open Uust call her Diedre). Farewell i
also bid to our illustrious SSM Chris 'S hurrup ' Hymas who is off to 3
UK Div at sunny Bulford, we wish both him, Sue and Humbug all the
best for the future. Sgt C arl Magin (AGC(SPS)) is a lso leaving our
shores for a riveting tour of the MoD, we wish you and Jane the best
(you'll need it). From the SRS, goodbyes go to Cpl Liz Drew who is
finally out of the Army after I 2 years and not forgetting LCpl Helen
'never here· olan who couldn't get out of her posting to 30 Sig Regt, no
matter what she tried. All the best to one and all.
ECHO TROOP/CW TCH
Tp Comd
Capt L.D. Burrell
Shift Supervisor
SSgt P. Davey
Firstly hello and welcome to Sgt Jim Porter and his wife Marie and
son Ry an, Cpl ' Pep i' Mattacola and LCpl Carla Gilligan, and
goodbye to Cpl ' Lance' Beaton who has gone to 14 Sig Rcgt for his last
tour in the Anny.
Lately some of the Watch members gt Jim Porter, Cpl ' Dave tight
lines' Marrs, Cpl ' Pepsi' Mattacola, LCpl Roy Venables and LCpl
'Ned' Kelly had a day's parachuting course at Ballykelly. Unfortunately
in the three times that they have been they have fai led to jump at all , due
to bad weather conditions, although on the last attempt were actually up
in the plane ready to go. Congratulations go out to Cpl ' Pepsi' Mattacola
on his engagement to Vicky, so no more nights out wilh the lads Pepsi.
Apart from the parachuting attempts and the ' Pepsi Mattacola shock', this
has been a very quiet time for the watch.

225 Sig Sqn March and Shoot Team
W02 (SSM) Hymas, Capt Worden, Sgt Robson,
Sgt Concepcion, Maj Whimpenny (QC), LCpl Owens,
Cpl Campbell, LCpl, Hall
AL Lhe end of the Mercury Cup there was a separate 'Honours Only '
Falling Plate Competition, which was particularly tough as it was fired
from the 300 metre point. The Squadron team proceeded to rub the rest of
the teams' noses in the dirt and win convincingly in all heats and Lhe
final, being the only team to hit 9 of the 10 plates in each round! This
re,ultcd m a clean sweep for the Squadron anc:I maximum points in the
\1ercury up towards the overall competition. Congratulations go to all
those \\ho took part, especially gt ' I can't quite catch Michael John on'
Rob on for his training and motivation behind the team.
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GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) Steele
SSgt .J. Greenwood
Tp SSgt
The last few months have been a busy time for Golf Tp, with the
building now nearing completion the sight of technician s crawling around
under desks and in floor ducts is commonplace. When the opportunity for
a spot of recreation has arisen though, we have been quick to make the
most of it, as proven by an excellent day on the golf course (organised by
Sgt 'Charli e' Brown). The day started off a little slowly with Sgt 'Gez'
Walker notch ing up a memorable 21 strokes on the first hole. However,
he improved throughout the day and shoes and socks stayed on when
gt John Greenwood is reportedly now on for
addi ng hi later score .
an 0 Confidential, having greeted even the dodgiest strokes of the CO
with a resou nding 'Good sho t Sir!! How do you hit your irons so
cleanly?'
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FAREWELLS A D HELLO
Welcome to Cp ls Michelle Watkins and Pick Payne, hope you have
an interesti ng and enjoyab le tour with the Squadron. Farewell to Cpl
' Where's my posting order!??? Sniff bohoo' Wa lker, all the best with
the part timers (no change there).
233 SIGNAL SQUADRO
SHQ/COMMCEN TROOP
Tp S gt

gt Ma nktelow

EW ARRIVALS A D CONGRATULATIO S
The Troop offers a hearty welcome to Sig 'Jo' Leyland who, although
being stra ight from the factory seems to be adapting to life over here
pretty quickly.
Congratulations and all the best goes out to C pl Dave Gree nstreet and
hi wife, Joanne, on the birth of their econd child- a baby girl called
Elea nor. There have been a few name change and yet more pregnancies
within the Troop. The fir t being SSgt Lindsay Ma nk te low who
announced her pregnancy last month, so our warmest congratulations to
both her and Ton y. ext is Sig Carrie Whitworth (nee Carr) with best
wi hes from all on her recent marriage. Finally, all the best to Sig ikki
Harman who has just announced that he al o is expecting.
The shaping of the Troop underwent an overhaul with COMMCE Tp
becoming attached to SHQ proving that all the best sports star come
from small places as was proved in the recent McKelvie Trophy football.

to Workshops and '\llr John Kilner who goes to Ci D1>. A Big Hello to
W02 Russ ' Little job for the nightshift' Darlington and '"iii.: Elaine,
Cpl 'Willy' Wilson, ig Andy 'Is there any beer left?' .\dam and ig
Jase Whitehead. Good luck and congratulations to Cpl Ste' e Munro
and Cpl Stu McClu kie on their marriages ( ot to each other that is) and
Phil Callaway on his Class 1 course (Have one in the G Spot for us). The
new NCC is up and running and we arc all ettling down to the new shift
system. Welcome back to nights for the Cpls you all hated days anyway.
PO EIDE F I
1997
by gt 'Geordie' Englis h
This was a two-day sailing expedition to introduce novices to a bit of
offshore sailing. So, on a cold and blustery day the intrepid sailors ct off
from Bangor bound for Portpatrick in Scotland. The . kipper was apt
Rich 1 ewhouse aided and abetted by Capt Ronnie Launders and ig
'Daz' King. The remaining novice crew was myself, Cpl Dave Hallam
and Sig Bobby Betts.
Our journey started in the nice calm waters of Bangor Aarina, however,
as we left we were greeted by a 10 fool swell and winds of 25 Knots.
Suddenly my stomach was telling me this was not going to be a pleasant
crossing- a feeling shared by the rest of the crew. The journey took us 4
hour during which time the swell got bigger and most people decided to
lighten the load by disposing of their breakfasts. The ' l almo t stuck it
out' must go to Sig Bobby Betts, who managed to keep a brave face
despite suffering quite badly from casickness only to give in when we
were in sight of harbour (actually about to enter the harbour). ever
mind, I am sure the fish enjoyed the food.
Portpatrick offered some fine pubs and restaurants and the locals were
very friendly. The following day was beautiful and unny with very light
winds- this was what sailing is all about! At one stage we did think that
we would not make it back but the wind picked up and gave us all the
opportunity to sail and navigate the boat. We eventually reached Bangor
9 hours later but the journey had been a lot more pleasant than the day
before.

MCKELVIE TROPHY FOOTBALL TOURNAME T
Many people believed that the outcome of the first game would decide
the winners of the tournament and CO MCE Tp proved them right.
With convincing win over TM, Romeo and India Tps thanks to dazzling
run from W02 (SSM) Day, W02 (FofS) Forbes, Phil ' Ravanelli '
Robson and Sig Alvin Black, the team was untouchable. Although the
defence came under lots of pressure, they stood fast. Well done to Sgt
A nd y 'Forest Gump' Corlett, LCpl 'Tankie' Hamilton, ig John
Magee and LCpl Greg Cox for keeping them out.
WORKSHOPS
Tp FofS

W02 (FofS) Andy Forbes

PC REPAIR
PC Workshop has, of late, had a busy time of it, with every man and
hi dog seeming to need their PC repaired yesterday! gt Mick Press,
fresh from Tl Sgt Bill Fagan and Cpl Frank Henderson completed
their move to TM Tp buildings fitting twice the kit in half the space they
had used before. We have ju t welcomed Cpl 'Chelsea' Hughes, also
traight from his Tl in Blandford. Good luck with the baby Frank and
Sonia- let's hope it ha her looks.
CAR FITS
The new spirit of Carfit Gang continues with our usual philo ophy
that any vehicle left outside the bay gets a fit. The newly promote~ W02
(FofS) Andy Forbes di covered this when he left his mountam bike
outside and a complete Cougar sy tern was 'expertly' fitted by LCpl
'Tank.ie' Hamilton. Farewell to Cpl 'Stan' Staubury, now at 2 16 Para
Sig Sqn and Cpl Si Welsh who ha moved to 3 Bde FRT. Welcome to
Cpls 'B ra in ' McLean fre h from the factory and Cpl Bob Bowden
posted from 204 Sig qn.
CRYPTO REPAIR WORKSHOPS
The Crypto workshop ha been through a few changes with coming. ,
goings and promotions. We have to ay Good~ye to Cpl Manny Co~v1e
who has left for Civvy treet- Good luck tor the future. gt Mick
Ollenshaw and newly promoted gt Jase White arc still holding the f?rt,
but have been joined by Sgt tu Murrny from Blandford after completmg
an arduous yea r on his TI .
DC WORKSHOPS
Another area of the workshops to receive a facelift is D Repair. gts
'Indy' Ind and Dave Kilgallon have both moved onto 8 Bde FRT and
TM Tp In tallations respectively. The new blood is Sgt '_ Mas' ' carlct
Pimpernel' Maxwell and Cpl Dave Rycroft who have arnved from TM
Tp and India Tp respectively.
THE REST OF SQUADRO
I DlATROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Rieb Newhouse
gt Frank Corrigan .
.
Tp S gt
Life continue in Indi a Tp with pl ent y of com mg and gomg .
Farewell to W02 (FofS) Andy Forbes and LCpl Dave Rycroft who go
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Sig Paul 'Reluctant Sailor' Betts at the helm, with
Sgt 'Geordie' English
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ' ick Massey
Tp Sgt
Sgt (FofS) ue King
The Troop ha - been extremely busy over the past 3 months "ith ~he
Op section aga in bearing the brunt of the worklo~d. mcc the ceasefire
the Troop ha got bu ier rather than quieter, w11h Ops ccl!on bemg
ta ked with all manner of training. The Troop has welcomed apt 'fhe
Bos' ick Massey. thrown . truight in at the deep end. and L pl Karen
Ballard to the Tech cction.
Congratulation go to gt tonty Farro" and h1. \>ife on the am,·al
of th eir baby girl, Katherine-enjoy tho e sleepnc . mghh. Also
congratulations to gt \lark ·Tug' \Yilson on pas ing hi> Yeoman ·
election and to pl Pete Lawn who fmall) achte\cd that long O\Crduc
promotion.
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n the farc1\cll side of life we would like to wish gt i Crowther
:ind fan11l) all the be. t on hi_ FofS course. I o, farewell to Cpl cott
Robinson on hi p sting to the L land of Love and Keo (Cypru ) and
finally to pl ndy larke who i off to iv Div.
Foreman · id' idera has finally found hi vocation in life not in
communications, but as the ·eller of some e ·tremcly dodgy T hirt at
gro,~ly mtlated price . Finally we mu t congratulate Cpl tevc Simpson
in being abl to da h more than 300 metres from a helicopter without
pa ing out or was it a grid rcfert'"I e check? If anyone in the Corp.
know any cure for ba kache or any good tretching e ercises could
the. plea e contact W02 Bill · Bingham A AP.
TMTR OP
Tp omdFofS
V 02 (FofS) Ian Rutherford
Tp gt
gt haun Cook
Life in the large· t Troop in the Regiment continues at a pace. There
ha1 e been many changes to the overall tructure. notably the TOT, Capt
Gig Plumb moving up tair to Comms Branch to teady the ship.
Unusually, the ta king for the addle Club have dried up of late! On the
·ports front, the McKel\'ie Trophy Tug of War wa hand omely won
although ·econd place in the football wa hurtful. We al o bid furcwell 10
the following:
gt Ged Keane and Wendy who are posted to 7 ig
gt Tony Quinn, off to 9 ig Regt afier joining the ADP ro ter.
Regt,
Also there' gt lexander High and 'larie posted to 35 ig Regt and
hopefully still going FofS and also Cpl Kev East off on hi Tl course.
Good luck to you all where er you go. On the arrival front a warm
welcome to
gt Bod McDonald and Chris who arrive from Hong
Kong with a box full of Gucci watche , gt Jim Barr and lison from
Blandford and LCpl "Gilly' Gilch ri t from ·unny Gem1any.

HELLO AND GOODBYES
Welcome to WO! (YofS) Steve Holt who joined us on promotion to
take up the rein of Comms Branch YofS, Good luck . . . and al o to Cpl
And y Forster, hope you enjoy your time in Comms Op . We ~ay
farewell to WOI (YofS) Bob Nixon who i off to 3 (UK) Div !IQ and
Sig Rc:gt. Cpl Frank Baker to 30 Sig Regt and Cpl 'Mac' McGuckicn
off to Blandford on his Cla s One course. Good Luck to all.
CO GRAT LATIO
Congratulation to Capt Graham Addley on his marriage to Claire,
and al o to LCpl Steve elson on hi marriage to Vicky we offer them
our be t wishe for the future. ongratulation also to Maj Ycoell on
being elected for promotion to Lt Col. and also to FofS Steve Johnston
on his recent selection for a commis ion.
FAREWELL TO CAPT WHICHELO
(ADJT HQNI & 15 SIG REGT)

THE I 'TER OUA DRO
1ARCH A ·o SHOOT COMPETITIO
Teams entered for thi- competition came from ignal unit all over
the Pro\ ince. The main competition consi ted of four events. The I
Pi tol hoot. the Moving Target hoot, the Judgemental Snap hoot and
the March and hoot There wa also the Falling Plate Event which was
to be judged eparately from the main competition. Team were to con ist
of five members for the main event and four for the falling plate.
The competition wa fierce with all team coring highly in each
event, however after a couple of shoots it bec~me clear that fir t place
would be fought over between 2~3 and 225 ig Sqn . In pite of very
good hooung_ from all the 233 Sig Sqn team, 225 pulled ahead-despite
lo·mg a man m the march tage of the March and Shoot, their strength
bowed through in the hooting.
Overall places were:
6th 39 Bde Sig Sqn
5th HQ Sqn 15 Sig Regt
4th Bde ig Sqn
3rd 3 Bde Sig Sqn
2nd 233 ig Sqn
I st 225 Sig Sqn.

BFP0809

qn Comd
RSM

Maj C.R. Owen
WOI (RSM) K. R. W inkles

OMMSTROOP
Capt L. Launders
Tp omd
Tp Sgt
gt S. Parke
Comms Tp continue to provide the vital comms support for 3 Inf Bde
in the form of Syscon (no problem too big or mall, no enquiry too
ridiculous), COMMCE , rypto and omms Trials Team. This
cosmopolitan mix of roles and trade groups makes for an interesting but
effective team. Having been somewhat stretched with limited manning a
number of new arrival over the last two months have been extremely
welcome. The majority of the arrivals come from 30 Sig (what have we
done to deserve this?!). Comms Tp would like to welcome the following:
ig 'Nelly' 1 elson and Sig Chrissie train from 7 Sigs, LCpl 'Sonic'
Hard in g, Sig 'Moonmonkey' Adams, and Sig George Marsha ll from
30 Sigs, and Sig 'Fro ty Frost and Sig Lee Mellor straight from the
fai.:tory. Sgt Donna evens has come on promotion from 16 Sig Regt to
take over as Crypto and Commcen Sgt. She relieve gt Karl Woodray
who is attached to CDA I.
Comms Tp have been involved with a number of things over the past
couple of months, these included three of the Troop showing off their
Tiger Woods kill at the Brigade annual golf meeting. Cpl 'Fat Finger '
Heath, C pl 'Tiny' Johns and LCpl ' I'm sure I booked out' Harding.
Unfortunately they did better at sinking pints in the clubhou e than they
did at sinking those little balls into the holes! On the more arduous side
Capt Richard Webb, Sgt Donna evens, pl 'Tiny' Johns and LCpl
Lestor Richardson 'volunteered' to repre ent the Squadron in the Kiwi
half Marathon in Bui ford. They thought that it would be an easy ticket to
the mainland, but were made to work for their weekend out of Province.
Despite a good showing in the Great orth Run a few weeks earlier Sgt
Donna Nevens sustained an injury and covered mo t of the course in aa
ambulance. The rest of the team achieved respectable times and do not
seem to have been put off running stupidly long di tances for no apparent
reason, a they will be taking part in the Blandford half marathon in
October. Sgt Sam Parke led the Squadron March and Shoot team to a
reas uring third place in the Mercury Cup compelition-obviou ly trying
·
not to seem too keen.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) Steven
Tp SSgt
SSgt Pennell
Life in the Troop is as hectic as ever despite the cea e-fire. However
life in the Province is not all that bad, a recent weekend away is witnes
to that.

233 Sig Sqn team members were Sgt D Alderson (Capt) Sot
D Brock0
Edlin, gt C Benson. S~ R Campbell, Sgt D Watts, Cpl D Knapman,
LCpl B 1yerscough, Sig Ma sey.
COMM BRA 'CH
LA YARD TROPHY
The ta k training the Regiment's Lanyard Trophy Team fell to WOl
(Yof) Bob ixo~ . After weeks of training and an arduou journey ju t to
reach the tart pomt, at 0550 hrs, Thursday 11 th June 1997 the team lined
up to set off on the 40-mile march. At the halfway stage we had on ly lost
one member of the team. The team slowed over the latter stages
un_derstandab~y, ho1~ever ten members of the Regiment completed the 40mile march 111 a ttme of l4hrs 57mins to fin ish in a creditable 8th
position. The team would like to thank Cpl 'Mac' McGuckien and LCpl
Greg Cox for their outstanding admin support.
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o it's not another wacky invention by ' Professo r Whichelo' for
canoeists who live away from the water, but RHQ HQ J and 15 ig
Regts ' attempt to see him ?ff in style. There is nothing like a Friday
afternoon paddle around Thtepval Barracks as long as it ends up at the
bar! As you can ee froi:i the faces of the assembled members of RHQ,
we :-vere sorry to see him go! Off to pastures new, C apt (now Maj)
\'Yhichelo 1s to take up the post of QC 202 Sig Sqn in Bui ford. We wi h
him all the best

BALLYIO LER BASH
A luxurious weekend away, was enjoyed by the Troop, at a first class
holiday camp-Co ta Ballykinler. 'A fine break away from work' said the
Foreman, 'with a little stroll on the beach and a day viewing the
countryside.' Foreman speak that translate to a CFT, partially on the
beach and an APWT. The weekend started well with LCpl 'Kipper'
Fisher howing the locals how not to squeeze a large vehicle through a
mall gap. Having arrived almost unscathed a succes fuJ day was had on
the ranges with the two Woodys vying for top shot. Unfortunately LCpl
'UMIN ' Wood did not realise that LCpl Fisher was a si ting gt Wood,
maybe next time 'UMIN'. The CFT proved easy enough except for the
eight-mile sprint part. LCpl Le ter Richar·dson , on loan from Comm
Tp, took much pleasure in dragging the lad around. Even the clerk
passed so be must have been good.
The Troop Barbecue went down well with entertainment being
provided by Cpl 'Rab' isbett, LCpl 'S tud ' Eades, LCpl 'Kipper'
Fisher and Sig Ken Boon , all at the expense of everyone el e. LCpl
Wo_od provided all the ingred ient of a fine fea t, ably assi ted by ·hi
loving Tp SSgt, Sgt Ian Pennell. l wonder if LCpl Fi her will tell the
Foreman what he really did to his beer! Overall a great weekend and we
even managed to complete mo t of the year's ATD .

Over the past few months we have said farewell to C pl 'Mac'
McDonald and Sgt Andy Dick (Rab is really missing you). We wish
you all the very best in your future employment. We welcome Cpl
Ma on, Cpl Pope, Cpl Balkham, Cpl Baker, LCpl King, Sig taincr
and last but not least Sgt ndy Lothian. We hope that you and your
families enjoy the tour at the harp end.
SQUADRO FOOTBALL
The I six-a-side and the Royal Signals seven-a-side competition
both served as useful pre-season practice for the ambitious Squadron
football side. A disappointing result in the 1 tournament did nothing for
our confidence but we were determined to produce a better account of
ourselves at Blandford. Unfortunately, despite a rare goal from W02
(FofS) 'Scotty' Steve ns, we were thwarted by 15 Sig Regt in the
quarterfinals. In a game reminiscent of the legendary clash between
Anderlecht and Notts Forre t in 1984, the 1-1 draw went to 15 Sig Regt
who had won more comers. The team are sad to lose top goal scorer S gt
nd y Dick who has been posted to th e eventual winners of the
competition, 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt. We have high hope for a more
succes ful eleven-a-side season.
ADVE T ROU TRAIN! G-EXERCI ES OWDO FINN
Ex Snowdon Finn was one of the many adventurous training exerci e
run by the Squadron over the year. By nature of the unit's split location,
five troops and various shift system , Snowdon Finn probably brought
members of the MT, COMMCEN and Training Wing together for the
first time in a non work environment. It would prove to be the make or
break of us We departed at 0500 on a cold, wet and windy morning,
which to those of you who have erved in the Province is known locally
as ' ummer'. Although at first it eemed like any other cold early start we
were hocked and subdued when we beard of the sudden death of Diana,
Prince s of Wale . The eleven-hour journey to Capel Curig Camp wa
very quiet.
On our first morning in Wales, having been thrilled to discover we
were on fire picquet that night, we set off into the mountains. We parked
at Pen-Y-Pas and walked up the miners' track towards the top of
Snowdon. gt Paul Beattie was ju t commenting to gt Sam 'The Tat'
Parke how gene rous Cp l Jack Horner (RLC) was being to u
calybacks when Cpl Horner announced that we had all been sold into
lave labour to the camp commandant. For no pieces of silver we were
forced to work for the ational Trust moving fence po t 500m up a near
vertical climb. We were later informed that it had taken eighty Gurkha
day to get them thi far. onethelc s we toiled and toiled all morning
until we had made a substantial dem in what seemed like a monumental
ta k. The weather, that had never been good, then closed in completely
and the decision was made to abandon hip for the day. A worthwhile
ta k had been started and a en e of achievement gained even if ational
Trust does ound like an item of underwear that I will probably now have
to wear for the re t of my life.

Sgt Paul Beattie evidently not making light work
of moving the tiny fence posts whilst LCpl Steele sm irks in the
background

The team after completing the 40 mile march
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Bob Hosk ins, W02 YofS Andy Drummand
WOI YofS Bob Nixon, Capt Richard Newhouse,
'
W01 RSM Steve Pellant, Sgt Tony Martin, LCpl Phil Callaway
Front Row (L-R): LCpl 'Griff' Griffiths, Sgt Mark Robson,
LCpl Jason Owens
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TEES TOTAL .
High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wilts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX: (01793) 84989.0
TM Tp enjoy their day on the beach
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Having en ured the afety of all whom stayed at apel Curig Camp
over night we waited for our order from Ober Gruppen Fuhrer Horner
(only kidding my lord). To lay. he aid, we would take the 101\ tracks
around the area (LCpl Alan teele thought Jack meant Holland and
Belgium, ig Chris Hoggard managed to calm him down before he
recounted the who le of the blitzkrieg first hand). Few of u had pent
much time in orth Wale and we were truck by the out landing cenery
and how un poilt it seemed. We had a breathtaking \ alk until our bodie
gave u the gypsie that we had done enough for the day. That evemng
even ig Chris Moore 1 ho ha only ju · t emerged blinking out of
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trnnnng. , me out of hi. shell. Hi rendition of the Tub Thump.ing · ·1 get
1--nockcd Down · with kebab in hand has been recorded and wtll be u ·ed
in rcsist an c to interrogation training as white no i e. On da four the
" athcr " <1' as bad a the local had seen at thi time of. ea r and o we
'' ' re ad\ i."ed again.'t going into the moun,<.in . Jn tead we spent a very
pleasant day . wimmtn lt in Bangor and picki ng up a fe w ·ouvcnirs. The
weather on the fifth day was much impro ·d and ·owe de· ided to fi ni h
mo' ing the re t of the fence po t up th hill. Progress was low but
determined . \\'e were topped by many a group o f ci tl ia ns wh o
wondered "hat "e were doing. This remain a 'cry good question, by the
end of the day. howc' er we did ha' e a great en · e of achie vement and the
cnse of a con en ation 1ob well done. It has been a long time since I have
had su h a hard time getting out of my hed . On the ixth morning I was
nlea ·ed to find that I was not the only one suffering. We pent the day
~•alking around the bottom of the Glyders then cro sing over to rib
Goch. The Ia· t mile to the minibu wa run the last one back bought the
first round that evening.

Damp but not downhearted
(L

to R): Sig Hoggard, LCpl Steele, Sgt Parke, Sgt Beattie
and Sig Moore

We unanimously d.:cidcd to traYd through the night in order to attend
Diana, Princess of Wales· fu nera l on the last day of our exercise. It was a
ve1y moving experience that none of us will ever forget. Thousands of
people ilcntly lined th e route of the funeral cortcgc. We fo ll owed th e
funeral cortcgc past Buck ingham Palace and watched the service on the
large creens. After the service we drove back to Cape l urig, every
motOn \'ay bridge ' as covered with banners wi th personal messages and
the road was strewn with flowers. We returned to North ern Ire land the
next day agreei ng that the exercise had been c hallengi ng and rewa rd ing if
a little subdued. The bad weather meant that we did not ac hi eve all of our
aims but each of us had a very welcome break from orthem Ireland .
EXERCISE POSEIDO FINN
Wha t wa pl a nned by LCpl Dave Hannam as a wee k lo ng epic
offi hore sai ling adventure turned into a two day introducti on to offshore
sailing because of the last minute non-ava ilability of a ski pper. De pite
the e change the intrepid crew of six from 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
and 233 ig qn decided to make the most of the time ava ilabl e unde r the
uperv i ion of Capt Richard i cwhouse (233 ig Sqn). After a ba ffl ing
tour of the boat, an introduction to the mr terious language of ailing and
a afety brief we set off fro m Bangor ha rbou r to cross the orth hannel,
de tinati on Portpatrick. For those new to sai li ng it was certainly in at the
deep end- fortunately not li terally. As the wind got up and the sea became
uncomforta bl y c hoppy we learned very fa t a bout reefin g ai ls a nd
steering to the compa s. By the time we reached Portpatrick several hours
later everyone wa c ·hausted a nd several (includ ing the kipper) were
looking fo rward to getting on dry land hav ing been more than a littl e
ea ick on the way across. By the time we had reli ved the expe ri ence
several time in the pub that night anyone wo uld have thought we had
sailed aero s the Atlantic!
The next day dawned much more brightly and we found that we were
almo t becalmed. After some man overboard drills off the Scottish coast
we pointed fo r home. Thi s time it wa no t seasickne s but sun-burn
which was the danger a Capt Ronnie Launders ably demonstrated! The
ea wa almost fl at and the ky cloudles : woo lly hats a nd waterproofs
were discarded in fa vow· of shorts and shades. The light winds meant that
the cro ing took almost twice as long as the trip out but we arrived back
in time to clean the boat and ha nd it o ver that evening. Despite th e
curtailment of the e x pedition it was cert a inl y a comprehen ive
introduction to the contrasts of offshore sa iling. We had a n excell e nt
break from the normal routine and a lot of fun.
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COMM SECTIO
OP TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt John Fraser
Comm Section SSgt
SSgt Kev 0 ' ' eill
Another hectic period for Comms Section, lowly adju ting to the One
Tp, 2 ections era. Its good to see that the Tp Comd 2Lt John F raser has
taken up from hi predeces or and is never here. There was a brief
ighting of him prior to his departure on the Swiss Raid Commando to
Switzerland, but apparently that was only to note when his extra duties
were, and pick up his mail. ln fairness to him, his time in the Squadron
ince arriving from Blandford has been well used, being pinged for any
and everything that the S CO ' in the Squadron can fit into their in trays.
Keep going bo , not far from your nen'Ous breakdown.
The Section has as normal had its fair share of porting activities to
contend with, Cpl Marie McChesney, Cpl Mandy Duffy, ig . orma
1o1Tat and ig Charlie Docherty all doing stalwart service in winning
the . 'l Rounders Championship and coming an excellent runner up in the
Army Rounders Champion hip . Well done to all those involved. As well
as our rounders heroines , other members of the Section have been
pro~iding valuable ervice to the Bde HQ and Sig Sqn teams in Volleyball ,
Swtmmmg, Tug of War, as well as taking full parts in the Mercury Cup
Competitions that are run within the Province. Special mention must go to
LCpl Bri Rawlings for doing hi best to intimidate the Referees and
opposillon at the Volleyball competi tions. I'm not sure who he scares
more, us or them. Work wise, if you can fit any in between all the sporti ng
events we ~ave undertaken. has once again been hectic, trying to cram 8
day work tnto 7 as u ual, however all the section from Syscon to Trials,
Rover Group to the COMMCE and Crypto have as always proved
themselve more than able to met the challenges set for them .
As always there have to be a few tearful farewells and the Section bids
a fond farewell to ig Geordie Haggath off to Civ div and to Cpl Marie
\.fcChense) who was posted to fill a vacancy in 225? Sig Sqn at short
nouce and .also .to ig Fiona mith , who is also leaving to join the great
unwashed 111 C1vvy treet. Thanks very much for all the hard work and
we wish you all the best for your futures. We welcome to the Section hot
from her Tp Comd Cour~e , 2Lt tewart , who we have seen decidedly
lot more of than the Tp Comd (that wouldn't be hard), Fancy staying??
ft:bo .to Cpl K~v Hollan~ who takes ~p a post as one of the Crypto
0 s and to , 1g DaH Kirton who arn ved from the Factory to work in
the harde t worked COMMCE in the Province. Welcome all and have a
good time with the glorious and figh ting 39th .
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RQl\15 DEPART 1E T
W02 (RQMS) Lawes
It 's been a bu sy month for a ll in th e dept, co mmencing w ith the
Commanders' Cocktail Party early in September. As the workload started to
ea e off a linle, the ' Famous f ive ' decided to swan off to Stranraer for the
day armed with mountain bikes, daysacks and lashing of ginger beer. The
crew consisting of Cpl Al Kek Cpl Pa ul Selby, LC pl Lyn Sher idan, ig
' af' fton and Sig 'Sticky' Bunn started off with a glas of Sheny on the
Seacat to prepare u all for the daunting task of scaling the highest of hills
that lay ahead of us. Ever rode a bike up a 6-mile hill ? Paul ' King of the
mountains ' Selby managed it (hardly out of breath) ot! The rest of us took
the easier option of walking. Having all safely got to the top, AJ reali ing he
had forgotten the map started to flap . Not being one to be outdone on the
day 'Sticky' Bunn saved the day by producing hi s cucumber sandwiches
lovin$1Y prepared by his mum (wrapped in a map). Enough said! Thankfully
the la t I 0 mile were downhill and conveniently we ended up at the local
tavern for a pub lunch. Top recce AJ! !! A good day was had by all .
General notes to include: W02 (RQM ) Lawes is in Blackdown on
his RQ's course. Arrival s Cpl Selby arrived from 3 Div. Po ted and
Promoted Sgt Keir to 16 Sigs.
EXERCISE SAD OLE SORE Ill
by LCpl Warda le
Anncd only wi th the Exercise theme songs, a naive enth usiasm, and
hopelessly unprepared backsides, we began the long trek to Wale . The
sober stat~ of the whole party that morni ng was a fine examp le of how
the.Exercise would continue. After a night introducing our elves to the
delightful loca ls, perhaps helped by having Cp l Gethin Bevan (real
name!) as an i~sid.e _Iink to the very Welsh populace, we began our first
day of mountam b1k111g. Immediately it became clear that there were two
groups- the bikers led by Sgt Andy ' Strike a Pose' Maylett and the bi Ifs
at the back, inspired and encouraged by LCp l J .C. 'Off, Bev!' Moses.
Fa~ed wnh a further 30km, we had our first 'ca ualty' of the trip. LC pl
e1 I ' I ~ was n;e, gears! ' Wa.rdale decided to take a dive under Cpl ' I
c~uldn ~he lp 1t Bevan 's bike. LCp l Geordie 'Sleeping Bag' Tonks
( nuf said) ~as qu.1ck to volunteer to sacrifice a day's biking to take him
to the hospnal, with the help of a friendly neighbou rho d milkman. As
the days went on, everybody became more co nfident wit h both their
bikes and their abilities. otably the transformation of a mild mannered
MT Sergeant int<_> gt Stu 'Banzai ' Vernon , whose next biking expedition
1s to K.2, was a sight to remember.
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The n ig hts were a quiet affair of cleani ng bikes, cooking dmner,
di scussing the pros and cons of aluminium frame; and studytng the maps
for the fo ll ow in g day 's activities. C pl ' Muz' M urray was particularly
quiet duri ng these nighttime rest periods. We biked far and wide across
Snowdoni a, Bctys-y-coed, met the interesting loca ls of Pwhwelli, and
found some excel lent trails in the Coed-y-Brcnnan area-a must for next
year. Th e fa mous Red Bull route provided entertainment for the 'biker'
group, while the rest put their stabilisers on. got beat by kids, and laughed
at biking-spotters. We prom ised not to mention the punctures our bikers
received that day, or the lack of a working pump, so we won 't. Sadly all
good things come to an end. So it was with a group sigh, that the intrepid,
and extremely add le Sore bunch, put the MIB on the radio, packed their
boxer shorts away, and made their slow, sad way back to glorious I.
1997 GREAT ORTH RU
by Cpl Muz Murray
The annually held G reat orth Run is a very high profile, atmo pherc
charged event bringing peop le not only from every corner of the UK, but
also further afield, to run the 13 mile road route stretchi ng from ewca tie
to South Sh ie lds. Eve r conscious of mai ntain in g its comm itme nt to
charity sportin g events, the quadron dispatched a team to compete in the
event. Unde r SSgt Andy ' pi e eater ' Paterson 's watchfu l eye, gt Al
' go ld ca rd ' Keir, Cpl ' Muz' lurray and Pte 'grab-a-gran' Harman
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boarded the Belfast to Stranraer ferry and mad.: their \\ay to Whnburn
TA Centre, where we met up with W02 Brnmmic ' Stccplcpck ' La\~ es
and C pl 1 eil 'I ' ll drive!' \\ardale, who had both taken time olT their
leave especially to participate in the event.
There was lots of pre-race preparallon a somewhat unorthodox
com bi natio n of sleep deprivation. carbo-loading (mainly piaas and
kebabs) and hydration techniq ues using copious amounts of yea t
beverages! Nevertheless, come unday. we were eager for the race to
start, and the record-breaking crowd of 36,000 runner~ wa~ sent on ib
way by Alan S hearer. The atmo phere was electric, everybody was on a
high, with lots of fun runners in various sta tes of d res. and friend ly
banter from even the slightly more seriou. runners. We were encouraged
all the way by the crowd of never ending spectators adorn ing the route.
beari ng well appreciated gifts of oranges and sugary sweets. As well as
the water stops, there were various types of ban ds a t most major
roundabouts and all this meant the race seemed to be over in a relatively
painless amount of ti me. A really good time was had by all , a nd we
ma naged to raise £250 for the childrens home at 80 Malo ne Road. the
Squadrons nominated charity. After the race, the pre-course preparation
had proved so succe sfu l we deci ded to ca rry o n th e mo ti o n, before
making ou r way back to I, stiff, tired b ut w ith a goo d se nse o f
achievement, and thoroughly looking forward to improving on our time
next year. A big thanks to the bar Maff at Idols for making it all worthwhile.
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.IRIL
The Squadron continue to be bu y despite the PlRA cease-fire and the
start of the all party talks at Stounnont. Whilst all personnel wish for a
lasting settlement to come from the talks, the Squadron's operational role
of maintai ning and operating the Brigade's communication infrastructure
continue unabated.
FAREWELL TO W02 (YOF ) McH GH
The Squadron would like to sent its best wishes to W02 (YofS) ' Wee
Terry' McH ugh who leaves the Anny in October 1997 a!ler 22 years of
service to the Co lours. In a varied and demanding career Terry served in
many di fferent theatres, and i , a a re ult, entitled to wear The South
Atlantic M edal w ith ro e tte, The Genera l Serv ice Medal with Clas p
orthem Ireland, Accumulated Campaign Service Medal and the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal. Despite being in the twilight of his
career, Terry wa completely devoted to the Squadron during his last tour
from Ma rch 1995 to March 1997 . Th e Squad ron would like to wish
Terry and hi s famil y the best luck for the fu ture and extend to him a
warm invitation to vi sit us next time he i in Londonderry.
SENIORS VERSUS J U IOR RUGBY
The opening rugby game of the eason i the traditional Seniors Vs
Juniors game. Despite pre match banter by the juniors the seniors were
quietly confident that they would once again hold the trophy. Capt. Colin
Va udin won the toss for the eniors and the battle line were drawn. The
first Scmmmage et the tone for the match with gt Ca rl ' Just one last
sea on ' Budding winning vital ba ll and 2Lt Alex 'Gazelle' C li xby
bursting off the back of the scrum and punc hing a hol e through the
juniors defenc e. The seniors back division , led by the outstanding
partnership of Maj 1 adine RAMC and Sgt ' Cleggy ' C legghorn , oon
had the junior in total retreat and scored try after try. Other notable
performance came from W02 (YofS) ·1 will not play in that tupid game
Sir' Donoghue and Sgt teve 'Armani ' Brown. The juniors fought bard
throughout but de pite the best efforts of both C pl Gareth Dea rden and
Sig ' under the thumb ' Barrs the senior tarted to run away with the
game. The game ended with a 44-0 victory for the eniors but a superb
afternoon of good porting fun wa bad by all.
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INTERTROOPTRIATHALON
Th e Inte r T p Tri at hlon took pl ace on the 3rd September 1997 at
Shackleton Bks, Ballykelly. The sprint triathlon event is competed for
over the fo llowing:
500m swim, 20km cycle, 5km run.
Team SHQ, con isting of Capt 'Taff' Watts, W02 (YofS) Donoghue
and Sgt 'Dez' E ldridge started off as the favourites but they were not
destined to have it all their own way. The first part of the event was in the
pool with the be t time coming from Cp l J eremy Martins of 5 Royal
Irish at 9.20 minute . otable performances in the pool came from ig
' I' m not going to be sick' Brown and Capt ' Fish' Watts. The cycle ride
proved difficult when everal of the cycles, provided by the PRI. elfde tructed on their way around the airfield. SSgt P ete Griffiths put in the
best time. at 48.39 minutes. The faste t time on the run came from the
Adjt of IS Sig Regt, Capt Fred Wichelo, with a time of I 6.10 minute ,
much to the delight of his CO, Comd Comm (NI). The entire event was
a great succes and the results were a follows :
Team Re ults:
Individual Results:
I t- LCpl Burke lhr 19min 54 ec.
I st- Comm Tp A.
2nd- HQ.
2nd Sgt Griffiths I hr 20min OOsec.
3rd- Comms Tp B.
3rd- LCpl Green I hr 24min 04sec.

Comd Com ms (NI), Lt Col Rowlinson R Signals, presents the
Winn ing Team Trophy to LCpl Foster and LCpl Mcllroy

The Victorious Senio rs Rugby Team
Back Row (L-R): Capt Pete Hurry, Sgt Mark Fitzpatrick,
2Lt Alex Clixby, Capt Colin Vaud in,
W02 (YofS) Donaghue, SSgt Pete Griffiths,
Maj Nick Sealy-Thompson, Maj Andy Whelan.
Front Row (L-R): Capt Gareth Powell, Sgt Neil Hunt,
Sgt Martin Coles, Sgt Steve Brown, Sgt Carl Budding,
Sgt ' Cleggy' Clegghorn, Maj Martin Nadin.
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EXERCISE A TIVE SWORDFISH
THE DS VIEW by 2Lt lex Clixb)
t the tart of my pre Tp Commander., course attachment to Infantry
Bde HQ and ig qn l wa given the ta k of organising an ad\cnturous
training weekend. Thi, came a qunc a hock a 1 had mi:scd all of the
adventurous training e. pcd1tion at R 1A andhur. t. due to pla) ing
rugby, and had been asleep in most of the bricE. due to being knackered.
The organi sati on didn't prove to be as hard as I first thought as \\ 02
(YofS) Nigel ' Where's the wmdow'." Donohue had already done most of
the work . fter a few recce's and the writing of a fe\\ .\dmin order.. "c
were ready to go.
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l· ,\cll\c wordfi ·h wa. a three da exercise that took place from
Fnday 26th •ptembcr 10 unday :! th cptcmber 1997. We were ba cd
tll the Actinty entre at the 5 Royal hi. h Ba~e. Coleraine. From here we
had two da) · of canoeing. moumam biking. climbing and abseiling. This
all took place in locations clo c to Coleraine and included parts of the
Giant
auscway coa llm and Tlamore Head in Portmsh. The area that
was u.-ed "a · perfect. . ,·ery beautiful area that proYid d all thee ercise
personnel with a well needed e cape from the Londonderry environment.
\\'c ''ere ·poilt for choice with experienced adYenturou training
m:tructo~ and took the cream of the crop. inrhding gt Col 'Grab a
Granny· Bentle) , gt Cai-I · ot another Guinne " Budding. gt eil
·Tall tory· Hunt, gt 1ark ' ea-Dog' Fitzpatrick and Cpl 1ark
·Bua Lightyear· Butler. With uch an experienced group of in tmctor
it eemed that nothing could go wrong.
The canoeing \\8 a great uccc s with ig Daz ' table as Jelly'
'1orley managing to cap ize hi canoe twice on a motionle mill pond.
However. mo·1 of the other canoei. l se med to gel 10 grip with the art
p tty quickly and managed lo canoe the course following the gallant Cpl
:\lark ·All the Gear. no Idea' Butler, who managed to fini h the weekend
· without drowning anyone or gelling lo l. The climbing and abseiling wa
al o a great accomplishmem, with many beginners learning the ropes at
Ramore Head in Porlru ·h under the guidance of Sgt Col 'Hide your
Grandmother' Bentley and gt 'eil 'l organised thi ' Hunt. There were
a number of climb each of varying difficulty, which proved very
-ucce ful aller a night recce by gt Neil ·Doe· a lot for Charity. Hunt.
The climb were thoroughly enjoyed by all, although Cpl ' aked fi h'
Wright eemed much happier to go kinny dipping in the freezing cold
ea. 'ly elf. W02 (YofS) , igel 'Interior decorator' Donohue, gt Carl
'Ju tone more pint' Budding and gt lark ·Banzai ' Fitz-Patrick were
in charge of the mountain biking. Thi wa not 100 arduou but did cau e
most of the group to weat a Ii it le, although that wa probably waiting for
a Big-Mac in Coleraine McDonald' . LCpl 1 ikki ·Gi e us a pu h'
Keneford called for help once or t' ice and 2Lt Jo ·Super Gran' Stewart
wa undoubtedly the slowe t thing on two wheel . Once again a prize
should go to ig Daz · 1y brake don't work· lorley for his light
accident while racing down a ''ery teep hill. without brakes, while trying
to catch gt 'Eddie Kid' Coles and Sig ' 100- 'oo' 1ier-luckily he
wasn ·1 hurt. On Saturday 27th eptember \ e held a watersport day al a
watersport. centre ju t a few miles om ide Coleraine. Thi wa a great
facility that wa thoroughly enjoyed by almo t 40 quadron members.
Sqn Comd, 1aj \lark 'The Bo ' Perry and WOl (RS 1) Keith ·The
Badge· Fisher visited us to take part in the variou water ports along
with a number of other day-trippers.
The activities at the centre were great. There was a chance for Banana
Boat Riding 1ha1 required great expertise not to fall off. Once off, the
banana boat was even more difficult 10 get back on a 2Lt Jo •J can't get
on!' te,,art found out WOI (R 1) Keith 'Big kid' Fisher and gt
Mark 'even bigger kid ' Fitzpatrick were taken back to their childhood
on the banana boats-it wa great to see grown men acting like little
children! gt Carl ·Ski Supreme' Budding and LCpl Phil 'Sport Billy'
Minos were tme professionals on water-skis. unlike my elf-being under
5 foot tall mu t have been a definite advantage! WOl (RS\1) Keith
Fisher was quite impressive on skis too. e pecially with hi flying
Superman impres ions! The Kayak boating turned into a free-for-all with
the member· of each boat waging· war like pirates of old. This tarted off
with the throwing of water but soon turned inlo a mission to capsize each
other' kayak and get SSgt Pete ·can I borrow a hirt?' Griffiths into the
water. The weekend was a great ucce s, with the members of the
Squadron having tremendou fun .

THE SOLDIERS VIEW
by Pte Hayley mith
ll all started very badly wlu.:n on orders it told us we had to parade at
0600 hr (as a clerk I didn ·t know that time existed). We all made it and
moved up to the activity centre in oleraine where our accommodation
rcmi1tded us all of ' Porridge ·. but more crowded. The female room~ were
trategically placed next to the seniors, for our own protection?
The first day ' activitie were mountain biking, rock climbing and
canoeing. The mountain biking was over a route of about 16 miles
covering terrain along the coastal cliff: and the beach. The rock climbing
was held at Port Ru hand' as mn by gt ' he wasn't that old' Bentley
The rock face he had picked out seemed impossible at first but we all got
up il and had a lot of fun abseiling down again. The canoeing was the
most difficult activity to master a my canoe seemed to have a lifo.; of its
own. A a re ult I spent more time spinning round in circles whilst the
rest of my group paddled down river. The activities carried on to early
evening and then it wa time to have a quiet trip into town for a
refreshment or two, well thi type of exerci e i thirsty work. We returned
to the activity centre later that night for a last drink when someone
ugge ted going ice- kating. Christopher Dean had no competition.
judging by the way LCpl Trev tamford managed to take out everyone
on the rink during his first circuit.
aturday was the Watersport day on the River Bann, (September, I
and water is not a good mix). Aller being filled up with wet ·uits (Sgt
Budding had to use a hoehorn to get into his and Sig Morley is the fir t
man ever to have a baggy wetsuit), we all headed for the water. The
activitie included banana boat rides, water- kiing and kayaking. o-one
managed to stay on the banana boat for more than ten cconds and we
oon su ed that the driver wa ju t convinced we were not wet enough
and was deliberately turning it over. The water- kiing was easier and
nobody fell off. especially pl 'I wa pu hed, hone t' Marriott. By mid
afternoon everyone tarted to get hypothermia so we headed back for a
well earned barbecue. That evening we tried out the local nightlffe in Port
Ru hand were e ntertained by the rwo Elvis's, namely Sgt eil Hunt and
W02 (YofS) Donoghue. By the way Yeoman why were you drinking
peppermint chnapps, with a pickled egg in it, all night. The entire
weekend was good fun and a welcome break from London.d erry so we
will be back next year, if Port Rush county council hasn·t banned us.
AUTUMN FETE 1997
Once again it wa time for the summer fete, only a little bit late on
13th eptember and so the change in name. W02 (MTWO) Kemp was
tasked with the organisation and having only arrived in Province during
July was running around like a headles chicken. OK closely followed by
myself, gt Crowhurst MT gt. A week to go and all the plans had been
made and o it was just a case of sitting back and letting it all fall into
place. As you all know no plan survives contact with the enemy, in thi
case the AAC who didn't want a fete on their helipad, and so last minute
alterations were required. Having eventually fitted 13 ' 12 by l 2s' and 3
'24 by 18 ' into a kiddies play park the fete began. The big day arrived
and the weather, obviously booked by the training wing, was typically
orthern Irish, raining as usual. ot to be put off Cp l Roberts carried on
with the 1 oddy Train and the kiddies smiles at least brightened up the
day. Pte Smith from SHQ was the day's only casualty having banged her
head on the Sumo Wrestling game, and this, not the time spent in the beer
tent, was responsible for her sore head in the morning. All in all a good
day was had by all in Londonderry Station with the face painting stall and
the bouncy ca tie being especially bu y. A lot of money was raised for all
the Station charilie and a big thanks to all tho e who supported the
event

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

ARR IVALS & DEPART RE
The Regiment warmly welcomes back Sgt Mick Simcock and Tracy
from 2 Sig Regl who has come back to do the same job as last time in 66
Sig Sqn. Also welcome to LCpl Paul Dearden from 21 Sig Regt who
has taken over as the O 's driver. Farewell, good luck and congratulations
to Cpl Paul Conroy, who has left u on promotion to join 30 Sig Regt.
CO GRATULATIONS
Congratulation go to Lt Ian Craig on his promotion, Lt Hugh Lynch
on his commissioning in 69 Sig Sqn and 2Lt Patrick Watson on his
commissioning from Sandhurst. ongratulations also to W02 (SSM)
Lyle on his promotion to take up the post vacated by Hugh Lynch at 69
ig Sqn, and to Sgt Martin of the same Squadron on his promotion. Maj
J . S. Fa llows (QC 66) and Capt (TOT) J. Long are both congratulated
on being awarded the Territorial Decoration.
30TH A NJVERSARY JOI T MESS DI
ER NIGHT
The SOinC (Army), Brig .F. Wood AD and the Comd 107 (Ulster)
Bde, Brig A.A . Wilson OBE, were guest of honour at a joint Officer '
and Sergeants' Mess dinner night. This was held by 40th (Ulster) Sig
Regt (V) at Clonaver Park, Bel fa t, on the evening of October 3rd to
celebrate the 30th anniversa1y of the formation of the Regimen_t.
69 ( IH) SIGNAL SQ ADRO
EXERCISE LUNE FIN 28 A GUST-1SEPTEMBER1997
Ex Lune Finn wa the Squadron' annual summer adventure training
weekend. It was based at Halton Training Camp on the outskirts of
Lanca ter. The activitie planned were kayaking, windsurfing, biking and
climbing. The advanced party et out from Limavady on Thursday 28th
August to take over the camp and collect equipment on the mainland. The
main party of intrepid adventurers then left Limavady Thursday evening
to arrive in the early hours of Friday. Activitie began at 0730 hrs. Friday
morning with the customary fire drill.
The windsurfer set off for the lakes at Southport and the start of a two
day course for them to gain a Level I RYA wind urfing award, taken by
SSgt 'Mo' Howarth. LCpl Ian ' the fish' Palmer seemed to be content
pending a lot of his time wimming rather than standing on the board.
The cycli t were bu ed out to the start point of their 'road to he LI' and
the canoeists and climbers tayed in camp to begin their activitie . The
cyclists decided that the 'Road to Hell' wa a bit on the long side
e pecially after a wrong turn and a potential heart attack or two. The
intrepid adventurers at this point decided a rest top was the thing and
halted at a local ho telry along the way.
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During eptember the Squadron got in some practice for the
forthcoming BFT by pulling a Radio Relay vehicle around 'ewtownard .
Organi ed by Sgt Jim Clasper and H Tp. the vehicle pull rai ·ed fund
for the Royal Briti h Legion Poppy Appeal, The Race Against M and
the ot Forgotten A sociation. That evening, G Tp and Sgt Eddie
Hedley (congratulations on hi recent promotion) took over and
organi ed a further charity ba h to continue the fund rai ing. Over£ 1300
was rai ed in total. Al o that night the 0
pre ented wedding gills to
gt :vt:arty HarrO\\ and Pauline.

Cpl Johnson and LCpl Robinson adventure training in Wales
The groups back al camp tarted off their morning on the indoor
climbing wall, a strange tarter for those doing the kayaking but it
provided a fill in until the weather improved for them to get on the water.
gt Lloyd Cammock decided that he and ig hcryl William would
try their own vcr ion of 'Gladiators'. SSgt Cammock seemed somewhat
disappointed when ig Sheryl 'Amazon' Williams out hone him n the
wall. After the wall the climbers headed out to Twi tleton car for an

LCpl Daz Smithurst shows the rest of us how to do it,
Water Skiing that is!
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85 (ULSTER) SIG AL SQ ADRO
After a much needed summer stand down, the Squadron returned in
August and went straight into rehearsals for a parade celebrating the 50th
Anniversary of the reformation of the TA in orthern Ireland. The parade
was held at Balmoral showgrounds on 27th August. The inspecting Officer
was HRH The Duke of York. Maj Cathy utherland led the contingent
from the Regiment with W02 lark Brotherston as contingent SM.

Maj Cathy Sutherland
leads the Regimental Contingent past HRH, The Duke of York

COMMU !CATIONS TROOP
The Troop has seen its entire hierarchy change ince the la t edition of
The Wire and so we have to ay a fond farewell to the old QC S gt Pete
Griffiths, off to 7 ig , and Sgt Mark Wareing off to train cadets. We
welcome 2Lt Clixby who joins u from Sandhurst for a 3 month pretroopie attachment and hope you have an enjoyable time before you get
down to some real work. The new Tp Comd, Sgt Laffey, arrive from
238 Sig Sqn and we all look forward to some bulling parade . Sgts
Corcoran and Skimmins also join the Troop from 3 Div and 16 Sig
respectively. We hope you all have a peaceful and enjoyable tour.
Q ARTERMASTERSDEPARTMENT
After another strenuous couple of month in 'su nny' Londonderry
things have finally returned to normal, with W02 (RQMS) ' Roy Keane '
Higgins and Sgt Mark 'Triathalon is good for you' Chivers actually
completing a full week in camp. The Dept has been busy with the Biannual stocktaking board but has still had time to take part in the Inter
Troop Triathalon, le s said the better, and the Squadron's Golf competition
won by our own Cpl Eddie Porter. We only have one farewell this i uc
and that is to the old stalwart of the Dept, LCpl 'Geordie' Knott, off to
Rheindalen and Bo nia (OAP on op ). Seriously our best wi he go to
'Geordie' and his family for the future.

allernoon on real rock, climbing with much style, elbows and knet: • up a
serie of single pitch climbs. The kayakcrs meanwhile were down al the
River Lune to start their I Star training with gt Curle}. Initially the
going was tough due to trong wrnds but after a hon river trip a
sheltered area was discovered and skills training began. ig Ricky
Lindsay took the best ducking of the day after showing no fear and
following one of the instructors down a weir. Unfortunately he anempted
some tricky stuff and tried to negotiate it sideways. By the end of the day
most were up lo the I Star BCU standard and will complete any further
training and the test it elf back in the province. Activities ended for the
day and the Squadron cleaned themselves up and put on their glad rags
for the evening entertainment in outhport. The Op. Otfr as u ual only
had a pair of jeans, and when told that if he wanted to get into any decent
nightclubs he needed trousers he duly went into Lancaster and bought a
brown pair of jeans instead. eedless to say he was refu ed emry to
nearly every club in Southport. A good night then followed. although
never have so few tried o hard with o many chat-up line and failed so
miserably.
Day two began again with everyone except the windsurfer swappmg
activitie . The format for the day stayed the same. The 'Road to Hell'
was conquered, by as LCpl Joanne Palmer put it 'even us girls'. and a
few embarrassed looks were seen on the faces of the all male group of the
day before. The wind urfers finished their course and pa sed their tests.
They are all now holders of the RY Windsurfing Level I award. Thal
evening, prior to heading home, it wa pretty much a unanimous decision
to return to Southport for the evenings' festivities .. so it was!
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SSgt Jim Clasper has the easy job
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eptembcr also a\\ the ccond. tri-annual (tradition made on th..: spot)
'friends of 5' Reumon dinn r. Thi brought together scrvmg and exflice!"> and
co·. of 5 qn, and \\3 particularly spc ial a it was
also celebrating the quadron ·• 30th anniversary. 33 former members
attended, mcluding ex-0 's and 4 ex- Ms.
great night wa had by
all with many 'one-eye' ·1orie .
0

E,

RCI 'E MA X FINN 29TH A G ST-1 T SEPTEMBER 1997
5 qn ·et off on Ex Manx Finn tretch I, which was conducted on the
my~tie Isle of fan at League Bunk Hou e, Ram. cy. The weather at the
tart wa fine. and the main party were met by al! extremely ober and
cheerful reception pat1 (who had spent most of Friday carrying out close
target re ce ·- on the l cal amenitie and oppo.ite • ex. hello Eric!). '!Jc

were then plit into groups for the following days activities . Th c~c
included Hill walking, ea Canoeing. Water sporb, Abseiling, Climbing
and Mountain Biking. A · with all adventure training exercises. both
gt ' Eric · Co lem an . The
event and characters pnng to mind. such as
tv o sea kayaking instructor (M r Herridge and Camp bell ) displayed
newfound skill • of underwater kayaking which duly impressed the local
in tructors. The sacrificial ' Water Melon' fo und its place with the junior
ranks team after the me · rugby challenge. The culinary ddights ofW02
Mark Brotherston were both adventurous and 1empting especially the
custard. The weekend proved to be a great success and l think th e
quadron members. both you ng and not so young, will agree that when in
the Isle of Man you are 'Quids in'.

1 UK Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15

CO
Lt Col P. . Pratle MBE
R M
WO! (RS 1) M. : Schofield
Ex Rhino Replen ha b en looming on the horizon for over a year.
Even in Bo nia it reared it head as people tarted to discu what was
going to be the biggest continental exercise since the end of the Cold
War. About 12,000 Regular and TA oldiers de cended on to the Div to
practice their war fighting logi tic capability and it became the
Regiment's problem to en ure that they communicated. Although the
Regiment itself wasn ·t being exercised, the communication plan became
a intricate a piece of planning as Bo nia. A lattice of Ptarmigan was
overlaid on to almo t a third of the Federal Republic of Germany,
combining radio relay path . the Army Telephone 1etwork and the
Bunde wehr telephone network. Euromux was laid along ide and the
Danes appeared witl1 DEOS. The Regiment witl1 heavy support from 16
Sig Regt and elements of 7 Sig Regt. pread it elf over a va t area
making our own integral support by the Regt Echelon a feat in itself. 21
and 36 Sig Regt deployed complete with 204 and 94 (BY) Sig qn and
604 Sig Tp. Excon and HQ Div Sp Gp were the focal point for the
Divi ion on the Exercise and a units from all over arrived. deployed and
e,·entually recovered uccessfully.

The corps Band on top of the Koterburg, on Ex Rhino Replen
THE RECCE PERSPECTIVE
'Hello, Captain Anderson? '

·ve .'

LCpl Jinks and S igs Keers, Bartlett, Curran and Morris
enduring the deprivations of deployment to Koterburg
We were delighted to host The Master of Signals and tl1e Corp Band.
The> met and played for Officers and WO from all of the Corps'
excrc~s~ng uni~, on the Teutoburger Wald, and the Band went to play for
exerc1s10g s~ld1ers el ·ewhere, most memorably on top of the Koterburg
to an apprec1a11ve audience of several hundred. The school children the
nc"t day seriou ly enjoyed their concert.~ as well. The exercise has been
JUd.gcd a success and large nu1~ber of very tired loggies have gone home
~ausfied and we hope a little wiser of what it took to allow them to have a
good ex~rcise. Meanwhile a sizeable element of the Regiment has gone to
JOtn 2 Sig Regt and 200 1g qn in Poland.
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' This is 'orman John on, QM of the 2nd Bn Royal Regt of Fusiliers
up in Celle. You know the garages you wanted for that exercise of yours,
well I'm afraid you can't have them.'
' Hang on orman this wasn't ju t my exerci e, this is Rhino Rep Ien
the big Divi ional one ... 12,000 Loggies from all over UK and your
garage are going to house HQ DSG for a week. It starts in 5 days time.'
'I'm orry but there are currently 138 very large trees in those garages.
That's where the storm has ju t put them. It has also lifted all the roofs off
our blocks and moved the LAD across the parade-square like Dorothy's
house in the ·wizard of Oz'. We're talking millions of deutchmarks! '
So began a frantic hunt by Ca p ts James An d erson and John
Townsend for a suitable site to house HQ DSG, the principal exercising
HQ for Ex Rhino Replen. What wa upposed to have been a planned
deployment, worked out months in advance, had now become a critical
exercise. C pls Jim Prior and 'Jock' R eid, both probably wi hed they
had never learned to peak Gennan, as they drove round Lower Saxony
each day for a w~k with the Reece Officers. They talked to all sorts of
farmers and facto'ry owner to try and find real estate big enough for HQ
DSG and loc~ls amenable enough to panzers. DCOS's parting comments,
as the 1ntrep1d four ome had set off. .... ' Well ju t find me a wood,'
(provided an interesting contrast to 0 s' comments that threatened
violence if he found himself in a wood). This from the chap who had
previously discarded all the tables and chairs from the HQ , so he and his
staff had to eat all their meals sitting on their webbing. Knowing full well
that they would get lynched by their peer if they put HQ DSG into a
woo?; factories, barns and old camp were paced and locals placated to
confirm whether or not the HQ would fit. By the end of the week, tired
and weary, the site was found. An abandoned German Barracks not 5kms
from tbe original location. Success not only for this exercise but for any
future ones in that area as both Reece Officers turned up a number of
potential sites each providing their own challenges.
HQ DJVISJO AL SUPPORT GROUP (211 SIG AL SQUAD RO )
Ex Rhino Rcplen aw the end of an era for Comd Tp. Tbe Div's LIQ
had decreed that , in line with Army Doctrine Publication Volume
2- 'Command', the Divisional Headquarter need to be lean, mean ,
manoeuvrable and urv1vable. onsequently the ' big tent ' which
successfully served various HQ configurations throughout the da~k years
of 3rd Shock Army ' stay in Magdeburg, was finally laid to rest. In it
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pl ace we now have an all singing, all dancing modular MFOT (M =
Massive) which can bi: erected in a variety of shapes and sizes. Historians
have already noted that thi s new tent takes twice as long to erect as its
predecessor and is approximately 20% larger. l!owcver, not all is doom
and gloom. ' ig icky Thompson and Sig Jessika Limbert (combined
height 7 foot I inch) are delighted Lo report that you have to be at least 5
foot 11 inches if you want to become a professional tent erector. God help
ig Ky Wilcockson when he return from the Fa lkl and Islands. SSgt
Harry Kemp , recentl y arrived from RMAS, is delighted with the new
tent because erection requires precision timing, teamwork and. allegedly,
lots of fool-drill at the halt. The price we pay for progress- talking of
which if anyone wants to hire a marquee for social events they should
contact Lt Paul Buck at the earliest opportuni ty.
The line section performed heroics throughout the deployment. Cp l
Barney Barnett, Sig Chris ' Harpo ' Mark and ig can 'Refueller'
Rattenbury did the work of 9 men. Thi s was rather unfortunate as, if
they had bothered to double check, they were only required to do the
work of 3 men. They were last seen hauling cable in the direction of
Rheindahlen. The Reece Officer, Capt John Townsend, has made a big
impression in a short time, quickly finding a cries of 'ideal' locations.
The old chicken factory has running water, that is running as fast as a 5%
mercury solution will go. The 'great' site near Celle doesn't have any
water purity problems- there's no water or anything el e. Apparently we
can't ack him because his father is. allegedly, the Regt Ops Offr. RRB
Tp haven ' t changed at all. De pile all the evidence to the contrary, they
firmly believe that they are the 'Cho en Men'. Unfortunately. the only
simi larity between RRB Tp and Sharpe' Rifle , apart from habitual
sc ruffiness, is that they are both ' over the hills and far away'. It i
confirmed that SSgt Graeme Wharton did not join the Anny until after
the Battle of Waterloo. The technicians continue to keep us amused.
LC pl Alan Hillard successfully completed the resupply of two isolated.
but not that i olated, detachment in slightly under 17 hour . He never
did find the town of Au fahrt. Even new technicians like LCpls Kim
Croad, Lee Collier, teve Blood and Al Hillard, straight out of training,
didn ' t escape from the exercise and de pite SSgt Dean Richard on'
attempts to the contrary learnt an awful lot. Speed wa of the es ence
during the exercise and con equently the Squadron wa placed under
some pressure to make maximum use of low loaders. ' Panzers are
unreliable,' we were informed by all the expert . Two of the low loaders
are still awaiting recovery somewhere north of Hannover. OC LAD, Capt
eamus McNally, hasn't spoken to us for ome time.
Finally, a word of thanks to Special Tasks Tp, 212 Sig Sqn for
providing a very irnpre ive backdrop for the OC 's briefing to the Master
of Signals. If there is a next time, it would be appreciated ifLCpl Darren
James, LCpl A l Joy and LCpl Ivan Muckle could po sibly set up in the
specified grid square.

called upon repeatedly to scramble his well equipped SCRA( l) Rccc
vehicle to provide close support to local SCRA user.: on one occa ion
the only available body to assist him wa~ Cfn ' ·r;tsh Dummy' ·urler,
the T VM. who subsequently found himself demonstrating wider
emp loyment by manning a SCRA remote for DCOS at HQ FS(,. pl
'Waggie' Wag taff and hi s tracked Relay detachment from A · 814
were absorbed into the ode in order to alleviate the shortage of trunk
assets, Sig 'Soldier 2000' Keers decided to test the strength of ih armour
with his head and came to the conclusion that 6ft 4in tall operator~ arc
better suited to wheeled installations, much to the delight of Sig
'G PMG' Wimpcnny, newly arrived from trade training.

EXCO (212 SIGNAL SQUADRON)
Our mission was to build an Excon within the confines of the existing
Div HQ in Wentworth Barracks, Herford. We were given the attic and
told not to make any noi e (quite a feat when there are two SA sparked
outside the Generals ' windows). SSgt Steve Cherry, LCpl Steve Read
and Sig Caz Di ne put their combined technical knowledge and experience
together and moved furniture for the first three days of the build. They
moved it out of the way, which wa in the way, so they moved it again.
Then they built the Excon in two days when it should bave taken five
(obvio u ly a poor time appreciatio n by Sgt (FofS) Mick Cowie).
Throughout they were ably supported by the quadron · Line section that
did the work of one man because that wa all Sig Trevor Reilly was.
The Staff, being the Staff, changed the layout of Excon about five
times and added to the previou ly agreed quantitie of phone , Ptarmigan
and Clansman many times over. The bane of LCpl Dean Royle and Sig
Shep Shep herds lives wa the infamou Burger phone (no not one for
ordering burgers) which was in tailed at great ha te to allow the German
public to ring-in for information about the exerci e and then went
unmanned during the critical build up pha e (' orry wrong number').·
Many was the time Cpls Caz Bailey and Bob Littlewood had to answer
a staff officer crying ' lt rings but when I pick it up there' no one there·
(holding a Clan man hand et when his telephone i ringing). Lo ing one
OC Excon would be con idered careless but having tliree in as many day
caused no end of con ternation for the talf.

P MA TROOP-TR
K ODE081
Ex Rhino Replen started well, with link being engineered from our
traditional 22 ig Regt 'COMCE ' site at Pt 309 with little trouble.
However, our switch decided to liven thing up and with a loud bang.
some large orange park , and a shout from Cpl ·Frankie' Howa r d that, '
The switch has blown up!' things in tantly changed. Once he had
recovered from the hock of eeing hi life fla h before him , LCpl
·Spark ' John et to the task of working out what had actually happened,
alongside Cpl ' It's worse than that, it's dead Jim' Boscowan, and the
fault wa finally di covered-a blown RF Filter. However. a fe\\ bour
later after a quick teal from LCP and a mercy da h by S gt Mick
Swithenbank the switch was once again back on its wheels ready for
action. ig 'Bo -Vet' Buckle, det comd of Radio Relay 9 I, located at
chapdetten earned himself a Gold tar for managing to repair hi fu ed
AC distribution y tem and restoring comm to FSG '~ithout damaging
himself or his installation. Sio ' Big' kene who joined the exerci e
straight from trade training wa observed muttering that he wa not
taught about the explo ive nature of our AC di tribution boxe at
Blandford. With the Regiment's a et pread far and wide over a
massive area the re ource of HQ quadron in the gui e of Echelon were
tretched far and wide. Working from covert. ram hackle location with
the most rudimentary facilitie and in horrendou weather conditions ....
well all right then. I know we were ba ed in Hammersmith Barrack and
the weather wa terrific but... .. the Professional

OSC 131 GROUP (201 AND 208 SlG AL SQUADRO )
Ex Rhino Replen provided 0 C I 31 with the opportunity to ·Boldly go
where no OSC has gone before,' by remaining re olutely in
Hammer mith Barrack by dismounting all the kit into the quadron
conference room. Manpower for tl1i ·mega-OS ' wa drawn from 0 C
13 I (20 I Sig Sqn), 141 (208 ig Sqn) and 14 7 (230 Sig qn). The
exerci e saw exten ivc u e of Ptarminet, supergroup working over Rodin
Trunks, interfacing into Euromux (provided by 36 ig Regt) and fo~ the
first time ever, trunk link over AP- etz. the new German fixed
communication system. W02 (FofS) ·Red Oktober' M iddleton had an
entertaining time ubmergcd in a Bunde wehr cellar in Minden, rcengineering huge chunks of P- etz with the assistance of a
'Ha uptsbootsman' (German ubmariner Petty Officer) in order to find
out how many time he could uccessfully route a Ptarmigan inter-nodal
around Germany. ewly arrived W02 (FofS) olomon was thrown mto
a running battle to keep smoking in tallations running.

ECHELO (HQ Q ADRO )
It was the dead of night a LC p l D un can W indsor helped et up
Echelon' first DP. He approached tactically coming . traight off the road
in hi 8 ton UBRE driven . His year (OK day) ofe periencc becommg a
ble ·ing a he cut aero country u ing every fold in the ground until he
reached the designated Grid Reference. He then parked unceremoniou. ly
at a perfect 45 degree angle, idcway that 1s. in a rain ditch! · ot a
problem' aid C pl ·Pod· K irby. 'Ju t get out the tO\\ bar and we'll ha\c
you out of there in no time· . ·Tow bar?' pondered crcvm:m ig · mper·
Ald erso n visualising the said item lying on the garag floor c. actly
where he had left it. ... we leave this scene a the 1TO. a quiet and
reserved \ el lunan continued his men ·s education.
Sigs Jay G ros mith. Ke' C had" ick and , 'ick :\]a lo n e~. all fresh
from Blandford, thoroughly enjo ed their baptism of fire on the c crci c
with Echelon. On their fir ·t foray to deli,cr :pare· out to a Trunk 'ode
located in cnnelager they were hca\·ily into the journey\\ hen the Q. l(T)
enquired a to their route. ow, Moenchcngladbach may be reno\' ncd for
it' night life but it isn't anywhere on the road between Herford and
cnnelagcr!

PA THER T ROOP_:TR U K O DE 04 1
2Lt Nat Baker's T 041 wa kept busy providing links into HQ
DSG and F G at ennelager. gt Ri chie 'Gaclgecman' Richardson wa
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CHEETAH TROOP-TR
K 'ODE OSI
2Lt Pat Pritchett's T 05 I tarted the ex with a mas~ive offensive
against the flying insect population of their , ode Home site. Cpl
' Waxoyl ' Finnegan proved what an experienced Tl Tech can do to
SCRA Centrals, and for once gt 'G unny' Moore had a relatively quiet
time with much faulty equipment fixed. LCpl Mountain RLC, the TN
Chef, once again was awarded th e coveted OC 's Pnze for Mo t
Imaginative Disguisi ng of Compo.
gt Jeff Clarke and gt Pete
Preece were visited by the 0 and RSM following rumour that the dets
on the Koterburg were not being fed correctly; after three hours and the
u ual hospitality from ' Red Rudi ' . they left atisfied and with 051 '.
reputation redeemed. At one of the other Relay ite ig Paddy Lynn
(attached from LCP Tp) managed to get hi detachment attacked by
OPFOR. They then 'captured' his magazines; it is not confirmed what
kind of mags these were, but they were returned by a sheepish Infantry
Platoon Commander a short time later.
JAG AR TROOP-TRU K ODE 071
After a welcome summer leave period Jaguar Tp found itself straight
back into the thick of things with Ex Rhino Replen. The deployment
found the node deployed to the furthest, mo t northerly location m Celle
in a camp still being rebuilt after a hurricane de troyed mo t of the
perimeter fence and ripped off all the garage doors. Attached to the troop
for much of the exerci e were 2Lt Adam Hono r and 2Lt arah Pedd er
who provided a great deal of help and entertainment to the Tp. 1iss
Pedder even managed to match Sig Jim O'Mahoney word for word in a
·who talks the most' bout. For Sgt Chris Symonds and Sig (promoted
LCpl during the Exercise) Mark Gower it became a real driving
endurance competition as they ama ed 2263 KM while on Reece task .
The start of the exerci e was incredibly busy for everyone due to the
relatively isolated location and although the workload never really eased
off, time was found for some particularly brutal games of football. Chief
among the on pitch battles wa that between LCpl Jason V oosnam and
2Lt Adam Honor.

SAILI G RO
D BRITAI
EXERCISE SALTY TRO 15 JUNE-1AUGUST1997
Report by the Expedition Leader- Lt Fiona Hay

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt

RHQ
CO
Lt Col G.R. Leach
R M
V 01 (RSM) K. Fitzpatrick
The Regiment is shaping up a the Corp · centre of excellence for
.ociarion Football and the Regimental ix-a- ide team i congratulated
for the out tanding a bievement of winning the 3 (UK) Div Competition.
the R IG AL
ompetition and the Anny Competition, if only Man
Lnited could do a well. The following members of the Regiment played
in one or more of the competition : S gt tillie, C gt Grundy, Cpl
!ford, Cpl Murphy, ig Gulliford ig 1eacham ig tevenson , Sig
Watt and ig Watt .
202 IG AL QUA DRO
After a well earned rest the quadron reforms under the command of
yet another OC, o much for continuity! We ay a sad farewell to Maj
Tim Carmichael and bi wife Kate, who wa just getting into the swing
of thing when he wa whi ked away to be terribly s tudiou at
hrivenham. \ e welcome in hi place Maj Fred Whichelo who ha
recently returned from being Adjt .at 15 Sig Regt. He is currently trying to
find his feet during a particularly hectic time for the quadron.
Congratulation to the 21C Sqn who ha recently got manied and i now to
be known as Capt Dart.
We thought it could not get any bu ier after Ex Lion word but
urpri ingly enough it ha , and as ever the quadron is de perately trying
to keep it head above water. Waterloo Tp have just completed Ex Iron
Tornado and have been thrown straight into CO s Day followed by
Summer Camp and hosting 50 Canadians. Meanwhile, Overloon Tp have
been concentrating on the ta k of preparing for Staff College Demo as
well as upporting two lunches in the field for Commander ARRC.
Bussaco Tp. b ide getting involved in everybody else' exercise , have
just been away on a live firing package in ennybridge in commemoration
of their battle honour day. Roll on Chri tmas, we need another break!
OVERLOO TROOP
The hectic summer sea on wa suppo ed to be followed by a relaxing
autumn with only a few commitments. However, in usual Corp tradition
a rroop of 42 wa oon whittled down to 2 sickies, 2 new boys and a
couple of eniors. Preparation for the Staff College Demo still bad to be
done and the new Tp Comd. Lt Duncan Parkinson , found himself
learning a new trade with a tin of green paint and a brush. Long may tbi
continue. The Troop has been rapidly depleted by the start of the winter
ports eason. The Regiment is rapidly assuming the role of the Corps
football unit with Sig 'Thickhead' Galliford ' Son of Thickhead' Watt
and ·curly· Watts all being regular Army football squad players. Sig
' a11y· outhan bas just become Army din ghy sailing champion and
pends more time on the water than in camp and Cpl Drudge-Coates is
regularly away on Corps windsurfing trips. Sig ·Thumper' Knights
spends his time knocking tennis balls around as he is coached for a place
in the Army team. Jn addition to the above the majority of the Regiment's
football teams come from the Troop so Wednesday afternoons are sport
for all. The Troop would like to congramlate LCpl ·Libby' Peacock and
LCpl 'The Attitude' Williams on their recent promotions. Farewells on
departure to a life in civvies are due to LCpl 'Bri' Owen and his wife
am and to LCpl 'Dot' Perkins. We wish them all well for the future.
Welcome to the new boss on his move from ATR Bassingboum, to Cpl
Drudge-Coates from acros the road in 249 Sig Sqn and to Sigs Brown,
Harper and \i att fresh from training with the 'what's tbat lump of
armour' look.

of the battle of Bu acco. This involved training in patrol kills, hides and
harbour drills, section battle drill vehicle anti ambush and defence of a
communications ite. Afler a four-hour drive up to Sennybridgc everyone
wa eager to how off their infantry skills. Patrols carried on through the
night and culminated in a live firing excrci ·e. We welcome the following
people LCpl 'Bing' Crosby LCpl Jim Stewart, LCpl 'Taff' Rees, Sig
Joice, ig Long, ig Smith, Sig Williams and ig Whetton. Good luck
to LCpl Kenny Ross in his new Hat and ig 'Mac' McGuiness off to
civvy treet.

Sig Keith Lewis supervising Sig Vick Vernon at the Helm

206 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
206 ig Sqn are away on an exchange vi it to Canada, there will be a
full report in the next issue.
222 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
ADEN TROOP
During eptember Aden Tp deployed on Ex Arabian Challenger, a
driving exerci e with Comd Tp ROG . The group was split in two and
went to the loading and firing simulator and the driver training area
re pectively. After a few helpful hint the group were let loose and after
only a few round up the spout the blood and sweat were flowing
profusely. A morning well pent with cuts and brui e to show. After a
spot of lunch and tiller tuition it was time to be let loo e in 70 Tonnes of
cold Sheffield steel. SPTA was amuck with Challenger tanks doing J
Tums and donuts at the hands of beaming Signallers. With a little rain
adding to the fun the afternoon proved that we all really wanted to be
tank drivers. The day was rounded off with the rraditional barbecue and
plenty of beer. An invite was made for us to go back on the live firing
ranges for some real action . Watch thi space.
iASIRAH TROOP
.
Welcome to Masirah Tp, the fourth and newest Trunk Node in 222
Sqn, forming from the a hes of 257 vehicles and the pool of personnel
from locations far and wide. Trunk ode 063 will be ready to 'get the
links in' by the end of the year. As it tands we are only a select few, but
ome would ay a mix of the good, the bad, and the ugly. The new team
tarted with Tp Comd, 2Lt Hawes and C pl Steve 'he was the first'
Davies. Shortly followed by Sgt Ma rk 'Lofty' Em merso n, Sgt Pete
·Ghandi ' Howlett, Cpl ' Punchy' Punchard, LCpl Cath Burgess and
Sigs Marcellous Wallis, 'Chubs' Claridge and 'Spotty' Murp hy. The
Troop name (for anyone remotely interested) come from when 222 Sqn
was based in the Arabian Peninsula and had a detachment in Masirab,
following the Middle Eastern Suez Cri is of 1956.
OMAN TROOP-EXERCISE BIG CLIMB
On I 5th July 1997 a group of intrepid explorers et forth to conquer
Mount Snowdon. After the long drive from Bulford, Sgt 'Ginge' Beel and
his merry men anived at Trevor, in orth Wales and immediately started
to sample the local brewers' fare. ext morning a not so merry band of
men set out to conquer Mount Snowdon. After numerous problems with
parking, we beaded for the ummit. Sgt mine's a pastie' Beel, Sgt Andy
Hayler and ig 'Action' Jackson took the lead while Sig 'Dusty' M illar,
Sig 'Swampy' Kadlec and LCpl Jez Ander on brought up the rear. After
two and a half hours of solid whinging the rear party reached the top of
Mount Snowdon only to find we coul d have let the train take the strain!
After a hot brew at the top, we started our descent and drove back to
sunny Bulford. All in all a great few days adventure training.

Expedition leader Lt Fiona Hay
As l stood on the quayside al Gosport l could not help thinking that
what we were about to attempt wa far more adventurous than the ' few
weeks around the Channel I lands' which had been the original idea for a
pot of sailing in the Regiment. All of a sudden I wa embarking on a
seven-week circumnavigation of Britain. Great tree from little acorn
grow, as they ay. However, safe in the knowledge that '!'':!just had to keep
the big bit of land on our right, we set off. The expedition was spht mto
four legs, each la ting thirteen day , with a different crew for each leg. Lt
Fiona Hay and Cpl Dave ' tripey Suntan· Sang ter were on the yacht for
the entire trip, for continuity (or so they claimed).
Leg one took the icbolson 55 yacht Dasher from JSASTC Gosport to
Holyhead and encompas ed ome of the worst weather of the entire trip.
The highlight of this leg was rounding Land's End that wa complr::ted at
sun et during some fierce seas. As we came around the famou piece of
land, we were joined by porpoi es who played 111 the bow wave of the
yacht for over an hour. As the sun set on Land· End I bad a real ense of
achievement such as i felt when reaching the ummit of a mountain or the
end of a long race. We bad completed the first major part of the voyage
and now we were on a bearing of 0 degrees until we hit the orth of
Scotland. The crew managed to answer this with ome impre . i e vis.its
from Capt Chunder and hi crew. The prize for the mo t seasick old1er
in ATO must go to Sio Keith 'Geordie· Lewis who tried every cure for
the curse but to no ava/ On the theme of prize , Sigs 'Stu' So u than, Vick
Vernon Ronnie Allan and 'Chubb · Clarid ge must win the illy hat
prize, fo'r wearing their ' see you Jimmy' hats for the entire trip.

WATERLOO TROOP
After block leave had passed and e eryone~ tan had faded it was time
to return to tbe exercise c ircuit and Salisbury Plain . The Troop was
providing Excon to the Divi ional Artillery Group for two weeks and as
we were static it proved rather staid to say the least. The exercise was a
success and was the last one for the year (hopefully). The work did not
end there unfortunatelv as we geared up for the CO's inspection day the
following week. After much preparation and stress the day went very
moothly and the aflemoon was spent bayonet fighting at Warminster
Ranges. ome of the Troop's war cries as they stabbed the dummies were
hilarious, with high pitched wailing from ig Joyce to threats of 'Come
on you b..... ds' from LCpl Wilson. The Troop are now preparing for the
Squadron summer camp on the l le of Wight where they will be in and
out of water for a week with some mounta in biking thrown in.
Con idering it is the end of eptember it should sort the men from the
boys somewhat. The Troop is slightly smal ler at the moment with Sig
0 gathorpe and ig Greenwood leaving for civilian pastures and Cpl
~acpherson and LCpl Piper po ted to 16 Sigs and 14 Sigs respectively.
A final word of congratulations goes to Sig Young who bas eome off the
·G · Board although he doesn 't know it yet as he is trekking in Zimbabwe.
B

A OTROOP
The majority of the Troop took part in a training exercise at Sennybridge
Training Area, 'Exercise Busacco Bull' commemorating the anniversary
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(L-R): Sig Millar, Sig Kadlec, LCpl Anderson, Sig Claridge,
Sig Lewis, Sig Jackson, Sgt Hayler, Sgt Beel, Sig Walker
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1997

Sigs Stu Southan and Keith Lewis posing as minority
Scottish transvestites
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1997

All too soon we were waving goodbye to Crew One and welcoming
Crew Two to the joys of sailing. Having spent the fir t two days in sunny
Holyhead riding out a storm we were all keen to set sail. However, in
customary tradition , when the wind blew and the sea rolled a few
members of the crew found themselves the worse for wear and didn't see
the funny side of cooking at a forty degree angle in a force even- some
people have no sen e of humour! Even
M nd. Campbell found
himself being very unmilitary and uccumbing to sea ickne s. However,
when the sea calmed the crew found them elves ably fed by 'Vick
and Bob's Caff' run by ig Vicky s hworth and S ig 'Bob'
Graham- awright mate? This crew even managed to have an introduct!on
to the rigour of racing when we took part in a Round Mull race dunng
the trip. So what if we pent two hours becalmed. It wa soon forgotten as
tales of the high eas were recounted over a pint in • aucy Mary' Bar'.
The impressive scenery combined with some excellent sailing to ensure
the crew had a good introduction to life on the ocean wave. How many
people can say they have sailed past the famous i land of ta~a in
brilliant sunshine with perfect winds for their yacht, able to oak m the
atmosphere of racing and the sheer pleasure of sailing?
Crew Three anived to join the good ship Dasher in Kyle of Locbal h
nursing sore head from their overnight tay in Edinburgh on the journey
north. Thi was undoubtedly the highlight of the expedition in terms of
scenery and intere t. Well, we believe the cenery wa good. we ju t
couldn't ee it through the fog! The yacht vi ited both the Orkney and
Shetland Island where we were able to indulge in a little R&R,
discovering the sights and scene of this stunning part of the country.
LCpl Seth Campbell showed us all how to really ail. by pending the
entire trip with no shoes on and eating nothing. In contrast, LCpl Rob
'I've got a nice headband' Luke managed to eat loads and get bos ed
around by every female on the crew. fs there a moral here? SSgt teve
'Baldrick' Matthew was undoubtedly the Delia Smith of the crew,
producing wonderful food every time he cooked. Having experienced
Orkney and Shetland we oon came down to earth with a bump when we
moored alongside ome 'fragrant' ti hing boat in the harbour <;>f
Fraserburgb and Peterhead. At Peterhead we changed crew once agam
and suddenly we were on the last leg of the trip. Unfortunately the East
coa t of Britain doe not offer the stunning cenery found on the West
coast. However, the crew were more than compensated for thi by ending
the trip with a vi it to Honfleur in France where they were able to P.end
their R&R time sampling the loca l cuisine wa hed down with a httle
vino. Unfortunately Cpls Jack Hawkin and 'Stu' Turner found out that
wine and sailing don·t alway mix. Lt Col ' Black Jae~· mberton
managed to smile happily through the roughest ea, mokmg a cigarette
and laughing at the re tofus.
All too oon we were back in Go port, even week after leaving on
our 'big adventure'. The expedition wa not only great fun , it al o
inrroduced over thirty people to ailing and provided excellent adventure
training. Do not undere timate the value of offi hore ~iling a a training
tool. Few can fail to develop 111 cold, wet, rough condition . lf you. have
the chance to take oldiers away ailing or arc given the opportunity to
end them on course you will find that it is one of the mo t memorable
form of adventure traini ng a ailable.

Sunset in the Western Isles of Scotland
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REGIME TAL MT
As a Troop we have just been through a busy and eventful few months,
starting with the truop supporting the Regiment on exercise Red-Tricorn
3/Second Foray/ Lion Sword upon which numerous events took place.
Starting with the arrival of SSM Steve Jackson to Ech, where he made
many more friends after leaving a la ting impression on the JNCOs of the
MT. Also during the exercise Capt Charlie Tomkins (MTO) had a
eventful time, paying more attention to real estate and new types of
military vehicles than to which way he was supposed to be going, to the
amusement of the divisional staff who were following him at the time.
On a plus note he did manage to direct the armour in the correct direction
when carrying out a beach landing during the exercise. Another of the
MT's leaders is W02 haun Wilson (MTWO) who whilst carrying out
his duties, as one of the movement cell teams during the exercise still

JOI T CO:\l tL 'I TIO • UNIT F LKLA. DISLA, ' DS lJC JFI)
257 :1 .. L Q .\ORO. 'TH FI AL DISPATCH.'
Our

IOU'

of the Falkland. "as finally coming to an end. only one more

' c • to go before we would be back home in the land of flowing lager

and 1eal dr:ift be r. The packing. partying and mo t importantly ofa.11, the
handon~r to 1 Di,. othmg could get in our way, all except that 1s, the
one final e. crcisc m which BF decreed JCUFI wa to play a Yitai role.
nny Elem nt of JCUFJ sat in the departure
the e. crci e ended th
lounge waitmg 10 board that plane home to freedom, only to be told that
_ome bright -park, who ' ill remain nameless. had lo l hi pa port. Due
to the tin1e taken to get hi luggag off the plane, we could not fly on thi
da). Thank. LCpl • cou.c' 1akin. o yet another 24 hours wa pent on
the sunny i land.
LPH TROOP 1E\IOIR
FRO I RADCO 'S ROAD IDE
FE
Eventually, it was over. The tore were handed to 1 Division by a
lru'ting C pl · 1+ I - 3' Kutzner. LCpl 'Easy' Bonham and Sig ·Finbar'
aunders -pent the remaining la t fe\ day drowning their orrow on
how much they were going to mi The Falklands. ig 'can't cook, won't
cook· Gard ne and ig Hodgson declared World War lJl on Radcon '
tastebuds by cooking the food for the farewell bash. o wonder everyone
wa ill the next morning- it had nothing to do with 1he beer- hone t.
gt
· quared away' Flooks did exactly that, even making ure that the cats
were signed for. What a joy it i to know that on his return to the UK he
will be an QM . quaring awa to hi heart' contenl.
BRAVO TROOP
The COMCE buzzed during the last few weeks of our tour. Our
departure date loomed temptingly on the horizon, and, headed by our
illu trious leader gt 'JP' Partridge we survived the long hours on shill
with the usual abusi e banter. The title of 'Abuser of the tour · ha to go
to ig Andy ·Ginge' Wright. The witty put down . seemed to flo,
naturally and l have to say we did laugh (sometimes)! Sig Wright's
partner in crime LCpl ' Ski' 1cKie kept u enthralled to the end with hi
antics which sometimes got him into a spot of bother. The invincib le
team were not phased by anything in those last few week , not even on
exercise. ecuricy for thi" exerci e fell into the trusty hand of LCpl 'no
one got that long' Scully and ig Tve got a teddy on' Angus. Securicy
however meant nothing to LCpl 'l don't do 6 month ' \ ells whose
effons during a simulated air raid re ulted in him on his hand and knee
under a desk. ig 'Taff' Butt managed to talk endle sly about rugby
especially to local Andover newspapers who after listening to his Lorie
decided they'd had best leave the I land before they met another Rugby
mad Welsh man. ALI of thi brought our tour to an end in true Falkland
tyle and someone wa even heard to say d1ey enjoyed their time there.
ow back in Bulford we no longer pend night shifts on exchange
writing to everyone we know. We're glad to be back but I don't think
we·11 ever forget COMCE Falklands.
CHARLIE TROOP
The last few weeks of the tour were very hectic for Charlie Tp, although
this didn't stop the Troop engaging in several social gatherings. The
JNCO's of the FITS team, Cpl ' Paur Drysdale, Cpl 'lan' E lson, LCpl
'Andy ' Porter and LCpl 'Lee' Howard for some unknown reason all
sponed swimming cap and drawn on moustaches on the last night at the
famous Sharkies bar. There was also a 'Thank you' dinner hosted by the
officers and S 'CO's to how their appreciation of the efforts of all the
Squadron's soldiers during the tour. A special mention must go to Lt
Helen Bosley's maids outfit.
On the sporting front, Cpl ·Sibby' ibbald, Cpl Wayne Hilton, Cpl
·Al' Dawes and Sig Ian haw took part in the Rock Hopper Challenge
which was a 17-mile cross country run. It should be noted that they
ucceeded in thrashing the highly fancied Radcon team. Finally it was
time to leave and it must be said that everyone was ready to go home!
After we had taken some much needed leave the troop began to disperse
back to their original units leaving only a handful in 257. Congratulations
to Cpl 'Sibby' Sibbald and his wife Wend. on the birth of their daughter
Daniela. Sibby i quite a different man!

7 Sig Regt
BFP035

Maj P.B.F. Fensom hands over the Tri-Service Stable belt
of the OC JCUFI to Maj Adams
LC pl Pickering to 2U. ew internees include LCpl chicder, freed
from the pit and polish of the Guard ; Pte E nglish, all the way from
AMF (L) Arty at Larkhill; and Pte Schu bert, fresh from training. Also
re-welcomed to the RAO wa Pte Douglas , who returned to the
Regiment with a new coloured beret. At the time of writing, the outgoing
RAOWO. WOJ ( SM) Payne i handing over to W02 ( QM ) Leahy.
WO! (SSM) Payne i about to become a real 'Mr' a he returns to civvy
street. W02 ( QM ) Lea hy, fre h from the deprivations of Embas y life
in Tokyo, is keen to return to military life and i trying to drag LCpl
Pollitt with him; are tho e ideburn and haircut really Government
i ue? And last but not least, we say goodbye to Laura Branton ,
Di cipline Clerk and Jo carrot, Registry Clerk, who both leave on 3
October; is it something we said?
There have been some refre hing breaks from the routine of
administration. Jo April, we were delighted to welcome to the Regiment
our Deputy Commander in Chief, Her Royal Highne the Duchess of
Gloucester. We believe her lasting impres ion of the visit was Pte
Ash man 's ingenious ability to twist a conversation about the
characteristics of her rifle to a dialogue on her hometown, Donca ter. A
politician in the making .... Most of the RAO clerks were able to
participate in the HQ Sqn adventurous training expedition to Capel Curig,
with 'adventurous' being the key word; but it was good fun. However,
LCpl Pollitt managed to weasel his way on to a 2Ml Bn expedition to
Bavaria, where, we are led to believe, the emphasis was on imbibing
rather than adventuring. But as he had just returned from the Falkland
Islands, he was almost forgiven . Sgt Jackman and Pte Ashman
managed to stay on the Falkland I land until August; as quiet a place as
any in which to study for CIMA exam , according to Sgt Jackman.
On the sporting front , gt Fairclo u gh has been making up for
everyone else by playing basketball for the AGC and Army, netball for
the AGC. Army and Combined Services teams, and rounders al
Regimental and AGC level ; is there no stopping her? ot to be out done,
The AGC Det Comd, Capt Gillies dragged LCpls Bland, Sc hiede r and
Pte Schubert around the Regimental Kiwi Half Marathon. The women,
having shown the way, have declared that next year it's the men's tum!

RE RPARTY
During July, the Rear Party of 257 Sig Sqn, Sword Tp embarked on
ummer .c~mp, Ex We~mu.uth Swor~. A variecy of activities including
Scuba D1vmg, Rock-Chmbmg and Wmdsurfing wer.: enjoyed by all. The
week started enthusiastically with a Karaoke night and everyone allempting
to. 'Take Th~t'. The ~ight belonge~ 10 LCpl 'Terry the Turtle' Madgwick
with a version of Fire-starter which the population of Weymouth is still
believed to be recovering from. Other highlights of the week included the
culinary debate between Cpl 'Swampy' Kerr and Cpl 'its Shikkers'
Fairclo~gh . A new arrival and a few goodbyes in the Troop, the Troop
would hke to welcome Cpl 'Lee' Irvine, his wife Karen and chi ldren
Ashley and Jo h and goodbye almost straight away as he goes to 222.
Goodbye also to Cpl Fairclough, Cpl Sale, Sig Cooper and Sig Musk to
222, LCpl Corcoran and LCp l Conlon to 206. Finally congratulations
to ig 'Pete' Toms and Lucy on their recent marriage.
RAO
The past few mont~s have bee~ .a time of great change .within the Rcgt
Admm Office, both m personaht1es and workmg practices. We aid a
fond farewell to _o~i; RAO, Maj Moffatt and welcomed another, Maj
\\ell , back to c1v1hsallon from the Outer Hebrides. Other departures
~ere L pl
nderson to ATR Winchester (to join Maj Moffatt) and

managed to carry out some extra recce' of his own .,,, 1th a '1ew to ht
future employment as a landlord, let's hope his customer take to h1 dry
sense of humour as we all have learned to do.
As a Troop we like to say welcome to the follow mg people; Sgt "I aff'
Williams, Cpl Paul Woodward, Pte ndrC\\ Lev.is,. ig 'Aggy'
Agnew, Mr teve Young. We would also like to say farewell and good
luck to the following: Cpl Ian 'I know best' .Jenkins, Cpl Ray 'I'm not
leaving this chair' Watt, LCpl Tanya 'I want more' Hackett, Ptc Oav.n
'Sticky fridge' Connor, Pte Mark 'One for the road' Scott, \1r Tom
' BP station' Boucher. We would like 10 pass on our congratulations to
Mrs Leslie Skinner the better half of LC pl John kinner on the binh of
their baby daughter. Also congratulations to \1r Tracey Allen ,
definitely the better half of LCpl Jason Allen on the birth of their baby
daughter.

Her Royal Highness: ' So, tell me about your rifle.'
Pte Ashman: 'Oooh , I'm from Doncaster, Ma'am .. .'

REGIMENTAL WEEK
PROGRAMME OF EVE TS

DATE

EVE, T

Sunday 14th September

KREFELD HOR E RACING
ASCOT MEETING
BEATING OF RETREAT
FREEDOM OF KREFELD PARADE
BRADBURY FAIR & ALL
RA KS SUMMER BALL

Tuesday 16th September
Friday 19th September
Saturday 20th September

KREFELD HORSE RACING ASCOT MEETING
Every year the Stadt organise a British meeting at the Rennebahn,
Krefeld and name it the Ascot Meet. It encourages the local community
to wear their A cot hat and even awards a prize for the most extravagant
one worn on the day. Traditionally, the Regiment has become heavily
involved; sponsoring a race in the 7 Sig Regt Stakes; providing a ·Fi h &
Chip ' stall and creating a typical British Pub. HQ Sqn Comd, Maj Bob
O'Hara wa the nominated project Officer. ably as isted by the RSM,
WOt Griffiths. SSgt 'JR' Ewi ng, S gt Martin Ald er and SSgt Rick
T horn e who were the main stalwart behind the scene and were
instrumental in helping to make die occa ion a grand day for all. The
weather on the day was exceptional and die throng of people around the
beer tent rarely went below 3 deep at the bar. An enjoyable day was had
by all, with the local community appreciating the three members of the
Corp Band of the Royal Corp of Signals who provided the Fanfare for
the Opening and Closing Ceremonies.

Ober Burgermeister rose to speak. the square wa taking on a carnival
atmo phere, with bu tling crowds and balcony spectator . The Ober
Burgermeister addressed the parade first in his native tongue and then
kindly repeated his speech in English for the linguistically challenged
amongst us. The scroll, enca ed in a highly polished copper tube, wa
received by Lt Pete Young. The Ma ter Of Signals replied on behalf of
the Regiment and thanked the Stadt for the great honour being be towed
on 7 Sig Regt. The Regiment exerci ed it newly won freedom to parade
through the town with bayonets fixed and Colours flying . With the band
again leading the way, the Master of Signal took the salute from the
Regimental econd in Command, Maj M.A. Coupar, a the parade
marched off into Krefeld.

BEATING OF RETREAT
At 1800 the Officer of 7 Sig Regt a sembled in the Mess bar to await
the arrival of everal British and German VIP , before the Beating of
Retreat. A couple of cocktail later and the CO Lt Co l M.J.M. Dyer had
enough dutch courage to address the Ober Burgenneister and the local
dignitaries in their native tongue (allegedly the peech went ery well).
CO's for a
Meanwhile the RSM had assembled hi motley crew of
Mess photograph (and a couple of cocktail too)! All a .emblcd on ~he
parade square to await the Band of The Royal Corps Of Signals. Beatmg
of Retreat was traditionally played as a •oil of drums aero the
country ide, to warn tho e without helter to return to the town or
Barracks before die gate were clo ed for the night. With the adv~111 of
modern communications the Beating of Retreat ha developed mto a
ceremonial exercise, remaining as a piece of traditional pageantry to
remind us of those long pa t and colourfol days.
THE FREEDOM OF KREFELD PARADE
011 the 15th August 1997 the tadt Council of the ci.ty of Kre.feld
offered the Regiment the honour of die Freedom of the City. On Friday
19th September, after many morning spent quare ba hing under the
critical eye of the RSM, the Regiment finally had ~ts moment of glory.
The town-square outside the Rathau was not the ideal parade ground,
but the a scmbled rank perfonncd miracle within such a small confine,
supported by the Corp Band. The parade started ' ith a rousing march
on, followed by an in pcction by the Ma ter of ignal Maj Gen 1.0.J.
SprackJing OBE, e corted by hi two stick orderlie gt Cooper and gt
Artherton. Other personalities to join in the fe tivitie were ommander
UKSC(G) Maj Gen C.H. E lliott BE and OinC Brig .F. V ood ADC
MA AMIEE, plus fonner COs of7 ig Regt.
The crowd slowly welled, throughout the morning, whether 1~1is wa
through intere t or just curiosity one could not be urc. By the tune the

THE BRADB RY FAIR
It was a bright and sunny aturday morning and after weeks of
preparation the gate to Bradbury Barracks were o ened to flood. of
familie , oldier and many of the local German -0mmunity for the
annual Bradbury Fair.
you looked aero s the exp· 1i-c of \\'est Park.
th rugby and cricket pitche could no longer be ·een and "hat stood 111
its place were a number of intere ting and inno,atiYe stall· to tantalu:
all. There wa the familiar lucky dip, coconut sh:, and burger and fish
bars. 'Welly wanging' cemed to interest the more phy 1cal among u.,
and it wa all pot luck on the dd Darts and Treasure Hunt stall..
popular favourite wa of cour c the stock and the ·ale of .-oppmg \\t:l
ponge· ·eemed to increase when the R I \\'01 Pete ·1 ah\ays did hke
the water' Griffiths found him el flocked in for O\Cr half an h ur.
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lso to b • ·cen, and rather unexpected, wa Bruce Forsyth , better
n a Sig ·Ruby' Murray and his able assistant Debbie, alias ig
George pence in a rather fetching blue dress and makeup, to run the
Play Your ards Right stall.
After an admirable running commentary of the whole of th e days
events by Capt John 'The Concierge' Russell there wa just the winner
of the infamou Fair raOle to be drawn . The day was a complete success
with a considerable amount of money being raised for charity. Thi· would
of no doubt been doubled had more Officers volunteered themselves for
the tocks!

mai ntenance of out of use vehicles and equipment). Our ew SQMS
SSgt (SQMS) ' Taff' Webb and his family are warmly welcomed- hi 9
· ig Rcgt tan having already faded away.
Down at the tech workshops (or is that coffee shop), congratulations
are in order for Cpl Craig Jones, upon both his marriage to Anna and
his recent promotion. Meanwhile around the corner at Sqn MT, gt Des
Holroyd is congratulated together with his wife Jenny, upon the bi11h of
their son Harry.

kno~

THE ALL RA KS
MMER BALL
The Regimental Summer Ball wa a fitting end to a poignant and
ucce ful Regimental week. The Band of The Royal Corps of Signals
once again graced us with a uperb Concert performance during the
e ening. The Master of ignal could not let the occasion pas without
addre sing the Regiment and to the surpri -e of the recipients, promoted
LCpl Rodway, ig Clancy and Sig itchson.
The evening really kicked into gear when the Band, 'Monte Carlo'
truck up and one was spoilt for choice. as lo whether to play ' Bar Fry' or
·Bucking Bronco' . As one would expect from 7 ig Re gt, the party
continued into the small hours and to the great relief of the R M and CO,
the jail remained empty all evening. All who attended agreed it was a
ten-ific party and hould be repeated.

RHQ

A the crowd tarted to well tl1e Ma ter of ignal Maj Gen 1.0.J.
prackliog OBE cut the ribbon to indicate the formal opening of tlle
Fair. Once again we were blessed with an out !anding di play by the
Corp Band in the Main Arena. Al o to be een wa an admirable display
of peed. agility and concentration by the Adjt Capt Andy 'Sen ei
Knott' Karate Kid .
·

REGIME TAL OPS
ery little ha been mentioned about the Regimental Ops cell over the
past couple of years, mainly because they have been too bu y! Time ha
come howe er to ay goodbye to a couple of face . The Technical Adjt,
Capt J im Leggate is moving up in the world, bypassing our better
further up the chain at I Sig Bde to become one of their ta k masters at
HQ ARRC. We hope it takes more than 3 weeks before he forget the
Regiment's equipme11t holdings completely and start a king for returns.
Also a ad farewell tQ tl1e Traffic Officer Capt Pete Barron and Lynn on
posting to 30 Sig Regt. Although quite bu y over the past 3 years, he ha
still had time to wear out 2 Ops Offrs (both retiring to Civ Div) and
almo t managed to break a third, in fact it took major surgery to bring
back Maj ' Ticker' Ford. The Regt YofS WOl Mick Purves is also on
the move to Aldershot, via the Officers' Mes . At least this gives someone
·
else a chance to win the best suntan contest.
QM (T) DEPARTME T
QM(T)
Maj Pete Docherty
RQMS(T)
W02 Ged Keane
The department has had a tremendous turnover of personalities in
recent month , our be t wi hes go to Maj Chas Greig and family on his
promotion and move to Bramcote W02 Brian A lexander and family on
his promotion and move to Birmingham UOTC. By the time of going to
press we will also have po ted out Cp l 'Taff' Waters to Norway and HQ
PSC North, Cpl Mickey 'J ust like watching Brazil' Potter to Bramcote,
LCp l 'Minty' Murray with all hi ailments to Cyprus and Sig Virgil
'call me local LCpl' VerriJ detached to Split on an extended holiday. Our
be t wishes go to them and their long suffering families. We welcome to
the department the new (or is it old?) QM Maj Pete Docherty and wife
Jacquie, W02 Ged Keane and family. We al o welcome LCpl Des
Lang and family from orthem Ireland. Welcome to tllc real world of
stores accounting with fixed budget.

.

UNIFORM TROOP
Tp SSgt
Sgt Rob Hood
The newly formed Uniform Tp is led by SSgt 'Robin' Hood and Sgt
Mick 'Angry' Angove. The team comprises Cpl ' Digger' Brooks (Tp
Storeman), LCpl 'Blackie' Blacklock (Tp MT), LC pl Paul Brown
(JNCO without portfolio) and Sigs Shau n Fielding, 'Fitz' Fitzpatrickwallow and teve 'Tp Clerk' Kennedy. The Troop has an enormou
task ahead of them , their role being to maintain the Regimental 'Fleet' of
out of use vehicles and trailers. With their current manpower being
stretched in every direction, it will be interesting to witness them in
action over the coming months! The question on everyone's mind at
present is 'Are we moving to Ayrshire Barracks for the winter, or are we
going to freeze our nuts and bolts off up on the arctic wasteland known as
Westpark?'
WHISKEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Trudy Robinson
Tp SSgt
gt Paul Robson ·
The Tp Comd breathed a igh of relief when everyone returned off
ummer Leave to report that no one had been arrested. There wasn't
much time to catch up on the gos ip as we were straight into Ex
Woodland Flight 2/97- a Regiment Ex with a difference! The first phase
of the exercise wa so technical that only a elect few understood what
happened. Apparently it went well! The Ops team cut about the position
and issued frequencies and bearings and gt 'Mac' Mckinnon drank tea.

'An Art shot' taken during Ex Woodland Flight

CISTROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt'
The other end of the Arena sported the Inter Squadron 7's Rugby
Competition, which was played throughout the day and featured a guest
appearance from the Krefeld Barbarians Rugby Club. After an extremely
hard fought battle 232 Sqn were ictorious by the narrowest of margins to
win the Rover Cup.

Captain oddy Ba ugh
S gt Al Churchward
SSgt Patrick H urge-Mogg
A sad farewell to SSgt Dave 'look I wa awake' Mars hall who ha
been lured away witll the promises of new shiny toy · to HQ ARRC! Sgt
Vince '1 am a line man extraordinaire' Body has heard about life in HQ
ARRC and has volunteered for a detachment to sample it for himself.
Welcome to SSgt Al Ch urchward and his family, also a strong 'G' Day
mate' to gt Graeme Love who has joined us on Ex Long Look from
ew Zealand. Last but not least, welcome to LCpl 'mind the ceiling'
Dunn ington.
229 SIG Al'.. Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Alan !rin ger
W02 (SSM) Tony 'Trai nspotter' Bar ry

SHQ
As ever, the brave men and woman (that individual being our Squadron
Clerk ig D anni Tutton) of SHQ have been labouring long and hard in
order to keep the wheels of the Squadron grinding along. Having recovered
from our well earned Summer leave, we soon found ourselves bu y
preparing for such delights as the Freedom of Krefeld Parade (well, the
SSM enjoyed it!) and this year's Bradbury Fair-which the Squadron did a
superb job of organising. We are now gearing up for Ex Wood land Flight
3/97, which signals the beginning of the Autumn exerci e sea on.
There have been a number of changes to the Squadron since we last
put fingers to the keyboard. SSgt (FofS) Fra nk Cowan has lo t his
gt (YofS) ' Hodge' Arthu rs who has left us on a free
partner in crime
transfer to 231 Sig Sqn, however we welcome his replacement,
gt
(YofS) Steve W hi te. Both SSgt Rob Hoo d and Cpl ' Digger' Brooks
have been sent forth from the SQMS stores to ilie wilds of Westpark, in
order to supervise the birth of Uniform Tp (responsible for the
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Cpl Spittles (top left)) and 232 Sqn .
repairing a rover during Ex Woodland Flight
The next pha e consisted of initiati e. comma1~d ta k. and potted
sports. Half the Troop ran around camp l~ke lunatics, whilst _the 05her
half were di patched to Du cldorf with S?DM and a II ,t of I~
achievements- for the real ·tory you will hav to interrogate Cpl . kully
Halliwell and Cp l 'Mad Mick' Heathcote, who have already claimed the
fifth amendment.
.
The rest of the Troop time ha been taken up with Bradbur~ Fair
preparation and a little bit of work. Congratulauons to everyone ~n. the
troop who managed to win the Regt foo.tball compet~t1on.
Congratulations also to LCpl 'Perry' Mason and 111 wife on the birth of
their econd child Tamara. A warm welcome to Cpl Gaz Barlow and
wife from I (UK) Div and ig Regt and ig ' idy' Byrne straight from
tr-dining.
THE WIR E, DECE M BER 1997

BOURNE 10 TH CCF VI IT
229 Sig Sqn hosted the combined Cadet Force of Bournemouth this
summer. Sgt 'Mac' Mckinnon and Cpl (now Sgt) 'To h" Hodgskins set
off bright and early to pick up the cadet contingent from the port of
Ostende. Once the boys had ettled into their accommodation. there
followed a hectic period of kit is ue and camp familiari ation. A good
nights' sleep was welcomed by the travel weary Cadet Force.
The week began in eame t, with a parade on the quare. There was an
air of anticipation and to the delight of the Permanent Staff the turnout
was first las . There followed a hectic few day of events that included a
visit to Arnhem War Mu eum, an indoor a sault course and a tean1 race
etting up cam 12 ma t . Undoubtedly the time enj_oyed most by ~he
vi itors wa the Exerci e at Arsbeck Range orgam ed by Cpl M ick
Heathcote, the well thought out programme included ubject uch a
etting up ob ervation po t and the giving of Orders.
231 SIG AL QU DRO
qn Comd
Maj Keith Whitehead
S 1
\1 02 (S i\I) Chri Ward
The Squadron i at last coming out of its long metamorpho is and now
numbers four field Tp ; Oscar (MA 097), Papa (MA, 09 ), Lima (Line
and Tech ) and Quebec ( taff upport). The main effort ha. gone towards
re-e tab Ii hi no the quadron' role when deployed wnh p Bn and
ARRC HQ. H~wever, there have been a few highlights to retie c the
tedium of OP revising and egg ucking. The quadron summer ball was
held in the exotic location of the 'AAFI in eptember, to celebrate the
afe ren1m from summer leave. A thoroughly enjoyable e ening wa had
by all who attended and ~hank must go to. gt 'I he dancing with a
.
chair?" 'orris, who orgam ed the whole affair.
Three adventure training expedition have been orga111sed and
executed from within the quadron in the la t three month .. Fin.I off wm.
Ex Bradbury Back top, a l 0 day quadron challenge pun.Ult camp hdd
in Hau · Santi blick in Bavaria. All went well thank. to gt ' hon Gobb)'
Manq· Ratc li ffe and his admin team. llowe\'cr apt Bill Ander on
need to practise hi freefnll climbing techniques. ext wu~ Oscar Tp 's
highly ucce ful Ex 0 car Back top, a week-long e. pcd111on takmg m
one of the high altitud<: route over the Pyrennc . It tarted with a 16 hour
dri e to the tart locati n in which all adults l gt and abo' e) and
children (Cpl' and bcl w, with Officers) travelkd in separate bu.e.. pl
Frankie Greenwood and hri Glover were deemed to be re p n'1bk.
not a good choice in hind ight. ~x Jock Jaunt ''as the final ad,cnture
training exerci ·c of the y ar with 9uebe~ and Ln!la Tps. under !he
watchful eye of Lt ngela ·Grann, Galh, embarkmg upon the \\est
Highland Way. Although for the mot pan the weather wao; b•arabl . a
good time wa· had by all, including the midge-.
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In bet\\ een ad\· nture training. the quadron has had time to ho t a two
\\ ek long Cadet \'Ut. The cadets. who came from London area. were
hosted by a elect fe\ from the quadron, under the calm, nanny like
control of Lt 'Which way's the beach?' colt. Weck one wa an
introduction and fomiliari ·ation to the Corps and Regiment. with week
two taking the fonn of a Lo\\ Level Infantry Training amp on Leuth
trammg area. In b tw . n cction attack , patrol harbours and navigation
e:1.erci e. the adets, contrary to popular belief did get a little sleep.
Congratulation go to LCpl . Longbottom, k lillan. Clancy and
Cpl 'Flo" er Pot' Rod way on their recent promotion . In a time of
rt.'Orgam ation there have been too many farewell , to mention them all. A
few in particular deserve a pecial mention. gt ·Bravchcart' ala ha
mo\'ed on promotion to 21 ig Regt (A ) and
ot 'Carl' male who i
ea · ing him elf into civilian life by being posted to 35 ig Regt (V).
gt
'You'll only be there for a year' Thorne has mo ed to the Officers' Mess
a M
1anager. and Sgt \: ain Ratcliffe who ha made it to the sunnier
climate of 9 ig Regt. A warm ' elcome to all the ne\ members of the
quadron, who for once are too many to mention! Finally congratulations
to pl Adele Robins on the birth of her on Lyndon it can't be any
worse than baby- itting SHQ!
EXERCISE BRADB RY BO 18 B RST
A part of Ex Woodland Flight 2/97, and as a welcome back from
ummer Leave, the CO had a surpri e up his sleeve. Ex Bradbury Bomb
Bur t, a . urpri e for not ju t the participant but also for the Ex Coordinator who. up until 12 hours before Startex, al o knew nothing about
it. Ex Bradbury Bomb Burst \ as a 36 hour initiative exercise with the
aim being to tra\el a far as physically po ible in 24 hours whil t
remaining within the borders of Germany. Thi was the primary ta k and
carried the mo t points. The econdary aim was to complete as many of
the detailed command task a po sible: ranging from working with a
gra,·e digger to flying anywhere in Germany. Each ta k was given a score
to count towards the CO's Challenge Cup. Thi particular challenge wa
being competed for by the quadron back in K.refeld whilst. the Bomb
Burst team were 'out on the ground'.
The Exerci e commenced under the guise of a Civ pop exercise with
30 members of all ranks, from aero the Regiment being told to report to
the Gym. The only other detail given were that ufficient kit was to be
brought by the individual to en ure their comfort on the Civ pop
exer ise. Once brief. d. the teams all had the 'rabbit in the headlights'
look and not wanting to delay the evening's entenainment any longer, the
teams were loaded onto two 4t Bedford 's and dropped off at various
points outside a 50km radius from Barracks. The Exerci e co-ordinator
Capt Bill Anderson and his team now had to adopt the expectant father
approach and await each team reporting their progress w1til Endex, 36
hour hence. Jn the ensuing 36 hours teams managed to reach the
Austrian and Polish borders, fly on commercial jets, sleep in five star
hotel , get arrested (not one of the tasks) , play with a First Division
Bundesleague tean1 and work with a grave digger. Endex was at 1500hrs

on the la ' t day of Ex Woodland Flight 2/97 and coincided with the start
of the Regiment barbecue. All team made it in on times although· some
mode · of transpon pos essed more flair than the 0U1ers. Mentioning no
names of cour·e but, the hippie-van that gt ni andcrson and hi s team
acquired was 'dodgy· to say the least!!! Lets hope there i no CDT for a
while.
ongratulations go to Team Four under the unique leadership of Lt
Pete ' Euro-Boy ' Young on winning this particular round and for hi s
excellent choice of hire car.

.."

231 on CO's Challenge
232 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Mark Thorek
W02 (S M) Chris

aylor

DELTA TROOP
As the weather warmed up, o did things in Delta Tp. A week long
Battle Camp was planned to test U1e skills and abili ti es of the Troop.
Congratulations, to ig 'Badger' Culver who wa best shot of the week
and to Si" 'Scottie' West who wa awarded best soldier. Well done also
to our two new progs, Sig Paula Barrett and ig Diane Turner who
got to meet the whole Troop in one day of arri ing, by joining in the fun
and games.
We would like to say a big welcome to SSgt Farrar and wife Jill, Cpl
Steve Templeman who is a proud father to be with wife Joe. Goodbyes
to our new and old crewmen , Cpl Sid James, off to Aldershot on
promotion, Sigs Dave Bovey, Scott West and Diane Turner, all poached
by Tango Tp. Finally, congratulations to LCpl Debbie Hunter on her
recent engagement to LCpl Jason Wood.

9 Sig Regt
BFP059
THE MERCURY CINEMA
Anyone who has served recently in Ayios ikolaos will know that the
Mercury Cinema has been run on a ·wing and a prayer' for a number of
year . The projectors in the Cinema were a pair of Kalee I 8's
manufacrured in the mid 1930 , which were carefully nurtured into lif~
twice a week by a small band of dedicated enthusiasts. They were, as we
understand, the last working examples of this type of projector and spare
part~ for the~ ran out several year ago. It was realised by all concerned
that 1f the prOJ~tors co!-lld not _be replaced soon then it was only going to
be a matter of lime until the Cmema had to close its doors for good. The
first bl?w for tho_se who dreamed of a refurbished Mercury Cinema was
the_estimat~ that 1t would cost over £43,000 to replace the projectors and
the1_r associated sound system. The next blow wa being told that new
projectors wo_uld have to be paid for exclusively from non-public funds.
A cmema improvements fund was opened and managed to raise a few
thou~and pounds. A number of unsuccessful attempts were also made to
obtam grants from the Army and Air Force Amenities Funds and from
Central Welfare Funds. Then. after months of detailed staff work a
'uffield Trust grant of £30,000 was finally obtained earlier this year
thanks to support from HQ Dhekelia Garrison, HQ British Forces
Cypru , HQ AG and the RAF's Personnel & Training Command. On the
day that the award from Nuffield Trust was confirmed an order was
placed with SSYC for two new projectors. The very next day as if
sensmg that they were oon to be destined for that great cinema in the
ky, one of the two Katee 18 projectors broke down for the final time and
was declared to be beyond repair. The next few months whilst the new
projectors were being built to order in Italy, demonstrated the dedication
and loyalty of the Ayios ikolaos audiences as they had to endure a reel
change every twenty minutes on the one remaining projector. 'Evita', for
~xample, was hown with even intervals of five minutes each! These
mtervals helped to dramatically improve the takings in the cinema kiosk
but ~id nothing to improve the artistic quality of the film!
Fmally, at t_he beginning of July the Mercury Cinema's one remaining
Kalce 18 ran 1t5 last performance. The next day the projection room was
decommissioned and installation work on the new sound system and
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Ma nager, Cpl Dan Archer, still making adjustments to the projectors and
the ·ound system as well as running a one day course for the team of
volunteer projectionists!
Like all good stories this one has a happy ending and the cinema
reopened without a hitch , on schedule and on budget! The opening
ceremony was conducted by Commander Dhckclia Garrison, Col Mike
Brooke OBE, in front of a packed audience, who were eager to take part
in rather a novel experience for the re idcnts of Ayios ikolaos. That of
going to watch a film that wa in focus, well ill uminated and audible!
Let's sec if these latest projectors arc still going in the year 2059!
P.S. Does anyone know of a good home for two rather grand old
gentlemen of the silver screen who arc retiring a fter 62 years of service?
The photograph shows the project team smiling (at last ) at the start of the
opening night.
Incidentally, Renate Foster is the daughter of Capt (Retd) Gordon
Raku who was in the Royal Signals from 1953 to 1979. llis service
included two tours in Cyprus; one in the late 1950s and one in 1974.
Gordon and his wife Maisie now live in Spring Hill, Florida. Thank you
Renate, the project would not have been succe sful without your help
and encouragement!
OFFICERS' MESS V ERGEA T 'ME S CRICKET
WED ESDAY 20TH
GUST 1997
Flushed with ucces from the recent Officers' Mess victory over
Civilian Wing in July, the CO thought that the time wa ripe to challenge
the gladiators from the Sgt ' Me s to a game of cricket, the ' gentlemen '
game' . The gauntlet was picked up by the RSM , and it was agreed that
hostilities would commence at 1600 hrs on 20th August 1997. At the
appointed time, the day was still hot and ticky, (well this is Cyprus!) and
following a short briefing of the do 's and don ' ts by WOl (R M) Jon
Duckworth, the Officers ' Mess skipper, Capt 'JJ' mith elected to field.
This appeared to be a bad move when the gts' Mess opening batsmen
Sgt 'Snowy' hotton RAF (33 SU). promptly lofted the ball over Capt
'Fiery Ray ' Patrickson (not hard admittedly) for six' The Officers' Team
fought back well however and began lo take wickets steadily. Highlight
of the innings were a stunning one handed catch by the catlike Budman,
Tony Oakes, to see off SSgt ick Evans, and a brilliant piece of fielding
by the CO, Lt Col Tim lnshaw, to di mi s Sgt Pete Beale. Top scorers
for the Sgts' Me s were gt botton and gt Beale. The final score was
I 05 for 7 wickets after 20 overs.
Following a delicious high tea of cream cake and andwiches, it was
the Officers' Me tum to bat cha ing a target of 106 to win. Surprise,
surprise, the Sgt ' Mess Manager was the opening bowler who was seen
di appearing into the pavilion to start his run up! The opening batsmen
the Familie Officer, Capt Ray Patrickson and Bob Walker (Civ Wing)
seemed to be coping well until the RSM introduced his Joker in the form
of a round of port, swiftly followed by another! ot renowned for his
drinking prowess, the Families Officer soon returned to the pavilion
when be cho e to hit the wrong ball of three that appeared to be heading
towards him! This only resulted in the appearance of Capt 'JJ' Smith
who proceeded to hit the Sgts' Mess to all parts of the ground to continue
his outstanding form from the previous match. Thanks to 'JJ', and some
sound batting from the CO and Brian Birnngham (Civ Wing) it wasn't
too long before the Sgt ' Mess total was reached.
It was at this point, in the gathering gloom, that the CO decided to
declare the Officers' Mess inning and claim an honourable draw. The
R M had other idea after discu sions with Lt Col Chris .lack on
(RAMC) a challenge was offered up to the Officers' Me s. It was to be
one final delivery from the Sgts' Me star. the omewhat intimidating
Sgt Roger Thompson who had been the w11pirc for tbe day, against the
Officers' Me number 11 batsman, Capt Dave Edwards. If the batsman
was bowled out the game would be a draw; if the batsman cored any
runs, it would be a victory to the Officers' Me . Amazing tension! As
Roger came in to bowl off hi intimidating run up, the crowd were going
wild?! Dave calmly stroked the ball over the ring of fielders to claim a .
deserved victory for the Officers' Me s! Thank mu t be extended to the
two umpires, the Me
taff, che~ , the Rugby club barmen, the players
and the spectators for making it an excellent sport, played in the almo t
true pirit of the game.

(L-1:?): Maj Nige l Harrison (the project manager for the
refurbishment). Ms Renate Foster Hd of SSVC Cinemas (the
prime contractor), Mr Steve Case of Sound Associates Ltd (the
installation engineer), Cpl Dan Archer of 33 SU (the Manager of
the Mercury Cinema) Flt Lt Marcus Barber of 33 SU
(the OIC of the Mercury Cinema)
projectors began. The Mercury Cinema was sc heduled to reopen on

Thu~s?ay 24th July with t_he Forces premier of the new ' Batman and

Rohm film that had only JU t been released in the West End. The film
it~elf was hand delivered to Cyprus by Ms Renate Foster, head of SSYC
Cmemas, on the very morning that the cinema was due to reopen .
Everythmg el e wa also running up against the deadline and that
Thursday saw the installation engineer, Mr Steve Case, and the Cinema
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THE BOB COOK MEMORIAL R
by Captain J.E. Mullender
Gen Bob Cook wa SOinC from I 988 to 1992 and had a long
distinguished career before his retirement in 1992. Gen Bob died from
Motor Neurone disease in Pebruary this year, and two days atier his d~-ath
his son Tim pledged to run across ypru to fund research for the
disease. Tim, a sales director, who had erved as an IRTR Officer and in
23 SAS, subsequently planned an extremely arduous route . It was to take
Tim from Cape Amaoutis in the west of the island via Mount Olympus,
which is 1500metres above sea level m the Troodos mountains, to Cape
Greko m the east. The run was planned to commence on Sunday 24th
Augu t and to finish on Saturday 30th August at the late.t with
temperatures ranging from I 5' C to 40 C. Tim obviously realised that this
would require a great deal of support as his route was over some of the
most rugged terrain in the Eastern Mediterranean. Away from the beaches
the Cyprus mountain present a phenomenal challenge off road and thus
Tim requested help from the Corps to achieve his aim.
Lt Col Tim lnshaw, CO of 9 Sig Regt (R) was asked to as ist. thus
my involvement to plan the event. I soon realised after surveying the area
that this would be an extremely ambitious quest and if the upport team
was to get Tim through what was going to be an ordeal, it would require
more than just one safety vehicle and two men. Volunteers for the team
were requested from within the Regiment , which would now consist of a
safety vehicle, a support vehicle and four men. Cpl imon Robinson
' Robbo' volunteered as CO IC, Cpl John Richardson RAMC was
medic, Mr Simon Lees ' Si' (ex CORPS) wa driver safety vehicle and
Mr Kypros Petsas a locally employed civilian was YM and interpreter.
' Robbo' and ' Si' embarked on the recce. Aller eight day of plannmg and
2000 miles later the team were ready to link their 6 stages together. This
also involved the delivery of supplies which included 420 litre ofbonled
water to farms and tavernas on route. Early one August morning at 0130
hrs we departed from Mercury Barracks to Cape Amaoutis to drive the
course and prove the route card of 180 miles. Some twelve hours later we
felt that we were now ready for Tim.
Tim arrived in Cyprus on the 22nd Augu t and ba ed hi wife Louise
and their 3 boys, his mother Gilly, ister nnie and cou in Emma and
son at the resort of Pi ouri. At 1600 hrs on Saturday 23rd due to safety
reason Tim started 12 hours early at Cape Arnaouris which wa at 40'C
even with a sea breeze. The CO and RSM, WOl Jon Duckworth arrived
in style by helicopter to run the initial first few miles and to wi h him
luck. This stage would cover 37 miles over what wa known to be some
of the mo t difficult terrain in the area. Tim finished at Vretsia a deserted
Turkish village in the Troodos foothills, and at thi point he was pretty
tired already, mainly due to the lack of acclimatisation to the heat and the
sight of the daunting Mount Olympus, some 33 miles away. This was to
be the end of his second tage. It wa here that he wa joined by his
fami ly for a brief period. Also runner from 259 Sig Sqn who were to
accompany him on the miles ahead joined him here. From here Tim's
running routine settled down as he found it preferable to run early
mornings and late evenings, averaging 5mph. During tage two Tim was
joined at 0400 hr in an extremely remote area by Maj Phil Davies and
his team from I Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn who were in Cyprus on Ex
Lion Sun. They accompanied Tim for the remainder of this tage and the
climb to Mount Olympus. Tim now had a chance for ome quality rest
time, hot food and a long oak in the bath, in the somewhat luxury
surrounding of Troodo Camp. Although tired, Tim was now half a day
ahead of schedule. However, be was feeling apprehensive about the next
stage, a long haul of 47 miles down to Zygi on the coast.
Tim embarked on what proved to be hi hardest stage at midnight after
a long rest, but very little sleep with runners who had joined him from 9
Sig Regt (R). Half way through Stage 3 tirednes was not just taking its
toll on Tim, but also on the upport team, in particular the afety vehicle
drivers, who were following behind him and the runners in first gear!
'Robbo' had et up breakfast camp ome 27 miles into thi tage, when
Tim arrived much to 'Robbo's' a toni lunent he said 'Onwards' and
carried on running for a further 10 miles stopping at A gata only 10 mile
away from Zygi. Here the medic wa kept bu y sorting out blister on
blisters, but despite this, morale was ery high ince the coast that would
lead T im to Cape Creko was now in ight. On arrival at Zygi, Kypros
found a friendly Taverna owner who gave the team rooms for the night
and a very welcome fish meze, at thi stage the 24hr compo pack were
getting somewhat repetitive.
Tim started the 27 miles leg to Lamaca, with fresh runners from the
Regiment at a bli tering pace. He arrived at the Salt Lake ju t out ide of
Lamaca airport well ahead of time. After resting during the heat of the
day Tim was ready to embark on the fifth tage with a 15-mile leg to
Dhekelia Garri on, where he wa to receive a cheque for C£250 from the
Garrison ommander, Col Mike Brooke OBE. Unfortunately 1!11
proved to be a bit of a nightmare when Tim pulled hi achille tendon 4
mile hort of the Garri on. However Tim limped in only 30 nunute
behind hi· appointed time de: ite being in great pain. Aller re ting
overnight at Kypro · family apartment just out ide Dhekcha they
embarked early on Thursdav 2 th August for the ixth and final ·t:ige of
22 miles to ape Greko. Tim wa . uffering wtth his injury and \\<
advised to walk , time was on his ·ide. He wa · not due to arrive at Cape
Greko until 1600 hrs that day. Later that morning Tim was • topped for
everal hour (the only way to low this running machine dO\\n) ju t
out ide the infamou · re ort of yia apa. Here Tim wa JOrned by
additional runners from the Regt and I Mech Bdc HQ & ig qn. Am1cd
' ith bucket and after live interview on BFB and ·apa radio the team
of runner, led by Tim hit the re ort's tople. beache· and the many street
bars. Within 25 minute £ 120 ' a rai d and Tim had only 7 mile to
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g to th fim. h. t\leam\ hi le in the ground of a French rebroadcast sill ti on
at Cape Greko. gt Christopher Q 1 HQ qn, gt Tilley the chef and
the re·t of the admin staff had been preparing an elaborate champagne
finish. Tim was topped once again for two hours and was eventually
released at 1500 hrs for a low 5 mile . Family. pre ' S and members from
the participating unit's gathered for the fmi h. Right on time the ronners
behind a somewhat gaunt but smiling Tim entered the . talion for the last
200metrc . To an amazed gathering ' ith ju t 50metres to go, Tim broke
mto a print through to the finish. During the subsequent celebration Lt
Col lnshan addre. ed all a semhled. congratulating Tim on his heroic
and remarkable achievement. A cneque for C£J000 wa pre c.:nted !Tom
the Regiment. Tim duly re ponded expre ini; his gratitude, and
pre ented the Regiment with a ilver Quaich in memory of his father.
which he had carried throughout hi run. He further taled that his fumily
hoped the Quaich would be presented annually for a suitable challenge
and to ra1 e fund for 1otor eurone Disea e. Tim, who is 35 accompanied
by 32 runner at different tages ran the equivalent of 7 marathons in
under 5 day . £2.200 wa rai ed in Cyprus toward his goal of£57,000.
')

'FINISH' the smiles say it all

3SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SM

Maj Chris Thain
W02 ( SM) John Riley

CO

GRAT LATIO S
Sincere congratulations go out to CPO 1att Helm and hi wife ' iki
on the birth of their son Jack and LCpl BiJly Kidd and his wife Jo on
the birth of their daughter L ucy. Well done.

EXERCISESEASOJOUR ER

9 Sig Regt (R) and 1 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn runners,
with a strong Tim in Ayia Napa with only 7 miles to the finish

A week off work, sa iling around Cyprus in the September unshine, oh
yes, a nd some adventure training as well, who could rcfuse 9 3 Sqn
chartered the Ensign Dyas JI , a 33 ft yacht owned by I st Bn The Light
Infantry for a week of offshore ailing training. The crew con isted of Lt
F iona Galbraith (CC EX), SSgt Steve Smith (Skipper), Cpl Vic k y
proule (Fi rst Mate}, Cpl Ro ger Wilson (Cabin Boy), Cpl Andy
Wallace and LCpls arah Harrison and Clair Sharples.
Captains' Log - Day 1. A the crew was of mixed abilities. the fir l
day was spent around Akrotiri Bay, getting a feel for ailing and what the
yacht was capable of. For some, (Cpl Sp roule) leering in a straight line
was an achievement. Unfortunately, as we prepared to return to Akrotiri
Mole to anchor for the night we found the foresail. which we had
painstakingly raised, refused to mo e. SSgt Steve Smith bad the
unenviable task of navigating the yacht around the harbour with the
foresail billowing in the wind of the day.
Ca ptains' Log - Day 2. The Met Office at RAF Akrotiri promised
good weather and fair winds, which roughly translated, meant that to 'go
anywhere' the engine would definitely be part of the equation. The plan
for day 2, wa to ail to Paphos harbour, during thi voyage e ential
safety drills were practiced, and all hands bad the opportunity the take the
helm.
Captains' Log - Day 3. On the third day, the weather wa on our side
and the yacht aw some action. The e ngine was killed upon leaving
Paphos harbour, and the ails were unfurled. Toward the afternoon, the
wind really picked up, and the crew was ordered to strap them elves to
the deck. LCpl Clair Sharpie had seen enough. and went down below,
and spent the remainder of the day at on the floor, thinking of the lar~e
breakfa t she had that morning. Most of the crew wa now confident m
basic boat handling, and the more experienced crew used the day to teach
chart work and log keeping.
Capta ins' Log - Day 4. The fourth day was pent motori ng back to
Akrotiri as again the weather had let us down. By this time. Cp l ndy
Wallace had bad enough of the un and pla tered un factor 35 all over
.
his face. and spent the remainder of the day imitating a gho t.
Captains' Log - Day 5. The final day was spent very m~ch ~tke the
first, in and around Akrotiri Bay, with time thrown 1.n for sw1mmmg ~nd
relaxing. Cp l p1·011le eventually managed un uperv1 ed lo he a bowlme.
It only took her 5 day to master. Overall, the Exerci e wa a great
success, a week off work sailing around Cypru , and, oh yes some
adventurou training a well.

Sgt Tim Stevens out for the day fly catching
The next phase was water-sports at Happy Valley. and a chance to how
coordination and finesse whilst water skiing. The majority managed to
stand up for at lea t 30 econds. and all achieved water burns in the
obvious places. The next morning we all eagerly got up for a gentle I km
swim at Cape Greco, and an opportunity for those who had not ·wallowed
enough sea water to do o, then like lemming , cliff-jumping mto the ea
wa the order of the day, followed by canoeing. The remainder of the
exercise was spent realising our childhood dream of being Spider Man. on
a rock face.

EXERCISE HOT P RS IT

OMSI Wiscombe administering some physio, with his next
patient LCpl Jones RLC looking somewhat apprehensive
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Lt Col Tim lnshaw at the finish congratu lating Tim
and presenting a cheque for C£1000.
THE WIRE , DECEMBER 1997

Ex Hot Pursuit was a 3 qn adventure training cxerci e conducted in
Troodo , Happy Valley and Dhekelia. 36 member of the quadron took
pa1t with each 'Volunteer' completing 5 days training over a 3 week p~nod.
After a lengthy discus ion on how all the pa enger and tram mg
stores were not going to fit into the mini-bu es, the members of .Phase 3
arrived at the Joint ervice Training Centre Ill Troodo . The 11111ial day
of adventure, whil t promising to be slow and non- ventful. soon turned
into an afternoon of inten c mountain biking. with Lee ·absolutely no
en e of direction' Spie r s sharing his biking expertise. Capt Cheryl
Durrant (Aust Int) demon trated the correct landing procedure when
the cycle ejector seat wa operated, the cars ha e almost healed: ot to
be outdone, Maj C hris T hain demon trated the 'Back o'. the bike over
the head' method of mountain biking, causing much memment among t
the remainder of the team.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1997

LCpl 'I'm not really scared' Howard

14 Sig Regt (EW)

L Q ADRO (EW)
226SIG
faj R ·.Clapp
qn Comd
\! 02 (S M) Couston
1
the ummer in Brawdy draw. to an end, the •two-twenty sixth '
prepare to enter the main exerci ·e ea on. The past two month have
been filled with Adv Trg in ewquay. a i it from Brig J. H. Griffin, a
little ·ummer leave, the attachment of two PO , lots of ATD aeti ities and
!COM! 'aturally, the u ual mundane activities
the implementation of
of manning EW operation around the Globe continue throughout-but
we don't like to talk about tho e.
GREAT ORTHR
On the I 3th eptember I 997 five members of the quadron left Cawdor
Barrack for more sunny clime . Later that day they arrived in ewcastle.
The five had been organised by Sgt 'All Kirkham, later to be known a
Magellan Kirkham , to rai e funds for the 'Leukaemia Re earch Fund'- by
running the thirteen and a half miles that i the Great orth Run. The other
four members of the tean1 were Cpl 'Jonny Boy' Perry, LCpl 'Geeky'
Fenwick and the 'Calorie twins', LCpl Lisa tansforth and LCpl Laura
haw. Magellan had al o managed to rope in the assi tance of a civilian
from his hometown, Charlie Broadhurst. This group of inexperienced
runner had trained for ·months ' to join over 30,000 other runners to
compete in th i competition . At 0 30 the following morning they left
camp to park their mini bus in the fini h area of South Shields. They al o
used this time to 'recce' the route they would be running later that day,
this wa a planned action and bad nothing to do with Magellan' map
reading. 'Trust me [know where we are going.·
The mini bu afely parked, and deciding their meeting point after the
race (the nearest Pub to the finish), they joined the growing throng talcing
the Metro to the Haymarket district of ewcastle city centre and the tart
of the race. They arrived in time to see the start of the 'elite woman·s'
race. Soon it would be iheir turn to start and they nervously joined the
crowd that had fonned behind the start line. All that was required was for
some footballer or other to tart the race, [ believe it was Shearer or
something like that! We were off. The weather was good and with no real
wind, it was ex'j)ected to be a fast race. l11is was the case-the fastest time
of the group being I hr 20mins and the slowest being 2hrs and I Om ins.
After receiving their medals and T-shirts they all sat around in the ' RV '
wapping stories on how the race had gone. The con ensus was that we
would all be back next year to improve on our time.
EXERCISE WHALE ADVE. TURE
A any estate agent worth their salt will tell you, there are three
important things about a property, they are location, location and location.
The same could well be said for Adv Trg. Thus, congratulations are in
order for SSgt Alfie Kirkham for choosing ewquay, in Cornwall, which
wa recently named as the setting for the British version of Baywatch.
Okay, o we're from 14 Sig Regt and ewquay was a mere 7 hour drive
a_way, but to ~e honest most of us have now become immune to travelling
time . We amved at Penhale Camp mid afternoon on Sun 3 Aug. Within
moments everybody was unpacked, the bar was set up and the race was
on. It being a Sunday, the day of Worship, we thought it unlikely that
much would be going on that evening. Surprising then that the majority of
the Squadron found themselves in a club in the middle of Ne.wq uay at
11 pm. ot just any club mind you, a decent club (and thus a distinct
change from Haverfordwest). Call it fate, or religious intervention, but the
fact remains that 226 Sqn was Adv trg in · ewquay at the same time as the
professional surf championships were being held. After a quiet kebab we
caught the transport home.
~~ ~quadron was iftvlcled into four group , rotating through different
acllv1_t1es: deep-sea fishing, mountain biking, rock climbing and
canoemg. The deep-sea fishing was extremely popular,, with the obvious
excep!lon of LCpl Stansforth who discovered that she could never have
a ~ar~er in the Navy. A number of different species were fooled into
~m~mg that a hook was in fact a delicious morsel just ready for the
p1ckmg (a number of members of226 have now taken up fish ing having
finally found something they can outwi t). A number of 'monsters' were
caught and ig Robin on 's catch even joined us for the beach barbecue
and delicious it wa too. The mountain biking route was a J7mile stretch
of the Camel Trail t~at runs through some of the most picturesque pans
of !he local countryside. Unfortunately we didn't get to see much of thi s
as 11 flew by. The order of the day was head down, work hard and try to
catch up with \! 02 Harris. The YofS and Sgt Price acted as blockers
cle.armg the path for th ~ foll?wing 12 or so mud splattered lemmings
pilmg down the path w11h wlld abandon. The last half mile or so was
uphill, in fact yery steeply u~hill, in fact pretty '!1uch vertical I wou ld say.
Here people discovered the JOYS of push mg a bike up the hill as opposed
to nding it. Climbing took place on one of the local beaches. W02
C ouston and
gt ~irkha'!l set up a number of challenging climbs in
full view of the public sunnmg themselves mere feet away. Never being
o:ies to res1. ta challenge (or the opportunity to show off in fro nt of bikini
clad civvies) everyone attempted at least two climbs. The lack of
technique was more than compensated for by the ·helpful' tips from the
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other group members (such a 'hurry up the sun i going down in five
hour '). Tho e not climbing at the time had to keep themselves amu cd
by unbathing, eating ice cream , playing football and swimming thi
was adventurous training at its most arduous . Then there was the ea
canoeing. ow a three-foot wave may not look that big from the shore,
but when it hit a canoe it is actually quite powerful. These were the
thoughts we were thinking as our faces were ground into the seabed. C pl
Staff did an excellent job of teaching u the theory of wave surfing in a
canoe, but tran lating that into practice proved eventful.
On the Wednesday gt Meek and Sgt Gibbins set up an orienteering
course on the training area at the back of the camp. This wa a particularly
arduous cour e and vi iting all the points proved beyond the ability of
many. In the afternoon the Squadron held a beach barbecue. After a few
beers, the games commenced: rugby, football, swimming and frisbee, a
number of people commented that it looked like a scene out of Top Gun,
honed and toned bronzed bodie . Before we fini h it i nece sary to
mention the nightlife in ewquay, which to be honest rivals the best in the
country during the summer. Many a happy hour was spent dancing away
in places such a Sailors, Treetops and Bertie . A special award must go to
the OC, Major Clapp who ha discovered a niche all of his own on the
dance floor. His dancing at one stage was likened to that ofa 70's German
on acid.
o that wa it, 226 ig Sqn adventurous training. In summary. it was an
excellent week, the activities were all well organised and pitched at the
right level. The Squadron worked together during the day and then played
together at night. I would thoroughly recommend ewquay as an ideal
spot for adventurou training, providing excellent facilities both for the
activities and the apres-activities.

226 at Newquay-Note the buried OC !

226 Sea-canoeing in Cornwall
SQ ADRO SUMMER FU CTIO
On tbe I 0th_ September 1997, to break up ATD week, 226 Sqn held a
summer function at Haverfordwest Rugby C lub. When the buffet had
finished the Squadron was once again treated to a di splay of dancing by
the Sqn Comd Maj Clapp. He has obviously watc hed one too many
' Prodigy ' videos. It was about this time that we lost Potential Officer
Steve Buckton , who faded fast under a barrage of A lcopops- kindly
forced upon him by Capt Mark Smith and Lt Jim Brown, under the
guise of 'character development '. We are pretty sure that he enjoyed bis
two hour spent asleep outside. Then unfo1tunately the Karaoke started .
Capt iall Stokoe, the ginger Elvis, showed us what a great career in
pop ~e thought he could not have had. The fi nale to the evening was a
re!1d1.11 on of ' Tubthumping' a Squadron anthem, and d uring this
gt
R1ch1e Angove showed us all what really bad dancing was all about. It
was a good evening, enjoyed by all , many thanks to Sgt Mark Harbin
for all his hard work.
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HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Brown lot Corps
Tp SSgt
gt ngove
The Troop would like to say hello to Cpl Danny Clayto n, and LCpl
Katie Leak and a big welcome back to LCpl Andy Knowles who returns
from the Emerald Isle. Farewell to Cpl arah Jenkins (instructing at
Comm & Sy) and Cp l (Whoops!!) Mr Andy C larke, who, after serving
I I years has finally called it a day. The Troop's final farewell is to ·gt Al
Elderbra nt who is starting a new career with Northumbria Police Force.
Good luck Al, Angie and Sean-Paul and best wishes.
Augu t got off to a lazy start with it being a maximum leave period
within the Regiment. The majority of the Troop were either playing in the
Adv Trg tent in Cornwall or sending po tcards back from distant shores.
Still, some of the Troop managed to get on diving and sailing courses- Sgt
'Fi' Fielder and Sgt 'Fi' Fielder, and then get some leave in. September
came with a bang, with a two day exercise shaking off all the summertime
blues. In 7 months time the Troop will be getting additional manpower
from Cpl Di Mulvaney as she prepares herself for a new addition to her
family. Congratulations. Not forgetting all the lads and lasses away on
Roulement Tours and LCpl 'Gaz' Flatman at Headley Court, hurry back,
we need the manpower. On the sporting front, H Tp prove that they have
ome Gladiators, with Sgt Andy Ball representing the Corps and Army at
Badminton, Sig aomi Wilson-Army Swimming Team, Cpl Dann
Clayton-Corps Cricket, and LCpl Jay Waites breaking into the Corps
Football Team. The Troop looks forward to the forthcoming exercises in
October and ovember with Sgt 'Fi' Fielder already putting her nonavailability in due to Adv Trg commitments.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl taplctoo
SSgt
gt Fuller
Once again the Troop has gone through a steady change of personnel. A
warm welcome to gt Paul 'Jacques Cousteau' Rowlands, wife Ruth and
family from N. Ireland, Cpl Paul Browne and wife arah from 9 Sig
Regt and not too far away, LCpl 'Sully' Sullivan from 237 Sig Sqn. A big
welcome back to Sgt Ch r is ' Funky' Gibbins and Sgt Bob 'Ackers'
Ackland-Snow fresh from Bosnia. We must bid a fond farewell to Cpl
Greg 'Scouse' C r opper who's off to his native Liverpool to teach the
pan-timers a thing or two, or is that the other way round, Cpl Stu 'Rocky'
Ramage and LCpl Martin Barker join the ranks in civvy street and last
but not least LCp l tu ' A Job' Bailey who plans to prop up the student
union bar for 2 years.
On the sporting front, Sgt Loz 'Supersub' Hill ha witched from
Corps Rugby League to Regimental football whilst Sgt Mark 'Van
Basten ' Harbi n and Cpl Daz 'Blade' Brown turn out for arch rival
Haverfordwest AFC in the third division of the Welsh Pembrokeshire
League. Sgt C hri s Gibbins, Cpl Daz Brown and LCpl Col Davies
represented the Regiment at ibe Corps Badminton Championship held at
Colerne with Sgt Chris G ibbins finishing runner-up in the Veteran Cup.
The Troop began its' Ryder Cup selection proces with Cpl teve ' Round
the World' Lyne organising a Golf afternoon at the local pitch and putt
course which turned out to be a crash course in land cape gardening. Sgt
G ibbin s recorded the best score of the afternoon whil t WOl Dave
' Tiger ' Sta pl eton and Sgt Ma rk ' Monty ' Harbin tied for lo nge t
drive ... 10 yards. LCpl M artin Barker could still be found couriog the
golf course by torchlight for the head of hi golf club which ended up
travelling further than hi golf ball and Cp l Vi nny 'Soggy' Shep herd
contemplated a retum to darts as hi number one sport. A good time wa
had by all however. After a hectic lst and 2nd Lines inspection period, the
Troop deployed to a local disu ed airfield for a tactical shakeout prior to
the forthcoming Sqn Exercise. With new blood added to the Troops' rank
it was important to practice the Troop ' role in a tactical situation, under
the sup ervision of WOl Da ve Stapleton and
gt ( up r R) Dave
Fuller. For severa l days both Beady Eye and CC crews deployed to
various locations, refreshing their kill in tactical awarene _s, convoy
drills, navigation, and voice procedure, much to the satisfacuon of our
resident Radio Op, LCpl 'Buster' Keeton. Jt was in the final phase of the
exerci. e involving a era h move, that WOl Dave Stapleton thought that
all his hard work and preparation had paid off. gt Harbin, Sgt Kev
'Butch ' Jones, Sgt Michael ' Icky. Kenyon, Sgt Bob Ackland Snow and
LCp l Paul 'Ambrose' Rice vanished from their location to the ERV
within minutes.
·
WOl Dave Stapleton: 'Excellent. That's one of the quickest move
I've ever seen. How did you manage it?'
Sgt Mark Harbin: 'That's okay ir, anytime. ow can I go back and
pick up all the kit we've just left behind?'
.
Several expletives later we were on our way back to Brawdy havmg
learnt some valuable lessons.
HAVERFORDWEST IT'S A K OCKO T COMPETITIO 1997
The call went out for willing volunteers to take part in the annual
Havcrfordwest lt's a Knockout ompetition. Four women and four men
were required to represent the Regiment. The wives volunteered with
great gusto, and then began volunteering hu bands and pr_c gangmg
alcoholically impaired singlies with words uch a 'Go on, it 'll be good
fun!' Eventually the team was fmmed con isti ng of Anne-Marie ClaJ?P
(Team Captain and genera l all round organiser), ~inda Ma on (Quiet
intimidator of judges), Mel Marshalsey (Aggre ion Incorporated) and
Bev Davies (Very loud inti.midator of judges). Through embarra sment
the men have asked to remain namele , so no need to worry Sgt Kev
Jones, Cpl Rob Tubbs, Cpl Jock Marshalscy and Cp l Ted Page, noone will ever know.
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On a hot (well hot for Haverfordwest!) Sunday afternoon the eight
warriors set about defeating the 15 civilian teams in an event consisting
of silly games involving water, inflatable , washing up liquid and more
water. The judges, dressed like Coco the Clown, controlled the event and
created a scoring system that would baffle Einstein. The Team 'did good'
competing aggressively against strong opposition and carrying out
manoeuvres that in any other areas of life would have resulted in sexual
assault charges and long prison sentences. Is 1t our fault that the women
chose to wear short gymslip ? (optional for the men). Unbehevably the
team made the final stage of the competition consisting of a play off
between the 'best' six teams. There 1s a theory that the judges were too
scared of Bev Davies and Anoe-Marie Clapp to not allow them into the
final. Whatever happened it worked and in preparation the women
withdrew to discuss tactics whilst the men withdrew to di cuss the beer
tent. (An event such as this cannot be done totally sober.)
After the Final, consi ting of building shape , milking cows and, for
the men, avoiding the judge with the omewhat questionable sexual
orientation. the result was awaited with bated breath. The women were
buzzing with excitement at the prospect of meeting television's ean
Maguire (who?), the presenter of prizes. After being finally humiliated
by having to sing ' ew York' in front of the entire population of
Haverfordwest (yes, both of them), the result were announced. The
wmners were indeed 14 Sig Regt (EW) and the team were awarded small
plastic trophies from can Mag uire (\Vho?) to remind them of their day
of 'fun'. It just goes to how that if strong military style planning and
fitne don't work then cheating and threats of violence come up trump
every time. On the whole it was a good day and even if it wa no good
for Cpl Rob Tubbs' selection training. all the wa bing up liquid used
negated the need for a hower afterwards and gave a !inky sheen to the
hair. The event raised a considerable sum of money for charity and thank
must go to Anoe-Marie C lapp for finding a team (no matter ho~ hard
the men tried to hide). Also thanks go to the remainder of the team who
will, for the remainder of their tours, have to wear di gui e in town for
fear of being recognised.

The It's a Knockout Winning Team
237 SIG AL SQUADRO (EW)
qo omd
Maj J . J, Cole
SM
W02 (
1) Cox
After Ex Pega u trike the quadron has been on a max leave penod.
Twenty people from the Squadron participated m a week long Ad\ Trg
package at t David' that comprised climbing, urfing, ea c:anoeing 8!1d
jumping off cliffs. C pl Trump had a near death experience while
oa·teering when he slipped into the famou ·wa hing machine· and wa ·
ucked under. LCpl Hodson wa <le pcrate to prove hi manhood by
jumping off cliffs that were at least two metre high.
.
The Squadron say goodbye to Maj Alan Hill who goe-; to tall
College and welcomes in Iaj Jon ole from the Adjt position. Kilo Tp
welcomes Australians Cpl Kinslo\\ and Cpl Quaife on E Long Looi..
who, after a month travelling in Europe, were then whi. ked off to LE\\'T
and are now preparing to go to Egypt on x Bright tar. They assure the
quadron that they would rather spend their time m Wales. _Yictor Tp
welcome S <>t 'Dagger:' Dagna ll and LCpl Denn, and ·ays farewell to
LCpl Baker who tarts a university course m ept. Congratulations to
gt Tonv Watters and hi wife Teresa for g1rn1g buth to a bab) girl
Tango Tp welcome' S gt Glen Kitchen, gt a und er , LC pl Dine
Drummond and ig Dann. C lark. Congratulations to pl ndy taff
and hi wife Abby for gi ing birth to a bab} girl. pl ·Bish' Bishop.
LCpl Reardon and ig ·Gaj' ajic are off on yet another tour m Bosma.
1eanwhile ig 'th generators are on fire' Priestley has b.:cn kept awa~
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from generator· after Ex Pegs us trike . The LEWT is prepari ng to
deplo) to Egypt on Ex Bright tar with the Hou ehold Cavalry Regiment ,
Thi. hould proYide the Troop with plenty of opportunitic for posing for
'L3wren e of rabia' photographs, getting a tan, and a chance to try out
our fluent rabic.

Regiment Plaque which ca me as another shock to Wi ll y who was so
tongue-ti ed because he had not made a speech before. (Another first!)
With the toasts all done it was time to retire and continue on with the
exercise. The Regt would like to wi sh Wllly all the best in hi new career
with the civilian tel ecoms industry.

TR
K ODE015
EXERCISE ABLE CONDOR
Since the last issue of Th e Wire the Troop has been mvolved m
numerous work rest and play activities. The first being all work, namely
Ex Able Condor.

, E R l E DRAGONS PICOS 25 A G
f-5 EPTEMBER 1997
Ten m mbers of 14 1g Regt (EW) left a \\'indy Brawdy for the unny
mountam of Lo Picos de Europa in the orth of pain. The thirty hours
that were spent being cooped up in a small Renault Traffic minibus were
oon rewarded by an excellent ix day trek.king in the mountains. We left
the mini bu in the small village of la Hermida and started on the 11 Okm
circmt. Within ten minutes pe-0ple were topping to tie laces and pick up
items that had fallen off their ruck ack. ig 'Priester ' Pri estl ey's
rnck ack was more ofa mobile wa hing line, and our ·medic' C pl ' Bish '
Bishop pent half of l1is time applying zinc ox ide tape to various feet.
Per onal administration could only improve. The area i remote ,
relatively untouched and in its own way attractively backward. Many of
the village have been long abandoned and are now inhabited by heep
and cattle. avigation was fairly easy but the tllick red lines marked on
the map were no more than pot-holed road and the dotted lines were
hard to find. Many of the group were expecting something more lively
and le arduou but they all soon adju ted to the idyllic and spectacular
urrounding of mountains, valleys, gorge and waterfalls. Some were
more reluctant to adju t to some of the gradients that gave the goat
venigo. We bought food locally, if the village actually had a hop. ll was
alway a choice of bread and either ham. cheese or ham and cheese. We
oon became rather sick of endless cheese and it was een as somewhat
of a bl sing when one night a wild goat invaded one of the tent , ripped
open all the bags of food and devoured an entire che e, leavi ng on ly
trace of tin foil.
Finding a pare plot of green land was never a problem. Finding a plot
of flat green land wa more of a challenge and we often put considerable
fai th in the strength of the tent peg to avoid being washed down tream.
The local goat alway eemed intrigued by our pre ence to the extent
tllat one was kind enough to give ig Phil Lee some of its fleas. Despite
the blisters and unbum, everyone thoroughly enjoyed the week and even
more so the day R & R that was spent on Santander beach.

230 IGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Jim Wood
Capt Loui e ' Not here very often' Tomkins
2JC
Since returning from ummer block leave the Squadron has been busy
preparing for exercise, rehear als for a Regiment !FOR medal parade and
the Reg iment Inter Troop Hockey competition . On deployment the
Squadron proudly formed the backbone of communications for Ex Rhino
Replen , we were in support of a l (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
exerci e. Deployments varied from Wentworth Barracks in Herford to a
s ite on the former border between East/West Germany. Whil st on the
exercise TN 16 had a torrid time , firstly with ' Maam M agellen '
McAn ulty's map reading and secondly their Crypto was corrupt hence
having to re-role to TN 095.

TROOP PARTY
~n. re~um from Ex Able .Condor, th e Troop was forced into
part1c1pati~g m a very dem.and1.ng weekend. This tarted on the Friday
evenmg with a Troop function m the Wall and Willow Club. early all
turned out with their other halves for a very sociable, alcoholic and
joyous occasion!

Los Pilos Mountains

245SQ ADRO
TRACK BASH 1997
The 245 Sig Sqn (EW) Track Bash course was run to teach the
Squadron' ·Panzer Virgins· the ins and outs of the much loved Af'V 432
over a period of 3 weeks. The 10 individuals on course 2197 formed up
on the first day under it's two God Like instructors. Cpl Rab 'Tee Hons'
Grice and Cpl Spike 'Pork Sausage' Milligan, for an initial clas room
bound week of theory. This week culmi nated in a comprehensive written
test to see who had managed to remain awake! Unwittingly, those of us
who scored well were lining ourselves up for a DMI course in Bovi ngton.
Cpl ' o Holiday in Cyprus' Townsend being the first to be dispatched
with only a few days notice.
The econd we~k was given over to a more ha nds on approach.
HO\~ever, durrn~ this ~veek ma~y of the pupils were suffering from brain
strarn and an incentive was rntrod uced to keep people 'spa rking' .
eedless to say the end of course party was very good!

In tbe third week we actually got to drive the AFYS. A expected
some people were more adept at driving the ' panzers' than others. Sig
Me r v ' Club ~oot' _Youn g excelled in a number of areas . Fir tly be
performed an mcred1ble version of an emergency stop when he failed to
take his foot off of the accelerator and apparently forgot to pull back on
both tillers. Then he managed to throw a track on the only part of the
cross-country course to be covered in 2 feet of marsh , sided by gorsebush. ig Young's final contribution was to be awarded the accolade of
'Mr Casual Panzer Crew', having been spotted by a certain member of
the Regimental hierarchy in a ' panzer' wearing a T-shirt, sunglasses and
helmet whll ton a public highway. Sig Tel 'Spatial Awarene s' Bacon
also slightly werved off of the straight and narrow. Pembrokeshire
Council gardeners now have a new pattern in their roadside lawns and the
Council Dustcan nearly had a 432 added to the back of it. All said and
done the course was very well instructed and all tho e who took the te t
pa sed. Just remember ' panzer' is a dirty word.

16 Sig Regt
RHQ
CO
Lt Col G.A. James
R M
WOl (RSM) Boyle
It has finally ~appened, the RSM has at last tasked me, the Orderly
Room Sgt to wnte a few notes for The Wire. Since the last instalment
thank to my .good friend gt O ' Brien, quite a few changes hav~
happened w1thm RHQ. v:'e w~lcome the arrival of our new Adjt, C apt
rnold , fresh from sunnmg himself down under. Congratulations to Pte
Teas dale who "-Cnt off on maternity leave and gave birth to a baby girl
called Paige. All our congratulations go out to her and her husband who
works in the COMMCEN in 252 Sig Sqn. We've also had to say goodbye
to Cpl Kelly w~o wa posted to HQ MWF in Chilwell near Nottingham
and LCpl L ewi (HQ Sqn Clk) who left us to join the ARRC. The
replacements have now arrived in the form of LCpl G eorge 'Too smooth
to move' L ukins and 'The Gi nger Ninja' Pte 'Super glue' Bostock.
The Op room llas na.d a complete changeover wi th the Ops Officer,
C apt Ian Parry depart1~g fo r Blandford. Taking over is C apt Keith
Bell. Regt FofS WOI . 1gel Cullen has now been comm issioned and
moved on to 3 (UK) Armd Div in Bulford. Regt YofS W02 Phil Jones
ha also left RHQ to chill out down in Krefel d lines and now his
replacement is in situ, welcome WOI K eith Emmerson. We also have to
say farewell to <;apt Willy Dott and welcome the new tech Adjt, C apt
Dave Boxhall (mce to see another hockey player joining RHQ).
HOC KEY E EN , ALDERSHOT 13-14 SEPTEMBER 1997
Ten girls were elected to represent 16th Sig Regt in the women's
hockey sevens that is held annually at Aldershot. Cllosen from a cast of
thou: ands were • gt Fran Graham , Cpl Tina Whalen , LCpl Annl\-1ane Ambur~, LCp.1 Ca sy Maycock, LCpl usan Learmonth, ig
Holl ~ G len, S ig Loui e Underwood , Sig Julia Dolan and ig Sarah
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James. The girls arrived in Aldershot on the Friday afternoon, to do a bit
of shoppmg, followed by one or two alcoho lic beverages that night. Thi
was only to prepare them for the two days abead.
Day one of the competition and the girls were fighting fit they started
off quite wllll, ~in~ing the firs~ game 2-1. In total that day' tlley played
five matches, wmnmg two, losmg two, and drawing one. This put them
mto the second pool for the next days' matches. Day two and fee ling stifT
as a board, as all the hockey players around will know, hockey touches
parts of the body that not a lot of sports do. The girls managed to pull
themselves.out of bed. A couple of coffees and a hearty English breakfast
later, the gtrls were ready. Unfonunately the girls didn't manage to win
any games but they did manage to draw two and lose three. Overall this
left the girls in twelfth posit ion out of eighteen.
FARE WELL DINNER- IN T HE FIELD
. It was just another exercise for the Officers, WO's and SNCOs of 16
Sig Re~H>r so ~e thought. It became apparent early on in the exercise
that this ';Vas gomg to be Willy Dott's la t appea rance in the ' Baggy
Green Sk m'. It .was agreed that an impromptu dinner night was to be
arra~ged at a SU1table ven ue. Lt John Ca rter was tasked with prov iding
a sunable location and fo und an historic castle at Berg Linn that fitted the
bill rather too nicely. (Well done John). SSgt ( QMS) Les orth raced
around and sorted out the admin with 2Lt Simmonds.
"!'he evenin& kick:d off w!th the normal wi nd up with W02 (YofS)
Phil Jone takm~ Willy to a ~XR conference', one of the few meeting.
he attended, wh ich had. notlu ng to do wi th resettl ement! B ut why he
thought the CO was having a PXR meeting ln a castl e I will never know!
The go urmet meal prepared by 255 Sig Sqn Master Chef, Sgt Kenny
B;llrron was excell ent, the meal was served by volunteers from E Tp, 255
Sig Sqn . After the meal a small gift was pre e nted in the form of a
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SHQTROOP
The sleepy hollow that is SHQ continues to slumber along punctuated
on ly by occasional frantic burst of activity when the coffee runs out!
The .ball is static! However back in the not too dim and di taut past our
erstwhile 2IC, Capt Lo uise Tomki ns, held a conversation with an old
Staff College colleague who is at present the Briti h liaison officer and
2!C of an infantry company with Gebirgsjager Bn 233 (mountain infantry
to the uninitiated), and the possibility of some Squadron members going
to give a little bit of voice procedure training to them was di cussed. ' o
problem, we can do that '. Th e ball srarls to roll!
The 21C zooms off to Bosni a for another holiday and the ' ball ' is left
floating in Sqn Ops with SSgt (FofS) Harper, Sgt (YofS) Evans and
SSgt Davies. The Foreman dodged the ball, the Yeoman sidestepped it
and SSgt Ia n Davies (who has a bad ankle), didn ' t! Th e ball gains
momentum!
The Regiment soon became aware of the visit and it gained official
anction (more momentum), and was planned for the end of July. The
week prior to departure Lt Col Ja m es was heard to remark to Sgt
Davie ' I've seen your name somewhere Staff,-you ' re up to something
soon'. To which the reply was, ' Who Sir, me Sir. no Sir ' . Colonel: 'Oh
yes that 's it, this trip to the Gennan Anny next week. S gt D: ' Oh that.
Yes I' m doing that Sir'. Further remarks followed from the CO in the
area of ' high profile visit', 'standard ' , ' reflective of the Corp ' etc. The
ball roll downhill!
So, one fine summer's morning (28th July to be exact), SSgt Davies,
LCpl E . R ober ts and Sig l. A. C lark departed JHQ for an eleven-hour
trial of strength again t the worst that the German motorway sy tern and
holiday traffic could throw at them. Th e ball is hurtling ar breakneck
speed!
The maxim ' no plan survives contact with the enemy' applied perfectly
to the occasion. Ca pt Bead , our Liai on officer. mentor, guide and
translator was being deployed on flood relief duties and hi parting words
a we drove in and be drove off were, ' I left ome notes for you'. The ball
i slowing down.
Tbe language barrier had been anticipated, although so had the use of
the LO a a tran lator. However, we persevered and the next day an
assortment of Germany ' best arrived. After a short introduction the
immortal words, ' How much English do you speak? ' was met by a total
and very solid wall of silence. The ball i now only subsonic.
The impressive and Hi-Tech powerpoint presentation, the plasma
screen, and all the other usefu l pieces of equipment lo e a little of their
attraction when the students can t read it. Thus, we fell back on the old
favourite Ta lk and Chalk. The result wa three days of intensive bur
highly enjoyable joint voice procedure training. The ball is al running
speed.
The culmination of the cour e was a short but intensive 'radio' exercise
(with no radios) and a swapping of gifts. All of the cour e members
received a 'Jimmy' cap badge that they wanted to wear, one had to be
handed over to thei r Colonel as well. (Tt increases the chance of wearing
one ifthe bo s has one too.) The ball is creeping along.
After the ceremonies we returned to JHQ with a feel ing that it wa not
only a job well done but more importantly a job over . .. 'Oh yes Staff,
The Wire note .. . ' The ball never stops moving!
TRUNK NODE 014
Firs tly, the Troop would like to ay ome fond farewell to the
fo ll ow ing peop le: SSgt Kev 'Crazy Hor e' Curlett who i off to the
Royal School of igna ls, ig Dawn Hague a she leave the Signal for
civvy street and finally LCpl Lenny ' I can 't be late agai n' H endry who
leave fo r 2 Sig Regt in York.
CONG RATULATIO S
Well done by the way to the hot hipped Mex.ican cowboy Sig Danny
' Pedro' elson who won the Bucking Bronco competition du ri ng the
quadron annual barbecue. Congratulation go to LCpl 'Tiz' Tyrrell and
al o to L C pl Ill man. The Troop have now gor a new mascot in the small
and slightly round fonn of Lewis ' Babyface' Robinson, well done teve
and Vicki (but e pccially Vicki!!) on the birth. Be t of luck to Tiz and
Lynd ey Tyrrell with the birth of their child in the very near future as
well. The Troop wi ll also be losing their Tp Cornd. 2Lt Tim Grey who
goes to read a degree at RMCS hrivenham, he will be greatly mi .ed by
all the lads.
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SQ ADRON BARB Y
On the Saturday the Troop embarked on another mission namely the
' baby paddling pool play day' , (or more formally known as the annual
Squadro11 barbecue). Blessed with gorgeous hot weather we all arrived
with husbands/wives , girlfriends/boyfriends, sons/ daughters and
sunglasses to enjoy the abuse of alcohol and the pleasure of ome
exceptionally well cooked typical barbecue cuisine (if not just a little bit
late Chef!). On the whole, a good day was llad by all, even though
everyone went home wet. Also would someone please ask gt White to
come off the bouncy castle now?
A special mention should go to LCpl G rant mith who i so keen to
involve llis whole family into Army life, Ile make his son who is only
2'12, call him by bis rank. When his son misbehave he puts him on
ROP' giving him jobs such as painting bis front steps in Corps colours.
Otller troop personalitie who are either feeling left out or who haven't
had a mention in The Wire for a long time are S gt i ick Bell, gt
C halky White, LCpl I an Ha re, Sig Paul King. Finally, Sir you've not
got away with it- our Tp Comd 2Lt Jim Balfour.
ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES
The Troop would like to welcome the following personalities imo the
fold: C pl Vince Sa unders and wife Zoe, LCpl Rkbje heard and bis
wife J ulie, Sig Tom M cLoughlin and Sig Jona Jones. We hope you all
have a rewarding 3 years with the Troop. Farewell and good luck go to
Sig An ne Doick in Civ Div, even though she is working again for the
Forces in HQ ARRC. On a ad note we are saying goodbye to LCpl
J ohn Wa rd . John is known as a bit of a cowboy, and is renowned for his
montllly orders of black nasty from the squadron MT.
CONGRATULATIO S
Go to LCpl Grant Smith and wife Clafre on their recent marriage
and also to Sig Scouse Fearns and Sarah for their newborn Daniel. ot
forgetting LC pl Tony Orange and his wife A nn ette for their newborn
Cameron.
T RUNK ODE 016
HELLO 'S AND GOODBYE'S
We would Like to begin by saying a few hellos and farewells. Firstly the
goodbyes go to LCpl Collin s who has left to go to 11 Sig Regt.
Unfortunately for him however, we have sent hi MFO to 9 ig Regt in
Cyprus! Tben there is Sig Iron who is now at 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig
Regt. ig Andy Adam has now left hi very long time job of troop fixture
to go on to Ireland. On to a quick hello to Sigs Tony 'DJ' Blackburn, L ee
'Stenny' Stenning and Jan 'Huge' Aanes.
CO GRAT ULATIONS
We would like to congratulate LCpl O ' Brien for getting his haircut
after etting it on fire whi lst on exerci e. (Wasn't thi predicted by a
certain Tp Comd?). A th i is a very rare occa ion another one won't
matter! Well done to Sig Sarah Clarke and Kev on becoming parents LO
their son Daniel we wi h you all a lot ofhappine for the future.
252 SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj 'A lf Thomas
\ 02 ( M) 'Too tall' 1cKenna

COMM CE
SUMMER CAMP-25 JULY-9
G 1997
Ex CPC or should I say 20 young thrusting oldiers go mad in Bavaria.
The Regi mental Summer Camp was upon u once more, Ex CPC. an
dventure Training Exercise over the course of a two week period with
members o f the quadron throwing them elve open to a world of arduou
phys ical exerci e. T hi s comprised of Go-Karti ng, Bungee Jumping,
Canoeing, Rock-Climbi ng, wimrni ng, Hill Walking ( omething the Army
in i t on doi ng every Summer Can1p) and the odd evening beverage. The
intrepid team wa in high pirit a the mini-bus rolled out of JHQ and
deployed on towards Bavaria. The scenic route wa taken and after a ninehour journey we arrived at our location.
Day One: there was no me ing about, traight on the Rock- limbing
pha e. Aft r the afety brief we were all trying to re-enact cene from the
film 'Cliff Hanger', although , unlike the fi lm, the weather was not in our
favour. It was j ust chucking down wi th rai n. We then moved on to the
indoor Go-Karting, which proved to be a huge succe due to the fact that
we were out of the ra in and had a chance to dry out. Then it wa the lime
for the troll in the park . otben isc known a the Hill Wa lking pha e,
although we belie c that they u ed tl1e term ' hill' very loo·ely. B) the lime
we had fini hed the ' Hill-Walking' we all felt more like mountain gout
scaling the No11h Face of Mount E erest. Top Tip of th day came from
Lt immond 'when I quote a ong 'the e boot were made for walking·.
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h we\C!r. in Lt ~immond 'ca. e it wa 'this boot wa made for walking'.
After making sure that everybody had sturdy enough footwear Mam
immond fuiled to check her own. Only at the start of the 'walk/tab' did
he find that only the one boot was packed and to coin an old phrase she
"a 'hopping mad' .
The final day wa a free day to do what we liked. ome of the lads
went Bungee-Jumping, the rest of u did omething less tres ful and
spent the day Go-Karting.

SYSTEMS TROOP
The Troop has just completed Ex Able Condor nod we have had an
almo 1 complete re-vamp of Troop members (more on that lat er) .
Members of the Troop had a brilliant an<l very entertaining time
Adventurou Training in Bavaria and Au tria, yes lots of mounta ins,
steep hill and yodelling (Julie Andrews would have been proud). gt
Mick 'landlubber ' Knowles eventually conquered his fear of going
underwater in his canoe, only lo attract the local leeches (in the lake!!!).

QU ORO CRICKET 1AT H
aturday 20th eptember wa the day that the cricket · kills of the
Officers. eniors, and all other rank were te ted, in a friendly match on a
glorious sunny day in JHQ. R11eindahlen. The "other ranks" started off
the match by putting the two female members of the team, ig J ule
Dolan. and LCp l Jo Q ui nn. into bat first. Thi turned out to be quite
fru rrating for the opposition who quit obviously wanted to try out their
high peed over-arm bowls, but were told due to revised rnles for the day.
the ladie of the team wer to be bowled at undcr-am1. Jt wasn't long
before the real cricket players got their tum on the green and began to
take the Officers and eniors by torm.
pecial thanks go to faj T homas for dropping 3 catche , and also to
W 0 2 ( M) M ick McKenna for dropping I catch in sympathy with the
OC. tars of the other rank team turned out to be Cp l Phil W hitehead
and C pl 'Lofty· Loft hou e, with Cpl R ick Ho wl ett looking emiprofe ional until he ran three of hi team-mates out. Cheers Rick!! ! After
7 uperb rnn . it was finally time for a little light refreshment before the
eniors and Officers had their chance to how us what they were made of.
The Officers and eniors team also tarted their innings with the female
a peel of their team, Mrs ue T homa , and Mrs harr on Clu bb, closely
followed by M rs Debbie Mc Kenna. A good effo1t wa put in by all the
ladie , e en though most of them found it difficult to walk in the leg pad ,
let alone rnn! Maj T hom as put in a stirling performance coring 20 rnns
and was then forced to retire, to prevent further embarrassment for his
younger team mate .
gt Bob C lubb played as could be expected. He
wa even brave enough to take LCpl Toby Brookesbank' supersonic
bowl without glove on. eedless to say he was bowled out before be got
a chance to show his real talent. The talent of this team turned out to be
Sgt To ny Law who wa not out for 6, and also the heroic Sgt Fr a nk
Nevens, who even with a knee injury, battled on and managed to score
ome rnn for his team. Tbe final results after the match were, other ranks
87, Officers and Senior 6.

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
A big hello goes to SSgt (FofS) Paul Lewis, Sgt Ron Atkinson and
their families also to LCpl's Toby Brooksbank, George Ha r r ison, and
ig' cot! Ayscough Paul Buchanan and Steve 'loo e change' Kelly.
Congratulations to Sgt Ray King on his promotion to Staffy and also to
ig J o Barry on becoming LCpl Jo Q uinn within 2 weeks! Good luck
lo Capt Dave Box hall who i taking on the responsibilities of Tech Adjt.
Farewell to W02 (FofS) John Dennis who bas moved to JDCMS to
prepare them for tile amalgamation with us. Goodbye to Cp l Si Jervis,
Cpl Lee Crossland, Cpl Steve Watson, LCpl Lee Street, who all leave
u for civvy street. We would like to give a special farewell to Sgt Roelf
Bruin ma and hi wife Marti ne who also leave us for civilian life after a
taggering 23 years service. We wish them all the best for the future

EXERCISE ROAD RAGE-KOWLOO ' TROOP'S DET DAY
by ig·Jacko' J ackson
Ex Road Rage 97 was held on 30th July 1997 a COMMCE
Paderbom "Det day". These det days are a regular occurrence within
Kowloon Tp. 16 Sig Regt and are aimed at encouraging teamwork and
bringing the far-flung members of the Troop together as often as po sible.
The day tarted with everyone arriving at COMMCE Paderbom, and
then going to the conference room for a brief on tbe day ' events. Once
thi had been done a coach arrived to transport everyone to the days main
event-indoor karting at a local raceway. From the tart it became clear
that we have a few closet Schumachers and Hills within the Troop as well
a a couple of memorable Sunday drivers. The most memorable of these
being Sgt Danny T hwar t-who appeared to want to know where the rear
view mirrors and indicators were on her Go-Kart. TI1e event wa run as a
knockout event with the fastest two drivers from each heat progressing to
the next round and ending up with the final race of the six most demonic
drivers banling it _out for the honours. In the end it was left to Sig 'Peck'
Ramsden, who triumphed by a couple of nano-seconds over LC pl M ick
Durrant, to hft the trophy and spray the proverbial champagne.
On_a more serious note, after participating in the Regimental Challenge
Pursmt Camp, ig Marie Rowe from the Hohne det was involved in a
seriou RTA, resulting in several injuries. Since 8th August 1997, Ma rie
has been in hospital in Koblenz. She has shown great courage and
re ilience and she is now starting to make a good recovery. The thoughts
of the whole Squadron are with Ma rie and her family.

255 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Al Ross
W02 (SSM) Oa kley
M
It's been a busy period for the Squadron with RSIT rapidly approaching.
A large percentage of the Squadron ha been po ted away, where are all the
replacement ?? As well as the never ending RSIT prep we have had to
establish a new Step Up HQ for ARRC Rear. We have, however, had time
for numerous leaving do's, the first being a quadron barbecue with a
Vicars and Tarts theme. LCpl 'Skimpy Knickers' Hitchmough and LCpl
' lockings' Wilson are believed to have an SIB investigation pending!
A special mention must go to ig J im peakrn a n who is recovering in
hospital after an unfortunate RTA whilst returning from the Regt CPC.
From everyone in the Squadron we hope you get well soon.

YOUR
CORPS
NEEDS YOU
TO ASSIST IN RECRUITING
1000 NEW RECRUITS ARE NEEDED nns YEAR
TO REDUCE UNDERMANNING
IF YOU l'vlEET POTENTIAL RECRUITS GIVE
THEM A ROYAL SIGNALS COMMIITED
SOLDIER CARD AND INVITE THEM TO TAKE
IT TO TIIEIR LOCAL CAREERS OFF1CE

'

FO~ F... ~ 7 HfR 1Nf01t\o\ATK)N YOU
CA.' C='tTACi THE NEA~EST AQ.N(
:~ERS 01 'ICE Qi!

Royal Signals

SOlDIER RECRUITING
RHQ ROYA! SIGNALS
BlANDfORD CAH1

DORSET DTI I BAA
TElEPHONE 01258 4821 47

IE THI BfST • JOIN 1111 lfST

l

l<o1u 1<:· 1

UC?

COMMITTED SOLDIER CARD

;

CARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
SQUADRON OFFl€E - GET ONE BEFORE YOU
GO ON LEAVE.
Sig Marie Rowe-Get w ell soon-Kowloon Troop
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21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

This has been a quiet period for the Regiment, Augu t being the
maximum leave period and September being dominated by the regimental
deployment on Ex Rhino Replen , in Gennany. This was a huge exercise
for the unit; not simply because of the number of soldiers involved, which
totalled almost 13,000, but because it was one of the first opportunities to
exercise the Regular an<l TA elements alongside each other, with our
prime customer, the RAF Support Helicopter Force.
EXERCI E RHI 0 REPLE -244 SIG Q PERSPECTIVE
Whilst Alpha (AMF(L)) Tp, 244 Sig Sqn deployed to Sardinia, Italy
on Ex Dynamic Mix, the remainder were involved in Ex Rhino Replen in
support of the Support Helicopter Force. The following is a compilation
of the recorded thought of those that took part. Selected excerpts from:
Cpl Martin Dixon, Sigs 'Birty' Baxter and Al Taylor and LCpl Martin
Fowler
'Recently the Squadron went to sunny Germany to take part in Ex
Rhino Replen. This had been much hyped, and described to us as the
biggest British Forces exerci e thi decade. On 5th September, we packed
our kit, hitched our trailers and made our way in convoy to Harwich for
the ferry crossing. Assisted by the RLC movement staff, we managed to
make our way to RAF Laarbmch in a record-breaking 56 hours, eating
only a stale pasty and drinking out-of-date Panda pop ! The ferry took us
to the port of Flushing in Holland, from where we set off for RAF
Laarbrnck arriving late in the afternoon on Sunday 7th September.
Phase 1, was a CPX in Laarbruck where we carried out a plug-up,
etting up the various radio nets and providing Ptannigan access to the
Logistic upport Squadron (LSS) and Support Helicopter Force
Headquarters (SHFHQ). The linemen, with very welcome a si lance
from Telemechs of both 216 (Para) and 220 (Airfield Comm ) Sig Sqns,
were busy getting all the neces ary cable laid. The techs did what they
do best.... manning the ERV, upporting the SHFHQ and the Flying Sites
(FS). This phase allowed u to practice for the forthcoming FTX phases,
and to rectify ome of the kinks in the system. Ph ase 2, which the RAF
quaintly called 'The Sanctuary Training Phase' , we moved to a Schloss
just outside Lippstadt. Here we prepared for the final FTX phase, adding
helmets, webbing, weapon , camouflage and blackout drill to what we
had practiced in Laarbmch. The RAF remained oblivious to all thi ,
continuing to party whenever pos ible. their blackout consisting of
keeping their pbo phore cent floodlighting to their areas. Morale was
really aided when the boys had only ju t got their heads down, shortly
after a long night move when they were awakened by the sound of the
RAF playing ' ame that tune' with tent poles (whilst putting up their
tent )! By 18th September, we were ready for the FTX and deployed
further east to a place called Gut Grevenburg. We continued to provide
comm and support to SHFHQ and L S, with one Secondary Acces
ode (SAN) deploying to a Flying Site. During this phase. we learned
that the RAF did have helmets and webbing they just did not want to
wear them before! We were all happy to hear endex called on 23rd
September, after which we pent 2 days on R & R in Laarbrnch before
the long journey back to Coleme. Ale R&R, which itself was hectic,
consi ted of a variety of brewery trip , BBQ and trip to Arnhem and
Amsterdam. The details of these activitie now eem omewhat 'blurry'
especially the trip to Arn terdam! All in all, a good end to a long. long
exercise, from which we all came away with something.'
H Q SQ UADRO N
Congratu lation to W 0 2 ( SM) C hris kelton and Jun e on their
recent 'early' arrival of twins Ben and li ce, now the fun start .
Congratu lation also go to SSgt Steve Shaw and hi wife We ndy on the
birth of their son M ich ael, and to C pl Lorn a Daniels and Paul on the
birth of their daughter C hloe.
H Q T ROOP A D FAC T ROOP (V)
Tp Comd
M aj P. C onners
SM
Sgt (SSM) Beeley
This has been a ad period for the unit with the untimely death of Sig
Ri cha rd W ind so r and ig K a te Wald en who were both killed in a
traffic accident on Thur day I 7th July 1997. The funeral were attended
by the Squadron Commander and upported by the va t majority of TA
member . Rich ard and K ate were extremely popu lar and were stalwart
members of our unit. We all shall miss their pre ence.
Ba ed in Trowbridge and only 30 minute from RHQ the TA element
of HQ Sqn and FAC Tp ( is now finnly establi bed. Reerniting ha been
quite excellent and out of an establishment of 84 we curren!IY ha .e 9 .
Retention is not a problem, largely bccau e of the quality tra1D1ng
programme set out by our PS I gt Daz S hee rin and the entbu 1asuc
endeavours of our CO 1/C Recrnit Tp Sgt Jackie Herbert. Our M
Sgt Trevor S eeley has again completed the ijmeg n Marcile" for the
5th time and a we write i about to take prut in the Manchester Marathon.
Cpl Tom Pollard i now back in training for the Wei h ational qua h
Champion hip . He won the over 35 Championship la t year. Fi nally,
another of the Jenkins brothers has had to retire from FAC Tp (V) (old
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Echo Tp 244 Sig Sqn). This time we have had to say farewell to gt
Barry Jenkins who 's new civilian work commitments have proved too
much. This now only leaves Cpl John Jenkins to hold the fort.
ALPHA TROOP-EXERCI E DYNA IIC MIX
Some thoughts from a new arrival.
As a recent arrival at 21 Sig Regt (A ). straight from a 2-year
apprenticeship, l was happy to discover that my Troop exercised ID
different parts of the world around the year. During my first week, I was
told that the Troop were deploying to Sardima on Ex Dynamic Mix 1997.
We left RAF Lyneharn on a cold and wet September night, arriving to be
met by a bot Mediterranean sun. The Exerci e was a CPX and once the
initial set-up was complete we established an Ex routine, which included
'cultural visits' to the military beach-the suntan competition was started
on day I!
The Force Helicopter Unit (FHU) once again got the better deal by
being accommodated with the RAF in an air-conditioned, all-facilitie
building, whilst the rest of us roughed it on the Ex Area. The Troop
Mobile Air Operations Team (MAOTS) had a quiet time apart from one
night when Sig ' Simmerman' irn pson, aided and abetted by ig '12
year' Lavender decided to bury their Land Rover in the sand and, much
to their embarrassment, had to be rescued by colleagues. The re t of the
Troop distributed their very heavy workload at the Tactical Operations
Centre (TOC) by working 24-hour shifts. The weather tayed warm
throughout the Exercise with temperatures up to 35 degrees Celsius,
which proved too much for Sig 'Ruthy' MacKenzie, who, whilst on the
convoy to the airport, forgot that the Italians drove on the wrong ide of
the road and got involved in a minor accident. Overall. 1 thoroughly
enjoyed my first exercise with the Troop and look forward to orway
next year. Finally, Alpha Tp ends its thanks lo all the attached personnel,
namely Cpl Spencer, LCpls Gra ha m and Pendleton and C fn ' ooo for
keeping tbe bow on the road.
EXERCISE G REE ROOK
VISIT OF BARi ARD CASTLE SCHOOL CCF
TO 220 SIG AI, SQUADRO
It was in the early hours of the morning on 3rd August, that a group of
12 tired cadets from Barnard Castle School arrived at RAF Bruggen, the
home of H Tp, 220 Sig Sqn. The cadets bad been on the road since IOOO
hrs the previous day when they climbed aboard their school minibus and
left for Dover, under the watchful eye of the driver, Sgt Robin Smjth RE
of 11 Cadet Training Team based in ewcastle. The group was quickly
provided with their accommodation and left to catch up on their lost leep
till the following morning. After not too early a breakfast the same day
they were given an introductory briefing from Capt J ohn Oakes about
the Squadron and more specifically about their weeks activitie on Ex
Green Rook. Whilst still recovering from that they were quickly organised
into group by the ever present SSgt Jon ah J ones and is ued with their kit
for the forthcoming week. The remainder of the day wa taken up by
personal adrnin, which in the cadets' ca e was enjoying tbemselve in the
Station swimming pool and still catching up on lo t sleep. Little did they
know that during the coming week they would need all the leep they
could natch!
Monday morning saw the cadets being is ued with weapon and then
being brushed up on their weapon handling skill . They then departed for
Leuth Training Area, their home for the next 3 days, where they were
joined by three Signallers from the Squadron. Sigs Whi te, towell and
Stewart, the three Mu keteers! These three would become a mixture of
mother. father, brother and tormentor to the group during the rest of therr
time at Leuth. Once the Cadets had established therr patrol harbour area
and dug their home for the night, they were i sued with their ration for
the next 24 hours and then given a lecture on how to effectively u e them
without tarving to death. The day didn't end with the evening meal and a
sing-song round the campfire however, a they all familiari ed them elve
with the training area by taking part in a hort orienteering comperiuon.
Tuesday greeted them nice and early with a land-to to be followed by
clearance patrols. After all that they then had breakfa t. The rest of the
morning ·aw them being given a pyro afety b-ief and demo followed by
duties of a sentry and ba ic patrolling kill . During the afternoon and
evening the pace picked up with patrol formations. pair fire and
manoeuvre followed by ambush drill then recce patrols. By thL time
they were well and tnily ready for bed.
Wedne day wa another hot and hectic day. The ex.:rci ·e continued
wiU1 plenty of movement with the cadet practicing half. ection fire and
manoeuvre with load of enthusia·m, pyro and smoke. 8} lunch-time rt
wa so hot that the cadets spent the re t of the afternoon catching up on
persona l admin! During the cool of the evening they continued with
withdrawal under fire and ambu b drills. The day fini hed ID th earl}
hou rs of the morning with the 3 Mu keteer being arnbu hed b the
cadets!
T hursday tarted ver early with the three Mu keteer getting their
own back on the cadet by attacking their harbour area The cadet'
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bugginl! out reminded onlooker· of the retreat from 1os O\\ with all
,;on: of item of kit being tnrn n about the place! Once back in their
harbour area the cadets ·01ied their the. out, had breakfast, :tarted to
back fill the harbour area and packed their kit ready for departure back to
Bruggcn. Th remainder of the day was pent cleaning and returning kit
in the comfort of RAF Bruggen.
Frida~ the last day of the exercise was a day on the ranges. Aficr the
initial , nfety brief ,
P's a nd zeroi ng of all the wen pons it was
competition time. II the cadets fired in the competition that comprised
of firing the -.56, L \\' and pi tol. The ~nd of the range day and of the

excrcis.: finished with the ine\ itablc presentations. quadron plaques
wen: awarded to the Best hot, Ben Coo per and to the long-suffering
nanny to the party, Sgt Robin mith of 11 TT. The most improved
student was Mark Milne who was presented with a bronze Jimmy! Not
to be out done the cadets presented each of the DS with an 'Ex Green
Rook' T- hirt which they had designed themselves. The exercise had on ly
been a week but to omc of the cadet it must have felt at limes li ke a
li fetime. They had all enj oyed themselves and some even wanted to come
back again. Hopefu ll y as a result of the exercise the Corps will have u
few more oluntecrs!

30 Sig Regt
Bram cote

co

The Regimental birthday speech being read by Maj (Retd) Ridge
The Colonel of the Regiment and the Comd QG Signals are on
the dias while the GM QG Signals looks on

Lt Col Paul Oldfield
WOI (RSM) Gary Johnson
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THE LA YARD TROPHY 1997
Once again the Regiment decided to enter a team into the Lanyard
Trophy which thi year wa held in the Brecon Beacon over the period
11th-13th June 1997. A comprehen ive training programme wa put into
place de igned by the Trg Offr. WOl (YofS) Guy Ben on and QMSI
John 'Mad Dog' Morton APTC. A number of female members of the
Regiment got together and decided that they wi hed to enter a team for
the full event, enabling the Regiment 10 field 2 team . o under the Team
Capt training ' tarted in late February 1997. Training wa going well ,
although ome members of the team had to drop out with injuries. The
Regiment till managed to put in a male team and a mixed team.
At 0530 hrs and 0630 hrs on a damp, mi ty and very cold morning the
mixed team headed by Lt Graham Jeffries and con isling of Maj
Paterson AGC ET , gt Rick Bu ton , Cpl Andrea Mills, ig Tracy
Baker. Clare II op, Clare Sturdy, Kaz Burrows, John Pozo and
'.\tark Fielding and the all male A team commanded by Lt Guy Benson
and team members of Capt Alan Owen, Sgt Tom Gibbens, Cpls Craig
Sneddon, Phil Foulkes, John Burton, Steff Crouchman, John neath,
ig Jason Wing, cotty Scott tarted their ' tab' of 40 miles. Both teams
started well. although the male team was geographically embarras ed
between checkpoints 2 and 3 which lost them over an hour. However, still
bemg the consummate profe sionals they oldiered on into a well
deserved 5th place in a rime of just under 14 hrs. The mixed team finally
finished in a time of 14hrs with all the girls fini bing (well done). All
team members therefore achieved the aim of covering a distance of 40
mite· with a military load of 40lbs (male) and 25 lbs (female) in the
fa test po ible time.
A final word of thanks to the CO. Lt Col Paul Oldfield and RSM Gaz
John on who met the teams at most of the check points and la t but not
lea;>t t~ the upport team of QMSI John Morton, Sgts Brummy Taylor,
Phil Du:on and the re t of the team. runes of those intere ted personnel
for next year's competition should be passed to the RSM oonest!

Cpl Nirmal Gurung, the winner of Pistol Competition
receiving his prize from Comd 143 (WM) Bde
250 GURKHA SIGNAL Q ADRO
48 YEARS OF HISTORY
'By your badge men hall know you, by your loyalty, by your
behaviour and by your technical sldll they will judge you as men and
measure your efficien cy a soldiers'.

30 Sig Regt 'B' Team take a break
The CO and RSM inspect members of the B Team.
Cpl Mills and Sig Baker check their nail varnish
prior to leaving the check point while
ihe CO, RSM and Sgt Dixon offers advice on colour!

143 (WM) BRIGADE SKILL AT ARM MEETl G J997

30 Sig Regt 'fl: Team at the start
The A Team pose for the camera
in their 'Gucci' new white T shirts as provided by the PRI
(L-R): LCpl Crouchman, Capt Owen, Sig Wing, Lt Benson,
LCpl Foulkes, Cpl Sneddon, LCpl Burton, LCpl Sneath,
Sig Scott and Sgt Gibbens

THE ROYAL TOUR AME T 1997
Every year each of the three Services sponsors the Tournament on a
rotational basis. This year' event was organised by the Army with an
emphasis placed on the development of Artillery. The Royal Tournament
this year took place at Earl Court Exhibition Hall in London over the
period I 5th-27th July. Once again the opportunity to participate wa
presented to 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn and of course it was an opportunity not
to be missed. LCpl Dbalbahadur ahi and I were fortunate enough to
take part as members of the Tournament Technical Team. There were
altogether n ine of us in the team. Our task was to provide
communication for the administration of the Tournament including
telephones, radios and microphones for the participants. The Tournament
highlighted many tradition that the British Army. Royal avy and Royal
Air Force uphold and which make them unique. Besides Her Majesty's
Forces. the audience was also delighted to see star from the popular TV
eries, The Gladiators. They were al o amazed by the fierce dance
performed by the seventy strong Maori Cultural group from the ew
Zealand·Defence Force.
The show proved to be a great success with a member of the Royal
family pre ent at each event as patrons. All of us had an opportunity to
meet the Royals. LCpl Dhal met HRH The Duchess llf Kent while I
met HRH The Princess fargaret. We thoroughly enjoyed the work that
was very demanding. challenging but equally interesting.
Jai 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn ignaller Deepak Gurung-Xray Troop

by Cpl irmal Gu rung of 250 Gurkha ignal Squadron
As in previous years, 143 West Midland Bde Annual Skill At Arms
Meeting was held on l 7th-L8th May 1997 at Kingsbury Ranges. Being an
Ops Rcgt undertaking variou commitments both at home and abroad the
Regiment has always been st retched and experienced a shortag~ of
manpower. However, to keep the intere t alive in the hooting field the
Regiment managed to enter a team. There were altogether 18 teams of
which 8 were Reg and I 0 TA.
As the competitions unfolded, the weather turned out to be warm but
hazy. A team of sk illed and experienced shooters captained by Lt
Hitma~ G~r~rng made an almost clean sweep of the team events as well
as the 111d1v1duals. Worthy of mention particularly' is Cpl irmal
Gu rung ~he winner of the Pistol Championship and the Runner up in the
overall Rifle Champ1onsh1p. The most exciting and enjoyable event a far
as the spectators were concerned wa the Falling Plate competition in
whi.cb the team too~ only 22 seconds to knock down all IO plates. The
fallmg ~late te~m displayed and proved not only their shooting skills but
also their physical fitness. The competition came to an end for the year
after the final prizcgivin~. Once again 30 ig Regt managed to retain the
overall champion status m the 143 We t Midlands Bde SAAM.

These very famous words were first delivered by the then MGBG Maj
Gen L. E. C. M. Perowne CB CBE on 23rd September 1954 at Lamjung
Camp, Malaya, which ignalled the birth of a new Gurkha ignals
Regiment with it distinct identity. This memorable moment unfolded
itself once again on Saturday 20th September 1997 when the Queen'
Gurkha Signal celebrated it ' 48th Regimental birthday with tyle at
Bramcote Barracks in uneaton.
More than 200 ervicemen and ex-servicemen from within the UK
attended the celebration that was witne sed and pleasantly complemented
by the pre ence of 40 Gurkha wives and children for the first time. The ·
parade started off at 1300 hrs at the main Parade Square with the birthday
peech by Maj (Retd) Ridge, who commanded one of the Squadron
during the original parade in Malaya. This was followed by the same
peech in epali by the GM QG Signals, Maj (QGO) Karnasher
Tamang in the pre ence of the Colonel of the Regiment , Brig S. M. A.
Lee OBE . The parade came to an end after the tune of '23rd of
eptember' and 'Scotland the Brave', the Regimental March were played
by gt Mangalsing Tamang and LCpl Dhalbahadur Sabi.
Four different sporting events got underway as the next pha e of the
celebration that was held in and around the gymna ium. A alway , the
invincible basketball team led by Brig Lee Saheb managed to
overwhelm the other team and produce an overall winning aggregate and
win the overall competition by the Officer ' and enior CO· Team. The
Corporal ' Team won football but unlike la t year. they had to sati fy
them elves with a econd overall placing. The cl1ildren al o managed to
enjoy them elves and were pre entcd with variou prizes by Mrs Lee in
the end. As tradition dictate variou achievement award for individual
were presented to the winners of thi year; they were:
Sig Santosh Gurung- Thc best Trainee of the year
LCpl Dhir Bahadur Khokaja Pun- The bet Sport man of the year
LCpl Dhal Bahadur ahi- The be t Piper of the year
LCpl Un Bahadur Thnpa- The Ridlington Trophy for lo alty and
hard work.
This was then followed by the Regimental Birthday cake cutting
ceremony by O's Memsahib. Mrs Oldfield a sisted by Mrs Knmasher
Tamang. The day proved to be a great uccess and e erybody enjoyed
them elve thoroughly. We look forward to celebrating our next birthday
with equal succe ·s.
Jai Queen's GmkJia ignals ignaller Rup Kumar Gurung

Sig Deepak meets HRH Princess Margaret
while the Arena Manager looks on
256 JG AL QUADRO '
EXERCI EXE 0 MERC RY-21 J NE TO J3 JULY 1997
Ex Xenon Mercury wa a contingency communications e. ercLe to
prove the capabilitie of a PJHQ deployment. 30 ig Regt deployed to
Qatar to cstabli h a land ba ed JFHQ, whit ·t elements of Tactical
Communications Wing (TCW), RAF deployed to epal to imulate the
forward airhead.
Thi year' major Regimental Exerci e was led by 2'6 ig qn under
command of Maj ick Metcalfe. After a p·cat deal of planning b · th
Sqn Ops team a detailed recce and endles- air-prepping of equipment O\ er
60 members of the Regiment flew out to the Gulf' ia Egypt courte,y of
the RAF. On being met by the advdncc pan; of Capt Dom harke~ and
FofS Graham Ramsdale \ ho had been slumming it in the -star Doha
heraton, the prioritie were air eondition111g and water as the dail)
temperature · were in exec of 400 in the ·hade! Ho ·tccl b the Qatari
Armed Force , the exerci e wa based in C\\ orth amp the barrack' of
the Hamad Mechanised Infantry Battalion in the s ·rubland d~. ert of the
Qatari interior. ew orth amp pro\'icled the quadron '' ith e celknt
facilities uch as a 2 'm indoor swimm111g po I. an air-conditioned
gymna. iurn and air-conditioned accommodation for all per ·onncl In
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,1dd1tion to tin the camp had a parade ,quare that we fell even S M Steve
Lock\\ ood' ,·oice would not tra ·el acros" \ ith mu h humping and
dumping of equipment. dehydration and continuous al!empt to re-hydrate
the deta hmcnts were r~-e tabli hed and ready to speak to the world.
providing of course that tl1ey were there and ready to listen! The key
detachmcn deployed were:
v c 501.
LCpls cal 1\lc Julien and tevc mi provided more circuits than
\\C had Tech or power nnd were aided by
igs Scott Chambe.-lain,
Johnm De,·ine and Anton Pozo. With th A MA chat line e tabli hed
tl1 detiichment was declared open to the ' orld and the generation of up
to 200 drill me age- per day was one of the prioritie while the Tech led
by gt 'To h' Leyland worked on pro iding the plethora of CJ
equipment the modem HQ require .
TR 522.
Two detachment under Cpls Daz Field and And. Bailey, and a wide
- ortment of operators e tnbli-hed link into all comers of the globe. At
variou time they gained connectivity with: Cypru , Gibraltar, Canben-a.
Boddington and even epal on occa ions. One of the hardest ta.ks was
erecting antenna in the midday beat of 50°+ and hammering earth pike
into near rock like ground.
\'RC 321 & 322.
Te ting a variety of HF equipment tl1e crew of these detachments had
varying degree of succes wliile c tablishing link to HMS hn•incible in
the outh China ea, HM G11em.ey and HMS Jl/11strio11s in the Outer
Hebride and 7 (Annoured) Bde at HG MND ( W) in Banja Luka. Yet
somehow the detacliments found it impo sible to communicate tlle 50km
to the Briti h Emba y in Dona! HF management and antenna changing
and 13 modification kept the crew of LCpls nd y Taylor, Dave
Holden, Paul Burton, tef Croucbman and Sigs Dan Cooksey, Max
Eyres and ndy 1oores bu y and they became more prune-like a the
exerci e progre ed.
As Ex Xenon Mercury continued a variety of visits to tlle detachments
were organi ed. These included vi its by various members of the Qatari
Anned Force from a Pte oldier to the fourth in line to the tllrone and for
us many vi its into Doha to sample Eastern and Ex-Pat lifestyle. One of
the latter included a memorable vi it to the Wale house for a Pub ight
Doha Rugby Club for the final Lions Test in outh Africa and an evening
with the crew onboard HMS Westminster. We would all like to take this
chance to again thank all of the above for their excellent spirit and
friendsliip -bown towards tlle Regiment during our stay in Qatar.
A mode t R&R programme was put together by Lt Tom Jeffries
involving the Gulf Sheraton Hotel, Doha to make full use of their
facilities and to use the Hotel as a base for further exploration of Doha.
Whether the jet kis have been repaired or the Doha watch sellers have
recovered from uch a huge increase in profit is not yet known. Ex Xenon
1ercury proved to be a great succe s for all concerned with its many
aspects from Trade Training to R&R and liaison with other Armed Forces
of the world. We proved tllat the Regiment's operators are capable of
working to a very high standard in the liarsh conditions experienced. All
are safely back in Bramcote eagerly awai ting the next trip; o long as ig
'Good Bloke' Worthington is not there to take the daily early mominl!:
gym sessions.
EXERCISE WAN KAPE-7 TO U A GU T 1997
lC:
Cpl Sara cott
Tech:
Cpl Surendra Kumar Gurung
Ops:
LCpl Tony Hoyle
LCpl Anne Morrison
LCpl am Rowley
LCpl Roy Constable
The Anny Bene,·olent Fund Guernsey approached the Regiment and
asked if we could provide some fonn of display showing examples of the
types of equipment u ed by the Royal Signals today as 'an attraction' at
their annual Car Fe tival held on Sunday 10th August 1997. So we
dutifully boarded our landing craft at Marchwood and spent 12 hours
cro ing the channel to arrive at St Peter Pon for the display. The di play
con isted of a TSC50 I detachment, a Combat 'et Radio Detachment and
a tent with various photographs and videos of30 Sig Regt 'in action'. We
were very pleased with me interest shown by all of the visitors to the
display. The main highlight turned out to be the GS WolfLandrover. Not
particularly interesting in itself I agree but Cpl Surendra had converted
it mto a mobile kitchen to make a cun-y for some of the braver visitors to
our display.

.
LCpl Anne Morrison and LCpl Tony Hoyle
setting up the TSC 501 Dish for their display in Guernsey
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SU lMER CA tP-AUGUST 1997
by Sig Phelps
The big day arrived when we departed for Penhalc Training Camp in
ewquay. It turned out to be one of the honest days of the year, so it was
a great delight for us lo di cover that the coach had air conditioning and
not the sort you find on a Bedford. The journey down took 8 hours which
included a urpri e stop by the Boys in Blue, it turned out that they were
looking for a bus which had been stolen by 40 football hooligan ! All
membe1 on board, including the SSM, were omewhat shocked when
the constable infonncd u thal we fitted the de cription perfectly. When
we finally arrived at Penhale Camp, Lt Ingram and his outstanding
In tructional Team met us. We were then given a briefing and shown to
our 5 star (you could see them tlirough the.: roof) corrugated iron nissen
hut v ith en-suite facilitie only a mile down a I in 3 bill.
The week con isted of a multitude of activities including urfing,
Rock- limbing, Quad Bike Racing, Pony Trekking, Sailing and
Mountain Biking. Canoeing did appear on the original programme,
however there eems to be a world hortagc of Canoeing In tructors. For
mo t of the group the first day was a bit hazy as they were still
recovering from the cwquay nightlife (England's equivalent to Ibiza).
As the week progres ed, infonnation was pa cd along the ever growing
grapevine about certain incident occurring within the Group . During
the Pony Trekking (Donkey Walloping in Lt Ingram speak) with bca ts
not quite ready for glue factory but almost, one of the lads who shall
remain anonymou for fear of being crated wa blessed with 'Peggy' a
horse with a mind of its own. ' ice girl' we heard the un uspecting and
reluctant rider utter as he mounted Peggy. During the trek Peggy and
rider cro ed the estuary, not impre sed by the rider' chat up line, Peggy
decided to go for a swim complete with the baggage on its back, much to
the delight of the rest of the group.
The mo t popular acti ity wa undoubtedly the Quad Bike racing. The
main ga was who could get around the circuit fastest without killing
themselves or the other riders along with the quicke t changeovers with
their team-mates. However, Lt Jeffries get the Eddie Kid award for
jumping off the wrong side of his bike straight into the path of another
bike that was doing Mach 2. How we laughed as Lt Jeffries danced hi
jig, much to hi disgust, with hi multi-coloured leg. The rest of the week
flew by as it doe when you are having a good time with many amusing
incident I could mention. Everyone had many yarn to tell on their
return to Bramcote. On a final note !lie 'Be t Shorts Award' goes to S M
Lockwood. (You only got it because the Foreman was in Bo nia ir! ! !!)
EXER CISE TOPHAM HAIT
by Sig Bill Harris

itself checking out various places of interest. Well if it sells beer it 's got
to be interesting and we always ended up in the Purbeck Hotel, and r
have never seen such an amazing collection of Signal plaques in a
civilian place in my life . The host of the Purbeck were extremely
friendly and understanding, especially where I was concerned, believe me
I don't always sit in fireplaces! And I'm pretty certain that LCpl .John
Inglis doesn't always fall asleep in mid conversation and LCpl A lex
Howell al ·o fell asleep in the pub. All in all the exercise was thoroughly
enjoyable and I extend thanks to W02 Frank Roberts J/C of the
exercise and to all of those at the Purbeck Hotel.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ingram
Tp SSgt
SSgt Gratrick
Alpha Tp would like to say farewell to Cpl Ackland and LCpl
Bowler to Civvy Street, Cpl Field to 3 Cdo Bde and LCpl Harding to 3
In f Bde. A wann hello is extended to Cpl Baker, Cpl Barker and igs
Clarke and Wooton straight in from the factory. Members of the Troop
are currently deployed in Egypt on Ex Bright Star and looking forward to
Ex Grand Prix in Kenya in months to come, as well as the constant tour
of lovely Bos! Apart from Lt 'Scarlet Pimpernel' Ingram hosting OCdt
Catherin e Jardine in the delights of 30 Sig Regt there's notliing further
to report!!!
256 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Tom Jeffries
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ian Thorburn
Bravo Tp has seen some dramatic changes in the last few months. SSgt
Ian Thorburn has taken over as Tp SS gt and is immediately off to Egypt
on his first 'Swan' with the HCR, and gt Andy Winckle has returned
from his Balkan sojourn. Meanwhile Sgt Sandi Samuel has taken on
Europe with a Satcom deployment to Ex Rhino Replen. Over the summer
many new faces have arrived, and even older ones have left to pastures
new. Cp ls Gordon Lloyd and 'Torno' Thomson from the Panzers of l
Div, and Al Moffat from l. LCpls 1 eil Coil , Dave Holden, Tony
Hoyle, and Tracie Main. S igs teve Air, Shaun Finnegan, Jamie
Matthews, John McCarthy, Paul mith (450) and Wayne Taylor. The
roulemenl through Bo nia continues and is too numerou to mention
individua l . Posting out: Cp l Si Barker to 5 Airborne Bde, LCpl ick
Kerslake to 16 Sig Regt and Sigs Tony Adam and George Marshall to
NI. Those on the Civ Div po ting; Sig manda Gould and LCp l Lisa
Con ley who are wished all the best from the Troop.
The Summer holidays now over with various tales of adventure,
particularl)': from the Squadron Summer Camp to England's 'Ibiza',
ewquay (if the White Helmets need Quad Bike riders then Bravo Tp
can supply). Bosnia roulement 501 Purple in and out of Gennany, and
522 White is off to Brunei for a hort Autumn unshine break. The
normal routine continues, and if anyone has managed to e cape a crating
offence above then they will be crated next time.
258 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Gary Sniith
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul E llis
The Squadron would like to say farewell to Capt Andy 1ould who
has left to be educated and po ted, all the be t, and welcome to his
replacement Ca pt Chris Wood recently transferred aero s from 2'0
Gurklia Sig Sqn. We would like to congratulate the qn Clerk, LCpl Jo
Godfrey who bas recently been selected for promotion to full Cpl.
Congratulation also to Cpl Tim Parkins on hi promotion to Sgt and his
posting over to 250 G~rkha ig Sqn.

(L-R): 1{1102 Frank Roberts 'Mr Topham Hatt', LCpl John Inglis,
LCpl Alex Howe ll , S ig Bill Harris, Cpl Rich ie Ayling (16 Sigs)
For tho e of you wondering why on earth the exercise received such a
name as Topham Hatt, ca t your mind back to your childhood times and
think of Tbomas the Tank Engine and you may remember a certain
character who has a similar name. Every year many soldiers of the Royal
Signals go to Swanage Railway volumarily to help with restoration and
improvement. Located on the Is le of Purbeck, Swanage Railway is a
private line supported by donation and the Southern Steam Trust a
registered charity. Topham Han has been running since 1984 avcragi~g
one every yea~-. Hundreds of Corps members have participated, some of
whom have JOmed the Mercury Group which was organised in 1992 and
now there are over 130 members in the group, 80% of whom are
members or fonner members of the Corps.
Ex Topham Hatt started for us on Friday 29th August and after driving
around Swanage a couple of times we finally arrived at the station. After
parking we all got acquainted and after a health and safety briefing and a
background brief we all got stuck in. Tbe current project was an old and
battered parcels wagon, we had a week to strip and re-paint the outside,
clean and re-paint the inside, install electrics, a sleeping area, kitchen area
and a messmg area and boy was it tough- tough but fun in a weird way.
As well as re toring the wagon other jobs were track c learing fence
repairing and line cable work but the wagon was eventually ready to rock
and roll. When not working most of our spare time was spent in wanage
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1997

DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Harvey Woods
Tp SSgt
gt Paul Boughey
Busy month in the Troop firstly with the Sqn Trg Exerci e that saw us
deploy to Stania in orfolk, for a fully tactical two-week comms
exerci e. After turnaround it was time for Ad Trg in Brawdy 111
Pembrokeshire. Plenty of power boating, fi hing, urfing, walking was to
be had along with the obligatory wine, women and song. Tho e left
behind had to contend with the Regimental Driver kills competition,
which was won by 250 Sig Sqn, better luck next time lads!
ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES
Welcome to ig 'Arry' Harrison fre b in from Blandford, and LCpl
'Not a Tech' Tck. Goodbye to LCpl Paul 'B lah ' hotton , o~- to Brunei
Garrison. Finally congratulations to ig Donnelly for gettmg n go ld
medal in the under 71 kg category in the Am1y Judo Champion hip, we
never knew you had it in you!
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt John Collyer ·
Tp SSgt
SSgt ' Doc' HaHiday
September started with a bang and Ex Trammg Bear. ·o the Troop.got
the wagon ready and departed early Friday .morning (y~s, that's nght
exercise started on Friday). The move was go mg well unt1 I the first top
when, like all good series three landrover , it broke down-one down ,
seven to go. LCpl Chris Trundley decided that he was getting bored on
hi CNR dct and thought he would mention the fact to ~he qn Comd and
Yeoman. So himself and his crew were tasked with a bit of cro s tra111111g
at 3 o'clock in the morning. So hi crew were taken off the C R and
placed on the SO I to do a night . hifi and learn atcom ... Oh, and do
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guards of course. The crew learnt a lot but I think he v. ill wait until endcll
to say anytliing. Sig Vinny Mc hane and crew had an excellent exerci e
apart from breaking down at the first stop and not getting any comm ull
the final day. His crew can now do guards better than anyone else.
ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES
Farewell to pl igc Brewin to School of igs, pl Andy ha'~ to
280 Sig Sqn, ig 'Millie' \1illigan to I. LCpl 'Robbo' Robin on and
Sig Keira Thomson to civvy street. Welcome to ig Perkins from I,
Sigs Thom and pinks from Blandford. Congratulations to pl Craig
Scotso n on his selection for promotion to gt.
POST SANDH R T ATTACHME T WITH 30TH IG REGT
by 2Lt David Jackson
I reported for duty in the 'real army' with all the confidence of a
pseudo platoon commander entering a non-infantry environment. On my
tour of camp J received my fir t compliment a an officer and wa
shod.ed to see that it was me who was being saluted. My meeting wnh
the Sqn Comd went very well, I stood rigidly to attention while the Major
introduced himself a i ick. ick! ick! The Company Commander at
Sandhurst never had a first name. An introduction to atcom wa what I
was to receive on my attachment. Most people who are signals trained do
not see this unless they visit 30 Sigs, o explaining this to a nontechnical, non-signals trained officer took many hours of slow patient
explanation from the dets within the Troop and a little technical
infonnalion thrown in from TM Tp to completely confu e me. I have
now seen how a ig Tp differ in manning from an infantry platoon and
with their pecialist role and commitments what problem this cause on
the nonnal manning or the day to day running of the Regiment. I believe
that this I 0 week attachment is long enough to experience the many
aspects of life in the Troop such as exercise , adventure training, duties
and socials yet does not allow you to get too settled. I have thoroughly
enjoyed my time here with the officers and soldiers of 30 ig Regt and
hope that I can remember all tbe wise words of advice given to me from
aero s the board.
56 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj G. M. Bryan TD
W02 ( SM) P. B. Waterhouse

S/UK RESERVE OFFICERS EXCH
GE
Lt Jackie Blake applied for and was selected to take part in !hi year's
US/UK Reserve Officers Exchange programme. Here she record some
of the events and her thought on 2 week with Uncle Sam.
The journey from hell, it most definitely wa . The flight from Heathrow
to Wa bington had been cancelled due to the BA strike, but a hasty spot of
juggling had produced seats on alternative flights.
Our group of I 3 Briti h Reserve Officers finally arrived rather blearyeyed. Ala , not due to over-indulgence of the in-flight complimentary
drink service, but due instead to having completed a journey of Michael
Palin-like proportions, flying from Gatwick to Manchester. to ew York,
to Wasliington Baltimore, then on by bu to our hotel, another hour away.
Amazingly, not one piece of luggage had gone astray. though
unfortunately the ame could not be sa id of the British officers. We
discovered that one of our number (not, of cour e, a Royal ignal
Officer, but an unfortunate Marine) had made an executive decision to fly
to a different airport from the re ·t of u . He was. for everal hour ,
mi sing, wandering lost along the corridors of Washington ational while
frantic phone calls to and from the Embassy attempted to locate him. Thi
was not the most au piciou start to an eagerly anticipated two-week
exchange between officers of the UK and US reserve forces! However,
our Marine was eventually returned to the fold and we pent a peaceful
night before canering to the far comers of the United States, each of u
attached to an equivalent type ofuoit, as far. a po ible, lo our own.
2Lt Jo Howard of 34 Sig Regt (V) and I were de patched to the
2362nd ignal Detachment ba ed in Columbu , Ohio, and training at
Camp Ripley, Minne ota, approximately 4 h hours travelling time from
Washington. En route from Minneapoli the unit' CO, Lt Col Thoma
J. teinbrunner, briefed u on his unit' role and actlVitie . We quickly
realised that thi wa a ignal unit unlike any other we had come a ros .
The detachment, ~ hi ch ha an establishment of around 70. i part of the
US Anny Reserve. Ii is fairly unu ual in being commanded by a Lt Col
and has a high percentage of enior rank . due in part lo the particular
pecialisation 's found within the unit. It has, among t other things. an air
traffic controller, a complete postal ection. line ection. computeri ed
records management section and an emergency comms ection. lh
wartime role is to reinforce the pennanem element stationed at Camp
Ripley that would become a huge mobili ation centre. However, II L due
to be deactivated ne t year a part of the U defence cut and ome of the
elements it would normally expect to link up with at Ripley haYe already
disappeared o, we were warned, annual traimng (AT) th1 · year wa not
quite a well-defined as preYiously. Armed with thi mfonnation. we
arrived at Ripley to meet the 25 member' of rhe 2 62nd who had omc
for AT. They had ju t flown in from Ohio and de cendmg trom the bus.
pre ented a ome\ hat bizarre picture, filing pa. t in ~II manner and ~olour
of weird and wonderful head gear, ·ungla ·es and loom ear. peaking m
strange tongues! And sure! that wa George looncy there ID the
middle, flanked by Ja k ichol on. The resemblance· were uncann} 1
2Lt Howard and I exchanged rai ·ed eyebrow-. This wa gomg to be
intere ·ting . ..
In facl tl1e oldiers of the 2362nd ould not haYc been m re hospitabk.
friendly and profes ional (though we were definitely two nation dmdcd
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b on language at tim s!) Throughout our 2 weeks very one of them
"ent out of hi or her way 10 make u feel part of the unit and to make our
·tav memorable. Thi e tended to participation of 'the Brits· in the daily
PT. se ion at 0530. when most of the re -iden t mosquito population,
(fondly known a the tate Bird of Minne ota) was uppo ed to be
dom1nnt. Though nobody eemed to have mentioned this to the vicious
mon ter: that Jay in wait for any ign of po ed flesh and tucked in
mercilessly. The re ult \ a that PT wa accompanied by yell and the
ound of lapping and cratching which bad nothing to do with the
beastmg being given by the PT instructor!
A good part of the first week ' a taken up by a serie of tours of Camp
Ripky, one of the large t ational Guard in.tallation in the country with
53.000 acre . fore than 60.000 troop tram there each year. IL i al o the
ccond large t wildlife refuge in Mir.nesota with pecial re erve for
endangered ·pe ie of turtle, deer, 2 - black bears, beavers, snake and
porcupines. Towards the end of W\ 2 it wa u ed as a POW camp for
well-beha' cd Ge= pri oner and was the cho en ite for the first radar
hot to the moon in 1949. We were hown round the Education entre
which can be u ed by up to 700 students at one time. Then there wa The
Medical nit Training Facility that was like a high-tech mini ho pitalcum-dental urgery. The Troop I ue ub istence Activity where the giant
freezer gave a welcome respite from the 90degrec heat and humidity
out ide, and the Mobilisation And Training Equipment Site which
provide maintenance for around 900 tracked and wheeled vehicles. We
al o managed to hitch ourselves a fast and furious ride on an Abram tank
and to have a go on the ET range. Here it wa that a rapid le son on the
M 16 was followed by a jaw-tingling ession in which the main tenet was
'Ju t rock & roll!' rather than go for aimed shot !
In all thi excitemeni it wa easy to lose ight of the main rea on for
our attachment to the 2362nd which wa , of course, communication .
Thi wa remedied by the exrremely keen Sgt Myron B:mghmann who

showed u all we needed to know about the Harri radios used by the unit
in its role a part of the military/civilian MARS network . The system has
come into its own on several occa ions. such as earlier this year when it
wa u cd to help coordinate th e relief efforts during the Red River noods
around Moorhead.
A, part of the annual maintenance programme, trips were made to
various arn1ouri all O\'er Minne ota to check out their radio equipment.
We travelled with Chief Warrant Officer C huck Macon key to Brainerd,
Fargo. Moorhead and Duluth amongst others and were left with an
unforgettable impre ion of the sheer size of the country with mile upon
mile of beautiful countryside, farmland and lakes. Size was also the
watchword during our day oITwhen we travelled down to Minneapolis to
the Mall of America, the biggest hopping mall in the country, so huge it
even ha its own amu ement park, complete with roller-coaster!
Amazing!
adly, all good things have to come to an end and all too oon onr time
was up and we had to ay our fond farewell to the 2362nd before nying
back to Washington for the final day' programme at the Pentagon. There
we met the As istant Secretary of Defence for Re erve Affair and were
given briefings and a fascinating tour of the Pentagon it elf. Thi was
through the courtesy of one of the Honour Guard. who could have
stepped straight out of a Hollywood film and who talked and walked
backwards the whole time without once getting lost in the I 7'h miles of
corridors! Then it was on to the airport and the flight home, reminiscing
on a great two weeks. IL was a worthwhile and highly recommended
exchange.
PROMOTIO
The Squadron congratulate Capt Jackie Blake on her recent promotion.
It i expected that there will be a number of applications to go to the States
next year, if the trip i followed by promotion!

41 (PLK) JGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj S. Baker
SSM
W02 ( SM) Paine
A NUAL CAMP 1997
'Camp 1997' probably had the smallest commitment from 41 Sig Sqn
ever, as the majority of oldiers were committed to trade cour es.
Undeterred however, we were 'augmented' by 4 Gurkhas from 250 Gurkha
Sig Sqn who were chaperoned by their attached subaltern, 2Lt Stuut
Whitley. The Gurkhas' enthusiasm and humour were infectious and they
particularly enjoyed themselves when teaching us a thing or two about
patrolling! We were al o joined by 2 OCdts from London University OTC;
OCdts Hillier and May. So young in fact that LCpl ' Ollie' orth spent
an age explaining the origins of his nickname to them. The comms ex was
enjoyed by all, aided undoubtedly by the incredible weather which carried
on into the second week. Everyone appreciated the second week's round
robin of activities. The vehicle navigation exercise (worked in pairs) will
especially remain in LCpl Ian Byrne' memory for a long time to come.
He is sti ll recovering from Capt Kate Harris offering to treat him to a
waffie half way arolmd the course, only to find that when the bill came she
was embarrassingly short, and LCpl Byrne doing the decent thing became
BF5000 (£ I0) poorer. That will serve him right for trusting an officer-and
she was carrying a map on the navex as well! LCpl 'Elvis' Presley made a
name for himself as he was the only member of the Regiment that our
friends from 71 (Y) Sig Regt met during the first week of the exercise. He
achieved a certain notoriety by all accounts. All in all it was a good camp,
but we have no doubt that it will be even better next year when the
remainder of the quadron is fully trained.

83 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj M. Jackson
W02 ( M) R. Harding

EXERCISE ORIE T EXPRESS
Camp 1997 was undoubtedly a good one. We deployed as a Squadron
on the evening of Saturday I 3th September 1997, picking up some
members of the Squadron on the way-LCpl Martin Woodhouse at
Ram gate Station, for in tance. During deployment it became apparent
that a pad of 1045s would be of some use. We finally arrived at our
destination midday the following day having been subjected to the
longest and s lowest convoy on mainland Europe, ably led by our
comrades in anns (the Belgian MP ).

SSgt Myron Baughmann explains the intricacies of SIN GARS
radio to Lt (now Capt) Jackie Blake

Week one commenced \\ith communications being the objecti\c. The
day off on the Sunday of the middle weekend was a trip for the
uninitiated. We left Arion, then Belgium heading East. for those who
stayed awake long enough they then aw the sights of Luxembourg and
the heart of Germany along the Mosel valley. Our destination wa~ that
local beauty spot called Cochem or oacham as our Au tralian friend Lt
Pete Evans would like it pronounced. The day wa finely rounded off
when we tumbled upon Trier's Wine Festival shame!
Week two tarted early with a parade at 06 I 5hrs on the Monday
morning. The events for that week were military kill and incorporated
vehicle navigation, ranges, helicopter handling and aerial observation.
Finally a day at the FIBUA (now renamed FISH Fighting Jn Someone
else's House) village also included the 'opportunity' for members of the
quadron to let themselves be run over by a tank not once but twice
(lucky devils).

Maj John Irvine v Tank
"WELCOMES & GOODBYES
Our lo i obviously the University ofLondoa OTC's gain as we say
goodbye to both Maj John Irvine and Lt John ym mons. I'm ure we'll
see you both in the bar from time to time. We are able to bid a hearty
welcome to the new Sqn Comd, Maj Mike Jackson on his move from
HQ Sqn, and also to Capt Guy Bewsher who has joined u from 39 Sig
Regt (V). Welcome!
PROMOTIO S
We have had a number of promotions in the Squadron of late.
Congratulation are pas ed to 2Lts Paul kpai and icky Sheriff on their
recent succe se at TACC, also to Cpls 'Beckie' trickland , Dana Grills,
Louise Hall, LCpls Colin Anderson , and Juliet Jarvis congratulation to
you all.

Not a caravan, but the M innesota National Guard Mobile
Command Post!

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Plea e advi e the Sub criptions Clerk,
at RHQ, lN WRITI G, of any change of addre
Thi information hould not be telephoned.

31 (City of London) Sig Regt (V)
CO
Lt Col R.T. Weston
RSM
WOI (RSM) D.E. Hall
The last couple of months have seen the Regiment continue in a busy
vein, with the main event being the Regt Annual Camp. Amongst many
other events, we continue to take the opportunity to send personnel on
exchange trips both to the USA and with the avy. Somewhere in all
these activitie, most people were also fitting in a couple of week's leave.
At this rate it will be 1998 before we know it!
HQ QU ORO
Sqn Comd
SM

Maj B. McAneny
W02 (SSM) J. J. McMahon

HELLO' AND GOODBYES
A very warm welcome goes to all new members of staff, in particular
to gt 'Daz' Eldridge who has taken over the reins as PSI Mil Trg, and
gt Keith Finnemore as the new PSI LAD. They have replaced the
to
recent leader of thee cape committee in the form of SSgt Jack
Hawkins who has returned 'home' to 5 AB HQ & Sig Sqn (216 Para).
gt Pete Jones leaves us on promotion to 12 Regt RA Wksp.
ongratulation , and we wish both of you all the best for the future.
Furthennore we all congratulate Maj Brian McAneny, a fonner PSAO
of HQ qn, on hi appointment as Sqn Comd vice Maj Mike Jackson
who leaves us for the easy life of83 Sig Sqn-bon voyage and make sure
you come back every now and then. Our final piece of praise is reserved
for Capt Emma Orrell on her commissioning and appointment as RAO
(V) well done.
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A

UAL CAMP 1997
Throughout this period the Squadron has continued a varied training
progranvne including ranges physical and trade training all aimed at
ensuring the Squadron was fit to carry out it's role on the Regt Annual
Camp in Belgium. This was the first time many of the Squadron had been
abroad on exercise so an exciting venture was expected-especially if you
were the pas enger with LCpl Sadie Curtin! Deploying straight into the
field following an extremely tiring 30 hour journey from Southfields to
Arion in Belgium did nothing to dampen the enthusiasm of the Squadron
with detachment and communications being set up speedily and
effectively. Following a 6 day communication exercise during which
many skills were polished and new ones learn, a week of military
activities took place including hel icopte r familiarisation, ranges ,
orienteering, and FIBUA. During the FIBUA phase there was an
opportunity to stand in a hole whi le a Belgian tank moved directly
overhead with individuals only lowering their heads when the tank tracks
bad come into contact with the individuals head. Rumour report. that
considerable damage was done to the tank tracks!
During the middle weekend of the camp there was an opportunity for
recreation that included a Squadron Barbecue. For this we thank
gt
Fred Bramble and his chefs who provided excellent food at very short
notice, and a day off when individuals took the opportunity to see the
local beauty spots, travel to L uxembourg or visit the American PX. Maj
Mike .Jackson ensured the Gurkha clement who were attached to us had
the opportunity to celebrate a Regt Anniversary by cooking a curry which
was enjoyed along with the barbecue. We now look forward to a busy
period including a comms ex, the Remembrance parade, and Bounty
Testing before making the most of the festive season.
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The good, the bad and the ugly on Ex Orient Express

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

0
RSM

Lt Col .C.C. Lapsley
WOl (RSM) J. McLachlan

WO & SGTS' MESS
·
The mes held a dinner on 9th Augu l 1997 to bid farewell to t\~O of
our members namely WOI Grant and W02 Mc ' amara. The dinner
was held in Glasgow and was uperbly put together by the PMC, W02
(AQM ) Davidson and his committee. A \ ith all funct10~s held by the
mess it was not a quiet affair a the RSM' fine port sh~lfw1ll te. ttfy. '.'he
crime is gelling caugh t! Life in the mess continue ~v1th ~ nevcr-en?mg
proce ion of dinners, happy hours, and monthly fu~ction . fhe c.omm11tee
are due to be replaced in ovember, much to then· great happme s, the
TARAS' attitude of.I WA TIT DO E OT OW, B T RIGHT OW,
has finally worn them out ( end new committee, thi one i broken over).
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51 (HIGHLA D) IGNAL Q ADRO (Y)
Sqn Comd
Maj forna trachan
SSM
W02 (
I) Ian Walker

EXERCISE DEEP GORGE Sl(H) BOE ' IG AL Q
DRON-THE
E EMY
Life in the quadron ha pivoted around our annual camp E Deep
Gorge a Yeomanry e ·ercise covering the Border country the fact that
Scotland had ju t voted for its own independent parliament a fe,\ da)..
before wa • purely coincidental! Our role in the exer 1se \\a" m upport of
51 (H) Bde in the field who provided the controlling llQ for Orange
forces. The Exerci e wa fluid and fa t movmg and \\C soon got up to
peed in the art of et up and tear down. Believe it or not. the .weather'~ a"
uperb and at time it was too hot to world! E\'cryone appreciated the la ·t
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that although it was just an exercise- the ize and complexity of the
participating units made it eem a reali tic a it i po sible to get in
peacetime.
There were a few lighter moment: during the exercise with pl Boris
Butler hoarding hi cri p only to have a mou e eat through the bag and
devour the lot. A2ain the bold Bo ri had a hand in the vital art of
c mmunication·- 1aj Patchet · houted from th~ G3 wagon "Get on to
admin and ave me a late meal" thi finally arri·, t:d at the cooks' tent a
"Bob rat hett wants hi· dinner"' well done Boris. Another vaguely
embarrassing experience happened to our ex 21C, Ca pt Jo h n 1ackie
whil t walking from the cook tent to the accommodation- he aw a figure
· kylmed ahead of him and wa keeping well clear when the following
conversation took place:
'"Hello there."
fig.
21C
"Hello to you too.''
fig.
"How are you keeping?"
21C
'Tm fine thank ."
fig.
"How' your mother?"
•· he' well too, la t time I heard.''
2IC
fig.
''You kno1 I love you don't you?"
It wa · at thi exact moment that the penny dropped and the 21C, to his
inunen e relief. aw it wa one of die Int guy on hi mobile! Anodier
mce touch happened on Friday 26th eptember. It wa ig Ali 'Baby
tech· Jamieson ' 21 t Birthday so Brig Grant of 51 Bde gave him his
first tape a a pre em. ( Ii claims since it 1 as a field promotion it can "t
be taken from him.) (Oh ye it can.
M.) Our photograph hows Brig
Grant pr enting LCpl J a mieson with hi first.

Orange Forces." The quadron headed out of barracks to take up position
in its secret hide location. The mere mention of the word hide caused
ome confusion with the Reece 21C, gt tcven 'Mad Dog' McVey.
Every time the Reece Team moved into location. gt Mc Vey hid , so that
nobody could find him. not even the rest of the Reece Team. Despite the
shortage of personnel and equipment, the Reece Team proved their worth
by aggressively pushing forward the limits of exploitation of the Blue
Force . Despite the fact that the Reece Team were only supposed to site
their Bde HQ within area cleared by Blue Forces, they decided to pu h
deep into Orange Force territory. Unfortunately the Orange Forces did
not wish to give ground as easily as first suspected. Despite being
outnumbered 40 to I, th e Reece Team attacked an Orange Force
Armoured Reece Sqn, and after a very brief firefight, were completely
wiped out. Un poningly, the Reece Team was informed by the Ex
Umpires, diat 5.56 ball ammo cannot penetrate the armoured plating of a
cimitar tank . While all thi s front line action was taking place, the Sqn
Comm Ops was kept going by the re ourcefulness and sheer dogged
determination of Capt Mike 'Pugwash' perin ck and Lt teve '40
winks' McBride. De pite the Orange and Blue Forces being evenly
matched, the dastardly and underhanded Orange Forces were pushed
back to the Wet oast of Scotland. On Thur day 2nd October 1997, after
a fish upper and a brief walk along the beach, the Orange Forces finally
capitulated and asked for all their previous crimes lo be taken into
consideration. The noble and gallant Blue Forces accepted their temis of
surrender and both forces returned to barracks in time for tea, scones and
medal.

Camp 1997 was an unusual Camp in the respect that the Squadron and
the Regiment was providing comms well outside its normal HORS role in
support of Ex Deep Gorge. The Exercise was principally a Yeomanry
"thing" with 32 Sig Regt providing Bde ignals. manning hilltop s1l~ and
providing support elements. In his own inimitable way P AO Capt Peter
Campbell managed to get himself set up so far in the rear that Jt must
have been uncomfortable! He along with 'Gazza' his wee dog manned Z
Echelon or more correctly ZZZZZZZZ Echelon. Ex Deep Gorge saw
clements of the Squadron cattered far and wide with a miscellany of
roles to play. LCpl Andy Ramsay was kept well busy in maintainmg
power units in the field and yet still had time to smile. Maj Brian
Murray was exhibiting signs of sleep deprivation peculiar to the over
50's and was seen fumbling in the dark (like always) trying to in. ert a
tube of Setters into his Lorch!
Like any exercise it all ends abruptly with cleaning up left in the hands
of too few. SQMS, SSgt Frank Patter on ably helped by the Civilian
storeman 'Dinger' Bell with help from Sgt • ettie' Mitchell and L pl
'Chizzie' hi holm (pictured left) were main players in the humping ancl
heaving party.
They were expertly watched by LCpl 'Saucy' aundcr~ and gt Roy
Taylor, with all other pitching in at the death managed to clear up most
of the muddle. It will doubtle s be month before the SQM and his
storeman are happy. We look forward to it.
REGIME TAL RECR ITI G TRAINING TEAM
The RRTT held a joint recruit selection and phase 4 training weekend
at the Barry Buddon Training Area on the 22nd-23rd August 1997. A
total of 16 potential recruits attended in an effort to join Scotlands' finest.
15 of the 16 were accepted and continue on their recruit training. Well
done to tho e who were accepted but keep going that wa the easy part.
The Phase 4 recruits then received their first taste of live firing, with the
tandards ranging from very good to barn door unharmed level. However,
the recruit were impressed by the capability of the weapon and are
always eager to improve their shooting.

61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) SIG AL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
SM

Maj F. Farq uh arso n
W02 (S M) G . Ga rlan d

DINI GO T
Augu t saw the Officers' and Sgt' Mes immersed in nostalgia with
the dining out of the Regimental Ma ter Chef, W02 'Rab ' Meldru m
after 39 years service in the TA with 38 of tho e years being pent in 61
Sig Regt/Sqn. Traffic Officer, Maj 'Mayhem' Brian M urray now the
sole survivor from '·Regiment" days did the honow-s. He was presented
with crystal flower va es and a canteen of cutlery and a sample haverbag
a his departing gift . (There were those in the company who
mischievously suggested a cookery manual!)

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

O RMA DY VI SIT
Augu L also saw a group of Sqn Officer tour the battlefield of
onnandy under the expert guidance of the Regimental 21 C Maj David
Harvey. It was quite a moving experience and one to be recommended to
any soldier. Only by visiting the actual countryside and landing beaches
can one begin to gauge the enormity of Operation Overlord. Very
cha tening indeed wa the American and British mi litary cemeteries at
Bayeux. So many, o young.

A vote of thanks must go to the Rebro crews from 55 Sig Sqn, 34 Sig
Regt and 245 Sig Sqn 14 Sig Regt (EW) who helped us tremendous ly
during the exercise-well done all. Our photograph shows the (245) rebro
crew giving a practical demonstration to their TA counterparts-oops!
(RSM 'note. This did not happen when I was their SSM!!)

PROM OTIO S
Congratulations are to be extended to C pl Jo hn 'FM' Faichney on
two counts. His promotion to Sergeant and the presentation by hi wife
Pa ulin e of a daughter F r a nce ca. Best wishes to his ever-extending
family. Congrats too to Sig G len David son on his well earned promotion
to LCpl. lt inspired him so much that he has now decided to tear a
ligament-he would play with the girl !
ANNUAL CAMP 1997
Before departure on Exercise the Squadron fielded a cracking foo tball
team to take on 51 (H) Sig Sqn our friends from the North. With a
comfortable 7 goal lead towards the last ten minutes of the match the
Squadron felt sufficiently confident to field their ageing traffic officer
M aj 'Mayhem' Bria n M ur r ay. In 34 years with the Squadron this was
his moment-picked to represent the Squadron in his debut football match.
With a totally unjustified reputation for breaking things his one and only
contact with the ball placed it well into the middle of the nearby River
Lune. gt John Gorman (51 Sqn) did his Springer Spaniel impre sion
and bravely encouraged by the aforementioned Major retrieved the ball
for a throw-in only to find everybody had gone home by the time he got
back to the footba ll park.

ot to forget our atts Maj Bria n M urray and S gt John Leach both
from ~I (City of Edinburgh) Sig Sqn (V) who gave us a much needed
boo~l 111 the morale department. (We did not realise just how good the
quadron was until Maj Murra y turned up.) Thanks for a ll your
help--c.ome back anytime. Finally a word for gt Harr. Buck, Capt John
\1ack1e and Capt (P AO) Bob G reen how it was their last TA camp
and 1t was a cracker to bow out on.
52 CLOWLA D) IGNAL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Andrews
SM
W02 (S M) McVey
. Ex Deep Gorge II heralded the start of a new era for 52 Sig Sqn. ot
'ince the reorganisation of the TA in 1967 had they acted in their original
role ~ a Bdc ig qn. Aller an in depth briefing from the CO, Lt ol
Ia n Lap ley. 'You are supporting the courageous and gallant B lue
Force;. while 51 qn will be supporting the da tard ly and underhanded
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If you're visiting
Bournemouth or Poole,
why not combine it with a visit to

De Royal Signals Museum
Blandford Camp
Tel: 01258 482248
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EXER C ISE RURAL INPACT-THE ENEMY P ERSPECTIVE
Ex Rural Impact wa held on the Catterick Training Area over the
weekend 8th-10th August 1997. It was an Exercise de igned to test the
defensive skills of the Regiment. The LAD, Sgt S heph erd from the
Training Wing and Ca pt C ooper ro e to the challenge of providing a
realistic enemy, by masquerading as the Yosef Yarwood Terrorist Force.
The Force was determined to seek retribution for the callou murder of
their leader, Yo ef Yarwood, a poor, fairly innocent civilian. at the hand
of the bloodthirsty 34 ig Regt. The scenario followed a teady escalation,
with the fir t phase being the deployment of night-time OP , to ob erve
the Regiment moving into location . One OP was inadvertently stepped
upon by an advancing recce party and had to escape by bounding down
.
the centre of a taggered file of advancing silhouettes.
The second pha e consisted of 2 man overt recces by the enemy
masquerading as civilians with the intention of walking through the
location. and noting die layout of the sites. Whilst SSgt peck's ploy of
'sea rching for his lo t dog' was fairly productive, the prize goes to the
duo of Lt Ra y S imp s on and his 11 year old daughter L aura. A
combi nation of the fact that Lt Simpson i a new arrival in the Regiment,
and the fact that anyone hold ing the hand of an 11 year girl mu t be a real
civilian, gave them unl imited access to all their targets:
.
A noi y and rea li ti ca ll y threatening demon uation m front of the
guard post of T 035 acted as an effective decoy to allow SSgt teve
Shepherd to botmd in through the oppo ile end of the location and plant
an !ED . Unfortun ately, he was shot on exit, but the TED remai ned
undiscovered for many hour , making it a \. orthwhile acrifice of a
666 had a
brother of Yo efYarwood. The egg plattered members of
slightly more direct approach in dea ling with the fairly innocent egg
yielding mob, by threaten ing to execute them! The mo t productive
uccess o f th is pha e wa achieved when the m~b wamped the ~u ard
post of T 035 and a nimble fingered brother of Yo ef 111 the gu1 e of
LC pl 'B illy' on nclly made olT with the guard's itc plan which had
.
.
both day's pas words written on the back.
Pha e four was the nigh t attack phase. which tart.ed off very ea ily,
wi th 2 unopposed cntrie . thank 10 the enemy know111g the pa wo.rds.
The usual chaos in the darkness ensued as the defenders had no mght
ights. Brother (Sgt tuart) To ulson is to be congratulated on d~vi ing
the best plan and leading the attack that ach1e ed comp lete surpn e, ~y
crawl ing along a ditch system into th very heart ofT 035.
gt Coh n
Dawson led a very physical and overly ucce ful defence of TN 036 that
resulted in the enemy and an umpire being plasticuffcd and pread-eagled
on the gro und. Beware ta ff, the spirit of Bro thers Yarwood and
Shepherd will catch up with you on the next exercise.
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Th e LAD as 'Yosef Yarwoo d 's Terrorist Fo rce'
(L- R) : Sgt Stu art Toulson, Cfn Chri s Ma so n, Cp l Bi ll Man s field,

Cfn Nei l Kea ms, Laura Simpson, Lt Ray S impso n,
LCpl Billy Co n ne ll y, SSgt Dave S peck, Cp l Noto S harp

Egg s platte red m e mbers o f SAN666 threatened to execute
the Mo b
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-'9 IG.

L Q DRON-A 1ERIC
EXCHA GE
Jul) II\\ the completion of the first half of the U / UK Reserve
Offi crs Exchang~ Programme 1997. ixteen British Officers took part in
the programme from all three er i cs. The Royal ignal were
repre ·ented by three officers-Lt Jackie Blake, Lt Loui e Caswell and
2Lt Jo Ho" ard. l heard about the exchange programme through the
Permanent taff ln tructor at my unit (49 ig Sqn) based in Leed , on
''hat wa obviously the final date for applicatio••:>. I took at lea t one
second to confirm that 'Ye . l really could 1ind the time for a trip to
merica '. \ ithin week it wa confirmed by the MoD that I wa lucky
and had been selected to go.
l wa fortunate to be attached to the 3 I9th ignal Battalion which i
ba ed in acmmento, California. The Battalion had already deployed for a
two-week E ·erci e approximately 300 mile to the south of acmmento
when I arri,·ed. It wa a large exercise with about ix battalion taking
part. including ignal, Californian ational Guard and Medical Battalions.
It wai, m) first experience of actuall, having 'customer · for the network
that made getting comm in all the more important. Unlike the TA the U
Re erYe eem to have more to offer people who join. Their education,
dental and medical bills are paid for and more importantly their reserve
force are entitled to a pen ion after ompleting 20 years of ervice. The e
seemed to be important motiYating factors for the soldiers. who often
relied upon the benefits from the reserves to achieve a decent standard of
living. In addition, training i restricted to one weekend a montJ1 and one
annual training of two week . On seeing the training programme l had for
my Regiment, many of the merican were amazed that our oldiers could
fmd the time to complete a large po1tion of the weekend .
The weather in central Califomia in July get up to in exce of l oo· F
daily which could ha\e proven to be uncomfortable exerci e conditions.
However, the American are not known for their ability to rough it if they
do not have to and con equcntly there were lot of comfort item on ite.
ie: field showers and a mobile laundry unit. But the mo t welcome of
extras was an air-conditioned command tent to work in. My main task was
to hadow my ho t officer, Capt Judy Haas. as she ran the operation
side of things for the exercise. However, r had ample opportunity to get
out and see what other members of the Battalion were doing. This
included recce-ing new site and of cour e a fair amount of off-road
dri\ing. De pite the ract that the HMMWv (their landrover equivalent) is
extraordinarily ugly. the automatic gearbox make it an ab olute dream for
off-roading.

49 SIGNAL QU ORO
Thoughts on The American Reserves
Apparently Minne ·ota features right up there after the Bronx at around
number 2,697 in the favourite-places-to-live-in-America parade. At least
it would according to the people- and that's just the Minne otans who
asked me where I was heading to for my two week US Officer Exchange
attachment. They either looked at me in deepest sympathy or in horror as
if to . ay 'What did she do to get sent there?' o by the time 1 arrived I
wa just about coming to term with the guarantees of 'mosqu itoes the
ize of sparrow '. arctic summer temperatures and mon oon rains. In
actual fact it wasn ·t like Otterburn at all. This central northern state is a
flouri hing, un poiled grcenscape, teeming wi th wildlife and home to
10,000 lake and to the origin of the mighty Missis ippi-but the weather
i lousy.
With me was Lt Jackie Black, 31 Sig Regt (V) and our unlucky hosts
were the Ohio-ba ed 2362d Signal Detachment whom we were joining
for their Annual Training at Camp Ripley. I had been almost disappointed
when l learnt that the Unit had no involvement with field comms.
However, the opportunity to spend time with an independent sq uadronized unit whose war-time role i to provide the communications and
information management network in upport of the large-scale
mobilisation taking place at the Camp, taught us much about the busine s
of mobilising an an11y. The Detachment is part of the Federal Reserves
which are the nationally raised TA equivalent as opposed to the National
Guard military force raised by each of the individual states as their own
ecurity.
The folk in the Unit were in high spirits- army humour is apparently a
worldwide thing-and seemed to enjoy the job. One of the arguably big
successes of the US Re erves wa much in evidence: retention. There is
no annua l Bounty but the Pentagon has the bright idea of offering
pen ions from age ixty for re ervi ts of twenty year' ervice. The deal
is that point are awarded for each trai ning period attended say 4 points
for a weekend-and personnel who accumulate fifty points within a year
qualify to add the year towards their twenty-year target. By all accounts it
has a more powerful magnetic force than ju t being a vehicle to 'get
people through the door'. Also there are many more incentives including
financial a sistance towards co llege or university education and heavily
sub idi ed air travel. This makes ense from a retention per pectivc as the
Reserve units have a pattern of training of one weekend on ly each month,
and invariably activitie focus pecifically on the unit's trade.
SOSQUADRO
NIJMEGE MARCHES
Twelve brave, some might say foolhardy, members of 50 Sig Sqn
based in easham Road, Darlington and Debdon Gardens, ewcastle,
have just returned from Holland where they took part in the annual event
of the ijmegen Marches. To be successful we had to complete a 25 mile
route every day for fou r days in a row: a severe challenge to our physical
and mental endurance. We were not alone though . Despite the heat and
discomfort up to 30 000 other walker from around the world were there.
The inhabitant ofNijmegen and the towns' urrounding villages cheered
us on. The vast majority of those taking part were civilians but member
of everal countries armed forces make up a large minority with a
thousand coming from Britain. Just to make it more difficult we had to
carry packs and march as a squad. Sig Carl Harding was taking part for
the third time wh ile Maj M ike Hohnan , LCpl Mel el on and LCpl
Tony Hotehen were there for the second time. one of the others had
been before but they'll never forget the experience.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
xxxv
IF IT'S RAINJ GIT M ST BE ADVE TURE TRAJ ING
With Annual Camp now tucked firmly under the belt most of August
was devoted to adventure training pursuits, routine training or recruiting
activities. 48 and 89 Sqn mounted a joint exercise at Brawdy in South
Wales at tl1e 14 Sig Regt Adventure Training Centre over the weekend
7th-9th August. This exciting and productive weekend, uperbly
organised jointly by SSgt Ma rk G iles and gt Kevin Parkinson, saw
many members of both Squadrons engage in a number of challenge
pursuits including rock climbing, abseilling, canoeing, trekking,
coasteering, mountain biking, horse riding and bowling! As a character,
confidence building and leadership development exercise, the exercise
certai nly achieved its aim and many returned with a confidence and
vital ity not present before. Although ig Chris 'Lurch' Reeves reckons
his revitalisation was caused by tJ1e amount of times he fell out of his
canoe into ice cold water and Sgt C harlie Wa lker's ruddy complexion
was the result of him been unable to get out of his! Sig Hilary Baxter
suffered from overexposure and ig Ginny Tunvor had a lip smacking,
teeth crunching, face aching, heart breaking, fool making encounter with
the invisible man (HG) to his friends. Meanwhile the Annapurna Dragon
team led by Lt Ian Casse ll and gt Mickv Ma nn continued their
intensive iraining for their planned expedition to epal. The team took a
trip to Ynysymaengwn (if you can say it you win a free Annapurna TShirt) North Wales the previous weekend for some real seriou rockclimbing, freefall absei ling and other aggre sive training. Including a
l SOft Death Slide into a disused slate quarry in weather that can only be
described as very unpleasant. At the time of writing these note the
Regiment expedition to Nepal has now been succe sfu lly concluded, the
team has returned intact, and their remarkable venture will be the ubject
of what promise to be a very inspiring, exciting and compelling, special
report for the next edition of The Wire.

LCpl Steve Bell giving words of e n couragement to
Sig Chris 'Lurch' Reeves

Lt Caswell with host officer, Capt Judy Haas
The exercise was spread over four sites-three in California and one in
Arizona. I had a chance to see much of the signals equipment that the US
Army has at present from SATCOM to fibre optics. In addition, I visi ted
a 'auonal Guard Aviation Battalion and was rewarded with a flight in a
Huey helicopter.
The visit was not all work as I was persuaded that I really had to see
more of C~lifomia than just the exercise area. I forced myself to go to
San Francisco, Monterey, much of the Californian coastline and Clint
Eastwood' pub in Carmel. The on ly low light to my visit was that Clint
\\as not in the pub the day we visited-oh well maybe next time. On the
way out to and back from our individual attachments, all the officers on
the programme tayed in Washington. This is where the American side of
thmgs is coordinated. On the return journey we were treated to a tour of
the Pentagon ·which 1s absolutely vast. Unfortunately there was no time
to se~ around Washington but most of us had our appetites whetted
uffic1ently to want to take a touri t visit to the city. l had an absol utely
wonderful time in California and I wou ld thoroughly recommend the
exch~nge programme to a!1yone who gets the cha nce to go. The
mcncans are the most hospitable people and are sure to make you feel
most welcome.
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The team in the Beer Tent having finished the first day's march
Fr_ont Row (L -R): Cpl Mike Jemmett, LCpl Neil Walker,
Sig Dave Davies, Cpl Alison Lewis, LCpl Mel Nelson.
Back Row (l -R): Maj Mike Holman , Sig Cari Harding,
LCpl Tony Hotchen, Sig Ashley Williams, Sig lain Paterson,
Sig Craig Horsley
Holding the flag is LCpl Brummie Baker
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Welcome back pack. The triumphant Annapurna Team-glad to be back?
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1997
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WE. 'T THE DAY WELL
H '.\I HllLDRE ' HO PIT LAPPE L
The Birmingham hildren s Hospital Ar1•eal i p.:rhaps the highest
profile e\ent the Regiment ha been invo!v.'.d in recent years and has
pro,ed t be the com rstone of the Regime!1t'~ high profile relation. hip
with th local ommunity. The Regiment 's a · ' iation with the ho pita! in
particular goes ba k a couple of years when the Regiment adopt ·J Ward I
in 1995. 'ince then our involvement with the ho · pital ha, widened
significantly and under the guidance and direction of the CO, Lt Col
Richard Thur ton. we became a major supporter and contributor to the
ational Appeal Launch. The Launch of the 1ationnl ppeal took place
on unda~ 14th ' eptember at Cannon Hill Park. Binningham. ll i· widely
a knowledged that the Regiment underpinned the launch with the ma ' ive
a· i·tance it pro' ided to the Appeal Team. On the day ·oldiers from the
Regiment could be een controlling car parking and crowds. selling
programme . c Orting \'IP gue t , entertaining VIP' . fund-rai ing~
pro\iding catering and exten ive admin upport mounting di play a wcll
a offering general a ·i·tan e to members of the public. Thi wa · a day
when member of the Regiment were doing their job to the highc t
profe sional tandard and proved to be the be t amba· adors the Corp
~ould ever wish for-the goodwill and understanding generated wa
immeasurable. VIP guest , who have personall)' thanked the Regiment for
its upport, included the Lord Mayor of Binningham. Cllr ybil pence,
Frank Bruno-\ ho was knocked out and high l impressed by hi ,
personal escort, Falcon the G ladiator (rea l name Bernadette) and Mr
Blobby, wbo made min emeat of hi escorts (the Hussain brothers).
All those involved at thi mammoth fund-raising event can he
justifiably proud of their contribution and can look back ~rith trcmendou
personal ati faction on a hugely ucce ful day. On the day a remarkable
£44.000 wa rai ed and a huge lice ofthi i thank · to the personal efforts
of the Reg1menL All involved in making thi day uch a magical ucce s
are to be congratulated for their dedication. determination comminnent
and .u~failing en e of humour. The Regiment is now ~ommitted to
proYldmg long term upport for the ho pital. ince the event, soldiers from
th~ .Regimen.I _have been een lending their support to many other fundra1 mg acnvme throughout the West Midland including the Heart FM
'Run for Home ' which raised a farther £50.000 toward the appeal, and
the Beneficial Bank fund raising fete.

THE BIR.,11 1

Sig Liz Judie, Sig Ginnis Trevor and Cpl Shesaun

A real Grudge Match - Frank Bruno v 35 Sig Regt Bear!

OTHER RECRUIT PHA E THAT LEFT THE RRTI I A DAZE
Over the last few month two proud cour e ha e completed their
rugged Pha e l training and arc now well on their way to becoming
trained TA oldiers. On Course B/97 the CO, Lt Col Rich ard T hursto n
took the sa lute and presented the award of the Be t Recruit to an ecstatic
Sig Lis a W hite of 58 qn . On unday 31 ·t At1gust Course C/97 also
completed their Phase I, but becau e of the torrential rain completed their
pas -off parade in the Training Hall at ate well Hou c. Thi " did not
however dimini h the sati faction they felt at uccc sfully completing
Pha e 1 and the parade wa viewed by many proud parent and friend .
The Deputy Comd 11 ig Bde, ol Douglas McLay took the alute and
qn.
pre ented the award of the Best Recruit 10 ig Brian Rudge of 4
The weekend before thi pas -off parade the Regiment Recruiting Team
were busy doing their duty to attract new recruit at the Town & ountry
Show at toneleigh. Regretfully the two potential recruit pictured have
not joined!

Frank Bruno with his Minder?
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FREEDOM OF THE CITY
The Regiment' high profile momentum canied on unabated when the
Regiment once again exercised it right to the freedom of the City of
Birmingham. On Saturday 24th September wilb drums beating, band
playing and bayonets fixed the Regiment marched proudly through the
City of Birmingham. The Parade which coincided with the Regiment's
30th Anniversary celebrations drew large crowds of pectators, orne of
whom had already met member of the Regiment early in the month at
Cannon Hill Park and were now displaying their own personal respect.
affectio11 and admiration. Many families and former members of the
Regiment w.ere also present to iew the parade and join the celebration .
Welcomed by the CO , Lt Col Richard Thur ton and the Honorary
Colonel, Brig Ian Sim, prominent gue ts included the SOinC. Bri g l • F.
Wood who was accompanied by his wife, Comd l l Sig Bde, Brig D. J.
Wills, our former Honorary Colonel , Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB,
OBE and the Col TA 5 Div, Col B. . T. Foxon, OBE.
The Lord Mayor of Bim1inghan1, C llr Sybil pence, accompanied by
her consort, reviewed the parade, taking time to chat to many oldier ·
present, and took the salute. Following the parade member of the
Regiment attended a civic reception in the plendour of the Birmingham
ouncil House and all rank and their guests were then treated to a cuny
lunch at Cateswell House. ft wa during the reception at the Council
House that a live Satellite Link wa established with the Annapurna team
in epal and a photograph of the team tran milted over the Internet. Much
to her astonishment and delight this wa framed and pre ented to the Lord
Mayor. The 30th Anni ersary celebration continued until the early hours
of Sunday morning with a combined Officer and ergeant · Mess
function taking place at the tafford hire how-ground. Here there \ ere
many moment of reflection, looking back on a momentous and hi. torical
month in the life of the Regiment!
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A scene from the Town & Country Show

CO. l 1

D
DBE DA 1 fED
On Friday 10th October. following week of planning and preparation,
t ams from throughout the Regiment de cended on wynnenon Training
Area for the o· Command Exerci e. Tl t> Exerci e wa. tllge-rnanaged
b) the Trg . laj, laj Paul Ford and the 1 ·ch djt, Capt Jason Kennedy
al o acted a a grand reh~arsal for E · E ·ecutive tretch planned for the
nd of October. The omewha: reali tic scenario for this cxerci e was to
ee all team deployed in a ho tile ell\ ironment somewhere in the
Balkan. to carry out 1·ita l
peacekeeping and humanitarian mi sions.
Here each team wa required to confront and olve many problem .
The e ranged from recovering ca ualties from minefield , negotiating
with paramilitarie . treating injuries to carrying out complex command
ta. k . All the ·e demanding ta k were de igned to stretch and te t
individual tamina. initiative. endurance and ability and to mould
individual group together into trong willed and determined teams. The
exerci e certainly proved it value a all teams regard le of final po ition
·bowed tremendous guts, detennination and team pirit and maintained
their good hwnour even \ hen covered from head to foot in mud! Acting
honours mu t go to the DS {forn1cd from members of the P ) some of
whom are front runners for a 'Granny' award e pecially the unnamed
casualty from HQ qn who proved that being legless was no mean feet.
The champion team honour goe to 95 ig qn for a tremendou
performance, su tained throughout the weekend, that proved impo sible
to beat. They were presented with the Champion Team award by the CO
and are to be congratulated on their achievement.

Hard ly the tunne l of love for a member of 58 Sqnl
CO GRAT LATIO S
Our incere congratulations arc extended to OCdt's Caroline Daley
and Peter Ayre on succes fully completing their RMAS ommis ioning
course. Al o to Maj teve Pell and his wife • arah on Lhe binh of their
baby on James, to LCpl David Wright on hi recent marriage to
Caroline and finally to LCpl ick Harvey for pa· ing his HGV at long
last-proving perseverance does pay in the end!

37 Sig Regt (V)
Red ditch

co
RSM

Lt Col AJan V hittle TD
WOl (R M) Paul Edwards

COMINGS AND GOINGS
We welcome Maj teven Porter from 39 Sig Regt as 2IC. He replaces
Maj Andrew Cornish, who bas sadly decided ro hang up hi boots.
B_elated co_ngratu.lation go to Capt Marcus Cosgrove of 93 ig Sqn on
his comm1s 1omog. There have also been several changes of regular
personnel. Long-serving CO' driver LCpl 'Clem· Clement goes to 7
Sig Re.gt at Krefeld with Veisha. We haven't found another TA clerk yet.
We will miss them borh. We welcome in his tead LCpl 'Kerry'
Greenham_from I Mech Bde at Tidworth. He hopes to keep up hi golf
between mps up the M6 to collect the CO. It ' been all change in the
Tech Work bop as well. Sgt Bob Low and family have le ft on his
promotion for 19 Mech Bde at Catterick, we understand he 's now in
Bosnia but goes wi th our congratulations and best wishes. Cpl 'Ski'
· kears_j.o.i~s us fres h from hi Tl course to take on Sgt Low s
n; poos1b1hues at 53 and 93 Sqns. Fmally Sgt Steve Oliver has hung up
b1 boots after 22 years. We wish him and his fami ly every success in
e1vvy treet and welcome Sgt Mark Pounsett and family from JCUNI in
his place.
A FEAST OF EXERCISES
These notes are being written in the midst of a serie of three weekend
exercise in four weeks, a rare event in today's financial climate. The
fir t, Ex Golden Link, took the fonn of a Regiment concentration at Long
Marston, planned by Trg Maj Stewart McConnell and Yeoman W02
teve Townsend. All present took the chance to find out what the rest of
t~e Regi_ment do before some solid trade training. A fonnight later, Ex
Silver Lmk saw the quadrons deployed in their home areas. As well as
CRS, it was good to practice some of the communications for the
Regional Brig~des. The Ex~rcise frenzy concludes with 2 (NC) Sig Bde's
Ex Apollo Shield, that will see all of the mobile CRS detachments
deployed for the first time.

96 Sqn's SSM W02 Ray Campbell, 2Lt Liz Hodges and
PSI SSgt Steve Clark were snapped on Ex Silver Link with
SSgt Jill Summers
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!13 SIG AL SQUADRO -BLACKB RN
Sqn Comd
Maj Ross Parsell
S M
W02 ( SM) Jim Walshe
August is usually the quiet month of our training year but this year
proved to be an exception. On one weekend the Squadron was involved
in a recruiting display, a mobile radio exercise and a troop weekend. The
recruiting display was held at Witton Park, Blackbum where the youth of
the area were invited to see the range of Squadron comms equipment and
have a chance to speak to members of our recruiting team. Unfortunately
the Saturday proved to be one of the wettest days of the year, resulting in
a poor attendance. The Sunday was a better day and several interested
persons are now being invited to vi it us at our barracks. Ex Guardian
Angel saw several mobile dets deploying to the west and to the nonh of
our region. To add an interest value and to give the Exercise a ' real'
feeling, the <lets gave radio safety-cover to the orthem Section of the
Veteran Car Club of Great Britain Rally. All of the vehicles were pre
1910 and the majority of them were in pristine condition. The <lets were
commanded by Sgt Jim Holmes, Cpl M ick Clarke, LCpl A ndrew
Hodson and Sig John Knighton. The empha is was on HF comms with
a VHF backup. The organisers of the vehicle rally were most impre sed
and donated £200 to a charity of the Squadron's choice. Finally SHQ Tp
and MST Tp A went to RAF Cosford for a Troop weekend organised by
gt 'Buzz' Small. Thanks to the assistance of F lt Lt 'Dougie' Bye, a
former Squadron member, everyone was given the chance to go gliding:
in addition to other military activities. So impres cd was Cpl 'Cindy'
Meller that her feet have only just come back onto the ground.
The following Sunday the Squadron supported a charity fund raising
walk. This was in aid of the East Lancashire Scanner Appeal, which is
raising funds for a whole body scanner for the use of the population of
East Lanca hire. The Squadron also entered a spon ored team for the
march that was along the length of a newly con tructed stretch of
motorway. De pite evil weather and the tragic news of the death of the
Princes of Wales, the event wa a great succes and is hoped to have
rai ed ever £100,000 for the appeal. The CO, Lt Col Alan Whittle and
the Sqn Comd, Maj Ross Parsell led by example and marched the full
di tance in a very respectable time, e pecially when you consider the
Squadron socia l had been held the night before and bad gone on and on
and on! All credit to everyone who participated. 93 Sqn say they were mo
busy to take photos in Augu t but their officer were caught on Ex
Golden Link.

21C Maj Steve Potter and Yeoman W02 Steve Townsend
reflect on Ex S ilver Link as the packing-up starts
HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO -REDDITCH
Sqn Comd
Maj Les Porter TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) Joe Krikorian
The Squadr<~n each ye~r provide a static display at Wythall Carnival,
between Reddnch and B1rmmgham. This event attract a good crowd,
mostly chi ld ren who descend en masse on the stand . With careful
supe.rvision the children ~ere shown a wide range of military equipment
and introduced to face pamung the Army way. Although thi proved to be
popul ar with the children, our charm was needed to rea sure the odd
conc~med parent._The aim o~ the stand is to introduce the TA to potential
recruits, one particular recruit who heard of the recent cut-backs in the
unit's military fleet arrived with his own Landrover.

Sgt Mat ~ellamy, Cfn Glen Draper, Cfn Stew Baker and
Capt John Riley tell us that this young man bore a remarkable
resemblance to the RSM
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Capt Jeff Do lan, OCdt S im o n McDowe ll , Capt Marcus Cosgrove,
Maj Ross Parsell, Capt Ala n Unwin and 2Lt Julie Lodge

96 SIG AL Q ADRO (V)-COVENTRY
Sqn Comd
Maj Dick Hall
SSM
W02 {SSM) Ray Camphell
After the elation of annual camp in Gibraltar the Squadron has thrown
itse lf back into its recruiting and training weekend . Capt Richard
' Badger ' Bowden 's first ta k after camp wa to organi e the annual
recruiting tand at the Town and Country Festi al at tonelc igh. Ably
as i ted by SSgt John Convery and eight others, the quadron produced
ano th er spectacular di play over the three day . Due to the day of
mourning for the Pl"incess of Wales , Ex Battle Shot, the Squadron·
range weekend at Tyddesley Wood near Pershore. was limited to one day.
Despite the limited time avai lable, Capt Bowden was able to introduce
many new recruits to the finer arts of hooting kill including the
app licat ion of fire. o by the end of the day everyone had managed to
pas their APWR, even if it wa on ig Brown 's-second attempt. Finally,
congratulations go to Sgt Julie Brookes on completion of the two-week
Advanced Radio course at Blandford.
EXERCI E ORIE T EXPRESS 2
Cp l Mick Donovan, Cp l Ewan Lake, ig Kevin Hall and ig Jo
Kena1·d L vol unteered for a trenuou two-week camp with 71 ig Regt
in Belgium. Having sampled the hospitali ty of Bexley Hea th the night
before the prospect of two coach journeys and a ferry trip to Camp Ba tin
near Arion in the Ardennes seemed a distinctly better option. The other
being to drag an
R trailer all the way, that unforrunate ta k that fell
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to some poor members of 71 igs. ig Keila rd spent the first week with
70 Sqn, participating in the Regiment training package of ranges, battle
nm, FIBUA and patrolling. The others joined up with Sigs 'Lurch'
Knowles, 'DJ' Hamilton, 'Jimmy ' Fre''• 'Dougie' Douglas, dele
Peyton and manda Quigley from 11 Sigs la;i:ing around in the glorious
sunshine and shot at anyone who dared to attack the FIBUA village. The
day off was spent in Luxembourg where the regulars from 11 Si gs did not
quite grasp the concept of a day off on TA camp and a relauvely sober
party returned to camp that evening!
The second week was Ex Mercury Express where Cpl Donovan and
Sig Kellard deployed with dets from 265 Sqn and Cpl Lake and ig
Hall deployed with HQ Sqn. Sig Hall managed to achieve a ride in a
Gazelle by having to be casevaced.
EXERCISE MARBLE TOR
It was only after a daring and surprisingly successful bid by Maj Dick
Hall, 96 Sig Sqn Comd, that elements of all five of the Regiment' ubunits eventually made it out to Gibraltar. It was also a first for a
Regiment, whose role, that of ational Communications nece sarily
keeps it within more local environs. The mission was a simple one: to
conduct military and adventurou training in an overseas environment. In
reality of course, it was far more complex, requiring a con iderable
amount of effort on the part of permanent and irregular oldiers alike to
make the plan an actuality, especially on the part of the SQMS,
gt
M ick Stone and Cpl John Mack and Ian Ro s. Reminiscent of the
resultant confusion regarding geographical lo cation immediately
following the Argentine invasion of the Falkland Islands, 'Are they off
the coast of Scotland?' the generally agreed position of Gibraltar turned
out to be 'an island somewhere in the Med'. Clo e enough perhaps, but in
fact for those who have not had the pleasure of a visit, it is more
accurately a small penin ular lying off the southern-most tip of Spain,
comprising a mountain, a city, a fortre and a resort. The e provide not
only for the seekers of sun and history, but also for those in search of a
unique scenario in which to conduct military training. eedle s to ay,
sufficient volunteers were available to fulfil the manning requirement.
For the purposes of Ex Marble Tor members of 53, 67, 93, 96 and HQ
Sqn were divided variously between three platoon . I Pit led by Lt Tony
Lysak and SSgt Chris Taylor, 2 Pit by 2Lt Liz Hodges and SSgt
Convery and 3 PI. by 2Lt Julie Lodge and Sgt mall with each platoon
compri ing three sections of seven or eight men and women. The Exercise
centred around military training, in particular an OBUA package, with
additional packages encompassing range work; adventurous training;
fitness training and sport. including the traditional and obligatory Rock
· Run, and perhaps none too surprisingly an R & R period.
The Squadrons enplaned at RAF Lyneham after a brief and somewhat
restless night at the Air Movements Centre. The flight out. in two chalk
on short Herc , ably crewed by 47 Sqn RAF, wa on time and largely
uneventful. Uneventful for most that is, as the chalk included a wide
range of experience in military air travel. This ranged from Cpl Julian
lngram, a fonner military free-faller, together with four or five paratrained COs, to LCpl Linda 1cDonald (the PTI) and Sig King who
had not flown before and looked a though they might not want to. In the
event neither the ex- ky god nor the uninitiated left the aircraft prior to its
arrival in Gibraltar, where the advance party eagerl y awaited them. The
main problem with being a member of an advance party is that one has
had the chance to relax from the earlier trip. Regardle s of the postmovement work involved in erring up a location prior to the arrival of
the main party. there will alway be a marked contra t between members
of the two parties. The addition of rather impre sive untan made the
difference even more apparent. It wa immediately obviou that the
advance party had been shi fling tores our-of-doors at all hours. After a
day of briefing and admin ta ks, training proper began with each platoon
undertaking a three-day package. either OBUA. Range or Adventure
Training. The OBUA package began with a pha e peculiar to Gibraltar
tunnel operations. The Rock itself has more road within than it has
without. Some 36 miles hewn out of olid rock at rnriou level ,
connecti ng in a complex network of underground road , pas age .
accommodation and torage area , and ending up, on occa ion, in gun
emplacemen t high up in the Rock and overlooking it northern flank.
Fighring through and clearing uch an environment required a high
degree of kill, both in fire and manoeuvre tactics and command and
control techniques, the onu of re pon ibility being both on ind1v1duals
and at ection level. Employing fonnu las, demon trated by members of
The Gibraltar Regiment 's Trai ning Wing, the platoons accompli hed their
ta k \ itb varying levels of competenc). but all to a high standard.
Although there were no personnel lost during the tunnel clearing
exerci e , at time the total darkne · afforded the ocea ional moment of
drama or high-farce. The commander of o.3 Platoon was given the
opportun ity to te't the acou tic nature of the tunnel \ hen subjected to a
per onal a ault by a member of the Gibraltar Regiment 'enemy-.
'Friendly force ' in the immediate vi inity later complained of high
gt Taylor managed to help
frequency dcafuess. In a separate incident,
LCpl Ju lia Maidment overcome her fear of the dark \Vithout revealing
just how he did it.
The econd pha e of the OB A training was more comenuonal but
nonethcles demanding. tandard FIB A techniques. uch as effecting
entry (top floor) and house clearing, while perhap more familiar to
infantry ·oldier , were quickly learned and u ed to good effect during that
day and the next. o. l Pl atoon had a 'ringer· in the form of ii!
Bradfield. In her ci ii occupation . he deliver. ladder and Lt Lysak
noted here ·cellent ladder handling technique a one of the high pomt of
his exerci e.
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The ot her packages undertaken were no Jes useful but were les~
demanding. For a National Commun ications Regt with an emphasis on a
high standard of trade skills, shooting skills have to be practi ed when
and w here the opportunity arises. The ranges available: 30m and I 25m
may have been restri cti ve in terms of distance, but they afforded the
opportunity to zero the weapons and brush-up on weapons handling
procedures. Run by Lt Kevin Barker and SSgt Nigel Recs, assisted by
Cpls fngrnm and Meller, th e range staff raised many less experienced
indi vidua ls' confidence and standards. Nine days on the range allowed
for range staff suntans that rivalled if not exceeded those acquired by the
adva nce party. The exception to the rule regarding bronzed range staff
wa · Sgt Tim Mansell. hosen to be chief console operator, the r.::d
headed Mansell had, accord in g to the Range Conducting Officer,
'resembled a Swan Vesta's most prominent fea ture' Within 15 minutes of
parading at the TAC in Stourbridge. Despite the fact that firing out to sea
was limited, as the danger area 'appeared ', according 10 Lt Barker, to be
an internationa l parking bay for half the world 's merchant navies waiting
to ex it the Gibraltar Straits', the range package was conducted without
incident. Well almost, according to No. I Pl atoon commander, Lt Ton y
Lysak, a naked man appeared to be paradin g on the high gro und
overlooking the range , disturbing some of the less-focused firers. There
wa some disappointment when subsequent investiga tion revealed that
rather than nude, the man in question was wearing an off-white sh irt and
ch inos and a well-endowed black leather ' bum-bag'.

Sgt Herbert, The Gibraltar Regiment, looks on while Pte
Rowberry RAMC steadies 2Lt Lodge's magic ladder

2Lt Julie Lodge and LCpl Linda McDonald competing, complete
with box

'.he aftern?~n ' activiti: .' during the OBUA phase were broken by a
deliberately tmng ammumuon-re upply run. Downhill for the first leg.
acros an assault course, through a building complex then back up the hill
for the final leg, carrying ammo boxe containing de perately needed
gravel, gave the platoons a chance for ome internal competition. 2Lt
Lodge drew the hort traw when she was teamed up \Vith LCpl
McDonald for the ammoresup run. ot only is the latter oldier a young,
fit PTI, she 1 also fast - a fact proved most convincingly when she
became the fastest woman to complete the Rock Run since records began.

The. OBUA package continued with a withdrawal phase, followed by
patrolling, a night-reconnaissance with an active enemy pre ence, which
111 turn led to a dawn attack. During the wi thdrawal Sgt ' Taff Jones
briefly distinguished himself by leading his section on a bearing 180
degre.e away from the emergency RV following a ' bug-out '. Tb is
effective yet unplanned counter-attack temporarily turned the tide again t
the enemy. The first light assault on the 'enemy-occupied hamlet ' was
een within. the platoons a .the high-point of the OBUA package. These
were invariably accompamed by a well orchestrated and illuminating
pyrot~~hnic creeping ' m?rtar barrage' laid on by the creative Sgt
Herbie Herbert of The Gibraltar Regiment.
Sig Baz Davies reaches new heights on the rock face

Jn addi tion 10 out-of-door's firing apt Ti m Bamber '~ AT .22 indoor
range allowed for section in defence training not normally available closer
to home. A problem with gai., or rather a lack of it, limited its 'alue to the
last platoon though but did little to adversdy effect the 01
AT"
otherwise enjoyable holiday. The adventure training package was an
added bonus. Top roping and abseiling, instructed by gt (nee Corporal)
Brookes, allowed both novice and more experienced climbers alike to
make good use of the Rock. It al. o allowed the opportunity to trengthen
the bonds with the Gibraltar Regiment. Special mention should be made of
Sig Julia Maidment's sterling efforts in overcoming additional obstacles
in her ascent of a particularly sheer rock-face. Meanwhile the opportunity
to improve swimming and boatman hip kills was available at the Joint
ervices water- port centre down by the harbour.
Lastly, it should be remembered that whilst military and adventure
training are still important, they no longer comprise (as von Clauswitz
said) the only meats in the soldier· sandwich of skills. More i required
to make him operationally effective. As recent British Army deployments
have demonstrated, there is an increased demand for oldiers to act in aid
of the civil community. It wa towards this end that Ex Marble Tor 3 97
included a MACC task. In this case the task centred around reclamation
work on a site of special historic intere t. The ection that follows was
penned anonymously by a member of93 Sig Sqn. Although written in the
form of a play, entitled 'Plantation Work' this piece nonetheless include,
an insight into the complexities generated by civil-military co-operation:
Civilian ' What I would like you to do is to try and e tablish ome of
the path that existed. Create a mulch area over there (miles off through
impenetrable forest); and clear away the overhead canopy. The only tools
avai lable are over there' (indicating rusty ickle, various forks. shovels,
hoes a11d a stra11ge culling device - the sickle lasts twenty second ).
TA Sold ier ' Whoop '
Civilian · ever mind, I'll bring some more uitable tools back later,
together with tho e machete you asked for - anything else?'
TA So ldier ' You bring the beers, we'll do the rest' (some six hours
pass.)
Civilian ' Wonderful. Haven' t you done well? I n' t it so much more
pacious without the canopy? It till looks like it is missing something; I
can't quite figure it our (a long sile11cefollows. eventually broke11 by)
TA So ldier 'Oh, that'll be the tree we chopped down. ever mind!
There are some more ju t like it over there. Here, have a beer.·
Civil/Mi litary co-operation a ide . it was generally agreed that the
OBUA package was the high-point of the deployment. A well a
providing a steep learning curve for many, and an intere ting refresher for
a few thi package together with the tunnel warfare. fo tered a team spirit
between members of the variou participating quadrons divided as they
were within the three platoon . It is unlikely that uch relationship ,
especially important in uch a widely dispersed Regiment would have
been forged during normal UK-based training, nor would like experience
have been gained. ln all, Ex Marble Tor 3/97 \viii be remembered by all
participants a a worthwhile, in tructive and often enjoyable annual camp.
It afforded numerou opportunities to exerci e a wide variety of military
skill , and rather Jes occa ionally perhaps, a chance to di cover an
indi vidual"s true ability to consume an exce ive amount of alcohol. It al o
gave all ranks the chance to say farewell to Lt Col Stamford Cartwright
TD who vi ited briefly, and was shortly to relinqui h what had been a
most succe ful period in command of the Regiment.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

EXERCISE EBOR TH

LCpl Linda McDonald celebrating her achievement
at SSAFA/Forces Help's Big Brew Day
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Sig Pont and Pte Rowberry provide each other with cover
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On the 16th June Maj teve May and Capt Maria Hawksworth flew
out from Gatwick to Seattle via t Loui courte y ofTW . 38 Sig Regt'
expedition to the coastal mountains in Briti h olumbia had started. The
advance party had a number of administrative tasks to accompli h
including the hire of 2 Plymouth Voyager even- cat people carrier ,
purcha e of some minor equipment items. and ampling the Vancouver
nightlife! After 4 day and a rather innovative build of two roof-rack
('people carrier ' the vehicles might have been. but kit carrier. they
certainly were not!). they arri ed at eattle eatac irport to meet th
main body led by Lt Andrew Whalen, the E ·erci e Leader.
o time was wasted and within 20mins of the arrival of the main body,
the whole group were on their way to Williams Lake in Briti h
Co lumbia- a further I hr drive through the night. A couple of days \ ere
pent at William Laki; purcha ing and preparing ration , orting O';!t
equipment , studying maps and preparing to deploy to the Tweed mu1r
ational Park some 400km to the west and in the heart of the Cou ta!
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Range. They had time, however, 10 enjoy the William · Lake tampede. a
Fie ta of Rodeo, mu ic, barbecue and drunken cowboy and Indians. On
the 29th June the Exerci c drove we t. firstly to impo Lake to arrange
delivery of . upplie- by helicopter and float plane, and then to the Park
Camp ground at tui to pend their fir t 111ght under cam a · with the
dreaded mosquitoe . At 0430 hours the next morning they silent!_, Uokc!)
mo\'ed out of the camp site and drove to the start p int at the top of the
Heckman Pa . \: ith Cpl ndrea Bilton navigating. they stepped into a
land of snow covered mountain , wet \'alley- and a trillion mo. quitoes p.::r
man. Day one wa hard and they arrived at the Park· RainbO\\ Cabin late
into the evening. Mo t of the team were w.::t, bitten and complctel}
exhausted but morale was high. ext day. after signing 33 . ig Rcgt's
Yi itors Book and admiring the Corps nnivc al) Plaque. the) took on
the first of the four peak · . It lcKenzi (2146metrcs) which proved to be
the easiest of climb · and one which the majonty of the group ascended .
The view · from the top \\'ere magnificent. Due to the good weather, the
whole of the oastal Range ·tn.::tched out as for as the e ·c could sec.
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chased by billowing clouds and freshening winds. They made excellent
time, arriving back to base at 1800 hours. n early night was welcome.
The group had completed the first phase of the Expedition and had
achieved all the aims. The walk out wa completed witho ut mishap
except for Sgt Melanie Widdows who had some severe blisters on her
legs, which were later found to be caused not by insects as had been
as umed, but by poisonous foliage. The two-day trek ou l was completed
by 7th July. There was a day of rest and preparation before embark ing on
Phase 2.

gro up before it turned tail. The base camp safely reached, the group
planned the climb. lt was lo be in two parties. The ummit party of Cpl
Dougie Pepper, Lt Simon Jenner, Lt Andrew Whalen , gt Frank
Reid and LCpl Jackie pong would leave an hour before the other party,
who would climb to Panorama Ridge and view the summit attempt from
the ridge. The ridge, at 2020 metres, was a challenge in it elf and would
give the less experienced plenty to aim for. The morning broke with clear
blue skies and the summit party lefl on time, an hour later, the second
party, led by Maj Steve May, deployed.

Pose for our civilian sponsors on the top of Mt McKenzie
(L-R): Maj Steve May, Cpl Andrea Bilton, Cpl Steve Roberts,

Capt Maria Hawksworth, SSgt Melanie Widdows,
LCpl Jackie Spong
The next ta k wa to climb Thunder Mownain, At 26 !metres, it was
to be the harde t challenge. The approach con i ted of a 'bushwhack'
through den e forest, followed by a long approach to two frozen lakes at
the head of the valley where the group were to receive their heli upplies.
The amount of snow made progre s painfully slow and the fitter members
pre ed ahead with Cpl Dougie Pepper, tile instructor, and Lt An drew
Whalen leading, accompanied by Lt imon Jenner and Sgt Frank
Reid . They mis ed the helicopter by 30 minure . but the upplie were
there as planned and in the correct place. Unfortunately the heli-recce
they had planned could not rake place. The second group arrived at the
base camp and plans were made for the climb. Maj Steve May and Sgt
Frank Reid left early next day to recce the approach, whilst th e
remajnder of the group, after carrying out instruction in now and ice
work. took on a peak which towered above the base camp Mt Andrew
(2020metres). The climb was excellent training for the approach to
Thunder Mountain.

1st and 2nd in the S illy Hats Competition
Lts Andrew Whalen and Simon Jenner pose in front of Thunder
Mountain
At 0500 hours the complete group set ofT on the pre-recccd route to the
b_ase of Thunder Mountain. It took 4 hours over three ridgelines, each
ndge bcmg over 1800metre . It was mostly snow and ice work, but the
weather wa clear blu.e sky and bright su nshine; sunglasses were
compu lsory. The. summit party had been selected the night before and
consisted o~ \ilaJ Steve May, Lt Simon Jenner, Sgt Frank Reid and
L pl Jackie ~ong. It was. a tough climb and the rope was used.
However. they hit the um1.n u at 1230 hours feeling very elated. The
descent was by a much easier route on the outhern side and involved
traversing round a huge. now bowl to get back on the route they had
ascended by. They made 1t back to the mam group at 1600 hours, with the
weather worsening. The complete group trekked back to the base camp,
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Capt Dave Poole, Cpl Jan Barrington and Cpl Andrea Bilton
canoe the Turner Lakes
The next phase wa to canoe the Turner Lake chain, 6 lakes with
porterage up to a kilometre between the lakes. Capt Dave Poole, our
Canoe Instructor, had to fly in by plane to get the canoes ready- well, he
didn 't come to walk! The lake situated at the source of Antarko Ri ver
plunged at their outlet over the Turner Falls over 800metres from top to
bottom. lt was a spectacular sight. The 27km walk in wa long and
tedious, with the mosquitoes in fine form . The sight of two small bears at
the top of a large fir, and the native Indians pulling 601 b almon from the
river broke up the journey, and they made the Wilderness by early
evening. After a day of canoe training, they took on the lakes over 3 days,
3Skm of paddling and S porterages-it was hard but enjoyable work and a
con~plete break from the climbing. The cenery was magnificent, the
fishing poor, the water co ld and the mo quitoes were only resident at
each porterage!

Maj Steve May enjoys some early morning fishing and the
spectacular views
The fi nal phase was to climb Glacier Mountain, a mountain of
261 Ometres that protruded from glaciers on each of its sides . The
mountain had bee!1 climbed by Maj Steve May in 1993, so the route was
known. The trek m was long and through dense forest to high mountain
tundra and finally to a base camp near Echo Lake. On route, the party
encountered a large Grizzly complete with cub. The bear charged the two
leadm~ members- Cpl Dougie Pepper and gt Frank Reid. Fortunately,
~n seemg the remainder of the group, the bear pulled up and disappeared
~nt~ ll~e undergrowth. It caused quite a fright, with Lt Andrew Whalen
1m1tat111g.a mole, and Sgt Frank Reid doing a ' Linford Christie'! The
bear, which towered above gt Reid 's 6'2", was within 6 feet of the
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LCpl Jackie Spong climbing Panorama Ridge
The route was spectacular, a teep rocky climb to the left of a hanging
glacier which fell into a blue alpine pool, followed by a crossing of a
large but flat glacier, and finally a steep climb to the ridge, from where
the mountain could be approached. The first climb of the ridge was futile,
the summit party aiming for a small window in the ridgeline, found they
were too far left and had to traverse the ridge to the next opening. The
second party went left to higher ground, and when it became apparent
both parties had gone too far left, the second group dropped off the high
grou nd , crossed the glacier and went even further to the right of the
summit group. A view point wa achieved where the econd group could
see Glacier Mountain in all it splendor and bad time permitted, could
even have made a summit attempt as well. Tile weather was deteriorating
and now began to fall, vi ibility became extremely poor. The fir t group
under Cpl Dougie Pepper had already decided a ummit attempt was out
of the question and started to de cend the ridge. The back-up group
waited for just over an hour before the weather became so bad that safety
would have been compromi ed if they did not return to base. Both groups
returned afely to base camp. The climbing of Panorama Ridge twice was
in itself an achievement but all were disappointed that the comp lete
Expedition's aims were not ach ieved. Tue next morning wa a bright and
sunny one, the temperature had dropped well below freezing in the night
and ice, was both inside and outside the tents. The group headed back to
civilisation via a spectacular float plane flight over the Monarch glacier
field and taking in both the Turner Fall and Glacier Mounta[n. The pilot
pointed out a lake in the centre of the coastal mountains th at wa
accessible by plane. and told u there were over a thousand peak
between the Monarch Lake field and Mt Waddington 300km to the outh.
Only 300 had names! lt seems de pite the team's efforts, they had only
scratched the surface of thi remote and spectacular region. They returned
to Vancouver u ing the excellent ferry service from Bella Cools to Po11
Hardy, drove to Victoria, then Vancouver, and eventually arrived in
Seattle in time for the fli ght to Gatwick. All members felt the expedition
was a . pectacular ucce s in term of achievement , train ing and
teamwork.
87 (CITY OF NOTTI GHAM) SIG AL SQ DRO ( )
The Sqll Comd, Maj T. R. McCappin departed on a six-month tour in
Bosnia, we wi h him well on his little jaunt. Meanwhile we welcome
back Cpl ' Orrible' Orme from Bosnia and Cpl Helen Mountney from
the Falklands. The Squadron ha recently been granted the honour, by the
City of Nottingham, to u c their name in our quadron title. This great
honour further cements our relationship with the ity, particularly in
1997 its centenary year
EXER ISE EASTERN HARRIER
Ex Ea tern Harrier saw quadron personnel head off to Wale ta ked
with providing communication in support of one of the largest exerci es
for many a year, involving both IS Bdc and 49 Bde. It was anticipated
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there would be in the region of 4,000 troops on the ground, covering the
whole of Sennybridge Training Area. Our task was to set up three
communications sites in support of the Exercise and to provide radio
comm unications for the staff and umpires. Our !'SJ (T), gt eorge
Pendrich, was our Exercise Coordinator and put in some sterling work
both before and during the Exercise to ensure everything ran smoothly.
Ile also has a claim to fame in that he was actually the first reported real
casualty of the exercise after being stung by a 'killer' bee. We definitely
did not think it suspicious that he was hospitalised for the four day· of
monsoon rain we encountered.
As Ex Eastern Harrier progressed the three sites ettled into their tasks.
It should be said that Site Alfa, ituated on the trig point near Dixie's
Corner, were a little worried when they heard the artillery were to lire
over their site during one particular part of the exercise. However, Sgt
C hrissy Bull, Cpl lison Dinsdale, LCpl de la Billiere and ig Andy
Doran are plea ed to say they are here to tell of the tale and did not hear
any shots larid. Site One also became the area known a 'Chinook
Corner' because it appeared to be the main navigation point on and off
the area for all Chinooks. LCpl Alison Dinsdale (the Squadron' answer
to David Bailey) was kept busy in getting good pictures of the e and the
Gazelle as they passed closer and closer (often a little too clo e for
comfort) to our antenna field.
The site in the middle of things, literally. was ite Bravo. Here Sgt
Craig Toft, ably assisted by Cpl' Clive Doda, Gary 'Orrible' Orme
and LCpl Willmer, enj oyed the delights of being shook out of bed by
either grenades, as the range was next door or by artillery fire (again next
door). Thi was the site, next to Flag 35, to see things a it happened.
They did manage to render assistance to two njpers, dropped off at the
wrong location by Skm, with hot sweet tea and a kind word (plus a bit of
a lift down the road). Site Charl ie, situated next door to the Drover's
Anns (not a real pub we are sorry to say), appeared to be the quieter si te.
gt
However, even they had their moments. Their Det Commander.
Phil Jones, organised the protection of their area by surrounding it with
white mine tape after nearly being over run by Scimitars. But the two
Jims, LCpls Jim Gillham and James Horton did not put much fajth in
this plan, especially after Sgt Andy Paton was chased by a cimitar
during his return from the bright yellow 'Tardis' (better known as 'the
portaloo') one evening.
We did manage to get involved in the exercise on one or rwo occasion ,
ome planned, some not. One miru exercise was organised to as e s the
feasibility of re-supply to hill top sites, similar to our , of personnel,
equipment and food should road transport not be available. Thus
helicopter transportation was brought into play. This involved transporting
personnel from one ite to the other via helicopter. We would like to say at
this stage it was not a 'jolly' in a helicopter and that the people involved
did not enjoy it one bit, honest! Our thanks go ro 49 Bde for organising the
'feasibility Study'.

Look at me Mum!
Sgt Paton and LCpl de la Billiere
Another memorable moment \ a when we were given the opportunity
to watch the battle run and the fire demo of a Milan. omehow our group
of gt Chrissy Bull, Cpl's Clive Doda, Ali on Dinsdale, LCpl Keith
Willner and ig Andy Doran arrived at the wrong location and et off
with the afety coach in tow. at the rear of the Battalion on its live fire
run . It wa then decided to air lifl the rroop in by Chinook and we were
included in the airlift. (Talk about being in the wrong place at the right
time.) The journey. although short, wa an experience. We watched the
artillery round sma h into the hill top bunker, an area ju t ahead of the
Battalion. A they won the firefight the cimitar joined in and then the
mortar 's fired a the baitle took place. Quite an experience "il11 the no1 e
of the Ii e firing of rifles, mortars and artillery hell . Then the little band
of ignallers ' a di co ered, just behind the Battalion HQ. fler a great
discu sion of how we got there it was decided to end u up to the top of
the hill over looking the battle, and put u with the other ob erver:., where
we hould have been in the first place. (But I bet they did not get a good
a view as we did.)
There were a few • torie ' to tell uch a the time \ hen L pl 'BP'
Paton was driving between ite Alfa and ite Bravo and encountered a
Chinook travelling in a ho er along the road toward him. obvi usly
Landro er gi c \ ay to helicopters he told himself, quickly. pl de la
gt Bun di covered a mall gra eyard on their travels.
Billiere and
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The\· found it to ha' e been the -itc of a small Me thodi st chapel dating
bacl to the I ' 00. \\ hich w as demo Ii he d wh e n the area beca me
cnnybridgc Training Area. or rather an artillery range prior to World
War2.
It mu t be said our two weeks xcrci e was not all work and we did
manage to get together for a barbecue on the midd le aturday. one of the
hotte. t da) • . A great time was had by all, even though we were still
wearing the green tuIT. \\'c would like to ay hello to our comrade in
249 ig qn who were co- ·itcd at each of our locations. \ e hope your
. ocial event went well on aturday but we are a little concerned because
although you all went away for a little R · R. some did not come back!
All in all the Comm went well and the quadron eemed 10 achieve it
task well. II invoh ed had a thoroughly enjoyable experience. -o much
·o when i the next one?

the force 6 winds \\ C encountered made the night sail back to Gospon a
lil!le hair raising. Once on land again however. the co lour soon came
back to our faces . An excellent week', sailing and an experience not to be
mi scd.

(1 )

laj Stan Fitzgerald
W02 ( M) Jimmy lee
EXER I E CHA
EL VE T RE
The ailing element of 64 qn. a in pre ious years. booked the Corp
yacht Petasus for thi years' ailing exerci e 10 the Channel I land . The
crew con i ting of Cpl Martin Kendall ( kipper). taj Colin Slaughter
(Day kipper) and Maj Dennis Travon, apt Jayne Hindle, Lt Bev
wift. gt Trevor Croxton and LCpl Claire Furness set sail from
Go port for Jersey. Having ailed an uneventful cro ing to the island,
upon arrival we celebrated Cpl 1artin Kendall's 34th birthday. The
next day we pre ed on to the beautiful i land of Ye teryear- Sark (only
cart hors and tractors here- no cars) and then on to Guernsey. Here gt
Trever Croxton joined us. As the mainsail was hoi ted again we headed
for Alderney. The weather changed from glorious sun hine to a more
overca t ky. lt was during thi
tage that Cpl Kendall demon trated
how to wing on a rope around the yacht. Unfortunately he ended up with
hi no e pre ed firmly into the ide of the hull apparently. according to
1aj Trarnn. 'He hadn ' t worked out the physic !' Moored out on a buoy
in Alderney harbour meant dinghy-handling kills were paramount and

(L-R): Capt Jayne Hindle, Lt Bev Swift, Sgt Trevor Croxton
FAREWELL
D WELCOME
The end of Camp 1997 also aw the end of an era. Sadl y we aid
farewell to our OC of 4 years 1aj Stan Fitzgerald. Stan transferred to
64 from 93 (Blackbum) qn prior to their reformation with 37 Sig Regt
(V). He leave u now on tran fer to 33 ig Regt (V) in Liverpool and
our los i their gain. Capt Dave Poole (P AO) and S gt Stan Kelly
( PSI) have briefed him fully on ' scou e speak '. Be warned ! 80 Sqn, he
now knows to panic on being informed that everything is boxed o ff.
Welcome to Maj David To mlinson who joia u from 49 (EM ) Bde to
assume command of the Squadron. We hope you enjoy your tour with 64
in Sheffield.

39th (Skinners) Sig Regt

The Regiment has completed another hectic period culminating in
Annual Camp based around Stanford Training Area (STA TA). Camp
wa extremely busy and included a comms exercise, range package,
combat survival training and a sports competition. fn amongst all of this
wa the Regiment 's Visitors Day. Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde, Brig Gordon
Hughes vi ited the Regiment for the first time whilst deployed. The Dep
Comd, TA Col, Ma ter of the Skinner Company, Clerk of the
kinners Company, Hon Col 57 Sqn, Hon Co l 5 Sqn, ec London
TAVRA Sec Eastern Wessex TAVRA and Al ec EW TAVRA al o
found time in their busy schedules to be there. All ranks appear to have
thoroughly enjoyed this years Camp and benefited from some worthwhile
training. Some only found out they had enjoyed it on completion of the
urvival exercise!

HOCKEY
'With the clash of sticks on shin bones and the g lint of tears in the
eyes. the OLD boy led by W02 (MTWO) Dennis ' The Menace'
Griffiths and supported by Ca pt Rich ' Bashe r ' Belbin. Capt Gus
"Laddy' Loveridge and
gt ( QM ) Phil ' Bully Off' Sm ith, plu a
upporiing cast with Jes s ill y nickn a mes , really pres ed home the
advantage of experience by beating the best of the Regiment, including
the girls, at their own game. In a heated and tense game of nerves the
competition was tiff and all the teams put up a good fight. HQ Sqn won
all three games convincingly. However, the moment of the competition
was Sgt ( QMS) ' Okey Dokey ' Oakley's unprovoked attack on LCpl
·Ruth ' Ellis (47 qn). She later claimed that the elder statesman (Oakley)
was only resting.
FOOTBALL
The Team S gt (ART YEH ) Marco ' Zola' Bartolini , Cfn Andy
' Knuckles ' Whitchurch , Sgt Phil ' obby ' Clarke, Sgt Gary ' Scolly'
Do yle, Maj Tony haw , SSgt (FofS) Andy Dawson , Capt Bill
Ruthven , Cpl Paul 'Racing Snake' Phear and Cfn Darren '30 Secs'
kingsley. HQ Sqns first game was against 47 Sqn. 47 Sqn took the lead
from the penalty spot but HQ Sqn quickly equalised with a goal from Sgt
Clarke, an ex-REME Corps player. HQ Sqn natched victory with a goal
from
gt Bartolini. A tense game against 5 Sqn followed and again
HQ Sqn came from behind to make the final score 1-1 with~ goal from
S~t (FofS) Dawson . The final game against 57 Sqn was a resounding 31 victory to HQ Sqn. Goals came from Sgt Bartolini, Cfn Whitchurch
and another net-buster from
gt Dawson . HQ Sqn came second to 5
Sqn in the overall competition due to only a one-goal difference.

Brig Marchant-Smith {EW TAVRA) and Sgt Gordon Sheilds
HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj G. P. 'ash
M
W02 ( M) J. G. Bloomer
Ye folks, HQ qn has hown yet again , through outstanding
pcrfonnances m the Regimental Sporting Competition on Annual Camp
at Thetford. that being the mallcst element of the Regiment does not
mean th~t we cannot compete with the big boys. The events in the
compct111on were Hockey, Football, Rugby and Tug O Truck.
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R GBY
The Team
gt (ART VEII) Marco ' Zola' Bartolini , Sgt Mick
' Crusher ' Jervis, Cfn Andy ' Knuckles ' Whitchurch. Cpl Paul ' Racing
Snake; Phear, Capt .John 'Can't catch me, J'm the Adjt' orris, gt
Paul Throw away,' Hanley, ig Matte 'Have ago' Bradford, LCpl
Mark Let me play caum, Sig Jame 'I've played before' Dawes, gt
Gar:ii 'Scotty ' Doyle, LCpl Tony 'KneeCap' Cole. Tensions were
runnmg high as we moved into the 7 's. HQ was leading the field in
overall first position in the competition but the other Squadron's were all
still in the running for the Cup.
The first two tean.1s to lin.e up on the pitch for the 7's rugby were 47
Sqn (Dres ed to Kill) agamst HQ Sqn (The Ank le Biters) . 47 qn
ve.ntured on to the pitch in full combat kit (a natty team strip), gum
h1elds, shm pads and topped otT with the full monry rugby boots, ready
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demo lish the Ankl e Biters who dressed in the more demur T-shirts.
trai ners, designer shorts and of course a Chri ·tians to the lion smile fixed
on their faces . 47 's captai n Sgt Ian ' I lopperty' Wheeler wa reported to
be w ind ing up th e team ca ptain Sgt Paul ' Throw away' Hanl ey, by
suggesting that ' All you wi ll cc of me is the bottom of my boots and my
rear end as I pass you'. To which the in nocent reply was made, 'More
likely that you' ll be sitt ing on it'.
As the game started refereed by C apt Mick Campbell it soon became
obvio us that it was a grudge match. As the tack les went in hard and fast it
became apparent that !IQ Sqn had teeth and were prepared to make a fight
of it. The shirts and boots intim idation tactic backfired. A close offside
decision given in favo ur of HQ saw the crow<l jump to their feet as gt
Hanley converted his fi rst ever drop kick to give the underdogs the lead.
HQ Sqn then raised their game a nd easi ly won through (thanks to the
Adj t- Adjt 's note). A the whistle went, the crowd showed its appreciation
with thunderous applause to the two teams who had given their al l.
The subsequent match aga inst 5 Sqn turned into a try frenzy for HQ
Sqn with some serious cori ng from Capt John orris (Probably player
of the match- Adj t's note), and Sgt Mick Jervi . By the third and final
match the battered and brui ed team were in tatter , but went out with a
convincing start putting two tries in over 57 Sqn . ome simple handl ing
mistakes in the ccond half gave 57 Sqn the chance to get back into the
ga me a nd in th e c los ing mi n utes gt Hanley earned hi name as a
mistimed pass all owed 57 Sqn 's ' Mr Swi fty' to take up the ball and score
to win the game.
to

RECR IT TRA I NI G
T he RRTT ran a succc. ~ful recruitmg training course during the first
week and the following succc ·sfully completed the course and arc now
full members of the Squadron. We congratulate and welcome them. Sig
'Ski' Ceilesski , 'Sharpe' Barnes, Rashid, · Rebecca· Drennan, ndrew
and ·Lord Jeremy' Fordh a m .
COMBAT WIMMI "G
Very early on a damp Saturday mommg the whole Regi ment took part
in a combat sw im over a distance of 75m and I Om deep. A ttcr a short
instrncti on on how to make up a fl oatation bundl e with a poncho by apt
(PS 0) David ' Lord Lucan ' Gibson , the swi m started \~ ith th e CO
closely followed by the Trg Maj. Adjt and h i~ Field Officers. The wettest
standard set. the troops followed on.

TUGOTRUCK
Here HQ did not fare we ll, by being the firs t team out a lack of prior
knowl ed ge ca used th e rear pa rty to fall, as th e pace exceeded a ll
ex pectations. In this endeavour we came last but you do have to give the
othe rs a chance to w in someth ing. T he competi tion wa fierce. The re
were no holds barred and no quarter given, but it was fa ir. I would li ke to
th ank all who were in volved in setting up the competition, re fe reeing
etc .. .and a s pecial thanks to all the competitor . Well done to you all.
Al so thanks to Maj ash for the Team Beer .
REGIMENTAL ADMINISTRATION OFFICE-A
ALC MP
The Reg iments recent imple mentation of the RAO concept at Annual
Ca mp proved to be a succes . Pa rt One Orde r we re reg ul a rly and
professio na ll y produ ced bo th in th e fie ld and at B Ec h und e r t he
supervision of the newly appointed Chief Clerk TA , gt ' ick ' I ' ll sign
anything' Marsh. In additi on a fu ll Orderly Room function was carried
out despite a severe lac k of personne l. He was ably supported on the
financi al ide by gt Steve Tm only here for a week' Wilson and with
the help o f Cpl Bob Young and Pte Elizabeth Mathews. The TA could
not of course survive without the cooperation and assistance provided by
the pe rmanent taff- Capt John orris (Adjt), Capt Tom · rm not in the
AG C, but I am in charge' Pengelley, W02 (RAOWO) Alan · Wiggy·
Monk , and SSgt 'Bald Rick Lock. A good tart to the AGC team on
which to build.
5 (QOOH) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. Wenlock
SSM
W02 (S l\1) Simpson
OUTSTA DI G SUCCESS
Congratulations to the following members of the Squadron:
Sgt Paul John on- First place on R SC
gt Judith Phillips Second place on R C
LCpl Paddy Ferguson- ' A' grading on Map Reading Instructors Course.
AN UALCAMP
Annual camp thi s year wa held over the period 30th Augu t-13th
September 1997 at Wretham ' A' r Thetford. The quadron had the
pleasure of hostin g a Da ni sh Officer, a German Officer, 2 German
SNCOs and their conscript JNCO driver, with le. s than 3 month service
remaining. who thought he would get two week off and ended up doing
the survival training! To hi credit hi enthu ia m never wavered and
neither did hi s grin.
Having all arrived safely at Wretham A Camp on the aturday, the
Sunday morning wa taken up with Rcgt Orders before 5 qn deployed,
with the rest of the Regiment, on Ex Gold Lynx. With a training cenario
reflecting our increa ed awarene s of the need for the Regiment to
provide multifariou communications at hort notice we et off into the
orfolk countryside. 5 qn providing the M , and in Control of the
network, were out early and the ma ts up just a Echelon rolled up. We
then had the challenge of getting 6 box bodie back to back a per SOP !
Comms were good despite an BC attack with ubsequent dehydrntion
quickly remedied by the arri al of the P 0 . apt Bob 'Agent Black'
heldon with stacks of fizzy drink ! Our move came as planned ju t afier
the NB attack, Sgt (YofS) Debbie Frankham was of cour. e on her
recce for the next sit how convenient. Our Dani h officer wa 'found'
as we knocked down the bivvics. Without further ado he was promptly
awarded the Golden Blanket Award with Bar. following our initial
discovery of him napping on shift! With the usual combination of
efficiency, team work and plenty of humour 5 qn moved the M in
good time and successfully re-cstabli hed comm before nightfall. As
great deal of credit for 5 Sqns ucce s
u ual much was learnt by all.
goes to the hard work of our junior
0 'dream team· under the careful
guidance of S gt (YofS) Debbie Frnnkham , LCpls Kevin Durno, Tina
trachan , am Morgan, Paul Docherty and In t but by no means lea t
LCpl Steven 'Voice Over ' Oliver.
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Capt Alan O'Coy thinks swimming is great.
Sgt Don Boscoe {looking on) thinks watching is better
VI ITORSDAY
The quadroa had the pleas ure of ho ting our Hon Col. John
Bridgeman, Brig Bob Long Secretary TAVRA and Col Rob Lucas,
A sistant Secretary TAVRA.
EXERCISE COMBAT LYNX-S RVIVAL PHA E
If ever the lack of information and the spreading of rumour could be
classed a a ucces then the re ults achieved on Ex Combat Lynx
organi ed by the Trg Maj , 'laj Tony Shaw and Adjt, Capt John ''orri
ha got to come top in everybody's estimation. ·Ju 1 parade at 0700hrs in
full kit, with rifle and a urvival pack no larger than a cigarerte packet'
was the order of the day. Everyone wa i ued with a standard black
pla tic bag and a label and told to put their kit into it, eal, label the bag
and leave it on the square in the sun for all the chocolate bars to melt and
congeal.
After a full day of training in urvival technique which included
cooking chicken & fi h (but not getting to eat them), night na,igation,
fungi. making helters and a night under the tars the group " were woken
early. A confu ion reigned and the grumble crept in the groups were
taken in blacked out minibuse to the tart of the urvival pha e. After a
river cro ing, by boat tl1b time. a number of checkpoints were located.
ome with u eful information, some with food, if you can call dry bread,
chee e and corned beef food. Throughout the next 48 hours the groups
moved via the e R s including ha\ ing to ad,·ance through enemy line
avoiding capture by the TA Infantry to the final de tination at a di ·u cd
airfield . Here they were detained. given le infom1ation and generally
messed about and treated to their first meal under prisoner of war
conditions. A number of further training ·es ions brought the exerci e to
conclu ion. However, strangely a great feeling of achievement wa. felt
by all those who took part. Our thanks go to the organi crs for the
extremely hard and detailed planning that mu t have been put 111 to
achieve the aim.
SOCIAL E E T -LI E D
CING
The Squadron ocial ommittee organi ed a Lme Dancmg ight and
Hog Roast on aturday 16th ugu t 1997.
uccessfol night for all.
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amalgamated into a ~111~lc week. The week culminat ed in a pass off
parale. A good deal of hard work was put in by both the students and
in tructors. four of whom were provided by the Squadron. The CO took
the pa s off parade and presented Best Recrui t to ig • tcrling 57 Sqn!
During th ccond week. whil e the remainder of the Regiment took part
in Ex Combat Lynx. a combat survival ex. a composite Troop from the
quadron took part in Ex Wyvem Claw. Ex Wyvcrn Claw was the 43
(Wx) Bde concentration involving the staff and infantry battalions. The
Troop. led by Capt Mark Carter, was pro vidin g comms for the Bde
taff at Main HQ and upport HQ. In addition Mould In enion Vehicle
(Ml V ) were manned to extend the net as were several forw a rd
detachments during the exerci e.

SSM Si mpso n shows t hat he can really move! (Centre Stage)
47 (MX YEO) IG
L QUADRO
qn Comd
1aj P. . Willmott TD
M
W02 ( S;'\l) . Prance
The 200th Anniver a ry celebrations culminated in July with a
plendidly organi ed all rank dinner and dance organi ed by gt Brent
Copsey and his committee. Held in the TA Centre, it wa attended by
nearly 200 member and former members of the quadron. Gue l of
Honour was the Hon Col, Corps Commander A. Whitehead.
gts Da\'e Lambert and Andy Hutchins returned from their exchange
\'isit with the United States ational Guard in America. They spent an
excellent 2 week in ebraska on exercise ' ith the U G and were
extremely well looked after by their American ho ts. Both enjoyed this
rare opportunity to rrain with another Army but were heard to report that
beating the Am ricans at all the individual field skills compet it ions did
become rather boring after a while. 60 Plus member of the quadron
attended Annual Camp at the beginning of September. Thi year it wa
held at Thetford in orfolk which, by compari on with Otterbum last
year. is at least populated by human rather than sheep. Training Wing at
la t got omething right! The weather tllroughout wa excellent. This
arou ed everyone's uspicion . It is meant to pour with rain during
Annual Camp, everyone knows that!
Once the well orchestrated plethora of mandatory briefing , consisting
of lots of don'ts and not many do's. were dispensed with, life quickly
returned to normal with a Regt Comms Ex that saw most of the
Squadron' dets pread far and wide throughout East Anglia. Despite the
seemingly endle s tream of visitors, mo t det commander found the
time to organise det routine and drills. This was particularly important for
the newly traded Squadron members, for whom thi was the firs t real
opportunity to put into practice their new found kills. The stars of the
field -firing package were undoubtedly the 'Foreign Legion'. These were
TA soldiers from other ATO countries on attachmem to the Regiment
for the duration of camp, and included two US G S CO's, a Danish
Officer and a German Officer and 2 S CO's. Having watched the
Squadron live firing Fire Team attack, they became convinced that the
British were mad. Worse was to follow. They were then told that they
were to do the same. Once they had been convinced by gt Ian I Did
ot Expect That' Wheeler and Trg SSgt SSgt Richie Arundel that they
were indeed going to use live ammunition, life took on a whole new
meaning for them. They apparently do nothing comparable in their
respective Armie and found it difficult to understand why the British
carry out, what they see as, very dangerous exercises.
The middle Saturday of Camp saw the Regimen t up at the crack of
dawn to carry out the Battle Swim at tJ1e River Crossing site. UJ\der the
expert guidance of Capt (PS 0) John Cullen, 57 Sqn every member of
the Squadron did their ' John the Baptist thing'. LCpl (now Cpl)
'Baldrick' Geoff Howe was reputedly mo11ified, when told later that the
purpo e behind the exercise was really to ensure that he had his once a
year bath! The Combat Survival phase was much enjoyed by the
Squadron and although it was mentally and physically demanding, was
very rewarding particularly for those who completed the exercise.
Our Foreign. visitors were escorted around the sights of London by Sgts
Dave Lambert and Andy Hutchins culminating in them watching the
'Changing of the Guard' from within the grounds of Buckingham Palace.
The Squadron congratulates the following on their well deserved
promotions whilst at camp: Cpls Jo Francis, Geoff Howe, Dave
trcvens and Richard harpe, LCpls Tina Gross, Craig 'Scrote'
Langley, Chris 'icholls and Yvonne Vallcnce. Preparations are now
under way for LaFone Day in October and fo r the Festiva l of
Remembrance in ovember at which the Squadron has been asked to
provide a mall marching contingent for the muster.

TY OF BRISTOL) SIG1 AL QUAD RO
57 (CITY AND CO
qn Comd
Maj H. Aston
SM
W02 ( SM) Packer
ince our last contribution the Squadron's efforts have been directed
towards Annual Camp, held at TA TA, orfolk. Whil e most of the
Squadron s~ent week. on~ on the Regtl comm exercise, Ex Gold Lynx
an~ field finng, Ex F1ghtmg Lynx, there was also a recruit training week
bemg held. For tho~e new recruits who were able to take a week away
from workhomc the usual 3 weekend. plus numerous drill nights were
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EXERCISE WYVERN CLAW
fter hi promotion on camp Capt Mark Carter donned his re ·pirator
and moved hi s underpants to hi head. He then di appeared in order to
provide comms upport for HQ 43 (Wx) Bdc on their Bde concentration.
TI1e compo ite Troop fonned from 57 qn was a sisted by Sgt Graham
Richards and Cpl 'V-E' Vincent-Edwards from 47 Sqn. The Troop 's
ta k was to provide a tactical Bdc HQ and Bde pt HQ for the duration of
the 6-day Ex. Cpl ath Addison-Scott was given the unenviable task of
being the only Radio Op at BSG. Cpl Sea n Betteridge arrived on
exerci e with a hand like an cgyptian mummy , apparently new
Leathermans and alcohol do not mix. Cpl Dave Grcsswcl was fooled
into spending the whole of his reduced camp on exercise! Ex Wyvem
Claw kicked o!T with a deployment to Sheringham on the Northeast
Suffolk coast where 6LI, 4 D and D and the Wx Yeo made a beach
landing and a saulted enemy outpost . Our powcrmen breathed a
collective sigh of relief when it wa decided that it was not a good idea to
take the 16/24 and 4 tonne to sea and back. Sig ' Davey' Jones was
ta ked with being the CO driver/operator. He returned later in the ex
with tales of hot showers (not with the CO) and meal in the Offr Mes
back in camp. He will ha e to wait several years for that to happen again!
The Bde then advanced through wanton Morley before moving into
enemy territory on STA TA. The first field location was a tight squeeze
amongst the tree and ig Roger Theyer wore away a year supply of
clutch plates getltng in. After an excellent team effort the HQ was set up
quicker than expected. Later that evening we were visited by Padre
Da vid utch , bearing doughnuts, which worked wonders for Troop
morale. The final stage of the Ex a move to a dismounted location deeper
into enemy territory. The night move was going well until we ran into a
4D and D OP who chaJlenged us. When we aid we were from 39 Sig
Regt he became very agitated. We later discovered that they were
deployed to capture the remainder of the Regiment who were escaping
an d evading through their patch that night. o wonder the OP wa
puzzled- where would we have acquired so many vehicles without
out ide help!

Sgt Ian Agg says 'This ls Your Life' to one of the
mesmerized throng , (For those in black and white the
book under his a rm is red!)

Ex Wyvern Claw

The four Sqn Comds on their swim
(L-R) : Maj Pau l Willmott (47 Sqn Comd ). Ma j Pa ul We nlock
(5 Sqn Comd), Maj Glyn Nash (HQ Sqn Comd) and
Maj Heather Aston (57 Sqn Comd )

Rct Saunders tends to Cpl Sue Palfry (57 Sqn) and
inflicts real injury!

2Lt Sarah Hunter presents First Lieutenant Michael Con~!'.
(German Army Signal Corps) with some 5 Sqn memorabilia
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S ig Colin Bowdery-'lt really is cold! '

the Troop 10 improve its skills and drills and ensuring people were up to
date. By now I had decided to join the regular army, having been firmly
billen by the soldiering bug whilst serving in the TA. In September 1996
Commissioning Course 963 assembled at RMA Sandhur t and I with it.
One year on and a whole mountain of ironing and bulling later I have just
received my commission. Whilst at RMAS [ have rcpre. ented the
Academy at Tug-of-War and gained my UEL qualification. As to my
future I have an attachment with 21 (AS) Sig Regt at Coleme before I
attend the Tp Comd Course. Looking even further ahead I am keen to
serve with 24 Airmob Bde, a spearhead unit where the tempo of life
hould suit me. Add also if po ·sible to train in the jungles of Brunei or
Belize, an environment which fascinates me (although one which I grant I
am unlikely to train in). This then is me, 2Lt Toze, and hopefully a little
bit wiser T look forward to the challenges of commanding a Troop in the
Royal Signals. From recruit, to signaller, to mortarman, to section
commander and now to Tp Comd, whatever next!
OCdt Michele Hanlon : Intermediate Term Alamein Coy formerly
L pl of 68 (IC& Y) Sig Sqn expected to be commissioned into RLC
13th December 1997. Up to the age of eighteen I lived in Redcar, in the
orth-East where I wa a member of Cleveland Army Cadet Force.
Having ga ined three 'A' Levels, I moved outh to London and began
reading for a degree in Geography at Greenwich University. By this time
I wa already sure that I wanted to be an Army Officer and had attended
many familiarisation vi its. After London UOTC failed to offer me a
place I heard about The Devils Own and decided to go along and visit
them . I oon became a member of 68 Sqn Inns of Court and City
Yeomanry and spent my time whil t at Univer ity away on many
weekend . Many of which were held at Longmoor Camp in Surrey that I
have subsequently revi ited during my time on the commissioning
cour e. r attended annual camps at Fremington, Devon and Proteus camp
in ottinghamshire and also competition and adventure weekends. I
became both data and radio trained during my time and wa promoted to
LCpl. After leaving university and consequently the TA, I attended the
Regular Commission Board at We tbury and passed in June 1995. I

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

0

Lt ol R.K. Wilkinson TD
\VOi (R l) A. . Dos Martyres
The Regiment ha just returned from Belgium where this years nnual
Camp took place. h wa a bu y and extremely well organised camp that
all the oldiers much enjoyed. The excellent weather over the two-week
period while patrolling, OBUA. Range and Helicopter Training took
place probably helped.
R

1

Annual Camp 1997 The CO, Lt Col Ray Wilkinson, briefs the
Belgian Minister of Defence on the Reg im ent's training d urin g
Ex Orient Express

Patro lling, Sgt Jim Swain and Cpl Nick Farn
The second week' training wa an CR /HF Radio Comms Ex with
sites dotted about Belgium. It was a very successful exercise and proved
the va lue of the 1 CRS out ide it traditional UK environment. A piece of
hi tory was made by the establishment of the fir t international CRS
nerwork (we don't count Scotland as a foreign country yet) with a link
between Corsham and the re t of the network deployed in Belgium. It
wa agreed by all ranks of the Squadron that this was a plendid camp.
The weather was brilliant throughout the two weeks and the training wa
first class. The R & R day in Arion and Luxembourg provided pleasant
memories for many of the Squadron.

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16

qn Comd
RSM

70 (EV) JG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
:vfaj Simon Palmer
SSM
W02 (
1) Paul Humphreys

Q ADRO MILITARY TRAINING
PIRBRIGHT RA GES
The quadron held a very successful Mi litary Training Weekend based
al ~he Rcgt Sisley H~t using the Pirbright Ranges and Training Area. The
tra!n!ng included finng the APWT for Bounty Qualifications plus further
training lo prepare the Squadron for Annual Camp 1997.
' AL AMP 1997-EXERCJ E ORTE T EXPRESS
The Annual Camp (Ex Orient Express) was ha ed in Arion in
Belgium. Thi was the first time in the history of the Essex Yeom;nry
1gnal Squadron that it had deployed out idc the K on duty. The
deployment to Arion will become Squadron TA 'Folklore'. All thanks to
WO~ ('\.1T\\<O) Terry Curtis it was well planned and provided a worry
free Journey. The first week of camp was the Military Training Phase that
included hehcoptcrs, ranges, OBUA and patrolling. The OBUA pha e
wa really popular w11h the Squadron, apart from W02 ( M) Paul
Humphrc~ who, unfortunately, broke his ankle and had to be flown
back home. He is recovering well and we hope to see him soon at the TA
entre.
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Maj J.E. Richardson
WOI (RSM) K. Jones

SHQ
SHQ only has one departure thi quarter and that i our ever reliable
Pay Sgt. Sgt Mark D avidson who leave us on promotion and i
heading towards the Rock. Fortunately for him it i not Alcatraz a he has
provided a sterling service throughout his time in the unit. We wi h him
all the ve1y best for the future.

Annual Camp 1997 FIBUA Train in g
The Molotov Cocktail Range, or what happens if you park
ill egally on Belgian Army Training Areas

WELCOME
The Squadron welcomes the following on transfer from 31 Sig Regt
gts Diana and tephen Bland , ig Charlotte Foakes. We hope 1ha1
they will enjoy their service with the Essex Yeomanry Sig Sqn.

began the commissioning course in January l 996 and am due to pass out
on December 12. when I will join Royal ignals, and I am sure my time
in the TA will stand me in good stead.
OCdt Jill Hamlin: Junior Term Blenheim or Waterloo oy TB
formerly 2Lt from 57 Sig qn (whil t with Regt) expected to be
commissioned into AG (ETS) 10th Apnl 1998. Having attended school
and the sixth form college m Colchester, I studied for a music degree at
the Univer ity of Birmingham from 1990-1993. During this time, I wa
an active member of the Birmingham UOTC a olcly infantry unit, and
took part in many adventurous training cour e . I was commissioned into
the TA in August 1992 and beld the position of Platoon Commander
throughout my final year. My service with the OTC and the experience I
gained from visiting various units for weekends or on attachment had
served to strengthen my desire to join the Regular Army. however, on
graduation I took a year out to travel around the world for eight months
visiting 12 different countries.
On return, I moved to Cheltenham for a I year Post Graduate
Certificate of Education and transferred to 57 ig Sqn, part of 71 (Y) Sig
Regt at the time. A 2IC of a Troop in Cheltenham, l took part in various
exercises, organised a Troop weekend and attended the CRS trials
which gave me an excellent preview of the equipment prior to its official
introduction. During my time with 57 Sig qn, it became part of 39 Sig
Regt but shortly afterwards, the offer of a peripatetic teaching JOb in
Leice ter took me to that part of the country. 3
ig Regt based in
hefficld became my next unit during which time I was 2IC of the
Leicester Tp before moving to Derby (46 Sqn) to take on the role of Tp
Comd. By this time however, my application for the regular army had
been sent and I attended the RCB in ovember 1996 by which time I had
left my job in Leicester to return to my home town of Colche ter. I taught
in a primary school for a term. had four month to prepare my elf for
Sandhurst and entered the military academy in May 1997. sponsored by
AGC (ETS) (At 24, I was told that I wa too old for the Royal Signal !) I
am currently in my fir t term and looking forward to what I hope will be
a long and ucce sful career in the army.

Are they really going to shorten Sig Steve Cross?
OFFICER RECRUITME T
Tbe Regiment has the unusual and noteworthy achievement of having
a former member in each term at the Royal Mili tary Academy Sandhurst.
A pen picture of their careers to date is shown below by the three OCdt :
OCdt Jeremy Toze: (Senior Term Mons Coy)- formerly pl of 70
(EY) Sig Sqn and commi sioned into R Signals 8th Augu. t 1997. In
October 1992 I was atte ted and joined 882 Tp, 70 (EY) Sig Sqn, as a
recruit of eighteen. In my first year I completed basic training at Hellcs
Barracks, .Cattcrick. with 11 Sig Regi. This was a time of bulling, ironing
and cleaning, learnmg to both act and look like a soldier. A a recruit of
Hclles Barracks, 1 had barely begun to learn tbc intricacies of the PRC
320 radio before l was off to University and a new unit. Wbilst nt
Birmingham University I combined my studies with the TA. I served with
A Coy, 5th Bn The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers, first in the mortar
platoon an~ then in th_e ri0e platoons. Whilst here I sharpened up my
infantry skills, compct mg 111 the Cambrian Patrol and earning a bronze
medal, and I completed the Section Commanders Battle Course at ITC
Wales. Th ree years on and with a degree in sports tt1dies and a set of
Cpls tape to my credit I moved back to Essex and rejoined my old unit.
Back 111 882 Tp I quickly became the unofficial tactics instructor helping
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ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt D. R. Seymo ur
Tp SSgt
gt Ware
The exercise season is upon us (did it ever go away), Poland looms
large and the Division continues to steal our weekend . In addition. the
Troop continues to hrink and thi shows no sign of abating, with at lea t
three people looking likely to join I RTR on operations in Cyprn over the
ew Year. We can, however, welcome Cpl Jim Pearsall and wife
C hristiane who have made the hort journey down from Herford. ot
only has Cpl Pearsall been dropped in at the deep end as Complex
Corporal, he has also been called upon to pen a section of the e Wire
ote . In addition, he ha been required to price up the co 1 of cork. for
the map board so that the taff do not hurt them elves pu hmg pins into
hard wood.
EXERCISE THIRD LINK 27 A GUST-5 EPTEMBER 1997
by Cpl Jim Pearsall
It wa exactly midday when we rolled out of Barker ~arra~k , towards
our first exercise location. Thi wa to be my first exerc1 c with an Armd
Bdc and , although I had taken part in many di vi ional excrci. es, l wa
aware that this wa to be an c111irely new experience. The 0 had told me
I had a lot to learn ... .. he wa n'tjoking.
The fir t ·et-up was in the sweltering heat, typical of a late Augu t
a~crn oon. Everyone worked frant ically, not on ly toe tablish the HQ, but
_also to figh t off the post-leave blue and lethargy. I hid ~een .in the unit
for exactly 3 days and I wa already out one ·crc1se. walking directly into
the job of omplcx orporal. Under the expert and watchful eye of
gt Rick Ware , gt Steve Ma ye ll and LC pl Don "I'm off to
Blandford" Garner, I managed to get to grip with the et up of the HQ,
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including that rather large tent. As the Exerci e progressed, the set up
drill became licker and the tear down times became le and les . This
wa due in no mall part to the pure blood. sweat and tears that wa · put in
by the member of Alpha Tp.
After the fir ·t few moves, we all managed to ettle into a kind of
routine, everybody went about their bu iness a nom1al on exerci e; the
operator operated. The R M caught people without helmet ...... or
webbing, which helped the guard situation no end. The HQ remained
static over the weekend. Thi gave the operator a much needed
opportunity to ort out the numerous technical and mechanical faults on
the vehicle , as well a fit in any e ential per onal admin, like Jeep.
LCpl McMullan and ig Matt Covcrley laboured tirelcs ly to change
all their track pads and ig Kelly MacGregor did ju t about every piece
of work she could find. Meanwhile ig Oz 0 mond did lots of pan ba h
and ig arah Booker toiled hard to develop her reputed collection of
bed·ore .
When the ta ff arrived, we had been in the field for ix day:. and had
reached the tandard required to work along ·ide the ta!T with minimum
hiccup . Thi i not to sa that Murphy' Law did not trike. or that
mistake , both large and mall, did not occur. They did. and normally on
change of control. However, a the qn omd pointed out. the ume and
place to make the e mi take wa now, on a training cxcrci e. Upon
return to camp, everybody felt that they had , at least, learnt omething
and could look forward to two week in barracks to prepare for our
forthcomi ng deployment to Poland on Ex Ian Eagle.
Finally, congratulation arc in ordt>r for hr.i Ro" land .who \\as
promoted to lance Corporal during the exercise and to 1g Bruce
Morrison who celebrated hi 21 t birthday in the field. La 1. but by no
mean least. congratulation are due to Lt (nO\\ apt) C) mour on
finally tying th knot on ummer leave. We"'' h him and hi: wife. El).
all the very best for the future.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp gt

Lt Bill Holbrook
gt Jim Crabb

ores written by ig Andy los with a little help from ig Phil Gm) .
ince our return from Bo~nia. life \\ithin the Tro p ha,· be n hectic 10
ay the lea t, o what a culture shock for ne\\ arri\'ab. Welcome to the
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troop L pl ·:-.1o • lorri on, igs te' ie Bon ring, mudge Smith, :md
Phil Tm not intere tcd' tillie. Our far wells go to LCpl l\lcGlinchey,
off to 2 0 ig qn and LCpl tu 'Gold Du t' Farmer who attends hi
clas · one upgrading in Blandford. The Bde's training year, a ·e mingly
ne'er ending string of exerc:i • ·, has been earned out ince our return
from Bo ·nia. all in preparation for our deployment to Poland. Ex Ian
Eagle will be the quadron· ere cendo 10 an extremely hard year.
Brilliant Bravo Tp are looking forward to deploying and ,pe nd ing
another three w eks out of barracks- OT! , but are quietly confident tl1at
we will meet the challenge, e ·eel ursel\'eS and how the Divi ion what a
punch the Mailed fi t can pack.
It' not all work and no play. During the Divi ional E ·erci e ' Rhino
pear· a 24hr morale period was called, giving u the chance to anend the
quadron'. Familie Day, at the Mohnesee ·ailing club. Event uch a
bouncy castles. teddy bears picnic and a coconut shy (which ig Phil
·oc· fa\ouritc' Gray and ig Richie 'MF!' Murtough kindly
\'Olunteered to organi e) were run to keep the kids happy. whil t the o
called adults could play in the water. The funnic t moments were when
L pl Daye 'Tommo' Tho mp on attempted to bow off and got stranded
on the far bank in a topper becau e the wind was blowing the wrong way!
When Cpl Jay "What you doing now' huttleworth displayed 'actions
on getting tuck· and ended up getting himself incapacitated- again on the
far bank. Thank goe to
gt teve ' tallone' Bovan and hi team for
organising a very enjoyable and ucces ful day.
With only a few day to go until deployment, la t minute preparations
arc being carried out and a much ocia lising and morale building is
being fitted in. Hopefully the rail move to Poland will be le eventful
than the one from Bo nia/Croatia/ loveni Croatia/Slovenia/Au trial
Germany- o Lt BiU Holbrook and Sgt 'Mad jock' Crabb hope, come
on lads thi i the Briti h Army !
Qi\1' DEPARTME T
QM
Capt P. Whitehouse
RQM
W02 (RQM ) Drew
As with the re t of the Squadron. we've been very busy in the stores
department since our return from Bosnia. The post tour leave was
enjoyed and needed by u all, however we've now moved into the
exerci e pha e of the year and I'm told we've been bu ier as a unit, but
no-one eems to be able to remember when. With all the exercise ahead,
including Poland and Rhino thi and Rhino that, it seem we'll be able to
low down about Cbri tma (we hope). With all that has been going on in
the depamnent, it would eem to be an ideal time to get posted, which is
exactly what RQMS Schofield has done. Having seen the bright lights of
the Division, he went and got himself promoted and posted. All our best
wishe~ to him. Sally and the kids. It would appear that Sig Thorpe has a
Guardian Angel up there a5 well, not everyone gets a posting to Cyprus.

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn Morrison Cup team
celebrating 2nd Place, in the rain.

"
20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn Morrison Cup Tug-o-War team
celebrating 2nd Place

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
BFP0538
HQ TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj E. A. Davis
RSM
WOJ (R M) Waters
Once again the pa t few months have been a hectic time for the
Squadron.. ot_only has _the Squa~ron deployed once again in support of
IADSR, this time as Div Mam itself ot a problem!), but it has also
managed to get away for a well-de erved summer camp in Bavaria and
till participate in the Freedom of Osnabruck Parade. A usual each task
was successfully accomplished, with different lessons learnt from each
ta ~ing. ot least to make sure the o 2's are in the tailors next year. In
addition the Squadron welcomes the new YofS, W02 (YofS) Ferris and
prepares to bid farewell to the Chief Clerk SSgt 'When I was in the
Cheshire ' mith and the FofS, W02 (FofS) Guy Lewendon . Thank
you f?r aB your hard work and good luck in your new posting, (Where is
1t agam chief?).

PAPA TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

2Lt Andy Hopcraft
SSgt 'Mr Dead' Finnigan

ARRIVALS/FAREWELLS
. The Troop would like to welcome the following posted into Papa Tp
1g Mark Lowes and Sig Tim Stanton. In addition the Troop would like
to say Cheerio to LCpl 'Taff' 'Morocco Mole' Eva ns posted to 3 ADSR
and Sig Carl 'Son of Douglas' Turner posted to JCUNL Good luck lad.
PJWMOTIONS
All members of the Troop would like to congratulate the followiug on
promotion from ,Signaller to LCpl. LCpl ' Vinny' Walsh, LCpl Kev
Geordie Maggot Liddle and LCpl Dawn ' Double D ' Dernie.
EXERCI E RHINO RE PLE
!his was a ~ day exerci e in the picturesque countryside of Hahne
tram1~g area with a scaled down Armoured HQ. A relatively uneventful
exer~1se with Papa "!'°P proving again that even with half the man-power
required we can s~ill ere~t the HQ and break it! Cpl 'Dinger' Bell
findmg out that trymg to hft the FBT with only himself and the wildlife
can cause a few problems.
However, before you set up the FBT you have to get there. Lt
Hopcraft_found that tryin& to find the rolling replen before the location is
~ot that simple. Arrned with map, compass and star cha1t, it still took a
little help from the recce officer to point him in the right direction.
BBGT
What can be said that hasn't already been said about this fun packed
week in Sennelager. See you next year!
THEFUT RE
Now that Rhin.o Charge has been cancelled the Troop i looking
forward to an outmg to the Dummersee with saili ng, windsurfing and
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lager-lager in large amounts. We can also look forward to some fun
shoots at the range, some excellent night navigation rambles and a
fabulo us Inter-Troop sports competition! Can 't wait.
After the Troop returned from Summer Camp in Bavaria, most of us
had gained an extra few pounds. It is still obvious however, that Cpl
' Dinger' Bell is having trouble losing his. It was an excellent time away
from the garages providing plenty of stories and images . One in
particular that is worthy of note is that of 2Lt ' I did rock climbing for one
day and thought I was Sylvester Stallone' Hopcraft, who was declared
the undisputed king of the three man lift! The following few weeks have
been taken up with courses and normal work routine. The Troop would
like to congratulate Cpl ' Dinger' Bell and Cpl 'M ino ' Minorczyk on
passing their EFP. Cpl Mino also ran a 432 driving course and suffered
his fir t two failures , igs Paul Henderson and Vinny (now LCpl)
Walsh .
Best wishes for the future go to LCpl ' Woz' Wright and Denise and
also Sig Andy Parkinson and Marie on their rec e nt marriage s .
Congratulations also go to LCpl's Cowie and Walsh on their recent
promotions. On a sad note, farewells go out to Cpl Craig Elsdon and
LC pl 'Si' Launder. Best of luck in your new postings. On a final note, it
is worth mentioning ig ' GWA' Chapman, because he has never been
mentioned in Th e Wire before and he 's posted soon.

Vic hope he enjoys the sun and ~and and wish him luck. ow we've said
our goodbyes, it i time to say our hclloes and extend a wam1 welcome to
the ne\\ RQM Chris Drew, his wife Corrinne and kids. Also, a hello
to Sig Mooney who will be joining us from sunn y Cyprns.
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SUPPORT TROOP
QM
Capt G. Douglas
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) Mc aught
The last month has been yet another busy one for Support Tp,
including as it did Ex Rhino Replen. It wa a demanding exercise that
stretched everyone to the limits. Once W02 RQM Vince Mc aught
had been killed off by the QM Capt Douglas it was up to Sgt Tony King
(RLC) to take over. Don't panic but the RLC in charge! Much of the
exercise went without sleep except for gt Taff' l never feel that I have a
lot of work to do' Doughty. Other elements of the Troop exercised with
the rest of the Squadron and special awards have to go to W02 (FofS)
Guy Lewendon (Sp Tp) for the ilver blanket cos the Ops Officer gets
hi usual golden blanket. Others include Cpl ean 'Barry the Jock'
Middleton for his eternal wit, even after having completed the worlds
longest guard shift. Lastly the Ginger Award for the most orange hair
whilst on exercise goe to Cpl Paul 'GWA' Bapty.
There have also been plenty of comings and goings, and we say
goodbye to Sgt Mark Newns and wife Alison, Cpl tu McDonald and
Cpl Taff Phillips. We say hello, good evening and welcome to Sgt
Hughes, Sigs Keepin, Bryden, Morgan and Francis. Also to ' Jabba the
Lineman' ig Jocky Thornton, who amply takes o er from Sig Andy
Carvi n who although isn't posted, does feel somewhat thinner. As a
footnote we have to say a special goodbye to our Foreman, W02 (FofS)
Lewendon and his wife Jo on their departure to 220 Sig Sqn. And of
course hello to SSgt (FofS) Phil Johnson who is going to provide a lot
of competition for the most ginger hair on exerci e award . Watch out
' GWA Bap Mong·. Thanks also have to go to Sgt Jules Thorne, Sgt
Dave Covey and Cpl Sean ' Barry the Jock' Middleton for them putting
pen to paper and Barry for con tantly butting in all the time ...
ADVE TURE TRAINING
Whilst the Comms Tp enjoyed the delights of the Englehoff Lodge
for their adventure training down in sunny Bavaria; Support Tp opted for
somewhere closer to home, the Mohnesee Sailing Club near Soe t. The
former home of 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. Eight days of watersport,
including wind surfing, canoeing and sailing were enjoyed by most of the
Troop, with the rest concentrating their trength on mountain biking,
walking and crazy-go! f! ! !!! !
With the weather being a bit of a mixture. suntans of the week go to
Cpl Andy McMullan, who gave a good impre sion of two faces from
the Batman movie and LCpl Creeley who, god know how, managed to
get just his knees sunbumt. Although the days were long entertainment
at night wa very much self-help and with the arrival of the karaoke
machine things started to go down hill fa t. A heated inging competition
soon followed, with Cpl Andy McMullan just beating Sgt Tony King of
the RLC, to the post. The QM, Capt Douglas, was left to find olitude in
a bottle of wine and a book on WWI Battlefield's whilst poradic
renditions of, " Are you affiliated," were boomed around the bar? A
brewery trip was to follow later in the week to the Hoenfelder brewery,
near Lip tatte. Much to the displeasure of Cp l ·'Quark" Phillips who
opted for a nooze in the car rather than face the mu ic again. Once more
we were hosted well by the brewery and the aim wa achieved.
ew members to the Troop are LCpl Paul Creeley, LCpl Forster
REME, Cpl Graham REME , LCpl Dugmore REME and Sig Steptoe
who has adopted the unfortunate name of Harold, I wonder why!! Our
goodbye go to LCpl ·Ginge' Duncan, ig 'Olly' Alcock, Sig Damion
Parrish and Sig 'Brad ' Bradbury. We wi b you all well in the future.
Our thank must go to S gt Dave Hizzet for doing mo t of the ground
work in organi ing the trip, and the staff at the Mohnesee ailing Club for
making our stay a succes ce you next year!!!
EXERCISE RHINO SPEAR
OSCAR TROOP
Ex Rhino Spear was a Divi ional Headquarters CPX conducted by the
Squadron during the month of July, prior to the block leave period. The
Squadron provided Div Main HQ for the duration of the exerci e, with
Papa Tp providing the Diamond One complex under Cpl 'l wi h those
two queen would top argu ing over the Ptarmigan directory' Bell and
Oscar Tp under Cpl ·11s great here , I'm glad J 'm not till in 5 Bde
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anymore' Christie providing the Diamond Two Complex. This all came
under the charge of Lt ' If you think I' m micro managing too much just
tell me to wind my neck in' Hopcraft, who was later pre~entcd with a
golden com beeftin key!
With bayonets fixed, flags flying and swords drawn, (have you seen
that somewhere before YoS)? The two hundred and fourth Sig qn
stormed onto its first location on Guttersloh Camp, and proceeded to
erect more tentage than Billy Smarts Circus and the Oktober Fest in
Munich combined. This set the tone for the rest of the exercise that also
saw us set up in Augsdorf and the chicken factory. Although thi was not
our normal role in life the Squadron applied its unique brand of ze t and
exuberance that it applies to everything that it does and did a more than
ati factory job and received commendation from all around. This despite
the rumour going around about the reason Ex Rhino Charge ha been
cancelled and the fact that the Squadron has been relegated to the role of
Div Support Group (DSG) for Ex Arcade Fusion. This exercise also
marked the end of Cpl now Sgt Dave Thomas time in the Squadron and
welcomed 2Lt 'Odthing' Odling to the Troop. True to form he carried
out the Troops tradition of head butting the back door of an AFV436, but
fortunately he came away with only 6 stitches tc the cranium
(lightweight). Also of note was the presence of gt Stu Leadbeater who
was seen in combats for the first time since his tour in Bosnia 18 month
ago. That Post Traumatic Stress is a terrible thing eh! His job, along with
Sgt Steve Gallagher and S gt orm Fi nnegan was to control the
entrance to the complex. The combined age of these three old timers was
reckoned to total up higher than the number of men deployed on the
exercise.
ew arrivals to the Troop include ig 'Ben' Batte , LCpl ath later
and ig Moxo n . Recent departures include Capt 'Pl954 to follow'
McCole and LCpl Akkalugadu whose replacement ig Bahadar
Gurung from 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn is not due to arrive until December
and will be sorely mi sed.
EXERCISE CITRUS DIAMOND
Over the summer block leave period IO member of204 Sig Sqn spent
two weeks adventure training in Northern Spain. The aim of the
expedition, led by 2Lt Kate Leamon was to trek through the Araganese
Pyrenees following the high level GR! I. After an eventful start to the
expedition with a roll mat deciding to fly off the roof rack, causing LCpl
Bob 'Forest Gump· Strachan to sprint back down the autobahn to fetch
it; two eparate punctures and an unscheduled night spent in a French
garage; the expedition ran more smoothly.
The fir t three days of the trek saw some 'Bravo Two Zero ' beroi m
from SSgt orrn Finnegan in an attempt to find water and re ulted in
three members of the expedition being accu ed of acting like tramps
whilst waiting for the minibus. After a well earned rest day, the group
went on to complete a series of one day walks, covering the ational
Park of Ordesa. Although exhausting, everybody enjoyed the trekking
phase of the expedition with three members now being recommended for
UEL Training-LC pl Jase 'J can run down a mountain' Hawksworth
LCpl Bob 'Forest Gump' Strachen and LCpl Woz 'I can tab up a
mountain' Wright. The entire group improved their navigational abilities
and Sig Paddy ·chocolate gives me spots· Grill dramatically improved
his confidence in covering rough terrain.
Two days R & R were spent in Biarritz. A five hour thunderstorm
interrupted our training programme rather drastically, but all wa forgiven
when the local village threw a huge street party two night in a row. It
provided ig Paul 'Chappy' Chapman with the ideal opportunity to
' socialise' with the locals, even if the one in question did tum out to be
English. Bar a slight mi understanding in Lourdes over the meeting
place, there were no mishaps on the way back and everybody had a
chance to use that unspent currency in the PX before returning to
Osnabruck for block leave.

Sig Chapman, Sig Turner, LCpl Hawksworth
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Sig Calderwood, Sig Smale-S aunders
EXER I E TAM EG DIA 10ND
M LAY IA ' EXPEDITIO ' 13TH JU E-8TH JULY 1997
by igs Evans and later
Ex Tamneg Diamond was an expedition into the den e jungles of lhe
Malaysian Taman l egara ational Park. It all began when the 8 membe1
of the team. all from units within 4 Armd Bde, met up out ide Bde HQ on
the morning of the 13th June. From here we were transported to Frankfun
airpon. The team compri ed of Lt Col 'The Bos ' Ingram RLC, Cpl
Pete hea rer RLC, Cpl Tex Larra my and A ndy Stevens 21 Engr ,
pr imon 'Mumble ' Cross 21 Engrs, Pte Claire MacArron AG .
and last but not lea t igs ean (Taft) Evans and Lee later 204 Sig
qn.
The amount of personal baggage taken along caused a few problems,
firstly we had to end for a bigger minibu to get u all to the airpon, with
all our ·essentials"! Then the weight cau ed a problem at the check-in
de k. Pte C laire Macarron wa ome what hocked, when a ked to
produce DM200 for exces baggage. But when converged upon by all
eight member of the team, the nice lady behind the desk changed her
mind and allowed the baggage on for free! Finally, 21 and a half-hours
later we reached Kuala Lumpur, Malay ia's capital city. After finding
lodgings in KL' International Youth Hostel. the group was eager to get
out and see the city's ights. Much haggling followed in China Town's
markets and we sampled ome of the local culture(!) before reruming to
recover from the jet lag.
The two nights we pent in KL passed quickly before it was time to et
off into the sticks of the National Park. It took a 6hr train journey, a rough
night sleeping on a train station plarfonn, a 40 minute bus journey and a
3hr river boat ride to reach the Taman egara Park HQ. The HQ setting
was a modem illage in a clearing on the edge of the river, with plenty of
accommodation, restaurants, a bop, laundry ervice and a riverboat taxi
service. It i an excellent place to go and relax. However, there was none
of that for u . The next morning we paraded with all our re-packed kit
and seven day rations for our first task- to climb Mount Gunung Tahan
which i the highest peak in We t Malay ia. With our guide leading the
way we et off on our journey in high spirits.
ig Lee later uffered the first disaster after only 500 metres into the
trip. While cro sing one of the many bogs. both his feet became stuck in
the thick mud. However, he did manage to pull himself free with a loud
squelch only Lo find the oles of borh his boots had remained exactly
where they were. A hon break followed while he changed into bis only
remaining footwear..... a pair of' Jesus sandal '.
We trogged on and covered the first 12km stretch of the 110 km round
trip in 4 hrs. At the first campsite we pitched up and it quickly became
apparent that along with all the sweat, everyone had also lost most of the
high spirits they started out with. Somehow this wasn't the swan
everybody believed it was going to be. Already suffering from leech and
insect bites, some of the group had developed 'strange' rashes. The
ex1!eme heat and humidity was also getting to us. Even at night when
trymg to leep the heat remained constant and the noises of the jungle
kept many of us awake. An early start followed the next day, again our
guide ·Mizzy' led the way. Even though it was only our second day the
problem of not properly acclimatising and the various fitness levels
within the team began to show. Everyone also carried far too much kit
with the average bergen weighting 70lbs. The ground was very hard
going and the deeper into the jungle we went, the more it seemed to close
in around us. After an arduous six-hour hike, we reached our second
campsite by a river, 25km from the Park HQ. After pitching our tents we
tucked into om: of our 'j ust' edible de-hydrated meals, which were
wa hed down with a couple of achcts of dioralyte. An early night
followed before day 3 in which we had to complete 6 river crossings as
P";f1 ?four journey. ig Lee later actually managed to get some sleep
this !1me, much to the annoyance of everyone else, who had to endure his
nonng ere ccndo .
We_ cleared up the cami;>site before setting ofT at 8 am to attempt our
first nver crossmg. Our guide crossed first followed by C pl Pete Shea rer
stating, "'Make sure you all place one foot firmly on the bottom before
you move the other". On his second step he slipped and fell in much to
the amusement of the rest of the group. Sig Taff Eva ns also found it hard
to swim with a bergen on his back. So he too disappeared into the water.
It took us four and a half-hour to clear the river crossings and reach the
next camp. After an hours rest, we tended our feet with powder, cream
and fre h sock before setting off to the next camp (Wrays Camp),
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agamst the adnce of our guide! It was only 5km to the next camp but it
proved to be '"the straw that broke the camels back'". The journey was all
up hill with plenty of emphasis on the ·up '. This ever inclining hill was Lo
be nicknamed "'heart break ridge'" by the group. Along the way the group
split. the fitter one rJcing ahead aflcr collecting all the tents in order to
et up the next camp before dark . Some of the remainder of the team
didn 't make it in until after dark and were totally exhausted. Cpl Andy
tevens wa especially troubled with extreme cramps and had Lo be
helped along by Cpl Pete Shearer. ig Lee Slater's med pack was put to
good use that night. Afler an ·all-in ' meal the team got together and
decided it would be in everyone's interests if we ct ofTa bit later the next
day in order to give everyone time to recover. Some of us al o lefi sta. hes
of kit to lighten our bergen's, things like extra clothes, rock climbing
equipment. extra rations which we could collect on our return journey.
The •Boss' only left behind a couple of pairs of underwear and a wet pair
of ocks which he later regretted. A did other who never left anything
behind.
A 9am tart sa\ the beginning of the new day. A tough but breathtaking journey took u across the ridge above the jungle. Often
submer ed in cloud cover we carefully negotiated our way acros the
tricky ground. Again the group split with the three Engrs leading closely
followed by igs Lee later and ·TafT' Evans. About 45 minute behind
them came Pte Claire Macarron who ploughed on, detennined to get
the job done and then came The 'Bos ' who was accompanied by Cpl
Pete hearer.
At the top of a couple of steep rock faces that we had to climb, the
team stopped to take in the excellent panoramic views and to allow the
other in the group to catch up. Sigs Taff Evans and Lee Slater then took
the lead to the next camp, not reali ing they 'd taken the wrong path. After
walking for 2 hrs in the wrong direction they eventua lly realised their
mistake, when di tant shouts from a far off camp ite told them they were
going the wrong way. After much hinfing and a further 2hrs walking,
they retraced their step and arrived at the campsite just before dark, to
the cheers and app lause of the rest of tJ1e group. This was the final
campsite before the summit that we could see in the di tance. Because
this campsite was going to be u ed again the next day, we decided to
leave all our kit behind and take one bergen between two to the ummit.
Carrying waterproofs, water and warm kit. Another 'all-in seemed to
perk everyone up at the end of this, the fourth day. Two very tired
signallers went to sleep that night de pile the squeal ing and running
around of all the rats that bad appeared just after dark.
ext morning everyone woke feeling refre hed and eager to conquer
the summit. It was a I4km round trip which took us just under 4 hour .
ig Lee Slater looked a bit pale a he nursed his hornet sting that he
acquired after gate crashing their nest. 'The Bo ' accompanied by Cpl
Pete Shearer came in about a half an hour later with the look of relief a
he reached the peak. A 30min photo shoot then followed as we all got
photographic evidence that we'd made it to the top. Rested and bored of
the tranquil scenery we beaded back down to the campsite, everyone
eager to take a bath in the nearby mountain stream.

The 'relieved team' at the s u mmit ...
a ll except the Boss (who was sti ll on h is w a y up )
We all sat round a campfire and chatted about the trip so far and how
much we were looking forward to R+R. It now seemed very unlikely that
we would complete the second phase of the exercise. This wa another
jungle trek lasting 8 days retracing the path of a river until we reached the
East Coast. Already a day and half behind our schedule we realised we
w_ere going to be out an extra 2 days longer than we expected bringing the
trip to a total of 9 days. The problem being we 'd all only brought seven
days rations each, so we had to miss the odd meal to conserve our food.
We r~traced ground already covered on our return journey of the 6th day.
Passmg through Wray Camp and thankfully going down 'heartbreak
ndge' instead of up, 'The Boss' was beginning to worry the group a he
was extremely exhausted but wa determined to keep going. C pl Tex
La rra my who proved to be the fittest member of the team left the group
a!1d raced to the next camp. Leaving his bergen there he came back up the
ridge and helped 'The Boss' along with his kit.
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The whole team was into the next camp and set up by 6pm and had the
luxury of being able to bathe in the river once agai n. Just as darkness fell
we gathered together and discussed our situation. Extremely exhausted
'The Boss' felt he wouldn't be able to complete the trip back on foot.
Everyone had their own opinion on what should happen but the overall
decision was that whatever happened we'd finish as a team . With that we
all turned in before awakening on the seventh day. With 'The Boss '
feeling a liule better we crossed the six rivers into the next camp after 4
and half-hours . Instead of continuing onto the next camp it was obvious
' The Boss ' had pretty much burned himsel f out and we had to call a halt
at 2pm to pitch up lo allow him to recuperate. Aga in we all sat down and
assessed the situation, each person expressing how th ey felt. It was
decided that if 'The Boss' felt he couldn't continue the next morning Pte
C laire Macarron would tay behind with him while the remainder
finished the last 26km to get some outside help.
ow the second phase of th e exerci e was completely out of the
question. However, 'The Boss' did wake the next morning feeling much
better afier the long rest. The next day continued on with Sig Slater

remaining alongside ' The Boss'. being the team medic. Takin g it as
easily as we could we made it to the final camp at 5pm again we all
rested. We all had to crape together what food we had lefi to provide us
with some ort of meal. It amazing how far a couple of packets of
semolina and a blob of jam can go. The 9th and final day took 4hrs to
complete but as decided we waited for each other and finished a a team.
Although everyone was exhausted we all beamed with atisfaction of
completing the exercise knowing there was only R+R to come. Afier a
couple of days in the Park HQ recovering we all headed back down to
Kuala Lumpur where we . tayed for one night after which we all went our
separate ways for R+ R.
Looking back it was definitely an Exercise we wouldn't have mis ed
for the world. The satisfaction of completing the mountain phase was
well worth the experience and effort but we'll think twice before going
on an Exercise back into the jungle . All in all it was a fantastic
opportunity and one which we would certainly re..:ommend to anyone
should the chance arise again.

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

EXERCISE DRAGO EBOR
by Sig Taylor
Alpha Tp departed on Ex Dragon Ebor from the 6th to the 14th of July
for the annual adventure training camp at Penhale Camp, Rhyl , Orth
Wales. The in tructors laid on numerou activities including rock
climbing, canoeing, wind urfing, hill walking and con ervation work.
Cpl Colin Hoare decided that the rock climbing was a bi t extreme
becau e, a he put it, · Why climb when you can walk round!' Whilst
wind surfing most people found they did more swimming than surfing as
turning the board proved beyond mo t abilities. This meant a slow, cold
and very wet trip back across the lake. Tho c not exhausted from the
activitie went out at night on a Anglo/Welsh public relation exerci e.
LCpls Steve Birchall and teve Heywood decided to Bungee jump off
the sea wall teve Heywood decided he would be daring but forgot he
didn't have a rope attached to him. The experience was a painful one!
Whil tin Rhyl Lt Paul Griffiths .had his leaving party, where he was
found guilty by Kangaroo Court for falling asleep in hi curry and being a
boy racer (to name a few of his many erious offences). Hi sentence was
to be covered in baked beans, rice and then attacked by water pistol .
Although keenly competed for these tasks were carried out
enthusiastically by LCpl 'ick Tons and Sigs John Atkinson and 'Johno'
Johnson. We wi h Lt Griffiths all the very be t in hi new capacity as a
student whose specialist subject is colouring in and not going over the
lines! As we compile these notes the Troop i preparing for a tour of
Bosnia. Look out for more instalments from Comm Tp out in theatre.
OP LODESTAR PRE DEPLOYME T TRAINING
As time starts to run out before the Squadron deploy en ma to Banja
Luka and other delightful places in Bo nia the level of training
inten ifies. In late Augu t and early September the Squadron queezcd in
military training at
TAT, Warn1in ter followed by a comms package in
Catterick.
The Bde HQ deployed with u to complete the
TAT package which
was run by 2 Para. Two days of range culminated in a live fire casevac
in teams of four. The first team to go through was led by the Tiffy,
gt
Tom Cambrid ge. As the team cro sed open ground it came under
eITective enemy fire, imulated by a para off to one side. Being a well
trained soldier the Tiffy, without pause, identified the direction the shot
were fired from and returned fire . eedles to ay tJ1e para took cover!
Having somehow completed the range package without serious injury the
training concentrated on subjects related to the forthcoming tour. Two
days of tands ranging from learning erbo-Croat to mine awareness
proved very hectic but informative. The culmination of thi wa a day of
confirmation exercise and the opportunity for the quadron to put in to
practice all that had been taught.

The favourite incident involved an AFV that had crashed into a house
with numerous dangers, casualties to deal with, reporters to keep informed
and a large angry crowd to control. This last task brought the best out of
the quadron. Dres cd as Bosnians the soldiers of 2 Para revelled at the
opportunity of 'roughing up hats'. ot so quickly thought LCpl 'Alex'
lexander as he laid out the largest Para he could find with a short right
hook. Sgt Rob Ende r by resorted to hooting the civilians he took a
di like to-we know who won't be allowed out of the Metal Factory!

Technicians at wo rk o r play-ls there a d ifference?
The training fini bed, the quadron moved back to Catterick to hone
comms skilL. With o many y tem in theatre it was e ential that a
thorough briefing was given to forewarn of what to expect. Thank to
YofS A ud y Drummo nd and FofS Andy W illi a m s for clearing that
up-everything· a clear a mud. By the time of the next ~Vire i ue the
quadron will be in theatre; so we take the opportunity of wishing tho e
going and tho e taying a ate and succes ful tour.

have CXP
where they are to be placed in the
text, otherwise they
MAY NOT BE USED
The Bosn ian Scarecrow Stand
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E ' ER I EA Tl EIMPRO EME T
After a busy period with PRE and R IT in pection , the quadron wa
preparing to deplo on Ex Active lmpro ement, our fir t M D (C)
exercise in Belgium. A well a being our first exercise~ ith 1ND ( ), it
wa al o our first time for a while with the ta ff occupying the HQ, o the
pre ure was on to en ure that everything wa up to peed. Coupled with
thi we al o had attached to u the I t Platoon of the Dutch 135 ignal
Battalion. They were providing the trunk conununication with the ir
Zodiac and V AT atellite y tern. and a few teething trouble had to be
ironed out to en ure that our procedure and theirs could come together in
a workable fashion! There was plenty of movement during the exercise
that gave the quadron a lot of practice in tl1e tear down, movement, and
et up procedures. Early on they became very slick indeed, and the fact
that the ta ff had to tab in the last 2 kilometres into location and, a u ual,
ba ha up in the wood , provided a morale boost to all

U DERWATER HELICOPTER ESCAPE TRAI ER
RNAS YEOVILTO T
\Vhilst Alpha Tp were away at ijmegen, Bravo Tp, and some of the
remainder of Alpha Tp were away at R AS Yeovilton al the Fleet Air
Arm's dreaded Underwater Helicopter E cape Trainer, nicknamed the
'Dunker'. A pleasant evening doing the mu ic quiz and a few drinks in
the NAAFI preceded the days training, before setting off first thing in the
morning to get 'dunked '. For tho e who haven't seen the film 'an Officer
and a gentleman', tl1e dunker consists of what can only be described as a
giant coke can with windows su pended over a large four metre pool.
Having watched harrowing videos of helicopter crashes and being taught
the requisite drills, a nervous tension descended over the group. The
training consisted of four runs, each getting progressively more difficult.
The first run was a straight drop in to the pool, and on the second the
module flipped upside down on impact. The third run was in semi
darkne , and the fourth, and most frightening was in total darkness with
divers on the our ide of the module shaking us about to compleie the
di orientation.
All the group completed the training well, except for one minor
problem when LCpl Russell released his harne s too early and floated up
ms1de the over turned module ... and away from the exit! Sig C hapm an
showed his con iderable agility by managing to escape through the
pilo~s' exit before the pilots had even been released, earning him the
gratitude of all when they were forced to repeat that particular practice!
The sense of achievement having gone through such an experience was
felt by all but no-one felt the desire to ever repeat the experience!
SUPPORT TROOP
QM
Maj B. Britton .
Tp SSgt
SSgt G. Robinson
It 's bee~ a goo_d month for promotions in Support Tp, with
conwatula t1ons gomg to the QM on his _Majority, and to SSgt Ged
Robmson, promoted to W02 SSM on postmg. Also, to Cpl Ben 'Rick'
0 ' Shea, an~ LCpl Clive Oars. We say our farewells to Sgt Robin son,
Sgt Kev Pnce, Cpl Dav Benso n, LC pl 'Paddy' Partridge, and Sig
Campbell. Warm welcomes go to SSgt Latimer, Sgt Willoughby, LCpl
Faylton, LCpl Chambers, Sig Abbott, and Cfn Holt.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt D. As hton
S gt J . Alger
Tp SSgt
The Alpha Army needs to say goodbye to a few of its troopers this
month. Lt Andy Parfitt has left Colchester to go and read a degree at the
Royal Military College of Science at Shrivenham. The bets ha ve been
made as to whether he turns into another 'Shrivenham Groom' and ends
up gett~ng_ a crate of cha~pagne in! Good luck for the future. Sig
Brunskill 1s now e~gaged 1_11 a hf~ of _l uxury with his family in Civvy
Street. '.he Troop 1~tll defirntely miss him and wi h him all the be t. Sig
Foster i_s al o leaving the Army to go and join a Data Communications
Tnstallauon Company. We will all miss the infamous shout of 'FOZZY.'
We all hope he enjoys himself and wish him all the best. ' ew to the
Tr~op i~ 2Lt Ashton whose learning curve is o steep it's overhanging.
Hes arrived here from his Tp Comd course that finished in July. We wait
and see what the fu t~re has m store! Also new to the Troop is Sig
C~ap'!lan who bas arnved from 4 Armd Bde. The Troop is looking strong
gomg mto Ex Gryphons Eye and the exerci es in 1998. ALPHA ARMY!!

LCpl Robinson is briefed on the way into location
Dutch Satellite detachment in the background
. 'ot_all went to plan however, as Sig Fletcher discovered that putting
diesel _m petrol generators can be very bad for your health, although it did
give him the opportunity to practice his pan- bashing technique! The new
Brav~ Tp Comd, 2Lt Bowdler learnt a useful lesson that ' pick up Tac
ig~s on a route card means 'follow', and not collect! 2Lt Ashton
dec!ded that Ra~io wa n't good enough and opted to use CILOP (Celine!
m heu of Ptarmigan) and BATCO to get his point across. When the dust
had cleared (pun_ intended, Alpha Tp!) everyone had learned a lot, both
with our ow_n dnlls, and from the Dutch, who were a pleasure to work
with: More 1mponantly, the StafT, including Brig Elcomb, said that the
sel'\·!ce from th~ Sq_uadron, both moving and static had been the best
they d seen, which 1s a sign of a job well done. Endex wa as usual
gratefully received and some duty free shopping and a Squadr~n smoke;
(Pad~rborner probably the worst lager in the world!) was a ll that
remained before a welcome redeployment back to Blighty.
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Bowdler
Tp SSgt
SSgt K. Shelmerdine
The Tro~p _w~ul~ like to welcome the new Tp Comd, 2Lt Bowdler,
Cpl Steve Bis~ Bishop from 30 S1gs, Cpl Mark Tench and his wife
from I (UK) Div, LCpl 'Zut alor !' Russell and Sig Doran from 4 Bde.
Sad fare~ells g'! to ~ig ~ean_ M.cKay, and LCpl quit·es, who are off to
make thetr way 111 C1v p1v, Sig Baz' Hopgood, off to 8 Bde in Northern
Jreland and_ final ly, Sig Scott Chapman off jetsetting with 30 Sigs.
C_ongratulat1.ons go to LCpl Coo~ey on a well deserved promotion, and to
Sig Sed~ew1ck for his new addition to the Troop, 'Sedge Junior ' (hope
he got his mothers good looks!)
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HANDOVERffAKEOVER OF RSM
WOJ (RSM) Bray left the Squadron to go on to Blandford. We
breathed a large sigh ofrelief-'No more Germany stories' only to find that
the new RSM, WOl Skimmings stepped straight into WOI Bray's shoe
with 24 Air Mobile Bde stories. We wish WOl Bray and his wife Joanne
all the best in the future and welcome WOI Skimming, Samantha and
their children to the Squadron.

pollution and hassle free. That was until Sabre Tp arrived, the pub and
gt 'Dad'
nightclubs had to contend with gt 'U ncle Eric' Head and
Rutland 's version of the Prodigy' dance routines , (mcluding tongue
action). Cpl 'Paul' Young decided to get his skiing in tructors head on
and take LCpl ' Fred West' Deas and ig ' Danny' 0' hea skiing.
Thinking they would come back like bronze Adonis with their bronzing
oil, reality, both came back like sheets of bubble wrap, owing to the many
blisters they got in the sun.
The expedition aim was successfully achieved by all the group who
ascended the Klein Matterhorn. The climb was bard work but the views
were breathtaking. It was a good opportunity for photos. Well apart from
Sgt Head 's atomic flash camera, £9.99 from Argos, which kept our
Japanese counterparts amused for hours. After the 2 week of fantastic
views it was back to reality of Exercise on the slightly le s scenic
Salisbury Plain.

The drowning out of W01 (RSM ) Bray
The Squadron has had a busy but productive summer period including
the Bde FTX, Ex Lion Sun and numerous mall cale exerci es abroad.
Both Troops have oldiers detached to BATU and have provided
assistance to variou Battlegroup and Bde exercise all over the UK.
Personnel have been involved in some good military and adventurous
training, some excerpts of their adventure can be found below.
EXERCISE PRIMARY SIG ET-THE KIWI TROPHY COUR SE
by Sig Janine 'Boiler l' Teague
The date was 22nd July the time was 0730 and I was about to attempt
the Kiwi Trophy Course, a 22km tab to raise money for Bulford Primary
School. Thi was what our Tp Comd, Capt Lloyd Co ll ey and Staffy,
SSgt ' Dwarf' Rutland had been working us towards. For the last 2
months nobody had been looking forward to Friday dinnertime knockoff, for we knew that we would be paying a visit to Salisbury Plain and
saying hello to Sidbury Hill for another training session. The specific
rea on we were doing the event was for new gym equipment for Bulford
CofE Primary School , not just for the sadi tic enjoyment of Sabre Tp
Seniors. There were 16 participants with trophies going to the ftrst three
males and the first female. People soon forgot the attitude of, 'I can do it
in whatever time I like,' as our pride was at take.
For the first 6 mile I was really going for it, then the sun started
beating down so I calmed my pace down a bit. Blisters and boredom et
in at about 9 miles, but I oon topped daydreaming after sliding down a
chalk hill on my bum which brought me down with a bump. Sgt 'Sy'
J enner al o took a tumble and hurt his wrist after ogling at 22 Eng Regt
out on a run . The last tint was on the Bulford Range road that eemed to
drag a little. I wa told Sig Fiona 'Boiler 2' Appleyard was hot on my
heels so r knew I had to pick up the pace as l wanted the female trophy. I
got to the finishing line with ju t one problem, Kiwi Hill stood in my
way. As I crawled, heaved and dragged my elf up it, the finish seemed to
get further and further away, but I eventually got there.
Sig ' Randy utter' Rutter wa the winner followed by Cpl Dave
'Granddad' Skingley in econd place and third went to C pl Paul 'Victor
Meldrew' Young. I was the fir t female to finish. Sig Lee 'If it's not
nailed down, I'll have it ' Copeland finally came in after missing the
mine tape at the foot of the hill. He then went on to tell us that he could
do it again, (forgetti ng to menti on that he had got a lift in the jack
wagon). Sig Emma 'I ' ve actually fini hed a tab' Opie completed the
course with ig tu 'Fat as whale • Bailes who is rumoured to have
being tapping it after being on two ick chit .
EXERCISE IRO HADDOW-SWITZERLA D
by Sig Fiona Appleyard
We had all been looking fol'\vard to this expedition for months. It was
the nice thought of being away from exerci e and Sali bury Plain. abre
Tp's adventurous training exercise wa called Iron Haddow named at!cr
the climber Douglas Haddow who wa killed in the region in 1856. This
filled u with confidence! After the long. bumpy drive to witzerland
goi ng through every border stop just so we could get our passport
stamped, we arrived in Zermatt. We started the exercise with a fe, gcnile
walks, a described by S gt ' Dad' Rutland, we oon came to realise not
to believe a word he sa id as these gentle slope were more like
mountains. Thank to
gt 'Dad' for playing Dr Kildare , my bli ters
were treated many times over. till it was hi. fa ult that I got them in the
first place. Switzerland is such a beautiful country, o untouched by
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On top of the Klein Matterhorn
EXERCISE LIO S
-CYPRU
UGUST SEPTEMBER 1997
The highlight of our summer wa the quadron ' deployment to
Cypru on Ex Lion Sun. The Exerci e concentrated on military rraining
culminating in a final exerci e invol vi ng an E&E phase followed by
CRW Op ending in a ucces ful a ault on Paramali Village. We had a
superb adventurous training package con i ting of ju t about every waterport. To round it all off mot were able to take 3 days R&R, with a large
number taking a whistle top tour of Egypt. ariou pha e of the
exercise are outlined below, by the oldiers at the receiving end. In the
beginning ...
DEPLOY 1E T-OUR DAY 0 TAT RAF LYNEHAM
by SSgt Gosney
Ex Lion un 1997 began with a quadron Parade on unday 17th
August 1997, Chalk comd S gt ·Baldy' Dave Gosney calling the
nom inal roll, only to di cover gt Reg Tm not a pace Cadet hone ·t'
Ebanks wa ab ent. a per true to form! On arrival at South Cerney at
0230, Chalk l were greeted by the unit emplanement officer Lt 1 'ick
Shenow. and were then subjected to a rruly nthralling video on ' hO\\ to
secure one' eat harnes '.On completion of this we were put through the
fir t of many ecurity check prior to our departure for RAF Lyneham.
On our arrival at the very famou. RAF Graveyard an mvitation wa ·
received to participate in yet another ecurity check. followed by a 'chillout · e sion in the departure lounge for an hour or three. before finally
called fon ard for boarding. We jo. tied for the mo t comfortable ·eat·
ready for a long ride. t thi point it had become ob1·ious that ig Kate
Griffith had not previou ly had the plea urc of trawlling by 130. th1
became apparent by her comment 'L thi · a Ycry OLD plane taff"? at
which point this question pro ed to be entirely ju.tificd a: it 1\as
followed by an announcement from tht: aptam, 'Due to an cleetri al
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fault \\C ain'1 goin' nowhere today· . • HO KED' came 1hc
ovem helming reply. fter a lruly ombrc evening pent winding away
the hours m the all rank bar and of course yet another sccurny check,
Chalk I final!) managed to get airb me A 1 Tue, day 19th August 1997.
d s1ina1ion yprus. Chalk I arrived '.!4hrs later. The bemu ed Chalk 2 did
not reah e the\ had boarded the fa.1 Herc.
The true story of thi most ill fated call sign Lion un final Ex 3 day
E · pha e.
B20
D THE DEAD DOG-THEIR GREATEST ADVENT RE YET
b) 2Lt Rob 'Floppy' Francis
Well the exerci e didn '1 tart quite a the troops had expected. ln tead
of a 0400 hrs Reveille for deployment orders. follow d by an a sault on
Parnmali 'illage, it wa a midnight bug out, capture and que tioning!
The Troop were then turfed ou1 U1e back of a 4 tonner in their section in
the middle of nowhere am1ed with only a chargoul of water. (a primi1ivc
canrn water carrier) a few AAFT bi cuits and a handful of boiled
sweets. Three nights on 1he run followed under U1e direction of a friendly
'agent'. from an nemy arn1ed with tracker dog and vehicl .
One patrol to fall foul of the enemy on their final night of evasion. wa
the aptly 1itled B20 led by Cpl 'Mitch' 1itchell and guided by 2Lt
Franci . pon eeing vehicle lights they decided to take cover under a
large bush. The vehicle then 'topped almost on top of them and out
jumped the dog handler with loveable • atan' positively drooling in
anticipation. They then proceeded 10 set up an ambush righ1 on lop of
B20' po ition! Well, there wa little the patrol could do but lie till and
wait for another call ign to walk imo the ambu h then take advantage of
the confusion 10 e cape cunning. Unfortunately the next call ign was 25
minute behind o they enled in for a long wait. After a few minutes a
foul smell was noticed by the stealthily hidden patrol. Afier checking bis
amipits. a member of the patrol noticed that it was not him that smelled
bu1 the soft.. furry object he wa lying again t. Upon clo er in pection it
wa revealed the object had 4 leg e<ich ending in a paw. and was in the
latter stages of decay. They had taken cover on 1op of a dead dog! Unable
to move, they were forced to lie till for a further 20 minute w1til Cpl
Wil on and hi ection stumbled upon the ambu h and gave B20 their
chance to get away to write another bestseller.
GIRL POWER RECCE PATROL
by ig Fiona Appleyard
This wa an opportunity lO prove women were no longer relegated to
the kitchen. We'd been let loo e with rifles, thunderflashes etc. Myself,
Sig ppleyard had been ta ked to lead a section of men thro.ugb the
wildeme of Cyprus to patrol and observe the enemy. I ay again lo
patrol and observe the enemy. Forget the pice Girls this wa real Girl
Power. After a et of orders and a bit of help tl1rough sign language by
Cpl ·Mitch' Mitchell, I informed the lads of the task in front of them. l
knew my map reading wasn't up to scratch but what the hell. I was going
for it. After the first bearing I wa sure I was on the correct track. By Lt
Shenow's face [knew l"d gone wrong somewhere. My answer wa 'Well
if we follow this track and we end up at the coast I know we ·re on the
wrong track'. Sure enough we were on the wrong track. Start again [
thought. This spice girl was a bit of a bluff spice.
After many wrong 1ums, we finally potted 1be enemy. [ dropped my
men off taking the Sqn Cook, Pte 'Olive' Schmid with me. Can you
imagine me amied with my hairbrush and mirror and Pte chmid with
hi ladle. nor could I! After ob erving them it became apparent they were
gelling a bit too close for comfort. so we made a quick retreat and I got
the boys home for tea and medal . Luckily I escaped with all my nails
intact and not a hair out of place. A Chef battles with priorities 011 various
'Reece' Patrols-(' EGG OPS' is the in house name for our Chefs).
THE FIN L ATTACK-EGG OPS FORWARD
by Pte chmid
Being a Chef attached to 215 Sig Sqn I didn't expect to find myself
grunting it in the Bondoo in Sou1hern Cyprus. Normally I would be
dragging a dodgy cook's trailer across Salisbury Plain. However, I
realised being a rifleman ou t in the field l did not possess the normal
Chef comforts uch as egg banjos at 0500 hrs. Also sleeping on an
assortment of thorns and the occasional dead dog was different to a
comfortable warm cooks' tent.
On the first night we went out on a recce and set up an observation
post. I lhink I was confused with what we were recceing as I kept stating
that, 'This would be a good location for a field cookhouse.' o one told
me what an observation post was. I thought it was a spot I chose to
observe oldiers acros my hotplate. A couple of days later and having
tabbed a few hundred miles 1 was still intent on finding a suitable
location for my cook trailer. I was now getting distressed frustrated and
tired even a building would have been perfect. Lo and b~hold when we
arrived at _our final assault position my eyes lit up and l found my elf
getting quite aroused by the fact 1ha1 we were about to clear an entire
village of buildings. Perfect for several field kitchens. The only problem
there was the building. were inhabited by a large amount of enemy
ragheads. o I loaded up my rifle, made sure I had plenty of rations I
mean rounds, and went in looking like Rambo. At last we had cleared the
village and I was happy I had survived and fo und the perfect spot for my
cooks trailer, only to realise that someone had called Endex and the OC
wasn:t in the slightest bit interested in where I was going to site my
utensils Maybe one day they'll listen to me, after all an Army marches
on It feet or something like that. One report on adventure training
durmg the Ex. Windsurfing, canoeing. water skiing and of course Banana
Boaung were al o enjoyed.
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215 IG AL SQ
DRO ASSISTANCE TO EXEJ{CJSE COOKS
CHALLE GE
On unday 24th Augus1 I 99 7 whilsl on Ex Lion Sun I. Cpl Mick
Robinson was asked by the qn Comd, Maj Phil Davies if he was
intcres1ed in running a s1agc of Ex Cook Challenge for charity. I was
1old that I would be joined by Capt 'Mad' McKenzie, Lt ick Shenow,
RQ 1S ' Hey Hey· Carr and last but not leas! SSgt Paul Adams. Then
came 1he hidden blow, 'Reveille, Cpl R is al 0330.', my reply wa ' doh ' .
The run was in aid of funding research for Motor euronc Di case. The
former OinC, Maj Gen Bob Cook had died from the di case back in
February.
Tim, his son decided 10 nm across ypru from Cape Akami to Cape
Greco in 7 days (which is a feat of some 180 mile ) to raise money for
the charity and a a gesture to his father ' life. The RV for our 15 mile
tage wa on a small track on 1he slopes of Mount Olympu . This tage
was again broken down into two further stages. The first tage ended
after 5 miles of steady climbing with a one and a half hour top and it
wa good 10 see U1e sunrise, also Tim could have breakfast and morale
remained very high. Then the 10 mile stage, this wa a slow and steady
climb up 10 the top, but we did have a litlle brea1her in the middle to take
in fluid. We arrived in Troodos at around midday, all 1hat wa lefi was to
run from Olympus down to Troodos station the end of the stage.
Three days later we then met back up with Tim for his final leg from
Ayia apa to Cape Greco, which went via is i Beach. We shook the
charity buckets and it was hard trying to keep our mind on the job, thank
God for one's unglas e . We still managed to raise around C£200 and
the odd Scandinavian coin from the touris1s. Then it was off lo Cape
Greco where T im put in a sprint finish, we were lefi standing which wa
not bad considering he bad ju t run 180 mile in considerable heat. All
that was left was to rai e money from our own quadron for the charity,
Maj Phil Davies tackled the Officer and SNCO and C pl Mick
Robinson collared the rest with a combined effort of C£1 IO and with a
big thank you from Tim Cook.
DIVING-THE NDERSEA WORLD OF CPLS WOLF A D
MITCHELL
Several member of the quadron decided to sacrifice ome of their
well earned summer leave to participale in a · ovice Diving Course at
Bulford pool. Unfortunately some of the First Aid theory lecture proved
to be too strong for a certain member alia Sig Kev Bickford, who had to
leave the room when bodily fluids were mentioned. The course put us in
good tead for Ex Liou Sun. After the initial i sue of equipment including
a pink mask and purple wet uit for Cpl 'Spence' Wolf, we made our
way down to Dhekelia jetty for our first open water dive. Sig Fiona
Appleyard's initial apprehension of the marine life was soon overcome
as we practi ed the kills and drills learned in the swimming pool back in
England. The water temperature was very pleasant and the sights under
the sea even better.
The following day we bimbelled down to the beautiful Green Bay at
the eastern end of the island to practice our recovery drill . Cpl 'Mitch'
Mitchell drew the short straw and got the female instructor for the mouth
to nose drills much to the envy of the re t of the group. Al Green Bay we
had a good look around the sea bed going down to our first IO metre in
the morning and then again later that afternoon. The next two days
proved to be the best of the whole course a we went out by boat 10 some
deeper water to dive. The sunken wreck 'ZENOBIA' which ank 13 years
ago in Larnaca Bay, wa our first real diving adventure. The view of the
wreck at 20 metres were fascinating, unfortuna1ely the air cylinders don't
last forever and the time down there seemed all too short. The hwnan
haddock, ig Fiona Appleyard seemed to con erve her air forever and
we had to drag her to the surface. Overall the week wa very enjoyable
and a great experience for us all never to be forgotten .

Diving on Ex Lion Sun
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

Sqn Comd
Maj D.G. Halstead
R M
WOl (RSM) Catchpole
Once again another very busy period for the Squadron. Firstly, farewell
and congratulations to WOI (RSM) eil Turnbull who i posted on
gaining his commission to 40 (V) Sig Regt and hello to WOl (R M)
Dave Catchpole who make a welcome return 10 the Squadron . Also
congratulations to
gts ick 'the Viking' Organ for being awarded the
Accumulated Campaign and Service Medal and to Sgt Al Dummer and
Sgt 'Olly' Oliver on being awarded their Long Service and Good
Conduct Medals.

'Polly' Poulson. Good luck to you all. Congratulations to LCpl Glen
Ruscoe, Cpl tan tanbury and a belated well done 10 gt Ian
Dickinson on earning their wings. Welcome to the brotherhood. Finally
'Polly' Poul on on hi recent marriage to Fran.
EXERCISE T
CA TRAIL
Thi year's military training took the para trained element of Mike and
Q Tp on an exchange trip with the 1st 508th Airborne Combat Team in
Vecenza, orthern Italy. The trip had been organised by 4 (V) PARA and
fortunately W02 (Fofs) teve 'limited budget' Ba on managed to
acquire 15 slots for the Troop. After the initial trip up to Pudsey we then
drove all the way down to Lyneham where we emplaned and new to
Verona on the usual Airborne tran portation.

Comd 5 Airborne Bde and Medal Recipients
ALPHA TROOP
Following three weeks hard earned leave the Troop began working on
fitting out the new Wolf vehicle . Under strict instructions not to drill,
paint or modify unless told to so by the Foreman. The Troop now proudly
possesses fourteen wolve and awaits the nod from the techs to fit out the
vehicles designated for the RATT dets. Despite there being no major
exerci e between summer leave and Christma the Troop has been
decimated in number a personnel load them elves onto cour es. Sig
Chris Dowd has taken part in the Spani h Patrol Competition, LCpl
'Loddy' Jones has deployed to the Antarctic witl1 the Briti h Antarctic
Survey team, LCpls 'Rob' Dawson and Jimmy Shaw ha e completed a
Pathfinder 'which morgue shall we visit today?' medical cadre. LCp l Sid
C leworth and Sig 'Thommo' Thompson parachuted into Arnhem and
2Lt 'Tf I can't drink it I'll break it' Lowther is currently leading a Troop
adventure training package into deepe t Bavaria.
A large proporlion of the Troop completed the hideou helicopter
underwater escape trainer, otherwise known a the dunker, at HMS Heron
with one member showing a slight aversion to water before be goe off to
do 'the obvious'. Both the Tp Comd, 2Lt C hambers and the attached
2Lt Lowt her were dunked. 2Lt C hamb ers making the mistake of
attemp1ing to exit the hull through a mall window at the same time a
S ig 'Fat Boy' Finn , before turning around and escaping through the
opposite window. A whaling ship was spotted in the pool although ig
Finn escaped unharmed. S gt Kev R ead can rarely be seen a he
organise the squadron football 'swa n' or . hould that be team?
Sgt 'Olly' Oliver and seven other Troop member deployed to
Denmark on Ex Runnel tone.
Alpha Tp deployed the Main HQ for the iaff College Demo ~ver
three day on Sal isbury Plain. Cpl 'Elvi 'Flounders answered any of the
students questions following an in depth brief by the 5 AB Bdc 03 CIS
Capt Pete • an I put more cam cream on please?' Cubbin and cveral
current stafT officers. The spouer of the week award went to Capt Pete
Cubbin who an wered the following que tion without even thinking:
' How big is your bigge t generator?' Most bone que ti on from t~e
student wa : ·Are you actually planning anything?' Well 1he COS did
ay he wanted the HQ to look u ed! Congratulation to the new attached
officer 2Lt Griffiths, LCpl ·Fish' almon and LCpl Janey who
succes fully fini hed P Coy and now await their jump course. We have_a
few new additions to 1he Troop: Sat id James comes o er from 7 1g
Rcgt, Sig Thorpe and ig ' Percy' Thrower botl1 arrive straight from 11
ig Regt. Welcome to 216 and in particular Alpha Tp. cxl on the
agenda is providing communications for the Cambrian Patrol and
hopefully participating in a TALO exercise with I RGR.
MIKE TROOP
Mike Tp ha been fairly busy since ummer leave due to rcp~irs. from
Ex Pegasus trike. We have had a few new arrival . gt Ian D1ckmson
from dinburgh, congratulation on your promotion, Cpl tan 'The
Man ' tanbury and Cpl Paul Walker. Also a farewell goes to pl Rob
'Grenade' Macadam, LCpl Andy Fish, Cpl 'Bradd' Braddock and pl
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Mike Tp and their transport on Ex Tuscan Trail
The first day took the form of Sustained Airborne Training (better
known as ynthetics) for exiting a U I H 1 Huey helicopter. For all but one
of us, Sgt Taff ' the Ma ter ' Jones, thi was our first de cent from a
Huey. After being told there was a ix second delay before the "chute
open there was a little apprehension but this wa soon overcome by the
somewhat roller coa ter flying the pilots were doing. Everyone from the
Squadron managed to ge1 at least four jump from the Huey which was
an added bonu but unfortunately the final lob from a C 130 wa
cancelled due to bad vi ibility, if that was bad. the American would love
tO jump with the RAF!! All in all we had an excellent 10 days and many
thanks 10 the FofS who went for arranging it
SPA ISH P T ROLS 1997
This event occurs once a year and i run by ·£ cuela Millitar de
Montana y operaciones especiales'-the Spani h F, who invite patrol
from everal countrie to partake in a week long exerci e culminating
with that years SF course pas ing off. Participa1ing thi year were 10
Spani h patrol and a patrol each from France, Germany, Italy. Ponugal,
Holland and otirselve from the UK who were Lt 'Grenade' hort, gt
'Ji m Bean' Paul, LCpl Peace, LCpl Oliver, ig Dowd and ig 'Kitbag·
Charlton. After an une entful 24hr ferry journey from Plymouth 10 t
ndere with nothing to occupy u bu1 the bars and ig Charlton's table
etiquette, \ e embarked on a long dri ve to the camp in the Pyrennee
arriving late that night.

The Spanish Patrol Team en route to Spain
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Early ne. t morning the first e ent began. a neat vertical climb up a
m untain followed by a long tab. U11kuown to ourselv and the other
foreign patrol there wa a et route some di tance away which the
pani h did not inform u of. This re ulted in ome patrols unable to
make it and the Dutch pending the night on the mountain.
Day 2 wa another tab t ting qavigation to the full on yet more hard
terrain that made u realise how 'mall the Brecons were. After tabbing
for om hour in temperature vf 32° , dehydration became a problem
with heat exhaustion tarting to effect the patrol.
Da. 3 was a ·wet' ab eil in ' etsuits down a canyon into what the
pani h referred to a a river with chaotic rock to entertain thoughts of
an easy ride.
Day 4 involved a 2 km paddle ' ith an inflated zodiac down two
re ervoirs and having to carry it I Km cro -country between the two. To
say th paddling was hard would be an understatement and the only break
wa whoever got lucky to act as rudder. On finishing the paddle we
immediately went into a 2.5km swim to the finish. Being that we were of
Airborne warrior and not the ailor type we even urpri ed ourselves
coming 4th out of 16 ptl in thi event, even if we did have ancient
wooden paddles compared with everyone else Gucci high-tee ones. That
night was the celebratory dinner and drinks in Jaca where the Spanish
were based before hitting the town with ig Dowd leading at the front on
the dance-floor with a cros- between John Travolta and Prince aseem.
aturday was pent doing load of drill rehearsing for the pa off,
which involved all the patrols participating, receiving their certificate
and the panish course pa sing off. The RSM would have been proud of
the drill!
The final two days were pent eating olive and drinking an Miguel
and seeing the sights around town with the Papillon pub proving popular
with some patrol members before an uneventful journey back.
EXERCISE RUNNEL STO E 1997
The Exerci e took pl11ce on the 3rd-5th October 1997, centred around
the town ofOdense in Denmark_ The object of the exerci e was to test the
Danish Home Defence Force against patrols from 2 16 (Para) Sig Sqn,
264 ( AS) Sig Sqn and 63 (SA ) Sig Sqn (V) playing the part as an
attacking force. The aim was to conduct a parachute insertion into
Denmark. adly this had Lo be changed to Airland due to high winds.
The first night and early morning was spent conducting CTR's on our
allocated targets one to each patrol. During this pha e of the exercise Cpl
Dave Maxwell was caprured by the Danish defence force . Though be
was sub equently released back into the exercise. The following night our

patrols attacked the posi11ons but only one patrol managed to lay its
demolition charge on the target successfully. This wus accomplished by
borrowing iwo push bikes and ridding around the target whilst the other
members of the patrol engaged the target from the front. The two on the
bikes then strolled in and placed the charge throwing in a few
thunderflashe and smoke grenades for good measure before casually
walking back out. That morning we were extracted by C 130 and back to
RAF Brize Norton.
CAYTHORPE WEEKE D 6-7 EPTEMBER
This is an annual event for the Squadron to commemorate the
anniver ary of the 1st Airborne Division Signals being housed in
Caythorpe Village before deploying on Operation Market Garden. The
quadron had intended a parachute jump in a tl1ree aircraft fly-past that
hopefully would have been led by a DC3 Dakota. We were then meant to
play a football match against the village team and then contribute to their
annual fete. Unfortunately the tragic events of the previous weekend
meant that we had to cancel these plan a they would have coincided
with the funeral of Diana Princess of Wa les. The rest of the weekend
though went ahead as planned.
A tented camp had already been set up by a small team who had
deployed a week earlier under the command of the QM, Capt George
Burrows. Their job was to carry out a number of tasks in aid of the
community. These included painting and repairing St Vincents (the local
church), repair and repaint the Sunday School and clean the memorial to
the fallen and fixing in place a new church notice board which has been
donated by the Squadron. These gallant efforts were led by Sig 'Bobby'
Charlton and LCpl Peace who are now qualified Painters and Decorators.
The reunion dinner held at Caythorpe Hall went extremely well and
the Squadron took re pon ibility for the running of the Old Comrades
Association (OCA) that was the wish of the former members of the I st
Airborne Divi ion. The food was excellent and the drink flowed all
evening with Cpl 'Mad' Jackson and LCpl 'Olive' Oliver engaging in a
tall ta ks competition with tJ1e old boys. The march to the church went
well with the salute taken by Maj Gen A.. J. Dean-Drummond CB,
DSO, MC who led the 'Old Comrades' into the church through an
honour guard of serving Squadron members. The names of those who fell
at Arnhem were read out followed by the last post, the silence and
reveille. After the service it was time for a few final drillk with Villagers
and 'Old Comrades' before boarding the Coaches and heading for home
ready to return and do it all again next year.
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Maj Alan McComb
Capt (Tfc Offr (R))

ALPHA FLIGHT
A Flt Comd
2Lt Scott Roberts
Sar Supvr
W02 (Supvr R) Eddy Fisher
Our fond farewells to Lt Elle Goldsworthy who is off to Chicksands
and LCpl ' Snarla' Gilligan who is off to rainier shores. Hello to 2Lt
cott Roberts who on his arrival began his clearance as he is now posted
to sunny Cyprus! Did we really leave such an impression that he decided
he'd had enough and wanted to get away from it all o quickly? Also
hello to W02 Eddie Fisher, S gt igel 'have you seen my bike'
Humphries, gt impson and Sgt 'Jock' Munro, who wou ld no doubt
be lo t without their clipboards.
~w onto the sporting ide of things. Firstly the flight has done rather
well in all Inter Flight Sport Competitions so far this year. Softball was the
first big ob tacle on our otherwise full sporting calendar, this job was left
to LCpl ' ~atty' Duckering and Cpl ' Miffy' Smith to get the Flight
under way m what was to become a ' rather large' competition. We came
runners up m the league, but that was no surprise as the winners were the
U . avy who thought they were the ew York Yallkees (this included the
un1rorms and sp1key boots!). There was also a Knock out Competition in
which we were knocked out of the semi-finals to a well turned out C
Flight team.
, Football. W!th the new football season about to begin with the
W1lkmson Cup . They kicked off the season, with a hand full of Station
players and the rest of the team made up of solely armchair football
fanatics. Besides that minor handicap we endeavoured to take on the rest
of the station. After three hard fought games we successfully reached the
fill'.'l and came up again t 2 Sqn, the fancied team, the station favourites.
Thi. was neither a probiem nor a worry as it turned out because after a
hard fought 90 minutes we ~ere crowned victors beating the favourites by
2 ~oals to ml.An outstandmg effort from all players involved, the goals
bemg P?Pped m by LCpl John Myer and Sgt 'Simmo' Simpson. This
years B1rgelen Trophy wa held at RAF Digby to which some of the watch
were selected to represent the Station. These being S gt (Supvr R) Pete
tockell and Cpl ' MifTy' mith. eedles to ay that after 2 very hard
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Lee Graham who recently won the Flight Orienteering Championships,
upstaging both of the senior Cpls on the Flight. Finally JTs Ruth
Whitehead and Kerry Fagg have managed to get more time off by being
selected for the RAF Alpine Ski Team and yet another trip to France.
Cpl Richie Brennan recently completed the arduous Nijmegen
March, the only repre entative from RAF Digby. Also boosting the
coffers of the Flight Charity fund was JT Danny Richards with Fun
running activitie . This years tation fete was a great uccc s and B
Flights contribution was the Bouncy Castle and the refreshment stall. Our
thank to Cpl teve Aldersey for overseeing the Flight administrative
stand.
CHARLIE FLIGHT
C Flt Comd
Flt Lt Dave Houghton
Snr Supvr
W02 (Supvr R) Jim McGhee
The ummer has been a very busy period for the member of C Flight
with personnel taking part in the Softball Championship, talion Fete,
sponsored events and adventure training in the lake district. Cpl Dave
McDonald took part in The Great North Run for charity that consisted of
an arduous slog through the valleys and streets of Tyneside and rai ed a
large amount of money! Whilst Cpl Phil Berry and LCp l 'S parky'
Collins played cowboys at the talion Fete ending in a final hootout
which resulted in the demise of them both. What some people will do to
dre s up. The Flight softball team has al o been destroying the other
flights (including the Americans) with their softball after crushing all
other opponents along the way. The adventurous training, led by the QC.
arrived in the Lake Di trict to find the campsite had flooded and turned
into a large pond (well 1t is the Lake District). So having acquired new
accommodation in a local hostelry they went on the march over many
hills stopping only to admire the view and up of the local brew! There
was also training in boat/ ubmarine building, ab eiling and local area
social liai on! On the sporting front with many of our sporting
personalities away the torch ha been carried valiantly by our resident
'fish' LCp l Sarah Lee who has now wum at almost every level of
competition, Squadron, Unit, Corps etc etc. Well done!
Finally, only la t week a charity fun run took place for Save The
Children. The event, arranged by Cpl Bush was well attended by all of
the Flight and, although much sweat was generated, a lot of money was
raised for several local and national charitie .
DELTA FLIGHT
D Flt Comd
Flt Lt Andrew Calder
Snr Supvr
W02 (S uvpr R) Paul Trethewey
The Flight bas een a few comings and goings in the last couple of
month's. Flt Lt Calder has joined us from RAF Cranwell. LCpl
Miche lle Kendell ha joined u from 11 EOD Regt and LCpl Tony
Green has returned from o'er the sea! The Flight ha also aid farewell to
Flt Lt Jason 'EggFoo' Young, Sgt John Morris and LC pl s Sam

223 Sig Sqn (399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby

Sqn Comd

performance took place at lronbridgc but has unfortunately left Gaz with
a slightly less reliable and less shapely Land Rover. Well done to LCpl

days of socialising and ... Er hockey, RAF Digby came out overall
winners on both hockey pitch and Sports and Social club. Played 5 Won 5!
The Flight has also been really busy on the charity ide of things with
some of the Flight members doing a ponsored Hadrians Wall Walk with
the Corps being represented by LCpl John Myers. We have also become
part-time bu ilders, the things we do for charity. We have been asked if we
can build a patio for Queens Park school, a school for children with
. learning difficulties. The big problem wasn't getting the volunteers but
getting materials. Sgt ' Simmo' Simpson has done a great job in
'blagging' as much material as possible and work has commenced. ot
bad when you think about it really, because we are neither the team from
, 'Challenge Anneka' nor are we Jim McDonald or Bill Webster! That's
all for now 'Miffy' over and out!
BRAVO FLIGHT
B Flt Comd
Capt Adam Hillary
DSO
WO John Jackson
Firstly~ Bravo Flight would like to say a warm welcome to Capt
Adam Hillary, recently returned from detachment. Also hello again to,
LCpl Carolyn Thomson, JTs McManus and Levaul-Grimwood fresh
from the factory. W02 (Supvr R) Steve Shannon has finally completed
his._22 years, 1t bas been rumoured that Ruskington will have a village
Skung Advice Bureau set up within the next few weeks. We al o ay
farewell to Sgt Lee Brewer who is bound for civilian li fe. Also a
farewell g~es to gt Brian Hand who goes to Corps Rugby or is I just
an occ~pat1onal hazard. Then there is Cpl Craig Wood, who is currently
travelling the length and breadth of Britain in search or the ultimate
resettl_ement co urse, LCpl Richie Cana le off to the sunny climes of
Cattenck, and finally LCpl Richie Adamson who has now reached the
dizzy heights of BT. The Flight would like to pass on their best wishes to
LCpl 'Scotty' Hoffman who recently married Caroline. Congratulations
also to <;pis Rob J_o nes and Mike Surtees on becoming fathers on the
recent birth of their baby daughters- Your s leepless nights have just
begun!
In readiness for the Rugby season those hookers are back Sgt Brian
ff an_ds and !;Cpl cil_Chrispin. LCpl Gaz Farrar recently finished first
m bis class m tbe unhkely sport of Land Rover Rallying. Thi storming
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l(jrton and Mark Booth all away on detachment. Well done to L pl
Kenny Cross on passing his Tl course and getting posted to II EOD
Regt.
A quiet note on the sports front with only the Wilkinson Cup Football
Competition of real note. D Flight had a tricky draw against 2 qn, but
ended up romping home 6-1, however the good performance couldn't be
repeated in the 'semis' again t A Flight with us being beaten 3-2, with
Cpl's Carl Hoyle and Garry Pearcey netting for D Flight.
We recently held a Family Fun Day/Pyjama Party in the Families Bar,
in aid of three worthy charities. The Anthony olan Bone Marrow Trust,
Imperial Cancer Research Fund and The Foundation of Study into Infant
Deaths. The day started off for the kid with numerous activities including
a clown, bouncy castle and Lad's v Dad's football match, with the Lad's
coming out comfortable winners. The Pyjama Party kicked off in the
evening with excellent entertainment from local band. It was a great night
all round with the three Charities, each benefiting to a tune of £166.66.
September saw the running of the annual D Flight Pool Competition. The
evening was looking promising, with 30 named entrants and some local
brew on tap. The quarter-finali ts, LCpl teve Rimmer, JT's Stevie
Campbell and Matt Scarratt and Cpl Dale 'Popeye· Clark fighting it
out! The emi-Finals saw LCpl John O ' Hara and JT Phil 'Grandad'
Davies being eliminated. The Final, that was hardly nallbiting, was won
by Cpl Carl Hoyle who convincingly beat Cpl Kenny HalJard. All in all
it was a good night, thank to JT Stevie Cam bell for organising it.
3SQUADRO
Sqn Comd

qn Ldr Dominic cott

TRAINI G FLIGHT
Trg Flt Comd
WOJ (S upvr R) Eric Clee
SSgt Trg Flt
Sgt (Supvr R) Frank Dakon
Well done to WOl (S upvr R) Eric Clee on completing a marathon 24
BFT for various local charities. They managed to clock up 234 miles in
24 hours (roughly 6 minute mile for 24 hours-not bad for the old guys
eh?) Also Eric indulged his passion for running induced pain by breaking
out the long distance spikes and completing the 'Great orth Road Run'
in aid of several very worthy charities. Al o well done to Sgt ( upvr R)
'Dillk' Frank Dalton for completing two gruelling courses back to back
and yet still managing to come back to a full work tray! Cpl Tim • What
course· Chapman on managing to do more resettlement than work in the
shortest pace of time. (Eh?) Congratulations to Sgt Ted 'Pimpernel'
Whicbelo who finally tied the knot with the lovely Allison. Thanks to
Cpl Pete 'Offender' Best for organising a fantastic Greek style- plate
ma bing- line dancing-ouzo drinking. sheftalia eating spectacular! Who
remembers the journey home in the mini bus?
STOP PRESS
The lone Royal Signal representative in RAF Digby Station Supply
Flt Cpl Pat Mullen is po ted! Bon voyage to the man who ha been here
from the tart. Goodbye and good luck to you!

243 Sig Sqn
Bulford

SHQTROOP
HELLO'S AND GOODBYE'
lo the past five months we have een a few of the Squadron stalwarts
leave the fold, and the army, after 22 years service, namely W02 (SSM)
CoHn Alexander and W02 (YofS) Bob Smith. We wi h Coli n, Andrea
and Craig future success and the same to ' Robert', Caroline and
Martin. The ADA have al o lo t their good looking asset Cpl Fra n
Geddes who has gone to unny 9 Sig Regt after succe sfully being
selected for promotion to gt, and getting married to ·Polly' Poulson
from 216 ig Sqn. To that end we ay hello to W02 ( SM) Paddy
Morrow and wife Ally. welcome to Bulford, and Sgt ndy Burdge
who has side stepped from the comfortable eat of Sgt Uniform Tp to
the 'hot eat' of ADA Sali bury. Farewell to some who have moved on to
better things!
SSgt 'Geordie' Merry- posted to 16 ig Regt
Sgt Gavin Henderson - po ted to 9 Sig Rcgt
Cpl Yvonne Jones - posted to Y Li t 2nd child
Welcome to ome new members:
Sgt Bob Lawrence - from 11 Sig Regt
Sgt Almond - from 14 Sig Rcgt (EW)
Cpl Harding - from 242 Sig qn
SPORT AND SOCIAL
For a Troop of about 12 fit and able-bodied personnel, we have
managed to fit in a bit of port. The regular Wednesday calls to tJ1e HQ
are met by Pauline the chief clerk re ponding with the familiar an 1 er
of, '2IC, Oh he' on a cow· e, Ops Officer is attending the amc course
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and the QC i all at sea at the moment.' Meaning that the 2IC and Op are
fitting in a quick 18 holes at the local golf club and tJ1e 0 ·s weekly ·ship
t0 hore· broadca t has not yet arrived. The
M ha been noting thi and
has been cen poli hing his club hoping to get him elf on a few cour e .
The ADA dig them elve out from underneath the mountain of
paperwork and equipment now and again to stretch their weary bones,
with SSgt Andy Burdge representing HQ LA D at rugby and cricket
and LCpl Trev Legg at golf. On the social front LCpl Trev Legg ha
organised a couple of 'go-kart' grand prix events at Andover which have
been an enormous succes , the host Kart \ orld pointing out on man
occasion that it' not tock car racing. The day were fini hed off with
the QC, Maj ·Jonah' eal , provicing the after event drink . well
omeone had to come la t!
GENERAL'S CUP-ORIENTEERING COMPETITIO
by Sig Vincenzi
011 a typical Briti h ummers ' day, i.e: Cold, wet and miserable. we
omehow managed io drag our elves away from work and down to a
up Orienteenng
wood near Ludgersholl, to take part in the General'
Competition. The quadron had combined with G6 I to form an elite
team, including personnel like Comd omm him elf, Brig Griffin.
V 02 (S M) Morrow and our cry O\\ n COMM E
upen isor. '\1r
Kay Ezzard, who kindly volunteered to be our ci\·ilian reprcsentall\e
The weather. having failed to dampen the team pirit. pro\·ed to be of
little hindrance a we went on to win by a clear 200 po111t~. ' gt
'greyhound' Lawrence came in a magnificent 4th place overall. with
Comd Comms hot on hi heel in 5th.
gt 'TalT' Burdge. Cpl Ben
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· treaky · Jefferie and LCpl Damien '666 · Davies bei ng placed joint
'.!I st. The team all fini hed within the 60 minutes required time slot.
ome didn ·t but. no name no pack drill! It turned out not to be such a
cold. \\el and mi erablc day in the end. My thank go to all tho e who
took pan and for making ll uch a ·uccc ful day.
&G MEDAL PRESE~TATION
The quadron Officers .md Si CO's gathered together in HQ LAND
gt ' mes on Wednesday 23rd eptember. 1997 in order
omd, \ O'
to witne _ the presentation of medal to gts Ian Foulkes and Rod
K nna . The quadron are grateful to omd Comms (LA D) Brig J. H.
Griffin who accepted the in itation to perform the task of pr eating the
medal . After the pre entation e eryone retired to the bar where the
traditional dunking of the medals took place. Rumour ha it, that the two
recipients were overheard later in the bar discussing how lucky they had
been in not getting caught during their ti fteen years!

The summer period is always a busy time for the Troop in the south
west of England. Our detachment on Dartmoor completed their ummer
project laying 12.000 metres of cable to replace lightning damaged cab le,
m ome horrendously bad weather and gales. Our ex ternal team on
alisbury Plain lrnve completed a variety of projects, including cab les
from Larkhill to the Fargo Arm Compound. I 000 metres at Middl e
Wallop to thei r radar. and 2.500 metres at Perham Down to divc1t around
the rough digging a rea . In this area we have Kim Foy and John
Stockley. both previously of the Duke of Edinburgh's Regt.
We are al o invo lved in the newer technologies of installing cat 5
structured cabling and working in fibre able. Some of our techni cians
have been involved at QMG Andover in recent weeks providing support
for their telephone and tructured cabling system. This has mainly been
mastern1inded by Geoff Graham, previou ly a SSgt Tech in the Corps.
Our other technicians also ge t involved in PA ac tivitie , installing
telephone exchanges and maintaining ex isti ng systems such as intercoms
and PA on range . We have Bob elhams or Geoff Kaczanow or
REME. If you are a technician thinking of re ettling in the Bui ford area
why not drop u a copy of your CV!

259 Sig Sqn

BFP053

ARMY COLOURS
Six members of 259 Sig Sqn received Army Colours on 1st August
1997. They were presented to Sgt Kev Tunstall, Sgt Michael Macphee,
Sig 'Taff' James and ig Owen Trimble for their effons on the Rugby
pitch and to igs Shep herd a nd Karl Flannigan for their notable
representation at Athletics. The e are all commendable achievements for
both themselves and for the Squadron .

HQ LAND-TUG OF WAR
by Cpl Ben Jefferies
T.he HQ LAND T_u g of War event was part of the General 's up
(which 1 an annual mterdepartrnental competition) and took place on
24th July. All the teams of eight had to have two female team members.
Eight of the quadron 's finest tuggers and pullers stepped up to the
challenge (in order on the rope photograph below)

Sig James, Sgt Macphee, SSgt Tunstall, Sig Trimble,
S ig Shepherd and S ig Flannigan

Back Row (L-R): Maj G. Neal, W02 (SSM) Morrow
Front Row (L-R): Sgt Ian Foulkes, Brig Griffin, Sgt Rod Kenna
STROOP
b Mr Dennis Harwell COi
T~ ' 'ivil ian Troop (s~meone can't spell) , 243 Sig Sqn is
respon 1ble for mannmg the tat1c army UK COMMCENS within the old
south west district. Three of the COMMCE S Andover Bulford and
alisbury, operate on a 24 hour basis. The ;emainde; Blandford
Bovington , Larkhill. Middle Wallop, South Cerney and' Warrninste;
operate on a scheduled hours basi . The static COMMCE S with the
exception of COMM CE Sali bury. are manned by civilian staff most of
whom are ex- ervice. The Salisbury COMMCE has a mixed staff of
military and civilian operators.
FOC
0 COMMCE SALISBURY
by fr Barry Lister C02
took up the po~. in March this year. My first thoughts were 'what a
np . .Most of the ce1lmg had been removed, lights were suspended by bits
of wire! m fact 1t looked hke the p~overbial bomb had hit it. Not exactly a
how piece for a COMMCE which serves HQ LA D. Since this initial
hock~ ~ve have gone ~ough a great d~I of change. I can now look up at
the ce1hng wnhout ee1~g an array of pipework, we have had the painters
m and ~ave been promised new carpets before Chrisunas (thi year!). J
wonder 1fwe ca_n arran~e a visit to _the Wilton Carpet shop! It all adds up
to a better workmg environment, this is well overdue.
On the mannin~ side, we are..suffering as much as everyone else. J
un~er _tand th~re 1 an army wide shortage in the telegraphist grade ,
which 1 resultmg m postmgs C?ut not being re~laced by postings in. This,
l<? some extent hl!-5 ~n alleviated here m Wilton by the recruitment of
c1v1han commumcat1ons .o~erators on 2 year fixed term appointments.
We eager!y awa1~ their JOmmg dates. As with most army COMMCENs,
v.e are still runnmg on old trend and m5000. We have been fortunate
enough to ha:-re recently been given the replacement to the m4000. I am
s~re there will not be any tears shed when we see these ailing beasts
d1 appear. In ~act t~ere have b~en plenty of volunteer willing to dispose
of the e machmes m a more violent manner (I think I had better hide the
emergency de truction kits!). Along with our ancient COMMCEN
eqm~ment we_hav~ been plagued by a dodgy lampson tube system which
was m tailed 1~ \'~'1lton after it had been extracted from oah 's Ark. We
are c_urrently rnallm~ a PC based sic distribution system as a replacement
that 1f ucc_c ful, will bnng us mto the 20th century, just before the 21st
century amves.
Finally, I would like to say welcome to all our new staff both civilian
and military and bid farewell to those leaving. Thank you for your cooperat_io~ and above all for maintaining a sense of humour, which is
essenual m today workplace.

.!

W TROOP
taj (TOT) Peter Davis
Although V'( Tp is entirely a civil service manned organisation with
a MaJ <TOT) Ill command, 1t doe employ a number of ex-service
personnel. The 21C i Mike McMa hon previously of the RAF!
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LCpl Leslie Bell-Wigmore, Sig ' Big Jake' Brennan ,
SSgt Bernie Smith, Cpl Ben Jefferies, SSgt 'Taff' Burdge,
LCpl Kev Daw, Cpl Mark Woodhouse and anchor man
Sgt Gaz Hinton
The team 's first pull wa won in a shot and by a clear length. After this
the team 's perfori;-iance went slightly downhill , after we ampled th e
1s.otomc energy dnnks kindly donated by the Sqn PRI (unusual! ). Then
disaster struck _when Sgt Gaz Hinton twisted his ankle after stepping on
a .d1 carded chill~ chee eburger whilst on his way to the burger-van, but
his place was qmckly filled by LCpl Chris Germain . After everal long
pulls and a couple of hard tugs the team came . . . 4th. The competition
was finally won by GUG2.
fMPERIAL SERVICE MEDAL
FOR 25 YEARS UNBLEMISHED SERVICE
by W02 (SSM) ' Paddy' Morrow
. On Tuesday. 19th ~ugust 1997 Mr S im on Ph ippen was presented
with the_lmpenal S~rv!ce Medal as a mark of 25 years excellent service
as a civil servant w1thm the MoD. The medal was presented by Lt Col
Si nton, CO AFTS, HE 2 C) Sig Bde.
Mr Phippen's service to the crown commenced back in 1951 when he
~oined the RAF (no taste!). There, during 12 years he saw active service
m both .Cyprus and Suez and also panicipated in atomic bomb testing in
Austraha. After_ leavmg the RAF in 1964 he joined the civil serv ice as a
spec1ahs~ tel_
e pnnter operator. Remaining in the MoD he later became a
commumcat1ons officer for 243 ig Sqn in tho COMMCEN at Andover.
He renred from the civil service in December 1996.

Lt Col Sinton p_resenti~~ Mr Simon Phippen with his long
service cert1f1cate. In the background
W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' Morrow looking slightly smug!
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AIRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Finneran
Tp SSgt
SSgt Stenhouse
Durin g the month of Jul y the Troop aid goodbye to S gt 'Yogi'
Cauldwell and hello to SSgt Bob Stenhouse, Sgt (FofS) Eric
O ' Halloran , Sgt Phil Parton and their respective families.
LIGHTNI G EVADER
Early in Jul y an expedition led by Capt Finneran, OC Afd Tp, took
eight members of Afd Tp and five personnel from RAF Akrotiri from the
sunny shores of Cyprus to a wet and windy UK. The fir t leg of a long
journey that would terminate at St. Girons in the French Pyrenee . The
purpo e of the exercise was to walk the 'Liberty Trail ', one of the routes
taken by wartime evaders over the Pyrenees into neutral Spain. We duly
departed on the Port mouth to Roscoff ferry although the second minibus
almost didn ' t, due to the late arrival of a couple of our friends in blue (no
names mentioned).
On arrival in Brittany we then drove to our overnight stop. an exresistance hideout barn in the grounds of an old chiiteaux, near the small
village of Ploha. The following morning, after a hearty breakfast of ' du
pain et confiture', our epic journey to the South of France began in
eame t. Although a three and a half-hour detour around antes and two
circwnnavigation of Bordeaux, both clockwi e and anticlockwi e slightly
increased the travelling time (due to a certain female officer's incredible
map reading!). We finally arrived at our overnight accommodation some
thirteen hours later quite drained and looking forward to our evening meal,
which according to our trained lingui t was to be chicken and chip but
somehow changed into teak! The final leg of the journey to St. Giron
began early the next morning and we arrived at the campsite at lunchtime
with no further detours. The next three days were taken up doing training
walks to loosen up for the main event.
Day One: The main event began with a wreath laying ceremony at
0700hrs at the war memorial in t. Giron . The team then set off with
their bergens weighing around 701bs. accompanied by the guide to
navigate the Liberty Trail. The first day's trekking was of mixed terrain
and weather, mainly uphill through fore t and high pasture land. At
midday the group topped for lunch, provided by a large contingent of
local people, where ' The Bos ' was actively pursued by a lady houting
'Mon Capita ine ' wherever he went. Lunch finished \ ith another wreath
laying ceremony d"dicated to a wartime guide who was hot for helping
evader in the area. The fir t day fini hed at around I 830hr having
walked approximately 30km , everyone looking forward to a well earned
rest, a good meal and the chance to dry out our wet gear at the 'gite', our
resting place for the night.
Day l\vo began in foul weather with a very steep climb through fore t
clad hill , the narrow track following the contour lines and quite oflen
very dangerous. It was noticeably teeper than Day One, everyone now
beginning to feel the weight of their bergen digging into their boulder .
Eventually, afler 8 hours hard walking, we lef1 the tree line and 2 hours
later arrived at a hephcrd's hut, our overnight stop. Bergens were
dropped with relief and ga cooker appeared rapidly as everyone looked
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forward to a hot meal. A huge fire was lit as mo t of our kit was now
soaked through.
Day Three began with the painful extraction from our sleeping bag5
and departure at 0700 hrs, off we went, totally unaware of what lay
ahead. This was to be a day of te ting physical endurance a the route
now ran into the mountains, c limbing higher and higher with the air
becoming th inn er. Definitely the most demanding day of the whole
exerci se. We then stopped at another 'gite' that night and prepared for the
final day that would terminate on the Spanish border crossing.
Day Four saw a pleasant change of terrain when the team set off from
the 'gi te ', taking a long 2 hours to descend to the valley floor and then
another 4 hours to ascend Mount Valour, on the other ide. We traversed
the ice fields to the summit that was the highlight of the day, then lunch
was eaten at the side of a mountain lake that proved to be ice cold when
several members of the group followed ig Wilkinson ·s example and had
a well ea rned wirn. Late that afternoon having reached the border
crossing point, and after another descent, the team were pleased to hear
that the walk was now complete and transport whisked us off to a
reception to be held in the local 'Marie'. The mixed team felt a gr.:at
sen e of achievement, having all completed the 140km trek, which was
the main part of the exercise. Meeting the veterans and the local French
people was also interesting and the team proved to be excellent
ambassadors for both the Armed Force and for Great Britain. Day Three
at the mountain phase however, is not to be repeated for a long long time
to come.
DHEKELIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Merry
Tp SSgt
Sgt K. C. McGirr
Welcomes go out to the new Tp Cornd, Capt Merry. The new
toreman Sgt G le n Cavanagh direct from Ireland and all the new
rnech , namely Sig 'Lloyd' Farrow. ig 'Woo kie' Baldwin, Sig
' Studley' Tomblin, ig 'Flex ' n Po e' Barnett and ig ·Dinger' Ling all
from the Production Line in Blandford. Goodbyes to gt Mark ' Run
Forrest. Run ' Yates off to 20 Bde. gt eil ' The Tree Ju l Jumped Out'
Blenkinsop and LC pl Keir 'Mein Fuhrer' Gilchrist who are both off to
sunny Ireland, Cpl Ian ' ice Bloke PTI' Hughes to 11 Sigs and LCpl
Col 'Flippin' Eck' Davies to 14 Sig .
ALL ISLA, D RA.FT RACE
Recently the RE Raft Race at CESSAC beach in Dhekelia was enjoyed
by most unit in Cyprus, unfortunately the female contingent of 259 Si gs
ably led by Ca pt 'Was it suppo ed to float?' Waudby encountered a few
problems. the main one being that the race was held on water and actually
required the raft to float and stay in one piece! The mens' team,
con isring of Cpls ' Big Ron' Burniston and 'Taff· Lougher and LCp l
Ryan ' early Married' Sedgwick and Gary ·Love Pigeon ' Little, fared
slightly b tter in the fact that after a tremendous amount of effort and
screaming they came a very respectable mid table.
EPI KOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp gt

Lt

1 ewton
gt Tierney

HMS HERALD DETACHME T
by Sig Simon Davie
Between the I st and the 7th July, four junior rank and one officer
were offered the opportunity to sample naval life on HMS Herald. On the
Monday morning we were sent to 4 Sqn at Akrotiri to be flown out by
helicopter and winched on board ship. This was an intere ting experien e
as I have never been in a helicopter let alone been dangled from one by a
rope! Once on board we sti ll didn ' t know what they had in tore for u .
The hip 's doctor, who promptly supplied u with easickne tablet .
greeted u . The doctor then took lll· to the galley for lunch and explained
that we would be ba ically getting an insight into all the hip'
departments and the purpo e of the · hip.
HM Herald i a geographical · urvey hip and its main task wa to
take amples of water from the Mediterranean at different depth, that are
sent back to England for le ting. The e samples are collected by the u e
ofa probe urrounded by a metal cage, which is lowered into the sea b) a
winch.
nother task wa to do beach urvey . Other than work there \ ere a
fe, social event due 10 their 6-month tour corning near to completion.
There was an 'It' a Knockout' type of competition involving games uch
a human kitties, in which I wa u ed as the ball. There wa al o an
e ening 'do' put on in the tyle of· oel's Hou e Party' which had
variou fonn of entertainment, a magician. a raffle and CYcn their \'ery
own Mr Blobby. Jn all it wa an excellent night. The' 1 ll to HM Herald
wa a big eye opener into how the Royal avy way of life compare to
ours. It wa ' an experience enjoyed by all and one that,,. n't be forgotten
for a while.
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LPH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Lamb
Tp gt
gt Tony Barker
The Augu t rotation in Bosnia has changed many of the faces in Alpha
Tp once more. uffice to say welcome back to reality to all tho e on
Tranche 3 nnd good luck to Tranche 4, many of whom are beginning their
econd free holiday to the Balkans thi year.
A sad farewell from the Troop to Cpl John 'Concrete Head' Gill and
hello to all the new arrival , particularly tho e from Blandford. After the
re-introduction period and leave, the Troop deployed to Haltem Training
Area for Ex foddy Track, a comm exercise without any comms.
(That'll be battle camp then!). A (-dmin) Tp were quite comfortable in
their ection tent unlike B (-a hn) Tp who lived rough and haved with
Rambo knive (although they did have plenty of wet wipe !).
Apart from Cpl Do ugie Ic ke who saw mo t of the CFT from the safety
rover, the quadron managed to complete most of their ATD's for thi
year. In between we undertook ome highly enjoyable Infantry kills
training (but then I'm bia ed, and ye , it was the bigge t hill l could
find!). Arti t of the month award goes to ig ' igel 'Tony Hart ' Fo ul kes
for his ma terpiece depicting nuclear holocau t on hi
BC exam.
Finally, we feel that ig · Accrington Stanley' Ed ward s deserve a
pecial mention for telling u all about ho\ she became recruited into the
Army. Apparently, in re.ad of catching tbe 130 bus to Liverpool Crown
Court, she caught the 140 by accident and by a strange twist of fate ended
up outside the Army Careers Office. Be t you get on the right bu to
Bosnia in December then!

S Sgt Tony Barker and Cpls Dou gie lcke and Al Pea rson
reserving their seats for the CFT
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. M. Evan
Tp SSgt
S gt T. W. Davies
The last co~p~e of ~onths have seen a lot of personality changes within
the Troop. This 1s mamly due to the continuing Bosnia commitments. The
lads who r:turned in August for a few months rest got to spend a week in
camp (sanity assessment week) before departing on some well earned
leave. It also gave them a chance to meet many of the Troop with whom
they .w:re totally unacquainted. Luckily all of those who deployed to
Bosma m August and those of us earmarked to go in the near future got to
go ~n a week's holiday to Warmin ter. Hoping for suntan, chicks and beer
bellies you can imagine our disappointment when the dream holiday
Grc:en Coau. produced a lampoon itinerary. ot to labour too much on tbe
holiday from hell , we all got back to St Tonis safely. Here we found what
was left of the Troop making the most of the excel lent weather and
howmg more interest in football than in the tories of gallantry we had
invented for them.
All too keen to Ii ten though were the Troop's newest additions LCpl
'\1ac' '\1c.Glinchy, ig Tracy Holland and lg Jea nette Lloyd. A' hearty
\\.elcome mto the fold for all of them and a tip for the future if you want
to get on in ig Andy Kin g's Troop develop a more than 30-second
attention pan. As always sadly many of the old team have departed in
the last couple of months and as always we wish them well. So Sgt Boris
Scaife and gt 'Fatboy' J enkin s good luck on your FofS course C pl
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Combined Arms COMSEC Team
(Germany)

'Peep ' Medcraft don't fall off your ski in Aspen Uammy so'n so) and
Cpl Shaun Dore enjoy 5 Div.
EXERCISE MUDDY TRACK
Ably organi ed by SSgt Tezza Murrell in the Sqn Trg Wing the
exercise was de igned to practise and test us on our ATDs and a range of
other mentally and physically demanding skills. A difficult task
con idering just how out of practice ome of us had become. So with
everything arranged we set out to the Haltem Training Area where once
in location and after a few basic fieldcraft lessons B Tp got to basha up
whil t A Tp were mothered into tented accommodation (oh how they
laughed}.
The dawning of the second day saw us shipped to the range in an
attempt to qualify us in our APWT. After a fair chunk of coaching on the
zeroing range by S gt Melotte and Cpl Tony Rosen we progressed onto
the ETR and all successfully passed first time. In the afternoon the crack
shots, plit into their ections and were taken through section battle drill
and anti ambush drills. This eemed to go well until Cpl Tony Caban got
himself extracted from the exercise and Section Two found itself being
commanded by LCpl Gilly' Gilbert a nice lad who just kept falling over
and couldn't work out the difference between C+D fire teams. After
another night in bashas and Alpha in their canva commune we arose in
anticipation of the intersection patrol competition. The competition wa
split into 8 stands, first aid theory and practical observation, map reading,
BC and three command tasks, blind leading the blind, command and
control and bridge crossing. ln the view of everybody this turned out to
be the best day of a very good week. It was rounded off with patrols to
the Section in Defence night-shoot range (a new experience for all) and
of course returning to build our basha .
Thursday wa much more relaxed with a spot of theory in the morning
and the CFT along the route from bell in the afternoon. However, even
though the first four mile were up and over hills on a loose shale track
with the afternoon sun beating mercilessly down upon us and the second
four mile along a tarmac road baked by the un to perfection, we of the
Bravo still all comfortably passed with only one injury. This was to Sig
Tracy Bolland who pulled a mu cle taking her bergan off at the end. We
comfortably beat Alpha on the injury core by only having one down to
their amazing 9. The Tp Staffie, SSgt To m Davies swears this is due to
our bashering up instead of cuddling up and the Tp Comd, Lt Evans
reckons her half time oranges were the secret of the CFT success.
Thursday evening, after a well earned shower, we tucked into a top notch
barbecue and of course it was Prizegiving time. Bravo Tp were outright
winners of just about everything with Sect I (Rickie's Ranger ) and Sect
2 (Gillies Gladiators), coming I st and 2nd in the inter section
competition. We also topped the individual performance charges with
LCpl Tom Atkinson having not only had the best map reading score but
haring the top NBC score with LCpl Dan ny Bailes and some geezer
from A Troop. Finally the award for best shot going to Sig 'Dead eye'
Turner on loan to us from the MT.
The Exercise was rounded off on the last day with an introduction to
Fire Team asses ments, this is basically a two mile CFT followed
immediately by a totally new shoot to all of us. Again another dubiously
enjoyable experience only this time we got to return to camp and proper
beds afterwards. On the whole an excellent week and lots of success for
tht boys and girls of Bravo. Finally though a couple of messages: thank
you to the Trg Wing and al l the DS for a rewarding week and thank you
A Tp for making us look good.
Q M DEPARTME T
Capt 8. J . Dalton
QM
RQMS
W 0 2 W. L. Cox
The past few months have seen much to-ing and fro-ing between
Krefeld and our second home in Sarajevo. A big welcome back to the
QM, Capt Brian Dalton, after completing his first IO months in Bosnia.
His plans to reduce his golf handicap have been shelved in favour of
languag.e training in Serbo Croat. Also returning to the peaceful
tranqmlhty of Krefeld are, W02 (RQMS) 'Brummie ' Cox, Sgt 'Scottie'
Scott and. igs ickie Pullen and 'Woody' Wood, who have all enjoyed
their glonous summer off. Welcome back, but don't relax. There's still
the Board of Officers to come! Replacing them in Sarajevo is our new
and enthusiastic SQMS, SSgt Rob Melotte, plus LCpl 'Bax' Botwright,
LC pl Jim McPhie (REME) and Sig 'Chippy' W illia ms, all there to
celebrate Christmas and ew Year!
Good luck and best wishes to SSgt Al E ley, Denise and their family
who have ~etumed to the UK for their last six months. Al o to C pl Billy
Fowler, Vickey and their fam ily who are olT to civvy street and finally
Sig «?eordie Rees who is posted to 11 Sig Regt and YES, they are all
tiipitmg for your o!d comer of the bar. By the time this reaches print Sig
1ckey Pullen will be en route for the Emerald Isle along with her
husband Daz. Thanks for all your bard work support and friendship over
thes~ past f~w m?nths. Hello's to LCpl Powell and LCpl Carlin and his
family. Don t. believe all you hear. 280 (UK) Sig Sqn is not always busy,
you do somel!mes get the weekends off as we do aim to please.
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OC
Capt 'Mac' McCrindle.
YofS
S gt (YofS) 'Pete' Van den Broek.
On the first of September, all of the team managed to return from their
(we ll deserved!) month off from the green kit. Being part of an
organisation such as CAFTG(G). we don't get much in the way of leave
between Summer and Christmas. With a strange lump in our tummies, in
the si nglies case the lump was probably what the cookhouse claimed to
be breakfast, we assembled in the Tp offices. The mood was sombre.
Luckily, the singlies soon changed all that turning up ready to go, in . . .
wait for it ... jumper order (not till October lads). One quick debrief later
and the usual questions of the ' Did you get in trouble with the police, get
married or mugged?' variety, and we were off down the garage . We had
two weeks to prep the wagons for everything that CAFTG(G) could
throw at them, which is a considerable everything, in the coming month .
Each of the team's vehicles had to be brought up to pinnacle of
maintenance perfection, in the case of our battling four-tanners, this
mammoth ta k began by getting their engines running. Soon the garages
were back to the way they were before leave. With BFBS blaring,
members of the team soon started moving about the garages in the good
hands of various coloured paint pots. A new life form was discovered,
having spent the last month in the teapot. It instantly claimed squatters
rights, but we soon had it evicted, it was last een beading towards the
artillery garages, muttering to itself. To give us a respite from all this
cleaning, LCp ls (and we kid you not) 'Taff' and 'Ed' Edwards put
together a pre entation on the lnner German Border (these pair even
share the same birthday!). Despite the complete lack of information on
this subject anywhere, except on the Berlin Wall, they put together a
presentation complete with picture of how it was, provided by Capt
'Mac' McCrin d le, and snazzy title's and diagrams using PowerPoint.
The pre entation was backed up by a trip to the border itself. The trip
proved to be an interesting diver ion from the norm as well. On the long
drive to old East Germany, we stopped off in a village for a leg stretch,
where the team took to feeding the ducks in a local pond with their
packed lunches. The ducks ate every bit, proving that death packs aren't
as bad as we think, they are, at least, fit for animal consumption.

First stop on the great COMSEC tour was a museum in Helmstedt
catering for the old inner German border. The museum wa full of
memorabilia from the wall including. amongst other things, old igns.
motorcycles, uniforms and landmines. There were also a large number of
note explaining various bits and bob , unfortunately all in Gem1an. But
we managed at lea t to grasp a mall in igbt in to the history of the wall.
The uniforms caused a few chuckles from Sig ' cott' Yuill. There wa a
disp lay showing an American uniform , complete with a few miles of
lanyards, braid and more badges than a 22 year boy cout! ext to this
was a unifom1 of a border guard from what was the VA, or ' ational
Yolks Army. With a distinct lack of anything other than trange dash
camouflage, we believe it wa a recruit's unifom1. Despite offers of large
sums of money the museum declined to sell them to u , although
anything that ca n cause ig 'Scott' Yuill to mile, let alone laugh, i
worth it' weight in gold. Then it was to the border itself. The village of
Hotens leben has pre crved a 400 metre ection of the wall and all
defences just as it wa in the bad old day . As we came over the brow of
a hill , it was there (cue dramatic, heart wrenching mu ic!), well ome of it
was anyway. Built by the Soviet' to bold back the impending on !aught
of imperialist, capi talist tanks and men and to keep the populaiion of the
Deut che Democratic Republic from escaping from the pleasure of their
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workers paradise. lt has to be aid that the wall looked flimsy. However,
when combined with the guard towers. which once sported machine gun
and searchlights, not to mention a number of other security devices uch
as tripods of railway track (collectively known as 'Dragons teeth').
minefields and motorcycle patrols, the flimsiness of the pre-fab concrete
wall could soon be discounted.
The team also took time to wander on the immediate 'West' side of the
border. We were walking where once, East German border guards sat in a
trench system, now half collap ed, with fingers on their triggers surrounded
by mines and trip wires, flare and pschyo guard dogs making ure other
members of their stag didn't run away. On the way back, the team sampled
a little of the friendly eastern German culture. The team sat wide-eyed by
the verbal torrent flowing from our waitres cook/ owner's mouth. Only
one man was up to the task of deciphering this language, S gt (YofS)
'Pete' van den Broek, speaker of three languages (and a bit of Poli h) (and
maybe a smattering of French). Much to the envy of others, he sat and
chatted with our hostes and translated her jabbering for us less
linguistically endowed souls. After a quick lunch we started a trek west.
On the way however we managed to stop at another memorial to the
barbarity of man. This time it was a war grave of one thousand and
sixteen Jews and prisoners of war at Gardelegen. These people had been
forced marched from their respective concentration camps in the outer
areas of the Third Reich to the inner areas in an attempt, by the azi , to
cover up their crimes. Many died on the way, ome of those that didn't
die were forced into a small barn about 20 metres by I 0 metres. Which
was then machine gunned and torched. Some are believed to have
escaped but the guard , waiting outside shot down those that did run from
the blazing inferno. The American force managed to liberate the area
only one day later and organised the locals to come up and witne s, first
band, their country's barbarity. After which the locals helped remove the
bodies and bury them less than a hundred metres away. in a graveyard.
Tbe first thing you notice about this graveyard, other than its vast
ex pan e, is the lack of names on the crosses. The only form of
identification, (some have none), on the crosses i a ix figure number
obtained from the tattooed bodies. The Americans also entrusted the
upkeep of this war grave to the local people living near the area.
Strangely enough, the Soviet war cemetery in the town is kept in a much
more pri tine condition although the last Ru ian left nearly 6 years ago.
A few days later we found ourselve on another long drive only thi
time it was green orientated. At 0400hrs. on a fine Saturday morning, the
team and their vehicles lined up ready and able, if not willing, to deploy
to Poland (again!) on Ex Ulan Eagle 1997. After a near 24hr journey we
pulled up on the D G, the traditional convoy relea e-point in Poland and
swiftly removed them elves to their usual secluded bill top location. The
team promptly began etting up in the well used site. This time. the
location bad been marked on every map, when they were produced, a an
Out of Bounds area. everthele , this mea ure had no more effect on the
exercising troops than the previous method, by word of mouth. And it
wasn't long before we had our first vi itors, a Spartan recce vehicle from
the engineers. When told he wa in an Out of Bound area the
commander wa ure he wa about a kilometre north, and argued hi ca e.
But the team has had experience in tbi ubject which i second to none,
except for the local Polish fore tmeister. Other interesting visitor
included Jost divi ional recce, lost Bde engineers and lo t OPFOR who
had the temerity to knock down two of our trees as they thundered past in
their tank things. The set up went ahead without difficulty, as it u ually
does. up to the point the latest addition to the team· ar enal ranged
against radio wrongdoers (No, not an MLR ), but a Clark 74 on loan
from 30 Sig . With the entire team stood around its ba e, the mast oon
began its (extremely long) ascent to clear the tree line 90 feet above u .
With lot of houting and mild insults, and the removing of a few
branches that were in the way of guys, the ma t went up. Then it came
down a bit, up a bit, down a bit and finally up. 'What shall we do with
the e last two ection ?''Stick 'em in the G , we don't need 'em'.
The team oon ett led into the 12 on , 12 off routine which wa
frequently broken on ceca ions by the arrival of vi itors. lot of them.
The OC, YofS and C pl 'Mick' M urphy had their work cut out a they
briefed each batch on the agarie of the Monitoring y tern. with a fe\\
hint on COMSEC to personnel from 2 ig Regt , 30 ig Regt. I AD R
and the RLC . We al o ho tcd a large contingent from our own
organisation , the Combined Arms Field Training Group (Germany)
(CAFTG(G)) including our Commander (ex Royal Anglian) on an at
lea t once daily ba i , rep from our Armd Inf Trg Advi ory Team
(AITAT}, Royal Armd Corps Trg Advi ory Team (RACTAT). Combat
Eng Trg Centre (CETC) and RA (both field and air defence). facl')
group ' attention wa foc u ed at ome point on the Clark 73, towering
impre- ively above the ite, its t \ in light, warning pa ing pilot of the
ma t's location, as they flew underneath it. The Lion Rampant that
fluttered proudly on the highest point in Drnwsko Pomorski training area
wa donated by er geant M ajor 'Alec' And erson of I RHF, one of our
very own armoured infantecrs. Thi influx of touri ts had a e\ ere cffc t
on our milk upply which oon dwindled. Every group gets a cup of tea.
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e\ en general . o perhap· there may be a ca e for a cow or. at the very
lea t. a mall goat for ne ·t year We finally received our very own
p<>n loo • not bad going considering the month we have pent in Poland.
the family running the busine l..cpt it in the family and turned up
regularly every day, complete with grandma to clean up this . ide oflifc.
The 0 and YofS managed to ha e a elo e encounter with a high
speed \ arrior which crested their hill from the other side at precisely the
·ame moment they did. 10 out of 10 for evasi e driving ! L pl 'Taff'
Edn a rd s oon became kno\ n as OIC disasters, the onl y man to be
involved in every one we had. In the early days of the exercise disa ter
truck. L pl ·Au ' G amble and Sig ' ic· ernon had to be ca evac' d
away with u pected broken back and ribs and two broken legs. one
complicated, re pectively. A doctor wa. flown in and prescribed one
flight in a Lyn ·, and a bit of Rand R out ide Gazelle Flight ' tent .
playing card . o, thi doctor i not a quack . both made a speedy
recovef) and returned to pa ive duty later that day. But then they were
only acting a ca ualtie anyway. L pl 'Ed' Edward s ('dri ing') and Sig
'Andy' Powell ('navigating') managed to bog the landrover up to its rear
axles. A driver, LCpl 'Ed' Edwards arrived back at location encmsted
in mud to beg a sistance. We arrived to find the landrover already
recovered by a pas ing homemade Poli h tractor. Area cleaning wa no
problem a we were regularly wept by an extended line of Poli h
mu broom-pickers, ome of whom travelled tJ1e length of Poland just to
b here. The team wa joined by \ 01 (SM J ) Ala n 'lellor , of the
Combat Engineers Training Centre (CETC). which i another element of
CAFTG(G). He advi e the Corp of RE on comms matters throughout l
(Armd) Div and was able to see, or hear, first hand what hi own corp
was giving away on the net . Thi wa extremely useful and the lessons
learned will be incorp<>rated into signals training throughout the RE a
approved by CRE, no less.
The Bde Ex kept us bu y before a walk through/talk through of the Div
Comd Bde Ex aero this, high entertainment value, tra ining area. We've
een Challenger main battle tanks truggle where the Fiat Pol ki goe
with ea e! and was followed by the traditional CAFTG (G) curry and
warm beer for our Polish host and interpreters. The Div Comd Bde ex
was extremely bu y with tile team intercepting and jamming like never
before. it was nice to ee the COM EC message being taken on board.
Later that day LCpl 'GWA' Edward s and Sigs 'Vic' Vernon and ·Scott'
Yuill went down to the waters' edge and watched the Briti h Annys' new
M3 rig in use. These huge vehicles are ab le to form in to ferries to
tran pon vehicles from one bank to another. If the river is not too wide
the M3's can be linked together to form a bridge. The seemingly benign

activities of some a~saull boat<; on the river ~oo n trans form ed into a biller
cross-river assau lt and tre nch clearing operat ion. A ~ tho e taking pan in
the assault disappeared into the forL»l and the sounds of battl e drifted
away, the trio returned to location.
Another arri va l. boo ting the num ber of perso nnel to a record break ing
twelve. was Hilary Farbowski (yes, the name is Poli sh) all the way from
Blight y. Having fl ow n int o zczce in intern ationa l a irport (whi ch is
actually 30km from zczecin in another unpronounceable place spelled
Goleniow) via Copenhagen. she was shown the kit , shown her quarters
(sharing with Sig ' Andy' Po\ ell). and put to work. Amongst other things
she was able to give a qu ick bri e f of the role and facilities of CESG
(AKA ' The Fiction Factory) and other input on the security ide of
communications. he stared wide-eyed as hallcnger and Warrior type
vehicles carved their track track all over the countryside. She bravely
ventured into various battle group HQ where, unknown Lo her, a story had
been planted that she wa the inventor of BATCO. H il ar y enjoyed her
Lime in the field and takes some intcre ting lessons back Lo CESG. With
all these people in the location, pace was at a premium. Especially in the
morning, with the day shift coming on (eight in total) and one from the
night shift auempting to cook breakfast, tJ1e small 12 x 12 soon emulated
scene from the Tokyo underground in ru h hour. We really hould have
brought out a 12 x 24, but then hindsight is always 20/20. To coincide
with tl1e visit of the Armed Forces Minister. tJ1c RE decided to fire a
Giant Viper. This bit of kit, for those who don ·1 know, is a huge rocket
fired from a trailer. This is noisy enough, but the rocket tows behind it a
not insub tantial length of explo ive in a tube. This is then detonated to
clear a track through a minefield. Even ten kilometres away the explosion
wa loud enough to wake the nocturnal night shift.
The team are looking forward to a sailing expedition, ably skippered
by Sgt (YofS) 'Pete' van den Broek and those member of the team not
yet acquainted with the po11. LCpl's 'Ed ' and ·Taff' E dwards and ig
'Andy' Powell, earning their ' water wing '. Meanwhile, S igs 'Vic '
Vernon heads off to Bad Lippspringe for parachuting and 'Scott' Yuill
head to orth Wale for a spot of climbing. Of course our four intrepid
singlies will be deploying to Blandford for the Royal Signals half
marathon. But that 's another tory, next i sue. The team would like to
welcome. Capt 'Tommy' Bald win from Aldershot, LCpl 'Ed ' E dwar ds
and his wife Ann e-Marie from 14 Sigs and LCpl ' Taff' Ed ward from
30 Sigs. Farewells go to 3 of our longest erving team members, Capt
' Mac' McC rindle and Julie on posting to Cyprus, Cpl ' Mick ' 1urphy
and Carri e to 30 Sig and LCpl 'Aus' G ambles and Sa rah Lo I Mech
Bde, we wish them all the best for the future.

COMSEC MONITORING TEAM (UK)
WARMINSTER

Departure d ay MEDMAN 3/97 (7t h J u ly 1997)

COMSEC Monito ring Team (UK) as at October 1997
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Geoff Wilman , S ig Renne Stuart,
Cp l Steve Smith, S ig Marc Dun b avand
Front row (L-R) : Capt Terry Crosby, S ig Sa ra G lasspool,
SSgt (YofS ) Mark Hogan , LCpl Tony King
Located in leepy Warminster surrounded by our Infantry friends, the

la~t few months have een the Team deploy twice Lo BATUS and on the

usual TESEX's run here on unny Salisbury Plain.
'\fEOMA 3/97
Four per onnel from CMT(UK) packed their bags (again!) and headed
off to BATU . Canada to asses the comsec of the latest battle group to
roll ac_ross the prairie. Led by
gt (YofS) 'Barry Sheen' Hogan and his
3 di c1plc , LCpl 'Roboleg' Wilman , L Cpl 'Send me to I' King and
ig 'Bullet' Glasspool, we left sun ny Bligh ty on an Air Canada flight
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bound for Calgary taking full advantage of the free Iiquid refreshments.
ln theatre and after receiving the various briefing the Team had a
'joyous' task of bringing the COMSEC det up to working order. Having
had hoards of MCL monitoring equi pment experience LC pl Tony Kin g
and LCpl GeofTWilma n set about restoring the MCL pack. ot a imple
task, especiall:t with limited spares. Once complete, the Team cvent11ally
set off to mom tor Ex Cassino, a two-day live firing ex for the QDG BG.
Dunng the second days activit ies the flex ibi lity of the Tea m was again
tested as YofS Mark Hogan and Team had to switch trades to fix the 'not
so operator friendly' generator. After completing the fi r t stint of work,
the Team headed off for a spot of R&R aboard the Team battlebus hired
from a friend. We spent one night in Ca lgary, just in ti me to catch the end
of the famous Calgary stampede, closely followed by three days in Banff.
W:hi lst there LCpl 'I wanna be a cowboy and a secret wayonna sue fan'
King purc h ~ed the la~est CD Lo add to his already growi ng country and
western music collection. Days later, hundreds of dollars lighter and a
few hangovers m the bag, the Team arrived back in BATUS, refreshed!!
and ready to tackle the final worki ng phase of this deployment. Fun was
had by all.
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MEDMAN 4/97
Two weeks later, the second half of the Team departed in high spirits
on Med man 4/97 . The det consisted of the QC, Capt Terry Crosby, Cpl
Steve Smith, LCp l Geoff Wilman and ig (dbv) Ounbavand . On
arrival at Crowfoot the OC was promptly di spatched to the Officers'
Mess, while the rest of the det wa forced (under duress) to spend the
next three weeks sleeping in the senior offi cer bunks for the vis iting BG
(isn' t life so hard sometimes). As a warm up. the det deployed on to the
prairie to run up the equipment (which had seen better days) and to re line
our working practices. Thi went as well a could be ex pected with onl y
about half of the kit developing a fault within the first live hours! Five
hours was long enough- it was time for R&R! After hiring the cheapest
but probabl y the wor t RV (recreati onal vehicle) on the North American
continent we set off (in the pouring rain) to the wilds of the Canadian
Rockies. First stop on the way to Banff ational Park wa an overnight
stop in algary. With numero us cries o f, ' It 's okay we ' re British,' we
managed to navigate the one-way system and reversed into our parking
space at the ninth attempt (not before draining half of the power steering
reservoir) . Feeling som ethin g like the poor relations, the four of u
managed Lo ettlc down for the night whilst being overshadowed by all
tJ1e other RV's in the park that housed two but could easily have taken
another fifty. The next day (it was still raining) we carried on with our
travels up and into the rockies. A fun Lime was had by all doing the
' touristy' bit walking around Banff and the surrounding hills, vi siting the
world famous golf course and the beautiful area like Lake Louise. Back

in Ban ff th e boss w as doing his bit for UK ICanadtan relations by
allowing himself to be used as a panicipant ma self defence lesson being
executed by two ex- members of the Canadian forces . Details are till
unclear about what happened next, however it is afe to say that only one
slight pinch to the nose was all it took to have the bo s reeling backwards
off of his chair. It was soon time to head home via a stop off at trails end
(adventure trainin g camp) for a spot of white water rafting. We duly
arrived at the put in place and casually viewed the calm, supposed grade
3 rapid they called the ' widow maker '. And then they opened the dam!
On ccing the foaming caldroa, LCp l Wil maa was a little dubious but
soon entered into the spirit of things and even showed off by staying
under the water for 18 seconds! Looking like a very nearly drowned ...
no. dead rat he finally managed to surface to a round of applause from the
shore. Apparently it was the be t scare they had had for ages! A very
enjoyable day was had by all with cries of ' good job' from our psychotic
guide and the Lords ' Prayer from us. We made it back to Crowfoot in
time Lo tart Ex Totalize which I' m glad to say passed without incident
(and the sun finally came out long enough to get a bit of a tan).
ORIE TEERING
ot content to win the Corps Junior Championships back in May, ig
Re nn e tuart managed to survive and win the Army Championships as
well , all in his first season. Congratulation , it's into the big league next
year!

ROYAL SIGNALS IN COMMANDO FORCES
FA R EWELLS AND HELLOS
There will have been a large turnaround of people between the last set
of Wire Note in April 1997 and when these go to print.
Farewells to: SSg t Pete Hatto n who i going, 011 well deserved
promotion, to the TA as a PSI witJ1 94 Sqn in Reading (a slight change in
pace after 3 year globetrotting with the Cdo Bde). He says he, ' Will be
gentle with them. ' Sgt J ohn Watkins goes to 216 Para in October, also
on promotion after his tour in Commando Logi tic Regiment. Then C pl
Si Mills and Sgt Rob Sea r who have both vacated the tech work hops
for civvy treet and Ca pt eil Fraser who departs HQ Royal Marine ,
after two busy years, to join 208 Sqn, l ADSR for a year in Germany.
Hellos to: Sgt Tom Gi bbons from 30 Sig , returning to Plymouth to
run the Cypher Cell. A rather late hello to C pl Dave Monger, also from
30 who, after a hon spell in the Cypher Cell, is moving to Cdo Log .
Also hello to C pl D ave Field who moves into Cp l M on ge r 's slot
(another from the 30 Sigs club-obviously W 02 (FofS) Bill McC reath is
doing ome networking). The FofS is apparently attempting to 'beef up '
his Tech Workshops (his words) to cover a honfall and deal with all the
new equipment coming in. Finally, welcome to Ca pt Pete Drew (wait for
it . .. from 30 Sig ), who takes over the Portsmouth desk and hopes to get
a break from the in tray with a few week al Lyrnpstone in the ew Year.
Congratulations to: C pl Lou Walker who uccessfully completed hi
All Arrns Cdo Course on a somewhat soggy day in June; Sgt 'Taff"
Mo rga n who pas ed hi Jungle Warfare la tructor Course in July and to
Sgt 'Deano' Ca rtledge on his recent marriage.
RECENT ACTIVIT rES
EXER CISE SETIA KAWA 2
This deployment saw 3/4 of the Bde, together with the Royal Bmneian
Armed Force , carrying out amphibiou assaulr and jungle operations in
Bmnei from late April to the end of May linked into the Ocean Wave six
month deployment. 2 x V C 50 l were deployed from 30 ig Regt, alas
after day 2, Skynet decided to head off elsewhere and the footprint wa
lost. W02 (YofS) Dave T revelion R M, from HQRM running the 16
coord de k, masterminded a comm plan with W0 2 (Fof ) Bill
M cC r ea t h which utilised DUST modems, l MARSAT, TU IIB ,
ecure faxes , data tran fer P
and (odd ly) BT Chargecard ! ! (tak ing
' alternative mean ' to the full) . Thi provided full facilities to the 150
staff at the Joi nt Operational Command Centre. 3 Cdo Bde RM al o
dep loyed the new Data Radio ystem (ba ed on HARRI PRC 13 , BID
1750 and ATacCS machines) both on land and at sea, which was a
success in testing comm unications condition . Several of the Corps
managed to get into the jungle and gt ·Taff' M organ liked it o much
he went back fo r the full course.

FUT RE ACTIVITIES
3 Cdo Bde RM i now completing a major concentration on SE TA
(Ex Rolling Deep) as work up training for the forthcoming Winter
Deployment at the end of the year. Almost the whole Bde will deploy
(together with ·J Bn RNL MC) LO orway for 6 weeks and then move to
France for 3 weeks ' combat enhancement' training with 9 DrMA (the
French Commandos) before finally joining Ex Strong Re olve for 4
weeks in pain. 1eedles to say there is a great deal of comrns planning
to be done and W 02 Bill McC r eath has to visit Paris, Madrid and
Amsterdam with HQRM and 3 Cdo Bde RM recce teams. A hard life and
he gets paid for the privilege.

The e nd of t he 30 m iler
(L-R): Cpl S i Mills, Sgt Pete Hatto n,Sgt John Watkins,
Capt Neil Fraser, Cpl Mark Jackson , Cpl Lou Walker
(i n large new bere t) and Sgt Deano Cartledg e

k for photographs sent for publication in
tum d, unless they are irreplaceable.
•··~,.. Id be aware of the fact that although
n with contributions. they should not
aflletc:>snaph that cannot be replacecl.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Off hore
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
Yachtmasters (UK)
(Germany)
Secretaries:
General
Dinghy & Day boats
Windsurfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Member Rep
Soldier Reps (Offshore)
Dinghies & Dayboats
Windsurfing

Sheffield UOTC

Ex Bavarian Blend, an adventurous training exerci e, began in October
1996, and ought to take advantage of the training area in Bavaria, and
included staying at Landhau Engelhof. Initial enquirie were made, and
finally in ovember, firm booking were confinned. The e ercise itself
had a number of aim . one of which was to give an in ight into Force
Expedition Organisation, and the planning of thi Exercise for 2Lt
Kottritsch . wa a very steep learning curve indeed.
The group of thirty cadets left heffield on Thursday 24th July, drove
to Dover, and cro ed on the prearranged ferry. All wa going well unlil
one of the hire minibu es werved, pulled over, and stopped, about thirty
miles outh of Calais. Tbe whole convoy wa forced then to turn around
and follow the broken-down vehicle back in to Calais. Of cour e, at 3am.
not many garage are open, o we waited until morning to have the
problem properly diagnosed. Communication wa not a problem. thanks
to \! OCdt Emily French is econd nature to me' Keats, and once the
complications of fixing the vel1icle were correctly relayed down the right
channel-. the deci ion was reached, such that the group would push on
regardle s. o all the cadets in the broken-down vehicle were split
between the remaining three minibu es. Thi was cramped, but feasible,
and o the party restarted the journey.
The cadets started the first of two four-day activity packages the
Sunday morning, having drawn tores the previous evening. There were
three trekking group , all of which completed an orienteering course,
giving 2Lt's Ginn and Kottritsch a chance to recce two route . The
climbers carried out four days of undi rupted climbing, as the weather
was perfect. The kayakers al o bad many a swimsui trunk mark from the
un. The kayak package started with a day and a half on the Alp ee Lake,
and then moved onto the River Iller, near Sonthofen. Following the
training, was an R & R day, and a bus full of cadets went to Munich, the
other two buses to Garmisch all with the aim of sightseeing. A barbecue
was planned for the evening, but as life would have it, the weather turned
and for the next few days we endured rain.

the trekkers is usually a map reading exercise at altitude, where peaks are
potted and identified on the map, or pointed out on tl1e ground. o when
we reached the training area and found about 50m vi ibility, the priority
of the day soon changed Lo a earn and concealment practical lesson. The
end of the second four-day package aw a fancy dress party, where
everyone had to improvise and come along dressed as something
beginning witl1 S, L, or M. Thi stood for Sheffield OTC, London ATC
(a lso taying at our lodge), and Manchester OTC, whom we had invited
over for the evening. The evening proved to be a great uccess, and
everyone had an excellent time. The next R & R day was pent
recovering by the pool at Mi sen, and then off indoor karting at Fis en in
the afternoon. It wa a well-needed rest by thi s tage, as everyone was
tarting to feel the strains of the expedition.

Don't be disappointed!!
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Capt P. G. M. Atkinson Blandford Mil 2874
Sgt Cowell Blandford Mil 2810
Capt J. Coleman Colchester Mil 4220
SSgt . Finnegan Osnabruck Mill 2225
Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
Cpl D. Sangster Bulford Mil
SgtP. Downie York Mil 2346
Sgt . Varney Bulford Mil

The Royal Signals Yacht C/11b communicates with its members through the medium ofThe Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events, accounts of
activities and contains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to the Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht Club. If you are an active sailor or interested in
becoming an active sailor then register now with your unit Sailing Officer or altema1ively with one of the Club Secretaries.
EXERCISE MERCURIAL DIAMO D 1997
Ex Mercurial Diamond is the Royal Signals Yacht Club annual sailtraining week (STW) in Denmark. Week is omewhat of an anomoly as
the event usually takes 11 days and is regarded as one of the most arduous
STWs run from Kiel, over the summer period. In all, there were 8 races
including a 140-mile pas age and an o lympic series, 'around the cans'.
The overall distance covered wa 385 miles, an average daily distance of
just under 50 miles.
Hard fought competition, in unny Danish water with good winds and
lots of fun l hear you cry, why wa I not invited? Well, in fact you were.
Every UK mainland Royal Signals Regiment, Squadron and Troop from
both Regular and TA and all unit UKSC (G) based were invited to attend
in February. Jf yours wa one of the eight that replied, thank you; if you
were one of the 63 that did not please take one of the following actions:
a. Sack your Adjt/ChiefClerk for not pa sing it on.
b. Sack your RATO/Sailing Officer for not telling you about it.
c. In future open the gate and let the postie deliver the mail.

Ser
1
2
3
4

The following day saw the final two-day training package. Two groups
went on a ridge walk and stayed in a hut overnight. They all eemed to
feel the effects of the altitude, as they were all in bed by IOpm! There
wa going to be two days of open boating, but due to the in tructors
• breaking the paddles the night before whil t out training, it meant a
further two days of kayaking occurred. A further trekking group and
climbing group continued with their activities, despite the cracking
thunderstorm . The training drew to a close, and a barbecue was pennitted
to happen, as the weather cleared just long enough. All the instructor •
both Lodge and Unit supplied were thanked, and the last night wa
enjoyed by all.

The second four-day package ran simi larly to the first , with three
tr~kking groups, a climbing group, and a kayaking group. The
orienteering groups were a little demotivated by the rain, however they
sull comp leted the course. The climbers obviously were restricted by the
weather, o until the weather picked up (the next day) were obliged to tie
th~m elvc in kn?ts, trying to set up climbs. Fortunately for the paddler.,
ram m~de hnle difference, as they were to get wet anyway! This package
saw lightly more experienced paddler , so Simmo, the kayak instructor
from the Lodge decided to take them on an overnight expedition to
Garmisch. Here they paddled on the River Loisach. The second day for

Maj M. Butler
Maj D. C. A. Ellis
Lt Col J. L. Fletcher
Maj G. eil: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt I. Gray Glasgow Mil

The entries that did take place are given below:

OCdts Green and Foran, a long with the Lodge Instructor,
demonstrating the art of usin g nature to disguise their
colourful waterproofs!

The top of the Breitenburg, at last! 2Lt Kottritsch,
WOCdt Williams, JUO Buckley, OCdt Nolan

Maj Gen J. 0. C. Alexander CB, OBE
Col J.E. F. Kirby OBE
Lt Col J. R. S. Ambcrton

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFORE
PUBLICATION I

5
6
7

Unit
Comms Branch HQ l Div
I ADSR(A)
I ADSR (B)
16 Signal Regiment
34 Signal Regiment (V)
Comms &SyGp
243 Signal Squadron

Boat
Gannet
Grebe
Teal
Widgeon
Tern
Curlew
Skua

Ski oner
Sgt Avey Hebditch
Cpl Gale
LCpl Wyman
LCpl Patton (ASTC(K))
Capt Turner
Cpl Kilgour (ASTC(K))
Maj Niel

And so, on to what happened.
Day I-Training Day
The UK units arrived by variou mean and met up with the teams
from Germany at BKYC. After a night of briefings and establi hing the
rule , the boats set off the followi ng lunchtime for Sonderborg. The first
day was to be a training day to familiarise the crew with the boat and
carry out mandatory drill . Unfortunately, due to a lack of wind the last
boat did not arrive until midnight but thi ga e plenty of time to practice
MOB and tying bowline . On arrival in onderberg. we were serenaded
by a Jazz Band on the waterfront and then as aulted by bagpipes. ( cot
get everywhere.) Most people went to bed but ome brave ouls braved
the delights of the town, only to regret it the following morning.
Day 2 Sonderbor g- M iddlefa rt
Day 2 tarted with the first racing tart. 5 out of 7 boats cro ed the
line on time with Tern mistaking the 5 minutes for the I 0 and Teal
missing the windward mark. The wind tarted with a promising 3/4 from
the E but died off during the day. In the early afternoon, most boats
were doing 'Ba lti c Turn (a 360' uncontrollable pin brought about
through zero wind and a I knot current!) After a brief period of
swimming, tbe wind picked up to 4 knot and the fleet proceeded lowly
to Middlcfart. The cour e was eventually shortened and the last two boat
Sima and l ea/ made it with seconds to pare. Gannet ctting a precedent
that was hard to break won the race. It wa another late (0200 hrs) finish
for some, but they did not mi a great deal in Middlefart.
Day 3 Middlefart-Horsens
Day 3 started calm wi th the fleet m9toring north waiting for the wind.
The time was pas ed with ome close boat manoeuvering helping fellow
crews wa h their upper decks (waterfight). Eventually we started around
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1100 hrs with 35miles to race to Horsens Yacht Club, again in light airs.
However, the further north we proceeded the more wind we got until we
finished in the Horsens Fjords, beam reaching under pinnaker on our
cars. Gannet won again. The evening festivities started at 1900 hr with
Horsens hosting u in their club house with a couple of free beers and the
whole EEC potato mountain. Very generously we helped increase their
bar profits celebrating our first early night.
Day 4-Round the Cans
Following a race brief given in a mixture of Danish and English the
Round the Cans series started. This was to be the first opportunity for the
fleet to get to grips with the new 1997 rules. In the first race Tern was
pre sing Gannet hard for the lead on the final downwind leg. until she
turned away before the finish line, mistaking an unused buoy for a mark
of the course, (2nd to 7th and one very annoyed author!). The wind
stayed up for the second race, and again 2 to 5 were hard fought place .
By the end of the third race. which Gannet won again, it was obvious that
the main competition was going to be for 2nd and 3rd place. The fleet
hosted the Horsen Race committee at a barbecue that evening which was
generously upplied by I Arrod Div Sig Regt. This 1ime it was the EEC
meat-moumain that made an appearance, and wa gratefully poli bed off
by all. The selection of beer proved interesting with some obviou
winners and loser . Mo t crews retired for an early evening. in 1he
knowledge that tomorrow was the start of the pa sage race.
Days 5/6n Hor ens-Copenhagen
The plan to run to Copenhagen (140 miles) had at first eemed over
ambitious but the day started with a good force 4 o hopes were high of a
fast race. ome close tacking exiting Horsen Fjord caused numerou
place changes. We then turned north for a fa t narrow reach around the
top of am o, (all apart from Grebe). It wa during thi lone tack that
Skua wa rammed by a Dane and holed. Regretfully she therefore retired
and took no further part in the TW. The remainder of the fleet proceeded
north east around Sjaelan 's Rev in ever decreasing wind . The first night
was quiet, drifting slowly north in the current. With dawn a force 3 came
up and hope were again raised. We proceeded down toward
Copenhagen and again the wind died with the light. Many yachts found
themselves at anchor in the adverse current o er the econd night but
eventual! 5 of the 6 boat finished , the ILrst in 44 hours (Ga11net) and the
la t (Teal) in 51. (W!idgeon retired-could not handle the pace!).
Day 8 Copenhagen-Presto
After pending 24 hours in Copenhagen, eeing the ight and
reorgan ising the boats, we departed fQr Pre to (40 miles). The previou
unny weather was now coming to an end and the wind was con equently
increa ing. Following a beat - run - beat after the tan the fleet hot off
W for a long straight run to Pre to. The day wa omewhat exciting for
the novice a it wa their first real experience of lot of wind. Thi wa
to stand them in good · tead for the windward beat the following day. We
arrived in Presto late afternoon and had lot of fun tying up. We were
later to discover that Pre to was a one horse town and omeone had
tolen the horse! A quiet night for all. Oh. Gannet won again.
Day 9 Presto-Vordingborg
The day tarted ' it11 all the skippers changing boat for the no"ice
race. Thi wa to be a long run down through narro\\ chann I to the
finish. Due to the\ ind strength (5 gu ting 6) no pinnakers were allowed
but thi did not ub tantially slow the fleet down. Iler a long beat out of
Pre to in rough sea we turned outh into hellered waters and anchored
for lunch. The tart was to be from anchor down at 5minute inter al-.
Mo t crews had lot of fun getting away and the fleet con equently
compacted for much of the race . All ~ re glad to take helter in
Vordingborg, e en though it wa packed. For a change. Gannet did not
win and the novice cup\ ent to Grebe. well done .
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Da\ 10 Vordingborg-i\lar tal
\\"ith the T\\' drawing to a clo·e and the fleet till a. long way north
we decided to make the long run first. Marstal was 60 mile a~vay and so
there was a 0600 slip for a 0700 start. There was plenty of wmd and the
maJOrity of da , was to be du rnwind. o e:'e.ryone was l~ok111g forward
to a fast nm. The . tart wa closely fought wnh Tem lamm111g the door on
G111111ct and Grebe but the following beat-run-beat oon prcad the fleet
out. ome hairy µinnaker work followed in ever increa ing winds. with
ome boats (Curlew) broaching all the way ?own Langerlan~ and around
the comer. All boats made it in by du k, wnh Ga1111et wummg agam (of
course).

Day 11 Marstal-Kiel
.
.
The last day again turtcd early (0530) with a 0700 running start.
urpri in gly. no one was brnvc enough to hoist their spinnaker until after
the start. ~but the fleet then split into two groups. Those with b.. *s and
pinnakers and those without. With the rolling swell a we proceeded
south there were some more hairy moments and the quick beat in the
middle of the cour c reminded us how · trong the wind really was .
eedle_s to ' ay, Gannet won again but ccond wa. closely fought with
Grebe beating Tern by half a boat length.
Prize Giving
.
. . .
.
t the prize giving that evcnmg the consen us ol op1111on was that 11
had been a challenging and hard fought STW (for 2nd-4th place al least).
Lt Col P. A. Pratley MBE who had also graciously allowed his Regiment
to enter three teams the fortnight before a major exercise presented the
prizes. Thank you ir! The prizes were as follows:
Sgt Avey Hebd itch
The Dickin on Tele cope First Place
Cpl Kilgour
The Cito Cannon
2nd Place
Sgt Avey Hebditch
The Mermaid Cup
Pas age Race
Sgt Avey Hebditch
Round the an Trophy
Olympic cries
Capt P.I. Turner
Don ha\ Memorial Plate Spirit of the Event
Jenny Sharp l lomcward
Sgt Avey Hebditch
Bound Trophy
Homeward Leg
iovice kippers Cup
oAce Race
2Lt killman
Many thank must al o go to Mr Baz E nnels and all the hardworking
taff al the ASTC (K) without whom the event could not take place. The
R Signal STW at Kiel remains one of the three main calendar events for
the RSV . It is a challenging and fun series of races but requires your
support if it i to continue. This year five units entered out of a possible
71 if this level of support continue the STW will end. The STW always
takes place in early July. Look out for the booking proforma in January
1998 and book early to avoid di appointment. Hope to see you there.

BADMINTON
The Royal Signal Badminton Tournament took place at Coleme over
the period 27th-29th Augu t 1997.The number of Units participating in
this years' event far exceeded expectation based on last years' numbers
with no less than ix Major Units and three Minor Units entering the
competition. Operational commitments prevented a further three Major
Units from entering teams.
early all the Corps's main players entered the variou competitions
and many novice were given a display of the high standards that could be
achieved from within the Corps. The men's competition wa dominated by
Cpl teve Pengelly {I (UK) Div) on his return from JCUFl , who
progressed to all the men's event finals (except the Veterans), and only lost
one. The women's competition were once again dom inated by LCpl
Rigg {14 Sig Regt) and ig 1clnto h (21 Sig Regt) who have been at the
top of women's badmimon in the Army over recent years. More than 60
players entered the variou events, (three times as many as last year), and
there are over l 00 players in the Corps at present, which shows that the
sport is becoming more popular. The aim of the Corps Squad is to win the
Inter-Corps Championships for the first time in November. If there are any
clo ·et players in the Corps who wish to play for the Corps Team, contact
Capt Terry Inman on Blandford Mil.Extn 2661.
The re ults of the competition are as follows:
Men' Singles Winner
Cpl Pengelly
I (UK) Div
Men's Singles Runner-Up
Sig Ford
II Sig Regt
Men 's Singles Plate Winner
Cpl Wyatt
21 Sig Regt (AS)
Men 's Singles Plate Runner-Up
2Lt Farragher
7 SigRegt
2 1 Sig Regt (AS)
Women's Singles Winner
ig Mcintosh
Women' Singles Runner-Up
LCp l Rigg
14 Sig Regt
Men's Unit Doubles Winner
Lt Bowdler/
24Bde
Cpl Kay
l {UK) Di v
Men' Unit Doubles Runners-Up Cpl Pengelly/
SSgt Shirley
Men's Open Doubles Winners
Cpl Pengelly/
l (UK) Div/
igManton
2 1 Sig Regt
Men's Open Doubles Runners-Up Sgt Ball/
14 Sig Regt/
Cpl Merchant
1l SigRcgt
Women's Doubles Winners
Lt eilV
21 Sig Regt
LCpl Rigg
Women's Doubles Runners-Up
Mrs Gurung/
21 Sig Regt/
Pte Q uigley
11 Sig Regt
Mixed Doubles Winners
I (UK) Div/
Cpl Pengelly/
LCplRigg
14 Sig Regt
gt BalU
Mixed Doubles Runners-Up
14 Sig Regt/
ig Mcrnto h
21 Sig Regt
Veterans Doubles Winners
Capt l mnan/
II Sig Regt/
• gt hirley
l (UK) Div
Veterans Doubles Runners-Up
l I Sig Regt/
Maj Stuart/
gt Gibbi ns
14 Sig Regt
Umt Team Winners
I 1 Sig Regt
Umt Team Runners-Up
l (UK) Div
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CRICKET
ROYAL IGNALS CRICKET CLUB-1997 SEASO
Following the most suc cessful season of recent years in 1996,
expectations were high for success in the Inter Corps Merit Table
tournament . With several pre-season indoor nets and three warm up
matches competed in May, the competitive cricket started this season
with a solid performance against the Gunners. Batting first, S gt Terry
Gigg scored 53 and ig teve Fox made 49 with the Corps posting 171
in a limited over match against some accurate bowling. LCpl Ross
T hubron then took the new ba ll and proceded to take 4 early order
wickets for S runs off his first 4 overs. The Gunners never recovered,
being bowled out for 9 1, and the Corps recorded a win. LCpl Martin
Joh nson and Sgt C hris Co.le took 3 wickets apiece whilst REME scored
205 from their SO overs. The top three batsmen from the Corps scored
freely (S gt Terry Gigg with SI. SSgt Paul Gardner with 47 and ig
Keith Ford with 52) to ensure an easy victory for the lo s of 4 wickets.
The next week in mid June, Sgt H. Glea n took 4 RLC wickets for 6 run
from 7 overs, holding them to only I 02 in a rain-interrupted innings. The
inclement weather finally ended the match, so points were shared.
Beating RMCS in a friendly, with LCpl Martin Johnson scoring his
maiden Corps century, the Corp then played the RAC at Blandford. A
close match en ued, with some excellent bowling on both sides. A superb
76 from ig Keith Ford helped the Corps to 169, and accurate bowling
together with outstanding fielding restricted the RAC to l 56: 3 wins from
4. A second friendly against the RAF Signals saw another win notched
against the old enemy. Into July, the Corps batted first against the
perennially strong Infantry. With contributions from S gt Terry Gigg,
Sgt Paul Gardner, ig Keith Ford and LCpl Martin Johnson , the
opposition was chasing I 8 l. Despite a half century from the Combined
Services Captain, the Infantry was always just short of the pace and
lini hed with l69. The final match again t the AGC saw SSgt Terry
Gigg (again) top scoring with 48 and the Corps setting a good total of
2 I 0 on an imperfect batting surface. The AOC were ' kittled' thanks to
excellent bowling by all the Corp attack, with Sgt C hris Co le and Sgt
John Sullivan capturing 3 wickets each. Having won five matches and
having one washed out, we believed we were in with a shout. However,
cri tically, we had two matches totally called off without a ball being
bowled and, at the final reckoning, the RLC pipped us at the po t by 3
points. This disappointment has not spoi led the enjoyment of a good year
of quality cricket by all members of the Corps squad who played through
the eason. Having played a fust year at Blandford after several in tbe
wilderness, and having a wealth of talent in the younger end of the team,
hope are high for ucce s next year and an overseas tour in South Africa
in the autumn of 1998.
LCpl Ross T hubron received the Bowler Of The Year award, and SSgt
Paul Gardner, received the Batsman Of The Year accolade, apparently for

his on-pitch adaptation of a well-known weekday morning cookery
programme 'Can't Bat, Won't Bat'. Ross also scooped the prestigious
Player of The Season award.
BATTI GA ALYSIS (20 RU S Ml )-1997 SEA 0
Innings

Runs

Ford
Johnson
Gardner
Gigg
Chaoman
Fox
Whitehead
Thubron
Winfield

4
9
10
ll
8
6
6
9
7

163
299
295
290
142
120
99
112

Glean
Smith
Sullivan
Cole
Clayton

s

Not
Outs
0
l
0
0
I
0
I
2
0
3
0

99
28
25
70
32
24

2

9

s
s

I

l
2

verage

Top Score
78

JOO
69
53

64
49
44
28
60
13no
14
27
20
19no

40.7
37.4
29.5
26.4
20.3
20
19.8
16
14.l
14
12.5
8.7
8
8

BOWLING ANALYSIS (2 WICKETS MlN)-1997 E

Thubron
Glean
Sullivan
Johnson
Russell
Fox
Cole

Overs
83
57.5
73
65.S
8
45.2
79

Mdns
25

20
15
13
0
5
II

Runs
195
129
225
155
30
149
271

Wkts
17
II
l9
12
2
7
12

Econ
2.3
2.2
3.1
2.4
3.7
3.3
3.4

Avge
11.5
11.7
11.8
12.9
15
21.3
22.6

A SCOTTISH HERO REMEMBERED

Roya l Signa ls Badminton Tournament W inne rs 1997 with their
troph ie s

Cpl Pengelly receives the Mens' Sing les Trophy from
Maj John Stuart
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In an Ayr hire churchyard recently an SAS soldier, who had played a
part in the liberation of France, was remembered by men of the
Resistance who had fought be ide him. A group of Maqui ard veterans
had made the journey to the small churchyard at Som to visit the grave of
Maj Freddie Oakes who died earlier this year aged 73.
ln a simple but moving ceremony, the four Frenchmen laid a wreath
and a plaque in tribute to the part played by Maj Oakes and bis
colleagues in the SA in preparing the way for the liberation of of
Lorraine and Burgundy in September 1944. Carrying the flag of their
local Maqui ard group and wearing their medals. they spoke with both
grati tude and affection of the young soldiers who had parachuted in. from
thei r bases in England, to help with the work which wou ld free them
from the azi yoke many month later. Maj Oakes' former pari. h priest,
Father Stephen Bradley, spoke of the ·quiet trength' which Freddie
had always displayed. He added that Freddie had experienced the kind of
wartime duties that most of u only see in the movies, but on the rare
occasions that he poke of them it was in a very matter of fact every day
manner.
Maj Oakes was a signa lman with the 2nd SAS Regiment, having
trained at Monkton prior to being based at Som Ca tie in the month
leading up to D-Day. Late in August 1944, he joined a squadron
commanded by wartime hero Maj Roy Farran and took part in
Operation Wallace and Hardy that meant working behind enemy lines.
He recalled, in his private memoirs, a night spent hiding in the tents of
the Maqui only lo be awakened at dawn by an attack of about I000 S
and Wehrmacht Troops. The Briti h group managed to light their way out
with the help of their French comrade . Unfortunately 200 of the local
Maquis were rounded up and sent to concentration camps, including
Dachau, only 83 survived.
Mr Albert Fa h, 83, who spent eight month in Dachau aid that the e
were the fir t Allied oldier they saw, in th o e dark day before
liberation . And that we hould remember that it was eight month before
the American finally arrived. Mr Leon Gervais, who served with the
Maquis in Burgundy. was part of a mall group led by the local prie t,
Fathe r oel. They won fame by abotag ing ihe main Pari to Lyon·
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railway on three occa ion in only nine clay . Working in daylight, whil t
the priest pretended to mend the wheel on hi bicycle. The ignal
informing them that the coast wa clear being the prie t turning hi bike
over.
There wa a moment of ilence by the grave in memory of laj
Oakes. who is buried beside his Ayrshire born wife an . that wa bought
to a clo e by a lone piper playing· A Scottish Soldier'.

Four Maquisards, bearing the flag of their local resistance
group , pay their respects at the graveside of
Maj Frederick Oakes in Sorn
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BRIGHTON BRANCH

DERBY BRANCH

In the merry mooth of May we bad our usual wine and chee e party.
Gordon Holloway always arranges the wine and Audrey Chinchen
produces a splendid array of cheeses. We also invite all the expert
homemade wine brewers to contribute a bottle (all of which is delicious
but deceptively potent!!) Of course, Joe Soap had to comment ' Wine
from Australia!' ' o! No! Shall I tell you about the beer at Bonga
Bonga?' ' o' we said 'We have all heard it before'. Now Joe generally
lapses into his usual lethargic state- but not this time. He came and
inspected the homemade wines, he had a little taste, 'Not bad' and getting
a pint mug filled it up. ' ll won•t be very strong' said Joe and downed the
lot. A curious thing happened Joe's eyes glazed over and he tottered back
to his barstool. Rumour has it that he was sti II there a month later! But of
course rumour was always a lying jade! As for the rest of us we had a
sp lendid time with many thanks to Gordo n and Audrey.
In June Charlie Barr gave us one of his super slide shows. It seems
there are few places that Charlie and of course aomi have not visited.
ad to say they are moving out of our area. They will be sadly missed

Mr Dewi Treharne a Derby Branch member for fifteen years and a
life member of the Association has notched up two notable successes this
year.
His first achievement was the award of the Open Univer ity Bachelor
of Science Degree in Electronics/Telecommunications. The photograph
hows Dewi after being presented with his scroll from the Vice Chancellor
of the University. The presentation took place at the Derby Assembly
Rooms earlier this year.

A ociation Office, RHQ Ro. al Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DT118RH. Telephone: Military ystem 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: M ilitary System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
LI contributions for The Wire should be addres ed to tile Editor and any queries referred to him on exten ions 2079 or 2085.
The Association commrmicares with irs branches and individual members rlrrough the pages of The Wire. ll'hich COlfl(lins acco111rrs of Branch affairs as well
as a forecast of Associarion everlf .
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficielll copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is conveniem: ii helps us sal'e 011 postage.
Dares of Branch evem can always be published in The Wire and should be submitted to the Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to contact old
comrades and a1111011ncemems of births, marriages and deaths. We hope rhar each Branch will comrib11te a short accoum of its activities, preferably wirh
phorographs, 01 least once a year.

NEWS FROM THE AO'S DESK
Branch affairs- Mrs Pat Andrews is the new Hon ecretary of the
219 (Tripolitania) ig qn OCA. Pat's address is:'Moorings' 7 The
Heath, outh Tankerton. Whitstable, Kent CT5 3HJ. Mr Steve Jewel is
the new Hon Secretary of the Scarbrorough Branch. Steve can be
contacted on 0 l 723-375646. Until further notice, all enquiries for the
Huddersfield Branch should be directed through the Chainnan, Mr Peter
Ling at 5 Derby Park Drive Grangemoor, Wakefield, W Yorks WF4
4EE . 1aj (Retd) Dust Miller has take n over the duties of Hon
Secretary from Wilf Scurr at the West London Branch. Dusty's contact
is 01784 250756. Correction to October' Wire; Mel Dawkins. Hon ec
of the York Branch is on 01904 4 l 5 J 32.
Calling all former signallers living in Australia. Arthur Kirch e is
trying very hard to band as many ex signallers together as possible, to
form an affiliated branch in Australia, in order to further the interest of
the Corp and As ociation. He has heard from several interested people
already and would like to hear from you. Don't be put off by the distance
between addres es. Furthermore, if anyone in UK knows of someone
over there, who might be interested, please ask them to make contact with
Arthur, whose a~dress is: 46A Kendall Street, Sans Souci, SW 2219.
British Berlin Airlift As ociation. l 998 and 1999 will ee the 50th
anniversaf)' of the stan and end of the Berlin Airlift, and a celebration is
planned. Anyone who was engaged either directly or indirectly on the
airlift is welcome to apply for membership of the Association . The
annual membership is £5.00. Contact the Secretaryffreasurer: Sqn Ldr
Frank tillwell, 9 Barnards Hill, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2NX. Tel: Ol628
472625.
A Pri oner of War 1939-45 Liberation Medal has been struck by the
French to commemorate the Liberation of all PoWs. It is available to all
Allied PoWs who were liberated from German, Italian and Japanese PoW
camps at the end of WW2 and may be applied for posthumously by
NOK. Full details from: Service Commemoratives Pty Ltd, PO Box 173,
Dromana, Victoria, Australia 2936. Likewise, the All ied Ex-Prisoner of
War Medal ( ponsored by the ational Ex PoW Association) is avai lable
from: Award Production Ltd, PO Box 30, Haslemere, Surrey GU26
6 T. Tel 01428 607267.
The '.'i'ational Ex-Prisoner of War Association has issued its inaugural
journal. If you are interested, contact the Hon Gen Secretary; Mr L. Allan,
99 Parlaunt Rd, Langley, Slough, Berks SL3 8BE
Annual General Meeting. At the time of preparing these notes ,
confirmation is awaited that the AGM will be held at Venni ng Bks,
Donnmgton, on Sat 18 Apr 98. Probable start time l 030 hrs. A II members
are entitled and most welcome (indeed encouraged) to attend, but are
asked to give their intention to RHQ, or their branch secretary, in order
that sufficient refreshments and seating can be arranged. Branches or
individual members with any poin ts for the agenda should get them to
RHQ before I t March. Points, which have not been previously recorded
at RHQ, arc unlikely to be taken from the floor at the meeting.
. \\here did you serve?' cheme. The unit-regi ter, showing where
md1v1dual members served in the Corps is gradually being compiled.
Over 500 completed fom1 were received as a deluge in the first 2 months
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but this is now a teady daily trickle. However, respon e from branch
members i now building up. All members are encouraged to register the
units in which they served, you never know, one day you might be glad
you did! Forms may be obtained from branch secretaries or by giving
RHQ a quick call. Of course memory of the exact title of a unit will fade
with time, but entries such as 'In BAOR - 1958/60', 'Egypt, unit not
sure' and 'Commando Coys all over Europe' are too obscure to be
registered. Mind you, r have been educated too - ie: after listing Boys Trg
Regt and 6 Trg Regt as eparate units, I learnt that they were one and the
same! Likewise, ' BTA' is not the British Telecom Assn. Come on, send
your details in, the more who participate, the better the register! Those
doubting Thomases who said such a register couldn ' t be done, have been
proven wrong. Please be aware of one thing though: if you haven't
registered, don't bother asking for any list!
Can't find your Life Member hip card? Give me a call and I will be
pleased to issue a replacement.
1998 Reunion. It seems like only last week that we were enjoying this
year's Reunion, however a timely reminder that the 1998 Reunion will be
held at Blandford over the last weekend in June. The shortage of
accommodation on camp, for Reunions, must be accepted as a fact of life.
Now is the time to plan ahead-a list of local B & B is available from
RHQ. It is regretted that RHQ cannot take bookings for Mess accm.
Instruction application forms will not be issued until nearer the day, but
in the meantime, if you would like to be put on the mailing list, let RHQ
, know. There is alway room for constructive criticism, and justifiable
comments concerning this year will be acted upon for 1998.
Would. you like to trace a form er service pal? You will notice that
there is scope in The Wire for adverts for the whereabout of former
service pals, with whom contact has been lost. This is a free service-j ust
drop a line with the details to either this office or directly to Jackie in
The Wire office. I also hold a list of other useful agencies one can employ
to advertise, again just drop me a line.
easonal Greetings. Peter Cuckow wishes all Branch Officials and
Members a very Happy Christmas and a Safe and Healthy ew Year.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
ln September we enjoyed a pleasant Beer & Skittle N ight in a friend ly
hostelry. This was expertly arranged for us by Carole Thomas, who is
our lady Committee Member and our Advisor on Friendly Hostelries in
our area. We have just held our Autumn Luncheon al the Army Golf
Club, joined by friends from other Branches including Maj Ron Miller
and his wife Pat from the West London Branch. The sun shone but not
quite ~s brightly as usual, but the company and the curry were ju. t as
warming. We have been greatly saddened by ihe death , after a short
illness, of Lt Col Douglas Crookes, OBE. Douglas was a stalwart of the
Branch and one of our longest serving Members. He devoted mucb of hi s
time to the wellbeing of others and will be greatly missed. Douglas also
was our Treasurer and we are {,'fateful to Capt Peter Sharpe, already a
Member of the Committee for taking over this demanding role at short
notice.
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Charles and Naomi Barr
The turn out for Blandford was very disappointing. Even your humble
scribe could not get there. Frankly it is much easier to get to Catterick
from Brighton than get to Blandford, we shall have to think about it next
year. A revised timetable might help. In Jw1e we had a new idea, we had
a beetle drive. It was so popular that we had it in the big hall. Of course,
we had problems about how many legs ha a beetle. 'Eleven in Australia'
sa id Joe Soap. 'How on earth can a beetle walk with eleven legs?' ' Easy'
said Joe, 'Like a three legged cat', at this moment the organi ers said
' Four legs and that's that!' as your humble scribe shared the prize he
thought it splendid . We do not have a meeting in August but though t
about a Barn Dance. The idea did not attract upport and was abandoned.
However, in September we et off for Pompey, with a 'Ho! Ho! Ho! and
a 'Ha! Hee! Hee!' We had a sp lendid day but could have done with
more suppon. It did seem to eta h with some people's holidays. Well
fo lks, your humble scribe has to go and pack for his autumn crui e o
here endeth the tale. 'Thank heavens' did we hear someone mutter!

CATTERICK AND DISTRICT BRANCH
During the early part of this year an invitation wa extended to Maj
Gen A. Yeoman CB to pay a visit to the Branch in his capacity as
Chairman of the Association. The invitation was accepted and on the
15th August 1997 Maj Bill Barnes Branch Chairman, welcomed Maj
Gen and M rs A Yeoman to the Sgts Me s. 19 (Mech) Bde HQ & Sig
Sqn. The Chairmen and members of the Darlington and Spennymoor
Branches of the Association had also been i11vited to give them the
opponunity of meeting the National Chairman, along with WO! (RS 1)
John Howell-Walmsley who kindly, with hi members allows the
Branch to meet in hi mes . After a short Branch Meeting Maj Gen
Yeoman addres ed the members and poke on Corp matter. with regard
to the serving Co rp and the As ociation in general with particular
attention to Benevolence and it implications. Once the formalitie were
over the members and their ladies were invited to partake of supper with
a choice of Chicken Stir-Fry or Curry and a election of Sweet . A raffle
was held after which Mrs Ellen Barnes wife of our Chai rman pre ented
Mrs Barbara Yeoman with a bouquet of easonal flowers. Mrs Sue
Kaiser wife of member Bob was pleasantly surprised to be presented
with an arrangement of Silk Flowers on her **th Birthday by the Social
Secretary on behalf of the Branch. Our thank go to Jenn y Todd the
Branch Florist.
A clay vi it by the Branch to the Royal Armourie in Leed wa
organised by our Social Secretary. Leaving atterick/Richmond by coach
at 0830 hrs and departing Leeds at 1630 hr . It proved to be an intere ting
and enjoyable day with lunch at the Arn1ouries. On Thur day the I I th
September the tandard Bearer Tony Brine accompanied by Bill Barnes
and Eric Brooks attended t Pauls Church Spennymoor to witnc s the
Ded icat ion of the Spcnnymoor Branch Standard. An excellent ervice
conducted by the Rev Stuart Bain and attended by the Mayor and
Mayore s of Spennymoor and representatives of Police and other
orga ni sations. A recep ti on was held after the er ice at which the
hairman, orman Hyland thanked those attending.
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His second achievement was successfully climbing above 10,000 feet
in the Chamonix, Mont Blanc area of France during a walking holiday
with the Nottingham Police Fell Walking Club. There is no photographic
record of this achievement because Dewi said, 'A a result of so many
old comrades reunions the photograph would be unprintable.'
Dewi work as a lecturer at the number one Radio chool RAF
Locking Weston-Super-Mare. He is married with one daughter, Gemma,
who is currently serving in the Corp at Bulford. Dewi's wife Christine
is al o a keen fell walker and accompanied him in his 10.000 feet climb.
Christine is a member of the ottingham Branch and i the Branch
Welfare Secretary. She i also a life member of the Association.

EAST KENT BRANCH
There were many varied interest at the barbecue that was held in the
garden of om Hon.See 's house and attended by 80 members from far and
wide. They came in colourful dre and hats with the Hon Sec intending to
look like an Indian Rajah but much more like a bumbling yokel. We had a
full bar with Real Ale that helped to assuage the thirst arising from the
hear though there was a refreshingly cool easterly breeze. There was an
excellent and generous barbecue from a local caterer one of whose
a sistant was the Chairman· younger daughter. The meal was erved on
china which members took off to their picnic tables and chairs under the
old bramley apple trees or in the next door coppice kindly throw11 open by
Maureen and Norman Davidson . The raffle that made £80 was as usuaL
nm with great panache by Eadie Thomas and her team. To counteract the
weighty barbecue, John Ballantyne and Keith Chambers in eigled eight
teams of eight to play a 'Bat & Trap' knockout competition. (the Branch
now has its own ' B&T'). Clearly some members had pent many hours in
pub garden and were able to demon Irate the finer arts of the game to the
largely inexperienced. otable amongst these was the Chairman's wife,
Doreen, who led h r tean1 to victory almost ingle-handed.

Keith Chambers (our Standard Bearer) showing his prowess at
Bat & Trap
To provide for the human need of uch a crowd, the hairman and
Hon. ec had struggled for ome hours the previou day erecting what
looked like two very simple 'loo' tent and ome elementar ablution of
bucket of ' ater, WO oap and towel . At lea t the tent did not collap,;e
on the day, though ome of those with !ieldcraft knowledge were thought
to have taken a pade to the paddock car park! It wa ' a fun day for all.
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'EW OF 1E IB ERS
Tom and Dori Bcwsey recently went on a cruise with hi istcr and
her hu band to the ' rwegian Fjords. Early on there was a lifeboat drill
and who hould be in their boat party but Kit and Do nald Robnthan .
The) al:o then realised that had Bert tone not had his operation at the
time both he and n n would have been with them. mall world-big
Branch. Roy and Pat ndrew led a pan · of the Bewseys, Savages and
nstles to the very enjoyable RM
andburst Dre · Rehcsrsal Parade to
JOin the Alder hot Branch and had a ver happy picnic with them
afierward . Dennis 1u rph_ and his \ ife ha e just celebrated their
Diamond Wedding, for which congratulation are in order. by going to
the Edinburgh Tattoo. He had earlier been to Bletchley Park and would
recommend anyone connected with it to do likewi e. Yet another member
of the Branch ha had a book published. Thi one has got to be different
to the norm. The new book is a true account of Dua l ationality,
German, English experience a a member of an elite Royal Corps of
ignaL De patch Rider section, during hi 6 year oluntary service in
wv;2 . For more detail contact: Jack Dienst. The Platt. pelders lane,
Brook. A hford Kent, T 2 5PD.

GUERNSEY BRANCH
Our Treasurer, Dave Bicha r d, repre ented the Guem ey Branch at the
Branch Representatives and Annual General Meeting tl1at was held at
Donnington on Saturday 19th Apri I. n enjoyable experience. and a
chance to renew old friendships and make new ones.
On aturday, 10th May we held our Dinner to celebrate the liberation
of Guem ey from the Gem1an Occupying Forces. A total of 30 members
and their gue t at down and enjoyed a superb meal at t Margaret's
Lodge Hotel. It was a change of venue for u but everyone enjoyed the
facilitie of the private dining room and bar which gave us an enhanced
degree of privacy. Our guest included Susan and Roger tan forth from
the Southport and Di trict Branch who ' e were del ighted to see.
Following the meal a pre entation was made to J ohn Rudkin who, as
reported in our la t notes, has tood down as our chairman after 19 years.
Our ne\ Chairman, 1ike Brock, pre ented John with a hand ome
carriage clock, uitably in cribed, on our behalf and with his certificate of
Honour Membership of the Association. M ike also presemed John '
partner. nita, with a bouquet of flowers in appreciation of her support
for all As ociation activities. Long may their upport continue. Our
photograph show John Rudk in (right) receiv ing his clock and
certificate from (left to right) Chairman Mi ke Brock, wh ile Treasurer
Dave Bichard and ecretary Tom Remfrey look on,

TOP PRESS
The Committee wa delighted to welcome era Falia back to an
active role on the committee, at our meeting on 8th October, after a long
illnes· .

MIDDLESBROUGH BRANCH
The Branch has taken the 'bull by the horn s' and invited member
wives and partners to accept A sociate Membership. Docs this mean that
they are no longer guests, and mu · t take their tum at the bar? No, it has
to be admitted wives give u tremendous support and provide assistance
and food at our various and varied functions throughout the year, and we
welcome their officia l recognition.
On aturday 2nd July 1997 so me 34 members, wives and guests
attended the ational Museum of Photography, Film and Televi ion at
Bradford. The Museum houses Britain 's only IMAX cinema and we hardy
souls attended the showi ng of a film featuring the 'Grand Canyon ' .
Imagine, if yo u can, a scree n five tories high displaying the vast
precipices. the raging rapid , the tone Age travellers, backwoodsmen,
and the like all within touching distance. Believe me it makes your hair
curl! TI1is excursion was ideally rounded off by a visit to Harry Ramsden '
fo r ti h and chips.
By way of a contra t on Sunday 7th eptember J 997 members of the
Middlesbrough Branch and some members of the Royal British Legion
joined u on a vi it to Eden Camp nea r Malton to attend an annual
Remembrance Parade. This event was attended by numerou ex- ervice
organisations and provided a great s pectacle. Over 2,000 veterans
attended and the parade saw 850 veterans march past preceded by a
parade of 9 J standards, (including our dedicated Standard Bearer Joh n
G range). The Campi a former PoW Camp and it provided a background
and an atmosphere that was most impressive for the Remembrance
Service given by the R ev Jo hn Ma nc hester. The Band of The Green
Howards (TA) Band marched at the head of the Parade, and mention must
be made of the smart tum-out of the ACF and the overall and precise
control of RSM Siddle who marshalled the Parade.
Our Christmas!R.affie/Meeting Beanfeast is to be held on 6th December
1997 at Brambles Falll1. Our secretary remind me that this is al o Ladie
ight- they provide the Buffet.

The orthem Jreland Branch annual formal dinner was held on J 2th.
September in Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast. After the toasts Branch
President Maj Bill Douglas welcomed the guests, Maj Ton y Lom ax
and R SM John Black represented 40 Sig Regt M, the guest of honour
was Lt C ol D. E. Rowlin son, CO 15 Sig Regt. who replied on behalf of
the guests. Music wa provided by the Ballyclare Flute Band. Absent due
lO illness were Vice President, M aj Noel J ohn ston and Harry Sta nley.
Hon. Sec. Ian Wolfe unfortunately had to attend a course the date of
wh ich clashed with the dinner. We are indebted to Deb bi e Wolfe who
stepped into the breach and supervised the arrangements very efficiently
and to M r A ndy Lei shma n for his valuable assistance.
The final task for 1997 is to di tribute Christmas gifts to our aged
and/or indisposed Members or tl1e Widows of Members. If anyone knows
of an ex-Signaller (not necessarily an RSA Member) in Northern Ireland
who would like u to visit him/her do let us know. We meet on the third
Wednesday of each month in Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast and would
welcome any new Member .
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The smell of snuffed cand les signalled it was all over for the next 6
months. With precision and skill like the well trained soldiers they once
were, the committee members packed away tl1e decorations that graced
the tables at the 27th Annual Reunion Dinner held at Brock Barracks on
Saturday night 11th October. Jt seemed like a race to see who cou ld fold
and stow the most tab le cloth or to gather up the candelabra and the
candJe sticks in the Corps colours. The Silver Royal Corps of Signals
' Jimmy ' like Dracu la fearfu l of the approaching daybreak was gen tly
lowered into his silk lined coffin. Small Groups of o ld comrade
exchanged dates for their diaries before drifting ou tside to face the
driving rai n and their journey ho1ue . We encouraged our guests and
members who can to wear Mess Dress or No.I Unifom1. The resulting
' mix ' not only attracted comp limentary remarks but 'Wows'. Some of the
old soldiers who only knew Khaki were amazed at the grandeur. For
those who have always wondered who the glamorous and highly efficient
waitresses were, it was revealed that tl1ey were some of the Mums of the
Sea Cadets whose hall we borrowed for the event. Our si ncere thanks go
to them.
Our Official Guests were the Assistant Chief of Staff (CIS), HQ Land
Command Bri g John Griffin and M r s Griffin and the Assis ta nt
Regi menta l Secretary, Royal Signa ls, Lt C ol Ian 'Hamilton and Mrs
Hamilton. In reply to the traditional 'toasts' both the Brigadier and the
Colon~! took the opportun.ity t~ tell us what th e Corps is doing today. Just
when 1t seemed the official bits were over, witho ut fanfare two young
ladies of the Branch in smart mess kit marched round the room and to the
top. table carrying huge bouquets of flowers wh ich they presented to the
ladies. Mrs Griffin and Mrs Hamilton . The next shindig (in Reading) is
on F~ 1 day 5th .December a nd will be the cw-style C hristm as Social
Evenmg. Outside Reading- Westminster, Windsor, Salisbury, Brig hton,
and of course the Corps Carol Service at Westminster aga in where we
hope to meet some o ld friends from the Corps.
'
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. On the 7th June the Association supported the charity band concert
given by the Royal Military School of Music at the Royal tar and Garter
Home, Richmond. The band was conducted by Capt . . Barm~ell.
Once again our treasurer. Maj James Mill arranged for the Association to
partake of light refreshments prior to the concert and entertain an ex-Corps
member, Sgt Claude Allen, who is a residenL at the Home. It was a very
wmdy day and soon 'Sheet Music Recovery Squads' were in action. Jn
spite of these trial and tribulations the Band played on, much to the
delight of their audience. Afterwards tea and cakes plus strawberries and
cream rounded off a very good day. One of our not too well members
Capt Alan Lafferty sends everyone his good wishes. On th e 7th
September we supported West London Branch at the 'Governor's Parade'
Royal Hospital, Chelsea. Our picture shows the group as cmbling prior to
'March Off' . Thi year the parade was led by Col John Eversfield the
Standard Bearer was Har r y Ruff. After the church servi ce severa l
members and their wives visited Buckingham, St James and Kensington
Palaces to pay their respects to Diana, P r incess of Wales.
By the time you read this our Social Secretary, Dusty M iller, will be
sunni ng him elf 'down under', but do not fret, all social activitie will be
taken over by Hen ry Holman , ally Bentley and gt C h rissy M ills.
Their first big test will be the Chee e and Wine Party. teve Bl:i nd is
leading other members of the Association astray with a trip to Ireland.
They have joined 'Alcoholic Anonymous' so they can drink under an
assumed name.
Our thanks go to the CO Co l Bob Westo n, and the 2IC Maj Bob
Davis for their continued su pport of the A sociation. It i muc h
appreciated. By the time Christmas leave arrives they are ready for a rest
after attending mess function , Squadron parties and various A ociation
Dinners. It's a hard life trying to soldier in the TA!
Our thanks go to Maj Bob Davis (21C) and Maj M ike J ackso n (QC
HQ) for their continued support of the A ociation. Finally the Chairman,
Col Donald Crawford and the Committee wish all ex-31st Signals and
their families, best wishes for Chri tmas and a happy and pro perou
ew Year.

THE "HAMS" OF THE 254 OLD BOYS
ASSOCIATION

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

READING & DISTRICT BRANCH
A J?etachment of six Royal Signals personnel from 30 Sig Regt, who
were m Guernsey to display modem communications at the annual Army
Benevolent Fund Car Fe tival, were entertained by Association members
on Saturday 9th August. Visits were made to Rousse Tower where a
tableau depicts the system of island defence in apoleonic times, to a
restored German artillery casement which folll1ed part of Hitler 's Atlantic
wall defences and to a more peaceful and well known tourist attractionthe Little Chapel at Les Vauxbelets. An enjoyable lunch was taken at Le
Fouquet Country Hotel. The detachment, led by Cpl Sa r a h Scott, were a
pleasure to entertain and good ambassadors of the Corps. Our picture
shows Cpls Scott and Ser endra (Gurkha Signals) and LCpls C onstable,
lloyle, Morri on and Ro\\ley at the entrance to the Little Chapel.

SPENNYMOOR BRANCH
The dedication of the Spennymoor Branch Standard took place on
Thursday 11th September 1997 in l Paul's Church Spennymoor. Rev
tu art Bain Vicar of St Paul's and Rural Dean of Auckland conducted the
service. Attending the service were the Mayor of Spennymoor, Cllr A.
Sm ith , the Lady Mayoress and Chief Inspector Rankin representing
Durham Constabul ary, Maj (Retd) Bob Jones, Maj (Reid) Bill Barne
witl1 the members of the Catterick Branch of the Association and invited
guests. Also in attendance with their standards were members of the British
Legion, Royal Naval Association, Durham Light In fantry As ociation and
the Royal Air Force Association. After the service a reception was held for
all of those in attendance.
Th e Spennymoor Branch was formed in 1995 and now ha 36
membe rs this includes associate members. In his speech the Chairman
mentioned that our most senior member is Ted mith (Ser. o. 2320629)
who joined th e Corps on 2 1st Jul y 1930. Ted saw service in India before
the war and was with the British Expedi tionary Force in 1940. He was
o ne of the last of our servicemen to be plucked from the beaches of
Dunkirk. Ted and many of our other members have some wonderful
stories to tel l of their time in the Corps. The youngest member of our
branch is J. T hornton aged 24. John is our standard bearer.
The thanks of the Spennymoor Branch go out to Chas and Edna
Henderson and El iza McCabe for their very kind donation that enabled
us to purcha e our branch standard. The Chai nn an 1 orman Hyla nd,
Secretary Ernie Cowan and Treasurer Brian Robey would like, on
behalf of the Spennymoor Branch to thank the members of the Catterick
Branch for travelli ng all the way from "sunny" Catterick to help us
celebrate this our very special occasion.

The photo is of Branch Members and the visiting standards,
our new standard is second from the right in the photo

MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
Since our last Wire otes the A ociation ha wined and dined at its 70th
Annual Dinner, commemorating the bicentenary of the raising of the
Uxbridge Yeomanry Cavalry in 1797. Just think, no planes, train . cars,
fridges, televi ion or mobile phone . How on earth did they manage to
sw-vive? The Dinner Committee consisting of Maj Dusty M iller and Ca pt
Sid ney Underwood did their best to make the evening go with a swing.
The Guest of Honour was Maj Ge n David Horsfield accompanied by hi
wife Sheila . Other distinguished guests were the Right Honourable Earl
Kitchener of Khartoum accompanied by hi ister Lady Kenya TattonBro w n , Ca p t and M r s W h it e h ea d (Women' Transport Ser ice,
F.A. .Y.). Maj Bak er and Capt Mark Barraclough (Prince Louise
Ken ington Regimental A socia tion ), Mr Go r don Ti d ey and M r
Geoffrey Gardner (The Sharp hooters· Yeomanry A sociation), and Maj
Pa ul W illm ott OC the Middle ex Yeomanry qn based at Uxbridge.
The President Co l im on Beaz ley, ably assisted by the Chairman
George Key, managed to control the proceedings. After the formal part
of the evening was over, the falling down juice started to work, mies of
'Do or Die' began to be told in slightly bigger dimension than la t year.
The 'Pearson hoof thi s year will be on 9th December. The team
being led by C ol Ted Scarlett, your upport would be much appreciated.
1998 wil l then be with us and the next big get-together will be the
Cavalry Memorial Parade in Hyde Park on I 0th May 199 . Make a note
in your d iary lo be there, wives, partner and friends are most welcome,
please make the effort. othing now remain but to wish you and your
families a very Merry hri tmas and a Happy ew Year.

31 SIGNALS REGIMENTAL
ASSOCIATION
It is with regret that we say farewell to fom1er
'CO Ron Dart who
served wi th 83 ig Sq n and was one of the founder members of 'I ig
Regt. Ron loved to ' cabby ' and was a very good driver, repre cnting the
Reg iment at variou driving competition . His many friend in the
Association will sadly mi him. Al o it is with regret that we announce
the death of C ol Jim G reenhill who passed away on the 4tl1 October
after a long illness that he fought with courage. Jim kept in tou h with
the A sociation although living far away on the I le of Man. He was a
highly respected member of 31 t ignals and will be ad ly mi ed. Our
Chairman Col Donald Crawford attended Jim 's funeral.
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After the succe s of the initial get-together in Catterick in 1990 George
Severs et up the 254 O ld Boys ssociation for those who joined Boy
Training Company, Royal Signals between 1942 and 1948 and whose
army numbers began with the numerals 254. There are now some 242
members and typically 80-90 or so get together each year together with
their wives for a weekend of natter and noggins with a little olid
nourishment to keep things going. At one reunion Ken Brown discovered
that there were a dozen or so members who were radio amateurs all with
A Licence and suggested that we got together on tbe air a couple of times
a week and as a result the following schedules are kept:
Monday - l IOOam - cl215pm
SSBon 3.750Mhz
CWoa3.510Mhz
Friday
- IOOOam - 1030am
- I 030am - c 1 I 30am
S B on 3. -10 Mhz
The photograph was taken recently when a number of the operators
met at the re-opened Corps Mu eum together with G eorge evers and
Don He r ring who kindly organi ed lunch and generally took charge of
admin.

Back row (L-R): Don Hazel (MOAUA), John Grigsby(G3WNG),
Jim Jenki ns (GOVHZ), Jess Weir (G4GJX),
Dennis Burge (MWOALG ) and Don Herri ng
Front row (l-R): George Severs, Denn is Bowden (G3PNF),
Ken Brown (GOPSW)
Missing from t he group but on t he net when condit ions permit
are: Bill Ceci l (GM3KH H), Jack Batham (G3LNC),
Gerry Tremelling (G3FWGl Ken Lloyd (G3XTP),
Pat Fox-Roberts (GOTZU) and Ray Eva ns (G3LQC).
Although the net wn et up for r4 members we arc often JOined by
non-members and will alway- extend n welcome to any other ex-boy'
v ho wi h to join us for a natter on the air. Incidentally if any of you arc
wondering what to do with your tim after retirement what better than to
indu lge in a hobby which i both mentally timulatmg and a great wa. of
keeping in touch, not ju t witl1 old pal but with other ham all mer the
world. Yo11 can still practice your morse too!!
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TA K FORCE BRAVO-HORNE
2ND BIENNIAL REUNION DINNER
fter a ,·erv ~uccc.sfu l reunion in J996, iii intended 10 hold 1he
2nd Reunion Dinner on S T ' RDAY 2nd M Y 1998
at the Victoria ervices lub in London.
All ex-members and familie a.re invited.
Lei·~ make it another night to remember
For more information contact:
Graham ' Pikey' Perch
Ael y Glyn. am Road. Harlech
Gwynedd LL46 2UJ
Tel: 01766 78 1154

LOSTCOMMS
.\Ir Fred \ ard is seeking the whereabouts of the former Royal
ignal Officer Kenneth Fee. Anyone who can help is a ked lo call Fred
on: 01923 2675 9.
)1r John Kay i
eeking the whereabout of M ichael 1adge, who
erved in I quadron, 9 ignal Regiment in 1981. Anyone who can help,
please call John on: 01706 367408.

Len Cox i seeking the whereabouts of hi old pal ig T . .E. Quick
from hi time in CT Troop. I qn, I Corps Sig Regt, Herford in 1956.
Anyone who can help, please contact Les on: 01474 328 156.
Matt Maylor is seeking the whereabouts of his WW2 pal Robin
Pran. Robin wa la t heard of on a po ting RSM to Columbo. If you can
help plea e call 1att on: 01758 740979.
The whereabouts of the former Maj (fOl) D. T. LLewellyn is urgently
ought on compas ionate grounds. Anyone who can help, plea e give
Keith Williamson a call on: 01704 623989.

CORRESPONDENCE
From: Mrs J. Vickers on behalf of Mr Matthew Kelly
56 Queen Drive
Walton
Liverpool L4
Dear Editor
I .am writing on behalf of my brother, who is registered blind. We were
advised by a gentleman in the office of the Archivist, at the Royal Signal
Museum to seek your help.
My brother was. in 3rd Air Formation Signals in Greece, when GHQ
was caprured (I believe December 18th 1944), at K.ifissia? Fortunately he
was nol captured. but as he had been with several of the men he has
often said t'? me that he would love to know what happened to the'm.
Perhap 1f any of your readers has any information about the 3rd Air
Formation, they may like to write and let u know. It would give me a lot
of pleasure to read it to him. Thanking you I remain
Yours Sincerely
From: Roger Wollen
38 Woodbine Road
ewcastle upon Tyne E3 I DD
Telephone and fac imile: (0044) 0191 285 5847
Dear Edi tor,
William Gear (1915-97)
RCS 1940-45; Conrrol Commission for Germany (British Element)
1946 7
I would be grateful if you could publish the following letter in The Wire.
I hope, as a result, that I will be able to make contact with some former
collea~es of William Ge_a r. He ~stablished an international reputation as
an art1 t and I am r~earc.hmg his hfe and work for a major exhibition that I
expecl to take place m this country and abroad in the next few years.
William 'Bill' Gear served during the 1939-1945 war in the Middle
East and Italy with. th~ Royal Corps of Signals and then in 1946 joined
the _Cont~o! Comm1s~1on for Germany (British Element). Gear did his
basic trammg at Whnby and then Huddersfield in 1940 then went to
OCT in Aldershot. After training he was posted to B;kewell before
bemg sent abroad to a ?ignals Base at Mahdi, just outside Cairo and
. ubsequently, as a 2nd Lieutenant, to 5 LFC Signals (with the 9th Army)
m Je~salem around July 1941 , a nd later in Haifa (attached to the
Cheshire Yeoma~ry) an~ then Gaza. His next posting, in 1943, was to
Cyprus for _a bnef pe_nod before he moved to Ita ly. Moving up the
country ~hmd the Allied front, through Rome, Sienna and Florence and
then, a!i 1gnals Officer with a British Liaison Unit to an Italian Divison
which wa serving wnh the Allied forces north of Florence. Gear
concl_uded his ervice in Italy in the north near Boizano and Bressanone
m .m•d-1945 . After reporting back to 1he Chief Signals Officer in
fdmbu~gh Casile m Scottish Command he was posted to a Signals Base
near Bielefield m Germa ny. From there he went to th e 15th Scollish
D1v1 ion near Hamburg from which he was posted to the Control
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Commi ion for Gennany (British Elemcnl) working in the Monuments,
Fine Arts and Archi es ection in orthern Germany (based at Celle and
extending hi s activities to Hamburg. Luncbcrg and Hanover). He was
invol ed in tracking down major art works lored in Germany for safe
keeping during the war and played a role in revitalising Germany's
cultural life in the lmmediate post-war years, before finally bein g
demobbed in 194 7 as a Major.
As an artist he managed to keep painting throughout the war and even
arranged to exhibit his work in group exhibitions in Jerusalem ( 1941 /2),
Tel Aviv (1941 /2), Cairo (1941 /2), and then solo exhibitions in Sienna
( 1943/4), Florence ( 1944) and Hamburg ( 194 7). l am re earching a major
retrospective exhibition of his work (he adly died on the 27th of
February la t, so what was lo be a celebratory exhibition ha now become
a memorial one as well). I am keen to hear from anyone who knew
William Gear during his war crvice or can pro ide me with detail of
anyone e lse who they think did know him. I would be doubly delighted if
I make contact with anyone who has any paintings or drawings that Gear
made during the War or knows the whereabout of any or who saw any of
his war time exhibitions. I hope some of your readers will be able to help
me and I look forward to hearing from them.
From: Mr K. Truscott
23 Willow Wynd
Portlethen
Aberdeen AB 12 4 Y
Dear ir,
Could you plea e include thi letter in the next i sue of The Wire. I
would like to hear from any member of the " Quick ilver " Display
Team who were on the tour during the 1966 Season. Currently I am in
touch with one person from the learn apart from, that is, my wife whom I
met on the tour that year and married the next.
The members would include taffRodrigues, Sgt Crosby (transferred
to REME) Cpls Kett, mylie, Alexa nder, BeU, Ferguson, May (our best
man) , LCpl Lilley, Cra bb (transferred to REME) Sigs Seagrave,
Evison, Rivett, Glennon, P e rrot, and WRAC Pte McCormick. One
person whose surname slip my mind is Aiden? a Cpl who married a girl
OU1er. Thi team was the last one to use
from Bri tol and po ibly A
the Sheds and displayed Mufax, Siemens teleprinters, Ta s, a Strowger
style Automatic Telephone link, and some static radio . Our howpiece
was Magnetron who got u the food at Sheffield.
If you were a member of this team please write and renew our
friend hip, I am C pl Keith Truscott, who married a team member Pat
Buck, and I am in touch with the third member of the WRAC contingent
June White. Thanking you in anticipation of your kind co-operation in
this request.
Yours incerely
From: CA Henn-Collins FIEE ometime Lt Col Royal Signals
33 Les Blanes Bois,
Rue Cohu, Ca tel,
Guernsey Channel Island GYS 7SY.
Telephone 0148 I 56702
Dear Sir,
Many readers will have seen the BBC series of.Michael Palins' travels.
In his most recent programme he had a number of sequences of hi
travel through Australia. He made several mentions of !he tran Australia
telegraph line built in the I 870's. One clip was of quite exceptional
mterest to me as 11 clearly showed a pole and a tiny bit of the route. Thi
riveted my attention.
L~l me explain ~hy. ~uring the Polish campaign in 1939 I was Signals
Offi1cer to Gen Sir Adrian Carton de Wiart VC. In what was Eastern
P~land I saw an ex~ctl~ simi lar rout~. TI1e Journal published the story of
this route with the lltle Telegraph P10neers'. The Sappers engineered the
• Indo-European- who engmeered the trans Australia route or did they just
have the same equipment supplier?

DONATIONS
Mr D. A. Brown ...... ......... ..... ....... .... .. ........................ ....... ...... ...... .£ 50.00
Mr R. V. Baughan ...... ...... ...... .. ............................................ ....... ... £ 20.00
Mr L. Ladbrooke, orwich ... .............. ............... .. ...... ............ ....... £ 10.00
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Lt Col (Retd) B. Beattie in memoriam of Maj B ill Brewin .......... £ 10.00
In memory of the late Samuel apon ........... ................................... £105 .10
Mrs R. J. Greenhill in memory of ol J. Green hill TD ................ £ I 00.00
Frank tockdale & Friends in memory of his wife Margaret. ..... £275.00
hefficld Branch R A in memory of Margaret Stockdale ............ £ 25.00
Mrs K. F. Spiller in memory of A udrey Peaehe ll ... ....................... £ 20.00
C. E. Tilnyin memory of Audrey Peachell ....... .... .... ............ .. ... ..... £ 20.00
Miss M. B. earle in memory of Audrey Peachell .... ................... .£ I 0.00
Mrs Douglas Guest in memory of Audrey Peachell... ....... .. .......... £ 25.00
M~ & Mrs Peter Falconer in memory of Audrey Peaehell ......... .£ 20.00
Ehzabeth Kingcombe (Daughter) in memory of Audrey Peachell..£ 50.00
. Perry in memory of Audrey Peachell ........................................ £ 50.00
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LAST POST
Barlow-C pl T.W. Barlow
Brewin- laj W. Brewi n
Briggs- B. Briggs
Ca therall-J. Catherall
Coa tes- G.E. Coates
Crookes-Lt Co l D. Crookes QBE
C unni ngham-SSgt A.M. C unningham
Downs- Maj R.L. Downs
E lliott- Sgt M. E lliott
Fenwick ig J. Fenwick
Fi her- Miss H. Fisher
Flowers gt J.G. Flowers
Gebhardt gt J. Gebh ardt
Gosling-W02 J. C. Gosling
Gravenor
gt J. E. Gravenor
Greenhill-Col J. Greenhill TD
Grimes-Sgt J. Grim es
Hayes-Sig T.J. Hayes
Joncs-W.T.B. Jones
Lawrence-LCp l E.D. Lawrence
Lowe-LCpl A. Lowe
Luttin- Maj F.C. Luttin
Meader-Sig Eric Meader
Nacey- gt ick acey
0 ' 'eill-Sig C.A. O'Neill
Orchard-Sig H.L. Orchard
Pierce-Cpl G.H. Pierce
Potter- Cpl G.E. Potter
Purkis gt C.F. Purkis
Rider-S ig C.F.G. Rider
Ransom-LCpl R.A.M. Ransom
Simpson ig R.L. Simpson
S inclair-Sgt D. Sinclair
Smiles-C pl W S miles
Smith gt G. Smith
Softl y-W01 R. Softly
Stewart-Sgt G.C.M. tewart
Thain-Sgt H.B. Thain
Vanderkolk-Sig B. Vanderko lk

Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
erved
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
erved
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served

1942/46 Died Sep 97
1935175 Died 11 /09/97
Died Oct 92
1935/46 Died 1997
Died July 95
1944/75 Died 22/09/97
Died 10/09/97
1930/59 Died 26/09/97
1955/68 Died 1994
1939/46 Died 01103/97
1954/84 Died I 997
1935/45 Died 07/01 /93
1948/56 Died Nov 91
1940/46 Died 20/09/95
1957/68 Died 21/09/97
1950/92 Died 04/ 10/97
1939/46 Died 12/09/97
1961 /70 Died 19/09/97
Died June 97
1936/46 Died 16/10/97
1956/58 Died 30/11/93
1948/78 Died 19110/97
1936/46 Died 09/10/97
1936/60 Died 28/09/97
1953/60 Died 20/09/97
1938/48 Died 26/09/97
1943/47 Died 01/09/96
Died 1997
1940/46 Died 16/06/97
193946 Died 02/03/95
1944/46 Died
Died 1997
1924/56 Died 25/06/96
194958 Died 24/09/97
1942/46 Died 070997
1927/46 Died ov 90
1969/ 87 Died 21/09/97
1939/46 Died 1984
1939/45 Died 2 106197

Grim es-Sgt J. Grimes had been an active member of the Liverpool
Branch of the RSA for many years. Hi connection with the Royal
Signals began around 1937, when he joined the TA in Liverpool. He
then became involved in WW2 when he served in the Middle Easl
with the 8th Army. He spent some time in Greece then with the
Armoured Corp in Italy where he achieved the rank of Sergeant. Joe
became an a rden t member of the 8th Army Veterans becoming
Secretary, Chairn1an and President. He was very much respected by all
who knew him and he will be much missed. Joe leaves a on Charle
and a daughter Sheila, hi wife having pa ed away some time ago.
Meader-Eric Meader who lived in Hailsham, Ea t us ex, died on 9th
October. He served for ten year between 1936 and 1946 in th e
Divisional Wirele s Section and was the DOC's per onal operator and
a pecialist on the 399A set.
Nacey-Sg t Nick acey lived in Sydenham, London. died on 28th
eptember aged 76. He served in Special Comm in Berlin during the
1939/45 War and wa a gt PSI with 56 Div thereafter.
Potter-Gera ld Ed ward Potter, born 1935 and died 1997. Ge rry was
one of the founder members of the Swindon Branch of the R A. He
always had a cheery word and welcome for the new members. He was
never heard to complain even though it wa ometime very difficult
for him to manoeuvre hi wheelcha ir in confined paces. There a re
many who will remember ll talk he once gave on the subject of the
Bentley motor car and hi obviou love and en thusia m for the
Marque. Our sympathie and condo lences go to Gerry's widow, Jan et
and to his two daughters Ali son and Susa n.
23313992 Co rporal Potter
RE TI PEACE GERRY
Purkis-Sgt C had cs Purkis it is with grea t adne s that I inform the
Corp of the death of Sgt Charles Purkis. C harle was called up on
February 1940. did hi basic training at Prestatyn orth Wale . fter
basic training he got maJl'ied in April 1940 and was then po red to the
7/25 Lancers Tank Regiment , at ewton tewan cotland. Po 1ed
abroad in 1941 he joined up wi th the 1st rmy where harles saw
action in Tunisia, icily, Italy and yprus. He managed to get home for
VE Day and was then po ted back to yprus fo r another 9 month
where he achieved the rank of gt of the Signal Troop. harles wa,
demobbbcd 1946 . C harl es will be mis ed by all hi friends and
especia lly by his comrades of the ale Branch. Charles lea e a wife
and two daugh ters.

Brewin- Major (Retd) Bill Brewin (TOT). It is with great sadne s that I
have to inforn1 the Corps of the death of my father on 12th September
1997. Bill took the King's Shilling at the Burnley recruiting office on 2
August 1935. His Army umber was 232428 1 and he igned on for 8
years with the colours and 4 with the reserve!
He trained as a technician at Catterick before being po ted to erve
on the orth West Frontier in 1936. He was promoted from Cpl to
CQMS and appointed FofS on 8th ovember 1941 whilst serving
with o I Tech Trg Bn, STC, Jubbulpore. He was granted a War
(Emergency) Commission on 15th February 1943 before rerurning to
Western Europe in time for the D Day landings. During his time in
India he earned the 1936-37 and 1937-39 bar to his India medal, an
unusual achievement. After training in UK Bill erved as a Technical
Officer Maintenance with 2nd Tactical Air Force, Air Formation
ignal which provided communications to and from the Forward Air
Bases as they were established behind the advance. These
communications were predominantly line and tretched, at the end of
the War. from the French coa t through the Low countrie as far a
Luneburg in Germany. During tho e hectic times he managed to slip
back to Blighty on a weekend pas to marry Hazel in Salford on
Remembrance Day 11th ovember 1944.
Bill wa demobili ed at the end of the war but rejoined and
received his eco nd Commi sion as a Lieutenant (TOT) on 23rd
October 1946. Hi Post War er ice included tours in Germany, Suez,
with the Gurkha ignal in Malaya, HQ 1EARELF in Cypru , the
Orkney Island and mainland UK. Latterly he spent a long and happy 4
year in Catterick a OC of the WS Section prior to finishing his
ervice as a de k officer in what was then MoD Signals 36. He wa a
talented port man who represented hi Unit team , the Corps and the
Army at differing levels in variou port . The e included hockey,
cricket, rugby and football. After retiring from the Corps be erved for
5 years a a PSAO with the Essex Yeomanry in Chelm ford before
retiring to andwich in Kent where he became a member of the Ea t
Kent Branch of the A ociation oon after it was formed. He was given
hi R A award for 50 Year Service to the Corp in 1995.
He will be remembered a a thoroughly professional soldier and
officer who looked afler hi men and the Corp remained in his heart
to the end of hi life. He had a well ju tified reputation a a raconteur
with a harp en e of humour and he will be remembered fondly by
those in the Corp who knew him well. He was a de oted hu band and
father and he is adly mi ed by his wife Hazel, hi family and many
friend .
tockdale-Margaret Stockdale It i our ad duty lo inform you of the
death of Margaret, wife of Frank Stockdale BE 1. Both Frank and
targaret have a long a ociation with the Corp, going back many
years to their meeting in Pale tine during Frank' en ice there. Frank
tockdale wa in Regular service\ iU1 the Corp from May 1937 until
February 1968, retiring as a WO I (R M), joining the heffield Branch
in the year of it' formation in 196 . 1argaret wa loving and kind to
all and will be adly mis ed from the Branch' activitie .

Editor's Note:
We have had to hold o er some reports on Reunion s.
The e will appear in the next i , ue of The Wire.
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